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PREFACE.

Perhaps no Look was ever so soon, so generally, and with so little envy,

admitted to take its place at the head of that department of knowledge to

which it belongs, as the Regne Animal of the illustrious Baron Cuvier.

This is a high, but a just tribute, both to the work and the author ; for it at

once showed that the former is what had long been required, and that the

latter was as much beloved for the kindness and urbanity of his manners, as

he was admired for the comprehensive range and unprecedented accuracy of

his views.

It must, indeed, be admitted, that, until Cuvier's great work made its

appearance, we had no modern systematic arrangement of animals which

applied equally to all the Classes, Orders, and Families ;—which brought the

extinct species into their proper situations in the living catalogue, and enabled

every discoverer of a new animal, or part of an animal, instantly to connect

it with its proper tribe or family. Important, however, as are the labours of

this great naturalist, they could not possibly extend beyond the Umits of what

was known ; and as Cuvier was no speculative theorist, but a rigid adherent

to nature and fact, he kept his system considerably within the limits of those

who were more speculative, and consequently less accurate.

For students, no work is equal to that of Cuvier, for it is at once compre-

hensive and concise ; and though the student may choose a particular de-

partment, and require books more in detail with reference to that department,

he must still have the Regne Animal to point out to him the general analo-

gies of the living creation. The present work is a complete Cuvier, as re

"ards the essential part of the arrangement ; and it is not a mere translation,

but in some respects a new book, embodying the original one. Throughout

the whole of it, there -will be found original remarks ; but these are always

distinguished from that which belongs to Cuvier, by being inclosed within

brackets. This mode of arrangement was thought to be much better than
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the appending of notes, which always divide the attention of the reader, and

Aveaken the interest of the subject. Many of the chisses and orders have

been reinvestigated, and many new species added. This is most extensively

done in the departments which were intrusted to Mr. Bia'tii and Mr. West-

Vv'OOD ; but it runs more or less throughout the whole ; and the publishers

; flatter themselves that this will be of <?reat service to all students of this

I

highly interesting branch of knowledge. The different sizes of type, wliich

1 bear some proportion to the comparative importance of the subject, will

enable the reader to glean an outline of the system ;—to obtain something

more than a bare outline, he must read the entire work.

To these remarks which were appended in 1846 to the first edition, the

publishers may be permitted to add a few words respecting the present re-

print. It was not considered desirable to disturl) the illustrious author's

arrangement by the introduction of a more mi^dern svstem, nor was it

thought proper to overlook altogether, in a work professing to give a com-

plete view of Animated Nature, the results of modern investigation. 1 he

pirblishers have, therefore, added supplementary articles to such branches

i

as seemed to require it; Dr. Carpenter kindly supplying what was

wanting to the IMoUusea and Fislies, and Mr. Westwood performing the

same to his own department of the Avork.

In addition to these improvements, the work is now illustrated by thirty

plates of Animals, etched by ]\Ir. Tiiojias Landseer, and four plates re-

presenting the different races of Mankind ; and the publishers present it in

its present form in the belief that it will merit public approbation.

Amf.n Corner, Paternoster Tow.
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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION.

Having been devoted, from my earliest youth, to the study of comparative anatomy,

that is to say of the laws of the organization of animals, and of the modiflcationa

which this organization undergoes in the various species, and having, for nearly thirty

years past, consecrated to that science every moment of which my duties allowed me
to dispose, the constant aim of my lalwurs has been to reduce it to general rules, and

to propositions that should contain their most simiile expression. My first essays soon led

me to perceive that I could only attain this object in proportion as the animals, whose

structure I should have to elucidate, were arranged in conformity with that structure,

so that under one single name, of class, order, genus, &c., might be embraced all those

species which, in their internal as well as exterior conformation, present accordancies

either more general or more particular. Now this is what the greater number of

naturalists of that epoch had never sought to effect, and what but few of them could

have achieved, even had they been willing to try ; since a jjarallel arrangement presup-

poses a very extensive knowledge of the structures, of which it ought, in some measure,

to be the representation.

It is true that Daubenton and Camper had supplied facts,— that Pallas had indicated

views ; but the ideas of these well-informed men had not yet excrdsed upon their !
|

contemporaries the influence which they merited. I'he only general catalogue of
|

animals then in existence, and the only one we possess even now,—the system of | !

LinuEeus,—had just been disfigured by an unfortunate editor, who did not so much as i

take the troulile to comprehend the principles of that ingenious classifier, and who,

wherever he found any disorder, seems to have tried to render it more inextricable.

It is also true that there were very extensive works upon particular classes, which

had made known a vast number of new species ; but their authors barely con-

sidered the external relations of those species, and no one had employed himself

in co-arranging the classes and orders according to their entire structure : the cha-

racters of several classes remained false or incomplete, even in justly celebrated

anatomical works ; some of the orders were arbitrary ; and in scarcely any of these

divisions were the genera approximated conformably to nature.
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I was necessitated then,— and the task occupied considerable time,— I was com-

pelled to make anatomy and zoology, dissection and classification, proceed beforehand;

to seek, in my first remarks on organization, for better principles of distribution ;

to em]iloy these, in order to arrive at new remarks ; and in their turn the latter, to

carry the principles of distribution to perfection : in fine, to elicit from the mutual

reaction of the two sciences upon each other, a system of zoology adapted to serve as

an introduction and a guide in anatomical researches, and a booty of anatomical doctrine

fitted to develope and explain the zoological system.

The first results of this double labour appeared in 1795, in a special memoir upon a

new division of the white-blooded animals. A sketch of their application to genera,

and to the division of these into sub-genera, formed the object of my Tableau

Eh'mentaire des Animaux, printed in 1798, and I improved this work, with the assistance

of M. Dumeril, in the tables annexed to the first volume of my Lecons d' Anatomie

Compai-t'e, in ISOO.

I should, perhaps, have contented myself with perfecting these tables, and proceeded

immediately to the publication of my great work on anatomy, if, in the course of my
researches, I had not been frequently struck with another defect of the greater number

of the general or partial systems of zoology ; I mean, the confusion in which the want

of critical precision had left a vast number of species, and even many genera.

Not only were the classes and orders not sufiiciently conformed to the intrinsical

nature of animals, to serve convenient^ as the basis to a treatise on comparative

anatomy, but the genera themselves, though ordinarily better constituted, offered but

inadecpiate resources in their nomenclature, on account of the species not having

been arranged under each of them, conformably to their characters. Thus, in placing

the Manati in the genus Morse, the Siren in that of the Eels, Gmelin had rendered any

general proposition relative to the organization of these genera impossible
;
just as by

approximating in the same class and in the same order, and placing side by side, the

Cuttle and the fresh-water Polypus, he had made it impossible to predicate anything

generally of the class and order which comprised such incongruous beings.

I select the above examjiles from among the most prominent ; but there existed

an infinitude of such mistakes, less obvious at the first glance, which occasioned incon-

veniences not less real.

It was not sufficient, then, to have imagined a new distribution of the classes and

orders, and to have properly placed the genera ; it was also necessary to examine all

the species, in order to be assured that they really belonged to the genera in which

they had been placed.

Having come to this, I found not only species grouped or dispersed contrary to all rea-

son, but I remarked that many had not been established in a positive manner, either

by the characters which had been assigned to them, or by their figures and descriptions.

Here one of them, by means of sj-nonymes, represents several under a single name,
and often so dilferent that they should not rank in the same genus : there a sino-le

one is doubled, tripled, and successively reappears in several sub-genera, rrenera, and
sometimes different orders.

What can Ije said, for example, of the Trichechus manatus of Gmelin, which, under
a single specific name, comprehends three species and two genera,—two genera differing

in almost everj'thing .' By what name shall we speak of the Veldla, which fi"-ure3
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twice among the Medusa and once among the Ilolothurite ? How are we to reassemble

the BiphoriE, of which some are there called Dugysa, the greater number Salpa, while

several are ranged among the Holothuria ?

It did not therefore suffice, in order completely to attain the object aimed at, to

review the species : it was necessary to examine their synonymes ; or, in other words,

to re-model the system of animals.

Such an enterprize, from the prodigious developement of the science of late years,

could not have been executed completely by any one individual, even granting him

the longest life, and no other occupation. Had I been constrained to depend upon

myself alone, I should not have been able to prepare even the simple sketch which

I now give ; but the resources of ray position seemed to me to supply what I

wanted both of time and talent. Living in the midst of so many able naturalists,

drawing from their works as fast as they appeared, freely enjoying the use of the

collections they had made, and having myself formed a very considerable one, ex-

pressly appropriated to my object, a great part of my labour consisted merely in the

employment of so many rich materials. It was not possible, for instance, that much

remained for me to do on shells, studied by M. de Lamarck, nor on quadrupeds, described

by W. Gcoifroy. The numerous and new affinities described by M. de Lacepede, were

so many data for my system of fishes. M. Levaillant, among so many beautiful birds

collected from all parts, perceived details of organization which I immediately adapted

to mjr plan. My own researches, employed and fructified by other naturalists, yielded

results to me which, in my hands alone, they would not all have produced. So, also,

M. de Blainville and M. Oppel, in examining the cabinet which I had formed of

anatomical jireparations on which I designed to found my divisions of reptiles, anti-

cipated— and perhaps better than I should have done— results of which as yet I had

but a glimpse, &c., &c.

Encouraged by these reflections, I determined to precede my Treatise on Com-

parative Anatomy by a kind of abridged system of animals, in which I should present

their divisions and subdivisions of all degrees, estabhshed in a parallel manner upon

their structure, both internal and external ; where I would give the indication of well-

authenticated species that belonged, with certaint}', to each of the subdivisions ; and

where, to create more interest, I would enter into some details upon such of the

species as, from their abundance in our country, the services which they render

us, the damage which they occasion to us, the singularity of their manners and economy,

their extraordinary forms, their beauty, or their magnitude, are the most remarkable.

I hoped by so doing to prove useful to y^oung naturalists, who, for the most part,

have but little idea of the confusion and errors of criticism in which the most accredited

works abound, and who, particularly in foreign countries, do not sufficiently attend to

the study of the true relations of the conformation of beings : I considered myself as

rendering a more direct sen'ice to those anatomists, who require to know beforehand

to which orders they should direct their researches, when they wish to solve by com-

parative anatomy some problem of human anatomy or ])hysiology, but whose ordinary

occupations do not sufficiently prepare them for fultilhng this condition, which is essen-

tial to their success.

Nevertheless, I have not professed to extend this twofold view equally to aU classes

of the animal kingdom ; and the vertebrated animals, as in every sense the most in-
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teresting, claimed to have the preference. Among the hiverlchmta, I have had more

particuhuly to study the naked moUusks and the great zoophytes ; but the innumerable

variations of the external forms of shells and corals, the microscopic animals, and the

other famihes which perform a less obvious office in the economy of nature, or whose

organization affords but little room for the exercise of the scalpel, did not require to

be treated with the same detail. Inde|icndcntly of which, so fir as the shells and

corals are concerned, I could depend on a w'ork just published by M. de Lamarck, in

which will be found all that the most ardent desire for information can require.

With respect to insects, so interesting by their external forms, their organization,

haliits, and by their influence on all living nature, I have had the good fortune to find as-

sistance which, in rendering my work infinitely more perfect than it could have been had

it emanated solely from my pen, has, at the same time, greatly accelerated its publica-

tion. My colleague and friend, M. Latreille, who has studied these animals more

profoundly than any other man in Europe, has kindly consented to give, in a single

volume, and nearly in the order adopted for the other parts, a summary of his immense

researches, and an abridged description of those innumerable genera which entomolo-

gists are continually establishing.

As for the rest, if in some instances I have given less extent to the exposition of

sub-genera and species, this inequality has not occurred in aught that concerns the

superior divisions and the indications of affinities, which I have everj' where founded on

equally solid bases, established by equally assiduous researches.

I have examined, one by one, all the species of which I could procure specimens ; I

have approximated those which merely differed from each other in size, colour, or in

the number of some less important parts, and have formed them into what I designate

a sub-genus.

Whenever it was possible, I have dissected at least one species of each sub-genus
;

and if those be excepted to which the scalpel cannot be applied, there exists in niv

work but very few groups of this degree, of which I cannot ]iroduce scrac considerable

portion of the organs.

After having determined the names of the species which I had examined, and which

had previously been either well figured or well described, I placed in the same sub-

genera those which I had not seen, but whose exact figures, or descriptions, sufficiently

precise to leave no doubt of their natural relations, I found in authors ; but I have

pas.sed over in silence that great number of vague indications, on which, in mj- opinion,

naturalists have been too eager to establish species, the adoption of which has mainly

contributed to introduce into the catalogue of beings, that confusion which deprives it

of so much of its utility.

I could have added, almost every where, a vast number of new species ; but as I

could not refer to figures, it would have been incumbent on me to extend their descrip-

tions beyond what space permitted : I have, therefore, preferred depriving my work of

this ornament, and have only indicated those, the peculiar conformation of which gives

rise to new sub-genera.

My sub-genera once established on positive relations, and composed of well-autheu-

ticated species, it remained only to construct this great scaffolding of genera, tribes,

families, orders, classes, and primary divisions, which constitute the entire animal

kinn-dom.
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In this I have proceeded, partly by ascending from the inferior to the superior divi-

sions, by means of approximation and comparison ; and partly also by descending from

tlie superior to the inferior groups, on the principle of the subordination of characters
;

comparing carefully the results of the two methods, verifying one by the other, and

always sedulously establishing the correspondence of external and internal structure,

which, the one as well as the other, are integral parts of the essence of each animal.

Such has been my procedure whenever it was necessary and possible to introduce

new arrangements ; but I need not observe that, in very many places, the results to

which it would have conducted me had already been so satisfactorily obtained, that I

had only to follow the track of my predecessors. Notwithstanding which, even in

those cases where no alteration was required, I have verified and confirmed, by new

observations, what was previously acknowledged, and what I did not adopt until it had

been subjected to a rigorous scrutiny.

The public may form some idea of this mode of examination, from the memoirs on the

anatomy of moilusks, which have appeared in the Annales du Museum, and of which I

am now preparing a separate and augmented collection. I venture to assure the reader

that I have bestowed quite as extensive labour upon the vertebrated animals, the anue-

lides, the zoophytes, and on many of the insects and crustaceans. I have not deemed it

necessary to publish it with the same detail ; but all my preparations are exposed in

the Cabinet of Comparative Anatomy in the Jardin du Roi, and will serve hereafter

for my treatise on anatomy.

Another very considerable labour, but the details of which cannot be so readily

authenticated, is the critical examination of species. I have verified aU the figures

alleged by different authors, and as often as possible referred each to its true species,

previously to selecting those which I have indicated : it is entirely from this verifica-

tion, and never from the classification of preceding systematists, that I have referred to

my sub-genera the species that belong to them. Such is the reason why no astonish-

ment should be experienced on finding that such and such a genus of Gmelin is now

divided, and distributed even in difl^erent classes and still higher divisions ; that nume-

rous nominal species are reduced to a single one, and that popular names are very

difTerently applied. There is not one of these changes which I am not prepared to

'ustify, and of which the reader himself may not obtain the proof, by recurring to the

sources which I have indicated.

In order to lessen his trouble, I have been careful to select for each class a principal

author, generally the richest in good original figures ; and I quoted secondary works

onl^r wdiere the former are deficient, or where it was useful to establish some com-

parison, for the sake of confirming synonymes.

My subject could have been made to fill many volumes ; but I considered it my

duty to condense it, by imagining abridged means of expression. These I have

obtained by graduated generahties. By never repeating for a species that which might

be said of an entire sub-genus, nor for a genus what might be appUed to a whole

order, and so on, we arrive at the greatest economy of words. To this my endeavours

have been, above all, particularly directed, inasmuch as it was the principal end of

my work. It may be remarked, however, that I have not employed many technical

terms, and that I have endeavoured to communicate my ideas without that barbarous

array of fictitious words, wdiich, in the works of so many
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so very repulsive. I cannot perceive, however, that I have thereby lost any thing in

precision or clearness.

I have been compelled, unfortunately, to introduce many new names, although I

have endeavoured, as fur as possible, to preserve those of my predecessors ; but the

numerous sub-genera I have established required these denominations ; for in things

so various, the memory is not satisfied with numerical indications. I have selected

them, so as either to convey some character, or among the common names wmich I

have latinized, or lastly, after the example of Linnccus, from among those of mytho-

logy, which are generally agreeable to the ear, and which we are far from ha-i-ing

exhausted.

In naming species, however, I would nevertheless recommend employing the sub-

stantive of the genus, and the trivial name only. The names of the sub-genei'a are

designed merely as a relief to the memory, when we would indicate these sub-

divisions in particular. Otherwise, as the sub-genera, already very numerous, will in

the end become greatly multiplied, in consequence of having substantives continually

to retain, we shall be in danger of losing the advantages of that binary nomenclature

so happily imagined by Linna?us.

It is the better to preserve it that I have dismembered as little as possible the great

genera of that illustrious reformer of science. Whenever the sub-genera into which

I divide them were not to be translated into different families, I have left them together

under their former generic appellation. I'his was not only due to the memory of

Linnaeus, but was necessary in order to preserve the mutual intelligence of the

naturalists of difterent countries.

To facilitate still more the study of this work,—for it is to be studied more than to be

glanced over,— I have employed different- sized types in the printing of it, to correspond

to the ditl'crcnt grades of generalization of the statements contained in it. * * *

Thus the eye will distinguish beforehand the relative importance of each group, and the

order of each successive idea ; and the printer will second the author with every con-

trivance which his art supplies, that may conduce to assist the memory.

The habit, necessarily acquired in the study of natural history, of mentally classify-

ing a greeit number of ideas, is one of the advantages of this science, which is seldom

spoken of, and w'hich, \Adien it shall have been generally introduced into the svstem of

common e(kication, will perhaps become the principal one : it exercises the student in

that part of logic which is termed method, as the study of geometry does in that

which is called syllogism, because natural history is the science which requires the

most precise methods, as geometry is that which demands the most rigorous reason-

ing. Now this art of method, when once well acquired, may be applied with infinite

advantage to studies the most foreign to natural historj'. Every discussion which sup-

po.ses a classification of facts, every research which requires a distribution of matters,

is performed after the same manner ; and he who had cultivated this science merely

for amusement, is surprised at the facilities it affords for disentangling all kinds of

affairs.

It is not less \iseful in solitude. Sufficiently extensive to satisfy the most powerful

mind, sufficiently various and interesting to calm the most agitated soul, it consoles

the unhappy, and tends to allay enmity and hatred. Once elevated to the contem-

plation of that harmony of Nature irresistibly regvdated by Providence, how weak and
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trivial appear those causes which it has been pleased to leave dependent on the will of

man ! How astonishing to behold so many fine minds, consuming themselves, so

uselessly for their own happiness and that of others, in the pursuit of vain combina-

tions, the very traces of which a few years suffice to obliterate !

I avow it proudly, these ideas have been always present to my mind,—tlie companions

of my labours ; and if I have endeavoured by every means in my power to advance

this peaceful study, it is because, in my opinion, it is more capable than any otlier of

supplying that want of occupation, which has so largely contributed to the troubles of

our age ;—but I must return to my subject.

There yet remains the task of accounting for the principal changes I have effected

in the latest received methods, and to acknowledge the amount of obligation to those

naturalists, whose works have furnished or suggested a part of them.

To anticipate a remark which will naturally occur to many, I must observe that I

have neither pretended nor desired to class animals so as to form a single line, or

as to mark their relative superiority. I even consider every attempt of this kind im-

practicable. Thus, I do not mean that the mammalia or birds which come last, are

the most imperfect of their class ; still less do I intend tliat the last of mammalia

are more perfect than the first of birds, or the last of moUusks more perfect than the

first of the annelides, or zooph3'tes ; even restricting the meaning of this vague word

perfect to that of " most completely organized." I regard my divisions and subdivisions

as the merely graduated expression of the resemblance of the beings which enter into

each of them ; and although in some we obsen'e a sort of passage or gradation from

one species into another, which cannot be denied, this disposition is far from being

general. The pretended chain of beings, as applied to the whole creation, is but an

erroneous application of those partial observations, wliich are only true when confined

to the limits within which they were made; and, in my opinion, it has proved more

detrimental to the progress of natural history in modern times, than is easy to

imagine.

It is in conformity with these views, that I have established my four principal

divisions, which have already been made known in a separate memoir. I still think

that it expresses the real relations of animals more exactly than the old arrangement of

Vertehruta and Invertehrata, for the simple reason, that the former animals have a much

greater mutual resemblance than the latter, and that it was necessar}' to mark this

difference in the extent of their relations.

M. Virey, in an article of the Noiweau Dictionnaire d'Hisfoire Naturelle, had

already discerned in part the basis of the division, and principally that which reposes

on the nervous system.

The particular approximation of oviparous Vertebrata, inter se, originated from the

curious observations of W. Geoffroy on the composition of bony heads, and from those

which I have added to them relative to the rest of the skeleton, and to the muscles.

In the class of Mammalia, I have brought back the Solipedes to the Paclnjdermata,

and have divided the latter into families on a new plan ; the Ruminantia I have placed

at the end of the quadrupeds ; and the Manati near the Cetacea. The distribution of

the Carnaria I have somewhat altered ; the Oustitis have been wholly separated from

the Monkeys, and a sort of parallelism indicated between the Marsvpiata and other

digitated quadrupeds, the whole from my own anatomical researches. All that I hav°
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given on the Quiulrumunu ana the Bats is based on tlie recent and profound labours of

my friend and colleague M. Geoffroy de St. Hilaire. I'be researches of my brother,

M. Frederic Cuvier, on the teeth of the Ciniaria and RotJenlia, have proved highly

useful to me in forming the sub-genera of these two orders. Notwithstanding the

genera of the late M. lUiger are but the results of these same studies, and of those of

some foreign naturalists, I have adopted his names whenever his genera corresponded

with my sub-genera. AI. de Lacepede has also discerned and indicated many excellent

divisions of this degree, which I have been equally compelled to adopt ; but the cha-

racters of all the degrees and all the indications of species have been taken from nature,

either in the Cabinet of Anatomy or in the galleries of the Museum.

The same plan was pvirsued with respect to the Birds. I have examined with the

closest attention more than four thousand individuals in the Museum ; I arranged them

according to my views in the public gallerj' more than ii\e years ago, and all that is

said of this class has been drawn from that source. Thus, any resemblance wdiieh my
sub-divisions may bear to some recent descriptions, is on my part purely accidental.*

Naturalists, I hope, will approve of the numerous sub-genera which I ha\e deemed

it necessary to make among the birds of prey, the PasseriiHC, and the Shore-birds ;

they appear to me to have completely elucidated genera hitherto involved in much

confusion. I have marked, as exactly as I could, the accordance of these siibdlvisions

with the genera of MM. de Lacepede, Meyer, Wolf, Tennninck, and Savigny, and

have referred to each of them all the species of which I could obtain a very positive

knowledge. Tliis laborious work will prove of v;,luc to those wdio may hereafter

attempt a true history of birds. The splendid works on Ornithology published within

a few years, and those chiefly of iM. le Vaillant, wdilch are filled with so many

interesting observations, together with M. Vieillot's, have been of much assistance to

me in designating the species wdiich they represent.

The general divi.-ion of this class remains as 1 publif^hed it in 179S, in my Tuhleau

I'li'iiiciitaire.]'

I have thought proper to preserve for the Reptiles, the general division of my friend

M. Brongniart ; but I have prosecuted very extensive anatomical investigations to ai-rive

at the ulterior subdivisions. M. Oppel, as I have already stated, has partly taken

advantage of these pjreparatory labours ; and whenever my genera finally agreed with

his, I have noticed the fact. The work of Daudin, indift'erent as it is, has been useful

to me for indications of details ; but the particular divi.-ions which I have given in the

genera of Monitors and Geckos, are the product of my own observatiiins on a great

imniber of Reptiles recently brought to the Museum by I\I?iI. Peron and Geolfroy.

My labours on the Fishes will probably be found to exceed those which I have

bestowed on the other vertebrated animals. Our Museum having received a vast

number of Fishes since the celebrated work of M. de Lacejiede was puljhthed, 1 have been

enabled to add many subdivisions to those of that learned naturalist, also to combine

several species differeirtly, and to multiply anatomical observations. I have also had

* 'Piis (.lisrn-ation nut liavinj; been auffieiently li^lde^.^lno^) ahrocfl,

1 iiin rjliliyed to repeat it here, find ojienly to deelHte n fact witnessed

ly lln.usHiids in Taria ; it la this, that all the birds in the (jallery of

the Museum were named and arranged aeeording to my system, in

l^li. Tliose even of my subdivisions to wliicli I had not yet [jiven

iiaincs, were marlted by paxtieular signs. This is my date. Inde-

jit;tjdeu.tly of tills, my lirst volume waa printed in the bejjiunintj of

181(1. Font volumes are not printed so qmcUy av a pamplilel of [i fe^v

pages. I say no more. (Note to Kilil. 16-^).

t 1 only mention tliia because an estimable naturalist, I\I. Vieillnt,

has, in a reeent work, attriboled to himself the union of the fic,r and
I',^ffrrrs. I had printtti it in 17b8, toirether will, ,ny other arrange-
ments, so as to reii.kr tl,eio public in tjle Museum since ISll anil ISlii
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better means of verifying the species of Cummerson, and of some of other travellers

;

and, upon this point, I am much indebted to a review of the drawings of Commerson, and

of the dried fishes which he brought with him, by M. Dumeril, but which have only

been very lately recovered ;—resources to which I have added those presented to

me in the fishes brought by Peron from tlie Indian Ocean and Archipelago, those

wliich I obtained in the Mediterranean, and the collections made on the coast of

Coromandel by the late M. Sonnerat, at the Mauritius by M. Matthieu, in the Nile

and Red Sea, by M. Geuflroy, &c. I was thus enabled to verify most of the species

of Bloch, Russell, and others, and to prepare the skeletons and viscera of nearly ail

the sub-genei-a ; so that this part of the Vv'ork will, I presume, offer much that is new

to Icthyologists.

As to my division of this class, I confess its inconvenience, but I believe it, never-

tlieless, to be more natural than any preceding one. In publishing it some time ago,

I only offered it for what it is worth ; and if any one should discover a better principle

of division, and as conformable to the organization, I shall hasten to adopt it.

It is admitted that all the works on the general division of the iuvertebrated

animals, are mere modifications of what I proposed in 179.5, in the first of my memoirs
;

and the time and care which I have devoted to the anatomy of moUusks in general, and

principally to the naked moUusks, are ^vell known. The determining of this class, as

well as of its divisions and subdivisions, rests upon my own observations ; the magni-

ficent work of M. Poll had alone anticipated me by descriptions and anatomical

researches useful for my design, but confined to bivalves and multivalves only. I have

verified all the facts furnished by that able anatomist, and I believe that I have more

justly marked the functions of some organs. I have also endeavoured to determine the

animals to which belong the principal forms of shells, and to arrange the latter from

that consideration ; but with regard to the ulterior divisions of those shells of which the

animals resemble each other, I have examined them only so far as to enable me to describe

briefly those admitted by MM. de Lamarck and de Montfort ; even the small number

of genera and sub-genera which are properly mine, are principally derived from observa-

tions on the animals. In citing examples, I have confined myself to a certain number of

the species of Martini, Chemnitz, Lister, and Soldani ; and that only because, the volume

in which M. Lamarck treats of this portion not having yet appeared, I was compelled

to fix the attention of my readers on specific objects. But in the choice and determin-

ing of these species, I lay no claim to the same critical accuracy which I have employed

for the vertebrated animals and naked moUusks.

The excellent observations of MM. Savigny, Lesueur, and Desmarest, on the com-

pound Ascidians, approximate this latter family of moUusks to certain orders of

zoophytes : this is a curious relation, and a further proof of the impracticability of

arranging animals in a single line.

I believe that I have extricated the Annelides,—the establishing of which, although

not their name, belongs virtually to me,—from the confusion in which they had hitherto

been involved, among the MoUusks, the Testacea, and the Zoophj'tes, and have placed

them in their natural order ; even their genera have received some elucidation only

by my observations, pubhshed in the Dictionnaire des Sciences Naturelles, and else-

where.

Of the three classes contained in the third volume, I have nothing to remark.
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M. LatreiUe, -VTho, ^vith the exception of some anatomical details, founded on m)' own

observations and tliose of M. Ramdohr, which I have inserted in his text, is its sole

author, will take upon himself to explain all that is necessary.

As to the Zoo])h3"tes, which terminate the Animal Kingdom, I have availed myself,

for the Echinoderms, of the recent work of M. de Lamarck ; and for the Intestinal

Worms, of that of M. Rudolphi, intitled Entozoa ; but I have anatomized all the

genera, some of which have been determined by me only. There is an excellent

work by JNI. Tiedcmann, on the anatomy of tlie Echinoderms, which received the

prize of the Institute some years ago, and will shortly appear ; it will leave nothing to

be desired respecting these curious animals. The Corals and the Infusoria, offering

no field for anatijmieal investigations*, will be briefly disposed of. The new work of

M. de Lammck will supply my deficiencies.

f

With respect to authors, I can only here mention those who have furnished me
with general views, or who wi-m the origin of such in my own mind. J; There are

many others to whom I am indebted for particular facts, and whose names I have

carefully quoted wherever I have made use of them. 1'hev ^"('ill be found on every

page of my book. Should I have omitted to do justice to any, it must be attributed

to involuntary forgetfulness, and I ask pardon beforehand : there is no jorojjerty, in

my opinion, more sacred than the conceptions of the mind ; and the custom, too pre-

valent among naturalists, of masking plagiarisms by a change of names, has always

appeared to me a crime.

The publication of my Comparative Anatomy will now occupy me every moment :

the materials are ready ; a vast quantity of ])reparations and drawings are arranged ;

and I shall be careful in dividing the work into parts, each of which will form a

whole, so that, should my j)hysieal powers prove insufficient for the completion of my
design, what I have produced will still form entire suites, and the materials I have

collected be in immediate readiness for those who maj' undertake the continuation

of my labours.

Jardin du Roi, October, 1816.

ADVERTISEMENT TO THE SECOND EDITION.

The preceding preface explains faithfully the condition in which I found the

history of animals when the first edition of this work was published. During the

twelve years that have since elapsed, this science has made immense progress,

not only from the acquisitions of numerous travellers, as well-instructed as courageous,

who have explored every region of the globe, but by the rich collections which
various governments have formed and rendered public, and by the learned and

* The sarprhingreBearchca of M. Ehrenberfr, noiv puljlishiinj from I W, dc r.;iriinri-k.

lime to time, triumphantly refute this allegation.— Kn. I M ile DhiiowUe has re.rntly puhlKhe^i cenerr.l z„oh.|;ieal Inhles.

t lhnvejnslrceeivciH7/i!/oir,-*. /o/y/ii.Ticorr,/;/.;-™.-, /Irjii/es >vliid,l r.-jrei cam., loo hi(e for me In profit hy hnyioi; lippeare 1

of M. LauoJorDUT, wliid, fornislics nn excellent .opplemcnt to | when my book n',« nearly pTintcJ.
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splendid works, wherein new species are described and figured, and of which the

authors have striven to detect their mutual relations, and to consider them in every

point of view.*

I have endeavoured to avail myself of these discoveries, as far as my plan permitted,

by first studying the innumerable specimens received at the Cabinet du Roi, and com-

paring them with those which served as the basis of my first edition, in order

thence to deduce new approximations or subdivisions ; and then, by searching in all

the books I could procure for the genera or sub -genera established by naturahsts,

and the descriptions of species b}' which they have supported these numerous com-

binations.

The determination of sj^nonymes has become much easier now than at the period

of my first edition. Both French and foreign naturalists appear to have recognized

the necessity of establishing divisions in the vast genera in which such incongruous

species were formerly heaped together ; their groups are now precise and well-defined

;

their descriptions sufficiently detailed ; their figures scrupulously exact to the most

minute characters, and often of the greatest beauty as works of art. Scarcely any

difficialty remains, therefore, in identifying their species, and nothing hinders

them from coming to an understanding with respect to the nomenclature. This,

unfortunately, has been the most neglected ; the names of the same genera, and the

same species, are multiplied as often as they are mentioned ; and should this discord

continue, the same chaos will be produced that previously existed, though arising

from another cause.

I have used every effort to compare and approximate these redundancies, and, forget-

ting even my own trifling interest as an author, have often Indicated names which

seemed to have been imagined only to escape the avowal of having borrowed my divisions.

Biit thoroughly to execute this undertaking,—this pinax or rectified epitome of the

animal kingdom, which becomes every day more necessary,—to discuss the proofs and fix

the definitive nomenclature which should be adopted, by basing it on sufficient figures

and descriptions, requires more space than I could dispose of, and a time imperatively

claimed by other works. In the History of Fishes, which I have commenced pub-

hshing, with the assistance of M. Valenciennes, I purpose to give an idea of what

appears to me might be eiFected in all parts of the science. Here, I only profess to

ofi^'er an abridged summary—a simple sketch ;—well satisfied if I succeed in rendering

this accurate in all its details.

Various essays of a similar kind have been published on some of the classes,

and I have carefully studied them with a view to perfect my own. The Mammalocjie

of M. Desmarest, that of M. Lesson, the Treatise on the Teeth of Quadrupeds, by

M. Frederic Cuvier, the English translation of my first edition, by Mr. Griffith,

enriched by numerous additions, particularly by Hamilton Smith ; the new edition

of the Manuel cV Ornithologie of M. Temmlnck, the Ornithological Fragments of

M. Wagler, the History of Reptiles of the late Merrem, and the Dissertation on the

same subject by M. Fitsinger, have principally been useful to me for the vertebrated

animals. The Histolre des Animaux sans Vertlbres of M. de Lamarck, the Malacologie

of M. de Blainville, have also been of great service to me for the moUusks. To

• See n.yJijL-oirsc before llielnsliralc on llie PraymJ^ VhhtrArc nnliircUc di-puis .a pnir manlimt, published ot llie dose of tlic fint

»olu. ,e of m- Eloscs.
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these I have added the new views and facts contained in the numerous and learned

writings of J\IM. Geoft'roy St. Hilaire, father and son, Savigny, Temrninck,

Lichtenstein, Kulil, Wilson, Horstield, Vigors, Swainson, Gray, Ord, Say, Harlan,

Charles Bonaparte, Lamouroux, iVIitchell, Lesueur, and many other able and studious

men, whose names will be carefully mentioned when I speak of the subjects on which

they have treated.

The fine collections of engravings which have appeared within the last twelve

years, have enabled me to indicate a greater number of species ; and I have amply

profited by this facility. I must particularly acknowledge what I owe on this

score to the Hi^toiie des Maiiimifires of MM. Geoft'roy St. Hilaire and Frederic

Cuvier, tlie Planches colorit'es of MM. I'emminck and Laugier, the Gulerie des Oiseaux

of M. VieiUot, the new edition of the Birds of Germany, by MM. Nauman, the Birds of

the United States of Messrs. Wilson, Ord, and Charles Bonaparte*, the great works

of i\I. Spi.x;, and of his Highness the Prince JMaximilian de Wied, on the Animals of

Brazil, and to those of M. de Ferussac on the MoUusks. The plates and zoological

descriptions of the travels of MM. Freycinet and Duperrey, supplied in the first by

MM. Quoy and Gaymard, in tlie second by MM. Lesson and Garnot, also jiresent

many new objects. The same must be said of the Animals of Java, by Dr. Hors-

field. Though on a smaller scale, new figures of rare species are to be found in the

Mi'motres da Must'mn, the Annales des Sciences Naturelles, and other French peri-

odicals, in the Zoological Illustrations of Mr. Swainson, and in the Zoological Journal,

published by able naturalists in London, The Journal of the Lyceum of New York,

and of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, are not less valuable ; but in

jiroportion as the taste for natural history becomes extended, and the more numerous

the countries in wdiich it is cultivated, the number of its acquisitions increases in

geometrical progression, and it becomes more and more difticult to collect all the

writings of naturalists, and to complete the table of their results. I rely, therefore, on

the indulgence of those whose observations may have escaped me, or wliose works I

have not sufiiciently consulted.

My celebrated friend and colleague M. Latreille, having consented, as in the first

edition, to take upon himself the important and difticult part of the Crustaceans,

Arachnides, and Insects, will himseh explain in an advertisement the plan he has

followed, so that I need say nothing more on this subject.

-t* 't' •P T* 't^ -7*

Jan]in du Roi, October, 1828.

*Thc xv.-.rU of M, Au'luboii upon tlie BirJs of North Americ* me till ufler the whole of tlLat part which trcati of dirJ» vu
wliii;^ surf^usiui ull ulLtjrs iu miiK"''"-''-"CL-, wua uuhiiuwa v. primed.
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INTRODUCTION.

OF NATURAL HISTORY, AND OF SYSTEMS GENEEALLY.

As few persons have a just idea of Natural History, it appears necessarj' to com-

mence our work by carefully defining the pro])Osed object of this science, and establish-

ing rigorous limits between it and the contiguous sciences.

The word Nature, in our language, and in mcst others, signifies—sometimes, the

qualities which a being derives from birth, in opposition to those which it may

owe to art ; at other times, the aggregate of beings which compose the universe

;

and sometimes, again, the laws which govern these beings. It is particularly in

this latter sense that it has become customary to personify Nature, and to employ

the name, respectfully, for that of its Author.

Physics, or Natural Philosophy, treats of the nature of these three relations, and is

either general or particular. General Physics examines, abstractedly, each of the

properties of those moveable and extended beings which we call bodies. That depart-

ment of them styled Dynamics, considers bodies in mass ; and, proceeding from a very

small number of experiments, determines mathematically the laws of equilibrium, and

those of motion and of its commimication. It comprehends in its dift'erent divisions

the names of Statics, Mechanics, Hydrostatics, Hydrodynamics, Pneumatics, &c., ac-

cording to the nature of the bodies of which it examines the motions. Optics considers

the particular motions of light ; the phenomena of which, requiring experiments for

their determination, are becoming more numerous.

Chemistry, another branch of General Physics, expounds the laws by which the

elementary molecules of bodies act on each other when in close j)roximity, the com-

bin.ations or separations which result from the general tendency of these molecules to

unite, and the modifications which difi^erent circumstances, capable of separating or

apjiroximating them, produce on that tendency. It is a science almost wholly ex-

perimental, and which cannot be reduced to calculation.

The theory of Heat, and that of Electricity, belong almost equally to Dynamics or

Chemistry, according to the point of view in which they are considered.

The method which prevails in all the branches of General Physics consists in

isohiting bodies, reducing them to their utmost simplicity, in bringing each of their

properties separately into action, either mentally or by ex])eriment, in observing or

calculating the results, in short, in generalizing and correcting the laws of these pro-
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pertics for the purpose of establishing a body of doctrine, and, if jiossible, of referring tlie

M'hule to one single law, under the universal expression of which all might be resohed.

Particular Physics, or Natural History,—for these terms are synonymous—has for

its oljjcct to apply specially the laws recognized by the various branches of General

Physics, to the numerous and varied beings which exist in nature, in order to explain

the phenomena which they severally present.

In this extended sense, it would also include Astronomy ; but that science, suffi-

ciently elucidated by Mechanics, and completely subjected to its laws, employs methods

too different from those required by ordinary Natural History, to permit of its cultiva-

tion by the students of the latter.

Natural History, then, is confined to objects wdiich do not allow of rigorous

calculation, or of precise measurement in all their parts. Meteorology, also, is

subtracted from it, to be ranged under General Physics ; so that, properly speaking,

it considers only inanimate bodies, called minerals, and the various kinds of living

beings, in all which we may observe the cft'ects, more or less various, of the laws of

motion and chemical attraction, and of all the other causes ani:d3'zed by General Physics.

Natural Historj' should, in strictness, employ the same modes of procedure as the

general sciences ; and it does so, in fact, whenever the objects of its study are so

little complex as to permit of it. But this is very seldom the case.

An essential difference, in effect, between the general sciences and Natural Histoiy

is, that, in the former, phenomena are examined, the conditions of wdiicli are all

regulated by the examiner, in order, by their analysis, to arrive at general laws ; while

in the latter, they occur under circumstances beyond the control of him who studies

them for the purpose of discovering, amid the comjihcation, the effects of general

laws already known. It is not permitted for him, as in the case of the experimenter,

to subtract successively from each condition, and so reduce the ;iroblem to its

elements ; but he must take it entire, with all its conditions at once, and can analyze

only in thought. Suppose, for example, we attempt to isolate the numerous pheno-

mena wdiich compose the life of an animal a little elevated in the scale ; a single one

being suppressed, the life is wholly annihilated.

Dynamics have thus become a science almost purely of calculation ; Chemistry is

still a science wholly [chiefly*] of experiment ; and Natural History will long remain,

in a great number of its branches, one of pure observation.

These three terms sufficiently designate the modes of procedure employed in the

three branches of the Natural Sciences ; liut in estalilishing between them very different

degrees of certituile, they at the same time indicate the point to which the two latter

should tend, in order to approach perfection.

Calculation, so to speak, commands Nature ; it determines phenomena more exactly

than observation can make them known : experiment forces her to unveil ; while obser-

vation watches her when deviating from her normal course, and seeks to surprise her.

Natural History has, moreover, a principle on which to reason, which is peculiar to

it, and wdiich it employs advantageously on many occasions ; it is that of the conditions

of e.rislence, commonly termed Jinat causes. As nothing can exist without the concur-

rence of those conditions which render its existence possible, the component parts of each

* The cliBcovery of llie ulomic theory has reduced iDanj' of Us plieiioniciia to ralculittion.

—

Ed.
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must be so arranged as to render possible the whole living being, not only with regard

to itself, but to its surrounding relations ; and the analysis of these conditions fre-

quently conducts to general laws, as demonstrable as those which are derived from

calculation or experiment.

It is only when all the laws of general physics, and those which result from the condi-

tions of existence, are exhausted, that we are reduced to the simple laws of observation.

The most effectual mode of observing is by comparison. This consists in suc-

cessively studying the same bodies in the different positions in which Nature

places them, or in a comparison of different bodies together, until constant relations

are recognized between their structures and the phenomena which they manifest.

These various bodies are kmds of experiments ready prepared by Nature, who adds

to or subtracts from each of them diiferent parts, just as we might wish to do in our

laboratories, and shows us herself the results of such additions or retrenchments.

It is thus that we succeed in establishing certain laws, which gwern these relations,

and which are employed like those that have been determined by the general sciences.

The incorporation of these laws of observation with the general laws, either directly

or by the principle of the conditions of existence, would complete the system of the

natural sciences, in rendering sensible in all its parts the mutual influence of every

being. This it is to which the efforts of those who cultivate these sciences should tend.

All researches of this kind, however, presuppose means of distinguishing with certainty,

and causing others to distinguish, the objects investigated ; otherwise we should be

incessantly liable to confound the innumerable beings which Nature presents. Natural

History, then, should be based on what is called a System of Nature, or a great catalogue,

in which aU beings bear acknowledged names, may be recognized by distinctive cha-

racters, and distributed in divisions and subdivisions themselves named and characterized,

in which they may be found.

In order that each being may always be recognized in this catalogue, it should carry

its character along with it ; for which reason the characters should not be taken

from properties, or froni habits the exercise of which is transient, but should be

drawn from the conformation.

There is scarcely any being which has a simple character, or can be recognized by

an isolated feature of its conformation : the combination of many such traits is almost

cdways necessary to distinguish a being from the neighbouring ones, which have

some but not all of them, or have them combined with others of which the first is

destitute ; and the more numerous the beings to be discriminated, the more must

these traits accumulate : insomuch that, to distinguish from all others an individual

being, a complete description of it must enter into its character.

It is to avoid this inconvenience that divisions and subdivisions have been invented.

A certain number of neighbouring beings only are compared together, and theh par-

ticula.r characters need only to express their differences, which, by the supposition itself,

are the less ipjportant parts of their conformation. Such a reunion is termed a genus.

Tire same inconvenience would recur in distinguishing genera from each other, were

it not that the operation is repeated in collecting the neighbouring genera, so as to form

an order ; the neighbouring orders to form a class, &c. Intermediate subdivisions may

also be established.

This scaff'olding of divisions, the superior of which contain the inferior, is what is
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called a mrtltod. It is, in some respects, a sort of dlctlonarj', in which we proceed

from the properties of things to discover their names ; hoing the reverse of ordinary dic-

tionnries, in which we proceed from the names to obtain a knowledge of the jiroperties.

When the method, however, is good, it does more than teach us names. If the sub-

divisions have not been estahlislied arbitrarily, but are based on the true fundamental

relations,—on the essential resemblances of beings, the method is the surest means of

reducing the properties of these beings to general rules, of expressing them in the

fewest words, and of stamping them on the memory.

To render it such, an assiduous comparison of beings is employed, directed by the

principle of the subordination of characlers, which is itself derived from that of the

conditions of existence. All the parts of a being having a mutual correlativeness, some

traits of conformation exclude others ; wdiile some, on the contrary, necessitate others :

wdien, therefore, we perceive such or such traits ia a being, we can calculate before-

hand those which co-exist in it, or those that are incompatiljle with them. The parts,

properties, or the traits of conformation, wdiich have the greatest number of these

relations of incompatibility or of co-cxistcncc with others, or, in other \vords, that

exercise the most marked influence upon the wdiole of the being, are what are called

important characters, dominant characters ; the others are the subordinate characters,

all varving, however, in degree.

This influence of characters is sometimes determined rationally, by considering

the natme of the organ : when this is inrpracticable, recourse must be had to sirajjle

obscrvatinn ; and a sure means of recognizing the important characters, which is

derived from their own nature, is, that they are more constant ; and that in a long

series of difli'erent beings, approximated according to their degrees of simditude, these

characters are the last to vary.

From their influence and from their constancy result equally the rule, which should

be preferred for distinguishing grand divisions, and in proportion as we descend to the

inferior subdivisions, we can also descend to subordinate and variable characters.

There can only be one perfect method, which is the natural method. An arranixement

is thus named in which beings of the same genus are placed nearer to each other than

to those of all other genera ; the genera of the same order nearer than to those of

other orders, and so in succession. This method is the ideal to which Natural Histon,"

should tend ; for it is evident that, if we can attain it, we shall have the exact and

complete expression of all nature. In fact, each being is determined by its resem-

Ijlance to others, and its difllrences from them ; and all these relations would be fully

given by the arrangement v hich we have indicated. In a word, the natural method would

be the whole science, and each step towards it tends to advance the science to perfection.

Life being the most important of all the properties of beings, and the highest of all

characters, it is not surprising that it has been made in all ages the most general prin-

ciple of distinction ; and that natural beings have always been separated uito two
immense di\'isions, the living and the inanimate.

OF LIVING EEIKGS, AND OF ORGANIZATION IN GENERAL.

If, in order to obtain a just idea of the essence of life, we consider it in those beines

in which its effects are the most simple, we readily perceive that it consists in the
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faculty which certain cor|ioreal comljinations have, of enduring for a time, and under

a determinate form, by incessantly attracting into their composition a part of sur-

rounding substances, and rendering to the elements portions of their own proper

substance.

Life, then, is a vortex (iovrhillon), more or less rapid, more or less complicated,

the direction of whicli is constant, and which always carries along molecules of

the same kind, but into which individual molecules are continually entering, and

from which they are constantly departing ; so that the form of a living body is more

essential to it than its matler.

As long as this movement subsists, the body in which it takes place is living—

•

it lives. When it is permanently arrested, the body dies. After death, the elements

which compose it, abandoned to the ordinary chemical affinities, are not slow to

separate, fi'om which, more or less quickly, results the dissolution of the body that

had been living. It was then by the vital motion that its dissolution was arrested, and
j

that the elements of the body were temporarily combined.

All living bodies die after a time, the extreme limit of which is determined for each

species ; and death appears to be a necessary consequence of life, which, bj' its own
j

action, insensibly alters the structure of the body wherein its functions are exercised,

so as to render its continuance impossible.

In fact, the living body undergoes gradual but constant changes during the whole

term of its existence. It increases first in dimensions, according to the proportions

and within the limits fixed for each species, and for each of its several parts ; then

it augments in density, in most of its parts ;—it is this second kind of change that

appears to be the cause of natural deatn.

On examining the various living bodies more closely, a common structure is

discerned, which a little reflection soon causes us to adjudge as essential to a vortex,

such as the vital motion.

Solids, it is evident, are necessary to these bodies for the maintenance of their

forms, and fluids for the conservation of motion in them. Their tissue, then, is com-

posed of interlacement and network, or of fibres and solid lamina, which inclose the

liquids in their interstices : it is in these hquids that the motion is most continual and

most extended ; the extraneous substances penetrate the intimate tissue of bodies in

incorporating with them ; they nourish the solids by interposing their molecules, and

also detach from them their superfluous molecules : it is in a liquid or gaseous form

that the matters to be exhaled traverse the pores of the living body ; but, in return, it

is the solids which contain these fluids, and by their contraction communicate to them

a part of their motion.

This mutual action of the solids and fluids, this passage of molecules from one to

the other, necessitated considerable affinity in their chemical composition ; and, accord-

ingly, the solids of organized bodies are in great part composed of elements easily

convertible into liquids or gases.

The motion of the fluids, requiring also a continually repeated action on the

Dart of the solids, and communicating one to them, demanded of the latter both

flexibility and dilatabihty ; and hence we find this character nearly general in ail

Drganized solids.

This fundamental structure, common tu all living bodies—this areolar tissue, the more
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or less flexible fibres or lamince of which intercept fluids more or less aoundant—
constitutes what is termed the organization ; and, as a consequence of what we nave

said, it follows that only organized bodies can enjoy life.

Or"-anization, then, results from a great number of dispositions or arrangements,

which are all conditions of life ; and it is easy to conceive that the general move-

ment of the life would be arrested, if its eflTect be to alter either of these conditions,

so as to arrest even one of the partial motions of which it is composed.

Every organized body, besides the qualities common to its tissue, has one proper

form, not only in general and externally, but also in the detail of the structure

of each of its parts ; and it is upon this form, which determines the particular direction

of each of the partial movements that take place in it, that depends the complication of

the o-eneral movement of its hfe, which constitutes its species, and renders it what it

is. Each part concurs in this general movement by a peculiar action, and experiences

from it particular effects ; so that, in every being, the hfe is a whole, resulting from

the mutual action and reaction of all its parts.

Life, then, in general, presupposes organization in general, and the life proper

to each being presupposes the organization peculiar to that being, just as the

movement ot a clock presupposes the clock ; and, accordingly, we behold life only

in beings that are organized and formed to enjoy it; and all the eiforts of philo-

sophers have not yet been able to discover matter in the act of organization,

either of itself or by any extrinsic cause. In fact, life exercising upon the elements

which at every instant form part of the living body, and upon those which it attracts

to it, an action contrary to that wdiich would be produced without it by the usual

chemical affinities, it is inconsistent to suppose that it can itself be produced by these

affinities, and yet we know of no other power in nature capable of reuniting previously

separated molecules.

The birth of organized beings is, therefore, the greatest mystery of the organic

economy and of all nature : we see them developed, but never being formed ; nay,

more, all those of which we can trace the origin, have at first been attached to a

body of the same form as their own, but which was developed before them ;—in

one word, to a. parent . So long as the oifspring has no independent life, but par-

ticipates in that of its parent, it is called a tjerm.

The place to which the germ is attached, and the occasional cause which detaches

it, and gives it an independent life, vary ; but the primitive adherence to a similar

being is a rule without exception. The separation of the germ is what is designated

generation.

All organized beings produce similar ones ; otherwise, death being a necessary con-

sequence of life, their species would not endure.

Organized beings have even the faculty of reptroducing, in degrees varying with the

species, certain of their parts of which thej? may have been deprived. This has been

named the power of reproducfion.

The developement of organized beings is more or less rapid, and more or less ex-

tended, according as circumstances are differently favourable. Heat, the supply and

quality of nourishment, with other causes, exert great influence ; and this influence

may extend to the whole bod3r in general, or to certain organs in particular :— lience

the similitude of oifspring to their parents can never be complete.
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Differences of this kind, between organized beings, are what are termed varieties.

There is no proof that all the differences which now distinguish organized beings are

such as may have been produced by circumstances. All that has been advanced upon
this subject is hypothetical: experience seems to show, on the contrary, that, in

the actual state of things, varieties are confined within rather narrow limits ; and,

so far as we can retrace antiquity, we perceive that these limits were the same as at

present.

We are then obliged to admit of certain forms, which, since the origin of things,

have been perpetuated without exceeding these limits ; and all the beings appertaining

to one of these forms constitute what is termed a species. Varieties are accidental

subdivisions of species.

Generation being the only means of ascertaining the limits to which varieties may
extend, species should be defined the reunion of individuals descended one from the

other, or from conwwn parents, or from such as resemJjle them as closely as they

resemble each other ; but, although this definition is rigorous, it will be seen that its

application to particular individuals may be very difficult when the necessary experi-

ments have not been made/"^

To recapitulate,—absoq^tion, assimilation, exhalation, developement, and generation,

are the functions common to all living beings ; birth and death, the universal limits of

their existence
; a porous, contractile tissue, containing within its laminae liquids or

gases in motion, the general essence of their structure ; substances almost all

susceptible of being converted into liquids or gases, and combinations capable of easy

transformation into one another, the basis of their chemical composition. Fixed

forms, and which are perpetuated by generation, distinguish their species, determine

the complication of the secondary functions proper to each of them, and assign to them

the office they have to fulfil in the grand scheme of the universe. These forms

neither produce nor change themselves ; the life supposes their existence ; it can exist

only in organizations already prepared ; and the most profound meditations, assisted

by the most delicate observations, can penetrate no further than the mystery of the

pre-existence of germs.

DIVISION OF ORGANIZED BEINGS INTO ANIMALS AND VEGETABLES.

Living or organized beings have been subdivided, from the earliest times, into ani-

mate beings, or those possessing sense and motion, and inanimate beings, which enjoy

• TTint insurmountable difficulties oppose tlic rifiid determination of

species, and, consequently, render even the definition of the term

impossible, except in a very vague and loose manner, will readily

appear on consideration of some of the phenomena presented.

The prevalent idea is, that a ipecies consists of the a(,'gregate of

individuals descended from one original parentage, wliich alone are

supposed to be cnppible of producing olTspring that are prolific inter

se ; and that when individuals, not of the same pristine derivation,

Interbreed, the hybrids are necessarily inulrs, which are either quite

sterile, or at most can only propagate with individuals ol unmixed

descent. But it so happens, that every possible grade of approxi-

mation is manifested, from the most diverse races, to those which are

utterly undiatinguishable ; while, even in the latter case, urgent ana-

logies, notnTllist^nding, sometimes forcibly indicate a separateness of

origin ; as when a series of analogous races inhabiting distant regions

arc compared togetlier, some of which are obviously difTerent, others

doubtfully 30, aud some apparently identical. And it remains in ht;

shown whether such intimately allied races as some of thesQ, pvcu if

not descended from a cumjoon stock, (wliich of course cannot be

iccrtained), would not ji

:rpetuating the mingle

;ainst this contingency,

ost naturalists would co

er dissimilar, as varic

iducc hybrids capable of transmittinj;

breed, it is true that Cuvier gi.

1 the wording of his definition ; and

:iir in regarding such miseible races,

ely of the i

arises, whether there be not rfijf^reni deg^fes of fertility in hybrids,

corresponding to the amount of ajfinitt/, or physiological aceordancj,

subsisting betwixt the parent races ; it being only within a certaiu

sphere of that affinity that they can he produced at all ; besides whieh,

as hybrids arc seldom exactly intermediate, and in some instances

(particularly among mutHparoua races) have been known to resemble

entirely one or the otb.ijr parent, it may be presumed that this circum-

stance would also materially affect their capability of propagation.

E.^perimoots arc needed to solve this important problem, though there

is every reason to suspect that the following proposition will evcnlu-

allv gain the general assent of naturalists., viz., that lehile tansiderable

diisitiiilariti/ does not of vcessitt/ hnph/ specJJicat divcriity, the con-

vene eguiitly holds., that absolute raemblance faih of ittelf to con

stiluCc spccijicat iVeiiiijIy,—En.

c2
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neither the one nor the other of these faculties, but are reduced to the simple function

of vegetating. Althougli many jilants retract their leaves when touched, and the roots

direct themselves constantly towards moisture, the leaves towards air and hgiit,

and though some parts of vegetables appear even to exhibit oscillations without

any perceptible external cause, still these various movements bear too little resem-

blance to those of animals to enaljle us to recognize in them any proofs of perception

or of will.

The spontaneity of the movements of animals required essential modifications, even

in their simply vegetative organs. Their roots not penetrating the ground, it was

necessarj' that they should l)e al)le to ])Iace within themselves provisions of food, and

to carry its reservoir along with them. Hence is derived the first character of animals,

or their alimentary cavity, from which their nutritive fluid penetrates all other parts

through pores or vessels, wdiich are a sort of internal roots.

The organization of this cavity and of its appurtenances required varying, according

to the nature of the aliment, and the operations which it had to undergo before it

could furnish juices proper for absorption : whilst the atmosphere and the earth supply

to vegetables only juices ready prepared, and wdiich can be absorbed imrnediatelv.

The animal bodv, wdiich abounds with functions more numerous and more varied

than in the plant, required in consequence to have an organization much more com-

plicated ; besides wdiich, its parts not being capable of preserving a fixed relative posi-

tion, there were no means by which the motion of their fluids could be produced liy

external causes, as it required to be independent of heat and of the atmosphere : from

this originates the second character of animals, or their circulator)' system, which is

less essential than the digestive, since it was unneccssaiT in the more simple animals.

The animal functions required organic systems, not needed by vegetables, as that

of the muscles for voluntary motion, and tluit of the nerves for sensiliility ; and these

two systems, like the rest, acting only througli fhe motions and transformations of the

fluids, it was necessary that these should be more numerous in animals, and that

the chemical composition of the animal body should be more complicated than that of

the plant : and so it is, for an additional substance (azote) enters into it as an essential

element, while in plants it is a mere accidental junction with the three other general

elements of organization,— oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon. Tliis then is the third

character of animals.

The soil and the atmosphere supply to vegetables water for their nutrition, wdiich is

composed of oxygen and hydrogen, air, which contains oxygen and azote, and car-

bonic acid, which is a combination of ox^'gen and carbon. To extract from these

aliments tlieir jiroper composition, it was ncccsary that they sliould retain the hydrogen

and carbon, exhale the superfluous oxygen, and absorb Uttle or no azote. Such, then,

is the process of vegetable life, of which the essential function is the exhalation of

oxygen, wdiich is effected through the agency of light.

Animals in addition derive nourishment, more or less immediately, from the vegetable

itself, of which hydrogen and carbon form the principal constituents. To assimilate

them to their own com|)osition, they must get rid of the superfluous hydrogen, and

especially of the superabundant carbon, and accumulate more azote; this it is wnich

IS performed in respiration, by means of the oxygen of the atmosphere comliin.ng with

the hydrogen and carbon of the blood, and being exhaled with them under the form of
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water and carbonic acid. The azote, whatever part of their body it may penetrate,

appears to remain there.

The relations of vegetables and animals with the atmosphere are then inverse ; the

former retain (di'font) water and [decompose] carbonic acid, while the latter reproduce

them. Respiration is the function essential to the constitution of an animal body ; it

is that which in a manner animalizes it ; and we shall see that animals exercise their

peculiar functions more completely, according as they enjoy greater powers of respira-

tion. It is in this difference of relations that the fourth character of animals consists.

OF THE FORMS PECULIAR TO THE ORGANI-C ELEMENTS OF THE ANIMAL BODY, AND OF

THE PRINCIPAL COMBINATIONS OF ITS CHEMICAL ELEMENTS.

An areolar tissue and three chemical elements are essential to every living body, a

fourth element being peculiar to that of animals ; but this tissue is composed of vari-

ously formed meshes, and these elements are united in different combinations.

There are three kinds of organic materials, or forms of tissue,—the cellular membrane

,

the muscular fibre, and the medullary matter; and to each form belongs a peculiar

combination of chemical elements, together with a particular function.

The cellular membrane is composed of an infinity of small lamina;, fortuitously dis-

posed, so as to form little cells that communicate with each other. It is a sort of

sponge, which has the same form as the entire body, all other parts of which fiU or

traverse it. Its property is to contract indefinitely when the causes which sustain

its extension cease to operate. It is this force that retains the body in a given form,

and within determined limits.

When condensed, this substance forms those more or less extended laminae which

are called membranes ; the membranes, rolled into cylinders, compose those tubes, more

or less ramified, which are termed vessels ; the filaments, named _^irt'.s, resolve them-

selves into it ; and the bones are nothing but the same, indurated by the accumulation

of earthy particles.

The cellular substance consists of that combination [isinglass] which bears the

name of gelatine, and the character of which is to dissolve in boiling water, and to

assume the form, when cold, of a trembhng jelly.

The medullary matter has not yet been reduced to its organic molecules : It ap-

pears to the naked eye as a sort of soft bouiUie [pultaceous mass] , consisting of exces-

sively small globules ; it is not susceptible of any apparent motion, but in it resides

the admirable power of transmitting to the me the impressions of the external senses,

and of conveying to the muscles the mandates of the will. The brain and the spinal

chord are chiefly composed of it ; and the nerves, which are distributed to all the

sentient organs, are, essentially, but ramifications of the same.

The fleshy or muscular fibre is a peculiar sort of filament, the distinctive property

of which, during life, is that of contracting when touched or struck, or when it experi-

ences, through the medium of the nerves, the action of the will.

The muscles, immediate organs of voluntary' motion, are merely bundles of fleshy

fibres. All the membranes, all the vessels which need to exercise any compression, are

furnished with these fibres. They are always intimately connected with nervous

threads ; but those which subserve the purely vegetative functions contract without
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tne knowledge of the mk, so that the will is inaeed one means of causing the fibres

to act, but which is neither general nor exclusive.

The fleshy fibre has for its base a particular substance termed fihrine, which is

insoluble in boiling water, and of which the nature appears to be to take of Itself this

filamentous form.

The iwtritive fluid, or the hhod, such as we find in the vessels of the circulation, not

only resolves itself principally into the general elements of the animal body,—carbon,

hydrogen, oxygen, and azote, but it also contains fibrine and gelatine, all but disposed

to contract, and to assume the forms of membranes or of filaments peculiar to them
;

nought being ever acquired for their manifestation but a little repose. The blood pre-

sents also another combination, which occurs in many animal solids and fluids, namely,

albumen [or ivhite of eg(/~\, the characteristic property of wdiich is to coagulate in

boiling water. Besides these, the blood contains almost all the elements which may
enter into the composition of the body of eacli animal, such as the lime and phosphorus,

which hardens the bones of vertebrated animals, the iron, which colours the blood itself

as well as various other parts, the fat or animal oil, which is deposited in tlie cellular

substance to maintain it. &c. All the fluids and solids of the animal body are composed

of chemical elements contained in the blood ; and it is only by possessing some ele-

ments more or less, or in different proportions, that each is severally distinguished

;

whence it becomes apparent that their formation entirely depends on the subtraction

of the whole or part of one or more elements of the blood, and, in some few cases, on

the addition of some element from elsewhere.

The various operations, by which the blood supplies nourishment to the solid or liquid

matter of all parts of the body, may take the general name of secretion. This terra,

however, is often exclusively appropriated to the production of liquids, ^'idiile that of

nutrition is applied more especially to the production and deposition of the matter

necessary to the growth and conservation of the solids.

Every solid organ, as well as fluid, has the composition most approjiriate for the ofiice

which it has to perform, and it preserves it so long as health continues, because the

blood renews it as fast as it becomes changed. The blood itself, by this continual

contribution, is altered every moment ; but is restored by digestion, which renews its

matter ; by respiration, which sets free the superfluous carbon and hydrogen ; and by

perspiration and various other excretions, that relieve it from other superabundant

principles.

These perpetual changes of chemical composition constitute part of the vital vortex,

not less essential than the visible movements and those of translation : the object, in-

deed, of these latter is simply to produce the former.

OF THE FORCES WniCH ACT IN THE ANIMAL BODY.

The muscular fibre is not only the organ of voluntary motion ; we have seen that it

is also the most powerful of the means employed by nature to efi"ect the move-

ments of translation necessary to vegetative life. Thus the fibres of the intestines pro-

duce the peristaltic motion, which causes the aliment to pass onward along this canal

;

the fibres of the heart and arteries are the agents of the circulation, and, through it, of

all the secretions, &c.
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Tlic will causes the fibre to contract through the medium of the nerve ; and the

involuntary fibres, such as those we liave mentioned, are equally animated by the

nerves ^vhich pervade them ; it is, therefore, probable, that these nerves are the cause

of their contraction.

All contraction, and, generally speaking, all change of dimension in nature, is produced

by a change of chemical composition, though it consists merely in the flowing or ebbing

of an imponderable *, such as caloric
; it is thus also that the most violent of known

movements are occasioned, as combustions, detonations, &c.

There is, then, great reason for supposing that it is by an imponderable fluid that

the nei-ve acts upon the fibre ; and the more especially, as it is demonstrated that this

action is not mechanical.

The medullary matter of the whole nervous system is homogeneous, and m.ust

exercise, wherever it is found, the functions appertaining to its nature ; all its ramifi-

cations receive a great abundance of blood-vessels.

AU the animal fluids being derived from the blood by secretion, it cannot be doubted

that the same holds with the nervous fluid, nor that the medullary matter secretes

[or evolves] it.

On the other hand, it is certain that the medullary matter is the sole conductor

of the ners'ous fluid ; and that all the other organic elements serve as non-conductors,

and arrest it, as glass arrests electricity.

The external causes which are capable of producing sensations, or of occasioning

contractions in the fibre, are all chemical agents, capable of efi^ecting decompositions,

such as light, caloric, the salts, odorous vapours, percussion, compression, &c.

It would seem, then, that these causes act upon the nervous fluid chemicalty, and

by changing- its composition : which appears the more likely, as their action becomes

weakened by continuance, as if the nervous fluid needed to resume its primitive com-

position in order to be altered anew.

The external organs of sense may be compared to sieves, which allow nothing to

pass through to the nerve except the species of agent which should aff'ect it in that

particular place, but which often accumulates so as to increase the effect. The

tongue has its spongy papilla?, which imbibe saline solutions : the ear a gelatinous

pulp, which is intensely agitated by sonorous vibrations ; the eye transparent lenses,

which concentrate the raj^s of light, &c.

It is probable that what are styled irritants, or the agents which occasion the con-

tractions of the fibre, exert this action by producing on the fibre, by the nerve, the

same efl^ect which is produced by the will ; that is to say, by altering the nervous fluid

in the manner necessary to change the dimensions of the fibre on which it has influence
;

but the will has nothing to do in this action ; the me is often even without any

knowledge of it. The muscles separated from the body are still susceptible of irrita-

tion, so long as the portion of the nerve distributed within them preserves its power of

acting on them ; the will being evidently unconnected with this phenomenon.

The nervous fluid is altered by muscular irritation, as well as by sensation and

voluntaiy motion ; and the same necessity occurs for the re-establishment of its primi-

tive composition.

The movements of translation necessarjr to vegetative life are determined by irritants :

* " Imponderable lluiti" is the expression in llic oHfinai,

—

Ed.
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the aliment irritates [or excites] the intestine, the blood irritates the heart, &c. These

movements are all independent of the will, and in general (while health endures) take

place without the cognizance of the me ; the nerves which produce them ha\'e even,

in several parts, a different distribution from that of the nerves affected by sensations

or subject to the will, and the object of the dilFerence appears to be the securing of

this independence.*

The nervous functions, that is to saj', sensitiveness and muscular irritability, are so

much the stronger at every point, in proportion as the exciting cause is more abundant;

and as this agent, or the ners'ous fluid, is produced by secretion [or evolution], its

abundance must be in proportion to the quantity of medullary or secretory matter,

and the amount of blood received by the latter.

In animals that have a circulation, the blood is propelled through the arteries \'>liicli

convey it to its destined parts, by means of their irritability and that of the heart. If

these arteries be irritated, they act more vigorously, and propel a greater quantity of

blood ; the nervous fluid becomes more abundant, and augments the local sensibility ;

this, in its turn, increases the irritabdity of the arteries, so that this mutual action may

be carried to a great extent. It is termed orgasm, and when it becomes painful and

permanent, injlammatioa. The irritation may also originate iu the nerve, vdien it

experiences acute sensations.

This mutual influence of the nerves and fibres, either in the intestinal sj-stem, or in

the arterial system, is the real sparing of vegetative life in animals.

As each external sense is permeable only by particular kinds of sensation, so

each internal organ may be accessible only to such or such agent of irritation. Thus,

mercury irritates the salivary glands, cantharides excite the bladder, &c. I'hese

agents are what are termed specifics.

The nervous .system being homogeneous and continuous, local sensations and irrita-

tion debilitate the whole and each function, carried too far, may enfeeble the others.

Excess of aliment thus weakens the faculty of thought ; while prolonged meditation

impairs the energy of digestion, &e.

Excessive local irritation will enfeeble the v\diole body, as if all the powers of life

were concentrated on a single point.

A second irritation produced at another point may diminish, or divert as it is termed,

the first; such is the efli'ect of purgatives, blisters, &c. [denominated counter-irritation].

All rapid as the foregoing enunciation is, it is sufficient to establish the possibility of

accounting for all the phenomena of physical life, by the simple admission of a fluid

such as we have defined, from the properties which it manifests.!

• Tn Ihc rtbove sentence, there are 'listinctlv mentioned tlie three I John Herschel, " (fnr ivliich \vnn(]erfullv con5litutefi orjan no other

sorts of nerves, the separnte functions of wliieh have been con- mode of action ijossessinf,' the least probability has ever been devised),

clusively demonstrated by Sir Charles Bell: viz., nerves of rotil'wt),
\
be an electric pile, constantly In action, it maybe conceived to dis-

vvhieh transmit the mandates of the will ; of sejisfitlori, which convey cbartre itself at regular intervals, when the tension of the electricity

to the sensoriuin the impressions of the senses: rqA of eyiiputhy, developetl reaches a certain point, along the nerves which eommn]:i-

or involuntary movement, the reunion of the ramifieations of which eate with the heart, and thus to excite the pnlsatii>ns of that organ,

in a plexus of knots, or gaof^lions, is intimated in the text, those of This idea Is forcibly suggested by a view of that elegant apparatus,

the second class being distinguished by a swelling or ganglion near the dry pile of Deluc. in which the successive accumulations of

their base— F.D. electricity arc carried otT by a suspended ball, wliich is itept, by the

t The unceasing chemical changes consequent upon vitality must discharges, in n state of regular pulsation for any length of time. We
necessarily dcvelupe electricity ; and that the nervous Jliiid is no other have witnesseii the action of such a pile, maintained iti this way for

than the ele.r.lrii:, may be considered as proved by the identity of their whole years, in the stody of the above-named eminent philosopher,

phenomena. Indeed, it has long been known that the transmission The same idea of the cause of the pulsation of the heart appears to

of voltaic electricity along the nerves of a recently dead animal, have occurred to Dr. Arnott, and is mentioned in his useful and ex-

Bulbces to produce the most violent muscular action
[ but the regula- cellent work on Physics, to which, however, we are not indebted for

tiun of that action, its exclusive direction to particular soites of the suggestion, it having occvirred to us independently manv years
Lauseles, rciuires the vital impulse. "If the brain," remarks Sir ago."— Z^isc '.ar.^c or, //:, ,S/ar/y o/ .V„/,;r.,/ /-'/n7„s..;,/,y, p.' 3-i;j.— 1.:d.
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SUMMARy IDEA OF THE FUNCTIONS AND ORGANS OF THE BODIES OF ANIMALS, AND OF

THEIR VARIOUS DEGREES OF COMPLICATION.

After what we have stated respecting the organic elements of the hody, its

chemical principles, and the forces which act within it, it remains only to give a sum-

mary idea in detail of the functions of which life is composed, and of their respective

organs.

The functions of the animal body are divided into two classes :

—

The tlnimal functions, or those proper to animals,— that is to say, sensibility and

voluntary motion.

The vital, vegetative functions, or those common to animals and vegetables ; that is

to say, nutrition and generation.

Sensibility resides in the nervous system.

The most general external sense is that of touch ; its seat is in the skin, a mem-

brane enveloping the whole body, and traversed all over by nerves, of which the

extreme filaments expand on the surface into papilla;, and are protected by the epider-

mis, and by other insensible teguments, such as hairs, scales, &c. Taste and smell

are merely delicate states of the sense of touch, for which the skin of the tongue and

nostrils is particularly organized ; the former by means of papillje more convex and

spongjr ; the latter, by its extreme delicacy and the multiplication of its ever humid

surface. We have already spoken of the eye and ear in general. The organ of gene-

ration is endowed with a si.xth sense, which is seated in its internal skin; that of the

stomach and intestines declares the state of those viscera by peculiar sensations. In

fine, sensations more or less painful may originate in all parts of the body through

accidents or diseases.

Many animals have neither ears nor nostrils ; several are without eyes, and some are

reduced to the single sense of touch, which is never absent.

The action received by the external organs is continued through the nerves to the

central masses of the nervous system, which, in the higher animals, consists of the

brain and spinal chord. The more elevated the nature of the animal, the more volumi-

nous is the brain, and the more the sensitive power is concentrated there ; in propor-

tion as the animal is placed lower in the scale, the medullary masses are dispersed, and

in the lowest genera of all, the nervous substance appears to merge altogether, and

blend in the general matter of the body.

That part of the body which contains the brain and the principal organs of sense, is

called the head.

"When the animal has received a sensation, and which has induced in it an act of

vohtion, it is by [particular] nerves also that this volition is transmitted to the muscles.

The muscles are bundles of fleshy fibres, the contractions of which produce all the

movements of the animal body. The extensions of the limbs, and all the lengthenings

of parts, are the eifect of muscular contractions, equally with flexions and abbreviations.

The muscles of each animal are disposed in number and direction according to the

movements which it has to execute ; and when these movements require to be effected

with some vigour, the muscles are inserted into hard parts, articulated one over

another, and may be considered as so many levers. These parts are called bones in
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the vertebrated animals, where they arc internal, and formed of a gelatinous mass,

penetrated with molecules of phosphate of lime. In moUusks, crustaceans, and insects,

where they are external, and composed of a calcareous or corneous substance that

exudes between the .-^kiu and epidermis, they are termed shells, crusts, and scales.

The rieshy fibres are attached to the hard jiarts by means of other fibres of a gela-

tinous nature, which seem to be a continuation of the former, constituting what are

called tendons.

'i'he configuration of the articulating surfaces of the hard parts limits their move-

ments, which are further restrained by cords or envelopes attached to the sides of the

articulations, and which are termed ligaments.

It is from the various dispositions of this bony and muscular apparatus, and from

the form and proportions of the members which result therefrom, that animals are

capable of executing those innumerable movements which enter into walking, leaping,

flight, and swimming.

The muscular fibres appro])riated to digestion and circulation are independent of the

will ; thev receive nerves, however, but, as we have said, the chief of them exhibit

subdivisions and enlargements which appear to have for their object the estrangement

of the empire of the me. It is onlj' in paroxysms of the passions and other powerful

mental emotions, which break down these barriers, that the empire of the me becomes

perccptiljle ; and even then its efl^ect is almost always to disorder these vegetative

functions. It is also in a state of sickness only that these functions are accompanied

by sensations. Digestion is ordinarily performed unconsciously.

I'he aliment, divided by the jaws and teeth, or sucked up when liquids con-

stitute the food, is swallowed by the muscular movements of the back part of the

mouth and throat, and deposited in the first portion of the alimentary canal, usually

expanded into one or more stomachs ; it there is penetrated with juices proper to dis-

solve it. Conducted thence along the rest of the canal, it receives other juices destined

to complete its jireparation. Tlie parietes ot the canal have pores which extract from

this alimentarj- mass its nutritious portion, and the useless residue is rejected as

excrement.

The canal in which this first act of nutrition is performed, is a continuation (jf the

skin, and is composetl of similar layers; even the fibres whicli encircle it are analogous

to those which adhere to the internal surface of the skin, called the fleshy pannicle.

Throughout the whole interior of this canal there is a transudation, which has some

connexion with the cutaneous perspiration, and which becomes more abundant when

the latter is suppressed ; the skin even exercises an absorption very analogous to that

of tlie intestines.

It is only in the lowest animals that the excrements are rejected bv the mouth, and

in which the intestine has the form of a sac without issue.

Among those even in which the intestinal canal has two orifices, there are many in

which the nutritive juices, absorbed by the coats of the intestine, arc immediately

diffused over the whole spongj^ substance of the bod)' : this appears to be the caee

with tlie whole class of insects.

But, ascending from the arachnides and worms, the nutritive fluids circulate in a

S3'stem of confined vessels, the ultimate ramifications of which alone dispense its molecules

to the parts that arc nourished by it ; those particular vessels which convey it are named
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arteries, and those which bring it bacK to tne centre ot the circulation are termed veins.

The circulating vortex is sometimes simple, sometimes double, and even triple (includ-

ing that of the vena porta) ; the rapidity of its movements is often aided by the contrac-

tions of a certain fleshy apparatus denominated hearts, and which are placed at one or

the other centres of circulation, and sometimes at both of them.

In the red-blooded vertebrated animals, the nutritive fluid exudes white or transpa-

rent from the intestines, and is then termed chyle ; it is poured by particular vessels.

named lacteuls, into the venous system, where it mingles with the blood. Vessels

resembling these lacteals, and forming with them what is known as the lymphatic

system, also convey to the venous blood the residue of the nutrition of the ])arts and

the products of cutaneous absorption.

Before the blood is proper to nourish the several parts, it must experience from the

ambient element, by respiration, the modification of which we have already spoken. In

animals which have a circulation, a portion of the vessels is destined to carry the blood

into organs, where they spread over an extensive surface, that the action of the ambient

element might be increased. When this element [or medium] is the air, the surface is

hollow, and is called lungs ; when water, it is salient, and termed (/ills* There are

always motive organs disposed for propelling the ambient element into, or upon, the

respiratory organ.

In animals which have no circulation, the air is diiTused through every part of the

body by elastic vessels, named trachece ; or water acts upon them, either by pene-

trating through vessels, or by simply bathing the surface of the skin.

The blood which is respired is qualified for restoring the composition of all the parts,

and to effect what is properly called nutrition. It is a great marvel that, with this

facility which it has of becoming decomposed at each point, it should leave precisely

the sijecies of molecule which is there necessary ; but it is this wonder which consti-

tutes the whole vegetative life. For the nourishment of the solids, we see no other

arrangement than a great subdivision of the extreme arterial ramifications
;
but for

the production of liquids, the apparatus is more complex and various. Sometimes

tlie extremities of the vessels simply spread over large surfaces, \^•hence the produced

fluid exudes ; sometimes it oozes from the bottom of little cavities. Very often, before

these arterial extremities change into veins, they give rise to particular vessels that

convey this fluid, which appears to proceed from the exact point of union between the

two kinds of vessels ; in this case, the blood-vessels and these latter termed especial,

form, by their interlacement, the bodies called conglomerate or secretory glands.

In animals that have no circulation, and particularly insects, the nutritive fluid

bathes all the parts ; each of them draws from it the molecules necessary for its suste-

nance : if it be necessary that some liquid be produced, the appropriate vessels float in

the nutritive fluid, and imbibe from it, by means of their pores, the constituent elements

of that hquid.

It is thus that the blood incessantly supports all the parts, and repairs the altera-

tions which are the continual and necessary consequence of their functions. The

* It may be remarked here, tltat, in striftness of ItLng-uagc, no

animals respire water, but the air which is Buspended in water, and

wliich has been ascertiiined to contniu more oxygen than that of the

free atmL)sphere. The elements of water, it should l>e remembered , are

chemically combined, while those of Fiir are only mechanically mixed.

To obtrtiii oxyjifcii from the one, therefore, decompositinn is required
;

frtim the other, no disunion. The only distinctlnn, then, in tlie

respiration of animals is, that some breathe the free air, and are mi

plied with lungs, and others that diffused in water, and have the;

fore gills : but even this difference, however, is more apparent tli

real, as in iiU cases the respiratory surface requires to be moist or w
in order to perform iti function. Deprive water of ita air by boiling'

and it cannot support life.

—

Ed.
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general ideas which we form respecting this process are tolerably clear, although we

have no distinct or detailed notion of what passes at each point ; and for want of

knowing the chemical composition of each part with sufficient precision, we cannot

render an exact account of the transformations necessary to produce it.

Besides the glands which sepjarate from the blood those fluids which perform some

office in the internal economy, there are some which detach others from it that are to

be totally rejected, either simply as superfluities, such as the urine, which is produced

by the kidneys, or for some use to the animal, as the ink of the cuttle, and the purple

matter of various other mollusks, &c.

With respect to generation, there is one process or phenomenon infinitely more

difficult to conceive than tliat of the secretions ; it is the production of the germ. We
have seen even that it may be regarded as little less than incomprehensible ; but, the

existence of the germ once admitted, generation presents no particular difficulty : so

long as it adheres to the parent, it is nourislicd as if it were one of its organs* ; and

when it detaches itself, it has its own proper life, which is essentially similar to that

of the adult.

The germ, the embryo, the fcetus, and the new-born animal, have in no instance,

however, precisely the same form as the adult, and the difference is sometimes so great,

that their assimilation merits the name of metamorphosis. Thus, no one not previously

aware of the fact, would suppose that the caterpillar is to become a butterfly.

All living beings are more or less metamorphosed in the course of their growth,

that is to say, they lose certain parts, and develope others. The antennae, wings, and

all the parts of the butterfly were inclosed within the skin of the caterpillar ; this

skin disappears along with the jaws, feet, and other organs that do not remain in the

butterfly. The feet of the frog are inclosed by the skin of the tadpole : and the tad-

pole, to become a frog, loses its tail, mouth, and gills. The infant likewise, at birth,

loses its placenta and envelope ; at a certain age its thymous gland almost disappears
;

and it acquires by degrees its hair, teeth, and beard. The relative size of its organs

alters, and its body increases proportionally more than its head, its head more than its

internal ear, &e.

The place where these germs are found, the assemblage of them, is named the ovary ,-

the canal through \\hich, when detached, they are carried forward, the oviduct ; the

cavity in which, in many species, they are obliged to remain for a longer or shorter

period before birth, the matrix or vtcrus ; the exterior orifice through which thej' pass

iuto the world, the vulva. When there are sexes, the male sex fecundates ; the germs

appearing in tlie female. The fecundating liquor is named semen ; the glands which

separate it from the blood, tenticles ; and, when it is necessary that it should be intro-

duced mto the body of the fcra;de, the intromittent organ is called s. penis.

RAPID EXPOSITION OF THE INTELLECTUAL FUNCTIONS OF ANIMALS.

The impression of external objects on the jie, the production of a sensation, of an

I
image, is a mystery impenetrable to our intellect ; and materialism an hypothesis, so

j
much the more conjectural, as philosophy can furnish no direct proof of the actual
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existence of matter. But the naturalist should examine what appear to be the mate-

rial conditions of sensation ; he should trace the ulterior operations of the mind, ascer-

tain to wliat point the)' reach in each being, and assure himself whetlier they are not

subject to conditions of perfection, dependent on the organization of each species, or

on the momentary state of each individual body.

For the me to perceive, there must be an uninterrupted nervous communication

between the external sense and the central masses of the medullary system. Hence it

is only when a modification is experienced by these masses that the me perceives : there

may also be real sensations, without the external organ being aiFccted, and which

originate either in the nervous passage, or in the central mass itself; such arc dreams

and visions, or certain accidental sensations.

By central masses, we mean a part of the ncn'ous sj'stem, which is more circum-

scribed as the animal is more perfect. In man, it consists exclusively of a limited

portion of the brain ; but in reptiles, it includes tlie brain and the whole of the medulla,

and each of their parts taken separately ; so that the absence of the entire brain docs

not prevent sensation. In the inferior classes this extension is still greater.

The perception acquired by the me, produces the image of the sensation ex-

perienced. We trace to without the cause of that sensation, and thus acquire the idea

of the object which produces it. By a necessary law of our intelligence, all the ideas

of material objects are in time and space.

The modifications experienced by the medullary masses leave imjiressions there,

which are reproduced, and recall to mind images and ideas ; this is memory, a cor-

poreal faculty that varies considerably, according to age and health.

Ideas that are similar, or which have been acquired at the same time, recall each

other; this is the association of ideas. The order, extent, and promptitude of this asso-

ciation constitute the perfection of memory.

Each obiject presents itself to the memory with all its qualities, or with all its

accessory ideas.

Intellect has the power of separating these accessory ideas of objects, and of com-

bining those that are alilve in several different objects under one general idea, the

prototype of which nowhere really exists, nor presents itself in an isolated form ; this

is abstraction.

Every sensation being more or less agreeable or disagreeable, experience and re-

peated essays show promptly what movements are required to procure the one and

avoid the other ; and with respect to this, the intellect abstracts itself from general

rules to direct the will.

An agreeable sensation being liable to consequences that are not so, and vice versd,

the subsequent sensations become associated with the idea of the primitive one, and

modify the general rules abstracted by the intellect ; this is prudence.

From the application of rules to general ideas, result certain formulae, which are

afterwards adapted easily to particular cases; this is called reasoning—ratiocination.

A lively remembrance of primitive and associated sensations, and of the impressions

of pleasure and pain that attach to them, constitutes imagination.

One privileged being, Man, has tlie faculty of associating his general ideas with

particular images more or less arbitrary, easily impressed upon the memory, and which

serve to recall the general ideas which they represent. These associated images are
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what are called signs ; their assemblage is a language. When the language is com-

posed of images that relate to the sense of hearing or sound, it is termed speech.

When its images relate to that of sight, the)' arc called hieroglyphics. IVriting

is a suite of images that relate to the sense of sight, by -which we represent

elementary sounds ; and, in combining them, all the images relative to the sense of

hearing of which speech is composed: it is, therefore, only a mediate representation

of ideas.

This faculty of representing general ideas Ijy particular signs or images associated

with them, enables us to retain distinctly in the memory, and to recall without con-

fusion, an immense number, and furnishes to the reasoning faculty and the imagina-

tion innumenil)le materials, and to individuals the means of communication, vliich

cause the whole species to participate in the experience of each individual ; so that no

bounds seem to be placed to the acquisition of knowledge : this is the distinctive

character of human intelligence.*

The most perfect animals are infinitely below man in their intellectual faculties ; but

it is, nevertheless, certain that their intelligence performs operations of the same kind.

They move in consequence of sensations received, are susceptible of durable aft'ectiuns,

and acquire by experience a certain knowledge of things, by which they are governed in-

dejiendently of actual pain and pleasure, and by the simple foresight of consequences.

f

When domesticated, they feel their subordination, know that the being who punishes

them may refrain from doing so if he will, and when sensible of having done wrong, or

beliold him angry, they assume a suppliant air. In the society of man they become

either corrupted or improved, and are susceptible of emulation and jeidousy ; they

have among themselves a natural language, which, it is true, expresses only

their momentary sensations ; but man teaches them to understand another, much
more complicated, by which he makes known to them his will, and causes them to

execute it.

In short, we perceive in the higher animals a certain degree of reason, with all its

consequences, good and bad, and which appears to be about the same as that of chil-

dren liefore they have learned to speak. lu proportion as we descend to the animals

more removed from man, these faculties become enfeebled ; and, in tlie lowest classes,

wc find them reduced to signs, at times equivocal only, of sensibility, that is to say,

to a few slight movements to escape from pain. Between these two extremes, the

degrees are endless.

In a great number of animals, however, there exists a dillcrent faculty of intelli-

gence, which is named instinct. This prompts them to certain actions necessary to the

preservation of the species, but often altogether foreign to the apparent wants of

individuals ;
frequently, also, veiy complicated, and which, to be ascribed to iutellio-cnce,

j

would suppose a foresight and knowledge in the species that execute them infinitely

superior to what can be admitted. These actions, the result of instinct, are not the

cflect of imitation, for the individuals that i)erform them have often never seen them

performed by others : they are not proportioned to the ordinary intelligence, but

become more singular, more wise, more disinterested, in proportion as the animals

belong to less elevated classes, and are, in all the rest of their actions, more dull and

• Liiin-^us (termed l)ic humnnbc-ing to lie r,"self-knowiitff animal ;" i bit ills .J.n.l.iful ^liethir any nf thcni can nieulallv trace remnie
wliiili ia a bol.l absurii|,tion, t.ilieri Litlier wav.—Ep. laiu'.e,!, ami,] ilic cuLii|)lkatJou uf pIiLaaanena. It is \Mtli u.ai, in Lis

t Tliat 13 t'jsay, tlicy obvionsly remark Cuiueideiieea ami Rcqueiiccs
; ]

least eiviliied state tliat tliey slionltl be eumpareil.—Ku,
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stupid. They are so truly the property of the species, that all its individuals perform

them in the same way, without any improvement.

Thus the working bees have always constructed very ingenious edifices, agreeably to

the rules of the highest geometry, and destined to lodge and nourish a posterity not

even their own. The wasps and the solitary bees also form very complicated nests, in

which to deposit their eggs. From this egQ issues a grub, which has never seen its

parent, which is ignorant of the structure of the prison in which it is confined, but

which, once metamorphosed, constructs another precisely similar.

In order to have a clear idea of instinct, it is necessary to admit that these animals

have innate and perpetual images or sensations in the sensorium, wliicb induce them tri

act as ordinary and accidental sensations commonly do. It is a sort of dream or vision

that ever haunts them, and may be considered, in all that relates to instinct, as a

kind of somnambulism.

Instinct has been granted to animals as a supplement for intelligence, to concur with

it, and with force and fecundity, to the preservation, in a proper degree, of each species.

There is no visible mark of instinct in the conformation of the animal ; but intelli-

gence, so far as has been observed, is in constant proportion to the relative size of the

brain, and particularly of its hemispheres.''^

OF METHOn, AS APPLIED XO THE ANIMAL KXNGDUM.

After what we have said respecting methods in general, there remains to ascertain

which are the most influential characters of animals, that should serve as the basis of

their primary divisions. It is evident they should be those which are drawn from the

animal functions ; that is to say, from the sensations and movements ; for not only do

both these make the being an animal, but they estabhsh, in a manner, its degree of

animality.

Observation confirms this position, by showing that their degrees of developement

and complication accord with those of the organs of the vegetative functions.

The heart and the organs of the circulation form a kind of centre for the vege-

tative functions, as the brain and trunk of the nervous system do for the animal

* One of the moat curious plienomcaa of instinct is the tranamission

of instilled habits by getieratinn, as in the instance of high-lired

poiiiier !t[id setter dojfs, often requiring no training to fit them fur

thuir purliciiliir modes of indicating game. Propensities are similurly

hereditary in the human species ; but inniite knowledge, as a Kubsti-

tute for individuitlly acquired experience, ia peculiar to brutes, which,

for the most part, are thrown upon their own resources, before they

have had time or opportunities to gain the necessary information to

serve as ti guide for tlie reflation of their cunduct. All the higher ani-

mals, except the human species, appear to recognize their naturil foci

intuitively, to know even where tlieir hidden weapons lie, also where

they (and likewise themselves) are most vulnerable, and they endea-

vour til use their own peculiar weapons hefore theae are developed. If

incnpable of resistance, they commonly have recourse to stratagem;

thu.'i a hrood of newly-hatched partridges will instantly cower motion-

less at sight of an object of distrust, the intent of which must be, that

the close similarity of their colour to that of the surface should cause

thein to be overlooked. Predatory animals, again, which immolate

victims capable of dangerous resistance, instinctively endeavour nlways

to attack a vital part, so as to effect their purpose speedily, and with

least hiiiiard to themselves ; but those which prey on feeble and de

fcncolcHs animals attack indiscriminately. Many astonishing- mani-

festations of the instinctive faculty occur respecting the manner in

whlth the food ia obtained
;
and in tlie ant and some rodent '[uailrupcds,

whii h store up grain, the embryo of every seed is destroyed, to pre-

Tent germioation.

The seasonal migrative impulse which recurs in some animals is

araoDg the most incomprehensible of instinctive piienuniena, as it is

shown to be, in various cases, indepenileut of food or temperature
;

though the latter, in particular, exercises some inlluencc on its Ue-

velopcmcut, as does also the state of the sexual organs in spring. Tlie

guiding principle of migration is equally mysterious,— that which

enables a bird of passage to return periodically to its former haunts,

to the same locality (both in winter and summer), which it had pre-

viously occupied ; and the young also to the place of their nativity.

This principle is farther evinced in the return of pigeons, fi;c. to thtir

accustomed placeof abode from indefinite distances, and by a straight er

and more direct route than that by M'hich they had been removed. It

appears, likewise, to be manifested in somnambulism, and, perhaps, in

some other affeclions of the human body
; but the sexual andparcntal

instincts are those which are chiefly cognizable In ci\-ilized man-

kind

,

One curious fact connected with the migrative pri>['ensity is, that

the same species is sometimes permanently resident in one locality,

and migratory in another. Thus tlic robin, which ia stationary hi

Britain, leaves Germany in the autumn ; which would seem to indi-

cate that the erratic habit may have originated (in this instance) Irom

necessity, and in course of time have become regular and iransmis-

sible, independently of external causes. Migratory animals, hu«'-

ever, may commonly be distinguished from others of tlie same genus,

by their superior structuxal powers of locomotion.—Ed,
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functions. Now, \vc see tliese two systems degrade and disappear togetlier. In

tlie lowest of animals, where the nerves cease to he visihle, there are no Ioniser

distinct fihres, and the organs of digestion are simply excavated in the homogeneous

mass of the body. In insects, the vascular system disappears even before the nervous

one ; but, in general, the disjiersion of the medullar)- masses accompanies that of the

muscular agents ; a spinal chord, on wliich the knots or ganglions represent so

manv brains, corresponds to a body divided into numerous rings, and supported by

pairs of members distributed along its length, &c.

This correspondence of general forms, which residts from the arrangement of the

organs of motion, the distrihution of the nervous masses, and the energy of the circu-

lating svstem, should serve then for the basis of the primary sections to be made in

the animal kingdom. We will afterwards ascertain, in each of these sections, what

characters should succeed innnediately to these, and form the basis of the primary

subdivisions.

GEXEKAL DISTRIBUTION' OF THE .VNIMAL KIXGD03I IXTO FOUR GREAT DIVISIONS.

If the animal kingdom be considered with reference to the princijiles which we have

laid down, and, divesting ourselves of the prejudices founded on the divisions

formerly admitted, we regard only the organization and nature of animals, and not

their size, utility, the more or less knowledge which we have of thern, nor any

other accessory circumstances, it will be found that there exist four principal forms,

four general plans, if it may be thus expressed, on which all animals appear to have

been modelled, and the ulterior divisions of which, under whatever title naturalists

may have designated thern, are merely slight modifications, founded on the developje-

ment or addition of certain parts, which produce no essential change in the plan itself.

In the first of these forms, which is that of man, and of the animals which most

resemble him, the brain and the principal trunk of the nervous system are inclosed in

a bony envelojie, which is formed by the cranium and the vertebrex' : to the sides of this

medial column are attached the ribs, and the bones of the limbs, which compose the

framework of the body : the muscles generally cover the bones, the motions of \vhicii

they produce, and the viscera are contained within the head and trunk. Animals of

this form we shall denominate

VERTEBRATE ANIMALS (.tiiiinolia veiichralci)

.

Tliey have all red blood, a muscular heart, a mouth furnished with two jaws,

placed one either before or aljove the other, distinct organs of sight, hearing, smell,

and taste, situated in the cavities of the face ; never more than four limbs ; the
i

sexes always sejiarated ; and a very similar distribution of the medullary masses, and
!

of the principal branches of the nervous system. I

On examining each of the parts of this great series of animals more closely, there !

may always be detected some analogy, even in those species which are most remote

from one another ; and the gradations of one single plan may be traced from man to

the last of fishes.
j

In the second form there is no skeleton ; the muscles are attached only to the skiu, '
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which constitutes a soft, contractile envelope, m whicli, in many species, are formed

stony plates, called shells, the production and position of which are analogous to that

of the mucous body ; the nervous system is contained within this general envelope,

together with the viscera, and is composed of several scattered masses, connected by

nervous filaments, and of which the principal, placed over the oesophagus, bears the

name of brain. Of the four senses, the organs of those of taste and vision only can be

distinguished ; the latter of which are even frequently wanting. A single family

alone presents organs of hearing. There is always, however, a complete system of

circulation, and particular organs for respiration. Those of digestion and of the secre-

tions are little less complicated than in the vertebrated animals. We will distinguish

the animals of this second form by the appellation of

IVloLLDScous Animals (Aiiimalia moUusca).

Although the general plan of their organization is not so uniform, as regards the

external configuration of the parts, as that of the vertebrates, there is always an equal

degree of resemblance between them in the essential structure and the functions.

The third form is that observed in insects, worms, &c. Their nervous system con-

sists of two long chords running longitudinally through the abdomen, dilated at inter-

vals into knots or ganglions. The first of these knots, placed over the oesophagus,

and called brain, is scarcely any larger than those which are along the aljdomen, with

which it communicates by filaments that encircle the cesophagus like a collar. The

envelope of their trunk is divided by transverse folds into a certain number of rings, of

which the teguments are sometimes hard, sometimes soft, but to the interior of which

the muscles are always attached. The trunk often bears on its sides articulated

limbs, but is frequently unfurnished with them. We will bestow on these animals

the term

Articulate Animals (Animalia articvlata)

.

It is among these that the passage is observed from the circulation in closed vessels,

to nutrition by imbibition, and the corresponding transition from respiration in cir-

cumscribed organs, to that effected by trachctC or air-vessels distributed through the

body. The organs of taste and vision are the most distinct in them, a single family

alone presenting that of hearing. Their jaws, when they have any, arc always lateral.

Lastly, the fourth form, which embraces all those animals known under the name of

Zoophytes, may be designated

RAniATE Animals (AnimaUa radiata).

In all the preceding, the organs of sense and motion are arranged symmetrically on

the two sides of an axis. There is a posterior and an anterior dissimilar face. In this

last division, they are disposed as rays round a centre ; and this is the case, even when

they consist of but two series, for then the two faces are alike.* They approximate to

the homon-eneity of plants, having no very distinct nervous system, nor organs of

particular senses : there can scarcely be perceived, in some of them, the vestiges of a

M. Ab»i See Radh'la.—Ed,
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circulation ; their respirator^' organs are almost always on the surface of the body

;

the greater number have only a sac without issue, for the whole intestine ;
and

the lowest families present only a sort of homogeneous pulp, endowed with motion and

sensibility.*

[" The necessity," writes Mr. Owen, " for a (lismeml)erment of the Radinta of Cuvier, which

Rudolphi justly calls a chaotic groupt, has l)cen felt, and directly or indirectly expressed, by

most naturalists and comparative anatomists.;]; It is impossible, indeed, to predicate a com-

mimity of structure in either the locoraoti\'e, excretive, digestive, sensitive, or generative

systems, with respect to this division, as it now stands in the Regne Anunal. * * *

" Taking the nervous system as a guide, the Radiata of Cuvier will be found to resolve them-

selves into two natural groups, of which the second differs in the absence or obscure traces of

nervous filaments from the higher division, in ^vhich these are always distinctly traceable,

eitlier radiating from an oral ring, or distriljuted in a parallel longitudinal (hrection, according

to the form of the body.

"These different conditions of the nervous system are accompanied by corresponding

modifications of the muscular, digestive, and vascular systems ; and a negative character, appli-

cable to the higher division of Cuvier's Radiata, may be derived from the generative

system."§

It is only in the lower-organized of these divisions, to which the term

AciiiTE Animals (Anlmalia acrita)

has been applied by Macleay, also that of Protozoa and Oozoa by Cams (from the

circumstance of its members being analogous to the ova or germs of the higher classes),

that the alimentarj' cavity and sanguiferous canals are destitute of proper parietes,

being simple excavations or passages in the granular pulp of the body : for in the

Nematoneiira (a name applied to the higher division of Cuvier's Radiata by Owen), the

digestive organ is provided with a proper muscular tunic, and floats in an abdominal

cavity : and those classes wliich manifest a circulating system distinct from the diges-

tive tube possess vessels with proper parietes, distinguishable into arteries and veins.

No nematoneurous class presents an example of generation by spontaneous fision or

gemmation, but these modes of rc]iroduction are common in the acrito division. Some
of the latter, however, are oviparous ; and in a few the sexes are separate.]

* fieforc my time, moilcrn naturftlist.'. diviilcd all inverlLbratcd ani-

inals into two classeit, the lijsects and Worms. I was tlie first to attack

tliis method, and presented another division, in a Memoir read before the

\aturul History Society of Paris, on the 10th of May, )/95, and jirinted

in the VtciLde Philu3'ipliiqitf, in wliich I marked the characters and

limits of the Mollaslis, Crastaceaiis, lasectB. Worms. Ecliinoderms,

(lad Zo.iphytes. 1 distiii^ruisiied the red-blooded worms, or AnneJides,

;.-. a menjoir read before the Institate on the 31st of Ueeember. 18U1.

And tin.illy. in a ^remoir read before the Institute in Julv. ISli, and

printed in tlie Jn.nul^i liu Mus. d'llul. A'u/., torn. xL\., J distributed

these various da
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FIRST GREAT DIVISION OF THE ANIMAL KINGDOM.

THE VERTEBRATE ANIMALS.

The bodies and limbs of these being supported bjf a

frame-work composed of connected pieces moveable

upon each other, they have the more precision and

vigour in their movements : the solidity of this support

permits of their attaining considerable size, and it is

among them that the largest animals are found.

Their more concentrated nervous system, and the

greater volume of its central portions, impart more

energy and more stability to their sentiments, whence

result superior intelligence and perfectibility.

Their body always consists of a head, trunk, and

members.

The head is formed by the cranium, which incloses

the brain, and by the face, which is composed of the

two jaws and the receptacles of the organs of sense.

Their trunk is supported by the spine of the back

and the ribs.

Tire spine is composed of vertebra; moveable upon

each other, of which the first supports the head, and

which have an annular perforation, forming together a

canal, wherein is lodged that medullary production

from which the nerves arise, and which is called the

spinal marrow.

The spine, most commonly, is continued into a tail,

Fig- 1- extending beyond the hinder hrabs.

The ribs are semicircles, which protect the sides of the cavitj' of tlie trunk : they

are articulated at one extremity to the vertebra?, and are ordinarily attached in front to

the breast-bone ; but sometimes they only partly encircle the trunk, and there are

genera in which they are hardly visible.

There are never more than two pairs of bmbs ; but sometimes one or the other is

wanting, or even both : their forms vary according to the movements which they have to

execute. The anterior limbs may be organized as hands, feet, wings, or fins
;
the

posterior as feet, or instruments for svrinimiug.
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The blood is always red, and appears to have a composition proper for sustaining that

energjr of sentiment and vigour of muscles, but in different degrees, which corres])ond

to the amount of respiration, from wliieh originates the subdivision of the vertebrate

animals into four classes.

The external senses are always five in number, and reside in two eyes, two ears, two

nostrils, the teguments of the tongue, and those of the body generally. Certain species,

however, have the eyes obliterated.

The nerves reach the medulla through perforations of the vertebra", or of tlie cra-

nium : they all seem to unite with this medulla, wdiich, after crossing its filaments,

expands to form the various lobes of which the brain is com])Osed, and terminates in

the two medullary arches (voutes) termed hemispheres, the volume of whicli corre-

sponds to the amount of intelligence.

There are always two jaws, the jirincipal motion of which is in the lower one,

whieli rises and tails ; the np|ier is ottentimes entirely fi.xed ; bi^th of them are almost

always armed with teeth, excrescences of a peculiar nature, the chemical composition of

\Ahich is verj' similar to that of bone, but which grows by layers and transudations

;

one entire class, however, (that of birds,) has the jaws invested with horn*, and the

group of tortoises, in the class of reptiles, is in the same predicament.

The intestinal canal is continued from the mouth to the anus, undergoing various

inflexions, and several enlargements and contractions ; having also appendages, and

receiving solvent fluids, one of wdiieb, the saliva, is discharged into the mouth : the

others, which flow into the intestine only, have various names ; the two principal are

the juices of the gland called the pancreas [or sweet-bread^, and the bile [or gtiW],

wdiich is the product of another very large gland, named the liver.

Whik' the digested aliment is traversing its canal, tliat portion of it which is proper

for nutrition, and is termed the chyle, is absorbed hy particular vessels, named laeteals,

and carried into the veins ; the residue of the nutriment of the parts is also carried into

the veins by vessels analogous to the laeteals, and forming ^^itli them one same system,

designated the hjmpliatic si/f!tein.\

The veins return to the heart the lilood which has served to nourish the parts, to-

gether with the chyle and lymph with which it has been renewed ; but this blood is

obliged to pass, either wdioUy or in part, into the organ of resj)iration, to regain its

arterial nature, previous to being again dispersed over the system by the arteries. In

the three first classes, this organ of respiration consists of lungs, that is, an assemblage

of cells into wdiich air penetrates. In fishes only, and in some reptiles while young, it

consists of gills, or a series of lamin;!' between wliicb water jjasses.

In all the vertebrate animals, the blood which furnishes the liver with the materials

of the bile is venous blood, which has circulated parllv in the parietes of tlie intestines,

and partly in a ])eculiar body named the spleen, and which, after being united in a

trunk called the vena porta, is again subdivided at the liver.

s ill thL- liiirny sliciiih, ^ubKequ.-iitlr formed, which cnnt^in n» M. GLiiflroy St. Hilaire lias described ;i structure in lliu lull of

birds u liich fircseiits some aiiproaeli to a deiitarj- system. In a teetus ul

II Piirruifuet nearly ready for hatcliin|r, lie found that the niar|,'ius of the

hill «ere heset with tubercles arrHn^rell In a regular order, and having

all I lie e.\terlora|jj)earanee of teeth ; these (ulierelcs were not, indeed,

iiii|ilanted In the jaw-bones, but formed part of tlie e.vterior slieath of

he hill. Under each tubercle, however, there was a t'elatiiious pulf),

anilognus to the pulps which secrete teetli, but resting on the edije of

llie nia.\illary bones, and every pulp was supplied by vessels and nerves

iraversing a canal in the suhstaiiec of the hone. These tuhereles form

gin of the bone. In certain other hlrds [as the iMergatisers) also, the

lateral edges of the hill are provided with horny processes or lamlnfe

secreted by illstlnct pulps, and analogous in this respect to the ^^ bale-

bone lamliue of the Whales, whicli are toothless Miimm/inn, as are also

the ant eaters and il/naufiewi/ta .- it is furtlier remarhahle that the

rudiments of dentition occur in the JiFlin of the toothless \\'liales.

—Ko.

1 'riic lymiihalic vessels arc also the media of cutaiicims transuda-
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All these animals have a particular secretion, which is that of urine, and which is

elaljorated in two large glands attached to the sides of the spine of the back, and called

Iddneijs : the liquid which these glands secrete, accumulates most comrnordy in a

reservoir named the bladder.

The sexes are separate, and the female has always one or two ovaries, from whicli

the eggs are detached at the instant of conception. The male fecundates them with

the seminal fluid ; but the mode varies greatly. In most of the genera of the thrCL

first classes, it requires an intromission of the fluid ; in some reptiles, and in most ol

the fishes, it takes place after the exit of the eggs.

SUBDIVISION OF THE VERTEBRATE ANIMALS INTO FOUR CLASSES.

We have seen to what extent vertebrate animals resemble each other : they present,

however, four great subdivisions or classes, characterized by the kind or power of their

movements, which depend themselves on the quantity of respiration, inasmuch as it is

from this respiration that the muscular fibres derive the energy of their irritability.

The quantity of respiration depends upon two agents : the first is the relative

quantity of blood which presents itself in the respiratory organ in a given instant of

time; the second, the relative amount of [free] oxygen which enters into the com-

position of [or is dispersed through] the ambient fluid. The quantity of the former

depends upon the disposition of the organs of respiration and of circulation.

The organs of the circulation may be double, so that all the blood which is brought

back from the various parts of the body by the veins, is forced to circulate through

the respiratory organ before returning by the arteries ; or they may be simple, so that

a portion only of the blood is obliged to ])ass through the resj)iratory organ, the re-

mainder returning to the body without having been subjected to respiration.

The latter is the case with reptiles. The amount of their respiration, and all the

qualities which depend on it, vary according to the quantity of blood which is thrown

into the lungs at each jjulsation.

Fishes have a double circulation, but their organ of respiration is formed to execute

its function through the medium of water ; and their blood is only acted upon by that

small portion of oxygen which is dissolved or mingled in water ; so that the quantity of

their respiration is, perhaps, less than that of reptdes.

In mammalians, the circulation is double, and the aerial resjiiration simple, that is,

it is performed in the lungs only : their quantity of respiration is, therefore, superior

to that of reptdes, on account of the form of their respiratory organ, and to that of

fishes, from the nature of their surrounding medium.

But the quantity of respiration in birds is even superior to that of quadrupeds,

since they have not only a double circulation and an aerial respiration, but also

respire by many other cavities besides the lungs, the air penetrating throughout

their bodies, and bathing the branches of the aorta, or main artery of the body, as

w'ell as those of the pulmonary artery.*

Hence result the four kinds of progression to which the four classes of the vertebrate

animals are more particularly destined. The quadrupeds, in which the quantity of

In D;Ur,-ichlan rciitik'S (fro^^. iK-ivts. &c.). respiration is to n

tain extent pt-rtorrued over tlic u-iiole outer Mn; wliieli, on tliis

ount, requires to be always moist. Hence, as tliere can be no

seular action witliout previous respiration, tlie clicmieal clianije

elTectotl by wliich is neeiled to developc tlie requisite nervous or vit

eiier^, liiose animals of tliis group wliieh in the ailolt state ha'

lungs aud not gills, but which pass the winter iu a torpid state und

water, arc enabled to resuscitate iu sprint,^.—Eu.
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respiration is moderate, arc gcncrany lormea to waiK and run with precision and

vigour ; the birds, in which it is greater, have tlic muscular energy and lightness

necessary for flight; tlie re]itiles, where it is diminished, are condemned to creep, and

many of them pass a portion of their life in a state of torpor ; the fishes, in fine,

to execute their movements, require to be supported in a fluid specifically almost as

heavy as themselves.*

All the circumstances of organization proj)er to each of these four classes, and

especially those -which refer to motion and the external senses, have a necessfiry

relation with these essential characters.

The class of mammalians, however, has pjeculiar characters in its viviparous mode of

generation, in the manner in which the foetus is nourished in the womb by means of

the placenta, and in the mamma; by which they suckle their young.

The other classes are, on the contrary, oviparous ; and if we ])lace them together, in

opjjosition to the first, there will be jjerceived numerous resemblances which announce,

on their part, a special plan of organization, subordinate to the great general plan of

all the verteljrates.

THE FIRST CLASS OF VERTEBRATE ANIMALS.

MAMMALIA.

Mammalians require to be placed at the head of the animal kingdom, not only

because thi.s is the class to "which we ourselves belong, but also because it is that which

enjo3\s the most numerous faculties, the most dehcate sensations, the most varied

powers of motion, and in which all the (hffercrit qualities seem together combined to

produce a more perfect degree ol intelligence,—the one most fertile in resources, most

susceptible of perfection, and least the shive of instinct.

As their quantity of respiration is moderate, they are in general designed for walking

on the ground, but with vigorous and continued steps. Consequently, all the articula-

tions of their skuk'ton have very precise forms, which rigorously determine their motions.

Some of them, however, by means ot lengthened limbs and extended membranes,

raise themselves in the air; others have the limbs so shortened, that thev can employ

them with effect only in water ; hut they do not the more on this account lose the

sreneral characters of the class.

* To clcji.enil tn pnrticuhir tns<-s, liowcvcr, it ^vnulr.l nppcar tliat

species may be fniincil on riimost every type, even very subonliunle

types, fi)r any piirticular mtidc of life. Thus, to illustrnte bricHy, the

huts, wliieli are true niFuniuiiliaas, nrc modificil for iierittl progjes.siou

like birds ; find tlie whales, other nmmmnllan.s, liiive a fish-like exterior,

lyeifig lieslffned lo live exelusively in water : so there are birrfa wliieh

are utterly inenpable of fli(fht ; some, as tlie ostrich, adapted to seour

the plains, like a quiLdnipcd
; othera, as tlie peng-uin.s, whose only

sphere of activity is in the writer: the pterodactylc alTords an ex-

ample of a genus of flying reptiles, Ihc fossil remains of whicli only

have been discovered. Uescciidinjr to lower groups, we find among
tdrdfl, a g-cnus of thrushes (C-VV/c/uh), wliieb seeks its subsistence U7ider

wilier; and another of totipalinate water-fowl (T/ichyp/'li'.i), wluch

BToup'; which ttiey approximate in hnbit,—luniu'-ht ihnt crxn be ret^firdeil

IIS nil iiitcnriiiii^il or designed rrprrsentdti'-n of Ihcm, aa li;is some-
times been iuwigined : for it is evident, that if species based on two
dilTcreiit plans of orifanization are respectively modified to perform
the same office in the economy of nature, they must nceessiirily re-

semble, to a certain extent, superficially, as a consequence of that

adaptation ; while there are many cases also in each class which can-
not well be represented in some others, as that of the mole among
quadrupeds, which has no counterpart or correspondent group In the
class of birds. Habit, or mode of life, has indeed nolirtng whatever
to do witli the physiolog-ical relations of organisms, which alTord the
only legitimate basis of classification ; and those special modifications
to particular habits, which, occurring alike In any class, superinduce

ms nor nivcs. .->uch dcvinlions. liovvovcr, fri)m the general ^ a resemhlaiicc in snpcrficial characler'; only, conslitiilc mIdii h;is been
t their allied genera, have no iutriiislcr.l relaUu,, to (he ' well di-,L)ni,.ui.shcd by the term >n,at<,gy, as opposed t„ ./jA/, /(y.—Ed.
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They have all the upper jaw fixed to the siuill, and the lower composed of two
pieces only, articulated by a projecting condyle to a fixed temporal bone ; the neck

consists of seven vertebrae, one single species excepted,

which has nine*; the anterior ribs are attached in

front, by cartilage, to a sternum formed of a certain

number of pieces placed in a row ; their fore-limb

commences in a blade-bone, which is not articulated,

but merely suspended in the flesh, often resting on

the sternum by means of an intermediate bone, called

a clavicle, This extremity is continued by an arm, a

fore-arm, and a hand, the last composed of two ranges

of small bones, called a wrist or carpus, of another

range of bones termed metacarpus, and of digits or

fingers, each of which consists of two or three bones,

named phalanges.

Excej)ting the Cetacea, they have all the first part of

the hinder extremity fixed to the spine, and forming a

girdle or pelvis, which, in youth, consists of three pairs

of bones,— the ilium, which is attached to the spine,

the pubis, which forms the fore part of the girdle, and the ischium, which constitutes

the hind part. At the point of union of these three bones is situate the cavity with which

the thigh is articulated, to which, in its turn, is attached the leg, formed of two hones,

the tibia and fibula : this extremity is terminated by the foot, which is composed of

parts analogous to those of the hand, namely, a tarsus, metatarsus, and digits or toes.

The head of mammalians is always articulated bv two condyles upon the atlas, or

first vertebra.

Their brain is composed of two hemispheres, united by a medullary layer termed

the corpus cciUosum, containing two ventricles, and enveloping the four pairs of tuber-

cles named the corpora striata, the thalami nervorum opticormn, or beds of the optic

nerves, and the nates and testes. Between the optic beds is a third ventricle, which

communicates with a fourth situated under the cerebellum, the crura of which always

form a transverse prominence under the medulla oblongata, called the pons Varolii.

Their eye, invariably lodged in its orbit, is protected by two lids and a vestige of a

third, and has its crj'stalline fixed Ijy the ciliary process and its simply cellular sclero-

tica [or white]

.

In their ear, there is always found a cavity named the drum, or ti/rnprnum, which

communicates with the back part of the mouth, by a canal termed the trumpet, or

Eustachian tube : the cavity itself is closed externally by a membrane called the

memhrana tympani, and contains a chain of four little bones, named the hammer, anvil,

orbicular, and stirrup bones ; a vestibule, on the entrance of which rests the stin'up-

bone, and which communicates with three semicircular canals ; and, finally, a cochlea,

which terminates by one passage in the drum, and by another in the vestibule.

Their cranium subdivides into three portions : the anterior is formed by the two

frontal and the ethmoidal bones ; the middle, by the parietal bones and the sphenoidal

;

• Tlie slolh 13

(./, i) : so tlin), if

llodcil In, in whicli. however, distinct rudiments nf ribs .are sttnclicd to tlie ciglitii a ibe above lignn
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and the posterior, by the occipitaL Between the occipital, the parietal, and the sphe-

noidah are interposed the temporal bones, part of which belong properly to the face.

In the foetus, the occipital bone divides into four parts ; the sijhenoidal into halves,

which subdivide into three pairs of lateral wings ; the temporal into three, of which

one serves to complete the cranium, another to close the labyrinth of the ear, and tlie

third to form the parietes of its drum, &c. These bony portions [centres of ossifica-

tion], W'hich are still more numerous in the earliest period of fcetal existence, are

united more or less promptly, according to the species, and the bones themselves be-

come finally consolidated in the adult.*

Their face is essentially formed by the two maxillary bones, between which pass the

nostrils, and which have the two intermaxiUaries in front, and the two palate bones

behind ; between them descends a single lamina of the ethmoidal bone, named the

vonif-r at the entrance of the nasal canal are the bones proper to the nose ; to its external

parietes adhere tlie inferior turbinated bones, wdiich occupy its upper and posterior

portion, belonging to the ethmoidal. The jugal or cheek bone unites on each side the

maxillary to the temporal bone, and often to the frontal ; lastly, the lachrvmal Ijone

occupies the inner angle of the orbit, and sometimes a part of the cheek. These bones

also present more numerous subdivisions in the embryo.

Their tongue is always fleshy, and attached to a bone termed the hvoidal, wdiich is

composed of several pieces, and suspended from the cranium by ligaments.

Their lungs, two in number, divided into lobes, and composed of an infinitude of

cells, are always inclosed without adhesion in a cavity formed by the ribs and

diaphragm, and lined by the pleura; their organ of voice is always at the upper end

of the windpipe ; a fleshy elongation, called the velum puhit'i, establishes a direct com-

munication between their larynx and nostrils.

Their residence on the surface of the earth ex])Osing them less to the alternations of

heat and cold, their body has only a moderate kind of tegument, the hair or fur, and

even this is commonly scanty in those of hot climates.

f

The cetaceans, wdiich live entirely in water, are the only ones that are altogether

deprived of it.

The abdominal cavity is lined with a memtirane called the pcritona?ura ; and their

intestinal canal is suspended to a fold of it, termed the mesentery, which contains

numerous conglomate glands, in wdiich the lacteal vessels ramify : anotlier production

of the peritonajura, named the epiploon, hangs in front of and under the intestines.

The urine, retained for some time in the bladder, is discharged, in the two sexes,

with very few exceptions, by orifices in the organs of generation.

In all mammalians, generation is essentially viviparous ; that is to say, the fcx-tus,

immediately after conception, descends [gradually] into the matrix, inclosed in its

envelopes, the exterior of wdiich is named c/kj/'/oh, and the interior nwi/i/os ; it fixes

itself to the parietes of this cavity by one or more plexus of vessels, termed the

placenta, which establishes a communication between it and the mother, by w hieh it

receives its nourishment, and probably also its oxygenation ; notwithstanding which,

' Here it may be remarked ihat. tleficeiming in the series of verte- cessivciy assuming tlie conilitioiis of tliis orjan in fishes, reptiles

is observable as in aseeiitliuK to fit'tal life in llie
|

birds, the lower and theu liit^her (.n-oups of iimtiiiimliaiis. Ed.brales, ibe same is observable as in aseendiiiK to fit'tal life in itie

liiiilier (rroups ; the projrresH of developcment, in this and other re-

speets. being .arrested at dilTerent stages of advaneement, accor.liiig

to the elass, order, and speeies : the brain (or instanee, in man, sue-

t ill some monkeys from Sierra Leone, the most torr

iiorlil, the hair is niueli ehuigai. d, but thin and eourae
;o proteet tiieni from tlie solar rays.—Hd.
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the foetus of mammalians, at aa early period, has a vessel analogous to that which

contains the yolk in the oviparous classes, receiving, in like manner, vessels from the

mesentery. It has also another external bladder named the allantoid, wliich communi-

cates with the urinary one by a canal termed the nrachus.

Conception always requires an effectual coitus, in which the fecundating iiuid of the

male is thrown into the uterus of the female.

The young are nourished for some time after birth by a fluid peculiar to this class

(the milk), which is produced by the mammse, at the time of parturition, and for as

long a period as the young require it. It is from the mamma; that this class derives

its name, and, being a character peculiar to it, they distinguish it better than any

other that is external.*

DIVISION OP THE CLASS OP M.\MMALIA INTO ORDERS.

The variable characters which establish essential differences among the mammalia

are taken from the organs of touch, on which depends their degree of ability or

address, and from the organs of manducation, which determine the nature of their

food, and are connected together, not only with all that relates to the digestive func-

tion, but also with a multitude of other difi'erences extending even to their intelligence.

The degree of perfection of the organs of touch is estimated by the number and the

mobility of the fingers, and from the greater or less extent to which their extremities

are enveloped by the nail or the hoof.

A hoof which envelopes all that portion of the toe which touches the ground, blunts

its sensiblhty, and renders the foot incapable of seizing.

The opposite extreme is wliere a nail, formed of a single lamina, covers only one

of the faces of the extremity of the finger, and leaves the other possessed of all its

dclicac)'.

The nature of the food is known by the grinders, to the form of which the articula-

tion of the jaws universally corresponds.

For cutting flesh, grinders are required as trenchant as a saw, and jaws fitted like

sc'ssors, which have no other motion than a vertical one.

For bruising grain or roots, flat-crowned grinders are necessary, and jaws that

have a lateral motion : in order that the crowns of these teeth should always be

irregular, as in a mill, it is further requisite that their substance should be formed of

parts of unequal hardness, so that some may wear away faster than others.

Hoofed animals are all necessarily herbivorous, and have flat-crowned grinders, in-

asmuch as their feet preclude the possibility of their seizing a bring prey.

Animals with unguiculated fingers are susceptible of more variety
;

their food is of

all kinds : and, independently of the form of their grinders, they difl^er greatly from

each other in the mobility and delicacy of their fingers. There is one character with

respect to this, which has immense influence on their dexterity, and greatly multiphes

its powers ; it is the faculty of opposing the thumb to the other fingers for the purpose

of seizing small objects, constituting what is properly termed a hand; a faculty which

* Wc sh^ll find, however, in the scrincl some doubts on this .sub-

ject, rts regiirds the famiiy of Muuolremata. [The^e doubts have

siticc been removed, inasmuch as the lacteal glands have been de

tected, with their secretion ; though, as in the cetaceahs, there appear

to be 110 nipples, simple pressure alone causinff the fluid to e\ude.

In the class of birds, a lacteal lluid is secreted by the crops of the

parrots and pi,;eons, vvhicli is dis^rorifed into the throats of the young

when newly hatched.

—

Ed.]
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is carried to its highest perfection m Man, in wliom tlie wnole anterior extremitj' is

free, and capable of prehension.

These various combinations, wliich rii^'idly determine the nature of tlie different

mammalians, have given rise to the following orders :

—

Among the ungulculates the first is Man, who, besides being privileged in all other

respects, has hands to the anterior extremities only ; his hinder limbs support him in

an erect position.

In the order next to Man,—that of the QuADRUMAX.i, there are hands to the four

extremities.

7\notlier order, that of the Carnaria, has not the thumb free and opposable to the

other fingers.

These three orders have each the three sorts of teeth, namely, grinders, canines, and

incisors.

A fourth, that of the Rodentia, in which the toes differ little from those of the

Carnaria, is without the canines, and the incisors are phiced in front of the mouth, and

adapted to a ver^r peculiar sort of manducation.

Then come those animals wdiose toes are much cramped, and deeply sunk in large

nails, wliich are generally curved ; and which have further the imjierfection of want-

ing the incisors. Some of them are also without canines, and there are others wdueh

have no teeth at all. AVe comprehend them all under the name Edentata.

This distribution of the unguiculated animals would be ])erfect, and form a very

regular series, were it not that New Holland has lately furnished us with a small

collateral series, composed oi the pouched animals [Marsupiata], the different genera

of which are connected together by the aggregate of their organization, although in

their teeth, and in the nature of their regimen, some corre.opond to the Carnaria, others

to the Rodentia, and others, again, to the Edentata.

The hoofed animals are less numerous, and have likewise fewer irregularities.

The Ruminantia compose an order verj^ distinct, which is characterized by its cloven

feet, by the absence of the incisors to the upper jaw, and by having four stomachs.,

All the other hoofed animals niav be left together in a single order, which I sliall

call Paciiyuermata or Jumenta, the Elcji/iant excepted, which might constitute a

separate one, having some distant relation to that of Rodentia.

Lastly, those mammalians remain which have no posterior extremities, and whose

fisli-like form and aquatic mode of life would induce us to form them into a particular

class, if it were not that all the rest of tlieir economy is precisely the same as in that

wherein we leave them. These are the warm-blooded fishes of the ancients, or the

Cetacea, which, unitins; to the vigour of the other mammalians the advantan-e of being'

sustained in the watery element, include among them the most gigantic of all animals.

[Linnaus reduced all mammalians to three great groups, Unguiculata, Ungulata,

and Mutica ; terms wdiich are at least convenient for their expressiveness, although

the groups they represent intergrade, and in some instances invade each other, if too

rigorously accepted.

His order Pui.mates, as extended to the Bimana, Qnadruinana, and Cheiroptera of

Cuvier, receives the approbation of most naturalists ; few regard the last as subordinate

to the Carnaria, which is equivalent to Primates.

Viewing Man zoologically, opinion is divided respecting the propriety of assigning
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him a separate ordinal station
; his rudimental structure according so nearly \v^th that

of the Quadrmnana, of which type he presents the modification for ground liahits and

an upright attitude
; his more highly developed brain is merely a diiference in degree.

Conceding this much, he would require to be admitted into the same particular

group as all other mammalians based on the same next general plan of structure

to that of the entire class ; which special type is externally distinguished by pecu-

liarities in the sexual organs, a system of organs of all others the least subject to be

influenced by the general modification in reference to habit.

It is thus that, after being necessarily included among the Mammalia, Man must
next range with the other handed animals and the Bats, in a particular subdivision,

which Linnaeus has named Primates.

There would appear to be four distinct major groups of Primates :—the Catarrhini,

composed of the Apes, Monkeys, and Baboons of the eastern hemisphere ; the

Platyrrhini, consisting of the anthropoid animals of America ; the Strepsirrhini, or

Lemurs (including Galaopithccus, and, perhaps, Cheiromi/s) ; and the Cheiroptera, or

Bats, which last, varying most essentially in their dentition, according as they are

frugivorous, sanguivorous, or insectivorous, afford a decisive proof that the dentary

system alone, like any other single character considered apart from the rest, fails to

sup])ly an invariable indication of the affinities of an animal (as has sometimes been

stated). We perceive no sufficient reason wliy the genus Homo should not range at

the head of the Catarrhini, though as a distinct family

—

Hominidte, as opposed to

Simiad/e ; in accordance wherewith, the Primates present a tolerable series, from the

summit of tlie animal kingdom to forms that are rather low in the class of mammalians.

An analogous gradation is exhibited by the second grand division, which De Blain-

ville has designated Secundates ; it is the Carnaria of Cuvier divested of the Bats. We
prefer the latter appellation, as more in unison with tlie names of the succeeding

orders ; and for the same reason would substitute Primaria for Primates.

Our illustrious author, with a view to present some approximation to a linear suc-

cession, has arranged the present series inversely, commencing with those least elevated

in the scale, or the Insectivora. To this we cannot accede, as virtually implying an

exjjloded principle. Considered as a carnivorous group, tlie Feline animals must bo

selected as the standard—most characteristic example*—of the order ; but in its

totality, without reference to especial modifications, the Dog has better claim to be

placed at the head. Some curious analogies accordingly present themselves between

the respectively highest animals of the two first orders.

As a general, perhaps universal rule obtaining in consecutive groups when sufficiently

extensive, the summit of the inferior displays a higher organization than the terminal

members of the superiorf ; and this sometimes in a very remarkable degree, as shown

in the present instance. A sort of parallelism may also frequently be obsen-ed between

such members of two different ordinal types as are of a corresponding degree of eleva-

tion in the scale of being : thus, the Shrews present certain cliaracters of the Rodentia,

without linking with them. It is on this principle, we suspect, that transitions appear

to occur in some instances, from one great type of structure to another ; and a key is

hereby supplied to the proper understanding of much that secmiS otlicrwise inexplicable.

• Till' wiirif fy/pr is often emplnycd in this Sfii.^e : n'C use it ifi a
|

h A proposition wliifh li snootiorioH Ity the neiitiicsrciicc of Cufier,

soiucis >.at dJITereiit uiie. ' .is sIjom ji lij- liis reoinrks on liiic.Lr arrHjij^eiiicnt A'idc preface, p. .
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We have seen, iu the Primarkt, that particuhir phm of conformation so modified as

to enable certain species to fiy ; in the Curnaria, the Seals afford an example of exclusive

adaptation to aquatic habits.

It could only have been the desire to maintain a sort of continuous succession, as in the

former instance, which induced our author to range the Marsupiata next to the Curnaria ;

for they are unquestionably the lowest-organized of mammalians, whence their intrusion

so higli in the system of the class furnishes another jiroof of the impropriety of allowing

undue importance to particular characters. An order which has a better claim to

succeed the Carnaria, is that of the fish-like mammalians, or Cetacea ; but, divested of

the herbivorous genera ranged in it b}' Cuvier, which are strict Pachydermata. (It is

scarcely necessary to repeat, that modifications which have reference to habit do not

neccssarilv affect the essential relations of organisms).

The Pachydermata follow, which, in their turn, must not be regarded as more nearly

related to the last, because certain genera of them are analogously adapted for aquatic

habits only. We feel compelled to reiterate this general principle, in order to preclude

misconception ; the sound inference seems to be, that a tendency to general moditication

for aquatic habits prevails in this part of the system ; which certainly helps to indicate

what orders should be placed in contiguity, though still not of necessity, even admitting

that many analogous cases may be cited in corroboration of a vague index being thus

afforded.*

We prefer to arrange the Riiminantia next to the Pachydermata ; then the Edentata,

and the Rodcnfia ,- and last of all the Marsupiata, including the Monotremata of Cuvier,

the formerly doubtful points coucernuig which are now, with slight reservation, finally

set at rest.

It will be perceived that this arrangement is tolerably in accordance with the ordinary

cerebral developement, and consequent amount of intelligence, of the eight successive

orders. Passing on to the Birds, we commence with a higher intellect (in the Parrots)

than is manifested in either of the last three, or, perhaps, four orders ; which agrees

with the general proposition stated at p. 4-3.]

THE FIRST ORDER OF MAMMALIANS.

-< BIMANA, OR MAN.

Man forms but one genus, and that genus the only one of its order. As his history

is more directly interesting to ourselves, and forms the standard of comparison to

which we refer that of otlier animals, we will treat of it more in detail.

We will rapidly sketch whatever Man offers, that is peculiar in each of his organic

systems, amidst all that he has in common with other mammalians ; we will describe

his principal races and their distinctive characters ; and finally point out the natural

order of the developement of his faculties, both individual and social.

• Fur all iiiBtaoce in point, ace Oar r^inarlia ou d.-rUiu conr.iriniti'.'3 of stiuctiirv niiaenablt' m llic two ^^oiip^ of Parrots niid Iliiwks.
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PECULIAR CONFORMATION OP MAN.

The foot of Man is vei-y different from that of Apes : it is large ; the leg bears vertically upon

it ; the heel is expanded beneath ; his toes are short, and but slightly flexiljle ; the great toe,

longer and larger than the rest, is placed on the same line with and cannot be ojiposed to

them. This foot, then, is proper for supporting the body, but cannot be used for seizing or

climbing*, and as the hands arc unfitted for walldug. Mail is the only animal truly biinaiious

and biped.

The whole body of Man is modified for the vertical position. His feet, as we have already

seen, furnish him with a larger base than those of other mammalians ; the muscles which re-

tain the foot and thigh in the state of extension are more vigorous, wdience results the swelling

of the calf and buttock ; the flexors of the leg are attached higher up, which permits of com-

plete extension of the knee, and renders the calf more apparent. The pelvis is larger, which

separates the thighs and feet, and gives to the trunk that ])yramidal form favourable to equi-

librium : the necks of the thigh-bones form an angle with the body of the bone, which increases

still more the separation of the feet, and augments the basis of the body. Finally, the head,

in this vertical position, is in eauilibrium with the trunk, because its articulation is exactly

under the middle of its mass.

Were he to desire it, Man could not, with convenience, walk on all fours : his short and

nearly inflexible foot, and his long thigh, would bring the knee to the ground ; his widely sepa-

rated shoulders and his arms, too far extended from the median line, would ill support the

fore-part of his body ; the great indented muscle which, in quadrupeds, suspends the trunk

between the blade-bones as a girth, is smaller in Man than in any one among them ; the head

is heavier, on account of the magnitude of the brain, and the smallness of the sinuses or cavi-

ties of the bones; and yet the means of supporting it arc weaker, for he has neither cervical

ligament, nor are the vertebrje so modified as to prevent their flexure forward; he could

therefore only maintain his head iu the same line with the spine, and then, his eyes and mouth

bcrng directed towai-ds the ground, he coidd not see before him ; the position of these organs

is, on the contrary, quite perfect, supposing that he walks erectly.

The arteries which supply his brain, not being subdivided as in many quadrupeds, and the

blood requisite for so voluminous an organ being carried to it with too much violence, fre-

quent apoplexies would be the consequence of a horizontal position.

Man, then, is designed to be supported by the feet only. He thus preserves the entire use

of his hands for the arts, while his organs of sense are most favorably situated for observa-

tion.

These hands, which derive such advantages from their liberty, receive as many more from

their structure. Their thumb, longer in proportion than in the apes, increases the facility of

seizing small objects; all the fingers, except the annularis [and this to a certain extent], have

separate movements, which is not the case in any other animal, not even in the apes. The

nails, covering only one side of the extremities of the fingers, form a support to the touch,

w ithout in the least depriving it of its delicacy. The arms which support these hands have a

solid attachment by their large blade-bone, their strong collar bone, &c.

Man, so highly favoured as to dexterity, is not so with regard to strength. His swiftness

iu running is much inferior to that of other animals of his size; having neither projecting

jinvs, nor sahent canine teeth, nor crooked nails, he is destitute of offensive armature; and

the sides and upper part of his body being naked, unprovided even with hair, he is absolutely

• It is certain, b^wcver, thnt liv murli practice from early youth,

o|ierati()iis, wliich it would not lifive been supposed capable of by those

wliosc feet have been enveloped from the tin.c they first walked in

close investments. Individuals, in particular, who have been born 1

with the anterior extremities imperfect, have illustrated this p

cability the most remarkably. The inllueuce of habit in training

the band to perform its functions, will be appreciated by those

cannot use tlicir left hand with the same freedom as the right.—
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without defensive \vea])ons : lastly, lie is of all animals tliat which is latest to acquire the power

necessary to proviile for himself.

But this Ai eakness even has been for him another advantage, in obliging him to have re-

course to those internal means—to that intelligence which has been awarded to him in so

high a degree.

No quadruped approaches him in the magnitude and convolutions of the hemispheres of the

brain, that is to say, of that part of this organ which is the principal instrument of the intel-

lectual operations ; the posterior jiortion of the same organ extends backwards, so as to form

a second covering to the cerebellum; even tlie form of the cranium announces this great

size of the brain, as the smallncss of the face shoivs how slightl)' that portion of the nervous

system which influences the external senses predommates in him.

These external senses, however, moderate as they all are in Man, are yet extremely delicate

and \vell balanced.

His two eyes are directed forwards ; he does not see on tno sides at once, like many quadru-

peds, which produces more unity in the result of his vision, and concentrates his attention

more closely on objects of this kind. The hall and iris of his eye vary but little, "hich re-

strains the activity of his sight to limited distances, and to a determined degree of light. The

conch of his ear, possessing but httle mobility or extent, does not increase the intensity of

sounds, notwithstanding i\liich, of all animals, he best distinguishes their intonation. His

nostrils, more complicated than those of apes, are less so than those of all other genera; and

yet he appears to be the only animal whose sense of smell is sufficiently delicate to be affected

by unjilcasant odours. Delicacy of smell must influence that of taste ; and Mau must have a

further advantage, in this respect, at least over those animals whose tongues are covered nitli

scales. Lastly, the nicety of his touch results, both from the delicacy of his teguments and
the absence of all insensible parts, as well as from the the form of his baud, which is

better adapted than that of any other animal for suiting itself to all the small inequalities of

surfaces.

Man has a particular pre-eminence in his organ of voice : of all mammalians, he can alone

articulate sounds; the form of his mouth and the great mobility of his lips being probably

the cause of this. Hence results his most invaluable mode of communication ; for of all the

signs which can he con\euiently employed for the transmission of ideas, variations of sound

are those ^vhich can be perceived at the greatest cUstance, and in the most varieu, di ectious

simultaneousl)'.

It seems that ei'cn the position of the heart and of the great vessels bears reference to the

vertical carriage. The heart is placed obliquely on the diaphragm, and its point inclines to

the left, thereby occasioning a distribution of the aorta differing from that of most quadrupeds.

The natural food of Man, judging from his structure, ap[>ears to consist principally of

the fruits, roots, and other succulent parts of vegetables. His hands afford every facility for

gathering them ; his short and but moderately strong jaws on the one hand, and his canines

being equal only in length to the other teeth, together with his tuberculated molars on the

other, would scarcely permit him either to masticate herbage, or to devour flesh, were these

condiments not previously prepared by cooking. Once, however, possessed of fire, and those

arts by which he is aided in seizing animals or killing tbcm at a distance, every bviu" bciuf
was rendered subservient to his nourishment, thereby giving him the means of an indefinite

multiplication of his species.

His organs of digestion are in conformity with those of manducation; his stomach is siiKple,

his intestinal canal of mean length, his great intestines well marked, his ccccum short ;<nd thick,

and augmented by a small appendage, and his liver divided only into two lobes nud (me small

oue ; his epiploon hangs in front of the intestines, and extends into the pelus.

To complete this abridged statement of the auatomical structure of Man, necessary for this
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Introduction, we will acltl, that lie has tliirtj^-two vertchra;, of which seven hclong to the neck,

tivelve to the back, five to the loins, five to the sacrum, and three to the coccyx. Of his ribs,

seven pairs are united to the sternum by elongated cartilages, and are called true ribs ; the

five following pairs are denominated false ones. His adult cranium consists of eight bones;

an occijiital [occipito-basilaire) ; two temporal ; two parietal ; a frontal ; an ethmoidal, and a

sphcnoulal. The bones of his face are fourteen in number ; namely, two maxillaries ; t\\ o

jugals, each of which joins the temporal to the maxillary bone of its own side by a sort of

handle named the zygomatic arch ; two nasal bones ; two palatines, behind the palate ; a vomer,

Ijetween the nostrils ; two turbinated bones of the nose in the nostrils; two lachrvmals in the

inner angles of the orbits, and the single bone of the lower jaw. Each jaw has sixteen teeth :

four cutting incisors in the middle, two pointed canines at the corners, and ten molars with

tuberculated crowns, five on each side, in all thirty-two teeth. His blade-bone has at the

extremity of its spine or projecting ridge a tuberosity, named the acromion, to which the

clavicle or collar-bone is connected, and over its articulation is a point termed the coracoid

process, to which certain muscles are attached. The radius turns completely on the cubitus

or ulna, owing to the mode of its articulation with the humerus. The wrist has eight bones,

four in each range ; the tarsus has seven ; those of the remaining parts of the hand and foot

may be easily counted by the number of digits.

Enjoj'ing, by means of his industry, uniform supplies of nomishmcnt, Man is at all times

inclined to sexual intercourse, without being ever furiously incited. His generative organ is

not supported by a bony axis ; the prepuce does not retain it attached to the aljdomen ; but

it hangs in front of the pubis : numerous and large veins, which eft'ect a rajiid transfer of

the blood of his testes to the general circulation, appear to contribute to the moderation of his

desires.

The uterus of woman is a simple oval cavity ; her mammae, only tw o in number, are situated

on the breast, and correspond with the facility she possesses of sujiporting her child upon her

arm,

PHYSICAL AND MORAL DEVELOPEMENT OF MAN.

The ordinary produce of the human species is but one child at a birth ; for in five hundred

cases of parturition, there is only oue of twins, and more than that number is extremely rare.

The period of gestation is nine mouths. A foetus of one month is ordinarily an iuch in

height; at two months, it is two inches and a quarter; at three months, five inches; at five

months, six or seven inches ; at seven months, eleven inches ; and at nine months, eighteen

inches. Those which are born prior to the seventh month usually die. The first or milk

teeth begin to appear a few months after birth, commencing with the incisors. The number

increases in two years to twenty, which are shed successively from about the seventh year,

to be rejilaced by others. Of the twelve posterior molars, which are jiermancnt, there are

four which make their appearance at four years and a half, four at nine years ; the last four

bein" frequently not cut until the twentieth year.

The foetus grows more rajiidly in proportion as it ajijiroaches the time of birth. The infant,

on the contrary, increases always more and more slowly. It has upwards of a fourth of its

hein-ht when born, attains the half of it at two years and a half, and the three fourths at nine or

ten years. By the eighteenth year the growth almost entirely ceases. Man rarely exceeds

si-- feet, and seldom remains under five. Woman is ordinarily some inches shorter.

Purj«,.ty manifests itself by external signs, from the tenth to the twelfth year in girls, and

from the twelfth to the sixteenth in boys. It arrives sooner in warm chmates. Either sex

very rarely produces before the epoch of this manifestation.

Scarcely has the body attained its full growth in height, before it commences to

increase in bulk ; fat accumulates in the cellular tissue. The difi'ereut vessels become
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gradually obstructed ; the solids become rigid; and after a life more or less prolonged, more or

less agitated, more or less painful, old age arrives, with decrepitude, decay, and death. Man
rarely lives beyond a hundred years ; and most of the species, either from disease, accidents,

or merely old age, perish long before that term.

The child needs the assistance of its mother much longer than her milk, whence results an

education intellectual as well as physical, and a durable mutual attachment. The nearly equal

number of individuals of the two sexes, the difficulty of supporting more than one wife, when

wealth does not suppl)' the want of power, intimate that monogamy is the natural concbtion

of our species ; and as, wherever this kind of union exists, the sire participates in the education

of his ofTspring, the length of time required for that education allows the birth of others,

whence the natural perpetuity of the conjugal state. From the long period of infantile weak-

ness results domestic subordination, and, consccjueutly, the order of society at large, as the

young persons which compose the new families continue to preserve with their parents those

tender relations to which they have so long been accustomed. This disposition to mutual

assistance multiplies to an almost unlimited extent those advantages previously demed by

isolated Man from bis intelligence ; it has assisted him to tame or repidse other animals, to

defend himself from the effects of ehmatc, ami thus enabled him to cover the earth uith his

species.

In other respects, Man appears to possess notliing resembling instinct, no regular h.abit of

industry produced by innate ideas; all nis knowledge is the result of his sensations, bis

observations, or of those of his predecessors. Transmitted by speech, increased by meditation,

apjilicd to his necessities and his enjoyments, they have given rise to all the arts. Language

and letters, by preserving acquired knowledge, are a source of indefinite perfection to bis

species. It is thus that he has acquired ideas, and nade all nature contribute to his « ants.*

There are very different degrees of developement, however, m Man.

Tlie first hordes, compelled to live bj' hunting and iishing, or on wild fiiiits, and Ijcing

obliged to devote all their time to search for the means of subsistence, and not being able to

multiply greatly, because that would have destroyed the game, advanccil but slowly ; their

arts were limited to the construction of huts and canoes, to covering themselves with skins,

and fabricating arrows and nets ; they observed such stars only as served to direct them in

tlieir journeys, and some natural objects whose properties were of use to tliem ; they gained the

dog for a companion, because he bad a natural inclination for the same kind of life. Wlien

they bad succeeded in taming the herljivorous animals, they found in the po^scssion of

numerous flocks a never-failing som'ce of subsistence, and some leisure, which they emjjloved

in extending the sphere of tlieir acquirements. Some industry was then employed m tlie

construction of dwellings and the making of clothes ; the idea of property was admitted, and,

consequently, that of barter, together with wealth and difference of conditions, those fruitful

sources of the noblest emulation and the vilest passions ; but the necessity of searching for

fresh pastures, and of obeying the changes of the seasons, still doomed them to a ivanderinrr

bfe, and limited tlieir improvement to a very narrow sphere.

The multiplication of the human species, and its improvement in the arts and sciences, has

- 'n.t nururruus slnirt.ur^l roiuurrcnccs, all nf ,vl,icli are roqLiireil
,

necessary CLUiscqaiince of llirir impcTfect means of enniniuiiicatioii),

ti> piniiioLe llie iiitilkelual ilevelopeiueiU of marikitjd, are worthy of anil \vc perceive bow imnieii;.elv lie is iiidebicii al,e> lo these ac

isiileraiioii " ilh refcreiLee to the unaidctl taeultics of other ressorics.

On the otlicr hand, however, a duly developed brain and corr.mensu-
ite intetliffcnec are required to enable Man to avail himself of th"
Ivantaijes of his strueture, for otherwise he appears doomed t^ '"-

ifiiii stationary like a brute (as in the instance of the ^^^'' Uol-

.nders). even in the midst of civilization. There are a'^'^
casualties,

i the general insecurity of life or property arisini-'^'^"' situation or

lisKOvernment, which ordinarily sufliec to -P'^' ^^<^ etTorls of ad

tneenicnt, eveti of the most intelligent "^'es.

It would aeeordingly, then, apn-^^. tl"^t the charaetcristie traits

fhonian intellect are mainly 'UC to the co-operation nf cMiiosic

luses, and t *he acceasi-.y aids atfonlcd by physical eoutoriuation.

For example, if the superior intelligence of Man were not eeeonded

by his admirable hands (so vastly e.-ecelling tiiose of the monkey

tribe), l)y his efficient vocal organ, &e., tvliieh arc obvious to all as

mere physical conformations, indeed, but slight modifications of what

occur in other animals, — if, in short, he were reduced in these re-

spects to the condition of the Dog, how elfeetually ivould the privation

jperate to prevent ttiat progressive advancement wbieli, under exist-

ing circumstances, is achieved by the human race only.

But, even grant to Man the use of all his organs, yet dcpri,e him of

..e accumulated experience of his predece-sors, and all iiivntal culture

•eyond the result Of his iiiciileiital experience (wliicli in lirulcs is a
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HUMAN RACE—CAUCASIAN.

Fig. 2.

—

Circassian Branch, rortrait of a Ciixassian in the Suite

of the Persian Ambassador in 1823, (h'a-mi by M. A. Collin.

Fig. 4.

—

Sclavoman Branch. Portrait of the PoUsli Coimt

Lucas do Buiu Opalmski.

Fig. 1.—Indian Branch. An Indian Woman of Pondichery.

after a portrait by M. Geringer m " L'Inde Francais."

Fig. 3.

—

Indo-Germangtje Branch. A Hindoo of Bramin Caste,

Ram Moham Roy, after a portrait painted at Calcutta by M. Beluos.

Fig. 5.—Sladl of the Circassian.
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ouly been carried to a high degree since the invention of agriculture and the division of the

soil into hereditary ])ossessions. By means of agricultvu'e, the manual labour of a portion

of society is adequate to the maintenance of the whole, and allows the remamdcr tune

for less necessary occupations, at the same time that the hope of acquiring, by industry, a

comfortable subsistence for self and posterity, has given a new spring to emulation. The

discovery of a re])resentative of pro])erty, or a circulating medium, has carried this emulation

to the highest degree, by facilitating exchanges, and rendering fortunes more indej)endeut and

susceptible of being increased ; but by a necessai-y consequence, it has also equally increased

the vices of effeminacy and the furies of ambition.

In every stage of the developement of society, the natural propensity to reduce all knowledge

to general principles, and to search for the causes of each phenomenon, has produced reflecting

men, who have added new ideas to those already accumulated ; nearly all of whom, while know-

ledge was confined to the few, endeavoured to convert their intellectual superiority into the

means of domination, exaggerating their merit in the eyes of others, and disguising the

poverty of their knowledge by the propagation of super.stitious ideas.

An evil more irremediable, is the abuse of physical pow er ; now that Man ouly can injure

Man, he aftords the only instance of a species continually at war Mith itself. Savages dispute

their forests, and herdsmen their jiastures ; and make irruptions, as often as they can, upon

the cultivators of the soil, to deprive them of the fruits of their long and painful labours.

Even civilized nations, far from being satisfied with their enjoyments, carry on war for the

prerogative of pride, or the monopoly of comineree. Ilenee the necessity of governments

to direct the national wars, and to re]>ress or reduce to regular forms the quarrels of

individuals.

Circumstances, more or less favourable, have restrained the social condition ivithiu limited

degrees, or have promoted its developement.

The glacial climates of the north of both continents, and the impcnetralde forests of

America, are still inhabited by the savage hunter or fisherman. The immense sandy or salt

plains of Central Asia and Africa are covered with a pastoral peojile, and innumerable herds

;

tliese hall'-civilized hordes assemble at the call of every enthusiastic chief, and overrun the

cultivated countries that surround them, in which they estabhsh themselves but to become

enervated, and to be subjected in their turn to the next invaders. This is the true cause of

tliat despotism, which, in every age, has crushed the industry called forth under the fine

climates of Persia, India, and China.

Blild climates, soils naturally irrigated and rich in vegetables, are the natural cradle of

agriculture and civihzation ; and when their position is such as to afford shelter from the

incursions of barbarians, talents of every kind are mutually excited ; such were formerly (the

first in Europe,) Italy and Greece; and such is, at present, nearly all that happy portion of

the earth's surface.

There are, however, certain intrinsic causes which appear to arrest the progress of particular

races, even though situated amidst the most favourable circumstances.

VABIETIES OF THE HUMAN SPECIES.

Altliougb the human species would appear to he single, since the union of any.of its members pro-

duces individuals capaljle of propagation*, tliere are, nevertheless, certain hereditary pecuhaiities of

conformation observable, which coustitute what are termed races.

Three of these in particular appear eminently distinct : the Caucasian, or vliite, the Mongolian, or

yellow, and the Ethiopian, or negro.

The Caucasian, to which we belong, is distinguished by the beauty of the oval wliicb forms the

* It is DOW ccrt.iin tlmt this circumstance aflonls no proof of spc-
i

wliicli I liave just witnessctl, in the class of hirds. of n brood of clucks,

tifjcal identity, itnismuch as many nearly allied but obviously dis.
j

both parents of which were half mallard and half pintail [./rt^is i.r,sc/iflJ

Unci species produce hybrids that are prolific infer se; an instance of |
aud .J. ocalo)- Sec note to p. 19.—Ed.
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head; and it is this one "^-liich lias given rise to the most civilized nations,—to those wlilcli have gene-

rally held tlie rest in subjection : it varies in complexion and in the colour of the hair.

The Mou^ohiui is known hv iiLs jirMJcetiMg rhork-hoiies, flat vii;ag;e, narrow and o'llique eyehrows,

scanty beard, and (dive coniplcxio'i, ("ireat eMi|iircs have Iji-en e^tal^li,^hed by this race in Cbiua and

Japan, and its conquests have suinotinies extenil(_*d lo tliis side of the Great Desert ; but its civilization

has always ix-tnaiiu'd stationary.

The Negro rare is eonliucd to the soutlnvnrd of th{* Atlas chain of nionntjins : its culour ii Ijlack,

its hair crisped, the cranium comprcssrd, and no.^e tlattened. The projecting rauzzie and thick lips

evi'leutly approximate it to the A}ies : the hordes of which, it is composed have always continued

barl);a-ous.

The iKirue Cniicn;<inii, has been alfixod to the race from which we descend, l)craase tradition and the

filiation of nations seem to refer its origin to that group of mountains situate between the Caspian and

Black Seas, whence it has apparently extemled by radiating all around. The nations of the Caucasus,

or the Circassians and Georgians, are even now considered as the handsomest on earth. The prjjicipal

ramilications of this race may be distinguished by the analogies of language. The Armenian or

S\rian liraneh, sprriKhng southward, prodnced the Assyrians, the (.'liahleariS, tlie hitherto untameable

Arabs, \\ho, after Mah(tniet, exiicctcd to become Uia,ster^ of the world; the Dicenicians, the Jews, the

xVhyssinians, which were Araliian colonies, and most pnuiahly the Egyptians. It is from this branch,

always inehned to mysticism, that have s]jrung the mos(. widely extended forms of religion. Science

and literature liave sometimes nourished among its nations, hut always in a strauge disguise and

figurative style.

The Indian, German, ami Pelasgic branch is much more extended, and was much earlier divided?

notwithstanding wdiieh, the most numerous aflinities have been recognized between its four principal

huiguages—the Sanscrit, the present sacred language of tlie Hindoos, and the parent of the greater

number of the dialects of Hindostan ; the ancient 'anguage of the Pelasgi, common parent of the

Creek, Latin, many i,ongues that are extinct, and of all those of the south of Europe ; the Gothic or

Teutonic, from which are derived the languages of the north and north-west of Europe, such as the

German, Dutcli, English, Danish, Sw^edi^h, and their dialects ; and finally, tlie Sclavouian, from which

are descfudrd thoM' of the north-east, tiie Uussian, Polish, Pohemian, ami tliat of the Vandals.

It is by this great and venerable bi'aueh of the Caucasian stock, that pliiloM.ip{u', the arts and

sciences, have been carried to their present state of advancement; and it has continued to be the

de]K.tsitory of them for thirty centuries.

It was pr.'ci'ih'd in Ihiroj.e by the- Ce'lts, whose tribes, once very numerous, canic bv the north, and

are now eonnnrj] to its ino^t weitrrn extrcniii ies ; and 1') the Cantabrians, who passe'iL from iVlViea

into Siiain, and have become confounded with the many nations whose jiostenty have intermingled in

that peninsula.

The ancient Persians originate from the same sonrce as the Indians, and their descendants still

prCsPut a very elo^e rescnihlanri' to the nations of khirope.

The Scytliian and Tartar liramdi, cxtciiiling tir>t towards tlie north and north-east, and alwavs

wandering over the immense [ilains of those countries, returned but to devastate the happier ahndcs of

their more civilized brct)ircn. The Scythians, who, at so remote a period, made inaiptions into Upper

A-ia ; the Pai llnans. who there di- troyeil the Creek ami liomaii ilominaUon ; tlie Turks, wlio tliere

suliverted that of the Aralis, and subjugated in Europe the unfortunate rcLiniaut of the Grecian people,

were all oli'-ets from this braneii. Tlie Finlaudcrs and Hungarians arc tribes of the same division

whicli have strayed annmg the Selavonic anrl Teutonic ua'ions. Tlicir ori'j;inal coiiutrv, to the north

and eastward of the Casjiian Sea, still contains inhabitants wlio liave the same origin, and sneak

similar languages; liut these are mingled with many olhcr petty nations, variously descended, and of

diHercnt languages. The Tartars remained nnniixed hmger than the others througliout that extent of

country included between the month <if the Haiiube to bi'Muid the Iriiseh, from which th;'v .so loii'i-

menaced Russia, and where tliey ha\e iiually ln'cn siiiijngate(l by Iter. Tlie Monu;oh;'s, however, have

mingled their blood with that of the nations the) cou(|Uered, man) traces of which may still lie hnind

among the inhabitants of Lesser Tartary.

It is to the east of this Tartar branch of the Caucasian race that the Mongolian race hcLj;ins. whence
1 evf .||,U: to tb(> ea.,t"ru oe^ni. U- iiranelies. the Calmucks ami Kalkas, still wanderine- sliepherds,
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HUMAN RACE—MONGOLIAN.

"Fig. 1.

—

South East or Asia Branch. A Man of the Island

of Correa, from a Plate m M. Siebold's Work on Japan.

Fig. .3.

—

Chinese. A Chinese of ]\lacao, from a Portrait pamted

by Danloux.

Fig. 3.

—

Siamese. Portrait of one of two Twins, exiiibited in

Europe in 1S30 ;
painted in Pans.

Fig. 4.

—

Jai'Anese. After a portrait by M. Sie'nold.
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HUMAN RACE—AMERICAN.

Fig. 2.—a Man of the Tribe of the Chavrna, inhabiting the

counti-y between the Parana and the Unuguay, after a portrait by

M. Weener.

Fig. 1.—Portrait of a Young Man of Saliva Tribe, on the Banks

of the Sinaruco.

Fig. 3.—North American Indian Woman.

Fig. 4.—A North Ameiican Indian in his War Paint.
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traverse the great desert. Tlirice did tlieir ancestors, under Attila, Genghis, and Tamerlane, spread

far the terror of tlieir nanu'. The Chinese are the most anciently civihzed branch, not only of tlii>

race, hut of all known uatiuns. A third In'aneh, the Mantchures, have recently conquered and still

govern China. The Japanese, Coreans, and nearly all the hordes wliich extend to the north-east ol

Siberia, subject to Russia, aie also to be considered, in a great measure, as originating from this race
;

and such also is deemed to b,' the fact with regard to the origmal inhabitants of varions islands bordering

on that archijielago. With the exception of some Chinese bterati, the nations of the MongoUau race

pertain generally to dirterciit sects of Buddisni, or the religion of Fo.

The origin of this great race aiipears to have been in the Altai mountains, as that of ours in the

Caucasus
; but it is impossible to trace with the same certainty the fibation of its different branches.

The history of these wandering nations is as fugitive as their establishments ; and that of the Chim'se,

confined exclusively to their own empire, furnishes bttle that is satisfactory with respect to their

neighbours. The affinities of their languages are also too little known to direct us in this labyrinth.

The languages of the north of the peninsula beyond the Ganges, as well as that of Thibet, bear some

relation to the Chinese, at least in their monosyllabic structure ; and the people who speak them are

not without resendjlauee to the other Mongoles : but the south of this penins\da is inhabited by

]\lala;'s, whose forms approach them much nearer to the Indians, and whose race and language are

distributed over tlie coasts of all the islands of the Indian archipelago. Tlie innuincrable small islands

of the southern ocean are also peopled by a handsome race, who appear to hold a near relation to the

Indians, and whose language has much affinity with the Malay: but in the interior of the larger islands,

partieidarly in the milder portions of them, there exists am:)tlier race of men \\ith black complexions,

and negro faces, all extremely barbarous, which are named Alfourous ; and on the coasts of New
Guinea and the neighbom-ing islands, are other Negroes nearly similar to those of the eastern coa.st of

Airica, which are termed Papous ; to the latter are generally referred the natives of Van iJiemen's

Land [now rapidly approacliing to extermination], and those of New Holland to the Alfourous. '*'

Neither the Malays nor the Papous are easily referable to either of the three great races ; hut

can the former be clearly distinguished from their neighbours oir both sides, the Caucasian Indians and

the Mongolian Cliinese .' We avow that we cannot discern in them sufficient traits for that purpose.

Are the Papons Negroes, which may formerly have strayed into the Indian Ocean .' We possess neither

hgiircs nor descri}itious precise enough to enable us to reply to this question.

The inhabitants of the nortli of both continents, the Samoyedes, the Laplanders, and the Esquimaux,

arc derived, according to some, from the Mongolian race : but others regard them as mere degenerate

oft'sets from the Scythian and Tartar Ijranches of the Caucasian race.

The Americans have not yet been referred clearly to either of the races of the eastern continent

;

nevertheless, they have no precise or constant character, which can entitle them to be considered as

a particular oue. Their copper-coloured complexion is not sufficient : tlieir general black hair and

scanty beard would induce us to approximate them to the Mongoles, if their defined features, their nose

as projecting as ours, their large and open eyes, did not oppose such a theory, and correspond with

the features of the European. Their languages are as numberless as their tribes, and no demonstrative

analogies have as yet been obtained, either with each other, or with those of the ancient world.f

[With all deference, I would suggest that naturalists are nmch too prone to confound resemblance

with identity ; as if any reason existed of necessity, for analogous races to chffer in the least

degree. How many geograidiieal mutual representatives are there, which tlie analogy of allied

races forcibly indicates to be distinct, though uudistiiiguisbable on minute comparisoii ! How nearly

also do many acknowledged species resemble ! IJeariug these facts in mind, does it not appear that

the Americans liave as good a claim to be regarded as a primary race, as the Mongohans have to be

seiiarated as such from the Caucasians? The arrangement of Blunienhaeb, who adds the Malayan

and American races to the three admitted by Cuvier, has been more generally adopted : but there

wouhl seem to be quite as good reason for admitting others. Fischer, in his Si/nopsis Mammalium,

indicates what he conceives to be seven species of llumo (reducing the number that had previously

• lUfCT, f.irll].j cliirLTCiil rates wliielipcoplf the isl.i. ids of llie Indian t .See, on llic .suUjeii yf the .Vmcritaiis the travds nf 11, delluni-

and Paeilie Oeeaiis, to tliu dissertation of iMiM. Lesson and iTariiOt, In ' holdt, sr. rlei, It, inii,ortant iiilor. nation, and the dissertaiioUs of Vater

the Zo(,l;^'-'e du ['uy^ige <!r la Cw/idlt,-, p. 1—113. For the lani^ua^res of ' and of Mitchen.

llie Asiatie nations, and tlieir attinitieSj consult the Asia Pult/stotla of

M Klaproth. ^
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been assigned by Bory St. Vincent) : and the numerous divisions and subdivisions of that naturahst

being tolerably in accordance with the ap])arent value of tlie characters presented, \vliet!ier or not they

truly represent the real distinctions, or, in some instauces, siuiilariry be confounded with identity (a

problem to which philology seems to offer thu nuly key), the outline of his arrangement may be

transferred to tlie present work, wliere it may cluuice to prove us,eful to some observers. His supposed

species are as follow :—

1. H. Japedcas, Bory; corresponding to the Caucasian race of Cuvier.—Tliis is distributed under

three prijicipal varieties, termed Caircas-icus^ Arabicus, and Indicus : of these the first is arranged into

fi\e snbvaricties, named Caucasicufi {Orienialis), Pelagius {Meridionalis), Celticus {Occident alis), Ger-

manicus {Borealh), and Sclavonicus {Infermediufi), which severally comprehend the Caucasic, Pelasgic,

Celtic, Teutonic, and Sclavonic (including the Sarmatic) nations ; the second into two subvarieties,

Jllanficus {Occiden talis), and Jdamicus {Orientahs), respectively containing the Phoenicians, ancient

Kumidians, and Guaaches, or the Punic nations, and the Abyssinians, primitive Egyptians (modern

Copts), Jews, Armenians, Arabians, &c., or the Coptic and Semitic natiims.

2. //. Niptunianm, Bory.—Ranged under three subchvisions : the lirat unnamed (Qu. Malaynnvs ^)

alhed to— prubably much mingled with — the Indian variety of II. Japcticus, and consisting of the

Well-known !\lala\.>, which people the coasts only of fhe peninsula nf Malacca, tlie islilnd^ of the

Indian ocean, Madagascar, &.C., never penetrating inland; thu scconil, 0cc7Wr_'/;/a//.v, cnmprising the

New Zealanders, and natives of the Society, Friendly, S.mduich, and other inlands scattered over the

Pacific ocean,—it is suggested, also, (but with due and much required hesitation,) the ancient Mexi-

cans and Peruvians: the third, Papuensis, composed of certain inhabitants of ]iart of the north coast

of New Guinea, tlic shores of the islands AVaigou, Salwaty, Garameu, and a few ntiiers, is obvnjuslv a

hybrid race, derived from the intermixture of the Malay and true Papou. Cuvier has remarked the

artinity of language subsisting between the Malays and South S>.'a Islanders.

.J. II. ,Sci/fhicus, Bory.—The first division of this, unnamed (Qu. Mongolemis ?) consists of the

Calmncks and other Tartars ; the second, 5mzc!(5 (Homo sinicm oi Bory), of the Chinese, Japanese,

&c. ; and the third and last, Ili/perboreus {Homo hijperbore a>i, \jox\), oi the Esquimaux. It corre-

sponds to the Mong(dian race of Cuvier.

4. //. Aniericauas, Bory.—" Species," the autlM")r writes, " adlmc male cogiiita, fur.saa iota vet ex

parte ad Scijtlncam reducenday' of which the latter oul\ is in the least pmbable. '' .IntoclitliOnes Jme-

ric(B raeridioiiali-i, in stirjies innuoieras dintributi ; e. g. Umognce, Cuarani, Coroadi, Atiires, OlomofpL),

Botncudi, Giiiacce, C/ierri'C^e, &.C." '-^ A second division is designated Patagonns, {hvlw^ the Ilumo

P(.itagoiins of Bory, J c'omjHi^ed of the large-staturcd Patagotuans.

5. //. CotiunbicHs, Bory.—The ordinary red Indian of America.

6. H. .-^thiopicus, Bory.—Divided into the true Negro, not otherwise named ; Caffcr, [Homo Cajfer,

Bory,) inhabiting CafTraria,. and part of the coast of Madagascar ; Metanoides, {Homo metaninus, Bory),

tlie Papous or indigenous inhabitants of ]\Iadagascar, tlie shores of New Guinea, the islands of New-

Britain, New Ireland, and many others, also of Van Dieiiicn's Land ; and Ilottentotus {Homo Hotlen-

totns, Bory), theBushand other Hottentots, wliieh, it m;iy be renuirked, have not afe\v analo^ncs with

the nomadic Mongoles. The last appear to have been much redm'ed and encruached on. Till a remnant

only is left near the south coast of Africa, just as the Celts are now conlined to the exteme west of Europe.

7. Lastly, H. Poti/nesi/'.s, Fisclier (//. anstralaricus, Bor) ).—The Alfonruns, the lowest in the scale

of human ijcings : comprising the inland inhabitants of the Malay peninsula, the islands of the Indian

Ocean, Madagascar, New Guinea, New Holland, {s.c.

Such is tlie arrangement of an able and accomplished naturahst, pubhshed in 1829, or the same

year in which our author gave to the world his second and last edition of the present work. The
most recent authority, which is the third edition uf Dr. Prichard's elaborate *' Researches into the

Physical History of Mankind," contends strenuously for unity of species in the genus Homo: but it

may be remarked that much stress is laid on the productiveness of mingled races of mankind, without

any new or satisfactory evidence being adduced in proof of the comparative sterility of the h>brid

otFspring of the more intimately a])proximate races "which have claim to be ranked as siiccies
; sucn as

* " A Kpccics imperfccUy kiio«-n, probably ur in pnrt referable lo
I

s;)fcfcs, want of space compels me lo refer the re;i<lcr lo Ilie oriirinnl

the precetfing one. It comprehends immeruus tribes of South Ame I work. A emiiium of the saviib^c tribe of Buttu-.iidi is fttjureii bv tfpix
rica," aome of which are above iiained. For tlie characters of these I In his work on American Qituiirumiirie..
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HUMAN RACE—ETHIOPIAN, OR NEGRO.

Fig. 1 .—Hottentot, after Daniels.

Fig. 3.—Portrait of a Nesro of the neighbonrhood of Timbuctoo.

Fig. 2.—A Young Negro of Benguela, to the south of the kingdom

of Angola.

Fig. 4.—A Fcuiale of the Congo, from the " Voyage au Brasil '

of

Mam-ice Rua;endas.
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the wild l)Oviiie and striped equine animals, &c. &c. Tlic following are the leading varieties of Man,
according to the opinion and arguments of Dr. Prichard.

" On comparing the principal varieties of form and structure which distinguish the inhabitants of

different countries, we find that there arc seven classes of nations which may be separated from each

other by strongly marked lines. Among their principal characteristics are peculiar forms of the

skull, but these are by no means the only difference which require notice and particular description.

These seven principal classes are, first, those nations which in the form of their skulls ami other physi-

cal characters resemble Europeans, including many nations in Asia and some in Africa; secondly, races

nearly similar in figure, and in the shape of the head, to the Kalmucks, Mongoles, and Chinese. These

two first classes of nations will be designated, for reasons to Ijc explained, Iranian and Turanian

nations, in preference to Caucasian and Mongolian. * * * flie third class are the native Ame-
rican nations, excluding the Esquimaux and some tribes which resemble them more tlian the majority

of inhabitants of the New World. The fourth class comprises only the Hottentot and Bushman race.

A fifth class are the Negroes ; the sixth, the Papuas, or woolly-haired nations of Polynesia ; the

seventh, the Alfourou and Australian races. The nations comprised under these departments of man-

kind differ so strikingly from each other, that it would be improper to include any two of them in one

section, and there is no other division of the human family that is by physical traits so strongly cha-

racterized. There are, indeed, some nations that cannot be considered as faUing entirely within either

of these divisions, but they may he looked upon as approximating to one or another of them." *

The same writer affirms, of the Caucasian race of Cuvier, that " there is no truth in the assertion

that tlie traditions of all these nations deduce their origin from Caucasusf," and states, of his Indo-

Atlantic, or Iranian nations, that *' complexion does not enter among the characters of this type, since

it is of all sliades, from the white and florid colour of the northern Europeans, to the jet-black of

many tribes in Lyl)ia, and southwaril of Mount Atlas. In many races, as we shall hereafter prove,

the type has degenerated. The ancient Celts appear, for example, to have had by no means the same

developeraent of the head as the Greeks, and the Indians display some diiferenees in the configuration

of the skull," ^c.J

It appears to he conclusively proved that barbarism and insufiicient nourishment tend, in a few

generations, to deteriorate the physical characters of even the highest races of mankind, by increasing

the facial angle, &c.§ ; while the reverse induces proportional improvement. Still there is reason to

suspect that the diversities which are thus occasioned are restrained within moderate limits ; and this

remarkable fact must be borne in mind (which I heUeve has not been hitherto stated), that while an

artificial mode of life would seem to have produced those acknowledged varieties of species which are

noticeable among such of the lower animals as have been domesticated, we observe very dissimilar races

of human beings among those whose mannner of living is least artificial of any, and which, further-

more, in numerous instances, inhabit the same countries, besides being widely diflnsed ; thus proving

tliat climate and locality exert less influence than has been imagined. This most difficult subject of

inquiry, in fine, is endlessly perplexed, and in several instances rendered quite inextricable, by the

occasional blending of two or more diverse races, in every degree of proportion. There are also

decisive proofs (afforded by architectural reliques scattered over Siberia and both Americas) .of great

nations having been utterly exterminated, whose very names have perished : and if civilized, or coru-

paratively civilized, populous nations have thus become so completely sunk in obhvion, that we infer

their former existence only as that of some lost tribes of animals can be recalled, how very many

hordes of savages, wdio erect no memorials, may have been extirpated, and are forgotten irretrievahlv.

Hence the extreme and apparently insuperable dilhculties wdiieli, it is probable, will continue to oppose the

definitive solution of the intricate and peculicudy interesthig problem which we have been eonsiderinc]

• Vi>l. i. -40-7. r Id. '^jD. I- -C2. ? Vide id. vol. ii. .S49
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THE SECOND OUDEIl OF MAMMALIANS.

QUACRUMANA.

Independently of tlic anatomical details \yliicli distintruish it from Man, and which

we have indicated, this faiidlv differs from our species in a very obvious cliaracter,

having the thumbs of the hind feet free and opjjosable to the other digits, which are

as long and tlexilile as those of the hand : in consequence of this, all the species climb

trees with facilitv. while it is only with piiin and difficulty that they can stand and

walk upright, their foot then resting on its outer eilge only, and their narrow jielvis

being unfavouralile to an equilibrium. I'hey all have intestines very similar to those

of Man*, the eyes directed forward, the mammfe on the breast, the penis pendent, the

brain witli three lobes on each side, the posterior of which covers the cerebellum, and

the tenqjoral fossa^ separated from the orbit by a bony partition. In every thing' else,

however, they gradually recede from him, in presenting a muzzle more and more

elongated, a tail and a gait more like that of quadruj)eds : nevertheless, the freedom
!

of their arms, and the complication of their hands, admit of their j.erforming many of
|

the actions of Man. as well as to imitate his gestures.
j

They have long been divided into two genera, the Monkeys and the Lemurs, which,

by the multiplication of secondary forms, have now become two small families, between

which must be placed a third genus, that of the Ouistitis [or Marmosets] , wdiich cannot !

be referred to either of the others.

The iMoxKEY-LiKE Animals (Simia, Limianis).

These are aU Quadruniaua, which have four straight iiicisor.s to each jaw. and tlat nails to i

all the extrennties,—two characters ivlucli approximate thi'in mure nearly to Man than the sub-

sei|ueiit genera. Then- molars have also hhint tubercles hke ours, and they subsist maiid\ upon
fruits ; hut their canines, being longer than the other teeth, supi)ly them with a weapon which

we do not possess, and require a vacant space in the 0|iposite jaw to receive them wiieii the

mouth is closed.

They may l)e divided, accorduig to the number of theu- molars, into two principal sub-rri'uera,

w^uch again sul^divide uito mnncrons otiiers.

The Monkeys {Simj/'.-:], properly so called, or those of the ancient continent,

[Catarrhi.m, (:erf.'],—
Have the same number of grinders as .Alan, Imt otherwise differ anion" themsehes iu the

cliaraeters \vluch gne rise to the following subdivisions.

Thk Odrangs (Siiiiia, Erxl., Pif/ieciis, Gcof.),

—

Arc tlic nnly Apes of the ancient cimtinciit wliicli li.ive no callosities on the liuttocks
; tlicir livoid

iNiiie, Ii\rr, anil ccecinn ivsi'mlile tljose of .Man. Tbeir nose docs not project ; thcylia.e no elieek

ponclies, nor any vestige of a tail.

Some of them liave arms loni,' enongli to reach the gnnnid when standing; their Ics on the eon-

tiary, are very short. Sneh arc the Ourangs, strictly so called.

• n.jrc ne irust e.^icept ttic griius S^miiopitl^rnii, nnd |,r,jbubly also O./o^mj.—Eu.
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TiiK OuRANG-oUTANG* i^'imia satiirufi, Lin )

Of all animals, tliis is reputed to bear the nearest resemblance to Man in the form of its head, the magnitude of

itK forehead, and volume of brain ; but the exa^i;iterated de;scriptioris of some anthers respecting this similarity

arise i'''»-rtly from the circnmstance of only yonn^i; individuals having; b(.'en observed, as there is every reason to

believe that, with ai?e, the muzzle becojnes much more prominent [a fact now ascertained]. Tlie l)ody is covered

fvith coarse red hair, the face is bluish, and the hinder thumbs very short compared with the toes. The lips are

capable of a sinfTutar elon2,'ationt, and possess !?reat mobility. Its history has been much confounded with that

of the other laro^e Apes, and especially of the Chimpanzee ; but, after subjecting- it to a rigorous analysis, 1 have

ascertained that it inhabits only the most eastern countries, such as Malacca, Cochin China, and particularly tiie

f^'rcat island of Borneo, whence it has been sometimes brong-ht by the route of Java, thoug'h very rarely. \\ hen

yomiff, and such as it has been seen in Europe, it is a very mild animal, that is easily rendered tame and attached,

and which, by its conformation, is enabled to imitate many of our actions ; but its intelli;:i;ence appears to ba

lower than has been asserted, not very much surpassing that of the Dog-. Camper discovered, and has well dis-

cribed, tw-o membranous sacs w-liich communicate with the glottis of this animal, and oIistrLict its voice ; but

he is mistaken in supposin;;^ that the nails are always absent from the hinder thumbs.

There is an ape in Borneo, at present only known by its skeleton, called the Pongo, which so closely resembles

the Ouran^-outang- in all its parts, and by the arrangement of the cavities and sutures of its head, that notwith-

standing; the great prominence of its muzzle, the smallness of the cranium, and the height of the branches of the

lower jaw, we are inclinerl to consider as an adult, if not of this species of Ourang, at least of another very nearly

allied to it. The length oi its arms, and of the apophyses of its cervical vertebrje, together with the tuberosity of

its calcaneum, may enable it to assume the vertical position. It is the largest of known Apes, appi'oaching to the

si-/,e of Man.

[The Pongo has proved to be a second species of Ourang, covered with black, relieved with dark red hair, and which

at present is known only to occur in Borneo, where the Ked(.)urang- has not been ascertained to e,\ist. Doth attain

the same large dimensions, and are distinguished as the Pitheciis IVannhii aiidP. Abclii. They ditfei- somewhat

in the configuration of the cranium, and considerably in the profile of the face, as seen in the h.kull. A third

species, also from Borneo, has more recently been determined by Prof. Owen, of which only a single aJult skull has

been received; it announces a smaller animal, which has been named P. morio. The adult males of this genus

have an immf use projecting; tuberosity on each cheek.

±

Those Ouranp;s do not ordinarily assume the upright attitude, to maintain which they are obliged to raise, and

throw their long arms backward, in order to preserve a balance ; the outer edges only of their feet ai'e applied to the

g-round, where they commonly progress by resting on the knuckles, and swinging the botly forwanl between the

arms. Their structure is more designed for tra\Trsing the forest boughs ; and they are said to inhabit the ut>laud

forests of the interior of their native countries. The old males are reported to be savage and solitary, and much
dreaded Ijy tlie Alfourou inhabitaTits of their native region ; each appropriating a particular district, into which

it resents inti'usion. There is reason to suspect that they are not exclusively vegetable feeders, but sulisist

in part on the eggs and callow young of birds. They are sedentary and inactive animals, possessed uf gieat

strcEigth.

So e.-ccessive is the degradation of the adult from the characters -H-hich it exhibits in youth, tliat our author,

in his first edition, arranged the Pongo next to the Baboons, allowing them the precedence. Aecurduig

to M. Geoflroy, " the brain of the young- Ourang bears a very close resemblance to that of a child ; and the

skull, also, might be taken, at an early ao;e, for that of the latter, were it not for the developement of the bones

of the face. But it hapjiens, in consequence of its advance in age, that the brain ceases to enlarge, while its case

continually increases. The latter becomes thickened, but in an unequal degree ; enormous bony ridges appear,

and the animal assumes afrig;htful aspect. When we compare theerfectsof a;ein I\Ian and the Ourang, the difference

is seen to be, that in the latter tliei-e is a super-developement of the osseous, muscular, and tegiimentary systems,

more towards the upper part than the lower, while the developement of the brain is entirely arrested." It is only

in the male sex, however, (hat the cranial ridg;es appear, the canines, also, of the females being much smaller.

M. Geofl'roy thus describes the skull of the Pongo, before its identity as an Ourang had been ascertained:

—

" AVhat is most remarkable," he observes, "is the excessive elongation of the muzzle; and as this con-

idderable volume of the muzzle cannot be gained but at the expence of the other adjoining parts, we accord-

ingly find that there is scarcely any apparent forehead, that the bnny box which contains the brain is

unconimfinly small, and that the occipital foramen is situated as far as tbe posterior part of the head. The

immense nuizzie, morco\^er, is remarkable, not only for the enormous thickness of the g-mns, but also for the

extraordinary size of the canine and incisor teeth with which they are provided ; the incisors exceed in

magnitude those of a Lion, and the canines do not ditier much in dimensions from those of the same

animal: the occiput also is elevated at its point, and forms a quadrilateral protuberance, very large and

thick, where three bony crests are produced, not less apjiarent nor less solid than those of the Lion. Two of

'urtinff is a MnUf woril, siu'Tiifvinj^ nil ion "I //rhiff, M'hich is

ril to MfLfi, tlic Ourruiy-ouliuig. ;md the P'.lepliaut. Oi'l.nf);

Hcs ici/rf, or oj the woods : lience OiiruJig-ontiing.

^.ititi'iibk, to a. certain extent, in tlie lluUeJilut race of ninn-

t [18-JS) a j'ouiie m.ilc and h-i •A I

Oarniii: (P. nMmhii), in the meiirii;eriL' of tlie Zotilo^'ie.-il SoL-itty,

wiiiuh tiavL- tn.Lti[iiic.l now for beviTnl monih,-, in a very thrivi,,;^. luu-

•iition, and afford reasonable grounds for expeetution that tiiey will

live to attain uiiiturity. IMost uf thuse previouilj impurteU liave beeu
ilcak and mlKIj.— Cli.
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these crests are considerably elevated, and extend laterally to the auricular foramina. Another extends across

the vertex, and then assumes a bifurcal form, as in tlie Lion, above the forehead in two lateral branches,

which proceed as far as the external side of the upper edp^e of the orljits. These little crests are decisively

marked, and form an equilateral trian^-le with the upper edD;e of the orbital foramina. The head is formed

liki' tlie linlf of a pyramid, and the auricular foramina are placed so considerably above the palatine bones,

that a liiir let down from the former tn the internal edf^e of the ossa pala(hia,v,'0\:ih\ form, with a horizontal

line, an am^le of twenty-live deiirees." It varies to about thirty dej^'rees.

All the above modifications have immediate reference to the immense size of the canines, which nerpssitates a

proportional developement of the jaws, and the hi;;li cranial ridges to furnish attachment to muscles of snllicienl;

power tu WiirK them. The <.")uran:^s do not cut their hu;^e permanent teeth until nearly full j^rown.*]

In the other Ourangs, tliu arms descend otdy to the hnrcs. Tlioy liave no forehead, and their

cranii.ini rrtrrats iiniiirdiatcly frnui tlie crest oi^ tlie e}X'hruw. Tin.' name uf (.'himpaxzke niinht Ijc

exclusively applied to theni.

Sim, troglodiiies, Lin. [Troffhuli/fcs y/ii/'-r of otliers],—Co\'ered v\ith blaek or brown hair, scanty in fi-otit; [a

wlnte markino; on the rump]. If the reports of travellers can be relied on, this animal must equal or be superior

in size to iMan. [The skeleton of an adult female in London is considerably smaller.] It inhabits Guinea

anil Coni^-o, lives in troops, constructs huts of branches, arms itself with clubs and stones, and thus repulses

Man and Elephants
; pursues ami abducts, it is said, nefi;ro womenf, &c. NaturaUstshave c:enerally confounded it

with the Ouraii^-outanc;. In domestication it is very docile, and readily learns to walk, sit, and eat like a man.

[It is much more a ground animal than the Ouran^s, and runs on its lower extremities without dilliculty. holding

up the arms. Is of a lively and active disposition. The facial an^^le of the adult about tliirty-Iive def;;rees.

By the 2;eneral consent of livin^; naturalists, the Chimpanzee is placed next to yian in the system, precedin;;

the f)uran2;s, which it exceeds in o;eneral approximation to the human form.]

From the forcu;(iing groups arc now separated

The Gibboxs {UyMnfp^, Illigcr),—

Which, together ^vith the hmg arms of the Oarangs, and the receding forehead of the Chimpanzee,

possess [all of them] callosities on tlie battnrks like the true Monkeys ; differing, however, from the

latter in having no tail or clicck-pouclies. All of them inhalht the most eastern part of India, and

its archipelago.

The Onko Gibbon (.SV»(. /(/r, Lin.)—[This name is now by general consent appHed tn the rie\t species, the

present one being; distinj^uished as//. Rajllcsu, Geof.] Black, with white hairs round the face.

[The Lar Gibbon of Linna?QS (//. /'Tr, Geof.)—Black, with white hands and feet, and a white eir<:le round the

face. Is identical with H. alhiinanus, W'S,. and Horsf., and jirobalily with 11. i:aricg<il<i,-;, Kuhl, which sceujs tu

differ only in colour, beimi; brown where the other is black.

Tlie Hoolock Gibbon {H. /loolock, Harlan).—Black, marked with white across the forehead.

The Coromandel Gibbon {//. choromaiidus, (.);2:ilby).^("h' a dingy pah- brown, with black hair and whiskers.]

The Wou-wou Gibbon (.S". aijUis, Lin.)^Brown, the circle round the face and lower part of the back, pa'.e

fulvous [with also some white around the visage]. The young are of a uniform yellowish white. Its agility is

extreme; it lives in pairs, and its name Wou-ivou is d. rived from its cry.

The Gray Gibbon {-S*. leucisca, Schreb.)—Gray, with dark crown, and white beard and whiskers ; the visage

black. It lives among the reeds, and climbs up the highest stems of the bamboos, where it balances itself by its

long arms.

We might separate from tlie other Gibbons

The Siamang (-S. ^iiiidachila, Kalhes), which has the second and third toes of the hind foot united by a naiTow

membrane, the whole length of the first phalanx [a character which now and then occurs in some of the others,

but in the present species is constant]. It is wholly black, with the chin and eyebrows rufous [and the throat

bare] ; lives in numerous troops, which are cnmbuted by vigilant and courageous chiefs, which, at sunrise and
sunset, make the forest resound with frightful cries. Its larynx ha^^ a membranous sac connectcil with it.

[All the above are mild and gentle animals in domestication, of extremely delicate coustitutions when bi-ought

to our climate].

The remaining Monkey-like animals of the ancient continent have the liver tlividcd into several

• Ic miy be rcmnrket! ^i^iicrdlly, that, with tlie poBscssion of for-

midable ciinine.s, QiiadTiimiitin acquire aconscioosness of their cffii^iicy

as wetipons, wliicli reniicrs them impatient of Ihiit coiLtroul, more par-

tjeulrirly if ba9C<:l on fear, lo which they had previously been sub-

missive. Chnstisement then excites their ire ruther than affrights

them ; and if they cannot grntify tliclr rage, they will pine and die.

They require, in short, different tresitment. An adnli male Mandrill,

which was long exhibited in London, would perform various feats

indicative of intelligence, if bribed to do .so by the nfTer of ita trivourite

beverage. The notitin thiU the species with prominent niuz/.les are

therefore less intelligent, rC'iuires niodiliLalion, The developement

l{ brain, in all the Simhe, as compared witli that of Man, is arrested

at a particular stage of advancement ; but it does not follow that

till- g-ronth uf l\u' other parts—that Is, the dcvch-.pcment of the other

systems—should cease simullaneously ; on the cuntrarv, this proceeds

to n variable extent in different speiies, and the projection of the

muzzle, with its accompaniments, appears lo increase in proporiii.ii

to tlie stiUure ultimately attained ; bo that the adults of the smaller

species arc, in this respect, analogous to partially developed speci-

mens of Hie larger, which correspond in disposition until they actiuire

the strength and armature of w

them to resent affronts, and

tamper with. The DuboOns a

([uickness of apprehensiim, hr

j- Very highly improbable.^

hich an inst
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lolics
; tlie ccccum thick, short, [except in SemnopiUieeus, unii perha]is Co/rjii«], and -without any

appendage : the hyoid bone has the form of a shield.

The Monkeys'^ {Cercopilheciis, Erxl. iu part), iGuonons of tlic French],

—

Have a moderately prominent muzzle (of sixty degrees) ; cheek pouches ; tail ; callosities on the but-

tocks
; the last of the inferior molars mtli four tubercles like the rest. Vcit numerous species of them,

of various size and colouring, abound in Africa, living in troops, which do much damage to the gardens

and cultivated fields. They are easily tamed, [and arc lively and active animals. Their hair, unlike

that of the preceding groups, is of two kinds, the outer commonly annulated above with two colours,

producing a grizzled appearance, -which in several imparts a tinge of green.

More than twenty species have been ascertained, and doubtless many others i-eiiiain to be discovered. Tlicy

vaiy in the proportional length of the ting-ers. The lar<^er of them acquire, with their growth, a more projecting

muzzle, and are the Cercocehi of some naturalists (a term now falling into disuse) : these, in a few instances,

manifest an additional relationship to the Baboons, in exhibiting brif^ht colours on the genitals; as exemplified

by the Malbrouck Monkey (C ri/nosiirus), in which the scrotum is vivid ultramarine, and the Vervet (C. p>/;/cr>;-

ihrus), which has the same part green. Many are prettily variegated, as the Diana Monkey (C. Diana), which

has a crescent-shaped white mark on the forehead, and a slender, pointed, white beard; the Mona Monkey
(C. motiu), &c. One only is of a red culour, the I*atas {C. rubra). A few of the more recently discovered of them
may be briefly indicated.

Campbell's Monkey (C. CamjiheUii, Waterhouse.)—Hair loni^;, and parted on tlie back, of a ^^rizzled black and

yellow colour, nearly imiform blackish t^rey on the hind parts ; bLMieath, dinp;y white ; a black line encircling' the

fore part and sides of the crown of the head. From Sierra Leone.

The Bearded Jfonkey {C. pogonias, Ben.)—Hair very long
;
greyish, I.e., grizzled black and yello^vi,sh white ; a

spot on each side of the head, another on the crown, and tip of the tail, black; cheeks furjiished with an

immense tuft of pale hair.

Red-eared Monkey (C erythroi'is, Waterh.)—Grey ; the tail red, with a dark line along its upper sxirface

;

ears with very long red hairs internally ; throat white ; under parts of the body greyish. From Fernando Po.

Next follows a group of smaller species, of mild and confiding disposition ; consisting nf the Talapoin M.

(C talapoin, Geof., Sim. melarrhina, F. Cuv.), the Moustache M. {S. ccphus,'Lm.), the Vaulting M. {S. petaiiriaia,

Gm.), the Hocheur (.S'. nictifan-s', Gni.), &c. A new Monkey appertaining to it is the

C. Martini, Waterh. — (^f a dark grey, the hairs annulated with yellowish white
; lower portions of limbs, crown

of the head, and tail, blackish ; hairs near the root of the tail beneath, brown. Inhabits Fernando Po. Several

of these smaller kinds are very common in Guinea. Allied to them are the larger green Monkeys ; and the series

terminates with the Mangabeys, or dusky-coloured white-eyelid IMonkeys (C eethiops, and C. fuHginosm), which

display some peculiarities of gait and gesture, and have the most prominent muzzles of any.

The following occurs as a note in the original work. " Pennant has described certain Guenoiu;"—
Danes rather—"without thumbsf, Shit. poI(/como.'>- iind S./erruginea, of \\h.ic\ill]Agev has formed his

genus CoLOBUs, but I have not been able to see them, and for this reason have not introduced them.

M. Temminck assures us that the head and teeth resemble those of a Senmopi/heeus." This group is

now well established, and several species have been added to it ; all of them, however, peculiar to

Africa, as the members of the last-named genus are to Asia : they diifer chiefly from the Doucs

in possessing cheek-pouches, having the limbs similarly elongated, and only one sort of hair, as in the

Apes. A small rudiment of a thumb exists in some of them.

Nine clearly distinct species have been ascertained; and there are probably many others. Tliey resolve

into two minor groups ; the species composing the first are rather large animals, of a black ground-colour, with

very long hair ; those of the second division are smaller, with shorter hair, and rufuus ground-colour. Their

markings readily distinguish them.

The Black Colobin {C. satanas, AVaterh.)—Quite black, with very long shaggy hair, obviously designed to pro-

tect it from the scorching rays of a vertical sun. This animal is common in Fernando Po, and when captured

refuses to take sustenance, pining and moaning constantly and very piteously.

Ursine Colobin {C. lasinus, Ogilby.)—Black, with grey head and white tail. From Sierra Leone.

\ATiite-thighed Colobin ? (C? ^e!(comeroi', Ogilby. )~Established on some impeifect skins. The thighs white
;

head, legs, and tail undetermined. From the Gambia.

Situ, poli/comos, Veimant; termed by him the " Full-bottomed :\Ionkey."— Has a long yellowish-white sort of

mane, compared to a full-bottomed wig, and a white tail. Brought from Sierra Leone.

C. quercza, Ruppel.—The throat and around the face white ; and long flowing white hair on the shoulders

and along each side of the body, as if a garment were thrown over it ; end of the tail also white, and largely tufted.

From Abyssinia.

C. rufoniger, Ogilby.—Black above, deep red beneath; locality unknown.

* Tliovvord jl/c</i;,vi/is tidimiimtivc ol M"; .^V,-d. t TIil' Umn.b is very smnll in tbe Doucs.-Ed.
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S'nu. fn-riigincn, rcnnant ; cnlleil by \\\m the " lin.y Monkey."— (jf a (ierp bay colour above; clieeks and ur,der-

parbs very brii^ht. bay. iM-nm Sirrra Li-ime.

C. Pcnnanfii, Wutcrb.—Above Iflacki.sli ; beneath dhi<j;y yellow; t'l.:' sides yellowish red, and cheeks white.

From Fernando Po.

C. Tt'mm/»f/.77, Kuhl.—Blackish above; rusty-red beneath aiul on the cheeks; the sides yellow. From the

Gambia. Is identical with C. uhKnirns, (..i;;ilhy.

Tlie skins of these animals are an article of traffic in Western Africa, but are comruordy dci>ri\ed of tl:? head,

limbSj and tail, ftlauy Cercopitheci are prepared in the same manner.*]

The Doi'cs {Scnntojiithecvs, V. Cnv.)

—

Differ from the true Monkeys by having an additional small tubercle on the last of the inferior molars.

Thev are the onlinary Monkcyr, of the Eab.t ; and their lengthened limits and extremely elongated tail

[as ill Coiobns'] give tlirin a jiocidiar air. Their muzzle projects very little more than that of tlie

Gibbons, and, like them, they have callosities on the buttocks ; they appear, likewise, to have no

check-pnuehc5 : their larynx is fnrnisbcd with

a sac. [The stomach (tig. 3j is singularly

complicated, consisting of three di\i;-Jons;

first, a cardiac pouch, with smooth and simple

parietes, slightly biKd at the extremity;

secondly, a middle, very wide and sacculated

portion ; thirdly, a narrow, eh:)ngitted canal,

sacculated at its commencement, and of simple

structure towards its termination: their food,

accordingly, is supp!)sed to be uiorc herba-

ceous than that of other Cafarrhiid, which

is further intimated l>y the blunter tuiierclcs

of their molars, and the ch^ngation of their

intc:^tincs and ccceum. Tlicir hair is of or.e

kiiul oiily, a})}iroaching in character to that of

tlie Gilibons. Their movements are staid and

gravity uf their de[)nrtment is expressed byagilitydcldierate, though cap.

their systematic name.

Fourteen or liftecn species have been determined, of which the most extraordinary is]

Tlie Lon,2;'-nosed or Proboscis Done {•'^bn. nasica, Schr. ; Nasalis larvcJiis, Geof.f) [The S. rcd'rnts, W-j;. and

Horsf., is a])parently the youn;^.]~It is of larg-e size, and yellowish colour tinted with red ; the nose extremely

long and projectinf^, in form of a sloping spatula. This species inhabits liorneo, and lives in g^reat troops, which

assenjble mondng and evening- on the branches of the great trees on the banks of the rivers ; its cry is Ka/iau.

Is stated also to occur in Cochin China. '

The Variei2;atpd Douc {S. nemtciis, Geof.)—Tlemarkable for its lively and varied colourint;:: the body and anus

are gn'y ; the hands, thi,!:;hs, and feet black ; legs of a lively yei\ ; Ihe t.ul, [fiu r-ann.] and a large triangular .spot

upon the loins, white; face orange; and there is also a black and vri\ <.'i>;iar, and tuft-^ of yellow hairs on the sides

of the head. It inliabits Cochin China. (The ,c:euus Li{-sii>j'!!;i<i of llii-er was tuuuded on a mutiluted sLiu of this

animal,)

B. enfellns, Dufres. [The species most frequently broufi;ht alive to Europe.]—Of a Iii;ht yellowish p-ey colour,

with black hair on the eyebrows and sides of the head, directed i'urward^. From L'liper Ben,'-al, where it is held

in superstitious reverence. [Some frequent the Pa,i;-odas.

Se-\'eral are black, dusky, or aidi-coloured. -S', (7///y//;/.s-, Geof., is nniform briijht y-olden yellow, with a L'bek

patch on each knee. The Simpai (5. m-clalophns, Cuv.) is uf a very li\ely red ; beneath white : its face is blue
;

and a crest of black hairs reaches from one ear to the other. Some have the hair of the head turned up, furiujn;^'-

a sort of ere. t. All are from the islands of the Indian Ocean, and neighbouadng regions of Asia.]

Thr JIac.vquks {Macacu^, Desm.)

—

Possess, like the Doucs, a fifth tubercle on their last molars, and callosities and cheek-pouches hke

the true Monkeys. Tlicir limbs are shorter and stouter than in the former; their muzzle is more

elongated, and the superciliary ridge more prominent than in either tliconc or the other. Though docile

when young, they become unmanageable with age. They have all a sac uhich communicates with
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the larynx under the thyroid cartilage, and which fills ^yith air when they cry out. Tlieir tail is

ptTident, and takes no part in their movements
;

[it varies in length from a tubercle to longer than the

body.] They produce early, but are not completely adult for four or five years. The period of gesta-

tion is seven months; during the rutting season the external generative organs of the femule became

excessively distended [as in the Eabiions]. Most of them [all] inhabit India [and its Archipelago.

At least seven species have been ascertahied, the most remarkable of which is]

The Maned Macaque or Wanderoo (.S7)/i. tSilcnus and leonhia, Lin.)—Black, with an ash-coloured mane and
whitish beard surrounding the hi.-ad. [Tail moderately lon^, and slif?htly tufted.] Inhabits Ceylon.

[The Bonneted Macaque {3/. shticus), and the Toque {J/, radiahts), have the hairs on the top of the head dis-

posed as radii ; these, with the Hare-lipped M. (71/. qinomolgus), have long tails. In the Pip:-tailed Macaque
(J/, rhcuus), this appendage reaches little below the hamstrin.ij;s : it is shorter, thin, and wrinkled in tlie Brown
Macaque (3/. neinestrinu.s)^ and in the Black M. (J/, mger, Ben. ; Cij/ioceplialus nhjiT, Desin., and of Curim-'s

last edition), it is reduced to a mere tubercle. The Black Maeaque is wholly of that colour, with an erect tuft uf

hair on the top of its head ; its native country Celebes.]

The Magots {Imtvs, Cnv.)

Mere Macaques, which have a small tubercle in place of a tail. [According to this definition, the

last-named species should be introduced here : the only known Magot, however, does not well range

with the others; its cranium is intermediate to those of the Macaci and Cynocep]iali~\.

The Earbary Ma^ot {!^bn. sylvanus, pithecusy and inmis, Lin.)—Completely covered with greenish-brown hair.

Of all the tribe, this suflers least in our climates. Orip^^inally from Barbary, it is said to have become naturalized

on the Rock of Gibraltar.* [This well-known species, in its wild state, is both lively and remarkably intellii;"ent

at all aj^es ; but, subjected to the restraint of captivity, becomes sullen and unmanageable as it grows up ; forcibly

illustrating what has been stated in a note to the Oarangs.]

Thc Baboons (Ci/noccphfiius, Cuv.),

—

Together with the teeth, cheek-pouches, and callosities of the preceding, have an elongated muzzle

abruptly truncate at the end, where the nostrils are pierced, which gives it a greater resemblance to that

of a Dog than of other Monkeys ; their tail varies in length. They are generally large, ferocious, and

dangerous animals, of which the majority [all of them] inhabit Africa.

[Some have the tail long and tufted, as the Gelada Baboon {Macacm gelada of Rupx>^\\).—This has the upper

parts covered with very long hair, of a pale brown on the head, shoulders, and rump, blackish on the back ; a

dark medial line extends backwards from the forehead ; the extremities are black. A native of Abyssinia.

The others have the hair grizzled or annulated. Such are the Tartarin Baboon {S/m. hamadryad, Lin.), of a

sli;,^htly bluish ash-colour (g^rizzled black and white); face flesh-coloured: inhabits Aralna and Ethiopia. The

Chacma B. {Sim. porcaria, Bodd. ; »S\ ursina, I'enu ; -S. sphyngiola, Herrn.), which is black, with a yellowish or

f,n-eenish S"!aze, particularly on the forehead ; the face and hands black, and the adult has a larti;e inane. From the

Cape of Good Hope. The Anubis B. (C. anubis, F. Cuv.), is another hu;^e Cape species, unifurmly j^rizzled black

and yellow ; the face black, and snout much elouf^ated. The Sphynx B. {Sim. sphyn.r, Lin., and it would appear

tVom descriptions, also, C. papio, Desm.), is likewise yellowish, more or less tinged with brown ; face black ; the

(heek-tufts fulvous: inhabits Guinea. Lastly, the Babouin {Sim. cynoce}ihuiiis, F. Cuv.), has a shorter tail,

and coat more iiicliuiui; to greenish ; also whitish cheek-tufts, and flesh-coloured visage.]

The Mandrills—

Are, of all the Monkey tribe, those which have the lonf^est muzzle (thirty de.ir-veest) ; their tail is very short ; they

are also extremely brutal and tVrocious ; nose as in the others.

The Mandrill Baboon {Sim. malmon and mormon, Lin.)—Greyish brown, inclining' to olive above; a STiiall

citron-yellow beard on the chin ; cheeks blue and furrowed. The adult males have the nose red, particularly at

the end, where it is scarlet; the g;enital parts and those about the anus, are of the same colour; the buttocks are

of a fine violet. It is difficult to imagine a more hideous and extraordinary animal. It nearly attains the size of

a Man, and is a terror to the negroes of Guinea. Many details of its history have been mixed up with that of the

Chimpanzee, and consequently with that of the Curan^-outanff.

llie lh-i!l {Sim. leucoplKva, F. Cuv.)—Yellowish grey, the visage black
;
in old ones the coat becomes darker;

[the white hairs on the belly are much elongated], and the chin is bright red.

[Hideous as the animals of this genus appear, and disgustingly deformed to those who have oidy seen them in

captivity, their adaptation to a peculiar mode of life is of course as exquisite as that of any other animal, and

rc(iuires only to be understood to command an amount of admiration, vchich must lessen to a considL'rable

1 /;//,(<'/,! is tlic Greek name for Moiikevs in fcncral ; iithI (he nnu
.
spcuo, nil Ojat Giileo lins stated rcspcetiii; the anau.my oi liia

of «h„h the anat.M.iv is given by (..Ucn w.s a .MrLKOt. riltboupl, Fithr,u^.

CvmvcT iiious;ht it was on Oui-iing-out:»ntr. M ti-' BUiiiviUi )jcrccivLd
I t The O^xrr^M^i w-ill bear comparison.—Ed.

Uiis uiislaUe, J.W'fi I liavc proved it hv comiiuriiig with these two
I
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extent the abhorrence witli which we are apt to reganl them. It lias latelv heeu diseo\i.'reiI that t]ie\' chiefly

inhabit barren stony places, where they subsist, for the most part, upon scorpions ; to procure which they employ

their hands to lift up the numerous loose stones, under most of which one or more of these creatures commonly

He concealed; their stints they extract ^'ith dexterity. Accordiiifjly, we find that the Baboons are expressly

modified for traversing; the ground on all-fours, and arc furnished with efficient hands ; their eyes are peculiarly

placed, directed downwards alonti; the visa;^e. Want of space necessarily prevents us, g'enerally, from noticing

these hiL,^hly mterestini; relations, aft'orded by the special modifications of structure in reference to habit: but

we avail ourselves of the presLut instance (which is little known*) to call attention to them.

"With the Ba'mons, the scries of Catarrmim (Gcof.) teriiiiuates ; and we may observe that the

Sim/ad(e fall under three principal divisions. First, that of the Apes, (comprising the Chimpanzee,

Ourangs, and Gihhons), tail-less genera, i.vhicli have the liver divided as in Jlan, an appendage

to the coecam, &c. Second, the slender-Urahed IMonkoys, ^vith sacculated stomachs and longer

intestines (or the Doncs, and most probably the Colohins), all of "which have exceedingly long tails.

Third, those with shorter and stouter limbs, a simple stomach, and tail varying in length from a

tubercle to longer than the body. These la^t (or the true i\Ionkeys, Macaques, Magots, and

Baboons), are all partly insectivorous ; and the habit menrinned of the IJabnons, i>i turning over stones

in quest of prey, applies perhaps more or less to ah of thi;n), but particularly to the Magot and some

IMonkcys. In the two fir^t divisions, the coat consists of <uily one sort of hair; in the la^t of two

sorts, the longer and coarser of which is mostly aiinulated witli two colours. It is rernarkafile that

none of the genera are common to Asia and Africa (one iJulioon ordy extending to Arabia), and, until

very recently, no remains of any had occurred in a fossil state ; lint the jaw of one said to be

allied to the Gibbons has lately been detected in a tertiary deposit, at Sanson, France
; and some bones,

adjudged to he those of Macaques, in the tertiary ranges of northern India.]

The Monkey-like Animals of the Xf.w World,

[Platyrrhini, Geo/.].—

Have four jrvinders more than the others, thu'ty-six in all ; the tail [with very few excep-

tions] long;; no rheek-]iituches ; the biittcjcks hairy and without callosities; nostrils; (qicuint^

on the sides of the nose, and not underneath
;

[the thumbs of the anterior hands no lono-er

opposablet-] All the gi'cat Qaadrumana of America pertain to this division.;!; Their large in-

testines are less inflated, and their ca'cum lunger and more slender than in the preeedin"*

divisions.

The tails of some of them are prehensile, that is tu say, their extremity can twist round a

body with sufficient force tu seize it as with a hand.§ t^uch have been designated Sapajous
{Cebus, Erxl.}

At theu" head naay be jtlaeed the

Stentors (M;/ce/es, llliger),—
Or Howling Monkeys [Jhuaffes of the French], which are distinguished by a pvTainidal liead, the

upper jaw of which descends nuich below the ei'anium, v>liile the branches of the lower nne asceml

very high, for the pmpose of lodging a bony drmn, formed by a vesicular inflation of the hvoid bone,

which communicates with their larynx, and imparts to their voice prodigious vohime and a most

frightful sound. Hence the appellations which have been bestowed on tiicm. The prehensile portion

of their tail is naked beneath.

[The Rufous Stentor (Sim. senicidiis, BuH^, Supp. vii. 25), the Ursine Stentor {S/<.>i!ur Ki-ihuix, Gi-off.], imd
at least five other species, are now tolerably established. They are shaggy animals, averaging the size of a Fox,

of different shades of brown or blackish, the females of some being differently coloured from the males ; such is

i)/. ftaria^w*, Spix, pi. 32, of which the male is black and bearded, the female and young pale yellowish-grey.
||

They are of an indolent and social disposition, and grave deportment ; utter their hideous yells and huwding by
night ; subsist on fruits and fohage, and are deemed good eating.]

• Fur Iht; LiiformfHii.ui curiimiiiLic;iti-J, wc ^rc influlUcd lo Dr. A. 5 Tliis ori,^nn possc^siiiK in iin ennncm ricjrrcc tlic .stnsu lif toucli,

SmUli, Uic i;oriductor of the South African cxpu'clitiuri from Ihu Cn],^j where thi; elinrautcr is must dcvL-loped.—Kd.

colony.—Kd. [I
Cuvier atcorcliiiKiy auyifests, inadvertently, tli.it the M . strnmincu-:

t Tliev lire Dut «lit,'hMy ko in many i.f the Si-niiichc—Y.-D. Spix. pi. 31, which is entirely of a straw-yellow tuioiir. may be the

: Uy til is is mcajii, Unit (lie Mi.niiusels iin^l Tamimns (OinM\th o( female of some Other ; Spix, howtver, fifiircs a male.—Kd.
our iiutllur) are e.Vi.ludcd from the Keiiuralizatioii.—Ed.
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The O11DINAK.Y Sapajous have the head flat, the muzzle but sUghtly prominent (sixty degrees).

In some the anterior thumbs are nearly or quite hidden in the skin, and the prehensile portion of

the taU naked beneath. They constitute the genus

CoAiTA {Ateles, Geof.),—

[Or the Spider Monheys, as they are commonly termed, in allusion to their long slender limbs, and sprawling

movements.]

The first species, the Chamek [A. subpentadactjiJu-s, Geof.), lias a slij,^ht projection of the thumb, though only

for one phalanx, which has no nail. Another, the Mikiri {At. Jnipoxanthiis, i'r. Max. ; Brachyteles macrotarsu.s;

Spix), has also a very small thumb, and sometimes even a nail. These two species are separated by Spix under
the name Brac/n/ieies. They connect Atelcx with Lagothri.v*

The others, to which alone Spix applies the name AU-lc^, have no apparent thumb whatever. [Six have been

ascertained
; one of them the Sim., panucm, Lin.]

All the above are natives of Guiana and Brazil. Their limbs are very long and slender, and their gait slow

and deUberate. They exhibit some remarkable resemblances to ftlan in their muscles, and, of all animals, alone

have the biceps of the thigh made like his. [Accordingly, they make little use of their fore-hands in progression.

Their colours are chiefly or wholly black, or fulvous-grey; face black, or flesh-coloured. They are gentle aud

conhding, and capable of much attachment. Some attain to as large a stature as the preceding.]

Tnii Gastromakgues {Larjof/irix, Geof. ; Gastromargas, SpixJ.

Head round, as in the Coaitas ; the thumb developed, as in the Stentors ; and tail partly naked, like

the oue and the other. Sueh arc

—

The Caparo, Humb. [L. llumboldtii, Geof. ; G. olivaccus, Spix), and the Grison (L. cauus, Geof. ; G. infumatus,

Spix.)—Inhabitants of the interior of South America, said to be remarkable gluttons. Their limbs are shorter

and stouter than in the Coaitas, and they often raise themselves on their hinder extremities ; occur in numerous

bands.

The other Sapajous, or

The Capuchins {Cebus, Geof.)

—

Have a round head, the thumbs distinct, and the tail entirely hairy, though prehensile. The species

arc still more numerous than those of the Stentors, and ahnost as ditiicult to characterize.

Some have the hair upon the forehead of a uniform length ; as the Sajou {Sim. apella, Lin.), and the Capuchin,

\_^.-iuct.'\ (S. capucina, Lin.) ; others have the hair of the forehead so disposed as to form aigrettes ; as the liorned

C:ipuchin (Sim. fatucllua, Gm., which, has a tuft of black hairs on each side of the forehead), the C. cirrhifer,

Geof., and the Cebus of the same name of Pr. Max., but which is diflerent—C cristaius, F. Cuv. There are nu-

merous others ; but we require many observations, made in the places where these animals inhabit, before we can

liope to establish tlieir species otherwise than in an arbitrary manner. [About sixteen are commonly admitted,

most of which are of difl'erent shades of brown, some very variable. They are of smaller size than the preceding,

and of mild and gentle disposition ; their motions are quick and light, and they are easily tamed. Several exhale

a strong (.)duur of musk.]

In the SAiMiRit, the tail is depressed, and almost ceases to be prehensile; the head is very much

flattened ; in the interorbital partition of the cranium there is a membranous space. Only oue species

is known,

—

ITie Sainiiri {Sim. .sciarea, Bulf. xv. 10.)—Size of a Siiuirrel ; of a yellowish grey
; the fore-arms, legs, and the

four extremities, of a fulvous-yellow; end of the nose black. [A pretty, vivacious little animal, which subsists

nmch on insects, and is also carnivorous. Its tail is sub-prehensile, or capable of coiling slightly throughout its

length, and so holding in a moderate dL-gree; but its extremity cannot seize a small object : it is often wound

round the body.]

The remaining Monkey-hke animals of America have the tail not at all preheusile.J Several have

tlnat appendage very long and tufted, whence they have been termed Fox-tailed Monkeya : their teeth

project forwards more than in the others. They are

The Sakis {PUhecia, Desm. and Ilhg.),—

[Wiich are again divisible into three minor groups. Of these, the tirst is represented by the Yarkc Saki {Sim.

Pi(/tecia, Lin., P. kucoccphala), and three or four others ; singular-looking animals, with extremely lung hair, except

on the head, where, in most of the genus, it is parted. In the Varke, the head is whitish, and all the other parts

brown-black, which adds to the stran4eness of its appearance. The Jacket Saki {Sim. sayutata, Traill), illustrates

^Tliciattorniay doso, bill certainly imt tbe former, which is in confasion if ap|aic'<i to the latter e.xcluMvely. W^ muuU sug^;ebt,

all othL-r rc'spects a char:ictcn..tic .-ll.l.;.-y.D, IhirL^loru. the apyullatioa 6,.,„<m, lun,.e,l .mt ul th^ ven,atul,.r.-ED.

\ Sa^'uijius (or, what would he prcfer^ibk, S./fi-WHU*,) of some. I U n.'-. a i>rop^Lisily tu curl in thu M^rmo=ets, il nut iu tin; ba

This iiHme, however, urlgiiiiilly proposed by Lacepede fur the Sat;ouiiib, j,^ouiiii.—Ed.

{Vallitlirii), ajiiong which the Saiiniri waa iucludcd, can ouly kad to
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the next g;roup, which chiefly dilTVrs from tlie third (Brac/ii/iinfs, S\nx}, in possessing" a lonp: tail: the hair is

comparatively short, and in the Jacket Saki of a rich dark brown, except on the head, where it is lonf^er, crisped,

and deep black, as is also its fine bushy beard. Others would appear intermediate, as the P. A«/»7/mA-, Humb.

:

seeming-ly allied to which is the J3rac/ii/t/ni.t i.-.rar/ifn:.- nf :rpix, and the diminxitive P. meiaiiocyj/i/i/u of Humboldt.*

These last are represented as mainly fruf^ivorons, and the first to be g-reat destroyers both of wild bees and their

honey. They are said to inhabit the very depth uf the forest, and tu repose durin;,^ mid-day ; are moderately

social, and crepuscular if not uucturnal in their time of action.]

There arc also boinc,

The Sagouins (CaUithrbr, Ccof.),

—

The tail uf wliicli is slender, and the teeth do not ])rojeet. They were a longtime assoeiaterl with the

Saimiri, hut the head of the Sagouins is much higher, and their canines consideraljly shorter, liueh

are

Tlie Masked ^^%r,\\\Ti{C. personata, Geof.), the Widow Sagouin (C. higcu.f^ Ilumli.), [and several others; someof

wliich have been ascertained to live in pairs, while others, (as the C. mehniorhir, I'r. .Ma-x.), assenjble in numerous

bands, and make a loud and mipleasant yelping about sunrise. They are very carnivorous, though small, and

sprino; to a considerable distance on birds and other prey, for which they lie in wait ; are alsode.xterous in seizing"

Ilyiii;:^ insects with the hand They lia\e none of the spnghtliness of the ^aimiri.]

The Douroucovli {Xocihoras, F. Cnv. ; NijclipilhecHs, Spix : iu)properly named Jo/us hy JHiger),

—

Only dirler from the Sagouiui, by their great nocturnal eyes, and in. their ears being partly hidden

under the hair.

[Tliree species are now known, of somewhat Lemur-like apjieararice, but still ha\ini^ no particular relation-

ship with the Lemurs. They are almost letharg-ic by day, which they pa'^.^ iu tliL- darkest recesses of the hollows

of trees ; but at ni,L;hl: are all energ:y and activity, and subsist on small Lards and insects, as well as fruit : they

tlriiik little, and appear to live in pairs.]

All the fureg-oin^ animals are from Guiana or Brazil.

TlUl OULSTITIS [Hapfilr, Illi-er),—

Constitute a small geims, similar to the Sakis. ami whieli was loii;^^ confoumled in the g-reat

<>enus Siinia. They have, in fact, like the American Muiikey-hke animals in genei'ul, the

head rnuml, vi <a;_:'e fhit, iifjstrils hitcral, the huttucks han-y, no eheck-jmnclies ; and, like the

latter divisions id' them in jiarticn.lar, the tail not prebensiie : but they have only twenty

grinders, hke those of the old eontiiient. All their nails are compressed aiid pi>inted, except

those of the liiiidcr thumbs [a character to \vliieh the immediately })rcceding divisions a}i}>rox-

naatf], au;l their anterior tluimbs are so httle separated from the other dis^its, that ^\e hesi-

tate to apply the name Qiinilruindiin to them. All ai-e diminutive animals of pleasing' forms,

and are easdy tame(h [Their brain is surprisingly ]^)\v, almost without cunvohilions.]

M. Geoffroy distinguishes the 0/u\ii.'/\\ prnp: riy so called, Ijy the name Jacc/ius. The}" ai'C the

Marmosets (/fajiale, as restricted),

—

"Which, for characters, have tlic inferiiu' inci-,i)rs pointcil, and placed in a curved line, equalling the

canines. Their tail is annulatcd, and well eovci'cd with hair; an{i their cars are generally tufted.

[Seven or eiglit species are tolerably established, snme of whit'li are sulijcrt to vai-y. Tln-se prrtty little creatures

are gregarious, ami \ery indiscriminate feeders ; ai"c indeed laiiaeiuu:?, and in cunlinement will eagerly seize and
prey on gold fishes, 6^c. Thi.'y produce two or thi"ee young at a birth.]

]\I. GeotlVoy designates as

TAMARrxR {iiIida.->),—
Those species which have inferior trenchant incisors placed in an almost straight line, and shorter

than the canines. Their tail is also more slender, and not annulaled.

[These iblVer mnrr th;ni the nthers, and ,o"r ;i!mi sMinrwbat \an,iblf in cii'diir. At least seven or cig-lit hn\e been
ascertained, of whidi the rincde (AV;//. ir<r/jiiis, Lin.i, is the Imigest Ksinwn. Tliu>-e curious little beings, the

Silky Taniariu(J/. ro.s-fi/ia), and the Leoiicitn. or Lion MunIu-;/ of lUnnboidt {M. !.:on/u»^-}, fall under this di\isiun.

n is iimhul.l... llint nil 1„H tli- rMe,iil)LT.s of the Tirst shuuld r:uii;L' iu the lli^i^in[| Drac/,y>(rU5, Si^ix, (pruMd,;d tl.i. bt sci.aralil, .) wliich
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All are restlessly active, and extremely rapid in their movements; also remarkably short-tempered, bristling;

witli fury when enrai;ed, and imttini; on a inost formidable appearance, considering their size. Tliey ai'e so

cleanly, that any appearance of dirt about their habitations causes tlieiti to IVet ; and aie e\eeedin:::;ly sensitive of

damp ; but, if duly attended to, are easily kept in captivity.

The PLATvaRHiNt were very properly ranL;;cd )jy Bullon in two great natural (li\isions, named hy

Ijim Sapajoos and Sagouixs ; to t!ie latter of wliich the Oimtith are strictly referaljle, to judge from

the aggregate of tlieir couforniatioti. We cannot but tbink that Cu%ner has, in this rare instance,

attached undue importance to the number of molar teeth, in so decidedly separathig the Oui'ililh from

the other small American Qitadrumana.']

The Lkmurs, (Lemur, Liim.),

[STREI'SIIiRIHNI, Geo/".],

Coinjireliond, nccordmg to Linnteits, all the Qaadrumana which have [supposed] incisors in eitlier

jaw (lilferiiig in mtuiber from four, or at least otherwise directed than in the j\Ionke\ s. This

negative cliavaeter couhl not fail to em-

brace veu'}' different I'eings, \\lule it did

not unite tlufse wliieu should range to-

gether. ?(L Gcoffroy has established

se\'eral better characterized divisions in

tb's gemis. The four thumbs of these

aoimals are well developed and oppos-

able, and the first hind finger is armed

with a raised and pointed claw (fig. -i),

all the other nails being flat. Their cover-

ing is woolly; and their teeth begin to

exlubit sharp tubercles, catching in each

other, as in the Insactioora. [These

amtnals have been described to diifer

frotit all other Mar/unulla in the circum-

stance of their U])per canines locking

outside or before the lower ; but ne have

jnst discovered that their true inferior caumes have always hitherto been mistaken for ad-

ilitional incisors, which they resemble in general asiiect and direction; while the succeeding

tooth, ivhich from its size and appearance has been supposed to be the lower canine, is m
reality the first false molar

;
(as will readily appear on opposing the successive teeth of both

jaws). In the genus TflnsiHi-, however, the true canine assumes more of its ordinary form;

and the same is'observable of the first false molar in Microcebus* The grinding motion of

the lower jaw is exceedingly reduced.]

The Lemur-s, properly so called {Lemur, as restricted [Proxrmm, Briss.]),

—

Have six [four] lower incisors, compressed, and slanting forwards [as are also the cauines]
;
four in

the upper jaw, which are straight, those intermediate being separated from each other; treacliant

[upper] canines ; six molars on each side above, and six hclowf; the ears sin.ilh They are very

nimble animals, and have been designated Fox-uo.^ed Monkeys, from their pointed heads. They

subsist on fruits. Tlieir siiccies are very numerous, and inhabit only the island of Madagascar, where

they appear to replace the Monkey-tribe, which, it is said, do not exist tliere. They diifer hut shghtly

among themselves, excejit in colour.

[Thirteen, at least, have been ascertained definitively; one of the longest known of which is the Macaco of

BiilTon, or the Ring-tailed Lenrar (i. cntfa, Lin.), which is ash-grey, the tail annulated black and uhile. Others

are black, or rufous, with sometimes white ; and one beautiful species, the Hulled Lemur (i. mncaco, Lin.), is

• x„ :.|,,.rr,acl, to Uii.s ilevi.,c,„i, „„ lb c part of Hit inferi.ir cani lie is 1
t'l'hf lalttT sl«tf„,ei.l thanccs to be corrcet, but, as ititenJcil

not[.,.l.ie ii. tl,e aJult Jla.iJriU.-En. I
'""''I l>t>e I'een .r.oi.eous -Ko.
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varied with larj^e patclics of black on a pure wiiite ^.n-ound. They avera^'-e tlie size of a large Cat, hut have lon;2:or

huihs ; and have all lone; tails, which are elevated in a si;:^nioid form, when in motion, and not trailed after them.

Tliey are nocturnal or twilight animals, which sleep by day in a ball-like figure, perched on a hough ; are gentle

in disposition, and easily tamed ; but have much less intelligence than the Slonkeys, and are without the prying,

mischievous propensities of those animals : their ordi!}ary voice is a low grunt, but they often break forth into a

hoarse abrupt roar, producing a startling effect ; in their native forests they frequently thus roar in concert.]

The Indris {Lichauofii^, Illi2;er)—

-

Have teeth as in tlic preceding;, except that tliere arc only four [two] lower incisors [the central pro-

bably soon fallint;;. Their liiuder lirnbs are extreniu'.y long ; the head broad, muzzle i^bort, and bands

Ion-]

But one species is known, without tail [this appendage being reduced to a tubercle], three feet in height, blacky

with the face grey, and white behind {Leymir indrl, Lin., Indris brevicaudaius, Geof.), which the inhabitants

of ^Madagascar tame, and train to the chace like a h^og. The Long-tailed Indri {LcmHr hoiifirr, ijm.) needs

farther examination.

[The latter appears to be very intimately allied to a species, with a naked face, named PnijiiihccHf! dUideiaa

liy Bennett, (Macromerun typicas, Smith,) the systematic characters of which seem hardly to warrant its separa-

tion from the Indris. Both are natives of Madagascar, and it is doubtful whether the present genus should not

precede the last. The Short-tailed Indri is the mu^t hunian-like of its tribe.

The Macaucos {Microcehas, Geof., GalayoideSy Smith)-

—

Have the licad round; muzzle short and pointed; ears moderate and erect; the fore-limlis small: four

incisors above, the central larger; also four Ijelnw, with i^imilar jirojectiiig canines, as in Ltnimr ; the

upper canines are small and pointed; and the hrst inferior false molar is scarcely larger than the

next : the ehcuk-tecth indicate a partly insectivorous regimen. Tlieir scrotum is di5]injportioiiately

large.

Two small species are known : the Murine Macaueu {LonKn/nirui/is, Pen.), "vihich is BuiTon's Ruf i'/M(uliii/a,->car ;

and the Brown ^laca-uco (M. pus-illiis, Geof . ; cdso Galago inndai/ascaricns/s, Geof., G. d vm idaljii, Fischur, and

OtuUcnas madagnscariensis, Schinz). The Lemur cinercm, Geof. and Desm. {Petit Maki, BuH\), may perhaps con-

stitute a third. These httle animals have much the aspect, and also the manners, of a large Dnrmoase, which they

farther resemble in nestling in the holes of trees, which serve them for a dormitory : during day they sleep robed

up in a ball, and only rouse from their torpor on tlie approach of twilight, but are then extremely agile and lively.

Of their habits in a sfate of nature v,e Know httle, e\cept tliat they are arboreal.]

The Loris {S/enops, lliiger)

—

Have the teetb of the Lemurs, except that the points of tbcir grinders are more acute ; the sliort muzzle

otama:^tid'; liody slender ; no tad ; large approximating eyes; the tongue rough. Tlicy ^uh>ist on

insects, occasionally on small birds or quadrupeds, ami liave an cxces^iNely slow gait: their mode of

life is nocturnal. Sir A. Carlisle has found that the base of the arteries of the limlis is divided into

small branches, [anastomosing freely with eacli otlier,] as in tlic true Slotlis, [the object of which

a[ipear:^ to be to cualjle tiiem to sustain a long coulinuance of muscular contraction. The same cha-

racter occurs, however, in the Cetacea].

Only two species are known, both from the E,^^^t Indies; the Short-limbed Loris {Lemur iardinrddns, Lin.),

and the Slender Loris (L. gracilis] -. the former has been made a separate genus of by Geolfroy, who styles it

Niicticehus ; but he is wrong in asserting that it has only two incisors in the upper jaw : the latter is remarkable

forthe disproportionate elongation of its limbs, and especially of its fore-arms. [These most singular animals

are eminently nocturnal and arboreal, being incommoded by daylight ; they are also very susceptible of cold,

which makes them dull and inanimate. During the day, they sleep clinging to a branch, with the body drawn

together, and head sunk upon the chest ; at night they prowl among the forest boughs in quest of food.

Nothing can escape the scrutiny of their large glaring orbs : they mark their victim, insect or bird, and cautiously

and noiselessly make their advances towards it, until it is within the reach of their grasp; they then devour it on

the spot, previously divesting it, if a bird, of its feathers. When rousing from their diurnal slundiers, they

delight to clean and lick their fall soft far; and in captivity will tlien allow themselves to be caressed by those

accastomed to feed them : they are remarkable for extreme tenacity of grasp.

The Pottos {Pcrodl'.'iicns, Bennett)

—

Have comparatively small eyes ; the ears moderate and open : dentition approaching that of the Lemurs
;

tail moderate ; hmbs equal ; the index finger of the anterior hands (tig. 5) httle more than rudimentary.
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^y^^:

Fit-. 5.-

(

Geoffroy's Potto {Lemur potto, Lin.; GaJacjO Grinuensh, Dcsm.;
P. Geoffroyi, Ben.)—From Sierra Leone; a slow-njoving and retiring

animal, which seldom malies its appearance but in the nijjbt-tinie,

and feeds on vegetables, chiefly the Cassada.]

The G-\lagos {Ololk-nus, lUig.)

—

Have the tectli and insectivorous regimen of the Loris ; the

tarsi elongated, which gives to their hinder limbs a dispro-

portionate extent ; tail long and tufted ; large membranous ears

[which douiile down when at rest, as in sinne Bats] ; and

great eyes, which indicate a nocturnal life. [The index, as ivell

as the thumb of the anterior hand, incUnes in some to be op-

posable to the other fingers.]

Several species are known, all from Africa ; as the Great Galai^o {Galago

vrassicaudatus, Geof.), as larp;e as a Rabbit ; and the Senegal Galago (G.

iScncf/alen-vis, Geof.), the size of a Rat. The latter is known as the Gum
animal of Senegal, from its feeding much on that production. [These pretty animals have at night all the activity of

birds, hopping from bough to bough, on their hind bmbs only. They watch the insects tlitting among the leaves,

listen to the fluttering of the moth as it darts through the air, lie in wait for it, and spring with the rapidity of an

arrow, seldom missing their prize, which is caught by the hands. They make nests in the branches of trees, and

cover a bed with grass and leaves for their little ones ; are a favourite article of food in Senegal. A species larger

than the others bus lately been received alive, 0. Ganwttu of Ogilby.]

The Malm AGS {Tarsias')—
Have the tarsi elongated (fig. 6), and all the other details of form as in the preceding ; but the Interval

between their molars and incisors is occupied by several shorter teetli [that is, their upper canines are

very smaU ; and] the middle upper incisors are elongated, and re-

semble canines. [There are but two permanent lower incisors, and the

inferior canines present more of the ordinary form and direction.] Tjieir

muzzle is very short, and their eyes still larger than in any of the fore-

going. [Tail very long, and almost naked.] Are also noctmiial ani-

njals, and insectivorous ; inhabiting the MoUuccas.

[Tivo species are known, T. spectrum, Geof., {Lemur tarsins, Shaw ; T. fiisco-

manns, Fischer,) and the T, baucanu^ ofHorsfield. It is observed by Geotlroy

that although the Malmags have the external ears much less developed than in

the Galagos, this inferiority is counterbalanced by the far greater volume of the

auditory l>Hlla: of the temporal bones, which are so developed as to touch

each other; and thus the sense of hearing is, by another mode, rendered

as acute in the former as in the latter. The IMalmag has an aversion to light,

and retires by day under the roots of trees ; feeds chiefly on hzards, and leaps

about two feet at a spring ; is easily tamed, and capable of some attachment

;

holds its prey in its fore-hands, while it rests on its haunches
;
produces one

young at a birth, and lives in pairs.]

Travellers should search for certain animals figured by Commcrson,

Fig. 6.-Foot of the Mdmne. antl wlii^h GeotiVoy lias engraved {.Inn. Mus. six. 10), under the name of

Cheirogales (C'heirogaleus).

These figures seem to announce a new genus or subgenus of Quadrumam. [Three species are re-

presented in Commerson's drawing, aU of which appear to be now authenticated Iry specimens. Theh:

proportions are those of the Galagos ; dentition as in the Malmags, except that they retain all their

inferior incisors ; the head is round, the nose and muzzle short, lips furnished with whiskers, the eyes

large and approximate, and the ears short and oval ; the uads of the four extremities are compressed

and somewhat claw-hke, and the tail is long, bushy, and regularly cyliudiical.

Three or more species are known, all from the great island of Madagascar. They constitute the division

Liclianos of Gray.

The singidar genus Cheiromys, also, from the same pecuUar locahty, which is arranged by the

author among the Rodmtia, would appear to have much better claim to be introduced here, and near
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to the Gakgos. Likewise, Gnla-opit/ii'cus, whicli Cuvier lias placed after the Bats, but w'nich is

Lemui'ine in all the essential details of its conformation.*]

THE THIRD ORDER OF MAMMALIANS,—

CARNARIAt—

Consists of an immense and varied assemblage of unguiculated quadrupeds, whicli pos-

sess, in common with Man and the Qiiadrumana, the three sorts of teeth, but have no

opposable thumb to the fore -feet. I They all subsist on animal food, [some Bats ex-

cepted,] and the more exclusively so, as their grinders are more cutting. Such as

have them wholly or in part tuberculous, take more or less vegetable nourishment, and

those iu wliich the)' arc studded with conical points live principally upon insects. The

articulation of their lower jaw, directed crosswise, and clasping like a hinge, allows of

no lateral motion, but can only open and shut : [the latter, however, had already been

nearly lost in the Lemurs.]

Their brain, though still tolerably convoluted, has no third lobe, and does not cover

the cerebellum, any more than in the following families ; the orbit is not separated

from the temporal fossa in tlie skeleton § ; the skull is narrowed, and the zygomatic

arches widened and raised, in order to give more strength and volume to the muscles

of the jaws. Their predominant sense is that of smell, and the pituitary membrane

is generally spread over numerous bony laminao. The fore-arm is still capable of re-

volving in nearly all of them, though with less facility than in the Quadrumana. The

intestines [save in the frugivorous Bats] are less voluminous, on account of the sub-

stantial nature of the aliment, and to avoid the putrefaction wdiich flesh would undergo

in a more extended canal : [besides which, the requisite nutriment is more readily ex-

tracted from it.]

As regards the rest, their forms and the details of their organization vary consider-

ably, and occasion analogous differences in tlieir liabits]|, insomuch tliat it is impossible

to arrange their genera in a single line ; and we are obliged to form them iuto several

families, which are variously connected by multiplied relations.

" Utj tin: : qnn,l„ ipi.c-

formation, whiuh uiitortunately iirnvtiJ tt)o l..!-- fi,r iristTtluii iiutitT

tlie (jenerif heatls Cercupilkecu) and C<iliibas.

It haN jaat been ascertainetl, by Mr. IMartin, tliat the M.iNtjAnETS

{I'lTcopilheeni mthiopn tind fulit^iimsui, Auct.) iiO^seNS the aJtlitioual

t'lberele on the last molar, fountl in the ]\Iacaqucs, Doues, &c.

;

wbeiite the iinine Cercitr.ebus may now be eoLitiiiaed to them ex-

elusively, as a defiuite subordinate groap, mure neatly related to the

true Monkeys than to the Maeaques, notwiihstaniiini,' the structural

eharaeter adverted to. Their hair, it maybe remarked, is not grizzled

or aiinulated, as in both the Macaques and Monkeys.

Of the genus Ci:!(tl)'tt, a perfect skin of C le'icamemi, Offilby, has

been received in Paris, wliich securely establishes that species. The

face is encircled with white hair, vGry lung on the sides ; and the tail

also is white, as in C. ursiuu^.

Finally, k notice and figure have been just puhiished of a species

designated Cvloljm verus, but which appears to me, both from its con-

tour and the description (which slates its hair to be annulated), to be

a thumhless CcrcitpilhccTig, allied to C. Ctn^iplM^Uii. The negative

chara.
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THE FIRST FAMILY OF CARNARIA,—

CHEIROPTERA,—

Preserves some affinities with the Quadrumana by the pendulous penis*, and mararasE wliicli

are placed on the breast. Their distinctive character consists in a fold of the skin, which,
commencing at tjie sides of the neck, extends between their four feet and their fingers, sustams
them in the air, and even enables such of them to fly as have the hands sufficiently develojjed
for that purpose.t This disposition required strong clavicles, and large scajiulars, to impart
the requisite solidity to the shoulder ; but it was incompatible with the rotation of the fore-
arm, winch would have diminished the force of the stroke necessary for flight. These animals
have all four large canines, but the number of their incisors varies. They have long been
distnliuted into two genera, according to the extent of their organs of flight

;]; [sustaining
niemlirane]

; but the first requires numerous subdivisions.

The Bats (F"es;jerh7io, Lin.)

—

Have the arms, fore-arms, and fingers excessively elongated, so as to form, with the
membrane that occupies their intervals, real wings, the surface of which is equally or

more extended than in those of Birds. Hence they fly very high, and with great rapidity.

Their pectoral muscles have a thickness pro-

portioned to the movements ivhich they have

to execute, and the sternum possesses a

medial ridge to afford attachment to them,

as in Birds. Tlie thumb is short, and fur-

nished with a crooked nail, by wdiich these

animals creep and suspend themselves. Their

hinder parts are [generally] weak, and divided

into five toes, nearly always of equal length,

and armed with trenchant and sharp nails.

They have no ccecum to the intestine. Their

eyes [except in the frugivorous speciesj are

extremely small, but their ears are often very

large, aiid constitute with the wings an enor-

mous extent of membrane, almost naked, and

so sensible that the Bats guide themselves

through all the intricacies of their labyrinths,

even after their eyes have been removed, pro-

bably by the sole diversity of aerial impres-

sions. § They are nocturnal animals, wdiich, in

During the day they suspend themselves in

Fig. 7.—Skeleton of Bat.
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obscure places. Their ordinary produce is two young at a birtli, [one only in the frugivorous

species, ami many others,] which eliug to the mamnirc of their parent, [liave their eyt;s closed

for a while/'] ami are of large proportional size. Thuy form a very numerous genus, present-

ing many subdivisions. Fn-st there re(piire to Ije sejiarated

—

Tt-iE RoussETTES {Pferojji's, Briss.),

—

"Which have cutting incisors to earli jaw, and grinders with flat crowns, or rather tiic latter have

originally two longitudinal ond parallel projections, separated by a groove, and winch wear away by

attrition: accordingly they suhsist iJi great part upon fruits, of which they consume a vast quantity
;

they also ably pursue small birds and quadrupeds : [a statement which much requires confirmation.]

They are the largest of the tribe, and their flesh is eaten. The membrane is deeply emarginated between

their legs, and they have httle or no tail ; their index finger, shorter by half than the middle one, pos-

sesses a third phalanx, bearing a short nad (see fig. 9), which are wanting in other Bats ; but the following

fingers have each only two phalanges
;
[their thumb is proportionally very lai-ge] ; they have the muzzle

simple, the nostrils ^\idely separated, the ears middle-sized and without a tragus, and their tongue studded

with points tliat curve backwards ; their stomach is a very elongated sac, unequally dilated, [and their

intestines arc much longer than in other Bats.] They liave only been discovered in tiie south of Asia and

the Indian Ai'chipidago
;
[now, however, also in Japan, Austraha, Madagascar, and the south and west

of Africa.

The species are very numerous, and have been pfreatly elucidated by the investig-ations of Temminck and

others, who have established most of them on a considerable number of specimens of all ages, and many
auatoniically. Tlicy produce early, and the sexes are separately o:reg:arious, the young: also associating apart

from their parents as soon as they can provide for themselves.f] They divide into

I. Tailless Roussettes, with four incisors to each jaw ; all of which were comprehended by Linnfens under

his Vespertilio vampiirus. [More than twenty species are known, some of \\hich exceed five feet across.

One of the commonest in collections is]

The Black-bellied Koussette { P/. edidls, Geof.)—Of a blackish brown, deeper beneath [the fur crisp and

coarsel ; nearly four feet m extent [sometimes, according to Temminck, upwards of live feet French, corre-

sponding to five feet and a half English]. It inhabits

the ^Moluccas and Isles of Sunda, where they are found

during the day suspended in great numbers to the trees.

To preserve fruit from their attacks, it is necessaiy to

cover it with nets. Their cry is loud, and resembles that

of a Goose. They are taken by means of a bag held to

them at the end of a pole ; and the natives esteem their

flesh a delicacy; but Europeans dislike it on account of

its musky odour. Tlie flesh of the Common Roussette

(Pt. vulgaris, Geof.), an inhabitant of the Mauritius,

lias been compared to that of the Hare and Partridge.

2. Roussettes with a short tail, and four incisors to each

jaw : [also generally less than the smaller species of

the preceding. At least six ai-e known, one of which

only {Pt. amplc^icaudatns), has tlie tail moderately con-

spicuous : the muzzle is comparatively somewhat shorter.

These two divisions comprehend all that are now
ranged in Pteropus ; and one species only (P^ macro-

cep/ialus, Ogilby), from the Gambia, presents any marked
departiu-e from the general character, in the great size of

its head, the superior magnitude and solidity of its

canines, and separation of the molars : allied to it is Pf. gambionus, Ogilby, from the same locality, and Pt.

Wlutfi, Ben., which has a singular tuft on each side of the neck. The name Epomophorus, Ben., is applied to

these three species by Gray.]

3. According to t!ie indicia of M. Geoffroy, we now separate from the Koussettes

The Cephalots {Crphalotes, Geof.),

—

NVhich have [nearly] similar grinders, but in which the index linger, sliort, and consisting of three

Fiff. 8.— HeatI of Pleropoi oduiis.

• Perli.ips tlii2 frugivoruus species form an cxcc])Uon to this. The

oiTiera are iiakeil at birtli, but liavf tlii: limbs strung, and aiiiipted (jr

Clifigiii(j to Iheir parent.

1- The snme appears t

Bats of Europe.

—

Ed.
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plialanges, like that of the preceding;, has no naiL The membranes of their wings, instead of meeting

at the flauk, are joined to each other at the middle of the hack, to which they adhere by a vertical and

longitudinal partition [a character which occurs, however, more or less completely, that is, the volar

membrane is attached more or less near to the middle of the hack, in some of the Roussettes],

They have often only two incisors [when adult, which are inserted in small cm-ved intermaxillaries,

that are moveable backwards and forwards].

" M. Isidore GeofEi'oy, in a monograph of this genus [Pteropus'], forms the Pf. personafus, Tern.,

and some allied species, into the subgenus Pachysoma, which has four molars less than the others, and

the zygomatic arches more projecting: the Pt. mhiimm or rostrat us comjfon:?. his subgenus i^/ac/Yj-

glon-ms, the muzzle of which is longer and more slender, and there are spaces between the grinders

;

it is believed that the tongue is extensile [now known to he shghtly so, and of a rather longer and

more acuminate form than in the others]. Lastly, he separates the Ccphalot of Peron from that of Pahas,

and applies to the former tlxe name Hyjjodermis, on account of the complete dorsal insertion of the

membranes of its wings."* hS^

[M. TerL'iminck, in his excellent monograph of the PieroptiX(e, or frui^fivorous Bats (published in 1835), adopts, as

p;eneric, the divisions P/eropuSy Pachysoma {Ci/nopterm, F. Cuv.), Cephaiotes, Geof, {H)/podermU, Is. Geof,),

Ilarpyia, Iliig-er {Cephaiotes, Is. Geof.}, and Macroglossus.j Six species are \iQQyvn of Pachynoma, which present

some other peculiar characters,

and vary in size from ten to twenty

inches across : the remaining; three

respectively consist of one known

species only, viz., C. Peroni/,

sometimes two and a balf feet

in extent,—/J. Pallami (fig:. 9), a

sin!2;ular looking^ animal, from Ti-

niour, fourteen inches across, with

a claw on its fore-finger (like the

Cepbalot), and projecting tubular

nostrils, — and M. rostratu^, the

Kiodote, the smallest of the tribe,

rarely measuring a foot in spread

of wing, and which is knC'.vTi to

subsist chiefly on the fruit of the

C\ove lEuyenia) ; its grinders are

remarkably diminutive. Between

these frugivorous Cheiroptera and

the following genera, the lapse is

very considerable.]

The Roussettes having been detached, the genuine Bats remain, all of which [excepting Desmodus'] are

insectivorous, and possess three grinders on each side of both jaws, beset w^ith conical points, and

preceded by a variable number of false molars. Their index never has a nail, and, a single sub-

genus excepted, the membrane always extends between theu: hind-legs. [The greater number have

cheek-pouches, and most, if not all, emit a peculiar low clicking note.]

They should be divided into two principal tribes : the tirst having three bony phalanges to the

middle finger of the wing, while the other finger and the index even have only two. To this tribe,

which is almost exclusively foreign, belong the following subgenera :

—

Fig 9 —Harpyla PaUasU.

The Molossines (MoIossks, Geof. Dysopust, Hhg-)

These have the muzzle simple ; the ears broad and short, arising near the angle of the lips, and

uniting with each other upon the muzzle ; the tragus short, and not enveloped by the conch. Their

tail occupies the whole length of the interfemoral membrane, and very often extends beyond it.

[Their wings are narrow, and liody large and heavy.] It is seldom that they have more than two in-

cisors to each jaw : but, accurthng to M. Temminck, several of them have at first six below, four of

which they successively lose.

* Thig passage occurs in the Appendi.T to the ori^innl work.—Ed.
j

is likcivise used in Ornitholiifry, whei

t llie term MiicToglotvis, however, has unfortunntelj' been pre-
,

ju!>>;litutetl.—Ed.

luuupieil in Entoniolo8:y ; for which reason Kiodotus (the common
j

t This term is more ^eneriill/ accepted,—Ed.
latne of the species, latinized) muy be proposed in its stcaJ. IJarpyia \

lOther appellation muBt bt
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Fi(,. 10.—Head of Dyaopus

The Dinops of M. Savi refers lo

these Molossines with six inferior

incisors. There is one of them in

Italy (Dinops cestonii, Savi).

M.GeoftVoyhas applied the name
Nyctonomus to those which have

fOMT inferior incisors.

The Molossines were at first dis-

covered only in America ; but we
now know several from both con-

tinents. Some of them have the

hinder thumb placed farther from
the other dijs^its than these are

from each other, and capable of

separate motion; a character on which, in one species where it is very strongly marked. Dr. Horsfield has

established his genus Cheiromclea [the ears of which, also, difler in being widely separated].

It is probable that we should also place here the Thyroptera of Spix, which appears to have several cha-

racters of the Molossines, and the thumb of which has a little concave palette peculiar to them (lig. 10, a), by
which they are enabled to cling more closely. [Several species of this genus agree in possessing this appendage,

which is proportionally larger in the

young.

As 3. whole, the group of Molossines is

extremely distinct and insulated, though

consisting of a vast number of species,

of which about twenty may be considered

estabUshed; sLx or seven of these ap-

pertain to the eastern hemisphere. The

largest and most curious of them is

D. c/ieiropiis,TGm.(C/ieiromeIes, Horsf.,

fig. U), from Siam, which measures

nearly two feet across : it is quite naked,

with the exception of an abrupt collar

of hairs round the neck.

Several have the upper lip laterally

pendent ( fig. 10 ), whence the name
Molossus or Mastiff ; and the term

Dysopus refers to the toes being more

or less tufted with hair. The greater

number of species are from Brazd and

Paraguay.]

T\g. 11.—DjSOpuB chelropQS.

The Noctules (Xociilio'^, Lin. Ed. xii.)

Muzzle short, inflated, and split into a double hare-lip, marked with odd-looking warts and g:rooves
;

ears separate ; four incisors above and two below ; tail short, and [possibly in some] free above the inter-

feraoral membrane
;

[limbs much elongated, the hinder very large and stout, and furnished with strong

claws ; the volar membranes are attached high upon the back, in some almost meeting dorsally, as in the

Cephalot and some Koussettes.]

The most generally known species is from Americai (Vesp. leporhutSy Gni.), of a. uniform fulvou.s. [Others

have been found on the same continent : and Cel<wo, Leach, was founded on an imperfect specimen, whicli is

still extant. The Noctules are allied to the true Bats ( Vesperiilio) ; and a group which appears to be somewhat

intermediate, but with a more elongated muzzle, is the Emballonura, Kuhl {Proboscidea, Spix), of which four

species have been di/scribed from South America, and a fifth from Java. Ptcronofus, Gray, is probably a Noctule,

with a louger tail than usual ; and Myjpierlsy Geoff., and also Aclio, Leach, do not seem to differ essentially.]

The Phvllostomes {Phi/Uostoma, Cuv. and Geotf.)

The regular number of incisors is four to each jaw, but some of the lower ones frequently fall,

being forced out by the growth of the canines
;
[the second false molar is generally elongated]. They are,

moreover, distinguished by the membrane, in the form of an upturned leaf, which is placed across the

end of the nu^e. The tragus of their ear (^fig. 12) resembles a leaflet, more or less indented. Their

tongue, which is very extensile, is terminated l)y pajiilkc, which apjicar to be arranged so as to form

•The diviaion NuvCilio-naa unaccuuutaljij- raiigcd by LIuiilC luuji Uia Glirfi, or llic Rodcnlia oi oar author.

—

Ed
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an organ of suction ; and their lips also have tubercles syraraetrically arranged. Tliey are American

auiraals, which run along the ground with more facility than the other Bats, and haie a habit of

sucking the blood of animals.

1. Tailless Phyllostomes {VampyritSy Spix).

The Vampyre [of authors] {Vcsp. spectrum, Lin.)—(fig-.

12.) lliis animal is reddish-brown, and as large as a

Magpie. It has been accused of causing the death of

meu and animals by sucking their blood ; but the truth

appears to be, that it inflicts only very small wounds,

which may sometimes prove dangerous from the effects of

the climate. [There are several others, certain of which

compose the divisions Madattetts and Arctibeus, Leach,

Lophostoma, Orb., (which is very like a DeKmodus ex-

ternally,) Diphylla^ Spix, and CarolUay Gray,—founded on

trivial modifications of the form of the nose-leaf, tragus,

and interfemoral membrane.]

2. Phyllostomes with the tail enveloped in the interfe-

moral membrane.

The .Tavelin Ph. {Ve.'^p. hastatns, Lin.)— The leaf shaped

like the head of a javelin, with its edges entire. [Also

various others, some of which constWwXe: Macrophyllum awd

BrachyphyUa, Gray.]

3. Phyllostomes with the tail free above the membrane.

Ph. crcnulatum, Geof.—The leaf indented on the side.

M. Geoffroy distinguishes from the Phyllostomes

^hose species which have a narrow extensile tongue,

furnished with papillje resembling hairs. He de-

signates them Glossophagues {Glossophaga). All

the species are likemse from America. [These also

have been subdivided, according to the presence or

absence of a short tail, and other frivolous characters

into Phyllophora and Anoura^ Gray, Monophyllus,

Leach, and Glossophaga, as restricted. Spix applies to

one of them {GL amplexicaudata, Phyllophora of

Gray) the term Sanguisuga crudellssima,—"a very

cruel blood-sucker." According to Mr. Bell, the tongue of Phyllostoma, has "a number of wart-like

elevations, so arranged as to form a complete circular suctorial disc, when they are brought into con-

tact at their sides, which is done by means of a set of muscular tibres, ha\ang a tendon attached to

each of the warts." The teeth of these animals, however, are decidedly ill-adapted for blood-letting.

Fig 1 npynis spectrum

The True Vampyres (Desmodics, Pr. Max., Edostoma, Orb., Stenoderma ?, Geof.)

This extraordinary genus has two immense, projecting, approximate upper incisors, and similar

lancet-shaped superior canines, all of 17111011 are excessively sharp-pointed, and arranged to inflict a

triple puncture, like that of a Leech ; four hilobate inferior

incisors, the innermost separated hy a wide interval ; the

lower canines small and not compressed : there are no true

molars, but two false ones on the ujiper jaw, and three on

the lower, of a peculiar form, apparently unfitted for mas-

tication (fig. 13). The intestine is shorter than in any

other known animal ; as Ijlood, which probably constitutes

their sole food, is so readily assimilated.* They have the

general characters of the Phyllostomes exf mally, a small

bifid membrane on the nose, no tail or calcaneum, and the

interfemoral membrane but httle developed. Are also in

habitants of South America.Fig. 13.—Tocth of Desmudua.

• III rr^prriUu nortuUc, tlie intestine is only tw

tlie body, wtiile in Purupui it is foil 'Jovcn times.

leccds fiimost striiight to tlie anus. It wonld be interealinjj to tLuofi

lirst or milit tectb of Deiinodus.
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Two or three species are knon'ii, of moderate but not large size.* One was taken in the act of suckini; blood

from the neck of a Horse, by Mr. Darwin. It is probable that their external similitude to the Phyllostomes has

occasioned the latter to be accused of a sanguivorous propensity, for which their structure seems to be at

most but partially adapted, while that of the present genus is obviously expressly designed for this mode of Hfe.

Compare the figures given of the dentition of the t\io g'enera.]

In the second grand tribe of Bats, tbe index has only one bony phalanx, "while all the other fingers

have two. This tribe also requires to be divided into several subgenera.

The Megaderms {Megaderrnay Geof.)

—

Have the nasal membrane Diore complicated than in the Phyllostomes ; the tragus large and most

commonly bifurcated ; the conch of the ears very ample, and joined together on the top of the head

;

the tongue and the hps smooth ; interfemoral membrane

entire, and there is no taiL They have four incisors below^,

but none above, and their intermaxillaries remain carti-

laginous. [Their wings are remarkaljly ample, the whole

cutaueous system of these animals being excessively de-
;

veloped.
I

Four species are known ; two from Africa, the others from

the Indian archipelago. One of the former (M. frons, fig. 14)

has the body covered with long hair, of most delicately fine

texture; it constitutes the division Lavla of Gray.] Tliey are

distinguished by the figure of the leaf, like the Phyllostomes.

The Rhinolphines (Rhinolophus, Geof. and Cuv. \_Nociilio

Bcchst.]), vulgarly termed Horse-shoe Bats.

These have the nose furnished with very complicated

membranes and crests resting on the forehead, and al-

together presenting [more or less] the figure of a horse-

shoe ; their tail is long, and placed in the interfemoral

membrane. They have four incisors below", and two small

ones above, fixed in a cartilaginous intermaxillan,^

Two species are very common in France [and found sparingly

and locally in Englandt],

—

Vesp. ferrum-equinum, Lin., or Rh.

bifer, Geof., and Vesp. hipposideros, Bechstein. Tliey both

inhabit quarries [cathedrals, &c.], where they hang solitarily [?] suspended by tbe feet, and enveloping the n-

selves with their wings, so that no part of their body is visible. [They dilfer chiefly in size, but in this con-

siderably ; the larger measuring 13 inches across, the other 8^ inches.

More than twenty species are known, all from

the eastern hemisphere. Tliey fall under two

divisions, of which the extremes are shown in

the accompanying representation (fig. 15) ; but

tbe majority are of intei-mediate character, like

the two which inhabit Europe. Those with

membranous crests have the tragus distinct,

and sometimes considerably developed ; the

others have no separated tragus, and compose

the divisions Illpposidaros, Gray, (identical with

Plullorhina., Bonap.) and Aseltia, Gray : AriieuA

of the same systematist referring to a member of

the former sub-group, which is destitute of tail,

and almost of interfemoral membrane ; charac-

ters, however, to which other species approxi-

mate. They inhabit the darkest caverns, in vast m altitudes, the sexes and young in separate assembla"-es.

Penetrating to more deeply obscure recesses than any of the others, it is probable that their facial appendages are

endowed with exquisite sensibility, for the still further extension of that delicacy of the sense of touch, by which
others of this family are enabled to guide themselves when deprived of vision : the dryness of those membranes
intiinates that they are not olfactory. Certain ingmnal glands, more or less distinctly developed in thesrt

annuals, have been erroneously described as mammary teats.

-Mepade,

Fig. 15.—UbiiLoloplm; R. inaiguifl

cnflon to suspect that the gei t A Br

I Kuifl nui„.
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The Nyctophilets {Nyciophilus, Leacli)

—

Are, according to Temminck, somewliat iutermediate to the Rhinolphines and the next genng of

Nycterins ; approaching the former in the character of theu- incisors and canines, and the latter in

that of their molars : the cars are large and pointed ; the tragus lanceolate ; nasal foUiclcs distinct

;

the tail moderately long, and enveloped in the memhranc.

Nifct. Geoffroyi, Leach, is the only known species, from some part of Oceanica. It appears to be allied to (lie

true Bats (Vespertilw)^ and was included in Barbastellu^, Gray, as ori;^inally constituted.]

The Nycterins {Nijcteris, Cuv. and Geof ) —
Have the forehead furrowed by a longitudinal groove, which is even marked upon the cranium,

bordered by a fold of the skin, which ]iartially c«)\ers it ; nostrils simple; foui' incisors witliout inter-

vals above, and six below^ ; ears large and

separated ; the tail involved in the inter-

femoral membrane [and terminated by a

bifid cartilage (fig. 16, 2).] They are

African species [for the most part, but one

inhabits Java. 3
•mi

»»

Fig. 16.—Hend of Nye s Javanicua.

These animals are remarkable for a power of

inflating the skin, which is only attached to

the body in some few places, by an open cel-

lular connexion. There is a small aperture at

the bottom of each cheek-pouch, by which this

is effected ; and the nostrils are so formed as

to close when at rest, and to open only at will.

By respiring with the mouth closed, the air

passes through these apertures along the

frontal groove to the upper part of the neck, and thence under the skin of the back, cheat, and abdomen,

which, by a repetition of the process, can be puffed out like a balloon : the intent remains to be explained.]

The Rhinopomes (Ji/ihwpoma, Geof.)

—

Have the frontal depression less marked ; the nostrils at the end of the muzzle, with a little lamina

above, forming a kind of snout ; the ears are joined ; and the tail [which ia very slenrler] extends

far beyond the interfemoral membrane.

[A few species occur on both continents, one of which is figm-ed in the great French work on Egji:)t, under the

name Taphien filet.']

The Taphiens {Taphozoits, Geof.)

—

Have also a small rounded indenture on the forehead; but their nostrils have no raised lamina: the

head is pyramidal, and there are only two incisors aljove, very often none, and four tiiiobate incisors

below ; their ears are

widely separated, and [the ^7~^~\ t^'T^^l^x
tipof] their tailfree above ^ '' "

'
'''

''^
'"

the membrane. The males

have a transverse cavit}'

under the throat. A little

prolongation of the mem-

brane of their viings forms

a sort of pouch near the

carpus.*

One species was discover-

ed in the catacombs of

Egypt by M. Geoffroy [and

It is probable that the others

axe pecahar to the old con-

tinent, though one (Vesp. i
F>^, 17.-Mormoop. Dlainviim.

marsupial is, Muller) is sa id to be American. T. rufiis, Harlan (Wils. Am. Orn., vol. vi. pi. 50) is most likelv '^

* Hence the name Saccoptrri/.r, appliL'd lo tliis ijeDiis hy Tlligcr.
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Vespcrfilio. Tlie Ea^'ptian species is represented to liave small eyes ; but that fi;^urGd by Gen. Kardwicke (Lin.

Trans., vol. xiv. p. 525) possesses eyes proportionally as large as in a Squirrel, and we have examined skins ijf

another species (chinchilla-grey above, pure ivhite beneath), in which the same character must have been con-

spicuous.]

The Mormopes (Mormoops-, Leach
J

—

Have four incisors to each jaw, the superior rather large ; the inferior trilobate : their skull (fig. 17) is

singularly raised like a pyramid above the muzzle ; and ou each side of the nose is a triangular

membrane, "uiiich extends to the ear.

The species M. BhiinvillH, Leacli, is from Java. [It has since been receivei]. together with two others of the

same form (but considered by Gray as separable), from Jamaica; so that the former locality may be presumed to

be wronf^ly assigned.]

The ordinary Bats [to which this term may be restricted] {Vespcrlilio, Cwv. and Geof.)

—

Have no leaf or other distinctive mark on the muzzle, and the ears separated ; four incisors above, of

which the two middle ones are apart, and six. below, sharp-edged, and somewhat notched* : their tail

is comprehended in the membrane.

This subgenus is the most numerous of alt, and universally distributed. There are six or seven species

in France [more than double that number. Thirteen have now been met with in England, including the Barbastelle

and Oreiltard. The sexes and young of several congregate separately.!]

* 1\(. TJoussenn, in a meinoir on tlic unatomy of I'esp. muTiruis,

stfttus, of llic IV.-0 dumitioua ol tLia animal, that tlie first is developtd

befi^re birth, the second not till some time aftenvards. Tlie ftEtal leeth,

he remarks, are twciity-two in number; namely, foar iiiciNora, two

cariinas, and four mnlara to the upper jaw, and ciix incisors, two

cnnines, and four molars to the lower one- The permanent teeth, in

tht^ adult, arc thirty-einht in number; of which twenty-two shoulU

replace the ttetal or temporary teeth ; the sixteen others successively

aboTV themselves, later eis their position is further baekward. The

permanent teeth do not wait to api)ear until their predecessors

are shed, whence at a certain epoch forty or fifty teeth, or even more,

may be counted in the same individual: this last fact we have ob-

eer^'ed in the instance of the common Kiicliet Weasel—Ed.

t To facilitate the researches of the British naturalist, our known

indii;cnous species may be briefly indicated : it is not unlikely tKat

more remain to be discovered, as but few persons have hitherto be-

stow[;d much attention on tbese lucifugTil animals.

The British species fall under two natural divisions.

Iq the first, the irag-us is more or k-ss rounded at the tip. short, and

K little thickened in its substance ; there are four pairs of lulic moliirs

to each jaw. Such are

The Noctule Bat ( T. v«rlula).—0{ a bright reddish-brown; the

membrane dusky. Len^-lh of the head and bod>' nearly D inches ; ex-

tent 13 or 14 inches. Ears oval-triangular, shorter than the head
;

the tragus not one-third the length of the ear, arcuated, and termi-

nated in a broad rounded head ; mu/.ile short, broad, and blonl.

This species is not uncommon, and is even numerous in some

diatricta : its flight is lofty, whence desif,'nated iiltivolatit by White.

Hairy-armed Bat {F. Lr i sieri).—The furlong, bright chestnut above,

brownish grey beneath ; under surface of the flying membrane with a

broad band of hair al.ina: the fore-arm. Length of the head and body

2iv<) inches ; e.ttent 11 U inches. The ears oval-triangular, shorter than

the head ; tragus barely one-third the length of the ear, tcrminaling

in a rounded head. But one specimen is known tn have been killed in

England.

Parlicolourcd Bat (/'. ditco'or) .—Fur reddish-brown above, with

the tips of the hairs white; beneath, sullied nliile. Length of ihe

head and body 2^4 inchcfi; extent lUVii inches. Ears about two-

thirds the length of the head, oval, with a projecting lobe on the

inner margin; the tragus of nearly equal breadth throughout, rather

mure than one-third the length of the ear. It inhabits to«ns, and

comes abroad early in the evening. The only native specimen was

taken at Plymouth.

ripistrelle Bat (/". piphlrr/lua, erroneously terincd T. 'iiurinus by

British writers till very latelyj .—This Hmall species is the commonest

of any; it is dark reddish brown, paler beneath. Length to the tail

1V:> inch ; extent 8Va inches. Kars two-thirds the length of the head,

oval-triangular, notched on the outer margin; tragun nearly half as

r, aln.oat straight, thickened, obtuse, and rounded at

\ins with celerity, carrying its bead near the ground,

ist's with ease ; and is active during the greater purl

The Pygmy Bat [!'. pi//^ni(xus, Lcilc\\,) is evidently a

ind probably of tliis species,

only two pair.s of superior false molars.

The Serotine Bat (T. .s.-roli»ii.i)-—Var chcstnut-iirown above, yel-

lowLsh-tfTcy beneath. Lungrh of the head and body -l^ inches; ex.-

long as the

of the year,

young animal

Tne next h:

tent 1214 inches. The ears uval triangular ; shorter than the head
;

tragus semicordate, little more than une-third the length of the ear.

The Serotine frequents uninhabited houses, theroofsof churches. Sfc.

and sometimes hollow trees ; flies steadily and rather slow, and is

occasionally taken near London.

In the second group, the tragus in relatively longer, thin, narrow,

and more or less pointed ; and there are sis pairs of false niolaia U;

each jaw.

Mouse. coloured Bat (/'. .idirijiHj).—The fur reddish-brown above,

dull white beneath. Length uf the head and body.^w, Inches ; spread

of wing 1,5 inches. Kars oval, broad at the base, becoming narrower

towards the apex, as long as the head ; tragus faleiforai, the inner

margin straight, not quite half the length of the ear. This Bat is very

common in France and Germany, but only one instance has been re-

corded of its occurrence in Britain.

Bcchstein's Bat {f. Bechsteivii).— Fur reddish-grey above, greyish-

white beneath. Dimensions, to the insertion of the tail, l'',4 inclies ;

11 inches across. Ears oval, rather longer than tlie head ; tragus

narrow, falciform, not half the length of the ear. The thumb longer

than in the others. A woodland species, found occasionally in the

New Forest, Hants.

Fringe-tailed B.it ( f". NnUcreri).— Y,xx brown above, whitish

beneath. Length, to the tail, neariy 2 inches ; extent 11 inches.

Bars oblong-oval, about as long aa the head ; tragus narrow-laneeo-

lale, nearly tvvo-lhirds the length of the ear; interfemoral membrane
with tie margin crcnate and siitlly ciliated, from the enil of the spur

or calcaneum to the tail. Has been met \\iih in several parts of the

country.

Notch-eared Bat {V.

reddish-grey above, as!

body two inches ; exie

head, with a notch and

mnrglnifm, Geot, not of Jcnyns).—The fur

coloured beneath. Length of the head and

; 9 inches. The ears oblong, as long as the

shaped, a little curved outward.

On. r Dovi

largin ; tragus a

c than half the length of the e

Daubenton's Bat (T, Dnubentonii ,—e,niirginatus of Jenyus).—Fur
soft, plentiful, brownish-black at the base ; the surface greyish-red

above, ash-grey beneath. Length of tlie head and body 2 inches
;

extent 9 inches. The ears oval, three-fourths the length of the head,
very slightly notched on the outer margin, with a fold on the inner
margin at the base

;
tragus iinrrow-laneeolale, rather obtuse, bending

a little inward, half the length of the ear
;

tail longer tlian the body.

Has been taken in several Incalitiei;. and iVies rapidly ne;ir the ground,

Whiskered Bat (T. .»v.f/'m"n»,').—Fur blackish-ebeslnut above,
dusky beneath ; the upper lip furnished with a moustache of long fine

hair. Length of the head and body l-l^ inch ; exlentS^/^ inches. Ears

oblong, bending outward, shorter than the head, notched on (he outer
margin ; the tragus half the length of the car, lanceolate, a little ex-

panded at the outer margin near llic base. Has also occurred iu

dilTercnt parts of the country.

The above characters arc chiefly compiled from Bell's JVili.sli Quad-
rupeds, where figures and minute descriptions are given of c.ich of
them, tiigelhc-r with full-sked rejirescntations of their head.s. U it?
be remarked that only the last five are retained in {'rspcrlilii, by Ulr.

Gray, the others being included in his ScolophHus.—Ed.
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M. Geoffroy also separates from the Bats

The Oreillards {Plecotus),—
Which have the ears longer than the head, and joined above the cranium, as in tlie Megadcrms,

Rhinopomos, &c. Their tragus is large and lanceolate, and there is an operculum to their auditory

orifice.

.^K>i^

Fig. 18.—Ears orPlf^cotnB auritus.

The common species (Vesp. auritus, Lin.) la still more
abundant in France than any of the Bats [and is equally

plentiful in Eng'Iand], inhabiting houses, kitchens, &c. Its

ears (fig. 18) are nearly as long as its body [more than double

the length of the head; yet, when reiKising (as shown in

fig. 19), they are folded so as to be out of sight. Its peculiar

shutJling gait, with the head raised, is different from tbat of

the Bats with short ears ; and it may be tamed to hover around

with familiarity, and alight upon the hand for insect food.

The PL brevimanus, Jenyns, is merely the young; but there

are several exotic species.] We have also another, discovered by Daubenton, with much shorter ears, [now

forming the equivalent (livisi(Jti

Barbastelle {Barbastelhts, Gray)

—

The ears of "which are moderate, united, at base ; and there is a hollowed naked space on the upper

surface of the muzzle, in

which the nostrils are situ-

ated ; but one pair of false

molars to each jaw.

B. Dauheyitojiii, Bell, (fig.

20,) is the only ascertained

species. It is of rare occur-

rence in Britain, and measures "^^"^P^'J^ " 1^^
lOi inches in extent of wing.] " ^^

Y^.

Finally, Ni/cticeiis*, Ra

fin., [ Scotophilus, Loach,

Pipistrellus, Bonap.], with FiR. i;n_i-,.-L,bHMc-Kus i.;m <_ \..>a\

ears of medium size, and the simple muzzle of the Bats, has only two incisors to the u[)pcrjaw

[which are widely separated, and close to the canines.] It dofis not oiherwise ditfer from Veapertilio.

The known species are from North America, [but others have since been discovered in the ancient continent,

as A''. Heaf/ni, Horsf., from India, and another from Java. Mr. Gray, indeed, includes most of the European Bats

in his Scotophllus ; but Temminck, wiio rejects Plecotus even, suggests, and 1 think with reason, that the present

also is a superfluous division, based on insufficient characters. Tlie Oreillards and Barbastelles are subordinate

to VespertiUo, also Furia, F. Cuv., (Fiiriptcrus, Bonap.) which has the tail partly cartilaginous, Natalns, Gray,

wherein the heel-bone extends the whole length of the interfemoral membrane
;
Romicins, Gray, and Miniopterus,

Bonap. Alalapha, Ratin., is said to have no incisors, Hj/pexodon, Rafin., to have incisors (of the usual number,

six) in the lower jaw only ;
Ln.siurua has been applied to a small group with the interfemoral membrane hairy

;

and lastly, Pachyotu-s and Ntjctalus, Bowditch, are divisions of no value whatever. It is to be regretted that

naturalists cannot occupy their time more profitably than in coining supernumerary names.

itteii NinticrJHS.
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Many of the foregoiDg animals fly witii their young invoived in the interfemoral membrane. The

extrenjity of the tail in some is slightly prehensile.

We would I'umarkj here, that the order Primnrla, indicated at p. 43, resolves into two

primary sections, of which the second is constituted by the Cheiroptera, as opposed to the

rcraaindei', or the Bimana and Quadrumana of Cuvier. We regard the Cheiroptera as

divisible into two groups only of the value of families, namely, Pteropida', comprising the

frugivorous genera, and Vespertilionidce, comprehending all the remamder, which may pro-

bably be reduced to seven or eight primary divisions. The remains of insectivorous Cheiroptera

have been detected in the European tertiary deposits.]'^

Tjie Colugos [Gah^opUhecus, Pallas)

—

Differ generically from the Bats in having their fingers, which are armed with trenchant nails, no

longer than the toes, so that the membrane which occupies their intervals, and extends to the sides of

the tail, can only oflieiate as a parachute. Their canines are dentelated, and as short as the molars.

They have two [four] dentelated incisors above, very widely apart; six below f, split into narrow

strips like a comb, a structure altogether pe-

culiar. These animals Uve on the trees in the

Indian archipelago, and pm'sue insects, and per-

haps birds; to judge from the detrition which

their teeth experience with age, they would ap-

pear to subsist also upon fruits. They have a

large cacam.

[This remarkable genus accords chiefly with the

Bats ill the adaptive structure of its hind extremities,

and in the tail being completely attached to interfe-

moval membrane : the molars, also, are sharply tuber-

culatea, implying an insectivorous regimen, at least

in part ; but this character is common to several iS'/zT^-

sirrliini : there is also a tendency to an opposable

power in both the fore and hind thumbs. The
general anatomy agrees very closely with that of the

Lemurs ; one marked feature in which it ditiers from
the Baty is, the presence of a large ccecum, as intimated

by Cuvier. The orbits of the skidl, thou;;h raised,

are much less approximated than in the Lenmrs, aud
incomplete; in which respect this fi^enus chieily devi-

VM" 7^ \ ates from the type of the Quadrurnana. A parachute
"" ^"^ membrane occurs, likewise, among the Squirrels aud

S Phalangers, only not extending to the tail, as in the

present instance; this, therefore,is merely an adaptive

character of minor importance. Liunteus designated

the only species he knew Lemur volans.

" T\\o species," remarks Temrainck, " are strongly

characterized by their osteology ;" which maybe pre-

sumed to be those provisionally named by Waterhouse

G. Temmincliii, and G. phiUpphiensis, both of which are extremely variable in colour. The fonner is more exten-

sively diffused, and superior in its linear dimensions, but with smaller hands and ears ; its teeth are separated by

intervals, and the parietal ridges of the cranium are widely apart : in the latter there are no interspaces between

the teeth, which are much stouter and broader; the jaw is accordingly much stronger, and to impart ad-

ditional vigour to the muscles which operate upon it, the parietal ridges, to which they are attached, almost meet

on the occiput. They inhabit lofty trees in dark woods ; to which they cling with all four extremities, and traverse

easily by means of their strong and extremely compressed, very hitching claws ; they also leap and float a dis-

tance of a hundred yards in an inclined plane, supported by the membrane. They are very inoiTensive animals,

subsisting in part on the leaves of the nanka, orjack-fruit ; and when captured, do not attempt to bite, as has often

—Guloaopittieoupi Temihinckil.

* Our pimi only perniiuiiig ua to clans those animnlj ihe chnractera

of ^^'llil:ll we have pcrsunally ascertained, or from very complete

(Jescriptioiis and figures, we have been oblij^ed to omit several genera

of WM. HiifxnCBciue, Loiich, &c. ; ami may here observe that there is

iin (^cuiip of aiumak "LilIi btaiids more ki need of revisiou than

thiU of the Bdts— a revising from Natun.',

[Their mutuiil afiiiiitieH particularly require <

t Analogy with the Lemurs imimatea tl

represent the canines.

—

Ed.
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I

been remarl(eil on ciittini!; ilown the tree to whirti one was cliinrinf^, and seizinp; it before it conW extricate itsell

I

from tlie brandies. Tlie) iiroduce generally two )Oung at a birth ; and tlieir cry resembles the low cackle of a
Cioose.]

All the otlier Caniaria have the mammtc situated on the belly.

THE SECOND FAMILY OF CARNARTA,—

INSECTIVORA —

Possess, like the CJielroptera, grinders beset with conical pomts, and generally lead a nocturnal

or subterraneous life : they subsist principally on insects, and m cold countries most of them
jiass the winter in a torpid state. They haA'e no lateral mcni1)ranes, as in the Cheiroptera ;

Init the clavicles are never absent : their feet are short, and their movements feel)le*; the

mamma: are placed under the abdomen, and the penis in a sheath. None of them have a

ca?cum, and in running they all place the entire sole of the foot upon the ground.

They differ in the relative proportions and position of their incisors and canines.

Some have long incisors in front, followed by other incisors [along the sides of their narrow

jaws], and canines, all shorter even than the molars; a kind of dentition, of which the Mal-

mags, among the Quadriimana, have already atibrded an examiile, and which somewhat

approximates these animals to the Rodents : others have large sejiarated canines, between

which are placed small incisors, being the ordinary disposition of these teeth both in the Quad-

rumatia and Carnaria j and these two systems of dental arrangement occur in genera other-

wise very similar in the character of their teguments, in the form of their limbs, and mode
of life.

[It is in this gronj) that we arc led to identify the canine tooth as simply the first of tlie

false molars, \Ahich in some has two fangs ; and, as in the Lemurs, to perceive that the second

in the lower ja\v is in some more analogous in size and character to an ordinary canine, than

that which follows the incisors. The incisor teeth arc never more than six in number, which

is the maximum throughout placental Mammalia (as op])osed to marsupial) ; and, in several

instances, one or two pairs are deficicntf: the canines, with the succeeding false molars, are

extremely variable % ; but there are ordinarily three tubcrculated molars posterior to the rejn'e-

sentative of the carnivorous or cutting grinder of the true Carnivora. The snout in the

Iiisectivora is generally elongated.]

The Urchins, or Hedgehogs (Ermaceits, Lin.)

—

Have the body covered with prickles instead of hairs. Tlie skin of the back is furnished with such

muscles that the animal, by inclining its head and feet towards the belly, is enabled to inclose itself as

in a purse, presenting only its spines towards an enemy. Their tail is very short, and their feet liave

each five toes. They possess on each jaw six incisors, of "\^ liich the middle are the longest ; and on

cither side three false molars, three bristled true molars, and a small tuberculous tooth.

The European Urchin (E. Eriropietts, Lin).—A well known species, common in the woods and hedges. It sub-

sists chiefly on insects, but also feeds partly npon fruit, by which at a certain age its teeth become worn : passe.s

the winter in its burrow, whence it issues in the spring with an amplitude and complication of its venicidce scmi-

Tiah's that is almost incredible. [It produces a variable number of young, sometimes six or seven, which are

born with their eyes closed, and, what is remarkable, their ears also; their prickles are then thin, and few in

number, white, and at lirst flexile and disposed backward ; but they soon harden on exposirre. The adults remain

concealed till the evening, when they run about in search of prey, with an omnivorous appetite ; they devour

Toads, and have been known to destroy leverets.] Pallas has noticed as an interesting fact, that the Urchin eats

hundreds of Cantharides without experiencing any Ul effect, whereas a single one produces horrible agony in a

Dog or Cat.

[Ten other species are now known, distributed over Asia and Africa, but not Madagascar. Some are of small

size, and others have the ears considerably enlarged.

• In Mdcroschetidrs, the hind feet are lenertliened. and announce

atilicv ; wliile tlie Bari.\rings are said to be as lively as a Squirrel.

—

Ed.

t 'Ihc forked incisors of the Shrews appear eaclj to represent two

tsetb i
and tire analogues of the inferior central incisors, wanting in

this genus, appear, in Sotenodon and Mi/ogaiea, of small sire, between
the representatives of the long dentelatcd incisors of Seroj,

I It should be rcaiarked that a single tooth witli two fangs is often

represented by two separate teeth, each with one fang.
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The SoKiNAH (Echinops, Martin)

—

Is a Madagascar animal, \vliich differs chiefly from the Urchins in its dentition, having but four upper

incisors, of -which the medial are large, and placed before the others ; the superior canines (or w hat

may be designated as such) are tuberculated behind ; there ai'e five molars in all to each side of the

upper jaw, longitudinally verv"^ short, but broad, a groove passing continuously along their crowns : two

small low^er canines, three inferior false molars inchning forw^ard, and four true molars obtusely

tuberculated.

E. Tclfalriy Mart., is the only ascertained species ; and the fonn may be rc^jarded as subordinate to Erinaceus.']

Tut: Texrecs [Centene.-i, lUiger)

—

Have the body covered with spines, like the Urehins [but more slender and bristle-like] ; they do not,

however, possess the faculty of rolling themselves so completely into a ball : they have no tail ; their

mnzzle is very pointed, and their teeth are very ditferent. On each jaw are from four to six incisors,

and two large canines : next follow one or two small teeth, and four triangular molars with sharply

tuberculated crowns. They are natives of Madagascar, one species having been naturalized in the

Mauritius : are also nocturnal animals, v\diich pass three months of the year in a state of lethargy,

although inhabiting the tonid zone. Brugiere even asserts that it is during the greatest heats that

they become torpid.

[Tliree if not four species liavp been ascertained ; one of "which, the Tendiac of Buflon {Erinaceus setosus, Lin.),

with six incisors to each jaw, composes the Ericidus of Is. Geolfroy.

The foregoing genera have little or no tail, whereas the following have veiy long tails.]

The GvxMnures (Gi/innura, Vig. and Horsf. [_Echi/iosorej:,'BWin.'] )

—

" Appear to approach the Banxring in dentition, and the Shrews by the pointed muzzle and scaly tail.

There are five unguiculated toes to each foot, and tolerably stiff [almost spinous] bristles growing

among woolly hair, [resembling the close fur of the Shrews.] It can only be properly classed when its

anatomy is known."* [The general aspect is that of a Tenrec, "with a long, naked, and scaly tail. There

are so. incisors to each jaw, the medial above wi.dely separated, large, and resembhng canines ; the

others lateral, and successively smaller: those below are separated into two pairs, the middle ones

being somewhat apart, and one smaller on each side. The canines are moderately large, and somewhat

curved, those of the upper jaw having two fangs : next follow, on each ja\v, two pairs of small false

molars, succeeded by one larger above, and two below ; and the tiue molars are four in number above

and three below, square, and tuberculated as in tlie Urchin.

The only known species {G. Rnfflesil) inhabits Sumatra, and is larger than the Urchin of Europe.

The various preceding genera have small but not minute eyes.

The Machoscelles {MacroscdideSy'&mith; Er'niomys, Blain. ; Rlii/nounjs, Lichst.)—

-

Compose a well-marked genus, somewhat resembhng the Shrews, but with lai-ge eyes and more elong-

ated hiud-fect: their fur is long and soft, and of very fine texture. They have six (lateral) incisors to

eacli jaw, minute canines, and on either side five sharply tuberculated molars. Their habits are

diurnal, and tluv retreat into burrows or beneath stones on apprehension of danger.

Eif^ht species are known, all from South Africa except one, which inhabits Algiers. They are called Elephant

Mice in the Cape Colony.]

The Banxrings {Topaia, Raff. ; CladohateSy Fr. Cuv. [C/^-sore.c, Diard. ; IJyiogale, Tern.] ),

—

A genus lately characterized, from the Indian Archipelago, the teeth of which bear some resemblance

to those of the Urehins, only that tlieh: middle superior incisors are pioportionally shorter, and there

are four to the lower jaw, more elongated, [and projecting forwards as in the Lemurs] ; they also [do

not] want the tuberculous tooth behind. These animals are covered with hair [soft and gUsteniug, but

not fine in texture], and have a long bushy tail ; and, contrary to the habits of other hisectivoray

they ascend trees with the agihty of a Squin'el, but their pointed muzzle renders them easily distin-

• Frcj.Ti the Aiipt-iipiix to the nutbor's cJ'tiu)i.-E'~
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guishatle, even at a distance. [The general form is not unlike that of the Marsnpial genus Mi/rme-

co/jins : and the bony orhits of the cranium arc sometimes complete.

Three species are known, tlie T. tanUy sumatrana, and ferruginea, all of wh'ch are well characterized by differ-

ences In the conformation of the cranium, in addition to external distinctions ; they inhabit trees, and are lively

and active animals.*

All the remaining genera have minute eyes.]

The Shrews {Soreic, Lin.)

—

Are generally small, and covered with [soft] hah-. Under this, on each flank, there is a band of stiff,

closely-set l>ristles, from between which, during the rutting season, exudes an odorous fluid, the product

of a peculiar gland. Their two middle superior incisors are hooked, and dentated at the base ; the

lower ones slanting and elongated: five small teeth follow on each side the first, and only two the

second. Tliere are besides, on each jaw, three bristled molars, and finally on the upper one a small

tuberculous tooth. These animals retire to holes they barrow in the ground, -pbich they scarcely

leave till towards the evening, and subsist on worms and insects.

[We have obsen-ed them to be much about during; the day, under shelter of close herbage, where their sibilant

and insect-like cry notilies their presence, and have occasionally seen them venture forth from cover when all was
quiet-t M. Duvernoy discovered that their incisors occupy, from the first, the position they maintain in after-life,

but are enveloped for a while by Vciq })erlosi<£um or investing; membrane of the bone to which they are attached,

through which the larj^er protrude some time before the others : he accordinf^ly infers that these animals have no
milk-teeth. The same naturalist divides this genus into

1. Surex, Dqv. {Crocidura, AVagl. ; including Mijosorex, Gray) ; wherein the edg;e of the long inferior incisors is

unserrated ; that of the upper notched, or with the spur appearing as a point behind ; the small lateral teeth which

follow are three or four in number, and diminish rapidly in size from the first to the last ; none of the teeth being-

coloured. The ears are conspicuously developed, and the tail has always longer and coarser hairs ming;led with

the ordinary short ones. This group, which is very distinct, comprises all tlie numerous extra-European species,

together with three {S. araneus, Geoff., S. Etruscus, Savi, and S. leucodon, Herm.) which are met with on this con-

tinent. None occur in the British islands. One of the most remarkable is .V. gigantcus, Is. Geof., from India,

which approaches in size to the Black Rat, and has a follicle on each side, producing a pun{2;ent musky secretion.

The remainder have the ears buried in the fur, and consequently inconspicuous.

2. Amphisorex, Duv. {Coraira, Gray.)—Incisors of the lower jaw with the edge dentelated ; those of the upper

forked, the spur behind prolonged to a level with the point in tront : the lateral small teeth which follow five in

number, and diminisning gradually in size : all the teeth more or less coloured at the tips. The British species

have till very recently been confounded together under the name araneus, which pertains to a continental mem-
ber of the preceding division.^

3. lliidrosorex, Duv. (Amphisorex and Crossopus, Gray.)—The inferior incisors with an entire edge ; the upper

notched, or with a spur appearing as a point behind: the lateral teeth which follow in the upper jaw four

in number ; the first two equal, the third somewhat smaller, and the fourth rudimentary ; tips of all the teeth a

little coloured. This division, which comprises the aquatic species, is less distinct from the second than both are

from the first. CVo^^o^hj of Gray is indeed stated to have the lower incisors dentelated. The British species

require further elucidation.

§

The Shrews compose an exceedingly numerous genus, the first section of which appears to be almost generally

diffused. They renew their covering both in spring and autumn, acquiring a longer and less glossy winter coat

;

and the mode of effecting this is rather peculiar, the change commencing at the head and proceeding backward,

preserving a distinct cross line of demarcation throughout its progress. These animals are often found dead on

foot-paths, and dry ditches, on spots devoid of herbage, the cause of which remains to be explained.

• It is remarkable that ttic Squirrels uf the same rei.'lon h:iYe very

limilar fur, l>oth in colour and texture,

t Tlje common Shrike {LnJiiua colluriu) preys muuh upon our native

J Mr. Jtnyiis disting-uishes them as /olio : an ii ; of t eddish-

The Coininon Shrew (^. rusticiis, Jenyns) .—Snout and feel slender :

tail moderately stout, nearly cylindrical, not atrenuateii at the tip,

well clothed with hairs, which are very diverge;it In the young state,

and never closely oppressed. It appears principally to frequent dry

eituations—gardens. Iiedge-biinks, &c.

Irish Shrew {^. hibeTnicns, Jetiyns),—Admitted as a species doubt-

fully, until more specimens liave been examined. It is allied to but

apijarently smaller than the last, with the coluurj more uniform, and

tail shorter and mure slender.

Square-tailed Shrew (A. teCmgonnrtif, Herm.)—The snout broad,

compared with that of the enmmon Shrew: feet, tlie fore especially,

much larger; the tail slender, more (juadrangnjJar at all ages, and

sliglitly attenuated at the tip ; clothed with closely appressed hairs in

the young state, in age nearly naked : upper parts very deep reddish

browo ; below, dirty yellowish-grey. This species is more attached to

marshy districts, though not confined to them.

Chestnut Shrew {A. castaru'iis, J cnyns).—Snout and feet much as

in the last species, but the former rather more attenuated ; tail mo-

derately short, nearly round, well clothed with hairs, which form at

the extremity a long pencil : upper p.'irts, as well as the snout, feet,

and tail, bright chestnut ; under parts ash-grey. The cranium is

broader posteriorly and rather more elevated in the crown than in

vV. tetriigunurus. It inhabits the same marshy districts.

} Mr Jenyns distinguishes the

//. fodiena, Gm.—Of a deep brownish-black above, nearly white

beneath -, the two colours distinctly separated on the sides feet and

tail ciliated with white hairs. It inhabits marshes and banks in

ditches, but is occasionally met with at a distance from M-atcr, It

often seeks its prey at the boCom of pools under water, thus approii-

mating in habit to the Desmans.

S. ci/i'ifus,Sowcrby (remi/er of Yarrell, and doabtfuUy of GeofFroy) .—
Black above; greyish-black beneath; throat yellowish. ash colour:

feet and tail strongly ciliated with greyish hairs. Is found in llie

same situations as tlie preceding.

There is reason to suspect others, one or more marked with rufoui

on the under parts having been indicated by observers,

—

Ed.
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The Solenodon (Solenodon, Brandt)—

•

Ili?seml)les n gigrmtic Slirew, bot with coarse fur, and proportioniilly much longer "whislcors : the tan is

long, naked, and scaly, and the cla-\vs considerably more developed. There are six incisors to each

jaw, the first pair above, and the second jiair below, ver)' large, and resembling canines ; two superior

false molars, and tliree inferior, on each side; then five true molars above, and four below, subqnad-

rate, and broad or transverse.

Tlie siiecii'S, S. pann/oxus, Bram.U, inhal)its Ilayti, aiid is larger than the Brown Rat.|

The Desmans {Mt/(/ale*, Cuv.)

—

Differ from the Shrews by having [like the Solenodon] two very small teeth placed between the tvro

large inferior incisors, and in their upper incisors, which are flattened and triangular. Behind these

incisors are six or seven small teeth, and four bristled molars. Their muzzle is elongated into a small,

very flexible proboscis, which is constantly in motion. Their long tail, scaly and flattened at the sides,

and their feet with hvc toes all connected !)y membrane, proclaim them to be aquatic animals. Their

eyes are very small, [the fur long, straight, aud divergent,] and they have no external ears.

The Russian Desman ('Sorex vioscliaiiif!. Lint.—Nearly equal in size to the common Urchin ; hlackisli above,

inclining- to white beneath ; the tail one fourth sliorter than the body. It is very common along the rivers and lakes

of Soutliern Russia, where it feeds on wonns, the larvae of insects, and particularly on Leeches, which it easily with-

draws from the mud by means of its flexible proboscis. Its burrow, excavated in a bank, commences under water,

and ascends to above the level of the highest floods. Tliis animal never comes voluntarily on shore, but is taken

very often in the nets of the lishermen. Its musky odour arises from a kind of pomatum secreted in small follicles

under the tail, and is even conmianicated to the flesh of Pike which devour the Desman.

ITiere is found in the streamlets of the Pyrenees a smaller species of this genus, which has the tail longer than

its body IMi/r/. pi/rcnaica, II.) [This constitutes the division Mi/galina of Isidore GeoflVoy.

The rest of the hiseclivora have amazingly powerful fore-feet, designed for tearing open the ground,

rather than for liuri'owing by merely scratching away the mould, as in the preceding genera.]

The Cjirysochlores {Cbri/mcloris, Lacepcde),

—

Juke the preceding genus, possess two incisors above and four below ; but their grinders are elevated,

distinct, and nearly all in the form of triangular prisms : the muzzle is short, broad, and recurved ; and

thcii" fore-feet have only three nails, of wduch the exterior is veiy large, much arcuated, and pointed,

forming a powerful instrument for digging and burrowing into the soil ; the others successively decrease

in size. Their hind limbs have five toes of the ordinary dimensions. They are subterraneous animals,

v/hose mode of life is similar to that of the "Moles. To enable them to dig the better, theix fore-arm

is su}»}iortcd by a third brmc placed under the cubitus.

Tlie Cape Chrysochlore (I'aljxi a-shdicn, Lin. [now better known as C. capcns'is, Dcsm.)].—Rather smaller than

our IMoIes, ^vitliout apparent tail. It is the only known quadruped which presents any appearance of those splendid

metallic reOections which adorn so many birds, fishes, and insects. Its fur is of a green, changing to copper or

bronze : the ears have no conch, and the eyes are not perceptible.f It inhabits Africa, and not Siberia, as falsely

reported. [There are three others, C. Hoitcutota^ Damarensis, and villosa, all from the same general locaUty.]

The Moles {Talpa, Lin.)—

Are well known for their subterraneous life, and for their structure eminently qualified in adaptation to

it. A very slnu-t arm, attached to a large shoulder-blade, supported by a stout clavicle, and provided

with enormous muscles, sustains an extremely large hand, the palm of wdiich is always directed either

outwards or backwards : the lower edge of this hand is trenchant, and the fingers scarcely perceptible,

but the nails wliich terininatt; them are long, flat, strung, and sharp. Such is the instrument wdiich

the Mole employs to tear open the ground, and throw back the mould behind it. Its sternum possesses,

in common with that of Birds and Bats, a ridge which allows the pectoral muscles to attain the mag-

nitude requisite for the performance of their functions. To pierce and raise up the ground, It makes

'1 Ills namcbelng preoccupied by a (jenu3 of Spiders, I'isch'jr

lusalLtrediitoMyogalca-—Ed.

+ Tlie l-tt'tl MoiG of America, neba I. pj. xxxii. fig. 1, (Tiilpa

rubra, Lin.i, is most probubly a Cape Clirysochlure, flsuri.il frum

a dritd specimen, lor tlicu the fur appears purple. [It is more

\i\o\y tlic Scalops canadensis,] Jlut ttic Tucan of Fernandez, re^

gardcd as one of its synonymes, appcai-s rather, to judge from its

tH'ij long teeth to each .p.vv, and vegetable regimen, to be some
subterraneous rodent, psrhaps a Dijplostoma.
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use of its long, pointed licad, the extremity of its niiizzle Ijciiig provided with a pccidiar httie hone, and
the cervical muscles heing extremely powerful There is even au additional hone in the cervical hga-

inent. The hinder part of the hody is feehlc, and the animal ahove ground advances as awltwardly as

it docs rapidly below the surface. Its sense of hearing is extremely acute, and the tympanum very

large, although there is no external ear ; hut the eyes are so small, and so hidden beneath the hair,

that their existence even was denied for a long while. [They have been ascertained, how ever, to he

tolerably sbarp-siglited.] The genital organs have this peculiarity, that the hones of the pubis do not

become joined ; by reason of which, notwithstanding the narrowness of the pelvis, they are enabled to

produce tolerably large young ones : the urethra of the female passes through the clitoris : slie has

six teats. The jaws are feeble, and the food consists of insects, worms, and some tender roots, [chiefly,

however, worms, though even small birds are sometimes sacrificed to their voracity, when they can

dart upon them from the entrance of their runs]. There are six incisors above and eight below.* The

canines have two roots, in which respect they partake of the nature of false molars f : behind them are

four false molars above, and three Ijclow ; and finally, three bristled molars. [Tlie fur is set vertically

in the skin, whence it has no grain or particular direction.]

Our common European Mole {7'. Europtca, Lin.)—Entirely black, but often varying to white, fulvous, or pied.

[.-V most remarkable animal, not only for the ardour of its passions, appetites, and emotions, but for the curious

instincts with which it is endowed, more particidarly with ref^ard to the complicated regularity of its subterraneous

dwelling and galleries.] According to M. Harlan, this species likewise exists in North America [or, at any rate,

there is a species stated to be from that continent most closely allied to it, of which the Zoological Society of

London possess specimens.]

lAI. Savi has found a Mole in the Apennines said to be quite blind, altliough otherwise sinnlar to the conmion one

(the T. ctx'ca, Sav.) : it is not, however, perfectly blind, for the eyelids hare an opening, though smaller than in the

common I\Iole. The existence of the ojitic nerve in this last species has been denied ; J think I can demonstrate

it throughout its course. [Two other species ai-e known, T.japonica and T. moogui-a.'\

The Coni>ylures {Condylura, lllig.),

—

Seem to combine the two kinds of dentition of the lusectivora : their ujtper jaw has two large trian-

gular incisors, two others which are extremely small and slender, and upon each side a strong canine
;

the lower jaw has 'four incisors slanting forward, and a pointed canine of small size. Their su]jerior

false molars are triangular, and separated ; the lower dentelated and trenchant. In their feet and wlmle

exterior, the animals of this genus resemble the Moles, Imt have a longer tail, and. what very readily

distinguishes them, their nostrils are encircled with small moveable cartilaginous points, wdiich, when

they separate, radiate like a star.

[Three or four species are now known, all from North America. Among them is] ^onw cristatus, Lin.

The SHRiiw-MOLES (Scahps, Cuv.)

—

Have teeth rather similar to those of the Desmans, except that their small or false molars are less

numerous ; the muzzle is simply pointed, as in the Shrews ; and their hands are widened, armed with

strong nails, and in short adapted for digging into the ground precisely as in the Iiloles, wdiich they

entirely resemijle in their mode of life. Tlieir eyes are equally small, and their ears concealed in the

same manner.

Sorex aquaficus, Lin.—A]ipears to inhabit a very great part of North America, along the ri\'ers : externally, it

so nearly resembles the European Mole as to be readily mistaken for it. [Three other siiecics, from the same

general locality, have been recently discovered.

The Insectivora, according to the views of Dc Blaiuvillc, should constitute au entirely

distinct order, intermediate to the Cheiroptera and Edentutu.

They present an almost unbroken series of successively distinct divisions, more or less allied

to'iether. The most definite super-generic section is that composed of the four genera last in

order, or the various animals analogous to the European Mole. At tlie other end of the series,

the spinous genera, at first sight, appear equally separated ; but they certainly grade through

Ceiitenes and then Gi/mnura to the Shrews, which are again related to the Talpicltej if, indeeil,

the line of separation should not be drawn between Centenes, and Erinaceus and Echinops : the

» W^tre tliis truly tht case, it M-oul(i lie tin anoinaty throui^houl pla-
|
incisors .15 the real canines.—Ed.

cental :\lanHnalia ; Imt as the lower canines, as thus assigned, close t There is no essential dilTerence between canines atjJ false molars.

wiitiin the upper, we are led to identify the c.vterior pair of sceinint;
|
See p. 77.—Ed.
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different generic groups, linivever, niaintiiin their integrity. Mncrof:eeJiJes anil Tiipriia are (lie

least coiifiinnalile withtlie (itlicrs ; Init iieitlier are these niueli reiiioved in tlieir more essentia!

characters. jVs a ivhole, tlie)- compose a very natural and appreciable division, and our author

assigns them a rank equivak-nt to the Cheiroptera on the one hand, and to the Cakni-
VORA, comprising his Plaiitiyrr.ida, Dlc/itigrada, and Amphibia, on the other.

Remains of three species of Sorex, one of Talpa, and one of Brinaceus. liave hecu louml in

the European Tertiary deposits, apparently referaldi' to sjieclcs still in existence. The jireseiit

range of the division does not extend to Soiirli America* nor Australia, ivherc, hovever, it

appears to be adequately represented by the numerous small Tilurxiijiiutn, piculiar to those

vcgious; a curious fact, hrst noticed by Waterhcuse, and since by Ue Bkuiivillc]

THE THIRD EAMILY OF CARXARLA.

CARXn ( IRA.

Although the designation ctiniivoroiis is applicable to all unguicnlated Man/.nalia, except

the Quadruinuna, wliich have three sorts of teeth, inasmuch as they all subsist more or less on

animal matter, there are nevertheless many, more especially of the two jireccding families,

mIucIi are reduced by the i'eebleness and the Conical tubercles nf their grinders to prey almost

entirely on insects. In th orescnt family, rhe sanguinary apiictite is combincil ivith the ibrce

necessary for its gratiticatiwu. There are iuvvays four stout and long sepai'ated canines,

between which are six incisors to each jaw, of which the second inferior are inserted a little

more inward than the rest. The molars are either wholly cutting, or have some blunted

tuberculous parts, but they are never studded with sharp conical projections.

These animals are the more exclusively carnivorous, in jn-oportion as their teeth are more

comjiletely trenchant or cutting, so that the degree of admi.vturc of their regimen inav be

almost calcalated from the extent of the tube culous surface of their teeth, as compared \\itli

the cutting portion. The Bears, ivhich can live altogether on vegetables, have nearly all their

teeth tuberculated.

The anterior molars are the most trenchant ; next frdlows a molar, larger than tlie otliers,

ivkich has usually a tuberculous proiectiou, differing in size; and tken i'oUow one or two

smaller teeth, that are entirely flat. It is "with these small kindward teeth that the Dog chews

the lierbaL'c that he smuetimes swidlows. V> c i\ ill calk ivilU JI. E. Cuvier, tliis large U)ipcr

molar, and its corresponding one belo\\", cnnirrrdiis tcf/lh ; the anterior jioiuted ones, false

7iiohirs, and the posterior blunt ones, luJirn-iiUnis miliars.

It is easy to conceive that the genera which have tVnver false molars, and of which the jaws

are shorter, are consequently better adapted for biting.

Upon these differences the genera can be most surely established.

The consideration of the hind-foot, however, must also be attended to.

Several genera, like those of the two preceding famihes, in walking, place the whole sole of the

foot on the ground, a circumstance [generally] indicated by the absence of hair on all that part.t

Others, and by far the greater number, rest on only the ends of the toes, elevating the tarse.

Their gait is more rapid, and to this primary difference are added many others of habit, and

even of internal conformation. In both, the clavicle is a mere bony rudiment suspended in

the muscles.

The Pl.vntigrada

Constitute this llrst tribe, which walk on the whole sole of the foot, a circumstance which trivcs

them greater facility of standing upright upon their hind-feet. They partake of the slowness

- S„r.:i h-Utriiiauui some of llic old auttiora is a truu DiiJtlpfiif. 1 iviili li;iir
;
the sunic is ot>seri ,it>!u in soinu Miirrcns , uhilc others '-''
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and nocturnal life of the Inscctirora, and, like them, Lave no erfcum : most of those "^vhich

inhabit cold countries pass the winter in a state of lethargy. All have five toes to eacli foot.

The Beaus {Ursus, Lin.)

—

Possess three large molars on each side of both ja^vs*, altogether tuberculous, and of which the poste-

rior above are the most extended. These arc preceded ly a tooth a Utile more trenchant, which is the

carnivorous tooth of this genus f, and by a variable number of very small fiilse molars, which sometimes

fall at an early age. This system of dentition, almost frugivorous, explains why, notwithstanding their

great strength, the animals of this genus devour flesh only from necessity.

They are large stout-bodied animals, with thick Unibs, and tail extremely short : the cartilage of their

nose is elongated and moveable. They excavate dens and construct huts [?], where they pass the

winter hi a state of sonmolency more or less profound, and without taking food. It is in these retreats

that the female brings forth.

The species are not easily disting^uished by obvious characters.

The Krown Bear ( U. arcios, Lin.) of Europe, has the forehead convex : fur, bi-owii, more or less woolly when

yuuii;^, becoming: smoother with age. It varies, however, considerably in colour, and also in tlie relative propor-

tion of parts: the youug- have generally a pale collar, which in some is permanent, lliis animal inhabits tlie

high mountains and extensive forests of Europe, together with a great part of Asia. [The Barren-ground Bear of

North America appears to be undistin^uishable.]

It couples in June, and brings forth in January;

nestles sometimes veo' high up in trees; its flesh

is good eating when young, and the paws are much
esteemed at all ages. [The Black Bear of Europe

is now generally regarded as a mere variety.]

The Black Bear {U. amen'catn/s, Gm.) of North

America, is a species well distinguished, with a

flat forehead, smooth and black fur, and fulvous

muzzle. We have always found the small teeth

behind its canines to be more numerous than In

the Bear of Elurope. It lives chiefly on wild fruits,

and where fish is abundant sometimes frequents

the shores for the purpose of catching it; resorts

to flesh only in default of other food, [and is then

destructive to Pigs ; is a great devourer of honey,

in comniOTi with most others of the genus] : its

flesh is highly esteemed. There is another Black

Bear found in the Cordilleras, with white throat

and muzzle, and large fulvous eye-brows {U. or-

nattis, F. Cuv.), [considered by niany to be a variety of U. amcricanus. The Jardhi des Planies, however, has lately

received a Bear from the I'eruvian Andes, which appears very distinct : colour of U. arcios, with larger ears.

The gigantic Grisly Bear {U. ferox), now a well-known species, from the Rocky Mountains of North America, is

the most formidable of all the land Bears, and by much the largest. It can oidy ascend trees, as the others do,

when young. It constitutes the ill-characterized subgenus Danis of Gray.

The Syrian Bear {V. sj/riacu^) is of a fulvous white colour, with a stifl" mane uf close erected hairs be-

tween the shoulders. The species which inhabits the Atlas chain of mountains remains to be ascertained.]

The East Indies produce several Bears of a black colour ; such as

Tlie Malayan Bear (U. malmiamis) ; from the peninsula beyond the Ganges to the islands of the Straits of Sunda.

—Sleek [with comparatively short fur], a fulvous muzzle, and heart-shaped mark of the same colour upon the chest.

[This, and another species, or perhaps variety, (U. euryxjnlus,) with the whole chest fulvous, from Borneo, consti-

tute the division lielarctas of Horslield, or the Sun Bears. They are small, and of very gentle and playful dispo-

sition, easily rendered quite tame.] It is very injurious to the cocoa-nut trees, which it climbs in order to devour

the tops, and drink the milk of the fruit.

The Thibet Bear {,U. thibeticus, F. Cuv.)—Black ; the under lip, and a large mark in the form of a Y on the

breast, white
;
profile straight and claws weak. [Is intermediate to the preceding and next species.] From the

mountains in the north of India.

The most remarkable, however, of all these Indian Bears is the following, of which Illiger forms his genus

Prochilns.

Fitr. 2-1

" We sh;ill no long

ninlur.stood tliHt ^vlio

o( tlii3 other correspoi

I- Altlioiigli it mav

opeat the words o

the moliirs of uiie

seem presuiiiptunu

iich si/ic, &c. ; it being

le are spoLoQ of, those

riKlit ii of tlli:

npnrison of the Bear's lientition with thnt of pro.\i

he third lootli in successiou fnim beliind rejireseiii

niviirous tooth i[i eacli jaw, there being- two tubere

lis and the five succcedinij g^cucra (ivhieh toi,'ether

t iiiitural group), iind one onlv in ilie reiiA:tiiidcr.—

]

G -'
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The Juiiffle Bear (P. I„},lnl,is, TJainv

cartilajxe dilated, ami flic tip nf the iiiiHrr Up c

luiirs snnniniil tlir In ail, 'llir immle aii.l t

the for Y-lil<e marking

,.-Tt,, Ju.nl, II

l„,:,iiraxlrix, 'Vir^ : Brnihipiis ursinns, Shaw), which has the nasal

Inimaled, l.ntli lips l.eiii^r moveable: when old, very Ions shag:gy

f the ija«.s are fulvous or whitish, and there is a half-collar

neck and cheek. [The incisors of this species generally drop at an early

age.] It is a favourite with the Indian jugglers

on account of its uncouth appearance.

M. Hnrsfleld describes another Bear from Niiiil

of a light bay colour, the nails of which are less

trenchant than those of the other Bears of India,

and which appears to him a distinct species. AVe

have also recovered many fossil bones of lost si)c-

cies of Bears; tin' nm.^t remarkable of which are

f7. s;)rf<fus, BIniiirnb., with a rcjunded forehead,

and of vei"y large size; and U. ci/l/ridejis,Cuv.,for

which see the fourth vol. of my Osacmcns Fos-

silfs : [another e.xtinct species (U. sivalensis,

Caut. and Falc), has been detected in the Sivalik

deposits nf the sub-Himmalayas.] Lastly,

The Pillar P.ear ( Pr.w^v ai'ni/h'i/rs, Lin.), is yet

^ anollier spei-ies, \fry distnirth' characterized by

its lengthened and flat head, and by its smooth

and white fur. It pursues Seals and other marine

animals [on the polar ice, but in captivity will

t of the genus,] and e.xaggerated reports of its voracitythrive, like Ihe rest, on vegetable fond mdy. It is the 1

have rendered it very celebrated. [It constitutes (he Thohn-rhis of Gray.]

Thi: R..\cconNs {Pi-ifci/on, StCHT.)

—

Have three tuberculous liack molars [the first representing the carnivorous tooth], of wliich the superior

are nearly square, and three poiuteil false molars Ijefore them, forming a continuous &orie;i to tlie

canines, whicli are straight and compressed. Their tail is [luodcrately] long; hut the rest of their

exterior is that of a Bear in miniature. They rest the whole solo of their foot on the ground only

when they are still, raising the heel when they advance. [.Vre peculiar to t]ie western continent.]

The Common llaccoon {TJrNns /n/nr, Lin.; Mitpmli of the Mexicans.)—Greyish brown; tlie nuizzle white; a

brown streak across the e\es : i nl ai i;if rd w iih I in i\\n and white rings. An animal the size of a Badger, which

is easily tamed, and rernai-kabie for a singular instinct of eating nothing that it has not previously dipped in water.

It is a native of North America, and subsists on eggs, birds, &c.

The Crab-eating Raccoon {P. cani-rh'oru-s, ButT. Supp. vi. xxxii.)

—

Unifoirn ash-brown ; the caudal rings less

distinct. From South America. [Three others have been described by Prof. Wieginann, (see Ann. Xat. Hist,

1. 133), of which P. lii'riiandiit, Wagler, would ai)pear to be dubiously separable from P. lotui-.]

The P-vni),\ {Jilnnis, F. Cav.)—

Appears to approximate the Raccoons h\ iis I'iiniiies and what is kimwn of its other teeth ; except

that it has only one false nnilar. "Gen. llanlw iekc has since described it to have four square tuberculous

iinjlars, and one trenchant false molar in front, at a short distance fi-om the canine." The head is

sliorl ; tail [rather] long; gail jilanligrade, tlie toes five in numlier, willi half-retractdc nails.

(Inly one is known, the lirigbt Panda i./. rr/iiliinix, F. Cuv.)-Size of a large Cat; the fur soft and thickly set:

above of the richest cmnanion-red ;
behind more fulvous, and deep black beneath. The head is whitish, and the tail

annulated with brown. This beautiful species, one of
tin handsomest of know n quadrupeds, from the moun-
t 11 s if the north of India, was sent to Euroiie by my
Id son-in-law, 51. Alfred du \aneel. [it frequents

111 Mciuity of rivers and mountain torrents, passes
111 h of its time upon trees, and feeds on birds and
th smaller quadrupeds. Is generally discovered by
means of its loud cry or call, wdiich resembles the sound
u,lia, often repeated. The soles of its feet are hairx-.]

THFniNT0R0N-Gs(/c/«7e.?,Valcnc.;./,-c//e/K,Tem.)

\i( also related to the liaeenons by their denti-

i.„....^>,i»iu.Muitc,i».
*'""' '-"'* ""^ ""-' •^iiperiiir hack molars arc

cinsiilerably smaller, and le^s tnbeTciihms, the

last one of eaeh jaw more particularly, wdiich is very small .and almost simple. These animals are
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covered with long liair, and liavc n tuft at caoh ear. The tail is long, hairy, and has a propensity to

cnrl, as if preliensilc
;

[\\hich it really is : tticir whiiskers are long and conspicuous].

They arc also natives of India, for (lU:' tirst knowledge of wliicli we are indebtL'd to M. du Vancel. ( tne sjiecies

{let. albifroiiH, F. Cuv.) is ?:rey, with the tail and sides of the muzzle black; of the size of a lari^e Cat; from

lioiitan. Another (let. nicr, F. Cuv.) is black, with a whitish muzzle, and as !arg;e as a stout Uog ; from Malacca.

[The latter is merely the male, and the other the female of the same sjiecies, wliich is rather a slow-moving;

animal, allied to the last in habit, of a timid disposition, and easily tamed. The lcfi.de dorcc, F. Cuv., is a

species of Riusang {Paradoxurus). ]

The Coatimondis [Nasua, Storr),

—

To the dentition, tail [wliich however is longer], nocturnal life, and slow dragging gait of the

Ilaccoons, add a singularly elongated and moveable snout. Their feet are semi-pahnate, notwitli-

standing which they cliud:) trees [with great facility, and descend them head foremost, clinging by

their hind feet, which they almost reverse]. Tlieir long claws serve them to dig with
;
[and they feed

voraciously on earth-worms, slugs and snails, also on small nianinialians (which tiiey catch adroitly),

birds and their eggs, together with fruits and vegetables]. They inhabit the Avarm parts of America,

and suljsist on nearly the same food as our Martens.

The Red Coatimoudi {V/vcrra na^-uay Lin. ; N. rufa, Desni.)—Rufo-fulvous, the muzzle and caudal annulations

brown. And the Brown Coatimondi {V. narica, Lin. ; N. fuse a, Desm.)—Brown, with white spots over the eye

and snout. [These animaks employ their claws to divide flesh, which they thus tear and separate before devour-

ing it.]

The Kinkajou (Cercoleptes, Illigcr)

—

Can scarcely he introduced elsewhere than in this }dace [wliich is unqncstionahly its true position].

To the plantigrade gait, it joins a very long tail, prehensile, as in the Sapajous*, a short muzzle, slender

and extensile tongue, with two pointed grinders before, and three tuberculous ones backward, [the

lirst of wliich latter represents the carnivorous tooth].

But one speciL'S is known {Viverra caiidivo/.vi/la, Gin.), from the warm parts of America and some of the Great

Antilles, where it is named Potto-f : size of a Fitchet, [and larger] ; the fur woolly, and of a yellowish [or o:oldeii]

brown : nocturnal, and of a mild and ;;entle disposition ; subsisting on fmits, honey, milk, blood, &c. [It is emi-

nently an arboreal quadrui)ed, ^\liich mo^'cs with a cautious y;ait, recalling- to mind some of the Qnadnimaiia.

There is a Mexican animal to which Lichtenstein has assigned the generic name Bassari.';, and which

Blainville and others have associated with the Viverrinc genera, but which I greatly suspect must

rather be jjlaccd near the Kinkajou, though I have not at present the means of ascertaining its cha-

racters. In form it is not unlike a Musang {Paradoxurus.) X

The remaining genera are only semi-plantigrade (that is, they do not bring the heel quite

to the ground), and possess but one tuberculous grinder, \\hieh varies greatly in extent of

surface : none of them become torpid in winter; and they all emit, when alarmed, a defensive

odour, \A Inch in many is horribly fetid.]

The Badgejis {MeJes, Storr), §—
M'hicli Linnseus placed, together with the Raccoons, in his genus of Bears, have one ver;^ small tooth

behind the canine, then two pointed molars, followed in the upper jaw by one which we begin to

recognize as carnivorous, from the trace of a cutting character which it exhibits on its outer side ;

behind this is a square tuberculous tooth, the largest of the series ; and, on the lower jaw, the last but

une likewise commences to bear some resemblance to the inferior carnivorous tooth ; but as there

arc two tubercles on its inward border as elevated as its cutting point, it performs the office of a

tuberculous one; the last below is very ^mall. [The Badger, in fact, has precisely the same den-

tition as the ^Yeasels and Otters, iiresenting a modification of that {\\iQ for less carnivoruus regimen.]

These animals have the tardy gait and nocturnal habit of all the preceding ; their tail is short, [and

* O.ic -vhicli 1 liail iLn oppurlunity ol Mij,h-iii|;. -.^^

in ;i room, posscKseU the pru-li ensile powtT ol llie t

iimUcrate de(,Tce, merely rcstini; sli^rl'tly oii thi

sfilTc'itcrl [Urouyliout its length, (iiid never eoiled in

S.p.,i0UH.^E«.

I
Tills term, ftpplicii by Oil- nc|,Toes in Afncii to

(PfTadi'tirtis), has been introduced by tbem, aud i

c.iuiCTios.-Eo.

1 Stroni,' presumptive evidence th/it the Basset {B(iss':ris) docs not
appert:iiii to the Vi\-errine g-roup, is iifTorded by tlic restriction of the
geograpliic ranjje of the latter to the eastern hemisphere, in everj-

other inslniice. The preaeii'jc or abacnue of a L-cecum would deeitle

the •|ii!.'s(ioi:.
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FiB.CS.- ,011 Badt'er.

coniuiniily licld erect]. Thuir toes arc rnucli euYclo;)<><l in the skiii ; and, what emineiitly (lioting-nlshes

them, is a pouch situate beneath the tail,

from whieli exudes a fatty, fetid hunio;ir, [us

in Die Skunks, Weasels, Sec, to v.liieli the

Badgers are very closely allied]. The long

claws of tlieir fore-feet enaljle them toljurrow

with much facility.

The European Ba(l2:er (Ursia- nu-fi.'x, Lin.; M.
tarus, Auct.)—Greyish above, beneath black, with

a dusky lianil on each side of the head. That of

America (Mel. hudsonius [ (V) M. labradorixs, Sa-

bine; Ur.sit-'i iaxus, Schreb.j does not appear to

differ essentially. [It is even ^encrically very dis-

tinct, pertaining to the next division. A second

species of Badger, however, appears to me to ex-

ist in the Balysaur of India (Arc(ont/x collaris,

F. Cuv. ; Mydaiis collmis, (iray,) which M. F.

Cuvier has represented much too Hog-like in

his ti^ure ; tlie snout being scarcely longer than

that of the European Badger, the fur somewhat

coarser, and the tail (which almost reaches the grouml) not so scantily covered with hair as staled.* A
cranium figured as that of the Balysaur by i\Ir. Gray, in his iiublished series of Gen. Hardwicke's drawings,

appears to me to indicate another species, distinguished by the long vacant interspace between the inferior canine

und first existing molar. This geuus would seem to be pecrdiar to the eastern continent.

The Taxels {Ta.rldea, "Waterh.)—

Are the reputed Badgers of America, but which present a very different cranium, and more carnivorous

dentition: their cutting molar is increased, aud the tubercular reduced, to an equal size ; the latter

having a triangular crown : skull widest at

the occiput, where it is abruptly truncated
;

the auditory ludlce much developed; and

art icida ting s ill" face of the lower jaw ex-

tended, but not locking as in the Badgers.

Their claws are longer ami stouter, enabliug

them til burrow \\ith great rapiditv,

Ou>: iinly is clearly ascertained, the T. labra-

ihiriii 'J.-r.s/f.-'i: taxus, Schreb.) Remarkable for

the line quality of its fur. Dr. Richardson

has taken a Marmot from the stomach uf this

animal.

The Bharsiah {I'rsofajus, Hodgson).

Four cheek-teeth above and Itelow, com-
Fig. 2fl.—Trixel.

pnsmg two superior and three inferior false

molars; the tubercular of the upper jaw transverse, and smaller than the carnivorous tooth. General

conformation similar to that of the Badger, but without external ears.

But one species is known {N. inauritiis, Hodg., As-iat. Res. xix. 60, and Jm/ni. As. Soc v. Ci2]), from the

vicinity of Ni|)5.1, scantily covered witli coarse hair. It is completely plantiirradc aud fossorial, lIw clling in bur-
rows on the southern slopes of the hills, which it seldom leaves during the day.]

The Wolverines (Galo, Slorr)

—

Have also been placed in the Bear genus by Linnaeus ; but they rather approximate the Martens in

their dentil ioti and goicral character, according only with the Bears in their plantigrade gait. They
have tliree false moiurs above, and four below, anterior to tlie carnivoruus tooth, \\liich is well cha-

racterized; and behind this a small tubercular, which is wider than long. Their upjicr carnivorous

tooth lias but one small inlornal tubercle, so that they have nearly the same ilenial svstem as the

* TliLTf is 11 Hijnre, in I'M^'irk's Qiiiidiiip.ih, (ipparenilv nf ttiis i 'Cnwirr TiU'n.iijrrie, Tlic ili.'ScriiiLi..'ii iiitiin.ilta its near rofiiiM.-ince

«pLtits, UliL-n fn^ii a tecuunKly uQliriilUiy JiiJiviilual u.hjIiiilM in [lie | i.o Llic uominou li.uli^ur.
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Martons. These miimals have the tail of middle length, with a fold horieath it in place of a pouch; an

their foot is verj' ^imilar to that of a Badger.

The most celebrated species is the Glutton of the north, Rossomah of the Russians {XJrsus gulo, Lin.) ; size of a

IJad^ifer, and commonly of a fine deep maroon colour, with a browner disk on the back ; but sometimes it is palec.

It inhabits the g;Iacial reg'ions of the north, is reputed to be very sanp;uinary and ferocious, hunts by nigiit, dues

not become torpid durinfi; the winter, and subdues the larg'est animals by leaping; upon them from a tree. Its

voracity has been absurdly exaj^gerated by some authors. The Wolverine of North America {Un-Ui- luscia; Lin.)

does not appear to differ by any constant characters, but is ji^enerally of a paler tint. [E.\ceptin^ in size and

massiveness, I cannot perceive that this animal differs from tlic Martens : assuredly it does not in the structure

of its feet.]

Warm climates produce some species which can only be placed near the Wolverines, from which they differ merely

in having one false molar less to each jaw, and by a longer tail. Such are the animals termed by the Spanish

inhabitants of North America Ferrets (Hurons), and which in point in fact have the dentition of our Ferrets and

^Yeasels, and lead the same kind of life ; but they are distini^uished by their senii-plantij^rade carriac^e, [or rather

by having; their soles uncovered with hair]. Such are

The (Jrison {Viverra villata, Lin.)—iilack, the top of the head and neck .?rey, a white hand reaching from the

forehead to the shoulders. [Tliis constitutes the Gr/.sonla, Gray, and with an allied species, Ic petit furet of

Azzara (Garicfis Aflamandi, Bell), the Galictis* of the last-named naturalist, who places them contifpjous to the

"Weasels. They are small animals, easily renderetl very tame, and e.xtremely playful in domestication ; of very

carnivorous disposition, and particularly fond of Ci^ffs.]

The Taira (Uitstda barbara, Lin.) [Subdivision Taira of Gray.]—Brown [or brownish-black] ; the head g'rey
;

[and sometimes] a larf^e white spot under the throat. [The fur remarkably short.]

These two animals are distributed throughout the warm parts of America, and e-\hale an odour of musk. Their

feet are a httle palmated, and it appears that they have been sometimes taken for Otters.f [We conceive that the

AVolverine mi;?ht be advanta;;eously removed to the genus of Martens; and would restrict the term G«/o to the

others. The Orisons diffuse when irritated a disgusting stench.l

The Katels {McUivora, F. Cuv.)

—

Have a false molar to each jaw still less than the Orisons, and their upper tnhercidous tooth but

little developed, so that they approximate the Cat-; in dentition ; hut their whole exterior is tliat of the

Orison, or [rather] of a Badger. The legs are short; feet [semi-] plantigrade, and five toes to each
;

the claws very strong, &c.

But one species is known {Viverra mellivora, Sparm., and Viv. capensis, Schreb. pi. 125), of the size of the

European Badger; grey above, black below, with a wlute hne that separates the two colours; soTnetinies it is

almost wholly white above. It inhabits the Cape of Good Hope, and burrows into the ground with its lung

claws, ill search of the huney-combs of the wild Bees.

The Digitigrada—
Form the second tribe of Carnivora, the members of wdiich walk on the ends of their toes.

In the first subdivision of them [all the members of wdiich are semi-pknti^rade], there

is only one tuberculous grinder behind the upper carnivorous tooth : these animals, on account

of the length of their body, and shortness of the limbs, wdiich ])ermit them to pass through

very small openings, are styled vcnniform [rermin']. They are destitute of ccecum, hke the

preceding, but do not pass the winter in a state of lethargy. Although small and feeble, they

are very sanguinary and ferocious. Linmcus comprehended them all under one genus, that of

The Weasels (Mustela, Lin.),

—

Which we will divide into four subgenera.

The True AYe.\sels {Pi'forius; Cuv. [Mm-fela, Ray.] )

—

Are the most sanguinary of any : their lower carnivorous tooth has no internal tubercle, and the upper

tLd)eiCulous one is broader than long ; there are only two false molars above and three below. These

animals may be recognized hy having the extremity of the muzzle somewhat shorter and blunter than

in the Martens. Tliey all diffuse [when alarmed] a fetid stench
;

[take the water, and dive with

facilitv, having tlie toes semipalmated ; trace their prey by scent, and kill it by inflicting a wound in the

neck: the female is commonly much smaller than the male.

*Tliis must not be confounded ^^ilh th'- G'lHrfh oi Is. OeotTroy
\

fit is supposed from the description given by MarcRreave of hi^

{Compte vpndn, Oct. ISli/), wliieh refers to tlie iV'iulcIa or Pulorius \
Cm-iqueibi-iu, which [laine Buffijii has itpplied to his SaTni^'nenrtf, vvl.

. , , n '
.^ irn 1 xiii. p. 319, thiit he lueaiit to spc;ik of ihe Taira.
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Tliere arc very many species, tlirce of \\liii:h inhaliit Britain ;—'Hie Fitcliet Wcaeel, or Poh-caf, of y^^nch the

Ferret appears to be a domesticated variety* ; the Stoat, or Ermine, ivhich in cold countries (and occasionally even

in South liritain) becomes pure white in winter, except the end of its tail, wliich always continues black ; and the

Common Weasel, of diminutive size, which preys chiefly on Mice and other small animals injiirious to the a;^ricul-

tiirist. It is a curious fact that in several instances tlie female Polecat has been known to stow away many Frog^s

and Toads in an apartment of its buri'ow, disabling- each witljout killing- it, by puncturing- the skull. The Common
AVeasel traverses the boughs of trees, tops of palings, &c., witli facility, and will spring; from the g:round upon a

Partridge Hying; near the surface. Pift. sfrUdtis, Cuv., a small Madag;ascar species, reddish-brown, with five longi-

tudinal white stripes, composes the division Galiciis of Isidore Geoffroy (not of Bell); dJi& Put. Zariila, Cuv., a

species marked with broken stripes of white, and possessing a more snout-like muzzle, the tail of which also is

jong-er and more bushy, is the Zurilla fiTjOc/u-zi- of sume recent authors : there would appear, indeed, to be several

species of these Zorillcs.]

TiiK Martens {Mu.sieh, Cuv. [.^/arfex, Ray] )

—

DitFer from tlie true Weasels )ty having [commonly] an additional false molar above and below, and a

small tubercle on the inner side of then' car-

^j^^^^^^'

"

>"^^-_ uivorous tooth ; t."\vo characters which some-

what diminish the ferocity of their nature.

[They are handsome, and remarkably lithe

active animals, with larger ears tlian the

M'eascls, and line Inijliy tails; are also

more arboreal in tiieir habits. The scent

they diffuse when irritated is not disagree-

al.lc.t]

There are two species in Europe, ver>" closely

allied together. The Yellow-breasted or Pine

Marten {Miistela martes, Lin.), inhabiting wild

districts, and the White-breasted or Beech

Marten (M. foina, Lin.), which frequents -woods

near human habitations. [Many consider these to

be varietii'!^ merely of the same ; but on examining several crania, I have noticed that the former are constantly

smaller, \\ ith the -zygomatic arch fully twice as strong- as in the other. The American species usually deemed
identical with M.fuhia, is intermediate. There are numerous others, as the Pekan or Fishing Marten of Canada,

&c. ; and the Sable of commerce (M. zibi'lUna, Auct.), celebrated for its beautiful fur, is a member of this

division. In the Sable and several others, the soles are completely covered with close fur; but in M. Jlavifjula of

the Himnialayas, the under surface of the foot is n;iked, and the toes joined to tlieir extremities, as in the

Badgers, &c.]

The Skunks {Mrjih/tis, Cuv.)—

Fit'. 27.-

Possess, like the "Weasels, two false n

grinder is very large, and as lung as t)n

its inner side, thus a])proxini!"iliiig tlicsi

related to tlic Grinms ami Wnherine.

having tln-ir anterior claws lone;, and ;n

equally slow in tlicir movements]. Th

[The truth is, they scarcely differ fmi

lal
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elongated muzzle), the caiimes placed further bacRwara, and the molars more sliarply tuhereulatea.

recalling to mind tbo^e of the Insccttvora], feet, and colouring even of the Skunks, have the muzzle

tiTineated, so as to assume the form of a snout, and the tail reduced to a small pencil, [which, however,

is also held erect, as in the Badgers, &c.] Only one species is known,

—

The Javanese Teledu {Mid. mdaceps, F. Cuv.)—[Brownish] black, the nape of the neck, a stripe along the hack,

and t.iil, white ; the dorsal stripe sometimes interrupted about the middle. [Fur soft and rather line.] Its stench

is equally horrible with that of the Skunks, [und precisely eiuiilar, as I am informed by Dr. Horslield, who has had

experience of both : it subsists principuUy on earth-worms, for which it turns up the light soil with its snout, in the

manner of a Hog ; is easily tamed, and by no means oil'ensive in captivity ; and it is especially remarkable for its

restriction to a particular elevation on the mountains of Java, bclowwhich it is never found.

V.'e may here also introduce

The Kyentck {Ilehctis, Cray; Mehyalc, Is. Gcof.),

—

The Ijody of which appears to be more lengthened and vermiform, and the tuberculous molar small

and transverse : it is described to have three false molars above, and four below ; the upper carnivorous

tooth three-lohed, with a broad two-pointed internal process : soles of the feet bare, and toes united.

TIic Nyentek of the Javanese {Gulo orJenfaliSy Horsf. ; //. vioschatus. Gray.)—Size of a I'olecat ; brown, with a

white stripe along the back, crossed by another less distinct over the shoulders, and a white spot on the head ; tail

of mean length. This animal inhabits eastern Asia, and smells strong-Iy of musk : it is one of the few Mammalia

known in Europe to inhabit China, where the larger indigenous species arc supposed to have been exterminated. ]

Tht. Otters (Luira, Storr)

—

Have three false molai's above and below, a strong process to the upper carnivorous tooth, an internal

tubercle to the lower one, and a large tuberculous grinder that is nearly as long as broad ; their head

is flattened, and the tongue rather rough. They are distinguished from all the preceding genera

by their [more completely] webbed toes, and horizontally flattened tail,—two characters which pro-

claim them to be aquatic animals : they subsist on fish.

Tlie European Otter (il/;/.\V. /ufra, Lin.)—Bruwn above, whitish round the lips, on the cheeks, and the i\hole

untler parts. Tlie rivers of Europe [and sometimes the sea-coast. Is occasionally spotted above with white. The

species of this extensive genus, which is almost generally diffused, are mostly very similar externally, and are best

distingiushed by the configuration of the cranium, &c.] That of India (L. 7irt/i; F. Cuv.) is employed for fishing,

as the Dog is for hunting. The Cape Otter {L. capen-^iis^ F. Cuv.) is remarkable (at least at a pai'ticnlar age) for

having no nails ; a character on which JI. Lesson has founded his genus Ao»>i,v : young individuals, however, have

heen received from the Cape, which possess nails ; and it remains to ascertain whether they are of the same species.

The American Otter (J/, hraziliensis), from the rivers of both Americas, has the extremity of the muzzle, which in

most other aniuials is naked, covered with close fur: [it is also very gregarious in its habits. But the most remark-

able species is the great Sea Otter (Muntela luiris, Lin., composing the division Enhydra of Fleming. It is

twice the size of the European species, from which it ditlers in the form of its hind feet, which have the

(udermost toe longest. The adults have but four lower incisors, the exterior pair being doubtless forced

out by the canines.] Its blackish velvet-looking fur is extremely valuable, to obtain which the English and

Russians hunt the animal throughout the northern shores of the Pacific Ocean, for the purpose of disposing of it

to the Chinese and Japanese. [A species intermediate to the Sea Otter and the others constitutes the P^frf-

iDwn, Gray. M. Temminck has received a new genus allied to the Otters, which he names Potamop/iilus.

AVe here arrive at the tevmination of an extensive and very distinct natural p^rou}), which

falls nuder two principal subdivisions, the limits of wliich, however, are not easy to define.

The first consists of exclusively ground animals, ^vith a thick and heavy Ijody, stout limbs,

and strong claws adapted for burrowing with rapidity. It comprises the Badgers, Teledu.

Skunks, Taxels, Bharsiah, and Ratel; nearly all of which ordinarily erect the tail, and are

more or less striped longitudinally.

The remainder are vermiform and agile, and most of them ascend trees witli facility : they

are also more predatory, though some of the former (as the Ratel) possess an equally carni-

vorous dentition : many are marked similarly to the preceding.

The Zorilles might almost be referred to either section; but we prefer retaining them near

the AVeasels.]

The second subdivision of the Digitigrada [being the hrst, strictly so named,] possesses

[like the Ursida'] two Hat tuberculated molars posterior to the irpper carnivorous tooth*,

* TluTr tiru tliree tubcnMiliuiri mol^irs to eauh j^w in Oie Canis [McgnMh) LaUnidi, and Uc BlaUiviUo lj^;ll^<rs thi; cnuiium of n cooimuu Do^
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^vliich hns itself a large internal process. They are carnivorous animals, but not ]n^C)la-

tory ni proportion to tlieir strength, and often feed on carrion. They have all a ^niaii

ccecum.

T:iE Dogs (Canis; Lin.)

—

Have three false niohivs ahovc, four ]jr_'l(.i\^', ami two tiilicrculous gi'iiiders l>ehind each carnivorous tor»th.

The first of these iipjicr tuherculous mohtrs is very Large. Their siqierior carnivorous tooth lias only a

small internal tuherclc ; Imt the inferior one has its hinder portion altog(-ther tnberculous. The

tongue is soft; the fore-feet have five toes, and the hind-fcct [in general] only four, [The ccecnin is

of a peculiar spiral form.]

The Domestic Dog; {C. /rtm?7/ffrii', Lin.)—Disting-uished by its recurved tail, but otherwise varying infinitely

with respect to size*, form, colour, and quality of the hair. It is the most complete, the most singnalar, and useful

ci)nr|uest ever made by Man ; the whole species having: become his property: each individual is devoted to its

jiarticuhir master, assumes his manners, knows and defends his property, and remains attached to him
until death ; and all this, neither from constraint nor want, but solely from gratitude and pure friendship. The
swiftness, strength, and scent of the Dog have rendered him a powerfid ally to Man against other animals, and

\\ere even, perhaps, necessary to the estabUshment of society. It is the only animal which has followed Man all

over the world.

Some naturalists think the ]")og is a AVolf. and otlicrs tiiat lie is a domesticated Jackal ; but those whicli ha\"e

become wild on desert islands reseiuhle neither one nor tlic orhcr.f

The wild Dogs, and those which belong to

savages, such as the inhabitants of Australia,

have straight ears, whence has arisen a belief that

the European races, nearest to the original t>'pe,

are our ^hepherd''s Dog and Wolf Dog ; but com-

parison of the crania indicates a closer appi-uach

on the part of the French ^h'ttin and JJanis/' JJo<j,

after which fohow the lio/nul, tlie Poiiit,-i\ and

the T' n-'"-i\ which chiefly differ in size and the

rehitu'e prdportions of parts. The Greyhound i?,

more attenuated, and has the the frontal sinus

smaller, and scent wenker. ITie Shcphcrd'n Dog
and Wolf Dog resume the straight ears of the

wild ones, but with greater developement of brain,

which continues to increase, together with the

intelligence, in the Barhet and Spaniel. The

Bull-dog, on tlie other hand, is remarkable fiu- the

shortness and strengtli of its jaws. The small

pet Dogs, the Pugs, les.ser Sj^w'/Js, s/,ocl.:s, &c.,

are the most degenerate pruductions, and exhibit

the most strikini^ marks of that inflncnce to which Man subjects all nature.

The I»o^^ is born with its eyes closed ; it opens them on the tenth or twelfth day ; its teeth commence changing

in tlie fourth month, and its full growth is attained at the expiration of the second year. The female remains with

ynunii; sbcty-three days, and produces from six to ten young at a birth. The Dog is old at hftcen years, and seldom

^-i^,^ 2S.-T1,

ncd s uf < ciud i

iji tliu iMuSLUm of Dresik-ii, iiicii-.arcd culy rive inches iiml a

liiilf ill leuijtli ; this bciiip cxnt-lly ihc smne length, rroiii the ciniLr ..r

llio rvi; tij the tip of the iiosc, of a Sa\oii buar-huund cxftuiiiicd by

C.j) Hamilton Smith.—Ei>.

t If the itlca, wliicli I conceive there is every reason to entcrtsiiii,

rcHpectiiitr the o^i^'ill of the Dinnestic Dnj be wvU fovnnled, it is clear

tlijit a recurrence to a single wild type M'uulU be irnpussiblc. The Dog

is apparently a blended mee, derived prineipnlly from the Wolf, and

pnrOy from vftriims other nllicd species. In the Museum of the Zr^oliiy;!-

tal Society o! London, there is ji specimen of an Ksquiniaux Doj;, ivhich

resembles the lnrj;e American Wolf (C. iitihilua) sn closely, that there

can scarcely be any doubt of the connexion which subsists between

them; and it is well known, of the American Wolves in particular,

Ihut if a young animal be suriiriwed by a hunter, and suddenly menaced

hv his foice nud manner, it will crouch to him and implore liis mercy

ill precisely the manner of n spaniel ; so that only a little eiieouru^e-

nient and kindness are required to (jtiin its permanent attachment
;

iii'Iced, many of ihcm are killed to obtaiit the profTered reward, by

Inking this (assuredly unworthy) advantage of the:

sivenesa. That the Wolf possesses the mental

( filiable of the sante Mrnng nltacliment to ftinn ai

IJot,'. has oecn abundantly proved by the obscrvatii

Bubmis.

and is

ic most faithful

of M. F. Cuvier

quali

acqi

others i and the unrenL

isarily subjected in Eui

tting persecution to

npe for so manj' ago

ivhicli it has been

3, will sufficiently

iuciality of the young till urgent

iminant sexual cA.citenicut, subdui

ired sentiment of friend.xhip or dis

1 ehur.u-ter which it c.vhibilD

le genus of a better disposition

Hient of the male and female,

ecessity, or the annual period

i every milder propensity and

nterested affection.

In the late edition of Dr. Prichard's v/ork

revived, which originated witli Bviffon, bu

afterwards corrected ; namely, that the pe

Wolf is much shorter thao in the Dog. il

1 Mai 1 old e

botl als.

whicli that iialurali:,t

iod of gestation in the

is precisely the same in

Instancesoccasionally happen of the Dog returning by choice to a state

of wildness, and assuming then, of necessity, the charucter ascribed

to the Wulf. I have knoii-n this to occur in a male pointer, and in e

female greyhound: the latter was so fine a specimen of the breed, that

on being entrapped, it was thought desirable to obtain a litter from

her, which was accordingly effected ; but, while her pvippiea were very

young, she managed to escape to the woods, and never returned;
three of her progeny grew to be excellent bounds; but two others

proved quite irreclaimable; and escaping from sereitude, like their

dam, were finally shot, for their destructive poaching propensities.

It ia not unusual lo trace the peculiar markings, and grizzled colour-

ing of the back, common to mo'-t of the «ibl species of Oni-is, in

donvestic Dogs, of various size and character.— \ld.
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lives beyond twenty. Every one is acquainted with its vii^ilance, bark, singular mode of copulatinn, and suscepti-

bility of various kinds of education.

The Wolf (C. lupus, Lin.)—A !ar;a;e species, with a strai,i;ht tail ; the most noxious of all the Carnhora of Europe.

It Is found from Eg;ypt to Lapland, and appears to have passed over to America. Towards the north, its coat

becomes white in winter. It attacks all our animals, but does not evince a coura;^e proportioned to its strength; it

often feeds on carrion. Its habits and physical developement are closely related to those of the Dog-. Another
species, the Black Wolf {C. li/caon) is sometimes, thoui^h rarely, found in France. The Mexican Wolf {C.mtwicanus,

Lin.) has the under part of the body and the feet white.

The lied \Volf(C, jiiimta, Az.)—A line cinnamon red, with a short black mane along the spine. From the

marshes of South America. [The beautiful fur of this animal renders it one of the handsomest of the genus.]

Tlie Jackal (C aureus, Lin.) [division VuJpicanis, Blainv. and Jacaf-us, Hodj?.]—A voracious species, wdiicli

hunts like the Dog [in packs], and in its conformation and the facility with which it is tamed, resembles the latter

more nearly than any other wild species. Jackals are found from the Indies and the environs of the Casjiian Sea,

as far as Guinea incbisive ; but it is doul.)tfnl whether they all belong to the same species. [Th(.'re are now several

wt'll-known si)ecies of these animals. The Cams primavus, Hodg., C. Dukhiaicu.sis, Sykes, is a lai-ge red Jackal,

or Jackal-like Dog, inhabiting India, and very like the Dingo of Australia.]

Foxes [Vidjjes of some naturalists] may be distinguished from Wolves and Dogs by liavinj^ tlie tail

longer and more bushy [though in this respect there is no drawing the line of separation], by a more

pointed muzzle, and pupils which, during the day, form a vertical fissure ; also by their upper incisors

being less sloping; they emit a foetid odour [scarcely less ofl'eusive in the Jackals], dig bun'ows, and

attack only the weaker animals
;

[are also n:iore frugivorous than the preceding.*] This subgenus is

more numerous than tlie foregoing.

The Common Fox {C. vulpcs, Lin.)~More or less rufous, mth the extremity of the tall [generally] white. Is

found from Sweden to Egypt, [though many of

those of the south of Europe appertain to a diffe-

rent species, C. vidanogastcr, Savi, which is

smaller and less carnivorous than the Common
Fox, and ditl'ers somewhat in habit.f There are

very many others, ahnost generally dilfused over

the globe. We can only mention]

The Arctic or Blue Fox, or Isatis (C. ^agopiis,

Lin.)—Deep ash-colour, often white in winter;

the under surface of the toes hairy, (though several

of the Foxes, and even the common one, have hair

under the feet in the north). From the glacial

regions of both continents, particularly the north

of Scandinavia; is much esteemed for its fur.

The interior of Africa produces Foxes remarkable for the size of their cars, and the strength of tlieir

whiskers: they compose the Moi/nlotis, Illiger. Two are known, the

C. megalntis, Lalande [MepaloUs Lalandi of some authors], a Cape species, stmiewhat smaller than the Common

I'ox, but higher on its legs
;
[especially remarkalile for possessing three tuberculous molars posfeiior to the cutting

grindei of each jaw ; its teeth become ranch worn with use, whence it would appear to be mainly frugivorous.] And

The Zerda, or Fennec of Bruce (C. zerda, Gm.),

which has ears still larger; it is a very small

species, almost of a whitish fulvous, with wnnlly

hair extending beneath the toes; burrows in the

sands of Nubia, [and ascends the trunks of trees

with facility: dentition that of an ordinary Fox.]

Finally, Ave may place after the Dogs, as a

fourth sul)genus, distinguished Ijy the num-

ber of toes, which are four to each foot,

The Wild Dog of the Cape {Hjucna venafira,

Burch ; //. pfcta, Tem. [Li/caon picta, Brookes] ),

wdilch has the dental system of the Dogs [Ci-

vets, &c.], and not of the Hyfenas ; a tall gaunt

form ; fur marbled wiih white, fulvous, grey,

and blackish; the size of a Wolf, with large

ears tipped with black, &c. It Uves in numerous

packs, which often approach Cape-town, and de-

vastate the environs. [This remarkable species

• The uommnii Do;:

It will soon strip the

t It is rtrunrkMhli

-The iJliuk Fox,

eatfer dcvourernf ir

1,1 wlii,-li it h.-is nice
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is D02: ]ikc, Ijut certainly not a Can/.';: its form and coluuriii;,^ (and there is reason to susitcct its internal

conformation), are rather those of a Hyaena; and it is known to copulate in the manner of those animals, and

not in the peculiar manner of the Dogs and Foxes. Even its dentition is the same as that elsewhere found,

{with one other exception,

—

Proieles,) thron)2;hout the g;roup to which we conceive the Hyoinas to belonj^, the

dental system of which latter appears to be modified in accordance with their much increased and prodig^ious

strength of jaw.]

Thti; Civets [Vivcrra),—
Have throe false molars al)Ove and four below, the anterior of which sometimes fall out ; two tolerably

large tuberculous teeth aliove, one only )iclo\v, and two tubercles projeetin.c; forwards on the inner side

of the lower carnivorous tooth, the rest of that tooth bciii}^ tuberculous. The tongue is covered witlx

sharp and rough papjlhe. Their claws arc more or less raised as they walk; and near tlic anus is a

pouch more or less deep, where au unctuous and often odorous matter is secreted hy jjccuhar

glands.

They divide into four subgenera.

The True Civets (Jlvcrra, Cuv.),

—

In which the poueb, large, and situate between the anus and the genitals, dividel also into two sacs,

is abundantly supplied with a pommade having a strong musky odour, secreted by glands which

sunound the pouch. This substance is an article of commerce, much used in perfumen". It was

more employed when musk and ambergris were little known. The pupil of the eye remains round

during the day^', and their claws are only semi-retractile.

[Four species are known, from Africa and India: beautiful spotted animals, larger than a domestic Cat: they

have an erectible mane along the back (as in the

Hyainas), more or less conspicuous ; are of an

indolent disposition, and easily tamed
;
feed partly

on fruits; and when irritated raise the dorsal

mane, and hiss like Cats.]

The Genets {Genetta, Cuv.),

—

Have the ]iouch reduced to a slight depres-

sion furnufd by the projection of the glands,

with scarcrly any discernible secretion, al-

though diffusing a very perceptible odour.

In the light, their pupil forms a vertical

fissure ; and their claws are completely re-

tractile, as in the Cats. [They arc smaller and

more slender animals rhan the Civets, from

which tln^y scarcely differ iu style of colour-

ing : are also partly, liut less, fi'ugivorous,

and in general easdy tamed.

The species are numerous, and inhabit the same general lorality as the preceding. Ouq {riv. <)vn,:tla,\.m.)] is

found from the south of France to the Cape of Good Hope. It frequents the edges of brooks, UL^ar springs, &:c.,

and its skin forms an important article of traffic.

[TiiE Galet (Crijplojrrocia, Ben.")

—

Would appear, from its dentition, to be the most carnivorous of the Vlvcrrine quadrupeds; its jaws

arc much abbreviated, and there are only two false molars to each: cbius wholly retractile.

The sjicrirs (('. A'rar, Um.) is Ml tie larger titan a Stoat, and unirormly brown, with large ears . an inhabitant of

Madagascar. Eiij'fcrci- (Joiirdan ?) would si'eni to lie allied.

The Delundung {Prionoilon, llorsf.)

—

Is also allied to the Genets, but with the fal-e molars tbi'ec-lobed or serrated.

Ff^/i' and subsequently Pr. 'jritcilh, tlorsf., is the only species; a rare Javanrii' animal, or blender foiTii, very

handsomely streaked and spotted.]

Imliciitiiii; lliit Uicy i Ir)'. See tlie Cats f
/'(//)' .—Ko.
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TiiE ^lusANGs (Parado.vurva, F. Cuv.)

—

Possess the teeth and most of the characters of the Genets, with 'whicli they were long confounded :

but their general forui is stouter, and tlieir gait plautigraile : what more particularly distinguislies

them, however, is the spiral inclination of the tail*, which is not prehensile.

Only one species is known, the I'ougonne of India (P. iiipm^ F. Cuv.), termed Palm Marten by the French in

India. [No less than ten or twelve have since been discovered, chiefly from India and the great Asiatic islands, thouf;;h

some inhabit Africa. They feed much on fruit, but are also tolerably carnivorous, spriiij^^ing upon their prey from

a place of ambush : ^ait slow and plantigrade, with the head and tail lowered, and the back arched ; but they

also advance by rapid digital bounds, and are excellent climbers, constructing a nest on the forked branches of

trees. They are easily tamed, and, when angiy, growl and spit like Cats : sleei) rolled up in a ball, &c.

As the Dogs may be considered the highest of the Caniivora, and the Cats the most eminently predaceous, so

the Musangs may be regarded as presenting the fairest average of a member of this division. Their dentition is

scarcely distingidshable from that of the Dogs ; but, on reverting the cranium, their cerebral cavity is seen to be

proportionally smaller.

Various species of jMusang have been named as separ.ate subgenera by different systematists. Amblwdon, Jourd.,

is the letide doree of M. F. Cuvier ; and Puguma, Gi-ay, refers to the young of P. Jarvatus. P. Derb'ianus, Gray,

a species approximating the Genets, of a fidvous-grey colour, with broad cross bands of dark brown, is the

liemigalea zebra of Jourdan. ^Most of them present the streaks and spots of tlje Genets, but on a darker

ground-tint.

Several afl'ect the vicinity of human habitations, and are very destructive to jioultry, their eggs, &c.

The Cynogale {Cijnogale, Gray; Limictis, Blainv.)

—

Is an aquatic representative of the preceding, to which it hears a similar relation to that which the

Otters hold with the Weasels. Its false molars are large, compressed, sharp, ami slightly notched or

serrated ; and entire deutal system, together with its external characters, generally modilied for a pis-

civorous regimen.

One species only is known (C. neiitieitii, Gr. ; Vie. and Lim. carcharias, El.)—A native of Sumatra, uniform dark

brown ; the cars small ; head, and also colouring, very similar to that of a common Otter : its tail, however, is

cylindrical.]

The Mangoustes {ilangusta, Cuv. ; Herpesles, Ilhf)

The pouch voluminous and simple, and the anus situate within its cavity
;
[bony orbits of the skull

most usually perfect.] Their liairs arc annulated with pale and dark tints, which determine the

general colour of the eye. [Tail long as in the preceding subdivisions, and bushy towards its

insertion.

The species are very numerous ; and] that of Egj-pt {Viv. ichneumon, Lin.), so celebrated among the ancients by

the name of Ichneumon, is grey, with a long tail terminated by a black tuft ; it is larger than our Cat, and as

slender as a Marten. It chiefly hunts for the eggs of the Crocodile, but also feeds on all sorts of small animals
;

brought up in houses [where, m common with its congeners, it is readily domesticated, and exhibits much intelli-

geucc and attachment], it pursues Mice, reptiles, &c. By the Europeans at Cairo it is designated Pharaoh's Hat,

and Nrms by the natives. The ancient allegation of its entering the throat of the Crocodile, to destroy it, is quite

fabulous. The commoit Indian species {Viv. mungos, Lin.) is celebrated for its combats with the most dangerous

serpents ; and for having led us to a knowledge of the Ophiorhi:a mungos as an antidote to their ^enom. [Some

are less Termiform in their make, and higher on the legs : one, termed the Vansire by Buflbn, fonns the division

Alhglax of M. F. Cuvier ; others compose the Galitlea and Ichneunwnia of INI. Is. Geoflroy ; Cijnielis, Og., includes

several species with only four toes to each foot ; and Lasiopns and Mongo, Auet., are additional dismember-

ments of this genus. The Urea of Mr. Hodgson appears also to be a Mangouste, with iucomplete orbits.]

The Surikate {Ryzcena, 111.)

—

Resembles the Mangoustes, even to the tints and annidations of its fur; hut is distinguished from

them, and from all the Carnivara hitherto mentioned [save the Lijcaon picta and Cynictis, just indi-

cated], by having ordy four toes to each foot. It is also higher upon the legs, and does not possess

the small molar immediately behind the canine. The pouch extends even into the anus.

Only one is known ( Viv. tetradactgla, Gm.), a native of Africa, aud rather smaller than the Mangouste of India.

The Mangue {Crossarc/iu.s, F. Cuv.),—

Has the muzzle, teeth, pouch, and gait of the Surikate ;
the toes and genital organs of the Man-

goustes.

[II thosoTvhi. hi hiive seen alive, includins P. (J//>«>.
Oils chsrac- t Tliis term is more centrally B.li.ptcd. Tlie n«nie /,*»™„„,„,

ter «.as not pereeptible ; the indieicluiti fi[,'ured by .'^I. F. Cuvier pre-
j

formerly iipplied to the animals of this genns, li.ia been transferred

sentnie a Lnorbid dedormity, an ana!o(,'Ous instance of wdiieh oeeurred I to a very extensive group of Hymenoplerons Inseets.—Ed.

in a Leonard formerly exhibited in LoLidon.—Ki).
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We know but of nnt^ (Cr. ohf:c]iriis;, F. Ciiv.), from Sierra i.O'OiiP : size of a Purikato. [Otlior Maii2:oastes are

inrludod \i\ rpo'iit systnnatists
;
and it may lii_- remarked that Imtli tin;:; and the preceding- subdivision arc rnerc-ly

slig-Id. niudifieatiuns of Ucrpcslcs, and ha\"c sijiiilar perfect orbdn.]

^Ve shall here mention a singular aiiiraal from South Africa, Mliich is knoT\n only when young, and

Avliich has five toes before, four behind, and the head a little elongated as in the Civets, tlie legs raised,

tliose behind rather shorter, and a mane as in the Uyrcna ; andwiiich also resembles the Stripcfl IIy;cna

very remarkably in its coluuriiig. Its anterior thumb is slmrt, ami placed high np. Tlie Profcles

Lalaadi, Is. rieof.; an inhabitant \\i caverns.

The individuals examined, which were all

young, possessed but three small false molars,

and one small tuberculous back molar. It

seems as tboug^h their teeth had never come to

perfection, as often happens in the Genets.

(See my Osscmens fossHes, iv. 38S.) [The per-

manent canines are of tolerable size, but the

simple form of the molars, all very small, and

sepai'ated by inten'als, pi'esents an anonialy

auKJUf^ the Cunnvora, which is even more re-

markable on account of the affinity of this spe-

cies to the Hya;nas. It is destructive to very

younp; lambs, and is stated to attack the mas-
5i\e fatty protuberance on the tails of the

African Sbc'i..]

The last subdivision of the I>i[^itigrades Las no suial! teeth >vhatever behind the larire nndar

of the lower jaw. It contains the most sanguinary and carnivorous of the class. There are

two genera.

TiiE Ilv.ENAS (JIi/tT'iia, Storr)

—

Have three false molars above and four below, all conical, hUnit, and singularly large : their upper car-

nivorous tooth lias a small tubercle within and in front ; hut the lower one has none, presenting onlv

two stout cutting points. This powerful armature enables them to crush the hones of the largest prey.

Their tongue is rough [exhibiting a circular collection of retroflectcd spines] ; all their feet have each but

four toes, as in the Surikate ; and under the anus is a deep and glandular pouch, wdiieh led the ancients

to bcheve that tliese animals were hermaphrodite. The muscles of their neck, and of the jaws, are so

robust, that it is almost impossible to take from them anything tliey may have seized ; wheiice, among

the Arabs, their name is the symbol of obstinacy. It sometimes happens that their cervical vertebras

become anehyloied in consequence of the^e violent elforls ; and thus has arisen the opinimi that the

animals of this genuLs have only one bone in their neck. They are noetunial animals, and inhaliit

caverns ; voracious, subsisting chietly on dead bodies, "which they will even di:)inter from the grave, a

habit that has given rise to a niuhitmh' of superstitious traditions.

Three species are known. The striprd II y;rna i //. nilijarix. Cunts hji.rnn^ Lin.), found from Incha to Abyssinia

and Sene;:;ah The spotted H. (//. croviiln, Sehreb., C. cmcuf't, Lin.,) from South Africa ; and the >\ oolly H\a;iia,

{Jf. briianea, Thiinb., //. villosa, Smith), also from South Africa. Remains of a fossil species (7/. spchca) are

fiiund in many cavern deposits of France, Gemiany, and Englaiul. [Hyaenas are easily tamed, if allowed tlieir

liberty, and are susceptible of strong attachment to those who use them kindly : many are employed in the capacity

ot' watch-dogs both in Asia and Africa. They are physiologically nearly related to the Civets, and not to the

I)u,i;-.s*; and the loss of the posterior tuberculous molar appears to be a consciiuence of the great hicrease in size

of tlie carnivorous grinders : notwithstanding wdiich tliese animals feed much un bulbs.]

Thk Cats [Fells, Lin.)—
Arc, of all the Carnny'ia, the iiio^t completely and jjowerfuUy armed. Their short and i-oumled mir/.zle

sliort jaws, and especially their retrucl ile tahms, which, ln-ing raised upward when at rest, ;ind clo^iii'^

wiihin tin; toes, by the. action of clasiic ligaments, lose neither point nor edge, render tliem most for-

midable aiumals, more |iartieulariy the hu'ger species. They have two fahc molars abo\e, and two

ir^niin, iiiid coil:
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Lin.), twice tlio size of a lar:xo domestic Cat, and comparatively jower on tlic le^s, is marked some^vhat like the

JaLTuar, bat \i ith a tendency to a linkini^ of the spots into longitudinal bands, more or less obsen'able in different

individuals.* F. SumatrauKs and Bengalensis are not larger than a House-cat, but coloured like the foregoing^

;

though individuals commonly occur of the same greyish ground-tint as the majority of the smaller species. A
beautiful European Cat, with the markings of the Leopard group, is the F. pardina, Oken, which inhabits the

mountains of Spain \ its tail, however, is short, as in the following. There are many others].

Lynxes ai'e short-tailed Cats, with mostly pencil-tofts to their ears, and fur generally spotted more or less dis-

tinctly : those of cold countries have the fur long.

A species bttle less than a Leopard {F. lynx, Lin.)

still inhabits the mountainous parts of Europe,

from Scandinavia to Spain and Naples, and, it is

said, the north of Africa also. [Prof. Nilsson dis-

tinguishes three large European species in Scan-

dinavia, and figures different varieties of each.]

The Canada Lynx is smaller, with very long fur,

which extends even under the toes; [it is allied

to the Wild Cat of Britain. There are many
others, some, as the Pampas Cat [F.pojeros)'^Ya.&'

ing into the next group. We can only notice

a handsome short-haired species, the Caracal of

Turkey and Persia, almost uniform bright vinuus

red; it is the true Lynx of the ancients. The
Chati {F. Serial, F. Cuv.), an elegant spotted

species, of slender form, and very high upon the

legs, may be approximated to this group, and
indeed has a moderately short and singularly

niobiic tail: it inhabits Africa. Allied to it is the Chati (F. mith), a native of South America.
Apitniaching tlip domestic Cat in size^ colour, and markings, are also numerous species, among which the

nati\<.- Cat nf Britain dig. 35) may be particularized, distinguished by its tail not tapering as in the tame Cat;
it is also larger, but with much shorter intestinal canal, though it is probable that the length of intestine in the
common Cat may have been gradually induced by long-continued habituation to a less carnivorous regimen,
operating through mar.y successive generations. 'Hie domestic Cat is referred by Temminck to his F. manlcvlata, a

species wild in Egypt ; but is probably a mingled race, derived from several distinct wild stocks : our author, in

his last edition, referred it to the European W^ild Cat, but subsequently retracted his opinion : the Angora variety

of it is perhaps the most remarkable, being

covered with long silky hair. Of the spotless

species, may be mentioned]

The Cougar, Puma, or pretended Linn of

America [F. concolor, Lin.) (Fig. 36)—Red [sil-

very or greyish-red], with small spots of a

slightly deeper colour, which are not easily per-

ceived [nor always present in the adults, and a

small black tuft at the end of the tail. Size

nearly that of a Leopard], from bnth Americas,

where it preys on Sheep, Deer. i!s;c. [and has

been known, though very ranly, to attack

mankind. An allied species, redder, and with

shorter tail, exclusively from South America, is

known as F. unicolor; and there is a small

species also very similar, the Eira of Azzara,

the tail of which is not tufted. The Jaguarundi

is another from the same locality, of medium
size, altogether of a blackish-brown, more or

s : ami there is a deep reddish-brown Cat in India, scarcely larger than theless dark, and rather low on the le

nnr
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domestic, named R Tcmmincldi: F, 7)?(7»/f('/Ji- approximates the last, but is smaller, mth some raarkinj^s on the

heatl, and is remarkable for its complete bany
orbits.]

We m=;;lit place as a separate subg:en\Ts [fv — ~
Tiaihtnts, Blainv. ? ] a species which has the hea 1

rouiKter and siiorter, and the talons of which ai

not retractile [a statement which is unwa
ranted by fact], the Chetah, or Hmitini>- Leo
]<o.rd {F.jiibnta, Schreb.) : size of a Leopaid b

lonsfer-bodied, and stands higher; of a pa;

fulvous, with tolerably uniform small black spotb

a black streak reaching- from the eye to the ant,l

of the mouth, and tail annulated at the end
The disposition of this animal is mild and iDcd

[From Asia and Africa, but apparently no
specifically the same on the two continents

The DiGiTiGRADA o'' Cuvier, e\clu

sive of the semi-plantigrade genera nhicl

have no coecmn, divide primarily into

first, the Canine group, or the Dogs and

Foxes, which is the most distinctly se

paratcd by anatomical characters , the

remainder are all much more neail) al

lied, but ive may ventui-e to detach the

Feline animals or Cats : the rest ma^ all

be included in the Viverrine section to

wliicli the Hyfcnas strictly appertam , a

varied, but quite natm-al assemblage, ex-

clusively confined in its distribution to the eastern continent, and scarcely extending beyond

the tropics; whereas the former groups are generally diffused, with the exception of Aus-

tralia and the remote oceanic islands. Of the Viverrine animals, the most definitely cha-

racterized subdivision is that of the Mangoustes and subordinate sections: the Genets scarcely

difi'er from the Cats except in the prolongation of the muzzle ; and the Hyicna group is so

nearly related to the Civets that it does not appear to be separable on physiological characters.]

Fig. 35.—Tae Puma

The Amphibia [Pinnigrada, Blaiu.]

—

Compose tlie tbird and last of the minor tribes into which we divide the Cabnivora. Their

feet are so short and so enveloped in the skin, that, upon laud, they only serve to crawl

with* ; but, as the intervals between their toes are occupied by membranes, they form excel-

lent oars : hence these animals pass the greater portion of their lives in the water, which they

only quit to bask in the sunshine, and to suckle their young. Their lengthened body ; their

very moveable spine, provided with muscles which strongly flex it; their narrow pelvis; their

short close fur, setting flat upon the skin; all combine to render them able swimmers, and

the details of their anatomy confirm these first indications. [As in the Dugong, the Cetacca, and

other large aquatic Mammaha, their bones are light and spongy, more particularly in the

larger species.] Only two genera have as yet been distinguished, the Seals and the Morses.

The Seals {Phoca, Lin.)—

•

Have six or four incisors above, four or only two below, pointed canines, and grinders to the

number of twenty, twenty-two, or twenty-four [that is to say, two, in the complete series, posterior

to the representative of the carnivorous tooth], all of them trenchant or conical, without any tuber-

culous portion: five toes to each foot, the anterior successively shortening from the thumb ; whereas,

• n i-^ ""\^ when clambering tiiat tlie Seal employs its feet on land : it -m-itrgles along, upon the ground, by the action of the abdt>.

Siiual muselea.—Ed.
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in the hind feet, the outer and inner toes are the longest, and tlie intermediate conijiaratively &hort.

Their fore -feet are enveloped in the integuments of the body as far as the "\vriit, the hinder ahiiost to

the heel; between the latter is a short tail. The head of a Seal resembles tliat of a Dog; and they

have the same intelUgence and mild and expressive physiognomy. They are easily tamed, and become

much attached to their feeder. The tongue is smooth, and notched at the end, their stomach simple,

coscum short, intestinal canal long, and tolerably regular. These animals subsist on fish, which they

ahvays devour in the water, and are enabled to close their nostrils when diving, by means of a sort of

valve. As they remain long below the surface, it was supposed that the Jbrame/i ovale continued open

as in a fa:tus, which is not the case : tlicy have a large venous cavity, how^ever, in their liver, which

assists them in chving, hy rendering respiration less ueces^aiy to the motion of tiie bI^^od. The

latter is very abundant and very dark.

Analogous to Caloce^jhala, The Seals:^, (properly so called, or without external ears),

—

Have the incisors pointed; all their toes enjoy a certain degree of motion, and aru terminated by

pointed naiU placed on the edge of the eonneeting memljranc

They may be divided acconbiig to the number of theli' incisors. In

Ca/oc'ji/iala, F. Ciiv. \_Phoca, as I'cstrieted],—

-

There are six above and four below. [The ehcuk-teeth have more than one root; and besides the

main cutting point, there is on each an anterior smaller one, and two posterior. The brLiJn is in this

division amply developed, and the intelligence proportionate.]

The common Seal {Ph. vitulina, Lin. ; Ph. littorea, Tbiem.)—Common on the coast of Europe in vast herds, and

extending- far to the north. The European seas,

^-^z— , however, contain several Phoca, which have

been long confounded, some of which are per-

haps varieties of the others ; as Ph. hispida,

Schreb. ; Pk. anneUata, Nills. ; Ph./wtida, Falu.,

&c. [Those of the Uritish islands much requne

elucidation.] A species more easily recog-

nized is

The Harp Seal {P/t. i/rooilandica and occanicn,

Auct.), from the whole north of the globe. [Re-

markable for the difference in marking between

the adult male (fig. 37) and the female and

young: length five feet. It pertains to the British

fauna, as does also the next species, according to

rei^ort, for which the IJalichwriis grist-KS, how-

ever, has been generally mistaken.]

Bearded SealtP/;. harhata, Fabr.), a northern

species, surpassing all the preceding ones m
size, which is from seven to eight fei-'t. Its

moustaclies are thicker and stronger than in the

Fie 37—Grut-iiiaDd Seal
otlicrs. [.Several more are known from Ihu north-

ern lienii--.phere.]

The Sterrincks {S7ciior/n/iicJ/".s, F. Cuv.)

—

Possess four incisors to each jaw, and cheek-

teeth deeply notched into three points (fig. 38),

[Imt with single roots : the muzzle slender and

much elongated; and very small claws].

r)ne only is known (J*/i. lep/oni/x^ BL), from the

Austral seas; size of the Bearded Seal. [An allied

species constitutes

TuE Leptonyx {Lejj/o/n/.r, Gray)

—

The grinders of which are bluntly three-lobed,

the muzzle broad and rounded, and hind feet

clawless.

Oiaria Wcddell'd_ ^^esson.—Alsofruni the South Seaal.

fit- 33.—Tcclh of Steirlnck
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The Monk {Pdagius, Y. Ciiv.)—

Also possesses four incisors to each jaw ; but the grinders form obtuse cones, with a shghtly marked
process before and behind. There is one in tlie Mediterranean,

Ph. monachiis, Gm., iVom ten to twelve feet in length. It is particularly found ainonf,- the Grecian and Adriatic
IsleSj and was probably the species best known to the ancicnts-

[The Halkets {HaUcha>rus, Nilsson),

Grinding teeth of the upper jaw simple ; those of the lower with an inconspicuous tubercle before and

behind. Muzzle deep and obliquely truncated : the head flat, and brain comparatively very small.

//. gnjphia, Nils., a species nearly as lar(,-e as the Bearded Seal, inhabits the Baltic and British seas, where it

would seem to be not uncommon. Its intelligence has been observed to be very inferior to that of the

true PhociC.']

The Hoodcap (Slemn/atojnis, F. Cuv.).

Four superior, and two inferior incisors; the grinders compressed and slightly three-loljed, supported

by thick roots.

Ph. cristaia, Gm. ; Ph. leonina, Fabr.—A species attaining a length of seven or eight feet, with loose skin upon
the head, which can be inflated into a sort of cowl, and is drawn over the eyes when the animal is menaced, at

which time the nostrils also are puHcd out like bladders. From the Arctic Ocean.

Finally,

The Myroungas {Macrorhinus, F. Cuv.
;

\_CystophQra, Nilsson,] )—
Possess, with the incisors of the preceding, obtuse conical molars (fig, 39) [but massive canines], and

muzzle lengthened into a short moveable proboscis. The

largest known Seal is of this subgenus ; the

Ph. leonina, Lin.—Twenty to twenty-four feet in len^h [sometimes

thirty, according to English measure, and of great proportionate

bulk]. Brown, the muzzle of the male terminated by a wrinkled

snout, which becomes inflated when the animal is angry. It is common
in the southern latitudes of the Pacific Ocean, and of great request fur

the quantity of very superior oil with which it abounds.

Those with external ears,

The Otaries {Otaria, Peron),

—

Fii;. 39.—Tccthof MyrouiiK.i. Are worthy of bciug formcd into a separate genus, inasmuch

as, besides the projecting auditory conch, the four middle upper incisors have a double cutting edge (a

structure not hitherto remarked in any other animal) ; the exterior are simple and very small, and the

four inferior forked : the molars are all sim])Iy conical. The toes of their anterior swimming-paws

[which are placed far backward] are almost immoveable ; and the membraue of their hind feet is

prolonged into a flap beyond each toe : all the nails are thin and flat.

Ph.jubata,Gm. (Sea Lion of SteWer, Pernatty,

&c., but not of Anson, which refers to the My-
rounga; the latter being also the iS'eo' IT'oZ/of Per-

natty). From fifteen to twenty feet [French], and /J

more, in length ; the neck of the male covered ^/ /

~'

with more fi-izzled and tliickly-set hairs than

those on the other parts of the body. From the

South Pacific,

[The Falkland Otary, or Fur Seal of com-

merce {C. FalMandia, Desm.)—Remarkable for

the great disproportionate size of the sexes (if,

indeed, the same does not apply to all its con-

geners) ; the full-grown male, according to

"Weddell, measuring 6 ft. 9 inch. ; the female

only 3:^ feet. It is polygamous, in the proportion of

one male to about twenty females. The fur is

an esteemed article of commerce ; and so abun-

dant was the species formerly in various locali-

ties, that for a period of fifty years, not less than

1, '200.000 skins were amiually obtained from a

single island]. Fig;, -io.^tiil- Urs^i.
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7'lto Uisnl (PI. vrs/un, Gm. [ArcfocfpJialits uf-diiu-'-, F. Ciiv. fis;. 40.]—Eiglit frjct Ions:, no inane, van'inir (Vom

brown to whilish. I'reni the north of the Pacific Ocean.

TirK Morse (Trlrlwcm, Lin.)

—

Resembles tlie Seals in tlie general form of its bodj' and liml)s, but differs considerably from them in

tlie bead and teetli. Tbe lower jaw has neither incisors nor canines, and is compressed anteriorly to

pass between two enormous canines or tusks whicli issue from the upper one, and which are directed

downwards, attaining sometimes a length of two feet, -with proportionate thickness. The magnitude

of tiie sockets retpiisite for holding such enormous canines raises up the whole front of the upper jaw,

so as to form a tliick bulging muzzle, the nostrils opening up;vards, instead of being tcrndnal. The

molars are all shnrt cylinders, olditpicly truncated. There arc four [or five] on each side above and

lielow ; hut at a certain age, two of the upper ones fall out. Between tlie canines are two incisors

siniilar to the molars, whicli the m.ajority of oljscrvers have overlooked, as they are not fi.xeil in tlie

intermaxillary hones ; and between these again, in >oung individuals, are two p(.)inted and

small ones.

The stomach and intestines of the Morse are nearly similar to those of the Seals : and it appears

that they suljsist on fuci as well as on animal substances.

One species only has been ascertained, the Morse or \Valrus {Tr. rosmarm, L.) ; an inhabitant of all parts of the

Arctic seas, exceeding; the largest Bull in bulk ; it attains a leno^th of twenty feet, and is covered with short yel-

lowish hair. This animal is much sought for on account of its oil and tusks ; the ivory of which, though coarse-

grained, is employed in the arts. The skin makes e.vcelleiit coach-braces. [A strange assertion orio;inated with

Sir E. Home, that the feet of the Morse possess suckers, by which it is enabled to ascend perr*eiidicular ice-bergs.

There is no foundation for this statement.

It is difficult to intercalate the Amphibia in the series of Cnrnivora, and to detennine to

what extent their ])ccnliarities should be regm-dcd as adaptive modifications, based on the

rudimciital structure of tlie wliole order.

At the head of the Cornivora we prefer to place the Dogs or Canidtc, followed by the

Viperridcc and Felicia : the Seals or Fhocida miglit, ^ve coneei\'e, next range with less impro-

priety than elsewhere : and after them the Miistelid(e, and Ursidcej then, finally, the Insectivora,

w hich the author ranks as equivalent to all the foregoing. The Cheiroptera, or Bats, we

deem to be subordinate rather to the [ireceding order.

Remains of nearly all the principal genera and some additional ones hare been found, more

or less abundantly, in the tertiary strata, or deposits overlying the chalk, but not m beds of

anterior formation.]

THE FOURTH ORDER OF MAMMALIANS,—

MARSUriATA,—

(Or that of the Pouched Aiiimah,)—

-

With which we formerly terminated the Carnaria, as a fourth family of that great ordinal

dirision, presents so many singularities in the economy of its members, that we are induced to

separate and elevate it to its present position ; the more particularly, as we observe in it a

sort of re])rescntation of three very diiferent orders.

The first of all their peculiarities is the premature production of their young, whieli are

born in a state of developement scarcely comparable to that of an ordinary fa^tus a few da\'s

alter coneeiition. Incapable of motion, and barely exhib'tiug tbi? rudiments of limbs and
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other external organs, these minute offspring attacli themselves to the teats of their mother,

and remain fixed there until they have aeqmred a degree of develo])ement analogous to that

in which other animals are born. The skin of the abdomen is almost always so disposed

around the mamm;c as to form a pouch, in which these imperfect young are [ireserved as in a

second uterus; and into which, long after they can walk, they retire for shelter on the appre-

hension of danger. Two peculiar bones attached to the pubis, and interposed between the

muscles of the abdomen, support the jiouch, [and prevent inconvenient pressure of the young,

when grown, upon the bowels.] These bones are also found in the male, and even in those

species in which the fold that forms the pouch is scarcely visible.

The matrix of the animals of this order does not open Ijy a single orifice into the extremity

of the vagina, but communicates with this canal by two bent lateral tubes. The premature

birth of the young a))pears to depend on this singular organization. The scrotum of the male,

contrary to w hat obtains in other quadrupeds, hangs before the jjcnis, which at rest is directed

backwards.

Another peculiarity of the Marstipiata is, that, notwithstanding a general resemblance of

the species to each other, so striking that they were all long included in one genus, they

differ so much in the teeth, the digestive organs, and the feet, tliat if we rigidly adhered to

these characters, it would be necessary to separate them into distinct orders. They carry us

by insensible gradations from the Carnaria to the Rodentia* , and there are even some animals

which have the pelvis furnished with similar bones ; but which, being destitute of incisors and

even of any sort of teeth, have been approximated to the Edentata, where, in fact, we shall

leave them, under the name of Monotremata. [The latter are now more properly included

as a second order of the same superior division of Mammalia which contains the Marsupiatu,

by the general consent of physiologists.]

In brief, it may be stated that the Marstipiata form a distinct class, parallel to that of

ordinary quadrupeds, and divisible into similar orders ; so that, if we were to arrange

these two classes into even columns, the 0i)0ssums, Uasyures, and Bandicoots, would )je

opposed to the insectivorous Carnaria, such as the Tenrecs and jMoles ; the Phalangers

and Potoroos to the Urchins and Shrews ; while the Kangaroos, properly so called, could not

well be compared with any other genus ; but the Wombat should be ])laced opposite tlie

Rodentia. Lastly, if we were to consider the bones of the pouch only [commonly desig-

nated marsupnal bones], and regard as marsupial all animals which possess them, the

Platypuses and Echidnas might compose a group parallel to the Edentata.

Linufcus ranged all the species which he knew under his genus DidelpMs, signifying doidjle

matrix. The pouch is indeed in some respects a second one.

[The Marstipiata, together with the Monotremata, is now generally regarded as a distinct

subclass, Ooovivipara, equivalent to tlie rest of the IMammalia. Its members are lower in

their organization than any other mammiferous animals, approxnuating the oviparous type

(and particularly Reptiles), in sundry details of their organization. The hemispheres of the

brain, for instance, (which is much reduced in size,) are not united by a corpus callosum

;

and they are observed to be very defective in intelligence, as is indicated by their phy-

sioijiiomyt: the blood also is returned to the heart by two ])rincipal veins, as m Birds

and Reptiles ; and the sutures of the skull never become united. In short, they hold an

analo^'ous relation towards other Mammalia, to that which the Botrachia present to all

otlier Reptlk's. Their incisor teeth frequently exceed six in number, which is the maxi-

mum throughout the rest of the class,—another indication of their inferiority.

The geographic range of the Marstipiata, with the exceiition of the Opossum group

peculiar to America, is at present almost confined to Australia and the neighbouring coun-

* Only upon the supposition tliftt tiie [fimwiiii,' Icctii of llie R<jd,'!it\a I x'/p'/aOj. la aiTonlfd by tli-.-ir turning to liiic tlie sticii with which thaj

are modilicil ineisors, which is unirc tlitin iJoiibtful.—Kd. ure tniittcn, rtUlicr than the hand that j;uides it.

t A corioas illustration cf this ijiferiority oa the part ol the M'ir 1
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tries, -ivlicrc t!ie\- coiu;titute, very nearly unleed, the only raanimiferous animals; Ijut fossil

remains of them occur, sparingly, in tlie ancient secondary deposits of Euroi)e, ^vhere

Intlicrto no higher Mammalia have been detected. Consequently, the Marsupiafa would

appear to have been much earlier introduced upon our planet; a further imhcation, it not

of their inferiority, at least of their intrmsical scparateness as a group : there is reason

also to suspect that at former c])ochs they were much more numerous, as well as generally

(hffused, than at jn'csent/^]

The tirst subdivision of them is distinguished by long canines, and small incisors to

each jaw ; the back molars are beset with pointed tubercles, and the general character of

the teeth is the same as in the Insectivora, which these animals entirely resemble in their

regimen.

The Opossums {Diddjih'is, Lin.),

—

"Wliich of all the Marsi'pkila have been tlie longest known, coni[Hjsc a genus peculiar to America.

They have ten incisors al)Ove, and eiglit lii.low ; three anterior compressed molars, and four s]iar[i]y

tuberculated back molars, the superior of wliicli are triangular, the mferior oblong: so tliru, with the

four canines, tliey have in all fifty teeth, a number greater than has as yet been observed iu any other

quadrupi.-d.t Their tongue is bristled, and tlie tail prehensile and in part naked ; the hinder thumb is

long and effectively opposable to the four other digits, "whence the name Pedunana has been applied

to these animals; it is not furnished with a nail. Their extremely wide mouth, and large naked ears,

give thoui a peculiar iihysiognoujy. The glau^ penis is bifurcated. Tliey are fetid and nocturnal

animals, wIiomj gait is slow ; nestle upon trees, and there pursue birds, insects, c^c., without rejecthiL^^

fruit : their stomaeh is small and simple, and the cacnm moderate and without enlargements.

The females of eertaiti species have a deep pouch, wherein are jilaccd their teats, and in whieh the

young aru inclosed.

Tlie Common Opossum {B.virglniana, Pc-n. (li^. 41.)

—Isearlytlie size of a Cat: fur, a mixture of black

an 1 white: it inhabits the whole of America, enters

tl Tilla'jres at nii^^ht, and attacks poultry, devour-

I tbeir tgL;'s, &c. The youn^ at birth, sometinjes

\tcen in number, weiRh only a grain each. Al-

tl ut^h bhnd and nearly shapeless, they lind tlie

n
I I

le by instinct, and adhere until they have at-

t ed the size of a Mouse, wliich happens about the

n t 'th day, at whiclf epoch they open their eyes.

II ey continue to i-oturn to the pouch until they are

larfi^e as Rats. Tlie term of uterine gestation

ily twenty-six days. [Several others are known
;

of which] the Crab-eating' Opossnm {D. cancrh
.V), frrqiienls the marshes of the sea-coast, where

t I eds chiefly upon cralis.

Other species possess no pouch, l)ut merely a

^°^ %estige of it, or fold of skin on each side of the

V I IK- They habitually carry ti'-o- -.-.-.M^m ,-,,.

ks, the tails of the laitci

at of the nn:)tlier.

[A eoiK^deralile number are ku'

Vuierica.]

yoiin

eutuincd

iwu, from .South

The Yapach {Cheirouectes, Illig.)

—

[Is merely an aquatic Opossum, with semi-pal-

mate toes.]

nte writing the ithnvc, Prnf. Blninvillc lias published nn clabo-
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The Yapacli (Did. palmain, Geof.
; Lutra memina, Bodd, tip;. 42) frequents the rivers of Guiana.

All the other Marsupials inhabit eastern

countries, and especially New Holland ; a

land of which the niainmiferous population

seems even to consist principally of ani-

mals of this group.

[The three next geuera, and probably

tlic fourth, possess n;) ccecum.]

The Tr-iYLAciNES [IViylacan's, Tem.)

—

Are the largest of this first division : they

are distinguished from the Opossums by

the hind-feet having no thumb, by a hairy

and not prehensile tail, and two incisors

less to each jaw ; their molars are of the

same number. They have accordingly

forty-six teeth ; but the external edge of

the three large ones is projecting and

'^WhSdm
Fi^. 42.—TlieYi.pach.

trenchant, almost like the carnivorous tooth of a Dog : their ears arc liairy, and of middle size.

But one [living] species is known, a native of Van Diemen's Land.—Size tliat of a [snjiill] \VoIf, but lower on the

legs ; of a greyish colour, "barred with black across the crupper (Did, cynocephala, Harris). It is very carnivorous,

and pursues all small quadrupeds. [This animal does not tisli, as has been stated ; nor is its tail compressed : it

is principally nocturnal, and is called Ti(^er a.nd IL/cena in its native island.] A fossd species of Thylacine has

been found in the gypsum quarries of Paris.

TriE Phascogales {P/iascor/ale, Tem.)

—

Have the same numher of tectlt as the Thylacines ; hut their middle incisors are longer tlian the

others, and their Ijack molars more sharply tuherculated, in v\'hich respect they rather approximate the

Opossums. They are also alhed to them by their small size ; the tail, however, is not prehensile :

their posterior thumbs, though very^ short, are still distinctly apparent.

[Four species are now known, varying from the size of a Rat to that of a Mouse : they inhabit New Holland and

Van Diemen's Land, where they live on trees, and pursue insects.]

The Dasyuues (Daai/iD-vs, Geof.)

—

Have two incisors and four grinders in each jaw less than the Opossums, so that they have only forty-

two teeth ; and their tail, everywhere covered with long hairs, is not prehensile. The hinder thumb

is reduced to a mere tubercle, or even quite disappears, [as in the Thylacine]. They inhabit New
Holland, and subsist on insects and dead carcases ; they even penetrate into houses, where their

voracity is very inconvenient. Their mouth is not so wide*, and tlie muzzle [much] less pointed, than

ill the Opossums ; their ears also are shorter, and hairy. They do not ascend trees.

The Ursine Dasyure (Did. «r^?na, Harris).—Long coarse black hairs, 1^ith some white markings; the tail

half as long as the body, almost naked ^^nderneath. Inhabits the north of Van Diemen's Land, and is

nearly the size of a Badger. [This species, wdiich is of common occurrence, is designated in Van Diemen's Land

f/te Devil: it is nocturnal, and very destructive to Sheep, of a fierce disposition, bites severely, and is a match for

an ordinary Dog: in common with the rest of its tribe, including the Thylacyar, it often sits on its haunches, and

clf^ans its head with its fore-paws.]

The long-tailed Dtisyure (Das. WMcrourus^ Geof.)—Size of a Cat, with the tail as long as the body ; fur bro^vn,

spotted with white both on the body and tail. The tubercle of the thumb is still well marked in this species, but

i>! the following it can no more be seen.

Mange's Dasyure [Das. Maugii^ Geof.)—Rather smaller than the preceding, of an olive colour, spotted with

wbiteboth on the body and tail : and lastly, D/'rf. viverritia, Shaw; which is black, spotted with white, and no spots

on t lie tail; a third less than the first. [These are still the only ascertained species, though it is probable that others

remain confounded. Tlie last is termed Wikl Cat in Van Diemen's Land, and is very destructive to poultry, of

wiiicli it only sucks the blood. These animals apply the entire sole of the hind-foot to the ground when standing.

The Myrmecobe {Mirrmecobius, Watcrh.)

—

Has the greatest number of teeth of any known marsupial, frfty-two in all; namely, eight upper and

• ] hfive been itiul-)i .T;t..in:^liL='l on witiiessinR tlje iim^iziii^'ly wide .,-ftpe of tlie UrsiJie r>asyure-—Ed.
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six inferior iiici>nrs, and bcliiml the canines four eomprci^sea molars in eacli jaw, anrl finally fo\ir small

molars above, and ii\e bclttw, tlie latter pectinated inlrrnally in consequence of the irregularity of

attrition
; tlie canine i»f tlie Inwer jaw is mucii ineiirvrd. The form of this animal is siniilar lo that of

a S(|uirrel, liut ^\ith a long and poinred muzzle, as in the Banxring : it has no thumlj to the hind-foot.

The JJnndt'il Myrmecohe (M.fasc'tala, Waterh.)—Size of a Rat, and barred on the crupjier similarly to the Thy-

laciiie, but with white bands on a reddish g^round tint. Tlie only specimens at present known were procured at

Swan River scttlenn.'nt, Australia. Tliis animal has been supposed to present the nearest living apjiroach to the

fossil T/ii/lacot/ier/ttm of the secondary lias.]

The Bandicoots (Prrame/es, Goof. ; Tl/ylocis, Illig-)

—

Have the hinder thundi short, as in the ilr&t Dasyures, and the two following toes joined hy the skin as

f;ir as the cdaws ; the ihund) anrl little toe of their fore-feet are reduced to simple tubercles, so that

there seem lo be oidy three tO''s : the superior incisive teeth are ten in number, the most hindward

p(unted, and wddely separated from the rest ; below there are only six, [the posterior bilobate] ;
but

tlieir molars are the same as in the Opossums, [though less angular internally]. Their tail is hairy,

and not prehcn^,ile. Tli^y inhabit Australia. The great elaws of their fore-feet, almost straight,

announce the haliit of iligging into the ground, and their rather Imig hind-feet that their gait is rapid.

[Their ccecum is of middle size, as in the Opossums, to which they are approxinnated by I'rof. Owen.]

The Loni^-nosed Bandicoot {P. naiufiis-, Geof.)—Muzzle Aery much elongated ; the ears pointed ;
fur a jj-reyish

brown. It resembles, at the lirst <,'-lance, a Tenrec. The P. obesula, Geof., is not so authentic, [the latter is

n(tw well established, as also anothei-, P. Guiinii, from Van Dicnien's Land, which is very generally diffused

thi-ou;,Miout that island ; it lives principally on bulbs, but also on insects. Two ur throe more have been indi-

dicated, one of which, P. lagoiis, Reid, is ranj;-ed by Prof. Owen us

The Philander {Thalacoiynja, Owen),

—

The superior hindward incisor of which is close to the others, and the muzzle very long, and abruptly

attenuated: auditory bulLx remarkably large, and divided posteriorly. The ears long, and the tail also

long and bushy.

Tlie only known species (Per. hii/otis, Reid)— is a ninible-lookin;? and handsome animal
;
greyish, and as large

as the ciminion Opossmn. From New Suuth \Vales.]

In the second subdivision of Marsupials, there are two large and long incisors in the lower

jaw, with pointed and trenchant edges sloping forwards, and six corresponding teeth in the

upper <nie. The superior canines are still \n\\'^ ;ind pointed; hut those of the lower jaw arc so

small that the}' are often hithlen in the gum : in the last subgenus there are even none below.

Their regimen is in great part frugivurous; henee their intestines, and partieularl)- the

ccecum, are much longer than in the Opossums. Thev have all a large thumb, so se[)arated

from the other digits that it seems directed backward as in lairds : it has no nail, and the two

following fingers are joined by the skin as far as the last i)lialanx. It is frtnn this eneum-

stance that they have derived their name of

Phalangers [Fhaldngiata, Cuv.)

The Restricted Phalaxgeks {Balanlia, lUig.)

—

Have not the skin of the flank extended : they have on each jaw four back molars, all of which present

individually four points, ranged in two rows ; and before these a large one, conically compressed; also,

between this and the upper canine, two small and pointed teeth, to whicii correspond the very small

teeth below, of which we have spoken : their tad is always prehensile.

In some it is in great part scaly. They inhabit trees in the Molucca islands, where they feed on

insects and fruit. At the sight of a man they suspend themselves by the tail ; and if he gazes at them

sleaddy for some thne, they fall through lassitiLde. They diffuse an offensive odour, notwithstanding

which their Ilesh is eaten.

Several species are known, of various size and colours, all of which are comprchendeil under the D'nlrlphis

orieniali.s of Linn;eus. [Those in which the tail is paiily scaiy ai'e peculiar to the Molurca islands, and constitute

the division Ciiscns of some systematists. Fi\"e are eiuinierated hy the author, who follows Tennninck,]

In others, ^^hich have hitherto been found in New Holland only, the tail is bain,' to the tip.
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[Tlie autlior enumerates three, to which four have since been added by Mr. Ogilby, and an eiffhth by M. GeofTroy.

niose atii mats keep in holes of trees till tvvilisht, and for an hour or two after sunset are observed eating: the
lea\'ea of the dilTerent Eiicalijpti ; also, in retired places, those with the younff shoots of fruit-trees. The P/i. vul-

piiia is known as the Brush-tailed Opossum in Van Diemen's Land, and the Ph. Cookii, as the Ring-tailed

Opossum.]

The Petaurists {Petaurus, Shaw ; Phalaiujista, Illig.)

—

Have the skin of the flanks more or less extended between the legs, as iu the Colugos, and Taguans

among the Rodents, by which they are enabled to sustain themselves iu the air for some seconds, and

to make greater leaps. They have been found only in New Holland.

Some of the species still possess inferior canines, but extremely small. Their upper canines and

the three first molars, both aljove and below, are very pointed ; the back molars have each four points

[the last excepted, in which tliere are but three]. M. Desmarest has named this division AcrohaUs.

[It possesses thirty-six teeth in all]

The Pygmy Petaurist (Bid. pignuca, Shaw) .—Of the colour and nearly the size of a Mouse ; the hairs of the tail

disposed very regularly on its two sides like the barbs of a feather.

Other species have no inferior canines, and the superior are very small. Their four back molars

each present four points, but a little curved into a crescent, somewhat as oliserved in the Kuminants.

Anteriorly, there are two above and one below, less complicated : this structure renders them still

more frugivorous than any of the preceding. [Their teeth amount in all to thirty-four.]

The Great Petaurist {Bid. petaurus, Shaw ; P. taguanoides, Desm.)—Resembles the Tagaun and the Colugo in

size : its fur is soft and thick, and the tail long and [not in those which I have seen] llattened : brown-black

above, white underneath.

The Sciurine Petaurist {Did. sciurca, Shaw).—Ash-coloured above, white beneath, and smaller than the pre-

ceding; a brown line commencing on the muzzle and continued along the back : the tail tufted, and as long as the

body, its posterior portion black. From the islands near New Guinea. [It is abundant along the south coast of

New Holland. The teeth are forty in number, and exhibit considerable modification
; hence this animal has been

made a separate division of the Bdidca, Waterh. There are but four true molars to each jaw, with comparatively

blunt tubercles originally ; three false molars and a middle-sized canine above, and four small flattened teeth

below : the palate also is in this group perfect, whereas it is not so in the two others. Four or five species are

known to possess these characters.

The remainder appertain to the same minimum group as P. taguanoides.}

Our third subdivision possesses the incisors and superior canines of the preceding. The

two toes of the hind-foot are also similarly united ; but the posterior thumbs and inferior

canines are wanting. It contains but a single genus,

The Potoroos {Ilgpsijjrgnmiis, lUig.),—

•

Which are the last animals of this family that retain any trace of the general character of the Car-

naria. Their teeth are nearly the same as in the Phalangers, and they still have pointed canines above

[which all but disappear in one species]. Their two middle upper incisors are longer than the rest,

and pointed ; the two inferior ones project forwards. They have anteriorly a long trencltant and

dentclated molar, followed by four others, each with four blunt tubercles. What particidarly di-tiuguishcs

these animals, however, is their hind legs, which are very much longer in proportion than then fore

ones, that have no thumbs, and the two first toes of wdiieh are joined as far as the nail ; so that, at a

first glance, it seems as though there were but three toes, the middle one having two nails. They

often hop on their hind-feet, at which time they make use of their long and stroug tail to support

themselves. They have accordingly the form and habits of the Kangaroos, from which they only ditfer in

possessing the superior canine. Their regimen is frugivorous, and the stomach large, dirided into two

sacs, and possessing several intlations ; but their ccecum is moderate and rounded.

Only one species is known, the size of a small Rabbit, and of a mouse-grey colour, which is termed the Kauga-

roo-rat (Macropus minor, Shaw.) [Five or six others have since been discovered, two of which, inhabiting New
Guinea, are remarkable for their arboreal habits, in reference to which their structure is slightly modified, the

Umbs being less unequal, and the great nails of their hind-feet curved : they do not, however, essentially difi'er

from the others. One species is common in the interior of Van Diemen's Land].

The fourth subdivision diU'crs only from the tliird in having no canines whatever.

The Kangaroos, (Macropus, Shaw ; Halmaturus, lUig.),

—

la which all the characters occur that we have assigned to the pre'Jtding genus, except that the upper
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ciiiiinrR arc \;'aiit.iiiL':, and tiir middle incisors do not iirnjcct beyond the others. The unequal size oi

the liiiiii^ is even ninrc rciii;ii'lwi.iile, so that they advanee on all fours with ditilcnlty and slowly, hut

make iiiiinense Icap^ <\n liieir liind-fect, the great nail of wliirh (almost in tlie shajje of a hoof) serves

tliem likewise for defence, as, by supporting themselves on one foot and their enormous tail, they can

inflict a severe blow with that which is at liberty.''' They are ven,^ gentle, herbivorous animals, their

grinders presenting only transverse ridges : they possess five in all, of which the anterior are

more or less trenchant, and fall with age, so that older individuals have often only three. Their

stomach is formed of two elongated sacs, that are inflated at several places like a colon : the eojcura

also is large and inflated. The radius allows a complete rotation of the fore-arm.

The penis in these two geiK^ra is not bifurcated; Ijut the female organs are similar to those of other

The Great Kangaroo (M. i)>nini\ Hlciwi.—Smiiotirncs

six t>('t in ln_'i;,dit, bein;; the I;u-;;Lst ,'miiiKil of Xl'w HijI-

l;iiiil. It was discovered by Cook in 1779, and is now
bn*i| ill Kiirope. Tlie tlesh is said to resemble venison.

The younjj: ones, which are only an incli loni,'' at birth,

remain in the maternal pouch even "when tliey are old

enough to graze, Avhich they effect by stretchinu^ out the

neck from their domicile, when the mother herself is

feeding. Tliese animals live in troops, conducted by the

old males.t They make enormous leajis. [Numerous

other species are now known, which have e\'en been ar-

ranged into subgenera : these, howe^'er, are not gene-

rally adopted. They degrade in size to smaller than a

Hare.]

The fifth subdivdsion has two long incisors

in the lower jaw, but no canines; in the upper

two long; middle incisors, with some small ones

[four in number] placed laterally, and tiA'O

t Kfvng-aro.

small canines. It eomprehends but one genus,

The Koala {Keala, Cuv. ; Lipurus, Goldf. ; Phoscolarctos%, Blainv.),—

Which presents a short, stout body, and short legs, \vit.hout any [or rather with a short] tail : their ante-

rior toes, five in number, separate into two groups

for prelieusion, the thumb and index antagonizing

with the otiii-r three. On the hind-feet there is

no thumb; ami the iir^t two toes are united as in

the Pliahtngers and Kangaroos. [There are five

molars in each jaw, s([uarc, wilh four tubereh's e;ii

excepting the first. This animal iii e^si.'utially a

Phalangcr wiih a slmrt Jail.]

One only is kiKiwn (/-v-. rnu-rn>f;, Gohlfiiss.)—Of a

2-ri-yish cul . wliicb jiasses its fife partly upon trees,

,v,\<\ (.artiv ill liiiiiitws wliicb it excavates at their foot

,li_' carries her young fur a lung time

?-/

~-~ \
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wnuld therefore be necessary fo rank among t.I.e RorleriHa. Vfc should even have placed it there,

had ive not been gradually led to it by an uninterrupted series from the Opossums to the Phalan-
gcrs, thence to the Kangaroos, and from the Kangaroos to the Womliat.* Their reproductive organs
arc entirely similar to those of other Marsupiafa.

They are sluggish animals, with large flat heads, and bodies that appear as if crushed. They are

ivithout a tail
;
have five nails on each of the fore-feet, and four, with a small tubercle in place of a

thumb, on each of the hind ones, aU very long and adapted for buiTowing. Their gait is remarkably
slow. They have two long incisors to each jaw, almost similar to those of the Rodentia, [but which
oppose flat surfaces to each other, and not chisel-like edges, as in the latter] ; and their grinders have
each two transverse ridges.

They subsist on herbage, and have a large and pear-formed stomach, and short and wide cfficum,

furnished (like that of Man and the Ouraiig-outang) with a vermiform appendage. The penis is forked,

as in the Opossums.

One species only is known (Did. imina, Shaw); of the size of a Badger; the fur abundant, and of a more or less

yrllowisb-brown. It is found in A'an Diemen's Land, where it lives in its burrow; and breeds readily in confine-
ment. The fiesli is said to be excellent. [The skin of this animal is remarkably thick, and curiously attached to

tlie hip-bones : its eyes are unusually small. "When attacked, it grunts like a Pig ; and is found at various eleva-

tions, burrowing in the forests and low grounds, and retiring to crevices in the upper. To the colonists, it is

generally known as the Badger,

The Marsupiata are distributed by Prof. Ovien, in conformity with the structure of their

digestive organs, as follows :

—

1. The ccecum altogether absent.

—

Tliylacyinis, Dasijiirus, Phascorjaie, and probably

Mi/7-m.ecobius.

2. With a small coccum.

—

Didelphis and CJieironectes ; Peraineles, and probably Thy-

lucomys.

3. Co?cum of large size.

—

PJiascoIorctos, Plialangista, Petaurus.

4. The stomach complicated.

—

Blacropus and Hypsiprymnus.

5. Cfecttm with a vermiform appendage.

—

Phascalomys-

This arrangement appears to be perfectly in accordance v\itli the affinities of these animals :

though, at the .same time, it may be added that the Wombat {Phascalomys) might properly

form a distinct order of OvoviinpeTtt,']

THE FIFTH ORDER OF MAMMALIANS.

EODENTIA.

We have just seen, in the Pbalangers, canines so small, that we can hardly consider them

as such. The nutriment of these animals, accordingly, is chiefly derived from the vegetable

kingdom. Their intestines are long, and the ccecum simple ; and the Kangaroos, which have

no canines at all, subsist on vegetables only. The Wombat might commence that series of

animals of wdiieh we are now about to speak, and which have a system of manducation even

less complete.

Two large incisors in each jaw, separated from the molars by a wide interval, cannot well

seize a living prey, or devour flesh. They are unable even to cut the aliment; but they

serve to file, and by continued labour, to reduce it into small particles ; in a word, to gnaw

it : hence the name Rodentia applied to the animals of this order : it is thus that they suc-

* This jjrtiii.ation is, huwever, more appfircnt Uian real, as rcir'^rdi I never cease i^owiug at the base, as tlitir eruwna wear aivay by

the WoinbiLt, ivliieli iliffers from ,dl other ,V,/rs„;j„i;,) in tlic persist- attrition.—Ka.

eney of tlie formative jiulps of its teeth, which, in couseoueoe,', I
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cossfullv attiick tlie lianlest substanoes, fixMiuciitlv frcilmj,' on \vooil and the Ijark of trees.

The Ijetter to accorajilish tliis object, tliese incisors have enamel only in front, so that

tlieir posterior edges wearing aiiay faster than the anterior, they are always naturally slo])e(l

[or chisel-like]. Their prismatic form causes them to grow from the root as fast as they wear

away at the tip [their formative pul])s being persistent] ; and this tendency to increase in

length is so powerful, that if either of them be lost or broken, its antagonist in the (jtlier jau',

having nothing to oppose or comminute, becomes de\elo|)ed to a monstrous extent.* The

mh-rior jaw is articulated by a longitudinal condyle, in such a wav as to alhjw of no horizontal

mi/tion, e.\eept from back to front, and vice versa, as is reciuisite for the action of gnawing.

The molars also have fiat crowns, the enamelled eminences of which are always transversal, so

as to be m 0]iposition to the horizontal movement of the jaw, and better to assist in

ti-ituration.

The genera in which these eniincnees are sinijile lines, and the crown is verv flat, are more

exclusively frugivorons ; those in whi(di the eminences of the teeth are divided into Idunt

tubercles are f)inni\oroiis ; while the small luindier of such as ha\'e no |)Oints more readily

attack other animals, and ap]n-oximate somewhat to the CaniarUi.

The form of the body in the Rndeiitio is generally such, that the hinder jiarts of it exceed

those of the front ; so that [with the exception of a large South Anieriean group, including

the (iuinea-pig ami its allies,] they rather leap than run. In some of them, this ihsproportion

is even as excessive as in the Kangaroos.

The intestines of the Roiiciifia are \"erv long; their stomach simple, or but little divided;

find their ca'cuni often A"ery ^'oluunnous. even more so than the stomach. In the subgenus

Uli/nxus, however, this intestine is wanting.

Throughout the present group, the brain is almost smooth and without furrows ; the orbits

are never separated from tlie temporid fosstef, which have but little depth: the eyes are

directed siilew ays : the zygomatic arches, thin and curved below , announce the feebleiicss of

the jaws; and the fore-arms have almost lost the ]iow"er of rotation, their two Ijones being

often united : in a word, the inferiority of these animals is perceptiljle in most of the details

of their organization. Those genera, how e\'er, w hieli have stronger claMcles, displa;" a certain

dcL'ree of address, and employ their fore-feet together to hold u)) food to the mouth ; some of

them even climb trees with facility.

[ffc have seen that in the true Lemurs the middle superior incisors are separated by a wide

interval, which in the Cohigos (iiiileiipillieeus] is still more extended: in Projiitlieciis of

Mr. Bennett, on the contrary, the front pair are brought nearly contiguous, having more of

the Monkey character than in other Slrr'iislrrhiiii. The lower canines also, which are directed

horizontallv forward throughout that grniip. and ;ip[ii(ixini;ited so as to leave little room for

the intervening incisors, which are accordingly extremely narrow or eoiu])ressed, are even

more approximated in the Propithecus, so that one jiair of the incisors is necessarily saeri-

tii-ed ; ;iuil hence the diiiiinntinii of the interspace between the upper incisors. Now iu

tins we may discern a slight ap]iroaeli to the rodent character of Cliriroiiii/s, in the loss of one

p;iir of incisors. In the latter genus, the whole of the incisors disap|iear, the canines of both

jai\s occupying their site : precisely as in the true Rmlentiii, wherein also the incisors and not

the canines or tusks are almost without execiition obliterated, as is beautifully shown in the

instance of the Hare, i\liere true incisors exist jiosterior to the upper gnawing teeth : it will

be obsciTcd that in all Rodentia the eurreiitly reputed incisors j)ass through the uiter-

m:i\iliaries ; whih' the constant hmitiition of their number to two in each j.aw, and the inva-

riable absence of any trace of other teeth in the ordinary positi(ni of canines, assist in ecui-

tirming the opinion here decidedly entertained rcsjiecting the nature of what h;rve l)cen desig-

nated incisive teeth in these animals. It may be added that the Ularsupiata do not, therefore, as

tlms pr<j]ornjp(l. and I t They art su in C/iciruwi^j, ranged by the author in this order.-

claHal.—Eo. I Ed.
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arranged by Cuvicr, effect a transition in the rudimental character of their dentition from the

Carnivora to the Rodentiu; inasmuch as the canines, and not the incisors, disappear in them

(as observable in Hypsiprymnus) : the Woinl)at [Phascalomys) might indeed be thought to

present a soUtary exception to this remark ; but there is reason to beheve that the gnawing

teeth of this animal are modified incisors. Perhaps the nearest ajjinity oi the Rodentia is

with the Elephant, among the Pachydermata.']

Some of the Rodentia even ascend trees with facility. Such are

The Squirrels {Sciv.rus, Lin.),

—

Which may he recognized by their very compressed lower incisors, and by their long bushy tail. Their

fore-feet have only four toes, the hinder five: the site of the anterior thumb is ho-^-ever marked by a

tubercle [and it is between tliese tubureles of tbc two forc-iiaws that the Squirrels and allied genera

hold up their food to the mouth]. They have in all four grinders to each jaw, variously tuhercu-

lated, and a veiy small additional one above in front, which soon falls. Their head is large, the eyes

prominent and lively. They are light and agile animals, whicli nestle on trees, and subsist upon their

produce.

The Squirrels, properly so called {Sciurus.,C\\\),—
Have the hairs on the tail directed laterally, so as to resemble a feather. There are numerous species

on both continents.

The Common Squirrel {Sc. vulgaris, 'L.)—[Bri2"ht red in summer, with a dash of grey on the upper parts in

winter, at which latter season the fur js much liner, and the ears are termiuated with long hairs ; the helly white.]

One of the most beautiful is the

Sc. maximns and iiiaa-ourus, a native of IndJa.^Nearly the size of a Cat; ahove, black, the flanks and top of the

head a beautiful bri;i;ht maroon, the head, and all tlie under parts of the body, with the inside of the hmbs, pale

yellow ; a maroon-coloured band behind the cheek. It inhabits the palms, and is extremely fond of the milk uf

the cocoa-nut.

There arc several species in warm climates, remarkable for the longitudinal bands which adoni their fur. Such

are the Palmist [which has been known to vary entirely black, or white, &c. Certain African species, inhabiting

rocky situations, the tail of which is not bushy, but thinly covered with stiff appreseed hairs, and somewhat tufted at

the extremity, constitute the Pf^row(f/i" of Smith ; and others, also from Africa, which are entirely covered with

coarse ri^-id fur, the claws of which also are long and straight, adapted for burrowing only, compose the Xerut;,

Emp., and Ehr. ; Gcosciunts, Smith ; many of the latter animals live together, in holes of the ground
; subsisting

mainly on roots, for which they scratch up the soil. Sc. capevsis, Thunherg, is an example of this form.]

It is probable that we shall have to separate from the Sc{uirrels certain species that have cheek-

pouches, hke the Hamsters, and which retreat into subterraneous holes. They are

The GROUND-sauiRRELs {Tamia, Illig-).

Such are

The Sc. striafus, Liu., which is found throughout northern Asia and America, particularly in the pine forests.

The tail is less bushy than in the Common Squirrel of Europe, the ears smooth, and fur brown, with five black

stripes and two white ones. [Those from America are specifically different, and indeed constitute two or three

separate species.]

We ought also, most proljably, to distinguish

The Guerlinguets \_{Macroxus, Bodd.)],—
"Wherein the tail is long, and almost round, and the scrotum pendent and enormous. In both the

Ground-sqiiirrels and Guerlinguets, the teeth are similar to those of the true Squirrels.

Species of them occur on both continents.

The Taguans, Assapans, or Flying Squirrels, {Pteromys, Cuv.)

—

Have already been separated. In these the skin of the flank, extending between the fore and hind

legs, imparts the faculty of sustaining themselves for some instants in the air, and of making immense

leaps. Their feet have long osseous appendages, which support a portion of tliis lateral membrane.

There is a species in Poland, Russia, and Siberia {Sciurus volans, Lin.)—Greyish ash-colour above, white below
;

the tail only half the length of the body: size of a Rat; and which lives solitarily in the forests. Another in

North America, smaller, with the tail only a fourth shorter than the body {Sc. volucclla, Lin.) : it hves in troops in

the prairies of the more temperate districts.
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In tlic Inrlian Archipelago there is one nearly the size of a Cat (Sc. pelanrisla, Lin.) ; but the same Archipelago
produces smaller ones, as the .S'c. sagitta, distinguished from the rest, the small ones especially, by its incnjljraue,

which, as in Pt. petaurista, forms an acute projecting ant'le behind the tarsus.

[M. 1'. Cuvier has subdivided this group into the Taguans (Pteromi/s), and Assapans (Sciiiroj/lcriis), which
hatter term he applies to the smaller species, the hairs on the tail of which are arranged distachouoly : there are

several eastern species, however, which appear to connect the two together.]

The Aye-Aye {Clieiromys, C'uv.),

—

The inferior incisors of which are still more comiiressed, and above all, more extended from front to

back, resembUng plough-shares. Theu- feet have each five toes, of which four of tlie antenor are

excessively elongated
;
the niedius lieing much more slender than the others ; in the hind-feet, the

thumb is opposable to the other digits ; so that in this respect these animals are to the other rodents,

wdiat the Opossums are among the Carnaria* Tlic structure of their head is othcrnise very ditferciit

from that of the other Rodentia, presenting a closer relationship ^\ith the Quadrumatia [among wdiich

this remarkable genus is now ranged by almost general consent. It is, in fact, in the aggregate of its

conformation, a Lemuriue animal
: in which group we have already seen that the lower canines are

singularly modified, projecting forwards, and Ijeing ajiprcvimated to each other ; insomuch that the

inteiTcning incisors (except in Galceopithecus) are consequently extremely compressed and narrow,

one pair of them beiug even sacrificed in the Indris. In the present genus, the whole of the incisors

disappear, as in the ordinan- Rodealia ; the canines of both jaws occupying their site : hut it is very

doubtful whether, as in the true Kodents, these teeth have persistent formative pulps, as there docs

not exist another known instance of continuously growing teeth in any animal pertaining to the great

divisions of Primaria and Carnaria.f What little is known of the osteology of Cheirotnys is strictly

Lemurinc
; and no rodent possesses the rotation of the hones of the

fore-arm, and free separate movement of the limbs as prehensile in-

struments, which are oljscrvcd in this genus. Its habitat even is

Madagascar, the metropolis of the Lemurinc group of animals.]

One species only is known, discovered by Sonnerat {Hciurus madagaacar-
iensis, Gm.) ; as lar^e as a Hare, of a brown colour, tinged with yellow

; tail

long and thick, with some black bristles; and large naked ears. It is a

nocturnal animal, the movements of which seem painful to it ; lives in

burrows, and employs its long slender digit to con\-ey food to Us un.iuth.

Linuicus and Pallas have brought together in one single group,

under the general name of

R.VTS (J/iw, Lin.),—

All the rodents possessed of clavicles wdiich they could not distin-

guish by some obvious external character, such as the tail of the

\y ' ^ Squirrels or that of the Beaver
;
from whicli resulted tin' utter innios-

siliility of assigning to them any comniou character: the greater

number had merely pointed lower incisors, but even this character

was suljject to exceptions.

Is ii— ic.vyc «>€.
Gmelin has .already separated the Marmots, Dormice, ami Jerboas;

but we carry tbeif suljdivision much further, from considerations founded on the form of tlieir

The M-\rmots {Arcloniijs, Cm.)

—

Have, it is true, the inferior incisors pointed, as in the greater number of animals comprised in tlic

great genus of Rats ; but, as in the Squirrels [to wdiich superior group they indubitably appertain],

tliey have live molars on each side above, and four below, all of them shaqjly tubercnlated ; accord-

ingly, some of the specie:, are inclined to cat flesh, and feed upon insects as well as vegetaljles. Thcv
liave four toes, and a tubercle in place of a thumb, to their fore-feet ; and five toes to their hind feet.

In other respects, these animals are nearly the direct reverse of the Squirrels; being hea\}^, witli short

hmbs, a hairy tail of middle length or short, a large flat head, and they pass the ^villte^ in a state of
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lethargy in deep holes, tlie entrance of which they close with a quantity of grass.* They live in society,

and are easily rendered tame.

Two siiecies are known in the Eastern continent. Tlie Alpine Marmot (Uus. alpinus, Lin.), as large as aRahhit,

with a sliort tail, and yellowish-grey fur, more ash-coloureU towards the head, which inhabits lofty mountains
immediately below the perpetual snow line : and the Polish Marmot, or Bobac (M. bobac, Lin.), the same size as

the other, and yellowish-grey, ivlth a russet tint about the head ; it inhabits the lesser mountains and hills from

Poland to Kamtschatka, and often burrows in the hardest ground. Russian travellers in Bucharia mention some
others, as j^,rc7. /«/('».s', fi'pfo<lacti/luSf and musogaricuSy vfhich are perhaps not suificiently detennincd. America
likewise produces several ^Marmots.

Under the name of

SoosLiKS {Spermopldius, F. Cuv.),—

•

May be distinguished several Marmots which have cheek-pouches. Their stiperior lightness has

caused them to be designated Ground-squirrels, [and they connect the true Squirrels with the

foregoing]. Eastern Europe j)roduces cue,

—

BI. citiUii^, Lin.—A pretty little animal, of a greyish-brown, w'aved or mottled with white, the spots small, which

is found from Bohemia to Siberia. It has a particular fondness for flesh, and does not spare even its own species.

[There is another in Russia, Sp. guttatus, Tern., and more, further eastward, as Sp. xanthoprymnus, a native of

Trebizond ; but North America produces by far the greater number, some of wdiich are beautifidly marked with

white lines along the back, between each of which is a series of white spots in the elegant Sp. Iloodii.]

It appears tliat we should approximate to the Marmots, a rodent remarkable for the lnil)it of living

in great troops, in immense bun'ows, whicli have even been styled villages. It is called tlie Prairie

Dog or Barlciiifj Squirrel, on account of its voice, which resembles the bark of a small Dog : the

Arctomys hidoviciaiius of Say. M. Raiinesque, who [erroneously] ascribes to it five toes to cacii foot,

has formed of it his genus Cynomys. [It is in every respect a true Marmot.

All the foregoing genera, with the prominent exception of Cheiromys, are simply modifications of a

single peculiar type, and together compose the first principal section of the Sciiiridcs or Sqiurrel family.]

The Dormice [Myoxua, Gm.)

—

Have the lower incisors pointed, and fom' grinders, the crown of each of which is divided l)y closely-

folded lines of enamel.

They are pretty little animals, with soft fur, a hairy and even tufted tail, and lively expression : they

inhabit trees like the Squirrels, and subsist on their produce. In the very numerous order of rodents,

this is the only suligenus which is destitute of a coecum. They become torpid in winter, like the

Marmots, passing that season in a very profound lethargy : and so natural is it for them to fall into

this state, that a species from Senegal {M. Coupeii), which had probably never experienced it iu its

native country, became torpid in Europe as soon as it was exposed to cold.

The Fat Dormouse (J/. /7//.1-, Lin.)—Size of a Rat
;
greyish ash-brown above, whitish underneath; of a deeper

brown around the eyes; tail very hairy throughout its length, and disposed somewliat like tliat of a Squirrel, fre-

quently also a Uttle forked at its extremity. It inhabits the south of Europe, and nestles in the holes of trees and

fissures of rocks. It sometimes attacks small birds. This is probably tlie Sai fattened by the ancients, among

whom it was considered a great delicacy. [It is still eaten by the modern Italians.]

The Garden Dormouse (M. Kiiein).—Somewhat less than the preceding
;
greyish-brown abo^e, white beneath

;

black round the eye, which extends spreading to the shoulder ; the tail tufted only at the end, and black, with its

extremity white. This species is common in. gardens, where it shelters itself in holes about the walls, and does

much injury to the fruit-trees nailed to them. [It does not occur in Britain.]

The Red Dormouse (J/, avdlanarim, Lin.)—Size of a Mouse; cinnamon-red above, white beneath; the

hairs of the tail disposed somewhat like a feather. From the forests of all Europe. It constructs its nest of grass

on low branches, in which it rears its young : the rest of its time, and paiticularly during winter, it r.anains i.i

the hollows of trees.

[It has been said that this species cannot pierce a ripe nut-shell, and that its specific name does not correctly

apply ; but iu confinement we have frequently seen it penetrate to the kernel of the hardest hazel-nuts.

The Graphyures (Grapftyurus, F. Cuv.)

—

Scarcely differ from the Dormice externally, but have weaker jaws, and a longer and more slender

intestinal canal : their molars are of small size, and simple structm-e
;
and they have also no ccccum to

the intestine.

* Tilt Ground-5f|uirrela (Tufirwf), and even the nicmher* of Ihe restricted uroup Sciunu, ,ire more or less subjcet to Ijcconie tonjid in
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Two species have hcen ascertained, ))Otli (Tom Suutli Africa.

The Doruiice and Cirn|)liyiires compose tlic .second and hast division of tlic Scinrlda; or Squirrel fainilyj.

AVe a})pro\iniate to the Dormice, [bnt with qiiestionahle propriety],—

The Echymvds {Echijinijs, Geof. ; Loncheres, Illig:.),

—

Mliicli also have four grinders, bnt diliferently formed ; the snperior consisting of two lamina: bent lik*)

a V, the inferior of one bent and one simple lamina. The fur of several species is ""ough, with inter-

mixed flattened spines or prickles. They inhabit America. One of them,

The Golden-tailed Echymyd {Hysirix chrysuros, Sclireb.), is more than double the size of the Brown Rat ; it is

a handsome animal, of a bro'^\Ti maroon-colour, the belly white, with a crest of elonjjatfd hairs and a iongitudmal

A\liite band on the head ; the tail loni^;, and black, with its posterior half yellow. P'rorn Guiana, Another,

The Red Echymyd {Erh. nifus ; the Spinous liaf of Azzara), of the size of a Rat, reddish-grey, witli tad shorter

than the body, is found in Guiana, Brazil, and Parairuay. It excavates long Bubterrani.^ous burrows. [Tliese

species with hairy taih [-ertain to the Xclomys of M. Joui'dan, who restricts the term Eclujinyn to thf following.]

Others have merely the ordinary kind of hair, more or less rough.

The most remarkable is £/•/.. daciyltacirs, Geofl"., the Long-toed Echjonyd, wliich is still larger tlian the G<ilden-

taited species, and has the two middle toes of the fore-feet double the length of the lateral ones.- its scaly tail is

longer thtm the body far yellowish grey ; the hairs on the nose forming a crest directed in front.

The Mils paradoxus, Thomas {Lin. Trans, xi., IL-trromys, Lesson), apparently diftVrs only from the Echymyds
in possessing cheek-pouches. However, nut having seen its teeth, I cannot arrange it.

[Thb Cercomvds {Ccrcomys, F. Cuv.) —

Are closelv related to the preceding, and liavc also four molars surrounded with enamel, which are

deeply indented internally, and inclose tliree insulated circlets of enamel near their external border;

their form is still more Rat-like, but with the protile of the visage arched ; there are no spines in the

fur, and the tail is '.:ing and 'icaly.

* )ne speci«.s {C. Orasilicns/s) is tip;ured by M. F. Cuvier m his s:reat work on ^Mammalia].

The Hydromyos {IlydromySj Ccof.)

—

Are '\\ many respects rrlated to the Echymyds externally; but they are distinguislied from all other

Rats by their hind-feet, two-thirds of wiiich are palmated : their molars, also, two in number above

and below, have a peculiar chaxacter in the crown, which is divided into obliquely quadrangular lobes.

the summits of which are hollowcil out like the bowl of a spoon. They are aquatic.

Several have been sent to Europe from Van Diemen's Land, some with the belly white, others with a fuh'ous

belly, but all deep brown above, with a long tail which is black at the base, the distal half white. They are soine-

tiTiies double the size of the Brown Rat. //. hydrognsier and U. leucogasier, Geof. [The former is variable, but

the latter notwithstanding appears to be another speries.]

The IIoutias ' Cnpromy^, Desm.)

—

Have four molars above and I>elow, with flat crowns, tlie enamel of which is folded inward, so as to

form three re-entering angles on the external border, and only one on the internal side of those above,

and the inverse in the lower ones. Their tail is round, and slightly hairy. Like the Rats, they have

five toes to their hind feet, and four with the rudiment of a thundj to the anterior; their form is that

of Rats as large as a Rabbit or Hare.

Two [threi'] S]iecies arc known [all frnm the West Indies], which, tn,2;etlier with the Ai^outis, formerly cou.sti-

tated the cliicf ,L;ani(; of the indi^^enous inhabitants. Lsoduii pHor/dcs, Say, reftTs to urie of them. ['Ibey at'C

not distantly aUied to the Porcupines. It is remarkable that these animals hold up their food (a fusiform rout fur

instance) with one foot only to the mouth, resting on the other three. Tliey ascend bushes with facility.]

TiiE Rats, properly so called, (Mas, Cuv.),

—

Have three molars to each jaw, the anterior of wliich is the largest [and the posterior smallest], and the

crowns of which are (hvidcd into blunt tnlicrcles, which, by attrition, acquire the form of a disc vari-

ondy indented ; their tall is long and scaly. These animals are vciy annoying from their fecundity,

and the voracity \\ifb wliich they gnaw and dc\our sul^stanccs of c\ery kiuih There are three sitccioa

very common in bnu^cs, namely,

'i he Ci'iiiniun Aluiisc (,1/. /HKSciiitf-s, Liu).—Knuw u in ah times and all phices.
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The Black Hn-t (M.rathts, Lin.), which the ancients have not ulUulcd to, and \vhich appears to have cmerc-d

Europe during the middle ages. It is more than double the size of the Mouse in all its dimensions. 'I'ha fur is

blackish [with the ears much larger, and the tail longer, than in the following. Tliere is a brown variety of this

species, which is common in Paris, and ai^iears to have been figured by M. F. Cuvier as the Surmulot.]

The Brown Rat, or Surmulot (J/, decuinanus, Lin.), which did not pass into Europe till the eighteenth century,

and is now more common in large cities [and elsewliere, except in remote isolated localities,] than the Black Hat
itself; it is a fourth larger than that species, and is also distinguished by its brown colour. This animal appears to

belong to Persia, where it lives in barrows : it was not till 1727, that, after an earthquake, it arrived at Astracan,

by swimming across the Volga.

It would seem that the Black Rat, also, originated in the East ; and these two large species, together with tlie

Mouse, have been transported in ships to all parts of the globe.

[Of the very numerous others, it must sulhce to name the huge Bandicoot Rat of India {M. giqanteusy

Ilardw.), which is much larger than the Surnmlot. Those indigenous to South America have more complicated

folds of enamel to their molars.*] Some have spines mingled with their fur, as

The Cairo Mouse (J/, cahirinaa, Geoff.), which has spines on the back in place of hairs, and was noticed by

Aristotle.

[Only two strielly indigenous British riiice have hitherto been described : the tirst, extremely diminutive, is the

Harvest ^Jouse {M. jncs-'iorin.s, Shaw), with short ears, and red fur similar to that of the Common Dormouse : it

constructs a beautifid round or pear-shaped nest, attached to corn-stems, or p'aced in low bushes ; and is remark-

able for its tail being slightly prehensile at the extremity. The second is commonly termed the Long-tailed Ficid

Mouse (M. st/h-a/icKx), and might almost form a separate subgenus ; it rather exceeds the common Mouse

in size, with proportionately larger ears, and much larger and very brilliant eyes; a brown mark in the centre

of the chest: it is a pretty and very active species, more generally diffused than the Harvest I\Iouse, and never

enters buildings, where the other is often carried with the sheaves.]

Warm climates produce Rats, similar in every detail to those of which we have just spoken, except

that thcii- tails are more hairy. Sucli are

I-hjpudccus varkgatiis, Licht., var. flava; Meriones si/cnensls, Id. To which mast be added the Arvicola

mesnor, Le Coute ; Arc. horiemiSy Harl., or >Si/gvwdon, Say, distinguished however by its hairy ears, hke

ibe Ofomi/s.

Anotlier group, also with a hairy tail, but the teeth of which wear away faster, comprises the Ili/pud-ctis obesv^j

Licht., the Mas rufiraudiis, Id., and also the Meriones nericeus of the same natarali::>t, characterized by the

projecting ridges of the molars, which alternately catch in each other.

We have then to group the Neoioma _fforidanum of Say, or the Arvicola floridana of Harlan, and the Arvicnta

qossypina, Le Conte, two species which, size excepted, are very similar even in their colours, and the molars of

which, provided with roots [after a while], when worn a little, have crowns similar to those of the Arvicola:. [The

tail in one of them is covered with hair of tolerable length. Both inhabit North America.

RcHhrodon, Waterh., requires also to be introduced here, distinguished by its grooved upper incisors, its arched

and Rabbit-like head, great eyes, and large and round ears. Three or four species are known, from Sffiitli

America, where they "ivere discovered by Mr. Darwin.

The Pscudomys of Gray is another Rat-like animal, remarkable for inhabiting New Holland : the anterior molar

of its lower jaw is however more compressed and elongated, and there is a claw on its rudimentary thumb. The

species, Ps. ausiralis, inhabits holes in swampy places, at Liverpool plains.

It is necessary also to introduce here the Ilajyalofis alhipes, Licht.; Cottiluri/s consfricfus, Ogilby ; another

rodent from New Ilolland, the size of a Rat, with delicate ample ears, and along, hairy, and somewhat tufted tail.

It is remarkable for constructing an above-ground habitation, so firmly interlaced with thorny twigs externally,

as to repel the Dingo or semi-wild Dog of that country.]

The Gerbils {Gerhillnf^y Desm. ; Meriones, Ilhg.)

—

Have molars scarcely differing from those of the Rats, merely becoming sooner worn, so as to form

transverse ridges. Their upper incisors are furrowed \\ith a groove ; their hind feet are somewhat

longer in proportion than those of Rats in general, with the thumb and little toe but slightly sepa-

rated: their tail is [very] long and hairy, [and generally tufted].

The sandy and warm parts of the eastern continent produce several species, [mostly of a light huff colour, white

underneath].

The Merions {Meriones, F. Gav.),

—

Wliich we separate from the Gerbils, have the hind feet still longer, the tail nearly naked, and a ver)

small tooth before the superior molars ;
characters which approximate them to the Jerboas : their

superior incisors are grooved, as in the Gerbils, and their toes also are similar.

There is a small species in North America, Mus canadensis, Pen.; Dipus canadensis, Shaw; D. amer/canns,

* C-r-aifj uf these, lUc upper lip of M'Uich U .scirccly fissured, com I
South Africa, which constitute the Dnidronn/^ n{ Snillh

: ti.cy Mjrvrtelr

poae the Hvlochilu3,'Rtmidt. There are also some iirbureal I\Iice iii I
.hirer in atructurc from the British Htirvest Muuse.-HD.
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Barton. Its ap:ilityi?; extreme, and it closes itsolf up within its bnrrow, amlpasses thewinter in a state of iL'thargy.

I'he Ger/j//lut; biln-adorins, Uaii., or ^Iti.s labrad., Sabine, constitutes aiiotlier.

The Hamsters {Cricefus, Cuv.)

—

Have tcctli nearly similar to tlioso of tlto Ttats-, but tlicir tail is ihort and hairy, ami the t^vo sides

of tlieir moiuh are hollnwed (as in certain Monkeys) into sacs or clieek-pouelies, in which they trans-

port the grain they collect to their snlnerrntieous abodes.

The Common Hanii^rter ( Mm: crtcetus, Lin.).—Laro;er than the Rat, of a reddish-;2:ray above, black on the flanks

and underneath, with three white spots on eaeli side ; its four feet are white, and there is also a white spot under

the throat, and another under the breast ; jsoine individuals are all bhick. This animal, so ac^reeably varieQ:ated in

colour, is one of the most hurtful in existence, on account of the ijuantity of ijrain which it hoards up, hlling- ita

hole, which is sometimes seven feet in deptli. It is common in all the sandy districts, that extend from the north

of Germany to Siberia. The latter country proiluces several smaller sjiecies.

The Voles [Arvicola, LacciJ.)

—

Have three grinders almve and below, like the Rats, hut without roots, and \vhieh are each formed of

triangular prisms, placed alternately in two lines. [Their incisors (or fu.';l:s), uiihke those of tlie i>re-

ceding genera, are rounded, having an oval section.] They requii-e to be subdivided into several

groups, \iz. :

—

Thr Muskquash {Fiber, Cuv.; [On'Ia/ra, Laceped.]),—

•

Which is a Vole -with semi-iiahnated hind-feet, a long, scaly, and compressed tad, of which one species

only is well known,

—

The Ondatra, il/(/-y/.'/'"1'.^7^ or Mush Tint of C^wi^^la. [Caf^tor :ihciicu.';, Lin.; Mus ^/^(V;rf^'i, Gm.)—As larire as a

Rabbit, and reddish grey [the fur resembhnj^ that of the Beaver]. In winter they construct, on the ice, ahutof eartli,

in which several reside toj^ether, passin;]; through a hole in the bottom, for the roots of the Acorns on wnich they

feed. WTien the ice closes their holes, they are necessitated to devour one another, i'his habit of budding has

induced some authors to refer the Wuskquash to the genub Castor.

Tlie second subdivision is that of

The Ordinary Voles {Arvicola, Cuv. ; llypud(2us, Illig.\—

The tail of which is hairy, and about the length of the body [or shorter], without webs to the toes.

The Water Vole {Miis omphibius, Lin.)—A little lar^rer than the Black Rat, and deep gre>ish-brown -, the tail as

'ong as the body. Inhabits tlie banks of ditches, and burrows in marshy plains in search of roots; but it swims

and dives badly. [This species has been known to occasion much daina;?e, by burrowing into tlie raised lianks of

canals : in Uher respects it is quite harmless, except that it lays up a store of potatoes, iS:c., in its ^\ inter retreat,

which is placed far from the water. Its ordinary food is p;reen aipiatic herba^fo. A blaek variety is not of

uncommon occurreTice, in many parts of Britain.]

The Alsacian "^^ole {Mas Icrrestrls, Lin.)—Rather smaller than the last, witli a shni-ter tail. It lives under

ground like the Mole, preferring elevated fields, where it excavates galleries, and removes the earth to some dis-

tance from the opening:. Its maiii^azines, which are principally filled with the roots of the wild carrot cut into two-

inch pieces, are fn'i|iiridh two feet in diaun'tcr. [It i>^ not fnimd iu lliiiaiii.]

^leadow Vole iMu.s ,n-ra!is, Lin.).—Size (tf a Mnuse, reddish asli-cdlnur, tlictai! a little sbnrtrr thr.n the body. It

iidiabits burrows iti i he lipids, in w hirli it Imards up grain for llic wintiT. liy nudtiplyin^" r\i'rNsi\cly, it sometimes

occasions preat ihiniai;-!'. ['I'lnnT arr -ex r\-i\\ ni'arly allied small tjiroiiran siiories, two nf w hn;h inhabit Britain :

that known as A. arra/i.s in tliis country lias the tail vei^ short, and the ears incousjiicuous ; A. jyralenfris or

rijiiroJti is redder, with a lorifj^er tail, and more apparent ears ; it is less common than the otlier. Many more exist

in Asia and North America, of which it will be sufficient to notice]

The Economic Vole (Mi/s o'conomicus, Pallas.)—A little darker coloured than the fore:^oinjr» with the tail snli

shorter. It inhabits a sort of oven-shaped chamber, placed under the turf, from which issue several narrow and

ramifying canals runniuL;" in ^ai inus dinrtinns; other canals communicate with a second cavity, wlierein it

amasses its provisions. Fiom all .Siberia. It is thought to have been also found in Switzerlaud and the south of

France, particularly in the iintato fields.

Till: LEMMiNCis {Gi'orycJiiis, 111.; \_L<^i>i)niis, Link] ),

—

Have exceedingly short ears and tail, and fore-feet better adapted for digging. [Iu other respects,

they ordy ditferfrnm the Voles in being rather more hea\ily formed.]

The t\\o lirst s|ie( irs li;i\ i> \\\ e \'ery lll:^tinct nails to their fore-feet, as in the Mole-rats and Melamyds.

Tlie Scandinavian Lcn-iuiiup; {Mns Icmmiis, Lin.)—A northern species, the size of a Rat, ^vitb fur varic!j;ated blark

and yellow : it is very celebrated for its occasional mij^rations in immense bodies. At these periods they are said

to march in a straig'ht line, relxardle^s of risers or mountains ; and while no insui'mountablr obstacle impedes their
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pro^cress, they devastate the country throii^^h whicli tney pass. Tlieir ordinary residence appears to be the shores

of tlie Arctic Ocean.

The Siberian LemmiriEi-, or Zocor fjl/«jr a.spalax, Gni.)—T^cddish-j^rey ; the three middle nails of the fore-feet

loni;-, arcuated, compressed and trenchant, fcr cutting; earth and roots. The limbs are short; there is scarcely

any tail ; and the eyes are exceedinc:ly small. From Siberia, -vvbere it lives uuder-g-ruund, bke the Moles and

Mole-rats, and subsists chiefly on the bulbs of dilTerent L/liacccc.

The third species, like the other animals comprehended under the c;reat j^emis of Rats, has only the rudiment
of a thumb to its fore-feet. It is the Hudson's Bay Lemming (Mus Hudsonicus, Gm.) ; of a pearl-g'rey colour,

without any tail or external ears; the two middle toes of the fore-feet of the male seem to have double

claws, the skin at the end of the toe being- callous, and projecting- from under the nail ; a variety of con-

formation unknown except in this animal.-* It is as lari^e as a Rat, and lives under ground in North

America.

The Otomyds {Oioniys, F. Cuv.
;

[Enri/ofts, Brandt] )—

•

Are nearly allied to the Voles, and have also three grimlcrs, hut composed of slightly arcuated laminae,

which are arranged successively in file, so as to present an exact miniature resemblance to the grinders

of the Elephant. Their incisors are grooved longitudinally, and the tail and ears are hairy, the latter

heing also large.

Tlie only known species, the Cape Otomyd (0. cnpensif:, F. Cav.). ijibabits Africa, and is of the size of a Rat,

with fur annulated black and fulvous. Tail a third shorter than the body.

The Jerboas (BIjjus, Gm.)

—

Have nearly the same teeth as the Kats properly so called, differing only in the occasional presence of

a \ery small tooth, placed before the superior molars. Their tail is long and tufted at the end, the

head large, and eyes large and prominent; but their principal character consists in the immoderate

length of the hinder limbs, as compared with the anterior, and above all, in the metatarsus of the three

middle toes, wliich is formed of a single hone, as in what is termed the tarsus of birds. This dispro-

portion of the limbs caused them to he designated iwo-footod }\ais by the ancients : and in fact their

ordinary gait is by great leaps on the hind-feet. Their fore-feet have each five toes; and in certain

species, besides the three great ones to the hind-feet, there are [one or two] small lateral toes. These

rodents Uve in burrows, and become profoundly torpid in winter.

[There are numerous species, inhabiting; Asia and Africa. Those with five toes have been brought together by

some under the name AJectaga.}

The IIelamyds {Helamys, F. Cuv. ; Pedetes, 111.),

—

AVhich are commonly termed Jumping Hares, have, like the Jerboas, the head large, as are also the eyes, a

long tail, and very short fore -legs in comparison with the hinder ; the disproportion, however, being much

less than in the true Jerboas. Their peculiar characters consist in having four grinders, each com-

posed of two lamina; ; live toes to the fore-feet, armed with long and pointed nails, and four only to

the hind-feet, all separate, even to the bones of the metatarsus, and terminated by large claws almost

resembling hoofs. The number of their toes is accordingly inverse to that of the ordinary Kats. Their

inferior incisors are truncated, and not pointed as in the Jerboas, and as in the majority of other

animals which have been comprised in the great genus of Rats.

One species only is known, as large as a Rabbit,

and pale fulvous, with a long- tufted tail black at the

tip {Mas cafftr, Pallas ; Dipii^s coffer y Gm.)— It inha-

bits deep burrows near the Cape of Good Hope.

[Tlie affinities of this curious animal are by no

means obvious.]

The JIole-rats {SpaJax, Guldenstedt)

—

Have also been very properly separated from

the genus of Rats, although their grinders are

three in number, and tuberculaled as in the

Rats properly so called, and also the Hamsters,

and are merely a little less unequal; their in-

cisors being too large to he covered hy the hps, and the extremities of those of the lower jaw

* Till' I'lnvfi-s, iukI s- crjil oilicr birils bclorffiiiuf to tlic fiiijiie ljoviii, prcst'iil a souic«li:it fixKa-ic-oiis conroriiiritiori.— f,t,.

I
'2
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trenchant, rectilinear, and not pointed : thcii- limbs arc very short ; all ilicir feet have five short toes,

TA'ith flat and slender nails ; their tail is shorter wanting, and tlicre is no external ear- They live

under ground like the Moles, throw up the earth in the same manner, although provided with very

inferior instruments for the pui"pose, and subsist entirely on roots.

Tlie Blind Mole-rat, Zemny, or Stepitz {Uiis ti)phhis, Pallas.)—A siiif^nlar animal, wliich, from its lar^e head,

anirnlai' at the sides, its short Icf^s, the total absence of a tail or of any apparent eye, has a most shapeless appear-

ance. The eye i.-; not visible externally, and we merely lind beneath the skin a small black g-lobnle, which appears

to be org-anized like an eye, but which cannot serve for the purpose of vision, since the skin passes over it without

oponing, or even becoming- thinner, and being as much covered with hair as on any other part. It exceeds our Kat

ill size, and has smooth ash-coloured fur, verging on red. Olivier supposed that this animal was alluded to by the

ancients, when they spoke of the INIole as being totally blind.

The islands in the Straits of Sunda produce a Mule-rat as large as a Rabbit, of a deep grey colour, \\ ith a v.'hite

longitudinal stripe upon the head (y^palnxjavanicua, Auct.)

[Thk Cani;;ts {RliizQiinjs, Gray ; Ni/cloclrptes, Tcm.)

—

Have been approximated to the Jlole-rats ; but have small open eyes, and conspicuous naked cars :

their head is large, liic body ronnd and massive ; limbs short, with five toes to each foot, and tliick

and naked tail of mean length. There arc thiTC rooted molars on each side of both jaws, more com-

plicated than in SjjalaT.

Two species are described, j][ns sttuiafrcii.^is, RaMles, ^vhich feeds chiefly on the roots of the bamboo, and

R. shiicius-f Griiy.]

From the Mole-rats themselves should have been separated

—

Tiic Batiiyergues {Bathijergus'''', III. ; Onjcforopus, F. Cuv.),

—

VViiich, with the general Inrm, the feet, and triim;ated incisDrs of the prrredinu';, coniltine f mr mular^s

to each jaw : their eyes, though small, arc distinctly perceptible ; and they have a short tail.

"^riie Shore Batliyergue {Mit-a marit'nnus, Gm.).—^Nearly the size of a Rabbit, with grooved upper incisors, a/.d

«hitish-irrey fur. Also the Cape Bathyergue (J/, c//:'*'?;*/*, Gm.), scarcely as lar:i;e as a Gviinea-jiig", brown, ^^iih

a spot around the eye, another round the ear, and a third on the vertex, together with the end of the muizU,

white. The incisors of this species are smooth. There is a third, also, ^vith smooth incisors hke the last, grey,

and hardly equal in size to a Rat (B. Ii<jlleiil<ilti.\).

We should place near the Mole-rat and Bathyergucs

The Pseudostomes (Geomi/.i, Rafinesque ; Ps-cudosfon/a, Say ;
Jscon/t/s, Licht.; [Saccop/iorvs, Knhl] ),

—

"Which have likewise four molais al>ove and below, prismatically compressed : the first double, the

three others simple ; and the upper incisors nf whiidi are furrowed with a dmible groove in front.

Tbcir three anterior middle nails, the medial more especially, are very l^)nL^ ei'ooked, and trcneliant.

They are low on the legs, and have very deep check-poucbes, which upon externally, enlarging the

sides of the head and neck in a singular manner.

Only one species is known {}[".•,- /mrsanns, Shaw), of tbe size of a Rat, with reddish-grey fur; the tail naked,

and shorter by half than the body. It inhabits deep burrows, in tbe interior nf North America. The figure of

this animal in tlie Linmeau Transarf/o/f.s resembles nothing in nature, ha\ing the cheek-pouches turned

inside out.

The Gauffres {Biplosfoma, Ralin.^

—

Scarcely differ from tbe preceding, exce])t in the total absence of a tail.

They are from North America. The speejfs bdnre us i>, ledrlish, and ten inches in length. [Kight or ten

species pertaining to this and the preceding subdivision arc no^v kin^wn, one or ujore inhabiting Europe.

The Saccomvds {Saccomys, F. Cuv.)

—

Have similar elieek-pouehes, and four rooted nntlars on each side nf both jaws, successively lessening.

They have live toes on each t'ont, the unlerior thundjs very small ; tail lung and naked.

Tbe nnly species described (^'. .i<'ii//n</'hi/iix) iulinbits North Auicrica, and is of tlie size and hns nundi the aspect

of a Mouse. Its cbrek-iinm-hes were distended willi the llowers of >Sccni/(hii-<t cohibUns, \Mth sorne entire ^ecds,

a[)]iaren1]y of Coiivolnihiri:^:.

* Thin uarne is iiuw .:uiniiii.-il lo certiiio species wliicL liave only llircc- ninlars. Orycterupus, Ijowcvcr, is also .'Lpplu'il to n. qr'niis of Fih-nlata.
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We now pass to larger rodents than those of which we have hitherto spoken, but of whion

several have still well-developed clavieles.

Of this number are

The B cavers (Castor, Lin.),

—

^Yhifh are distinguished from all other rodents hy their horizontally-flattened tail, of a nearly oval

form, and covered with scales. They have tive toes on eacli foot, the hinder being webbed, and a

double and oblique nail on the digit next the thumb. Then: grinders, four in number above and

below, with flat crowns, appear as if formed of a doubled bony fillet, exhibiting one deep indentation

on their internal border, and three on the outer edge above, and the reverse below.

They are rather large animals, and are a([uatie in their mode of life ; their feet and tail assisting

them in swimming. As they subsist chiefly on bark and other hard substances, their incisive teeth

are very robust, and grow as rajndly from the root as they wear at the tip. By means of them they

are enabled to cut down trees of various kinds.

Large glandular pouches, which terminate on the prcpnee, secrete a pouDiiade of very pungent

odour, which is employed in medicine under the name of L'asloreimi. In both sexes, the organs of

generation terminate within the extremity of the rectum, so that they have only one external orifice.

llie Beaver of Canada {C. fiber, Auct.).—Surpasses the Badg-er in size, and is, of all quadrupeds, the most indus-

trious in fabricating its dwelling ; to erect which many work in concert, in the most retired districts of North
America.

Beavers choose water of such a depth as is not likely to be frozen to the bottoiu, tind, whenever possible, run-

um-j; streams, that the wood which they cut above, may be carried downwards by the current to where they

require it. They maintain the water at an equal heig-bt, by dams constructed of branches of trees, mixed witli

clay and stones, and repair them year after year, till a hed,i;e is at length formed by the germination of part of the

materials. Each hut serves for two or tln-ee faniiUes, and is divided into two apartments ; the upper dry, for the

liabitation of the anmials ; the lower under water, for the provision of bark. The latter only is open, having its

entrance imder water, without any communication with the land. The huts are formed of interlaced t^uj^-s and

branches, having their interstices closed up with mud. There are always several burrows along the bank, in which

these animals seek for refuge when their huts are attacked. They only inhabit them during the wmter ; dis-

persing in summer, at which season they live solitarily.

The Beaver is easily tamed, and accustomed to feed on aninjal substances. Those of Canada are of a uniform

reddish brown ; and their fur, as every one knows, is in much request for hatting. It is sometimes flaxen-

coloured ; at others black, or white. We have been unable to ascertain, on the most scrupulous comparison,

whether the Beavers which inhabit burrows along' the Rhone, the Danube, the AVeser, and other rivers of Europe,

are specifically diti'erent from those of America ; and whether the vicinity of man prevents those of the ea&tern

contment from buikUng.

The Coypu {Myopotamus, Commerson)

—

Resembles the Beaver in size, in having four molars almost similarly compressed, in the robustness of

its yellow-coloured incisors, and in having five toes to each foot, those of the hinder palmated ; but its

tail is long and rounded, [and its skull chssimilar].

We only know one {Mun coi/pm,-, JMolina), which li\es in burrows beside the rivers of South America. Its

yeliowish-grey fur, mixed with down at the root, is employed by hatters like that of the Beaver, and is conse-

quently an important article of commerce. Thousands of their skins are sent to Europe. [Ihis species, bke the

Beaver, is easily tamed, and appears to withstand the climate of this country.]

The Porcupines {Ili/strLv, Liu.)

—

Are recognized at the first glance by the stitf and pointed quills with which they are armed, somewhat

as in the Urchins or Hedgehogs, among the Carnaria. Their grinders are four in number above and

below, with flat crowns differently modified by lines of enamel, between which are depressed intervals.

Their tongue is roughened by spiny scales. The clavicles arc too small to rest on the sternum and

scapidar, being merely suspended by the hgaments. They live in burrows, and have very much the

habits of Rabbits. From their gmnting voice, and thick truncated muzzle, they have been compared

to Pigs, whence their French name of Pore-ejmi or Poreujjine.

The Porcupines, properly so called {Hystrix, Cuv.), —
Have the head more or less convex, on account of the devclopcment of the nasal bones. They have

four toes before and five behind, furnished with stout claws.

That of E'lrope (//. crhtata, Lin.) inhabits the Soutli of Italy, Sicily, and Spain. Its quills are very long, and
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aiinulated black and white ; there is a crest of lon,2: hristlcs on its heaa and neck. Its tail is short, and furnished

with hollow truncated tubes suspended by slender pedicles, which make a rattliii;^; sound when the animal shakes

tlieni. Its cranium and muzzle are sing-ularly convex. There are other species not very dilferent, but with the

head less convex, inhabiting India and Afi'ica. [Tin.-se constitute the Acantldon of M. !'. Cuvier : the //. hirsutl-

rottrisy Brandt, is however intermediate.]

^ye separate from the true Porcupines

The Atherures {Athcrura, Cuv.),—

The bend and muzzle of whioli are not innatcJ, aud the tail long, Init not prehensile; their feet are

simiha' to those of the preceding.

The Pencil-tailed Athcnire {Ili/st. fasdnilntn, Lin.)—The <pii!|s on the body furrnwril with a ;]:roovf in front,

and the tad teriLiiiiated by a banOleof IlatU'iied liorny ^liii-s, constricted at inter\als. [lidiubits India and ^Malacca.]

The Ursons (Ercthizou., F. Cuv.),

—

Have a flat cranium, and short muzzle which is not convex: their tail is of middle length, and the

spines short and half-hidden in the hair.

One species only is known, from [the Atlantic side of] North America (ITi/st. dorsafa, Lin.). [The E. epixan-

thus, Brandt, from the western side of the same continent, appears to be another. These animals produce but

one youn;^^ at a birth.]

The Coexdous {Si/jicfhcres, F. Cuv. [Cercolalcs-, Erandt] ).

]\Inz7de short and tiiirk; the heafl cnnvcx almve ; (juills iluul ; aud the tail, in particular, long,

naked at the tip, aud prehensile, as in a Sa]iajuu or Opossum. Tlicy climb trees, and have only four

tues on each foot.

In the warm parts of North America, there is a species with black and white spines, and brown-black fur

(ff}/st. prc/ieusilis, Lin.); and a smaller kind in South America (H. im-idiosa, Licht.), the prickles of which are

partly red or yellow, and hidden durint^ part of the year by its long greyish-brown fur. [M. d'Orbig-ny is of

opinion that these constitute but one species. In Brandt's memoir on the Porcupines, however, they are referred

to different subLrenera, after M. F. Cuvier ; the first, with the addition of another (6'. plati/ccn/rofu-i-), to iSi/nethereg

as restricted, the other, with two more species ('V. Jiiyricans and i'-^'- oiTini-s), to a subdivision ^phiggurns.

The Aulacodon {Aulacodu^, Tern.)

Incisors very hroad, the up[)cr farrowed with two grooves, and a third at their inner margin : four

molars as in the preceding, those of the upper jaw ^vith a single deep fold of enamel Avithin, and two

without, excepting the anterior, which has three ; in the lower jaw, the outer margin has only one

fold, and tlie inner two. Tlicre are hvc toes hefore and four behind, ami some llattcued sinaes

mingled \vith t!ie i'ur. The furm is that of a Kat, with tlie molars of a Porcupine.

A, •,irin<((.rUinus, Tcm., is the nidy kiio\\n species, from the Eastern .Vrchipelago].

The ll.JiRES {Lfjius, Lin.)—
Have a vetT' distinctive character, in their superior incisors hcing double; tliat is to say, there is

another of small size behind cacli of lhenr'~ [m-, in oilier wiu'ds, twn genuine ijicisivc teeth are present

in tiiese aninials, po.Nterior to the ordinaiy representatives of the tusks or canines]. Their molars, live

in nuraljer above and below, are each of them formed of two vertical lamina; soldered together, and in

the upper jaw there is a sLxth, simple and very small. They have live Iocs before, and four behind
;

an enormous ccecum, live or six. times the size of the stomach, and lined internally with a spiral layer

liinmghout its whole length. The interior of llicir mouth and tlic under part of their feet are covered

wiih hair like the rest of llie body.

The Hares, properly so called {Lejiua, Cuv.),

—

Are distinguished by their long ears, short tad, hind-feet much longer than the fore, imperfect clavi-

cles, and antorbitai Sjjacc in the cranium widely pierced and reticulated. There are numerous species

in both hemispheres, wiiicb tVuin their resemblance are dittieult to characterize.

[Four (iccur in the British i.slands. The Common Hare {L. limnhis, Lin.), with yellowisli-brown fur, which lias

a tendency to curl ; thf li-isli Hai'e [L, h'd-i-n-i'n-Ks)^ with slioi'tcr limbs and eai's, and siiHinth ri.'ddisb I'ur, of very

- TI1..TC is evL'ii a iiLTlod wliuLi Uk'V mc,. t,lii.>.lfliii!; llirir teeth, iluriiii,' v,liii;li Uny ,ir>l"-i'r to luiVi; llirc,.' ymr uf »\^\nT mci;;oL-s, one behind
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inferior value totliat of the preceding, and which occasionally turns white in winter* ; the Variable Hare {L. varia'

bil/s), a mountain sjjecies, larger than either of the foreg'oing', with still shorter ears and limbs than the Irish Hare,

and brown fur in summer, which always changes to white at the approach of winter ; and the Rabbit (L. cunic//h/.-i),

rcmai-kiiblc ti.ir its burrowin;;^ habits, and for bringing- forth its young blind and naked, while the Leverets of the

tlircu others see and run from birth. Kot less than sixteen species of Lt'jjus are already known in Nortli

Aiuei'ica ; and many others exist iii Asia and Africa.]

The Pik.\s {Layomys, Cuv.)—
Have ears of moderate length, the limbs nearly equal, the aiitorbital foramen simple, almost perfect

clavicles, and no tail whatever. They often utter a very sharp ery. They have hitherto been found

only in Siberia [since, however, at a considerable altitude on the llimmalayas, and in North America],

and Pallas was the first to make them known.

[The largest of them] Lcpus afpbiusy Pallas, is the size of a Guinea-pig, and yellowish-red. It inhabits the most

elevated mountain summits, ^vhele it passes the summer in selecting and drying the herbage for its winter pro-

vision. Us hay-stacks, which are sumetimes six or seven feet high, arc a valuable resource for the Horses of the

Sable-hunters.

Some fossil remains have been discovered of an unknown species of I'ika, in the accumulations of osseous

breccia in the island of Corsica.

After the two genera of Porcupines ami Ilarcs, come the rodents which Linnaeus and Palliis

brought to;i;ethei' under the name of Cavia, but for which it is impossible to assign any other

constant and positive character than the imperfection of their clavicles, though the various

species are not without analogy in the as})ect of their body and manners. They are all from

the New Continent.

The Capvbara {fli/drocharus, Erxlebcn)

—

Has four toes before, and only three behind, all of them armed with stout claws, and connected

together by membranes ; four grinding teeth above and below, the last of wiiich [especially in the

lower jaw] are the longest, all composed of numerous simple and paraUel laminai ; the anterior of

these lamina; forl<ed towards the outer edge in the upper, and towards the inner one in the lower

teeth. Only one species is known.

Tlic Capvbara (Cavia capi/hara, Lin.), as large

as a Siamese Pig, with very thick muzzle, short

legs, coarse yellowish-brown hair, and no tail.

Inhabits the rivers of Guiana and the Amazons,

where it lives in troops: is a good swimmer, and

the largest [existing] species of the Rodentia.

The Beaver alone approaches it in size.

The Cavies, popularly termed Guinea-piffS,

{Jncenia, F. Cuv. ; Cavia, lllig.),

—

Are miniatures of the Capvbara, except that

their toes are separated, and their molars

have each only a simple lamina, together

with a forked one externally in those above,

and on the inside in the h)wer.

The species best known is the common domestic Cavy, or Guawa-pi'/ (Cavia co'>aia, Pallas
;
Mus porccUas,

lin) extremely common now in Europe, where it is bred in houses, under the [mistaken] supposition that its

odour drives away Rats. It varies in colour like other domestic animals. [Six or seven spec.es are now known,

ore of which, the Patagonian Cavy(a patachonica, Pen.), is much larger than the re.t, with remarkably long

limbs: the author suspected it to be an Agouti. Some separate it by the appcUation Dohchotis.-]

The ]\Iocos {Kcrodon, F. Cuv.)

—

I'ave grinders rather more simple than those of the Cavies, each being formed of two triangulai

pri'^ms.

The only known species is also from Brazil, somewhat surpassing the Guinea-pig in size, and of an ohve-grey

coli:iur

<• Tlie Irish Hare h

hiih

rL-crruly been distinL>-ni,slud, riiitl Ikl:

bcL-n met with only In tli^a isl^ud, wlierc, uiitil Litcly, Liu icd luusc thci

.1 numbers of the hitter, however,

the laat t\\L-lvemoiitlj.
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The Agoutis {CJiJoromys, F. Cuv. ; DaHyprocia, 111.)

—

Have four toes before and three heliiml, and four grinders aliove and Itelo^v, of nearly equal size, "with

flat cro\vns irregularly furro\\cd, and a rounded eoutour, Ufitcljed on llui inner edge of those above,

and the outer of those below. In disposition ami the nature of their flesh, they resemble Hares and

Rabbits, which they in some degree represent in tlic Antilbj^ and hot parts of America.

[Several species have been ascertained, one with only two tors tu the hind-feet. Tliey employ their fure-feet

to hold up food to the mouth.]

The Pacas {delotjemjs-, F. Cuv.; Osteopera, Ilarl.)

—

y\ith teeth pretty much resembling those of the Agoutis [and Porcupines], combine a very small

additional toe on the inner side of the fore-foot, and two, equally small, on the sides of the hind-foot,

which have consequently five in all. Besides this [and in addition to ordinary cheek-pouches], there

is a cavity hollowed in each cheek, which dips under the projection of a very large and salient zygo-

matic arch, which imparts an extraordinary aspect to the skidl. Their flesh is under:;tood to be

fine eating.

Tliere is one species or variety of a fulvous colour, and another brown, both of which are spotted with white

{Cavia paca, Lin.).

Finally, there remains an animal perhaps alhcd to Cavia, jierhaps more approximating to Layonnjs,

or to the Rats, which we are unable to arrange for want of knowing its dentition,—the Chinchilla of

the furriers, the skins of which are imported in immense numbers, but the body wc have

never been able to obtain. "-' ^' *

The Viscacha, described Ijy Azzara, and such as we have seen it flgured, can hardly be otlicr than

a large species of Chinchilla, with shorter and coarser fur.

[The progress of discovery has realized this expectation of the aulhur, and wc are now acquainted

with three subdivisions of these animals, all of ^\hich have four rootless molars aliove and below, com-

posed of alternating transverse layers of enamel and ivory : the form of the cranium and lower jaw

indicates considerable affinity with the Ca\'ies ; but the clavicles are developed, and tlie aspect altogether

more Rabbit-like, or rather approximating that of the Pikas ; the eyes are placed far backward, the

whiskers remarkaldy long and conspicuous, and the tail is always held recurved. These animals hve

socially in extensive btuTows. The first subdivision is that of

The Vi>;cacha {Lagosiomu^, Brookes),

—

In which the fore-feet are furnished with four toes, the hinder with three only, as in the Ca\ies, all of

them armed witli stout claws adaiited for digging. The cars are of moderate size, and the tail com-

paratively short. Their three anteriur molars of the upper jaw consist each of two double lavers, and

the last of three ; the lower of two each throughout.

The only known species {L. trichodactijhis, Brookes,) is about thr size of a Ilarc, and inhabit.? Chili and Brazil

:

its iL^erieral colour is greyish, the fur of two sorts, one entirely white, and the other, -which is coarser, black,

except at the base ; the under parts white. Its motions are quick, and resemble those of a Rabbit ; and it seeks

its food by night, subsisting wliolly on vegetables : inhabits the level conntr>', and is not esteemed as fuod. This

animal is figured iu liritHth's editiim of tlir present wui'k under the name of Diana Marmot.

The others are mountain animals, which frequent rocky places near the snow-Une.

The Chinchas {Lagotis, Ben.; Legklium, Meyer)

—

Scarcely dilfer from the Viscacha except in having four toes to each foot, and a long biastly tail, as in

the Chinchilla.

Tuo species are known; the first with long Ralibii-like ears, and greyish fur, from the Peruvian Andes
{L. Cavicriy Ben. ; Lmjiil. pcntr/anuni, iMey.) ; the othci' fiuni tlie Chilian Andes, with shortei" ears, and fur inclining

to reddish-brown (L. pa/Z/pcs, Ben.).

Lastly,

Thk CiirvcHii.L'V [ChincJiiUa, Ben.; Eriornys, A^ander Ilocvcn ; CaUoi^njs, Gray),

—

Has a fourth very small internal toe on the hind-foot: cars atnplc ; the internal anditiuT lju.'hi;

remarkably capacious, appearing on the upper part of the skull. Each of the upper molars has

three alternate layers of enamel and ivory, the inferior only two.
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One species only is well determined, tlie Chin-

chilla of the furriers {Ch. lanigei-a. Ban.), cele-

brated for the delicate fineness of its fur. It

inhabits the Chilian and Pernvian Andes.

Somewliat allied to the foregoing, is an-

other small group of South American rodents,

with also four rootless molars of equal size

r a))ove and below, except in one instance

^= {Al/rocoma),\\\\QXQ, the inferior resemblethose

—^ of an Arvicola ; they are surrounded with

enamel, and doubled, or indented deeply, on

both sides. The antorbital foramen is very

Fiii.-i3.-TiieChiiichiiu. large. There are five toes to each foot, ex-

ce])t in Ahrocoma, \\\\\ -Xi hrs only four anteriorly; and the general aspect is intermediate to that of the

Chinchillas and Rats or Voles: the head, however, is arched. I'our subdivisions have been distiu-

guislied. In

The Abrocomes {Ahrocoma, AVatcrli.),

—

The ears are large, the claws very small, and the tail rather long and not tufted. The excessive

fineness of tlieir fur probably exceeds that of any other animal.

Two .species were taken near Valparaiso by Mr. Darwin, A. Ciivicri and A. BomcilU, Waterh.

The Octodons {Octodon, Bennett; Dendrohius, Meyer),

—

Have also large ears, and a long and tufted tail : their inferior molars resemble those of the following.

The only known species (O. CummivgU, Ben.), is the Sciurus dcjus of IMolina, Z>. dajns, Meyer. It inhabits

Chili, and is often seen traversing; the branches of low underwood.

The PfEPHAGOMES {Poej)hogomijs, F. Cuv.),—

-

Have narrow incisors, the auditory conch small, but distinct : claws adapted for burrowing.

The only ascertained species {P. aicr) inhabits Chili.

Finally,

The Ctenomyds {Ctenomys, Ben.)—

Are distinguished by the great breadth of their incisors, by the smallness of their ears, their rather

short tail, and stout claws, well qualitied for Lmrrowing.

Tliere i^ a species in Brazil (Ct. hvazUiensis, Blainv.), and another near the Straits of Magellan (Ct. Magellani-

cus, Ben.)

A remarkable African rodent, which is iu several respects allied to the last, is known as

The CTENonACTYLE (Cfenodacfglus, Gray),

—

The incisors of which are rounded ; there are but three molars, however, on each side of both jaws,

surrounded with enamel, the upper with one deep indentation externally, the lower indented on both

sides. The feet have each four toes, with the rudiment of a thumb on the anterior ; and the hinder

especially are furnished with stiff brush-like bristles, -which curve over the toes (a structure which is

also seen in the last preceding subdivisions). The general aspect resembles that of the Chinchilla

group, to which the structure of the lower jaw bears also some resemblance ; and there are similar

great whiskers on the upper lip.

But one species is known (C. Ulassoiiii, Gray), from North Africa; size of a Ilat, with a short tail, and pale

yellowish-brown fnr, of very fine texture.

The fore2;oing arrangement of the extensive series of Rodentia is by no means reduced to

that simplicity which we conceive will ultimately he attained. Mr. Waterhouse, who has

recently studied these animals very attentively, has succeeded in detecting several unexpected

affinities which tend to this result: and he finds that the most useful or least variable charac-

ters, indicative of the mutual relations of the several genera, are derivable from the configura-

tion of the cranium, and especially that of the lower jaw. The space allotted in this work

forbids oiu- entering into details ; so that it must suffice to state that, in general, the members
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of the first grand division are distinguished by having the inferior projecting angle of the

lower jaw svibquadrate, and not ta|)criug to an acute pomt. In this group, or series, range

first the Sciiirid/r, or S(|uirrels and ilarmots, followed by the Dormice, and next by the

Jerboas, wluoh latter requn-e to be interpolated between the SchiridcE, and the Miiricia or

Rats ; the Jerboas evincing several jieculiar points of relationslii[i with the Dormice : the

Arvicolida;, or Muskquash, Voles, and Lemmings, together with the Guaffi'es [Geomys),

follow the Muridce, and then succeed two isolated genera,

—

Castor and Helamys, which seem

to constitute particular families : all these successive groups being readdy distinguishalde by

the structure of the cranium and inferior jaw, combined with other characters. The meniljcrs

of the next great group have the inferior angle of the lower jaw acute, and usually four equal

molars on each side above and Ijelow, having their folds of enamel gradually more complex.

Abrocoma, Odoilnii. Poi'phago'nujs, Cfeiio/iii/x, Capromtjs, Echi/mys, Myopotamus, Auhicodon,

then Hystrix and its allies, and near to the last Cielogenys and Dosyprocta, form a very intel-

ligible series, after which the bony palate contracts anteriorly, and we arrne at the Cavidce,

or Capybara, Moeo, and Cavies, succeeded by the Chincldllida;, and lastly by the Hares and

Pikas, near wliich it may be that the Ctcnodactyle holds its station. In the terminal genera,

or the LcporiilfP, the angle of the jaw suddenly ascends. It is ]u-obable that multitudes of

existini^ rodents still remain to be discovered, a knowledge of some of which may assist in

iujproving the general arrangement. But few have hitherto been met with in tlie ancient

tertiary deposits, and those of genera still extant, as that of the Donnice in particular.]

THE SIXTH ORDER OF MAMMALIANS,—

EMENT.VTA,—

Or quadrupeds without teeth in the forc-]iart of their jaws, constitute our last principal divi-

sion of unL'uiculatcd animals. Although brought together liy a purely negative character,

they have, irevertheless, some positive mutual relations, particularly in the great claws which

encompass the ends of their toes, and i\liicli nune or less approximate to the nature of liiiols;

also Ijy a certain sloiMiess, or want of agility, obviously arising from the peculiar organization

of their limits. There are certain tolerably well-marked intervals, however, in these relations,

which subdivide the order into three tribes. .

TlllO T,VRDIGR.\D.\.

Compose the first of these divisimis. They have a short face. The name refers to their

excessive slowness, consequent upon a construction truly heteroclite, in wliieh nature seems

to have amused herself liy producing somethiug imperfect and grotesque. [A most strange

assertion on the ]iart of Curier, originating from a want of kno^^ledge of the peculiar habits

of these singular animals.] The only existing genus is that of

The Sloths [as lliey are badly named] {Bradypus, Lin.),—
Which have cylindrical molars, and sliarp canines longer than tlicse molars ; two pectoral manima^

;

and the toes completely joined by the skin, and only marked externally liy enormous compressed and

crooked claws, which, when at rest, are always bent towards the palms, or soles, of the fore and bind

ffct. Tlie latter are obliquely articulated on the leg, and apply only their outer edge; the ];lialange3

of the toes are articulated by serrated ginglymi, and the first, at a certain age, becomes sulilcrcd to

tlie metacarpal or metatarsal hones, wlurli ab", for w.ant of use, become similarly ancbylosed. To this

inconvenience [?] in the organi/,atj(iii of the extremities is added another, not less great, in tlieir

j,noportions. Their anus and fore-arms are very much longer than tlicir thighs and legs, insomuch
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that, wlien these animals advance [on tlie ground], they arc oljliged to drag themsehes forward on their

elbows. The pelvis is so lai-ge, and the thighs so much directed outwards, that they cannut apjtroxi-

niate their knees. Their gait is the necessary consequence of so disproportioncd [unusual] a struc-

tin-e.* These animals inhabit trees, and never remove from that on wliich they are located until ihey liave

stripped id of every leaf, so painful to them is the requisite exertion to roach another ; it is even

asserted that tlicy let themselves fall from a branch to avoid the laiiour of deiccndijig. [Tlie trutii is,

that these animals are modified for hanging by their hmhs to the branches -of trees, instead of sup-

l»orting themselves upon the liinlis like others: in this, their only natural posture, they are liy no

means sldw in their movements; and they inlia1)it tlic dcusely intertangled forests of Soutli Amciica,

wdiere liundveds of miles may be traversed by passing from one tree to another: clinging by the hinder

claws, the posterior hrabs securely embracing the bough, and generally by one of then- fore-hmbs also,

they employ the other to hook towards thein the foliage on which they browze, whence the great

length of their arms : and it is observed that in more open places, where the trees ai'e less contiguous,

the Sloths take advantage of windy weather to effect their transits, when the houghs are blown

loji;ethcr and commingled. Their long and coarse shaggy hair protects them from insects : and in

short, as is well remarked by Professor Buckland, the peculiar conformation of these animals ouglit no

more to excite our pity and compassion, than the circumstance of fishes being dejirivcd of legs. They

arc just as admirably adapted and fitly organized for their appointed singular mode of life as any other

animal "whatever.] The female produces but one young one at a Ijirth, which she carries on her liack.

The viscera of the.sc animals are not less singular than the rest of their cunformarion. Theu' stomach

[uf ciiormons size] is divided into four compartments, somewhat analogous to the four stomachs of

the ruminants, hut without leailets or other internal projecting parts ; "while the intestinal eanal is

sliort, and "^dthout a eeecum.

M. F. Citvier applies the name Acheus to such of them as have three claws on their fore-feet ; they

have a very short tail.

Tlie Ai {Br. fr/<?acfi/I/.n-, Lin.) is the species in "which ah the

pecuharities of its genus ave developed to the greatest extent.

Its thumb and little toe, reduced to small rudiments, are

concealed by the skin, and soldered to the metatarsus and

metacarpus ; the clavicle, also, reduced to a nadiment, is sol-

dered to the acromion. Its ai'ms are twice as long as its legs
;

the hair of its head, back, and limbs is long, coarse and un-

elastic, bearing some resemblance to dried grass, which gives

it a forbidding- aspect. The colour is greyish, often spotted

" i' '-''Jjy \ .yi?r^V'>""^~^ ^^''*''^ brown and white, [particularly "when young-]. Size that

^"^^Jitf' j-;)y')"^
'^^'" - - of a Cat. It is the only known mammalian "whicli has nine

a^lVva^^^? 'y-
, cervical vertebrie [the fact being-, that the eig"hth and ninth

~"
_^^_^ .,

sapport rudimental ribs (as shown at Yi^. 2, p, 39), and are

^-J^^^—'<^.^^^-J^'-ij:r^''^y- therefore dorsal vertebra:, as in all the rest of the class: the
Fig. 4!).—The Ai, or Coinm.jii si"th more Complete rotation of the neck, however, thus acquired

by this extraordinary animal, having- an obvious reference to its peculiar habits]. Some varieties of the Ai have

h:.'(.'n described as separate species, difTering however in colour only : but the Bradypus torqualua, Geof., is \'ery

distinct, even in the bony structure of iis head.

M. F. Cuvier reserves the name Bradijpiis for those species which have two claws only on their

fore-fcct (tlie C/tohPims, Illig.)- Their canines are longer and more pointed, and they are quite desti-

tute of tail. AYe know but of one.

The Unau (Br. didacfj/Ius, L.), "which is rather less unfortunately (malheureusemenf) organized than the Ai. Its

arms are shorter, its clavicles complete ; there are fewer bones of its fore and hind feet which become soldered

lii^etluT. Its muzzle is more elongated, &:c. It is larger by one half than the jVi, and of an uniform greyi^h-

biown, which inclines sometimes to reddish.

These two animals are indigenous to the hot parts of America. Were it not for their stout claws, they would

jirobably have been long since exterminated by the Carnivora of that country. [The lofty canopy from which

tliey hang is beyond the reach of such enemies. In their aJfinities, the Sloths are closely related to the

M IIrmecophatjic -I •

*
S^ -3.

* Sir A. Carlisle ba,

iicufe by subfliviiliiig

i obKerved that the arteries of the limbs com-

iuto numerous ramificatioiis, whicli afterwiirda

trunk, from ^hiuli the usual briinehes prnccerf.

Iso met with in the Loris, the yrnit of wljiuh is

li, it is possible tbat it ni;iy exert Kunie iiillutnce

loiiou, [It oeeurs jtlso ia the U'hale, .'iiid the

fjenerality of birds, being coiuieeted rather with the power of pio-

traeling muscular csertiuo.] Independent!)- of this, the Loris, the

Oiiriing-oulang, and the Coiita, all very slow .ininuila, are remarkable

lor the lenglli uf their arm.v [,Still iiioie so Hre the Gibbous, wbji^h

are distiaguished for the a);ility cf their [r.oveiiieiits.^
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There have Ijcen discovereil in America tlie fossil skeletons of t'n'o anijnals holonging to llio orrlcr

Edentata [and lately anotlier not yet nameil], of enormous diniensious : the lirst of tlicm, the Mi.'tj/i-

theriam^ has a head very similar to that of a Sloth, but without canines, and approximating in the rest

of its skeleton partly to the Sloths, and partly to the Ant-eaters, [most of all, however, to the minute

Chlamyphorus, having even been covered Ijy a similar massive buckler]. It is twelve feet long, and

six or seven high. The other, the Mcgalomjx, is rather less : its toes are the only parts that are well

known, and tlicy :^trongly resemlile tliose of tlie other.

T)ie second tribe, cuui[irLdicLnliiij^

Tiuc Ordinary Edentata,—
Have tlie muzzle pointed. They have still molar teeth, and are divisible into two genera.

Thk Armadillos {Das-r/pus-, Lin.)

—

Ai'e very remarkable among the .Vr'/'/^;/r///V/, for the scaly and hard [bony] shell, composed of pave-

ment-like compartments, which covers tln'ir iiead and lindy, ami often the tail. This substance forms

a shield n[)on thuir forehead, another larger and more convex on the shoulders, a third on the cru]ipcr

simihir to the preceding, and between the two

latter several parailul and moveable bands,

whieli allow the )(ody to bend. The tail is

sometimes furnished with successive rings; and

at others, with varied tuliercles, like the legs.

These animals hiive [generally] large cars, and

also great claws, either five or four anteriorlv,

and always five to their hind-feet ; a some-

what pointed mnzzle ; cylindrical grinding

teeth separated from each other, to the num-
lier of seven or eiglit on each side of both

jaws, and without enaniel on the inside; a

soft tongue, but little extensilile ; and there

are a few scattered hairs between their scales,

or on those parts of the l)ody not covered by the shell. They excavate burrows, and subsist i>artly on

vegetables, and paitly on insects ami carcases: their stmuaeh is simple, and there is no coi-cum. All

of them are indigenous to tlie T^'arm or at least temperate regions of South America.

They may be iirranged inio sultgencra, according to tlie structure of their fore-feet and the nunilicr

of their teeth. The majority have only four toes aaterinrh , of whieh the medial are the longest. Of

tliii nuniber are

The ('AcnicAMES, F. Cuv.,

—

n each, side of hoth jaws; a pointed muzzle; and long tail encircled

Fig. 60.— Cclia An

"Which have only seven leetl

with bony rings. Sueh are

The Blnck Arm.'Hlillu nf A'/// ra (Z). iiii):e»irii/''/i/.\\ Lin.), with nine infermeiliate hands, and sometin . hut

eig-lit ; also the Mule Armadillo ufthe .same naturahst {D. scj)/ciuciju-/u.s), -with a shorter tuil than the prucednig.

Tnio Aparas, V. Cuv.,

—

Have toci the same as in the Caehicames, but nine or ten teeth above and l.tclow.

Tlie Apara AnuaiUllo of Azzara {D. tricinctus, Lm.), with three intermediate bands, and a very short tail plated

with regular tuberculatecl compartments. By enclosing its lieud and feet within its armour, this species is enahled

to rrjll itsr-lf i;(jmplefrly into a ball, like certain Oittsci. It inhabits Brazil and Paraguay, and is one of those found
farllh'st to Ihe sunllj.

Other Armadillos,

TuE Encouberts, F. Cuv.,

—

Have five toes to their fore-feet, of which the three medial aic the longest : their tail is in great i)art

covered with quincunx scales, and their teeth are nine or ten in number, above and below. In this

subdivision ranges



The Enconhert Armadillo, Paynv of Azzara, (7). sexdnctus and ocfodecemcinefiu; Lin.), which is distinf>-uished

from the rest of the £:enus by having a tooth on each side fixed in the intenuaxiilary bone : its coat of mail has six

or seven bands, with smooth, larj^e, and ano;ijJar compartments ; tail middle-sized, and annulated only at its base.

The I'/c/ii// of Azzara, and an allied species, the Hairy ArmiuMWo {Tafou vein, Az.), resemble the Encoubert
except in wanting the intermaxillary teeth, in having the po.sterior shell denticulated, and the p;irts that are not

plated clad with longer and more close-set hairs.

A third principal division of these animals exhibits Ave toes to the fore-feet, but disposed ohliqiicly,

so that the thumb and index are slender, the latter being longest, the riuddle one bearing an enormous

trenchant claw, the next liaviiig a shorter claw, and the tilth bciug shortest of any. This structure

enaldes them to cut up the ground, and burrow very rapidly, or at any rate to hold on so tirmly to the

sides of their excavation as to be very difficult to detach. In this subdivision, or

Tin: Caras.sous,—
There are eiglit or idne teeth on each side of both jaws.

The Calxhsmft pyopre, Buff. ; Tiilovn}i, d'Azz. ; {T). ui<U:iiH-fjj.s, Lin,)—Twelve intermediate bands ; the tail long

and tubcrculnted ; the compartments of the bands and skin are square, and broader than long ; tive toes before,

of which four are furnished with enormous claws, trenchant on their outer border. It attains a great size.

The Priodontes, F. Cuv.,—
With tive anterior toes still more unequal, and claws even exceeding those of the Cahassons, possess

twenty-two or twenty-four small teeth on each side above and below, making eighty-eight or ninety-six

in all. Such is

The Giant Armadillo (D. f/ifjci.-;, Cuv.)
—

"NYith twelve or thirteen intermediate bands, a lon^: fail covered with

iriibj-icatcd scales, the comxiartments of whirh are sijuare, and bioader than long. It is the largest specie;j of

AnuaLlillo, being sometimes three feet in ler]L;"tli \^ ithout the tail.

At the termination of the Armadillos, as a very distinct subgenus, [genus, or even family, to which

the colossal Megatherium also appertains], may he placed

The Chlamyphores (Cf/kni'i/pJ/orns-, Har.),

—

AVbieh have ten teeth on each side of l)otli jaws, five toes on each foot, the anterior claws very large,

crooked, compressed, and furnishing (as in the Cabassous) a very powerful cutting instrument [adapted

for digging]. The back is covered with a scries of scaly pieces, arranged transversely, without any

solid buckler cither before or behind, but fornnng a sort of cuirass, which is only connected with the

body along the spine. The bind part of the liody is al)ruptly truncated, and the tail incurved and

j-artially attached to the under part of the body : [it is covered with small scales, and expanded at the

t!]>. The ostciilngy of this aniuial, as giviMi by j\Ir. YarrcU {Zool. Journ., No. xii.), is considerably allied

to that of the Cabassous. Tliere is a singular tuberosity on the skull over each eyebrow%

We kMow ]mt nf one {<.'/i/ain'/p/ianffi irinica/iis, Harlan), only five or six inches in length; it is a nati\'e of the

interior of Cliili, where it pa>ses most of its time under ground, [and is either verj' rare (perhaps vergin;:^ tnwai-ds

extinction), or ditlicult to obtain on account of its subterraneous habits].

N.B. There have been found, in America, some fossil bones of a gigantic Armadillo, which appears to have been

al)0ut ten feet long exclusive of the tail, (riee my Oi-scmeii.'> Fus.'iifc.^-y vol. v. part 1, p. 191, note.)

The Orycteropes {Ori/cferopus, Geof )

—

Have been long confounded with the Ant-eaters, inasmuch as they subsist on the same food, have a

sinular-formed head, and a tongue which is somewhat extensible; but they are distinguished by having

grinding teeth, and flat claws, ailajited for burrowing rather than for cutting open ant-bills. The

structiu-e of their teeth is different from that of all other quadru]ieds ; they are solid cylinders, traversed,

like reeds, in a longitudinal direction, 5iy an infinitude of little canals. The stouiach is simple, and

muscular tow^lrds its outlet, and the crcciim small and obtuse.

Only one species is known of this genus, the Cape Orycterope {Miirmecophoga capensh-^ Pallas), which the

Dutch colonists style the Ground Hog. ]t is an animal about the size of a Badger or larger, low upon the le.ii's,

with scanty greyish-brown hair, and tail shoi'ter than the body and as little clad. It inhabits burrows, wdnch it

forms with extreme rapiility ;
and its l!e^h is eaten.

The rcniaiiiiiig Edentata possess no grinders whatever, and consequently have no teeth

at all. There are two <^^enera.
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The Ant-eaters {MyrmecopJioga, Lin.)—

•

Are well eovererl with hair, have a long ninzzle which terminates by a small toothless mouth, from

which is protruded a filiform tongue, susceptible of considerable elongation, and which they insinuate

into ant-hills and the nests of the Termites, whence these insects are withdrawn by being entangled in

the viscid sahva that covers it. Their fore-nails, strong and trenchant, which vary in number according

to the species, enable them to tear open the nests of the Termites, and also furnish them with effective

means of defence. When at rest, these nails are always half-bent inwards, resembling a callosity of the

tarsus; hence these animals can only bring the side of the foot to the ground. Their stomach is

simple, and muscular towards its outlet, their intestinal canal moderate, and without a cixcum.'*'

The members of this genus are peculiar to the warm and temperate regions of South America, and

produce but one young at a birth, which is carried on the back.

The Waned or Great Ant-eater {M. jubata,

'Vnct.), upwards of four feet in lenj^th, with

fmr anterior claws and live hind ones, and a= tail furnished with long hairs vertically directed,

l^;- botli above and beneath. Its colour is greyish-

-^ brown, with an nbhque black band bordered with
^^hite on each shoulder. It is the largest species

f Ant-eater; and stated [but erroneously] to de-

t^'nd itself from the Jag-uar. It inhabits low places,

never ascends trees, and moves slowly.

^ ''^"^i;r"^jS-Z^X
^ '^^^^ Taniandua (M. tamandiia, Cuv. ; M-jrm.

'^ '' ^fiV^"^^^^^^ '^ ^* .
^ '' Iraihtdijla and i)/. tridaciyla, Lin.),—Fig-ure

11(1 feet of the preceding, but not half the
Fig. 5i--GrcatAut-eatLT.

^^j^e
; the tail scautily fumished with hair, and

naked and prehensile at the tip, enabling the animal to suspend itself to the branches of trees. Some of them are

of a yellowish-grey, with an oblique band on the shoulder, that is only visible at a certain light ; others are fulvous

with a black baud ; some fulvous, with the band, crupper, and belly black; and others again black altogether. It

is not yet known whether these diflerences indicate species.

The Two-toed Ant-eater {Myrm. didactyla, Lin.).—Size of a Rat, with fulvous woolly hair, and a russet line along-

the back, the tail prehensile and naked at the tip, and only two claws anteriorly, one of them very large, and four

to the hind-foot. [Were it not for the interposition of the preceding species, it is doubtful whether the author

would have arranged this curious httle aniu:ial in the same minimum group as M. jubata : it has been sepa-

rated by some naturalists ; and its close affinity with the Sloths is very obvious.]

The Pangolins {Manis, Lin.),

—

Are also without teeth, have an extensile tongue, and subsist on Ants and Termites in the manner of

the Tamaiiduas ; hut their body, limbs, and tail, are covered with large trenchant irnln-icated scales,

which they elevate in rolling themselves into a hall, when they wish to defend themselves against an

enemy. All their feet have five toes. Their stomacli is slightly divided in the middle part of it, and

they have no ccecurn. They occur only in the ancient Continent.

[Four or five species are now ascertained, inhabiting Asia and Africa, and varying from three to five feet in

length]. The Short-tailed Pangolin (3/. pcntadacii/la, Lin.), is the Phattagen of jElian. An unguinal phalanx has

been fuund, in the Falatinate, of a Pangolin that must have been twenty feet long, or more. (See Cuv., 0^^-. foss.

vol. V. part 1, p. 193.)

The third tribe of Edentata comprehcud.s animals which M. Geoffrey designates

MOXOTREMATA,

On account of their having but one external opening for all their excretions. Their genera-

tive organs present extraordinary anomalies : though without a ventral pouch, they have

nevertheless the same supernitmerary bones to the pubis as the Marsupiata j the vosa defe-

renfla terminate in the urethra, which opens into the cloaca; the penis, when retracted, is

drawn into a sheath, which o])ens by an oritice near the termination of the cloaca. The only

matrix consists of two canals or trunks, each of uhieh opens separately and by a double

orihee into the urethra, wdrich is very large, and terminates in the cloaca. As yet naturalists

are not agreed as to the existence of their mammffit; nor whether these animals are viviparous

* D^iulicntnn Ikis described two araall Hpiiendages in tlie M. di- ! f M. Meckel considera as sucli two glandnlnr masses which ha

diirliilii, \vhiL>i, in striL'tiiiiss, may bi-i contiidcrcfl as cfvc:i. I linvy fnunr] ^,^^Latly dcvelopeii in a fem;dc Oniilh<i-nnichus. ThcHC M. Gcnf-

smisfiud iiiy.'ii.-if, however, thru (hey du uot [;.\Ut iu M. Cuirnuidua. I Iroy dttiiis lo In; rathe- gLiniJs, all!llo^^o^lb to tliu^e oci the HiijikH ol tlie
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or oviparous.* The singularities of their skeleton are not less remarkable; there being a sort

of elaviele common to both shoulders, placed before the ordinary clavicle, and analogous to

the furcaia of birds. Lastly, in addition to five cIa\Ys on each foot, the males have a jieculiar

spur on tlie hind ones, perforated by a canal ivhich transmits a liquid secreted by a gland

situated on the inner surface of the thigh : it is asserted that the \vuunds it inilicts are

venomous.f These animals have no external conch to the ear, and their eyes are very small.

The Monotremes are found only in New Holland, where they have been discovered since

the settlement of the English. There arc two genera known.

The Echtdnas (Echidna, Cuv. ; Tachi/t/lossv-s, llhg. : sometimes called Spiny Ant-eaters).

The elongated slender muzzle of these animals, terminated by a small mouth, and containing an exten-

sile tongue, resembles that of the Ant-eaters and Pangolins, and like them, they feed on Ants. They

have no teeth, but their palate is provided with several ranges of small spines, directed backwards.

Their short feet have each five long and very stout claws, fitted for burrowing ; and all the upper part

of then- body is covered with spines, as in a Hedgehog, [but much larger and more powerful]. It

appears that in the moment of danger, they have also the faculty of rolling tliemselves into a ball.

The tail is vorv short ; stomach ample and ncarlv globular, and the ea-cuui of middle size.

Two species liave been discovered,—the Spiny Echidna

(E. Iiysir-ii), completely covered with large spines,—and

the Bristly Echidna {E. selosa), covered with hair,

among which the spines are half-hidden. Some con-

sider the ditference as only arising from aj^e.

The Duckbills {Onutkori/nchus, Blumenbach

;

Platypus, Sliaw).

Muzzle elongated, and at the same time singularly

enlarged and flattened, presenting the greatest ex-

ternal resemblance to the bill of a Duck, and the

more so as its edges are similarly furnished with

nr. 52 —Eihmna Small trausvcrse laminae. They have no teeth ex-^

ce\>t at the bottom of the mouth, whore there are two on each side of both jaws, without roots, with

flat crowns, auil composed, as in the Orycterope, of small vertical tubes. Tlieir fore-feet have a

membrane which not only connects the toes, but extends beyond the claws: in the hinder, the mem-

brane reaches only to the base of the claws ; two characters wiiich, in addition to their flattened tail,

indicate aquatic Iiabits. Their tongue is to

a certain extent double ; one in the bill beset

with villosities ; and another at the base of

the first, thicker, and furnished anteriorly

with two httle fleshy points. The stomach

is small, oblong, and has its outlet near

the enn-ance ; ececum small ; and there are

numerous sahcut and parallel lamina' in the

course of the intestines. The ])enis has only

two tubercles. These animals inhabit the

rivers and marshes of New Holland, and

particularly the neighbourhood of Port

Jackson. ^'e- 53.-Th. Omithorynchns.

Two species only are known, one with smooth and thin reddish fur (0. paradoxus, Blum.); th^ other with

blackish-brown fur, flat, and somewhat frizzled. These are perhaps only varieties of age.

Mojiotreiiiata are noi oviparous, but must rcsemhie in thei
ductinn the Mirsupi'ita. Tlie _v

Shrt'ws. [Prof. Owen h.ia since demonstrated llicm ti> be mammary,

althdugli Ilicse nnimals [like the true Ce/'/fp«) huve no teats or nip-

pies, the InctCHl secretion tran:)udinf; by a tiuniber of minute pores.]

• Travellers hftve lately asserted, that they have been a.scertained

to produte ci;i;a. Should this pnive to be ihe lrsc, the Monotremes

Ml II -it, in soMn; sort, be considered as aparticulur class of animals
;
but

it is iJ'.nch to be wished, thiit some competent anatomist would minutely

describe these cggw, their intpnial origin, njid their developcmenC

e.fter exclusion, fl'rof. Owen hus since conclusively shown tiiat the

untrh.
rejiro-

attached to tht inamraa of their dam, hut from the structure of the
beak ill very younf Or-nAthorhi/nci, which have been found in the
burrows, there can be little dnubt that the mouth forms, at first, k
suctorial disk, adapted to hold on an even flat surface,]

t There is re-ison to suspect that this statement is without founda-
tion, as the animals never attempt to employ the spur aa a weaf i.>i; of
defence.

—

Ed.
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THE SEVENTH ORDER OF MAMMALIANb.

PACIIYDERMATA.

The Ednitatn ti'i'minatc the series of unguiculatei.l HhiurnioJifi, and we have just seen tlia;

tlicre are some uf them A\ith claws so hirgc, and so envehiping tlie enils of tlje toes, as to

approximate to the nature of hoofs. NevertheU'ss, tlie)' have still the faculty of hcndinj;

these toes round various objects, and of .seizing with more or less force. The entire ahsence

of this faculty characterizes the hoofed annuals. Using their feet only as su])ports, tlu'y in no

instance possess clavicles. Their fore-arms remain constantly in the state of pronation,

whence thev are reduced to feed on vegetables. Their forms and mode of life p'resent there-

fore much less varietv than in the uurjuicuhitcd aiiiuiaK, and they can hardly be divided into

more than t\vo orders,—those A\hieli riiiuinate, andthrjse \\hich ilo not; Init the hitter, which

we bnnti' together under the general term Paclii/deniifffa, admits of si.une subduision luto

families.

The lirst is that of the Pacli) derms, which have a jiroboscis and tusks, or the

Proboscide.v,*—
Which are distinguished by having five toes to each foot, very comjjlete in tlie skeleton, but

so envelopril by the callous skin ivliich surrounds the foot, that their only external appearance

consists ill the nails attached to the extremity of this species of hoof. They have no canines,

nor incisors properly speaking; but in the incisive [or intermaxillary] bones are implanted

two defensive tusks, which project from the mouth, and frequently attain enormous dimen-

sions. The magnitude of the sockets necessary to hold these tusks renders tne upper jaw so

high, and so sh(n-tens the liones of the nose, that the nostrils iu the skeleton are placed near

the top of the face : but iu the living animal thev are ])roloiiged into a eyliudrieal trunk,

euuipo^ed of se\'eral thousands of small muscles \"ariousl\- lutei'laeed, tlexible in all dire^'tions,

eiidoned with exi)uisite sensibility, and terminated by an appendage like a linger. This trunk

iinpa.rts to the Elephant as miieli address as the perfection of the hand does to the AIiniKey.

It eualdes him to seize whate\er he wishes to convey to his mouth, auil sneks np> the water

he is to driid<, which, by the flexure of this admirable organ, is then jioured into the throat,

thus supplying the want of a long neck, which could not have siqiported so large a head ^vith

its heavy tusks. ^\ ithiii the parietes of the cranium, liowe\er, are several great cavities,

\vliicli render the head lighter : the loner jaw [excejit in a fossil genus ^Yhen immature,] has

no incisors whatever; tUe intestines are very vt)luininous ; the st(jmacli simple; ecccuiu

enormous ; the mamma', two in number, placed under the che^t. The young suck with the

mouth and not with the trunk. Only one living genus exists, that of

The Elepii.\nts {Ek'jjlta.s, Lin.),

—

Which comprehends the largest of terrestrial Mammalia. The astonishing services performed by their

trunk, an instrument at oiiec supple and vigorous, an organ both of touch and smell, contrast forcibly

Yvltli the rluuisy aspect and massive proportions of these animals ; and being conjoined to a very

iinposin;,' i)hysi(ign y, have contributed to exaggerate their intellect. After studying them for a long

time, we liave nut f..und it (o surpass that of the 1 log, or of several other Cornaria. Naturally of a

mild disposition, Elephants live in troops eonduetcd by (lie old males. They suljsist wholly on

vegetables.

Their distintiivi' character consists in the grinders the bodies of which are composed of a ecrtaia

number of verlical laminK, each formed ai a bony substance, envehiiied with eiiamel, and cemented

* Tl.c Proli.i.scidenns Iiruc varicms altiultiny witli certiiiii llo.leiits ; . ^nn^ers l„iiii.. ofieii fonncJ ol piiriiltl U.miii.c ; ^r.lly, ii' lUe fojui **

iady, in the iiiuijuitucle of Ujcir iiiciaors [iumUm] ; 2mlly, in their ' aeveiul til tlieir boiicM, &c.
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together by a third siihstance, termed the cortical; in a word, similar to those we have already seen

in the Cavies, and some other Rodents. These grinders succeed each other not vertically, as our

l)ermanent teeth replace the milk teeth, but from behind forwards, so that as fast as one tooth becomes

worn, it is pushed forward by tliat which comes after it ; hence it happens that the Elephant has

sometimes one, sometimes two grinders on each side, or four or eight in all, according to its age. The

first of these teeth is always composed of fewer lamina; than those which succeed them. It is stated- that

certain Elephants thus change their molars eight times : their tusks, however, are changed but once.

The Elephants of the present day, covered with a rough skin nearly destitute of hair, inhabit only

the torrid zone of the ancient Continent, where hitherto but two species have been discovered.

The Asiatic Elephant {E. indims ^ Cuv.)-—Head oblong, with a concave forehead; tK3 crown of the grinders

presenting transverse undulating' ridges {rubans), which are sections of tlie laminoe which compose them, worn

down by trituration. Tliis species has smaller ears than the next one, and has four nails to the hind foot. It is

found from the Indus to the Eastern Ocean, and in the large islands to the south of India. From time immemo-

rial this species has been employed as a beast of drauf^lit and burden ; but has never yet propagated in captivity,

thoui^h the assertion respecting its modesty and repugnance to copulate before witnesses is utterly devoid of

foundation. The females have very short tusks, and in this respect many of the males resemble them.

The African Elephant (E. africanus, Cuv.)-—Head round, with a convex forehead; very large ears; and grindera

presenting luzenge-shaped eminences on their crowns. It appears to have often only three toes on the hind-foof.

This species inhabits from Senegal to the Cape of Good Hope. AVhether they ascend the eastern coast of Africa,

or are replaced there by tUe Asiatic species, is not yet

ascertained. The tuj^ks of the female are as large as

those of the male, and the weapon itself is generally

larger than in the preceding. This animal is not

now tamed in Africa, though it appears tliat the Car-

thaginians employed it in the same way that the

inhabitants of India do theirs.

In nearly every part of the two Continents, are

found, under ground, the bones of a species of Ele-

phant allied to that of India, but the grinders of

which bear straighter and narrower eminences, the

sockets for the reception of the tusks are much longer,

and the lower jaw is more obtuse. A specimen re-

cently taken from the ice on the coast of Siberia, by

Mr. Adams, appears to have been densely covered

with hair of two kinds, so that it is possible that this

species may have lived in cold climates. It [is termed

the Mammoth Elephant (E. primogenius, Cuv.), and]

has long been quite extinct.

Vig. o4.

The second genus of Proboscideans, or that of

The Mastodons {Mastodon, Cuv.),

—

Has been quite destroyed, no species of it being now alive. They had the feet, tusks, tnmk, and many

other details of conformation the same as the Elephants; but their grinding teeth differed in having

large conical tubercles above the gum, which, by detrition, were reduced to disks of various size, that

represent sections of the tubercles, (a conformation common to the Mastodon, Hippopotamus, Pig,

&c., which has induced the erroneous idea that the first were carnivorous). These grinders, which

succeeded each other from behind as in the Elephants, present also so many pairs of points, as the

animal was advanced in age. [There are small tusks in the lower jaw of the immature Mastodon, in

which state it is the Tetracaulodon of Godnian.]

The Great Mastodon {M. giganfeum, Cuv.), in which the tubercles were lozenge-shaped, is the species most cele-

brated. It equalled the Elephant in size, but with still heavier proportions. Its remains are found in a wonderful

state of preservation, and in great abundance through all parts of North America* : in the Eastern Continent

they are of much rarer occurrence.

Narrow-toothed Mastodon (ili. a)7gusiidens).—Mnch narrower grinders than the preceding, the tubercles of

which, when worn down, present trefoil-shaped discs, whence they have been mistaken by socie authors for the

grinders of the Hippopotamus. This species was one-third less than the Great Mastodon, and much lower on the

legs. [Two or three have been confounded under its name.] Its teeth, in certain places, tinged with iron, become

of a fine blue when heated, forming what is called the " oriental turquoise."

• An almost perfect skeleton, innde up bo

Dioui.tcd in the Museum of Fliilailelp>.ta.—

I

r of the bones of difterent i I'iduats, found in the celebrated deposit of "
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Our scc'uiul family is tliat of the

Paciiydermata Ordinaria,—

AVhich liuve fiiur, t!iruc, or two toes to tlu-ir feet. Those in ^vhjch tlie toes make even nnm-

bers liave feet somewhat eleft, and a|)])r(ixiniute the Ruminants in various parts of the

skeleton, and even m the eomplieatiou of the stomach. They are usually divided into two

genera.
The Hippopotami {^Ilijiprjpofamvs, Lin.)

—

Have four nearly equal toes to each foot, terminated by Utile hoofs ; six grinders on ench side of lioth

jaws, the three anterior of "v\'hich are conical, the posterior presenting two pairs of ]ioiuls, which, hy

detrition, a.ssunie a trefoil shape ; four incisors aliovc and below, those of the upjier jaw bhort, conical,

and reeurved, tlu' inferior jirolonged, c)lin(lrieul, jiointed, and horizontally projecting; a cauiue tooth

on each side ahove and lielow, the upper straight, the lower very large and recurved, those of the two

jaws riihljuig against each other.

Thc^e anjuials lia\e a very ma;.sive body, naked of liair ; very sliort legs, tlieir hellv almost

touc'iiiiig tin; gruiiiirl; an enormous head, tcrtninatrd hy a swolii nutzzle, wliieh encloses tlie .'t])paratiis

of their large iVoiU teeth ; a :>hort tail, and >niaU eyes and ears. Their stomach is divided into several

sacs. They live in rivers, ii}ion roots and other vegetable substances, and display much ferocity and

stupidity.

One living: species only is kno^vn, xhc 11. amj'liib'nis, ],in., now conlnied to the rivers of niediid ami south

Africa. It fonnerly found its way to iit:>p'^ 'jy tl'e Nile, lnU has loiif^- disappeared from tliat country.

The EuropeaTi freshwater deposits vontain the hnncs uf a species of Hippopotamus very similar t^ tliat of

Africa, and also of two or tliree others successively smaller. (See my Researches on Fossil Bones, vol. i.>

The Pigs (Sus, Lin.)

—

Have two large middle toes to each foot, armeil with strong hoofs, and two much shorter lateral ones

that hardly touch the ground. Their incisors vary in nmnher, liut the inferior always slant forward
;

the canines project from the mouth and cun^e upward : muzzle terminated by a truncated snout

adapted to turn up the soil, and stomach but shghlly divided.

The Pigs, properly so called,

—

Have from twenty-four to twenty-eight grinders, the posterior of v\hieh are oblong, with tuberculaled

crowns, the anterior more or less compressed, and six incisors to each jaw.

The Wild lioar {-Sits scropha, Lin.), which is the paient stock of our Donieslic Hog and its varieties, has pris-

matic tusks that curve outward and sliditly upward ; tlie body stout and thick ; straight ear:?; the hair bristly

and black: the young ones are variegated black and wlnte. It does great injury to rields in the neighbourhood

of forests, by tearing; up the ground in search of rimts,

'Ihe Domestic Pig varies in size and length oC Imilis, in the direction of its ears, and also in colour; being white

or black, sometimes red, and often varied. Every one is acquainted with the usefulness of this iiniinal, on account

of the flavour of its flesh, and the length of time it can be preserved by means of salt; the facility witli which it is

fed; and its great fecundity, wdiich surpasses that of all other animals of its size, the female often producing

fourteen young at a htter. The period of gestation is four months, and they produce twice a year. The Hog
continues to increase in size for live or six years, is prolific at one, and sometimes lives to t-venty. Although

naturally savas:e, they are social, both >viid and tame, and know how to defend themselves against "Wolves, by
fornnng a circle, and presenting a front in every direciion. Voracious and savage, they do not even spare their

own young, [at h;ist, if the parent be distmbed soon after their birth]. This species is spread throughout the

giube, and none Imt Jt-ws iinii Mahometans lefuse to eat its tlesli. [It appears to be indigenous only, however, to

Eni'ope and Asia, extending to the Peninsida of Ilindo.stan: the Chiiie:^e breed is probably a (li.stinct apecies,

thout;h it coninnn)j;les freely with the other.]

The Masked Ii(iar (.V. /H/Trt///j, F. Cuv. ; A'. ^/^/rf/H//.t, Schreber ; tanglier de Mailai/ascar, Daub.)—Tusks like

the (_'omniun IIol;; ; but on each side of the muzzle, near the tusks, is a large tubercle, somewhat like the nipple of

a woman, sui)poi ted by a bony prominence, wdiicli iuiparts a singular physiognomy to the ainmal. It inhabits

Madagascar and the south of Africa.

Tlie lialjyroussa {Sus hahyrussa. Butt'. Supp.j^Longer and more slender legs than the others, ivilh slender tnslcs

turned vrrticiiily npwnrils, those of the upper jaw inclining spirally backward. It inhabits several islands uf the

itidiao Ar-i'lii)>cl;i--n. [Tiie Papuan Hog {S. papuensu) is anotlier distinct species from New Guhiea.]

From the Pigs re(iuire to !je separated
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The AVart-hogs (Phaf^-coc/iceres, Y. Cuv.),

—

The grinders of -whicli are composed of cylinders, cemented together by a cortical substance, ahnost

»ike the transverse laminae of the Elephant, and like thorn succeeding,' each other from behind. Their

skull is singularly large, the tusks rounded, directed laterally np\vard, and of a frightful uuignitnde
;

and on each of their cheeks hangs a thick f^e:^lly lobe, which completes the hidcousncss of their

aspect. They have but two incisors above and six below.

The individuals received from Cape Verd (.S. a/ncanus, Gni.) have generally the incisive teeth complete ; those

which an-ive from the Cape of Good Hope (S. tcifdopicm, Gni.) scarcely show any trace of thein, althouf^h vestiges

are sometimes found within the gum. Tins difference may perhaps arise from age, which has worn down the teeth

of the latter, or it may indicate a spocitic diversity, the more especially as the heads of those from the Cape are

rather larger and shorter.

There is still better reason to separate from ihe genus of Pigs—

The Peccaiiies {Dycofcles, Cuv.),

—

Which have certainly grinders and incisors very hke those of the Pigs properly so called, but their

canines, directed as in the generality of the class, do not project from the mouth, besides -which they

want the external toe to their hind-feet. They have no tail, and upon the loins is a glandular opening

from which a fetid humour exudes. The metacarpal and metatarsal bones of their two great toes are

soldered into a kind of cannon-bone, as in the Ruminants ; with wliich their stomach, also, divided into

several sacs, presents a marked analogy. It is a singular fact, that the aorta of these animals is often

found very much enlarged, but not always in the same part, as if they were subject to a kind of

aneurism.

There are two species known, both inhabitants of South America, which were first distinguished by Azzara.

Linnpcns confounded them together under the name of ISiis fajas.su.

The Collared Peccary {D. torqnatus, Cuv.).—Hair annulated grey and brown ; a whitish collar, stretching

obliquely from the angle of the lower jaw over the shoulder. Size half that of the Wild Boar.

The White-lipped Peccary (D. lablatus, Cuv.).—Larger ; and brown, with white lips.

Here may be placed a genus now unknown among existing animals, which we have discovered, and

named
Anoplotherium, Cuv.,—

And which presents the most singular relations with the different tribes of Pachydermata, ap-

proximating, in some respects, to the order Ruminantia. Six incisors to each jaw, four canines

almost similar to the incisors and of even length with them, and seven molars on each side above and

below, form a continuous series without any intervening space, a disposition of the teeth seen elsewhere

in Man only. The four posterior molars on each side resemble those of the Rhinoceroses, the Damans,

and Palaeotheriums ; that is to say, they are square above, and form double or triple crescents below.

The feet, terminated by two great toes, as in the Ruminants, are yet different in the circumstance of

tbe metacarpal and metatarsal bones remaining always separated, or being never united into a cannon-

bone. The construction of their tarsus is the same as in the Camel.

The bones of this genus have hitherto only been found in the gypsum quarries near Paris. We have already

recognized five species : one the size of a small Ass, with the low form and long tail of au ( )tter {A. commune, Cuv.),

the fore-feet of which have a small internal accessory toe ; another of the size and slender form of the Gazelle

(A. mediion) ; a third no bigger and with nearly the same proportions as a Hare, with two accessory toes to the

sides of its hind-feet, &c. (See my Os^iemcus fossiles, tom. iii.)

The ordinary Pachydermata which have not cloven feet comprehend, m the first place,

three genera, the molar teeth of which are very similar, there being seven on each side with

square crowns, and various prominent lines, and seven in the lower jaw, the crowns of which

form doiihle crescents, and the last of all a triple one : their incisors, however, vary.

The Rhinoceroses {Rhinoceros, Lin.)

—

In this respect chffer from one another. They are large animals, with each foot divided into three toes»

and the nasal bones of which, very thick and united into a kind of arch, support a solid horn, which

idheres to the skin, and is composed of a tibrous and horny substance, resembUng agglutinated hairs,

K 2
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They are naturally stupid and ferocious ; frequent marshy places ; subsist on herbage and the branches

of trees ; have a simple stomach, very long intestines, and great coscum.

The Indian Rhinocoros (Rh. inifirits, Cuv.)-—In addition to its twenty-eip;ht grinders, tliis species has two stout

incisive teeth in each jaw, together with two other intermediate smaller ones below, and two still more diminutive

outside of its upper incisors. It has only one horn, and its skin is remarkable for the deep folds into which it is

thrown behind and acruss the shoulders, and before and across the thighs. It inhabits the Kast Indies, and

chiefly beyond the Ganges.

Tlie Javanese Rhinoceros (fiA.;Vi''rt»M, Cuv.),— with the great inrisors and single hnrn of the precedins", has

fewer folds in the skin, though one of them on the neck is larger; and, what is reniarkal.ile, the entire ^kin is

rnvered with sr|uare angular tubercles, [as is also the case, to a partial extent, in the preceding ; from which it

further differs in having a comparatively slender head].

Tlie Siimatran Rhinoceros {Rh. sumatrcuf^is, Cuv.),—with the same four great incisors as the foregoing, lias no

folds to the skin, which is besiiles hairy, and there is a second horn behind the lirst.

Tlie African Rhinoceros (Rh. africanus, Cuv.) [or rather Rhinoceroses, three species of them being now ascer-

tained].—Two hoins as in the preceding; and no folds of the skin, nor any incisor teeth, the molars occupying

nearly the whole length of the jaw. This deficiency of incisors might warrant a separation from the others. [The

Great Uliinoceros (JUi. ftimiis, Iturchell), which considerably exceeds in size any of the others, is furlher distin-

guished by its pale colour, its very long and straight anterior horn, and remarkably short hind one, and particu-

larly by the form of its upper lip, which is not capable of elongation, and a certain degree of preliension, as in all

tlie others : it is the most gregarious of any, and also the most innlfensive, frequenting the open karoos. The
common Cape Rhinoceros [Rh. africanus or cnpensis) is darker, with also unequal horiis, the posterior being

shorter ; and the Ketloa Rhinoceros {Rh. ketloa), recently discovered by Dr. Smith, is an animal of solitarj- habits,

with horns of equal length, reputed to exceed the rest in ferocity.*]

There have been found, under ground, in Siberia and different parts of Germany, the bones of a double-horned

Rhinoceros, the skull of which, besides being much more elongated than in any known exi.sting species, is further

distinguished by a bony vertical partition that supported the bones of the nose. It is an extinct animal ; but of

which a carcase, almost entire, exposed by the thawing of the ice on the banks of the Vilhoui in Siberia, showed

to have been co\'ered with tolerably thick hair. It is possible, therefore, that it inhabited northern climates, like

the fossil Elephant.

More recently there have been disinterred, in Tuscany and Lomhardy, other Rhinoceros bones, which appear

to have belonged to a species allied to the African. Some have been found, in Germany, with incisors like the

Asiatic ^ipecies ; and lastly, there have been discovered, in France, the bones of one which announce a size scarcely

larger than a Pig. [It appears that several of the fossil species were destitute of the nasal horn.]

The Daman's {Hyrax, Hemiann)—
Were long placed among the Rodentia, on account of their very small size; but, on examining

them carefully, it will be found that, cxceiiting the horn, they are little else than Rhinoceroses in

miniature; at least they luive quite similar molars ; but the n[)per jaw has two stout incisors curved

downwards, and, during youth, two very' small canines ; the inftjciur four incisors, witlnHit anv

canines. They have four toes to each of their fore-feet, and three to the hind-feet, all, excepting the

innermost posterior, which is armed with a crooked and oblique nail, terminated l)y a kind of verj' small,

thin, and rounded hoof. The muzzle and ears are short : they are covered with hair, and have only

a tubercle in [ilace of a tail. The stomach is divided into two sacs ; their ccecum is ver\' large, and the

colon has several dilatations, and is also furnished with two appendages about the middle, analogous to

the two cceca of birds.

Only one species is known, the size of a Rabbit, and greyish : it is not uncommon m rocky places throughout

Africa, where it is much preyed on by rapacious birds, and it also appears to inhabit some parts of Asia; at

least we cannot perceive any certain difference between the Hjirax capcns^is and //. .s;jr\acus. [Five, if not six, are

now conclusively established ; one of which, indigenous to South Africa, even ascends trees.]

The Pal.eotherutm, Cuv.—
Is another htst genus : with the same grinders as the two preceding, six incisors and two canines to

each jaw as in the Tapirs, and three visible toes to each foot, it combined a short tleshy trunk, for the

muscles of which the bones of the nose were shortened, leaving a deep notch underneath. We have

discovered the bones of this genus, mingled with those of the Anoplothcrium, in the gypsum quarries

in the environs of Paris, and they occur in several other parts of France; [also, with those of the

Ch(eropotamits, Dichohune, &c., other lost genera of Pachydennata, in the Binstead quarries of the

Isle of M'ight, England],

i fine spccinien of whit:h la I Africa, wliich arc distinpuishcrt there hy separate nomes one o( tbcm
rcCL-ivc-d iiiformiitiuii.frofn ia simcrl to have only a siriyk- houi.—Kd.
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Eleven or twelve species are already known. At Paris alone, we nave found one the size of a Horse, another

that of a Tapir, and a third of a small Sheep: the bones of a species nearly equalling the Rhinoceros in size

have been met with in the neif^hbourhood of Orleans. These animals appear to have frequented the borders

of lakes and marshes, for the deposits which enclose their remains contain also those of freshwater shells. (See

my Osscmens foasiles, torn, iii.)

The Lophiodons—
Form another extinct genus, wliich appears to have been closely allied to the preceding one ; but the

interior incisors of which exhibit transverse ridges. Ten or twelve species have been exhumed from

the same ancient freshwater deposits that have yielded the Pala:otheriums.

To these last genera succeeds that of

The Tapirs {Tapir, Lin.),

—

Wherein the twenty-seven molars, before they are worn, present transverse and rectilinear ridges
;

there are six incisors and two canines in each jaw, separated from the molars by a wide interval. Tlie

nose assumes the form of a short fleshy trunk ; and the fore-feet have each four toes, the hinder

but three.

For a long^ while only one si)ecies was known, that of America (T. amcricanus, Lin.), which is the size of a small

Ass, with a brown and almost naked skin, a short tail, and fleshy neck, that forms a crest at the nape. It is

common in humid places and along; the rivers of the warin parts of America, where its flesh is eaten. The youn;^

are spotted with white like the fawns of a Stag. Within a few years, a second species has been discovered in the

Eastern Continent (7'. iVirfiCMA'), of larger size than the other, and brown-black, with the back greyish white. It

inhabits the forests of the Malay peninsula, the island of Sumatra, &;c. Still more recently, Dr. Roulin has dis-

covered in the Cordilleras a third species, of a black colour, and covered with thick hair; the bones of its nose

are more elongated, a particular in which it somewhat approximates the Pala;otheriums.

There have also been found in Europe some fossil bones of Tapirs, and, among the rest, those of a gigantic

species approaching the Elephant in size {T. gigaittvus, Cuv., Oss. foa's.) *' The lower jaw of this Imge animal

has been obtained by M. Schleyermacher, and proves to possess enormous canines, which nmst have projected

from the month, [and are directed downwards] : it should therefore form a separate genus. Its size may have

been greater than that of tlie Elejjhant by one half. [A more perfect head of this extraordinary species, the largest

of the Pachydermaia hitherto discovered, has been lately disentombed in Germany, and described by Prof Kaup.

With two other species, successively smaller, it now composes the genus Dchiot/ierium, the members of which are

suspected by BlainviUe and other anatomists to have been aquatic animals, destitute of posterior extremities, like

the Dugongs and Manati.]

The third family of Fuchydermata, or of hoofed ammals that do not ruminate, cousiits

of the

SoUDUNGULA,

Or quadrupeds with only one apparent toe and a single hoof to each foot, although heneath

the skin, on each side of their mctacar])us and metatarsus, there are ap[)endiees {slyhta)

which represent two lateral toes. But one genus of them is known, that of

The Horses {Equus, Lin.).

There are six incisors to each jaw, which, during youth, have their crowns furrowed with a groove,

and six molars on each side above and below, with square crowns, marked by laminae of enamel which

penetrate them, with four crescents, besides which there is a small disk on the inner border of those

al)Ove. The males have in addition two small canines in their upper jaw, and sometimes in both,

wliich are always wanting in the females. Between these canines and the first molar, there is a wide

space which corresponds with the angle of the lips, where the bit is placed, by which alone Man has

been enabled to subdue these powerful quadrupeds. Their stomach is simple and middle-sized
; but

their intestines are very long, and ca;eam enormous. The teats are situate between the thighs.

The Horse (£. caballus, Lin.).—This noble associate of Man in the chase, in war, and in the labours of agricul-

ture, arts and commerce, is the most important and carefully tended of domestic animals. It does not appear to

exist in the wild state, excepting in those countries where the oftspring of tame individuals have been suflered to

run wild, as in Tarlary and America, where they live in troops, each conducted and defended by an old male.

The young males, expelled as soon as they have attained the age of puberty, follow the troop at a distance, until

ihey have attracted some of the younger mares.

In a state of servitude, the colt continues sucking for six or seven months, and the sexes are separated at two

years ; at three they are tirst handled and accustomed to some management, and at four saddled and mounted,

at which age they can propagate without injui-ing tlicmselves. The period of gestation is eleven mouths.
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A Horse's ag'e is known by his incisors. Tlie muiQie teeth bpp;m to appear about fifteen days after birth ; and

at two years and a half the miiUlle ones are reiilaced ; at three and a half the two next follow ; and at four ami a

half, tlie outermost or corner teeth. All these teeth, with orij^inally-indented crowns, lose by decrees this character

by detrition. At seven and a half or eii^lit years, the depressions are completely ellaced, and the Horse is no

lon2:er marked.

The inferior canines appear at three years and a half, the superior at four years ; they remain pointed until t]'_e

sixth, and at ten bctcin to peel away.

The life of a Horse seldom extends beyond thirty years. Ever>' one knows how much this animal varies in size

and colour. The principal I'aces even exhibit sensible iliflerences in the form of the head, and in their proportions,

each bein^ specially adapted for some particular mode of employment.

The most beautiful and swift are the Arabs, which have contributed to po-fect the S|janisb Ijreed, and ^vith the

latter to form the English : the stoutest and stronc:est are from the coasts nf the North ^fea ; and the must dnni-

nutive from the north of Sweden and Corsica. Wild Horses have a ]arg;e head, frizzled hair, and angraceful pro-

portions. [If the fi;;ure of Pallas be correct, of the AVild Horse of northern Asia, it is doubtful, from the len<!;th of

the ears and some other characters, whether a distinct species intermediate to the true Horse and the fol-

lowing be not represented. M. Serres suspects that a species of Equusnow extinct is represented on the celebrated

mosaic of Palestrina. Bones of this t,^enas are not uncunirnon in the older tertiary ^.trata, and have even been found

in those of South America.

The Hzeg-ffuetai {Erjiiii.-; h>'iiiioniis, Tailas).—A distinct species, intermediate in its proportions to the Horse and

Ass, which lives in troops in the sandy deserts of Central Asia. Colour isabelle, with black mime and [broad]

dorsal line ; a terminal black tuft to the tail. This was probably the Wild Mule of the ancients.

The Ass (E. asinus, Lin.).—Known by its long; ears, the tuft at the end of its tail, and the black line crossing the

dorsal one over its shoulders, which is the first indication of the transverse stripes that occur in the following-

species. L^O""!^ 0^ t^^6 young have obscure cross-bands on the legs.] Originally from the vast deserts of the

interior of Asia, the Ass is still found there free and unreclaimed, in numerous troops, which migrate north and
south according to the season : hence it does not thrive in countries too much to the north. Its patience, sobriety,

hardy constitution, and the services which it renders to the poor, are well known to every one. The harshness of

its voice, or hro/i, is occasioned by two small peculiar cavities situate at the bottom of the larynx.

The Zebra {E. zebra, Lin.).—Nearly the form of the Ass, and everywhere transversely striped with black and
white in a regular manner. It is indigenous to the whole south of Africa. We have known a female Zebra
produce successively with the Horse and the Ass.

The Couagga {E. quaccfia, Gm.), resembles the Horse move thnn the Zebra, but inhabits the same country as the

latter. Its coat is brown on the neck and shoulders, transversely striped w ith whitish ; the cru})per reddish-grey,

and tail and legs whitish. Its name ex[)resses the sound of its voice, which is not unlike the bark of a Dog.

The Onagga or Dauw (E. monfanns, Burchell).—Another African species, inferior [?] in size to the Ass. hut
with the handsome fornj of the Couagga, and of an isabelle colour, striped with alternately broader and more
narrow black markings on the head, neck, and body. The hinder stripes are disposed obliquely forward, and the

legs and tail are white.

THE EIGHTH ORDER OF MAALMALIANS,—

RUJIIXANTIA,—

Is, perhaps, tlie most natural and tho Ijest determined (if the wliolc chiss, feir all the speeies

uhieh compose it ap|)ear to have been constructed on the same model, and the Camels alone

present some inconsiderable cxce])tions to the general characters of the otou]).

The first of these characters is that of having,' no incisors in tlie up|)er jaw, -Hhile the

inferior has always eight, [the two outermost of which represent canines, as can be easdy

shown]. They are replaced above by a callmis pad. Between the ineisurs and the molars

is a «ide space, \ilicrc, in some genera, there arc one or two canines.* The nndars, almost

alwa^s six in nmrdicr above and below, have their crowns marked with two double crescents

the convexity of v\liich is turned inwards in the upper, and outwards in the lower jaw.

Tlie four feet are each terminated by two toes, and by two hoofs, which itreseut a flat sur-

face to each other, appearing as though a single hoof had been cleft: hence the names that

have been ap|ibed to these animals, of cloven-footed, bifurcated, &:c.

Behind the hoof there are always two small spurs, ivhieh are vcsti'i-es of lateral toes. The
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two bones of the metacarpus and metatarsus are united into a single one, designated the

cannon bone; but in eertain species there are also vestiges of lateral metacarpal and metatarsal

bones.

The name Biiminantia intimates the singular faculty possessed by these animals, of masti-

cating their food a second time, it being returned to the mouth after the tirst deglutition.

This faculty depends on the structure of their stomachs, ',^hlch are always four in number,

the first three of which are so disposed that the food may enter into either of them, the

tt'sophagus terminating at the point of communication.

Tlie first and laj-gest stomach is named the jjcmnch _: it receives a large quantity of vegetable

matters coarsely bruised by the first mastication. From this it passes into the second, termed

the honey-comb bag, the parietes of which are laminated Uke the cells of Bees. This second

stomach, very small and globular, seizes the food, and moistens and compresses it into little

pellets (or cuds), which afterwards successively return to the mouth to be rechewed. The

animal remains at rest during this operation, which lasts until all the herbage first taken into

the ])aunch has been subjected to it. The aliment thus remasticated descends directly into

the third stomach, termed the feuillet, on account of its ])arietes being longitudinally lami-

nated somewhat like the leaves of a book, from which it descends into the fourth or cailtetle,

the coats of which are ivrinkled, and which is the true organ of digestion, analogous to the

sim])le stomach of animals in general. In the young of the ruminants, while they continue to

subsist on the milk of the mother, the caiUette is the largest of the four. The paunch is only

developed by receiving great quantities of herbage, which finally give it its enormous volume.

These animals have the intestinal canal very long; but there are few enlargements in the

great intestines. The ccECum is likewise long and tolerably smooth. Their fat hardens more

by cooling than that of other quadrupeds, and even becomes brittle. It is commonly termed

tallow. The udder is jilaced between the thighs.

The Ruminants, of all animals, are those which are most useful to Man. They furnish him

with food, and nearly all the flesh that he consumes. Some serve him as beasts of burden,

others with their milk, their tallow, leather, horns, and other products.

The two first genera are without horns.

The Camels {Camelus, Lin.),

—

Approximate the preceding order rather more than the others. They have not only always canines in

both jaws, but have also two pointed teeth implanted in the intermaxillary bones, sLx hiferior incisors,

and from eighteen to twenty molars only
;
peculiarities which, of all the Ruminantia, they alone

possess, besides which the scaphoid and cuboid bones of the tarsus are separated. Instead of the

great hoof, tiat at its inner side, which envelopes the whole inferior portion of each toe, and which

determines the figure of the ordinary cloven foot, they have but one small one, which only adheres to

the last phalanx, and is symmetrically formed like the hoofs of the Pachydermata. Their tumid and

cleft lip, their long neck, projecting orbits, weakness of the crupper, and the disagreeable proportions

of their legs and feet, render them in some sort deformed ; but their extreme sobriety, and the faculty

they possess of passing several days withoiU drinking, canse them to be of the highest utility.

It is probable that this last faculty results from the great masses of cells which cover the sides of

tbeu- paunch, in which water is constantly retained or produced. The other Ruminants have nothing

of the kind.

Camels urinate backward, but the direction of the penis changes during copulation, which is effected

with considerable difficulty, and wlnle the female hes down. In the rutting season a fetid humour

issues from the head.

The Camels, properly so called,—

Have the two toes united below, almost to the point, by a common sole, and humps of fat upon the

back. They are large animals of the Eastern Continent, of which two species are known, both of them

completely domesticated.*

• Ml«» states, on tlie aotliority of the Dueliariana ami Tartars,
|

iiiav remark that the Cah.uieks are in the habit o'liheraling ali snrt«

that there arc wlW Canrels in the deserts of Central Asia ; but we I of animals from a relitious prjneiple.
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Tlie Bactvian or Two-humped CanicI (C. bactrianus, Lin.),—on;^inally from Central Asia, and which descends

much less to the south than

The Arabian or One-humped Camel (C. dromedarius, Lin.), which is spread from Arabia into all the no'-th oi

Africa, aud ;4"re;it part of Syria, Persia, &:c.

The first is the only one employed in Turkestan, Thibet, &c. ; and is sometimes led as far as Lake Baikal. The

second is well known, in consequence of the necessity of employing; it in ciossing- tlie ^neat Desert, being^ the only

means of comumnication between the countries on its borders.

The Two-humped Camel walks less painfully than the other on humid e;TOund ; and is also largfer and strong-er.

Previous to renewing' its coat it sheds the whole of its hair. It is the (tne-humped Camel that is the most abste-

mious. ITie Dromedary is merely a tij^hter variety of it, better fitted for expedition.

The flesh and milk of the Camel serve for food, and its hair for garments, to the people wIjo possess it. In rocky

or stony counti'ies both species are useless. [Uufl'on considered the humps and callous pads on the le^s of these

animals as marks of servitude: on the contrary, they are admirable instances of direct adaptation to their indi-

genous locality. The eular|j;cment and convex soles of their feet are expressly fitted for treading; on loose yielding;

sand; and their humps are provisions of superabundant nutriment, which are g;radually absorbed and disappear

on the occasion of a scarcity of other food, as is pai-ticularly observed at the end of a long; journey. By resting; on

their callosities, they are enabled to lie down and repose on a scorching; surface ; and finally, the abundant supply

of fluid in their stomach is too obvious a provision, in reference to their peculiar requirements, to need even this

passing- allusion.]

Thi; Lamas (Auchenia, Illiger),

—

Have their two toes separate, and are without humps. Only two clearly distinct species are known,

both from the New World, and much smaller than the preceding.

The Lama, which, in its wild stat^, is termed Guanaco (Camclus llacma, Lin.).—As large as a Stag, mth dense

liair of a chestnut-colour, but varying when the aninjal is domesticated. It was the only beast of burden which the

Peruvians possessed at the time of the conquest. It can carry a hundred and fifty pounds, but can only make

short journeys. The Alpaca is a variety with long woolly hair.

The Vicugna (Cam. Wc»«»ff, Lin.).—Size of a Sheep, and covered with fulvous wool, of admirably fine texture,

and of which valuable stufl^s are manufactured. [The Lamas are mountain animals, peculiar to the Andes.

M. Ale. d'Orbigny, who has long resided in their native country, distinguishes lour species of them, viz., the

Luuia aud Aljiaca, which have been completely reduced to servitude, and the Guanaco and \'icugna, which con-

stantly refuse to copiilate with the others.

The bones of an animal related to the Lamas, but which must have equalled the Camels of the eastern hemi-

sphere in stature, and which had three toes to the fore-feet, have lately been recovered by Mr. Darwin in Parag^uay:

the Macrauchenia, Owen]

The Musks {Moschus,\Ax\.),~~~

Are very much less anomalous than the Camels, differing only from ordinary Ruminants in the absence

of horns, by a long canine on each side of the upper jaw, which projects beyond the mouth in the

males, and lastly, by having a slender pcronrcum, uhich is not present even in the Camel. They are

remarkable for their elegance and Ughtness.

Tlie Pouched Musk {M. moschiferiis, Lin.), is the most celebrated species. Size that of a Roe, and almost

without tail; it is completely covered with hairs, so coarse and brittle that they might almost be termed spines ;

what particularly distinguishes it, however, is the pouch situate before the prepuce of the male, which contains

an odorous substance, well known in medicine and jierfumcry by the appellation mmk. This sj>ecies appears con-

fined to that rugged and rocky region from which most of the Asiatic rivers descend, and which extends between

Siberia, China, and Thibet. Its habits are nocturnal and solitary, and timidity extreme. It is in Thibet and

Tonquin that it yields the best musk; that of the north being almost inodorous. [The difference more probably

arises from the amount of adulteration, which is practised to a vast extent.]

The other Musks have no musk-pouch, [and constit\ite the Trngidus of Bennett]. They inhabit the warm parts

of the eastern hemisphere, and are the smallest and most elegant of the Ruminantia. Such are M. pygnuens^

Buff. ; il/. mcmina, Schreb. ; and M.javanictis, BulT.

All the other Ruminants, at h'a:st of the male sex, have two horns ; that is to say, two pro-

mineDCcs of the frontal bones, more or less long, which occur in no other group of animals.

In some, these prominences are euvercd with an elastic sheath, formed as it were oi" agglu-

tinated hair, which continues to increase by layers during life. The name of horn is apphed

to the substance of this sheath, and the sheath itself is termed the core. The pro-

minence which it eavelopcs grows with it during life, and never falls. Such are the horns of

cattle, as Oxen, Sheep, Goats, aud Anteloi)es.

In others, the prominences arc only covered with a hairy skin, continuous w ith that of the

head : these prominences do not fall ; and the Giraffes afford the only exani])le.
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Finally, in the genus of Stags, the prominences, covered for a while with a hairy skin hke

the other parts of the head, liave at their base a riug of bony tubercles, which, as they enlarge,

compress and obliterate the nutritive vessels of that skin, [commonly termed the velvet]. It

becomes dry, and is thrown off: the bony prominences, being laid bare, at the expiration of

a certain period separate from the skull to which they were attached ; they fall, and the

animal remains defenceless. Others, however, are reproduced, generally larger than before,

which are destined to undergo the same fate. These horns, purely osseous, and subject to

periodical changes, are styled antlers.

The Stags {Cervus, Lin.)—

•

Are consequently rujiiinants which have heads armed with antlers ; but, if we except the Rein Deer,

the females in no instance possess them, [save in rare individual cases *]. The substance of these

antlers, when completely developed, is that of a dense bone without pores or internal cavity : their

figure varies greatly according to the species, and even in each species at different ages. These animals

are extremely fleet ; live mostly in forests ; and feed on grass, the leaves and buds of trees, »ic.

lliose species which have antlers either wholly or partially flattened may be first distin;;uished ; such as—
The Elk, or Moose Deer (Ca/ce^, Lin.)-—As large as a Horse, and sometimes larger; very high upon the legs ; with

a swoln cartda^^inous muzzle, and a sort of goitre, or variously shaped pendulous swelling, undar the throat ; hair

always very stiff, and of an ash-colour, more or less dark. Tlie antlers of the male, at first dagger-shaped, and

then divided into narrow slips, assume, at the age of five years, the form of a triangular blade, dentelated on its

outer edge, and borne on a pedicle. They increase with O-^e, so as to weigh fifty or sLxty pounds, and to have

fourteen branches on each horn. The Elk lives in troops in the marshy forests of the north of both continents,

and its skin forms valuable leather.

The Rein Deer (C tarandus, Lin.).—Size of a Stag, but with shorter and stouter limbs ; both sexes have antlers,

divided into several branches, at first slender and pointed, and finally terminating with age in broad dentelated

palms : the hair, brown in summer, becomes almost white in winter. It is pecuHar to the glacial regions of both

continents, and is the animal so celebrated for the services which it renders to the Laplanders, who have numerous

herds of them, which in sunnner they lead to the

mountains, and in winter bring back to the plains ;

it is their only beast of burden and draught, its

milk and flesh serve them fur food, its bide for

clothes, &c.

The Fallow Deer (C. dama).—Less than the Stag,

and blackish-brown in winter, fulvous spotted with

white, in summer ; the buttocks always white, bor-

dered on each side with black ; tail longer than that

of the Stag, black above and white below. The horn

of the male is round at base, with a pointed antler,

and throughout the rest of its length flattened, with

its outer edge dentelated. After a certain age it

shrinks, and splits irregularly into several slips.

This species, the P/afi/cei-oj,- of the ancients, has be-

come common throughout Europe, but appears to

have been originally from Barbary. A blackish variety

without spots [even in the fawns] is not uncommon.

The species with round antlers are more nume-

rous. Those of temperate climates change colour,

more or less, with the seasons.

The Conmion Stag, or Red Deer (C. elephasy

Lin.).—Fulvous-brown, with a black dorsal line,

and on each side of it a series of small pale fulvous

spots, in summer ; uniform greyish-brown in win-

ter : the crupper and tail pale fidvous at all seasoLis.

It is indigenous to the forests of all Europe, and

of the temperate parts of Asia. The antlers of

the male are round, and appear in the second year,

at first dagger-shaped, and then with branches on

ir inner side, which increase in number with age ; they are crowned finally with a sort of palmation, having
the;

• There is the liea't of a femiilc Roe.w

tlie Iloy.il College of Sarguous. Londo

(Icfeiices, however, with the sexual or^i

not grow in cniast;uliilcd imliviriuals ; a

difiiely follows their devclnpL-mcut. In

Ui Bntlers, In the Museum of

1. Tlie connexion of these

ns ia romarkiible. They do

of a three-year-ohl Uuck

corded of a Doe with only a single horn, resemblin(f ihat

u dissection, the ovary of the same
to be sLiiirrouM. After attaining their maxiuiuni of

lie antlers of these animals decrease, in old a^C, at
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many points. Wlien ven'olcl,tlie Stas; heromes blackish, and the liairs on the neck leng-then and become erect. Tlic

antlers are shed in spi'iiiL!:, tlie old ones losing- them first; and are reproduced in suninu-r, during- the whole of

which period the males associate sepai-ately. Wlien they arc grown aL;-ain. the rutting; season cummences, whicli

lasts three weeks, at whicli time the males become furious. Both sexes unite in vast herds to pass the winter.

The hind carries eight months, and brings forth in May ; the fawn is fulvous, spotted with white.

The Canadian Stag, or Mapiti ; Elk of the Anglo-Americans (C. canadensis, Gm. ; C. stroiigijloceros, Schreb.)

—A fourth larger than our Stag, and nearly of the same colour, but with the disk of the crupper larger and palei*,

the horns equally round, but more (leveluped, and without a )j:.dm. Inluibits all the temperate parts of \ortii

Annwica.

The Virjrinian Stag, or Dcfr of the Anglo-Americans (C. virgiHianus,Gm.).—\^Gss, than ours, and more elegantly

formed; the muzzle more pointed; of a pale fulvous in summer, reddish-grey in winter; the under part of the

throat and tail white at alt seasons. Antlers shorter than in the European species, and very differently formed.

The species inhabiting warm climates do not change

cu!(Hir. There are several in South America, at pre-

sent but imperfectly determined; as C. pah/dosii.':,

Desm. ; C. campesfris, F. Cuv. ; C. -nemoralin,

H. Smith, &c. There are also several in the East In-

dies ; as the Axis (C. axis, Lin,), permanently spotted

with pare white, and which is indigenous to Beng-ai,

but propagates easily in Europe : also C. Arhtoietis,

Cu\'., which, with long hairs on the neck and throat,

and inhabiting the north of India, must correspond

with the Hippelaphus of Aristotle, &c., &c. Several of

these have canine teeth.

The Roe (C capreolux, Lin,),—"ith but two tines to

its antlers ; of a greyish-fulvous ; the buttocks white
;

no infra-orbital sinuses, and scarcely any tail. Some

iTidividuals are very bright russet, and others black-

ish. This species lives in pairs in the elevated forests

of temperate Europe, sheds its antlers at the close of

autumn, renews them in winter, undergoes the rut in

No\-ember, and remains with young five months and

a li.-ilf. Its firsh is nmch more esteemed than that of

thi' Stiig. Tlirre are none in Russia. The Tartarian

Roe {C. j'ligargus, Pallas) is larger, with longer hair,

ami horns more spinous at their base. It inhabits

tlie high grounds beyond the Volga. There are also

some Roes in America, the antlers of which always

rrniain simple, or without tines ; as C. riifus, F. Cuv.,

with canines in butli jaws, C nfmoricoi/ns, F. Cuv.,

and C. .simpliiiconiiy. Id. Smith.

In India there are some small species which might

be separated from the other Roes, having sharp ca-

overrd with hair on the forehead : such are the Mnntjac, or Kij^ng,

at Ceylnn and Java, the C. I'/iifijij.iiius, II. Smith, C. moschafiis.

-diclr

1 synall herd:

nines, and short antliT,- burne

(C. mu'itijac, Gm.), which is fb

Id., &c.

The Gtraffe (Camdeopordalis, Lin.)

—

Is cliaraclerizcd liy conical liorns in i.iolh sexes, that are a^^vays covered with a hairy skin, and never

fall. Tlichony nnrlnis nf tln'in is articulated during youth to the frontal hone hy a suture. In the middle

of tlie f<u-chcad, there is an emiiirnce or third burn, broader and much shorter, but equally aitieulatcd

by sutur'". This animal is in oilier respects one of the most reniarkalile that exist, on accLumt of the

great length of its neck and the ihsprnportionate extension of its fure-Icj^s.-''

Only one species is known (C giiu'XTa, Lin.), confined to the deserts of Africa, which has short hair, markrd

with angular fulvous spots on a greyish ground, and a slight mane on the hind-nt.'ck. It is the tallest of all

animals, its head being frutiuently raised eightem fcrt from the ground. Its disposition is gentle, and it fn:ds un

leaves.

The Ruminants with hollow iior:;s—
Are more numerous than the others, and wc have been necessitated to divide tbcm into

genera npou characters of trivial import, derived from the form of tlie horns, and the propor-

tions of the various parts. To these M. Geoffroy bas advantageously added those attbrdcd by

the substance of the frontal prominence, or the bony nucleus of the horn.

:i;ti;il, lie r, l»y Pn.l. Uhc
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The Antelopes {Jntilope, Lin.)

—

Have the substance of the bony nucleus of the horn soUd, with neither pores nor cavity, like the

antlers of the Stags. They also further resemble the Stags in possessing infra-orl)ital sinuses, in the

sleiulcrness of their form, and speed of foot. They compose a very numerous genus [consisting now
of more than seventy well -ascertained species], which we have been compelled to subdivide principally

after the shape of the horns.

a. Horns anmalated, with a double curvature ; the points forward, or inward and upward, [in other words, annu-

latedand lyrated; also placed forward on the head, above the eye: the muzzle and around the nostrils hairy.

This is the most characteristic section of the genus, and the species composing it may be distinguished by the

term Gazelles.']

The Numidian Gazelle {A. dorcm, Lin.).—Round, thick, and black horns, with the size and graceful shape

of the Roe: pale fulvous above, white below; a brown band along each flank, a tuft of hair on each knee,

and a deep pouch on each groin. Inhabits the north of Africa in innumerable herds, which form a circle when
attacked, presenting horns on every side. Is the ordinary prey of the Lion and the Panther. The soft expression

of its eye supplies the Arabic poets with many images.

[To this division belong also the A. euchore, Kei-ella,* Bennetfu, arahica, coriuna, Soemmerhigii, 'mhorr, cJama,

rvfirollls, m elat}}pus, a.nd pi/gargus, which last seems to tend through A. caama, bnbahis, &c., to the Gnus. The

author likewise includes yi. ^QH^/uroA'a, Pallas, the Hoang-yang or Yellow Goat of the Chinese, herds of which

uiluibit the arid plains of Central Asia, and the A. saiga, Pal., or Colus of Strabo, a European animal, indigenous

to the south of Poland and Russia] ; it is as large as a Fallow Deer, and fulvous in summer, whitish-grey in

winter. Its cartilaginous, thick, and vaulted muzzle, with very expanded nostrils, obliges it to retrograde in

feeding. The herd sometimes consists of more than ten thousand individuals. [We arc inchned to approximate

to the Saiga a remarkable species from Northern India, the Chiru {A. Hodgsoni, Abel) ; it is somewhat less than

th(' Fallow Deer, of a whitish colour, with the face and front of the hmbs black ; horns nearly straight, or but slightly

lyrated, and remarkably long and slender, rising abruptly from the forehead. Among the true Gazelles, may bo

particularly noticetl the Springer, or Spring-boh {A. euchore) of the Cape colonists, so celebrated for occasionally

visiting, during seasons of drought, the cultivated lands

of South Africa in innumerable herds, which devastate

wherever they pass.] It is larger than the Numidiau

Gazelle {A. dorcas), and nearly of the same form and co-

lour ;
is distinguished by a fold of skin on the crupper,

clothed with long white hairs, which opens and enlarges at

every bound the animal takes. [The .-1. K^otmmerbigii is

still larger, and of a delicate pale buff-yellow or nanlteea

colour, the hairs singularly disposed in zig-zag patches,

imparting a peculiar waved appearance.]

h. Horns annulated, and with a triple [spiral] curve.

The Indian Antelope (.'l.ceri'icrt^j/'o, Lin.).—Still very like

the Gazelles, but the horns have a triple tlexure. [Colour

variable, black or ditferent shades of brown, relieved with

white around the eyes,and below: this animal is remarkaljle

for the great developeraent of its infra-orbital cavities].

The Addax, or Nubian Antelope (.4. addax, Licht.).— Also three cun'es to the horns, which are larger and more

slender than those of the preceding: it is whitish, tinged with grey on the back, and has a large brown spot on

the forehead. [Tliere are horns in both sexes, as in

most of the foregoing: this animal seems to be allied

rather to A. strepsiceros, pertaining to a subsequent

section.]

c. Horns annulated, with a double curve, but winding

in an opposite direction to those of the preceding,

the points directed backward; the TJamalis of H. Smith,

in jiart.

The Bubalus of the ancients (A. huba/us, Lin.).—More
heavily foruied than the others ; the head [vei-y] long

[anil the eyes situate remarkably backward] : size of

a Stag, and yellowish-brown, except the end of the

tail, which is terminated by a black tuft. A common
species in Barbary. The A. caama, or Harte-beeste of the

Caj^e colonists, [and A. lunaia,~\ range in this division.

[These animals have much the aspect of a small Cow, and inhabit the more sterile regions of Africa in small

herds, headed by an old male. They are easily domesticated.]

57—Spr ng (i k
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, lias not Imutl pretemlcd to differ from A. Kevrlta. further tlmn in having n slight swellicr
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d. Small, straij^lit, or but slightly airved liorns, s!iorter than the head
;
peculiar, in most of the species, to the

male sex, [and placed far backward, behind the eyes: the»3

aiiiiiials have a distinct maxillary gland, and naked muzzle:

there isgi-ncrally a tuft of lonp; hair between the borns. The

crui)per is broad and elevated, the body heavy, and general

form approximating; that of the small Musks {Tragulus),

the Hog Deer, and, we may add, the Agoutis : they are de-

nomiuateil Hush Antdopes {Philantomba, 0;^ilby), from their

natural haunts.

At their head may be placed the Great Bush Antelope

(A. s'dvicuUrix), much larger than the rest, and dark-coloured.

with a white stripe along the back, becoming very broad on

the crupper. In its train fuUow,

—

A. vicrgens, pt/gnueay Ma-x-

welUi, perKplcilla, Natalcnsisy philantomba, BurcheUd,

grlmmea, and one or two others ; some of them very dimi-

nutive: the delicate little ^. 5a//;artfi appears to rank on the

extreme confines, llie author likewise admits a very peculiar

species, the Kl/p-springer (A. orco^ra'/M), distinguished by its stiff brittle hair, of a greenish-yellow colour, and espe-

cially by the singular structure of its lioofs, which do not expand

or project forwards, their outline being perpendicular with the

leg: its name sig\niics ruck-springer. He also i)laces here the

Woolly Antelope (A. lanala, Uesm.),]

c. Annulated horns with a simple curve, the point directed

forward {Ucduuca, Smith). [Tlie muzzle still naked.

To this group belong the A. redunca, scoparia, quadriscopa,

mo)ilana, iragnlus, caprcolus, elcoiraguSy isabellina, Lalundii,

pedeotragns, rii/tsrens, madagua, melanoiis, &c.]

/. Horns annulated, straight, or a little curved, and lunger

than tlie liead {Oryx, Smith, in part).

"Ilie Oryx {A. orgx, I'ull.is).—As large as a Stag, with slender

horns two or three feet long, straight, pointed, round, the basal

third obliquely annulated, and smaller in the females. It is found

liorthward of the Cape, and in the interior of Africa. The length

tit'- eatDu

k (.-l.tTUgulu,).

of its hoof, which is greater than in the other species, euubles it to climb rocks, and it prefers mountain

districts.

The Algazel {A. gazella, Lin.
;
[A. hezoastica, H. Smithj.—Inhabits North A/rica, from Nubia to Senegal. It is

often sculptured on the monuments of Egypt and Nubia;

and M. Lichtenstein thinks that it is the true Oryx of the

ancients. [The A. lencoryx, whicli is distinct, and A. beisa,

require to be here added. Perhaps also the Aiioa di-prcssi-

rostris, Auct.]

g. Horns annulated, with a simple curve, the points di-

rected backward.

The Illue Antelope {A. Icucojdt^a, Gm.).—A bttle larger

than the Stag, of a bluish ash-colour; large horns in both

sexes, uniformly curved, with more than twenty rings.

Tlie Equine Antelope {A. equina, Geof.).—As large as a

Horse, and reddish-grey, with the head brown, a white spot

befure each eye ; a mane on the neck, large horns, &c. [A

nearly allied species, of eiiual size [A. nigra), has lately been

discovered in South Africa, the males of which are almust

wholly black. We may here mention also the A, ellip-

tnprymnus, which is larger than a Stag, with a conspicuous

white ring on the buttocks, and rather long coarse hair ; which

latter character is enhanced in A. hvba and A. sing-sing.}

Tlie Cambing-outan, or Antelope of Sumatra {A. suma-

trensis, Sliaw).—Size of a large Goat; black, with white hair on the neck and throat; the horns small and pointed.

['Hie affinity of this species with the preceding is not obvious : it is more nearly aUied to A. ihar and A. ghorral.]

h. Horns encircled with a Sfural ring.

The Jmpoof {A. oreas, Va\).).~Elk of the Cape colonists. As large as the largest Horse, with stout, conical, and

straight horns, surrounded by a spiral ridge; greyish hair, with a small mane along the spine; a kind of dewlap

under the neck ; and tail terminated by a tuft. It Uves in herds on the mountains, to the north of the Cape of

Good Hope. [Allied to it is the A. canna, from the same locality, which is smaller and more slender.]

The Coudou (A. atrcpsiccros, Pal.)—Size of a Stag, with large horns in the male only, tl)at are smooth with a

triple curve, and a single longitudinal and slightly spiral ridge : a small beard on the chin, and a mane along the

fjpine. This animal lives sohtarily, to the north of the Cai)e of Good Hope.

Antcl.iije.
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Fig. 62.—Prong-horned Antelope.

Near It, we conceive, should be placed the Addax, tof!:ethcr with the A. sylvaiica, decula, scrlpta, and one
or two others. The A, scripta, or Harnessed Antelope, is an

elc;:;;;int small species, the Guib of BufTon, of a lively fulvous

colour, marked with harness-\\kt ivhite stripes and spots.

The A. zebra has dark regular stripes across the crupper.]

I. Horns bifurcated, {Antitocapra, Ord j DicranoceroSf

Smith).

Of all the forms of hollow horns, this is the most singular :

a compressed branch is given off from their base or trunk,

almost like the antler of a Stag; the pointed tips curve back-

ward. The best known species is

The Cff6n7 of the Canadians {A.furdfera, H. Smith), which

inhabits the extensive plains of the centre and west of Noitli

America in vast herds : its size is nearly that of the Roe ; hair

thick, waved, and reddish ; the antler of its horns situate

near the middle of their height. [Nearly allied is the A. pal-

viatay Smith, decidedly a distinct species, which has palmated

forked horns, that it employs in scooping away the snow : it is

a mountain animal, the range of which appears to be more southward than that of the otlier.]

A. Four horns {Tetraceros, Leach).

This subdivision, recently discovered in India, was not unknown to the ancients. jElian speaks of it, xv. c. 14,

by the name of the Four-horned Oryx *
: the anterior pair are before the eyes, the posterior completely behind the

frontal. [As the position of the horns varies in some groups of two-horned Antelopes, it may be that the anterior

pair of the four-horned species are represented in the greater number, and the posterior pair in the Bush Ante-

lopes {Pkilar.tomba).']

The Tchicarra {A. cMearra^ Hardw.).—Size of a Roe, and nearly uniform fulvous : no horns in the female sex.

It is found in the forests of Hindostan. The A. qitadriconiis, Blainv.. is only known to me by a cranium, the

anterior horns of which are proportionally larger
;
perhaps it may only diiTer in age.

I. Two smooth horns.

The Nylghau (A. p'lcta, and irago-camelitSy Gm.).—As large as a Stag, and larger : horns short, and recurved for-

ward, peculiar to the male sex ; a beard under the middle of the neck. Inhabits India.

The Chamois {A. rvpricapra,'L\T\.).—The only ruminant of western Europe that can be compared with the

Antelopes, but presenting peculiar characters. Its smooth horns are curved abruptly backward like a hook : behind

each ear, is a sac beneath the skin, ivhich opens externally by a small orifice.t Its size is that of a large Goat.

Hair deep brown, with a black band descending from the eye towards the middle. This species traverses rocks and

precipices with extreme agility, inhabiting in small troops the middle region of the highest mountains. [The

A. thar, sumafrensis, ghorral, and other goat-like species, seem to be allied to this group and to that of

A. afrejjiieeros.]

Col. Smith separates from the Antelopes, under the generiic title of

The Gnus (Catoblepas),—
The AnCdnpe (jtiu, Gm. ; a very extraordinary species, which, at first sight, seems to be a monstrous being,

compounded of parts of different animals. It has the body and crupper of a small Horse, covered with brown

hair; the tail furnished with long white hairs, like that of a Horse; and on the neck a beautiful llowing mane,

white at base, and black at the tip of the hairs. Its horns, approximated and enlarged at the base, like those of

the Cape Buffalo, descend outwardly, and turn up at the point; the muzzle is large, flat, and surrounded by a

circle of projecting hairs; under the throat and dewlap is another black mane; and the legs are as slender

and light as those of a Stag. Both sexes have horns.

This animal inhabits the mountains northward of the Cape; where it does not appear comm.on, although the

ancients seem to have Had some knowledge of it. [There are two other very distinct species, the Brindled Gnu

(C. gorgon), and the Taurine Gnu (C. fauritia), both also from the interior of South Africa.]

Tlie three remaining genera have the bony core of the horns occupied, to a considerable

extent, with cells, that communicate with the frontal sinuses. The direction of their horns

characterizes the several divisions.

The Goats {Capra, Lin.)

—

Have the horns directed upwards and backwards : their chin is generally furnished with a long heard,

and the chanfrin almost always concave.

• The fossil craninm and some otlier hones of a (rigantlc fonr-homcd

rumlii'iiit, U-Ave Inttlv bL-t-n discovered iii the priKloL-tiie Kivolik

dejinsits of Nortlicrti Indin, the Sivalht-rhiin, Caul, nud Falc, twice

the sire of a large Ox—Ed.

t It wns psrhnps ™ mlscomprelienslon nf tlic rBtnre of this perlnre,

which led the ancients ty say, rifler Empciloclcs, that Goets brealtc*

through llitir ears.
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Thr Wild Gont, nr ^J^-jafjnt.s iC. ^runf/ms; Gni.)— Appears to lie the stock of all our domestic breod.^. and is dis-

tiuyiiislied by il6 anteriorly sharp liorns, very large in tbe male, short and sometimes wantin^Mii the female

;

_ winch is also sometimes the case with the different

Ibexes. It inhabits the mountains of Persia in

troops, where it is known by the appellation pashig,

and perhaps those of several other countries, even

tbe Alps. The oriental bczoay is a concretion found

in its intestines.

Domestic Goats {C. Mrcas, Lin.), vary exceed-

ingly in size, colour, and the length and texture of

their coat; also in the mac:nitudc, and even the

number of their horns. Those of Angora and

Cappadocia have the lonji^est and most silky hair.

The Thibet Goats are celebrated for the admirably

fine wool which .throws amon;:; their hair, of which

the Cashmere stuffs are fabricated. There is a race

in Upper Ei^ypt witb short hair, convex chanfrin,

and projecting lower jaw, which probably is hybriil.

The Goats of Guinea, tenned mambrines 3.nd Jnida,

arc very small, \\ith liorns inclinint^ backwards. All of tliem are robust, capricious, wanderina; animals, that

betray their mountain ori;,nn by aitecting^ dr^' and wild situations, where they feed on coarse herbage and the

shoots of bushes. They do much injury in forests. The kid only is eaten, but their milk is useful in several

diseases. The female can produce at seven months, and g-oes with youn;^ five months; she g-enerally yeans two

kids. The male engenders at a year old, and one suffices for more than a hundred females : in five or six years

he becomes aged.

The Ibex (C. //jc.r, Lin.).— [nimensehdrus, square in front, and marked with prominent transverse knots. It

inhabits the most elevated summits of lofty mountain cliains, throughout the whole ancient Continent. The

Caucasian Ibex (C. caucas'ica), has great triangular horns, obtuse but not square in front, and notched as in the

preceding. Both species propagate with the Domestic Goat. Tlte African Rlaned Ibex (C. tethiopica) is another.

[These various animals with enormous horns are said to precipitate themselves fearlessly down precipices, always

falling on the horns, the elasticity of which secures them from injury. Those who ha\e observed the force with

wJiich domestic Bams butt at each other, mutually sti'iking the forcliead, will feel less surpi'ise at the Ibexes

\Mthstanding the shock of a fall.]

The Sheep {Oris-, Lin.)

—

ILivc horns directed baekward, and then inclining spirally more or less forward ; tlicir clianfrin is

generally convex, and tliey have no beard. Tbey so little merit to be gencrically separated from tbe

Gnats, that the two produce by intermixture a fertile off^^pring. As in the Goats, there are several

\vjl(l races or species, closely allied together.

The Argali, or Wild Sheep of Siberia {Ov. ammon, Lin.),—the male of which has very large horns, triangular at

base, the angles rounded, flattened in front, and transversely striated ; those of the female are falchion-shaped and

cnnipressed. Its hair, in summer, is short and greyish-fulvous ; in winter close, stiff, and reddish-grey, with some

\\hite orwhitish upoTi the muzzle, throat, and under-]iarts. There is always, as in the Stag, a yellowish space

around the tail, which latter is very short. This animal inhabits the mountains of all Asia, and attains the stature

of a Fallow Deer. [A smaller and distinct species inhabits the Himmalaya mountains, >^hich Is termed the

Burrhal: there are specimens in the Museums of the Linn3?an and Zoological Societies, London.]

Tbe Corsican Moutflon {Ov. mushnon. Pal.)—appears to differ only in its inferior size, and in the deficiency or

smallness of the horns in the female sex. It is said to be also found in Crete. There are bome varieties wholly

or partially black, and others more or less white.

It is probable that the American Moufllon {Ov. mmilnna) is a species of Argali, wbirli may ha\e crossed the sea

on the ice. Its horns are very .stout, and more perfectly spiral than those of the Asiatic Ai'gali.

Tlie African Moutfion {Ov. irafjclephu.f, Cuv.) has soft reddish hair, with a long mane lianging under the neck,

and another at each ankle ; the tail short : it appears to be a distinct species, and inluibits the rocky regions of

Barbary ; M. Geoffroy observed it in Egypt.

From the ]\Io«fIlon or Argali, it is believed ihat the innumerable breeds of our wonlly dnniestic Sheep have been

derived ; animals which, tVie Dog alone excepted, have split into a gnater nnmlier nf \ aru-ricN than an-\" other.

[One remarkable fart, liowcvi^r, at variance with this supposition, and wliirh \\i_' li;i\(.' never \rt fiiuiuL to be

noticed, is, that all the wild races ha\'e exceedingly short tails, whereas the domestic breeds ha\'e generally, if

not always when unmutilated, tails that reach nearly to the ground. It is easier to conceive the loss of this

appendage in certain donjestic breeds, than its acquirement or extension, and the latter theory is borne out

by no analogy].

AVe have some in Europe \vith fine or common wool ; large and small ; with big or liUle horns, ^vanting in the

female, or in both sexes, &c. The most interesting varieties are the Spanish or Merino, which has a fine curly

fleece, with large spiral horns in the male, now beginning to be diffused through Euroi)e, and the English, which

has loiig and line wool. The most common variety in southern Russia has a very long tail. Those of India and
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of Guinea, wliicli liave also long tails, are distinguislied by their long legs, very eonvei fo-eliead, pendent ears,

want of horns, and short coarse hair instead of wool. The Sheep of Northern Euiope and Asia are mostly of small
Bize, witlt a very short tail, [the truth being, that this appendage is merely cut short by the shepherds soon after
liirthl. Those of Persia, Tartary, and China, have the tail completely transformed into a double globe of fat.

The Syrian and Barbary Sheep retain, long tails, ivliich are loaded with a vast mass of fat. In both the latter

varieties, the ears are pendent, the horns large in the Rams and middle-sized in the Ewes and Wethers, and the
vool is intermi.xed with hair.

Sheep are valuable for their flesh, suet, milk, skin, wool, and manure; the flocks, well managed, proving every-
where a source of fertility. The Lamb is weaned at two months, and sheds its milk teeth from the tirst to the
third year. The Ewe propagates at one year, and is prolific for ten or twelve; its period of gestation is five

months, and it often yeans two Lambs. The Ham, adult at eighteen months, suffices for thirty Ewes, and is

enfeebled at eight years old.

The Oxkn {Bos, Linn.)

—

Have lionis directed laterally, inclining njjwards or forwards in a crescent form ; tliev are large

animals, with a broad muzzle, heavy and massive body, and stout limbs.

The Common Ox (B. tam-iis, Lin.).—Specifically distinguished by its flat forehead, longer than broad, and round
horns, placed at the t\^o extremities of a projecting ridge which separates the forehead from the occiput. In

fossil skulls, which appear to have belonged to this species in its original condition (the Urus of the ancients),

these horns curve forwards and downwards ; but in the numberless domestic varieties they vary exceedingly in

size and direction, and are sometimes altogether wanting. The orilinary races of the torriil zone have all a lump
of fat upon the shoulders, and there are some of these races not larger than a Hog. Every one is actpiainted with

the utility of these animals for labour, and with the value of their flesh, fat, milk, hide, and e^'en horns. The
Cow goes with young nine months, and produces at eighteen. The Bull couples at eighteen mouths or two years,

and is useless at ten.

The European Bison, or Aurochs, {Has finis,

Gm.)—This species, which has been erroneously

deemed the original stock of our domestic cattle,

is distinguished by its convex forehead, broader

than high, by the attachment of its horns below

the occipital ridge, by the length of its legs, by an

additional pair of ribs, by a sort of curly wool

which covers the neck of the male, forming a

short beard under the throat, and by its grunting

voice. It is a savage animal, which at present

finds refuge in the great marshy forests of Lithu-

ania, of the Krapacs, and of Caucasus, but which

was formerly spread all over temperate Europe.

It is the largest of the European quadrupeds.

[There is some reason for suspecting that the

Caucasian or Mountain Bisons are not identical

with those of Lithuania.]

The American Bison, termed Buffalo by the

.^_ , _ - , i«»L -_ -F^T=»-5E%::;i!!^ ~ Anglo-Americans, (B. bison, Lin.).—The bony

^i'i^'j^^C"-==—- ^ ^'dXif^^^^^^^^^' >,» headveryhke thatof thepreceding.andsimilarly

covered, together with the neck and shoulders,

with frizzled wool, which becomes very long in

winter; hut its limbs and tail are shorter, [and it

has yet another pair of ribs]. It inhabits aU the

temperate parts of North America, and repro-

duces with the domestic Cow.

The Indian Buffalo {B. biibalas, Lin.).-Originallyfrom India, and brought into Egypt, Greece and Italy, dming

the middle a>.-es. It has a convex forehead, lon-er than broad ; the horns are directed backward, and marked in

front by a longitmhnal projection. This animal is difficult to tame, but very powerful, and prefers marshy places

and coarse plants on which the Ox could not live. Its milk is good, and the hide very strong, but its flesh is not

esteemed There is a race of them in India, the horns of which include a space of ten feet from tip to tip
;

it is

named Ami in Hindustan, and is the Bos ami of Shaw. [There would appear to be several different wild races,

and many tame ones, varying much in size.]
, ^ ., , , ,

The Gmll or Jungle Ox (B. rrontalis, Lauibert),-resen)hles .he Domestic Ox in most of its characters, but

has horns flattened from before backwards, and no angular ridges. They are directed laterally and more or less

upward but not backward. It is a domestic race in the mountain districts of the north-east of India, and

is perhaps derived from the intermixture of the Buffalo with the common species. [We suspect it rather to be

allied to the original stock, if it be not really the latter, of the various humped breeds of India.]

The In* or Gruntin^'- Ox, (B. </runiiiens. Pal.)-A sraaU species, with the tail completely covered with long

Lairs like that of a Hoi°se, and a long mane on the back : its head appears to resemble that of a Buflalo, but the

Yig. (.i.-
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honis have not been sufficiently described. Tliia animal, mentioned by ^lian, waa originally from the

mountains of Tliibet. Its tail constitutes the standard, still used by the Turks to distinguish their superior

officers.

The Cape Buffalo (Bos caffcr^ Sparm.).—Very

large horns, directed outward and downward and

then turned upward, flattened, and so large at

base that they nearly cover the forehead, leavin^'

only a triangular space, the point of which is

above. It is a very large and extremely ferocious

animal, which inhabits the woods of Catfraria.

[Tliere are other African Bufl'alues of inferior size,

a female of one of which {B. bracln/ceros. Gray),

or the Short-horned Buffalo, with very large

ears and well-proportioned limbs, is now li\ing in

London.] Lastly,

The Musk Ox {Bos moschatus, Gm. [^Ovibos mor.-

ckaliis, Blainv.]).—Horns approximated and di-

rected as in tlie Cape Buffalo, but meeting on the

forehead by a straight line : those of the femal.-;

smaller and separated. Tlie forehead convex, and

extremity of the muzzle hairy. It stands low, and

is covered with long hair, that reaches the ground.

Tail extremely short. It difluses more strongly

the musky odour common to the whole genus,

[and which is also particularly noticeable in the

European Bison]. Inhabits the coldest regions

of North America, where alone it has been seen,

though its skull and bones are sometimes carried

by the ice to Siberia.
Fin- 6.5.—Catic Buffalo.

THE NINTH ORDER OF MAMMALIANS,—

CETACEA,—

Consists of animals mthout liind-limbs : the trunk being continued by a thick tail, which

terminates in a liorizontal cartilaginous fin, while the head is connected to the body by so

short and thick a neck, tliat no diminution of

its circumference is perceptilde : tliis neck

ccmsists of very slender cervical vertebra;, that

are pai-tly auchylosed or soldered together.

Tlie first bones of their anterior extremities

are shortened, and the succeeding ones Hattened

and enveloped m a tendinous membrane, which

reduces them to the condition of true fi

Hence the external form is absolutely that of

fishes, exee|)t that the hitter liave the tail-fin - ,.

vertical. They alwavs therefore remain in the ^^^-^
water ; but as they breathe by lungs, they are

compelled to return frequently to tlie surface rig. c6.-s»immi,i5 ?,„„( ivi,„.e.

to take in fresh supplies of air.* Their warm blood ; ears that open externally, thouMi by
very small orifices ; their viviparous generation, mamma; by which they suckle their younc,
and all the details of their anatomy, sufficiently distinguish them from fishes.

• The larger species, liowcvcr, will remrviii mure Ihnn an hoi

beneath the surfaLC : in refertiice tn ivhich (multy, thene anim*
have capaeiooB reservolrB for arterial blood alonjf the dorsal reifioi

and even within the head: hence, to oxygenate the great volume i

blood rcqnircH to e

ccrl-iin regular peri

purpose.—Kd.
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The brain is large, and its hemispheres well developed ; that portion of the cranium which

contains the internal ear is separated from the rest of the head, to which it onl}' adheres hy

ligaments. There are never any external ears, nor hairs upon the body.

The form of the tail compels them to flex it from above downwards, to produce a progressive

motion ; and it greatly assists them in rising in the water.

To the genera hitherto included, we add others formerly confounded with the Morses,

[and which have since, with still greater pro])riety, Ijcen placed suborJinately to the great

series of Pachydermata]. They form our first family, or that of the

Cetacea IIerbivoka,—
The teeth of wdiieh have flat crowns, wdiieh determines their mode of life ; and the latter

induces them to leave the water frequently, to seek for pasture on shore. They have two

teats on the breast, and hairy moustaches ; two circumstances which, when observed from

a distance as they raise the anterior portion of the body above water, may give them some

resemblance to human beings, and have probably occasioned those fabulous accounts of

Tritons and Sirens which some mariners pretend to have seen. Although, in the cranuun, the

bony nostrils open towards the summit, the orifices of the skin are pierced at tlie end of the

muzzle. Their stomach is divided into four sacs, of which two are lateral, and they have a

large eoeeum.
The Manati (Manatn^, Cuv.)

—

Have an oblong hod)', terminated l)y a lengthened oval fin : their grinders, eight in numlier throughout,

have square crowns, marked Ijy two transverse ridges ; there are no incisors or canines in tlie adult,

but, when very young, there are two very small pointed teeth in the intermaxillary bones, which soon

disappear. Vestiges of nads are visible on tlie edges of'their swimming-paws, which they employ

with some address in carrying their young ; hence the comparison of these organs with hands, and

the name of Mariafus ajiplied to tlie animals. From their manner of living, tliey are also called

Sea-coirff, &c. ; and from their mammEC, Mermaids, &c.

The iManati {Trichcdins manaius, Lin.),—Is chiefly found near tlie nioufhs of rivers, in the hottest parts of the

Atlantic Ocean ; and it does not appear that those of the American rivers differ specilicaliy from tlioseof Africa.

Tliey g;row to the lengtli of fifteen feet, and their flesh is eaten. [M. F. Cuvier, from examination of tlie crania,

arrived at tlie conclusion that the -African species (.1/. .yc«e(7fl/(-'/iA-/.¥, Adanson) wa? satisfactorily distinct ; and a

third, from the rivers of Florida, has since been distinguished by Dr. Harlan as M. tatirostrh.']

The Dugongs {Halicore, Illig.)—

Have grinders composed of two cones laterally united : the teeth implanted in the incisive bones

continue to increase in length, till they become true pointed tusks, but are in great part covered by

thick fleshy lips, that are bristled with moustaches. The body is elongated, and the tail terminated hy

a crescent-shaped flapper.

We know but of one species {//. dtigong), which inhabits the Indian Ocean, and has been confounded by several

travellers with the Manati. Like that animal, it has been named Siren, Sea-cow, &c. [There is reason to suspect

the existence of several species of this genus ; that of the Red Sea is described by M. Ruppell by the appellation

H. tabeniacuius.]
The Stellerin'es [Eytina, Illig.)

—

Appear to have only a single composite grinder on each side, with a flat crown, and elevated ridges of

enamel. Their swinuning-paws have not even the little nails observable in the ]\fanati. According to

Steller, the first, and hitherto the only one who lias described them, their stomacli also is much more

simple.

But one species is known, which inhabits the southern parts of the Pacific Ocean. [It is entirely covered with

a thick rugged cuirass, formed of agglutinated hairs, like the hoofs of ungulated quadrupeds.

The second family, or the animals which constitute the

Cetacea Ordinaria,—
Are distino-uished from the preceding by the singidar apparatus from which they have

received the appellation of Blowers. As with their prey they necessarily engulf, in their
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ca])acious nioiitlis, a great voluinc of water, there rcqiiircil to lie some nictliod of getting rid

of it ; and aeeordingly it passes through the nostrils bv means of a peculiar dis])osition of tlie

re/iim jiuhiti, anil is aceiimulateil in a sac situated at the external orifice of the cavity of the

nuse, iilience, by the C()ni|iression of powerful museles, it is violently exiielled through a

narrow aperture pierced on the summit of the head. It is thus that these animals ])roduee

those jets of water observed by mariners at so great ii distance. Their nostrils, continually

bathed in salt ^vater, could not be lined with a membrane sufficiently delicate to enable tliem to

perceive odours ; hence they have none of those projecting lamiiiie observed in other animals :

the (dfaetory nerve is in some wanting, and if there Ijc any endimed i\itb the sense of smell,

It must be in a very slight degree. Their larynx, of a jiyraniidal form, ]ienetrates into the

jjosferior portion of tlie nostrils, to receive air and conduct it to the lungs, \Mthout tlic animal

being oldiged to raise its head and throat above water for that purpose : there are no pro-

jecting lamina- in the glottis, and the voice is reduced to simple bellowing. They have no

vestige of hair*, but the whole body is covered with a smooth skin, under which [or more

strictly, forming piart of it,] is that thick layer of blubber abounding in oil, tlie jirincipal

oljject for A\hieh they are pursued.

The maninue are placed near the anus, and their swimming-paws are incapable of

grasping.

Their stomach has five and sometimes as many as seven distinct sacs; instead of one single

spleen, they have several, that are small and globular. Those species which have teeth have

thera all conical and similar to one another; for they do not chew their food, but swallow it

rapidly.

Two little bones suspended in the flesh, neat the anus, arc the sole remaining vestiges of

jiosterior hiidis.

Several liave a vertical fin on the hack, composed of a tendinous substance, but unsup-

ported by bone. Their eyes, flattened m front, have a thick and iolid sdileroficn ; and the

teguments of the tongue are soft and smooth.

They may be subdivided into two small tribes : those in which the head bears the usual

proportion to the body, and those in which it is immoderately large; the first comprehenehug

tlie I*(dphins and the Narwhals.

Tni~. Dolphins {Dclpliinii^, Lin.)

—

Have teeth in Imtli jaws, all simple, and nearly always cunir.il. Tlie\' arc the niost carnivorous, and,

in prupurtion to their size, the must cruel uf their uriier. There is no ei.eeiuu.

Tni; DoLrruxs, propcrl)- so calleil, {l)cljy/tini's, C'liv.)

—

Have a convex forehead, anil the iiiuz/,le, which forms a kind of beak in front of the head, more

slender than tlie rest.

Tile ('(ininKiii lidljiliiii l!>. </.//*// /.v, Lin.).—Tlio beak -like .snout (Iipresse'l, ami .inn oil on e.Tcli siilc of liotli jaws

witji from forty-two to forty-seven slender, curved, and pointed teetti : it is blacl\ above, white below, and eiglit or

ten irri nilengtli. Tliis ariiniiil, found in vast herds in every sea [?], and celebrated for the velocity of its niove-

nJeMt^, which sometimes precipitate it on the decks of vessels, appears really to have been the Dolphin of the

ancients. The entii-e organization of its brain would seem to indicate the docility which they attributed to it.t

Tlie Great Dolphin fX>. /^//'.s/i;, Boriaterre.)—The beak short, broad, and depressed; twenty-one to twenty-four

teelli on each sido aliove and below, wlucli are coniral, and often worn down : some imiiv'iduals are more than

liftei-n foot in Ien;,oli. If app-'ais that they ;ire found in the Mediterranean as widl as in the Ocean [and, though
seldom taken, on aeeount of the extreme rapidit\" of their inovenieiits, they are not rare in the Uritish seas. There
are unmeLous o(li(U-s].

M. de Blaiinille separates from these first l)ol[iliins, under the terra

Dr.LPIIlNORYXCHUS,

Tliose species in whicli the snout, though elongated and slender, is not separated from the forehead

hy a distinct groove.

' Kvcciit in tlie c<--'iua Jriia, ,eOrbii,'nr. wliLTein llicre are true I Ihfip^nis) , C'Whrntci'. f.>r io. beautiful irhK-,.i:[il colours, iviiitli biarj
""iisiiu-lics —Ed. Uie biiiiic pii|iL.laT nauie —liu.

' riiid aiijruiil iimsl riul be coiUuuN.led ^fitli q lisli Curyj, .isna 1
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One 1ms been tliro\™ upon our coasts (D. micropterns, Cuv.), remarkable for the small size and backward posi-
tion of its dorsal fm ; it attains a length of fifteen feet, and loses all its teeth at an early a^e. [Only a sin^^le

specimen of this remarkable species has ever been obtained, which was cast upon the shore near Havre : its form
is slender and elongated, and the head is externally attached to the body by a distinct neck. No teeth were
discovered in either jaw in the recent state; but after the gums were removed, a few rudimentary teeth were
found in the lower jaw, as often happens in the upper jaw of the Cachalots. This animal constitutes the Aodon^
we believe, of Lesson.]

Another, which also sometimes occurs in our seas {D, rostralus, Cuv.), has a slender muzzle, externally all even
with the head, and twenty-one teeth on each side of both jaws. Its dorsal is of tlie ordinary size.

The Soosoo of the Gani,^es (D. gangeiicus, Roxburgh) should be separated from the foregoing, having the

spiracle in a longitudinal line, and slender jaws swoln at the end. [Its teeth are thirty on each side above and
below, and according to M. F. Cuvier, the long symphysis and the intermaxillary crests approximate it to the

Cachalots.] It ascends very high up the Ganges, and is probably the Platanlsta of Pliny, [which might be
adopted as its generic designation].

The Porpoises {Phocmia, Cuv.)

—

Have no licak [the largeness of the front-head compensating for its non-extension], but a short

muzzle, uniformly convex.

The Common Porpoise (Dffph. pJioc<rna, Lin.), compressed and trenchant teeth, of a rounded form, to the

number of twenty-two or twenty-four on each side of both jaws ; blackish above, the under-parts white. It is

[nne of] the smallest of the Cetacea, not exceeding four or five feet in length, and is very common in all our

SLas, where it associates in vast herds.

The Grampus {T). orcn and D. gladiator, Auct.).—Large conical teeth, a little crooked, eleven on each side above

and beloWj the posterior transversely flattened : body black above and white beneath ; a whitish crescent-shaped

mark over the eye; and the dorsal tin elevated and pointed. It is the largest of the Dolphin group, becoming

from twenty to twenty-five feet in length ; and is a cruel enemy to the Whale, which it attacks in troops, tor-

menting it till it opens its mouth, when they devour tlie tongue.

A smaller species is occasionally met with on our coasts {D. arics, Risso
;

[P//. griscus, F. Cuv.] ), which loses

its upper teeth at an early age, and retains but few of the lower : its dorsal fin is less elevated and placed further

backward than in the Grampus, which latter is the true Aries of the ancients. The Epaulard ventru of Bonaterre

presents a similar form ; but Hunter's specimen was eighteen feet in length, whereas the present species does not

exceed ten.

[The species with globular heads compose the

Globiceph.\lus, Lesson.]

The Peductor, or Ca'ing Whfile (DfJpli. globiceps, Cuv. \_Gl. deductor, Scoresby] ).—Head globular, with long and

pointed swimming paws ; attains a length of more than twenty feet ; and is black, with a white streak from the

throat to the anus. This species lives in troops of several hundreds, conducted by old males ; and is sometimes

thrown upon our coasts. It has from nine to thirteen teeth on each side above and below, but loses all of tliem

with age. [A beautiful second species (67. i^m'/'O exists in the .Mediterranean, and two others have been deh-

neated and described.]

The Delphinapterus, Lacepede,

—

ATerclv differs from the Porpoises in having no dorsal fin. [Tliis name has more recently been con-

lined to such as have a beak like the Dolphins, the others constituting the

Beluga, Lesson.

To the latter subdivision appertains]

Tlie White Beluga {Delph. leucos, Gni. ; D. albicans, Fabr.), with nine teeth on each side above and below,

thick and blunt throughout ; a yellowish-white skin ; head externally convex like that of a Porpoise, [but more

;i|iproaching to globular], and size that of a Grampus. It inhabits all the glacial seas, and sometimes ascends

rivers to some distance. [Is occasionally met with on the British coasts.

To the restricted
Delphinapterus—

lielongs]

The White-beaked Bolphin of Peron {D. leucoramphm, Per.
;
{Ddphinnpicriis Peronii, Less.], an inhabitant of

the Austral seas, the head of which is but slightly convex and rather pointed, and the muzzle, part of the swim-

ming-paws, and all the under parts of the body, lustrous-white ; the superior portion black. It has from thirty-

ei'^dit to forty-two teeth on each side above and below.*

* M Rtifinctiiue speaks uf n Polpliiii uilli two dorsal fiDs [on \il,irli I but as Ibc;- only s)i\v it at n distance, and lialf-iminersed in the waves,

l,r bcs'toM-s the appeUiition O-ij/pleriis] ; and M. M.Quoy ami Gaymard there may have bet:ii some optical delusion,

biivv one they have uamed Z>. rhirioccros, Foy. de Frei/ciiict, ii. f. -I ;
l

L 2
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The Bottle-heads (Ht/peroodon, Laccp.)—

Have the l)oily and niuzzlo nearly similar externally to those of the Dolphins properly so ealled, hut

the eraninni is laterally elevated hy verlieal hony partitions: most nsnally there are found only two

small teeth in the foro-part nf the lower jaw, uhieh do not always appear externally; the palate is

studded \\\\]i small tiihercles, [ajid there is a small doi'sal tin].

Bat one species is known, wliidi attains a Icnstli of five-and-twenty feet, and perhaps more, [Defph. edenfi/l//.-:,

Schreb. ; D. bnU-Jtopf, Lacepede ; D. hidcntafi/s. Hunter; I). Hunter/, Desni. ; the Boft/e-Jioscd JMiale of Hunter].

—It is taken in the British Channel and the Nurtli Se.i, and is often d(.-si;j:iiated Balci/ie a bee.

[The r)[ODONs {Diodon, Lesson)—

Lrincipally differ from the preceding in having a ilatlencd forehead: their low^er jaw is much larger

than the upper, and eonvcx.

There is a species in the Mediterranean (Dclph. BcsmnresHi, Risso), fifteen feet in Icnirtli ; a specimen of wliich,

or of another closely alhed, "as cast nn ^hore uu the coast uf Scotland (JJ. Sou-crbii, Desm. ami Blainv.) Severtil

others are said to lielun;,^ to this sidniivisiun.]

The Narwhal (Monodon, Lin.)

—

Has no teeth, properly so called ; but very long and slender-pointed tusks implanted in the inter-

maxillary bones, and directed in the line of the axis of the body. The form of tlu'ir budy and head

gi'eatly resembles that of tlie Porpoises, [and still more the Beluga, as noticed hy Prdf. Bell ; the

swimming paws being also remarkably small, and the dorsal tin wanting, as in the latter animal].

Only one sjiccies is known {^fon. mo)ioccros, Lin.
;
[Nanrhaln.s inirmrrphdlns, Bonat., Lacep., Desni.] ), the tusk

of which, grooved spirally, and sometimes ten feet long, was formerly termed the horn of the Vtiicorn. This

animal possesses the g;erms of two tusks, but it is seldom that both become equally developed. Tliat on the left

side usually attains its full g;rowth, while the other remains permanently concealed within its socket, its dei'elope-

ment having been prevented by its interior cavity becoming too rapidly filled with the deposition of ivory, which

thus obliterates its p;elatinous core. According to the description of the Narwhal, it is scarcely more than twice

or three times the length of its tusk ; the skin is marbled with brown and whitish ; it has a convex muzzle, small

mouth, spiracle placed on the top of the head, and no dorsal tin, but merely a projecting crest the whole leu?,th of

its spine. The teeth are sometimes found perfectly snjooth.

[We may here mention, at the conclusion of the Vetacca with moderate-sized heads, an extremely

remarkable genus,

—

Till-: LxiA, d'Orhlgny,

—

Which has the external form of the Dolphins, properly sn called, v^ilii some coarse hristlv hairs on the

snout; the s])iracle is ])laeed far liaekward, above the swimming-iiaws ; ibe lips arc dec[)ly cleft to

beneath the eye; and there is a small dorsal lin, and proportionally large anditorv aperture.

Tlie only species known (/. Bollvii'iisis, d'Orli.) is remarkal)le for occurrin.c: thousands of miles from the ?;ea,

appearing: to inhabit only the remote tributaries of the Amazons, and the elevated lakes of Peru: the siu'^'-ular

character of possessing bristly hairs on the snout has also been observed in them when very youna;. This species

has lars"e swimming-paws, and thirty-four teeth on each side above and below, all of them roup:h, marked with
deep and interrupted furrows, and of an irre^rn'ar mammalory shape behind, which is very peculiar. A female
specimen measured seven feet loni^, and the males are stated to be double that size : colour variable, commonly
pale blue above, passing; into a roseate hue beneath. It comes more freipiontly to the surface than the marine
species, and is generally met with in troops of three or four individuals.]

The rcmuining Crfacra have the hcud so very hu-a:c, as to constitute one-third or even half

the entire length ; but neither the cranium nor the brain ]>articipates in this disproportion,

which is wholly due to an enormous tlevelopcmeut of the bones of the face.

The Cachalots {Pfn/sr/er, Lin.),-

—

Are Cetacea with a most voluminous head, excessively enlarged, particularly in front ; in the upper jaw

of which there are neither teeth nor baleen {whalebone), or, if any of the former, they are small and
not projecting beyond the gum ; hut the lower jaw, straight, elongated, and corresponding to a groove

in the upper one, is armed on its two sides with a row of cylindrical or conical teetli, which enter into

corresponding cavities of the upper jaw when the mouth is closeil. The superior portion of their

enormous head consists almost entirely of large cavities, separated and covered bv cartilages, and Idle:!

with an od that becomes conerele on cooling, well known in commerce by the name Npornincefi a
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sul)J5tance for \vliich they are principally hunted, as the body does not yield a large proportion of

bhibber
: these cavities, however, are very distinct from the true cranium, which is rather small, is

placed under their posterior portion, and contains the brain as usual. It appears that cavities filled

with this spermaceti, or adipocire as it is called, are distributed to several parts of the body, communi-
cating witli those which fill the mass of the head; they even ramify through the external fat or

blubber. The odorous substance known by the appellation ambergris appears to be a concretion

formed in the intestines of the Cachalots, particularly during certain states of disease, and, it is said,

chiefly in the coecum.

The species of this genus are by no means -well dcterminccl. Tliat which appears most common, the Ph. macro-
ccphalus of Shaw and Boiiaterre, but not of Linnaeus, has a mere callous prominence instead of a dorsal fin ; there

are from twenty to twenty-three teeth on each side of the lower jaw, and small conical ones hidden beneath the

gam in the upper : its bUnv-hole is single, and not double as in the greater number of Cetacea ; neither is it

symuietrical, but is directed towards the left, and temiinates on that side on the front of the muzzle, which latter

is truncate.* In addition to this, it is stated that the left eye is often smaller than the other, for which reason the

whalers endeavoiu' to attack it on that side. This species must be very extensively distributed, if, as is asserted,

it alone furnishes the whole of the spermaceti and amber2;ris of commerce, for these substances are brought from
both the north and south. Cachalots without a dorsal fin have even been taken in the Adriatic.

The Physeters, Laccpcde,

—

Are Cachalots with a dorsal fin.

Two species only have been distinguished (microjw, and tursio or muJar), and those merely by the equivocal

character of having the teeth curved or straight, blunt or pointed. These animals are found both in the Mediter-

iant?an and glacial seas, in the latter of which they are reputed to be cruel enemies to the Seals.

The ^\"HALES {Balatna, Lin.)

—

Eijual the Cachalots in size, and in the proportional dimensions of the head, altliougb the latter is not

so much enlarged in front ; but they have no teeth whatever [beyond the rudiments of them in the

fcctal state]. The two sides of their upper jaw, which is keel-shaped, are fm-nished with thin, trans-

verse, serrated lamina?, termed baleen or ivhalebone, composed of a sort of fibrous horn fringed at tlie

edges, which serve to retain [and strain from the water] the minute animals on which these enormous

cetaceans feed. Their inferior jaw, supported by two osseous branches arched outwardly and upward,

without any armature, affords lodgment to a verj' thick and fleshy tongue, and, when the mouth is

clo.^cd, cuvcloi)CS all the internal part of the upper jaw and the baleen with which it is invested. The&e

(irgans do not allow Whales to feed on such large animals as their vast size would lead to imagine.

They subsist on fish, hut principally on worms, moUusks, and zoophytes, and it is said that they

'hiclly take the very smallest, which become entaiiglcd in the filaments of the baleen. Their nostrils,

Letter organized for smell than those of the Dolphins, have some ethmoidal laminae, and appear to

receive some small olfactory nerv'ous filaments. They have a short ccecnm.

The Great Northern Whale (B. mysiicetiis, I.in.) was long considered to be the largest of known animals, but it

r.ppears from the recent observations of Capt. Scoresby, that it scarcely ever exceeds seventy feet in length, which

the Rorquals or AVhales with wrinkled bellies frequently surpass. It has no dorsal fin. To procure its blubber,

(iften se\'eral feet in thickness, and yielding an immense quantity of oil, whole fleets are annually equipped in

pursuit of it. Formerly bold enough to venture into our seas, it has gradually retired to the far north, where the

number is daily diminishing. Besides its oil, it fiiruishes the black and fiexible wludchone of commerce, the pieces

iifwhich are eight or ten feet long, and to the number of eight or nine hundred on each side of the palate. A
hundred and twenty tons of oil are obtained from a single individual. Shelled Mollusks attach themselves to its

skin, and multiply there as upon a rock ; the Balaiiua family even penetrate into it. The excrement is of a fine

red colour, and affords a tolerable dye. There is a very similar species in the Antarctic seas.

Other species,

The RoRauALs {Balmiopiera, Lacepede),

—

Have a dorsal fin, and are subdivided according as the belly is smooth or wrinkled. [As the former

section is unquestionably founded in error, as suspected by Cuvierf, \ve pass to those] which have the

throat and under-parts wrinkled with deep longitudinal folds, and consequently susceptible of great

dilatation, the intent of which, in their economy, is yet unknown.

' U'e li.ive vcrifitH on t"'o criiiii.i lliis \vaiit of svmrnetrj in tlic
i

iniiuco'; us to credit the ineqiLirity of tlic eyei mcriMnnea hv Euf'de.

vulr;,clv aiiiiou.,cc.l l>v IJu.iluv, An J^r-...ii, and Sw.'diau-T, wLiuli I t Tl,c ^\riKUt;a btUy I.e.,,
t;

Mu,|;ly rilled um « ,il, « uIll'.
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There are two in the European seas, viz.,—the Great Rorqual (Bat. boops, Lin.),—superior in length to the com-

mon Whale, and slmnned on account of its extreme ferocity, and the small quantity of its oil ; and the Stjiull Ror-

Cjual {BiU. mii.srultis, Lin.), which differs from the other [in its very inferior size, in its proportions, and number

of vertebra:. There is a third in the southern seasj and also a distinct fossil species.

On proceeding to determine the fixed analop^ics of the teeth tbrou^liout the different groups of ^Vrtm/H'7//(7, we

have arrived (^ince most of tlie foregoing- pages were stfreotiiped) at tlie conclusion, that no phict'iital nianimalian

has more than three pairs of incisors, or three pairs of true or persistent molars, (normally,) in either jaw ;
all

seeming exceptions being reducible to this general proposition: \^hereas the Marsupials have normally four of

each, and some even five. By persistent molars, are intended those which are not preceded by milk-teeth.

Following, then, the indications afforded by the structure of the molars, (which we conceive to furnish the most

available guide to sound classification,) we are next led to recognize two principal varieties of dentition among the

Placentalioy to one or the other of which every observed modification may be definitively referred. These two

varieties are characterisitic of a g;reat zoophagoiis type and a great phytophagous type.

Where exceptions occur in the former instance, the amylaceous parts of vegetables, as fruits, seeds, and faii-

naceous bulbs or roots, are almost exclusively resorted to; and animal products are preferred to the compo.-^itiou

of the recent carcass iu those few exceptive cases whicb, in a trivial degree, affect the latter generalization.

Tbe zoophagous type of dentition is obviously of a higher grade than the other, and the animals in which it

occurs require more nutritious aliment.

Throughout the zoophagous division, the molars are compact in texture, and tbe enamel never dips into thtir

substance; the basal growth of the teeth (except the pseudo-incisive canines only, in the very singular genus

Cheiromjis,) ceases upon the hdter attaining their required size; in consequence of which they gradually wear

down by attrition, till in aged animals they are not unfrequently reduced to stumps.

In the )>lnit(iphagoiis division, the molars are much less compact, and the enamel generally dips into

their sut»stiince in various ways; the teeth are commonly furnished with persistent formative pulps, which

deposit fresh substance at their base as their crowns wear away, so that they continue permanently growing. The

exceptions that occur to this general definition do not intrinsically aftect the distinctness of the present group

from the other, and are easily understood, so that a transverse section of a molar il^nown to be that of a plaeojital

animal) will suffice in every instance for the determination to which it belongs.

These two great divisions somewhat analogously subdivide each into two sections, which dilTer considerably in

the general details of their organization, and most commonly in the structure of the teeth. They may be regarded

as normal and abnormal sections.

In the normal sections of the zoophagous and phytophagous grand divisions of P/a-ccnfa/in, the four sorts of

teeth—incisors, canines, renewed and persistent molars—are generally present, or at least three sorts of tlum,

each characterized by a particular form and structure different from the rest. In the abnormal sections, the teeth

are commonly much more numerous, and alike in structure, and consist principally or even wholly of false

molars; all of them are without exception single-rooted.

We might consider these four sections as Orders, and denominate them as fohow.

A. Zooj'liaffOKS type.

1. Ti/po(loiitia. Nonnal : comprehending the Bimana, Qnadrumona, and Camass'icrs of Cnvier.

2. Lsudijnl'ia. AbnoiTual : consisting of the C'ftact'a of Cuvier, divested of the herbivorous sulnlivision.

B. Phiitiijibaiious type.

3. Diplodontia. Normal : comprising the Paclni'lcnnaln, Cc/acea hcrhh-ora, Rodcntia, and Rnmi/tanlm of

the same naturalist.

4. Aplodonfia. Abnormal : corresponding to tbe Edentata of Cuvier, divested of the Moiudn-mata,

These together constitute the Hormcv/ or placental subclass of Mfunn/alui ; ami Uic ab/ivrinid ur ovo-viviparous

subclass might range in two orders only, viz. :

5. Heierodonfia. Normal: or i'h^ Marsiipiato-: and

C. Pseudodont'ia. Abnormal: or Vne, Monofremal a.

The Typodontia primarily subdivide into the Primates and Fert^e of Linna-us, or Sccnndatcs^ as the latter has

recently been termed by De Blainville.

Tbe Primates are characterized by the external distinctions popularly known, and also, it nuiy l.'C added, by tbcir

hair being of one sort only, having never any softer felt beneath it.* They separate into Cheiropoda and Vhcirojdcra.

The Clieiropoda comprise the Bimana and Qnadrumona of Cuvier, but not the marsupial handed animals, in-

cluded under this name by Mr. Ogilby. They have never more than four incisors in either jaw, invariably pos-

sess a ccecum, have no os penis, and are bom with the eyes open. They subdivide into Anfhropida a.n<i Lemuria.

The Anthropida are characterized by the general form of the head, the complete separation of the orbits from

the temporal fossa by a bony partition, by having the incisors broad and contiguous, and vertical, or nearly so,

in both jaws, by their anthropoid molars, Sec. Their teeth form an even series, the continuity of which is only

broken by the interspace required for the reception of the opposite canine; and in I\Ian only, where the canines

are not lengthened beyond the other teeth, even this vacuity does not occur. They fall into the Catarrhi/ii and
Ptafyrrhini of Geoffroy, according to the number oifalse molars; and the circumstance of their being respectively

peculiar to the Old and New W^orlds, affords a presumptive argument that the human genus, which pertains

strictly to the former, is not indigenous to Amei'ica.

* W'li wuru deceived by certain .ijipcaraiicci Ui staling Lh.^t c.^ceptifins to this ruic csistcd, nt pp. 57. ItO.
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TTie Lcmuria are mostly distint|:uisheci by a vulpine muzzle, with separated incisors in the upper jaw, those of

thf lower directed horizontally forward, as are also the inferior canines, which the author reckoned as a third pair

of incisors. Their cheek-teeth are often sharply tnberculated ; and the doubling; down of the ears in some, the

character of the fur, the particular structure of the female reproductive organs, nocturnal habits, and a variety of

other characters, forcibly recall to mind the insectivorous Bats. Amonj? them, the genus Cheirogaleus is remark-

able for the total absence of superior canines; nnd that of Cheiromi/s for havinj^ rodent canines, which pass

throup^h the intermaxillary bones, and supply the place of incisors, which are alto;,^ether wantine;.

The Cheiroptera have never more than four incisors to the upper jaw, but commonly six below, which is the

normal complement. Among-st their less obvious distinctive characters from the other Primates^ may be mentioned

the constant absence of any ccecum, and the presence of a small os penis within the glans, but different from that

of ordinary occurrence among the fecundates. Tliey are born with their eyes closed. Following the fancy of

Linnaeus in applying the name Lemvr to the preceding group, we propose to designate the two principal divisions

of Cheiroptera.,—Ilarpijdia and i^pectra, which, in various respects, are analogous to the Anl/iropida and Lemuria.

The Harpi/dia liave blunt molars, an extremely elongated stomach, and long intestines ; also a sonorous voice,

and most usually a claw to the fore-finger. Though stated to feed, in some instances, partly on insects, we have

reason to believe {from recent observation of a living animal, which invariably rejects all insect-food that is oflered

to it,) that they arc exclusively frugivorous. All are peculiar to the eastern hemisphere.

The 'Spectra have a globular stomach, short intestines, and sharp tubercles to the molars, except in the very

extraordinary genus Dcsmodus, which, for reasons connected with its habits, has no true molars \\liatever. They

have a clicking voice, and no claw to the fore-finger, &c.

The second sub-order of Ti/podontta, or the Fera;, or fecundates, subdivides into the obvious groups Carnieora

and Insectivora of Cuvier; but as these names are equally applicable to Marsupial genera, and therefore particu-

larly liable to mislead, by inducing the erroneous supposition that they apply to all carnivorous and insecti-

vorous Mammalia respectively, in which significant general sense they might still be employed with con-

venience, just as the analogous terms Herhivora and Frugivora ai-e at present, we believe that they might

advantageously be disused in their restricted and forced meaning, to be superseded by names of more special

application. "We therefore venture to designate them Cipwdia and Ecanina. It is in this division that the four

dilferent sorts of teeth assume their most distinctive characters, as it is unnecessary to dwell upon. The incisors

are rarely less than six in number, in either jaw.

In the Cynodia, the canines are always present, both above and below, and are invariably strongly characterized

as such ; and the incisors form a transverse range, the outer pair, more particularly those above, being always

largest, and the medial smallest. They fall into four subtribes, viz., Digitigrada, Subplaniigrada, Plantigrada, and

Pinniqrada; the first and last of which are constantly furnished with a caecum, which does not occur in the others.

The Digitiqrada are not always digitignide, but the term need not on this account be altered. We adopt the

group as instituted by Cuvier, detaching only the first leading subdivision, or that of the Weasels and allied genera.

The Subjilaniigrada have never more than one true molar above, and another below, which vary exceedingly in

developcment, in an inverse ratio to the carnassier, or scissor-tooth,~t\\e "Weasels and Badgers exhibiting the

extremes. The great and small intestines scarcely differ in calibre ; and all, unless the Otters constitute an excep-

tion, can diffuse at will a disgusting stench. None of them fall into a torpid state during the winter, like the northern

Planfiorada. Their hind feet are always semi-plantigrade, but none of them bring the heel quite to the ground.

The Planiiqrada have constantly two pairs of true molars in each jaw, which likewise vary exceedingly in de-

velopcment, and in an inverse ratio to the scissor-teeth, which in the Bears are reduced to their minimum

throughout the Cgnodia. In their plantigrade gait, and generally naked sole (not naked by friction merely, as in

the Badgers), their tendency to torpor during severe weather, and a variety of other particulars, a direct a.f?i-

nity to the 7»icc^/ror(7, Cuv., is ver>' apparent ; and the Raccoons among them are further remarkable for the

entire separation, and a certain amount of prehensibility of the toes, which last enables them to clasp small objects

in a manner observed in no other Secundates,-~t\\e rest of the Cynodia having a membrane more or less developed

between the toes. The skull of the Bears exhibits various tokens of afiinity with the next group.

The Pinnigrada, or Seals, correspond to the AmpMHia of Cuvier, and are remarkable for the similarity of their

true and false molars ; the former of which, however, in no instance, exceed the typical number.

The Ecanina, or second and abnormal subtribe of Secundafes {being the Insectivora, Cuv.), have an attenuated

muzzle, and mostly separated incisors that face laterally, the medial or foremost being always largest, as in the Pri-

mates; no true uiiper canines, but very commonly an enlarged false molar with two fangs, that presents the appear-

ance and performs the othce of a canine, the lower canines being always present (unless in the Shrews), but commonly

very small, and hence ranked as a fourth pair of incisors. Tliey have generally three true molars, both above and be-

h.w and always perfect clavicles, which is the case in no species of Cynodia. The genera Macroschelides and Titpaia

alone possess a ccecum ; and the Shrews,which have no incisors, nor even intermaxillary bones that should contain the

npper ones, are remarkable for possessing two very curious front teeth, which we suspect are modified false molars.

Wo shall offer no further remarks on the Isodontia, or Cetacea ordinaria of Cuvier, than to obsen-e, that

the Xar>\hal aloiit- among them possesses other than false molars.

The lliPLODONTiA, or normal order of the great phytophagous type, divides first into Brochata and Ungulata,

the names of which require to be admitted with some resen'ation, though certainly not with more than—nor indeed

so much Q.s—t\w Edentata of C\\\'\ev. They have always a voluminous ccecum, with the single, aud consequently

very remarkable, exception of the small Dormouse group.

The Brochata have ordinardy (at least the three first principal divisions of them) permanently growing canines,

whicli either pass through the interiuaxibaries, as in the Elephants and ^oilitwU—dciivuig their nutriment, how-
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ever, from within the tme maxillaries—or they are directed outwards, as in the Pigs and Hippopotami. The
composite structure of the molars, from -which this order takes its name, attains its most remarkable develope-

inent in the present division, as observed in the Elephant, the Capybara, and the Phascochcere. They have rarely

fewer than four, and often five distinct toes on each foot; and g-enerally a cleft upper lip, less observable when the

nose is prolong:ed into a snout, or proboscis. They separate into Proboscidia, Rodentia, Chcerodia, and S>/renia.

The close affinity of the Proboscidia and Rodentia was distinctly pointed out and descanted upon by Cuvier in

his Ossements Fossiles, to which valuable work the reader is necessarily referred, from want of space to enlarge

upon the subject here. The tusks of the Proboscidia are mostly peculiar to the upper jaw, where they attain

enormous dimensions, being; small when present in the lower one. Their form is cylindrical, with conically-

pointed tips, and they are surrounded with enamel.*

The Rodentia have approximated tusks in both jaws, with enamel only in front ; and the Hares alone among
them possess true incisors in the upper jaw only, in front of which the tusks pass, protruding in their usual site

throughout the group. They have neither an elongated snout nor a proboscis ; and their extremities are unguicu-

bted. In the Hare, which has six rootless molars, the three tirst alone are preceded by rooted milk teeth
; and

the anterior molar, in numerous other genera, the adults of which have four, is in like manner preceded by a

deciduous rooted tooth, which is shed about the time the last posterior molar protrudes through the gum.
The Chcerodia have always incisors, their tusks, of similar kind to those of the two preceding groups, being

directed oiitwards, and those of the upper and lower jaws generally rubbing against each other. The Swine and

Hippopotami are characteristic examples ; and we are disposed to refer to this division {as a distinct minorgroup),

the very singular genus Ilyrax, the adults of which do not possess canines.

Lastly, the Syrenia, or Cetacea herbivora, Cuv., which have no posterior extremities, like the /.voc^o/^^/a, are

likewise deprived of canines, at least the existing genera; for the Beinoiherum (assuming that this lost genus is

correctly placed here) had enormous tusks in the lower jaw only, anomalously turned downward. Their general

anatomy leaves no doubt of the propriety of separating them altogether from the Isodoniia, or zoophagous

Cetacea, and allies them (we consider) most nearly to the Chcerodia.

The Unguiata, or grazing animals, divide, according to the simple or complex stomach, \r\to BcUua & Rumnantia.
The Bellua consist of the Horses, Tapirs, Rhinoceroses, and proximate fossil genera ; all of which now existing

have a prehensile upper lip more or less developed, the nostrils being prolonged with it into a short flexible pro-

boscis in the Tapirs, and there is reason to conclude in many of the extinct forms. The true and false molars

present no sensible difference in the adult animal ; but the dentition of the young proves that the normal comple-

ment of true molars is not exceeded.

The Rnminautia fall into Ancerata and Pecora ; the former consisting of the Camels and Llamas, which have a

cleft and prehensile upper lip, and claw-like hoofs upon which they do nut rest; and the latter of the remainder,

which have the upper lip entire and non-prehensile, (the tongue becooiing so in its stead,) and the ends of their

toes encased in hoofs, upon the soles of which the weight of the body is supported. The former alone possess any

superior incisors, though only one pair
; but all have six incisors in the lower jaw, together with inferior canines,

"v\hich in the Pecora assume the form and direction of incisors, but the true analogy of which appears on com-

parison of thera with the lower canines of either the Bellua or Ancerata, and of the Bactrian or Two-humped
Camel in particular, which has no interspace (as in the others) between its lower canines and incisors.

The Aplodontia, or abnormal division of the phytophagous type, corresponding to the Edentata of Cuvier, is

now in course of becoming unexpectedly elucidated by the extraordinarily rapid discovery of fossil genera in Soulh

America, which present a more complicated form of molar tooth than was previously known in this division, as

exemplified by the newly established genera Mplodon, Gli/pfodon, and we venture to suggest — Toxodon,

wherein the indentations of the enamelled sides of the teeth resemble those of many rodents. However numerous

may be the/aZ-a-e molars in certain genera of this division, the number of their true molars appears in no instance

to exceed three, (at least in those which we have been able to examine, comprehending all with the unfortunate

exception of Priodon) ; and the structural distinction between their true and false molars is sufRciently evident.

Of the two Ovo-viviparous orders, there is only space left to remark, that whereas the Placental Camivora and

Ilerbivora are (as we have seen) modified npon two distinct types, which do not pass mto each other, the Marsu-

pial Camivora and Ilerbivora pertain to the same equivalent type, and grade into each other so that an analogous

line of rigid demarcation cannot be traced. This perhaps may be added to the various indications of their

abnormity as a group, as compared with the preceding or Placental subclass of Mammalia.

In conclusion, it may here be noticed, that without intending any thing of the kind while gradually ascending

to the foregoing classification, it has so happened that species with superior intelligence in conformity with their

cerebral developement are placed at the head of each principal group, which may or may not be fortuitous coinci-

dence. Thus, Man ranks at the head of the most highly organized order— Typodontia, the Dolphin at the head of

the [sodontia, and the Elephant at that of the great phytophagous division, and, consequently, of the Diplodontia

;

while the Dog ranges first among the Secundates, and the Horse first of the Unguiata. The leading genus of the

Aplodontia may yet remain to be discovered. The animals here mentioned (at least the terrene kinds, for of the

Dolphin we do not possess the requisite data for forming an opinion), certainly appear to possess more eminently

culturable intellects than any others, such as may be applied to purposes having no relation to their natural

habits ; and Man has accordingly been enabled to gain them as assistants in his various labours and occupations.]

It m;,9 he that llie Prnhoiicidin supply an exception lo (he

universal rule of ]>\n<iev\vA Mamiiuilin Imviiii,' never mot

e pFiirs of true molars in either jaw; but we suspect thr

liiij; ticeptlon would upon analysis prove lu be mure .ipDuis

rcnl, the last

humnn beinf!!

callv, n renew

Jeini; probably n
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THE OVIPAKOUS VERTEBRATES IN GENERAL.

Although the three classes of Oviparous Vertebrates differ very much from each other
in their quantum of respiration, and In all that relates to it, viz., the power of move-
ment and the energy of the senses, they present several characters in common when
opposed to the Mammalia, or Viviparous Vertebrates, [certain of which are partici-

pated In by the Ovoviviparous Mammalia, or the subclass of Marsupiata and
Monotremata~\

.

The hemispheres of the brain are much reduced, and [as in the Ovoviviparous
Mammalia] are not united by a corpus callosmn ; the crura of the cerebellum do not
form that protuberance called the pons Varolii ; the nates (at least in two of these

classes) attain a great development, are hollowed so as to enclose a ventricle, and [as

in the Ovoviviparous Mammalia] are not covered by the hemispheres, but are visible

1)elow or on the sides of the cerebrum, [which last statement does not apply to the

Ovoviviparous Mammalia] : their nostrils are less complex ; the ear [as in the Mono-
tremata~\ has not so many small bones, which in several are totally wantin"- ; the

cochlea, where it exists, which is only the case in Birds, is much more simple, &c.

Their lower jaw, always composed of many pieces, is attached by a concave facet to a

salient process, which belongs to the temporal bone, but is separated from its petrous

portion : the bones of the cranium are more subdivided, though they occupy the same

relative places, and fulfil similar functions ; thus, the frontal is composed of five or six

])ieces, &c. The orbits are merely separated by an osseous lamina of the sphoenoidal

bone, or by a membrane. When these animals possess anterior extremities, in addition

to the clavicle, which is often united to its fellow on the opposite side, and is then

termed foarchette, the scapular also rests upon the sternum, by means of a very laro-e

and prolonged coracoid apophysis. The larynx is more simple, and has no epiglottis

;

the lungs are not separated from the abdomen by a perfect diaphragm, [except in the

single instance of that extraordinary bird, the Apteryx], &c. But in order that these

various relations should be adequately appreciated, it would be necessary to enter into

anatomical details, which do not belong to this first part of our work. It is sufficient

to have here pointed out the mutual analog}' of the Ovipara, which, in reference to the

plan on which they are constructed, is greater than that of any of them with the

Mammalia.

Oviparous generation consists, essentially, in this ; that the young animal is not

attached by a placenta to the parietes of the uterus, or of the oviduct, but remains

separate from it by its most external envelope, [all which applies to the Ovoviviparous

Mammalia]. Its aliment is prepared beforehand, and enclosed in a sac attached to its

intestinal canal ; being what is termed the vitellus, or yolk of egg, of which the young

animal is a sort of appendage, at first imperceptible, which is nourished and augmented

by absorbing the fluid of the yolk. Such of the Ovipara as breathe by lungs, have the

egg furnished with a highly vascular membrane, which appears to serve for respiration

;

it is connected with the bladder, and represents the allantoid of Mammalia. This

membrane is neither found in Fishes, nor the Batrachians ; wdiich latter, when youn"-,

respire in the manner of Fishes, by gills or hranchia.
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Many of the cold-blooded Ovipara do not bring forth their young until they are

developed and extricated from their shell, or otlier membranes which separated them

from their parent. Tlicse are called /ff/ic Ovipara.

THE SECOND CLASS OF VEUTEBRATED AXBIALS.

THE BIRDS (JVES),—

Are oviparous vertebrates with double circulation and respiration, [mostly] organized

for flight.

Their lungs, undivided and attaclied to the ribs, are enveloped by a membrane
pierced with large holes, and \\'!ncli allows the air to pass into many cavities of the

chest, the abdominal region, arm-pits, and even of the interior of the bones* ; so that

the ambient tluid not only bathes the surface of the pulmonary vessels, but also that

of an infinitude of vessels traversing the rest of the body. Thus Birds respire, in

certain re.-pects, liy the ramifications of their aorta, as well as by those of their

pulmonary artery, and the energy of their irritability is in proportion to their amount
of respiration.! Their tnt;d conformation is arranged t(j participate in this energy.

Their anterior extremities, destined to sustain them in flight, could neither serve

^ _
them fur standing, nor for clutching : they are bipeds, then,

and pick up objects from the earth with their mouth ; their

body, consequently, is balanced upon the legs ; the thighs

are directed forward, and the toes are lengthened to form

a suflicient base for standing. The pelvis is longitudi-

nallv much extended, to furnish attachment to the muscles

\'\liieh suppoit the trunk u]Hin the thighs: there is even

a suite of muscles proceeding from the pelvis to the toes
;

and passing over the knee and heel, so that the simple

weight of the bird Ilexes the toes : it is thus that they

are enabled to sleep perched on one foot. The iacliKi, and

especially the os.^ii piihig, are leng'thencd out behind, and

widened in their span, to allow the necessary space for

the developement of the eggs.

Tlie neclc and the lieak are elongated to reach the

ground ; but the former has also the requisite flexibility fur

donliling Ijackward when at rest. It has tlierefore numerous

vertebra', [varving from twelve to twentv-thrce, which latti r

numljcr is attained only in the genus Cijgmis']. The trunk,

on the eiintrin-y, which serves as a fulcrum to the wings,

has but little mobility; the sternum especially, to which

arc attached the muscles wdiich cflect the propulsive stroke

in flying, is of great extent, its surface [except in the Ostrich and allied genera, vdiich do

not fly,] being further augmented by a projecting ridge along its unddle. It is [niostlyl

-SkL-lctonof Jc

i.c as niiicli .lir

i, nil.
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composed originally of five pieces : one medial (fig. 68, a), of which this salient lamina

[known as the sternal crest, ridge, or keel] constitiites a part ; two triangular anterior la-

^
tcral [termed costal processes] (h), for the attachment of the ribs

;

and two forked posterior lateral (c), for the extension of its sur-

face
; and the greater or less degree of the ossification [that is to

say, obliteration] of the notches of these last, and the extent of

the interval which is left between them and their principal bone,

denote the relative amount of vigour of fiight in Birds. The

[Eagles, Harriers, (the Falcons much more slowly, if indeed at

all), and some other] diurnal Birds of prey, the Swifts and the

Humming-birds, [the Parrots, and also the Storm-petrels,] lose,

as they grow old, aU traces of these unossified spaces. [In the

Ostrich and its allies, the sternum is composed originally of only two pieces ; and the

number likewise varies m those Birds which jjossess a sternal crest.]

The fourchette \_furcula, or " meny-thought" bone], (fig. 68, d), produced by the

junction of the two clavicles, and the two stout abutments formed by the [huge]

coracoid aphophyses (e), keep the shoulders apart, notwithstanding the opposing force

exerted by the action of flying ; the fourchette, In particular, is commonly more stout

and open, according as the flight of a Bird is vigorous.* (See fig. 67.) The

wing, suj)ported by the humerus (fig. 69 a,) fore-arm

(A), and hand, which is elongated, and exhibits one

digit and the rudiments of two [or (including the

winglet 0,) three] others (1, 2,4) is furnished through-

out its length with a range of elastic quills,which greatly

extend the surface that resists the air. The quills ad-

hering to the hand are named jirimaries, and these are

[fdmost] always ten in numberf ; those attached to

the fore-arm are called seconil<(rics, but their number

varies ; weaker feathers attached to the humerus are

styled scapiilaries [lertiaries ; the true scapularies

constituting that sejiarate range which grows over

the scapulars, or " shoulder-blades"] ; and the bone

which represents the thumb | (o), is also furnisb.cd

with what are designated bastard quills, [this member

being generally termed alula spuria, or ivincjlet] . Along

the base of the quills is a range [and successive

ranges] of feathers named coverts [both on the outer

and inner surfaces of the wing, wdiich receive corre-

sponding appellations to those of the quill-fcathers they

impend, as primary coverts, &c., and are further distinguished as greater, lesser, and least']

.

rig. 69.—Jcr Falcuii's Win;j.

* Id the instance of the Parrots. BOiac of flhith arc birds of very

strong tlif^ht. aithou^'li ttie coracoids are al\iays very stout (intich

resemblinu^ those of tlie Hawks), ihe furcuia is never strong, and is

peculiarly flattened, so tliat its resistinj,- force is tlius considerably

diminislica. Some Parroquels, indeed, as tiiosc snjall ones popularly

termed Love tjirds [Af;r'ip<>rms), have no urcula whatever; and it

IS worthy of being noticed that tlie restricted Toucans {Rhn,:,phtJ.^to.^)

bave the clavicles separate and very short, forming small tiaggcr-

shaped aijpeodages, the use of which is not obvious.—Ed-

t In the Grebe genus, eleven : many of the aingiog birds have the

lelyn the ^ tarlingand som
that the numb

olhe s, it is,

n thesemalogieally spenlting, wanting

reduced to nine.—Eu.

J As ou the removal of digits, that of the thumb is fout,d to be
nvariably the first, the rudimentary finger above reterred to is now
ronaidered as analogous to tbe inde.t finger of the human Land : the

humb, however, being sometimes represented by a bony spine

IS the spur of a common fowl represents the first digit o( the
foot,-Eu.
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The bony tail is very short, [and consists in most instances of nine vertebra;, the

tliree last of whicli are commonly ancliylosed into a plough-share form, and are gene-

rally collectively styled the coccyd], but has a range of strong feathers, which, when

spread out, assist in supporting the bird : their numljcr is ordinarily twelve ; sometimes

fourteen, and in many of the Gii/litiiicra; eigliteen
;

[in some few genera, as the

Grebes, Nandou, &c., tliese are wanting altogetlier ; a single Humming-bird {Troclii/us

ciiiciinis) possesses only six ; the Ani eight ; the rest of the Hunmiing-birds, and

various others, ten ; wliile the Swans present from eighteen to twenty-two. The t\A0

central of these feathers are implanted above the even line formed bv the insertion of

the rest, and essentially eorresj)ond to the wing-tertiaries, as the others do to the

wing-secondaries ; the latter being in no instance moulted more than once in the year,

tlie former in many instances twice : we might accordingly designate the two central

tail feathers, wliicli differ conspicuously from the rest in structure, uropi/r/iuls. Aboye

and below the tail are lengthened featliers, commonly of weak texture, known as the

vpper and under tail-coverts.

The rest of the featliers of Birds arc named from their position, as frontal, coronal,

ciccij)ital, nuchal, dorsal or hitei-scapulanj, which togellier iorm a contiuutjus series, apart

from the scapalaries , tliose in front of the eye are teruied loral, and tlic auditory ajjerture

is covered bv a range styled auriculars or ear-coverts : tlie sides of the neck and medial

]iortion of the sternal and abdominal rej^ion are at most covered with down ; the

former being concealed by the lateral feathers of tlie f^re and hind neck meeting ; the

bitter by a similar junction of two distinct lateral ranges. As it is necessary that the

warm body of a bird should be in actual contact with tlie eggs during incubation,

wb.'itever down may cover the medial inferior region disapj/cars in the females towards

the season of propagation, even in tliose confined in cages, so that this bareness is not

produced mechanically. Finally, besides various accessory tufts in different genera,

some long slender feathers are situate at the base of the wing interually, which are

named axillarics]

.

The legs hare a femur, a tibia, and a peronfcum attached to the femur with a spring,

which maintains their extension without eif'ort on the part of the muscles. The tarsus

and metatarsus are represented by a single bone, terminating below in three pullies.

Most commonly there are three toes belbre, and a thumb behind* ; tlie latter being

sometimes deficient. In the Swifts it is directed forwards, [though half-reversible : in

the Moth-hunters and some others, inward, at a right angle with the axis of the body].

in the yoke-footed Birds, on tlie contrary, the external toe and the thumb are dis-

posed backwards [most usually, but sometimes (as in the Touracos and Puff-birds)

laterally : in the Trogons, the iir.-t and second toes are opposed to the third and

fourth; and accordingly the longest toe, or that which corresponds to the middle one

in the generality of the class, is intrard , instead of being outivard, as in all the other

yoke-footed grou]]s]. The number of articulations increases in each toe. commencinn"

with the thumb, which has two, and ending with the external toe, which has five.

[The Swifts present a remarkable exception ; and it may be remarked that, in the

Ostrich alone, only two toes are ]iresent.]

In general, [invariably]. Birds are covered with feathers, a sort of tegument best
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adapted to protect them from the rapid variations of temperature to which their move-

ments expose theui. The air-cavities which occupy the interior of their body, and

[usually] even sujiersede the mrjrow in their bones, increase their specific lightness.

The sternal portion of the ribs is ossified, as well as the vertebral, to impart more force

to the dilatation of the chest. To each rib is attached a small bone, which soon becomes

soldered to it, and is directed obliquely backward towards the next rib, all concurring

to give additional solidity to the thorax.

The eye of Birds is so conformed as to enable them to distinguish objects both far

and near with equal clearness ; a vascular and plaited membrane, which extends from

the profundity of the globe to the edge of the crystalline, probably assists in displacing

that lens. The anterior surface of the globe is also strengthened by a circle of bony

pieces ; and, besides the two ordinary eyelids, there is always a third, situate at the

inner angle, and which, by means of a remarkable muscular apparatus, can be drawn

over the front of the e)'e like a curtain. The cornea is very convex, but the crystalline

is flat, and the vitreous humour small.

The ear of Birds has but a single small bone, formed of a branch adherent to the

tympanum, and of another terminating in a plate that rests upon the fenestra ovalis :

their cochlea is a cone slightly curved ; but their semicircular canals are large, and

lodged in a portion of the skull, where they are surrounded on all sides by air-cavities

that communicate with the area. [Some] nocturnal Birds alone have a large

external conch, which however does not project like that of quadrupeds, [though in the

restricted genus Strix an overlapping cartilaginous flap is developed anteriorly, by

which the auditory aperture is closed at will]. The orifice of the ear is generally

covered with feathers [the ear-coverts'], the barbs of which are more fringed than those

of other feathers.

The organ of smell, concealed within the base of the beak, has ordinarily three car-

tilaginous ossa tiirbinata, which vary in complication; it is very sensible, although it

has no cavity excavated within the parietes of the cranium. The size of the bony

openings of the nostrils determines the strength of the beak ; and the cartilages,

membranes, feathers, and other teguments which contract these apertures, exert an

influence on the perceptibility of odours, and on the sort of nourishment.

The tongue has Uttle muscular substance, and is supported by a bone articulated on

the hyoid ; in most Birds this organ is not very delicate. [The Parrots probably enjoy

most perfectly the sense of taste.]

The feathers, as well as the quills, which differ only in size, are composed of a stem,

hohow at its base, and of barbs, which are themselves furnished with smaller ones
;

their tissue, lustre, strength, and general form, vary infinitely. [They may be con-

veniently divided into clothing feathers, and those which are subservient to locomo-

tion ; the vibrissas even, wdiich are disposed in some instances as eyelashes, and more

frequently impend the nostrils or arm the rictus of Birds, are merely barbless feathers,

which are developed and periodically renewed hke other feathers. In m.any groups,

the clothing feathers are furnished with a supplementary shaft, or accessory plume,

which, in the quills or sustaining feathers, is at most represented by only a few downy

filaments. This supplementary plume, in the Emeus, is developed equally with the

iirimary shaft, so that two similar feathers grow from the same quill ; and in the

Cassowary, there is even a third shaft in addition. In the Poultry and some others,
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the accessory plame is large, but of soft and downy texture : others have it reduced to

a small tuft of down ; while in many it is absent altogether. In some Birds, the

vanes of the feathers are to a variable extent united, or soldered into an uniform mass

,

and there are various additional modifications, too numerous to admit of detail]. The

touch must be feeble in all parts that are covered viith them ; and, as the beak is

almost always corneous and but little sensitive, and the toes are invested with scales

above and a callous skin underneath, this sense can be of little efficacy in the class of

Birds. [In the Snipes and Lamellirostres, however, the sense of touch in the bill must

be delicate, as testified by their manner of feeding, as \vell as by the many nervous

papilla: distributed over its surface. The enormous bill of the Toucans, also, is

very sensitive ; and even the hardest bills are traversed by ramifications of the fifth

pair of nerves, which terminate in scattered papilla'.]

The feathers are cast t\\'iee in the year [in some instances, but by far the greater

number of Birds renew their plumage in autumn only ; and in no instance are the

v.ing-priniaries shed excepting in autumn, or at that moult which corresponds to the

autvunnal moult. Many, as the Hawks, larger Gulls, Skc, retain their entire nestling

garb till the second autumn; while others, as the Crows, Starlings, &c., renew every

feather previous to the first winter ; and there are some groups, as that of the

Thrushes, together with various ctouble-movltbig Birds, as the Pipits and Wagtails,

which change their first clothing plumage soon after cjuitting the nest, but retain their

nestling primaries until the second autumn— (that is, until the third renovation of the

body feathers). In the Cormorants, Grebes, &c., some additional ornamental plumes are

developed towards the commencement of the breeding season ; at wdiich time various

other Birds undergo a change of colour, unaccompanied Ijy any moult *
; while others,

again, cast the terminal portion (commonly of a dingy hue) of the greater number of

their feathers, whicli during winter had concealed the brighter tints of summer ; two

or more of these various modes, by which a seasonal alteration of appearance is eftected,

being frcrjuently simultaneously obsen-able in the same individual.] In certain species,

the winter plumage differs in its colours from that of summer; and in the greater

number, the female differs from the male by colours less vivid, and the 3-oung of both

sexes then resemble the female. When the adult male and female are of the same

colour, the young have a peculiar livery. [As thus expressed, however, these rules

require to be qualified by numerous exeejitions : the true enunciation of them being,

that, when the plumage of the young differs from that of the adult male, or of the

female in those few cases where (as in the common GaUinule) this sex is the brighter,

that of the other sex may be simUar to either of those extremes, or is in various

degrees intermediate : the male and female of the common British Redstart, for

instance, are dissimilar, and the young do not resemble the adult female ; but the

garb of the latter is intermediate to those of the adult male and j^oung.f ]

» When tills fnkcs plftce, as in certain Cambets [ToliKiii!^, the

colouring mutter ia often etjtirely absorbeil previously lo tlie autumnal

elianffc of featlier ; and hi some double-iLiouItinii species, as theGolrlen

Plover, it connnotily happens in sprinff that the colourinij secretion

fingcs the ohl feathers that are loose, niid ready lo drop off ,—thus

]jrovin£( that a circulation obtains in the pores of feathers, even up to

the period of tlieir being naturally east,—Ro.

t There is a typivui state of plumage in most groups of Birds, which,

in ( criaiii species, as the Tree Sparrow, is common to ohl aiLd young

of lioth sexes ; hat which is very usually obtained only by the adult

iLirile, as is observable in the eouooon Hou-e Sparrow ; in ti,e nobiii,

Goldfinch, &e.. to select other familiar CKaiuples, it is acquired by the

aduits of both se\es ; and. in the Common Galiinnlc, only by the
mature female. There are also many Birds in whicli neither sex
assumes this comparatively advanced livery i the larger Bitterns, for

example, both sexes of which permanently retain the markings and
style of colouring characteristic of only the first or immature dress of

the Uwarf-bitterns (subgenus Ardfotu); the adult male common
Bunting [Etiib'Tiza viili/iria), also, thus exhibits correspond-

iiig livery to that jiroper to the females and young of ihe rest of its

group, never advancing, like the m ales of the otlier species of Bun ting,

beyond its priinitlve nestling colours and markings. We are led to

recignijc, therefore, two extreme conditions of plumage as regard,

the colouring,—one generally, but not always, cliaraetcristic of mata
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The brain, in Birds, offers tlie same general characters as in the rest of the Ovipara
^

nut is distinguished by its very considerable proportionate size, which often even sur-

passes that of this organ in the Mammaha. It is principally on the tubercles analo-

gous to the corpora striata that this volume is dependent, and not upon the

hemispheres, which are very small and without convolutions. The cerehellum is

tolerably large, and almost without lateral lobes, being principally formed by the

vermiform process.

The trachea of Birds has its rings entire ; at its bifurcation is a glottis, most usually

furnished with peculiar muscles, and named th.e lower larynx; it is there that the voice

rlty,—tlie otlier of immaturity ; the first liavin^ usually mure decided

;iLiJ i;uiitriistuii cn[uurs ; the bcfuiid being cuniparatively sombre, with

fainter or more blended eoloiira, which however arc commonly broken

into various strcalts or Hjiots, and oiber difFcrent niotlliiifs ; where the

liitter condition, however, becomes permanent, the variegntions of the

adult bird are in ijeneral more distinctly defined ; tlius a beautiful

Himnialayan Thrush (^Tnrdtis fVhilei) , wV\c\y occasionally Blrnys into

Kurope, retains the mottling of the doraal plumage peculiar to the

unnioulted young of oilier Thrushes, but the colours of those mottled

fsHtUers are much more finely brought out ; in like manner the disiiiLCt

transverse bars on the adult plumage of the Bush-shrikes {Thamno-

p/ii/iis) and those on certain Woodpeckers (Coluptes), respectively

ripresent the more indistinct markings of the nentling dress of the

'.rdiiinry Shrikes (L'uiiiis) and certain other Woodpeckers {Chrysu-

;j/'j7«.f), which barred plumage Is succeeded in Che latter by an ^dult

(<arb devoid of those markings : this increased distinctness is however

!eas apparent in siune cases, as in that uf the Bittern of North Ame-

rica, tlie adult markings of wliich correspond, feather by feather, {their

Intensity being but incunsidernbly enhanced,) with those of the im-

mature Dwarf-bitterns already referred to.

Accordingly, thpn, it is in the first plumage of Birds that the nffinity

of allied groups is ordinarily most apparent, as is analogously the case

with the young of animiils in general (the distinctions of all esscu-

tMliy allied groups of which emitinue to decrease till they disappear

successivelv, aa we ascend to the embryo) ; and the same remark

nppMcH, as might be anticipated, to the shupe and structure of the

leathers, etiULlly with their colouring. Thus, the nestling garb is

alviiiys much leas firm tlmn that subsequently attained [ and those

f. atliers which are iicumiiiiite in the adult are rounded, or but slightly

nan owed, in the young, anti ia general betome gradually more

.l.iiigated and pointed at each successive moult, till tliey have ac-

r|i]ircd ihcir final shape and developenient : the dorsal feathers of the

c.uiiinon Heron, and clothing plumage of the Stnrling, may be cited

in exemplification. Tn this respect, also, as with their colouring, the

featliers of some species, compared with those of others proximately

allied, are speeifically arrested at various stages of developement : the

H.iult plumage of the Bitterns represents io lliis particular the imma-

ture garb of the Herons generally ; and in the weakness of texture of

the doraal feathers, equally with their mottled markings, the mature

livery of the luntkocivcliX corresponds with the nestling dresa of the

majority of other Birds of the Thrush tribe.

It should be remarked that in some cases where the typicil plumage

is finally attained, this is only after a series of moultings more or less

numerous, each successive stage of which may or may not present a

nciirer approximation to it in different species ; it being thus assumed

(iradually, or abruptly ; and, in such cases, it is generally acquired by

the male sex sooner than by the female, where both ultimately arrive

at it. In the Kuropean Oriole, the male alone attains the typical garb,

but not before its third or fourth change of plumiigc, when it is

assumed abruptly, or nearly so; in the Dwarf-bitterns, the mate

(icijuires its fiiial livery at the first moult, tlie female not before the

third or fourth moult, presenting an intermediate garb in the mean

uliilc, which is ultimately exchanged for the same livery as that of its

mate. The amount of constitutional vigour tends to determine the

period at which the more advanced condition of plumage is obtained,

in the ratio of the average period required for its assumption: thus,

we perceive little or no irregularity in those instances where the

typical dress is gained at the first renewal, but considerable irrcgii-

iarity where the period of its assumption is ordinarily protracted
;
and

it would seem that in the latter case the females are more apt to

aiquire ultimalcly the most advanced livery, than in those instances

H here the male alone regularly obtains it at the first moult ; though,

a.s there is always a tendeticy on the part of vigorous females to throw

')ui the masculine attire, it maybe that this appareJit difference arises

aimply from the fact of such females being liable to escape notice,

from their consequent similarity to tlie other sex inducing a belief

that tticy belong to it, and so precluding furth

species thus usually presenting a

mage, we have seen females of the common Redstart, Linnet, Redpole,

Red-backed Shrike, and Scaup Pochard, which could not be distin-

guished externally from males ; and all of them conluined eggs in the

ovarium.

As the assumption of the typical plumage, then, in species wherein

it is tardily acquired, is especially dependent on the amount of con-

stitutional vigour, it follows that captive Birds should generally arrive

more slowly at their final livery, than those individuals which arc

unconfincd ; and it might be predicated, also, that instances of capti\c

females assuming tlie male plumage, in those species wherein the

females ordinarily differ from the males, w.iuld be of comparatively

uufrequent occurrence. Such are accordingly the facts : but it requires

to be noticed, that any effectual injury to the ovarium, or other cause

of sterility, also occasions female Birds lo throw out the masculine

livery (just aa the Doe, mentioned at p. 137, ^''ith one schirrous ovary,

developed an antler on the same side), this fact being very commonly

noticed in Pheasants and domestic Poultry. On the other hand, how-

ever. It is still more remarkable that a male bird, analogously injured,

will sometimes even moult hack from the typical plumage to that pro-

per to t
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of Piirds is formed ; the enormous volume cf air contained in the air-cavities contri-

butes to the stvcngtli of this voice, and tlie trachea, by its various forms and move-

ments, to its intonations. The vpper larynx, which is extremely simple, has little to

do with it.

I'he face, or upper mandible of Birds, formed principally bjr the intermaxillaries, is

prolonged backwards into two arcadi'S, the internal of "which is composed by the jjala-

tiiie and pterygoid hones, the external hy the maxillaries and jugals, and which are

buth supported on a moveable tympanic bone, commoidy termed the square boiic

(OS cam' ), that represents the dnnn of the ear : above, this same face is articulated or

united to the skull by elastic lamina? ; a mode of union which always leaves some

mobility.

The horny substance which invests the two mandibles supplies the place of teeth,

and is occasionally serrated, so as to represent them.* Its form, as also that of the

niandiljlcs wliich supjiort it, varies excessively, according to the sort of food

resorted to.

The digestion of Birds is in proportion to the energy of their vitality, and the

amount of respiration. The stomach is composed of three parts : the craw, which is

an expansion of the gullet ; the proventriciihis, a membranous stomach, furnished in

the thickness of its coats with a multitude of glands [variouslj- disposed and shaped in

different groups], the secretion of which humects the aliment; and lastly, the

gizzard, armed with two powerful muscles united by two radiating tendons, and inter-

nally lined hy a coating of cartilage. The food is more readily ground there, as Birds

are in tlie habit of swallowing small stones to augment its triturating power.

In the gTcater number of species which subsist only on flesh or fish, the muscles

and tlic internal lining of the gizzard are reduced to extreme tenuity, so that it apjjcars

to make but one sac with the proventriculus. [The same is noticeable in the Bustards,

which subsist mainly upon herbage ; a series of inter-

mediate gradations, however, occurring from these to

the most powerfully muscular gizzards.]

The dilatation of the craw is also sometimes [even

generally] wanting. [This is is commonly situate

above the fureula, but in the genus Palamedea

beyond it : in the Grebes, there is a contraction and

intervening space between the proventriculus and

gizzard t, which in the very peculiar genus Opistlio-

"jlF comiis is developed into a considerable cavity (this bird

subsisting mainly on green foliage) : the Totipahnati

have generally an accessory pouch to the stomach,

analogous to that of the Loricated Reptiles. It may
also be mentioned here, that in the Parrots and

Pigeons, both exclusively vegetable feeders, the craw
FiE.7o.~PiBcoi,sCraw.

j^ funiislicd with numerous glands, which become
developed in both sexes during the period that they alternately perform the duty

i -

t,*,\ '
' ~<^-

fitly;

• iSee note (o p.;jft ~Ed
i TllL^:,m.CM,.tr^etiun iccuUle, to II le;

I till tliey hnve Itee

ic Juiuc i-lal,ur,ilt-d i
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of incubation, and the function of which is to secrete a lacteal substance, with

which the young are at first nourished. The craw of Birds generally is situate on

the right side only ; but in the Pigeons it is double, and fig. 70 represents the ordi-

nary aspect of that on one side wlren inflated (a), and the thickened glandular appear-

ance of that on the other (b), as noticeable in Pigeons that have newly-hatched young.

In otlier Birds, the craw merely serves as a reservoir for such food as cannot be imme-
diately taken into the stomach ; though grain is generally moistened there and

softened, by macerating in fluid sipped for the purpose].

The liver voids its bile into the intestine by two ducts, which alternate with the two

or three by which the pancreatic fluid passes. The pancreas of Birds is large, but their

spleen is small ; they have no epiploon, the functions of which are in part fulfilled by
the partitions of the air-cavities. The ccecal appendages [when present] are placed near

the origin of the rectum, and at a short distance from its outlet ; these are more or less

long, according to the regmien of the bird,* The Herons [as also the Smew Mer-
ganser] have only one, which is minute ; in other genera, as that of the Woodpeckers,

they are wanting altogether.

The cloaca is a pouch in which the rectum, the ureters, and the spermatic ducts

—

or, in the female, the oviduct—terminate; it opens externally liy the anus. As a

general rule. Birds do not urinate ; the secretion of the kidneys bemg mingled with

their solid excrement. The Ostriches alone have the cloaca sufficiently dilated to

allow of an accumulation of the urine. [In the majority of Water-fowl, there is a

small accessory pouch to the cloaca, termed the bursa Fubricii: its use has not been

clearly ascertained.]

In most of the genera, coition is eff'ected by the simple juxta-position of the anus
;

the Ostriches and many aquatic Birds [those which copulate in water], however, have

a penis furrowed with a groove, along which the seminal fluid is conducted. The

testicles are situate internally above the kidneys, and near the lungs
;

[they attain an

enormous developement towards the season of propagation ;] only one oviduct is

developed, the other [with its ovary] being reduced to minute size.

The egg, detached from the ovary, where only the yolk is perceptible, imbibes in the

upper part of the oviduct that exterior fluid termed the wdiite, and becomes invested

with its shell in the lower part of the same canal. The chick is develojjed by incuba-

tion, unless where the heat of the climate suffices, as in the case of tlie Ostrich [in

some localities] . The young bird has on the tip of its beak a horny point, which

serves to rupture the shell, and falls off a few days after exclusion.

Every one knows the varied industry which Birds exhibit in the construction of their

nests, and the tender care which they take of their eggs and young ; it is the

principal part of their instinct. With regard to the rest, their rapid passage through

ditferent regions of the air, and the intense and continued action of that element upon

them, renders them presensible of the variations of the atmosphere, to an extent of

* Some ilifficulties occur in the way of tliis explanation, unless

duly (|ualilieil In reference to the normal eliaraeters of partieuliir

(groups, or subtypes of form. Thus, the Hawks and the Owls subsist

pretty nearly on the same re^'imen ; the ctEca beinjj in the former in-

stance constantly minute, anil in tlie latter as invariably of eonsiiler-

able size, but with the same proportional liimensions in every species ;

nor can this diversity be explained on another principle that has been

advanced, cijually correct in its application to groups ; viz., that the

somnolent inactive Owls rcijuire to have more eoniplex digestive

organs (which should retain the cbyme longer in its passage], than

ihemore energetic tribe of Falcons; inasmuch as the rapidly flyini^,

active Harfang, or Snowy Owl, which on the wing can scarcely be

disiiiiguislicd from the Jer Falcon, possesses cffic.a—as before gene-
rally intimated—proportionally quite as large as those of the light-

dapping Barn Owl; while the lazy, smooth-sailing Bi.zzard, tiie

Uoatiiig Kite, and the buoyantly-skiminiiig Harrier, present no further

developemeiit of these appendages than the darting Hawks, or the

impetuous, far-rushing Falcons. A variety of analogous iiiatances

inight be enuinermed.^Eo.
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which we can have no idea, and from the most ancient times has caused to be attri-

buted to them, by superstitious persons, a power of announcing future events. It is

doubtless upon this faculty that the instinct depends which [periodically] agitates

migratory Birds, and impels them to direct their course towards the equator when

winter a])proaches, and pole-WLird at the return of spring.* They are not devoid of

memory, and even imagination—for they dream ; and every body knows with what

facility they may be tamed, taught [in numerous instances] to perform various services,

and to retain airs and words.

DIVISION Of THE CLASS OF BIRDS INTO ORDERS.

Of all classes of animals, that of Birds is the most strongly characterized, that in

which the species bear the greatest mutual resemblance, and which is separated from

all others by the widest interval.

Their systematic ;irrangement is based, as in the Mammalia, on the organs of man-

ducation or the beak, and on those of prehension, which are again the beak, and more

particularly the feet. [The configuration of the sternal apparatus, also, (which we

have illustrated by numerous figures,) and the modifications of the digestive and some-

times vocal organs, sujiply highly important characters on which to ground the

subdivisions.]

One is first struck by the character of icebbed feet, or those wherein the toes are

connected by membranes, that distinguish aU swtmmiiigJiuAs.\ The backward position

of their feet, the elongation of the sternum, the neck, often longer than the legs, to

enable them to reach below them, the close, shining plumage, impervious to water,

—

rdtogether concur with the feet to make good navigators of the Palmipedes.

In other Birds, which have also most frequently some small web to their feet, at

least between the two external toes, we observe elevated tarsi ; legs denuded of feathers

above the heel-joint; a slender shape; in fine, all the requisites for fording along

shallow water, in search of nourishment. Such, in fact, is the regimen of the greater

number ; and, although some of them resort exclusively to dry places, they are never-

theless termed Shore-birds or Waders.

Amongst the true land- birds, the Gallinaeetz have—like our domestic Cock-—a heavy

carriage, a short flight, the beak moderate, its upper mandible vaulted, the nostrils

partly covered by a soft and tumid scale, and almost always the edges of the toes

indented, with short membranes between the bases of those in front. They subsist

chiefly on grain.

Birds of prey have a crooked beak, with its jjoint shaqj and curving downward

;

and the nostrils pierced in a membrane that invests its base : their feet [save in the

Vulture group] are armed with stout talons. They live on flesh, and [the ^"ultures

- a is certain, however, lh:ilttie nqiid ,-(,lurL;.ijir f ilu- ^esuril

Ort^raiis is llie iiimietliale sliniuliiiit li. ,„ ii; rr.ti.ii. in t lu' sjiTl ii),' ; "lule

deeliiie of luiiipcrinure, most [,rcnLTi,lly. is tlie direcliv preiiispnsiji^t

Bgciil in the rkuLumn ; tills is ninnircst in the case of migratrtry Birds

kept ii< confinement. Tlie inslanets of ttie Swift, and 'idult Cuclioo,

retirini,' southward at tlie liottest season of tlie year, art nmre difficult

of explanation, and intlicatc some ulterior agency not hitlicrto divined
j

tliougli tliey do noi alTeet tlje multitudinous obserx'ations, \ehicli con-

clusively prove the iiillueiice of ileeline of temperature. It is less easy

ai^ine physical agency that sliouid constantly inipe

more the eMraonlinary fact [ramiliar to all practical observers) of

both in summer and winter, to tlicir former place of abode, and tbii

even nheii reared in coiihnement, and released iinnicdiately previous

to their f.rst journey.—Ed. (See note to p. 31.)

t It is most difficult thus to generalize in the class of Birds, for

instance, the Gallinulcs, or il/oor^iens,— habitual swimmers,—have no

connecting membrane to the toes ; while the Terns, which are never

seen to stviin, have tlieir toes conipletely webbed, &c. Even tlie Herons,

the Curlews, and numerous oiher lenders, will sometimes take the

bnais to travel in tlie riglit directi u; and the marvel increases ! water of their own accord, ami swim across pools, though their strut

len we Ccoisidcr the length of mute ordiuanly traversed, .111'' still ' ture docs not indicaie sucli a haliit.—Ed.
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again excepted] pursue other Birds ; their flight accordingly is mostly powerful. The
greater number still retain a slight web betwixt their external toes.

The Passerine Birds comprise many more species than all the other families ; but

their organization presents so many analogies that they cannot be separated, although

they vary very much in size and strength. Their two external toes are joined at the

base, and sometimes higher.

Finally, the name of Climbers is applied to those Birds in which the external toe is

directed backwards like the thumb, because the greater number of them [some of them]

avail themselves of a conformation so favourable for a vertical position, to climb along

the trunks of trees.* [As constituted upon this single character, the present group is

a most unnatural one, excluding genera that in every other respect belong to it, and

including the Parrots, which differ widely from the rest in every other detail of their

conformation. Besides the Parrots, also, which are the only true climbers among

Birds, (if we except perhaps the Colics,) the Woodpecker and Barbet groups comprise

all the yoke-footed species which ascend the trunks of trees, the latter only being

enabled to descend them ; and corresponding genera to these occur among the Passerine

Birds, as the Creepers and their allies—to the Woodpeckers, and the Nuthatches—to

the Barbets. The Trogons moreover, as stated at p. 1.56, are yoke-footed on a different

principle from the rest. We have no hesitation in placing the Parrots at the head of

the whole series of the class of Birds.]

Each of these orders subdivides into families and genera, principally after the con-

formation of the beak. But these different groups pass into each other by almost

imperceptible gradations, insomuch that there is no other class in which the genera

and subgenera arc so difficult of limitation.

THE FIRST ORDER OF BIRDS,—

THE BIRDS OF TREY {ACCIPITRES, Lin.)—

Are recognized by their hooked beak and talons,—powerful weajjons, with which they immo-

late other Birds, and even the weaker Quadrupeds and Bei)tiles. They are among Birds what

the Cariiivorn are among Quadrupeds.t The muscles of tlieir thighs and legs indicate the

force of their claws ; tlieir tarsi are rarely elongated : they liavmg all four toes ; and the claw

of the thunil) and that of the innermost toe are the strongest.

They constitute two families, the Diurnal and the Nocturnal.

The Diurnal Birds of Prey have the eyes directed sideways; a membrane, termed the

cere [as in the Parrots], covering the base of the beak, in which the nostrils are pierced; three

toes before [the outer m the Osprey genus reversible], and one behind, unfeathered, the two

exterior almost ahiays connected at base by a short mendirane ; the jilumage close, the quills

strong, and Hight powerful. [Tliey have constantly a large craw (fig. 71) or dilatation of the

£rullct] ; their stomach is almost wliolly membranous ; their intestines [save in the Osprey

genus] but little extended, and furnished with minute cccea. Tlie sternum (fig. 72) is large

and completelj' ossified, [or with only a jiosterior foramen left, in most of the genera], in

order to give more extended attachment to the muscles of the wing ; and their fourchette

ji'.ls, Irivc assenCu'I to tliiji sujiprussion.

lus I'lirrotfi may bu compared tu tlie Qnndrujnana,
ICIe-'riilfiru Sl^eliJ
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(fig. 7-, (j) is semicircular and very wide, the better to resist the violent pressure of the humerus

incidental to a rapid Ihj^ht. [The young undergo no change of feather until their second

autumn ; and the}' renew their plumage slowly, and in no

instance more than once in the year j its seasonal change

being conhned to a slight wearing off, rather than a natural

sheddmg, of the margins of the feathers : in several speeies,

however, the colour indicative of maturity is ])artially ac-

quired, previously to moulting, by a change of hue in the first

or nestling plumage. The eggs of Aceipitrine Birds are

nearly S}iherical ; and those of the ]ireseiit division are gene-

rally more or less spotted or blotched with rusty-brown.

The young are at hrst densely clad ni sliort soft down.]

Linnaeus made only two genera, which are two natural

divisions,—the Vultures and the Falcons.

The Vultures (J^ul/ur, Lin.)—
Have the eyes even \\ith the head; the tarsi reticulated, or, in

other words, coveroil with small scales; the beak lengthened,

curvrd only at the ein) ; and a greater or lo?,s portion df tlie head,

and generally of the nt.'ck, [in tlieadnh,] devoid of feathers. The

force of their talons does not eorresiiond with their stature, and

tliey make more use of their lieak than of tliuir claws. Their

wings are so long, that in walldng they hold thcni halt-extended.

They are of a cowardly di^posllion, and feed on carrion oftener

than on living prey: "when they have gorged themselves, their

craw forms a large protuberance aliove the fourchette, a fetid

humour issues from their nostrils, and they are almost reduced
FlfirJl.—AlimeiilrvryCanal of the Common Buziarrf .

cxi.ibitMi^;[iie fir^ieTpM.!.iDn, or craw ;
-.uid [be- to a state of apathv. rThey dilfer, moreover, from all the suc-

low the divFiiication uf th« (ra'Art'<0 tlie provd.-i-
I . l -

tricuius, Mom-idi ftnd intestinca. Tiie «L-conri ceedinR ffroups, till wc arrivc at the Poultrv,—with the sole eX'
epreseiits the Icrniiiiatinii nf ihr- HtnH'i o n I '

ception of the Secretary genus {Gypogeranu.s), which indeed might

berani^ed with them,—in possessing more than twelve cervical ver-

tchrpef: their fourehe'te, tnouff cxtreniciv i^tout and wide,

is flattened as in the OuU: the ste»nai crest low, and reduced ^^
^ ^ ::;

antori'"n-!y ; and the posterior erJee i,i' the sternum (lig. 73), in

some of tho.se of America, is d -ibly emarginated for some

time: they even further accord v.'Oh the Owls in having a rib

less than tlie Fulconine grnera*

Tui^ Vultures, properly so /a-led, {Vidfur, Cnv.)—

Have a large and strong beak, the uostnis opening cross-wise at

its l>ase, the head and neck without leaihers or caruncles, and a

collar of long feathers, or of down, at the base of the neck.

They have hitherto been fouua ou!? on tne old continent [but

none of the tribe are met witli ni Australia, where the ab:^ence

of larger indigenous quadruiieds tbua the Kangaroos, and of

predatory animals that bhould reave the surplus of their

meals to putrefy, indicate that they could not be sup-

ported.] X

filfun
iiitcst

form ihc ulijuca, ami twu n

the juiictiiin of the great nr

• ropif.1 from ^^VCAWwr-iy'^^ Rnp„rHin3 nhda o) Xr.tmt,.- -^b

t 111 ilii' long series ur nrof ps ..ilvt-rted lo, l^ie U.i.K-.-iHi. vc

geiic..'"" ''" nut ulwuys, bents ;i piiir of iiiinutL ribn, wliitlion

till they dlsappes' in some speLics
i

if, ihtrcf"'-*!. thi; tliiri

vertebra is to he ewiisid-'-'"! as cervical in uueii cassa, ..s not hi
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and llic her.fl, but not tlic nccl;, flevoid of fe.itlifTs. They are birds of moderate size, and in strength

do nut apprnnrh llie Vultures properly so called ; bence they are even more addicted to earrion and

all sorts of filtli, wliieh attract tbem tVoru afar. They do not even disdain to feed on excrement.

The AVhite Neophron (I'. ^'T'^""/'/*'/-;/.?, Lin,)— Little lare;er than a Raven: thf* adult male [and probably also

the old female] white, with black quill-fcatliLirs ; the female and young br(.)\\u. [It is conimrm in Ati-ica, and the

countries bordering; tlie Mediterranean ; rare in the nortli of Europe : has been once killed in En.^'land.] It fu'-

lows the caravans in the desert, to devour all that dies.

The U rubu (T. yo^a, Ch. Bonap.), or C<frr;o// C'ro;^ of the Anglo-Americans.—Tlie same size and form as the

preceding;, but witli a stouter bill, and tlie head entirely naked
;
plumage wholly deep black. It abounds in the

temperate and hot parts of America, [and is ;,^enerally ranged in CV(//;ar?r*. One or more additiouj.! true Neo-

phrons, however, exist in Africa.]

The Griffins {Gyjjaelos, Storr),

—

Placed by Clnielin in his genus FaJco, ai»pro\imate the VuUures rather in their habits and conformation :

they have the eyes even with tlie head ; the claws projiortionally feeble ; wings half-extended when at

rest ; the craw, when fidl, projecting at the bottom of tlie neck : but their head is completely covered

with feathers; [and they have only thirteen cervical vertebra?, which is one more than in any of tlie

Falcons ; the Neophrons and Gallinazos possessing fourteen, and the Condors and true Yultnres fifteen.

The sternum is proportionally short, and very broad.] Their distinctive characters consist in a very

strong, straight beak, hooked at the point, and inflated on the curve; nostrils covered [owl-like] with

stiff hairs directed forward; and a pencil of similar hairs under the beak : their tarsi are short, and

feathered to the toes ;
and their wings long, having the third quill longest.

The Bearded Griffin, or Lammcr-getier, {V barbadts, and Falco barbatus, Gm.).—Tliis Is the largest bird of prey

belonging to the Eastern Continent: it inhabits the high chains of mountains, but is not very common. It

nestles in inaccessible acclivities ; attacks Lambs, Goats, the Chamois, and even, it is said, steeping Man [or

persons standing on the edge of a precipice] ; it is pretended that children have been sometimes carried away by

it, [a statement recently confirmed by facts, in more than one instance]. Its method is to force animals over steep

precipices, and to devour them when disabled by the fall. It does not, however, refuse dead bodies. Its lengtli

is nearly five feet (French), and extent of wing fi-om nine to ten feet. This bird is the Phene of the Greeks, and

tlie Q^.'iifraga of the Latins. [Tlie species of the Himmalayas is cunsidercd to be different.]

Ti-iE F.\LC0Ns {Falco, Lin.)—
Constitute the second, and by much the most numerous divi>ion of the diurnal birds of prey. They

have the head and neck covered w-ith feathers: their eye-brows [except in the Ospreys] form a pro-

jection which occasions the eye to appear sunk, and imparts a very different character to their phv-

siognomy from that of the Vultures : the majority of tliem sidisist un living prey ; but they differ much

in the amount of courage displayed in the pursuit of it. Their Iirst plumage is often differently

coloured from the adult, and they do not [in most instances] assume the latter for three or four

years,—a circumstance which has occasioned the species to have been greatly multiplied by nomencla-

tors. Tlie fenude is generally one-third larger than the male, which, on tliis account, has been named

a tercel.

It is necessary to subdivide this n^ciiiis hrst into two sections.

The Falcoxs, properly so called, {Falco, Beohstein), comnmnly termed the Xohle Birds of Prey,—
Compose the first. They are the most courageous in

proportion to their size, a quality which is derived from

the power of tlieir armature and wings. Their beak

(fig. 74), curved from its base, has a sharp tooth on each

si[le near tiie point ; and tlie second quill of their v.ings

is (he longest, the fiist nearly equalling it, \\hich renders

the entire wing longer and more pointed. From this.

,*-( also, result particular habits ; the length of the quills of

*V> their wings weakens their efforts to ascend vertically, and

\\ renders their forward flight, in a calm state of the at-

f
nosphere, very oblique, necessitating them, when they

vi^h to rise directly, to fly against the wind. They are
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exceedingly docile Birds, and are those Khich are most generally employed in falconry, being taught

to pursue game, and to return wlien called.

'riie Peregrine Falcon (F. communis, Gin.
;
[F. peregrinio!, Lin. j.—Apparently a cluster of indefinitely distin-

;?uishable species, R-enerally diffused in temperate climates, both northward and southward of the equator]. The
species mostly trained for purposes of falconry.

[There are numerous others, of which the Jcr Fidcon, the Lanner,—^vhich is intermediate to the Jcr and
Perej^rine Falcons,—the Hobby, the Red-legged, and the Merlin Falcons, inhabit northern Europe. The Red-
leg;;ed Falcon is remarkable for sometimes breeding in society. F. concolor and some others have the

tarsi elongated: and in F. <Esalon (the Merlin), and some allied species, the third quill-feather equals and
sometimes exceeds the second ; these last are also somewhat Ilawk-like in the structure of their feet, and in

their manners. The division of Kestrel-falcons (termed Cerchntis by Boie) comprehends Birds of weaker
structure, which have the sternum proportionally smaller ; in some the front of the tarsi is scutellated, as in

the short-winged Hawks : the Kestrel-Falcons prey chietly on field-mice, which they discern as they hover

stationary at a moderate altitude, with the head invariably turued towards the wind; it is thus that they have

obtained the names of Wind-hover and of >S'fajid-(/all or "stand-gale:" there are several species, two only of

which inhabit Europe—the comnmn Kestrel (F. tinnuncului,, Lin.), and the White-clawed Kestrel (F. cenc/iris,

Frisch. and Naum ; F. tinnunculoides, Tem.}.

The division HtcrofalcOy Cuv., was instituted by mistake, for the reception of the Jer Falcon, under the suppo-

sition that its beak had only a festoon, as in the short-winged Hawks ; the tooth of these Birds being sometimes

cutaway by the falconers. Gampsont/x, Vigors, however, fulfils nearly the conditions which were assigned to

Ilierofalco ; the upper mandible being devoid even of emargination, and considerably resembling that of the

Buzzards : the head is small, feet and tarsi robust, the latter feathered half-way from the joint ; wings the same

as in Falco : one species only is known, a bird of small size from Brazil (G. Swainsonii, Vig.).

Other species (the lerax. Vigors), of very small size, have the second and third quill-feathers nearly equal ; the

upper mandible strongly and sharply bidentated, by the further developenient of a sinuation visible in the rest.

Two species are known, from Java and Manilla respectively, (F. cceridescens, Edwards, and /, erythrogenys,

Vig.)—They are scarcely larger than a Swallow, but yield to none in energy and sjfirit ; their wings, however, are

less firm than in other Falcons.

There are some bideutate species, which in other respects accord more nearly with the Goshawks :

they are

The Harpagon's {IlarpaguSy Vig.; Biden^s, Spix),

—

Which present an acute bidentatiou of both mandibles, and have hitherto been found only in South

America.

The best known species {F. hidentatus, Latham) is figured in the adult state by Spix as Bidens rufiventer, and

in immature plumage as B. albiventer.

Others more nearly approximate the Perns, as

The Falcoperns {Lepidogenys, Gould),

—

The wings of which are remarkably long, having tbe third quill longest ; feet ver^' short, and the talons

small and but slightly curved : the bidentation is less strongly marked than in the preceding.

F. IqphoteSf Tem., an elegantly-crested bird from India, and another from Australia—X. subcristatus, Gould,

pertain to this division. Nearly alhed would seem to be the Aviceda, Swains., from Western Africa ; except that

its armature is considerably more powerful.] The Baza of Hodgson is probably identical with Lepidogenys.

The second section of the great genus Falco is that of the Birds of prey termed lynohle, because they

cannot be so well employed in falconry ; a trilje much more numerous than that of the Nobles, and

which it is necessary to subdivide considerably. Their longest quill-feather is almost always the fourth,

the first being very short, which has the same effect as if the tip of the wing had been obhquely cut

off; hence, cteteris paribus, result diminished powers of flight. Their beak, also, is not so well armed,

as there is no lateral tooth near its point, but only a shght festoon about the middle of its length.

The Eagles {Aquila, Bnsson),—

•

"Which form the first tribe, have a very strong beak, straight at its base, and curved only towards the

point. Among them we find the largest species of the genus, and the most powerful of all the

Birds of prey.

The Eagles, properly so called {Aquila, Cuv.)

—

Have the tarsi feathered down to the base of the toes : they inhabit moyntains, and pursue Birds and

Quadrupeds ; their wings are as long as the tail, theii- flight both elevated and rapid, and their courage

superior to that of most other Birds.
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[Tlie Golden Ea.ijlp (F. chrn.^.

Spotted EaL;:lc {F. nav'iuf; aud .

-\Vliitt.hf..-iiJpd Err

tos. Lin.), the Grecian Ea;jle (A. Udiacn, Savigny ; F. imp':naUs,T<tm.), the

axulaiiUy Gill,), the Social Eagle (A. Bonelli, Bonap.)> a"^ the Little Ea^le

{F. ijeiinatm, Gm.), are the European species, which suc-

cessively decrease in size in the order announced; the

-^ last-named beinp smaller than a Common Buzzard.]

_ "-—
.. New Holland produces Eaj^les of similar form to tho?e

of Europe, the tail excepted, which is cuneiform. Such
""--".

:-----i^ is the Wedge-tailed Eag'le [A. fucosa, Cuv.)-

[There are many others.] We should remark that the

transition from the Eagles to the Buzzards is effected by

insensible gradations, [the typical Buzzards being merely

small-sized Eafi;les, with weaker armature].

The Erxes {Ifa/ij-efus, Cuv.)

Have \vings resombliug those of the preceding;,

bat the tarsi clothuil only on its upper half with

featliers, the remainder behig semi-scutcUated.

[Tlieir l)eak also is longer and larger.] Tliey

frequent the shores of rivers and of the sea, and

snbsist in great part upon fish [without disdaining

carrion, like the true Eagles.

The Cinereous Erne (F. alblcKIa, Lin.) of Europe, and

the American White-headed Erne {F. Uucocephalm, Lin.

li;^'. 75) are characteristic examples. There are also some

of small size, as the bird commonly temied the Pondi-

cherry Kite {F. ponfiret^ianua, Gm.), which the Hindoos

consider sacred to Vishnu. The Cunduma of Hodg-son

is merely a lar;j,"e IIal:j:ctas].

The Ospreys (Pandion, Savi^ny)

—

Have [somewhat] tlie Leak and feet of the Ernes ; but their taluns are round underneath, wlille m
other Birds of prey [save in the true Eh/ii] they are grooved

or channelled; their tarsi are reticulated, and the second

[third] quill of their wings is longest. Their sternum (tig. 76)

differs from that of other Falcons (see fig. 72) in becoming

narrower towards its pu>-(crior margin, w here a notch exists

analogous to the rnncr emargination of tlic Gallinazos, but nut

to the foramen ob^ervalde in the Falcons generally: the intes-

tine is very slemler and of great lengtli (whereas in the Ernes

it does not differ from that of other Falcons): the super-

orbital hone does not prnjert : the featiiers even are eoui-

pb'trly destitute of tlie supplcnicntar} iilniuc, (wiiich in the

Ernes and most other l'\ih;(Mis is considerably developed), and

are not lengtheneil o\er the tibia: the outer toe is reversible,

and tlie foot astoiiishiiigly niugb inulrruriiib, to enable thera

to hobi their slippery lisb\ i)rcy, lui wbiidi ilicy subsist ex-

clusively. Tliis is by far tlie moit strongly characterized division

of the Linna^an genus Fako.'^~\

The Common Osprey {F. hali,r,'tus, Lin.)—[Evidently a cluster of a

allied species, very generally distributed. That of New Holland (P. h'u-

coci-pkalus, Gould) has the crown white. In some places this bird

nidificates in large societies.

As a group, externally iuterniediate to tlie Ernes and Ospreys,

niiglit be separated tlie F. /cht/iij^e/us, Horsf, and several allied

species from Australasia. They are essentially Osprey-hke Ernes,

which most probably retain the anatomy of the latter, and ex-

hibit greater developement of the mandibular tooth than either.]

• Tlic genus J'rTj-iUiulIu .-ex aluric is iiu^irly
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The Mabsh-eagi.es {Circiietus, VieiUot)

—

Hold a sort of mediate station between the Ernes, the Ospreys, and tlie Buzzards. They have the

wings of the Eagles and Iluzzards, and the reticulated tarsi of the Ospreys. Such are

The European IMarsh-eagle, or Jcan-le-blanc, {F. gatlicus, Gm.),—the beak of which curves more rapidly than

in other Eagles, and the toes are proportionally shorter. It e.vceeds the Osprey in size, and inhabits Europe,

preyin;^ clileflyon reptiles.

i>e iJa/e/e;»- of Le Vaillant, (F. ^ra«(i(7///*, Shaw).—An African species, remarkable for the extreme shortness

of its tail, and its beautifully varief^ated plumajje. [It constitutes the division llelotai-tms of Smith, synonymous

with Terafhopias of Lesson, differing in several particulars from the others, and particularly in the baldness of

its cheeks. The Bateleur preys on young Gazelles, young Ostriches, &c., and also on putrid carrion, disgorgnig

the latter into the throats of its young, as observed of the Vultures.]

America produces Eagles with long wings like the foregoing, and naked scutellated tarsi, in wdiich

a more or less considerable proportion of the sides of the head, and sometimes of the throat, is

denuded of feathers. The general name of

Caracaras—
lias been applied to them. From this group M. VieiUot has made his genera Daptrius, Ibycter,

and Poli/borus, [partly] according to the greater or less extent of the bare part of the head.

[P/iako//auus, d'Orbigny, Gynmojys and Milvacjo, Spix, have also been applied to divisions of the

Caracaras. These Birds are carrion-feeders, and pass their time chiefly on the ground, amongst the

herbage, where their gait is ambulatory. All are from the w arm regions of America.]

The Cobonards, or short-winged Fisher-eagles, {Harpyia*, Cuv.
;

\_Thraiaetos, G. Gray] )

—

Are also American Eagles, which have the tarsi very thick and strong, reticulated, and half-covered

with feathers, as in the Eriies, from which they differ chiefly in the shortness of their wings ; tlieir

beak and talons are stronger than in any other tribe.

The Harpy Coronard or Eagle (i*. hmpijia, and F. crisiaius, Lin.).—Of all Birds, this possesses the most terrific

beak and talons ; it is superior in size to the common Eagle. On the back of its head are elongated feathers,

forming a sort of fan-like crest upon the nape, which, when erected, impart to its physiognomy a resendjiance to

the tufted Owls : like them, also, its external toe is frequently directed backward. It is said to be so strong, as to

have sometimes cleft a ManN ^kuU with a blow of its beak. The Sloths are its ordinary food, and it not unfre-

quently carries olT Fawns.

The Eagle-hawks; {Morphnus, Cuv.)

—

Have, like the preceding, wings shorter than the tail ; but their elevated and slender tarsi, and their

feeble toes, oblige us to distinguish them. Some have the tarsi naked and scutellated.

The Crested Eagle-hawk of Guiana (F. (7»;rtnen«(V, Daud,), resembles singularly, in its colom-s and markings,

the Harpy Coronard of the same country ; but is not so large, and its naked and scutellated tarsi sufficiently

distinguish it.

F. itnthitvi'ia, Lin., is crestless. Tins handsome species hunts in inundated grounds. [Certain other uncrested

species, with very long tarsi, constitute the Limmietos, Vigors.

Others have elevated tarsi, feathered throughout their length [the Spiziictus of VieiUot].

The Tufted Black Eagle-hawk of .Africa (F. occipitalis, Daud.),—inhabits the whole of that continent.

The Variegatecl Eagle-hawk {F. ornnfus, Daud.; F. sirperbtis and coronatus, Shaw: llarptjia biaccafa, Spix,

refers to the young).—A handsome species from South America, which varies from black and white to deep brown.

[Certain Indian species compose the Nisaelos of Hodgson.]

Finally, there are in America some Birds vnith beaks as in all the preceding ; very short, reticulated

tarsi half-feathered in front ; wings shorter than the tail ; but tlie most distinctive character

of which consists in their nostrils, wdiich are almost closed, and resemble a fissure. A small tribe mav

be made of them, designated

The Cymindues {Ci/mindis, Cuv.).

Sach is

The small Cayenne Hawk of Boflfon (F. cayenmensis, Gm.) ; which has another peculiar character, by possessing

a small tooth at the bend of its beak.

[F. hamatus, Illiger, ranged by the author in Cyiniiulis, composes the Rijstr?iniinis of Lesson : its beak in very

narrow, the upper mandible resembling a long and slender claw : tail slightly furcate.

• Tliia term waa previously applied to a suby;eiius of ClieiToptcra.—En.
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Thf Asturixes {Asturina, Vieillot)

—

Have lieen gt'iiri'ally placcil next. Tlicy have the nostrils lunulated ; the bill straight at its base;

wings short, and tlie tarsi also sliort and somewhat slender.

A. cincrea, Vieillot, a species from Guiana, may be cited in exenii'lification.]

The Hawks {Jsfur, Berhstein ; DiPt/a/ion, Savigny),

—

\\'liich form the second division of tlie Ignohlcs, have wings shorter than tlie tail, as in the last three

tribes of Kagles ; but tlieir hoak curves from its base, as in all that follow.

The Goshawks {Astur, as restricted)

—

Have the tarsi [more distinctly] scutellatcd, and comparatively short.

The European Goshawk [F. paUimbarius, Lin.)> equals the Jer Falcon in size, but always stoops ohlinupiy on j s

quarry. Falconers, however, sometimes use it for the weaker kinds of g'amc. It is common in the hilly and

secondary mountain rang;es of Europe.

Amonn; foreip;n Goshawks, we may notjre that of New Holland {F. Norte IIoUondl<c, AVhite), ^vhirh is often

entirety snow-white ; but it appears tliat these white individuals constitute a variety only of a bird of the same

country, pale asli-coloured above, white below, with vestig'es of pale undulations.

AVc may approximate to the Goshawk certain American Birds, with short wings and tarsi, the latter

reticulated. [These are

The NrcAGUAS {Iferpethofheres, Vieilhjt ; Dipdalion, Vigors),—
A btmngly characterized division, interesting, as iiresenting evidently a modification of the peculiar

Osprey type, to which genus they alone appear to be allied. It is particularly desirable, therefore, that

their anatomy should be ascertained.]

The Xicafl;ua of Azara, or Laughing Falcon, (F. cachinnans, Lin.) : so named from its en'- From the marshes of

South America, where it preys on reptiles and fish. [Its colouring, and the texture of its plumage, arc the same

as in the Osprey ; and it has similar short feathers on the tibia. F. me/anopxy Lath, and F. snjflatuf, Lin., apper-

tain to this division ; the latter, however, constituting the restricted Physeta of Vieillot.]

The SfARR0W-HAWf:s {Nims, Cuv.
;
[AccipUer, Ray])—

Have longer and more slemler tarsi than the Goshawks, [still shorter wings, and the middle toe much

lengthened] ; but the passage from one to the other of these divisions is almost insensible.

Our common Sparrow-hawk {F. visits, Lin.) has the same colouring as the Goshawk, but is much less in size
;

rotwitlistanding which it is employed in falconry. There are foreign species still smaller ; but also some that are

much larger, as

The Chauntin;j: Hawk (F. mu.sims, Daud.),—a native of Africa, where it pursues P:irtrid,L;cs and Hares, and

builds in trees. It is the oidy bird of prey known that sings agreealily, [by which, however, cannot be meant that

it inflects the voice, as in those Passerine Birds which ha\'e additional laryngeal muscles. This bird.—and there is

more than one species here confounded,—has a nmch weaker bill, and longer wings, than the true S]iarrow-liawks
;

it has probably been made the type of a separate division.

The r/'vmH0<7e«'/.y of Vieillot may also be introduced licre. It is a Hawk with \'Giy Ions; wings, lemrthened and

distinctly scutellated tarsi, and short toes, but the nio.st distinctive character of which consists in its being naked

above the bill and on the cheeks. The only species, G. madagascariensis, is grey, with round black spots on the

wings, and the lower parts below the breast transversely rayed : it boars some resemblance to the Secretai-y.

The species of Hawks displays the maximum sexual disparity of size, in favour of the female.] •

The Kites {Mihms, Bechst.)

—

Have short tarsi, and feeble toes and ehaw^s, which, added to a beak equally disproportioncd to their

size, render theni the most cowardly of the whole group: they are further distinguished by their

excessively lung wings, and by their forked tail, in consequence of which their flight is very swift

and easy.

Some have tiie tarsi very short, reticulated, and half-feathered above, like the last small tribe uf

Eagles : [their claws, save that on the middle toe, are rounded underneath]. Such are

The Elanets (Elaniis, Savigny).

The BlfLck-winKed Elanet {F. welano/drnif;, J)Rn\\.}; a common species from Egypt to the Cape, and which

appears to be found in India, ami even in America. [The American and New liollaiul spi;cies an.' distinct.]

Insects are almost its sole prey.

The S\>allow-tailed Glede {F. fi/rcatu.'i-, Lin.).—Larger than the jireceding, [with winp,-s excessively Inn;;-, and tail
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deeply furcate]. It attacks reptiles [and the larcfer insects, and lias been known to scrape out AVasps'-nests like

the Pern. Ity talons are not rounded underneath, on account of which, tn^rether with other distinctive characters,

it is now ^^enerally rcco.i^nized as constitutinj; the Nandertta, Vit^ors. Tiiis bird is indii^enous to America, but

has been known to stray into Hritain. It is social in its habits, and almost greg;arious. A nearly allied African

species constitutes the Elanoides of Vieillot.]

The Kites, projiorly so called {Milvus, Cuv.)

—

Have the tarsi scutellated and stronger, [and are very nearly related to the Ernes].

Ilie Common or Red Kite (F. milvus, Lin.).—Of all European Birds, this remains longest and must tranquilly

on the win:;. It scarcely attacks any thing- but reptiles. [Another Enropcan species, not hitherto found in Britain

where the first is fast disappearing-, is

The Black Kite (M. ater, Gm.).—The author has likewise range«^ here

The American Pnttock (F. />/Hm^je?/^, Lath.), or the Mi.t.sissipi Kite of Wilson, whicli is rcferrible to Vieillot's

genus Jctiiiia, now generally accepted. This forms an obvioxisly distinct /jcroun, the members of which are much
more powerfully armed than the Kites, having a short and stout beak, the upper mandible of which is somewhat

angularly festooned, and talons comparatively developed. They prey, Iiowever, principally on the larger insiCis,

and occasionally on Snakes and Lizards : are most nearly related to the Elanets.]

The Pkrns {Pernls, Cuv.),

—

Or Iloncij Buzzards, coral)ine, w^ltli the -weak hill of the Kites, a \ery peculiar character, in having the

space hetwecn the eye and beak, ^vhich in the rest of the genus Faico is naked, and only furnished

with some [radiating] bristly feathers, covered -with close feathers disposed like scales ; their tarsi are

half-feathered above, and reticulated ; their tail even ; wings long, [the third quill being longest] ; and

their lieak curved from its base, as in all that follow.

The Common Pern {F. apivorns, Lin.) pursues insects, and principally Bees and Wasps, [the combs of which it

scratches out of banks to feed on the maggots : in default of these, however, it will attack small warm-blooded

animals and reptiles. It runs with celerity on the ground; is minatory; and generally builds on the tops of

lofty beeches. Two or three additional species have been ascertained, all from the Eastern Continent].

The Buzzards {Buteo, Bechstein)

—

Have long wings, the tail even, the beak curved from its base, the interval between it nnd the eyee

without feathers, [at least such as the Perns exbiljit], and the feet strong.

Some of them have the tarsi feathered to the toes [the But'detes, Lesson]. They are distinguished

from the Eagles by having the beak curved from its base, and from the Hawks and Eagle-hawks by

tneir feathered tarsi and long wings. Europe possesses one,

The Rough-legged Buzzard {F. lagopiai,hui.), [of \y\i\c\\ F. Sancti Johnvnis, Auct., appears to be merely fuc

old individuals.*]—One of thi^ most widely diffused of Birds, being found ainiost everywhere. [It frequents

marshy tracts, and particmarly rabbit-warrens, which it beats till very late in the evening.]

B"i- i.b.e greater number of Buzzards have the tarsi naked [except on the upper half in front] and

scutellatcd. In Europe there is but one.

The Common Buzzard {F. buteo, Lin.).—ITie commonest and most noxious bird of prey throughout Europe. It

remains all the year in the forests, descends upon its prey from the top of a tree, and destroys much game.

Some species arc crested, [have also naked cheeks, and reticulated tarsi. They are barely separable

from the Circaeti.

The H.-kmatorns {Ilamafonnf!, Gould)].

F. bacha, Auct.—A very savage bird of Africa, which preys chiefly on the lit/races. [Other naked-cheeked

Buzzards compose the Btdeogallus, Lesson.]

The Harriers {Circus, Bechst.)^

Diner from the Buzzards in their more elevated [and very slender] tarsi, and by a sort of collar, which

the tips of the feathers which cover the ear form on each side of the neck. [These Birds frequent

open moorlands, over which they skim in search of prey very close to the ground, and nestle and

always roost on its siiiface.f]

cen a
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There are only three species iu France, which have been multiplied by the nomenclators on account of the varia-

^_ _ _^ tions of their plumage. [The Common, Montag"u, and Marsh
:^^^^^^ ~-2 ^^ Harriers are alluded to ; besides which the C.puUidus, an abun-

dant A:siatic species, has recently been met with in the east of

Europe. There are numerous others.]

Finally,

The Secuetary {Oi/por/eroiius, lUig.)'—

'

Is an African bird of prey, tlie tarsi of wliicli are at lea^t

double the length of tho.se of tlie jireceding, ^vhich has

induced some naturalists to range it among the \Vaders
;

hut its tliighs, entirely covered with feathers, its hooked

beak, projecting eyelids, and all the details of its ano.-

Fig. 77.-Kurnf nnrricr. tomy, cohcur to place it in the present order. Its tarsi

are scutellated, the toes proportionally short, and the circumference of the eyes naked; it has

a long rigid crest on the occiput, and the two middle feathers

of its tail extend far beyond the others. An inhabitant of the
,

arid and covevtless iilains in the neighbourhood of the Cape, it

pursues reptiles on foot, whence its claws become much worn.

Its principal strength is in tlie foot. It is the

Falco si:rpentariusy Gm.—An attempt has been made to multiply the

breed in I^lartinique, where it mi^jht render the most important service

by destroying: the lance-headed Vipers which infest that island. [This

bird, two if not three species of which are recognized, resembles the

Vultures in having fifteen cervical vertebra. It oflers no molestation to

poultry or other warm-blooiled animals,]

Although a vast number of generic and subgeneric names have

been applied, the Diurnal Birds of Prey may be reduced to

comparatively few natural divisions. Mter detaching the Vul-

tures and the Secrctai-j', the genera Pandion and IhrpethothereH

may be signalized as forming a particular subdivision apart from

all the rest. The whole of the remainder then form an equiva-

lent natural group, the members of which scarcely ditTer anato-

mically. The most distinct subdivision is that of the Coronards,

which alone differ in the nuuiber of pelvic vcrtebr;c, and in

having the outer toe reversible, as in the Osproys and Owls. The

rest are little else than adaptive modifications of one another,

according iu all their rudimcntal characters. ^Ve may commence

with the Falcim group, follnwi'd h\ that of the Hawks (or the Fit-. 7s.-stcri.un, of sccr.t^ry.

subdivisions Dadalion, Jsf'irifia, Jslur, Accipiter, and Gijmnof/ent/s) ; the Harriers naturally succeed,

which lead by C. curuijinosus U) tlie Ernes, and then to the Kites {Milvus, as restricted); probablv the

Buzzards and Eagles, which are 1)ut arbitrarily separable, should next range, merging into the Eagle-

hawks ; or perhaps tlie Perns, followed by the Elanet group (including Ictiuui). We are less satisfied of

the affinities of the Caracaras, of the Cyminducs, and of the Marsh-eagles and H;cmatorns, which last

group seems to approximate that of the Hawks.]

The Nocturnal Birds of Prey

Have the head larfi:e ; ver}' great eyes, directed forwards, and surrounded liy a circle of

fringed featliers, the autenur of which cover the cere of the beak, and the posterior the orihce of

the ear. Their euormoiis pupils pcruiit so niucli \'\]:\\t to euter, that they are dazzled in full day.

Their skull, inflated, but of a slight substance, contains large cavities that commuuicate with the

ears, and probalily assist the sense of hearing ; but their apjiaratus for flight is feeble, the furcula

offering but slight resistance : their feathers, with soft barbs, and delieatelv downv. make no

noise in flying. The external toe can be voluntarily dii'ected forward or beliiud. These Birds fly
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chiefly during twilight, or hy the hght of the moon. "Wlien attacked by day, or struck by the

appearance of some new object, they [the majority of them] do not fly off, but stand more

erect, assume grotesque attitudes, and make the most Uuhcrous gestures.

Their stomach is tolerably muscular, [as compared with the Falconsj although their Jirey

is wholly animal, consisting of Mice, small birds, [even fish in some instances,] and msects

;

but is preceded by a large craw, [an inadvertent statement

of the author, as the absence of any expansion of the

gullet, which is wide, but always of uidform diameter (see

fig. 7!' «), invariably distinguishes the nocturnal from all the

diurnal birds of prey] ; the coeca (h) are long, and enlarged

tO'i\ards the extremity, &c. Small Birds have a natural

antipathy to them, and assemble from all parts to assail

them ; hence they are employed to attract Birds to the

snare. [It may be added, that their tarsi are in no iii-

o stance scaled, even when denuded of feathers, as in the

subdivision Ketupa ; all of them lay round white eggs.]

They form one genus, that of

itnry caniil of an Owl

The 0"\vls {Siri.v, Linn.),

—

Which may be divided according to their head-tufts, the size of

their ears, the extent of the circle of feathers which surrounds

their eyes, and some other characters.

Tliose species which around tlie eyes liave a large complete

disk of fringed feathers, itself surrouaded liy a circle or collar of

scaly feathers, and between the two a large opening for tlie ear

(see fig. 80), are more removed in their form and manners frora

the diurnal Birds of Prey, than tl)ose in wliich tlie ear is small,

oval, and covered by fringed feathers wliieli come from helow

the eye. Traces of these differences are perceptiljle even in the

skeleton, [though only as regards the degree of stoutness of the

1^, hones (see tigs. 81 and 84), there being no gradation or transi-

tion into the Falcons, either in the skeleton or digestive organs.

Tlie following arrangement of the Owls, based on the comparative size of the aperture of the ear, is

halde to the objection of dispersing some nearly allied groups, and approximating others that are less

so, which is almost necessarily the result of too exclusive attachment to any single character.]

Among the first species, we will distinguish

The Hiboux (Otus, Cuv.),

—

Wliich have two tufts of feathers (vulg. horns) which they

can erect at wdl, and the ear-conch of which (fig. 80),

extends in a semicircle from the lieak almost to the top of

the liead, and is furnished anteriorly with a membranous

opercuhim. Their feet are feathei-ed to the toes. Such, in

Europe, are

The Long-tufted llibou {Sly. oliix. Lin.).—Very widely distri-

buted ; it inhabits woods, especially those of fir and other ever-

greens, and breeds generally in deserted Crows' nests : and

The Short-tnt'ted Hibou (.SVr. brac/n/otm, Lin.).—Found almost

every where, [if indeed the same species, which tliere is reason to

doubt : it inhabits open moors, breeds on the ground, and exhitiits

trifling: sexual disparity of size. This bird is scarcely, if at all,

dazzled by 6uii-lig;ht : it is the BracJtyotu^ paluslris of Gould].
^ ^\

We apply the dcsi^atiou of

Copied from M. M'GUlivr.iy's Ra]

Fi£. )

Lious Birds .
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IIowLETS {Ulula, Cuv.)

—

To the species which have the beak and ear of the Iliboux, [the latter, however, less developed

(see tig. 83)], but not the tufts. They are to be found in the north of both continents : for example,

The Cinereous Howlet {.SVr. h-ijiponica,G]n.).—A.\inost as larg-e as our llubow. It inhabits the mountains of the

north of Sweden, [and Arctic Ann-rica].

Tlie Barred llowiet (^Ir. nchulu-sa, Gin.)-— [A common bird of North America, very rare in Europe.]

The Restricted Owls {Strix, Savigny)

—

Have ears as large as in tlie Iliboux [but of a very different form], and furnished with a still larger

operculum ; but tlieir elongated beak is only bent towards the end, while in all the other subgenera it

curves from the jioint. They have no head-tufts; their tarsi are

featliered [and ratlier long], hut tliey have hairs only u})on the toes :

[their middle claw is obtusely serrated: their sternum (tig. 81),

shorter than in the others, has its inner notch very slight, and often

obUterated.] The mask, formed by the fringed feathers that surround

the eves, is greatly extended, which renders their physiognomy more

extraordinary than that of any other night-bird. The species common

in France,

The Barn Owl {Strixflammea, Lin., fio;. 82), appears to be dilVused over the

whole globe, [or rather, there are immerous species more or less distinguish-

able]. It builds in steeples, towers, &c. [and in places distant from the abode

of jMan, where no hollow trees occur, in the burrows of quadrupeds. ^Vllen

nestling in pia;eondiouses, it offers no molestation to the other inhabitants.

Its manner of propagation is remarkable ; as it produces three or four suc-

cessive broods, two or more of which, of different a;:;;es, commonly occur in

the same nest : the youna: remaining much longer m the nest than those be-

longing to the other divisions, from which they differ in developincr a tirmer

nestling plumage, similar to the adult garb, and wliich (as in tlie Hawks) is

utumn. This curious and

iliar, and eminently worthy

of protection
; as it preys sulely on small ciuadrupeds and

insects.]

Syrnium, Savigny.

The disk and collar of tlie preceding ; but the conch

(fig. 8."?) reduced to an oval cavity, that does not ex-

tend to half the height of the skull ; they have no

head -tufts, but their feet are feathered to the talons.

[Notwithstanding the authority of Cuvier, it is pro])er

to remark, that there is no appreciable ditference be-

tween this and 67(/^(7,—certainly none of generical

importance. The Bulaca of Hodgson appears also

to Ik^ synonymous.]

Tiie Tawny Iluwlet {Striv aluco and xlriilnln, Lin.).—

A

common European bird, which nestles in the wooiJs, or

fi'i'ijuently lays its eggs in the [deserted] nests uf other

Birds, [though nunc comnKnily (if riot always) in the hol-

lows of trees, where it abides h; ibiy. It is the species so

well known for its sonorous hontings. The young are clad

at an early a^c with downy feathers, which are succeeded

by the adult plunia;j;e previous to their tirst winter. Their

parents often feed tbem witli lisli.]

'\\\v. I'uBows {Budo, Cuv.)

—

Are species which, wiih as small a cimch, and the Fie siJ-B/iro owi.

disk nf feathers less markeil than in the preceding, possess head-tufts. The known species have great

feet, feathered li. the tahms. [They dilfer from the Iliboux only in their suiicrior size, and the small-

ness of the auditory aperture.] Sueli is

Tlie European Bubow (.SVr. ha!>o, Lin.), or the G-cat-hurued or Eai/lc-oicL—The largest of nocturnal Birds [ur

Fip, 81.-

not shed before the second

handsome bii'd is naturally I'aii
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wliich is exceeded in size only by others of this penus. It is litlle less than the Golden Eagle, and very destruc-

tive to GroQse, Hares, and even Fawns: inhabits the mountainous parts of Europe, and is seldom seen in

Britain.] Add
The American Bubow (Sfr. rirginiana, Daud.)—[Smaller than the precediiip;-, with the [!;rey colour predominating

over the fulvous : the Arctic Eagle-owl of the Fauna Americana- boreaHn appears to be only a semi-albino variety.

Another species is

The Sniall-tufted Bubow {Str. ascalaphus^ Savigny), inadvertently placed by the author in his division Otus. It

is proper to Asia and Africa, and is occasionally met with in the south-east of Europe. There are several more,

certain of which appear to compose the Ihihua and Vrrhija of Hodt;son.]

Other species occur, in -vvhich the aigrettes, widei apart and placed further backward, are elevated

with less facility above the horizontal line. Species occur in both continents ; as

5ir. i/riiea^cr, Shaw, from Guiana ; and Str. sfrepitans,

Tern., from Batavia.

NocTUA*, Savigny.

Neither tufts, nor an open and deeply set conch to

the ear ; the aperture of \vhich is oval, and scarcely

longer than in other Birds : the disk of fringed fea-

thers is smaller and even less complete than in the

Bubovi's. Their relations to the diurnal Birds of

prey are evident, even in their habits, [bat not in

their internal conformation].

Some are remarkable for a long cuneiform tail,

and have their toes densely feathered. Tliey are

The Surns (Suntia, Dumeril)

—

The Rayed Surn (Str.nisoria,'S\o]f; Str. /Knerea,!.^.).

—This, the best-known species, from the north of the

whole globe, is about the size of the Sparrow-hawk. It

FiL'.sa.—Howiet's Ear, hunts more during the day than the night.

The species of the Uralian mountains (Str. uralensisy

Pallas), is nearly as large as the Harfang. It also hunts durmg the day, and is sometimes seen in Gemiany. It

is probably the Ili/bris or Pt>inx of Aristotle.

t

There is a species termed Arcadian {Str. ocadica, Naum). batwhich belongs to the whole north of the Globe [? ]

It is the smallest of its tribe, being hardly larger than a Sparrow, it does not avoid the light of day; but Le Vail-

lant has made known another, from Mvicd. {le Choucouy No. xxxviii.), which, according to his account, is very

nocturnal. [The former is the Str. pax-serhia of Liimjeus, but not of British authors, and the Str. acadica of

Temuiinck, but not of GmeUn; it is referrihle to the Glaucidium oil^oit,

and is not found in America: the Str. acadica^ Gm., is peculiar to

America, and pertains to a very ditferent subdivision, Nyctale oi 'QKthva,

the members of which are considerably more nocturnal in their habits

and adaptments. To the latter group the Choucou of Le Vaillant

should also probably be referred. Ninoj' of Hodgson seems to be iden-

tical with Glaiicidium.]

Others have the tail short, and the toes densely feathered

:

the largest of \vhich, and also the largest night-bu-d without

head-tufts, is

The Harfang (Str. 7n/ctca, Lin.), or Great Snovjy Out, which almost

equals the European Bubow in its dimensions. It inhabits the north

of both continents, nestles on elevated rocks, and preys on Hares, Ca-

percalzies, and Ptarmigan. [This bird forms another very distinct

division, and is most nearly allied to the Bubo.vs: like them, it does

possess head-tufts, which however are small and inconspicuous, though

we have seen the bird erect them ; its plumage is remarkably firm.

The term Nj/ctea, Swainson, has been generically applied to it, with the

specific appellation Candida.]

i Ui\ Tito cJis se, from ils hnvin^' liven pn In the Birds f,/ Ell

;d OH li R~ouii of insects ; it is moreover fir from bein^

ns applied tn tlie most diurval of the Oivls.—Ed.

? Prinee of Musi^iiano places this remarkable bini in Syn

jex'cr hcen ii specimen, but—to judj;c from Mr. Gould's '

I g^uislies It from

from Syrniuiii i

Fig. 34.—Sternum of Harffinif,

'.^sliouKl be disposed to elevatt

on iPli/vj): its large and conipleEc i

Rs its accipitrJDe form und lengdicj
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There are others vory much smaller,—such as

Sfr. Tengmahni, Gra.—[Tlie^e have an extended auiiitory conch, as in tlie Howlets, like wliich they ire very

nocturnal, and unable to endure the lij^ht of day. The Ni/cfale of Brehni. The species indicated is pe :uliar to

tbe Eastern Continent, that confounded with it in the far-countries of North America, -SV/'. Tengynalmi,

Richard.son, beiny now (h^dicated to it.s enterprising,^ discoverer.]

But the greater number of those small species have only

a few scattered hairs on the toes, [and are nearly allied to the

true Sums. They are the Jthene, Boic]. Such is

*SY/-. pnxsrrhin, Gm. [antl of Britisli aulliors; Str. nfirUm, Lin.;

Athene nodua, Bunap.]— it iiestles in old walls, [and frequently in

ehirnneys, and has been seen to pursue Swallows on the wing. A
riMuarkable exotic species, with very long tarsi, is the

Str. ciui/ry/tfrin, Molina, or the Biirrowing OvJ, as it bas been

called; but which, it is ntost probable, only appropriates the dwell-

ings of burrowing quadrupeds, as the Barn Owl is known to do

under similar circumstances ; the present species inhabiting the open

jjrairies of America, where there are no trees, and aboundinLT in the

tiUagesof the Prairie Marmots, as also in the burrows of the Vis-

eachas].

There are yet other Nocfiue VAith uufcathered toes, which

approximate the Ilowlets in size. Cayenne supplies several line

species, and particularly the three following :

—

Fiu' ?>.— su-rrmm i>f llowlef.
,S/r. rni/rii )u-)i.'rl.'^, Gm. ; S/r. Ihicata, Shaw, or Sir. alhomargiiinia^

Spix ; and Sir. ionntalo, ])auil.—The two lirst of these equal in ^izc the Ta\iny Howlet, and the last is

still larger.

Finally, tlicro arc some in America, which have the tarsi, in addition to their toes, denuded of

feathers ; of which the

Sir. nuil/pi-s, Daud., may be cited in illustraMnn.

The Scots {Scoj^s-, Savigny"),—
^Vith ears prniiortioncd to the size of the head, the incori>iilete disk and naked toes of the preceding,

combine aigrettes analogous to those of the Bubows and lliboux.

One iiihaljits Europe {Str. scops, Lin.)—Scarcely larger than a Blackbird, [and there are many others].

Some foreign species occur of rather large size, with the legs, as well as the toes, naked. [Tliey

constitute the subdivision Krhij)a.'] Such are

Sir. Krhijin, Trni., and Str. Lrsrhniaulli, Id., ^\hich may possibly prove to be identical. [These Birds are

essentially Bnbdws, with long and naked tarsi, tlie skin of ^\hich corrugates in dry specimens, so as to pi'esent

somewhat the appearance of being covered with reticulated scales, which is not the case. Their toes are very

ronirh underneath, as in the Os|treys ; and like them they prey chiefly on hsh, and sometimes crustaceans. The
Cullraiiijiih of Hodgson ap^ ears tu be a synonynie of this subdivision,

The threat !:i:roup of Owls falls naturally into three distinct sections, distingnishablc at the

first g:hince ; and two of these sections comprehend species which differ exceedingly m the

ma^^nitude of the external ear.

The first comprises all that are decorated with aijxrettes, or what arc ]iopidarly termed

IJoriietl Oirls ; as the divisions Nyctea, Bnho, Ki'ti(/ia, Scops, and Of/i.s\

In the second section, the wlnde of the tuftless S])ecies should be brong:ht togctlier,

exceptinn; those constituting the subdivision Slrix of Savigny. They mainly difier in their

degrees of ada])tati(in for nocturnal or semi-diurnal habits.

'ihc third is eoin[)osed of the restrii'ted genus Sfrixy or the luirn Owls, and is much more

distinct from both the others, than the latter are inter se. The aspect of the livmg bird is

very (hltcrent in these bree primary sections.]
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THE SECOND ORDER OF BIRDS.

THE PASSERIN.E.

This is the most numerous order of the whole class. Its character seems, at first sight,

purely negative, for it embraces all those Birds which arc neither swimmers, waders, climbers,

rapacious, nor gallinaceous. Nevertheless, by comparing them, a very great mutual resem-

blance of structure becomes pereejitible, and particularly such insensible gradations from one

genus to another, that it is extremely difficult to establish the subdivisioas.

They have neither the violence of the Birds of Prey, nor the fixed regimen of the Poultry

and Water-fowl ; insects, fruit, and grain, constitute their food, which consists more exclu-

sively of grain as the beak is stoTiter and stronger, and of insects as it is more slender. Those

in which it is strong even pursue other Birds.

Their stomach is a muscular gizzard. They have, generally, two small coeca : and it is

among them that we find the singing Birds, and the most com])licated inferior larynx.

The proportional length of their wings and the power of their fiight are as various as their

habits.

The adult sternum has ordinarily but one emargination on each side of its posterior border.

There arc, however, two in the Rollers, Kingfishers, and Bee-eaters, [also in the Colies,

Motmots, and Todies, ^idiieh the author incliules in this group,] and none whatever in the

Swifts and Humming-birds.

We institute our first ])artition according to the feet, an<l have then recourse to the beak.

The first and most numerous division comprehends those genera in which the external toe

is connected to the middle one as far as the first or second joint only.

[This ordinal subdivision, properly restricted, is one of the most rigorously defined through-

out nature, quite as much so as that of the Parrots.

The entire skeleton, digestive and vocal organs, are peculiar ; and those genera included

by the author which differ in one particular diifer also iu the rest, and accord in all their

essential characters with another great group that follows.

The lower larynx is always complicated, and operated upon by four distinct pairs of

muscles ; besides which, the long stcruo-tracheal pair—found in must other Birds—is gene-

rally present, but reduced to extreme tenuity. This character excludes the Cuvieran genera

Ci/pselus, Cojirinmlgiis, Podargiis, Coliiis, Coracias, Colaris, Ujnipa, Alerops, Prionites, Alcedo,

Ceyx, Todus, and Buceros,—ten of which have also no intestinal coeca, and the three others

very large coeca, exactly resembling those of the Owls (fig. 79). All the remaining genera,

except the Humming-birds, which also require to Ije excluded, have two minute eccca.

With the sole cxce])tioi] again of the Ilummiug-birds, which have the lower larvnx diffe-

rently complicated, all ringing Birds belong to this great order : the conformation alluded to

enables them to inflect and modulate the voice ; though there are many species, possessing

the same structure, which nevertheless utter only monotonous cries, and others of which the

notes are harsh and little varied ; even these, however, are very generally capable of being

taught to speak, to whistle airs, and to imitate almost any sound ; and in such individuals as

cannot lie brought to do so, it by no means follows that there is any ])hysieal deficiencv, as

indicated by the diversity noticeable in this respect in individuals of the same species: there

arc indeed very few of them, if any, that do not sing, or utter some peculiar note or chatter

analogous to song, during the season of courtship.

The sternal apjiaratus, whether of a Swallow or Tree-creeper, a Promerops, Finch, Crow,

Thrush, or Manakin, presents invariably the same peculiar characters, with scarcely any modi-

fication. The long maniibrial ])roeess in front between the coracoids, with slantingly truncate

bifurcate tip ; the costal ]n-ocess, expanding anteriorly much beyond the articulations of the

N
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ribs; the single deep anil angular posterior emargination, reduced to a foramen in some; the

long, slender, and curviug fmxula, with invariably a com))ressed vertical appendage;—all are

characters that at once indicate the

present order, and exclude every

one of the genera that have been

enumerated.

They have constantly a large brain,

and characteristic form of skull, ex-

cepting in one genus* ; twelve tail-

feathers, another character which

excludes the genera Cypselus, Capri-

mulgus, Podargus, CoUiis, XJpupa,

Trochiliif, and Biiceros ; and their

clothing feathers have rarely any

trace of the su])plcmentary plume,

which is never developed beyond a

few downy filaments. All of them are

hatched naked, and in nearly every instance from coloured or speckled eggs, larger at one end,

and in a nest constructed and generally interwoven by the ]iarents,—extremely few other

Birds doing more than heaping together a quantity of materials.

The toes are formed for perching; and are alwavs three before and one hindward, the

outward and middle toes lieing in every instance connected to the first joint, and sometimes

further.]

The first fa^D^ly of this division is that of

The Den'Tibostres,—

-

Wlierein the upper mandible is notched on each side toward the point.t It is in this family

that the greatest number of insectivorous Birds occur ; though man-\- of them feed liken ise

on berries and other soft fruits.

Tlie genera are determined Ijy the general form of the beak, ^\hich is stout and compressed

m the Shrikes and Thrushes, flattened in the Flycatchers, round and thick in the Tanagers,

and slender and pointed in tiic I'ettychaps griiii|i; Imt the transitions from one to another of

these forms are so gradual that it is very ditticult to hmit the genera.

[The study of the changes of plumage, and even colours and markings, afiords considerable

assistance in determining the affinities of the various genera,—more so, jicrhaps, than any

other character.]

The Shrikes (Lanins, Liii.)—
Have a conical or compressed beak, more or less hooked at the point.

The Shrikes, jiroperly so called, {Laiiius, Vieillot)—
Have it triangular at the base, witli compressed siiles. Tliey live in families [for a few weeks after the

breeiling season], fly irregularly and pred|utately, uttering slirill cries ; nestle on trees [or i» bushes]
;

lay five or six eggs, and take great care of their young. They have the habit of imitating, in the wild

state, part of the songs of such Birds as live in their vicinity. The females [?] ami vouug ai-e gene-

rally marked with fine transverse lines on the upper parts.

Some have the upper mandible arched ; those in which its point is strong and much hooked, and in

which the notch forms a small tooth on each side, manifest a degree of courage and cruelty which has

led to their association with the Birds of Prey by many natirralists. In fact, they pursue other Birds,

and successfully defend themselves against the larger ones, even attacking the latter whenever they
intrude in the vicinity of their nest.

I are sicifulany v:\rliible ' t No tile bniic, from which !he
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There are four or five species of this subdivision in Europe, as

The Sentinel Shrike {L, excuhltor, Lin.)—As large as a Thrush, and ash-coloured above, -ivhite underneath : the

\ving-s, tail, and a band crossing the eyes, black ; some white on the scapulars and tail. It resides all the year in

France, [and is chiefly known as an uncommon winter visitant in Britain].

The Red-backed Shrike (L. coUurio, Gm.)—Smaller, with the head and rump ash-coloured, the back and wings

reddish-brown, a black streak through the eyes, lower parts whitish, tinged with pinkish lilach, wings and tail dull

black, the side feathers of the latter white at the base externally. [Female, brown above, without transverse striae, and

sometimes attaining the masculine livery with age.] It destroys other Birds, young Frogs, and a vast number or

insects, which it imi)ales on the thoi^ns of bushes, to devour at leisure, [a habit common to the whole genus, whence

they have derived the name of Biiicher-hirds. "We may here remark that the Shrikes have great power of clutching

with their toes, and always hold their prey in one foot, resting on the tarsal joint of that foot, unless when they

have fastened it upon a thorn, when they pull it to pieces in a contrary direction. The present species feeds much
on small mammalia, as Shrews and the smaller Voles, captures insects on the wing in the manner of a Flycatcher,

and is a common summer visitant in the southern counties of England].

The AVood Shrike {L. rufus, Gm.)—Wings and tail nearly as in the preceding, the band across the eyes meeting

over the forehead, the head and neck bright rufous, back black, the scapulars, rump, and lower parts, white.

[Sexes almost similar. A sunrmer visitant, of very rare occurrence in Britain. There are t\vo others in Europe,

allied to the first, L. minor, Gm., and L. meridioiiali.<;, Teni. ; and many more in Asia, Africa, and America, some

of the former having shorter wings, and a longer and more cuneated tail.]

There are numerous exotic species with arcuated beaks, the points of which diminish by degrees, till it becomes

impossible to define the limits between them and the Thrushes.

The genus Lanio of Vieillot is founded on one of them, the edges of the upper mandible of which are slightly

angular. It is the Tangara mordore of Buftbn, {Tan. ofricaj'iUa, Gm.)

Various species with feeble bills constitute the Laniarius of Vieillot. (Gal. Ols. U3.)

The Vireoles {Vireo) of the same naturalist chiefly ditTer in the shortness and slendemess of the bill. [They con-

stitute a very distinct genus, consisting of the ivarblinf} Fit/catchers of North America, as Musckapa o/ivacea,

Wils., and many proximate species, which are allied to the Pettychaps group (the restricted Sylvia, or Phillo-

pneuste) of Europe : they are to a considerable extent baccivorous.]

Other Shrikes have the superior mandible straight, and abruptly hooked at the tip. They are all

foreign, and grade tuwai'ds the Fauvettes and other slender-billed Dentirostres.

[They constitute the ThamnophUus of Vieillot, as now generally accepted, wherein the plumage is soft and puif)',

and conspicuously barred across at all ages, these markings being in some instances broken into spots, as in tlie

nestling dress of the Thrushes, to which and the true Shrikes they are intermediate, passing to the Tlimshea

through lanihodnda. They are also related to the Antcatchers, and are indigenous to South Anierica].

Some of them have a straight and very strong heak, the lower mandible of wbieh is much inflated
;

As L. Unealus, Leach, {Zool. Misc. pi. vi.), ThamnophUus guttaius, Spix.

Others, again, with a straight and slender bill, are remarkable for their crests of vertical feathers
;

As L. plumatusy Shaw ; of which Vieillot makes his genus Prionops, and le Manicup of Bulfon {Pipra albi/rons,

Gm.), ^\hich has nothing in common with the true Piprce, beyond a more than usually prolonged junction of the

two outer toes. M. Vieillot makes of it his genus Pdhijs. {Gal. 129.)

Among these Slirikes, more ])articularly so called, some other exotic subgenera, that ditTer more or

less, require to be specified. Such arc

The Vangas {Vanga), Buffon,

—

Distinguished by a large beak, very much compressed throughout, its tip strongly hooked, and that of

the lower mandible bent downward.

The Vanga {L. airvirostris, Gm.), and also some newly-discovered species, as V. destructor, Guv., &c.

The Langarevs {Oci/pferus, Cuv. ; Artamus, YieiWot)—
Have the beak conical and rounded, without any ridge, somewhat arched towards the tip, with a very

fine point, slightly emarginated on each side. Their feet are veiT short., and the wings in particular

reach beyond the tail, which renders theh- flight similar to that of a Swallow ; but they have the

courage of the Shrikes, and do not fear to attack even the Crow,

Numerous species inhabit the coasts and islands of the Incban Ocean, where they are continually seen on the

wing, flying swiftly in pursuit of insects.* [They are unquestionably allied to the following.]

The Baritahs {Barifa, Cuv. ; Cracticus, Vieillot)

—

Have a large and straight conical beak, round at its base,—where it extends circularly backward upon

• Consult a uionogrftph of this ffciius, by RI. Valenciennes, puiblished in Mem. du Mm., torn. vi. p. 20.
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tlie forehead, occupying tlie site of the frontal feaflicrs,—laterally compressed, and eniarginatcd. The

nostrils, small and linear, are not surrounded Ijy a niendtranous space.

They «re large birds of Australia and the neig;ld>ouring' islands, "^'hicli naturalists have arhitrarily disjwrsed in

SPA eral genera. Tliey are said to be very noisy and ciamorous, and pursue small Birds: [are also docile, and

readily Itam to whistle airs with remarkable power and execution].

The Chalybeans {Chnhiha'us, Cuv.)

—

Have the beak similar to that of the Baritahs, except that it is rather less thick at the base, and the

nostrils are itierccd in a large membranous space. The known species are indigenous to New Guinea,

and are remarkahlp f(u- their fine tints, resembling Imrnisbcd steel.

The r;iradi.M;)ii rimlybean (C. }>arai}is(riis, Cuv. ; Pni-aiUso'a viridi.s-, Gm.).—Tlie friitliers; on the head and neck

like curled \clvetj lUiich, to,L.^ether with the liLstre of its hues, has caused it to be ranki/d anK.mi; the Birds of

ranulise.

The Tufted Chalyhean {C. cornutus^XW. \ BarUa Keraudrenii, Lesson).—Two ixiinted tufts of feathers on the

occiput ; and the trachea forms three circles before it reaches the lungs.*

The I'sARAS (P.saris-, Cuv. ; Tetijra, Yieillot,)—
Have a conical beak, very thick, and rounil at its base, but not extending backward upon the forehead

;

the point is slightly compressed and hooked.

The species inhabit South America, and that liest known is

The Cayenne Psara (Z/ffHi»« f(7;/0H»i', Gm,), wbich is ash-coloured, with the head, wings, and tail, black. Its

manners resemble those of the Shrikes. There are many others.

The Choucauts {GraucaJm^ Cuv.)

—

Have the bill less compressed than in tbe Shrikes, tlie ridges of its upper mandible sharp, and regii-

latdy arcuated throughout its length; the conimi:>sure of the licak is ^.lightly arched. The feathers

which sometimes cover the nostrils have occasioned tliem to have 1.)een approximated to the Crows,

but the cmargination of the beak removes them from that genus [ ? ]

They inhabit, like the Baritahs, the remotest parts of the Indian Ocean. Some have ven' brilliant ithmiage, and

compose the Pirola of Temminck, or PiUoiiorhijnchu.'i, Kuhl, founded on the head-feathers being more like vehet.

Sphecoiheres, Vieillot, only differs from the others in being rather more naked round the eyes.

To the Choucaris may be approximated one of the most beautiful of the birds lately discovered in those reginns,

the Coracias puelln. Lath. ; Irenapnel/a, Horsf. ; Droinjo azure, Tern. ; a Javanese species, of a velvet black, the

back of which is of the most splendid ultramarine blue that can possibly be imagined.

The Bethules {BetJn/his, Cuv. ; C/s:sojji's, Vieillot).

The beak thick, short, uniformly bulging, and slightly compressed towards its tip.

\Ye know liiit of one, -which has the form and colours of our common Magpie

—

{Lamus levcrkinus, Shaw;

L. iuoiiii.-i, Latham).
The Falconets {FaJcviiriihif;. Vieillot)

—

Have a compressed beak, almost as high as long, with the ridge of the upper mandible arcuated. [They

are merely Tits, with a somewhat shrike-like bill, and resemble our common Pari in their manners,

notes, nidification, eggs, and plumage].

The Cresteil Falconet {Lmi'ms fronintiis, Latham).—Si/e of a Sjiarrow, and nearh' the s:iine colours as our com-

mon Gi'cat Tit : the coronal featlK-rs uf the male form a crest. It inhabits New Ilulliind. [Some of the Jlidaconoil

are nearly allied.]

Till-. Pardaf.otes (Par/ln/o/iis, Vicilhit)—
Have a ,sliort beak, sliglitly coniprcsbcd, the upper mandible with a sharp arcuated ridgo, and its tip

emarginatod. They arc very small birds, with a shurt taU.

Tlie best-known species (Pijira piinctatn, Shaw), is partly siirinkted ^^ith white, like an Amadavat. From
New Hohand, [where there are many others].

The Flycatchers {Muscicnpa, Lin.)

—

Have the beak Imri/ontally depressed, and armed with Imstles at its base, with the pnint more or less

dci-iirverl and entarginatcd. Their general habits are those of the Shrikes ; and, according to their size,

they prey on small Birds or Insects. The most feeble of them pass by insensilde gradations into the

sli'iider-bdlcd warblers. AVe divide them as fuUow.
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The Tyrants {Tijraiinus, Ciiv.)

—

Have a long, straight, and very stout liiU ; tlie ridge of the upper mandiljle straight and blunt; its

])oint ahruptly hooked. They are American hirds, of the size of our Shrikes and equally spirited,

wliich defend their young even against Eagles, and drive all Birds of prey from the vicinity of tlieir

nest. The largest species prey on smaller birds, and do not always disdain those they find dead.

[They have even been observed to plunge after fish in the manner of a Kingfisher; and have been

sometimes noticed to throw up their food and catch it in the throat, as in the Toucans, Hornbills, &c.

The species are extremely numerous, and have been further subdivided by dift'erent systeniatists. Thus, several

with extremely furcate tails compose the MUmlus, Swains., and the smaller and weaker species the Tj/raiinula of

the same nomenclator : the latter grade into the Kinglets. Others constitute the Platijrynchus, Vieillot, &c. The
majority have yellow or red coronal feathers, somewhat as in the Kinglets.]

The Moucherolles {Muiicipe/a, Cuv.)

—

Have a long beak, very much depressed, and twice as broad as high, even at the base ; the ridge of the

upper mandible very obtuse, but sometimes however the reverse; the edges sbghtly cui-ved, the points

and emargination feeble, and long vibrissa; at the gape.

Their weakness disables them from preying on aught but insects. All of them are foreign ; and

many are ornamented with long tail-feathers or with fine crests, or at least have vivid colours on the

pluniage.

[Several different natural groups are here brought together : the term is now generally restricted to some beau-

tiful birds of the eastern hemisphere, the males of which have crimson and black plumage, and long even tails, the

females being yellow where the male is red ; their colours are distributed as in the Redstarts, and there are other

birds of similar form and colouring, but stouter and larger, which compose the Phcenicornis, Gould.]

Some species appro.ximating the Moucherolles [or rather the Tyrants],—

•

The Flatbills {Platyrynchus, Vieillot),

—

Are remarkable for having the bill still broader and more depressed.

[They have been confused by many writers with the Todies, a widely separated genus, that does not even possess

the distinctive characters of the Passerbi<e. They have also been ranged under many named minor subdivisions.]

Others, which have also the beak broad and depressed, are distinguished by their longer legs and

short tad. They compose the genus
CoNOPOPHAGA, Vieillot,

—

Of which but two or three species are known, all from America, that subsist on Ants, which has canised

them to be ranged with the small tribe of Thrushes termed Antcatchers.

The Restricted Flycatchers {Micscicapo, Cuv.)—
Have shorter bristles at the gape, and the hill more slender than in the Moucherolles. It is still,

hov\'ever, depressed, with an acute ridge aliove, a straigld edge, and the point a little curved downward.

[They are closely related by affinity to the Chats and Redstarts, as are also the Moucherolles, and have

similar mottled nestling plumage, a character that does not occur in the great Tyrant group.

Four species inhabit Europe, migrating southward in winter.]

Tlie Grey Flycatcher (31. ffriso/a, Gm.)—Grey above, whitish underneath, with some greyish streaks on the

breast. [It is very common throughout Britain, seldom arriving before May; one of the least nnisical of our

native Birds. Its legs are .shorter than in the foUowing, and general character different; hence, with some others

from Africa, it composes the BidaUs of Boie.]

The Collared Flycatcher (M. allAcolIis, Tem.), is veiy remarkable for the changes of plumage [or rather of

colouring only] which the male undergoes seasonally. ResemblinK the other sex in winter, that is to say, grey [on

the upper parts] with a white patch on the wing, it attains towards the nuptial season an agreeable distribution of

]iure black and white, the head, back, wings and tail, beins of the foi-mer colour, and the forehead, a collar round

the neck, a great patch on each wing, a smaller one in front of it, and the outer edge of the tail, white. It nestles

in the trunks of trees.

Another species subject to the same changes has more recently been discovered, in which the neck of the male

is black like the back in the nuptial season, and which wants the small white spot on the edge of the wing. It is

the Pied Flycatcher (.V. lucliiosa, Tem.), which is found further northward than the other. [This species is

remarkable for its local distribution in the British islands, being very common near the lakes of the north of

fhigland, and of rare occurrence elsewhere. It is doubtful whether the other ever occurs here. Tliey are said to

(lilVer in their notes, and both lay blue eggs, whereas the Grey Flycatcher lays whitish eggs spotted with brown.

The two pied species are also comparatively musical.]
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Tlie fourth was discovered in Germany, [in some parts of which it is common It is smaller than the others, with

plumag^e reseniblmij that of a Itobin ; constitutes the division Eiythrosterna of Bonaparte].

The beak of the Flycatchers becomes more and more slender, till it finally approaches that of some

Kinglets.

Some species, wherein the ridge of the upper raandibl2 is more raised, and arched towards the tip,

lead to the Chats and Wheatears. Certain of these appear to compose the Drimop/tilus of Temminck.

There arc also several genera or Siuligcncra closely alhed to dilferent links of the great scries of

Flycatchers, although they much surpass them in size. Sucli are

The Bald Tvr.\nts {Gi/miwcep/ialus, Cicof.),

—

M'hich have nearly the same beak as the Tyrants, only that its ridge is rather more arcuated,

and a great part of the face is destitute of feathers.

"\A'e know but of one species, from Cayenne, as larfie as a Crow, and the colour of Spanish snuff.

The 1)u.\goox-birds (Cep/mlopfenis, Geof )

—

Have, on tlie contrary, the base of the bill adorned with feathers, which, radiating at top, form a large

crest resembling a parasol.

(5nly one species is known, from the banks of the Amazon ; of the size of a Jay, and black: the feathers on the

lower part of its breast form a sort of pendent dewlap—(C. ornaia, Geotf. ; C'jracina cephaloptera, Vieillot;

for. ontata, Spix.)

The Cotingas {Anqjelis, Lin.)

—

Have the beak compressed, as in the generality of Flycatchers, but proportionally rather shorter, tole-

rably wide at base, and slightly arcuated.

Tliose in which it is strongest and most pointed, retain a vei7 insectivorous regimen. They are

named
PiAUHATJs (Que-nda, Vieillot)

—

From their cry, ami inhabit America, wdiere they live in flocks in the woods, and pursue insects.

Such are the Common Pianhau (J/iwdc. rwdricoWs, Gm.), black with a purple throat; and the Great Piauhau,

entirely purple, {Cotinga rouge, Vaillant ; Coracias miliiaris, Shaw). Tlie Grey Cotinga {Amp dnerea) resembles

the Piauhaus rather than the genuine Cotingas. The Golden-lhroated Piauhau (Coracias seulala, Latli., or C'o-

racina seulala, Tern.), has a smaller beak, and approximates the Bald Tyrant.

The Restricted Coting.vs (ylmpcUs, Vieillot),

—

In which the beak is rather weaker, feed on benies and soft fruits, in addition to insects. They inhabit

humid places in South America; and the greater niiml]cr are remarkable, at the breeding season, for

the splendour of the azure and pur[)le wbicli adorn the males. During the rest of tlie year both sexes

are grey or lirown.

Tlie Scarlet Cotinga (A. carnifex, Lin.)—Crown, rump, and behy scarlet ; the rest brownish-red : fourth quill of

tlie wing narrowed, shortened, and tough or horn-like. Tlie Pompadour Cotinga (.1. pompadora, Lin.).—Of a

lovely reddish purple, with white quill-feathers. Tlie Blue Cotinga (A, cotinga, Lin.).— Splendid ultramarine, witli

a violet breast, frequently traversed by a large blue band, and spotted with dark yellow. Tlicie are others equally

liandsoine.

The Tersines {Tersiiia, Vicdiot)

—

Are Cotingas with the beak wider at its base. As

The Tersine of Bull'on (.//«y'. Icrsa, Gm. ; Pruciiias tcrsina, Tcni., or Pr. hiruuiiinacca, Swainson).

The Caterpillar-hunters {Ceblijiijris, Cuv. ; Canipepliurja, Weillot),—
With the beak of the Cotingas, liavc a singular character, which consists in the somewhat prolonged,

stiff, and spiny shafts of their rump-l'cal hers. They inhabit Africa anil India, and feed upon Caterpil-

lars, which they find on the highest trees ; but they have none of the brilliancy of the Cotingas. Their

tail, somewliat forked in the middle, is rounded at the sides.

Such are the Grey and Black Caterpillar-hunters of Vaillant (the former of which is the iliiscic. cana, Gm.). The

Yellow C. of the same naturalist is the young of Turclus plie>iicopterus,Tem. Add C.fimliriatus, Tern. Col. 21.9,250.

We may also distinguish

The AVaxw'ings {BomhijcUh, Crisson),

—

The head of which is adorned with [credible] feathers, longer than the rest, and they have besides
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a singular character in the secondary quills of the wing, the ends of which [at least in two of the three

species, are converted into] smooth, oval, red disks, [n:iueh reserabhng red sealing-wax].

There is one in Europe, the Common Waxwing {Amp. garrudis, Lin.), [and wliich also occurs in America west-

ward of the Rocky Mountains, and in Asia to China and Japan.] It is less than a Thrush, with soft vinous-grey

plumag-e, the throat black ; tail black, tipped with yellow, [with minute scarlet lobes resemblin); those on the wing-

secondanes in old specimens*, wherein the primary quills also are each terminated with white, forming a series of

transverse markings] ; wings black, variegated with white [and yellow]. This bird appears in flocks, at long inter-

vals, and without regularity, from which circumstance its presence was long considered an evil omen. It is not

timorous, is easily captured and kept in captivity, eats of every thing, and a great quantity, [but in the wild state

is principally baccivorous, and in times of necessity has been seen to eat the buds aiid sprouts of various trees:

it flies rapidly, and has a low warbling song]. This bird is supposed to breed very fur to the north. Its flesh is

esteemed good eating.

There is a very similar but smaller species in America (Amp. <jan-ulns, B., Lin. ; A. conrrlcniw, V.ils. ; B. Caro-

linensis,V>x\s>%QXi.\ J5. ft'(?rwH/«, Vieillot), [the Cedar-hird of the Anglo-j\jnericans : it inhabits eastward only of

the Rocky Mountains.]

A third, in Japan (if. joAfl'j(i(?Oj'/^pr(7, Tern.), has no wax-hke appendages to the wings, and the tail and lesser

wing-coverts are tipped with red. [Its size equals that of the first.]

M. M. Hofmausegg and lUigerliave separated, with equal propriety,

—

The Campanero and some others {Procnias, Hof.),

—

Wlierein the heak, weaker and more depressed, opens nearly as far as the eye. They are indigenous

to South America, and subsist on insects.

They require to be subdivided into

The Campaneros {Procnias, as restricted),

—

Which have feathered throats.

One species (Amp. carunculata,Gin.), distinguished by a long soft camncle at the base of its beak, is white when

adult, greenish when young. [This is the celebrated Campanero or licll-hird of Guiana, the loud sonorous voice

of which, heard from time in the depths of the forest, during the stillness of mid-day, exactly resembles the tolling

of a bell.]

Others,

The Averanos {Casmarhynchus^ Tem.),

—

Have naked throats.

There is one in which the naked part of the throat of the male is covered with fleshy caruncles : the Averano of

Buflbn (Amp. varirga/Oy Lin.). Another {Proai. araponga, Pr. Max ; Casm. ecaruncidatus, Spix) has some small

thinly-scattered feathers on the same place. These birds also are white in the adult state, and have the females

and young greenish.

Finally, we place at the end of the Cotinga group,

The Gymnodes [Gymnoderes, Geoff.),—
The beak of which is only a little stouter, but the neck is partly naked, and the head covered with

velvety feathers.

Tlie species known is from South America, and in great part frugivorous. It is tlie size of a Pigeon, and black,

with bluish wings. (The Gracula nudicolUs, Sh. ; Corvus vudiis and Grocula feiida, Gm.).—N.B. !M. VieQlot

brings the Choucaris, Gymnode, and Dragoon-bird together, to form his genus Coracina.

The Drongos {Edolius, Cuv. ; Diernnis, Vieillot)

—

Also pertain to the great series of Flycatchers. Their beak is equally emarginated and depressed, its

upper ridge acute ; but they are distinguished by having both mandibles slightly arcuated throughout

their length : the nostrils are covered with feathers, besides which there are long hairs forming mous-

taches. [These interesting birds exhibit a flyeatehing modification of the great corvine type].

The species are numerous in the countries bordering the Indian Ocean, and are generally glossy black, with a

forked tail, [the outermost feathers of which are often extremely long, with a naked shaft except at the base and

tip : they are gregarious, assembling towards the evening, and subsist on insects, particularly Bees and Wasps, for

which they hawk in the vicinity of the hive ; are popularly termed Devil-birds]. It is said that some of them sing

as finely as a Nightingale.

The genus Sparactea of lUiger was founded on a disguised specimen of one of these birds, decorated with feathers

not its own by a dealer, and the legs of a Hoopoe.

* Tliis tends to cnrrohnrntc a remark in p, W', M-liertin tlie tail-feathers are sEated to corresjjoud to the wing-sccoiid.irie?, csccptiu^ the

mi'l lie pair, or urop.vtpals, whieh reprt^cut the \vill^-^eniiuies.—Ed.
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The Phibalures {Pluhalura, Vieillot)

—

Have an arcuated ridge to tlie bill, as in tlie Drongos, but tlie lieak is hhorter tban the head.

Tlie only known species {Pli.jlnviro.tlrh-, Vioillot) inhat.iits Brazil, and lias a deoply-forkod. tail ; its plumag"e ]s

spotted witli black and yellow, and tliere are some red feathers on the liead, wliich reca! to rriind the

Tyrant Flycatchers. [This is a very curious species, which is closely related to the Swallows, as well as the Cotinga

group, and to the Tyrants.]

The Tanagers {Tanagra, Lin.)

—

Have a conical beak, triangular at its base ; the upper mandible emargiuated to'U'ards the tip, %vitb its

ridge arcuated; "wiugs and flight short. They reseiuljle the Sparrow tri]>e in their liabits, and feed on

grain as well as on insects and berries, Tlie greater number arc cnnspiunons in niir collections for

their brilliant colours. [All are peculiar to America.] \Vc subdivide them as follow :

—

The Lin'dos {EiipJioinOj Yicillot ?)—

Or Bullfinch Tanagers, which have a short beak when viewed verrieally, bulging on each sitle of its

base: their tail is proportionally shorter than in the others.

Such arc the Tana;]ra vio/nccn, ccn/i''it"nix/.\\ i/ltnlfum/", rirUUx, rhnisogaslcr [and se\'i:-ral otliers. The Spanish

name Linda, applied by Azara, intimates their biiliiiuic)'].

The Fixch-tanagers [Hnhia, Viedlot)

—

Have a thick, bulging, conical bill, as broad as high, the u]i]ier maniliblc of which is rounded above.

Such are Tan.Jhuniniceps, Pr. Max., T. .s/tpvrcHeOsn, j)\-i//fi< ina, and nfrirol/is, Spix, ^c.

The Tanagers, iJ?npcrly so crdlcd,

—

Have a conical beak, shorter than the bead, as broad as high, the upper mandible arcuated and slightly

pointed.

T. episcopus, muJticohr, and numerous others [many of them remarkable for the variety of conti'astin;,'', brilliant

hues, which variejjate and adorn their pliima^ej.

T. la/as and some otliers have been separated by Mr. Swainsori umler the name Aglaia.

The Ortoj.e-tanagers {To.chyphonu.^, A'ieillot),

—

Have the beak conical, arcuated, pointed, and notclicd towards the tip.

T. crialala. Tern., of which T. hnnrnea, Spix, is the youn?;, and various others.

The T. (jularis andpileata, Tem., and 7'. spcciili/era, Spix, approximate the Bcc-fins in tlie slendernoss of their

bills. " Wr. Swainson makes of them his genus Spermagra.^''

Tlie Pyranga of Vieillot is founded on an individual deformity. "We "ill desis"nate his species T. rvnnirtrra.

In the PahnisfCy Duff., the emar;:^ination of the upper mandible is very sli>i;ht, and it almost entirely disappears

in a proximate species, of which M. Vieillot has formed his g:enus Ictcria. Tliis bird is i\\& Pipra pohjglotta,

"Wilson, [a very curious species, the affinities of which are by no nteans obvious]. It conducts to the Weavers.

The Cardinal-tanagers \_{Pgrninja, as now generally accepted)],

—

Have a conical and slightly bulging beak, with an olituse salient dentation on each side,

T. mi.s.sissiptiensiSf Tern., or T. ccstiva, Wils. Also T. riihra and T. ludoviciana, Wils., Szc.

Lastly,

The Rhamphocele-tanagers {Jacapa, Vieillot),—
Have a conical beak, the rami of the lower mandible of wliich are enlarged behind.

Such are T. jacapa and braziHa, Tem., ;]nd T. nigrognlaris, Spix.

[We may remark that the great gnuip of Tanagers is simply a ramification of the Cotinga family,

peculiar to the sanje restricted locality.]

The Thrushes {Turdn^, Lin.)

—

Have the beak arcuated and compressed ; but its iioint is not hooked, and the lateral eniargination

does not produce so marked a dentation as in the Shrikes. Nevertheless, as alreadv stated, there are

gradual transitions from one to the other of these genera.

The regimen of the Thrushes is more frugivorous : they feed mucli on berries, and their habits are

solitary. [The majority are liowever gregarious during the winter
; and some (as our common Field-

fare) even throughout the year.]

T)ie name oi ^Merle is apphed to those sjircies, the colours of whirh are unilonn or distribiifcd in hir-c masses.

[They are ^-enerully also more bulky ; but jiass, by inst/nsible gradatium,, into Die spottcil-lM-ea^ted Thrushes.]
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The Black Merle, or BlacWird (T. merida, Lin.)—Maic entireiy black, with the bill and eyelids yellow; female
blackish brown, reddish and more or less spotted on the breast, [beak seldom wholly yellow. The pluma^^e is soft,

and win<i;s short and rounded]. A mistrustful species, which however is easily tamed, and sin^s finely, having
even been taught to speak. [It is generally seen in pairs, and is at no season gregarious : appears to be peculiar
to Europe, being replaced by an allied species {T. 2i^dlopteru.s) eastward.]
The Ring Thnish [T. torquafus, Lin.).—Black, with the feathers bordered with whitish, and a conspicuous white

gorget on the breast. [All the proportions of this bird exactly correspond, even to minurite, witli those of the

Fieldfare, which is placed by many systematists in a different named division. The Ring Thnish inhabits bleak
and upland moors, chiefly in the north of Kurope, and migrates far southward at the close of autumn. It is a loud
but inferior songster, and common only in a few districts of Britain.]

The lofty mountains of the south of Europe sustain two species (T. saxatil/.<!, Lin., and T. cyaneus, Lin.). The
first, which is more frequently seen northward, is better known. It sings finely, and nestles in steep rocks, or
ruined buildings. [These Birds, which with various others constitute the Peirocinda, Vigors, and have since

even been separated into minor groups, fonn a natural division ai>art from the other Thrushes, and are allied to

the Chats and Wlieatears, which they much resemble in habit. They are not found in Britain.]

The term Thrush is apjilied more particularly to the species with spotted plunioge, that is to say, marked with
black or brown spots on the breast. There are several in Europe, which assemble in large flocks in wmter, and
migi-ate southward.

The y\ issel Thrush (T. viscivorus, Lin.)—Is the largest [with one exception] of the whole genus. [It is unifomi
yellowish-brown above, and tinged with sulphur-yellow on the under parts, which are speckled with transverse

spots; beneath the vangs white. Is common throughout Britain, and resident at all seasons; feeding princi-

pally on berriee cne young alone associate in large flocks about October, which soon separate and disperse. This

bird is very wild and distrustful, except at the season of propagation, when it affects the vicinity of human habi-

tations, and is remarkable for the spirit with whicli it attacks and drives away Magpies, &c. frorn near its nest,

uttering ^oud rattling screech : it always builds on trees; and is a powerful but monotonous songster, heard

nearly thi'oughout the year.]

The Fieldfare Thrush {T. pi/ar/s, Lin.).—Distinguished by the ash-colour of the neck and rump, [dark reddish

colour of tl'.e back, &c. Is remarkable for generally nestling in society, being gregarious throughout the year;

visitj Bntain in large flocks about November, and departs late in spring; is the least musical probably of

the whole genus].

Tlie Song or Mavis Thrush (T. vursiciof, Lin.).—[Brown above, yellowish on the breast, which is spotted with

black
;
fidvoiis beneath the wings. It is the finest songster of the European species, and is seldom obsci'ved in

flocks in Britain, where it is resident at all seasons. This bird is a great destroyer of snails.]

The Redwing Thrush (T. iliaciis, Lin.)—Smaller than the preceding, the flanks and beneath the wings, deep

rufous
;
[back brown, inclining to olive green ; a conspicuous pale streak over the eye ; and longitudinal jnarkings

on the under parts. This bird is a common winter visitant in Britain, arriving always some weeks bciore the

Fieldfare, and keeping in more straggling flocks, the individuals of which depart gradually in spring, and not

simultaneously, as in that species. It is an inferior songster.

Allied to the Fieldfare, Redwing, and Ring Thrushes, are numerous foreign species, two of which—of interme-

diate character to those mentioned—occur in Eastern Europe, T. NitumaiDii and T. atrogularls; otliers, related to

tlie Redwing and Mavis, all of which are proper to the eastern parts of Asia, including Japan, have slaty-black

plumage, more or less relieved, to which group the T. sibiyicus, which has also been met with in the east of

Europe, appertains. There are foreign species of this extensive genus intermediate, in every possible way, to all

those of Europe : some are found almost everywhere.

In a group inhabiting Australia, the Indian Archipelago, and slopes of the Asiatic mountains, the dorsal

plumage is mottled at all ages ; a character peculiar to the nestling di-ess of the others. One species belonging

to it (T. Whitii, Eyton), the largest of ail the Thrushes, resembles the Missel Thrush in its form and proportions,

and occasionally strays to the west of Europe, having been met with even in Britain ; it is common on the southern

slopes of the Hiramalayas. Another {T, varius, Horsf.) indigenous to Java, conducts to the Innthociiiche, not only

by this style of marking, but by its soft pufl'y plumage, short and rounded wings, and large bill and feet.

Other Thrushes, peculiar to America, and breeding in the northern division of that continent, are solitary in

habit, and pass insensibly into the Nightingales; successively diminishing in size; having the bill gradually

weaker and tarsi more elongated ; assuming even the russet tint and rufous tail of those birds, gradually losing

the bre;<6t-spots, &c. Such are T. musteUnns, Gm., which differs little from the true Thrushes, T. solitarius,

y\"ilso)tii, and ininoi-i which last is but arbitrarily separable from the European Nightingales.

A group now generally distinguished is that of

The Mockkrs {Miinus, Boie ; Orpheus, Swains.)

—

Wherein tlie form is mucli more elongated, the wings shorter, and tail in particular longer, and the

u]iper mandible more curved.

The Mocking-bird of North America (rKrtf»5/)0^.i/(7^ti('^;(5', Lin.).—One of the finest of song-birds, and remark-

able fur its great facility of imitating almost any sound.

There are sevend others, all of them peculiar to America.

The Thrushes form a great centre of radiation, which ramifies in every direction, and graduates till the normal
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ppnorio foatiuTs (lisapponr. AYe li.ive already spr-n them pass tlirou<ih Pdrorwdn, info tbe Cliats and AYheatears,

to \\lii(.'li sliould be added the Robins, liedstarts, Phai^ni corns, &c. ; through T. vaifus, into the Ja/ifhocinrLe,

Gould, an eastern group, witli lar^^e bill and feet, very soft plumag-e, and short wings, the species of which inhabit

shrubberies, and lind tlieir food chiefly on the ground, never flyinf? to any distance ; through certain North Ame-
rican species into the Nightingales

; and the passage into various other received genera is equally gradual ; in a

word, these latter are merely ramifications of Tardus, diflerent as some of them appear in extreme cases. Thus
(Jindosoma, Vigors, conducts from the Fieldfare to the subdivision Acctittor ; the Dippers and Ant-catchers to the

Wrens and Tree-creepers, &c. &c.]

Some of these binls appear to approximate the Shrikes in their halnts, altliougli there is nothing in

the form of the beak to distinguisli them from other Tiiruslies.

There are even no available characters l>y whicli to distinguish certain African species, which live iu

numerous bnstling troops, like Starlings, pursue insects, and commit great havoc in gardens.

Several of them are remarkable for the glossy tints of their plumage, which are of a browned steel-colour, (as

T. auratiis and T. nttenn, Tern.) ; and one of the former for its cuneated tail, which is a third longer than the

body (T. ceneus, Tern.) [The straightness of the wing indicates these birds to belong rather to the Starhng group,

as does also their brown and S|)Otless nestling pluniaire, the wing iirimaries of ^vhich are shed at tlic first moult,

which is not the case in any of tlie Thrush trihc. Thi'ir habits, as aln-ady mentioned, are strictly those of the

Starlings.]

We conceive it proper to approximate also the New Guinea Thrush, with a tail three times longer than the

body, and a double crest on the head, wdiich has been considered a Bird of Paradise {Paradistea gularis, Latham,
and P. nigra, Gni.), but onJy on accomit of the incomparable magnificence of its plumage. M. Yieiilot applies to

it the generic name Astnipia.

Other Thrushes with brilliantly shining plumage, the occipital feathers of which are pointed as in the Starhngs,

compose i\\Q Lamprotomis of Temminck. [These also strictly pertain to the natural family of Starlings.] We
should distinguish the L. ery/hrop/iiys, on account of its bright red eyebrows, formed of cartilaginous feathers.

Some Thrushes have the bill so slender, that it approximates that of the >Vheatears (the Ij:os of Temniinck).

[These birds are mostly crested, and have bright red feathers under the tail, which generally intimates that that

appendage is carried erect. They rank among the very finest of singing birds, and the celebrated Buld-huhl

of the (ji iental poets is one of them : all are peculiar to the eastern hemisphere, and they are closely related to the

Philedons, into which they pass by insensible gradations.]

Others have a slender bill, but straight and strong, and in the greater number of them the tail is excessively

forked. They are the ^nicures {.^nicuni, Tem.), [a group having much the appearance, at first sight, of the Pied

Wagtails, and resembling them in habit, Ijut which are essentially modified Thrushes, and not distantly removed
from the YVlieatears].

Others, again, [closely allied to the last,] are distinguished by having legs so long, that they have the general

appearance of Waders. They constitute the Grallina of A'ieillot, or Tanypu-s of Oppel.

The Cuinons (rr?/;/ycr, Tern.)

—

Are Thrushes Avith strong setcC at the }i;ape, ami which have sumcunies bristly fcatliers on the neck.

Such is Cr. barbatm, Tem. (Col. 8S).

Thc Antcatchers; [Mijolhcra, IIHur.)—
Are known by their lengthened limhs and sliort tail. They subsist on insects, and prijicipally Ants:

inhaliit both continents.

TIjosc of tlie eastern hemis})bere, however, are remarkable for tlicir brilliant colours. They are

The l',REVES of Butfun {PUia, \ieillot),—
[The jiiumage of which recals to mind that of thc Halcyons and Kingfishers, the latter of which they

further resemble in thuir tligid, as du also the Dippers and Wrens, and they similarly frequent streams

and brooks, like the I)i[)per of Euro[ie.]

Such are Corcif* Jraf/n/wr^^, Gm., and several other beautiful species, to which we add the Turdus cvanurusy

Latham, or Cornns c^/anurus, Shaw, which only differs in the tail, which is rather more pointed. [There are indeed

two natural subdivisions, distinguished apart by the form and structure of the tail].

The Pitta iliDracina, Tem., of which ]MI\L Vigors and I-Jorstield make their genus Th'tmalia, is but little removed
from P. cyainirn, Vieilint, if we except its sombre hues and its beak, which latter diminishes more regularly in

front, and thereby api)rua(dies the Tanagers.

Those of the New Continent, which are mucli more numerous, have l)rowTi tints, and vary in the

length and stoutness of thc bill. They obtain their li\ing from the enormous Ant-hills which abound

in the woods and dcf.erts of South America ; and the females of them are larger than the males. These

birds fly but little, and have sonorous voices, even extraortUnarily so in some instances. [They are

essentially gigantic Wrens.]
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Amoiif^ those which have a thick and arched bill, may be particularized

The King of the Aii+catchers {Turdus rex, Gm.; Con-m gvallarius, Shaw), which is larg'er than the others, also

the hij,-hest upon its lep^s, and that which has the shortest tail : at the first glance it might be taken for a wader
;

its size is that of a Quail, and its grey plumage is elegantly barred across. This species lives more isolated than

the others. M. Vieillot has formed of it his genus Grallaria.

The species with a straighter, but still tolerably strong beak, approximate the BLish-Shrikes with similar bills.

Such are Thamnophilus stellaris and Tii. viyuthermus, Spix, with various others. The M. leucophrys, Tem.,

aUhough from Java, seems to approach this group; as does also Ih.c Brachipteryx inuniana,\\Qr&f., from the same
country, in the length of its limbs ; but its tad is longer in proportion, and beak more Hke that of a Wheatear.

Others have a sharp and slender bill, which, together with their barred tail, allies them to the Wrens.

Such are Turdus bambla, Tem., and T. caiitans, Tem. Here should come M. Vieillot's genus Rhamphocencs.

We should replace among the Thrushes, however, numerous species that have been ranged with the Ant-

catchers. No group has been more overloaded with species that do not belong to it. At the same time, we must

confess that the present is not more rigorously defined than other divisions uf the Denflrostrcs.

We may approximate to the Antcatchers

Thb Orthonets {Orthrmy.r, Torn.),

—

Which have the beak of the Thrushes, but shorter and more slender ; their legs are long, the clavt^s

almost straight, and the tail-featliers terminate in a stiff point, as in the Tree-creepers.

[Tlie fact is, that the Antcatchers, Dippers, Wrens, Tree-creepers, and various other named subdivisions, are

merely modifications of the same ramus of the great Thrush group, which grade insensibly into each other in every

possible way.]

We should also separate from the Thrushes

The Dippers {Ciuclm, Bechstein ; Uijdrohata, Vieillot),

—

Wherein the beak is eompressed and straight, with both mandiljles of an equal height, nearly linear,

and tapering towards the point, the upper but slightly areuated.

One inhabits Europe, the \Miite-breasted Dipper ('Sturnus chiclus, Lin.: Turdus ««c?!4*, Lath.), which stands

rather high, and has a moderately short tail, therein approximating the Antcatchers. It is [blackish] brown, with

white throat and breast, and remarkable for its singular habit of immersing its whole body without swimming,

but walking about [in a jerking, fluttering manner] at the bottom of streams, in search of the small animals which

constitute its food. [At least two others have been ascertained, C. Palla-ni, from Asia generally, and C. americana .-

all of them frequent mountain torrents, and our native species generally builds its domed nest in the precipice

behind a water-fall, through which it plunges to and fro ; its actions are ver>' similar to those of a Wren.]

Africa, and the eountries bordering on the Indian Ocean, supply a genus of Buds related to the

Thrushes, which I have named

Philedons {P/iik'don, Cuv., comprising McUphaga, Lewin),—
The beak of which is compressed, slightly arcuated throughout its length, and cmarginated towards

the tip ; their nostrils are larger, and covered by a cartilaginous scale, and their tongue terminated

with a pencil of hairs.

The species, generally remarkable for some peculiarity of conformation, have been distributed by authors in the

most various genera. [Their manners and actions, as observed in captivity, bear an exceedingly close resemblance

to those of the Starlings.] Some of them have fleshy caruncles at the base of the beak : as Cerfhla caruuculata.

Lath., which inhabits the Friendly Isles, and is stated to be a superb songster, with various others. These con-

stitute the Creadion of Vieiilut, "and certain of them the Anthoduera, Swainson."

Others have portions of skin about the cheeks, divested of feathers, as the Merops phrygiuji of Shaw, &c.

In those even, which are every where completely feathered, some peculiar disposition of the plumage may be

observed ; as in the Merops Nov<s Hollatidite of Brown, wherein the ear-feathers become frizzled, and descend

almost to the fore-part of the breast.

Others again are destitute of any singidarity. " Those species in which the bill is long and slender, as CertMa

cucullata, Vieillot, compose the Myzomela, Swainson."

The Minas {Eulahes, Cuv.)

—

Approximate the Philedons. Their beak is nearly that of a Thrush ; their nostrils round and smooth
;

and they are particularly distinguished by the broad strips of naked skiu on each side of the occiput

and below the cheek.

Linnncus confounded two species under the name of GracuJa reUgio-sa. Tliat of India (£. ;«rf/e"^), is the size

of a Blackbird, and glossy black, with a white spot near the base of the wing-primaries. Its feet, bill, and the

naked parts of its face are yellow. The Javanese species [E.javanus) has a broader bill, more deeply cleft, also

more hooked at the end, and without emarginatiou : consequently, it should come after Co/rtm, Cuv. [a genus
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tlie entire anntoniy nfwhicli is widely dilTcrent] ; but it ri's^embles tlie other in all tlie rest of its conformation,

and particularly by its naked ypaces on the f^ides of the iieud. Of all birds, this one is said to imitate most com-

pletely the lang-uac;e of ilan.

Nothing; can be more perplexing to systcmatists than the diversity in the form of bill observable in birds other-

wise so nearly allied. [It intimates, with a variety of other circumstances, that naturalists have attached undue

importance to the character thence derivable, in tracin^^ the affinities of these animals. The fact is, that the Pas-

serime contain two principal centres of radiation,—the genera Turdus and Corvm;—tog;ether with several of

subordinate importance, each of which may exhibit modifications suited for any mode of hfe, as Jf/z-catc/ihi/;,

iiecfar-sucking, &c. : those species analoj^ously modified upon different of these types, however, having no imme-
diate physiological relationship for each other, such as is evinced by genera really connected by affinity, how-

ever diflerently modified, in their changes of plumage, system of coloration, eggs, &c., all of which require to be

taken much more into consideration than has hitherto been the practice, if these birds are to be classified in

accordance with their true natural alfinities. One great help to a sound arrangement is afforded by the geogra-

phical distribution of forms; another by the nestbng plumage, as stated on a former occasion ; and a third,

judiciously and not inconsiderately followed, by the style and character of the colouring and structure of the fea-

thers, which are worthy of particidar attention. Habit is the most dece|ttive g"ulde of any, but should nevertheless

be duly kept in view].

The Crackles {Craculua, Cliv. ; Crido/heres; Viclllot)

—

Constitute another genirs allicl to the Tlirushes [or ratlier to tlie Starlings], the species of s^hich

inhabit .\irica and the countries bordering on the Indian Oecan. Tlieir beak is compressed, very

slightly iUTuated and notched, its comnu.ssin-e forming an angle as in the Starlings. The feathers on

the hcml are nearly always narrow, and there is a naked space round the eye. Their habits arc those

of the Starlings, like whiehtliey fly in large flocks, and pursue insects.

One species appears occasionally in Europe, the Rose Ouzel {Pastor roseus, Meyer), [which is sulficiently dis-

tinct from the true Crackles]. It is of a shining black, with the back, nmip, scapulars, and under-parts, rose-

coloured; the coronal feathers narrow, and lengthened into a pendent crest. This bird is of gi'eat sen'icein waiTQ

countries, by destroying Grasshoppers.

Another species, Paradiscvus tristis, Cm., has become celebrated for similar services rendered to flie Isle of

France. It is however a very general feeder, nestles in palm-trees, and is extremely docile. Its size is that of a

Blackbird, and colour brown, blackish on the head ; a spot near the tip of the wing, lower part of the abdomen,

and tips of the lateral tail-feathers, white. There are numerous others. Liima;us and his followers brought

together most discordant species under the ;ippellution Gnicukt.

The Manourhtxes {Mojiorrhinus, Yieillot)

—

Have the heak very much coni])ressed, only slightly arcuated, and feehly notched ; the nostrils large,

Ijut in great part closed by a membrane, ^vhich leaves only a narrow slit ; neck short. The frontal

feathers, which are soft like those of young birds, are partly refllected over the nostrils.

M. viridis,\\(t\W(A, Cal. UC).

The CiiocARDS { Pi/rrhocora.r, Cuv.)—
Have the compressed, arched, and emarginatcd hill of flie Thnislics, hut their nostrils arc covered by

incumbent feathers, as in the Crows, from A\liich they were lung undistingiushed.

"We have one the size of a Daw, the Al|iiiie Oiocard {Corvns pjirrhocorax, Lin.), entirely black, with n yellow

bill, the feet brown at first, then yellow, and linaU> red, which nestles in the clefts of rocks in the highest moun-

tains, whence, in winter, it descends in great flucks into the valleys. It feeds on Insects, snails, and likewise on

fruit and grain, and does not reject carrion : [is simply a modified Crow, nearly allied to the Choughs].

Another, in India {Pip\ hexanemiis, Cuv.), is distinguished by three barbless shafts, as long as the body, which

grow on each side among the feathers which cover the ear.

1 can And no suilicicnt character by which to separate from the Thrush group

The Orioles (OrioIuSy Lin.),—

•

\Mierein the beak, otherwise resembling that of the Thrushes, is merely a little stouter, the legs also

Itcing ratlier shorter, and the wings }>roportionally longer. Linufeus, and several of his successors

confounded them with the Cassicans, which they merely resemble in colour.

The European Oriole (0. galhiila, Lin.), is somewhat larger than a Blackbird. The male is of a bright yellow,

with the wings, tail, and a spot behind each eye, black, the tip of the tail yellow ; but during the two first years

he retains the permanent colouring of the female, wherein the yellow is replaced by olive-green, and the black by

brown. This bird suspends its skilfully-constructed nest to the branches of trees, feeds on cherries and other

fruit, and during spring on insects. It is timorous, remains in France only for a short time in summer, and

travels in pairs, or three together. [In accordance with its migratory habits, it has longer wings than any of its

numerous congeners.]
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We should distinguish from amouff the others tnc Regent Orwte of authors (Hericidus regens, Lesson), tne plu-
mage of which is fine sillvy blacl<, with velvety feathers of a bright orange-yellow on the head and neck, and a (freat

spot of the same colour on each wing. [The female is Ijrowu, spotted with dull white. Paradisocus aureus, Shaw,
should range along with it.]

The Goulins {Gymnops, Cuv.)

—

Have the same strong beak as the Orioles, the nostrils rounded and scaleless, and not surrounded Ijy

any membrane, and a great part of the bead naked of feathers.

The Grey Goulin (Cracula cah-a, Gm.), &c.—Some of them have prominences on the beak, as the Corlueahio of
Vaillant (Merops cornieulatus, Shaw) : in these, " which constitute the Trojiidonjnchus of Swainson," the tongue is

pencillated as in the Philedons.

The Lyre-tail {Marrmra, Shaw),

—

The size of wliicb has occasioned some authors to range it among the Poidtry, pertains obviously to

the order of Passerinee, liaving the toes separated (excepting the outer and middle ones along the first

phalanx), and approximating the Thrushes by the form of its beak, which is triangular at base,

elongated, a little compressed, and notclied towards the tip ; the nostrils being large and membranous,

and in jiart covered Ijy reflected feathers, as in the Jays. Tlie great tail of the male is remarkable for

the tlirec sorts of feathers yvhicb compose it; namely, the twelve ordinary, with very fine and widely

separated barbs, two medial, each garnished on one side only with a vane, aiul two exterior, curved

like the letter S, or like the frame of a lyre, the internal barbs of \vhich, large and seiTated, resemble

a broad riband, whereas the external are very short, Icnglheniug only towards the tip. The female

has only twelve tail-feathers of the ordinary structure.

This singular species {M. b/ra, Auct.) inhabits the rocky districts of New Holland ; its size is somewhat less

than that of a Pheasant. [It frequents the most retired parts of the cotmtry, and runs very fast upon the ground,

but its cumbrous tail is said to disable it from flying in a direct line, llie order of Birds to which it strictly

belongs issuthciently indicated by its being a songster. They are said to sing for a couple of hours in the morning,

beginning when they quit the valleys, till they attain the summit of a hill, where they scrape together a small

hillock, as they exhume the grubs on which they feed : on this they afterwards stand, with the tail spread over

them ; and in this situation imitate the notes of every bird within hearing, till after a while they return to the

low grounds.]

The Slender-billed Passerin.-e (Mofac/lla, Lin.)

—

Compose an excessively numerous family, characterized by tlie beak, winch is straight, slender, and

awi-shaped. When slightly depressed at the base, it approaches that of the Flycatchers ; and when

compressed and a little curved at the point, that of the straigbt-biUed Slirikes. Some endeavour has

been made to divide them as follows.

Tnii Chats {SaxicrJa, Bechst.)—
Have the beak a little depressed and rather wide at base, wiiich allies them to the last small tribe of

Flycatchers. They are lively birds, rather liigh upon the legs. The European species build on or

near the ground, and subsist on insects. [Tbey grade from the Rock-thrushes {Petrocincla), and like

them are remarkable for always perching on tire summits of objects.

Three inhabit the British isles.]

The Stone Chat {Mot. rubieoln, Lin.).—A small bird, [with a short tail ; black on the upper parts and throat in

summer, with a dark reddish breast, some white on the sides of the neck, wings, and tail ; the female browner : in

winter the black is more or less concealed by brown margins to the feathers ; and the young are at lirst speckled

with whitish. This species is resident throughout the year in Britain, and is common in furze-brakes and covert-

less situations. It has little song, which, as in the following, is often delivered on the wing.

The others are summer-visitants, of rare occurrence in the winter months.

The Whin Chat {Mot. riibctra, Lin.), resembles the last inform, and is more delicately coloured, with a conspi-

cuous white streak over the eye, and black patch on the cheek. It also inhabits furze -brakes, and is more gene-

rally diflused in grassy places than the Stone Chat : is a monotonous songster.

The AVheatear Chat {Mot. ananthc, Lin.).—Larger than the preceding, with the crupper and basal half of the

tail-feathers conspicuously vvhite, the rest of the tail, wings chiefly, and a band through the eyes, black, and the

body fulvous : the female is browner, and the young spotted with whitish. This species inhabits still more open

situations, as chalk-downs and ploughed lields, and particularly the sea-shore. Its flesh is often eaten.

There are numerous others].

The Robin.s {Sylvia, "Wolf and Meyer; Ficedula, Bechstein
;

[Dandaln.s, Boic ; Eubecula, Erchm •

EnjthafnL'i, Swains.] )

—

Have the beak merely a Utile narrower at the base than the ])reccding. Tliey ajc solitary birds, «liich

generally nestle in holes, and liye on worms, insects, and berries.
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TIm.' Eiir-tpean Rnl.iin (^f(>f. rnhcada, Lin.)-—Olivf-broAvn Jibovf. throat nrnl breast oranp:r-'-rcr], sligbtty liordpred

^vitli ash-colour, the belly white: young mottled brown. [We have seen a vc-ry similar species, bat witli dillereutly

formed bill, from Trebizond ; and there is another closely allied, from Jap:iri,]

The Blue-throated Fantail (Mot. meclca,\:\x\.\ [Cyaneada suecica, Brehm].)~Brown above, with a brilliant

bUir throat, in the middle of which is a rufous spot, [which disappears with a^e. This bird has been separated

with propriety, and differs remarkably from the otlicrs in its g:ait, always runnint^ by alternate motion of the feet,

like a Waj^^tail, instead of hopping ; when running' tliu^, it spreads out its tail from time to time like a fan. It is

only an accidental visitant in Britain.

The following are referrible to the Ruticilla, Brehra ; Phanicurus, Swains.]

The White-fronted Redstart (Mot. pha-iiicurus, Lin.).—Grey above, with a black throat and white forehead, the

under parts, rump, and all but the middle pair of tail-feathers, bright ferrugineous. [Female browner, with tail

and rump similar to the male; young spotted. Tliisis a common summer visitant in many parts of Britain, inha-

biting the vicinity- of large hollow trees, ivied ruins, dilapidated garden-walls, &c. Like most of the present

group, it generally sings perched on some high pinnacle. Its note is plaintive and little varied].

The Black Redstart (.1/^^^ en/fhacusy tlthis, gihralierlensi^, and airaluy Gm.)—[Rather larger than the precedbig,

with longer wings : no red underneath, and rarely any trace of white on the forehead. It is more confined to

rocky places and great buildings than the other, and is very rare in the British islands, where, however, it does

not appear to be migratory. The young of this sjiecies are not mottled. It is an inferior songster.

There are several others, all from the eastern hemisphere.

The Peiroica, Swains., comprehends some nearly allied species from Australia. Others, with shorter legs, and

rather stouter bills, conspicuous for the bright azure of their upper parts, compose the Sial'ia of the same system-

atist, and are found only in America. These and many other named subdivisions, including the rhaniicorns and

MoucheroUes, pass, however, in every possible way, into each other. They grade, as already noticed, from llie

Pftrociiichc ; the tme Robins form a closely-allied subdivision, Geucinc/a of Gould.]

The Fau'S'ettes {Curruca, Beclist.)

—

Have the bill straight, slender, and :>lic;lilly cunipresscd in fruiit ; the ridge of the upper mandible

curving

Thci

a little towards tlic li[).

lost celebrated bird of this iubgenus [but which assuredly doi

. S7.—Tlic Ni|ilitij.ir-Llc.

'd in captivity with a female of that species.

not belong to it] is

The Nightingale {Mot. Imcinia, Lin.), of

a russet-brown above, whitish brown on the

lower parts, with a rufous tint on the tail.

Every one is acquainted with this songster

of the night, the varied and melodious notes

of which resound through the woods. It

nestles upon trees, [always on or near the

grninid, among decayed leaves], and sings

only till its young are excluded.

Thei e is a rather larger species in the east

(if I'Airope, with obscure spots on the breast

{Mut. phihnitla, Rechst.).—[These birds

have no particular affinity with the follow-

ing, but are essentially small slender

Thrushes, almost inseparably allied to Tur-

(ins minor and some others from \oi1h

America. They have much longer limbs

than the Fauvettes, seek their food princi-

pally on the ground, among decaying leaves,

and the young are in their tirst plumage

mottled, as in the true Thrushes, which is

not the case willi the following. The
Conimim or Plain-bi'easted Nightingale has

verynmch the same manners as a Robin, and

is equally pugnacious ; wc have known it

Tlic Nightingales constitute the Phiiomvla^ Swains., Lu-scinia,to bn
Brehni.]

Other species, more imrticularly known as Fauvettes, have almost always an agreeable song, and sprightly

habits. They are continually flitting about in pursuit of insects, niditicate in bushes, and the greater number of

them frequent watery situations, among the reeds, &;c. [Such as do so fall, for the most part, under the natui-al

divisiuN Sirlirariii, and are very distinct from the othrrs ; they ba\e a peculiar liabbling song, and are exclusively

insectivorous.

Some of them have proportionally large bills, and strealdess plumage, dark above, paler underneath. Such are]

I'iie Great Babbler {Turdue anmdbiacem, Lin. ; Si/hua turdoides, Tern.).—Rather less than a Redwing", aiul

Skcicfii I from
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refldisii-browB Hbove, yellowish beneath, the throat white. [This species, which passes fo-r a g-ood songster^

though extremely comreon on the opposite coast of Holland, has not yet been detected in the British islands. A
nearly allied species {S. oUveforuin, Strickland), which is rather smaller, is common in Syria. The rest are con-

siderably less, and there is one of these, a miniature of S. turdoides^ which is very common, though local, in South

Britain, inigratinf;; in winter, as do all the rest : the S. arundinacea, Auct. Tliey are the Calainoherpc, Meyer.

Other species have smaller bills, and are generally striated on the back, with longitudinal whitish streaks on the

head, the Cafamodijia, Bonap. Among tliein we hnd]

The Sedge Babbler (Mof. salicarin, Lin.
;
[iS.phroi/milis, Auct.]) ; distinguished by a conspicuous whitish streak

over each eye. [This bird is also a common summer visitant in Britain, more generally distributed than the

Reed Babbler (.S^. arundinacea) ; and is remarkable for the sparrow-like tone of many of its cliirj^ings, -which has

induced an erroneous opinion that it is an imitator or mimic. There are several others.

Some species, not far removed from the Babblers, are remarkable for the absence of bristles at the gape {which

in the latter are rather conspicuous), for their graduated tail, composed of broad, soft leathers, their deli-

cately-formed feet, with straight claws, and particularly for the singularity of their note, which consists of a pro-

longed sibilant trill, somewhat resembling that of the IMolc-cricket. They compose the Locuatella of Gould, of

which three species inhabit Europe. Such, in Britain, is

Kay's Locustelle (L. Raiiy Auct.), or the Grass/iojipcr WarOler of many writers, (fig. 88), the dorsal plumage of

which is coloured like that of the Water Rail. It is common in many districts of this

country, as a summer visitant, frequenting furze-brakes and other dense cover,

where its singular voice is heard at all hours, but principally at dusk : while utter-

ing this sound, it gapes very widely, and sometimes continues to emit it wlien

tlitting from bush to bush, or even hovering in the air. A larger species {L. fiu-

vlatilis), common on the reedy margins of the Danube, utters precisely the same

sound. The Sylv/a certhlola, Tem., of eastern Europe, constitutes the third.

Those which inhabit sylvan districts have, in general, stouter bills, and all feed

more or less upon fruit, of which some are great devourers. They are \'ery distinct

from the foregoing, and several are delicate songsters. Such, in the British
Locustelle. . ,

isles, are

Tlie Blackcap Fauvet {Curruca atricaplUa, Auct.)—Olive-brown above, ash-colour on the neck and lower parts,

becoming whitish on the throat and belly ; a black, or, in the female and young, reddish-brown cap on Hie head.

One of the tinest of our native vocalists, remarkable for the melody of the loud clear whistle with which it termi-

nates its lays. It inhabits gardens and the outskirts of woods, arrives early in sprmg, and is very frugivorous.

The Garden Fauvet (C. hortcnsis) resembles the Blackcap in form, except tliat it is rather shorter
; its head is

of the same colour with the back, and there is a little grey on the sides of the neck. Tliis species is remarkable

for the deep mellow tones of its voice, arrives late in spring, and is similar in all its habits to the preceding.

The other British species have white on the exterior tail-feathers, and pertain to a group the members of which

are mostly less arboreal, frequenting low bushes.

The Wnte-breasted Fauvet (C. i/arrula) is, however, often beard fi-om the summits of high trees, having nearly

the same habits as the Blackcap, It is smaller than the preceding, with a proportionally more slender bill -, and

ashy-brown above, pure grey on the head and neck, silvery white below, the feet lead-coloured. Is common in

gardens, and has a low warbling song, with a loud inharmonious finish.

The Whitethroat Fauvet (C. cinered), is larger and browner than the last, with some mahogany-colour on the

wings ; feet yellowish. This species, exceedingly common about bedgfs aiid low brake, is seldom seen upon trees,

and is an inferior chattering songster, that often ascends singing to a small height in tlie air, \\ith pecidiar ges-

ticulations. Lastly,

The Long-tailed Fauvette (C. pi-ovi)iciaN,s), made into a genus MelizopMhis by Leach, on account of its shorter

wings and more graduated tail, wherein it only ditters in a slight degree from some others, as C. ^arda, kc, is

remarkable for being resident throughout the year in furze-brakes in some parts of the south of England. Its

manners exactly resemble those of the Whitethroat. Colour dark ashy-brown, vinaceous-red below.

Tliere are several continental species allied to all the above.]

Bechstein has separated from the Fauvettcs

The Dunnocks {Accentor, B.),

—

The beak of \vhicb, still slender, but more exactly conical than that of other Bee-fins [and also rather

sharply pointed], is slightly retracted at the edges. Their gizzard also is more fleshy.

The Alpine Dunnock [Mot. alpina^ also Sfnrmis aJphins and St. coUaris, Gm.).—An ashy-coloured bird [mixed

with bro'wn], with a white throat sprinkled with black, two ranges of white spots on the wing, and some bright

rufous on the Hanks. It inhabits the pastures of the high Alps, where it feeds on insects, descending however in

winter into the plains to pick up grain. [A species of rare occurrence in the British islands.]

The Hedge Dunnock (Mot. modnlaris, Lin.), [currently termed the Hedge .S^arrow.—This well-known species is

resident in this counti-y at all seasons, but the majority quit France in summer; emits a pleusing shrill

song, particularly in early spring, which is accompanied by a peculiar shiver of the wings ; it feeds very much
on small seeds. There are a few others, of which one, A. montinellus, belongs to eastern Europe. The Dunnocks

grade from the Thrushes through Cinch'soma.
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The immense group of Sylvicoles {Sylricola), peculiar to America, certainly appear to have some relationship

with the DunnocUs, but are probably slender-billed modilications of the same great type as the Tanag;ers.

Tin; Kinglets {liff/idm, Ciiv.)

—

Have a slender bill, forming a perfect and very sharp cone, the sides of \\hich even appear a little

concave ^vhen viewed from aliove. Tlicy are small birds, which live among trees, and pursue Gnats.

Among European species, we have

The Golden-crowned Kino;let {Mot. rc;j/(his, Lin.),—"Inch is tlie smallest of European birds, g-reenisli-olive

aho\c, yi'II'.A\i-.h--\vhite below, the head of the male marked witli a briliiuiit ti:oldeii -yellow crest, boi'dered with

black, [wlilrh latter can open or close nearly over it : in the female the coronal feathers are pale yellow]. It con-

structs a ^^lobiiUir nest on trees, Avith a lateral openin^:, suspends itself on their boughs in all positions, like a Tit,

and approache:^ human habitations in the \\mtei-
;
[is \ery animated, and utters a shi-ill weak .song" in the breeding

season],

A still smaller [or rather a somewhat larger] species has recently been distinguished, the crest of which inclines

more to reddish, and which has a black streak before and behind the eye [with a white line on each side of the

crest] {Rfff. 'hiiKipillK.i, Naum). [This bird is of rare occurrence in the Britic,h isles, where the first is very

common.

A third has still more recently been detected in Dalniatia, and since in England, with only a pale central yellow

line in jilace of the crest, but a bright yellow streak over each eye (R. wodcsius, Gould). This species wants a

remarkable character of the others, which is, that the nostrds are covered by a single feather, that grows

over them.

There are several more, allied to the two first, in Asia and America.

The following, however, ranged by the author in this genus, have little to do with them. They constitute the

restricted >^i//v/a of some nomenclators, Phillopneuste, Meyer, and are all summer visitants only in these parts].

The Song Fettychajis {Mot. trochiIm:;, 'Lin.) (fig. 89.)—Rather larger than the Kinglets, and nearly of the same colour,

but without any crest, [and also longer in its make. It is distinguished from one

^ _^ of the other British species by its duller tints, and a yellow tinge on the under

tid-coverts, and from the other by its yellowish-brown legs. From both it differs

111 the pleasihg melody of its song, which is extremely musical, though consisting

<j dy of a simple run of notes. This bird is extremely common throughout Em'ope,

uid we have seen a very similar species, if not actually identical, from Japan.

The Dark-legged Pettychaps {.S. riifa, Naum) (fig. 90), is rather smaller, half a

sh ide darker, with shorter wings, and blackish-brown legs. Has only a mono-
tonous cry of two notes, repeated many times successively, and occasionally

alternated with a croaking sound, which is extremely peculiar. The young, after

the first moult, of both this and the preceding species, are much brighter yellow

than the old birds, but their colour gradually fades during the winter.

The Grove Pettychaps {Mot. sib'datn.r, Lin.) (fig. 91.) has longer wings than

either of the preceding, more vividly green plumage on the upper parts, witli a

much broader and clearer yellow streak o^er the eye, yellow cheeks and breast,

and pure white belly and under tail-coverts. It arrives later than the others, and

frequents trees much more exclusively, where it may berecnmii/.i d h\ its iieruliar

shivering voice, iluring the utterance of -which it shakes its \\ ings m a remarkable

manner ; it also emits a very plaintive cry, which is common to both sexes.

Iliese birds generallv nestle on tlie ground, amonir the herbage. There are two
" '",-,- -

"

111-'- '"''-'— J' irk.lLj,',ia . eaj-clia[is.

other European species, Sjilcia hicrina and .s. Aiilln-ri-t..\

Lc Ciuuid ruiiillnl {Mi>ln<\ hippolais, Lin.).—Larger tlian the preceding, [of the

same size and shaiie as the Keed Babbler : it belongs, however, to a distinct group

from either (the ///ju/jo/f/i* of Brehm), and is a fine songstn ; it lias never yet

been detected in lli-itaiii, tliough common alung the opposite coast].

The Wrens [Troglodijl'fS, Cuv.)

—

Merelv differ in having the lieak still more slenilcr, and a little arcuated.

[Tiicy are properly an American group, nf which one species only occurs in

the eastern hemisphere.]

The European Wren (il/o^ trogJodi/ies, Lin.)—Browm and transversely striated, with rather a short tail, gene-

rally held <rect. It buihls a domed nest, and sings agreeably, even in the depth of winter.

[America produces numerous others, ami there arc even many well-marked divisions of them.] Some of theother

foreign species inosculate with tin- Antcatcln

re even

othei-s with th(. Tree-crei'pers.

The ^\'AGTAlI,s (Mofacilla, Bcchst.)—

Combine a lull even more slender tlian that of Ihe r'auvcttes, with a long tail, wliich lliry are con-

stantly shaking up and down, lengrhened legs, and particularly elongated tertiary featliers, which

extend as far as the tip of the closed wing, imparting a resemblance to Lho ^encralily uf waders.
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The \VATER-"WAGTArLS {Motacilla, Ciiv.)—

•

Have a comparatively short and curved hind claw, and frequent the borders of water.

Tliat of Franre {Mot. alba and clnerea, Lin.), is grey above, white below, with tbe occiput, throat, and breast,

black, ['llie throat white in winter. It has not yet been re;^nytered as an inhabitant of Britain.

The common Jiritish "\Va<;:tail {M. Yarrellii, Gould), appears to be of rare occurrence on the Continent of Europe.

It is somewhat laro;er, and has a black back in summer.
Another species, common in the north of Britain, visits the southern counties in winter—the Yellow-rumped

AVagtail (il/. /^ortz-Wa, Lin.)—It is i[frey above, Avith a very long tail, the outer feathers of which are white; under
parts and rump bri^^^ht citron-yellow, with a black throat in summer].
Another in the south of Europe resembles the common French AVa,c;tail when young;, but acquires a black Ijack

with ajje, the M. luyubrla, Roux. [It is larp;er than any of the others.]

The Field-Wagtails {Bndytea, Cuv.)—

,

With the general characters of the preceding, possess a long and almost straight hind-claw, which

approximates them to the Pipits. [The tail is shorter, and style of colouring different.] They fre-

quent pastures, and pursue insects among the cattle, [as do also the others].

The most common is the Grey-headed Field-Wagtail {Mot.fava, Lin.).—Bluish ash-colour on the head, olive on

the back, bright yellow below, with an eye-streak and two-thirds of the lateral tail-feathers white. [It is very rare

in Britain, where it is replaced by another species,

The iV. negU'cta, Gould, the head of which is yellow-olive, ver}^ bright in old males after the vernal moult, and

the eye-streak intense yellow. It is much more seldom seen in watery situations than tlie preceding, and is rare

on the Continent. Tlie females of both are pale, or even dull white underneath, and the males in winter plumage

have a reddish tinge on the lower parts, the young males not acquiring the yellow colour before the spring.

Neither of them has any song, in which they difl'er from the Water-wagtails.

The Pipits {AntJivs, Bechstein)

—

\Ycre long classed with the Larks on account of their long hind-claw, [and the resemhlnnce of the

colours, although not the texture, of their plumage], but their more slender and notched hill approxi-

mates them to the other Bec-fns.'^- [They have absolutely the same form as the Field-wagtails, from

which they differ only in their colours, and their habit of singing on the ^ving.

]

Such as have a moderately curved hind-claw retain the faculty of perching. [The others do so,

only rather less habitually.]

Tlie Tree Pipit {A. orborens, Bechst.)—Streaked olive-brown above, paler underneath, with longitudinal dark

spots on the breast ; two pale transversal bands on ench wing. [A migrator)' species, and very sweet songster, of

common occurrence in Britain. It generally rises singing from tlie ground, and after attaining a certain height, sails

descending to the summit of a tree; then rises from the tree, and descends singing to the ground. Its carriage,

and general character, as seen alive, are very different from those of the others.]

Others have the long hind-claw of the Larks, and keep more on the ground. As

The Common Pipit (Alaiida prafeiisis, Gm.)—[More slender than the preceding, and neaily of the same colour

in winter, but less fulvous or olivaceous in summer. It is extremely common throughout Europe, inhabiting

mountain moors, and lowland heaths and marsh(;s, even to the sea-side. Frequently ascends singing into the

air, but less musically than the preceding.

The Shore Pipit (Anfh. aqua/ict/.f, Naum) is larger and darker-coloured, with a proportionally greater bill. This

species abounds on the sea-coast, and is very rarely met with inland. Is a superior songster to the last.

The Great Pipit (A. Richardi, Vieillot).—An accidental straggler only in this countr\", but seldom met with. Is

much larger than the others, and coloured like A. prateiiais. There are several more, of which three inhabit

Europe.

The Wa2:tails and Pij'its compose a veiw insulated and distinct group, all the members (if which are ambulatory

in their mode of progression, and moult twice in the year. The young resemble or differ little from the adults,

having a very dissimilar nestling dress from that of the Larks, to which they havei)een very generally, but erro-

neously, approximated].

We terminate this family of the Dentlrostres with some birds which differ from all the

foreo-oing, by having their two external toes connected as far as the second joint, a chai-actcr

wherein they resemble the family of Syndactyli.

The Manakins (Pipra, Lin.)

—

Have a compressed hill, higher than broad, emarginated, with great nasal fossae. Their tail and limhs

* Tlie .lutlior eiiouciiQsly 3t/\tc3, in ttie original, tlinl the fonii of llie wing ilislingaishcs ihcm frum tlic Wng^tails.—Ei>.

O
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are sliort ; and tliclr gcnornl proportions occasionefl llicin to Ije long regarded as allied to the Tits

At tlicir head, but as a separate feijljdi\ision, sliould be placed

The Uock-manakixs (Id'jjicnla, Brisson),

—

Which are large birds, and have a double vertical crest on the head, composed of feathers disposed

Jongitudiiially like a fan.

The adult males of the two species, hotli from America (Pip. n/jncohi, Gm., and P. pcnn-lana, Lath.),—are of a

delicate I'ich oran^'e culonr, while the yuutifi; are dull hrown. They live on fruits, and scratch the ground like a

common fowl, coiistiact their ne^ts \\itli wood in the depths of caverns, tlie female laynig two eggs.

The Emerald-manakins {Cahjptomena^ Horsf.)

—

Merely differ from the preceding in the head-feathers not being disposed like a fan.

There is a species^ not larger than a Thrush, in the Indian Archipelaj^o, the colour of which is intensely brilliant

emerald-green.

The True Manakins {Pipra, Cu\'.j—
Are diminutive birds, generally reniarkablc f.jr their vivid coluirs. They inhabit liumid forests in

large troops.

[All are American, and they ohviously jiertain to the great Cotinga family, as do also the Kock-manakins.]

The Eurvlaimes {Eiinjlaitnus, Horsf)

—

Have feet similar to those of the llanakins and Rock-mauakins ; but their beak, as strong as in the

Tyrants, is exceedingly wide and depressed, its base being wider even than the forehead.

These birds inhabit the Indian Archipelago, and have a black ground-colour, relieved by vivid colours; they

have much the air of the Barbels, a genus of a very different order, rrequent watery situations, and feed on

insects [and also berries].

The F1S.SIE0STRES,

—

Compose a family numerically small, but very distinct from all others in the beak, which is

short, broad, horizontally depressed, slightly hooked, unemarginatcd, and very deeply cleft,

so that the opening of the month is extremely wide, and suited for swallowing insects, which

are sought for on the wing.

The tribe of Flycatchers is that to which they are most nearly allied, and especially the

genus Procnias, the beak of which only differs m its emargiiiation.

Their regimen, exclusively insectivorous [in the generality of instances]; renders them

eminently birds of passage, wdiich quit Europe in ivinter. They separate into iharnal and

nocturnal, like the Birds of Prey.

The Sw'allow^s {Ilirtoiclo, Lin.)—
Are diurnal species remarkable frjr iheir close plumage, the extreme length of their wings, and rapidity

of flight. ^Ye distinguish among Ihcm

The Sw^ifts {Cijpschfs, Illiger),

—

Which, of all birds, have proportionally the longest wings, and II y with the greatest rapidity. [The

Iluniming-birds will bear coni[)arison, if not the

pelagic Taehypete.] Tlieir tail is forked, [and con-

sists of ten feathers only]
; their extremely short

feet have a very peculiar character, the thumb
being directed forward almost as much as the

other toes, anil the midillc and outer toes having

each but three phalanges, like the inner one.

The shortness of the humerus, the breadth of

its apophyses, the oval fourchette [devoid of any

medial appendage], the sternum (fig. 92), destitute

of posterior eniarginations,—imlicate, even in the

skeleton, their adaptation for vigorous flight

;

while the shortness of their feet, comljincil with

the length of their wings, disables them from rising from a plane surface. Hence they pass their time

Fi|j. 92.—Steraum of Swift.
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cliiefly in the air, [even copulating on the wing], and pursue insects in flocks, sometimes at a great

altitude, uttering discordant screams. Tliev nestle in the holes of walls and rocks, and climb perpen-

dicidar surfaces with facility.

[With this genus, we enter upon a very different ty])c of form from any of the foregoing. The

entire anatomy, if we except the trachea and toes, and the latter more tlian any other genus, very

closely rcsendjles that of the Humming-birds. It is only iu superficial or adaptive modifications that

they accord with the Swallows. The lower larynx is furnished with only one pair of muscles, the ordinary

sterao-fracheak'S ; there are immense salivary glands, as in the Humming-birds, which secrete a viscid

mucus, and no intestinal cceca ; the clothing feathers have a considerable supplementary plume.

It is necessary to subdivide them into

The True Savifts (C'jjjsehis, as restricted)

—

Which have a forked tail, and feet as already described.

Of several species, two only inhabit Europe.]

Tlie Common SwUt (Hinrndo apiis, Lin.; C murar'ui.s, Tem.)—Black, with a white throat, [and common
throu;^bout Europe in summer, making- but a short stay. Tlie young- do not moult before the second autuuni.]

The "White-belhed Swift (//. tjtelba, Lin).—Larger, and brown, with white collar and medial inferior reg-ion. [Of

rare occurrence in Britain. Unlike the Swallows, these birds rear but one brood in a season. There are several

more.]

Others have stiff, pointed tail-feathers, as in 1he AVoodpeckcrs, and the thimdj dh-ec ted backward
;

hut they pass insensibly into the preceding. They constitute the

Ch.ktura, Swainson.

There is one common in North America, the Chimneij Swallow of AVilson ; also others in the eastern hemisphere,

one or more of which inhabit Australia.

The Truj-: Swallows (Ilirundo, Cuv.)—
Have the feet and sternum similar to those of ordinary Pasficrina ; [also the complex inferior larynx

as usual, small caeca to the intestine, twelve lail-feathers, 6ic. Their rapid flight depends entirely on

external modifications, for which reason it is much less capable of protraction than in the Swifts, as is

particularly shown by their weariness after performing migration, on which occasions they have been

seen to alight fiat upon the sea.]

Some have the feet feathered to the claws, have a slight tendency to revert the posterior toe, and a moderately

forked tail ; as

The Jlartin Swallow {//. urliica, Lin.).—Glossy black above, white below and on the rump. Every one is

acquainted with the solid mud-built nest of this species, fixed untler window-eaves, the juttine; roofs of houses, Sjc.

Others ha\-e naked feet, and a more sharply forked tail, the exterior feathers of which are often much
prolonged. As

The Chimney Swallow (//. rustka, Lin.).—Above [and across the breast] glossy black, the forehead and throat

rufoQS, beneath [and a spot on each except the middle tail-feathers], white : it builds generally in chimneys.

The Bank Swallow (//. riparin, Lin.).—Brown above and across the breast, the throat and under-pai'ts white.

fA small tuft of down on each foot.] It burrows and fomis its nest in steep banks. [There are two others in

southern Europe, H. rvfula^ Tem., or H. daurica, Sav., and H. rvpesiris, Liu.]

Among the [very numerous] species foreign to Europe, may be noticed a very small one from the Indian Archi-

pelago, the //. csciilcnto, Lin., which is brown above, whitish below and at the tip of its forked tail. It is cele-

brated for its nest, formed of a whitish gelatinous substance arranged iu layers, and obtained by macei-ating [in

the stomach] a peculiar species of facus. The nutritious qualities attributed to these nests in China ha\e ren-

dered them an im]iortant article of traffic in that country.

[It is interestingto note that the Purple Swallow {H. purpurea) of America, which has a stouter beak than the

others, feeds much on berries, at least while in its winter quarters, as observed by M. Audubon. The relation of

this genus to the Pliibalures has been already remarked].

The Moth-hunters [Cajirhunlijm, Lin.)

—

Have the same light, soft plumage, minutely mottled with grey and brown, that characterizes other

night-birds. Their eyes are large ; the beak, still more deeply cleft than in the Swallows, and

[generally] armed with strong vibrissse, is capable of engulphing the largest insects, which are retained

bv means of a glutinous saliva, [as in the Swifts] ; the nostrils, placed at its base, are like small

tubes ; their wings are lengthened ; the feet short, with plumed tarsi, and a membrane connecting the

basal portion of the toes; the thumb itself is thus connected with the internal toe, and is directed

o 2
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T\g. 93.—Siemum of Moth-hunter.

inward. Tlic claw of the middle toe is commonly peetinntod on its inner edge; and tlie onter toe has

onlv four phalanges, a conformation extremely rare anioug Birds. They live solitarily [nr rather per-

manently in pairs] and are crepuscular in tlieir time of action, pursuing Moths and otlicr noetnrnal

insects: deposit few eggs [we believe always two in nnmher] on the bare ground, and have gene-

rally singular voices.

[The Moth-hunters bear the same relationship to the Swifts (not to the Swallows) that the Owls do

to the Hawks, and have similar great cceca ; also a simple vocal organ, and general anatomy very

much resembling that of the Cuckoos, as will be partly seen by

comparison of the figures we have given of the sternal apparatus

of both. They have (udy ten tad-fiMtlicrs ; and tlie young are

covered with down \^hcn first excludeii.]

Tlie common European species (C. Ein-op.rii-';, Lin.) [is remarkalile for

the loud sound it emits, bke the burr of a spinning-wheeh Aiintlier,

C. ruftcolli.?, Tern., visits south-western Europe. The former is the

latest to arrive in spring of all our summer visitants, rarely appearing

before the end of May.

Anions;' the foreig-n species, a great number have longer trirsi, adnpted

for running on the ground. The tail varies nmch in shape, and there

is one, from Africa, remarkable for a. feather twice the length of the

body, which arises from the carpus of each wing, and is baibed only at

the end : another has prodigiously developed secondaries ; and there

are some with an appearance of aigrettes on the head, which constitute

the Li/ncornis of Gould.

The Guacharos (Sieafomis, Humboldt)

—

Have a stronger beak, and toes separate to their articulation, the thumb still directed inward.

These curious birds inhabit deep caverns in South America, subsist on berries, and the fat of the young is pro-

cured upon a large scale to be employed in cookery.

The Xvctibctnes (Ayc7/7;///,9, Yieillot)

—

Are also from South America, and are remarkable for having the shortcut tarsi of any bird whatever :

their wings are immensely long, and sides of the gape not bristled. The toes are formed for clinging

to the bark of trees, astlicir proportions completely dis([ualify them from rising from a level surface.

There are several large species, which ordinarily tloat at a grfat altitude abo\'e the forests.

The /Egotheles {^Egofheles, Vig.)

—

Have long tarsi, and toes apparently fitted for hopping from bough to bough ; the wings compara-

tively sliort.

Tlie otily known species inhabits Austialia, and is the Ca/irhuuhju.s JS'oiw IIi)l!nnd'uv of Phillips].

The roDARGUES {PijilnrfjKs, Cuv )

—

Have the form, colour, and habits of the Moth-hunters, but the l>ill is considerably more robust, and

there are no membranes to the toes, nor pectination of tlie middle claw, [a character which is wanting

in several even of the true Moth-lumter:^].

The specie's inhabit Australia and Australasia, and have some appearance of aigrettes on the head : are remark-

abh- for the singularity uf their general aspect.

The foregoing genera, commencing with the Moth-hunters, form an entirely distinct natural group,

intermediate to the Swifts and Cuckoos, but passing into neither.]

The third family of the Passerines, or

The Conirostres,—
Is composed of genera thut have a stout l)eak, more or less conical, and [generally] devoid of

emargination. They sid^sist more exclusively on grain as the beak is stronger and tlneker.

\Ye first distinguish among them
The Larks {JlaiuJa, Tvln.)—

Which have a long and straight hind-claws a character "which however is also more or less marked in

the Pipits, and in the Snowflecks, yet to be denoted. They are granivorous birds, and pulverators [or
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which shake dust into their feathers instead of bathing], that run and nestle on the ground, [and

ascend singing to a vast height in the air].

The greater niunher have a straight bill, moderately stout and pointed : as

Tlie gky Lark {A. arveusis, Lin.).—This species is known to every one for its fine and varied song-, and on account

of tlie quantities that are brought to tabie.

The Crested Lark {A. cristata, Lin.)-—Similar in size and pluma^^e, with lonj^er coronal feathers, and of less

common occurrence than tlie preceding. It approaches villages, [and habitually seeks its food on the lii^h road
;

is remarkable for never visitinj^ this country, though not rare on the opposite coast, even in the vicinity of Calais.]

The Wood Lark {A. arborea, Lin.).—Less, with a shorter tail, and the crest rather less elongated ; a pale streak

is continued round the occiput. [This delightful vocalist, which particularly frequents woodland hilly districts,

is remarkable for the delicacy of its tones, which are peculiarly soft and plaintive.

Nine others are found in Europe, either occasionally or habitually, of which one only—the Shore Lark (A. aipes-

^rw), a northern species, occurs as a very rare straggler in Britain. Several have nuich stouter bills than the

foregoing; and three or four, including^, al/ieistris, a pair of aigrettes, or pointed tufts of feathers, on the head.

The Larks, which have been much subdivided by systematists, compose a very isolated family, well character-

ized by their peculiar nestling plumage, which is entirely shed (including all the primaries) before the first winter.

With the exception of one species, they are peculiar to the eastern hemisphere. Several have the beak conjpara-

tively stout and thick.]

The Tits {Parus, Lin.)—

Have the beak slender, [ratiicr] short, straight and conical, with little hairs at its base, and nostrils

concealed by the plumage. They are very active little birds, continually flitting from spray to spray,

and suspending themselves in all kinds of attitudes, rending apart the seeds on which they feed, [which

they hold firm with the foot wdiile piercing a small hole in the husk, through which they extract the

kernel], devouring insects whenever they see them, and not even sparing small birds when they

happen to find them sick and are able to destroy them. They, store up provisions of grain ; nidificate

in the holes of trees, and produce more eggs than the generality oi Passer in(B.

[These little birds are miniatures of the Jays, and equally omnivorous, subsistint^ on fruit in addition to the

varied res^^imen above mentioned. As previously stated, they pertain to the same natural group as the Fulcuncu-

liis, placed by the author among the Shrikes, and have nothing whatever to do with the present series.

Of the European species, two have shorter and thicker bills, and ditfer in some other minutia?. Their plumage

is prettily marked with light blue. They are the Common Blue Tit (P. Cieruleut;), so abundant in Britain, and

the P. ci/aiieus of Pallas. The rest have the bill longer and more pointed. The Great Tit (P. major), of pleasing

colours, with a black median list down the belly ; the JNlar^h Tit (P. palmtns), with merely a black cap and throat

;

the Cole Tit (P. afer), with a conspicuous white spot on the hind-neck, and very slender bill; and the Crested Tit

(P. cristatus), with a pointed crest, not very dissimilar from that of a Lapwing, and which is rare in this country
;

inhabit the British islands, the first four being every where common.

There are a vast number of others.

The Bottletit (Mecistura, Leach),

—

Included by the author in PaTms, should unquestionably he separated. The beak is very short, its

upper mandible curving slightly over the lower: diet exclusively insectivorous.

The Common Bottletit (HI. vulgaris ; Pants cauda/us, Lin.).—A very small species, with a long graduated tail,

the medial feathers of which are shorter than the next pair : the young are very differently coloured from the

adults, and have the tail still longer. This curious little bird builds a most elegantly domed nest with a small

side opening, upon a forked branch, and rears a numerous progeny, which follow their parents till the return of

spring. The form of its feet, character of plumage, habits, all are difi'erent from those of the true Pari : its eye-

lids are naked, arulof an orange-yellow colour.

Very nearly alhed to the Bottletits, there is a group of small Australian birds,

The Azurines {Malmnis, Yieillot),

—

Which have a longer beak, resembUng that of many Bec-Jins, and the old males of which are distin-

cuished by their intensely vivid tints of verditer and azure : they Tary singularly in the nimiber of

tail-feathers, which, in one species, are reduced to four, that are extremely long and gauze-like, being

the lowest number found throughout the class, where any exist at all.

The species are numerous ; resemble the Bottletit in their mode of life, and manner of nidification ; some of them

even in the peculiar form of the tail; the medial or uropygial feathers of which are shorter tlian the next pair,

and the exterior successively graduated. The African species sometimes referred to this genus have but little

alRnity to it.]

The Reedelngs [
{Calamophilus, Leach)]—

Differ from the Tits in the form of their upper mandible, tlie tip of which curves over the lower.
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[Their anatomy is strictly that of a Fincli, and tliry are much more nearly related to the Waxhill

Finches than to tlie Tits, with wlilcti latter tliry have Httlc in common. The gullet lias an extremely

large diliUatioii or craw '=, and tlie gizzard is reniarkably muscular.

Tliere is only one known species, tlie Bearded Reedliii^ (C. hiaymicns), an inhabitant of reedy districts, exten-

sively dilVused over Kiirope and Asia, and not rare in some parts of Britain. It is one of the most exqnisitely

beautiful of birds, although its colours are not vivid. The plumage is remarkably long" and dense, the wings shoit,

and tail long and graduated; general colour rich orange-brown, marked with b]ack,white, and yellowish on the wings
;

the male distinguished by a pure ash-coloured head and neck, a long pointed tuft of intensely black feathers pro-

ceeding downward, like a moustache, on each side of the face, under tail-coverts of the same hue, the throat

white, and a delicate mixture of lilac and other tints on the breast ; beak and iris bright yellow, and feet (which

are lung and robust) black. The female has no black on tlie moustaches and under tail-coverts, and is every where

less bright ; and the young have a broad black stria along the back. Stripped of the fenthers, this species appears

singidarly small, with disproportionally large legs : its apparent size is that of a AVliitethroat.

The Bearded Reedling subsists on reed seeds daring the season, and feeds verj' much on small .shelled mnllusks,

which it finds auKJUg the aquatic herba':;e; its nest and eggs, placed in a tussock of grass, or annmg tin.' sodges, a

good deal i-esenil.)le those of a Bunting, and the brood apjiears to follow the parents till the return of spring.]

The PE>iDULi>.'ES [ {jEgifhah(s,t\igoi:s) ]
—

Have the heak more slender and pointed than in the Tits, and are celebrated for their artificially-

constructed nests.

There is one in Europe (Par. pendidi/ius, Lin.).—Ash-coloured, wittt brown wings and tail ; a black band across

the foreh(>ad, which, in the male, is continued to behind the eyes. This small species, an inhabitant of the east

and south of Europe, is noted for its admirable purse-like nest, composed of willow or poplar down, and lined with

feathers, which it suspends to the tlexilc branches of tiquatic trees.

The Buntings {Emheriza, Lin.)

—

Possess an exceedingly distinct character in their short, straight, and conical heak, the upper nian-

dilile of wliicli, narrower and more retracted at its edges than the inferior, has a hard projecting

paliital tubercle. They arc granivorous birds, easily ensnared.

[Of fourteen European species, three are cnniiiuui in I!i-it;iin, a fi.iniih along the snuthrm coast, not far from the

sea, and a lifth sometimes occurs as a ver\- rare strau^iilcr. Tin.- forui is peculiar to tlie ea^ti-rn hcuiispliere,

though there ai-e some nearly allied species in North America. All are unmusical bn-ds, that fectl their young on

insects, and consume much unripe corn.

Of the British species, the Corn Bunting {E. miliaria, Lin.) is the largest, and coloured like a Lark; beak

stouter than in the others, and yellow in summer, horn-colour in winter
;
plumage of both sexes alike : frequents

inclosures. The male Yellow Bunting (E. f?7W»(';/rt) is distinguished by its clear yellow crown and breast, and

abounds everywhere upon hedges and furze-brakes. The Cirl Bunting (E. cirln.-i) is allied to the yellow species,

but smaller and shorter, with a black throat; particularly frequents the summits of elms, but breeds in the

hedges, and is rarely seen far inland. The Reed Bunting {E. scfucnicuius) has a black head and goi-get, and

white i"ing round the neck ; the black concealed in winter (at least in the ynung, less so in the old birds,) by deci-

duous edgings to the feathers: it inhabits watery Iuc;ilities. Lastly, the Ortolan Bunting (E. horiulana) has a

greenish head, with a pale yellow streak proceeding tVoui the angle of the bill. It is very rare in this countrj', but

alinndaiit in many parts of the Continent, \ihere, uith some other species, it is fattened and eaten as a great

delicacy.]

M. Meyer lias distinguished from the Binitiiigs

The Snowflecks (Plrcfroj/J/ancs),—
Which have a long liind-claw as in the Larks, [and lengthened wings]. Such is

The Common Snowftcrk (Einh. ifim//:., Lin.).— [Beak and upper parts deep black in sunmier, the rest, and the

wings and fail partly, white, the feet black ; in winter the black and white are more or less concealed by brown

margins to the feathers, and the beak is yellow. In its nest, eggs, notes, and various other characters, this species

has little relationship witli the Buntings. It abounds iu the most northern countries, and migrates southward in

large flocks during the inclement season, when it is common in North Biitain. Another species (P/. /<fy?//o/?;a7)

is of very rare occurrence in this island. Two others have been distinguished.]

The Finches [Friinjilla, Liu.)

—

ITave a conical hcnk, more or less stout at its base, but the commissure of wdiich is not angular. They

subsist generally on gruiu.

• We are aware of no Instance ut lliii; ilil.TKilion cxislint; In .iny uf the precctllTi^^ gcncrn of Putserinx.
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\\'c suljdiviile them first into

The Weavers {Ploceu^, Cuv.),

—

The hcak of ^vbic^l is so large that some of them have been classed witli the Cassicans ; hut the

slraightness of its commissure distinguishes that of the latter, and the upper mandiljle is moreover slightly-

bulging. These birds are found in both continents, and the greater number of those of the eastern

hemisphere are rcniarl<ably skilful ncst-huilders, wiiich interweave blades of grass, a circumslaiice

from which they derive their name.

Such is the rhilippiue AVeaver-hird (Loxia Phll'ipp'ma, Lui.).—Yellow, spotted with brown ; throat black. Its

sphericnl pensile neit is entered by a vertical canal, -ivliich communicates with a lateral opeiiing- of the ca\lty

wherein the ei^ifs are deposited.

Some of them build a vast number of coutig;uous nests, which form a sint^lc mass divided into numerous com-

partments ; as

The Social Weaver-bird {Loxia aoc'ia, Lath.)

Among those of America, ["which liavc been very properly separated, first into

The BoBALiNKS {Dohjchoi-i}j.r, Swainson)

—

AVhich have stiff pointed tail-feathers], we may distinguish

The Rice-bird of the United States (Orhhts vigcr and orizivonix, and Corriix suriuamciixi-v, Gr^.), innmnorahle

flocks of which devastate the cultivated fields of several of the warmer jmrts of tliat continent.

Nomeuclators have not yet succeeded in reducinp: to order the various black birds of America, more or less allied

to the Cassicans, [near which the Bobalinks should be also placed].

THii Sparrows {Pijrgifa, Cuv. [Pff^vcr, Eay]
)

Have tlie beak rather shorter than in the preceding, conical, and merely a little bulged towards the

point.

[There are five species in Europe, of which two inhabit Britain ; the House Sparrow (Frinq. dmiiesfica, Lm.),

and the Tree Sparrow (F. mon!a»a, Lin.),—which latter has a maronne-coloured head, witli the chin, anri a spot

on each side of the neck, bhick, its pluniag:e heiws; precisely alike in both sexes, and even the nestling young-, and

corresponding in its general character with that of the adult male only of the others Tiiere are several more, all

peculiar to the eastern hemisphere. The beak is always black in summer, horn-colour in winter.

AVe have observed that the common House Sparrow, like most other birds that nestle upon buildings, (as the

Starling, Jackdaw, Rook, Pi(?eon, Swallow, &:c.), breeds in considerable numbers in the clifl's along the sea-coast,

which is doubtless its aboriginal nesting-place.]

The CiiAFFiN'OHES {FringiUa, Cuv.)

—

Have the beak less arcuated than in the Sparrows, stouter and more elongated than in the Linnets.

There are tin-ee in Europe. Tlie Comnmn Or White-winged Chaffinch {Fring. ccclehs, Lin.) ; the Mountain

Chaffinch, or Bra?nljHng (F. nwnfi/rinpil/a, Lin.), [which visits Britain in winter] ; and the Snow-finch (F. niva/is,

Lin.), which nestles in the high Alps, and descends only in the depth of winter to the secondaiy ranges. [This

bird, now generally rankin;f as the Moniifringilla yi'walis of Brchm, absolutely resembles the Common Snowfleck

in all but the shape of its beak, which latter even becomes quite black in summer, as in that species : it atl'ords,

accordingly, one of the ver>' numerous proofs that the value of the form of the bill, as a zoological character indi-

cative of affinity, has been much over-estimated by systematists. In the true Chaffinches, the bUl turns dark

bluish in summer].

The Goldfinci-ies {Carduclis, Cuv.)

—

Have an exactly conical beak, without any bulging ; the tip prolonged to a sharp point.

[There are two groups of them, characterized by plumage, and a slight dltTerence of habit ; in the first, the

colouring is gay, the beak pale flesh-coloured in summer, and its point further attenuated. These are more parti-

cularly designated Goldfinches.

But two are known, the common European species (C elegans), and another in the Himmalaya mountains of

Asia (C. caniceps, Gould). The first is well known as a pleasing songster.

Tlie rest have a shorter bill, and less elongated form ; the plumage variegated black and yellow, with always a

black crown. They are commonly termed Siskins. Of numerous species, two only inhabit Europe, and one the

British islands {F. sj'i/ius, Lin.).]

The Linnets (Linario, Bechst. [Lino/a, Bonap.]
)

Have also an exactly conical bill, but which is less elongated.

In some, however, its tip is comparatively dra^Mi out. [These are generally known as Jledpoles ; of which there

are several species, not easy to discriminate : two occur in Britain—the Common or Small Redpole {F, minor, Lin.),

and the Mealy or Stone Redpole {L. canescens, Gould), which latter is larger and stouter, with a whitish rump,

that is scarcely tinged with the pink so conspicuous in the other.
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Till? ronimou or Sonp; Linnet (Fr. cannahhia, Lin.), is remarkable for the crown and breast plumage of the male,

which, in wJTiter, is dingy reddish-brown, concealed by terminal edgitig^s, that disappear in spring, at which season

tlie colour changes to bright crimson : the same enhancement of tint obtains, though to a less extent, in the preceding

species, the coronal and breast feathers of which are pink in winter, brightening considerably towards the breeding

seasitn. It is remarkable that none of these birds ever acquire their gay tints in captivity, although they breed

freely when encaged. The same applies to several allied groups, as the Crossbills and Erythrospiza, or purple

Finches of the North, which latter are intermediate to the Linnets and Cori/l/t/.

There is a fourth British species, of inferior size to the last, with a smaller bill of a wax-yellow colour, and no

pink except on the rump -, the Tirifr, or Mountain Linnet {F. montiiim, Gm.}, which abounds in tlie most nurthern

districts of tlie isla-id, and upiin uiibnJ heaths, migrating suuthwaid in winttr.

Various species more or le:ss yellow are known as Serins or Canary-birds [tlie latter having the bill

comparatively bulging.

"We can only notice] the Canary, so abundantly bred in captivity {F. canaria, Lin.), the domesticated varieties

of which are so numerous that it is dilficalt to assign the original colour. It hybridizes with various other Finches,

producing mules that are more or less capable of propagation. [The original stock is still wild in the islands from

which this species takes its name : individuals occasiunaliy learn to pronounce words with remarkable precision

and urticulaliun-

The "Whidaiis {Vidua, Cuv.)

—

Are African and Indian birds, with the beak of a Linnet, sometimes a little bulged at its base, [the

males of] which are distinguished by the extraordinary elongated covert feathers above the tail, [at

least during the breeding season].

They grade without assignable interval into the Linnets.

The Grosbeaks {Coccof/irausies, Cuv.)—
Possess an exactly conical beak, which is distinguished only by its extreme thickness.

The Haw Grosbeak {Loxia coccothrausies, Lin.), is one of those particularly worthy of the name, [though its beak

is slight in comparison with that of some others].—Crown and back chestnut-brown, neck and rump ash-coloured,

[beak dark bluish in summer, tlesh-coloured in winter ; the secondary feathers of the wing abruptly truncated.

Its sternal apparatus is figured at p. ITS, as characteristic of the whole enormous group of Passerints]. This bird

inhabits wooded districts, nestles upon beech or fruit-trees, and feeds on all sorts of kernels. [Is not rare in some

liurts of South Britain, but in general extremely wild and shy of approach.]

The Green Grosbeak, Green Linnet, or Green-finch, (Lox. chloris, Lin.)— [(.)ne of the cornimonest of British

birds : its bill turns pale Hesh-colour in summer, as in the Goldlineh.

Among the very numerous groups of foreign Finches and Grosbeaks, a strongly marked subdivision is

that of

The Amadu\'ats {Auiadina, Swainson),

The beak of which is short and slightly bulging.

Such is the Java filparrou; so abundantly brought alive from the Indian Archipelago, and numerous diminutive

species of pleasing colours, several of which inhabit Australia.

The Waxbills (Es/ri/da, Swainson)—
y\re nearly allied, and also approximate the Rcedlings : they have a smaller and somewhat arched

bill, and long graduated tail.

Of several species, one is ven' commonly brought alive to this countiy, with delicate grey plumage transversely

rayed, and a crimson streak through the eye ; beneath the tail black, as in the Bearded Reedliug.

They inhabit the same countries as the Amadu\ats].

The Pitylus, Cuv.

The beak as thick as iu the Grosbeaks, a little compressed, ai-ehed above, and sometimes a salient

angle at the middle of the upper jaw.

[Among the various groups to which the above definition is more or less applicable, wc may paiii-

eiil'irly notice one lately discovered at the Gallipago Isles,

The Geospiza, Gould,—
Wherein tiie beak varies singularly in shape and stoutness, notwithstanding wliieh tlicre is an exceed-

ingly strong resemblance in every other character, \\bich forbids their separation. They are cliielly

ground-birds, with sombre \tlumage and short tails.
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air. Gould subdivides them into Geospiza as restricted, with the bill of a Cardinal-finch (Guanca),—Ca)nan/n-
rhus, with that of a Cur!jthu.s,—Cactonri!i, wherein the beak resembles that of an Icterus,—nu'l ^"id-ui/iidfa,

wherein it even ajjproaclies the slender bill of an Accentor].

The Cardinal-finches {Guarica, Swdinson)—
Have nearly the beak of the Grosbeaks, but slightly bulging, and are peculiar to America.

The Virginian Nightingale^ as it is termed (Lox. cardinalis, Lin.), is a well-known exantple.

Some have the beak remarkably compressed ; and a species in which this compression attains its

ultimatum, constitutes

Paradoxornis, Gould,

—

"Wherein the curved ridge of the upper mandible forms an acute angle, its sides do not bulge, and the

cutting edge is deeply sinuated.

The only known species {P.Jlavirostris, Gould,) mhabits the Himmalayas.

Naturalists have long separated

The Bullfinches {Pyrrhula),—

•

"Wbich have a rounded and every where bulging bill, [the tip of the upper mandible overhanging the

lower one. Plumage soft and very dense].

Tlie Common Bullfinch {Loxia pyrrhula, Lin.]-—Ash-colour above, vivid tile-red below, with black cap, [tail, and
wings partly, the rump white]. Female dull reddish-brown where the male is red. [Younff destitute of the black

cap. There is a race, considerably larf!;er in all its proportions, but otherwise exactly re-sembling, in eastern Eu-

rope ; another in Japan, differing inconsiderably in colour, but undoubtedly distinct ; and a fourth on tlie Himma-
layas (P. erythroccphala), more strongly characterized].

The Crossbills (Loxia, Brisson)

—

Have a compressed beak, the mandibles of wbich are so strongly curved, that their tips cross each

other, and not always on the same side. This extraordinary bill enables them to extract the seeds

from pine-cones with astonishing facility.

[These birds present a singular modification of the same particular type to which the Siskins and Redpole Lin-

nets appertain ; than which they are merely stouter built, with the tips of the beak still more prolonged, and

anomalously modified, in adaptation to peculiar habits. The species are ver)' indeterminate, but there appear to

be several of them, successively increasing in stoutness and strenj^th of bUI, but differing in no other particular

;

and as one of them only is distinguished by white bars on the wing, like a common Chalfinch, which character is

found in individuals only of a particular size, this circumstance militates ag;ainst the rest being considered varie-

tit'fi of one another.

That common in western Europe {Loj\ curvirostra, Lin.), is of medium atreng-th, and of late years has become

considerably more abundant than formerly in the British Isles, where it was previously chietly known as an occa-

sional and very irregular visitant. The Parrot Crossbill {L. pytiopsittacus, Bechst.), is larger and stouter, with a

much stronger beak, the points of v\hich rarely pass the ridge of the opposite mandible. It is of very rare occur-

rence in Britain, where the white-winged species (L. leucopiera), which is chiefly found in America, has also

occurred as a straggler. The nestling plumage of these birds corresponds with that of a Kedpole, an<l the males

afterwards assume, most irregularly, a red or buff-yellow garb, brightest on the crown, breast, and rump. Their

call-note, and all their actions, strikingly recall to mind those of a Goldfinch or Redpole.]

The Pine-finches {Corythm, Cuv.)

—

[Are simply Crossbills, devoid of tlie pecuhar character from which those birds derive their name,

with rather softer and less firm plumage, and a beak scarcely differing from that of the Bullfinches.

They have also the same irregularity of colour, and their habits are nearly similar. One species (C. enucleator)

is common in the northern pine-forests of both continents ; there is a second in northern Asia, and the Pyrrhula

longicaudata, Tem., constitutes a third.]

The Colies {Colius, Gmeliu)

—

Are still very near the preceding, [a remark of the author perfectly unaccountable]. Their l)eak is

short, thick, conical, a little compressed, the two mandibles being arcuated without either passing

beyond the other* ; tail-feathers [ten ia number, much] graduated, and exceedingly long [and rigid]
;

the thumb, as in the Swifts, capable of being directed forwards like the other toes; their plumage,

fine and silky, [short, dense, and smooth,] is generally of an ash-colour, [and the coronal feathers are

elongated, forming an erectile pointed crest: the body feathers possess an accessor)^ plume, and are

• Tbe upper maiidible does considerablv overhang the other.

—

Ed.
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very short over the rump]. They are liirds of Africa and India, wlilch eliiiih somewhat in the manner of

Parrots, live in troops, and even breed in society, constructing numerous nests in the same hushes ;

lastly, lliey sleep suspended to a branch, with the head downward, many of them together, and subsist

on fruits [the buds of trees, and tender sprouts of vegetables.

These very curinus liirds are closely allied by affinity to the Plantain-caters and Tiuiracos, and have no especial

clifiractL-r of tlie P'l-ssn-'nue. Tliey sail fruni bush to bush in a lon^; row one ar'ter another, ali2;htin^ always near

tlie orroMiKi, anil cUiMilieriii:; to the topmost twiff with the assistance of the beak and lon,^ stifi' tail, picking off tiie

l.iuds or berries ; ami >ln not pass to tlic next until the whole tlock are ready, when they again sail in the same

rc;i:iilar s^l(('^^^;on. Tlivy nrt very riiiscliicvuii.s in ^fii'^^l^is i'l the Cape colony, devouring the young plants of

vegetables as fust as Ibey spring up; ami are there known by the term Mui/js-roffel, or " Mouse-bird:" their cry

is nmnotnnous, (liaving but one pair of vocal muscles,) and in the largest species closely resembles the bleating of

a lamb. Tliey constifr,te the ordinary food of si-vur.-il s,pcies of Birds of Prey, and have remarkably heavy, massive

bodii^'S, fijr their apparent siic, the plumage lying Hat and close].

Here al'O should be placed

Tiir OxPF.CKiCRS {Bi'phaga, Brisson), —

A small genus, whciTin the beak, of medium length, is first c\]indrical, both mandibles bulging

towards the eiul, wliieli terminates obtusely. They employ it to compress tlie skin of cattle, in order

to force out the larvae of (Estndce lodged within it, upon which they feed. [The claws arc accordingly

extraordinarily sharp, to enable them to cling while so occupied.

Two siiccii.'s ,irr nnw kiinun, lioth from South Africa : they strictly pcrtnin to tlic Starling family, and have no

sort of relationship \^ ith the lluneyguides (near which some systematists place theuij, being true Pai--;eriiicC.]

Thk Cassicaxs {Cassicus, Cuv.)

—

Have a large beak, exactly conical, thick at the base, and singularly sharp at the point ; small round

nristrils pierced at its sides ; the commissure of the mandibles forming a broken line, or an angle as in

the Starlings. Tiiey are Ameiican birds, with manners approaching those of our Starlings, [at least iii

some instances,] frequently construct their nests close together, and sometimes with much art. They

subsist on insects and grain, and the numerous flocks of them conimit great ravages in the cultivated

districts.

We subdivide them into

The Cassicans, properly so called, (Cassicus, as restricted),

Mlienrin tlie beak mounts upon the forehead, encroaching circularly on tlie plumage. Tlie largest

species are included in this group.

[Some are \'ery superior songsters, and rival the IMocking-bird m mimicry.]

The Bai.timores {Icterus, Cuv.)—
Have the beak arcuated throughout its length, and forming only a pointed notch on the forehead.

[This name is now generally applied to the BaU'imore-hh-ds of North America, with some proximate species from

the southern continent. Tliey do not congregate, and build an elegant pensile nest, as do also the iircccding.

The males are several years attaining their mature colouring.]

Ti-iE Trooi'ials; (Xanfhornus, Cuv.)

Onlv ditfcr from tlie last in ha\ing the beak straight.

[Certain of tliesr, Ih'- true Trooin;iis {Atihiins, Swaiuson), have a comparatively short beak, thick at rlie base.

Their habits are those of the Starlings, juid they are exceedingly destrLictlve in the maize plantations : they breed

in small societies, sometimes on or near the grnun*!, and where opportunities occur, in the interstices of the

massive nests of t!u' (tsprey ; it is said that the jimportions of the sexes in these little comnuinities are very irre-

gidar, whiidj \\oid(l intimate that they du not paii'*
; a circumstance the less unlikely, from their cIosl- aliiuity 1:0

the next, (11-

The Molothrahs (Moloihi-us, Swainson) ; of which two species are now known, both parasitic in their mode of

prcjpagation, depositing their eggs in the nests of other birds, like the Cuckoo of Europe : these certainly do not

mate. They are distinguished by a still shoi'tcr hill, and ditVer little in their habits from the Troopials.

Several other natural subdivisions have been instituted, ofwhich the Uohalinks, or Rtcc-binis, have been ali'cady

noticed (p. 199). Tlie Chewinks (P/pilo, Vielllot,) with a I)n1ging sparrow-like bill, pertain to the same group

;

and there are others which approximate the Cro\YS, as the divisions Qniscahis, t^coiep/iagus, 8i.c., and even the

Larks, as •Slunirlln, Swainson, the members of which have the beak obtusely pointed, like the true Starlings, and
are nearly related lo the Bubaliuks].
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The Oxyryxchus, Tein.,

lias fi conical and very sliarp bill, [not tliiLk, and] bliorrcr than the liead.

Tilt* only known spac^GS {O.v.Jlammicepa, T<-m.), has a partly red crest, like many Tyrants. [The afRnities of

this bird are most puzzlin),^. It obviously belongs to the distinct division Passcrina; and therefore has no parti-

cular relationship with the WoiKlpe^-kers, ronti;j:iious to which it is arrani^^ed by some. Colour, green above,

whitish and sjjotted like a Thrush on the breast. Inhabits Brazil.]

The Fitpits, Buff. {Dacnis, Cuv.")

—

Represent tlic Baltimores on a diminutive scale, having the beak conical and sharp-pointed.

[Thc-y consist of some gf the Sylvicoles, p. 191.]

The Starlings {Stu7'7ius, Lin.)

—

Differ from the Troopials only by a compressed beak, particularly towards the point, [which is obtuse

ami nail-like.

[There are two In Europe, one 2;enerally diffused, and extendin<:i: eastward to China,—
The Common Starlin;; {SL vulgaris, Lin.).—At first dull brown, then finely glossed black, with a pale tip to each

feather, impartin;^ a pretty speckled appearance; the clothing feathers are successively more elongated and

pointed for several moults, and most of their pale terminal specks finally disappear altogether, the bill also

becoming rich yellow. It is easily tauied and taught to speak*, and very social in its habits, flying in large

Jlocks : flesh bad-tasted. The other species {Sf, iiTiicolor) has still lon^rer pointed clothing feathers, and never

any whiti^ih spots ; inhabits the south of Europe, and particularly Sardinia.]

We can perceive no characters of sufficient importance to sanction the separation, frotn the

Conirostres, of the genera belonging to the family of Cro\vs, which have precisely the same

internal structure, as avcII as the same external organs, being distinguished only by a much

greater size, which allows some of them to pursue other bu'ds; their strong beak is often

laterally compressed.

The genera are three in number, viz., the Crows, Birds of Paradise, and the Rollers [which

last alone do not possess the distinctive characters of the Passeriu(T].

The Crows {Coroits, Lin.)

—

Have a strong beak, more or less compressed, and the nostrils covered with stiff incumbent bristles

directed forwai'ds. They are sagacious birds, and their sense of smclhng is very acute ; they have

generally the habit of purloining articles that are quite useless to them, as pieces of money, &c.

We apply the name of Crow, or Raven, more particularly to certain large species, which have the

stoutest beaks of any, and the ridge of the upper mandible most arcuated. Then- tail is round or

square.
'

The Raven (C. corax, Lin.), is the largest Passerine bird found in Europe, equalling a fowl in size. Its plumage

is wholly black, the tail rounded; ridge of the upper mandible arched anteriorly. Its habits are more retiring

than those of its congeners, [except where it is quite unmolested] ; flight, vigorous and lofty ; scents carrion at the

distance of a league; and also feeds on fniit and upon smaU animals, even carrying ofl" poultry ; it nestles on lofty

trees or in steep precipices, is easily tamed, and readily learns to speak. This bird appears to be found in all

parts of the world, [a fallacious opinion, very generally received : few travellers that have seen a large black spe-

cies of Cornis have troubled themselves to ascertain that it was the Raven ; and collectors have generally neglected

to procure a bird, which they supposed was not uncommon at home ; the truth being, thar there are as many as

six or seven species confounded under the name, several of which are readily distinguishable upon actual com-

parison. The similitude of the common Crow and Rook of Europe should have rendered naturalists cautious in

identifying the species of this genus].

The Corby Crow {€. corone, Lin.).—A fourth less than the Haven, with a square tail, and beak less arcuated.

The Rook {C. frugilegus, Lui.).—Smaller still, \^ith a [comparatively] straight beak, more pointed than that of

the last. Excepting when young, the head is bare of feathers as far back as the eyes, whicli the bird probably

wears otTin digging up the grubs on which it feeds.

These two species ii\'e in great flocks, nestling even in society
;
[certainly, however, not the first of them]. Tliey

devour grain as well as insects. Are found throughout Europe; remaining in the winter, however, only in the

mihler districts. [The Corby Crow is much more carnivorous than the Rook, and very destructive to eggs and

yo^nggame: we have known it attempt to fly off with a young Turkey nearly as big as itself: it is very seldom

that the Rook attacks other birds, but we have known a party of this species to destroy a brood of Missel Thrushes

that had recently left the nest.]

* Wc iiav-c known a Starlinj; to IcarD tlie sonjof the Nightin^nJc, and warble it to perfectioD.
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Tlie Hooded Crow (C. comix, Lm.)-—Ash-coloured, \\\ih black head, tail, and win^s. Is less frugivorous, and

frequents the sea-shore, preying on stielled mollusks, &c.
;

[feeds niucli on carrion and p;arlja^e]. Naumann
assures us that it often breeds with the black Crow, and produces fertile offspring- [the truth being-, we bebeve,

tliat black var'wlii:.: mI" the I li.ioded Crow now and then occur, as is indeed said to be the case by several authors.]

The Jackdaw ((_'. i/io/'t-ih/hi, Lin.).—A fourth shorter than the three !ast, or about the size of a Pigeon, and black,

with a pale p;ray nape ; builds in steeples, old towers, &c,, [and the holes of trees,] lives in flocks, and subsists on

the same reg-imen as the others, frequently flying with them. Predatory birds have no enemy more vig^ilant.

[These are the BrJtihh ^^pi-cies, and there are many more; one (C. sperniulo^/ua, A'ieillot; inhabits centra! Europe].

The Magpies {Pica, Cuv.)

—

Are less tlian the Crows, [and blighter Iniilt] ; have also the upper mandible more arcuated than the

lower, and the tail long and much graduated.

The European Magpie {Core, pica, Lin.)—A very handsome bird, of a silky black, with purple, blue, and bronzed

rerlectioiiS : the belly white, and a great -white patch over each wing. Its continual chattering has rendered it

celebrated. It prefers the neighbourhood of human habitations, and subsists on all sorts of food, even carrying

off young poultry. [Specimens from North America are undistinguishaljle; but there is another species in that

continent, with a yellow bill, and differently bronzed tail {P. Nat tall i, A.ud.); and we have seen a species from

Norway, hitherto undescribed, much smaller in all its proportions than the common Magpie, with tail resembhng
that of the Yellow-billed species. We will term it P. scandiaca.

There are several birds nearly allied, with magnificent azure plumage ; and some with sliorter bills, and more

strictly arboreal conformation, as the Indian P. vagahunda, which compose the Bendrocitla of Gould].

The Jays (Garrulus, Cuv.)

—

Have T)Oth mandibles slightly elongated, and terminated ])y a sudden cinve ; T>hen the tail is gradu-

ated, the bill is more lengthened; and the frontal feathers, lax and disunited, are more or lets erected

when the bird is excited.

Tlie European Jay (Cori'. ^^<T?va(7rJ».9, Lin.) is a handsome bird, of a vinaceous-!2;rey colour, v>ith black quibs

and moustaches, and a beautiful mottled patch on each wing, rayed \iith bright blue. It subsists principally on
acorns during the season. Is very imitative, and nestles in our woods, hving in pairs or families. [There are two
closely alhed species—the Syrian Jay, distinguished by a black crown, and that of Japan, which has black cheeks

;

the proportions of the ornamental patch on the wing are also different. Other proximate species occur on the

Himmalaya mountains.

The Jays with longer and more slender bills, and graduated tails, are all smaller, and constitute the Cijanocorax

of Buie, in part. There are four species in North America, of \\luch the well-known Blue Jay (G. crii;taius) affords

a familiar example. A species of this group occurs on the Himmalaya mountains of Asia, and we are disposed also

to refer to it the Pica cyanea, Wagler, common in Spain. The AYhiskev-jacks {Pcrifujreua, Bonap.) compose another

smaU natural group, scarcely differing from the Pari in structure, and but httle in habit ; the European Corv.

infaustuSy Lin., and C. canademis, Lin., of North America, belong to it.]

TfTE IN'TJTCRACKERS (Cari/oca/actes , Cuv.; Nvcifraga, Vieillot)

—

Have both mandibles equ;Uh pointed, straight, and \A-itliout curvature.

The European Nutcracker (Corv. caryocatacies, Lin.).—Brown, speckled with whitish ad over the body. It nes-

tles in the holes of trees, in dense mountain forests ; chmbs trees and perforates their bark, like the Woodpeckers;

devours all sorts of fruit, insects, and small birds ; and sometimes comes in flocks into tlie plains, but without

regularity. Is celebrated for its confideuce. [There is a larger species, closely alhed, on the Himmalayas ; and a

third in America, \\ithout any spots, the Corvus colnm hi (in us, \\'ilson].

The Temia, Vaillant {Crt/psinua, Yicillol ; Phrenotrix, Horsfield),—

With the front and tail of llie Magpies, combines an elevated bill, and bulged upper mandible, the

base of which is adorned with velvety feathers, nearly as in the Birds of Paradise.

The first-known species {Corv. vaHans, Latham), is of a bronzed green colour. These birds are found in Africa

and India.

TiiE Glaucopis, Forster,

—

A similar beak and front, but two fleshy canincles at the base of the bill.

Tlie known species {Gl. chierea, Lath.), inhabits New Holland, and is the size of a Magpie, blackish, with a
graduated tail ; it lives on insects and berries, seldom perches, and is esteemed guod eating.

The Rollers [Coracias, Lin.)—
Have a strong beak, compressed towards the tip, with the point of the upper mandible a little hooked

;

oblong nostrils placed at a slight distance from the plumage, and not covered by incumbent feathers
;

the feet short and stout [with their outer and middle toes free to the articulation]. They are peculiar

to the eastern hemisphere, and l^ear some resemblance to the Jays in their manners, and in their lax

fiontal feathers ; are vividly coloured, but in general not harmoniously.
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Fig. 94.—Sternum of Roller.

Tlieir anatomy offers some peculiarities ^^hich connect them ^vith the Kingfishers and Wood-
peckers; the sternum {fi^. 94) is douhly emarginated, they liave but one pair of laryngeal muscles,

and the stoniaeli is membranous
;

[they have also uo ctcea to the intestine. In every essential par-

tieidar they thus accord with the Kingfishers and Bee-eaters, Avith which they form a special natural

group, all the niemhers of which take their food commonly on tlie wing, lay numerous polished

white eggs, of an almost spherical shape, in holes of some description, collecting no nest, the young

retaining their first plumage, which is little less bright than that

of the adult, until the second autumn : the whole of them subsist

exclusively on animal diet].

The Rollers;, properly so called,

—

Have a straight beak, higher than broad, [and comparatively

elongated].

There is one in Europe (C. garrula, LJn.).—Vivid sea-green, -with red-

disli-falvous back and scapularies ; some pure blue at the beiul of tlie

win^; and size about equal to that of a Jay. It is a very wild bird,

thou,2:-h social with its own kind; noisy; which nestk.'s in the hole:^ of

trees in the forests, and leaves at the approach of winter. It feeds on

worms, insects, and small Frogs. Some have tlie exterior tail-feathers

elong-ated, [as in the common Swallow ; and there is one species, inhabit-

inc; South Africa, which is stated to perch and watch for prey on the

horn of the Rhinoceros, giving notice to that animal of the approach of

the hunter].

The Rolles (Colaris, Cuv., Eurystomus, Vieillot),

Ditfer from the preceding by having a shorter and more arcuated bill, and particularly by its being

widened at the base, which is broader than high.

[The species are less numerous ; and there is one inhabiting: Australia.]

The Birds-of-Paradise {Paradiscpa, Lin.),

Have a straight, compressed, stout, and unemarginated beak, with covered nostrils, as in the Crows

;

but the influence of the climate they inhabit, which extends to birds of several other genera [so far

as the beak is concerned], imparts a velvety texture, and frequently also a metallic gloss, to those fea-

thers wdiich overlie the nostrils, while the plumage of various other parts acquires a singular develope-

ment. These birds are indigenous to New Guinea and the neighbouring islands. From the mode in

which the specimens brought to Europe are prepared by the savages of those countries, it was for-

merly thought tl)at they were quite destitute of limbs, and supported themselves entirely by their airy

plumes. It is said that they live on fruits, and are particularly fond of aromatics. [They also subsist

largely upon insects.]

Some of them have thinly-barbed feathers on the flanks, [or rather shoulder-tufts, which cover the closed

winq-,] inordinately prolonged, so as to form immense tufts, that extend far backward beyond the body; there

are also two [generally] barbless tilaments [the uropygials] attached to the rump, which are even more elongated

than the aiiy lateral plumes. Such are

The Emerald Bird-of-Paradise (P. opoda, Lin.), which is the most anciently known species ; and the Red (P. mhra,

Vaillant). These compose the Samalla of Vieillot. [They are large bii'ds, much more so than the contracted

skins brought to Europe, which are evidently shrunk by the application of great heat, would lead to tuppose : it

is only in such specimens that the wings and legs appear disproportionately large.]

Others have the same long filaments, but their lateral tufts, though still elongated, do not extend past the tail. As

The Kingr Bird-of-Paradise {P. regia, Cincinnunis reyins^ Vieillot), and the Magnificent B. (P. inagnif\i:i(^ Sonne-

rat), [which are very distinct, generically, from the preceding].

Some have the thinly-webbed feathers on the flanks, but they are short, and the filaments on the rnrap are

wantin!?:, ns

The Six-stemmed B. (P. aiirea, Gm. ; P. se.rsctacea, Shaw), with a golden-2:rcen spot on t]ie throat, and three

long filaments proceeding from each ear, which are terminated by a small disk of barbs of the same colour. It

constitutes the Parotia of Vieillot.

Lastly, there are some with neither elongated filaments nor lateral tufts (the Lophorbia, Vieillot), as

The Sujierb B. (P. snpcrOa, Sonnerat), and the Golden B. (P. aurea, Shaw; Oriolus aureus, Gmelin), [which

last is congenerous with the Australian Regent-bird, and therefore a Scriculus.']

The fourth fainilv of the FosseriiKS, or that of
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The Tenuirostres,—
Comprehends the remninder of this hr.st ihvisiovi ; the Birds composing; it heiiig distinguished

by a slender, elongated, sometimes straight and sometimes curved bill, devoid of emargiua-

tion. They bear the same relation to the Conirostres 'vvhicb the Bec-Jins do to the other

Denliros/res.

TnE Nuthatches (SiUa, Lin.),

—

Have a straight, prismatic, })(iiiitcd beak, cnniprebsed towards the tip, \vhioh they cmiiloy like the

Woodpeckers to perforate the liark of trees, [and particularly to scale it ofl'], to get at their insect-

food ; and althougli they climb in every direction, they have only one toe directed liackward, uhich is

certainly very strong. Their tail is of no u^u in supporting them, as in tlie Woodpeckers and Tree-

creepers. [Thfise bii'ds also feed largely on various seeds, and are celeljrateil for the instinct of hxing

a nut in a chink, while they pierce it with the bill, swinging the whole body as upon a pivot, to give

errect to each strolvC. They lay up stores of food, like the Tits.

Of several species, three inhabit Europe, and one the British Isles, which is not uncommon (.S'. curopcea, Lin.).

—

Ash-s:rey aliove, yellowish beneath, Avith dark rufous flanks and under tail-coverts, the latter spotted with white
;

a black streiik tbroug-h the eye, and round \vhile spots on the tail-feathers; size, that of a Robin. Its note is

remarkably loud, and disposition fearless.]

The Xicnops, Illiger,—
Have merely the beak ratlier more compressed, and its inferior ridge more convex.

The Anabates, Temminck,

—

Have, on the contrary, the superior ridge a little convex, almost like the beak of a Thrush, without

emargination. The tail is long and wedge-shaped, and occasionally worn, which intimates that it is

employed for sustension. In

The Synallaxis, Vieillot,

—

The beak is straight, lujt mnch elongated, slender, and pointed ; the tail-featbers are generally long

aud sharp. There are even some of them in whieh the shafts of those feathers are stout, and pro-

longed bcyi)))d the barbs.

The Creepers [Cerihia, Lin.)—

•

Have an arcuated bill, but little else in conimon. We subdivide them first into

The Tree-creepers [Ccrthia, Cuv.),

—

So named from their habit of traversing the hnles of trees, in the manner of the Woorlpcckers, [that

is, in an ascending direction only], their tail, which terminates in sluidar stitf points, serving to sup-

poi't them.

There is fine in Europe, tlie European Tree-creeper (T. /'n«;//f7r/j-, Lin,)- a diminuti\-e species, reiblisb-brown

above, speekled with whitidi, inclinint;: to ferrui;innijs on the rump, and pure glistenins: white underneath. It

nestles in the holes of trees, and ascends their tiamks with rapidity, searehinj;; for the insects and larvte concealed

in their chinks, and amonj^ the musses aud lichens. [Is very common throui;:hout Britain],

America produces some true Creepers of comparatively large size, which have been termed

Dendrocolaptes, Hermann.

Their tad is the same, but the beak is mucli stronger and wider.

There is even one of them which aiiproaches the Nuthatches in its siraight and compressed beak: it might be
taken for a Nuthatch with a worn tail {Oriolus picus, Gra. and Lath.; Gracula picoldes, Shaw; or Dendr.
giittntus, Spix).

The beak of another, twice as loni!; as the he-'id, is nrched only towards the tip (/c ynsican of Vaillant). That of
a third is loni,% sleutler, and as much arcuated as in Mt'lithrrjilns.

The Tichodromes {T/c/iodronm, Hliger),

Or Wall-creepers, do not lean upon the tail, although they creep up walls and rocks as the preceding

do the trunks of trees, but they chng to them with their strong claws. Their beak is triangular and

de))ressed at its base, very long and slender. [They moult twnce in the year.]

One only is known, an inhabitant of the south of Europe {Certhia muraria, Lin.). It is a handsome bird of a
iiirht ash-colour, with some briL^ht reil on the wini;-s. Throat of the male black [in summer. The alRnities of
this curious little bird arc not obvious].

The Honey-suckers (Necfarinea, Illiger)—
Neither use the tail, nor indeed climb, allhough their beak, of medium length, arched, pointed, and

compressed, resembles that of the Tree-creepers. All of them arc foreign.
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The naine Guit-guit is applied to certain small species, the males of which have vivid colours. Their tonp:ue is

bilid and lilanieiitous. Cert/iia ci/aneay Tern., and O. Cccndea, Edwards, are American examples, to which we add

some euHtern species, most of which are red,—the Ccercha, Vieillot.

We may separate, however, the largest and least handsome of them, wherein the tonii-iie is short and cartila-

fi-inous ; as the Merops rufa-s of Spix, which constiiicts a nest upon shrubs, arched over like an ovl-u, and of whicli

M. Temniinck forms his genus Opeliurht/nckug, and M. Vieillot his Furnarius. The Figulos of Spix does

not dilfer.

DiCEUM, Cliv.

The members of this group also do not climb, nor employ the tail : their arched and pointed beak,

longer than the head, is depressed and widened at its base.

They inhabit the East Indies, are veiy small, and have g-cnerally some scarlet on their plumajje.

In

Melithreptus, Vieillot,

—

The tail is also not used, and the beak is extremely elongated, and curved almost to a semicircle. They

inhabit the South-sea Islands.

One species {CertMa vesfiaria, Shaw) is covered with scarlet feathers, of which the natives of the Sandwich
Isles manufacture the beautiful mantles of that colour, which are so highly prized.

The Sun-b[rd3 {Cinnyri.H, Cnv.)

—

Do not lean on the tail ; the edges of their long and very slender beak are finely serrated ; the tongue,

which is capalde of protrusion, terminates in a little fork. They are small birds, the males of which

have most brilliant metallic colours during the season of propagation, approaching the Humming-

birds in beauty ; of which, in this respect, they are the representatives in the Eastern Continent,

being found principally in Africa and the Indian Archipelago. They subsist on the nectar of flowers,

which tliey suck up ; are of a lively disposition, and sing agreeably. Tlieir beauty renders them a great

ornament in our cabinets; hut the garb of the female sex, and of the male in winter, is so diiferent

that the species are not easy to characterize.

In some, the tail is even ; in others, its two middle feathers are elongated in the males ; and sonr,e are distin-

guished by a straight beak, or nearly so. [In most of the true Cinnyridci;, the lateral tuft uf feathers, so enor-

mously developed in the Birds of Paradise, exists, of small size].

The Spider-catchers {ArachnotJieres, Tem.)

—

Have the same long, arcuated I)eak, as the Sun-birds, but stronger and not dentelated ; their tongue is

short and cartilaginous, and the known species inhabit the Indian Aixhipelago, where they hve on

Spiders.

After all these distinctions, there are still other birds that should be separated from the great genus

Certhia, some of which are merely riiiledons, with the characters of that genus more developed.

The Humming-birds {Trochilus, Lin.).

These diminutive birds, so celebrated for the metallic lustre of their plumage, and partieidarly

for the scale-hke featliers, briUiant as gems, which offer a peculiar structure, have a long slender beak,

inclosing a tongue capable of protrusion upon the same principle as that of the Woodpeckers, and which

is split, almost to its base, into two filaments, employed, as is asserted, in sucking up the nectar of

flowers. They also, however, feed on small insects, for we have found their stomach filled with them.

Their very small feet, great tail, excessively elongated and narrow wings, and their very large sternum

(fig. 95) without posterior eraargination, combine to produce a

mode of flight similar to that of the Swifts, besides which the Hum-

ming-birds balance themselves in the air by a rapid motion of the

wings, like many Flies. It is thus they hifm about flowering

shrubs and plants, and fly more rapidly than any other bird. Their

gizzard is very small, and they have no cceca, in wdiich they ap-

proximate the Woodpeckers. They Uve singly, defend their nests

with courage [attacking, with their needle-like bills, the eyes of

an intruder, which renders these minute creatures truly formida-

ble], and fight with one another desperately.
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[TIiG wliole anatomy of a Humming^-bird, intprnal as well as external, intimates a very close afTmity with the

Swifts: the beak and tongue even of which, thoui^h so cUtterent at rirst sight, will be found on examination to

differ only in not boin^ drawn out. The Humming;-birds, however, have a compHcated inferior larynx, and toes

witii ttic Tjsiuil ninnbcr (if joints : their tail-feathers, as in the Swifts, are ten in number, save in one remarkable

sii(.'cit_'s itliriicc ii;uin.'d T. cc /tietints), wherein tliey are reduced to six; the body-feathers have an accessory

plume, &:c. The beak varies exceedintj^ly, in being more or less prolono;ed, straight, arched downward, or evea

recurved, like that of an Avocet,two species exhibitinji; whicli structure are now known : those which have strai2;ht

beaks feed chiefly on minute insects, and have often tlie tip of the ton^e furnished with retrotlected lateral spines,

precisely as in the Woodpeckers ; while in the majority with curved bills, the up|ier mandible shuts ov(?r and

incloses the lower, forming a tube and admirable sucking instrument, adapted for drawing up the nectar of flowers

between the tongue and palate : the tail assumes every form in difl'erent species, and some have the shafts of the

alar quills extraordinarily thickened ; many have ornamental tufts of feathers, niost variously disposed ; and in

siKU-t, the greatest variety of modifications are obtcn'able of the one general type, (\\bich is not j'tis-acrh/r,) though

it is difllicult or even impossible to institute satisfactory subdivisions.

Not less than a hundred and seventy species are now known, and others are constantly being discovered. All

ore from America, and, with few exceptions, from the southern division of that continent. The smallest of them,

wIr-u plucked, are less than a large Bumole Bee ; and one only, that is much larger than any others as yet known,

(T. gipas, Auct.), nearly equals the common Swift in size : this bird is also one of the dullest-coloured, and its

general resemblance to the Swifts is verj' manifest. Many, like the Swifts, employ a secreted mucus* in the con-

struction of their nest, which is mostly placed on a horizontal, lirliened bough; and tliey hiy two similar \\hite

eggs, of an elongated form, that produce generally male and female.]

Among

We firi^t arrange

The Choughs ^Frogilus, Cuv.),

—

Wherein the nostrils are covered by feathers directed forwards, a character "which has induced some

authors to jilace them with the Crows [most unquestionahly their true station], to which their habits

a|i|)rii\iniatn. The brak is rather longer than the head, [slender, a httle arcuated, singularly brittle,

and niiicli rr>nublrs red eoral].

Tlip ]:ui"(i|ic.'ni or Ibjd-legged Chough (Corviis i7rnn/his, TJn.).—Nearly the size of a Rook, and glo?;py black, with

rei.1 bill and kt;-.s. Inhabits the loftiest Aljis and Pyrenees, and nestles in the crevices of rocks, like the Chocard,

than which it is less common, and also less gregarious. Fnut and insects are equally its food, and when it descends

into the valleys, its presence is a sure forerunner of snow and bad weather. [This bird is not rare on many parts

of the M'a-rnast of Britain, breeding in the highest cHtTs, but upon none of our mountains, though occasionally on

loft\ buildings near the sea : parties of them are not unfrequently observed on Salisbury Plain, which is consider-

ably inland ; and their appearance is there considered an indication of stormy weather. They have all the man-
ners, intelligence, thieving propensities, &:c. of the Crows and Magpies, but invariably avoid walking upon turf;

tlicir (laws are hooked and very sharp, enabling them to cling to the face of perpendicular clifts, while they insert

their leugth(.'iu-d slender bill into crevices, picking out minute insects, which constitute their chief food.

The bill ;iiid b-i't of the ynung are coloured while in the nest, but less brightly than those of the adults. Three or

four additional sjincies are known, one from Ntw Uolland.]

The IIooroKs {I'jmpa, Lin.),

Have a d

Fi^. %.-tfi

n: Hoopoes, properly so called, {Uj)jfpo),—
cctihle feathers on tlie head, forming a splendid crest.

[They possess nunc of Ibf; exclusive characters (jf the Pns.srr/iur, and, upon
the whole, resemble most nearly the Hornbills, from which they differ, how-
ever, in several obvious particulars. They have a wide gape, and tongue vei-y

short and heai't-shaped ; the mandibles much prolonged, obtusely terminated,

flat, and not even grooved within; nostrils exposed, and a little removed from

the base : the feet resemble those of a Lark, but are adapted for ascending steep

surfaces, resting nn the tarsal joint ; ten tail-feathers only : a membranaceous
stomach; short intestines, probahly devoid of cceca ; and a peculiar sternal

apparatus (tig. 96). Flight undulatory, like that of the ^Von(lp(Tkers, which

they also resemble in their mode of tapping with the bill. It is altogether one

of the most isolated genera of Birds.]

The European Hoopoe {U. epops, Lin.).—Of a rufous-chestnnt colour, varied

with black and white : it searches for insects in humid ground, nestles in the

holes of trees or walls, and migrates southward in winter
;

[is singularly re-

markable for its intelligence and susceptibiUty of attachment. There are one

or two otbci's, all peculiar to the eastern hemisphere].

N to the macernted fiicus

, in whicli Ihe Swifts t<:u.

tin: \Voo(Ipcc!.Li
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The PnOMEROi'SES {Promcrops, Bribsoii),

—

Are not cresterl, but possess a very long tail; tlieir tougue, furcate and extensile, enables tbem to suck

the nectar of liowcrs, like the Humming-birds and Sun-birds.

[There are many species, found only in the warm regions of t!ie eastern licmisphere.]

The Epimaohus, Cuv.,—
Consists of Hirds, which, with tlie beak of the Hoopoes and Promeropses, combine velvety or scale-

like feathers, which partly cover the nostrds, as in the Birds-of-Paradise ; they inhabit also tlie same

countries, and have equally gorgeous plumage. The males have even tufts of lengthened feathers,

more or less produced, upon the flanks.

The Superb Epimachus [Upupa mrigna, Lin.).—Black, with a j^radiKiteil tail, tliree times lonf,^er than t]ie body ;

the feathers on the flanks elongated, turned up, and frizzled, with the edges of a burnished steel-blue ; and moat

magnificent coloured glosses on the plumage generally.

Naturalists have distinguished the square-tailed species, or

The Ftiloris, Swainson,

—

Sucli as the Twelve-wired Epimachus {Ep. albm ; Paradisom alba, Blum.), which was long ranged among the

Birds-of-Faradise, on account of the long bunches of white plumes which decorate its flanks, the stems of them

being prolonged into six barbless fliaments on each side. The body is usuidly violet-black, and tlie feathers on

the bottom of the breast have an edging or border of emerald green. Ep. magnificat) Cuv., and Ejj. regiiis.

Lesson, are two other superb species of this subdivision.

The second anil smaller priiiciiial division of the Passerind: consists of Birds wherein the

outer toe is nearly as long as the middle one, and connected to it as far as the second joint.

"We make but one group of them, that of

TnE SVNDACTYLI,

Long since divided into five genera, which we retain. [None of them are raodihed upon the

distinct type of the Passeriiue.~\

The IlioE-EATERs (Hh'rojtft, Lin.)

—

Have a lengthened beak, triangular at its base, slightly arcuated, and sharp-pointed. Their sternum

(Sg. 97) is doubly cinarginated bebiiid : [iliey have a membranaceous stomach, and no ea;ca ; a short

ami beart-sbaped tongue, and veiy tliiek skin.] Their long and iiointed wings, and short feet, render

tlieir flight similar to that of a Swailow. Tlicy pursue insecls in

flocks, and particularly Bees and M'asps, by whicli it is remarkable

that tliey are never stung [seizing the insect and at once eriisbing it

by tlie snap of their powerfully compressive beak : are peculiar to the

eastern beuiisphere, and nearly allied to the Kinglisliers and RoUers.

These birds have brilliant plumage, and tail variously shaped, but gene-

rally with the uropygial feathers elongated : they excavate deep holes in

banks, hke the Kingfishers, and lay similar spherical polished white eggs, six

or eight ill number; the young retaining their first plumage till the second

autmnii.

of iiunierous species, there is one common in the south of Europe during

saininier, but rare in the latitude of Brituin, whirh it seldom visits (J/, apias-

Icr, Lin.); anotlier (^1/. pcrsicns, Pallas), visits the soutll-east of Europe.

These birds often watch their jirey from the summit of tiL'cs, to which t]it_-y

return after skimming aliout for a minute or two.

It is necessary to distinguish from tbem

The Nyctiornis, Gould,

—

\Vhieh have shorter beaks, and softer and denser plumage, loose and pulTy upon the throat. Their

habits are crepuscidar or noctuinal, and their distribution is conlined to Asia.

Three or four species are known, which arc very noisy daring their time of activity].

The Bee-caters are represented in America by

The JIotmots {Prionites, Illiger),

—

Which have the same feet and port [their tarsi being however longer], but diff'er hy a stronger bill,

P
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liotli manilililcs of ^^lllcl) aix' &cn-;iioil, and by having the tongue harhod ]ike a fcallier, as in t!:e

Toucan^
;

[al^o shurt and round wing^]. Tlioy arc handsome biid^, ap}iroaehing llie size of a '\lagpie,

with lax Icatlirrs on llie liuad, as in the J;i\?s, [and similar looSfly-wehhed plnniage generally,] a jong

graduated tail, the two middle feathers of which are stripped of their harhs in the adults for a short

space near the end, which occasions a particular fnrin oi tail, [this singular mutilation being perfrirnied

by the birds themselves]. They ily badly, live solitarily, nestle in holes [Ijnrrowed in sand-hill.-,],

subsist on [fruit and] insects, and even jMey on small birds and other animals.

[Tliey are intermediate to the Bee-eater and Ititllrr -.rnnii, ;ni(l that of the Toucans, but perfectly itistinct from

eitlii-r : tlie stomach is stated by Le Yaillant to Ik; tnlci.iMy li!;>liy. Six or seven species are tcnovtu].

Till': Kingfishers (Alccdo, Lin,}

—

Have feet still shorter than in the Bee-eaters, the beak longer, straiglit, angular, and pointed ; tlie

tongue and [in some instances] the tail very short. Their sternum (tig. 08) has two posterior emargina-

tions, as in the Padlers and 13ce-eaters. They live on small fisli, Avhicli they take by ]n-ccipitating

thrmsclves into the water from ^ome branch, [or ar-

resting thi;ni^_,rlves suddenly during rapid flight, }ioi:^lng

for an instant and tlien jilnngiiiL^], and return to their

percli to gulp their prey, [which tliey tir^t kill by

repeatedly beating it against the bough]. Their sto-

mach is a nienibranous sac, [tlie illtc:^tines very long

and slender, and without eceea]. Thoy nestle like the

Dee-eaters in hoh'^ of banks, and are found in both

continents.

Tliat common threugliout luirope (.1. isjiuhi, Lin.), is little

lar;;-er tlian u Sparrow, of a muttled verditer jrreen above,

with a liroad band of splendid ultramarine-blue along the

back ; tlie uiider-parts rufous. [It exemplities the group to

winch Alci-'lo is now more particularly restricted, with lie-

ron-hke beak, snnrt and rounded wings, splendid colouring, and very ^^h^:lrt soft tail ; the menibers of which, all

of smalt size, are peculiar to the eastern hemisphere.

Others, with similar beak, liave Uttle or no vivid colouring, longer \vin;,^s and tail, and some are of much larger

size,—the Cen/fe of 13oit'. Species are found in both continents, and one (A. rndis, Liu.) inhabits the east of Eu-

rope. (If the natural group of Rollers, llee-eaters, and Kingfishers, the present subdivision is the only one found

in the New AVoiM.

Numerous utiier species ha\e lighter and inlluted lulls, resenib!inj2; those of Stuiks; the wind's and tail as in

C''ri//i\ the latter in a few instances imeven : they prey on insects, and some of the larger species un crustaceans,

anil arc known as the Halcyons (Halci/on, Swaiusou).

(Itliers, again, inhahit desert regions, which they traA'erse in search of Snakes and other reptiles : they have tiie

general form of the Halcyons, with beak rather more aiiproacliing that of the true Kingfishers. They constitute

i\iQ Doeel oi Leacli, which comprehends the largest species of any: are peculiar to Austi-alasia and Australia,

in whicli latter country the most celebrated sjx'cies (D. ijujantfii), whieh is remarkable for its loud and gi'ating

prolonged cry, is not uncommon.]

The Cevx, Lacepede,

—

Merely differs from the ordinary Kingfisher in the absence of the inner toe.

There are three species in India, [which less require to be separated than the preceding].

The Toimics {Todns, Lin.)—
Are small American rnrds, nearly similar to the Kingfishers in their general form ; and which have the

same feet and elongated l)ill, except that the latter is horizontally llattencd, and [generally] obtuse at

its extremity, the tarsi being also more elevated, and the tail less shortened. [Tiiey have a small and

tolerably muscular giy!,zard, and shorter intestines than perhaps any other bird, with great pedieillate,

dilated cceca, resembling those of the Owls : the sleinum is doubly cmargimitcd, and similar to Ih.at of

tlie Kingfisher (fig. OS), except that it is much shorter, with the crest very low : the tmigue is pro-

-Onged into a very thin lamina, Uke that of the Jacarnars.] They live on insects, and nestle in the

ground, [burrowing like the Kinghshcrs, but laying fewer eggs, which are spotted with luiti' or

just-colour.

Three or four species are now known, all chi \i\'iil-green, varied with other colours on tiie throat. They
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liaveno an'mity with various small (lat-ljiUed members of tlie Tyrant-flycatclier group, which liave often been

arranged with them by superficial ^vriteis].

We terminate the notice of tliis order by the most extraordinary of its genera, "whicli bears les3

resemblance to the other Sijiuhjctall tlian tlie latter do inter se, and which might very properly he

ranged as a separate family.

Tnc lIoitNBii.LS {Buceros, Lin.)

—

Great birds of .Vfrica and India, the cnornjous [arched and] dentclated beak of which is stmnounted

by a protuberance, sometimes as large as the beak itself, or which latter is at least very much inflated

above, as remarkably so as in the Toucans; while their port and habits approximate them to the

Grows, and their feet are similar to those of the Kingfishers and Bcc-eaters. The form of the rostral

excrescence varies much with age, and in vei7 young individuals there is even no trace of it percep-

tible ; its interior is generally cellular, [or permeated by a fragile network of osseous fibres]. The

sternum lias but one slight emarginalion on each side behind, [and is otherwise peculiar]. The

tongue is short [and heart-shaped, as in the Hoopoes, and the Roller, Uee-cater and Kingfisher gronp],

and deeii in the throat. [Tlie stomach moderately muscular, and intestines rather short aiid witliout

ccEca : they have only ten tail-feathers (as in the Hoopoes), and body-plumage short upon the rump,

and everywliere destitute of the su|iplementary plume to the feathers : the eyelids are fringed w'tth

stout lashes, as if to guard the eyes fnnn falling particles of dust ihsengaged hy the rostral jn-otubc-

rance, however that may be employed, which is unknown.* The bones are more coinjiletely permeated

by air than in any other genus, the ambient fluid penetrating even the phalanges of tlie toes]. They

bidjsist on all sorts of food, devouring tender fruits, chasing Mice, small birds and reptiles, without

disdaining carrion ;
[and breed in the hollows of decayed trees, producing four rounded white eggs.

The species are very numerous, and one alone is distinfruishetl from the rest by having a solid bony protube-

rance to the bill, of medium si-ze. The Ih^ht of these birds is sailing, and resemtiles that of a Ciow ; and on the

Ijround they advance by a leaping; mode of progression, assisted by the wings : the larger species are extremely

shy and diflieult of approach, and they always perch on the decayed branches of lofty trees, where their vision can

:omniand a wide range. It reqiures to be conlirmed that any of them feed on vegetable diet when in a state of

ture.]

THE THIRD ORDER OF BIRDS,

THE CLlJIBERS,t [Zvgodactvli, Tem.]-

Coasi.sts of species wherein tlic outer toe is directed backward like the thumb [except in the

Troo-ons, where the first and second toes are opposed to flie third and fourth], from which

results a more efficient frvas]), wliich certain of tlie genera avail tliemselves of to cfing to the

trunks of trees, and so climb u)) them. The name of Climbers (Scansores) has, therefore,

been appropriated to this division, although it does uot rigorously a]iply to all its eonipoucnt

members, and there are also se\-cral birds that climb etpially well, the toes of which are chs-

poscd in tlie ordinary manner, as the Tree-creepers and the Nuthatches.

The Birds of this order nestle generally in the holes of decayed trees ; their flight is [ordi-

narily] but moderate; their nourishmeut, as in the Passerina;, consists of insects and fruits,

accordino- as the beak is more or less robtist; and certain of them, as the Woodpeckers, are

jirovidcil with special means of obtaining it.

In the greater number of genera, the sternum is doubly emarginated at its ]iosterior edge;

but in the Parrots [which have no sort of affinity with an}- of the rest] there is merely a hole

or furatneu, and often not even this.

The J,^c.\m.\ks {Galhula, Drisson)

—

Hold L ..car relationship with the Kingfishers by their lengthened beak, which is pointed, with a sharp

upper riilgc, and by their short feet, the two front toes of wdiieli are connected to the second joint

;

' 'CIk- Ani (rr^(<7Vy«.5-'/; which have n very siniilnr elevation of
|

+ ISIore jpr^iierly spenkinp. yol,e-toolei] birda, as the greater ntrm-

I'le l)eak to tliatol several ottlie smtdler Hortibills, Itave iJaO tlie eyes [
ber of them do uot climb.—Eo.
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tlicse, liowevcr, not Ix-ing the corrcspoiuling toes to those \Thich are joined together in the King-

fishers. [TIic sternal apparatus (fig. 90) is most nearly related to that of tlie Bee-caters, but much
slimier, with a lower medial ridge ; the Jacaniars thus holding the same analogy with those birds which

the Todies do to the Kingfishers ; and like the Todies, they have also a considerably lengthened, exceed-

ingly thin, lamina-like tongue, a small and rather muscular gizzard, short intestines,

and similar great cocca: both genera are very slightly made, have exceedingly thin

skins, and soft puffy plumage (the character of the feathers being however dilterent)
;

the nostiils are a little removed from the base of the hill, and quite exposed; tlic

gape is furnished with vibrissas; and they suI)si^t ]>y takinc;; insects in tlie mauiier

of a Flycatcher]. Their feathers have always a Ijrilliaiit metallic shine. Tlioy live

solitarily in humid woods, and nestle on low branched:, [or, more proliably, a.'i Le Aail-

lant was informed, in the holes of trees, laying Idue eggs].

Fii,'. 99.— stiTtinm ot Tlic American specJL-s have a lonj beakj'^^hich is quite strai;iht [the diagnosis of the restricted
aLftiii.ir.

Galbula.] These are much more numerous thnn the following;.

Others, from the Indian Archipela;^o, [a mistake of Le Vaillant, all the species inhabitin^^ America, like the

Todies,] liave a shorter and more inflated beak, which is a little arched, and tlms approximates that of the IJee-

eaters. Their anterior toes are more separated. They constitute the Jacainerops of Le Vaillant, and that natuj-atist

even figures one species devoid of the ridge to the upper mandible.

Lastly, there is one in Urazil, which has only three toes.

Tni-: WoonrECKKRs (Pic/'s-, Lin.)

—

Are well characlerized by their long, straight, and angular ))ill, the end of which is compressed into a

wedge adopted for perforating the 1)ai'k of trees; by their slender \ermirorni tongue, armed towards

t!ie tip with lateral retroverted spines, and which, hy the action of the elastic cornna of tlie liyoid bone,

can be thrust far out from the beak : and finally by their tail, composed of ten feathers \\ith stifl' antl

elastic stems, which serve them as a support in climbing, besides which the twelfth pair of tail-feathers

invariably exist externally, of minute size. They are pre-eminently climbing birds, which traverse the

bark of trees in every direction, [or rather, like the Tree-creepers, they are unable to proceed in a

d(jwnwaj-d direction, otherwise than obliquely backward ; whereas the Nuthatches and

Barbets climb perpendicularly upward or downward with equal facility] ; striking with

the beak, and insinuating their long tongue into chinks and crevices, to draw out the

larvae of insects on whieli they feed, [besides which, some of them sulisi.st largely ou

acorns and nuts, even ujion soft fruits, and on eggs.*] The tongue, in addition to

its armature, is supplied witli a \iseid mucus secreted l)y large salivary glands,

[whicli tnucus is conveyed l>y a double duet that o]tens at its tip]: it is retracted by two

muscles wound like rihamls round the trachea, and when thus drawn in, the horns

of tlie 6.9 ////o;V/c.v slide round tlie skull beneath the skin nearly to tlie base of the

upiier mandilde, the sheath of the tongue cnrrugating into folds at Ihe bottom of the

throat. Their stomach is nearly membranous, [though consideralily less lax than in

the Cuckoos] ; and they have no ca:ea.t Shy and wary, these birds I'ass the greater

portion of their tin;ic solitarily, and, at the nuptial season, may often be heard sum-

moning the feiiialo by rattling the beak against a dead branch. They nidificate once

a year in the holes of trees, and Iioth sexes incubate by turns.

[The :::()ceies are extremely nunieroLis, and generally distiilmtrd, with the e.\ce|ition of Australia.

jority Lave crimson feathers on the head, and the largest of tiem ii;ivc the rest of the plumage mostly pied with
white. Such, in America, are the great Californiaii "Woodpecker (/'. nnpvrkdts, Gould,) and the Ivory-billed and
rileatcd Woodpeckers, wherein the actual texture of the beak closely resembles ivory; also, the Great lilaek

Woodpecker of Euro|>e, which is stated to have been sometimes met with in Britain.

Others, foianing; au extremely numerous group, the Dendrocopiix, Swainson, ditfer litlle but in boinj; smaller
and more mottled with white. They iidiabit, like the former, northern or mountain districts, feed nnicli on nuts
and acorns, anil never descend to the ;^n'ound. Of four in Lurope, two inhabit Britain, the Picim /)ia/or ni\d

\^ \k i 1^

The j:reat ma-

r. ,
Aiietn

nortliern Europe {P. fri'

Many of those ottroia

phitf--, Swainson.

* ArDURON, Fir. >T,ilhr(H.

;on, are destitute of the ordinary Iiind-toe. There are s

.V, Lin.)

nates have fall soft crests, and g-enerally bald necks : thes

.\eral species, and one in

coustitute Ihe M<i!acofu-
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others have cylindiical Oi much less angular bills, and smooth finu plumag-e,—the Udanerpes, Sivainson, to

uliicli the well-known Red-headed Woodpecker of North America appertains. These are the most fi-ngivorous of

any, and sometimes feed on the eggs of other binls, even entering Pigeon-houses for that purpose. Their colours

are disposed in large masses.

Tlie Green Woodpeckers, or Poppinjays, {Gednus, Boie ; Chri/soptilus, Swainson,) constitute another subdi-

yision, remarkable for the inner emargination of the sternum being much smaller than the outer, and for barred

pluniage in the young, which coi-responds with the adult garb of certain species with slightly arcuated bills, that

compose the Colnptes, Swainson: these two subdivisions are closely allied together, and the members of them
frequently descend to feeil at ant-hills, being exclusively insectivorous : there are two in Europe of the first, of

which the common Green Woodpecker of Britain may be cited as an example, as the equally common Golden-

winged Woodpecker of North America may be of the other. The species of both are remarkable for contorting

the neck in the same manner as the Wrynecks.

Some additional subdivisions have been proposed, which are less admissible.]

The Wrynecks (Yimx, Liu.)

—

Have the tongue extensible, as in tire Woodpeckers, and by the same mechanism, but without spines

;

their straight and pointed hill is somewhat rounder and less angular, and the tail is similarly com-

posed, but broad, soft, and flexible [at the extremity, notwithstanding which the shafts are tolerably

firm, and the bird leans on them when clinging]. They live pretty much as the Wooilpeckers, except

that they seldom climb, [and feed principally on Ants. Their flight is swift, and not undulating as in

the Woodpeckers.

Two species only are known, one common in Europe as a summer visitant, appearing in Britain rather plenti-

fully. Its size is that of a Lark, and colour elegantly pencilled brown and ash, resembling a lichened branch.

This bird arrives early in the spring, and is well kno\\n for its frequently reiterated cry, which resembles that of

the smaller Falcons ; it often repeats this note, holding on to a perpendicular twig. Instinctively trusting to the

close resemblance of its tints to the situations on which it alights, it will lie close, and sometimes even sull'er itself

to be taken by the hand ; or on such occasions will twirl its neck in the most extraordinary manner, rolling the

eyes, and ei-ecting the feathers on the crown and throat, occasionally raising the tail, and performing the most

ludicrous movements ; then, taking advantage of the surprise of the spectator, will suddenly dart olf like an

arrow. It breeds in the holes of trees, and lays several polished white eggs, resembling those of a Woodpecker.]

The Piculets {Plcummts, Tern.)

—

Scarcely differ from the "Wrynecks, except Ijy a very short tail, [which is soft, and held elevated, like

that of a Wren. Their beak and tongue are rather, however, those of a true Woodpecker, which they

exactly resemble in their whole anatomy]. They are very small birds, and there is even one of them

which is destitute of the small hind-toe.

The Cuckoos (Cncuhts, Lin.)

—

Have the heak of mean length, rather deeply cleft, compressed, and slightly arcuated ; the tail long,

[with ten feathers only]. They subsist on insects [and fruits], and are mostly migratory. [Have a

lax stomach, coeca like those of the Owls, and no gall-bladder]. We subdivide tliis numerous group as

follows.

The True Cuckoos [Cuculus, Cuv.)

—

Have the beak of medium strength, anrl short [pailly feathered] tarsi. Tliey are celebrated for the

singular habit of depositing their eggs in the nests of insectivorous [as well as granivorous] Ijirds;

and, what is not less extraordinary, the foster-parents, often of species much inferior in size, bestow as

much care on the young Cuckoo as upon tlieir own proper nestlings, even although the deposition of

the strange egg is preceded [or rather, (as we have ascertained,) succeeded, which is still more curious,]

by the destruction of whatever others may have been in the nest : [or, if other eggs are

subseciuently laid, and hatched with the young Cuckoo, the latter is endowed with the astonishing

instinct, about the eighth day, of ejecting its helpless companions hy insinuating itself under them, and

then hy a jerk casting them successively over the rim of the nest]. The cause of this phenomenon,

unique [so far as is known, with the exception of the Molothrahs (p. 202),] in the history of Birds, is

yet unknown, [hut appears, we conceive, to be immmediately connected with the structure of the

reproductive organs ; and to be necessitated by the fact of the female Cuckoo requiring several days to

intervene between the deposition of each successive egg, five or six in number, for which reason she

could not well incubate her own : certain it is, however, that although a great proportion of the young

Cuckoos are not hatched till after their parents have migrated southward, the female has been often

seen to loiter about in the vicinity other offspring, which she has been known to entice away when it
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Ut v;i

. lOL—Sten of Cuckoo.

took fllgbt]. Herissant attributed tlie pliennmenoo to the position of the gizzard, which in fact i:s

placed further backward in the abdouicii, and is less pruk-dcd by the sternum (fig. 101) than that of

otlicr Itirds [in ircncnil, but not of tlie Moth-liunters;, w liich the Cuckoos closely reseuil.Je in their

internal anatomy, and ]iarticul;Lrly in the shigiihulv diuiiniiti\e size of the brain: tlie yonng arc

exceedingly slow in learning (<j take their nwn food, and are fed by their foster parents tdl they ha\e

ncaily attained the full growth of their fcntbrrs.

m.s species, all iiecnliiir to the eastern hemisphere,] there is one

"I"*,

Tlie Coimnon Cuckoo (C. cmiorns, Lin.)—Of an a^h-p:rey colour, the

belly whitisli, rayed with dnsky Ijlack across, and tail-feathers laterally

spotted with white: the young barred all over with rufous. [It feeds

principnlly on caterpillars, and is sometimes seen to hawk for insects on

.) d'_'\oui-s (.lierries and the smaller fruits. Is well known
for its \-v\\ w lil'.h is cunjnion tu l.)Oth sexes, and is sometimes uttered on

the wiin;-; as is also another particularly melodious sound, which it

generally emits as it takes thght ; it often confrregates many tog;ether on

the same tree, attracted by each others' notes ; but never flies in society,

except when miijrating. It does not pair; is particularly shy and re-

tirins; in disposition, and is often butfeted by the small birds on whose

domain it encroaches.]

Africa [and the islands of tlie Indian Ocean] produce several small spe-

cies, the plumage of which is nuu-e or less g:ilded, [or brilliant emerald-

green, briinzed, oi" purjile}. Tlii'ir beak is rather more depressed than

in the i)receding:, [and they compose the Chalcifcs, Swainson, which,

however, are scarcely separable either from structure or habit].

A cre-sted, spotted species is occasionally found in southern Europe,

the cry of which is more sonorous (C. glandarius, Edwards). [Tliis, with

various otliers from Africa, pertnins to the distinct group Oj i/loplnis of Swainson, which, with the following", has

lon-^er and naked tarsi.]

(.)thers inhabit America [;itl of which build nests and rear their otTsprJng, constitutini^ the Kri/ihropf/ri/s-, Swain-

son : these are well known to feed much on the eg'gs of other birds, which it is g-enerally believed the true Cuckoos

do also : some of them descend much on the ground, and prey on snails like a Thrush, in addition to berries and

caterpillars. The young- resemble the adults].

Others again, with generally spotted plumage, have the beak deep vertically.

The Couas (Cocci/zu^, Vicillot^—
Merely differ from the Cuckoos by their elevated tarci. They nestle in the holes of trees, and do not

entrust their eggs to the charge of strangers; tliis is at least true, "v^ith respect to tliuse species of

which the propagation is knciwn.

There is one in America that requires to be distinguished,

—

TriE Lizard-seeker {SfmrofJiera, Vicillot),—
"Which has a long l.ioak, curvi'd at the ti[i only, [and tcet ad;iptcd for running swiftl} on the ground, as

is the case with the Ann.'riran Cuckoo tribe generally].

It is the Ciii-iiJus n:hihi of TL'mniinck.

Le Vaillaiit. has already separated, with good reason,

The Coucals {Centropn^^, Illiger").

—

Birds of Africa and India, the thumb-nail of which is long and pointed as in the Larks, [;ind the

[ilnmage in general singulaily rigid atul spinous]. All the knuwn species arc natives of the easteni

hemisphere, and nestle in the boles of trees, [producing white eggs. They feed ebietly on Grasshop-

l»ers, ami run a'lout with celerity among reeds and other herbage, from which they arc slow to take

wing: their llrsb is jiarl irularly rank ; ami the eyelids are tVinged with lashes, as in inosu of the

Cuckoo tribe which rear their own offspring.

The species are very numerous, and grade into the true Couas and ilalkohasj.

The same naturalist has riglitly separated

Tr-JE CoURnl.s ( Lr//fof;rnifUS, A^ieillDt),—
ILxdagascar birds, the beak of which is thick, pointed, ^traiglit, and compressed, with ihe tip of the
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upper mandible but slightly arcuated, and the nostrils pierced obliquely in the middle of each side of

it. Their tail consists of twelve feathers ; and they nestle in holes of trees like the preceding, and

hiUahit forests. It is said that they are principally frugivorous.

[They are closely related to the Puil-birds of America, and like tlicin prodace only two es"3:s, and nave the tirst

and foartli toes directed laterally, eualilinj; tlieni to perLii lengthwise.]

The lIoNi>,Y-GuiDEbi (l/idicdfor, Vaillant)—
Arc birds of South Africa that feed on honey, and "which arc celebrated for guidi[ig the natives to

the nests of wild Bees, enticing tlicni to the spot by flitting before them, and reiterating a peculiar

cry ;
[they also, however, lead them in like manner to where a beast of prey hes concealed]. Their

beak is short, high, and nearly conical, like that of a Sparrow. There are twelve tail-feathers ; and

the tail is at the same time ^vcdge-shaped and a little forked. Tlieir skin, singularly tough, protects

them from the stings of Bees ; which latter, however, continually tormenting them, sometimes kill

tliem by attacking the eyes.

[These curious birds are most nearly allied to the Woodpeckers, and climb trees in the same manner, having

similar feet and claws. Their colours are sombre, and, contrary to what occurs in all the Cuckoo tribe, there is a

distinct acccJisory plume to their feathers. They lay several pui-e white c'^'^^ in the holes of trees, precisely like

those of the Woodpeckers.]

The Bareacous {ilonam, Vieillot)

—

Have the beak conical, a litile compressed, lengthened, slightly arcuated towards the tip, and armed at

its base with stift' bristles or barblcss plumes, which approximate them to the Barbcts, [or rather to

the Puff-hirds, which the author ranges with the Barbcts, hkc which they have also twelve tail-fea-

thers, and the first and fourth toes directed laterally. The sterunm resembles that of a Cuckoo, but

with a small second emargination.

These birds have blackish pluniag;e, and generally roral-red bills. Their habits are precisely the same as those

of the Puft'-birds, which they further resemble in layins two e^RS in holes, and in being peculiar to America.]

The MALKOtrAS {Pli(entcojj/i(Sus, Vieillot)

—

Have a veiy thick bill, round at its base, and arched towards the tip, [somewhat as in the Toucans],

Willi a great naked space round the eyes. Some have round nostrils, placed near the base of the bill,

wliile in others they are narrow, and situate near its edges. They are natives of Ceylon [and other

warm parts of the eastern beniisidicre], and live, it is said, principally on friuts.

Certain species of them should probably be disliuguislied, that have the beak less thick, and no hare

space round the eyes.

The PiAlN-FOVVL (Scf/t/irojis, Latham)

—

Have the beak still longer and thicker than in the llalkohas, and furrowed on each side with two

shallow longitudinal groves : their nostrils are mutul, and the space surrounding the eyes naked. The

beak approaches that of the Toucans [in its suiierficics only], but the tongue is not ciliated as in

those birds.

Only one is known, the Australian Rain-fowl (.'?«•. aiistralasia, Shaw), a grey bird of the size of a Crow, whitish

and a little barred underneath. [Us sternal apparatus and digestive organs resemble those of the European

Cuckoo, as do also its system of coloration, and the structure of its feathers. Mode of propagation unknown].

The Barbets {Bacco, Lin.)

—

Have a thick conical beak, bulged on the sides of its base, with five overlying bundles of stiff bristles

directed forwards ; one behind each nostril, another on each side of the base of the lower mandible,

and the fifth placed at its symphysis. Tlieu- wings are short, and their proportions and flight rather

heavy. They subsist on insects, and attack smaller birds ;
occasionally feeding on fruit : nestle in the

holes of trees.

They rctpdrc to be divided into three sid)genera.

The Barbicans {Pogoiiias, lUiger)

—

Have one or two strong dentictilations on each side of the itpper mandible, the ridge of which is

arcuated and obtuse, [and the sides marked with transverse grooves]. Their bristles are very stout.

They inhabit Africa and India, and feed more on fruit than the others.

[The species are not numerous, and are generally black variegated with crimson. The compressive force of their

lieak is very considerable ; and they seldom climb.]
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The Restricted Barbets {Bucco, Cuy.)—
Have the lieak dimply conical, slightly compressed, with a blunt ridge, a little raised ahoiU t)ic middle.

They are found in lioth continents, and arc generally adiinird \\'\X\\ vivid cidoiu'^i. At the season 'jT

propagation thc\' arc found in jiairs, and in little triKips [ijr faniilies] during the remainder of tlie year.

[Tlii.s ami till' jirrrcihiig siiliilivisimi fnnii :i totally dislinct grniip from the I'est, and an- most nearly related to

the AVoodpi'ekers : the tun^^^ue, liuwever, is of the Oi'diuiuy struetuie, and tliey have hut ten tail-lVatliers, \\hicli

iire not rigid. Their feet also are adapted for descending the trunks of trees, hke a Nuthatch, and not merely for

ascpudinsrtheni, as in the Woodpeckers and Tree-creepi.Ts ; havin^^ the cla'w of the reversed toe particularly hooked

and sliarp. The beak is especially fitted for cuttinu- ilir strms rif iVuit;?, as with a pair of scissors ; and they lay

always tour white eggs in the holes of trees, uccasinii;illy i-ooitin-; In the composite nests of the social Grosbeaks.

Some other divisions have been instituted among them, \vith propriety; and they altogether constitute a natural

laniily, some species of which aie even entiiely destitute of the tufts of bristles, which latter may be traced, in

various degrees of developement, in nian\' I'lther birds, ;is the Trogons, S:c.]

The ruFF-BiiiDS {lyrmalia, Cnv.)—
elongated and compressed, "with the c

Thcii" disp|-()[inrt innately lai'gc liead, gr

Have the beak rather nnuc

[generally] bent downward.

I i::^ less obscrvalilo in tlie ordniui

ly pulled out intu a round ball].

sj-cct of 1)

mity of the u]ipcr mandible

beak, and slu.rt tail, imprtrt

c living bird, the dcn.5e plu-

tlic known ^pecicb inhalut America, and

an air of stupidity, [win

uiagc nf which is comni

sul.)sist on insects.

[They are generally subdivided into Tnma/ia proper, the beak of which somewhat approximates that of the

Bush-shrikes, and Lt/porni/x, in which it is smaller, little if at all hooked at the tip, and grading towards tiiat of the

Barbacous. Togetlier with the latter genus, and the Courols of Madagascar, they form a distinct gfroup, most
nearly related to the Cuckoos, which they resemble anatomically; all the members of which appear to possess the
habit of puffing out their feathers, and perch lengthwdse, clasping the bough with theii- first nud fourtli toes, which
are directed sideways and not backw^ards, the same as in the Touracos ; they h;i\e iiil tui^U e tail-feathers and
uivariably lay two eggs, in hoh'S either of trees or banks, which probai.)l\ iiniduri.- uiaic jind tVinale that associate

for life, as they are constantly observed in pairs. Tlie American species apjiear to diller in being exclusivelv
insectivorous, watching for the larger insects, which they take in the manner of a Flycatcher : their manners are
familiar; and the plumage of the forehead directed forwards and more or Irs.s t(_Tmiiiatini.^ in stilf jiuints, very
rigid to the feel, which admirably defend the eyes from the lUittcring of thrir iusect-jirry. Thi_- culnurs nf all are
tombre, and not gay, as in the Barbets].

The Trogoxs {Trogou, Lin.)

—

Together \vitb tlic bmidles of bristles round the bill of the Barbets, have a short beak, broader than
nigh, (iir\ed at its base, with a blunt arcuated ridge to the upper mainliblc. Their small feet, feathered

nearly to the tors, dieir long and broad tail, and fine, light and dense ].bimage, iin]Mrt a peculiar air.

Some poniou of (heir plumage has generally a brilHant metallic lustre
; the rest luMiig vivid]}' coloured.

They nestle in tlie holes of trees [producing two nr four deli.'afe rounded white ciig^, the shell of which
is particularly slight and fragile], subsist on insects, and frequent low branches in the interior of thn;k

woods, flying only during the morning and evening.

[The Trogons constitute another distinct and insn-

lated group, intermediate in some respects to the

Cuckoos and Moth-hunters, both which they resemble
generally in their anatomy, but are hatched naked, in

which they differ from either. The sternum (fig. 102) io

doubly emarginated. Their toes are rennukable for

being zygodactyle on a different principle from that of
any othrr LiTinis ; the ordinary inner toe being reversed
instead (if Mir ninrr one : their feathers closely resemble
in strurtnre those of the true PoultiT, and are similarly

elongated over the rump, where in certain species they
attain nn extraordinary developement in the male sex,

analogous to the train of a Peacock. Like the Foultr>-,

also, they are remarkable for the small proportional size

of the head. They capture insects in the manner of a
Fly-catcher, with a swift and deeply undulating flight

,

some of them feeding likewise upon berries. Are found
in the warm regions of both continents.]

The Ani {Crotopltaga, Lin.) —
arcuated, and comi^ressed beak, without denticulation, high, and surmounted

Are known bv their thick
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Ijy a sharp vertical crest [lilic that of several of the smaller Ilornhills]. They arc hircls of the hot and

humid climates of America, with stout and elevated tarsi, a long and rounded tail [composed of only

eight feathers], and blark plmnage. They sulisist on insects and grain, fly in flochs, and several pairs

lav and iiicuhate ia the same nest, which is jilaced on the brandies of trees, and is built of a

size proportionate to the number of coui)les whieh helj) to construct it. They are easily tamed, and

even taught to speak ; but their flesh is rank and disagreeable.

[The similarity of ttie colom- and size of these birds to the Quisadi and ScolrjiJiar/i, {p. 20'2), ^vliich inhabit the

same countries, has occasioned much confusion in their history. It is the latter, and not the Ani, which are

,[>Tanivorous ; and which also are easily tamed and taught to speak, the xVni having no accessory vocal muscles,

and consequently only uttering a particular screech. The name Crofophnija implies that tliey feed on the insect

parasites of cattle, like the common Starling; wliich is not true of the Ani, though it applies to the hii-ils

with which they have been confounded. The Ani strictly appertain to the Cuckoo p^roup, and are remarkable fur

possessing eyelashes like the Coucals and Honibills : though inhabitants of the hottest regions of America, they

are remarkably solicitous for warmth, and soon perish of the least cliill ; hence their sin^i^ular sociality even wliile

brooding on their eggs, which are of a dark green colour. Several species ai-e now known, and they appear to

subsist exclusively on insects.]

The Toucans {^Rhamphasios, Lin.)

—

Are at once recognized by the enormous size of the bill, which is nearly as large and as long as the

body itself, but internally very light and cellular, [or rather permeated by a fragdc network of osseuus

hhrcs], having its edges dentated, and both mandiljles arched towards the tip; the tongue is narrow

and elongated, and laterally barbed like a feather. They are peculiar to the warm regions of America,

where they live iu small troops, [different species of them commonly associating in the same flock],

and suljsist on fruit and insects, and during the nesting season on the eggs and young of other birds.

The structure of the bill necessitates them to throw each morsel of food into the air. and catch it in

the throat
; [a habit practised liy many other birds in which tlie tongue is either unusually short, or

of a form unfit to assist in deglutition]. Their feet are short [not particularly so] ; their wings but

moderate, and tail rather lengthened, [and commoidy held erect ; it consists of ten feathers]. Tliey

nestle in the trunks of trees [producing, in every known instance, two delicately white eggs, of a

rotund form : the young recurve their tails upon the back while in the nc&t.

These birds have a doubly emarginated ster-

num of peculiar form {f[g. 103), a slightly muscu-

lar stomach, and short intestines without cceca :

they have no g-all-bladder. Their movements are

]i;;ht and elegant in an exti'eme degree, leaping

from bough to bough with the most lightsome

agihty, so that, in the living bird, the beak has

no appearance whatever of being disproportion-

ately large. They fly rapidly, but evidently with

much exertion, and with difficulty against the

wind, raising the bill above the axis of the body,

and propelling themselves at short intervals :

are exceedingly destructive to the eggs and young

of other birds, which they frequently obtain by

dipping tlieir Inige bill into the deep pensile nests

which abound in their indigenous abode, that

organ being remarkably sensitive, which enables

them to feel the contents. When roosting at

night, they contrive to bury their enormous beak

completely between the scapularj^ and intersca-

pulary feathers; and they employ it with singular

dexterity, and are often observed to scratch it

s:ently with the foot, as if that produced an ag-reeable sensation : many nervous papilla; are distributed over its

surface].

The Restricted Toucans—
Have ihe beak thicker than the liead, and are generally black, \\ith vivid colours on the throat, breast,

and croup. [Their size is comparatively large, both sexes are alike in plumage, the tail is less

cuneated, the clavicle bones are separate, short, and pointed, not joined to constitute afurcula. as in

birds in general.]

The aricauis {Pteroghssus^ Illiger)

—

Have the beak not so thick as the head, and enveloped with a less attenuated corneous covering; their

Fie- 103.—Sternum of Aricari.
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size is inferior, and the gronnd-lint nf tlieir plumage commonly green, with some red or yellow on the

throat and breast
;

[tiie feiiinle i:-. clic^tiiut-brown where the male is black, the tail much graduated,

and the furcula (tig. 103) cnniplotc.

Anion;;- tlie Aiicaris are certnin species more vi\idly green tlmn the rest, the beak of wlilcli has a rlr-ep, lateral;

longitudinal furrow ; they are the Groove-bills {Atilocorynchusy Gould). The Aricaris generally are more varie-

giited than the true Toucans, to which they bear nearly the same relationship which the Jays and Magpies he'd

with the Crows. They a[>pear to be less carnivoruu.s].

The Paurots ( P:-i//acits\ Lin.)

—

Have a stout, bard, solid beak, rounded on all sides, and eiivclii]ied at base by a membrane in ^^hieh

the nostrils are pierced ; together with a thick, fleshy, and rounded tongue : tvro circumstances which

impart the greatest facility in imitating the human voice. Their inferior larynx, which is complicated,

and furnished on each side with three peculiar muscles, [the bony ring at the divarication of the

hronchi being besides incomplete, so as to permit of dilatation and contraction,] furtlier contributes to

the same ol:iject, [if, indeed, it be not entirely jirorhief d \)\ the latter means]. Their vigorous jaws are

set in motion liy a greater number of muscles than are found in other birds, [whence especially results

the rcmarkalile molidity of tlie upper mainhble]. They have very long [and reniarkabiy slender]

intestines, without cccra ; and subsist on fruit of all kinds [together with bulbs and other succulent

parts of vegetables in many instances, holding their food up tn the mnuth ^^ ith oinj foot, as\\ith a

hand]. Assisted by their hooked hill, they clamber about the branches of trees ; nestle in hollow

trunks; and ha\e a loud and harsh voice in a state of nature. Nearly all of them are adorned

\\ ith gorgeous colour--, and they are scarcely found out of the torrid zone, [except in the southern

hemispljere], luit are fomid in both continents, the species of course dilfering in each. Every

l;u"ge island even has its own species, the short wings of [many of] these birds incapacitating

(Iicm frnm traversing great tracts of sea. The species are therefore extremely numerous, and are sab-

divided according to the furui of the tail and sume other characters.

[This extensive g-rouji is obviously an ordinal di\ision of the class, and should doubtless rank lirst in the series

fif Birds, precedine; the Birds of Prey, as among jManimalla the Qnadrumana do the Carnivora. If we except tht

ti'ivial character of their outer toe beins" reversed,—and their foot even is in all other respects extremely diflerent,

and covered with small tubercle-like scales, instead of plates as in all iM^Pa^scrhiLC, and the rest of the yoke-footed

f^aaiera without exception,—theyha^e absolutely nothing in common with the other Zi/ffodaciyii that should entitle

ttiem to ran2;e in the same special division : their whole structure is widely at variance ; and if there be one group

more than another to which they manifest any particular affinity, it is that of the diurnal, Birds of Prey, which we
ciMiceive should ranp^e next to them, though still very distantly allied. They certainly accord with the Falcons

more than with any other bird in the contour of the beak, and the nostrils are analogously pierced in a mem-
brane termed the cere : they have a similar enlargement of the ccsophagus, which occurs in no other zygodactyle

bird, but which is glandular as in the Pigeons, secreting a lacteal substance with

which the young are at first nourished, (the Parrots and Pigeons being almost the

only bii'ds which subsist exclusively on vegetable diet at all ages). The stomach is

but slightly muscular, and we have found it enormously enlarged in old cage spe-

cimens
;
intestines singularly long and slender, as before stated ; and there is no

gall-iiladder, a particular in which the Parrots accord with the Toucans, the

great Cuckoo group, and that of the Pigeons. The sternal apparatus (ligs. 104 and 105)

differ-^ least from that of the diurnal Birds of Prey, the medial ridge being however
rou 1 1 anteriorly, and the furcula slight and peculiarly flattened, being least unlike

th t t tl e Pigeons, while in one subdivision of Parroquets it is absent altogether.

r on tl e rest of the zygodactyle birds, the Parrots ditl'er remarkably in their intel-

1 en e T d docihty, qualities in \i Inch s(mi;c sprnrs p.re unsurpassed by any member
cf tl cla^s

;
while the other tree hinls nut tranicd (ui tlie definite type of the Pas-

p a e with few exceptions rcinarkalily devoid of inlidligence, and iuca|)alile of

r cp instruction.

It further be noticed, that all the numerous tribeuf Parrots confoiTu in every

c'; p t 1 letailof their organization, being framed on an especial subtype, which,

I t may admit (like eveiy other) of sul)ordinate moditications, exhibits no
1 t of a passage or transition into any other form : the same remark applies

t 1 of the preceding groups that do not pertain to the Passeriiuc, but which
a I in the scale than the present one, nr, in (itlu-r wm-ils, less distantly removed
aj t tl an all are from theliUter

;
lliut tlicylia\c imt l.crn generally recognized as

tlm?, nisulated, which all have acknowledged to be the rase in the instance of the

ir equally constant distinctive cliaracters being less obvious exte>-uallv.Parrots, is attrjljutahlr tu th
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Tlie Parrots have been arranged under many named subdivisions, tlie limits of wbich arc mostly arbitrary,
thoun;h several very natural g:roups are tolerably distinct.

First, among the species with square tails, we may notice the great Black Cocl<atoos of Au5U-a]\a.iCali/pto]ync/ius,
Vig.), large crested species, withbeakof extraordinary strength, and very deep vertically. Tlieir plumage is black,
i\itb some red or yellow on the tail; wings capable of vigorous flight; and food the seeds of the Euca/j/pd,
\^ ith the juice of which fruit their bills are generally stained. Attempts to maintain them in captivity appear
to have always hitherto failed. The subdivision Con/don, Wagleri, is barely separable.

The WHiite Cockatoos {PltjctolophuSy Vieillot), the species of which
inhabit the Indian Archipelago and Australia, fall into two minor
groups according to the form of the crest. Their disposition is sin-

gularly gentle and affectionate, and several species are abundantly

brought alive to Europe, where they are kept with much facility.

Their singular antics and extraordinary grotesque movements are well

known to all.

The F;f|uare-tailed species without crests constitute the restricted

Parrots (Psittacus) of several authors, and are found in the old and new
continents. They arc generally esteemed for the facility with which
they learn to speak ; and the majority arc gaily coloured : it is neces-

sary, however, to subdivide them much further. One group, termed

Nestor, is remarkable for the extraordinary elongation of the upper

mandible, which far overhangs the lower : it is believed to be employed

in hooking up bulbs; the members of tliis division are essentially

crestless Cockatoos, allied to PL rtaviciis, and are also natives of Aus-

tralia.

The Love-birds {Psittacula, Kidil), compose a beautiful t^ronp of

species of diininntive size, wherein the tail is slightly graduated ; they

are found in butb continents, and are remarkable for having no

farcala.

Tlie Vkwvs. rarroqnets iPald'ornis, Vig.>, hnve a very \o\'\'z, pointed

tail, and collar-like mark round the neck; they inhabit the Asiatic

continent and islands, where there are many species.

Australia produces numerous lung-tailed Parroquets with more elongated tarsi, adapted for running on the

ground
; their tail-feathers are not pointed, and their colours are in general gorgeously variegated, and peculiarly

mottled on the back. They constitute the Platiiccrcus, \\g. and Horsf. Poh/lefes, AVaglcr, is aUied, with pointed

tali-fcathers
; and A'(/(»j>///c]!(.y refer.s to a small species related to the latter, but with tlie pointed crest of sonie

('n<'Kat<M)s.

The Maccaws {Ara, Kuhl ; Macrocercns, Vieillot), are long-tailed American species, which exceed all the rest

in sixe, and are superbly coloured. The more characteristic have a large space of naked skin on the cheek,

crossed by narrow stripes of short feathei's. This bare space is ^•"'iflualiy lost as they successively decrease in

size, and they finally grade into the American Parroquets (Conurus, Kuhl), one species of which (P.v. carolhu-itsis,

Auct.) is the only member of the Parrot group found northward of the tropic of Cancer.

'ilie Lories (//07v'i(s, Vieillot), ^are oriental species with square tails, and dense soft plumage, the colours of

which are glowing in the utmost degree : beak in general comparatively feeble. Some allied birds are smaller, and

have graduated tails, but are particularly distinguished by their extensile tongue having a circle of papilke at tiie tip,

adai)ting them to feed on the nectar of flowers : they are termed Lorikeets {Trlchoglossiis, Vigors). Taviignaihns,

Wagler, includes some Lories with immense bills ; and Cori/p/i/lus, a number of small species, with slender bills,

thick skin, and commonly purple colouring. Finally, Pezoponts, Illiger, and Nanodca, Vig. and Horsf,, consist of

some beautiful and delicate long-tailed species, "wbich have also feeble bills, and tarsi somewhat elevated ; they

are known to seek their food cliielly on tlie gi-ound.-]

Fig. 105.—Stcn

Among the Climbers are commonly placed two nearly allied African genera, ivhich appear

to me to have also some analogy with the Gallliiacca?, and with the Curassows in particular.

They haA'e the wings and tail of the latter, [their tail, however, consisting of only ten feathers,

instead of fotu'teen], and like thum inhahit trees; their heah is short, and sujicrior mandible

bnlij;ed, [or compressed and inueb elevated ; the g;ipe remarkably wide] ; the feet have a

short membrane which connects the external and front toes, though it is true that the outer

toe is often directed backward, as observable in the Owls. Their nostrds are simply pierced

in the corneous substance of the beak, the cutting edges of the mandibles are denteiated,

aud the sternum (fig. 106), at least that of the Touraeo, has not those two very deep emar-

g'r'.itions eommou to the Ga/Unacea'.

"Here we have another insulated group, which also comprises the Colics (p. 201), the anatomy of

, bvit tlicir uisUn^a^e cliai itii the requisite brevity.
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tllOli 1,'ukily

^vllirh at once indicates tlic propriety of aiTanging it In tlic ])rcsent scries, among \^liicli it is most

nearly relutcti to tlic 'I'oncans. Thiy liave but twche ti'itc cer\ical vcrtcijric ; and llie sterniirn,

])rc.sctits n(j atfiuity for tlnrt of lln; Poultry. Tlic stomach is large and

Iiut slightly musctilar, CKtciiding into the ahdominal por-

tion of the cavity of the hody ; and the intestines are short

and \\illioiit ei.cca. Unlike tlie Toucans, however, they possess

a small gall-hladdcr ; hut tlie tongue, at least in some of

tliern, is similarly harhcd to\vards thij tip. The feet have the

litst and fourth toes directed laterally, for which reason llicy

cornniiinly perch lcugtli\sisc on tlie horizontal brandies of

trees, whie-ii thev iieranibnlatc longitudinall}", clasping the

bough nilh their two hili'rally dis]lo.^ed toes, while the others

arc directcfl foiwaids. Their nio\eniiiits arc liglit and elegant

in the e.>:trcme, a particular in which they differ remarkably

from the Colies : they pass with an easy sailing flight from tree

to tree ; live in pairs or families according to the season
;

subsist almost exclusively upon fruits, and lay four delicate

white eggs in the hollows of decayed timber].

Such are

The Tocr.vcos {Conjlhnix, Illiger),—

Fi^', ion—sternum ,.rTnur;in.. Thc bcak of w li i cli d< ics not ascend upon the forehead, [anil

is generally much compressed], and the head is adnnicd wiih an erectile crest.

[Seven species are now known, the ground-colour of which is jenerally vivid-green, with some gorgeous crimson

on the open wing. ^Ye should observe, that in all this group the featheis are very short upon the rump, being the

reverse of \vhat obtains throughout the Poultry. The liead, however, is small, as in the latter.]

The Fi.ANT.viN-E.^TiiKs {Mmophn'ja. Isert),

—

Are so named from the fruit on which they sulisist, and are characterized by the base of the bill forming

a disk, which covers part of the forcbctnl.

[They grade, however, into the former, tlie beak becoming more and more inflated, till in one species it for-

cibly recalls to mind that of a Toucan. Another is of great size, approaching the stature of a Curassony and has

a splendid curled crest, resemhling that otse\"eral of those birds.

A third genus consists of

The N,\rE-CRESTS (CJihdiris, Swainson),

—

Which have a rounded beak approaching that of some Trogons, and hard and sombre mottled pliunage,

very unlike that of the others. Their exterior toe is more liiuitcd in its range outw-ard by the con-

necting meinbrane.

Two species are well known, both from Afrira, like all the jircceding,—one the Plmsintnis J/riiiniii.s of Latham.

We licrc, at Icugtli, arrive at a sufiicicntly marked iiitcrrn|itiou cf the series of the class of

IJirils, to be cuableil to introiluce some remarks on the aiiiuities of the iireecdiuir orders,

wliieh we conceive might be arranged most naturallj' as follow.

I. ScANSORES, as limited to the Parrots.

II. Rai'tores, or tlie Birds of Prey; which subdivide into two thoroughly distinct

sections.

III. Strei'itores. Screec}ier.<;, consisting of all thc rcmaiiulcr that are not organized upon

the detlnitc ty|ie of the Pns'scri/Jrt'. It is ncccssar)- to suliihvide them lirst into three series,

ivluch might be designateil Syudacli/U, Zi/i/dtliuii/li, and UeferoiJiicfi/li ; tlie two first of

i\hieli names, however, do not rigidly apply in every instauce, the groups being founded rr.tlicr

npou the aggregate of the organization, than upon any single cdiaractcr.

1. Sijiiihiflijli.—These, with the exceiitioii of the ]\[otiiiots, are exclusively nniuial-fceilers,

like the Rdplores, to which they succeed; and even thc Jlotmots subsist more n]ion animal

than u]Hin vegetable diet. They fall nnder two principal nnuor groups, whiidi we term

Biiceroidcf; and Halcyoides.
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The Bnceroides are distinguished by a very sliort and heart-shaped tongue, a siugly-emar-

ginatcd sternum, and ten tail-feathers only ; intestines short, and we believe al^^'ays without

cceca ; plumage never vividly coloured. In order to mark the degree of value of the two

very distinct genera included, we conceive it necessary to indicate the Hornbills by the term

Appendirostres, and the Hoopoes by that of Arculirostres. Both are ]jeculiar to the eastern

hemisphere.

The Halcyoides have a doubly-cmarginated sternum, twelve tail-feathers, and, with the

sole e.\ception of one group of Kmgfishcrs, splendidly coloured plumage. They fall into tln-eo

tribes, viz., Cylindirostres, comprising the Rollers, Uee-eaters, and Kingfishers, which have

tongues similar to the foregoing, membranaceous stomachs, and no eoeca; a thick skin, firm

])lumagc (not moulted the first year), and great power of wing; nidificating in holes, and pro-

ducing numerous shining white eggs, &c. ;

—

AiiyuUrostres, composed of tlie Jacamars and

Todies, which have thin, lengthened, lamina-like tongues, muscular gizzards, and great cccca,

resembling those of the Owls ; thin skin, soft plumage, feeble powers of flight, and which

jiroducc coloured or speckled eggs, also in holes ;—and Serratirostrex, or the Motmots, which

are intermediate to the Cylindirostres and the Toucans, (wdiich commence the next series).

The Anr/idirostres and Serratirostres are confined in their distribution to America ; while the

Cylindirostres, with the exception of a single subdivision of Kingfishers partly, are found only

in the old world.

2. Zygodiniyli.—The members of this division likewise fall into two principal minor

groups, which may be termed Picoides and Cucaloides. The greater number subsist on mixed

diet, and a marked predatory projiensity is retained by some.

The Picoides have always (at least in every known instance) a doubly-emarginated sternum,

comparatively muscular gizzard, and no coeca to the intestine. They all jiroduee white eggs,

less spherical than those of the Syndactyli, (in which respect the latter approximate the

Raptores, which precede them) ; and have an accessory plume to their feathers, more or less

developed; their plumage being almost ah^a^s adorned with vivid colours. It is in this

group that the tongue is so variously modified, in the Toucans, Woodpeckers, &c. To bring

the s[)ecies as near as possible together, tliey may be arrangetl into two tribes, viz., Ijeviros-

tres, consisting of two very distinct families,—that of the Toucans, and that of the Touracos

and Colics ; and Ciineirostres, comprehending the Woodpecker family (which includes the

Iloneyguides), and that of the B.arbets. The Toucan and Touraco families are respectively

peculiar to the old and new worlds, the latter, with the sole exception of two or three Colies,

to Africa ; the W()o(l[)eckcrs are generally diffused, cxcei)ting in Australia ; and members of

the )?arbet family are found in the ivanu regions of both liemisiiheres.

The Cuculoides have a comparatii-ely lax stomach, ami in\-ariably great eocea, which when-

ever they occur throughout the Strepitnres are always of the same proportional dimensions

and form as those of the nocturnal Birds of Prey ; their colours, excepting in one grou]) of

Cuckoos, are never bright ; and they have no trace of an accessory plume to the feathers :

the greater number lay coloured or speckled eggs, and many construct inartificial nests in

bushes, (all the preceding genera, save tlie Ctdies only, resorting to holes for that purjiose).

A "-reat proportion of tliem have the outer and middle toes more or less directed laterally.

They fall under two families only, that of the Courols, Barbaeous, and Puff-birds, which have

twelve tail-feathers, and that of the Cuckoos, which have onlj- ten or fewer, and which might

be again naturally distributed into several supergeneric divisions, or subfamilies. Of these,

we can only remark, that that which com)U'ises the parasitic species is peculiar to the

old world.

3. Heterod(icti/li.—This group consists of Birds the great majority of which are mainly

insectivorous, and take their food on the wing. They arc generally endowed, tliercfore, with

considerable power of flight, have a wide gape, and short feet, rarely adapted for progression.

The only zygodactyle family of them has the toes diifcrently disposed from those of all other
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yoke-footed geneva. The species \a'1uc1i possess cccea closely accord ivith the Cuculoides in

their anatomy, but all of them possess the accessory yilume to the clothing feathers, in whicli

they differ from that grovip. We sulidividc tlicni into Tror/onoiihs and Ci/pseloiOes.

The TrnrjnnniJes consisting of the Tnigons only, it iviU be suificicnt to refer to the generic

head (p. 2\G). They liave twelve tail-feathers.

Tiie Cypseloides have only ten. They divide into two triljes, i\liich may be termed Parvi-

roslres, containing the family of Podargues and i\Ioth-liunters, nocturnal s]ieeies with great

cocea, and \\hich hiv mottled eggs ; and Tenuirostres, comjirising the two distinct families of

the Swifts and 1 lunimiiig-birds, whieh have no eccca, and lay ivhite eggs, the last-named

family dilfering remarkably from all the pireceihiig S/rcpilores in having a conqilieated niferior

lar\'iix, wliidi character ulitains throughout the next onles', "without a single known execjition.

Althiingh the foregoing long series of groups, more or less subordinate, cMiiee a decided

mutual attinitv and tolcrablv regular suecessiousliip, to those wlio have practically studiei!

them, we have been unable to detect a single character that n\\\ apply to all, and the onh' one

\\hieh approximates to being general, consists in the lo\\er laiMix being piroviiled witli onh"

the stenio-tracheal pair of muscles, save m the single family of the Ilunimiug-birds ; hence

these birds are nnaliie to inflect the voice, and siiiij; and they are generally very inferior in

mtelligenee and docility to the members of either of the three other orders with ^\liich Me are

now engaged ; the Picoides and Ilooijocs constituting the chief exceptions to this geneiahzation.

Linnaeus obtained a glimpse of their distinctness from the Paxscrina, when he instituted his

ordinal divisions Piece and Passeres; but lie fell into error in assigning a position among the

former to the Crows, which alone could have induced Cuvier to remark that he could discover

no distinctive character to seianatc the Pica' and Pnsseres of his great predecessor.

The series of SlrejiUnres can accordingly be dclined only by negative cliiiracters, derhed

principally from comiiarison of them with the Passerince. Perhaps the most remarkable fact

connected with their anatomy, consists in the ctt'ca being invariably either altogether absent,

or, if present, developed to a considerable but fixed size, which never varies; this diversity

being found to exist in groups that are nearly alhcd, as in the Swifts and Moth-hunters, the

Kingfishers and Todies, &e.

IV. C.VNTORES, or the restricted PasseriDce.— It is impossible for a greater contrast to be

afforded than is furnished by this ordinal division and the preeeiliug one. Although cuni-

prising many more species and received generic divisions than the three foregoino- orders

collectively, there is absolutely no essential difference of structure percc|)til)le thmueliout the

whole immense series; the only dilfcreuces consisting in the degrees of developenieiit of parts

common to all : the pecnhar type of skeleton, digestive and vocal organs, &c. being mvarialjlv

one and the same, just as the Ilnmming-f'ird or Parrot model is analogously varied, in a miiicn-

degree. There are no subdivisions equivalent to those which have been indicated as families

even of the StrepiUircs, iiowever the beak may vary in magnitude and form; the most dissi-

milar beaks being often unaccompanied by other mailvcd diversities, so that a dead specimen

deprived of its head, although at the first glance it might be referred with certainty to the

present order, could oul\ In a f '» instances be assigned, even on anatomical examination, to

any |)artieular group of it, and the plumage and style of colouring would even then afl'ord the

surest indication of its affinities, in the great majority of cases. In the Slrepi/ares, on the

contrary, any one organ, and very commonly a single ordinary clothing feather, woiUd snttice

to indicate the very genus from which it had been taken; the varieties in the form of the

sternal apparatus may be cited as one illustration of the considerable diversities observable in

the wliole structure of the S?rpy;i/or£'S; whereas a single sternal a]iparatus (fig. Sfi, p. 17''^),

we have deemed fully aihapiate to represent the form of this ini|)ortant portion of the skeleton

throughout the amazingly extensive series of the present division.* There are, in fact, no

* Tliu itcrtial ai)p/ir;ilUb uf ijunicnjiis guntra ^.f r„,>t(,rcs arc bcaiUUully ll^'urccl in I\lf. V;irrtirs Jli^luy;/ c/Biiti.J' ''-'',
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characters of dicliotoiuous aii])Ucation, till ivc ilcsceiiil to irmiute particulars, socli as the sea-

sonal iuid progressive changes of ])l\unage, the system of coloration, character of the ef^gs, ice.

and these require to be carefully and extensively studied, in order to extricate the Cantor'-'i

from their present heterogeneous state of artificial arrangement, which, like most other classi-

lications based on the variations of a single organ (the beak), has induced a variety of approxi-

mations at variance with natural aliinity. To detail our own views on the arrangement of

this great order, would reijiiire more s|)ace than tlie natiu-e of the ]iresent work wouh)

allow
; it must snifiee, therefore, to refer to the few hints which have been given in the

details of the various genera.

The tinir orders here indicated have a vague general character m common, which is not

easy to define or even express : it partially consists in the magnitude of the head, as compared

with the subsequent divisions generally ; and a hind toe being alwaj-s ])resent, on the same

plane with those in front, the great majority of them perdi and traverse the Ixnighs of trees

with comparative facility, while the remainder are too obviously alhed to admit of separation].

THE FOURTH ORDER OF BIRD:'

THE PIJULTRY, (GalliX-H, Lin.)—

Are so named from their aflfinitj' to the Domestic Cock, in common with whieli they have

generally the u])per inandd)le vaulted, the nostrils pierced in a large membranous space at the

base of the beak, and covered by a cartilaginous scale. Their heavy carriage, short wings,

and bony sternum (fig. 107), diminished bv tivo emargiuations so wide and deep that they

occupy nearly its wdiole lateral portion, its crest being ob-

liquely truncated in front, so that the sharp edge of [an

ajipendage to] the fourchette is only joined to it by liga-

ment, are circumstances which, by greatly impairing the

force of the pectoral muscles, render their flight laborious.

The tail has generally fourteen, and sometimes eighteen,

quill-feathers. Their inferior larynx is very simple, so that

none of them can sing. They have an extremely muscular

gizzard, and [most generally] a large [globidar] cro]). If

we exce])t the Curassows, they lay and incubate on the

groimd, on a few carelessly arranged stems of straw or grass.

Each male has ordinarily several females, and takes no sort

of trouble either with the nest or young ones, which are

generally very numerous, and., in most cases, are able to

run as soon as they quit tlie shell.

[We should observe, that exce])tions occur to almost all

these generalizations in the course of the series, which will

be pointed out as they arise. In the polygamous species, the male is always Larger and more

ti-aily coloured than the female ; while in such as are monogamous, (as Ptarmigan and Par-

tridges,) the sexes nearly or quite resemble, tjoth in size and colour. This diversity is appa-

rent in some species that are otherwise closely allied together. The head is very small, as

compared with the members of the preceding orders generally; and the number of cervical

vertebra; is irregular and always greater.]

The Poultry constitute, for the most part, a very natural family, remarkable for having fur-

nished us with the greater number of our farm-yard fowls, and with much excellent game.

Their anterior toes are connected at base by a short membrane, the edges of which are dente-

Fig. 111/-..
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latcd; inid Uk'V c:in only be suljilivulud iijiou cliaractcrs of trivial irayiort, drawn fioni some of

the aii|)cndaLi;('s of the head. In order to avoid, however, an excessive inultipUcation of

gruit|)s. wc associate \vith them eertain j^enera the toes of which have no connecting membrane,

and one (that of the Pigeons) which links the Poultry with the Passeriiice, the others {such as

the Iloazin) |>resenting a slight a[)pro:tfh to tlic Touracos ; [very slight and superhcial in I>oth

instances].

The Curassows {Aleclor, Merrem)

—

Are lart^^e roultry-hinls of South America, which somewhat rescmhle Turkeys, and have a liroad and

rniinded tail, eomjiosed of large stitf (juiUs, [fnuriren in numlier]. Several of tlieiii possess a singular

couformatiou of the trachea. They live in the woods, feed on huds aud fruit, perrli and nestle upon

trees, [their luud-toe Ijeiiig on the same plane with tliose in front], and are very socialjle and easily

domesticated. [The sternum has its inner cmarginatiun less deep than in other I'oultry]. (iniclin

and Latham lia\e divided them iut(t Curassows and Cuans, but upoa very indeterminate charaeters.

^A'e suh(ii\iile tliein in the following manner:

—

The Curassows, pi'operly so called, {CraXj Lin."),

—

Have a strong heak, its base surrounded by a skin, sometimes brightly coloured, in which the nostrils

are pierced; and their head is adorned with a crest of long, ereetible, narrow feathers, curled at the

tips. Their size is that of a Turkey, and like the members of that genus they lly \\\) into trees. They

are bred ill a domestic state in America, and individuals have been received from that enuntry so

variously coloured, tliat we hesitate about characterizing the species.

__ ^^ The most common, or tlie Yrlldw-liillcd Cn-

rassow (Cr. «/f'f(''jr, Liii.), is Id.^irk, witli a white

belly, and cere of the heak brilbaut yeHow. The

trachea makes but one slight curve iHjfnre it

enters tlie breast. Soiue, as C'r. gb.'hiccra, Lin.,

have a larger or smaller globular tubercle at the

base of the beak.

The Pauvi (Ourax, Cuv.)

—

Have a shorter and thicker hill, and the

mcnilirane at its base, as well as the greater

]iart of their head, is covered with short

druse plumage resembling velvet.

The nios-t common of tlirni, or Uio Ga!eatrd

l\i\[\\ I Cr. pa /ixi. Lin.), has an uv;d tnlprnh^ at

thi; hase of the beak, of a liglit liliie <'()loui- and

^tniiy hardness, almost as large iis Mic hratl. This

hied IS I. hick, with the Inwrr part of (iir i)rlly, and

till of tail, \\hitc. It ncsMrs on thr ;:r(Miiid, and

its native countn,Ms not knonn. with precision,

ehind the sternum, where it turns to the left, and

re all compressed. AnutJier species (Cr. galeataf

1 1
> II

The tr;

ascend

iHith.;

Ill the vi-iit side I

max til rough the I

S|.ix), has a red salii

c;ini tlic

ichettc ;

nt crci^t (

skm to

its y\\\'z^

nstcad of the tubercle.

The Guans [Pcnch^j'p, AI.Trem)--

Have a more slender beak than the others, aud the space anniiid the eyes naked, as is also the tliroat,

whieii is mostly susecptiljlc of inflation.

:-^o many varieties of colour are found among them, that it is dilhcult to trace the limits of the various si>ecies.

Tlmse especially which have a crest, are extremely variable. [Tlie size is in general mnch less than in the others,

and form more slender : the naked parts are often beautifully coloured]. The trachea, at least in the crested

spi^cie.-,, rii'M'cnds under the skin far behind the jiostcrior edge of the .sternum, ascends, is again flexed, and then

conliniies lis ciinrse towards the fourchette, throngh which, as usual, it gains access to the lungs. In one crestlcbS

S|iecies {I'ni. iiKirail, Trm.), greenish-black, with a fulvous belly, {which appears very distinct,) the trachea forms

ill both sexes a curve :tt the uiiper jiart of tlie sternum, fiefore it enters the lungs.

The PARRAaiJAs {Orlalida, i\!errcm)—

Merely difter from the Ouans in having no naked skin about the bead.

One species only is known, of a brorjzed bto\\n abu\'e, v^llitt^h gi'ay bcneidli, and rufous on the head, (tlie Co-
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iraca, Buifon ; Phasianus motmot, Gmelin ; Ph. parraqna. Lath). The cry of this bird is very lond, an-d articu-

lates its njiiiie. The tracliea of the male descends beneath the skin as low as the abdomenj and then ascends to

enter the thorax.

\Yith these difFereut Curassows Las been generally associated

The Hoazin (O/jis/hocomus, Hofmanscgg,)—
An American bird, which has the same port, and a short and thick hill, with nostrils pierced in its

corneous substance, without any membrane. The head is adorned with an occipital crest of long fea-

thers, very narrow and thinly barbed; and what distinguishes it from all the true I'uultry, is the total

absence of membrane between the toes.

This bird is the /-^//cf.y/^ji)/.? cr/siafus, Lin.
; of a g-reenish-brown, vnriegated with white above, the front of the

neck and tip of the tail fulvous, and the belly chestnut. It is found in Guiana, perching along; the niari^^in of

inundated places, where it subsists on leaves and the seeds of a species of Arum. Its flesh smells fetronply of

castor, and is only employed as a bait for particular fishes. It fonns a g-enus very distinct from any other among-

the Poultry, and when its anatomy is known, may become the type of a particular family.

[This very curious bird is perhaps the most insulated species of the whole class : its eyelashes, and reticulated

tarsi, help to separate it externally from the Poultry ; and its anatomy is altofi;ether unique, exhibitin;^ a peculiar

adaptation for deriving- nutriment exclusively from foliage. The crop, of enormous dimensions, hollows out, as

it were, the pectoral muscles and anterior portion of the sternal keel, occupying a great heart-shaped cavity, and

extending backward half-way along- the trunk and at least four-fifths the length of the sternal appai'atus ; it

receives the superior portion of the cesophagus on the left side, and on the riyht is succeeded by an inflated canal,

Ave inches and a half long, constricted like the human colon, and terminated by the proventiiculus, to which

follows the gizzard, wdiich latter is no bigger than an olive, with its muscular coat scarcely thickened ; the intes-

tines are moderately long, and cceca an inch. The stenial crest, so deeply cut away in front, forms a slight ridge

anteriorly, which is continued forward into a very long bony apophysis, that is soldered with the furoula ; the

hindward emarginations are inconsiderable, the exterior pair being commonly reduced to a foramen, or even quite

ossified. This bird is not naturally wild, and is obsen'ed in small flocks, which commonly perch side by side on

some branch, always in marshy situations.* It ai^i'ears to have only ten tail-feaihei's.

AVc now arrive at the normal scries of Poultry-birds, which have the hind-toe small and

elevated.]

The rEAFOwi. {Pavo, Lin.),

—

So namcil (Poon) from their cry, and which are characterized by a crest of pecnliar form, and by the

tail-coverts of the male extending far beyond the quills, and being capable of erection into a broad and

gorgeous disk. The shining, lax, and silky barbs of these feathers, and the eye-like spots wliieh

decorate their extremities, are well known to every one, as exemplified in

The liulian Peafowl {P. iiidicii.v, Lin.}, the head of wht(;)i is adorned with an aigrette of narrow vertical feathers,

v/idened at the tips. This superb bird, origiiially from the north of India, [where it still exists abundantly in a

state of natuj-e], was introduced into Europe by Alexander. The wild specimens even surpass the domestic ones

in brilliancy. The blue extends over the back and wings, instead of the common barred markings; and then-

ti-ain is still longer. [We have seen domestic I'eacocks with these characters, which howe\ er are not attained by

the greater number ; and have also obsen'ed wild-shot birds like the ordinary' breed, which it may be suspected

hatl not acquired their final colouring; the developement of which would seem to be generally arrested in the

former, so much so that we have seen an individual more than eighteen years of age, that did not difl'er from the

common farm-yard specimens].

The Japanese Peafowl {badly named by Linna'us P. mH/yV(f.yt> fis it possesses spurs), is a distinct species, the

aigrette of which is composed of long and narrow feathers; its neck is green instead of blur, and midated or

gilded : train scarcely differing from that of the other.

[The additional species ranged by the author among the Peafowl are distinct enough, and now

generally known as

The Pea-pheasants {Polyplectron, Tern.).

They are much smaller, and particularly remarkable for the tarsi of tlie male bearing two or more

spurs.] The tail-coverts, which do not extend beyond the tail, and are webbed in tlie ordinary manner,

have two brilliant metaUic spots, and the wing-tertials have sometimes single ones.

[Three or four species are known, from the mountains of eastern Asia ]

The Impeyan {Lophophorus, Tern.).

The bead surmounted by an aigrette like that of a Peafowl, and a similar Hat tail, the coverts of wJiicb,

" l-fI(.Tiniiiicr, in .hnniirs lies Sciences Nalurellcs for lai?. ]
"liich iva^ afterwards cuutinucd, this bird linving no ]i;ir-li i:r>- like

+ W" ill pi-cl tliat tills iiiimt. originatifil in a niiajiriiil for mutin, 1 llic t.lber.—Eo.
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lioweYcr, are not prolonged. It also resembles the Peafowl in the brilliancy of the colours of the

male : circumference of the eye, and even the cheeks, naked, as in the Pheasants, and the tarsi armed

with stout spars. [The upper mandilde very much overhangs the under one, as ohservablc in a less

degree in the Plicasants generally, enabling this bird to root up bulbs with facility.]

AVe kiiuw but one species, from the mountains of the nortli of India, the Resplendent Impeyan {L, refulgens,

Tein.
;
Phiu'iuniis Impeyaiius, Lath.)- Size of a [small] Turkey, and black; the crest and dorsal plumajfe of

chano;eable colours, retlectins; tints of g"0ld, copper, sapphire and emerald ; tail-feathers chestniit-rufous, [and the

rump white]. The female and youns; are brown, dashed with grey and fulvous.

The Turkeys (Melcnr/r/s, Tin.)

—

Have the head and njiper part of the neck invested witli a naked, maramellatcd skin ; an appenrlage

under the throat, and auntlier conical one nu the forehead, \\bich becunies iiiHated and }iruloiiged ^\hcu

tne bird is excited by passion, when it hangs over tlie beak. On the lower part of the neck in front,

the adult male has a tuft of very long pendent bristles ; the coverts of the tail, shorter and more stiff

than in the Peafowl, can be expanded in like manner into a fan. The males have weak spurs, [and are

the only American Poultry -birds wherein a trace exists of those appendages].

But one species was known for a long time, the Common Turkey {M. galUpavo, Lin.l. It was brou:;-ht from

North America during the IGth century, and was soon dift'iised throughout Europe, \\hcre it continues to be

reared for the excellency of its flesh, its great size, and the facility with which it is bred. The Wild Tui Ulvs \astly

exceed rlic domestic breed in brilliancy, and are of a greenish-brown, g-Iossed with copper retloctions.

A second, however, has been recently described, the (!icellated Turkey (J/, ocelluta, Cuv.), which approximates

the Peafowl in the splendour of its colours, and by the disks of sapphirine-blue, inclosed by circles of gold and

ruby-red, \>hich adorn the tail-coverts. It was captured in the Bay of Honduras.

[AVe may here Jnlrodiice a large Poultry-bird of New llullaml,

The Vultee-x {^Ahctvrn, Gray),

—

Whieli ha^ been strangely arranged l>y some aui^ors anioug the Vultures, on account of its baUl neck.

From tlie Poultry generally, it is distinguished b; the shortness of the downy plumage of the rump,

as in the Touraeo.•^ ; its tiind-toe is large, and on ilie .-ame jilaiie with those in frcmt, the same as in

the Cnrassows, like whicii il is also destitute of ^pury ; but ils tail-feathers are eigliteen in number.

One sjK-cifs only is known [A. Lalhami, Gray), entirely uf a dusky coluur, tlie feathers of the under-parts tipped

with whitish.]

The Pintados (Numidu, Lin.),

Or Guinea-fowl, have a nak''d head, and fleshy wattles below tlie cheeks, a short tail, ami the s-kuU

generally surmounted by a callous crest. Their feet are without spin's; the tail short and pendent, so

that the long feathers of the croup impart a rounded figure.

The common domestic species {N. melengris, Lin.), originally from Africa [the indigenous habitat of all], has a

sh'ite-colourod plumafje, everywhere speckled with round white spots [of diflFerent sizes]. Its noisy and querulons

disposition render it an incommodious species in poultry-yards, allhough its tlesh is excellent. In thf wild st.-itr,

they live in large flocks, and prefer the neighbourhood of marshes.

[Three or four others are known, of which N. vnllm-hui, Gnuld, is the most bcautifnl, having pointed purple

fndhers on the lower part of the neck; the lind\ -plniuage of all being nearly similar. The Crested Pintado

(.v. f-r/AYrt^o, Pallas), is ^'cry reniai-k:il>le fnr thr ;i|i|icii(liige to the fnrrnla forTning a sort of cup, in ^\liich the

traclie.'i umlrrgoes a r(ni\ oliitiun. No traci- of this .^tiaictiire e.vis^ts m (he conirnon spei.'ies.]

The great genus of

Pheasants (P//osianiis, Lin.)

—

h characterized by partly naked checks, covered with a red skin, and Itylhe tcetiform tail, the feathers

of whicli are variously disposed. We fn^t distinguish among theiu

The Fn-vvi.s; (Gall'/s, Guv.),

—

The brad of w'nich is surmounted by a vertical fleshy comb, and the inferior mandible furnished on

eacli side with lleshy wattles. Their tail-feathers, fourteen iu number, are elevated on two vertical

planes, placed back to back
; tlie coverts of tluit of the male arc prolonged to form the arch over the

tail [iroper.

Ttie species so common in our poultry-yards, [alisolntely without a specialKngbsh name] (P//. .^(t//».?, Lin.),

varies endlessly in colour, and very much in size ; there are races wherein the fleshy comb is replaced by a crest

of reverted feathers; some in which the tarsi and evrn the toes are feathered
; another in which the crest, wattles,

and periosteum of the whole skeleton --p hiaek ; and some monstrous kmds which have hereditarily five and even
six toes to each foot.



Several wild species are also known, as that of Sonnerat (Gal. Sonneralu, Tern.), -vvliicli is very remarkable for

the neck feathers of the male, the stems of which widen into three successive disks of a horny nature. The comb
of the same sex is dentelated. This species inhabits the Ghauts of Hindostan.

M. Leschenhault has procured two others from Java : one {G. Bankiva, Tem.)> with a dentelated crest like the

preceding; all the feathers of the neck Ion";, pendent, and of the most beautiful golden red: it appears to

me to bear the ffreatest resemblance to our domestic races: the other (PA. raWiJA-, Shaw ; G'./iirca/iw, Tern.), is

black, with a copper-^reen neck, speckled with black, its crest plain, and a kind of sniall dewlap instead of

wattle::^.

The Pheasants, properly so called {Phasianus, Cuv.)

—

Have a long graduated tail, each of its quills being inclined on two planes, and covering each other.

The most common of them (Ph. colchicus, Lin.), was broup;ht from the banks of the Pliasis by the Arg^onauts,

and is now diffused over all temperate Europe, wheie it requires, however, considerable care. [Another, from

China, with a white ring round the neck, and a ti;reener general cast of colour, but otherwise closely allied, has

also been turned wild, and produced a prolific race of hybrids with the Common Pheasant, intermediate specimens

in every degree being not uncommon. The pure breed of Ph. colchicus is distinguished by the total absence of

the white ring, and reddish-copper tint of the croup, instead of greenish.

China proiluces several other species, with most superb plumage, as

The Golden Pheasant (Ph. picti(.-i), and Amherst Pheasant {Ph. Amherst'ti), which have both a gorgeous ruff

lound the neck, and the latter in particular an exceedingly long tail, the feathers widening in the middle.

The Reeves's Pheasant (Ph. Rccvcsii), from the same country, is one of the most magnificent of birds. It is

half as large again as the common species, with a tail exceeding six feet in length. Ph. versicolor, and Ph.

Sotmcringiiy from Japan, are also truly splendid, and nearly allied to the common one.

Others approximate the Common Fowl in their carriage, as the Silver Pheasant (Ph. nycthemerus), from China,

and the Lineated (Ph. lineatus), from the mountains of Thibet : both these have purple-black under-parts,

with the feathers above white and lineated ; a pendent crest on the head. Ph. albocrisiaius comes still nearer to

tlie Fowls, retaining the head only of the Pheasant group ; and Ph. pucrasiOy is perhaps the dullest of the whole

genus, with a pointed short tail, but is otherwise allied to the ordinary species : the two last are from the Himma-
layas]. The females of all are sombre [that of Ph. ReevL'sii the least so, which is beautifully variegated with white

upon the neck,] and have shorter tails.

V/e conceive that the description of the Phcenix, by Phny, (lib. x. cap. 2), was drawn up from a specimen of the

Golden Pheasant.

One of the most singular of all Birds is

The Argns (Ph. argus, Lin).—A larire Pheasant from the south of Asia, the head and neck of which are almost

naked. The tarsi are without spurs ; a very long tail in the male; the secondary quills of the wing exces-

sively elongated, widened, and covered throughout their length with ocellated spots, which, when spread out,

impart an extraordinary aspect to the bird. It inhabits the mountains of Sumatra and some other countries of

the south-east of Asia, and constitutes the genus .-Irf^Hi' of Temminck.

The Macartneys {Euploconnts, Tem.),

—

With the naked cheeks common to this genus, have the vertical tail and arched coverts of the Cocks,

together with erectible feathers on the head, which form a crest similar to that of the Peafowl. The

projecting lower edge of the naked skin of their cheeks supplies the place of M'attles. The tarsi are

armed with strong spurs.

We are acquainted with one only, from the Isles of Sunda (Phasiaiius igniUis, Shaw) ; size of a Cock, and bril-

liant black, with a golden-red rump, the upper tail-coverts yellowish or whitish, and the flanks spotted with white

or fulvous. Female brown, finely streaked with blackish above, and dashed with white beneath ; crested like

the male. [The Ph. albocristatus might be placed with it.]

The Tragopans {Tragopan, Cuv.)

—

Are [with the exception of one species] remarkalile for the singular adornment of the head, which is

almost naked, with a small slender horn [or erectible excrescence] heliind each eye, and a wattle sus-

ceptible of inflation under the throat. There are short tarsal spurs in both sexes.

[Four species are now known, all beautifully spatted with white, somewhat as in a Pintado, and in three of them

upon a gorgeous red ground-colour ; the naked parts arc also vividly tinted with rich blue and yellow. Females

and young dull brown. They inhabit the Himmalaya range of mountains, and perch hke Pheasants].

We should separate from the Pheasant group

The Crypton'yx, Tem.,

—

Wherein the immediate circumference of the eye alone is naked, the tail is moderate and plain, and

the tarsi are without spurs. Tlieir most remarkalile character, however, consists in the absence of the

hind-claw\
q2
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first quill longest, and fliglit extraordinarily swift ; sternal crest more developed tlian in any other bird

whatever, the inner emargination of the sternum almost obliteraled : furcula singularly short and wide,

without any appenddage : tlie alimentary passage resembles that of other Poultry, having cojca as

much developed as in a Paiti-idge. The feathers are moulted twice a yeai', and rescndjle those of the

Bustards, botli sexes being alilie in winter, and the male acquiring a peculiar garb in summer. They

lay few eggs, and tlie young do not follow tlieir parents for some time, hut are fed by tiiem in the

nest. They inhalnt the arid deserts of Africa and Arabia, and are peculiar to the eastern hemisphere.]

One (7'. alchata, Lin.), nihabits the south of E'rance and borders of tlic Mediterranean. [Another (T. arenarius,

Pallas) occurs in Spain, and a third (P^ caspkus, Menetr.) is found in south-eastern Europe. There are

many mure.

Closely allied to the Gangas, we deem

The Tetraogallus, llardwiche,

—

A. large species from the mountains of the north of India, with shorter wings and comparatively

stout bill. The tarsi are armed with spurs, and the first five quills are nearly equal.

It IS the T. nigcfli. Gray].

The PARTRroGES {PerdiXj Brisson),

—

Have the tarsi naked as well as the toes. Among them

The Francolins {Francolimts, Tem.)

—

Are distinguished by their longer and stouter beak, more developed tail, and generally by their stout spurs.

There is one in southern Europe (7*. francotinus, Lin.), with red feet ; the neck and belly of the male black, with

round white spots, and a vivid rufous collar.

Some of the foreign species are remarkable either for possessing double spurs, or a naked skin on the tliroat, or

they combine these two characters : others, again, have a particularly large beak, and are without spurs.

The Restricted Partridges—
Have the beak not quite so stout : the males have short spm's, or simple tubercles, wdiich are wanting

in the females.

Every cue is acquainted with

The Grey Partridge (T. cinereus, Lin.), that prolific species of game, which lives and propagates in our fields,

and is so highly esteemed for the table.

The Red Paitridge (T. rufiis, Lin.) [and five or six others with the same general character of plumage, form a

natural group, the first dress of which is analogous to that of the preceding. All are peculiar to tbe eastern

hendsphere.]
The Quails {Coturnij.', Tcm.)

—

Are smaller than the Partridges; with a more slender beak and shorter tail : they have neither spiu-s

nor red eyebrow, [and have louger wings. All are peculiar to the eastern hemisphere, where they are

generally diffused].

The Common Quail (T. cotuniix, Lin.), a small European bird, celebrated for its migrations across the Jleid.

terranean. [There are many others.]

The Colins {Ortyx, Stephens),

—

Or Partridges and Quails of America, have a shorter and stouter beak, more convex above : their taij

is somewhat larger. They perch on branches, and, wdieu disturbed, even on trees.* Several species

migrate like our Quails.

[Some have remarkable recurved topknots, m one n/ extraordinary length].

We are obUged to separate from the wdiole genus of Grouse

The Orttgans {Hemipodius, Tern.),

—

Which have no thumb, and the compressed beak of which fonns a shght projection under the lower

mandible. They cannot, however, be properly classed until their anatomy is known. The species are

polvgainous, and inhabit sandy regions.

Some of them.
The Ortygans {Orti/gk, llliger),

—

Have the general aspect of Quails, with toes separated to their very base, having no small membrane.

[The chief peculiarity of their anatomy consists in the absence of a craw.]

The natives of Java train one species for fighting (the 11. jmgnax), as Game-Cocks are trained in England.

• The Red Partridges will sometimes d,j this.—Ed.
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Otheri,

The Attagens {Syrrhaptes, lUiger),

—

Are so far removed from the o^oneral ty])e of the Poultry, tliat it is even (louljtfLil vAlietlirr tliey sliould

range in the present order. [Tliey appear to lie lu-'arly related to tlie Gangas.] Their sliort tarsi are

feathered, as are also the toes, which are short, and joined together for a jiart of their leiigth ; the

wings being extremely long and pointed.

But one species is known, from the deserts of central Asia [and very rarely eastern Europe,] {T. paradoxiiSy

Pallas), the lIeterod)/le of Temniinck.

AVe are equally necessitated to separate frnm the Grouse

The Tin.vmous {'I'/rwiuus, Latham; Ci-ypturufi, lUiger),

—

An American genus, remarkahlc for a long and slender neck, (although the tarsi are short,) covered with

feathers, the tips of the Ijaihs of whicli are slender and slightly curled, which imparts a peculiar air to

that part of their plumage. The beak is long, slender, and blnnt at the end ; somewhat vaulted, with

a small groove at each side : the nostrils are pierced in the middle of each side, and penetrate obliquely

'oaekwards. Their wings are slioil, and tliey lia\e scarcely any tail. Thi^ menilirane hetweeii the base

of ilieir toes is very short. Their thumb, reduced to a spur, cannot touch the ground. They have a

small naked space round the eye. These birds eillier perch

on low branches, or conceal themselves in tall grass ; they

live on fruits ami insects, a)n:l their llesh is very good. Their

size varies from that etf a Pheasant ilown to tliat of a Quail,

or even still smaller, [l^ggs of a di-ep purple cohiur.]

Some of them (the Pczus of SpLx), have a small tail concealed

under the feathers of the rump. Others (the Tinamus of Spi.x) have

no tail at all, and the nostrils are placed a httle further- backward.

We should distinguish the likijndwtis of Spi.x, w herein the beak,

which is stronirer, lias no grroovc, and is a little arcuated and de-

pressed, with the nostrils piei-eeil towards the base.

The Pigeons (Cohimha, Lin.)

—

Jlay be considered as furming some passage from the

GiiUiiifP to the Passerhiip. As in the former, their

beak is vatiltetl, the nostrils are. pierced in a large mem-
branous space, and covered with a cartilngiiKnis scale,

rit,.iia-sun,„„orTin.„,„u.
,^]„j.], p^.^.ji f„^„,g ,^ 1,,,]^,,, at tii^, ],;,„, „ft],^. ],^,.,i^

.

t),^,

1)ony sternum (fig. 11 1 1 is deeply and dimblv emarginatcd, altlioiigh soinewluit differently [the

inner notch being mostly reduced to a ibrameu ; the ridge of the

sternum deep, and rounded off anteriorly (much as in the Par-

rots) ; and the furcula flat and destitute of any appendage]. The

crop (fig. 70, ]). KiO) is extremely large [and double, or expanding

on each side of tlie cesophagus, m whicli it ditl'ers from that of

iiuy other bird; it also secretes a lacteal suhstanci', as in the

Parrots, during the period of incubation. Tlie gizzard is |)Ower-

fully muscular; the intestines very long and slender, ^Mtli niinute

eoeea; and there is no gall bladder]. The inferior larMix is iiir-

nisheil with but one muscle proper—[we have invariably found

two ]iairs] ; but there is no other membrane between the base of

the toes than that which results from the eontinnitv (d' thi' edges.

The tail consists of twelve feathers, and l\n-\ i\\ tnlerablv well.

These birds arc iiivarlablv mouoganioiis, nestle in trees or the

boles of rocks, and lay but very few eggs, ordinarily tw o, though

they breed often. Both sexes incubate, and they feed their young
by disgorging grain macerated in the crop. They form but one

great genus, which naturalists have attempted to divide into three

subgenera, from the greater or less strength of the b'll, and the proportions of the feet.

Fie. iii-st,TNu„, „f rif.
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The Gouras {Lopfiyrus, Vicillot)

—

Approximate the ordinary Gallhiacece more than the other suljgencra, by tlieir more elevated tarsi and

gregarious habits, linding their food more on tlie ground, and never [not so babitually] perehing. Their

beak is slender and flexible, [and their anatomy precisely that of llie others].

One species is even alhcd to the GaUlitacciC by the caruncles and other naked parts about tlie head (the C. carun-

culata, Tern.)

Another, at least, approaches thcni in size, which almost equals that of a Tuikey,—the Crowned Pigeon of the

Indian Archipelag;o (C. coronala, Gni.)-—Entirely of a slaty-blue, with some chestnut and white on the wing^s ; the

bead adorned with a vertical longitudinal erest of thinly-barbed feathers. It is bred in tlie poultry-yards of Java,

&c., but refuses to propagate in Europe. It is to this species that the names Goura and Lojjhyrus espe-

cially apply.

A third approximates the Poultry by the long pendent feathers of its neck, somewhat as in the Cock,—the Nicobar

Pip;eon (Col. nincoharicay Lin.), of a brilliant golden-green colour, the tail white. It is found in many parts of

the Indian Isles, [and propagates in the same manner as the others, contrary to what has been asserted.

Other small species compose the Chceinepelia, Swainson,as the Ground Dove of Wilson's American Ornithology,

C. passerhia, Lin.]

The RESTRiCTiiD Pigeons {Colurnha, as limited)

—

Have shorter legs than the preceding, but the same flexible and slender bill.

There are four wild species in Europe

The Cushat, or Ring Dove (Co/. ^w/^Hi/y/w, Lin.), is the largest of them. It inhabits forests, and morepnrti-

cidarly tliose of evergreens, and is of a bluish ash-colour, rufous beneath, and distinguished by a spot of white on

each side of the neck. [It nestles on the branches of trees.]

The Stock Pigeon (C. ccnas, Lin.).—Of a slaty-grey colour, vinous beneath, with some changeable green u[ion

the neck. Rather smaller than the last, and similar in its general habits. [It breeds, however, either in conve-

nient holes of trees, or in leafy pollards termed i'/ocA-.?, and not unfrequently in rabbit-burrows; makes no flap-

[ling sound with the wings in flying, like the next species].

The Rock Pigeon (C Uvia, Brisson).—Slaty-grey, some iridescent green on the neck, two black bars on each

wing, and a white rump. The Dovecot Pigeon is derived from this species, and, it would appear, the greater

number of the innumerable domestic breeds, in the production of which, however, the admixture of some proxi-

mate species may likewise have an influence. [The wild Rock Pigeon breeds principally in sea-cliffs, and but

sparingly inland. There is a race, which we suspect to be a distinct species, closely allied, the wings of which are

spotted, somewhat as in the Stock Pigeon, but more extensively, in place of the black bars. Numbers of them,

all shot, are sold in the London markets. AVe will term it C. inaciilarin].

The Turtle Dove (Col. turinr, Lin.).—A fulvous-browni mantle, spotted with brown, the neck bluish, with a spot

nu each side, variegated black and white. It is the smallest of the European wild Pigeons, and resembles the

Cushat in its habits, [excepting: in being migrator\'].

The Collared Dove (Co/, risoria, Lin.), appears to have been originally from Africa. It is of a reddish-white

colour, pale below, with a black collar on the neck.

The species of this division are extremely numerous, and might lie further subdivided according" as the tarsi are

naked or feathered, and upon the naked space surrounding the eyes of some of them. Those with feathered tarsi

constitute the Ptilinopus, Swainson.

Some have even caruncles and other naked parts on the head : and there are others [the Eciopisicsy Swainson],

which might be separated on account of their pointed tail.

But the best of all the divisions that have been instituted among the Pigeons is that of

The Vinagos {Vluago, Cuv.),

—

\Yhich are recognized hv having a stouter bill, of solid substance, and compressed laterally : their tarsi

are short, and tlieir feet large and well liordered. They inhabit extensive w^oods, and subsist on fruit.

Ihit few species are known, all from the torrid zone of the eastern continent.

[They have generally \ivid-green plumage, variegated with bright yellow]. One has a pointed tail.

THE FIFTH ORDER OF BIRDS —

THE STILT-BIRDS (Grall;e, Lin.),~

AUo termed Shore-hirds and JVaderSy names -which are derived from their habits and c(m-

formation. The members of this division are recognized by the nndity of part of the tibia,

and most commonly by the elongation of the tarsi; conditions -ndhch permit them to enter
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the water to a ccrtaia depth without immersing the feathers, and to wade therein and seize

tish by means of the neck and beak, the length of which is generally proportioned to that of

the legs. The stronger among them feed on fish and reptiles, and the weaker on worms and

insects. A very few content themselves in part with p-ain or lierhage, and these alone inhabit

at a distance from any water. 'I'heir external toe is most commonly united at base to the

mi{ldle one, l)y means of a short membrane; in some tlieje are two membranes, while others

want them entirely, having the toes quite separated ; it also sometimes hajipens, though

rarely, that they are palmated to the end : the thumb is altogether wanting in several genera;

and all these circumstances exert an inllucnee on their mode of life, which is more or less

aquatic. Nearly the whole of these birds, if we except the Ostriches and Cassowaries, have long

wings and fly well. They stretch out their legs backward during flight, contrary to what is ob-

served of others [or at least those of the i'oregoing order.s], which double them under the belly.

Ill this Older we establish tive principal families, together with some isolated genera.

The first family of Stilt Birds, tliut of

The ^>ItKvII>E^•^•E3,

Although generally similar, in other respects, to the rest, differs widelv from them in the

shortness of the wings, which are inadequate to perform the function of tliL^lit. The beak and

regimen give them numerous affinities with the Gallinacea;.

It appears as it all the muscular power i\hich is at the disposid of nature, ivould be insuffi-

cient to move such immense wings as would be required to support their massive bodies in

the air: their sternum (fig. Hi) is a

sinijile buckler, and without the rid<,'e

which exists m all other Birds. The
jieetoral muscles are reduced to ex-

treme tenuity; Init the |iosterior ex-

tremities regain wluit the wings have

lost. The muscles of their thighs,

and of the legs especially, are of an

enormous thickness.

[Most, if not all, of these birds, are

inuarkablc for their singular moile of

iueuliatioii. In the Ostrich, Emeu,
and Xandou, it appears that several

females lay in the same nest, the eggs

being chiefly sat upon by the male,

who feigns lameness when disturlied :

of ground-birds. It may therefore be jiresumed that tlicy are iiohgannuis, the attendant

feni.ales of each ujale de))ositing their eggs together, eonnnonly to the number of thirt\-, or

even more.]

They all -.vaiit the back-toe. In the Ostrich, the number of phalanges to the two front-toes

are four aud five; in the Cassowary, [Emeu,] and Nandou, the phalanges of the three front-

toes number three, four, and five, respectivelv. M'e recognize two genera.

The Ostriches (S/nit/iio, Lin.),

—

Have lax ai]d flcxilile feathers on tlie wings, which latter are siitficiently long to acrrlerate tlieir siieeil.

Everyone is acquainted with tlie elegance nf ihrse sleuder-stcnuncd iVatluTs, tlie liarlis of wliirli

tliough furnished with secondary h.irbules, do not liiteli in earli otlier, as is tlie easr wiili frailieis

generally. Tlic lirak is Imrizontally deiiressed, of mean lengtli, and blniit at llie ti|i ; the toimie short,

and rouinled life a cresernt
; and the eye large, with its lids giirnished with la.shes. Their legs and

tarsi are very long. Thry have an enorinons crop, and consiilerahle iirovenliieuliis between the ere|i
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and giz7,;mi, vokiiuiiiDus intestines, and long; ococa, aho a vast receptacle in which the mine accumu-
lates, as in a bladder

;
they are accordingly the only hirds that urinate. The penis is very long, and

often protruded.

But two species are known, each of which might form a sejiarate genus, [and they are now gtinerally recognized
as such, an additional species having been discovered of one of them.]

The Ostrich of the Eastern Continent (;S7r. camehis, Lin.)-—Only
two toes to each foot, the outer of which, shorter by one-half than the

other, is destitute of a naih This bird, celebrated from the most
remote antiquity, and very numerous in the sandy deserts of Arabia

and the whole of Africa, attains the height of six feet and a half. It

lives in large flocks, lays eggs which weigh nearly three pounds each,

and which, in very hot chmates, it leaves to be hatched by the solar

heat, but, in extra-tropical regions, carefully incubates and de-

fends them with courage. It subsists on grain and herbage, and its

taste is so obtuse, that it swallows indifferently pebbles, pieces uf

iron, copper, &c. [its gizzard always containing a surprising quantity

of small stones, which are doubtless taken for the purpose of assist-

ing in the trituration of the food.] When pursued, it dashes stones

behind it with great force. No animal can overtake it in the chace.

The Nandou {Str. rliea, Lin. {Rhea americana, Auctorum]), or

Ostrich of America, is about half the size of the African Ostrich, and
FiK". 113.—F.i.ii of OsTich. morc thjuly covered with feathers: it is also distinguished by pos-

sessing three toes to each foot, all of which are furnished with claws. Its plumage is greyish, inclining to brown

above, with a black line descending along the neck of the male. Is not less abundant in South America than the

other is in Africa. It is easily tamed when taken young, and its llcsh during youth is eaten. [The tarsi of this

bird are scutellated.

A second South American species {Rh. Danviniiy Gould ; RIi. pciiiiata, D'Orhigny), is one fifth less in size, with

reticulated tarsi : it has also a more densely plumed wing, the feathers of which are broader, and are all terminated

by a band of white. The bill is shorter than the head, and the tarsi are plumed for several inches below the joint.

Liliah.ts Patagonia, where it is rare. Mr. Darwin observed that tlie Nandous swim with facility].

The Cassowaries {Casuarivr,, Brisson)

—

Have wings still shorter than those of the Ostriches, and quite useless in aiding progression.

Their feet have three toes, all furnished with nails ; and the barbs of their feathers are so little fringed

with harbules, that at a distance they rcscnihle j)cnrlent hair. [The accessory ])lume of the feathers

(which in the Ostrich and Nandou does not exist at all) attains its maximum of developement, so that

two equal stems appear to grow from the same quill, while in the restricted Cassowary there is c\en a

third in addition.]

Two species likewise occur of this genus, each of which might also ije elevated to the rank of a genus, \nrx

generally accepted].

The Galeated Cassowary {Str. cnsiiarhis, Lin.
;
[Casuanus Emeu, Auctorum] ).—The beak laterally compressed,

and head surmounted with a bony prominence, invested with a horny substance ; the skin of the head and neck

of an azure blue and flame-colour, with pendent caruncles, analogous to those of tlie Turkey; wings furnisbed

with some rigid barbless stalks, which are employed as weapons in combat
: the nail of the inner toe much

the strongest. It is the largest species of bird, next to the Ostrich, from which it differs considerably in its

anatomy; for it has short intestines an i

small cceca, wants the intermediate stomach

between tlie crop and gizzard, and its cloaca

does not proportionally exceed that of other ,

birds. It lives on fruit and eggs, but not

on grain ; and lays dark-gi'een eggs, few in

number, which, like the Ostrich, it aban-

dons to the heat of the sun. It is found in

different islands of the Indian Archipelago.

The I-lnieu of New Holland (Casuarms

NovtC HollandiiC^ Latham, [Dromaius Nova
JloHaniIhe, Vieiliotj).—A depressed beak,

with no casque on the head, nor naked

space except around the eye; the pUimage

brown, more dense, and the feathers more

barlied; no caruncles, nor spurs to the j i.e. uj.—Memum oi ii.meit.

wing ; and the nails of the toes nearly equal. Its flesh resembles beef : it is swifter than the fleetest Greyhound,
and the young are striped brown and white. [Either this or more probably an allied species has been extirpated
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in Xew Zealand, where some bones of it have been found, and a tradition of its destruction is preserved Ijy tbo

inliiilutants.]

^T. 1*.—We cannot -witli propriety admit into this series, species so little known, or so ill-auilicnti-

caieil, as those which compose the genus of

Dodos (Didus, Lin.),

—

Tlie first species of wliicli (Z^. />N7;///.:0 i^ only known from the description of it by the early Dutch navi,i,^ator.s,

preserved in Clusius {E.rot. p. 99), and by an oil-paint-

injj, of the same epoch, copied by Edwards, pi. 294 ;
for

the description by Herbert is puerile, and all the rest

are copied from Clusius and Edwards. It seems that

the species has entirely disappeared, for at the present

time there is only a foot of it extant in the British Uu-

seam, and an ill-preserved head in the Ashniolean Mu-

seum at Oxford. The be;ik ajii.iars to be not without

some rfsemblance to that of the Awks, and the foot

would resemble that of the Penp;uins, bad it been pal-

mated. [Since this was written, the author personally

examined these last precious remains of the now extinct

Dodo, and was not merely satisfied of their validity and

total ^^cneric distiTictness, but expressed an opinion

that the foot also preserved at Oxford was specilically

different from that in the British Museum.]

The second species (D. soliiarms) rests on the sole

testimony of Letruat (Voj/. i. p. 98), a man who has mis-

represented well-known species of animals, as the IJip-

popotamus and Jlanati.

The third, or Bird of Nazareth (D. )>n:arc)i>fs), is

only known from the account of Francois Carechi, who

considers it the same as the hrst species, trivin? it however but three toes, while all the others allow that bird to

have four. No one has been able to inspect any of these birds since the time of those voyaLcers.

THii Apteryx, Shaw,—

•

Appears, of all Birds, to have the wings most completely reiluccd to simple nnlinients. Its general

The feet aUo bear some rcseial.)Iance to tlmsc of

The beak is very long, slcmler, marked on each

.

116.—']

flit III i^ that of a rengiiin, and size that of a Goose.

the IV'nguins, but are not desciibed to he )>a!maied.

siib:- with a longitudinal groove, and furnished

witli a membrane at its base : [the nostrils arc

Itlaeed at the top of the iij)per mandible be-

tiradi, wliich jiasses bryjiMl the under one].

Ming reduced to a liule ^tump, terminated liy a

linok.

[Several specimens of this sin<?ular bird have re- ~.-

rently been received, more particularly in England, ^-^'.-i

;iiul its characters arc nnw ti.lcraiily detrrniitird. It
"" -

b:is no relationship \\lialc\cr \\ itli tin.' IViiL^iiin uTdUp, ..:j_^

but thrre is every reason to place it in the present

I'.iuiily. From all other birds, it differs in the coni-

jileteness of its diaphraijni, and in the absence of abdummal air cells ; none of its bones are hollow. The sternum

is exceeding;ly reduced, u ith one deep posterior emargination on each side, and also a pair of anomalous perfora-

tii.ms or foramina towards the middle : the ribs are extraordinarily broad, and a single pair of vocal muscles are

attached to the coracoida: stomach but sli^ditly muscular, and intestines of mean Icnj^-th, with moderate-sized

ro2cn.. The feathers have no accessory plume, and their shafts are prolon^'ed considerably beyond the barb

;

there are many long vibrissa about ihr ba^r of the bill, \\li[(ii is invrstrd with a ceral membrane. The feet have

a short and elevated hind-toe, the claw of wbicli is aloiK^ (externally visilile. The dimensions of the female appear

to exceed those of the male, and her bill is lon,a:er. Size that of a domestic fowl, and colour (.lei.'p brown.

This very interesting bird is nocturnal in its time of action, and subsists on insects. It runs with rapidity, and

defends itself vii;orou:ily with its feet. Its nati\(.' name is KiriJiiil, deri\"ed from its cry.]

The f;imi!y of

Pjif.sstrostres—
Comprehends a ninidier of genera willi elongated tarsi, in wliieli the l)aek-toe is either quite

absent, or so short as nut to reach the ground. Bill moderate, hut strong enough to penetrate
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the ground in searclA of worms, [to obttiiu wliicli tlicy have the haljjt of patting with the feet,

wliieh causes the worms to rise] : those species in which it is more feeble fre(iuent meadows

and ne\vly-i)h)uglied land, where this food can he procured with greater ease : those \i'hich

have stronger bills, subsist additionally on grain, herbage, &c.

The Bustards [Otis, Lin.)

—

With the heavy port of the Poultry, combine rather a long neck and legs, together with a moderately

stout bill, the superior mandible of which is sliglitly arcuated and vaulted ; and tliey also further

approximate the GalUnaceoi by the very small membrane at the base of their toes: liut the nudily of

the lower- portion of the tibia, their whole anatomy, and even the flavour of their fle^li, concur to

place them in the- present order, in common with various members of which they also want the

back-toe, and the smaller species are nearly alhed to the Plovers. They have reticulated tarsi, and

short wings; fly little, hardly ever using their wings, except to assist them in running, the same as

the Ostriches ; and feed equally on grain, herbage, and worms and insects. [The stomach is very capa-

cious, and extremely atten-iated, contrasting remaidcably with the muscular gizzard of the true Plovers ;

their plumage is moulted twice in the year, the males of most of them developing accessory ornamental

feathers, or black under-parts, in the spring ; and their flight, when they do fairly rise, is easy and

winnowing, and capable of considerable protraction. The species arc numerous, and confined tr> the

Eastern Continent.

The two first, one inili^^onous, the otlicr an occasional visitant, in the British Isles, possess a comparatively

stout beak, wliich is compressed laterally.]

The Great Bustard {0. tarda, Lin.).—Briplit buff-coloured plumag;e on the upper-parts, crossed ivith numerous

black lines ; elsewhere greyish-white. The male, which is the largest of European birds, has [in its summer dress]

leuL^thened ear-coverts, which form a sort of large moustache on each side. This species, which is one of the

finest kinds of t^ame, frequents extensive plains, and nestles on the ground aniong-st the corn. [It is polyi^amous,

arid the female is much smaller than the male ; the latter being further distinguished by a very capacious mem-
branous sac beneath the tongue. The voice of the male is a remarkable explosive sound. This bird lays only two

egg's, of a dark greenish colour, with some black patches: the young, when first hatched, are very like young

Plovers. It has been nearly extirpated in Great Britain.]

Tlie Little Bustard (O. ietrax, Lin.).—Less than half the size of the last species, and mucli less widely difl'used
;

of a brown colour, speckled with black above, whitish underneath. The male with a black neck, [in summer plu-

mage only,] and two white collars. [In this species, the sexes scarcely differ in size, from which we should infer

that it is monogamous. It lays four or five spotless green eggs in corn-fields, and is also highly esteemed fur

the table.]

The greater number of exotic species have the bill more slender, [and depressed instead of compressed]. Among
them we may remark

The Ruffed Bustard {0. kouhara, Desm.), of Africa and Arabia, [and rarely Spain, the male of] which is adorned

with lengthened feathers on the sides of the neck. [Another species with this character exists in central Asia.]

The Plovers {C/iaradrius, Lin.)

—

Likewise want the hind-toe, and have a middle-sized bill, compressed, but swohi towards the tip. They

may be divided into two subgenera.

The Thick-knees {(Edicnemus, Tem.),

—

Wherein the tip of the bill is inflated above as well as beneath, and the groove of tlie nostrils extends

only half the length of the beak. Tliey are the largest of the Plover group, and live by preference

npon arid and stony districts, feeding on slugs, insects, &c. They are alhed to the smaller species of

Lustards [in their exterior conformation, but not in the structure of the stomach, which is a muscular

gizzard : their plumage also is moulted once only in the year, and they undergo no seasonal change of

colour]. Their legs are reticulated, and they have a short membrane at the base of their three toes.

The European Thick-knee {Ch. cedicncmta-, Lin. ; CEd. crepitans, Tern.).—Size of [larger than] a "Woodcock,

and fulvous-grey, with a bro-\ni streak along the middle of each feather ; the belly white, and a brown space under

the eye. [Tliis is the Stone Curlew, WInsiling or Norfolk Plover, as it is variously designated, which is common in

several districts of South Britain, and well known wherever it occurs from its sonorous whistling. It lays but

two e-^-^s, which however do not resemble those of the Bustards, and taper at one end
; the smaller Bustards {as

\<e have seen) produce a greater number. The Thick-knees are for the most part migratory, but some regularly

sttiv t!ie winter. We have reason to believe that it rears more than one brood in a season. There are several

exotic species, some considerably larger and much stouter].
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The Kestricted Plovers (Charadnns,)—
Have tlie beak swoln only above, and two-tliirds of its length oceupied by the nasal groove on each

side, which renders it weaker. They live in numerous flocks, frequent Itnv and humid places, and

stamp the ground to cause the worms on which they feed to rise.

Those of France are merely birds of passn^e, wViicli are met with in autumn and sprin',^ ; ni:-;tr the sea-coast some

of them remain till the beginnins; of winter. [They alt breed, however, witliin tlie British i^^les, and at least some

of them in France also.] Their flesh is excellent. They form, with numerous exotic species, a tribe witli reticu-

lated tarsi, of \^ Inch the most remarkable ai-e

The Golden Plover iC/>. plurinlis, Lin.).— Blackish, speckled with yehow at the tips of the feathers ; the belly

black [in summer, in winter wlute. It breeds on upland moors. There are others very closely allied, but smaller,

in India, Australia, and North America].

The Dottrel Plover (C7i. morincllus^ Lin.).—Grey oi" blackish, the feathers eili^'edwith wldtislr fuh'ous ;
a^vhite

srreak over the eye, the breast and up|»er part of the belly bri;4"ht rufuus, and the lower part of the beih wliite.

[It breeds on the very summits of mountains uncovered by snow; flies in Jar^e scattered tlocks, which are nut

shy ; and is partial to chalky districts : its feathers are much esteemed by anglers,]

The Ring' Plover {Ch. hlaticula, Lin.).- Greyish brown above, white beneath, with a black [or in winter a brown]

collar on the lower part of the neck, very broad anteriorly ; the head marked with black and white, and the beak

yellow tipped with black. T\\o or three races or dilferent species inhabit these parts, varying- in size and the

distribution of the colours of the head. [Those of Britain are, first, the conmmn Ring Plover, with plumage as

abo\'e described, and orange-coloured legs, winch is everywhere very abundant on the sea-coast, breeding both

there and on heaths a little inland ; the Kentish Plover {Ch. cantianun), with longer and black legs, and a rufous

occiput, an inhabitant of shingle-beaches, and less deeply coloured; and the Little Plo\-er (C. y;z/norl, which is a

diuhnutive of the first, and of excessively rare occurrence so far noitli.] There are numerous other foreign i{)<i-

cies, witli similar general distribution of colours.

Various exotic Plovers have scutellated tarsi, and form a small division (the Pha-ianiis, Vieillnt), of which the

greater number of species possess spurs to the wings, and fleshy wattles to the head; some of them have botli

these characters.

The Lapwings {VaiicUaSy Bechst. ; Tnmjn, Lin.)

—

Have the same beak as the Plovers, and are only distinguished by the presence of a back-toe, which

however is so small that it docs not reach the ground.

In the (irst tribe of them (the ><qiialaro(a, Cnv.), this back-toe is scarcely perceptible. The bdl is

swoln underneath, and the nasal groove as short as in the Thick-knee. The feet are reticulated, and

tlie tail of the European species is rayed black and white. It associates with the Plovers.

The Grey Lapwing, or Stone Plover {Tringa squafrirola, Auct,)—[This bird diflers only from the Golden Plo\'er

in the stoutness of its bill, and in possessing the small iiack toe. Its seasonal changes are the same, having the

nnder-parts black in summer and white in winter; the feathers above are similarly mottled, only with whitish

instead of yellow, except in the young, which is even speckled with yellow. From the true Lapwings and the

I'luviani, this bird and the restricted Plovers difl'er in their pointed wings and reticulated tarsi ; the latter having

scutellated tarsi, broad and rounded wings, and a diflerent system of coloi-ntion. Its habits are precis^ely those of

the Golden Plover, and it breeds on some of the northern British moors.]

THr: Ri;strict!:d Lapwings {VaitcUns, Cuv.)

—

Have the hind-toe rather more developed, the tarsi scutellated, at least in part, and the nasal fossa pro-

longed over two-thirds of the beak. They procure worms in the same manner as the Plovers, [and are

peculiar tn the eastern hemisphere].

That cornnionin Europe, the Crested Lapwing {T. vaiicUiiSy Lin.), is a handsome species the size of a Pigeon, of

a richly bronzed black above, with a long and slender occipital crest. [Thioat Ijlack in summer and white in

winter, at which latter season the colours are comparatively dull.] It arrives in spring, lives and propagates in

the meadows, and departs in autumn. The eggs are considered a great delicacy.

There are some species of this genus in hot climates, the wings of \^hich are armed with one or two sjuirs, and

others which have fleshy wattles at the base of the beak. They are very noisy birds, screaming at every sound

they hear, and defend themselves with courage against birds of prey. Live also in the meadows. [A second

Luropean species of Lapwing, from the south-eastern countries, is the V. ijrcf/aiin.t, Pallas, or f. hcptiuclut, Teni.]

The Oystkk-catci-iers {Ihematojm^!, Lin.)—
Have the Ijeak rather longer than in the Plovers and Lapwings, straight, pointed, and compressed into

a wedge ; strong enough to enable them to force open the bivalve shells of the raoUusks on wdnch

they feed. They also seek for worms upon the ground. The nasal groove, which is verv deep,

occupies half the length of the bill, and the nostrils are pierced in the nhddlc like a small hssure.

Their legs are of mean length, the tarsi reticulated, and the feet divided only into three toes.
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Tliat of Europe (I-L osfyalegus, Lin.) is commonly termed Sea-pie, from its black and white pluraaj^e; the belly,

throat, and base of the wings and tail, being of the latter colour ; beak and feet bright orange-red. [There are

several more.]

'We shall place near the Plovers and Oyster-catcliers

The Coursers {CursorivSf Lacepede ; Tachyilromvs, Illiger),

—

The beak of which, more slender, but equally conical, is arcuated, witliout any groove, and moderately

cleft; the wings are shorter, aiid the legs more elevated, and terminated by three toes, without any

tliuuib or palmature. [They approximate the Bustards in appearance and habits, and have a similar

large membranous stomach ; hut do not change colour with the seasons, and are very much smaller :

are peculiar also to the eas.tern hemisphere].

One has been met with, but very rarely, in France and England, which is indigenous to the north of Africa, the

Cream-coloured Courser (C isahcUiiats, Meyer), of a pale fulvous colour above, white beneath, [the young trans-

versely rayed above with narrow dusky lines. There are several others.]

As far as can be judged from the exierior, it is here that we should also place

The CiiraAMA {Microdactylus, Geoff. ; Dicholophux, Jlliger)

—

Which has a longer beak, more curved, and cleft as far as the eye, which imparts somewhat of the

lihysiognomy and disposition of the Birds of Prey, approaching also a little to the Herons. The legs,

scutellated and very long, ternjinate in three short toes, a bttle palmated at the base, together with a

thumb that does not reacii the ground.

[This curious bird is most nearly related to the Guaus, and should rank iu the Poultry order : the

affinity is particularly apparent when it is seen alive. In its anatomy, it chiefly differs from the Galli-

naceous type in wanting the appendage to the furcula, which latter is otherwise similar to that of a

Fowl, and in having the sternal emarginations much less deej). It is essentially a Poultry bird with

the long legs of a Crane ; but dilfers in its short and elevated hind-toe from the Carassows and Guans].

We are acquainted with one species only, f.-om South America, (-1/. crintatus, Geoff. ; Palamedea cy'tntala, Gm.

;

iSaria, d'Az.), which surpasses the Heron in size, and subsists on Lizards and insects, which it hunts for on high

gi-ounds and along the borders of forests, riumage yellowish-grey, waved with brown ; some thinly-barbed fea-

thers at the base of the beak, forming a slight crest, which is thrown backward. It flies but seldom, and then

badly ; and its loud voice resembles that of a young Turkey. As its tlesh is esteemed, it has been domesticated in

several places.

The family of

CULTRIROSTRES

Is knoMn by a long, thick, iiiitl stout beak, which is most generally trenchant and pointed,

iiu<l is almost cntirel}" coinjiosed of the Ijn-ds comprehended in the genus Ardea of Linnjeus.

In a great number of species, the trachea of the male [and of the female also] forms various

curves : their cceca are short [or moderate], and the true Herons have even only one.

Y\'e subtUvide it into three tribes, the Cranes, the lierous properly so designated, and the

Storks.

The first tribe forms biit one great genns, that of

The Craxes {Grus, Cuv.),—

Which have a straight beak, but slightly cleft ; the membranous groove of the nostrils, which is large

and concave, occupying nearly half its length. Their legs are scutellated, with toes of moderate length
;

the external but slightly palmated, and the thumb barely reaching to the ground. A more or

less considerable portion of the head and neck is bare of feathers in nearly all of them. Their habits

are more terrene, and their nourishmeut is derived more from vegetables, than in the following

genera ; they have accordingly a nniscular gizzaid, and tolerably long cceca. The inferior larynx is

provided with only one muscle at each side.

At the bead of the genus we place, as Pallas has already done.

The Ag.\mi (Psnjjlim, Lin.),

—

Which has a shorter beak than the others, the head and neck invested merely with down, and the

circumference of the eyes naked. They live in the woods, and sidjsist on grain and fruits.
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1 of Uie Ai,'ai

TliG best known species (P^. crcpllaus, Lin.), inhabits South America, and is called the Trumpeter, fi-om its

faculty of producing- a low, deep sound, which at first seems to

proceed from the anus. It is the size of a larg^e Capon
;
pluma;^e

black, with reflections of brilliant violet on the breast; and an

asliy mantle tinged with fuWous above, Tliis bird soon recoi,''-

nizrs persons, becomes attached to them like a Do,i^, and wlicii

doiiiesticatcd, it is said, may be left to take change of oUicr

poultry. It flies badly, but runs with jjreat swiftness, and nestles

on the g-round at the foot of a tree. Its flesh is considered ;2;ood

eating-.

[The location of tliis very sinp;Ti!ar Fjiecies among; the Cranes,

is by no means satisfactory j but we do not know that it can be

placed to g;reater arlvantag-e elsewhere. Its port resembles that

of the Struthious birds (or Brevipenncfi) ; and the confl.^ira-

titm of tlie sternum (fiij. 117) is unique, not even approachino^

that of any other group. The trachea is much elonf,'-ated, and

continued under tliL' skin of tlie abdomen, which occasions the

sound of its \'oicc to ai'ijicar fo come from that part. Upon the

whole, we conceive that it is as nearly allied to the Tinamous,

which inhabit the same re,:2;ion, as to any other known genus, and

would prefer to detach it in a more marked manner from that of

the Cranes. It has also some remote alliiiity with Palanwha.

The TIkstrictkd Cranes {Griis, Beclistein)—
Have ample \vings, and considerably longer neck and legs. Tlieir figure is much more elegant and

graeeful ; ami tbey feed on corn, anrl upon rrjitih-s ; chielly frequenting humid districts in Ii jks that

are often iiiimenuis. They do not niu \\ilh s[)ei.-d ; but have singular habits of attitudinizing, \vitli

cxjiandLfl \\ings, and circling around each other with a light and iripping step. Their \oiee ii viry

loud and liari,h. Naturalists have further subdivided tliem, first into

The Baleauicans {Balearica, Vigors),

—

The occiput of which is adorned \vith a peculiar hushy crest, conijioscd of erect and crinipled harbless

stems of equal length ; tlie forehead is clad "with sliort and close feathers, of velvety appearance ; and

the throat is furnished with fleshy wattles. The sternum resembles that of a Heron; hut the fiircula

is not anchylosed to its ridge, as in the others, nor does the trachea undergo any convolution
; the

laryngeal muscles are altaelied to the first true ribs. These birds perch with facihtv, and are very

readily domesticated.

Two species are known, from eastern and western Africa respectively ; the first with a pale ffrey neck, and much
larger fleshy wattles, {B. regidonim) ; the other, which is more commonly brought alive to Europe, having; a blackish

neck anil small wattles (B. pavoiiin). Botli ha\e aUo naked cheeks.

The re^it have lengtliened tcrtiab-, and no crest; the furcula is stjldcrcd to the sternal keel, and the

latter is hollow ami inflated to receive the trachea, which undergoes a convolution wiihin it, as in

several Swans. Such are

The Demoiselles {Jn/IiropoiiJcs-, Vigors),-

—

Which have the head and neck quite feathered, and the tertials hanging over the tail to reach the

ground. They arc confined to Africa, like the last.

The Paradise Demoiselle (G. paradisteus, Vieillot ; J /////. s/rin/ri/anus, Bennett).—A lari;:e species, entirely of a

delicate ashy-grey colour ; the pluniap;e of the head sluu-t and erectile, having very much the appearance of infla-

table skin. The Numidian Demoiselle (Jrr^cfl Wj-^^o, Lin.) is nni:h smaller, and characterized by a black neck,

^utli t\Ao elegant whitish tufts on the sides of the head, formed by the prolongation of the ear-coverts.

Finally,

The True Cranes (Orus, Vigors)

—

Have the beak as long as the head, or longer ; the head and part of the neck generally naked ; ami the

tertials commonly recurved. The species are ctmjparatively numerous, and nuich more widely

distributed. Halhts migratory.

One is common iu Europe, and sometimes occurs, but as an exceeding^ly rare strago;Ier, in the British Isles the
European Crane (Jrdea grus, Lin. ; Grus dncrea, Bechst.) ]—Four feet and upwards in hei.i^ht, of an ash-colour
>vith a black throat

;
the summit of the head red and naked. This bird has been celebrated from the earliei^t

aijes, on account of its regidar migrations, from north to south in the autumn, and back in the spriuic, which it

etfects in numerous and welbordered flocks. It feeds on grain, but prefers the worms and insects of marshy
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2;rouncls. Tlie ancrents frequently speak of it, because the principal course of its migrations appears to be

tbrou;?h Greece and Asia Minor.

Between the Crciues and Herons may Ijc placed

The Courlan [ {Aramus, Vieillot),]

The beak of which, more slender and rather more deeply cleft than that of the Cranes, is swoln near

the terminal third of its length; and the toes are comparatively lonj, without any hasal membrane.

[Its anatomy approaches that of the Rails].

The species {Ard. scolopacca, Gm.)> resembles the Herons in size as well as manners, and bas brown pluma^^i
with some wliite pencils on the neck.

Also

The Carle {Earopyr/a, HHg.),

—

With a beak more slender than that of the Cranes, but marked with a similar nasal groove, and split

nearly to the eyes, as in the Herons, but having no naked skin at its base.

It IS a bird the size of a Partridj::e, with a lonf^ and slender neck, broad open tail, and rather short legs, which
altogetber impart a very difi'erent aspect from that of the wading birds in general. Its plumage, shaded with

bunds and lines of brown, fulvous, russet, grey and black, recalls to mind the colouring of some of the most beau-

tiful Jlotbs. It is found along the rivers of Guiana, [and we suspect is closely allied to the African genus

Rhunduea].

The second tribe is more carnivorous, and is characterized by its stron2:er beak, and longer

toes : [they mostly nestle npon trees in large societies, and tbe young are at first helpless and

naked]. At its head may be placed

The BoATBiLLS {Cancroma, Lin),

—

Which would completely resemble the Herons in the strength of their bill, and the kind of nourish-

ment resulting therefrom, M'ere it not for the extraordinary form of that organ ; as, upon close exami-

nation, we find that it is merely the beak of a Heron or Bittern, very much inflated : in point of fact, the

mandibles are singularly wide from right to left, and formed like the bowls of two spoons, the concave sides

of which are placed in contact. These mandil)les are very stout and sharp-edged, and the upper one has

a iiointcd tooth on each side of its tip ; the nostrils, pierced towards the base, are prolonged into two

parallel grooves to near the end. The feet have four toes, all of them long, and nearly without con-

necting membrane ; for which reason these birds perch on the branches of trees by the sides of rivers,

from which they precipitate themselves on the fish, which constitute their ordinary food. Their gait is

slow, and their attitudes constrained hke those of the Herons. [The Boatbills are, in brief, simply

modified Herons, from -which they differ only in their inflated beak, conforming in their whole

anatomy.]

The known species (C. cochlearen, liin.), is the size of a common Fowl, and

whiti&h, with a grey or brown back, the belly rufous, and forehead white;

head adorned with a black calotte, which, in the adult male, becomes a

lengthened crest : it inhaliits the hot and bumid regions of South America.

The Hkiloxs {J/yJea, Liu.),

—

Have the beak cleft as far as the eyes, with a small nasal fossa pro-

longed into a groove neariy to the point : they are also distinguished

by the pectinated inner edge of the claw of their middle toe. Their

legs arc seutellated, with the toes (including the hind one) rather

long [and articulated on the same plane] : the palmature of the outer

ones is eonsideralde, and their eyes are placed in a naked skin, which

extends to the beak. Their stomach is a very large sac, but slightly

muscular, [the intestines extremely long and slender,] and they have

only one minute ccecura. Tliey are unlivcly birds, which nestle and

perch by the sides of rivers, and consume a vast quantity of fish. The

species are very numerous in both continents, and can scarcely he dis-

tinguished except iiy differences of plumage.

, ri . u The True Herons have a verv slender neck, with long and pendent feathers
riiT.llS.—bUrnuni uf Parple Heron, - r ^ ^

towards its base. As

The Common Heron (A. major & .1. cinerca, Lin.).—Bluish ash-coloured, with a black occipital crest ; the neck
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white, marked on each side with a row of Mack tears
;
[dorsal plamag-e rounded in the young;, pointed after the

fiist moult, and much elont,^atcd and narrowed in the ailuit, alt the featliers having a crape-like apjiearance, devoid

of ,o;Ioss, but rich in colouring. Both sexes alike.] A larg-e binl, very noxious on account of the quantity of fish

it destroys, and formerly celebrated for the sport which it afforded to falconers. [It breeds, like most of the

genus, on the brandies of hit>li trees, many nests together, which are termed Heronries; seizes its prey by an

instantaneous stroke of the bill, transfixing it if large ; watches for it motionless ; emits a louiJ cry or honk, and

flies buoyantly : characters which mostly apjily to the genus generally.]

We have also another species, the Purple Ilemu LI. piirpvyea] [smaller and more slender, with longer toes, like

those of a Bittern. It bi'eeds on the ground, .iml i.i rare in the British islands. Colour altogether more reddish."

Certain small species Tvith shorter legs are termed Dwarf-bitteras [the Ardeola, Bonap. They are in every

respect true Bitterns, and resemble that of North America in immature jilumage, acquiiing a garb analogous to

that of the Night-herons when adult.] There is one common in the mountainous districts of France iArfl. mimiia

anil danubiaita, Gm.), which is scarcely Im-ger than a Kail, and fuUous, with the calotte, back, and quilt.-, bhick.

It frequents the vicinity of ponds.

The Tiger-bitterns conjoin to the contonr of the Dwarf-bitterns the stature of a Heron and the plumage of the

ordinary Bitterns.

Egrets are Herons, the feathers of which, on the lower part of the back, at a certain epoch are lengthened and

tliinly barbed. [They are mostly pure white.] < )ne of the handsomest of them, tlie Heron-crested Egret (J. gar-

zcda, Lin.), is entirely white, with the dorsal |)lumage not extending beyond the tnil, [and a long occipital crest of

narrow feathers, resembling in shape those of the Common Heron. It is peculiar to the eastern continent]. Also

the European Great Egret {A. alba and egret/a), likewise wholly white, and the thinly-barbed dorsal plumage

prolonged iieyond the tail. [There are numerous other.-?, m every part of tVie world. A third in Euro]je is the

Buff backed Heron or Egret (.1. russaia), with a shorter and smooth yellow bill, lunger toes, and coloured dorsal

plumage in the adult, like the next species.]

We api)roxinnate to the Egrets the Squacco Heron (,]. comata rmd ralloidi'a), a bird of the south of Europe, with

a russet-brown back, the belly, wings, and tad, white. Tlie adult has a yellowish neck, [densely cliid like tli;it of a

Bittei-n], and a long [striped] occipital crest : [the toes are also lonir, and the lengthened dnrsal plumage of this

and the last species are of a hair-like texture, besides resembling in colour. The present species occurs less

unfrequently in the British Isles than either of the three last.]

Bitterns ha\e the feathers of the neck lax and sei^arated, which increases their apparent size, [at least when they

erect them, which they have the power of doing to their whole clothing iiluniagel. They .*re coninm.ny rayed or

speckled, [and not so high on the legs].

The European Bitlein {A. sfrll.iri:) is bright fulvous or clay-colour, mottled and speckled 'ith blackish, and

\rA^ green bill and fei;t. It is fnniid among the reeds, wlience it emits its territic voice, which has caused it to be

6-ei^'v^x\QXc<\ BoS'taitnis, [This bird is not rare in Britain, runs with great celerity like a Rail, flies also with

unwillingness, and with its legs hanging, during the day, and \\iieri surprized puffs out its jiluniage in an extra-

ordinary manner, and ^itrike>i w itii its sjM'ar-liki.' bill. In the evening it ri^es to a vast height in the aii, m s[)iral

circles, occasionally hc!l<ji':iin/ \\\ its rliL'.liL ; it breeds ammig aquatic herbage in the marshes, and lays e-gs of a

dark bi'own colour.]

The Night-herons, with the same port as the Bitterns, Iia\i' the Ijeak jiroportionally much thicker, and S'mie

slender feathers [three in number] gro\N ing from the ncriiuit nf the adult. One only inhabits I'^urope \A. inicti-

cn-'ii , Lin.), the male of whieli i.-. \\l,in-li, with the ridntte and back bhiek ; the yniing bmwn alnive spotted with

whitish, and the calotte dusky. [It i^ i;iie m Britain.]

In fine, we should remark that these dillerent subdi\isions of the genus of Herons are of trivial import, ;Mid by

no means well defined. [Together with the Boatbills, they constitute a perfectly distinct group, strongly charac-

terized by their anatomy, and particularly by the single minute ccecum, and the number of cer\ica] \ertel'r;r

—se\'entecn.]

Tlic tliinl tribe, l)i'si(li.'s luiviiiu^ a stouter unil smoother beak, lia.s toleraldy stronir ami nearly

equal ineiubraucs between the bases of the toes.

The Storks (t'iconia, Cuv.)

—

Posi:iess a thick liilb moderately cleft, -without any fossa or groove, and the nostrils pierced towards

the back and base ; also an extremely short tongne. Their legs are reticulated, and the front toes

strongly pahnated at base, more particularly the niitfT. Their large and thin mandibles, by striking

against each ntiicr, jinidiice a clattering imise, which i,s almost the only sound these birds ever make.

Their gizzard is faligbtly niiiscnlar, and their two eceea so .small as to he barely perceptible. Their inferior

larynx has no muscle proiicr ;
aud tlie bronchi are lunger and composed of more entire rings than nsiiaL

^Ve hri\e two species in Franre.

The \Vhite Stork (A. riconia, Lin.).—White, with black quill-feathers, and red bill and feet ; a large bird, whicli

the |)einjle hold in particular respect, doubtless originating from its utility in destroying Snakes and other noxious

animals. It nestles by preference on towers and chimney-stacks, returning to the same e\ery spring, after having

passed the winter in Africa. [The reason that this species is not common in Britain, is tliat every pair are shot

soon after making their appearance, wliich prevents the founding of a colony.]
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[Tl^.e Black Stork ( i. nigra, Lin.).—BlackWh, with rich punile reflections, and the belly white. It frequents

rctii-cd marshes, and builds in the forests.

Among foreign species, we may distinguish

The Adjutants [.^rya/a, Bonn.],

—

Or l)are-necked Storks, the l)eak of which is still larger and slighter; and among them

The Pouched Adjutants {Ard. diih'iu, Gmelin ; A. argnla, Lin.) ; which have an appendag:e under the middle of

the throat resemblini; a g-reat sausaf,^e, and from beneath the wings of which are procured those li^ht downy fea-

thers, that are made into tufts called Mahhous. Two specie? of them are known -, one from Senegal, with a
uniform mantle, iCic. marihoii, Tem.), the other from India, of which the win[^-coverts are bordered with white,

(C. anjala, Tem.).—Their large beak enables them to capture birds on the wing. Add C. capiUata, Tem.

The Jabirus {Mycteria, Lin.),

—

Which wore separated by Linnseus from Ardea, are very closely allied to the Storks, and much more

so than the latter are to the Herons; the moderate opening of their beak, their nostrils, the reticu-

lated envelope of their legs, together with the consideralde palmature of the toes, are absolutely the

same as in the Storks, which they further resemble in their mode of hfc. Tlicir pecidiarity consists in

having the beak slightly curved upwards towards its extremity.

The best-known species (M. americona, Lin.), is vei-y large, and white, with a Ijare head and neck, invested with

a black skin, the lower part of whicli is red ; the occiput alone has some white feathers, and the beak and feet are

black. It is found alon^ the borders of pools and marshes in South America, where it preys on reptiles and fish.

The Ciconia ephippirynclia, Ruppell, only diflers from M, senegaletisis, Lathanj, in being drawn from the recent

Ep(.'cimen.

The Umbb.es [Scojms, Brisson)

—

Are only distinguished from the Storks by their compressed beak, the trenchant ridge of which is

inllated towards the base, and the nostrils are prolonged by a groove which runs parallel with the

ridge to its tip, which is slightly hooked.

<.)ne specifs only is known, the Crested Urabre {Sc. umhreita), as large as a Crow, and of an umber colour, the

niale crested. It is diffused over all Africa.

The Anastomes {Hians, Lacep. ; AnaHlomu.s, Ihig-)—
Are sepaiatcd from the Storks by about as trivial a character as that which distinguislics the Jabirus.

The mandibles of their beak come in contact only at the base and tips, leaving a wide interval

between tlieir edges, at the medial portion. Even this seems to be the result of detrition, for the

fibres of the horny substance appear as though it had been worn away.

They are East Indian birds, one of whicli is whitish (Ardea ponCu-eriana, Gm.), the other g:reyi,5h-browu

{A. coromandeliaiia, Sonnerat). Perhaps the latter is merely the young of the former. Both have black quid and

tail-feathers. A third, of an iridescent black [An. lamelliger, Tem.), is remarkable for the stem of each of its fea-

thers terniinatiii^ in a narrow horny disk, which pasi^es beyond the vane.

The Dromes (Dromas, PaykuU)

—

Bear a close resemblance to the preceding, having nearly the same feet and contour; hut their com-

pressed beak, the base of which is a little inflated beneath, is pierced with oval nostrils, and the

mandibles close completely.

We know only one species, from the shores of the Red Sea and banks of the Senegal (Dromas ardeolo, Payk.)

with white plumage, and purt of the mantle and wings black.

The Tantals {Tantalus, Lin.)

—

Have the feet, nostrils, and beak of the Storks, except that the ridge of the latter is rounded, and its

tip gradually curved downwards, and slightly emarginated on each side : a portion of the head, and

sometimes of the neck, is bare of feathers.

The TVood Ibis of North America (T. loculator, Lin.).—As large as a Stork, but more slender
; white, with the

quill and tail-feathers black, as is also the naked skin of the head and neck. It is found in both Americas,

appearing in each daring the rainy season, and frequents muddy wafers, where it seeks principally for Eels. Ifb

gait is slow, and general aspect unlively.

The African species (7". ibisy Lin.), which is white, slightly shaded with purple on the wings, and has a yellow

beak, and the naked skin of the visage red, was long regarded by naturalists as the bird so revered by the ancient

Egyptians under the name of lO/x; but recent researches have proved that tiie real Ibis is a much smaller species,

which we will notice presently. The bird now under consideration is not even conmjonly found in Eg^ypt, but is

brought chiefly from Senegal.
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Tliat of Ci'i'nn (T. h-Hro^-rplnlu,:) is tile lars'est of all, and lias also (lie thickest bill. Its beak, and the naked

skin of the face, are yellow, the pluinajje white, with black quills and cincture round the breast, and Ion"; roseate

plumes on the croup, -which are shed during the rainy beason. A fourth may be added, the T. lacteus Qi

Teniminck.
The Si'oONiiiLLS {Pkddea, Lin.)

—

Approximate tlie Storks in their whole structure, but tlieir beak, from which their name is derived, is long,

flat, and broad tliroughout its length, widening and flattening move particularly at the end, so as to form

a rouird spatula-like disk; wilh two shallow grooves extending its entire length, without being exactly

parallel to its edges. Tlie nostrils are oval, and pierced at a small distance fi'ora tlie origin of each

croove. Their miinite tongue, reticulated tarsi, the somewhat cousidei-able [)almaturc of tlieir toes,

their two vri'y small ax^x-Ti, luit slightly muscular gizzaril, and inferior larynx without any iicculiar

muscles, arc Ihe same as in the Sluii^s
; liut the expansion of their bill deprives it of all its strength,

and unfits it for any thing but turruug up sand, or picking up small lish and aquatic insects.

The White Spoonbill {PL lencoi-odia, Gni.).—Entirely white, \vith an occi[>ital crest. It is common throughout

the ancient continent, and nestles in hii,^h trees. [Tlie trachea normally undergoes in both sexes a small convolu-

tion resembling the fi;;ure 8, but we have dissected one female wherein it proceeded straight to the divarication

of the bronchi, and was furuislied with a small pair of muscles].

The Roseate Spoonbill {PL ajaja).—A naked \usage, and vivid roseate tints of JilTerent shades upon the plumage,

which deepen with age. It is properly an inhabitant of South America.

The family of

LfjNGIUOSTRES

Consists of a muliitudc of Shore-birds, the greater uunibei' of which were coniprcheiidcd by

LinncCiis in his genus Scolopox, and the rest confounded b^' him in tliat of Triiuja, though

partly in opposition to the character assigned to the latter, ol' having the l)ack-toe too short

to reach the ground. Lastly, it contains a few that have been placed with the Plovers, on

account of the total absence of tlie hind toe. The whole of these birds have nearly the same

eonfonnatioii, the same habits, and most frequently the same distribution of colours, which

render it dittieiilt to distinguish between them. They are generally characterized by a long,

slender, and i'eeblc bill, which only permits them to bore in the mtid in search of worms and

small insects ; and the various slight modilieations in the fnrm of this beak enable ns to

arrange them into genera and subgenera.

[We should observe that the distinction between this group and the Pressirostres is extremely

vague, or rather, with certain reservations, that they compose but one series, plainly charac-

terized by their anatomy. The sternal apparatus of the Knot Sandpiper (fig. 119.) may serve

as a specimen of this portion of the skeleton throughout

the \\liole, the few modifications which occur of it being

incousiderablc. The stomach (save m the Bustards and

Coursers, which in other respects arc tlie least conform-

able among them), is always a muscular gizzard, and the

intestines long, with small or moderate coeca, and luvaria-

IjIv a distinct cceeal remnant of the umbilical vessel. The

females (exce}it m the very few species of polygamous

habit), are larger than the males, and thcA' almost invariably

lay four eggs on the ground, upon little or no nest, and

disjiose them with the small ends inwards ; the young

following tlieir parents as soon as they burst the shell].

According to his own principles, Linnaius should have

classed most of these birds in his great genus rjf

Fig. 119.—Sleruum of the Knot Satoli

TtiF. Snipes {Scohpai'),—
^^dlicb we divide as follows, from trivial variations of the form

of the bill.

The Ibises {I/jh, Cm.).

We separate these from the Tonlati of Citielin, on account of theii beak, which, though arcuated as in
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Fig, iro.—Slernum of Glossy Ibis

the l.ittcr, is miicli more feclilc, and devoid of emargination at tlic tip ; besides which the nostrils,

pierced towards the back and base, are prolonged in a groove which reaches to the end. This beak is

also tolerably thick, and nearly square at the base, and some parts of the head or even of the neck are

always bare of feathers. The external toes are consideraldy palmated at base, and the thundj suffi-

ciently long to bear upon the ground. [The gradation is, in fact, quite imperceptible from these to the

Tantals, and the anatomy and character of

the plumage concur to show that both natu-

rally pertain to the preceding division of Cul-

trirostres : we believe the Ibises also build in

society upon trees ; and there is certainly no

trace of a passage from them into the Scolo-

jiaceous birds.] Some of them have short

ill ^ and reticulated legs; and these are also more

ir^ robust, and have a thicker bilL

The Sacred Ibis (7. reVigiosa, Nobis ; Ahou
Ifan}ies, Bruce

; Tantalus yEthiopicus, Latham), is

the must celebrated species. It was reared in the

temples of ancient E^ypt, with a degree of respect

borflering on adoration ; and was embalmed after

its death. Tliis arose, according- to some, from its

devouring serpents, which would otherwise have
ranltiphcd to a noxious extent in the country ; while others are of opinion that it took its ori2:in from some rela-

tion between its plumage and one of the phases of the moon ; a third class ascribing it to the fact that its appear-

ance announced the overflow of the Nile. For a lon^ while, the African Tantal was believed to be the Ibis of the

Eg-iqitiaiis, which is now ascertained to be a species of the division we are now treating^ of, the size of a Fowl,

with white plumat^e, excepting the tips of the quiU-featbers, which are black ; the greater coverts [tertiaries]

having- eIon2:ate(h slender, and loose barbs, of a black colour with violet reflections, and covering- the extremities

of the wing and tail. The beak and feet, together with the naked part of the head and neck, are black ; and the

latter clothed, in the young, at least the uppLT surface, with short black feathers.* It is found throughout

Africa.

Other Ibises have scutelhitcd tarsi, and generally a more slender bill.

The Scarlet Ibis {.Vco^ rubra, Lin.; Tanialxs ruber, Gm.).—Remarkable for its bright-red colour all over,

except the black tips of its wings. The young are at first covered with blackish down, becoming then ash-

coloured, and whitish when they begin to fly : in two years the red makes its appearance, the briUiancy of which
increases with age. It is found in the hot parts of America, and lives in marshy districts in the vicinity of

estuaries
;
does not migrate, and is easily rendered domestic.

The G^lossy Ibis {Sc. falcineUus, Lin.).—Body empurpled rufous-brown, with a deep green mantle; the voung
with the head and neck speckled with whitish. A resplendent species of the south of Europe and north of Africa,

and probably that designated Black Ibis by the ancients. [It occurs rarely in the British Isles.]

The Curlews {Numenius, Cuv.)

—

Have an arcuated bill like that of an Ibis, but more slender, and round througiiout ; the tip of the

upper mandible passing beyond that of the lower, and bulging a little downwards in front of it.

The toes are palmated at base.

Tlie Whaup Curlew {f^c. arcnaia, Lin.).—Size of a Capon, and brovn, with the margins of all the feathers

whitish ; the croup white, and tail barred white and brown. It is tolerably good eating, and comnien along our

coasts, and as a bird of passage in the interior, [breeding in the upland moors of Biitain : its plaiiiti\'e whittle is

well knouTi along the sea-side, and has given rise to its name.]

The Whimbrel Curlew {Sc. plueopus, Lin.).—One half smaller, with nearly similar plumage. [Is not quite so

common in Britain as the last, and breeds sparingly on our most northern hills. There are several others].

The Snipes, properly so called, {Scolopa.r, Cuv.),

—

Have a straight bill, with the nasal grooves extending nearly to the tip, which expands a little exter-

nally to reach beyond the lower mandible, on the middle of wdiich there is a simple furrow. The tip of

the l)ill is soft and veiy sensitive, and drying after death presents a punctured surface. The feet are

devoid of any palmature. A peculiar character of these birds consists in the compressed form of the

head, and the backward site [at least in the larger species, with shorter tarsi], of their large eyes,

which imparts a singularly stupid air, in conformity with their habits.

• We liclieve tlint all birds which have any naked parts In the adult slate, have invariably llie same featliercd when voun^-.— Ed.
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[They full into two natural subdivisions: the first that uf thu Woodcocks, with h_'&s :-lr'nde)- form, :t-,]ioi-tpr lej^s,

and the tibia feathered to the joint ; colour resembling that of decayed leaves.]

The Eurnpean Woodcock {Sc. vusticola, Lin.)-—UuiverisFilly known, with haiid>^ninely mottled phuna.i^e. In the

summer it inhrdiits hi-li mountains, and descends into the woods in tiie mnnth uf October, where it is f^^enerally

met witli siui,'^ly or in |)airs, particularly in dull weather, and feeils mi \\orm> and insects. A few remain in the

lc\(l country throughout tlieyeai'.

[The Snipes, commonly so called, are lighter-made, with Ioniser leys, and tibia bare above the joint. Tliey fre-

quent marshy districts, and are coloured in adaptation to their abode.

In Britain, we have three species, very similar in tlieir colouring,—the Great or I)ouble Snipe lAV. mi'Jor\, which

approaches in form to a Woodcock, and is only met with in the seasons of passa^'-e ; the Cununon or Whole Snipe

(.V. gallinago), which breedb in considerable numbers on the northern hills, and is everywhere common in marshy

districts during the winter; and the Half or Jack Snipe {Sc. i/ailhiti/a), a minute species, more richly coloured

than the preceding, uifli nnnh Ir-s tail : a fonrih, the S;d]in('\ Snipe {Sc. S<il>},ii), is extremely rare, and exceeds

the Common Snipe in si/,e, bus mg dingy iili.nii;ige, \^i(h nn \\biLe upon it. All are highly esteemed for the table.]

\Ve slioulil distingnish from the other Snipes

The Grey species (.v. <7Wic« and Xoroboraccnsis : [MacrorampJius griseus, heach^, wh'w'h is in truth a Tringa

with a longer bill than usual, similar to that of the Snipes, and retains the gregarious habits and seasonal changes

nf rnluin-im,^ of the true Sanrlpipers and Godwits.j Its front tofs are ^emipahnated. This bird is common in Xorth

America and occurs as a rare straggler on this sidi' of the Arlantic.

The Rhyncheans {Rhynch<sa, Cuv.)

—

Arc African anil Indian l)iri]s, the mandibles of wliicli are nearly e([ual, a lilile arclierl at the end, wirli

the nasal grooves extending to the tip of the upper one, "\\hich has no third furn.tw. Tlieir t^e-, arc

not palniatcd. To the port of tlie Snipes, they cnnjuin more vi\id cnlunrs, and are jiarticnlarly

remarkable i^)\- the oeellated s[)Ots which adorn the quill-frathei-s of tlieir uln^^^ and tail.

They are fmnid of dilTtrent medh^ys of colnur, which (jnielin bmimlit toirethn- as so many \,'irieties of one

species (Sc. cojiensis), and whicli Temminck also believes to be the saine at ditlereiit ages, (.ine pcib ctly distinct

has, however, been received from Brazil (LUi. Iiilarea, Val.)

The GoDW'iTs (L/n/osa, Cechst.)

—

Have a straight bill, sometimes a little arcuated upwards, and still longer than iu the Snipes, the

nasal groove extending almost to tlie tiii, \\hich is rather suit and de]ircs<,ed, but without additional

furrow, or punctation. The external toes are palmated at liase. Tlieir form is much more attenuated,

and legs considerably more elevateil, than in the Snipes, and they frequent salt marshes and the shores

of the ocean [changing to rufous on the under-parls and partially abnve in the breeding season, as in

many Sandpipers, to "which their gregarious habits are more nearly rdatcil than to those of the Snipes.

Two species are imt luironiiiHjn on the British shores, viz., the Bar-tailed God\\it (L. ri'/c), whtcli breeds inorp

to the nm'th, and aljonnds duiing the seasons of passage, and tliroughout the winter ; and tlio I'diu-k-railed Goiiw i[

(L. ;/;'7(///w/-a), which is much taller, with a longer bill, and (in old speciinens) a pciiuK.trd nmldle chiw ; the

distal half of its tail is black, and it does not acquire so bright a rufous in the spriir.,^ '1 Ins hird hrrirU in the

Jintisli marshes, and can pick up and subsist on barley, upon \\hicli numbers are fed that are brought fiuni HliI-

land to the London markets. There are se\ei"al otlirrs.]

The SANi>ripr:RS {(.'al/dris, Cuv.; Tnnga,'^- Tcni.)

—

Have the tip of the beak depressed, and ilie nasal furrow ver) lung, as in the Codwils, hut the luandj-

hles in general are not bmgcr than the head ; their toes, slightly bordered, liave no palinatioii at the

base, ai'd the back-tije hardly reaches tu the ground ; iheir legs but moderately elevated, and abbre-

viated furm, impart a In-avier carriage than that *)\' the Godwits. Their size also is much :>maller.

[Tlie author separates his group Pelidna, merely on the character of having tiie hoak a trllle longer

than the bead, a difference which in several sjiecies depends merely on age or sex ; the iVmalcs of all

the present family having a [uoportiuually longer l>eak than the males, besides exceeding them a litllc

in stature.

Numerous species are Ibund, more or less regularly, on the British shores: the principal of which are— the

Knot Sandpiper (7'/-. rami/n^), Ibc si/r eif a Siiipi', and ashy-grey above, white below, with some dusky spots on

the breast in winter, sutkused \^ illi bright t^Ti-nginous in tlie spring; bill sliort and str;ught ; it is a i-ninmun species,

and occurs in large flocks durin- the si asons uf jiassag-e and through the winter, lefinn^- further north to breed-

The Pur])le Sandpiper (7V. iin'ri/imi'), is smalh'i- and less gregarious, and iirefers rocky shores ; bark cmpur[i!ed.

the feathers margined with -re\ 1.-.I1 diinm: ibe u inter. The rest are placed b\ the author in his /. 7/////, f. 'ihe

I'urre Sand]iiper (Tr. raruibili.^,), still smaller, with a ralher longer and more aiciiaied lull, culuLired ui w inter l;Ke
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fhe first, and mottled with rufous above, and a "black patch across the breast, in the breeding season : it is the

comiiioiicst of all, and sonic bieed on the ujiland moors. The Curlew Sandpiper (.Vc. subarqituta. Cm. ; yiimeniiis

afriraniifi. Lath.), resembles the Knot in colourin<^ and seasonal chany-es, and the Purre in size, with a still lunger

and more-arcuated bill ; it is not common, nor very rare, on the British shores. The Little Sandpiper (7V. minuta)

is considerably less than the last, with a short bill ; it acquires some rufous tints in the sprinti;, on the upper parts

and across the breast, and is certainly rare, thongh very much overlooked. Three or four others occur as strag-

glers. These active-little birds take their food along the margin of the sea, following each retreating wave ; when
gregarious in considerable flocks, and in their winter plumage, the whole show alternately their grey upper
pints and white lower parts as they whirl in the air, producing a remarkable appearance, well known to those

accustomed to wander by the sea side.]

The Sanderlings {Areuaria, Beclist. ; Calidrls, Vigors)

—

Merely differ in the absence of idnd-toc, like the I'lovers.

One only is known {C/iarodrius ccdidrU, Gmelin), the size of a Purre, with analogous seasonal changes to those

of the Knot Sandpiper. [It appears to be almost generally diffused, and is common on ihe British shores.]

The Falcinelles {Erolia, Yieillot)

—

Have the beak ratiier more arcuated than in the Curlew Sandpiper, but do not, as has been asserted,

T\'ant the thniub.

AVe are acqiuiinted with one only, {Sc. pj/i]uuca, Lin.), a bird proper to Africa, but which is occasionally found

in Europe.

The Ruffs {Machetof;, Cuv.)—

Are true Sandpipers by the bill and feet, except that the palniature of their outer toes is nearly as

considerable as in the Garabets, Godwits, &c.

One species only is known {Tr. pugnax,hm.). Larger tlijin a Snipe, and very celebrated for the furious combats

which the males wage in spring for the possession of the females. At this epoch, the head becomes partly covered

^vith red [or yellow] papilla;, and the neck is furnished with a very considerable collar or ruff of lengthened feathers,

su vai-iously marked and coloured in ditlerent individuals, that two can hardly ever be found alike, and rarely much
resembling each other. They have always yellow legs*, which, together with the semi-i^ulmatiou of the toes, assists

us to recognize them at all seasons. The species is common in the north of Europe, [and is remarkable for the

male exceeding the female in size, at variance with the other members of this group, but in accordance with

its polyg'amous habits. Vast numbers are brought from Holland to the London markets.]

America produces some species nearly allied, as the Ilemipalamus, Bonap. ; or Tringa semqmhnaia, Wilson;

[the habits of which are more allied to those of the Gambets, to which in fact they essentially belong].

Near the Sandpipers shouhl apparently be placed

The Spathe-eill {Eurinor/ii/nchus, Wilson),

—

Which is distinguished by a depressed bill, "widened at the tip somewhat as in the Spoonbills, and tlie

only species of which is

The Plnlaleo pygnuea, Lin.; Eurlnoninchus gr'uscus, "Wilson {Thnn. Acad. Siicr., 1816, pi. vi), which is one of

the rarest birds in existence, as it is only known by a single individual, grey above and white beneath, and about

the size of a Purre Sandpiper. [It has since been met with in northern Asia.]

The Phalaropes {Phalaropus, Brisson),—
Are small birds, the bill of which, more tiatteued than in the Sandpipers, is otherwise similar as regards

its proportions and lateral grooves, and the tucs of which are bordered with very broad membranes,

as ill the Coots. [Their lower plumage resembles in texture that of the Gulls,]

The known species (Tr. lohaia and Tr. fuJlcaria, Lin.), has a wide bill for a member of this f;imily, and is in

winter ash-coloured above, whitish below and on the head, with a black band upon the neck : it is then the Grey

Phalarope {Tr. lohaia, Edw.). In summer it becomes black, mottled with fulvous above, and of a deep reddish

below [like the Knot Sandpiper, Godwits, &c.] ; but at all seasons it retains a white spot on the wing, the rest of

which is blackish. It is then the Red Phalarope (Ph. riifus, Bechstein and Meyer ; Tr. fulicaria, Lin.). This bird

i^ rare in Europe [not very so in the British Isles, during the season of passage, when individuals are occasionally

nirt with swimming upon inland ponds, like a very diminutive Duck, and evincing little fear or shyness : they

also occur in small flocks, and breed chiefly within the Arctic circle].

The Turnstones (Strepsilas, Illiger),

—

Are rather lower on the legs, and Iiave a short bill, and toes devoid of any palmature, like the true

Sandpipers; but their beak is conical, pointed, and without depression, compression, or inflation, and

tlie nasal groove reaches oidy half-way. The thumb barely touches the grouud. Their beak, rather

• This is vary far froui bs'iuj^ the case.

—

Ed
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stouter and proportionally le^s no\il)lc tlian in tlie preceiling, is used by tiiem to turn over stones to

search for the worms that lie heneaili them. [Its form is nor unlike that of a Nuthateh's bilh]

Tbe two species doubtfully indicated by the author are merely the same in different states of plumae;e : it

is a bird of reniarknljly wide ,2:eoi,fraphic ranD;e, and tolerably plentiful on the British coasts : its aftinitv is rather

with the Oyster-catchers and I'luvers].

The Gambets (Totanvs, Cnv.)

—

Have a slemler, round, pointed, and solid heak, the na^^al groove of which only extends half its leugth,

and the upper mandibli' is slightly arcuated towards the tip. Their form is sliglit, anil legs elevated:

the thum)) hardly touches the ground, aud the palmation of their outer toe is well-marked. The

species are each found nearly all over the world, [or rather, there are many dilheult of dcterunnation

apart, which has induced the latter npininu.]

The Greenshank Gambet {-^col. glottis, Lin.).—As large as a [rather small] Godwit, with the beak comparatively

stout, [and a little recurved] ; ashy-brown above and on the sides, with the margins of the feathers punctated with

brown, the croup and belly white, and tail rayed with narrow irregular bars grey and white ; the feet g-reen : in

summer the throat and breast are spotted with dusky tears, which disappear after tlue breeding season. This is

the lars^est species of Gambet in Eurojie. [It breeds on the margins of lakes, including those of Britain, and

during the season of propagation is very clamorous, rising on the wing and spreading an alarm at the approach of

danger to all other birds within hearing: in winter it resorts to the sea-shore in small flocks, apparently the

amount of broods. The Greenshank is a characteristic example of a particular - I'uip, tlu- members of which are

comparatively large, acquire more or less of a dusky colour on the under-jiarts towards the breeding season, and
agree in their general habits, mostly freijuenting fresh-water lakes. An allied species of North America {Tot. semi'

pnhnatus) has the toes half-webbed, and has been known to occur in Europe as a straggler. The Dusky Gambet
(T./zf^nw) is another European species, more dehcately formed, with particularly slender beak aud feet, and
beautifully barred tail and coverts, which becnmes entirely suffused on the under-parts with fuliginous-black in

the spring, and is rare in Britain. A fourth (T. caliitris), the Redshank Gambet, is very abundant in Britain,

breeding also not uncommonly in marshes near the sea-shore, and especially about the estuaries of rivers.

Others acquire no colour on the undcr-parts in sprinir. and mostly breed in the marshes, where they trip across

the broad floating leaves of :u\u:\ti<- pl^nit:^ wiih gran' .md ii-ility : ^uch are, particularly, those with longer legs,

as the delicate Wood Gambet ('/'. .jlarcohi), wlii'h i:s .sunietii]i<s found in Britain, the 7'. stagnaialis, Bechst., of

eastern Europe, and T. chloropijgius of North America : one more common in this country, with shorter legs, and
a conspicuous white i-ump as it flies, is the Green Gambet (T. of/zro^//*), which conducts into the next minor group.
The others, at least those of Europe, are still smaller, and fandliarly known as Summer .^n/pes in England. One

very common may be termed the Common Gambet (T. /i>/poleiicos), which in 'America is represented by a species

with a breast spotted like that of a Thrush {T. maailario). Another in Europe, still more diminutive (T. Tcm-
mi/irkii or pirA-i/la), has been generally classed with the Sandpipers, but strictly appertains to the present group
both in structure and habits, being never found on the sea-shore, but frequenting inland waters like its true
congeners, allot which jerk the tail and nod the head frequently as they run about, and emit a char whislliug
note. There are many others in foreign parts.]

The Lobefoot (Lo/j/pcs, Cuv.),

—

"Wliich we ccmsidcr ought to he scjiarated from the Phalaropcs, which

it rcicmhles in the lolialion (d' its loev, is distinguished from them by

its hill, which is that of a Gamhet. Such is

The Reil-necked Lobefoot (Tringa Jnipi'rhorrn, Lin.).—A liltle binl, grey

above, white below, tinted with rufous on the scapularies, and having a broad
red gorget round its white throat. Add the Phataropus frenatus, Vieillot;

or Holopodiiis []l'i/soiiii] of jM. C. Bonaparte, [whic-h is found in America
generally. The lirwt-named species breeds in the northern isles of Scotland,

iiihid)iting marshy grounds, whei-e it cannot be .iblained without much difh-

culti, though fur from being timid in its disposition].

The Stilts (Ilimontojjus, Brisson)

—

Have a round heak, slender and pointed, even more so tlian in the

Gambets
; tlie grooves of the nostrils e\ten<Ung only half-way. j3ut

what particularly distinguishes them, and has given origin to tlicir

name, is the inordinate length and slenderness of their legs, which

are reticulated and destitute of hind-toe, and the bones of which are

so feeble as to render w;dking iiainful to them.

Iprt on** sn'^'-ies is knuvvn in \'.

lather

iirnpe (I'/iona/rius hiinnntnpii

bhu'k r^lott'^ -ind n)antlp, and long red k'gs. Jt

Lin.
;

[IT. Pliii/I, Anct.j ; wii

aud little is knoun of its mai
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bear a near resemblance to those of the Avocets, with which this ^enus is even linked by an intcrmed'ate species,

which conjoins the webbed toes of tiie latter witli the beak of the Stilts (the //. paluuUus, Gnild, a native of

Australia). There are three or four normal species, and both this and the next genus are almost generally dif-

fused, frequenting muddy estuaries in winter, and salt-marslies during the season of propagation].

We can scarcely place otherwise than here

The Avocets (Recurvtrosfra, Liu.),

—

Allbougli their feet, which are weljbed nearly to the ends of their toes, almost entitle them to rank

among the Swimraing-hirds ; hut their lengthened tarsi ami half-naked til)i;e, their long, slender,

pointed, smooth, and elastic hill, and the mode of life which results from their conformation, concur

to approximate them to the Snipes. What particularly characterizes them, and distinguishes them

even from all other birds [if two remarkable species of Hnmming-hird be excepted, the Trochilus

rceurmroslra and Tr. avoccfta], is the strong upward cui-vature of their beak, [the mandibles of which

have often been compared to two thin slips of whalebone]. Their legs ai'e reticidated, and thumb too

short to reach the ground.

Tliat of Europe {R. ot-ua^tta, Lin.) is white, with a black calotte and three bands of the same upon the wings,

and leaden-coloured legs. It is a handsome bird, of attenuated form, which frequents the sea-shore in winter,

[where it feeds by scooping (as it is termed), with its singular bill, drawing this through the mud or sand from

right to left as it advances its left leg foremost, and vice versd, seizing whatever living prey is thus met with. Its

mauners in the breeding season resemble those of theGambets, rising on wing and emitting its ci'y at the approach

of any intruder ; it collects, however, a greater quantity of nest than is usual among the wading-birds, the majo-

rity of which pertaining to the present group merely lay in some slight hollow. There are three or four otluT

species].

The family of

]\Iacrodactyli

Arc furnished with very long toes, .tdapted for traversing .aquatic hcrhage, or even for swim-

ming, in those numerous species wliich have them bordered, [and not these only]. There are

no membranes, however, connecting the bases of their toes, not even the two outer ones.

The beak, more or less laterally compressed, is lengthened or shortened according to the

genus, without ever attaining the degree of feebleness and attenuation which is characteristic

of the preceding family. The body of these birds is also singularly compressed, a conforma-

tion resulting from the nari'owncss of the ster-

num (fig. 122) ; their wings are short or mode-

rate, and their flight feeble. [The females are

mostly larger, and in sonic instances excel the

males in brightness of colouring; and they pro-

duce numerous speckled eggs, haviirg a reddish

clay ground-colour, the young running soon

after they are hatched, being then covered with

a rigid, black, hair -like down : their cry is gene-

rally' abrupt and croaking].

They have been divided into two triljes, ac-

cording to the presence or absence of any arma-

ture on the wings; but this character is subject

to exception.

The Jacanas {Parra, Lin.)

—

Are conspicuously distinguished from all otlier Stilt-

birds l)y tlie extraordinary length of their four tO's,

which are separated to the base, aud the claws of which, more particularly that of the hack-toe, are

extremely long and sharp-pointed. The bill resembles that of the Lapwings by its medium length and

slight bulge towards the tip, and the wing is armed with a spur. They are noisy and quarrelsome

birds, which reside in the marshes of hot climates, where they walk with facility on the lloating leaves

of aquatic plants, bv means of their long toes, [They are essentially modified, however, upon the type

Fiff. 12i:.—Stcniuni of Corn Cr^ike or Laotl Riiil.
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of till? preceding groii]i, wliieli is tmcealjlc in tlieir \vliole anatomy; and are nearly alJioil to certain

Lapwings, ^vhicll we believe tlicy also resemble in tlie numljer and cbaraeter uf tlieir eggs.]

America produces some species wliicli have a flat naked membrane at the base of the billj which is reflected over

part of the forehead. As

The Common .Tacana (P. ,/rtC(7/m, Lin.).— Biark, with a rufous mantle; tlie primary wiiiL,^-eoverts yreen ; and

fleshy wattles uiiiJlt the beak. It is the cominoncst of those inhabiting tlie hot climates of . meriea, and has \ery

sharp spurs.

Some of the same kind are found in Asia, as

The Bronzed Jacana (P. <enea). The body black, ehanp^in^ to bhie and violet, a bronzed-;,^reen mantle, blood-

red croup and tail, the anterior \^illfI;-featllers ^'I'een, and a white streak behind the eye. Its spurs are small and

blunt.

Others have been discoM.Ted in the east in wbieh this membrane does not exisf, and which are otherwise

remarkable for some sinf^ular differences in the proportions of their quill-feathers. As

The Long-tailed Jacana (P. shieti.yi.f).—Brown, with the head, throat, fore-neck, and winir-eoverts, white, the

hind-neck adorned with silky feathers of a g'-'Iden- yellow colour, and a small pedieillated appendage t(j the tips of

some of the quill feathers.

There is one also in the east wliieh is crested, and lias no spurs to the wiiii;s, (the P. gaUixacco, Teni.).

Tiriv. Scream1':r {Palainedea, Lin.)

—

Resembles the Jacanas, liut on a very large scale, by the two stent spurs which it bears on each wing,

and by its long toes and strong claws, more particularly that on the hind-toe, which is long and

straight as in the Larks ; but its beak, which is slightly cleft, is neither much compressed nor bulging,

and its upper mandible is a little arcuated. The legs are reticulated.

llie species known, the '.borned Screamer (P. coniuta), termed in Brazil Jn/iinw, and Cfniionche in Cayenne, is

laro:"er thari a Goose, and Idackish, with a rufous spot on the shouMer, the top of its head bearing- a singular orna-

ment, consisting of a long and slender, moveable, homy stem. Its toes have no palmation. This bird inhabits

the inundated g;rounds of South America, and its very loud voice is heard afar off. It is strictly monog-amous : is

said to pursue reptiles ; but although its stomach is only slightly muscular, it scarcely feeds on any thing but
aquatic herbage. [The trachea of this bird has an abrupt bony box or enlargement about the middle, somewhat
analogous to that of the male Vchet Pochard {Oidemia fusca)}.

A distinct genus has been made of

The Ciiauxa {Opistolopkuii, Vicillot"),

—

M'hich has no horn on the vortex, but the occiput is adorned with a circle of erectible feathers. The

liead and upper part of the neck are only covered with down, and it has a black collar. A singular

phenomenon is exhibited by the circumstance of its skin, even that covering its legs, being inflated by

the intei'positinn of air between it and the muscles, so that it cracldrs under the linger.

It is the Parra chavurin, Lin. The rest of its iilumaire is leati-iolourcd and blackish, with a white spot at the

bend of the wing, and another at the base of some of the large primaries. Tliere is a tolerably weli-marked [lalnia-

ture between its external toes. It feeds ]irincipally on aquatic herbage ; and the Indians of Carthageua rear some
among their flocks of Gec&e and Poultry, as thi'y deem it very courageous, and capable ui repulsing c\en a

Vulture.

Near to the Screamers we think shonhl be jilaceil, although tbcy have scarcely any naked space

above the tarsal joint,

The Megapodcs {Mrf/apodUis, Lesson),

—

A genus recently discovered in New Guinea, with a vaulted beak, a little compressed, the membranous

nostrils occupying about half its length, and ^cry stout and elevated tarsi, wdiich are seulcUated, the

toes (including the hind one) being long, and terminated by claws which ai'c ralluT flat. Tliev have

a short tail, a naked space round tiie eye, and tlicre is a small tuliercle on the carpus, the first and

slight vestige of the s])ur of the Screamer. The membrane between their external toes is very slight,

while that of the inner is rather larger. They lay dis[iroportionately large eggs for their size.

C)ne Sjiecies is crested nearly as in the Cliauna {^1/. Dypcrrc'i't, Lesson) : t\\o others have no crest ; and a fourth

lias scarcely any tail.

In tliu tribe' wherein the wings ure unarmed, Liunrcns comprises, under the genus FiiJica,

nil such as have the hill eontimieil backward into a sort uf shield, tliat covers the forehead ; and

those which do not jiossess this character be arranges In the genus Ralhis.
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The Kails {RaUas, Lin.),

—

Which bear, in other respects, a very strong mutual resemblance, liave bills of very different pro-

portions.

Among the species in which it is longest,

Thc Kails {Rallus, Eechstein),

—

May l>e lirst mcntionerl.

The Europen.n Ruil (R. aquad cuA-, Lin.).—Olive-lirown, marked with blai^k above, bluisb-asli-colour beneatli,

with some narrow black and white rays crossing the tianks. This bird is common in our ponds and ditciies, wliere

it swims well, and runs li_L,^bt]y upon the leaves of aquatic herbag:e, feeding on small Crustaceans. [Its frontal

feathers arc rigid, in place of the shield of the Coots and Gullinules. There ai'e various othejs, all extra-Earopean.]

Other species,

The Crakes {Crea^, Beehsteiii),

—

Have a shorter lull, as observed in

Tlie Coru-Crake (R. n-ex, Lin.).—Of a reddislidu'cwn colour, marked with blacki.^h above, and greyisli below,

with dull black rays crossing- the lianks ;
the wings rufous. It lives and nestles in our fields and meadows, and runs

with great swiftness among the long grass. The Latin name, Crex, is expressive of its cry. It feeds on corn, in

addition to worms and insects.

[The foUo\ving species, or

The Soras {Zapomia, Stephens),

—

Have an intermediate beak, and resemble the Kails in their aquatic habits.]

The Speckled Sora [R. porzana, Lin.).—A deep brown, speckled with white, and whitish rays on tlie flanks. It

is a good swimmer and diver, and does not leave France till the middle of winter. [There are two smaller kinds

in western Europe, including the British Isles ; the Baillon's Sora (Z. Baillonli), with somewhat speckled

plumage; and the Little Sora, as it is termed, though surpassing the last in size, (Z'. ;j'Mi';7/fl), the plumage of

which approximates that of the Common Rail. Of various exotic species, some are con^iderab!y larger than the

Crake and Rail of Europe].

The Coots {FuUca, Lin.)

—

May be subdivided in the following manner, accordhig to the fonn of the beak, and the membranes

margining thc toes.

The Gallinules {GaUbnda, Briss. & Lath.)

—

Have the beak nearly as in the Crakes, but distinguished by the frontal shield, and by longer toes,

bordered with a narrow membrane.

The Common Gallinule {G. chloropux,\Ax\.).—Deep olive-brown above, slaty-grey below, with some white on

the sides, [the feet green, with a red and yellow cincture above the tarsal joint, and the frontal shield bright red :

these lively colours being much more conspicuous in the female, which is larger also than her mate. Avery
cinumon species throughout Europe, and considered to be of universal diliasion, as specimens from the most
distant regions are undistinguishable].

The Sultanas {PorphyriOy Brisson)—
Have the l)cak liigher in proportion to its length; and very long toes, with scarcely any perceptible

border; the frontal shield considerable, and rounded in some, square above in others. These birds

stand on one foot, while they employ the other to convey food to the beak. Their colours are gene-

rally fine shades of violet, blue, and azure. Such is

The Common Sultana {Fidira porp/ij/rio, Lin.), a beautiful African species, now naturalized in several islands

and countries bordering the Mediterranean. Its beauty would render it an ornament in our parks.

Lastly,

The Restricted Coots {Fulica, Brisson)—
Conjoin to a short beak and large frontal shield, toes that are much widened by a festooned border,

which renders them excellent swimmers ; hence their lives are passed in pools and marshes. Their

smooth plumage is not less adapted than the rest of their conformation to this mode of life, and they

consequently exiiibit a marked transition from the Wading to the True Swimming Birds, [though only

in supevticial or adaptive cbaracters, which are principally externa]].

'Tliere is one in Europe {F. aira, aferrimay and dctkiops, Gm.)— [Slaty-black, darker on the neck, with a flesh-

coloured shield, which becomes white in the season of propagation. It is very easily tamed, and subsists on grain,

pond-weed, and even small fish, diving with facility.]
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We :;rz;;:"„.re this series of Stilt-birds b_v three genera, wliiob it is diir.ciJr to a

anv ethers. a-.id wMeh may be considered as each forming a separate family.

The Sheathbllls lOiioah, Fc^ste^^—
Have short tees, r.eariv ^ .- -.he PoulrTT. tbe tarsi scutelkted. the beak thick a"ii coai

e'jve'.oped at base by a hard su':s:ance. which, it appears, the bL'd has the iK'wer of rail

depre-ssiug.

We are acqtuunted with only one species, from Xe-^ H:'..2- i Ci. "s-r.-riTSjr.;. Vie:".lot>. the site of

Partrid^. and entirely white. It irBqaeots thr ^c^ s'2 -r- .-.r ". fr^ls <:r. d-.-'.d anini a* nnitte.'- thrown

tide, [Pn>f. Blaiavill^ has lately slJOWTi th?.: :-:~ -::.:.^r-.. .
-.'.

;
-:i. <.:.-:..:-:: the <Jy;:exH:i

its whole anatomv, and the amnirr is ciso-.m.. .r 7. :::i.: ,-r..^ _ ;: :_.,.: vji'rr.. .. .:_^72j:crs.

are wirb

cal. acd

a 3*rre]

op by the

Ltchej-5 ;a

Apparer.t!y ailic

P.'.e uno-ir.:pres5ed

the immature drcs

The -Vn.'.GENS yJt.'agii, d'Orb.),

—

f trh'.oh nearly resembles that 01 a Pjultry-bird. and the 7; .imice is net unlike

Lark : wings aadieet as it: c .' ;^.

:7r :- s:2e from that or a Partriij-e to less thanSeveral ireriies ir.h.ilit the CordilEeras cf tbe .\nde5. ' -; ::

a Liirk. The s.-ual.er consrhate the TiM.>ciorst of VTeiilo:.^

Tbe Pbatixcoles 'J.': -: ":. Gveir/—
Have a ^h.ert. cortical beak, arcuated throughout, a:: i .-;S;:t: i.::c th:.t ct a Fc uitry-h Ltd. Ttie wdnrs

excessively long and p-jinted. and tail often forked, ^r: i-t "r :i,: :" r'.-t :t a Swaliow or Petrel. The

legs are of mean length, the tarsi scntellated, the ex::: :h :::; - i_::*.r : aitaated, and thumb reaching

to the HToand ; ^middle claw furnished with an obtusely serrated inatr edge~. Thev flv in troops, and

crj- about the borders of water, subsisting on aquatic insects and worms. [Their sternal apparatus and

anatomy intimate their position to be among tbe Snipes an 1 Fltver?.'

The Etiropean species tGf. tortp^ata'' is trr^wn above, white Iv'.:^ c- ;' :r the cr^tip ; the rtrret encircled with a

black ma.-kiE^ ; and base of the bill and feet reddish. It appears to ir.hahit the nonh cl the whole arcieat world.

Otrr last genus consists ci

The Flamivgce? Ph^eniixptertiS. Lin.'.

—

Which are among tbe most extraordinary and isolated of birds, "oeing, in tact, an ertreme modincatioa

01 tbe Lameilirostral type, that is, of the Duck tribe, with inordinately eloncated neck and legs". Their

legs, of excessive length, have their front toes palmated to the ends, and an exrremelv short hind-

toe t the ueck is equally long and slender with the legs, and their small head is furnished with a Kill

the inferior mandible of which is of an oval form, longitudinally bent into a semicyliadrical canal,

while tbe i:orer one, oblong and flat, is bent crosswise in the midiile, so as to join tbe other exactly.

The membraajiis groove of the nostrils occupies nearly the whole side of that part which is behind

the sudden bend of tbe mandibles, and the nostrils themselves form a lonjitndinal sbt at tbe base of

the groove. The edges of the two nantiibles are furnished with small and ver.- tine t.-vniverse

larainse. which, together with the fleshy thickness of tbe tongue, imports some relationship with the

D ticks. We might even place the Flamingces among tbe Palmipnles, were it not for the Icncth cf

their tarsi, and tbe nucUry 01 part of the tibia, [an objection which would equally apply to the GuEs
and Petrels[. They feed on Testaceaas, Insects, and the spawn of Fishes, which thev seize bv means
of their long neck, reverting tbe head to employ with advantage the crook of the upper mandible.

They construct their nest of earth in marshy situations, placing themselves astride of it [ ? ] durin? the

act of incubation, in consequence of tbe extreme length of their legs incapacitatiusr them from sirtin;

in tbe usual m,anner. [The digestive organs resemble those of the Ducks with unlobated hind-toe ;

having even the crop, or distension of the cesophagcs. which oociu-s in no 5; eoies srrtctlv lelo!'.;;ntr to

the division of Stilt-hirds.]

The common species ^P*, ruber) stands from three to four feet in heirht. and is ash-oolonred. with brown
streaks, dnrinj the first year: in the second there is a roseate hue on the wmcs, .ind in the third it assumes a
parple red on the back, and rose-coloured winjs. This snecics is found in all i\>u^s of the eastern cor.tir.er.t below
40 derrees. Xunierous flocks are seen every year on the southern ccasts of Eiirt>iie, and thev someliuH-s ascsiul
as tar :.s

;'
: 11 ;•:

' tra h.X5 since deanirlvely ascertained' that the .American Fia-atingo is distinct : besides
aj s;vc:es on that coniiuent ^Pk. miii.jr, Vieilioi' of which the Pigmy Flamiuio of Teniminci-

M. T :. : r

which, there i

is the voitnr.
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[Here, at the close of the great series of Ground-Birds, as of the Perchers, may be intro-

duced a few brief remarks on the classiti cation of these animals, as warranted by the present

state of information. The divisions are not all so stron^^ly characterized apart as the four

principal ;.'rou|i^ or orders already specified ; but chiefly because certain genera stand forth

from the rest, and will not (so far as we can perceive at present) satisfactorily range with any

of the others. Preserving the same form of nomenclature as before adopted, as less objection-

able than any other that we can devise, the various groups of Ground-birds (as the vast

majority of the foregoing extensive series may he appropriately denominated,) fall into six

principal divisions, which may be designated as follow :
—

V. Gemitores (Coocrs)—the Pigeons; an order strongly characterized )jy the \\hole

internal anatomy, and not less so by the outward conformation. It is perfectly distinct from

the contiguous orders, to which it is linked by no intrinsically connecting species.

VI. Rasore.s {Ground-scrutchers)—the Poultry : a group sutficiently cognizable in its

totality, but not easy to subdivide in such a manner as to c-xemplify the relative value of its

various genera.

VII. CuRSORES {Runners) ; m the Brerip'rnnes r>i C\x\'ia.

VIII. C.\LC->»T0UE3 (Stumpers) ; or tlie Pressirostres and Lonrjlroslres of our author,

comprising the numerous genera with soft and ile.xile bills, more or less prolonged, the greater

nnmber of which lay four eggs, which they dispose crosswise, &c. &e. The name alludes to

the habit which many of them display, of stamping with the foot, to cause the worms on

which they feed to rise.

IX. Grad-VTORES (Staliers) ; or the Cullrirostres of Cuvier.

X. Latitores (-SA-h/A-ct,?; ; or the Macrodacli/li.

Each of tlicse appears to us to constitute a distinct and natur.il order, possessing various

distinguishing characters ; and we suspect that every genus of Ground-birds will ultimately

prove, when its characters have been sufficiently studied, to rank in one or another of them.

As a whole, thev form a scries, analogous to those of the Perchers and Sv:immers.']

THE SIXTH ORDER OF BIRDS,—

THE PALMIPEDICS,—

Have the feet organized for swimming; that is to say, placed far backwards on the body, with

short and compressed tarsi, and v.ebhed toes. They are further eli;iracterized by a close and

polished plumage, impregnated vi ith oil, and by a quantity of down iie.xt to the skin, wliicli pro-

tect them from the water in which they pass most of their lives. They arc the only birds in

iihich the neck is longer than the legs, which is sometimes the case to a considerable extent,

for tlic luirp ise of enabling them to search for food in the deptlis below, while tlji-y s^im on

tlic surface. Their sternum is very long, affording a complete guard to the greater portion of

their viscera, and having on each side [generally] but one emargiuation, or oval foramen,

filled up with membrane. They have most frequently a muscular gizzard, long co-ca, and a

simple inferior larynx ; •i\hich last is in one family, liowever, inflated into a cartilaginous cap-

sule. [So many exceptions occur to the foregoing generalization respecting the stomach and

cffica, that it might advantageously have been omitted.]

Tliis order subdivides t(ilcra!jly well into four families, of which that of

The Divers (Brachypteres)—
Prc-'nts, in certain ol^^its species, some [very superficial] tokens of relationship with the Galh-

nules. The position of their legs, wdiich is farther backward than in any other iiirds. renJi^rs

walkin" diilicult, and obliges them to maintam, when upon laud, an upright altitude. As tUo
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greater nuiiiliLT of tlieni arc also feeljle ilyerr<. ami several are (|u,ite dfpiived of tliat faculty, in

consequence of the shortness of their uiuj^s, tliey raay be regarded as exclusively attached to the

surface of the water : their plumage is particularly dense, and its surface frequently polished,

presenting a silvery lustre. They swim under water by tlie aid of their wings, -which are

employed as fius. Their gizzard is tolerably muscular; the coeca of moderate length. They

have only one specud muscle ou each siilc nf their lower larvnx. ISuch are

Tiii^ Loons [Cohjinbu.s, Lm.),

—

\A'liicli arc charartei'izcd by a smooth, straight, compressed, and jminrnl lull, \\\t\i linear nosti"!'.^;
; but

requu'e to be subdivided from characters derived from the feet [the eiUirc skeleton, character of

plumage, propagation, \c. iS.e.]

Tuii: CiREBETS {Podiceps, Latham ; Coh/mhiis, Brisson and Ilhgerj,

—

Instead of orduiary webs between the toes, liave tlie latter wiiiened as in the Coots, and the anterior

cunnoL'tcd oiil\ at liase liy membranes, [whieh Imnlrr tlie reauaindcr]. Tiie elaw of the middle toe is

flattened ; the tarsi exceedingly compressed. The semi-metallic [or satiny]

lustre of their lower plumage has led to the occasional employment of it as

fur. Their tibia, as also that of the Lnons [in which it is maeli more pro-

duced,] is prolonged forwards beyond tlie joint, to give a more efficient

insertion to the extensors of the leg. [Sternum (lig. 123)* very bhort,

and of p;.'Ciihar conformation, approaching in sonie respects to that of

the Cornmraiits : whirli these very siitgular birds also resemble in the

character of tlirir eggs, the liard bhcU nf which is invested with an ab-

sorbent chalky substance. They have no vestige of a tail. T!ic yonng are

clad in exquisitely soft down, whieh is striped hhtek ami white, as in the

Emeu. The constant nnmher of cer\n'al \i'rtelir;e is nineteen instead of

tliirteen, as in the re^tiieted Loons ; and their skeleton is altogether

lAireniely diliereut.]

These birds reside in lakes and ponds, and nestle among the rushes,

[producing numerous eggs, whereas the Loons lay very rarely more than

two]. It appears that under certain circumstances they carry their young

under their wings. Their size and plumage change so much with age [the

according to season], that naturalists liuve very nuieli niul!i|ilii-d tlie species. ]\I. Meyer

reduces those of Eiirn|.e to four, [instead nf h\i', which is the right nniulicr, as follow] ;

—

The Crested (J relic (/'. rr/'.s/f//".v).—As lar-'c as a Dink, and satiny-^^Mtr, \mi|i dn>ky iii-per-parts, acquirin,^ with

age a double black <ic-,t, ;nid rufuus collar ed;,n'd with black, [\*hieh t-\i:^t ou\) duiin;; the breeding season].

The Red-necked ( i relic i /'. rnOrico/l/a).—Smaller, with the neck bri^dit rufuus, and greyish collar less developed.

The Horned Grcl>c 1
1', rona/fiis) ("and Eared Grebe (P. a if rif us). —Stiii less, and, precisely of the same size with

each other, ><> Ibar tlu'V can only be distinguished, when the seasonal collar falls, by the beak of the second being

distinctly a little recurved, and by a difl'erence in the colour of the iris of the recent specimen ; their collars, how-

ever, durin;; the breeding season, are very dillerent, and that of the Eared Grel>e is less developed than in the

other].

The Little Gret>e (P. w/;;or).—Size of a Qnrnl. with never any crest "v colhir. [These various species, notwith-

standing the shortness of their win^s, can lly with ciiiiMderable speed, wbcii Hicy (uire fairh rise, which they do

with uuwillini^mess, and seldom except v\!ieLi i-itiii|)clled to nii.i^Tate. The', can \Milk willi their feet, and do not

trail upon tlie bell^ , like the Luuns ; and when uuder water, they make more ui^e uf their wings than the latter do

habitually].

Tur: EiNFEET {lleUorms, Bonaterre ; Podoa, Illiger)

—

Have feet hjticd as in the Coots and Grebes, but their tail is more developed than in either, and their

claws sharper.

Such is Plains buriiiamcii.-iis, Gmelin ; and Ildioi-r.is scnc^alouls, Vieillot, wbieh Gnielin approximated to the

Anhingas.

The Loons {Cohimhus, Latham; Mergus, Brisson; EuJijles, Illiger),

—

With all the [external] form of the Grebes, have the feet webbed in the ordinary manner; tliat is

to say, their three frunt toes arc connected by membrane to the tips, ami are all terminated by

on [fij;. e23), ill utlicr ruspecis a
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pointed nails. Thry are northorn binls, uhicli rarely nestle ^virh us. and visit these latitudes in

Minter, wlien tJiey are not unconimoi. upon our coasts. [Tiiey have large win-s, and fly strongly,
I>nt in conseqaenec of the position of the feet, the tibia being qnire buried ^^lrhi^ the in'tcgmnents,
are unable to walk, tlioiiLdi they ])u.h Ihcmselves forward with facility and tolerable speed, trailing
upon the belly. They have a short tail, on the tripod of which and the feet they are enabled to
.stand upright, and take a wide view around tliem by means of their long neck : they utter dismal
lifju lings

;
and produce large spotted eggs, two or three in number, which are extremely unlike those

of the Grebes.

Tln-ep specif :s are weil known, the whole of which are not rare in Britain. One, as hirge as a Goose {Col. gla-
ciafK-.'), the CuUiired Loon, hiack above, beautifully spotted with white, with a nearly ])erfeot collar of the same

round the neck, and a black head. The second, {C. glaciulLs), the Black-throated
Loon, extremely variable in size, hut always smaller than the precedinp:, with a fu)i-

i^inous grey head, and larger white spots on the upper parts : both of which species

liavf the inmiature plunuis;e dusky above, with greyish edgings to the feathers : and
the Red-throated Loon {C. scjitentrluncdis), still smaller and much commoner, the

winter dress of which (and not the immature plumufre, which resembles that of the

others, is speckled above with numerous small whitih;h spots bortleriuj^ the featliers,

which wear off in spring, leaving the back spotless blackish ; coim.-ident witli which
change of appearance, a rufous patch appears in front of the neck. All three are

great destroyers of fish, and proceed with extreme swiftness under water, in general

making little use of their wings to assist their progress. They are common to the

northern regions of both continents, as are also the four fii'st-inentioned Grebes.]

TriE Guillemots (Uria, Brisson & Illiger),

—

With the general form of the beak of the preceding, have it covered with

feathers as far as the nostril, and cmarginated at the tip, which is a little

arcuated. Their principal distinction, however, ccnisists in wanting the

Ijack-toe. Their wings, much shorter tlian tho^e of the Loons, iiarely sulHce

for the function of flying. They feed on hsh and crustaceans, and are found

about the precipitous rocks on which they breed.

[These birds, the first of which is merely an Auk with a more slender bill, fly with considerable swiftness in a

struij^ht iiiie, thrii- wings being reduced to the miniumm extent adequate for aeriul support, in order that they

[night be more efficient under vrater, where no use whatever is made of the feet,

which are held out like those of a wading bird when cleaving the air. Ac-

cnrdiugly they literally fly under water, wheicas the subaquatic progression of a

("iridje more resembles that of a Frog, and the Lnons do not generally use the

\\ ings at all : hence the prolongation forward of the fixed patella, so considerable

in the Loons, which is reduced in the Grebes, and entirely wanting in the Auks,

Pufllns, and Gnillemots, which form a particular group, found only in the ocean.

'I lie hdter have also smaller coeca, a particularly tough cuticular lining to tlie

stoniai.h, of a bright yellow colour, a different sternal apparatus, which most

nearly approximates that of the Loons, diverse plumage and seasonal changes,

S:c. They are pre-eminently reniarkable for the manner in which the skeleton

incloses the viscera as in a box, in order to resist the pressure of deep water;

while their air-cavities are unusually large, which causes them to float very high

when on the surface, and are obviously designed to increase the standard of

respiration so as to permit of their sustaining themselves in the air with their

short and r.an-ow wings, tliese, however, not being violently beaten m the act of

flying. Their movements under water precisely resemble those of the D'/tirU/.r,

or common Water Beetles
; the principal motion being more or less veriical, in-

stead of horizontal as in the Grebes and Loons : they are, therefore, togetlier with

the distinct group of Penguins, the most characteristic diversofthe class.

One common on the precipitous coasts of all Britain, is the Common Guillemot

(U. troile), of a dusky slate-colour above, white beneath, and a bar of the ^ame on

the wing, formed by the tips of the secondaries; the throat black in sumjiier,

\ihite in winder. It lays oidy one e'^^, of enormous ]irnprir(ifuial magnittnl-'. ana remarkably variable in colour.

The ynnng at flrst resemble the adults in summer dress; but their flrst jihimage, which succeeds the down, and
the texture of which is singidarly delicate, presents the colouring of the adult winter-garb, and is exchanged for
the hii-ter in the eouisc of a few weeks. They breed in vast numbers on the narrow ledges of rocks where in

many places they are seen sitting in successive rows, one over another. In aidumn they nii-'rate southward
those which breed on the British shores being replaced by others from more northern latitudes.

Another and smaller siieeies, is the Black Guilleinot {U. gn/Ue), entirely black, with a groat white wing-spot, in
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Slimmer, and c-verywliorc nrnttled mth v/lilte in winter : the bill and f^'Pt red. Its ran^:''' is nmre northerly, r.irely

if ever breeding; to tbc southward of the Scottish Isles, aud [irodueiuL,^ two and olti_-n tJiree eg-^^s, proportiunally

smaller, and singularly tlilferent from those of the other, both in shape and coluur. It is less allied to the Common

Guillemot than tbj iaiter is to the Auks, with which an iniermediate species, rarely found on the British coasts,

tends even to connect it —the U. Biunnichn, which scarcely differs except in the more robust form of Ihe bill.

Tliere is also a breed of the Common Guillemot found on the Welsh coast, and some other places, which lias a

narrow white line iVuin tlie bill to the eye, as in the llazor-billed Auk.]

Tui^ RoTCKE (0'j//iiif,-, Ciiv. [Mergulu.<i, Hay and Vicillot]),

—

Has a sliorter 1)111. more arcuated aiiovc, and unemarginatcd ; the syra[diysis of tlie lower niandiljlc

e\tromeIy short. Us wings are stronger, and the membranes of the feet somewhat notched.

The known species, termed LillJe Auli and C'.rcrnlnnd Dove, (C. aUe ; Cohimhus minor, Gmelin), is not Iarf;fer

than a Pig-eon, and black above, wbitu b(.'l(,)\v, with the same mark on the \Aing- as the Cnuunon Guillemot. It

inhabits the arctic shores, where it breeds on fhe ground, and is occasionally met wiWi in oar latitudes during the

winter.

The genus of

Tiir. Auks {Alca, Lin.)

—

Is known by its extremely compressed beak, raised vertically, sharp along the ridge, and ordinarily

grooved on the sides, together T^-ith its feet entirely palmated and without back toe, the same as in the

Guillemots. The species are all from the northern seas.

They require to he di\ided into three su'igcncra.

Tlie Pl'ffixs [Fratprcida, Brisson ; Mormon, Illiger),—
Of which the beak, shorter than the head, is as high or higher than it is long, giving it a very

extraordiiiary form, "ftdiile its base is generally furnished with a folded skin. The nostrils, placed

near its edge, are mere slits. Their short wings can just su.^taiu them for a brief period, and they

re>iile in the ocean like the Guillemots, and nestle in the rocks, [or rather they burrow holes iti loose

soil, and lay their single egg at the dep+h of several feet, Thi'V run or creep swiftly on the ground,

and the Auks and GiuUemots can aLo ^vaddle ^vith moi-c speed than might be a!iticlpa;ed from the

shortness of their legs].

The common species {Alca arcHca, Lin. ; Mormon fratercula, Tem.), is a little larg;er than a Pigeon, with black

mantle, calotte, and collar, and the rest white. [Legs orange ; bill brightly coloured; and a slip of loose skin at

each eye. It is common in suitable localities on the British shores, flies rapidly, and may often be seen to return

to its mate or youn^, with a number of small fishes curiously ranged on each side of its bill, each held by the bi.'ad.

The young are at hrst co\'ered with long and flocculent black down, which is replaced by delicately soft plumage

analogous to that of the young Guillemot, succeeded by the adult garb in the course of a few weeks, which last

undej'goes no seasonal changes].

M. Temminck distinguishes as

The PiiALiiRixs (Phakris, Tcm.),

Those species which liave the beak less elevated; as,

The Alca n-istalclla^ "N'icillot, and A. jixi/furn/a. Pallas. [Six species arc known on the arctic shores of America,

one forming tSie Ceraluriiiiehus, Bonap. ; some of these extenii to tlie north of Siberia.]

The Restricted Auks {Alca, Cuv.)

—

Have a more lengthened beak, resembling the blade of a knife; feathers at its base as far as the nos-

trds, [the same as in the Guillemots, to which they are most nearly allied,] and wings decidedly too

small to su]>port them, iuasnuichas they cantiot fly at all; [an ciroueous statement respecting one of

the two species].

'Jlie Rnzor-bill Auk {Ah-a lorda and j'i'-n, G'melin). [Plnniagn ami scrisnnal clianges of the Common Guillemot,

only that the black is more deep, and some white transverse lines on the bill. It is rather smaller than that spe-

cies, which it exactly resembles in habit and extent of wing, flying C'lually well: inhabits tlie same cliffs, but less

numerously ; and commonly lays two eg<,^s, sometimes three, of similar character to those of the Blaclc Guillemot

:

has a croalcing^ voice
]

The Great Auk (-1. ini}>nini.s,\An.).—Colours of the preceding', but the beak marked with ei2;ht or ten cress

grooves, and an oval white spot between the eye and bill. It Ia\s but one great eg;.?, sported n', itli purjilish. [Tin's

species, which is larger than a Goose, is the only northern sea-tuw! utterly deprived nf the function of fh^bt, and

has accordingly its wings reduced to exactly that size which is most efficient of all for suliaqualic progression :

they are not larger than very moderate-sized fins, and the limb-bones are considerably wi'ij^htier and le^.s solid

than those of its coni;ei',.';- ; !jut we are not aware that the skeleti.m makes anv approach in form to that of the
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As a particularly rare visitant, tliis

f Peiigiiiu.

Penjuiiis of the soutliern liemispliero, wliich are very distinct from the ,' ulis.

species is allowed a place in tire British Fauna.]

Tlie genus of

The Penguins (.Ijitmodytes, Forster)

—

Is even less capable of flying than that of the Auks. Tlieir little wings, covered v\-ifh luere vestiges of

feathers, which at the first glance reseuihle scales; their feet, placed farther back than in any other

bird [the Grebes and Loons alone exec(ited,]

only support them by bearing on the tarsus,

which is widened like the sole of the foot of a

quadruped, and in which are found three bones

soldered together at their extremities. They

have a small hind toe, directed inwards, and

their three anterior toes are joined by an entire

membrane. These birds are fjund only in the

antarctic seas, never going on shore except to

breed. They can only reach their nests by

trailing on their bellies. The difference in the

bill authorizes their division into three sub-

genera.

The Penguins, properly so called {Jpieno-

dyiea, Cuv.),—
Have a long, slender, and pointed beak, the

appcr mandible a little arcuated towards the tip,

and feathered for about a third of its length;

in this the nostril is placed, from which a groove extends to the tip.

The Pataj^onian Penguin {Apt. paincJionica, Gni.).—Size of a Goose, and slate-coloured above, white underneath,

with a black nuu-k, encircled by a citron-yellow cravat. It inhabits the vicinity of the Straits of iMaj^ellan in large

flocks, ranj^ing as far as New Guinea. Its flesh, although black, is eaten.

The Gorfew-S (Catarr/mctes, Brisson)—
Have a stout and pointed beak, somewhat compressed, with a rounded ridge, and tip a little arcuated;

the groove which extends forw'ard from the nostril terminates obliquely on the inferior third of its edge.

The Crested Gorfew {Apt. clirysocoma, Gni.}.—Size of a large Duck, black above, white below, and adorned with

a white or yellow crest on each side of the occiput. It is found in the vicinity of the Falkland Isles and of New
Holland, and sometimes leaps out of tlie water while swimming. Deposits its eggs in a hole of the ground.

There are several others.

The Spheniscans {Spheniscus^ Brisson)

—

Have a straight ami compressed beak, irregularly furrowed at the base ; the tip of the upper mandible

hooV.ed, and of the otlier truncate ; nostrils situate in the middle, and uncovered.

The Cape Spheniscan {Apt. dcmersay Gmelin).—Black above, white below, the beak brown, with a white band in

the middle, throat black, and a line of the same upon the breast, which is continued along each flank. It chiefly

inhabits the neighbourhood of the Cape, where it nestles among the rocks. [Fjg. 126 represents the sternal appa-

ratus of this species, showing the peculiar configuration common to the group, and particularly the broad
scapula. The bones of the Penguins are permanently tilled with marrow.]

The family of

LONGIPENNES

Coniprehcnds those Birds of the liigh seas, which, in consequence of their capahilitj' of pro-

tracted flight, are met with everywliere, [though it does not appear that the particular species

are more widely diffusetl tlian others]. They arc known by the freedom or total absence of

the thumb, their very long wings, and smooth-edged beak, which in the greater number of

genera is hooked at the tip, and in the others simply pointed. Their inferior larynx has

only one muscle proper on each side, and the gizzard is muscular [or lax and very capacious],

the coeca short [oi- moderate].

The Petrels (^Procdlaria, Lin.)

—

Have the l)eak hooked at the tip, with its extremity appearing as though a piece had been articulated to
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llie rest ; their nostrils arc nnitetl to forin a tube, wliidi lies along tlir l>ar-k of the npper maiuVihlc
;

and their feet, instead of a back toe, have merely a claw implanted in tlie heel. They are, of ail the Pal-

mipede.'i, those which remain most constantly at a great distance from land ; and when a tempest comes

on, Ihey arc often compelled to seek refuge on reefs and ships, from which circumstance they derive their

name of Slorm-hlrds: that of Pelrel (a diminntive of Peter,) lias been applied to them from their habit

of walking on the waves, wliicli they do with the absistaiice of their \\ing:^. They nestle in the holes

of rocks, [producing Iiiit a single egg,] and spurt upon tbi'sc who disturb them an oily Huid, wi;h

whiidi their stomachs appear to be always lilled. The greater nundjer of species inhabit the Antarciic

seas. [Their stomach is extremrly capacious, and but slightly nuiscidar, and they feed principally on

oily substances.]

Those are more particularly called Petrels {ProceUaria), the lower mandilile of which is truncated.

The larg-est species, or Giant Petrel (Proc. pii'^fnfea), inhalnts the Austral .Seas, and exceeds a Goose in size. Its

plumage is blacki.sh, hut with varieties more or less wliite. In the same seas is found

The Spotted Petrel (Pr. c(7/)t'H.??.s-).—Size of a small Duck, and white, spotted with black above. It is often

mentioned by naviirators [as the Cape Pifii'nv].

Tlie Fulmar Petrel {Pr. fj facia/i.v).—White, uitli ash-coloured mr.ntlr, the hill and feet yellow, and size that ot

alarf^eDuck. It nestles in the precipitous coasts of the [northern] British i;sles, and is foiuid throiitjiiont the

whole north. [It has heen computed that this species is the most numerous in individuals of the whole class.

Though rare in our latitudes, its numbers in the Arctic seas are inconceivable]

The Storm-Petrel!^ (T//nIas.':idrowa, Vig.)

—

Are certain small species, with a somewhat shorter bill, rather longer legs, and black plumage, wdiich

are more particularly designated Storm-birda [and

Mother Carey's Chickens'] by mariners. [Their habits

are crepuscular and nocturnal, as are al^o those of

most of the tribe: and their thght considerably

resembles that of a Swallow.]

Tht,' ino--t conuniin iPror. pclai]icn, Brisson) is scarcely

larger than a Lark, but stands higher on the legs. It is

entirely brown-black, except the croup, which is white,

and there is a trace of white on the gi-eater wing coverts.

^Vhen this bird seeks a shelter upon vessels, it is a sii^n i^t

an approaching storm. [That of America {Ph. Wi/.^j/iih is

J ii; 1-/.— ^[L.nu.n oi oniriii
,
(.irej.

(Ustiuct, aud is sonietimes met with on our shores; as is

al?o a third sperirs willi a forki^d tail, T/>. BiiHudiii. Alter tempestuous weather, these birds are not unfrequently

found far inland, gencralK upon Ih'; liii^di road, unable to rise].

We ?>eparate, with Poisson, by the name i>f

The Shkarw'ateu^; (Pnf^iiifs),—
Those species in wTiich tlie tip of the lower mandible is curved ildwnwards, like that of the upper, and

the nostrds of ^\lliell, aUlniugb tubular, do not open by a couiun)n orifice, but by two distincc boles.

Their beak also is proportionally longer.

'i'lie Cinereous Shenrwater (P. ciurrenx ; Proc. p/iipni/x, Cm.)—Ash-coloured above. \\l!i()>h bene.Tlh. \Aith the

wini's ;intl l:nl lilackish; the yoiuig rather more deeply coloured. Its size is nearly that of a Ci"Ow, and it is

tunnd ;diiri,~i m er\ \\ here, [but rarely so far north as on the British shores].

A sniallei- species was long confounded \\ itii it, Idack above and white below, the Manks Shearwater (P. anglo-

i-inn), w linh inhabits the northern shares ni ;S(ntl,ind and its isles in immense numbers, and which the inhabitants

salt foi umter provision. [A third (P. fV'.vv/r/rv, Vieillut) has occurred in Britain, and there are two or three

min-e, fnrthiM- south.]

Navigators sometimes mention, under the name of Petrels, certain birds of the Antarctic seas, which

should make two particular genera. One is

The IIalaorome {Ifahiilrnma, lUiger),

—

Mliieh, with the beak and form of the Petrels and Shearwaters, has a dilatable throat like the Cormo-

rants, and entirely wants the thumb, as in the Albatrosses.

S'urh is Pr. uriuatrix, Giuelin.

The olhei' is
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Thk Prions {Pachyptila, lUii^^cr),^

In otlicr respects similar to the Petrels, have separate nostrils hke the Shearwaters, and the beak

ividencd at its base, its edges being interiorly furnished with fine, pointed, vertical laminae, analogous

to those of the Ducks.

Tlipso are the Blue Petrels {Proc. vitfafa and ca'rulca, Forster).

The Albatrosses {Dioinedea, Lin.)

—

Are the most massive of all aquatic birds. Tiicir large, stout, and trenchant beak, with stronj^ly

marked sutures, is terminated by a hook, which looks as if articuk^ited. The nostrils resemble short

rolls, laid on each side of the beak ; and the feet have no hind toe, not even the little nail which is

found in the Petrels. They inhabit the Austral seas, and feed on the spawn of Fishes, MoUiisks, &c.

;

[indeed, upon whatever falls in their way. They pertain to the same particular group as the Petrels,

which they reseml>le in their whole anatomy. Their webbed feet are equally large, and they have the

same habit of trampling on the waves].

The species best known tonavis"ators, or the Giant Allcitross {D.exulans, Lin.), has been termed the Cape Sheep
from its size, having- white plumag-e, and black win^s. The Eno^lish also style it the Man -of- War Bird, [a mistake,

as this term applies to the Tachypete]. It is particularly common beyond the tropic of Capricorn, and is the great

enemy of the Flying Fish. This bird constructs a high nest of earth, and lays numerous eggs [each individual,

however, one only, and generally in company with Penguins], which are esteemed good eating : its cry is very loud.

There are three or four others, about two-thirds the size.

The Gulls (Lams, Lin.)

—

Have the l>ill moderately long, compressed, and pointed, the upper mandible arcuated towards the tip,

and the lower forming a projecting angle beneath. Their nostrils, placed near its middle, are long,

narrow, and pierced quite through, [the beak having Httle I)ony substance in comparison with those of

the Petrels and Albatrosses]. Their tail is full, the legs tolerably elevated, and the thumb short.

They are cowardly and voracious birds, wliich abound along the sea-shore, and feed on all sorts of fish,

carrion, &c. They nestle in the sand or in clefts of rocks, and lay few eggs, [generally three in

number]. Wlien they come inland, bad weather may be expected. Several species of them are found

on our coasts ; and as their plumage varies exceedingly with age, they have been further multiplied by

systematists. In general, during youth, they are mottled with gi-cyish. [These birds have a capaciou?.

gullet, and small gizzard, w^hich becomes more muscular with age. Their general anatomy is consider-

al)ly allied to that of the Calcafores, or Snipes and Plovers. Their toes

arc shorter than in the preceding genera, and the feet better titted for

walking on land.

Those of Britain are^the Grr-at Black-backed Gull {L, mar'Ttu-s), white, with a

black sadille ; bill four inches long, and with the orbits yellow; of common
occurrence; the Glaucous Gull (L. gtaucuti), with a very pale silvery saddle, and

entirely wlute quills, from which we do not regard the Iceland Gull [L. iataiuii-

ciis, Auct.), of Europe, as distinct, having cbtainetl intermediate specimens of

every grade of size; it is rare on the coasts of South Britain: the Herring

Gull (L. argentatus), the commonest of all, differing from the lirst chiefly in its

inferior size and ash-coloured mantle : the Lesser Blackbacked GmW {L. fuse us),

somewhat less than the Heiring Gull, and similar to the first, but not so deeply

coloured, and having yellow legs instead of tlesli-coloured, and red orbits ; which

is rather conmion ; the Mew Gull {L. ca/tus), a diminutive of the Herring Gull,

with white legs : the Kittiwake Gull (L. )isso), rather smaller still, and at once

distinguished by the total absence of hind-toe ; both of these being common in

particular localities: and the Ivory Gull {L. ebiinieus),the adult plumage of which

is wholly pure white, contrasting with black feet, and which is only an occasional

straggler in the British seas. All these are, for the most part, rock-builders.

Others, the Xema of Leach, have a black hood in summer, like the Terns, and arc generally slighter-made,

breeding chiefly in marshes. The commonest in Britain is known as the Hooded Gull (L. rkiifnuidus), with the

liead and upper neck brownish-black during the breeding season, and bill and legs bright vermilion : the Masked
Gull (C. c(7ju;A'^;'a^«i') i^ rather smaller, with the hood considerably reduced, and is not conmion: L. atricilla \%

larger than either, with a stouter bill, and black legs ; also very rare : L. Sa/jini, smaller than the Masked Gull,

is at once distinguished by its forked tail, and is met with occasionally m Ireland and the we.'^t of Britain : and

fj. minufus, the smallest of all, not exceeding ten inches in length, anil equally uncommon upon the British shr.rcs,

is known by its size. There are many more, of both dmsions.]

Fig. 128.—Slernum of Gull.
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From the Gulls have been very properly separated

The Skuas {Lesfria, Illiger),—

The membranous nostrils of which, larger than in the preceding, open nearer to the point and edge of

the beak; the tail also is pointed, [and they have great cceca]. They eagerly pursue the smaller

Gulls to rob them of their food, and, as has been said, to devour theu" excrement
;

[the truth betnj^^

that they cause them to disgorge, vvhereupon they seize the food before it readies the water, being

endowed with uncommon power of flight] : hence their name, [Lesfris, or robber.

Four species occur on the British shores, successively smaller, with the middle tail-feathers prolong-ed in the

same ratio. The largest (L. cataracica), nearly the size of the Great Black-backed Gull, has deep brown plumage,

i\itli the middle tail-feathers but slightly elongated. It breeds on certain of the northern Scottish isles, high

upon the mountains, defending its nest with extraordinary spirit and intrepidity, and furiously driving off Eagles

from the vicinity, for which reason it is protected by the inhabitants, as a guard to their flocks. The Pomarine

Skua (L. pomarinus) is smaller, and though generally exceedingly rare, makes its apearance in certain seasons in

considerable numbers, as in the instance of November, 1S37. L. Richard.sonii is the next in size, which is common
about the northern Scottish isles ; and L. parasiticus, the smallest, which belongs more properly to America, has

exceedingly long middle tail-feathers. The females of these birds are larger than the males, which is the reverse

of what is observable in the Gulls ; and they lay but two eggs, of a dark colour].

The Terns {Sferna, Linn.)—
Are termed Sea-svallous, from their extremely long and pointed wings, their forked tail, and short legs,

which induce a port and flight analogous to those of the Swallows, [the true Terns, however, wimiowing

more in the manner of the Gulls]. Their beak is straight, pointed, and compressed, without

curvature or projeclion; having the nostrils near its base, oblong, and pierced quite through. The

membranes which connect their toes are deeply emarginated, and they swim little, [if at all]. They

fly in every direction and with great rapidity, nttering loud cries, and skilfully raising from the surface

of the water mollusks and small tishes, upon which tbey feed, [and to olitain which they often plunge].

They also penetrate to the lakes and rivers of the interior. [Their auatumy precisely accords with that

of the Gulls, as do also the character of their plumage, their seasonal and progressive changes, mode of

propagation, eggs, (S:c.

The British species fall into two principal groups ; the majority having the Raine black calotte in spring as the

Xema Gulls. The commonest (.bV. hirando) has an ashy mantle, red feet, and the bill red with a black tip. Tlie

Arctic Tern {St. arciica), common along our northern coasts, is rather smaller, with shorter legs, and mider-

parts tmged with ash-colour. Tlie Little Tern {Si. mhiuta) is distinguished by its very inferior size, and white

forehead. The Sandwich T. (^7. cnnt'iaca and Boj/sii) is larger than any of the foregoing, with black feet, and

often'a tint of roseate on the breast. In the Roseate T. {Si. Doiiga/li), the same tinge is brighter, and the feet

are orange. The Gull-billed T. (A7. anglica) has the bill prominent at the symphisis, as in the Gulls ; but not-

withstanding its received systematic name, is extremely rare in Britain, The Caspian T. {SI. caspia), occasionally

met with in the Channel, is very considerably larger than any of the others. The two last are principally marsh

Terns; and the most characteristic of these is the Black Tern {Si. -nigra), with tail less deeply forked than in

the others, membranes of the feet more reduced, and smaller bill, which subsists chiefly on insects taken on tlie

wing, and flies more like a Swallow. There are numerous others.]

We might distinguish from the other Terns,

The Noddies (Mcgalop/eru.'i, Boic),

—

The tail of which is not forked, [but tlie reverse,] and even with the wings ; and the bill has a slight

salient angle, the first indication of that in the Gulls; [wdulst the character of the jilumage resem-

bles that of a Petrel, and the feathers arc not continued forward to the nostrils]. We only know

of one,

—

The Black Noddy (Sterna stolida, Lin.).—Brown black, the front of the head whitish. It is well known to

seaujen for the stupidity with which it throws itself on vessels [and alkiws itself to bi.^ tak< n. Is one of the most

widely distributed of birds ; and has occurred on the Irish coast. M. Audubon found its nests in vast numbers,

placed upon bushes, in an island uninhabited by RIau].

The Skimmers {Rhyncops, Linn.)

—

Resemble the Terns by their short feet, long wings, and forked tail ; but are distinguished from all

other birds by their extraordinary bill, the upper mandible of which is shorter than the other, both

being flattened into simple [vertical] laminae, wdiich meet without clasping. Their only mode of

feeding is by skimming their aliment from the surface of the water with the lower mandible as

they fly.
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Tlie first known species (Rh, n'lgray Lin.), is white, with a black calotte and mantle, a white streak over the eye,

and the external tail-feathers white outside, bill and feet red. From the vicinity of the Antilles. There are foiu-

or live others.

The third family, or that of the

TOTIPALMATI,

Is characterized by the tliumb being united with the other toes by one single membrane

;

though, notwithstanding tliis conformation, which renders their feet perfect oars, they are

almost the only Palmipedes which perch on trees. All of them tly well, and have

short legs. Linna;us arranged them in three genera, the first of which requires to be

subdivided.

The Velicans (Pellcanus, Lin.)

—

Comprehend all those wherein some naked space is found at the base of the bill. Their nostrils are

mere fissures, the aperture of which is scarcely [or not at all] perceptible. The skin of the tliroat is

more or less extensible, and the tongue extremely small. Their attenuated gizzard forms, with tlieir

other stomachs, a great sac, [which in several is furnished with an accessory pouch, analogous to that

of the Crocodiles], and they have only middling or small co;ca. [Their nostrds, which are always per-

vious in the nestling, soon become entirely closed in

the greater number of genera. The furcida is always

anchylosed to the anterior portion of the sternal ridge.

Their eggs are encased with a soft, absorbent, chalky

substance, over the hard shell ; and the young are at

first covered with long and flocculent blackish doHn,

remaining very long in the nest, and generally much

exceeding the parents in weight when they leave it.

None of them appear to moidt before the second

autumn. The greater immber have bright green

irides.]

The Pelicans, properly so called (Pelicanus, Illiger;

OnocrotaluSy Brisson),

—

Have the beak very remarkable for its inordinate
Fig. i29.-st„„am„f Cormorant.

length, Its Straight, vcry broad, and horizontally-flat,

tened form, for the hook wliich terminates it, and finally for the lower mandible, the flexile rim of

which supports a naked membrane, which is dilatable into a voluminous pouch. Two grooves extend

throughout its length, in which the nostrils are concealed. The circumference of the eyes is naked,

like the throat. The tad round.

The common European Pelican {Pel. anocrolalus, Lin.).—As large as a Swan, and wholly white, slightly tinged

with carneous, [and having the breast deep buft-colour in old specimens]. The hook of tlie bill cherry-red. It is

more or less plentifully diffused over the eastern world, nidificates in the marshes, and subsists entirely on live

fish. Is reported to convey provisions and water in its pouch. Two or three others have been distinguished.

The Cormorants {Phalacrocoi^ax, Briss. ; Carlo, i\Iey. ; Halietcs, 111.)

—

Have the beak elongated, with the tip of the upper mandible hooked, and that of the other truncate.

The tongue very small; and the skin of the throat less dilatable. The nostrils are like a little

line, which does not seem to be pervious. The middle claw has a serrated inner edge. [Tail stiff and

cuneated. It may be added, thai the feet are placed backwards, in adaptation to diving habits, but are

still tolerably free, these birds employing both the wings and feet in subaquatic progression. Their

voracity is proverbial : and their intelligence surpasses that of most other birds, as does hkewise their

docdity : hence they were formerly trained in Europe for fishing, as Hawks are for fowling, and they

are still so employed in the East. The species are exceedingly numerous, and some are found almost

everywhere.

Two are very common on the British coasts.

fhe Bronzed Cormorant (Pel. carbo, Lin.).—Size of a Gooze, and bronzed black, with fourteen tail-feathers.

Both sexes develope, towards the breeding season, various accessory ornamental feathers about the head and

neck, at which time the naked skin becomes brightly coloured, and a tuft of white feathers giows upon each

s 2
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flank. These ornaments fall in a few wcok?;, ar.rl are but imperfectly developed in younger individuals, and

seldom except in a state of perfect libfity. In sonic parts of Europe, this species builds upon house-tops, and not

unfrequently on trees : but i^m the .lii-Jlisli cnast, tljey mostly resort to precipitous rocks or islets, generally in

society. From their croaking \-njce, dark colour, and appearance on the wing, they are often termed i^ca Crows.

They can climb ^vith considerable facility, aided by the beak and rigid tail-feathers. Occasionally they fly to inland

Waters and fish-preserves, where they are notoriously destructive, and are observed to evince a marked preference

for Eels.

The other S[iecies, or Crested Cormorant, (Plml. rrisfn/ns, Glass), is smaller, and less robust, with only t'.velve tail-

feathers ; its o^los^es incline more to green, and the adults have an elegant recur\ed crest during the breeding

season. This bird is commoner towards the north, while the preceding is more numerous southward : neverthe-

less, the Bronzed Cormorant appears to occur in both continents, whereas the Crested is represented in North

America by a different one (Ph. difop/ms), both of these extendmg tu high latitudes, though respectively peculiar

to the Old and New World, so tar as has yet been observed.

A third European species is the Black Cormorant [Pel. grandus, Gm.); a diminutive of the first, but possessing

only twelve tail-feathers, like the preceding, with which it has been confounded until very recently, by British

naturalists. It iidiabits to the southward of the Briti^^h Isles, in \\hich it has not hitherto been met with.J

The Tachvpi:,T[-:s ['J'ac/n:/<r//'.\\ ViLilh.it)—
Dift'er from the Cormorants liy a forked tail, short feet, tin: niemliranes of which are very deeply notched,

an e\ces:?ive spread of wing, and a beak both mandibles of which are curved at the tip. Tlieir wings

arc sopowcrfid that they tly at an immenso distance from all land, and priiicipaliy between the tropics,

darting upon the Flying-tish, and striking the Gannets to make them disgorge tlicir prey.

One only is known (PeL oquilus, Lin.}, the plumage of which is [richly empurpled] black, the under-part of the

throat more or less varied with white, and the beak red. Its extent of wing is reported to be sometimes ten or

even twelve feet. [This is the noted FiUjaie-blrd, or Man-of-War-bii-d, of the English sailors, which is surpassed

in command of vviu!^ by none of the class, if equalled by any. It breeds on trees on uninhabited islands, and

la\s a single spherical white egg.]

The Gannets {Sula, Brisson ; Dysporus, Iliiger)

—

Have a straight beak, slightly compressed and pointed, with the tip a little arcuated, and its edges serrated,

the denticulations [which are more developed in the Cormorants] directed backwards : the [im-

pervious] nostrils are prolonged in a line nearly to the tip : the throat is naked, as is also the skin of

the eyes ; the former hut slightly extensible : inner edge of the middle claw serrated. The wings are

less extended than in the Tacliypetes, and the tail is a little cnneated. These birds are called Boobies, on

account of the stupidity with which they [certain species of tliem] allow^ tliemselves to be attacked by

men and birds, more particularly tlie Tachypetes, which, as already stated, furce them to yield up tlie

prey they have captured.

The most common is the European Gannet {Pel. hassmnis, Lin.).—\Miite, with black feet and wing primaries,

the bill greenish, and nearly equal in size to a Goose. [A common species in the British seas, which breeds ui

vast numbers upon the Bass rock in the Frith of Forth, and one or two other similar localities : the young are at

first covered with the blackish down common to the group, in which they contrast remarkably \^"ith their \vhite

parents; their first plumage is dark above, beautifully speckled with white, these terminal specks gradually

wearing off. The Gannets take tlieir jirey by plunging upon it from on high, and sail with an easy flight, with

little motion of the wings. Their air cavities are extraordinarily developed ; the ambient medium permeating ail

their bones with the exception of the phalanges of the toes, and passing under the skin of the breast, which is

only attached to the muscles by a number of scattered connecting pillars ; a structure which is also met with in

the Phaetons.]

The Anhingas {P/o/ks, I. in.)

—

"With the body and feet nearly like those of a Cormorant, have a very long neck, and a slender, straight,

and pointed bill, with denticulated edges ; the eyes and nudity of the face as in tlie Pelicans, of which

they have likewise the habits, nestling, like tliose Idrds, upon trees. [They may be described as Cor-

morants, with the bill and neck of a Heron.

Two or three species are found, in both continents ; tlie body infei'ior in size to (hat of a common Duck.]

The Phaetons {Phaeton, Lin.)

—

Are known by their two very long and slender tail-feathers, which, at a distance, rcseinlile a straw.

Their head has no naked part. The hetdv is straight, pointed, denticulated, and moderately stout,

[with pervious nostrils at all ages] : their feet are short, and their wings long. Acconlingh, they fly

very far from land, on the high seas ; and as they rarely quit the boundaries of the torrid zone, their

appearance serves to indicate to mariners the vicinity of the tropic, [whence their common name of
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Tropic-ljirds]. On laud, where they schlom resort except to breed, they perch upon trees. [They are

closely related by affinity to the Gannets.]

Several species are known, with white pluma;;c, more or less varied with black, [and tinged in some with roseate,]

which do not exceed the size of a rij^eon.

The family of

Lamellirostres

Is (listingulslied by a thick bill, invested with a soft skin rather than with true horn, [the

fact being, that the corneous portion is restricted to the nail-like extremity, the rest corre-

sponding to what is known as the cere] : its edges supplied cither with laiuin;c, or small

teeth, [which are modifications of each other] : the tongue large and fleshy, with a dentelated

border. Their wings are of moderate length. They live more in fresh waters than in the

sea : and, m the greater number, the trachea of the male is dilated near its bifurcation into

capsules of various form. Their gizzard is large, very muscular, and the coeca [generally]

long. [These birds lay numerous spotless eggs, and the young follow their parent as soon

as hatched.]

The great genus of

The Ducks (Anas, Lin.)—
Comprehends those Palmipedes which have a large and broad bill, the edges of which are beset with

salient lamina; placed transversely, and the purport of which appears to be for straining off the water

when the bird has seized its prey. They divide into three subgenera, the limits of which, however,

are not very precise.

The Swans {Cygnus, Meyer)

—

Have the bill of equal breadth throughout, and higher than wide at the base ; the nostrils placed about

midway: and the neck exceedingly elongated, [possei-sing twenty-three vertebrEe*]. They are the

largest birds of this genus, and feed chiefly on the seeds and roots of aquatic plants, [togetlier with the

grass which grows near the brink of water]. Their intestines, and cojca more especially, are accord-

ingly very long. Their trachea has no inflation or labyrinth.

[Swans arc essentially modified Geese, and like the latter are exclusively vegetable feeders, with

similar plumage in both sexes, which is moulted once only in the year, and undergoes no seasonal va-

riation of colour. They attack with the same hissing note, strike similarly with their wings, and the

male guards the female during incubation, and accompanies her while followed by her brood. They

fall into two subdivisions.

In the first, the trachea, after descrilfing a slight curve towards the sternal ridge, proceeds to the

lungs without entering any cavity in the bone. ^Vhen swimming, they often erect the tertial plumes

of the wing, in an elegant manner. Three of the four species have a fleshy caruncle over the base of

tlie upper mandible, beneath which the bone is protuberant.

The Mute Swan (Anas olor^ Gmelin), or common domesticated species, the adults of which are wholly pure

white, with a reddish bill, surmounted by a black protuberance, and leaden-black feet : youn^, g:rey, with the bill

lead-coloured. The wild breed [C immuiabil/s, Yarrell) is rather smaller, with the rostral protuberance less

developed in the few specimens examined : there is also a semi-albino domestic race, with feet whitish, or par-

tially so, and reported to have white cygnets, which is termed the Polish >Sican by the dealers ; it varies in size,

some attaininjj; the largest dimensions of the ordinary tame breed. We are satistied, from anatomical examina-

tion, that these are all specifically the same. The wild race is rarely met with in Britain. These birds do not

appear to breed before the third year.

Tlie Black Swan (.-1. a^ra^a, Latham ; A. p/uto)iia, Shav/).—Less than the preceding,-, and not so elegant in its

conformation, with its tertials curled upwards ; colour black, with the exception of its wliite primaries, and the

bill and naked skin at its base, which are red. It is common in New Holland, and propagates readily twice a

year, or oftener, when brought to Europe.

The Black-necked Swan (C. n>gricoUfs].—Wh\te, with black neck and tips of the primaries; the sides of the

head white, and bill and feet orange, the former having a black protuberance. Common in South America.

The smallest of alt, or Duck-billed Swan (C. anaioidesy King.), is also from South America, inhabiting towards the

Straits of Magellan. Colour pure white, with black tips to the primaries, and bill and feet orange : the former

having no basal protuberance. AVith tiie exception, therefore, of the common mute species, this di\islon pertains

to the southern hemisphere.

Tlie rest have the trachea elongated as in the Cranes, and similarly entering a cavity in the sternal

• We have found Uii« number in four siiecies, viz., C. ohr, atntiut, muiicus, and jBev >'tii.

—

Ed.
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rirlge. Tliey carry tlic neck more upright, and never elevate tlie terlial plumes. None of tliem Las

any protiiherance on the t)ase of tlie hill; and they have all "white

plumage with hiack feet, or, in the young, grey plumage with white

\viiig'<, and the feet white when newly hatehed. They yield the swan's

down of commerce, whicli is much inferior both in quality and quan-

tity in the others; and are restricted in their distrihution to the

northern hemisphere.

(!)f four species, two are respectively peculiar to each continent.

The Trumpeter Swan (C. buccinator) of America is the largest, and yields

most of the down of commerce, together with tlie next species. Its hill is

wholly hIack, and the trachea forms a double vertical convolution within tlie

sternal ri(.l;:;e, and is bifurcated into short inthited bronchi.

Audubon's Swan (C. Audulionii and americana) is smaller, liut fully eipials

the European Hooper Swan in size, althouy-h it has been confounded with

C.Betvlcki/. Its bill has an orange-yellow spot on each side towards the base,

and the trachea forms a horizontal flexure within the inflated hind-margin of

the sternum, having^ similar bronchi to those of the last.

Bewick's Swan (C. Beu-ichn) is considerably smaller, witli exactly similar

tracheal apparatus, and a larger orange-yellow space at the base of the

bill, extending to the nostrils. (_)f seventeen specimens dissected by us,

one only presented the hurizoutal flexure of the trachea (represented

fiom the identical specimen in fig. 130), though several were evidently older

birds : but the inflated form of the bronchi constitutes an in^'ariable distinc-

tiiin from the nex* species. Tail-feathers generally twenty, sometimes eighteen, and we have more than once met
with nineteen, where none had been lost. It is much less common in Britain, as a winter visitant, than the next.

The Hooper Swan (C. music us. Anas ci/gnus, Lin.), or common Wild Swan of Knrope. which visits Britain in

abundance in severe winters. The largest specimens are scarcely inferior in size to the ilute species, and have

the most extended brilliant-yellow space at the base of the bill of any, extending beyond the nostrils. The
trachea forms but a single vertical flexure, and the bronchi are much longer than in the others, and not inflated.

On dissecting a cygnet in its down, we found the cavity of the sternal ridge completely formed, but the trachea

did not enter. The tail-feathers are generally twenty, and sometimes twenty-one or twenty-two. All these birds

ntter loiul trumpeting cries, and the present species has also a low musical note, which is often repeated.]

We can scarcely distinguish from the Swans certain species, wdiich undouhtedly arc less elegant, hut

have the same beak. As

The Knobbed Goose (.Uias rii(]iio'n1cs, Lin.), which we rear in nur poultry-yards, and which interbreeds readily

with the common domestic species. The base of its upper mandible is protuberant, as in the Mute Swan, and its

neck is whitish, with a dark streak jjassing down the back of it. [In every essential particular, this is a true

Goose, and has sixteen cervical vertebra, like the rest of that genus. Its flesh is less highly esteeineil than that

of tlie common bird ; than which, however, it is considerably more prolific, jiropagating at all seasons. As m the

other Geese, it seeks its food principally, or it may be said wholly, on land, and utters loud noisy cries.]

The Spur-winged Goose {Anas Gamhensis, Lin.).—Remarkable for its size, its elevated legs, the tubercle upon
its forehead, and the two stout spurs with which the bend of its wing is armed. Its plumage is empurpled black,

[very like that of a Musk Duck, to which this species is considerably allied, notwithstanding its long legs. It

forms the genus Pleciropterns of Swjunson.

The author also includes among the Swans the Canada Goose {A. canndeiui.s)^ which also possesses every

intrinsic character of tlie true Geese. It is a very large species, with a long black neck, and white mark across

tbe throat, as in the Black-necked Swan
;
which is likewise readily domesticated, and breeds plentifidly in Europe.

Another nearly allied {A. Ilu/c/iiitsonii) has more recently been discovered in the same country—Nurth America,
fifun which neither has been known to stray across the Atlantic in the wild state, though found very far to the
north. The first down of all the Geese is mottled, of the Swans plain.]

The Geese {A)iser, Brisson)—
Have the bill moderate or :^llort, narrow^er in front than behind, and higher than broad at the base;

the legs longer than in the Ducks, and placed nearer the middle of the body, to facilitate their gait

on land. Tliey have no labyrinth at the bottom of the trachea, nor does the latter form any curve in

the known sjjccies. Several [all] feed on grass and grain.

TiTE Geese, properly so called,

—

Have the hill as long as the head, with the ends of the lamelhc extending to its edges, and appearing

like pointed teeth.

[The last-mentioned character is most strongly devclopoil in the Snow Goose (A. ?ii//irr/iornis) of North .Vmerica,

thp adult male of which is white, with black primaries. This species rarely strag-les into northern Europe. Four
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are more or less common in Britain during; tlie winter, tne tliree first of which have been much confused. The
colour of all is nearly tliat of a coloured domestic Goose. The Grey-lap; Goose {A. ctnereus), at once distingruished

hy the pale fijrey colour of its rump, which in all the others is dark biackish-brown. The bill also is larger and

broader, with more strongly marked lamellae : the hue of it reddish flesh-colour, tinged with yellowish in summer,
with always a white terminal nail to the upper mandible, except wdien very young; and the lei^s fiesh-coloured.

This, which is obviously the origin of the common tame Goose, is at present much the rarest in the British Isles,

though it formerly bred abundantly in the fenny counties. The common statement that the male of the tame
Goose invariably becomes white in the course of a few years, is untrue. The most nearly allied to it is the

"White-fronted Goose {A. albifroiiN)^ considerably smaller, with always a white forehead in the adult, and ordinarily

more or less black on the under-parts, appearing in irregtdar patches ; traces of which may likewise be sometimes

found in the preceding species : its legs are orange-yellow, and bill flesh-coloured, witli a white nail except when
very young. This species is very common in winter, but has not hitherto been known to breed here. A still

more abundant species is the Bean Goose {A, scgeium), nearly as large as the first, with orange legs, and narrower

bill, generally blackish, with an orange band across it, and a black nail : the latter is very rarely white in .nged

specimens, which often have the bill nearly wholly yellow, but never quite. The Bean Goose breeds sparingly in

Sutherland, and some parts of Ireland. Lastly, the Pink-footed Goose {A. hracki;n/iichus,'&-^\\\on] A.phisni-

coy^»^, Bartl.) is distinguished from the last by its iufeiior size, and pinkish-red legs, together with its shorter

bill, the similar cross-band of which is permanently of a reddish-colour. It is not vei-y common, though

more so than the first, and combines the general form of the Bean Goose with the legs of the Grey-lag.]

The Barnacles—
Are distingnished from ordinary Geese hy a shorter and more slender hill, the edges of wliic'i conceal

the extremities of the laminas, [though there is iio drawing the line of separation, and the present

division is generally rejected as superfluous.

Two are common in Britain, and found on both sides of the Atlantic, each retiring very far north to breed, more

particularly the second species. The Barnacle Goose [A. leucopsh) ; nmch smaller than any of the preceding,

with a grey mantle, the feathers broadly edged with black, a black neck, and white visage : and the Brent Goose

(A. beridcla), still less, and nearly all black above, with a white spot on each side of the middle of its neck. This

bird is one of the finest for the table of the whole tribe. A third l,A. ruficoUis), common on the shores of the

Caspian, and as far eastward as Lake Baikal, occurs as a rare occasional straggler, and has the smallest bill

of any].

The Egyptian Goose, or Bargander, (--In. <rf/}//'''«"i, Gin.), revered by the .-mcient Egyptians for the affeetion

it evinces I'or its young, and remarkable fur its display of colours, and for the small spur on the bend of its

wing, also pertains to this subgenus: it is sometimes domesticated, but always retains a propensity to return

to the wild state. [This species very properly constitutes tlie division Chenelopex, Swainson, and is a modifica-

tion of the distinct Shieldrake group, all of which belong to the higher division of Geese, and not to the Ducks.

There is a single inflated labyrinth at the bottom of its trachea, which, with its plumage, and the character of the

down of the young, helps to intimate its real affinities*.]

The Cereopsis {Cereopsis, Latham)^

Is a New Holland Ijird, nearly related to the Barnacles, [so far as the beak alone would indicate,] but

with a still smaller bill, the membrane of which is much broader, and extends a little upon the forehead.

[This species seldom, if ever, enters the water, and has long legs, wdiieh are bare above the joint.]

We only know one, the Grey Cereopsis (C. cinereus, Latham), of a grey colour, with black spots, and as large as

a tame Goose. [It breeds freely in this country, and possesses a tracheal labyrinth].

The Ducks, properly so called, (Jnas, Jleyer),

—

Have the bill broader than high at its base, and wider at the end than towards the head; the nostrils

also more approximated towards its back and base. The shortness and backward position of their legs

render their gait upon land more difficult than in the Geese ; and they have also a shorter neck, and

their traeViea is inflated at its bifurcation into cartilaginous labyrinths, of wiiich the left is generally the

larger. [They subsist to a greater or less extent on animal diet, and the sexes are always different in

colouring, the charge of the young being entirely left to the female, and the male approximating to the

female colouring immediately after the breeding season.]

The species of the first division, or those in which the bind toe is bordered by a membrane, have a

larger head, a shorter neck, the feet placed further backward, smaller wings, a more rigid tail, the tarsi

more compressed, and the toes longer, with more complete webs. They walk with more difficulty, and

live almost exclusively on animal food, diving very often. [The plumage is generally moulted once

• Tlie.-/ M'is^lhinh-fi mill n„fm;ticfi, alsn, refcrrefl by (tie AmOio' I r^i^urc'\ hy M. Evton. The (ruth Iv tli«t thes- trivinl morlificntiora of

to Wvi division of BrLni.nlcs, likewise apjiortaiii to the Sliieiilmlo t),o bili aiu of eiibonJiusIc value, in the prescot extensive series.

»ro»p, as showu by their anatomy : thrii- tracheal labyrinllis tire -Ed.
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only in the year, the change of cuhjiir of the males, ahont midsummer, taking place without a rpncwal

of the feathers.] Among thcra we may dibtinguish

The Scoters {Oidenda, Fleming)

—

By the bn-adth and inflation of tlie bid. [Their plumage is chiefly deep black, and they are found

almost excUisively in i^alt water, wdiere they prey mn'^tly on Tcslocea. Feet particularly large.

Two species are not Qiironiinon in the British seas—tlie Common or Black Scoter {Anas nigra, Lhi.), entirely

l.ilack, with an orange protuberance at the base of the biU, and orans^e-coloured lej,''s ; which is the most abundant,

and has swollen bronchi ; and the Velvet Scoter {A. fusca, Lin.), which is larg'er, with pink feet and black mem-
branes, a white hand on the w'nvx, and spot of the same at each eye, its trachea havinij a sudden box-like enlarge-

ment about tlie middle. A third, alhf-d to the last, the .-iurf Scoter (A. perspiciUata, Lin.), occasionally strays

from America, and IS (h&tiri;^uislHjd by the tri;ui;;LiIar ;iat(_'[ios of white on the cro\^n and occiput: females of all

dusky.

The author adds certain species to this ^enus, with stiiP and pointed tail-feathers, forming; the Oxi/ura, Bonap.

;

as the A. leucocephala, Pallas; and A. lobata , Shaw; which latter, a New Holland kind, is remarkable for a

large fleshy api^eudage hanijini,^ under the bill. The A. ruhida of AVilson is referable to the same natural

division.]

The Garhots {Clanyulo, Leach)

—

Have a shorter bill, which is narrower in front : and at their head we place a species with the middle

tall-feathers very knig, which renders the tail pointed. [This bird, forndng tlie di\ision UardOa of

Leach, is quite distinct from the others, and moults twice in the year.]

The Lon^-tailed Hareld {An. gtacialh, Lin.).
—

"White, with a fulvous spot on the cheek and side of the neck, the

breast, back, tail, and point of the wing-, black : [scapularies broadly eclg;ed with rufous-bi'own in summer, con-

siderably Iong"er and pure white in winter, wdien they hang; over the wing, as in the Eiders.] Its ti-achea, ossitied

towards the base, has on one side four square membranous facets, above which it is inflated into a bony labyrinth.

[A very active and noisy marine species, not rare otf the coast of Scotland in winter, flying" in small flocks.

Further nortli, it becomes exceedingly numerous.]

The Harlequin Garret u4«- ^"'*'''''(^J"'crt, Lin.).—Ash-coloured, the male fantastically streaked with white; eye-

brows and flanks rufous. [Also chiefly a marine species, not very closely allied to the j^eniainder.

The rest have a very large head, or which appears, rather, to he so from the fulness of the plun.age, and are

remarkable for their sexual disparity of size. They are chiefly found in fresh water, and prefer to breed in the

hollows ol trees, as severally observed liy Linnaeus, Hewitson, and Audubon. One is a common winter visitant in

Britain].

The Golden-eyed Garrot {An. clangnln, Lin-),
—

'iVhite, with a black head, back, and tail, a round white spot before

each eye, and two white bands on the wing ; female ashy, with rufous head : the middle of the trachea is very

much enlarged, but preserves its flexibility, and it again becomes singularly widened towards its divarication.

[The little BuflVl-headed Garrot {An. alheulay Lin.), coninmn in North America, is nearly allied].

The Eiders (Soina/eria, Leach)—
Have a longer bdl than the Carrots, ascending higher upon the forehead, where it is cut into by an

angle of the feathers ; but wdiich is still narrower towards the tip. [These birds are more partictdarly

allieil to the Scoters, with which they accord in their exclusively marine habits and food.

There are two species, both with long white scapularies, hanging laterally over the wing, and black and wldte

plumage in the adult male. The Common Eider {An. ntolltss-imn, Lin.), witli a singular green stain on each side

of the neck ; and the King Eider {A. spectahiUs), remarkable for a huge protuberance over the base of its upper

mandible. Both yi^ld the celebrated Eiderdown of couiuierce].

After these separations, there still remain

Thr Poch.vrds {Fi<!/f/iila, Leach),

—

The beak of wdiich is wide and flat, but offers no other marked distinguishing character. We possess

several species, in all of which the trachea terminates by nearly similar labyrinths, forming a capsule

to the left, in part membranous, supported by a framework and raniilic:dions of bone.

[Three are very common in Britain,—the Scaxip Pochard {An. innrila, Lin.), grey, with leaden-coloured bill, and
green-lilack head and neck, which is chiefly found in salt water; the Red-headed Pochard (J. /fW/m, Lin.), ash-

coloured, with rufous head and neck, and black breast, nearly allied to which, but larger, is the celebrated Ame-
rican Canvass-back (.-i. valianaria, Wilson); and the Tufted Pochard [A. ful/giiln, Lin.; F. cr/sfata, Auct.),

pnrple-black, with pendent occi|iital crest, and white flanks and belly. A fourth, the AVhite-eyed Pochard
(A. ni/roca, Gm.), is not common, and is distinguished by its maronne head and neck, the latter encircled with a

black collar, and a white spot on the chin. A flfth, the Red-crested Pochard {A. rirfiua, Liu.), is larger than any
of the foregoing (except the American), with elongated, bright ferrugineous, coronal feathers, and the rest mostly
dark : this bird belongs properly to Asia, and is only known as a straggler so far west. Lastly, the Pied Pochard
{An. ^telleri and dispar), with plumage not unlike that of an Eider, another native of eastern Asia, has likewise
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berMi killeu here. Most of these birds are very fine eatings, the Scaup least so, and feed (excepting that s,.ecies)

principally on vcjretable diet. Their cceca are lar;i;er tlmn in nearly all of the foretioill^^]

Ttie Ducks of our second division, wherein the back toe is not bordered by a membrane, have a

more slender h;;ad, the feet less broad, the neck nut so long, tlie bill more even, the body not so tliick :

th(!y Avalk better, and feed on aquatic plants and seeds, as well as

on animal diet, [as indeed do also tlie preceding, though generally

to a less extent]. It ai)pears that their tracheal labyrinths con-

sist of a homogeneous bony and cartilaginous substance, [which

forms a simple vesicle. They all moult twice in the year, the

niales attaining, by actual change of feather about midsummer, a

garb more or less similar to that of the females. They have a con-

siderable ddatation of the oasophagus, and large cceea].

Tliese likewise admit of some subdivisions, [thougli considerably

less strongly marked than the foregoing]; and firstly, we may
distingidbh that of

The Shovkllers {RJiyncaspis, Leach),

—

The long beak of which is remarkable for its upper mandible

forming a perfect half-cylinder, widened at the end. The lamellae

arc so long and delicate that they resemble cilia;. These birds feed

on small worms, which they obtain from the mud at the edge of

brooks, [and are merely true Ducks with the bill a little modified],

'llie Common Shoveller (An. chjpeaia, Lin.), is a very beautiful Duck, Avith green head and neck, \vhite breast,

rufous tlanks, brown back, and wings varied with white, ash-s;rey, green, brown, &c., which visits us [jirincipally}

in the siiring. Its flesh is excellent, and tracheal labyrinth small, [the intestines remarkably narrow and elongated].

It is the Chencrotes of Pliny.

An Australian species {An. fasciata, Shaw), is remarkable for the ei.lge of its beak being prolonged on each side

into a hanging membranous flap. [The Shovellers grade into the ordinary Ducks by a succession of species, allied

to the British Gargany Duck, which latter retains much of the same character of plumage and colourmg.]

The Shieldrakes {Tadoma, Leaeh)

—

Have the bill vei7 much flattened towards the end, with a projecting boss at the base. [These birds

are the most duck-like representatives of an extensive group, found chiefly in the southern hemisphere,

and intermediate in their general characters to the present group of Ducks with unlobated hind-toe,

and the Geese, but exhibiting none of the essential characters of the former. Like the Ducks, they have

always a brilliant speculum of metallic colouring on the wing, and an inflated vesicle, in some single,

towards the divarication of the bronchi : but they are exclusively vegetable feeders ; the male guarda

the nest, and protects his brood, uttering with outstretched neck a hissing sound at any intruder;

their plumage is moulted but once a year, and undergoes no seasonal change of colour, being generally

alike in both sexes, or, when ditFerent, the male is white, as in certain Geese ; and lastly, they have a

gait very different from that of the Ducks, all of them stamling high upon the legs, and their young

are at first pied, unlike those of other Lamcllirostres. In all that we have examined, the intestines are

particularly long and slender. Their subdivision is not easy ; and the common Shieldrake and Egyptian

Goose, or Bargander, may be cited as characteristic examples : the wings of most are very similar.

The Common .Shieldrake {An. tadoma, Lin. ; T. vulj>anser, Auct.).—White, with a green head and neck, a cin-

namon-brown cincture round the breast, and black streak down the belly ; the wing variegated with black, white,

rufous, and green. Common on the shores of the North Sea and of the Baltic, where it nestles in the downs,

generally in deserted Rabbit burrows, [and not rare on the British coasts, subsisting on fiici]. The trachea

swells into two nearly similar osseous capsules at its divarication,

[Another, of eastern Europe and Asia, the Ruddy Shieldrake {T. rutUa), has been known to stray westv/ard as

far as Bntain. It has more the characters of a Goose, and chiefly inhabits the banks of large rivers. Wing like

the common species, the rest of its plumage chestnut-rufous, whitish on the head and neck.]

Some Ducks of this second division have naked parts on the head, and often likewise a boss at the

base of the beak; as,

The Musk Duck {.4. moscJiata, Lin.).—Originally from America, where it is still found wild, and is observed to

perch upon trees ; it is now very common in our poultry-yards, where it is reared on account of its size. It readily

hybridizes with the common species, [producing infertile hybrids]. Its capsule is very large, circular, vertically

flattened, and on the right side only. [Its legs are very short, both sexes are alike in plumage, the maie guards

the nest and brood, and we consider it to be an extreme raodi*ication of the group of Shieldrakes.T
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Some have the tail pointerl.

The PintJiil Duck (.1. fff»/a).—[A common winter usitant in Britain, bi2:lily esteemed for the table; the male

with a white mark down each siilc of the neck, mcecin^ behind. It forms, with another, the needless division

Dajila of Leach.]

In others, the middle tail-feathers are more or less curled upM'ards ; as,

The Common or Mallard Duck (.-I. bosclios, Lin.); known by its oran[;e feet, p:reenish-yellow bill, the fine

chans;eable green of its neck, separated from the dark niaronne colour of its breast by a white rinj, &c. In our

poultry-yards, it varies like other domestic animals. The wild bird, common in our marshes, nestles amonp; the

ni.=hes. in old trunks of willows, rmd sometimes upon trees. Its trachea terminates below with a gTcat osseous

cap.-r.ale.

Some of them have a crested head, and a hill rather narrower anteriorly, and which, though foreign,

are now raised in all our aviaries. [Tliey have smaller feet, perch readily on trees, and surpass all

the re^t of the tiihe ia the splendour of their colours. They constitute the Benth-onessa, Swainson].

Such is the Mandarin Duck {A. galericulala) of Cbiua, and the Summer Duck (A. spon.sa) of Nortli America.

Tlieir capsules are roundeii, and of modei'ate size.

Other exotic species conjnin to the hill of the Ducks, legs which arc even longer than those of the

Geese : they perch and nestle uiwn trees.

[These are the long-legged Whistling Ducks of the West Indies, whi'di pertain to the mnjnr division of Shiel-

drakes, and form the subgenus Dendrocygnus.'] Cue of the nundjer has even semipabnated tui.s.

Lastly, among those which have no particular characteristic, the following visit our shores during

the winter.

The Gadwall Duck (.1. ^//-(7)c/-<z, Lin,), mostly of a lineateil grey colour, with some rufous on the wings; the

M^'idgeon {A. peitclopc, Lin.)
;
grey, with a vinaceous breast, and rufous head and neck, the forehead and along

the top of the head yellowish-wlute ; the Teal (.-(. cr^cca), with a rufous head, marked with green on each side,

and a sp'tted breast ; and the Giir^n\^\ {A. querqucrdula and circia), with a white stripe behind the eye. [In

addition to these, two stragglers have been found in Britain, the Bimacuiated Duck, (A. giodtans,) from Asia,

allied to the Teal, but larger, with a brown bead, having two large glossy green spots on each side; and the

American Widgeon, with a Teal-like green stripe on the sides of the head (a trace of wdiich is sometimes met with

in the common Widgeon), no rufous on the head, a narrower bill, and smaller tracheal capsule. In all these the

females have lineated brown plumage, which is characteristic of the true double-moulting DiicJiS with unlobated

hiud-toe, and the mules are finely rayed across. The habits of all are nearly similar to those of the common
STjecles.]

The genus of

The Merganseks {Mergus, Lin.)—
Comprises species, the bill nf which, much more slender ami cylindrical than in any of the foregoing,

, ., ^ lias eacli mandible armed throughout its length with small pointed teeth

X \Jh M^'^ '^'^*^ those of a saw, directed backwards, [and which are merely modifica-

V ^\ ^ k v/^ tions of the ordinaiy lamellie] ; the tip of the upper mandible is hooked.

T n\ \V=-*-^ I ,.JL Their port and even their plumage are the same as in the Ducks, properly

so called ; but their gizzard is less muscular, and the intestines and coeca

are shorter, [though less so than in the Scoters and Eiders. They have a

lobated hind-toe, and the jilumage is moulted in autumn only, the colours

nf tlic male undergoing an extraordinary amount of change towards mid-

summer. They do not acquire their adult dress until the second general

renewal of the feathers]. The labyrinth at the inferior larynx of the

males is enormous, and in part membranous [resembling that of the other

Ducks with lohatc'i hind-toe] ; and they live on lakes and ponds, where

they are very destructive to fish, l>reeding in similar situations to the

common Duck.

[Of five species, four are met with in the British Isles, three of them commonly

during the winter. All are beautiful birds, at least the males in breeding dress.

They are—the Great Merganser {M. merganser and castor), as large as a Shieldrake,

with green head and neck, and short bushy crest, the body white, more or less

deeply suffused with saffron, with a blackish mantle, coral bill, and orange legs,

—the male ; and female rufous-brown, white beneath, with a slender and much

longer crest ; which retires further north to breed: the Bay-breasted M. \M. ser~

_ , ,, ^ , ,, rafor), size of a Mallard, with a rufous brown breast, spotted with blackish, a green-
Fig. i.i..—Mfriium of niert,'rinier. /I 1 I ' r>

blackhead and neck, surmounted with a Inng thin crest, white ring round the

neck, and elegant bordered shoulder-tufts ; female very like the last ; which breeds on our northern lakes -. and
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the Hooded M. {M. cuaillaim), an American species, rare on this side of the Atlantic, the size of a "Widgeon,

with a very hirge fan-like crest, white bordered with black. These have two cceca of moderate length, aud the

trachea of the first presents two successive inflations in its course, which are about equal, the same expansions

being also visible in the aecond species, wherein the higher is however increased, and the lower one diminished,

in addition to the labyrinth at the inferior larynx. To this first group would seem also to belong the M. brazili-

eiuh, which is peculiar to South America.

Finally, the Smew Merganser (M. alhellus) is vciT remarkable for possessing only one minute coecum, resem-
bling that of a Heron. It is an extremely beautiful bird, proper to the eastern Continent, and not rare in Britain

during the winter, the male of which is bright glistening white, variegated with black markings, and the female

like that of the others, except that the adult has a black patch before each eye. It retires far north to breed.

The great division of web-footed birds might be naturally arranged into five principal

groups, continuatory with those indicated at the close of the series of Waders : viz.

—

XI. Natatores (Swimmers) ; incluihng the Flamingo, but corresponding otherwise to

the LameUirostres of Cuvier.

XII. Mergitores (Immergers) ; restricted to the two distinct families of Loons and

Grebes.

XIII. PiscATORES (Fishers); or the ToAj/iaZniaii, which are all exclusively piscivorous.

XIV. YAGATORES (IVanderers); or the Lonr/ipennes; containing the two perfectly distmct

groups of the Terns, Gulls, and Skuas, and of the Albatrosses and Petrels.

XV. Urinatores (Divers) ; more properly so designated ; and composed of the separate

families of Auks and Penguins.

THE THIRD CLASS OF VERTEBRATED ANIMALS.

REPTILIA.

These have the heart so constructed that at each contraction a portion only of the

blood received from the various parts of the system is sent into the lungs, the remainder

of this fluid returning into the general circulation without having- passed through the

lungs, and consequently without having been subjected there to respiration.

Hence, it results that the action of oxygen upon the blood is less than in the

Mammalia, and that, if the amount of respiration of the latter, wherein the whole of

the blood is obliged to pass through the lungs before returning into the system, be

expressed as unity, the quantum of respii'ation of Reptiles should be expressed as a

fraction of unity proportionately small, as the quantity of blood propelled into the

lungs, at each contraction of the heart, is diminished.

As respiration imparts the warmth to the blood, and the susceptibility of the fibre

to nervous irritamen. Reptiles have cold blood, and their aggregate muscular energy

is less than in the Mammalia, and much less than in Birds. Hence, their movements

can scarcely be performed otherwise than by crawling or swimming : and though

several of them leap and run with celerity on certain occasions, their habits are gene-

rally sluggish, their digestion excessively slow, their sensations obtuse, and, in cold or

temperate climates, they pass nearly the whole winter in a state of lethargy. Their

proportionally very diminutive brain is less necessary than in the two preceding

classes for the exercise of their animal and vital functions ; their sensations seem to be

less rcferrlble to a common centre ; they continue to live and to execute voluntary

movements, for a very considerable while after having been deprived of the brain, and

even when the head is severed. The connexion with the [main trunks of the]

nervous system is also much less necessary for the contraction of the muscular fibre
;
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and their flesh preserves Its irritabihty much longer, after having been separated from

the rest of the body, than is the case with the preceding chxsses. Their heart pulsates

for many hours after it lias been detached, and its loss does not deprive the body of

mobihty for a still longer period. It has been remarked of some which have the

cerebellum extremely diminutive, that this circumstance has some reference to their

disinclination to move.

The smallncss of the pulmonary vessels enables llcptilcs to suspend their respiration

without arresting the course of the blood, and thus to remain submerged witli less

difficultv, and f.jr a longer time, than IVIammalia or Birds. The cells of their lungs

are not so numerous, as they contain fewer vessels within their precincts, and they are

also much larger, these organs having sometimes the form of simple sacs, merely a

little cellular.

For the rest, Heptiles are provided with a trachea and laryn.x, although they have

not all the power of emitting an audible voice.

Their blood not being warm, tbev consequently do not require teguments capable

of retaining heat ; and they are accordingly covered with scales, or simply with a

naked >kin.

The females have a double ovary and two oviducts, and the males of several genera

have a forked or double penis, but in the last order (that of the Batruchians), they

have [mostly] none at all.

No Reptile inculiates its eggs. In several genera of Batrachians, these are not

fecundated until alter the)* have been excluded ; the}' have merely a membranous

envelojie. The young of this last order have, on quitting the egg, the form and gills

of Fishes ; and certain genera retain these organs even after the developement of their

lungs. In other ReptdLS which produce eggs, tlie Snake, for example, the young is

already formed and considerably advanced within the egg at the time the jsirent

deposits it ; and there are even some spiecies which mav be rendered viviparous at will,

by retarding the deposition of their eggs, as M. Geoftroy exemplified by depriving

the common Snake of water.

Tlie amount of respiration in this class is not fixed, as in the I\Ianimalia and Birds
;

but it varies according to the relative proporti(jn of the diameter of the pulmonary

artery, as compared with that of the aorta. Thus, Tortoises and Lizards respire much

more than Frogs, <S;c. [though tlie latter, it should be observed, respire in part over the

wdiole damp skin, as conclusively ascertained by the experiments of Dr. Milne

Edwards]. Hence, the diflferences of energy and sensibility are very much greater than

those between one IMamraalian and another, or one Bird and another.

Reptiles also [iresent more varied forms, characters, and modes of gait, than the

two preceding classes ; and it is in their production more especially, that Nature

seems to have tried to imagine grotesque forms, and to have modified in every possible

way the general plan adopted for all vertebrated animals, and for the oviparous classes

in particular.

A comparison of the extent of their respiration with their organs of movement has

led M. Brongniart to divide them into four orders, which are as follow :
—

The Chelonians (or Turtles and Tortoises), wdiieh have a heart with two auricles,

and the body of which, supported by four limbs, is enveloped by t-,vo plates or buck-

lers formed of the ribs and sternum.
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The Saurians (or Lizards), which liave a heart with two auricles, and the hody of

which, borne on four or two feet, is covered with scales.

The OrniDiANS (or Serpents), having a heart with two auricles, and the body of

wdiich is always deprived of feet. And
The Batrachians, the heart of which has only one auricle; [Prof. Owen has

shown that these also possess twoj ; and which have a naked body, that in the greater

number passes, vi-ith age, from the form of a Fish respiring by gills, to that of a

Quadruped breathing by lungs. Some of them, however, never cast their gills; and

there are certain species which have only two feet.

Other authors, as iVIerrcm, have made a different partition of the Saurians and

Ophidians. They detach the Crocodiles to form an order [Loricata] by themselves,

and place the rest of the Saurians with the first family of Ophidians (or that of the

Orvets), which mode of distribution is founded on certain peculiarities of the organiza-

tion of the Crocodiles, and upon a certain affinity of the Orvets for the Lizards. We
have deemed it sufficient to indicate these affinities, which are nearly all internal,

adopting, nevertheless, a division of more easy application. [In consequence, how-

ever, of rejecting this obvious natural arrangement, the Ophidians and Saurians of

our author grade into each other ; whereas the more intrlnsical characters remain

inviolate, and indicate three natural groups of Loricuta, Saurophidia, and Ophkliu.~\

THE FIRST ORDER OF REPTILES,

chelonia,-

Bettcr known by the apjiellation of Tortoises iTestudinrita]. have a heart with two auricles,

and a veutricle with two unequal chambers, which eounnuiiicate together. The blood from

the body enters the right auricle, and that from the lung the left ; but the two streams mingle

more or less in passing through the ventricle.

These aniaials are distinginshed, at the first glance, by the double buckler in which their

body is inclosed, and which only allows the head and neck, the tail, and the four lindis, to be

protruded.

The u]ipcr l)uckler, termed the carapace or shield, is formed by the ribs, in numljer eight

pairs, which are widened and joined together, and also to tlie plates adhering to the annular

portion of the dorsal vertebra?, by dentelated sutures, so that the whole is completely de])rived of

mobdity. Tlie inferior buckler, named the plastron or breast-])latc, is formed ot pieces which

represent the sternum, and which are ordinardy nine in number. A frame-work composed of

bonv ]neces, which are believed to have some analogy to the sternal or cartilaginous portion

of ribs, and which in one subgenus even remains cartilaginous, surrounds the carapace, and

unites all the ribs which compose it. The cervical and caudal vertebra are alone moveable.

These two bony envelopes are immediately covered by the skin, or by scales; the scapula,

and all the muscles of the arm and neck, instead of being attached to the ribs and spine, as

111 other animals, arc all underneath, as are also even the bones of the pelvis and all the muscles of

the thigh ; so that, in this respect, a Tortoise may be regarded as an animal turned inside-ont.

The vertebral extremity of the blade-bone is articulated to the carapace ; and its opposite

extremity, which may be considered as analogous to a clavicle, is articulated to the breast-

plate ; so that the two shoulders form a ring, through wdiich jmss the tesopbagus and trachea.
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A third bony ramification, larger than the two others, and directed backwards and doT^Ti-

wards, represents, as in Birds, the coracoid apophysis; but its extremity remains free.

The Umgs arc much extended, and situate in the same cavity with the other viscera. The

thorax being m the greater number immoveable, it is by tlie action of the mouth that the

Tortoise brcai.hcs, by hohling its jaws firmly closed, and alternately depressing and raising

the hyoid bone : the first of these movements permits the air to enter by the nostrils; when,

the tongue immediately closing their internal aperture, this second operation forces the air

into the lungs. The same mechanism occurs in the Eatrachians.

Tortoises have no teeth; but their jaws are invested with horn like those of Birds, except

in the Chelydes. in which they are merely covered with skin. Their ear-drum and palatal

arches are fixed to the skull, and immoveable; their tongue is short, and beset with flesliy

papillae; their stomach simple and strong; their intestines of mean length, and without a

ca-cum ; and they have a very large bladder. The male has a simple penis of considerable

size ; and the female produces eggs covered with a hard shell. The male may often be

recognized externally, by the concave form of the breast-plate.

These animals are very retentive of life, and will continue to move for many weeks afler

having been deprived of the bead. They require very little noi.iris]uncnt, and can pass whole

months and even years without eating. Linnteus united them all m the genus of

The Tortoises (Testudo, Lin.),

—

Which have been divided into five subgenera, principally after the form and teguments of their

carapaces and feet.

The Land-tortoises {Testudo, Bron^muTt)—
Have a bulged carapace^ sustained by a bony skeleton wholly sohd, and anchylosed for the greater

part to the lateral edges of the breast-plate; their legs are trmicated, with very short toes connected

almost to the nails, and are capable, together with the head, of being completely withdrawn into the

armour; the fore-feet liave iive nails, and the hinder four, all thick and conical. Several species

subsist on vegetable matter.

The Greek Tortoise {7'. grceca, Lin.), is that which is commonest in Europe. It inhabits Greece, Italy, Sardinia,

and (it would appear) all round the Mediterranean ; is rarely a foot long ; feeds on leaves, fruit, insects and

worms ; and burrows a hole in which it passes the winter: it engenders in spring, and lays four or five eggs

resembling those of Pigeons.

Among the foreign species, there are several in the East Indies of enormous size, measuring three feet and

upwards in length. One is more particularly known as the Indian Tortoise (T. Indica, Vosm.), of a deep brown

colour, with the carapace compressed in front, and its anterior border reverted above the head. IJthers are

remarkatile for the pleasing; distribution of their colours, as the Geometrical T. (T. geome(rica, Lin.l, a small

species with a black carapace, each scale of which is regularly adorned with yellow lines radiating from a disk of

the same colour. A nearly similar but much larger kind (T. radiata) inhabits New Holland.

Some species {the P?/xi*, Bell), have the anterior portion of the mouth moveable, as in the Terrapins; and

others (the Kinixys of the same naturalist) can move the hinder part of tiieir carapace, but we have some reason

to suspect that this latter conformation is merely accidental.

The Emydes, or Freshwater Tortoises {Ennjs, Brongniart)

—

Have no other constant characters to distinguish them from the preceding, Ijeyond the farther sepa-

ration of their toes, wliicli arc also terminated by longer nails, and the intervals between thcrn are

occupied by membranes, though tliey grade even in this particular. They also possess live nails hefore

and four beiiind. The structure of their feet adapts them to more aquatic habits. The greater

numl)er live on insects, small fish, &c. ; and their envelope is generally flatter than in the Land-tortoises.

That of Europe {T. europea, Schn. ; T. orbkularU; Lin,), is the most widely diffused, and inhabits all the south

and east of Europe as far as Prussia. It attains a length of ten inches, and its flesh is eaten, with a view to which

it is fed upon bread and tender herbage ; but it also subsists on insects, slugs, small lish, &c. Marsigni states

that its egga require a year to hatch. The Painted Emyde (T*. pictn, Schself.) is one of the prettiest species, brown,

with each scale encircled with a yellow riband, more wide in front. It is found in North America among the

reeds, upon the rocks, or on the trunks of trees, from which it falls into tlie water on being approached. There

are very many others.

M. Fitzinger separates, under the name of Clwlodina, and Mr. Bell under that of llydraspiSy those species which
have an elongated neck, as Em. longicolUs, Shaw, &c.

Among the Fresh-water Tortoises may be noticed more particularly,
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The Teurapins, or Box-Tortoises, (Terrapene, Mcrrem ; Kinosteriion, Splx ; Cisluda, Fleming),

—

The breast-plate of which is divided into two pieces by a moveable articulation, and which liave the

power of completely closing their carapace \vhen the head and limbs are withdrawn into it.

Some have only the anterior segment of the breast-plate movL^able, as T. suhiiigra, Lin., and T. c/ausa, Sclitcff.

;

while in others both segments are equally mobile, as T. tricarinata, Schccff., and T. penm-t/tvanica, Id.

There are some Fresh-water Tortoises,

The Chei.ydrons {Chelt/dra, Pitzinger ; Ckclonura, Fleming;,—
Which have a long tail and great limits, that cannot be quite withdrawn within their armour. Tlicy

approximate to some of the following genera, and more pai-ticularly to the Chelydes, and should rank

as a particular subdivision.

Such is the Long-tailed Tortoise (T. serpenfina, Lm.), which is known by having- its tail almost as lone; as the

carapace, and beset with dentelated and pointed crests, and pyramidal scales. It inhabits the warm reK,iotts of

North America, is very destructive to lish and water-fo\vl, ascends far up the rivers, and sometimes attains a

weight of twenty pounds.

The Turtles {Chelonia, Brongniart ; Caretta, Merrem)

—

Have their envelope too small to receive the head, a.nd more especially the feet, which latter are

extremely elongated, (particularly those in front,) flattened to serve as oars, and have all their toes

closely united, and enveloped in the same membrane. The two first toes alone of eatdi foot

are furnished with pointed nails, and even these are apt to fall, one or the other of them, at a certain

age. The pieces which compose their plastrou do not form a continuous plate, but are variouiily

dentelated, and leave great intervals, which are occupied only by cartilage. Their ribs are narrowed,

and separate one from another at their external portion, but the entire circumference of the cara-

pace is occupied by a circle of pieces corresponding to sternal ribs. The temporal fossa is covered

over by an arch formed of the parietals and other bones, in such a manner that the whole head is

guarded by a continuous bony casque. The cesophagus is internally armed throughout with carti-

laginous points, and sharp tubercles directed towards the stomach.

The Edible or Green Turtle (T. midas,\Aii.) is distinguished by its greenish scales, to the number of thirty,

wliich do not cover each other in the manner of tiles, and the medial of which are ranged in almost regular hexa-

gons. It attains a length of six or seven feet, and a weight of seven or eight hundred pounds. Its flesh supplies

ail agreeable viand, very wholesome to mariners traver^ng the torrid zone. It feeds in great troops upon the

algas in the deptlis of the ocean, and approaches the mouths of rivers to respire. Its (t^i^-^, which are deposited in

the sand where the sun may warm them, are very numerous, and line eating; but its shell is not employed in

manufactures.

A neighbouring species {Ch. maculosa, Nobis,) has the middle plates twice as long as wide, and of a fulvous

colour, marked with great black spots ; and another (Ch. lac/iri/mata, Nobis,) has plates as in the preceding one,

but raised into a boss posteriorly, and black splashes upon the fuhous. The scales of both those are useful iu

numufactures.

The Imbricated Turtle (T. imbricata), which is less than the green one, with a more lengthened muzzle and

dentelated jaws, and bearing thirteen yellowish and brown scales, which cover each other in the manner of dies,

furnishes the best iortoise-shfll employed in the arts; but its flesh is disagreeable and unwholesome, though the

eggs are very delicate. It inhabits the seas of hot climates.

There are yet two species allied to the Imbricated Turtle, the Ch. virgata, Nobis, the scales of which are more

raised, and the medial equal, but with more pointed lateral angles, and radiating black lines ; and Ch. radiaia^

Schjelf., Avhich merely differs from the last by having the hindmost of its middle scales wider, being perhaps a

mere variety.

Finally, the Hawk-billed Turtle (T. caretta, Gm.) is more or less brown or rufous, with fifteen scales, the media]

of which have raised crests, more particularly towards the extremity; the point of the upper mandible is crookeii,

and the fore-feet longer and narrower than in the others, preserving also better-marked nails. It inhabits

several seas, and even the Mediterranean, subsists on Testacea, has bad flesh, and shell which is in low estima-

tion, but it furnishes an oil that burns welL

Merrem has recently distinguished, as

The Leatherbacks {Sphargis, lU. ; Coriudo, Fleming; DcrmocheUs, Lcsueur),—
Those species which have no scales, but the carapace of which is invested with a sort of leather.

Such is a large species of the Mediterranean [which has occurred two or three times on the Britis!^ sho'-csl

(T. cor ncia, Lin.), the carapace of which is oval, and pointed behind, with three prominent longitudinal ridges.

There is ariother in the Atlantic {Dermochelis atlantica, Lefevre].

' The Chelydes {Chelys, Dumeril ; Ma/amata, Merrem)—
Resemble the Fmydes by their feet and nails ; but their envelope is much too small to iiiulose tlio
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head and feet, which are particularly large; their nose is prolonged into a little trunk ; but the most

strongly marked of their characters consists in having their uidely-eleft niimfh not arinerl with a

horny lieak, as in other Tcslitdiiuitu, hut rallier resembling that of certain kSatrachians, whicii form

the genus Pipa.

Tlie Matam.ita IT. ff/z^^^rm, Gni ).~Thr carapace bristled whh pyramidal ennnences, and the body rrin2:ed all

round \vith lamina?, a& if cut. An inhabitant ot (.iuiana.

The Soft Tortoiseis [Trioni/.r, Ceotf.)

—

Have no scales, but merely a soft skin enveloping both (he carapace and plastron, neither of which

is completely supported by bone, the ribs not reaching to the borders of the carapace, nor being

united together for more than a portion of their length, the parts analogous to sternal ribs Ijeing

replaced by a simple cartilage, and the sternal pieces being partly dentelated, as in the Turtles, and

not covering the wdiole inferior surface. After death it is perceptible, through the dry skin, that the

surface of the ribs is very jagged. Tlie feet, as in tiie liinydes, are palmated without lieing lengthened,

but only three of tlicir toes are provided with naUs. Tlie horn of tlieir beak is invented \\itli flesliy

lips otdside, and their nose is prolonged into a small trunk. The tail is short, and tlie oriliee of the

anus beneath its extremity. Tbey inhabit fresh water, and the tlcxilile borders of tbeir euvelope

assist them in swimming.

Tlie Trionyx of the Nile (T. tr'nnifii/is, Forsk and Gin. ; T. trp^fj't/trcns, GeritT.) is sometimes tliree feet lout;:, and

of a green colour spotted with white; the carapace but slitchtly convex. It devours the young Crocodiles as soon

as they are excluded, and thus renders more service to the E;ryptians than even the Mangouste.
The American Trionyx {T.ferox, Gm.) inhabits the rivers ot Carolina, Georgia, Florida, and Guiana ; and lies

in ambuscade at the roots of the weeds, seizing on birds, reptiles, &c., and devouring the young Allisatois,

whde itself becomes the prey of the larger ones. Its flesh is good eating. There are several more.

THE SECO>fD ORDER OF REPTILE.^,—

SAURIA,—

II.ivo the heart com])ose(l, as in the Clielonia, of two auricles, and a vcntrick' sometimes

divided liY imjicrfcct jiartiticins.

Tlieir ribs are moveable, attaelicd partly to the sternnm, and can rise and fall for the

purpose of respiration.

Their lung extends more or less towards the hinder part of the body, often penetrates con-

siderably ftnwvard below, and the transverse niusolcs of the abdomen slide under the ribs so

far us to entwine tlie iieidc. Those in ivhieh the lungs are most dcvehi|ied exercise thi' singular

faculty of changing the colours of their skin, according as they are intluciieed by tlieir wants

or by their passions.

Their eggs have an cnvelo)ie more or less indurated; and the young issue from thcni with

the form which they rtdniii e\cr afterwards.

The mouth IS always nriiied with teeth; their toes, with very few exccptioris, are furnislicJ

with nails ; the skin is covered with scales more or less serrated, or at least with little scaly

granules ; and they engender with either a single or double male organ, according to the genus.

All have :i tail more or less lengthened, and in nearly every instance very thick at the base^

:

the greater nunilier have four limbs, though some have only two.

Liniuens arranged tliem into only two genera, the hiragiuis and the Lizards ; but the latter

reipiires to be divided into several, wdiich differ in the nninbcr cd' feet, of intromitl eiit organs,

111 the form of the tongue, of the tail, and of the scales, so that we are obliged to separate

thera even into families.

The Hist of these, or that of the Crocodiles, comprises but one genus,

—

The Crocudiles (Crocodilm, Brongniart),

—

'

Animals rjf large size, which have the tad flattened at its sides, five toes on llic fore-hmiis, aim fnut on
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t'le hind, of which the three inward only of eacli foot are furnished with claws, all of them hcing more

or less connected hy membrane ; a single row of pointed teeth in each jaw ; the tongue flat and

fleshy, and attached very near to its edges, which led the ancients to believe that it was altogether

Vfantiug; the penis single; the anal orifice longitudinal; the back and tail covered with great sqnare

scales of exceeding strength, having an elevated ridge along their middle; and a deeply dentelated

crest upon the tail, double at its base. Tlic scales of the belly are also square, but smooth and

narrow. The nostrils, opening at the tip of the muzzle by two small transverse fissures wdiicli close

as valves, are continued by a lung straight canal pierced in the palate bones and sphenoid, as far as

the throat.

The lower jaw is i>rolonged backward beyond the skull, which occasions the upper one to appear

moveable, as the ancients asserted to be the case: the latter can only move, however, with the

entire head.

The external ear is closed at will by two fleshy lips ; and the eye has three lids. Under the throat

are two small holes, the orifices of glands, where a musky pommade is secreted.

The vertebrae of the neck are propped together by little false ribs, which render lateral movement

tlifUcult: hence these animals cannot readily change their course, and are easily avoided by turning.

Hrey are the only Saurians which have no clavicular bones ; but their coraeoid apophyses are attached

to the sternum, as in all the others. Besides the ordinary true and false ribs, their abdomen is pro-

tcctctl hy others, wliieb do not ascend to the spine, and wduch appear to be produced by the ossifica-

tion of the tendinous extremities of the straight muscles.

Their lungs do not penetrate into the abdomen, as in other Reptiles ; and the fleshy fibres adhering

to the portion of peritomeuni which invests the liver, impart the appearance of a diaphragm ; cir-

cumstances which, conjoined to the ]>articular of their heart being divided into tlirce cliamhers,

v\dierein the blood that comes from the lungs does not mingle so completely with that of the body as

in other Reptiles, ally these animals somewhat nearer to the warm-ljlooded quadrupeds.

Their ear-drunr and pterogoid apophyses are fixed to the skull, as in the Tortoises.

Their eggs are hard, and the size of those of domestic Geese, whence the Crocodiles are reputed to

be, of all animals, those wdiich attain the greatest dimensions considering their size at birth. The

females guard their eggs, and continue to protect the young for some months after exclusion.

They inhabit fresh water, and are very carnivorous, but are unable to swallow under water; and

their habit is to drown their prey, and then place it in some hole beneath the surface, where they

leave it to putrefy before they devour it.

They differ, indeed, so much frotn other Lizards, that several recent authors have deemed it neces-

sary^ to make of them a particular order, termed Loricata by Merrem and Fitzinger, and Ermjdosaura

by De Blainville.

The species, more numerous than has hitherto been supposed, fall into three distinct subgenera.

The Gavials, Cuv.,—
Have the muzzle slender, and veiy much elongated ; the teeth about equal ; the hmd-feet dentelated at

their external edge, and webbed to the ends of the toes ; two great perforations in the bones of the

skull behind the eyes, which may be discerned outside the skin. They have only been observed on

the eastern continent.

That of file Ganges {Lac. gangeiica, Gni.), which attains a large size, is remarlcable, not only for the lengtli of

its muzzle, but for a large cartilaginous prominence surrounding: the nostrils, which throws tliese backwards, and

led yElian to assert that the Gangetic Crocodile had a horn at the tip of its snout.

The Ckocodiles, properly so called,

—

Have the muzzle oblong and flattened, the teeth unequal, but resemble the Gavials in other respects.

Some of this form occur on both continents.

The Caymans, or Alligators {.lUigafor, Cuv.)

—

Have a broad and obtuse muzzle, and uneven teeth, the fourth below entering into cavities of the

upper jaw, and not the interstices of the upper teeth, as in the preceding
; their feet are only senn-

palmatcd, and undentelated ; and the species are only known to inhabit America.
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THE SECOND FAMILY OF THE SAURIANS

—

Thi: Lizards,—
Is distinguished liyits slender, extensililo, and forked tongue, as hi the Snakes; by its lengthened body

and rapid gait ; tiie feet have each five toes fnriiis-lied with claws, ^\hieh are separate and unequal,

more particularly those behind; their scales, \indrr the belly and around the tail, are disposed in

parallel transverse bands ; their tympanum, T\diich is on the upper part of the liead, is membranous

and shallow; a production of the skin, split longitudinally, and which closes by a sphincter, protects

the eye, beneath the front angle of which is a vestige of a third eyehd ; their false ribs do not form a

complete circle ; the males have a double penis ; and the anus is a transverse aperture.

The species are very numerous and much varied, and we subdivide them into two great genera.

Thc Monitors (recently termed, by a singular mistake, Tupriianibls),—
Are the largest of thc whole tribe; th^'y have teeth in both jaws, but none on the palate, and the

greater number have the tail laterally compressed, in adaptation to aquatic habits. Frequenting the

vicinity of the haunts of Crocodiles and Alligators, it is said that they give warning, by a whistling

sound, of the approach of those dangerous reptiles, and hence, probably, their names of Sai'vegonh?

and Monitor, though this is not quite certain.

They dn ide into two distiiief groups. The (irst, or that of

Tiip: Monitors, properly so called,

—

Are known l)y their numerous small scales upon the head and limbs, the belly, and around the tad,

which latter has a keel above, composed of a doable range of projecting scales. Their thighs do not

exhibit that range of pores found in most other Saurians. All are from the ancient continent.

Two species, in Eg;ypt, liave In-en considered the types of separate subdivisions; tlie Nilotic ^M. {Lnc. nllofira,

Lin.), of Varamis, and the Ground M. {L. sciiicusy Merrem), of Punmmosaurus, both of Fitziii;,^er. Africa and IiKiia

produce manymoi'i*, with .sharp(.'r teeth and still more compressed tail.

The othrr groii[i of Monitors has angidar plates upon thc head, and great rectangular scales upon

thc belly and around the tail. The skin of their throat is invested with small scales, and forms two trans-

verse folds. They have a range of pores on the inside of each tliigh. Two subdivisions are required.

The first, or that of

The Dragonets {Crocodiluni.s, Spix; Jda, Gray),

—

Is distinguished by caudal crests, like those of thc Crocodiles, formed of raised scales; their tail is

compressed. Such is

The Great I), of Guiana {M. crocodilhius), Merr.), ^vhicll attains a length of six feet, and is eaten. Tliere are

various others in the hot ret^ions of Aiiieiica.

The Kestrictkd Monitors {Monitor, Fitzingcr),

—

Have no keeled scales either on the back or tail ; their teeth arc denticulated, but with age the hind-

most become rounded.

Some, more particularly termed Sauvegardes^ have the tail more or less compressed, and the belly scales loni^^er

than broad ; they frequent the borders of water. One, in Brazil and Guiana, attains to six feet in length. It runs

swiftly on the ground, and takes to the waterwhen pursued, iuin which it plunges, hut does not swim -, it devonrs

all sorts of insects, reptiles, the eggs of poultry, &c., and nestles in lioles which it bui-rows in the sand. Its ih ^h
and eggs are eaten.

Others, termed Amfeva, merely differ in having a round tail, covered, as is also thc l}i.lly, witli transverse ran^-'^s

of keeled scales, which on the belly are broader than long. They are American anirnats, wliicli resemble uiir Lriaids

extremely, but, besides wanting molar teeth, the greater number have no collar, and all have minute scales on the

throat; their head, also, is more pyramidal tlian in the Lizards, and they have no bony plate over the orbit.

The Lizards, properly so called,

—

Form the second great genus of this tribe. Tiicy have the hack portion of the palate armed wUh two

ranges of teeth, and are otlierwise distinguished from the i)reccding animals by a cnllar round the

neck, which is formed by a transverse range of broad scales, separated from those of the bellv bv a

space covered with small ones like those of the throat, and also by a part of the bones of the skull

advancing over the temples and orlnts, so that the ^diole head is defended by a bony cas(|ue.

The species are very numerous, and many are found in Europe [though two only in this counti-y, L. aqilia, whi.-h

is comparat.'Vely rare, and L. viripurc, which, unlike the ntlicr, is ovovi\'iperniis, as in the ^'i|)Lrs, and extremely
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common upon heaths and sunny banks. One uf a beautiful -^vefn colour, (L. virUliv), is common over the soutli

of Europe, and in the Channel Islands.]

The division Algj/ra, Cuv., has the dorsal and cauda] scales carinatt'd ; those of the belly imbricated and smooth-
and no collar round the neck.

Titchnilroraua, has square carinated ssales upon the back, under the belly, and on the tail ; neither collar nor

femoral ]Jores
;
but on each side of (he anus is a small vesicle, opening by a pore. Their body and tail are very

muchelong-ated, and the toiij^^ue still longer than in the Lizards.

THE THIRD FAMILY OF THE SAURL\NS,—

The Iguana Group,—

Have the general form, long tail, and few and unequal toes of the last series ; the eye, ear, double penis,

and anus, also similar; but their tongue is thick, fleshy, and non-extensible, and is notched only at

the tip. They fall into two sections ; the fjrsD having no palatal teeth, in which the following genera

are arranged.

TriE Stellions {Stellio, Cuv.)

—

AMiich, with the general characters of this family, have the tail encircled with rings of large scales,

that are often spinous. The subgenera are as follow.

Cordyhia, Gronov., which have not only the tail, but the belly and back covered with large scales, transversely

arranged. Their head, as in the common Lizards, is protected by a bony casque, and covered with plates. In

several species, the points of the caudal scales form spinous circles ; there are, also, little spines on those of the

sides, the back, shoulders, and outside of the thighs. The latter have a line of large pores.

tSfi'l/io, Daud.—Caudal spines middle-sized ; the head posteriorly swollen by the muscles of the jaws ; the back

and thighs bristled with scales larger than the others, and sometimes spinous ; little groups of spines encircling

the ear; no femoral pores, and the tongue lengthened to a point. I5ut one species is known, which inhabits the

Levantine countries, where it is persecuted by the Mahometans, who conceive that it mocks their actions when
praying.

Doryphorus, Cuv.—No femoral pores, as in the last, but the trunk not bristled with groups of spines.

UromaxtLv, Cuv., have merely the head not swollen, and all the body-scales small, uniform, and smooth, hut

those of the tail are still larger and more spinous than in restricted Stellio, though there are none underneath it.

A series of pores beneath the thigh.

The Agamas {Agania, Daud.)

—

Have a great resemblance for the restricted StelUons, especially in the bulging of the head; but their

imbricated and not verticillated caudal scales distinguish them. The maxillary teeth are nearly the

same, and there are none on the palate. In

The Ordinary Agamas, the scales, raised into points or tubercles, are alike bristled on various parts of the body,

and especially round the ear, into spines that are sometimes grouped, and sometimes isolated. Occasionally, there

is a range round the neck, hut they never form the crest which characterises the Galeotes. The skin of the throat

is lax, folded across, and susceptible of inflation. Some only have femoral pores.

TheTapays are merely Agamas, which, with a swollen behy, have a short and slender tail.

Trapeliis, Cuv., have all the scales small and spiueless, and no femoral pures. That of Egypt changes colour as

readily as the Chameleon.

Leiolepis, Cuv., has the head less swollen, and is wholly covered with smell and smooth serrated scales. It has

femoi'al pores.

Tropidoleph, Cuv., is uniformly covered with square, imbricated scales, and has the series of femoral pores

strongly marked.

Lepotioma, Spix., differs only from the last in the absence of the pores.

The Galeotes, {Calotcs, Cuv.), are regularly covered with imbricated scales, often square and pointed, over the

whole body, limbs, and tail, which last is very long
;
those of the middle of the back being more or less raised and

compressed into spines, forming a crest of varying length.

Lophyrus, Dunieril, have a compressed tail, and dorsal crest still higher than in the last, from which they differ

in possessing femoral pores.

GonocephaluSy Kaup., liave also a sort of disc on the skull, formed by a crest which terminates by a dente-

lation before each eye. They likewise have a throat-appendage and nuchal crest. The tympanum is visible.

Ljiriocephahts, Merrem, conjoin to the characters of Lophyrm that of having the tympanum couched under the

skin and muscles, as in the Chameleons. They have also a dorsal crest and keeled tad.

Brochi/lophus; Cuv., have small scales, a nuchal and dorsal crest but slightly projecting, a small throat-appen-

dage, femoral pores, and general aspect of the Iguanas ;
but no palatal teeth, and those of the jaws denticulated.

P/ii/sii/iia(/ius, Cwv.—The head bulged backwards, without any throat-appendage, and a crest of great pointed

scales along the back and tail, which last is much compressed.

The Istiures (Isfivriis, Cuv.; Lophura, Gra.)

—

Are eharacterized by a raised and trenchant crest, which extends over a part of the tail, and is sus-

T 2
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taincfl by lung spinous vrrtchral apophyses ; this crest is scaly \\k': the rest of th-e body ; the Ijclly and

caudal scales are small, and a[)proacli a liLtle to a :i(piare form; the teeth are strong, compressed, and

nndcnticulatrd, and arc found only on the jaws ; there are femoral pores, and the skin of the throat is

lax, without forming an appendage.

Tub Dragons {Draco, Lin.)

—

Are known at the firist glance from all other Saurians, l.)y their first six false ribs, instead of encircHng

the abdomen, being extended in a straight line, so as to support a production of the skin, which forms

a sort of wing, anil acts as a parachute when the animal leaps from bough to bongh. They are small-

sized reptih"^, c\ery\\ here Cdvrred \\ tlh minute iuibrieated scales, tlioi^e of the tail and lirnbs being

kceli-Ml. Their tongue is Hcsliy, but slightly nutehcd and little extensible. IJeneath the throat i^ a

long pointed [intlatablc] appendage, sustained by the hyoid bone, and laterally by two other small

bones. The tail is long; the thighs have no pores
;
nnd there is a slight dentelation on the neck.

Each jaw lias fVnir small incisors, llankcd by a long and pointed canine, behind which are a dozen

triangular am.l trilobate molars.

Tliey have, therefore, the scales and tlirnat-appendage of the- Ig-iianas, witli the head and teeth of the Stcllians.

All the known species are from the East Indies.

Sittnia, Cu\'., dillers in the non-prolongation of the ribs, and by liaving an enormous throat-appendage, which

]-enehes to the middle of the belly, and is more than double the height of the animal.

It is perbojis to this tviljc of Agjimas that we should ap))roxiDiate a most extraordinary fossil

rcjdile, the remains of which arc iuilicddcil m the Jura Inuestoue,

—

The Ptkuodactvlus, Cuv.

It had a very short tail, a veiy long neck, and very large head ;
tlio jaws armed with even and

pointed teeth ; but its principal character consisted in the excessive elongation of the second toe of its

fore-feet,which extended twice the length of the trunk, and probably [undoubtedly] ser\-ed to sustain some

membrane by which the animal was enabled to fly, similar to that which the ribs of the Dragon support.

The second section of the family of Iguanas, or that of the Iguanas proper, is distiuguiihcd

from the preceding by the existence of palatal teeth.

Tiir; Iguanas, properly so called, {If/xona, Cuv.)

—

ITavc the body and tail covereil With small imbricated scales; a range of spines along the hack, or of

raised, compressed, and pointed scales, ami midm- tlie throat a eompresse'd ami pointed appendage, the

edt£:c of whicli is sustained by a cartilaginous production of the hyoid bouc. The thiL,hs have the same

range of porous tubercles as in the Lizards proper, and their head is covered with plates; each jaw is

surrounded by a range of triangular, compressed tcelli, ^liih denticulated edges; and there arc also

two little ranges at the back of the palate.

A species common in all tropical America {Lnc. hjiiaiia, Lin.), \\liich gjows to four or five feet in lenp^th, is

esfeemed very fine eatinp, though hurtfulin syphilitic disorders. It lives chiefly upon trees, occasionally enters

the water, and subsisfs on fruit, grain, and leaves. The female dt;|iosits eggs in the santi as large as those of a

Pigeon, wiiieh are agreeable to tin- taste, and almost without white. ;~evcral others uiliaiut the same countries.

OpniLVJ!:ss.\, Doie.

Small imbricated scales, a slightly projecthig dor>al cre&t prolonged over the compressed tail, palatal

teeth, and dcnticulaled maxillary teeth whieli apiu-o\iinalc it to the Iguanas, but no throat-ap['cndage

no*" femoral pores.

Tnr, Basilisks {Basilkcuf:, r»and.)

No femoral pores, but [lalafal teeib as in the Last; the body covered with small scales; and a

continuous elevated crest along the back and tail, which snpixirts spinous vertebral apophyi^cs as in

the tail of hthirns.

The Marblets (Poli/chrus, Cuv.)

—

Have palatal teeth, and femoral pores, like the Iguanas, but which arc inconspicuous: their body,

however, clad \\ith small scales, is not crested ; the In ad is covered with plates; tail long and :>barper-

cdgcd ; the throat extensile, forming an appendage at ihr will of the aninud ; ami ihey change colour

lilvc the Chameleons, having a very voluminous lung, wliieli tills m:ar]y the wlmlc lnuly, and subdivides

into nurncrons liranehes ; their false ribs also svuTOund the ab(h.)men, as in the Chameleons, and unite

to form eoni[d''tc circles.
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The Ecphimotes, Fitz,

Teeth and pores of the preceding, hut ^mall scales on tlie liody only ; those of the tail, which is thick,

being large, pointed, and keeled ; head plated
;

general form somewhat short and flattened, as in

certain Agamis, rather than attenuated as in the j\Iarhle(s.

Opluri;s, Cav.,

—

Diflers from the last in wanting femoral pores, with keeled and pointed caudal scales, wliich approximate

this group to the Stellions ; the dorsal scales arc also keeled and pointed, hut very small.

The Anolis (Jnoli'/s-, Cuv.)

—

To the general form of the Iguanas, and especially of tiie iMarhlets, conjoin a very peculiar distinctive

character
; the skin of their toes widening under the antepenultimate [)lialai)x into an oval disk, striated

across underneath, so as to attach to diiferent kinds of surfaces, over which they creep with much
facility by means of their very crooked claws. The body and tail are uniformly roughened with

minute scales, and the greater number have a goitre-like appendage under the throat, which inflates

and changes colour with the passions of the animal, and during tlie season of copulation. Several of

them at least equal the Chameleon in the facility with which they vary the colours of their skin. Their

ribs unite beneath into complete circles, as in the Chameleons and the Marhlets. Their teeth, as in

the Iguanas and Marhlets, are trenchant and denticulated, and they have the same range of them ou

the palate. The skin of the tail wrinkles into slight folds, each containing some circular ranges of scales.

Tliis genus appears to he peculiar to America.

Some have a caudal crest sustained by spinous vei'tebral aphopyses, as in the Istiures and liasiUsks ; while others

have a round taih or which is only a httle compressed.

It is to this family of Iguaniaus with palatal teeth, that the enormous fossil reptile of Maestriclit ap-

pertains, to which tlie term Mososaia-us has been applied ; the Geosaurus of Soemmering, also, the Mega-

losaurus of Buckland, and the Igaanodon of iMantell, with certain others, all of immense size, appear to

approximate this sance family ; but their characters are not sufficiently known to class them with certainty.

TIIE FOURTH FAMILY OF TIIE SAURIANS,—

The Geckotians,—
Consists of nocturnal species, so similar tliat they may be all left under a single generic head,—

The Geckos, Daud. {Sidl'to, Schneider. ; Ascalahotes, Cuv.).

These have not the attenuated form of the Lizards already treated of, hut, on the contrary, are flat-

tened, more particularly on the head, and have the feet of mean length, and the toes nearly equal ; their

gait is slow and stately ; their very lai'ge eyes, the pupil of wdiich shrinks from the light, as in the Cats,

indicate them to be nocturnal creatures, which pass the day in obscure places ; their very short eyelids

retreat altogether between the eye and orbit, which imparts a different physiognomy from that of other

Saurians ; their fleshy tongue is not extensible ; their tymi)auura a little deepened ; their jaws are

armed all round with one range of minute serrated teeth ; their palate toothless ; their skin is roughened

above with minute granular scales, among which are often some larger tubercles, and is covered ou

the under parts with somewhat less diminutive flat and imbricated scales. Some have femoral

pores. Tlie tail has circular folds, as in the Anolis; but, when it has been severed, it is reproduced

without folds, and even without tubercles, which has led to a multiplication of the species.

This genus is very numerous, and is diffused over the hot re;^ions of both continents. Their tardy and sombre

nspect imparts a certain resemblance to the Toads and Salamanders, and have hence caused them to be dishked,

;ind accused of being venomous witliout any proof that they are so.

The greater number have the tai'si widened throujj;hout or in part, and mai-ked underneath witli very rei^ular

folds of the skin, which enable them to adhere to surfaces, so as to walk even on ceilin;;s. Their claws are

variously retractile, and preserve their sharp points ; which circumstance, in conjunction witli their eyes, has led

to their being- compared to the Cats among mammiferous animals; these claws, however, vary in nmnber

accordinpr to the species, and in some are wanting altogether.

The lirst and most numerous subdivision of tbe Geckos, \vhich I name Platijilachjles, have toes widened through-

out tht'ir length with transverse scales underneath ;
some have claws on all their toes, and very small thumbs.

They are handsome animals, with bright colours, and are entirely covered with tubercles. The different known
^pecies inhabit the Mauritius. There are sunte with femoral pores, and others without, and among the latter ' ome
with fewer or no claws.
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A second subdivision is formed of (lie Ilou'/dnrfj/Ir.s, \vlii.;h liMve an oval disl-; at the base of their toes, formed

by a double ranixe of chevron scales iindei-neath ; the middle of tliis disk elevates the second phalanx, ^vliich is

slender, and bears the third, witli its claw, at the extremity. The known species have all live claws, and the range

of pores on either side of the anus ; the scales underneath the tail form bi-oad bands, as in the true Serpents.

A third subdivision, which I style T/wcadacfi/lct,; have toes widened throughout their length, and furnished

"with transverse scales underneatli, bat which latter are divided by a deep longitudinal groove, into ^^hich the

claw retracts completely. 'I'liose known to me havi; tiie tliunib alone clawless, no femoral pores, and the tail

covered with little scales both above aiid bijlow.

The fourth subdivision of Geckos, 1 term P/i/odach/Ics. These have only the ends of their toes dilated into

plates, with a fan-like structure beneath ; the middle of the plate being split, and the claw placed in its fissure.

They have very crooked claws on all their toes.

Some liave a round tail, and five toes ; while othei's liave the tail bordered Avith a memlirane on each &ide, and

the toes palmated. It is probable that the latter are acjuatic, and they are the Urop/ates of Dumeril.

A fifth subdivision is composed of the SpI/cfiodacfj/Ies,—which are certain small Geckos, the end.s of the tor-s of

which are terminated by a little palette without folds, but the claws of which are always retractile. Tln-se in which

the palette is double, or emarginated in front, approximate the round-tailed Ptyodactyles. ]\Iore freijuently, )iO"\v-

ever, the palette is round and simple. All the known species are from India and the Cape.

Finallv, there are certain of these Saurians which, with all the other characters of the Geckos, have the toes not

widened. Their claws, five in nunjber, are nevertheless reti-actile. Some of these, with a round tail, and the toes

striated beneath, having dentelated edges, constitute the •Sfenodncfi/Zcs ;^ani\ thei'e are others with :>lender and
naked toes, and also a round tad, which are the Gi/miiodacfi/les of Spix.

Some, again, have the tail horizontally fiattened, in the form of a leaf, which 1 denomniate Phitlitnis.

One species only is as yet known, from New Holland.

TIIE FIFTH FAMILY OF TIIE SAURIANS,—

The Chameleons {Cha'in(slco,h\\\.),—

Arc so very distinct from the otlier Saurians that it is not easy to intercalate them in the series.

All have tliC skin roughened with little scaly granules ; the body compressed, and the dorsal line

sharp ; tail round and prehensile ; five toes on each foot, but divided into two opposite sets, one con-

sisting of two toes, and the other of llie remainder,

—

the toes of eacli of these sets being connected bv

skin as far as the nads ; tlie tongue is tlc^by, cylindrical, and extremely protrusile ; the teeth trilo-

bate; the eyes large, l)ut almost covered by the skin, which leaves only a little aperture opposite the

pupil, and they are moveable independently one of the otlier; llie ear not visible externally, and the

occiput pyramidicaUy raised. Their first riljs are joined to the sternum, and the remainder are each

continued to join the corresponding rib of the other side, encircling tlie alidomen by complete hoops.

The lung is so vast that, when inflated, tlie body appears transparent, ami induced the ancients to

beheve that these animals fed upon air. They subsist on insects, whicli they take with the glutinous

extremity of the tongue, which organ is the only part of them that moves quickly. The motion of the

limlis is excessively slow. The magnitude of the lung is probably the indirect cause of their changing

colour, which does not take place, as is currently supposed, for the purpose of assimilating them to the

proximate surfaces, but according to tlieir wants and jiassions. Their lung, in fact, renders ihera more

or less transparent, liy forcing tlic hluod more or less into the vessels uf the skin, the colour even of

this fluid being mere or less vivid according as the lung is distended with air. They are constantly

found upon trees.

[These most singular animals are iiartimlarly rcmarkal^le fnr the diniinislied sympathy of tlie two sides of their

whole frame, one of which may be asleep and the other awake, one of one colour anil the other of anoth^.i-, &c.,

—

the separate movement of their eyes being merely another phase of the same phenomenon : hence it is remarkable,

that, unlike most other animals, the Chameleon is totally unable to swim, from the incapability of its Umbs
of acting ui due concert.]

THE SIXTH FAMILY OF TIIE SAURIANS,—

The Scin doioiens,—
Arc recognized by t!ic shortness of their feet, the non-extensibility of the tongue, and the c)[uality of

the tile-hkc scales wliieh cover the whole ))oily and tail.

TiiK SciNC-ir^s {Sciiicns, Daud.)

—

Have four very short feet, a bndy of nearly the same calibre with the tail, no occipital bulge, no crest

or throat aiipendage, and the si-alcs uniform and shining, anrl disposed tile-fashion like those uf a Cari).
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Some have a spindle-sliapc
; and others, which arc nearly cyhndrical, and more or less elongated, resemble

Snakes, and more particularly the Orvets {Anguis), wilh \yliich they have many internal points of rela-

tionship, and which thus grade from the family of Iguanas by an uninterrupted series of transitions.

For the rest, the tongue of this genus is fleshy, and but shglitly extensible and notched ; and the jaws

are armeil all round with small serrated teeth. The remainder of their conformation approximates

more or less to tliat of the Iguanas and Lizards, and all their toes are uuguiculated and free. Certain

species have palatal teeth, and a dentelated anterior border to the tympanum, while others (the Tiliqua,

Gray) have no teeth to the palate.

The Seps {Sejis, Dand.)

—

IMerely differ from the Scinques by having the body still more elongated, almost like that of an Orvet,

and the feet still smaller, the fore and hind being also more separated from each other. Their lungs

begin to exhibit some irregularity.

The Dipodes {Bipes, Lacep.;

—

Compose a small genus, which only ditTers from Seps by the total absence of anterior limbs, merely re-

taining tlic scapulars and clavicles buried beneath the skin, and the hind feet alone being visible. There

is but one step from them to the Orvets. Some have a range of pores on each side of the anus, which

is not found in others.

The Chalcides {Chalcis, Daud.)

—

Are very elongated and snake-like Lizards, like the Seps-, but their scales, instead of being disposed

tile-fashion, are rectangular, and form transversal hands on the tail, like those of ordinary Lizards.

Some have a 2;roove along each side of the trunk, and the tympanum still very apparent. They approximate

the Cordyles, as the Seps do to the Scinques, and lead, in a variety of ways, to the Pseudopodes aud Ophisaurs.

Others have a concealed tympanum, and conduct to the Chirotes, aud thence to the Anipliisbai'ues.

The Chirotes {Cliirotefi, Cuv.)—
Resemble the last l)y their veiticiUated scales, and still more tlic Am[)hisbfcncs, by the obtuse form of

the head; but are distinguished from the former by the absence of hind feet, and from the latter by

the existence of fore-feet.

The only species (C. lumbncoides) inhabits Mexico, and has all tlie internal organization of an Amphisbacne, with

femoral pores, and one g:reat lung and the vesti^^e of a second, as in most Opiiidians.

In fact, the genera which terminate this order of Saurians interpose in so many ways between the

ordinary Saurians and the genera placed at the head of the Ophidians, that many recent naturalists

object to separating the two orders, or at least establish one comprised of the Saurians in part, detaching

the Crocodiles, and another of the Ophidians pertaining to the family of Anguh; but among the fossils

of the ancient limestone formations are found two very extraordinary extinct genera, which, wifh the

head and trunk of a Saurian, have feet borne on short limbs, and composed of a multitude of little

articulations, winch form in the aggregate a sort of fin or swimming-paw, analogous to those of Ce(a-

ceans. The first of these genera, or that of

The Icthyosaurus,—
Had a large head and short neck, enormous eyes, middle-sized tail, and elongated javvs armed with

conical teeth, inserted in a groove.

Several species are found in England, France, and Germany, some of immense size.

The otiier genus, or

The Plesios.vurus,—
Had a small head, and extremely long serpent-like neck, composed of more cervical vcrtebrie than that

of any other known animal. Its tail was short, and its remains are found in the same calcareous strata.

These two genera, for a knowdedge of which we are principally indebted to the researches of Messrs.

Home, Conybcare, Buckland, &c., were inhabitants of the sea. They should form a very distinct family,

but what is known of their osteology approaches more to that of the ordinary Saurians than the Croco-

diles, with which latter they have been gratuitously associated by il. Fitzinger, since neither their tongue

nor scales are known, which are the two most distinctive characteristics of the Loricaia, [It has since

been ascertained that they were covered merely with skin, apparently as in the Batrachians ; and there is

reason to suspect that the Ictliyosaur possessed a cartilaginous dorsal fin, as in many of the true Cetacea
]
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THE THIRD ORDER OF REPTILES.

Tllli: SERi'l'XT.S (Oi'iiiDiA).

These have no feet, and are consequently, of all others, the Reptiles -which most merit the

name. Their extremely elonG;ated hody progresses by means of folds pressed backwards against

the ground. They divide into three hnnilies.

THE FIRST FA:\ITLY OF OPIIIDIAXS,—

ThIC Oll\'ETS

Ih'tains thf skull, teeth, and tongue of tlic preceding group of .S'-^^^, and the eye has three lids, &.C.

\vlience they are merely Seps '.vitliout f'jct. Sueli are

Tni: Orvets {Angvis, Lin.),—
Externally cliaracteri'/.ed by imbricated scales, "wliicb cover tlicm all over. We subdivide them into

four subgenera, the three first of which have a shoulder-bone and pelvis beneath the skin.

The Paeudopocles (Pjf/((fo^ui, Merrem) have the tynipnnum visible exteniallVj and a small prominence on each

side of the anus, ^vhich contains an ossicle analog'oas to a femur, articulateil to a true pelvis beneath the skin

;

the anterior limbs are only represented by an inconspicuous depression, and have no internal humerus. One of

the lun2:s is a fourth shorter than the other. The scales are square, thick, and semi-imbricated, and between

those of the upper and lower parts is a fjroove of smaller scales on each side.

The Ophisaurs {Ophisannis, Duud.). merely differ in the absence of external rudiments of limb$, but retain the

tympanum, and have one luno; a third shorter than the other.

The Orvets (-J/j(7ff/*-, Cavier), have no trace of limbs externally visible, and their tympanum even is couched

beneath the skin ; their maxillary teeth are crooked and compressed, and they have none on the palate. The l^ody

is surrounded with imbricated scales, without any lateral fold, as in the preceding^ ; and one of the lungs is shorter

by lialf than the other. [A species, known as the Sloic-u-onn, or B/ind-worm, is of common occurrence in Britain,

and throughout F.urope. When alarmed, it constricts its muscles, and is then singularly bi-ittle.]

Tliese three subgenera have still an imperfect pehis, a small sternum, scapulars, and also clavicles, hidden

beneath the skin ; and the absence of these several bones charactei-izes

The Acontias {Acon/ia, Cuv.), which, in the structure of their head and eye-lids, still resemble the preceding

;

their anterior ribs are connected all round, beneath the trnnk, by cartilaginous prolong;itions ; and they have one

middle-sized lung, and another very short one. Their teeth are small and conical, and I think that 1 have per-

ceived some on the palate. They are easily known by lia\ing the muzzle closed by a sort of mask.

THE SECOND FAMILY OF Ol'lIIDIANS,—

Tui: True Serpents,—
Which is much more numerous, is composed of genera with tieitber sternum nor vestige of shoulder,

but the ribs of which still encircle a great jiart of the trunk, and the vertebra' are still articulated by

a convex facet applied to a concave facet of the succeeding one. Tiiey have no third eyehd, nor

tympanum ; but the i>mrill bone of the ear exists beneath the skin, and its handle passes behind the

tympanic Imni'. Scvr'ral have itKo, unih^r llic skin, a vestige of hind-hnilis, which in some even shows

itself externally in the rnini of a \niall Inmk.

AVc subdi\ide them into twii t)il.)es.

That of the IJoublk-Marchkurs [which progress either liead or tail foremost,] have still the lower

jaw fixed as in all the preceding Keptih''^, hy a l}ni|>auie hone, articulated direct to the cranium, the

two rami (if ihi^, jnw aneh^lo^ed ,it the s_\ )ni)liysi^, and tlmse of the upper fixed to the skull, and to

the intermaxillaries ; so that their swallow cannot dilate as in the following tribe, and their head is of

even size with their wdiole body; a form whicli euahles them to progress backwards or forwards with

the same facility. The bony fr.une of the orbit is inconiidcte behind, and tlie eye is very snialh

Finally, their body is covered wilh scales, tlic anus very near its extremity, the trachea long, and the

lieart placed far backwards. None of them is kmjwn to he venomous.

There are twe> genera, one of which apiiroxiiuates to the Chalcides and Einu^nes, and the other to

the Orvets ami Acontias.

TifE Ampiiisb-enes {Amphisbd'iia, Lin.)

—

Have the whole body surrounded with circular ranges of square scales, as in the Chalcides and Eimanes
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among the Saurians ; a range of pores before the anus ; tlie toctli few, conical, and gro-ning only from

the jaw, none from the palate ; and they have only one lung.

There are three or four species, wliich live on insects, and are found princijially about ant-hills, a circum-

stauce which lias induced the opinion that they subsist chiefly upon Ants. They are oviparous.

The Tvphlops {Ti/ph/ops, Schneider)

—

Have the body covered with small iml)ricated scales, like tlie Orvcts, with which they were long

arranged ; the muzzle prolonged and plated ; the tnngnc ratlier long and forkerl ; the eye reduced to a

point, scarcely visible through tlie skin; the anus nearly at the extremity of the body ; and one lung

four times as large as the otlier. They are small species, resembling Earth-worms at the first glance,

and are found in the hot regions of both continents.

Some have the head obtuse and even with the body, rcsemliliug packtlu-ead at both ends. Others have the

muzzle depressed and obtuse, with scaly plates anteriorly. Some, again, liave the fore-part of the muzzle covered

with a sint^le broad plate rather shai-p in front. And there are others in which the muzzle terminates in a Httle

conical point, being also totally blind : the posterior extremity of these is enveloped in a bony oval buckler, and

they were formerly ranged with the Orvets, on account of their small scales.

The other tribe, or that of the Serpents properly so called, have a tympanic bone or pedicle to

the lower jaw, Avhich is moveable, and nearly always suspended by another bone analogous to the

mastoid, VN'hich latter is attached to the skull by muscles and ligaments, that allow it also to be

moveable. The branches of this jaw are not united together, and those of the upper are connected by

ligaments only to the intermaxillaries ; so that they can open more or less, wdiich imparts to these

animals the capaldlity of dilating the mouth, so as to swallow obiects of greater bulk than themselves.

Their palatal arches partake of this mobility, and arc armed with recurved and poiulcd tcetJi,

which is the most marked and constant character of this tribe; their windpipe is very long; the

heart phiccil far backward ; and the greater nund)cr have only one great lung, with the vestige of

a second.

They divide into venomous and non-venomous, and the former of these into venomous having

several maxillary teeth, and into venomous with isolated fangs.

In the non-venomous, the branches of the upper jaw are furnished throughout their length, like

those of the lower jaw and the palate, with fixed and solid teeth. There are three or four subequal

ranges of these teeth in the upper part of the mouth, and two in the lower.* Those among them

which have the mastoid bones inclosed within the cranium, the orbit incomplete behind, the tongue

short and thick, and which resemble the Doiibk-]\[archeurs in the cylindrical form of their head and

body, were formerly classed with the Orvcts, on account of their diminutive scales.

The Roles {Tortr'ix, Oppel ; Torquatrix, Gray; Ilyuay Hemp.),

—

Are externally distinguished from the Orvets by the range of scales along the belly and beneath tlie

tail being rather larger than the others, as also by the extreme shortness of the tail. They have but

one lung. All are from America.

The Uropeltis^ Cuv. {Anilius^ Oken), is an allied new genus, the tail of which, still shorter and obliquely trun

cated above, is flat and be^et with little scales at the truncation. Their head is very small ; the muzzle pointed
;

they have a range of scales under the tail, a little larger than the rest, and a double range beneath its truncate

portion.

The non-venomous Serpents which, on the contrary, have detached mastoid bones, and the jaws oi

which are dilatable, have the occi[mt more or less bulged, and the tongue forked and very extensible.

Two principal genera have long been di.^tinguished,—the Boas and the Snakes proper.

The Boas {Boa, Lin.),

—

Foi'incrly comprehended all Serpents, venomous or not so, the nnder-part of the body and tail of

which is covered with scaly transverse bands, each of a single ;uece, and which have neither spur nor

rattle at the tip of the tail. Being very numerous, it is necessary to subdivide them, after abstracting

the vruomiius ones.

* The ccmnum (ipiniun is, tluit nil Serpents destitute of pierced i
liat:k-molars of Ailiii;h are verj' t'ri,''^f ^""e reputed to be cx'remcjy

funcs ill tlic I'lwer part of tlie jaw, are nnn-vciiomous
;
but tliis I have venomous in the countries whieh Uiey icihabit ; an opinii>n which i;

a<imc reason to doubt. All have a niaxilkry j^'IhiuI, often very Inr^c
;

coniinned by (he expeiinients of Liilaude and Lescheoauld, M-hii:ii It

nnd tlic bttck-niubirs frequently exhibit a groove, Mhieli wnubi ?cciii to is liesirabJe shoulii be repealed,

conduct saline li.]Uor. Tins mueh is certain, lliat various s|,Lcies, the I
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The Boa,s mure pariiru]arly so iianind, liavc a hook on eacli siilc of the anus; a compressed body,

larger towards the middle ; a jireliensile tail ; and small scales, at least on tlu: hinder jjart of the head.

Among thorn are found the largest of all Serpents, certain speeii.-s attaining a length of thirty or forty

feet, and Ix'ing eapal.ile of swallov*'ing Dogs, Stags, and even Cattle, at least according to some naira-

tors, after ha\ing crushed theni within their folds, Inhricated them \\'\i\i their saliva, and enormously

dilated their jaws and gnllet. This operation lai^ts a long A\hile. A remarkable particular of their

anatomy consists in their having one lung but lialf shorter than the other. [At the extremity of the

great lung in all this tribe is an extremely capacious air-bag, the use of which appears to be for con-

taining the air requisite for respiration, when the nostrils arc closed by the tedious process of deghiii-

tion.] We subdivide these Serpents according to the teguments of the head and jaws.

Some have the head covered as far as the tip of tlu' niu'AzU- with srnall scales resembling- those of the body, and

the plates which invest the jaws are not furrmveil with i^i-'.>oyvs. ( )tliers have scaly plates beneath the eyes as far

as the muzzle, and no furrows to the jaws. Some, again, have scaly plates upon the muzzle, and groo\-es upon

those of tlie sides of the jaws. There are some with plates on the muzzle, and the sides of the jaw hollowed into a

slit-like chink beneath the eye and further backward. And, lastly, some have no furrows, and the muzzle

invested with plates but slightly prominent, which are obliquely cut backwards in front and truncated at the tip,

so as to terminate in corners : these have the body much compressed, and the back keeled. They irdiabit the

East Inilies wliereas the others are from America, and should form a distinct subgenus

—

Ccncliris, Gray.

The Scytals {Pseudoboa, Schneider).

Plates, not only on the muzzle, but over the cranium, as in the Snakes proper ; no grooves, the body

round, and head even with the trunk, as in the Roles.

Daudin has likewise separated

The Ertx,—
"Which differ by having a very short obtuse tail, and by their ventral plates being narrower. The head

is short and nearly even with the body, characters in wdiich they approximate the Roles, -weie it not

that the conformation of their jaws permitted these to distend. The head is covered with small

scales; and th(;y have aho no hooks near the anus.

TriH Erfktoxs, Lace^iede,

—

Are very remarkable for having two soft jirominenccs covered with scales, at the tip of the muzzle;

head i)]atod ;
the plates of the belly not v^ry wide, and thr)sc of the under-i)art of the tail dhfercnt

from the other scales. Their tail, however, i^ lotig and pointed.

Tni^ Snakl;s Projier [Co!/i/jci\ Lin.J—

Comprehended all the s[)eeie3, venomous or non-venomous, the plates underneath the tail of which are

divided each into two, oi-, m other words, ranged in ]iairs.

ludepcndcntly nf the subtraction nt* the venomniis kinds, their number is so vast that wc are oblii^eil to have
recourse to all sorts of characters in order to distini^iiibh them. First, are separated

The Pythons, Daudin,

—

Which have hooks near the anns, and narrow ventral plates, as in the Boas, from which fbev only

ditfcr by having the plates underneath the tail double. Their head is jilated at the lip of the luuzzle,

and their lips grooved. Species occur as large as any lloa.

Some of these Pythons have the first, and others tlie terniii)al plates of their tail, simple ; but these are perhaps
accidental varieties.

Tlie Cerheri, like the true Pythons, have the head entirely covered with smaU scales, with the exception of

plates between and before the eyes ; but tbey have no hooks near the anus. They li:i\e sutuetimes also simple
plates at the base of the tail.

XenopeUiSy Re] n\ya.rdt; have great imbricated triangular plates before the eyes, which niii^ht be coid'oundcd

with the scales adjacent to them, only that tUe latter are smaller.

//e^erot/oH, Beauvois.—The ordinary plates ot this group, but the tip of the muzzle composed of a short single

piece, in form a trihedral pyramid, which is a tittle raised and erected above, a conformation which has induced
the appellation of piij-snonted Serpents.

nie //i/r/va, Daud.—Indian species, with sulieaudal iilates always simple, except those at the point, which are
double

; these trivial anotnalies, however, niei'it but little notice.

The Dipsas of Laurenti {Bunffann;, Oppel.)—Body compressed, and very much larger than the head : the rauffc
of scales along the spine of the back larger than the others.

Dendrophis, Fitzinger; Ahcclulla, Gray.—Resemble the last by having a range of broader scales aloni; the back,
and narrower scales along the flanks ; but their head is not wider than the body, which is slender and very much
len'^thened. Muzzle obtuse.
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Dn/iniis, MeriTiii ; Pos-scrifo, Gr.iy.—Body as Ion;;? and slender as in the last, but a small and slender pointed

nppendag^e at the tip of tlie muzzle.

Dryophis, Fitzinger.—The same lonff filiform or cord-like body, but no appenda^je, and the scales of equal size.

Oligodon, Boie. Small species, -with an obtuse, short, and iirirrow head, and no palatai teeth.

After all these dismemberments by different authors, there yet remain -several which appear to me less worthy

of adoption ; being; founded on sli^^ht ditTerences in the pro[iortions of the head, the thickness of the trunk, &:c, :

and there is still left a ^roup the most mnnerous of all in species, that of

The Snakes, as most restricted, which have no peculiar distin2:uishinf,'- character. Several of these are found in

France, [and one only in Britain, the common Rinj^-necked Snake (C. nairix and i\'atrix torquatiis), which attains

to a yard in length, and feeds on Frof^s, iMice, insects, &c.] It is eaten in some provinces of France. The e-xotic

species are innumerable : some are remarkable for the splendour of their colours ; others for the regularity of the

distribution of them ; many are quite uniform in their tints ; and a few only attain a very larpe size.

The Acrochordus, Ilornstedt

—

Are readily disti)iguished from tlie rest of tliis family liy tlie uniforinly small scales with which their

body is coYered both above and below.

The known species {A.Javensis, Lac. ; Angu'is grannlatus, Schneider,) has each of its scales raised into three

little crests, resembling, when the skiu is very loose, three isolated tubercles. It grows to a large size. Hornstedt

has stated that it subsists altogether on fruits, which in an animal of this kind would be very extraordinary.

The Venomous Serpents par excellence^ that have isolated fangs, present a peculiar structure of the

organs of manducation.

Their superior maxdlary bones are very small, borne upon a long pedicle, analogous to the outer

pterygoid apophysis of the sphenoid, and are also very moveable ; having a pointed tooth aftixed to

them, wdiich is pierced by a small canal, through which issues a liquid secreted by a large gland

beneath the eye. This liquid it is, instilled into the wound inflicted by the tooth, which poisons

the bodies of animals, and produces effects more or less deadly, according to the species from

which it is derived. The tooth hes down flat in a fold of the gum when the Serpent has no occasion

for it, and behind it are several germs designed successively to i-eplace it, in case it should be

left in a wound. Naturalists have termed these venomous teeth crochets mo/Ale^ [or fangs'], but it is

properly the maxillary bone that moves. These Serpents have no other teeth besides the doulde

range upon the palate.

All the venomous species of which we possess certain information, bring forth their young alive, the

eggs harching within the body of the parent, [though daring the act of parturition]. It is thus that

their general name of Vipers has arisen, which is a contraction of viviparous.

Venomous Serpents with isolated fangs, present nearly the same external characters as the pre-

ceding; but the greater number have extremely dilatable jaws, and the tongue very extensile. Their

head, which is wide posteriorly, has in general a savage aspect, which to a certain extent announces

their ferocity. They form two princiital great genera, the Rattle-snakes and the Vipers, of which tlic

second has many subdivisions, around which some alien small ones require to be grouped.

The IIattle-snakes [Croialus, Lin.)

—

Are more celebrated than any other Serpents for the deadliness of their venom. In common with the

Boa, thev have simple transverse plates I>eneath the body and tad, but are most obviously distinguished

by the rattling instrument which they carry at the ti\) of the tail, and which is formed of several

scaly cornets loosely attached together, that move and rattle whenever the animal shakes or alters the

position of its tail. It appears that the number of these cornets increases with age, and that ihey acquire

an additional one at each casting of the skin. Their muzzle is hollowed by a little rounded depression

behind each nostril. All the known siieeies are from America. They are so much the more dan-

gerous, as the season or climate is hotter ; but their ordinary habits arc tranquil and sluggish. They

move slowdy, and only bite when provoked, or for the puri)0se of kilhng their prey. Although they do

not climb trees, they nevertheless feed principally upon Birds, Squicrels, &c., wliich it was long be-

lieved they possessed the faculty of hallucinating or cliarming, so as to draw them l)y degrees to enter

their throat. It would seem, however, that the fear which their appearance inspn-es occasions those

disordered movements of their prey, which have given rise to the foregoing supposition.

Most of the species have the head scaled similarly to the back ; while others have great plates upon the head.

AVe approximate

The Trigoiioccphali of Oppel (Bothrops, Spix ; Cophws, Mervem) ; which are distinguished "by the absence of

the rattle, but accord in their other characters. Some of these have simple subcaudal plates, as in the preceding,
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and the ]icad plated to tTic eyes; tlie tail tcrminatod by a spiir. Others have no siibcaudal plates, and the head

scaled like the back. Some have the head plated, Mifh double subcaudal plates ; ajul others conjoin to the latter

character, excepting; that the extremity of the tail has small scales both above and below, little scales upon the

head also.

Ti-iE Vipers {V'/pora, Daud.),

—

The greater number of wliicli were confounded by Linnreiis with the Snakes proper, on account of

their double subcaudal ])latcs, rei]nire to be separatefl from the latter by reason of their venomous

fangs, and grade into oilier Scrpeiits \^iih single or jtnrlly double subcaudal jdatcs, being distinguibheJ

from the. Rattlesnakes and Trigonocephalets by the absence of cavities beneath their nostrils.

Some have only keeled and imbricated scales upon the head, like those of the back ; and others have tiie head

covered with small ffranulated scales, [amon^ -which is the Viper or Adder of this country]. Some again [the CV-

raHtes] have a pointed bone over each eyebrow, [and are peculiar to Africa]. Others, which are similar in all other

respects to the preceding- generally, have three plates a little larger than the scales which surround them upon

the middle of the head. There are some Vipers, also, with plates upon the head, like those of the Common Snake.

Nala—Are Vipers with plated heads, the anterior ribs of which can be dilated and thrown forward, so as to

distend this part of the trunk into a disc more or less broad. The most celebrated species is the Cobra di Capella

of India, with a spectacle-like mark on the di^k, and Avhich is extremely venomous. The Haje, or Asp, of ligy[it,

is another.

Elaps.—Head plated, and an opposite organization of the body to the Asps ; their jaws even can scarcely widen,

on account of the shortness of the tympanic bones, and especially of the mastoids, from which it results that the

head is nearly of even size with the Ijinly. as in llie Roles and Aniphisba-rjes.

Micruriis. >Vagner, has merely the tail ^li(ii"ti.'r\

P/rf/'//-//*-, Latreille.—Head also platud, and double plates Ijeneath the tail; but the latter compressed like an

oar, v.hich renders them aquatic.

Finally, we place at the lerniinatlon of the Vipers certain species ^vhicb only differ in having single subcaudal

plates, either partly or tliroughout. They are distinguished from the Tisiphones by having no cavities behind

the nostrils.

Some, with entire plates at the base of the tail, compose the Tr'iHcrcnir?'.\; Lacepedc, having large plates on the

head, and some of tlie subcaudal ones double, others single.

Oplocephalus, Cuv.—Have great plates on the bead, and all the subcaudals single.

Acanihophis, Daud.; Ophrias, Merrem —Plates in front of the skull and of the head, the tail terminated by a

hook, and all its plates simple, though sometimes there are double ones at its extremity.

Echi.s, JMcrrcm.—Small plates on the head, and all the subcaudals single.

Z,'";?7(7a//rt, Bnignieres.—Head plated; tlie muzzle pointed and prnjpcting-, anterinr half of the tail encircled

with entii'e rings, and the postei"ior with little imbricated .sealer buth ab-.i\"e and below.

Besides these two tribes of Serpents properly so called, which have been longer known, a third has

been discovered more recently, the jaws of Avhich are organized and armed nearly as in the noii-

venomous kinds, but wdiich have, nevertheless, the first of their maxillary teeth longer than the rest,

and pierced for the purpose of conducting venom, as in the genera with isolated fangs, already described.

These Ser])ents form two genera, distinguished from tho:^c of the (wu allied families, by the scaling

of the belly and under-part of the tail.

T(!E B0XG.\RS {PseiKhjhon, 0])pe!.)—
Possess, like the Boas, the Rattlesnakes, and thi- Seuids, :>iiiipl(.' plates beneath the belly ami tail.

Their head is short, covered with large plates, and the orcipnt but slightly bulged. Their most cliarac-

teristic di^itinctinn, however, cnnsists in their \ei y eariiuited back being furuj^-hcd \\\\\\ a longitudinal

range of scales, lirortder than the lateral luics, as in the l.iipsas.

They inhabit the Last Indies, where they are called Roch •Snakes, one of the S[)ecies attaining a length of se\'en

or eight feet.

The Hydras (l/i/drfs, Schneider, in jiart ; Ifi/>J/ojiI//s imhI Pdaniiilcs, Daud.)—
Have tlic back part of the body and tail very much compressed and raised vertically, which, imparting

lu llicm the pnwer nf swimming, renders them aquatic animals. They are very common in certain

parts of the liulia)i Seas, [and cxcrssively venomous, feeding on fishes]. Linnaeus ranged those that

were known tn him among the rt;-vcls on account e)f the small scales with which they arc wholly

covered. Daiidin has subdivided tliem as follows:

—

Iljlflrophi.s.—These have a range of scales a litlle lir[)ader than tlie re^t under the belly, as in the F.rpetons au'l

Roles ; the head small, not bulged, obtuse, and covered with large plates. Several species are lonnd in the salt

water of Bengal, and others in the Indian ocean.

Pelcoitides,—ha\e, also, great iihUes on the hi'ail, but their occiput is bulged on account of the length of the
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pedicles of their lower JHW,wliich is extremely dilatable ; all their body-scales are equal, of small size, and disposed
liexa;;-onally. To these subf^eriera I have added that of

Cieni/drus,—the head and body of which are equally covered with small scales.

THE THIRD FAMILY OF OPHIDIAN'S,—

The Naked Serpents,—
Comprises but one very singular genus, \Yliich several naturalists have deemed to belong rather to the
r.atrachians, although we are not aware that it undergoes any metamorphosis. It is tliat of

The CceciLiANS {Ccecilia, Lin.),

—

So named on account of their excessively minute eyes, which arc nearly hidden by the skin, and are

sometimes absent altogether. The skin is smooth, viscous, and annularly wrinkled, appearing naked,
although, upon dissection, some perfect though minute scales are discernible, wdiich are regularly

disposed in several transverse ranges between the wrinkles of the skin, and which we have detected,

with certainty, in more than two species. The head is flattened, the anus round and nearly at the

extremity of the body, the ribs much too short to encircle the tiunk, the articulations of the vcrtebrffi

together are by eonically hollow facets filled up with gelatinous cartilage, the same as in the Fishes

and some of the lower Batrachians, and, in a slight degree, in the Auiphisba;ncs only, among the other

Ophidians ; their maxillary bones cover the orbits, which are pierced by only a very small foramen, and

the temporal bones extend over the fossa, so that the skull presents a continuous bony buckler above

;

their hyoid bone, composed of three pairs of arcs, induces the supposition that it originally supported

gills. The maxillary and palate teeth are arranged in two concentric lines, the same as in the

Proteans, but are often sharp and curved backward, as in the Snakes properly so called ; the nostrils

open behind the palate, and the lower jaw has no moveable pedicle, the tympanic bone being encased,

together with the other bones, in the buckler formed by the skull.

The auricle of the heart of these animals is not divided so deeply as to be considered double, but

their second Inng is as small as in Ihe other Serpents ; the liver is divided into a great number of

transverse laminae. In their intestines have been found vegetable matter, together with soil and sand.

Their ear has merely a small plate ujion the oral orifice, the same as in the Salamanders.

Some of them have an obtuse muzzle, lax skin, very deep wrinkles, and two small ciliae near the nostrils; as

C. aninilata of Brazil, which is found in marshy places several feet under g'round, C gluCmosa of Ceylon, &c.

;

while others have the folds of the skin nearly obsolete, a very long slender body, and projectinj^ nuizzle. One of

these is totally blind, the C luinbiiioides, Daudin ; it is of a blackish colour, two feet lon^', and no thicker than a

goose-quill.

THE FOURTH ORDER OF REPTILES,—

THE BATRACIIL'VNS,—

Have but one auricle and one ventricle to tlie heart, [an assertion disproved by Professor Owen].

Their two lungs are always eciiial, and wdicii young tliey conjoin to these, pills, wdiich give tlieni

a relationship with the class of Fishes, and which are borne on the sides of the neck, upon the

ctirtilagiiions arches which sn]iport the hyoid bone. The greater number lose these gills,

together with the supporting a])iiaratus of them, u])on tittaining the perfect state : three genera

only, the Syrens, Protei, and Menobrauehi, retaining them at all ages.

During the period of the retention of the gills, the aorta, on proceeding from the heart,

divides into a number of branches njion each side, correspoiuling to that of the sills ; the

blood from the gills returning through veins which unite together towards the back, into a

single arterial trunk, as in Fishes ; this trunk, or the veins which form it more directly, supplies

the greater number of arteries which nourish the body, and even the vessels which conduct the

Ijiooil for respiration into the lungs. Rut in the species which shed their gills, the vascular

ramifications that communicate with them become obliterated, excepting two, wliieh unite

together to form a dorsal artery, each giving off a small branch to the lung of its jjarticidar

side, so that the circulation of a Fish becomes thus converted into that of a Reptile.
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These animals have neither scales nor carapace, but the body is invested ^vith a naked faiid

moist] skin, [over the surface of which the blood receives much of its oxygenation.] Witli

the exception of one genus, they have no nails to the toes.

The envelope of their egp:;s is simply membranous, and in most cases these arc fecundated

as thev issur forth, the mah' attui/hinjj,' Inmsulf to the other sex ni order to he snnultancous.

Their ep:L!:s or spawn enl;irge very much in the water after tliev have been hud. The young

not onh" ditfcrs from the adult liy the ])resence of its gdls, Ijut its feet are oidv developed hy

degrees, and m several genera there are also a deciduous beak and tail, and intestines of a

different form. Some of the species are even viviparous.

Tiiii Frogs {Rana, Lin.)—
Have four legs and no tail in their aduU state. Their head is flat, the muzzle rounded, the mouth

deeply cleft, and the greater number have a soft tougue attached only to the lower part of the gullet,

but which extends forward to the jaw, and is doubled back above. Their fore-feet have only four

toes, but the hinder sometimes show the rudiment of a sixth.

Their skeleton is entirely deprived of ribs. A cartilaginous plate, even with the head, takes the

place of tympanum, and renders the ear visible externally. The eye has two llesliy lids, and a third,

which is lioriziintal ami ii"ans[iarent, eonei-'aleil l)y the lower one.

Tlic inspiration of air is produced siiitjily by the movements of the muscles of tlic throat, which, b\

dilating, draw in the air through the nostrils, and, liy contraeling, wliilst the oritices of the iiobtrils

are cloi^ed by means of the tongue, force the air into the lungs. Expiration, on the eonirary, is

elfected by the contmction of the muscles of the lower belly : so that, by tipening the beUy of the

hving animal, the lungs will distend without any power ot" contraction, arid l.iy holding opeu the

mouth the animal will become asphyxiated, for want of air sent into the lungs.

The embraces of the male are excessively prolonged : in reference to which the thumb of this sex

is furnished with a spongy swelling, which enlarges during the season, and which is designed to aid

in grasping. The eggs are fecmidated at the moment they are laid, and the young is termed a ladpole.

It is at first provided with along fleshy tail, and a small horny beak, hut with no other apparent

members besides certain littU' fringes at the sides of the neck. Tliese disappear afti_-r ^ome days, but

Swammcrdam assures us that they still exist as %\\\% underneath the skin. The lattcrare minute

crests, which are very numerous, attached to the four cartilaginous arches placed on each side of the

neck adhering to the hyoid hone, and en\eloped by a meudironous tunic, which is covered by the

genei'al skin. Tlie wati^r, entering by the mouih, to bathe the intervals of these cai'tilaginous arclu'S,

passes out either hy twt) orifices or by a single one, according to tlie species, piurced through the

external skin, either on the niiddle or on the left side of the animal. The hind feet are gradually

developed to view, by bttle and little, while the anterior likewise appear beneath the skin, Imt do not

burst it for some time later. The tail is absorbed hy degrees. The beak fails, and oceasions the

genuine mandibles to appear, wdiieh had jireNioiisly Iteen soft, and were concealed underneath the skin.

The gills shriid; and are obliterated, leaving the huigs to perform tlieir fLmctions unassisted by them.

The eye, whieh in tlie Tadpole was only visible tluongb a thinner space in the skin, liecLunes

apparent with its three lids. The intestines, previtm^ly \er\ long, slender, and s-pirally contorted,

shorten, and acquire the enlargement of stomach and colon : the Tadpole living solely upon ai[uatic

vegetation, \\liiUt the adult animal preys on insects and oilier animal substances. Fuially, the limbs

of the Tadpi.ile reprtjihice the parts of them (hat had been mntilateil, nearly as in the Newts.

The particular epoch of each of these several charges varies, according to the species.

In temperate and cold climates, the perfect animal buries itself, during winter, under grouml, or in

the mud below the surface of water, where it continues to live without food or respiration, [lievoud

what of the latter is effected by the surface of the skin] ; although, during the warm season, if it l.ic held

for a few minutes only with the mouth Ojicn, so as to impede the ]u-ocess of respiration, it iicrishes.

Thk Frogs, properly so called, {Rana, Laurenti),

—

Have a slender body, and the hind limbs \ery long, ami more or Icsn palniatcd ; their skin is smooth

and slippery ; their n[)per jaw snpphed all rouml with a range of minutely line teeih, and they have an
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interrupted range across the middle of tlie palate. The males have, on each side, under the ear. a deli-

cate membrane, which is inflated with air when they croak. These animals both swim and leap with

celerity.

[<Jne only (B. tcmporarla) is indii^enous to the British Isles.]

Cemlrophnis, Boie,—are I'rojs with a Liroad liead, the skin wholly or partly granulated, and a horn-like mem-
branous prominence over each eyelid.

Dttdiilethra,—'S,o\xVi\ African species, with pointed toes, those of the hind-feet broadly palniated, and the three

internal having their e.xtremities enveloped by a conical nad, of a black horny substance.

Hijla, the Tree-Frogs,—ditler in no respect from the common ones, excepting that the extremity of each of their

toes is wddened and I'Ounded into a sort of viscous palette, which enables them to adhere to the surfaces of bodies,

and to climb trees, to which last tliey resort, daring the summer, in pursuit of insects; but they deposit their eggs

in water, and penetrate into the mud in winter, like other Frogs. Several species are decked in the gayest colours.

The Toads (Biifo, Laurcnti)

—

Have the body thick and sqnat, and covered with tul)ercles, with a large swelling pierced with pores

behind each eye, from w Inch a fetid milky secretion is expressed ; no teeth whatever ; and the hind

limbs but little elongated. They leap badly, and are generally found at a distance from water. They

are animals of hideous, disgusting form, the saliva of which has been erroneously considered venomous,

as also their teeth, their su))posed urine, and even the niuisture wducb exudes from the skin
;

[the latter

being, in fact, absorbed by the skin, for the i)urpose of cutaneous respiration, often in great quantity, so

that the animal, when seized and taken up, lightens itself by discharging a quantity of this from the anus.]

[Two species are found in Britain, viz., the Common Toad (S. 2-u/ffitrf.'i), which progresses more by leaping than

crawling ; and the Natterjack (B. calam'da), an inhabitant of heaths and commons in the south of England, which

has a yellow mesial stripe along the back, never leaps, but creeps with considerable celerity, and utters a chirping

cry. Its appearance is less unprepossessing than that of the other.]

Bomhlnatoy, Merrem,—only differs from Bufo by having the tympanum concealed beneath the skin.

lUtineUa, Fitzinger ; Oxyrlupichiis, Spix,—has the muzzle pointed anteriorly.

Afiloplms, Cuv.—Muzzle angular, and a crest on each side of the head, extending round the parotid.

Breviceps, Merrem ; Engi/sloma, Fitzinger, in part.—No tympanum nor parotid visible externally, an oval body,

the head and mouth very small, and feet but slightly pulmated.

JP//>«, Laur.—The body horizontally flattened ; head large and triangular ; tongue wholly wanting ; tymyianuin

concealed beneath the skin ; small eyes placed towards the margin of the upper jaw; each of the front toes split

at the tip into four little points ; lastly, an enormous larynx in the male, formed as a triangular bony box, within

which are two moveable bones which can close the entrance of the bronchi.

The longest known species (R.pipa, Lin.) inhabits the obscure nooks of houses in Cayenne and Surinam, and

has a granulated back, with three longitudinal ranges of larger granules. The male places the eggs of the female

upon her back, where they are fecundated, upon which the female returns to the water, the skin of her back

swelling so as to form a number of cells, which inclose each of the eggs, and wherein the young pass their tadpole

state, until they have lost their tails, and developed their limbs, at which time the mother returns to land.

The Salamakders (Salamander, Brong.)

—

Have an elongated body, four limbs, and a long tail, which give them the general form of Lizards,

wdience Linna-us left them in that genus ; but they have all the characters of Batrachians. Their head

is flattened; the ear concealed entirely by the flesh, having no tympanum, but merely a little cartila-

ginous plate over the fenestrmn ovale ; both jaws furnished with numerous minute teeth; two longi-

tudinal ranges of equal teeth on the palate, but attached to the bones that represent the vomer ; tongue

as in the Frogs , no third eyelid ; a skeleton ^vith tliree small rudiments of ribs, but no bony sternum ;

a pelvis suspended by ligaments to the spine ; four toes before, and nearly always five behind. They

respire, in the adult state, in the same manner as the Frogs and Tortoises. Their tadpoles breathe at

first by gOls in the form of crests, to the number of three on each side of the neck, which are subse-

quently obliterated, and wdiich are suspended to cartilaginous aiches, that form portions of tlie hyoid

bone of the adult. A membranous operculum covers these apertures ; but the giU-crcsts are never in-

closed within a tunic, but float loosely. Their fore-feet are developed Ijefore the hind, and the toes

appear successively.

The terrestrial species (Salamandia, Laurcnti) have, in the perfect state, a round tail, and only remain in the

water during their state of Tadpole, which endures but for a brief period, and when they resort to that element to

breeil. Their eggs are inclosed in an oviduct. Those of Europe have, on each side of the occiput, a gland analo-

gous to that of the Toads.

The .yquatic Salamanders {Trilon, Laurcnti) permanently retain the vertically-compressed tail, and pass nearly

their whole lives in the water. [It is certain, however, that those of Britain all leave the water at the end of

summer, and have then a round tail. The small ones, even with the remnants of their gills still attached, may be
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foi-ind in aliundanne at tbat period about tlie roots of rushes, &c., in the vicinity of ponds ;
^vhence it is not true

tiiat (liey quit in consequence of tlie water beinq- dried up, as has been su2:gcsted].

The experiments of Spallanzani, on the extraordinary power ivhich these animals have of reproducing^ their

parts, have rendered them celebrated. They renew, many times successively, the same member after it had

been severed ; and this with all its bones, muscles, vessels, &c. Another faculty, not less singular, consists (as

shown by Dufoy) in their recovering: after having- been long fiozeii up in ice. Their e;^^s are fecundated by tluid

dispei'sed in the watery medium, which penetrates with the water into their oviducts. They lay long chaplets of

eggs, and the young appear fifteen days from the deposition of them, retaining their gills for a longer or shorter

period according to the species. Modern observers have distinguished several European species, the males of

which develope high membranous dorsal crests very early in the spring, [which are absorbed, and the remnants

cast off, ere they leave the water at the end of summer. One, "ilh a smooth olive-coloured skin like a Frog

(T. ^unc^'a^u^), and handsomely spotted with black, is common in stagnant waters throughout Britain ; ami two

others {T. pahistris and T. marnioratus), with a granulated skin like a Toad, and also spotted upon a much darker

giTiund, and punctated with white, are—the first at least—equally so. All have the under parts bright orange

culour. Those with granulated skins resemble the Toads in the capability of remaining without food for a most

extraordinary period, in a state of imprisonment, having been found occasionally in closed cavities, where they

must have remained for many years.]

The skeleton of an aniniaJ of this genus has been found among the schists of CEningen, which is three feet in

length. It is the pretended fossil man of Scheuchzer.

In tlie suite of tlic Salamanders should range several very similar animals, some of which are reputed

never to have gills, \^llile others, on the contrary, retain them pcrmaiii_-nt]y, iiutwirhistanding which they

liave the same hmgs as the other Batraehians, being thus the only vcrtcbratcd aiiiiiials lliat are truly

amphibious.

The former of these, which liave never been seen with gills, fall under two genera.

The ]\Ien"opoma, Harlan.

Form altogetlier that of a Salamamler, the eyes ai^iarent, fi;ct well developrd, and an orifice on each

siue of the ueek. IJesidcs a range of hue teeth surrounding the jaws, they have a ]iarallel range before

the palate. The known species, fifteen to eighteen inches in length, inhabits North America, where it

is termed IlcU-bender.

The Amphiuma, Garden,

—

lias also an orillee on each side of the neck, hut the body is excessively elongated; the limhs and feet,

on the contrary, but little developed; and the palatal teeth form two longitudinal ranges. Likewise

from North America.

Among those which permanently rclain their gills,

T[[K AXOLOTLS,

—

Altogetlier rescnd)lc the ta<li)nle of a SahiUKUider. They have velvety tecUi to both jaws, and two

hiuids of the same upnn the palate. From Mexico.

TiiE MENonRAis'ciius, Harlan,

—

lias hut four toes to each foot; a range of teeth on the intcruiaxillarics, and another parallel but more

exlendcd range, on the niaxillaries.

The Proteus, Lani*enti.

Three toes Itcfore, and only two behind; the muzzle lengthened and depressed; both jaws furnished

with teeth; tongue hut slighliy moveable, and free anteriorly; eyes excessively small, and couched be-

neath the skin, as in tiie mammifernus genus S^ialar ; ear covered by the flesh, as in the Salamanders;

and skin smooth ami whitish. The skiletun rcicmbies that of the Salamander, except that it lias many

more vertebra;, and fewer rudiments of ribs ; hut the general conformation of the skull is very different.

Inhabits the subterranean waters, with which certain lakes in Carniola eonimunieate.

The Syrens (Si/ren, Lin.)—
Are elongated animals, having nearly Ihe form of l::rls, anil three hranehial crests; no hind feet, nnr

even vestige of pelvis ; head llat'ened ; mouth not deeply cleft ;
mu/zle ohtu.t.c

; eye very ^mall ; ear

concealed ; lower jaw armed with teeth all round, but none in the upper; and two raised scries on each

side of the palate.

One species {S. U'c-rlhui, Lin.) attains a length of three feet. Others are smaller, with the branchial crests less

develo|ied, and coniiiu-c the Pi^vmlubraHchus of tJrav.
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THE FOURTH CLASS OF A'ERTEBRATED ANIMALS.

THE FISlIES^(P/.S't'i?.S').

[Fishes are the jiroper vertebratcd inhabitants of the waters ; anJ they are formed

ana organized for living, moving, and in general finding their food, wholly within this

element. The nature of their locality necessarily makes their history obscure, because

human observation extends to only a very limited portion of the waters, and in that

portion to only a trifling depth ; but when we consider that, exclusive of lakes and

rivers, the seas occupy fidl seven-tenths of the earth's surface, that those seas yield

food as far down as the rays of the sun can extend their life-giving energy, and that

there is no obstacle in the water to bar the motions of the fish, we can at once see

that, of all vertebrated animals, they must be the most numerous, and probably they

exceed in numbers the whole of the other three classes of the same grand division of

animated nature. They inhabit, stratum super stratum, as it were,—one species near

the surface, another near the bottom, and others, again, range through the intermediate

depth. What may be the absolute depth of the ocean waters at which life ceases, and

the profound of death and darkness begins, we have no direct means of ascerttdning.

It varies, of course, with the latitude, being greater as the rays of the sun are more

direct, and less as their obliquity increases ; and it probably also varies with the nature

of the bottom. In correspondence with the vast range of pasture which is assigned to

the Fishes, their productive powers are enormous,—the young produced by one Cod-fish,

at a single deposit, being ascertained to be not much less than four millions, while in the

common Flounder they are not fewer than one hundred and fifty thousand. A fertility

so enormous, as compared with anything we are acquainted with on land, of itseh'

shows the importance of the Class, and how well they are adapted for supplying each

other with food. But, interesting as it is, the space to which we are restricted, forbids

any disquisition on their physiology; and all that we can accomplish, is to render the

text of the last edition of Cuvier's great work, as faithfully in substance, and as briefly

in expression, as we possibly can. Our own original remarks must necessarily be few;

and we shall inclose tbem in brackets, the same as this introductorj^ paragrajih, to dis-

tinguish them from the substantive part of the genuine text of Cuvier, which, in the

way of systematic arrangement, has received no improvement, since the science of

Zoology was deprived of that foremost of its cultivators.]

Fishes are oviparous Vertebrata, with a double circulation, and respiring through the

medium of water. For this purpose they have, on each side of the neck, branchia?, or

gills, consisting of arches of bone attached to the os lujoides, or bone of the tongue;

and to these arches the filaments of the gills are attached, generally in a row upon

each, and having their surfaces covered b)' a tissue of innumerable blood-vessels. The

water taken in by the mouth passes through among the filaments of the gills, and

escapes by the gill-openings towards the rear. In its progress through the filaments

of the gills, the water imparts to these the oxygen of the air which it contains [and

receives carbon in return, the same as in the lungs of an air-breathing animal. The

grils of a fish do not decompose water, so as to derive oxj'gen from it, but mcrelr scpa-
u
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rate the oxvfcen from tlie atmospheric air contained in tlie "water; and lience, if water is

deprived of tliis air, or imjireg;nated witli deleterious gases, tishes cannot live in it. As

little can tbey bear the return of \vatcr entering at the gill-openings, and escaping by

the mouth : fur if a fish is held so that the water is jnade to pass in this direction, it is

as Sjieedily drowned as if it were an air-breathing animal]. The blood is brought to

the gills by the heart, whicli thus answers to the ri^bt ventricle of warm-blooded

animals; and from the gills it is sent to an arterial trunk, lying immediately upon the

under side of the back bone, which trunk is the left or systematic ventricle of the heart,

and sends the blood throughout the bodjr of the fish.

Living habitually in water, which is of very nearly the same specific gravity as their

bodies. Fishes have no weight to bear, but uicrely to |)ro|iel themselves through tlie

water ; and their form and their organs of motion are all adapted to this one purpose,

though varying in the species. In many, there is under the spiine a membranous air-

bladder, which the fish can expand or contract at pleasure ; and this is understood to

alter its gravity, and enable it to suspend itself at any depth in the water. [Many

fishes, wanting this a2:iparatus, have, however, nearl)' the same habits as others which

are possessed of it.]

Progi-essive motion is elf'ected by the tail striking alternately right and left against the

water, [for which purpose the flexure of the spine is lateral, whereas in the other Verte-

brata generally, the principal flexure is vertical], and perhaps the jet of water thrown

backward from the gill-openings may assist. Thus a fish has but little use for extremi-

ties; and the parts analogous to legs and arms are accordingly very short, terminating m
a number of rays analogous to fingers and toes, and these, covered by membranes, form

what are termed fins. The fins answering to arms are called pectorals, and those

answering to legs ventral-; ; and besides these there are often fins on the back called

dorsal, behind the vent called anal, and on the extremity of the tail called eauilal.

The texture of the fins is important in classification. If the rays consist of single

bones, whether stiff or flexible, they are said to be spinous ; and if they consist of a

number of jointed jiieces, divided at their extremities, they are calk'd snj't, or articulated.

The pectorals arc attached to two bones inimcdiatelv behind the gills, and answering

to the scapulars, which bones are sometimes imbedded in the muscles, or attached to the

spine, but generally to the bones of the head. The jielvts rarely adheres to the spine;

and it is often in advance of tlie belly, and attached to the bones of the shoulders.

The vertebrce have their proximate surfaces concave, and filled with cartilage, which

forms the joints, and is generally continued by an aperture through the centre of each

vertebra. Sjjinous jirocesses, upwards and downwarils, support the muscles, and main-

tain the vertical position of the liody
; but, as far as the cavity extends, the downward

processes are wanting, and there are transverse jirocesses, to which the ribs are some-

times soldered by cartilages.

The head varies much in form, Ijut iii general consists of the same number ol bones

as in the other Vertebrata,—a frontal of six pieces, parietals of three, occiiiitals of five,

and five of sjihenoid and two of each temporal bone, are included in the composition of

tlie cranium.

Besides the lirain, wdiich is disposed as in I'ejitiles, Fishes have nodes or g;inglions

at the base of their olfactory nerves. The nostrils are simple cavities at the end of the

muzzle, always pierced with two holes, and lined by a regularly-plaited pituitary mem-
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branc. In their ej'cs, the cornea is flat, and there is a little aqueous liumour, but the

crystalline lens is almost sjAerical, and very hard. The ear is a sac, in which are sus-

pended small hard bodies; and there are three membranous canals within the cranium

lu ordinary fishes, but in its walls in the cartilaginous ones. They want the Eustachian

tube and tympanal bones ; and only the Sharks and Hays have an external opening,

wdiicli in them is level with the head. As great part of the tongue is bony, and as it is

often furnished with teeth and other hard parts. Fishes can have Httle sense of taste.

I'he fleshy cirri, or beards as they are termed, of some of the species, are perhaps

organs of touch. The body is in general covered with scales, and generally speaking

tliey have no organ of prehension except the mouth.

In most fishes, the intermaxillary bone forms the edge of the upper jaw, having the

maxillary or the labial behind it. The palatal bones, pterogoid and zygomatic pro-

cesses, and the tympanum and squamosa, form an anterior jaw, as in Birds and Serpents,

to the posterior part of which the lower jaw is articulated, which jaw has generally

two bones in each side, except in the cartilaginous fishes. The teeth are very various

in situation, in number, and in form. They arc found on the intermaxillaries, the max-

illaries, the lower jaw, the vomer, the palate, the tongue, the gill-arches, and even on

the bones of tlie pharynx behind these
; [but manj' fishes have them only on some of

these places, and there are some which are almost, if not altogether, toothless]

.

Besides the giU-arches, the hyoid bone supports the gill-membrane. The yill-Uch, or

opercidi [hj the working of which respiration is carried on], consist of three pieces, the

operculum, sub-operculum, and inter-operculum. These are articulated on the temporal

bone, and play on the pre-operculum; but many of the cartilaginous species want them.

The stomach and intestines differ greatly ; and, except in cartilaginous fishes, the

pancreas is supplied hy coeca round the pylorus, or by a duplicature of the intestine.

Tiie kidneys are against the spine, but the bladder is above the rectum, and opens behind

the vent and the reproductive passage, contrary to what is found in the Mammalia, 'i'he

male organs are large glands termed milts, and the female are sacs, which also attain

great size, and have the eggs in their internal folds. In most fishes, there is no im-

pregnation till after the expulsion of the eggs ; but in the Sharks and Rays, and some

others, the case is different, some of them producing perfect eggs, and others bringing

forth the young alive.

The proper classification of Fishes is a very difHcult matter. There are two distinct

series of them :

—

Fishes, properly so called, or Bony Fishes; and Cartihirjinous Fishes,

or CnoNDRorTERYGii. The latter want some bones of the jaws, and have other pecu-

liarities : they are divided into three orders ;

—

CvcLosTOMt (round-mouths, or suckers), which have the jaws soldered into a sort of

ring, and numerous gill-openings.

Selachii (Sharks and Rays), which have gill-openings similar to the former, but

the jaws not soldered into a ring.

Sturio.n'ES (Sturgeons), which have the gill-openings with a lid, as in the Fishes

properly so called.

Of the Ordinary Fishes, or those with bones in the skeleton, one order have the

maxillary bone and the palatal arch fixed to the cranium. These are called Plecto-

GNATHi (soldered jaws), and they consist of two families : Gymnodontes (naked teeth),

and Sclerodermi (hard skins). Another order, the Lophobranchii, which consists
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but of one family ; and which, with tlie jaws perfect, have the filaments of the sills

arranged in tufts upon the arches.

In the rest, which include by much the greater number of the True Fislies, the cha-

racter emiiloyed b)' Ray and i\rtedi, and taken from the nature of the first rays of the

dorsal and anal fiins, funiislies two principal divisions. Tlicse are Malacopterygii

(soft fins), in which all the rays, with the occ;isional exception of the first dorsal or the

pectorals, are soft or jointed ; and Acanthopterygii (spiny fins), in which the first

portion of the dorsal, or first dorsal when there are two, always have spinous rays, and

which have also some in the anal, and at least one in each ventral.

The first of these sub-classes may be divided according to the position of the ventral

fins. If these are on the belly, the fishes are Abdominal ; if attached to the shoulder,

thev are Siib-bracliinn ; Lind if wanting, they are Apodal . Each of tliese orders com-

prises certain families, of which the abdominal ones are very numerous.

The Spinous Fislies do not admit of this kind of division ; but must be separated into

families, the characters of which are, in many instances, well defined. The same gra-

dation of fimiilies cannot be traced among Fishes as among Mammalia. Tlius, the organs

of sense, and those of generation in some, indicate connexion between Cartilaginous

Fishes and Serpents, while the imjjcrf'ect skeleton of others of these fishes indicates a

relation to MoUusca and Worms, [though the far more important disposition of the

nervous system, cliaracteristic of the type of "\'ertel3rated i\nimals, is still retained.

The abstract of Cuvier's arrangement of Fishes, by far the best—that is, the most

natural, which has hitlicrto Ijeen made, or which there are materials for making—may

be given brieflv tluis:—The series of True or Bony Fishes he divides into the two divi-

sions already mentioned, as distinguished bv the rays of the fins. Tlie Spinous Fishes

form a single order, and this order he divides into fifteen families, whicli he names,

from some well-known species as the type, or for some marked peculiarity of character

whicli belongs to the wdiole of the family and to no other fish. The Soft- finned Fishes

he divides into three orders, according as the ventral fins are abdominal, tlioracic, or

wanting; and the Cartilaginous Fishes he divides into two orders,—those with free

gills, and those with the gills fixed.]

THE FIRST ORDER OF BONY FISHES.

AC.VNTUOrTERYGlI.

This first order contains by far the greater number of the Ordinary Fishes. Their characters

are spinous rays m the first dorsal, if there are more than one, and spinous rays in the first

part if there is one only ; but sometimes, instead of a first dorsal, the\' have free s])ines

witliout .any connecting membranes. The aniil fin has also its first rays spinous ; and

there is generally one such ray in each ventral. [Wlieii -hc speak of tlie first ray of a fin,

we mean tlie one nearest the head of the fish, which is easily understood in the other fins, and

is the extreme one either above or behjw m the eaudah]

The sjiinous fishes are .arranged into fifteen t'ainihes, and some of these families coutam a

vast number of genera. The families are named, as already noticed, from some well-kiioun

g|iecies, or some strikingly peculiar character. [When a species is the type, the teclinical

name of the family ends in «te or ojrfff, the Greek word for reseuiblaiiee ; and when it is

founded on a peculiar character, the name is descriptive of tliat].
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THE nUST FAMILY OF THE ACANTHOPTERYGII.

Fercip.'E (the Perch Family).

These fishes have theboily oljloiig, covered wiih hard or rough scales, with the g;ilUlid or gill-flap, or

often both, toothed or S])inous in the margins. The species are very numerous in the waters of all

warm countries ; their flesh is in general agreeable and wholesome ; tliey are mostly thoracic, or have

the ventral fins under tlie pectoral, and they are subdivided according to the number of gill rays.

The first divdsion have seven rays in the gills, two dorsal fins, and all their teeth are velvety.

[Cuvier makes use of this expression as descriptive of very minute teeth, set closely together

in numerous rows, and thus resembling the pile of velvet in arrangement though not in texture.]

This division comprises various species, of which the following are the principal genera:

—

Perca, including the Common Perch of Europe, and various other species of North America and other places
;

Labrax, the Basse, a marine g;enus, of which species are found both in Europe and in America ; Lates, the Perch

of the Nile, of which there are also species in the Indian rivers ; Cenfropomus, the Sea Pike, which ha,s the oper-

culum obtuse and without spines; 6'r«7Ji»?u//.v, an Indian g-enus, with white longitudinal stripes, and a black

p;round ; Arpro, the River Perch, found chiefly in the ithine ; Ziiiffel, a peculiar Perch of the Danuhe, with tliirteen

spines in the first dorsal.

This subdivision also comprehends some fishes of foreip:n countries, whose peculiarities cause several sub?:enera.

These are, Ilnro, like a true Perch, only the pre-opercuhim is not toothed ; Etclis, with hooked teeth in the jaws,

but not in the palate ; iV/^j/(oy(, with strong spines on the pre-operculum and operculum ; EnoploauSyWkQ a Perch,

but with bo'ly much compressed, two high dorsals, and the pre-nperculum deeply toothed ; Dijilorton, compressed,

double-toothed border to the pre -operculum, and two spines on the gill-Hd. Other species of this subdivision are,

Apogon, small fishes, of a red colour, with two dorsals far apart, and large scales, easily separated. One of them,

the King of the Mullets, or Beardless Mullet, is found in the Mediterranean ; Cheilodipterus, resembling the former,

hut with long teeth in the jaws; and Pomatomus, a very rare genus, of small size, with immense eyes, and

exceedingly small teeth, velvety in their arrangement.

A second subdivision have two dorsal fins, but long and pointed teeth, mingled with a velvety

arrangement.

Of these the principal genera are Amhassis, with the dorsals near each other, and a spine in front of the former

;

they are small fishes of the warm regions of the East, abundant in pools and rivulets, and sometimes prepared as

Anchovies ; and Litcio-perca, the Perch-Pike, with long teeth on the maxillaries, and and also in the palate, found

in Eastern Euro[>e.

The second division of the Pcirhes have seven rays in the gills, but only one dorsal fin ; the genera

are arranged by the characters of their teeth, and the leading ones are these :

—

Serraiius, the Sea Perch; AntliJas, the Barber, a beautiful red fish of the Mediterranean, witli metallic reflec-

tions ; Merous, the Great Perch, and some varieties.

Distinct from these are seveial genera, Plectrepo/iia, Dlnropus, Mesoprioii, Jreriiia, Ri/pficu6\ Poljiprion,

CcntropristiSj and Grlstcs. These inhabit dilferent parts of the world, and some of tliem are beautiful fishes.

The Percida; with less than seven gill-rays, are arranged according to the number of their dorsal

fins and the characters of their teeth.

With a single dorsal, some have hookerl teeth among the other ones, as Cirrhttes, which inhabit the Indian

Ocean and have six gill-r?ys. Others have only small teeth, among wdiich there are the following genera, C/iira-

nemtis, Pomoils, Cenfroctius, Priarcaniliu-s, Dales, T/icrapon, Palates, and Elo/es. These are chiefly fishes of the

warm countries, some of the fresh water and others of the sea; their colour is in general silvery, marked with

blackish longitudinal lines.

There are two genera of Percida; which have less than six gdUrays ami two dorsals.

These genera are TWM(?(fo", a native of the North Pacific ; and Si/lago, fomid m the Indian Ocean. One of

the latter is supposed to be the finest fish in India.

\Ve now pass on to other Percida?, wdiich have more than seven gill-rays, and seven soft rays besides

a spine in their vcntrals, the other Acanihopteryfiii having never more than five soft rays.

The genera, Tlolocentriim, Mi/ripns/is, Beri/x, and Trachichthijs, all of which are brilliant fishes of the warm

seas, and some have the air-vessel divided into two parts.

All tlte Percida; hitherto mentioned have the vcntrals immediately under the pectorals ; but there

are others wdiich have them dilferently placed.

The Jugular Percida; have the ventrals upon the throat farther forward than the pectorals. They

comprehend the following genera :

—

Trachinus, the "W'eevers, with the head compressed, the eyes near each other, the mouth obliquely up-
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wards, the first dorsal very shorl:, but \uth a furiuiiiable spine on the first ray, the second dorsal lon^, the

pectorals larg'e, and a stronji; spiiio on Uie 0))ci-calLiiii. Tliese fishes lie in tli<; mud, and inflict severe wounds

with their dorsal spine, which the lishernien believe has a poisonous quality, but it is merely rut2^f,^ed, and lacerates

an ill-conditioned wound, shnilar to what is inflicted by the aiit)er of a Staj^. Perch; which resemble the Weevers,

and inhabit the warm seas, have crooked teeth on the mamillaries and the vomer, but none on the palatal bones.

Pinguipcs, also of the warm seas, more slun;g-lsli than the preceding- ffenus, with the teeth strong; and conical,

fleshy lips, and teeth on the palate. Percojihis, with the body very Ions, some of their teeth long' and pointed, and

the lower jaw much advanced.

One very remarkable g"enus of Percida; is UranoftcopK.'i, the Star-f;"azrr, so called because the eyes are placed

on the upper surface of the nearly cubical head, and directed toward tin- heavens. Thcir-pre-operculum is toothed

on the lower part ; their mouth is cleft vertically ; they have a strong; spine on each shoulder, and only six rays

on each gill. \Vithin their mouth, behind the ton;^ue, is a narrow slip which they can protrude, and with which

they attract small fislies, while themselves are concealed in the mud. Their gall bladder is of immense size.

One species, U. scaber, inhabits the Mediterranean, but none of llie otiters are I'luropean. This is a very ugly ti&li,

but still it is eaten.

The tliinl divi^iuii cumprisob llic Jhilominal Percid.T, or those which have tlic ventral tins beUiiicl

t!ic pectorals.

<.)ne genus has them still partially attacherl to the bones of the shoulder. This is P')i'j/«cm».? (many fillets), so

called because the infeiior rays of their pectorals are filled and extended into long threads. Their teeth are in part

velvety, like those of the true Perches, and partly also like those of a Carp, and they have them on the maxiUaries,

the vomer, and the palate. Their snout, however, is rounded, and the vertical fins ai-e scaly. They are found in

the waters of Avarm countries, and one, P. parad/seus, of a beautiful yellow colour, with sc\'en filaments from the

fin on each side, at least twice as long as the body, is the celebrated "mango fish" of the Ganges, reckoned

the most delicious in India. Most of the other species have the filaments shorter, but the flesh of all of them is

excellent.

Tlie following genera have the veutrals still farther behind, and (he hones of the pelvis quite detach-ed

from the hones of the shoulder. Of these there are several :

—

Sphfii-'riia, the Sea Pike, which has been confounded with the E^ox or True Pike. They are large

fishes, wiMi an 'liiloni,'- liead and projecting under jaw. There are several species inhabiting the warmer
seas, and one, .V. ban-'innht, is as much dreaded as the White Shark. Paralcpls, small fishes, resembling

the last genus in general characters, but witli the second dorsal fin small and fleshy. Mh////m, the Sur-

mullet, a very celebrated genus, and held in much estimation by epicures. These fislirs nnl^t not be

confounded with the MuDets properly so called, which give name to another family, and are tyiiical of

it, being very different in form and appearance from the Surmullets. The latter have the body thick and

obtong, with the protile of the head nearly vertical, the eyes far up, teeth in the lo\\er jaw and palate only, two

cirri inwards at the lower jaw, and but four rays in the gills. There are two species, both of which are European,

the Striped Red Mullet, M. surmnlntus, which is not very uncommon on the southern coast of England ; and the

Plain Red Mullet, M. barbatus, which, though named as a British fish, is chictly found in the M(Ttiri.'rrarioan.

Both species are delicious eating ; and the luxurious Romans used to feast tlhjir eyes \\itli tin- i-lianix':"^ of colour

in the Red Mullet when dying, before they devoured its Ilesh. Upeneus is a genus of the tropical seas, with tcth

in both jaws, but none in the palate. They have only four gill-rays, like the Surmullets, but have also an air-

bladder, which the latter are without. These complete the fauiity of the Pcrchi<e, as now known.

THE SECOND FA:\IILY OF ACANTIIOPTEUYGII.

Fishes w[ti-i Hard Cheeks.

This famdy comprehends a niiml>er of fishes of which the appearance of the head is lingular, being

variously mailed, or defended by spines and sealy plates of liard matter ; but they have many clmraeters

in common witii the Percida^. Their principal distinction consists in the stdjorliiial hone being

more or less extrnded over ihc clicck, and artirulatrd with the upoi ctilnni. The Star-yazer is the (Jiily

gctnis of the Perch fannly which rescnihlc^ llicni in this respect
;

itut in it, tl)ou'.;h the snborliital bono

is very liroad, it is connected jiosreviorly with the temporal bones, and nut with the opercnluni.

The following are the princi[)al genera :

—

TrigfiJ, the Gurnards, so calh'd from tlie sounds which they utter with tln.-ir gill-lids whrn taken out of tlie water.

They have an immense suborbital plate, to whicli the operculum or gill-lid is articulated by an immo\'eal)le suture

so as to be incapalde of separate motion. They have the head vertical in the sides, hard and rougii bones, two
distinct dorsals, three free rays under the pectorals, twelve coeca, and an air-bladder of two lobes. The Gurnanls
properly so called, have small teeth in both jaws, and in front of the vomer, together with large pectorals,

but not sulficicntly so for raising them out of the water, like those of the Flying Fishes. There are many species

found in the temperate seas, which, though in estimation fiu' the table, are inferior in this respect to the Snr
r.iiiUets. The English species are T. cucidm, the Red Gurnard, with strong plates in the' cheeks, the body
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lcn2:tlieiied, and nearly round, one spinous and one soft-ray dorsal fin ; seven rays in tlie gills, pill-opening; large,

and with three free rays at the base of each pectoral. T. Jiirundo, the Sapphirine Gurnard, with the pectorals of

immense size, but in most of its other characters analogous to the Red Gurnard. It is more abundant than that

species, and grows to a larger size. Is rather a di-y fish, but the flavour is tolerably good, and it answers very

^\eU for salting. There are various other species, chiefly found in the Mediterranean.

The following gentra, -NNhich are closely allied to the Gurnards, deserve Bome n(d\cG:~ Pnonotiis, an

American fish, resembling the Sapphirine Gurnard, but with the pectorals so large, that they can support tlie

body during a considerable leap through the air. They have a characteristic band of small teeth, closely

crowded together, upon each parietal bone. Perhiidion, a genus having the whole body mailed with large hex-

agonal scales, ranged in longitudinal rows. Their muzzle is divided in two, and there are cirri to the mouth, but

no teeth. Dacftjlopterus, celebrated as Flying Fishes. They have the subpectoral rays numerous, longer than the

body, and united by a membrane, so as to furnish large supplemental fins, by means of which the fishes can

protract their fall for a few minutes, when they spring from the water to escape the Coryphenes, and other ene-

mies
;
but as the fibhes cannot fly, or take a new impulse from the air, they speedily fall down and become the

victims of the pursuers. 'Ihey arc found in the Mediterranean and Indian Ocean ; and are small fishes, seldom
more tlian a foot in length. Ccphalacanlhus, resembles the former, with the exception of the supplementary fins,

or wings, as they are sometimes improperly called. Cut (u.^, the Bull-head, of \\hich there are several species.

They have the head depressed, with teeth in both jaws and in the front of the vomer, the gill-hds furnished with

spines; gills with six rays, and large openings, bodies slender, and without scales ; two dorsals, near to each other,

and the ventral fins small. Of these, C. f/oOio, the ]\liller's Thumb, is found in rivers ; C. huhalis, which has the

gill-lids very spiny, C. quadricornisy with four short spinous processes on the top of the head, are found in the

sea : besides these there are some foreign species.

Apidophoncs, the Pog"ge, sometimes termed the Armed Bull-head, has the body octangular, and covered with

scaly plates, with recurved spines on the snout, and teeth in the jaws only ; it is a genus found in the Northern

Atlantic and Pacific, bat the species are small and unimportant.

Some groups, recently known, have the characters of Coitus, and of Scorpicna. Of these we may notice

JJejnitriptenis, with two dorsals, abristly head, and no scales on the body ; it varies in length from one to two feet,

and IS found on the American shores. UemiU'pidotiis, has only one dorsal ; teeth in the palate, and longitudinal

bands of scales, which are not visible till the body is dried; it occurs in the Pacific. Plati/cephatus, is found in

the Indian Ocean. It has large ventrals, with six rays placed behind the pectorals ; the head depressed, and sharp

and spinous at the sides, but not operculated. There are se\en rays in the gills, a row of sharp teeth in the

palate, and the body covered with scales.

Scorpct'}ui, of which there are two subgenera, wdiich have the head rough, and hardened with plates, and are com-

pressed laterally; the body is scaly; and there is one dorsal fin. Except in the singular appearance of their

armed and tuberculated heads, they very much resemble the Perches. The subgenera are iicorpa:na, \^ithout

scales, but armed with spines, which are accounted dangerous. They are a gregarious fish, and have

their haunts among the rocks. Some allied species have the body much compressed, and a very high

dorsal fin, united to the caudal. ScbasteSy the Norway Haddock, rather a large species, with many spines on the

head, a long dorsal, of which the posteiior portion has soft rays ; the eyes very large, and teeth in all the jaws. It

inhabits tlie northern seas, and the Greenlanders use its spmes as needles. PteruU-, Indian fishes, resembling

the last genus, but with no lateral ami pectoral rays; remarkably long ; their colour very beautiful; and no

teeth in the palate. Blepsias, inhabits the North Pacific
; has hard cheeks, cirri on the lower jaw, five gill-rays,

small ventrals, and one dorsal, consisting of three lobes. Apiates, Treacherous, are small fitches, having a formid-

able spine on the suborbital plate, and branched rays in the pectorals. Some have scales, and some not. Agriopus,

want the spine of the former, have the dorsal very high, and reaching to between the eyes, a narrow muzzle, and

the body without scales. Pclor, like Scorpaina in their teeth ; two free rays in the pectorals, head flat, eyes close

together, dorsal spines very high, and whole appearance singular. tSi/nayiceia, as ugly as the foniier ; the head

shapeless, tuberculated, and the skin loose. No teeth on the vomer or palate. Like most of the analogous genera,

they inhabit the warm seas, and this genus is considered poisonous. Monocentrif!,—b.idy short, thick, com-

pletely covei'cd with rough, angular plates, four or five .stout spines in place of the first dor>;al ; each ventral a

sin"-le lai'ge spine ; head and mouth large ; teeth on the jaws and palate, shoi't and crowded ; Ibund near Japan.

Giaicrosteits, Stickleback, a numerous and veiy common genus, found both in fretii waters and the sea.

Named from the free spines on the back, and a bony covering on the belly. Their ventrals, placed behind the

pectorals, consist only of a single spine, and they have but three rays and gills. There are several European

specie?;, distinguished chiefly by the number and character of their spnies. Though of small size, they are

exceedingly voracious. Oreosomn, a small oval fi,^h, with its body all covered over with scaly cones
; only one

species is known.

THE THIRD FAMILY OY THE ACANTIIOPTERYGII.

Sci.ENiDJZ (the Maigre Family).

These still resemble the Perches in the notches of the pre-operculum and operculum ; but they have

no toeth on the vomer or palate. The muzzle is thickened, and there are a few scales on the dorsal

fins, of \\hicl» has some genera have one ami others two.

The following are the principal genera :—
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Sntsiia, of wliich there are seven subgenera. The general characters are,—the head inflated, and supported by

cavernous bones ; two dorsah'^, or one deeply notcbLd, the ^oft part much lunger than the spinous ; the anal short,

the pre-opereulum toothed, and the operculum divided into pohits at its extremity; seven arches in the gills.

They resemble the Perches, only they have no teeth iti the palate
; their \vhole head is scaly, their air-bladder

often curiously fringed, and the stony aifpendages in the ear larger than in most fislies. The folloi\ing are the

subgenera :—

&'c/£e>m, or ;\Iai2:rcs, pro|ierly so called, which have the spines of the anal v,eak, and neither elongated canine

teeth nor ciiTi at t\n- ninuth. ( )ne species, .S'. umbra, inhabits the Mediterranean, and used to be highly esteemed,

but has latterly iK'conic rare. It ^^o\\:^ tn the length of six feet or more. Some other species of this subgenus

are found in the Sonthein and Indian Sens.

OtolithiiK, has the anal spines weak, and nn cirri, some elongated or canine teetli, and two horns attached to the

air-bladder, and erected forwards. They are Indian and Ainericari tishes; one is known as the Stone Perch of

Pondicherry. Anci/lodon, resembles the former, but has a short muzzle, long canine teeth, and a pointed tail.

Corc/na, small and crowded teeth, with neither canines nor cirri; the second anal spine ratlier strong. (;ne,

species, C. nigrOy is abundant in the IMediterranean, and there are others in the Indian and American seas.

Jolnihis, resembles the last, but has the second anal spine weaker, and shorter than the&oft rays. They are found

in the seas of India, Tropical Africa, and AmcricLi, inid are esteemed as food, their flesh being white and easy of

digestion. Umbrhia, distinguished by a cirrus on the lower jaw. A remarkably beautiful fish, found plentifully

in the Mediterranean, and occasionally on the southern coasts of Britain. Its ground colour is golden, with bright

bands of steel blue ; and its flesh is excellent. It is not a very long fish, but is sometimes forty pounds in weight.

Pogonias, somewhat like the former, but with several cirri belnw the jaw. Some of tliem are sihery, and attain

the size of an Umbrina. This fish produces much niOJ-e sound than any of the otIiL-r Sci;i.niuti\ on wlm/b account

it is sometimes called the Drum-fish.

Eques, has a long and compressed body, elevated at the shoulders, and tapering to the tail ; the teeth are small

and closely set ; the first dorsal is high, the second long and scaly ; and they all belong to the American seas.

The Sci.Tnidre "^vith a single dorsal fin, are subdivided accordinc;; ro tlie nmnbcr of the gill-ravs.

Those which have seven, c<.)n*espond to some genera of the Sparid;f, and Lave the pre-n]ierculaiu a!\va\'s

notched. The following genera have seven gill-rays :

—

Hcemj/lon, has the muzzle lengthened, resembling that of a Hog ; the lower jaw compressed, opening very wide

and of a bright red. Hence they are called " Red-throats" in the West Indian Islands. Their teeth are small, and

closely set ; and their dorsal fin is slightly notched, having the soft part scaly. They inhabit the American seas.

Pristipoma, have pores in the jaw, like the last species, hot the muzzle thicker, the mouth not so deeply cleft,

and their dorsal and anal fins without scales. The obtuse angle of the operculum is concealed by a membrane.

They are numerous, and inhabit the warm latitudes of botli oci.';nis.

Digrommo, resemble the last-named, except that tljc ra\ ity nf tlir symphysis is wnntivjLS and there are two large

pores beneath each side. They are found in both oceans. TIh.i^c of the Atlantic have large scales, and those of

the Indian Ocean smaller, and a sliorter and thicker muzzle.

The Scifenidae with a single dorsal, and less than seven gill-rays, admit of more snbdivision. Some

have the lateral line extending to the caudal fin, others have it interrupted. The following genera

possess the former character :

—

Lobotes, have the muzzle slmrt, the lower jaw ])roniiiient, tlie boily liii,di, and the posterior angle of the dorsal

and anal fins so elongated, as, with the rmirided caudal fin, to appear in tlirre lobes. Tliere are four groups of very

small points near the end of the jaw , They inlia bit both oceans.

Cheilodactylis, have the body long, the mouth small, many spinous rays in the dorsjd, and tlie lower rays of the

pectorals simple, and produced beyond the membrane.

Scolopshfes, have the second snborbital plate toothed, and terminated by a point directed backwards, crossing

another point of the third suborbital, directed the contrary w-ay. The body is oblong, mmiih little ..lift, teeth

velvety, scales large, and no pores in the jaws. They inhabit the Indian seas.

Microptcres, have the body oblong, three spines on each side of the jaw, and the last rays of the soft part of the

dorsal separated from the others, and forming a small peculiar fin. They have the operculum without notches.

The Scint'nida:'. with less than seven gill-rays, and the lateral line interru])ted, form several genera of

small oval tishes, generally finely coloured, and distinguished by the arniature of their beads. They

have a nearer relation to the genus Chietodon, and resemble some of the fishes with laliyriiuinc

brancliire. The following are the genera :

—

Amj'hifrin/i, with the pre-opcrculum and three operculum pieces dentelated, the K'-itter produced on a single row^

of blunt teeth. Poinacentrc:, have the pre-operculum dentelated, the operculum without nrmature, and a single

row of trenchant teeth. Prcmtifi.-i, have one or two stout spines on the suborbital, and the pre-0|)eiculuni toutlied.

Dasci/Uux, resemble Pomacentres, except in having the teeth very smab, and thickly crowded. All the genera in-

habit the Indian seas.

Glyphhodon, with the gill-lids entire, and a single row of trer.chant and generally notched teeth. They are

found in the Atlantic, Imt more abundantly in the Indian seas.

lldianus, resemble the preceding genus in their operculum, but have the teeth small ami \-(dvety.
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THE FOURTH FAMILY OF THE ACANTIIOPTERYGII.

Sparii)_e (the Sea-eream Family).

These have no teeth in the palate ; their general figure resembles that of the preceding family; their

bodies have scales larger or smaller, but they have none on the fins ; their muzzle is not thickened, nor

the bones of the head cavernous
; they have no notches in their preoperculum, nor spines on the opcr-

cuhiin; their pyrolus has ccecal appendages; they have six gill-rays, which are arranged according to

the form of the teeth. The first tribe, of wliich there are five genera, have the sides of the jaws set

with round, flat teeth, resembling a pavement. The genera are as follow :

—

Sargiis, with cutting teeth in the front, hke those of Man ; but in some species the teeth vary.

Chnisophris, Gilt-heads, with round grinders in the sides of the jaw, and a few blunt conical teeth in front.

There are two Euror-ean species : C. auratiis, a large and beautiful fish, with a g;olden eyebrow; and C. microdon,
with the teeth sjnaller, and the profile fuller. The first species is occasionally found on the south coast of England.
They have very strong teeth, and are able to break the hardest shells of the Mollusca.

Pagrus, has only two rows of grinders,

P. rulriaris, silvery, glossed with red, inhabits the iUediterranean, and is occasionally met with on the English

shores. There are others in the Atlantic and the Indian Ocean, and one of Southern Africa, which has the jaws

as hard as stone.

Prt^f/H.*, has the teeth smaller, and the muzzle more elongated. P. ert/l/irinits, the Spanish Bream, is silvery,

glossed with rose-colour: it is a very beautiful fish. There are numerous others found in the Mediterranean

and other seas ; but the species named is the only one that occurs on the English coast, excepting the Sea Brearn,

P. ccnirodcntufi^ which is of the same colour as the former, but has a large dark patch on the shoulder.

Dcnti'jc, has all the teeth conical, and the front ones hooked. One species, D. vulgaris^ occasionally occurs in

the south of England, and there are various others.

Some liave the mouth less cleft, the body lower, and the caudal scaly to the end ; and others have

no scales on the cheek, but a pointed scale between the ventrals, and one above each of them. These

form a second tribe of the family : and a third tribe also consists of a single genus,

—

Cantharns, which has crowded teeth, hooked, and placed cardwise round the jaws. One species, C. griseus, of

a silvery grey colour, with brown longitudinal stripes, is found on the English shores, and known as the Black

Bream.

The lourtli and la^t tribe consists of two genera :

—

Boops, with the mouth small, and the external teeth trenchant. Tliere are several species in the Mediterranean,

silvery or steel-coloured, with longitudinal golden stripes. Oblada, with small crowded teeth behind the trenchant

ones ; silvery, with blackish stripes, and a broad black spot on each side of the tail.

THE FIFTH FAMILY OF THE ACANTHOrTERYGII.

MeNIDjE.

These differ from the last in the great extensibility of the upper jaw, which is advanced or withdrawn

by means of long iuterniaxillary pedicles. It contains only the following four genera :—

3I(eiui, with fine narrow teeth in the jaws, and a band of the same on the vomer ; body shaped like that of a

Herring, lead-coloured on the back, silvery on the belly, fimans, want the teeth on the vomer, and the body is

less e]e\'ated. C^csio, has the dorsal somewhat higher. Gei-es^ mouth protractile, jaw descends in advancing,

antl teeth in the jaws only : much esteemed for food. The first two genera inhabit the Mediterranean, the third

the Indian Ocean, and the fourth the Atlantic, whence a sti ay individual sometimes reaches the coast of England.

THE SIXTH FAMILY OF THE ACANTHOPTERYGII.

SauAMiPENNEs (Scaly-finncd).

These fishes are so designated because the soft, and often the spinous parts, of their dorsal fins are

so covered with scales as not to be easily distinguished from the rest of their bodies. This is the most

distinguishing character ; but they also have, in general, the body much compressed, and the intestines

long, and with ntimerous ccEca. Linnaius included all those known in his time in the genus Chcetodon,

or bristle-teeth, from the thinness and close array of these parts; hut this genus admits of subdivision,

and there are some others.

The Chtetodons have their teeth like a brash, then- mouth small, their dorsal and anal fins scaly like

the bodv, so that it is difliicult to say where the fin commences. They abound in the seas of warm
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climates, and are rrinarkable fov the Ijeaiitv of tlicir eolours. Their intestines arc lonn-, \virli numerous

cccca, and their air-hiadder.s are

following are the genera :

—

large and strong. Tliey frequent rocky sliorcs, ami arc eaten. Th(

CV(t/:/f)f/on, properly so calliMl, w itii the brnly more or Ifss elliptical,

the spinous and soft rays cotiiinned in a iihiti.nu curve, tlif ?nout ;—o-

jt'Ctins; more or less, and sometimes a small dentation on the operculum.

They all resemble each other, even in their colours, being marked with

a black hand which passes over the eye. In -some, there are several

vertical bands
; others have them longitudinal, or obhcjue ; some have

brown S])ots on tlje flanks; some have glossed hands on the vertical

lins, and oni- or two ocellated spots. Some of them are also distin-

cciiislii.'d by hIaiHcnts produced from the soft rays of the dorsal, and

others have very few spines in that fin.

Chelmon, remarkable for the len,2:th of its srmut, with the mouth small,

antl at the e.xtremity, and the teeth tine like hairs. One species, C.

ni.s/ratus, has the faculty of shootiuff insects with drops of water pro-

jreted from the mouth, and it seizes them as they fall. It is found near

the shores of South-eastern Asia.

IleniocIiKs, Coachman, have the first spines of the dorsal, antl particn-

lariy the thinl and fourth, eKtcnded into filaments like a whip, and

oflcn twice tin.' Icn-tb of tin- bndy.

Ephijijnis, Horseman, with a deep notch between the spinous and

soft portions of the dorsal, the first of which has no scales, and can be

folded into a groove on the back. There are various species, some of
'^ 'C I

<
-

.

tlie American and some of ttie Indian seas; and one species is said to

be a very foul feeder. Many of this genus are found fossil in ilouut Bolca in Italy, which is a vast magazine of

petrified fishes.

llolocaiithus, ha^e a stronc; spine on the operculum, with the edge of that tootlied. They are fornul in tJie warm
latituilps of both oceans, lludr desh is excellent, and the colours beautiful and regularly marked.

l>oiniir>i,itliiis, have the bndy more elevated from a sudden rise of the edge of the dorsal. They are only knuwn
as American.

P/'d^ax, has trcncliant teeth, with three priints in fiTuit of their brushdike ones, and their body strongly con'j-

pressed, and continued into iliirk, ete\"atei.l, and scaly fins, \\ith a few concealed sinncs in the anterior edge, so

that the height is much greater than the length. They inliabit the Indian (_)ccan, but a fossil species has been

found at Bulca.

Ps('//us, resembles Platax, but has all the teeth small and crowded ; and the ventrals, which are very long in

iliat, red\jced to a small spine, without soft rays. They are of various forms, and known only as inhabitants of

the Indian Ocean.

Pimelepfenix, with a single row of teeth ]ilaced on a hori/.nntal base or lieel, and trcnclmnt in the anterior part.

The body is oblong", the head blunt, and the fins thickened with scales, wlience the name. 'I'bev iidiabd both oceans.

Diptcerodo/i, an analogous genus, with trencliant teeth, chisel-shaped, and the spinous and soft parts of the

dorsal separated by a deep notch. Found in the Southern ()cean.

The following genera, wdiJeh are ranged with Cluvtodon, on account of their scalv lins, vet differ

from tliem in having teeth on the vomer and palate :

—

Bramoy Ray's Bream, has the body deep and compressed, the profile ahnnst vertii?al, one elon^-ated dorsal fin,

scales on the dorsal and anal, and slender curved teeth on the jaws and bones of the palate. It is found in the

warmer seas, but is occasionally met with on the shores of England.

Pempheris, has a Ion? and ^caly anal, the dorsal short and elevated, and an obtuse profile and large eye; a small

spine on the t;illdtd, and small crowded teeth on the jaws, vomer, and palate. Inhabits the Indian seas.

yo-Cf/ei-, the Archer, has the body short and compressed, the dorsal far backwards, the snout short and de-

pressed, and the low^er jaw projecting beyond the upper one. It has small teeth crowded in all parts of the mouth,
.-Old the gill-lids finely toothed. It hits insects with drops of water at the height of three or four feet above the

surface, and is remarkably sure of its aim.

THE SEVENTH FAMILY OF THE ACANTlIOPTERYGir.

ScoRiBERiD^ (the Mackerel Family)

This family conipri^es a vast number of genera, nuany species, and countless individuals. Thev arc

eminently useful to Man, and are the oliject of some of the jnost extensive fisheries. IMany of lliciu

were included liy Linn,Tus in one genus, Sromher, but tliev are snlidivided as follows:

—

Scomber, the Mackerel, willi the body s|unille-sli;ijied. beaulifully eolouied, siuootb, ami with small

scales. The common Mackerel is avcU known as one of the most valualjlc of the fast-swimming surface
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fiehes, for the rapidity wil^i \vhich it dies wlien out of ilic "water, and also becomes putrid, or tainted.

There are several species in the European and American seas.

Tln/nnus, the Tunny, has a soft corselet of larg;e scales on flie thorax, a cartilas;inous keel between the crests

and the sides of the tail, and the first dorsal approaching,^ the second. It is very ahiiiidant in the Mediterranean,

Mhere it sometimes attains the length of fifteen or eijj:hteen tVet. It is captured in vast numbers, and forms an

essential article of the food of the people. It has been known in the ileditt-rranean from the remotest antiquity,

and occasionally appears on the British eoast. TU-ra are several species, of which the Bonito, or Striped Tunny,

is one of the most striking-.

Orci/n-u.'i, has the pectoral fins much longer than the Tunny, the back blackish, the belly silvery, and the flesh

much whiter than that of the Tunny. In summer, it visits the Mediterranean and Bay of Biscay, in shoals. [Most

of the Scomberidie frequent the shores in summer, for the purpose of depositing their spawn ; and they subsist, in

Kreat part, upon the fry of the later spawners, as these again live upon theii"s, which is a beautiful adaptation,

whereby the immense surplus of one family offish adequately supplies the wants of another.]

Aux'is, have the corslet and short pectorals of the Tunny, and the separate dorsals of the Mackerel. Found in

the Mediterranean. Of a fine blue on the back, with oblique blackish lines, and the flesh deep red. A AYest Indian

species equals the Tunny in size.

iSarda, differ from the Tunnies ni naving xnc teeth separate, strong, and pointed. The oidy known species in-

habits both oceans, and is common in the Black Sea and Mediterranean.

Ciibiam, have the body long, no corselet, jaw-tccth lai-ge and lancet-shaped, parietal teeth small, short, and

crowded. Found iu tlie warm parts of both oceans ; and some of the species grow very large. ThyrsUes, has the

front teeth longer than the others, pointed teeth on the palate, and no lateral keels to the tail.

Gempybts, have jaw-teeth similar to the last, but no parietal teeth, and the ventral fins scarcely peiceptible.

[These are the subgenera of Scomber, and the remaining ScomberidcC have characters somewhat different.]

Xiphias, the Sword-fishes, resemlilc the Tunnies in their very minute scales, the keels in their tails,

the power of their caudal fin, and tlieir whole internal organization. Their distinguishing characteristic

is a long pointed beak, formed like a sword or

pit which terminates their ap[ier jaw-, and is

1 most powerful offensive weapon, with which

th \ attack the largest animals in the ocean,

[and sometimes drive it into the timbers of

ships, where it breaks, ancl a portion is left].

1 Ins beak is principally composed of the vomer
' and the intermaxillaries, and supported at its

base by the ethmoid and the frontal niaxil-

laries. Tlieir gills are not divided like the teeth of a comb, Imt each consists of two large and parallel

lamina:., w^ith reticulated surfaces. They swim with extreme rapidity, [and it is probable that the

peculiar gills enable them to do this with safety, not being liable to get entangled like those in threads].

'J'heir llesli is excellent. The subgenera are,

—

Xipliias, the Sword-fish, properly so c;tlled ; has the beak long, flattened horizontally, and trenchant, like the

blade of a large sword ; sides of the tail with strong keels; only one dorsal, which wears in the middle in old speci-

mens, and then seems two. This is one of the largest and best fishes in the European seas, and is frequently fifteen

feet long. It is ^'ery abundant in the Mediteri-anean, but less so in the Atlantic. Notwithstanding its formidable

weapon, its great strength, and its almost incredible celerity, a small crustaceous animal penetrates the fiesh of

the Sword-fish, and sometimes so torments it that it dashes itself on the shore with mortal violence.

Tetrapiitrus. Beak shaped like a stiletto; each ventral consists of one jointless blade; two small crests on

each side of the base of the caudal, as in the Mackerel. [These lateral ercf-its on the tail appear to steady that

powerful organ, and tluis render it more elhcient and unerring in its intense labour.] <_)ne species inhabits the

]Mediterranean.

Makalra, like the former, but wants the ventral plates ; rather a doubtful species.

Is/iophorus, has the beak and caudal crests like Tetrapturus but the dorsal hi„h aid '='pn mg as a sail in

swimming; and the long and slender ventrals are composed of t^\ j id\ each ^e\eial species ha\eli tn named,

but they are imperfectly known. All the Svvord-

rishes attain a large size, [and the dorsal fin is subject

to variations].

Centro)iofws, a genus having free spines in-

stead of the first part of the dorsal, and ventrals

in all the species. The subgenera are,

—

Niiiu-rotcs; the Pilot-fish, has spindle-shaped body,

free dorsal spines, keel on the tail as in the Herring,

and two free spines before the anal, I'he Common
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Pilot-tisli of tlii^ IVTr-^Llitrrrancfin is not above a foot lono; ; but it is swift and ^'Gracious, anr) fallows in tlip wake of

ships alon^^ with the Sliurk, which it has been erroneously supposed to lead, and lience its name of Duct or. A
black species of tlie South American coasts has been found eight or nine feet lon^.

Erf,ifiitr.s, form and dorsal spines like the last, but the head flattened, and the keel and anal spines wanting.

L'o/iia, has dorsal and anal spines on the back, one of the former lying flat and directed forwards, but the body

is compressed, uiid no kiM.is on llie tail. There are several species in the I\lediterranean, all eatable, and some of

large size. Tru'-hinoitis nierel\- has tlie liody a little more elevated, and the dorsal and anal longer and more

pointed.

L'lniiirhohdi'Ua. Spines as in the furmer genus, huig hoily, and no ventrals. Tlio subgenera are,

—

Macrogtiailiii-s : has a pointed, cartilaginous muzzle, projecting licyond the lower jaw, and the dorsal and anal

separate from the caudal. Mestacembelus : jaws equal, and dorsal and anal joined to the caudal. Both inhabit

the fresh waters of Asia, and feed on worms, in search of which they plough up the sand witli their cartilaginous

noses ; their flesh is much esteemed.

This is the place for the imperfectly known genus XoUicri/Uhus-, wliieh lias tlie muzzle of the last,

free spines for a dorsal, vcntriils abdoniinal, a lung anal reaching to the tnj) of the lail, and joining a

very small caudal. The kuowu species inhatjit the Arctic Ueean, and have been found two t'eet and a

half long.

\Seriola, This genus resembles Lichia, has a horizontal spine before the dorsal, but the dorsal spines united by

a fin, a small fin with two spines before the anal, and no keel on the lateral line. One species is the .Milk-iith of

Pondicherry, so much esteemed for the delicacy of its flesh. There are several other species in both oceans.

Nomeus, resemble the last, but have large vcntrals attached to the abdomen by their inner edge ; colour,

silvery, with transverse black bands on the upper part. Has been confounded with the Gobies.

Temnodon : tail unarmed, spines or small fins before the anal, first dor.->al s[i,all, second and anal small,

scales, one row of treucliant teeth in each jaw, with small crowded ones behind, and on the vomer, the parietals,

and tongue; seven rays on the gills, and the gill-lid forked. Thi_-re are species common to both oceans, and about

the size of the common Mackerel.

CaraiKV, have the lateral line with scaly plates, keeled, and often spinous, hoi izontal spine before the first of the

two dorsals, last rays of the second dorsal often detached, some spines or a small fin before the anal. Several

species in the European seas, and generally over the globe. Resemble Mackerel, and are called Bastard

Mackerel. [On the British shores they are designated Scad or Horse Mackerel, and they sometimes make their

appearance in Immense shoals, literally " Ijankiug the sea," especially along the Cornish coasts, and shores of the

Bristol Channel. They feed on the fry of Herrings, and are not in much estimation as food.]

Vo/tipr. This genus have the body more and more compressed and elevated in the iliiTerent sub-

genera, while the arn.aturc on the lateral line diminishes, and the skin iiecomes sniooih like satin,

^vithout any apparent scales. They have no teeth, except short and hue ones crowded together; and

the subgenera are chiefly distinguished from each idher !ty \arions filamentary prolongations of some

of the fins. Linna?us and IMoidi included them, luit impruperly, in the genus Zens (^Dory). Tlie fol-

lowing arc the snbgem'ra :

—
Otisliis. Thesr resrnd.i..' Sihil.r, a suligenus of Caranx, but t!.e middle rays of ihe second dor.-al are not

branched, but nieTcly artienhitcd, and extend in Inng lllunienls.

'Sci/ris. Nearly the same in form and filaments,

b ;t the spines of the fir t dm'.'-al hidden in the edge

of the second, and theventrals short.

Blepharis, has long filaments to the second dorsal

and anal, the ventrals very long, and tlie >-|nno

scarcely above the skin ; their body is \ery ele\ ated,

but their profile not so vertical as that of some of

the other subgenera found in the warm seas; and in

the West Indies one species is called the "Cobbler."

Gallim, similar to the last in all respects except

having the i)rofile more vertical. Arfji/reiosus, has

the profile still more vertical, the first dorsal defi-

nitely formed, and some of its rays extended in

filaments, as well as those of the second dorsal ; the

ventrals are also very long.

i''ii)tci\ ]U'0perly so called, has the body cnni-

prrssed. and the profile vertical, as in rlie two snb-

^enci-a immediately preceding it, but none of the

fins are extended into filaments.

Zrn.)!. Alter

genera of \ ome

removing the analogous siib-

this genus eoniprcliends
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fishes with the month greatly projectile, and few aiul weak teeth. They differ much, and require

division into various suhgenera.

Z('!/.'!^ tlif Dory, lias the first dorsal deeply nnfcheci

between the spines, ;iud the iriterniediate menibi-unes

extend into lon;^ filaments, tog'ether with the forked

spines along- the bases of the dorsals and the anal.

One siKcies, the Common Dory (John Dory) is yel-

lowish bfown, with golden or silvery reflections,

according- to the position of the lifflit, with a round

black spot margined with white on the shoulder.

[The Dory has been a renowned fish since the days of

the ancients, who styled it not the fish of Jove, but

Zc/)s-, that is, Jove himself. The religious also claimed

it as the "Tribute-money-fish," from the black marks

of tlie thumb and finLrers of St. Peter on the shoulders,

in which it is the rival of the Haddock—neither of

which fishes Peter had any chance of seeing;. It is

still held in g-reat estimation by epicures; and bein;^; a

ground fish, it keeps two or three days, and is all the

hii, U7 — iii^ D n better for it.]

C'V"'«'S the Boai-hsh, has thenotrhcd doisal of the Dory, but no spines along the dorsal or anal ; it has the

mouth still moie piojectile than the Dory, the body
covered with rough scales, and the fins entirely with-

out filaments. [Its flesh in little esteem.]

Lampris, has a single dorsal very high anteriorly,

as also is the anal, which has one small spine before

its base; sides of the tail with keels; ventrals and
caudal lobes very long, but subject to be worn away

;

colour, violet, spotted with white, and the fins red.

Inhabits the Arctic seas, and grows to alaige size.

[In Britain it is known as the Opah, or King-fish.

J

Equulii. One dorsal with several spines, the fore-

most occasionally long, snout much protracted,

body compressed, and edges of the back and belly

toothed with fins. They are small fishes, several

of which inhabit the Indian Ocean, and some of

them have the power of contracting the snout

when at rest, and projecting it suddenly for the

capture of those small fishes on which they feed.

Menasy has the snout as in the last, but the body

more compressed, the abdomen trenchant and very

convex, but the back nearly straight ; the ventrals

are behind the pectorals, but still attached to the shoulder,

with a black spot near the back.

Stromateus. This genus has the same compressed form as Zeus, and the same smooth epidermis; but the

muzzle is blunt, and not protractile. It has a single dorsal, with a few concealed spines anteriorly, but no

vontrals. The vertical fins are thickened as in the scaly-finned fishes ; the gullet has a number of spines attached

to the membrane. They are found in the ^Mediterranean, the Indian Ocean, and Pacific. Some of the species

dilVer a good deal in form.

Peprilus, has the pelvis trenchant and pointed before the vent, resembling rudimental ventrals, and some

species have this part toothed.

Liivarm, resembles the former, but has no trenchant blade on the pelvis, only a small scale, which covers the

vent, and a prominent keel on each side of the tall. A large species, silvery, with a reddish back, is found in the

European seas.

Seserinus. All the characters of the last genus, save that there are little rudiments of ventrals. One small

species is known in the Mediterranean.

Kurhis, resemble Peprilus, but differ in having the dorsal shorter, and the ventrals larger; the anal is long, and

the scales so minute as to be invisible till the skin is dried. They have seven gill-rays, a spine between the

ventrals, and some small trenchant plates before the dorsal, which has a spine directed forward at its base. Tlie

ribs are dilated, convex, and form a continuous annular tube, which extends so far under the tail, and contains

the air-bladder. Some have a little cartilaginous horn in advance of the plates before the dorsal. They are found

in the Indian seas.

Coryjjhccna, Dorades, or Gold-fishes, the Dolphins of the ancients, and of the modem Ilollanders.

They have the body long, compressed, and covered with small scales ; the head trenchant in the upper

Fig-. 138.—The; Euar-fish.

One only is known, of the Indian Ocean, silvery.
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part; a ihigle dorsal, wliidi oxtondy ili'^ Vvholf k'ngtli of llic liack, uJtli tlcxihle rays l);e ^Yho)e len^rn,

Imt the anterior ones not jointed; and they have seven rays in tiie gills. The following arc thu &uo-

genera :

—

CuniplhViii', the Curyjihene, ijn)]H.'rly so callrd, ]ia\'e tlie head inneh ele\'atcd ; the profile cur\'c(l, find nesrciulin;^

rapidlj' ; they have tL'i_th in the paliite, as \\ ell a^ the jaws. They are lar^-'e and siilendidly-co!oured h^he^, cele-

hrated for the velocity of their motions, and the liavoc which they commit among- the Flying; Fishes. [C hipparis,

tliG Common Coryphene, is found in the Mediterranean and Atlantic. It is a brilliant fish, and drives through the

water like a radiant meteor. Its lon^ dorsal is sky-hhic, \'\ith llif lays gold-coloured ; its tail-fin gre^n ; its hack

L';i-een, niotlh'd with orange ; and it.s belly silvery, divided tVoni tlie former by a yellow lateral line. As it passes

;ilong, however, there is on extraordinary play of colours upon it ; and it is one of the fishes with the changes of

^^l]0^re colours, when dying, the luxurious Romans used to gloat their depraved fancy. Some of the Indian species

are brighter coloured than this one ; and, indeed, all the Scomlierida; have a tendency to g^et blackish in the cold

seas, and brilliant in the warm ones, owint;; to the greater effect nf the solar light in tht* latLer ; fur the .suidieain

is Nature's pencil, ilown even to the deei-est fish or pearl shell].

Ciiraii < ainm-rs, {\\[Xyv from Cm|-\ plieue in lia\iiig ilii.- head oblong", and less elevated, anil the rye in a niedinm

liosltinn. ( 'rnfro/i'/i/ics, has no terth in thi-" pnhite, and a plain space between the occiput and the dijrsul. [(.Mie

spncies, the Black Fish, C. ji"i//j'i/ii/.i, occasionally wanders from the JNiediterranean to the southern slioix'^. of

Uritain. It is a powerful unIi, ;ind not easily caught, but its flesh is much esteemed. It feeds partially on some

sea-weeds, but chiefly on other lishf'S.]

Asirodcrmiis, has the head and dnrsal like the Cnryphene, hut Ihe nionlh '-mail, iVnn- rays in the gills, and the

\entrals very small HI the ttiroat. The srali'S are thinly scattered over the body, ananireil into stars, hence tlie

name. Only one sjieeies is known, which inliabits (iie IMeditcrrmiean ; is ?alveiy. spotted with black, and has a

very long dorsal. The fms are rei.l.

Pterar/is, teeth ami head like the Coryjihene, but the scales larger; ventrals on the throat small; dorsal and

anals as high as the li.sh.

[Such are the leading genera and suhgencru ol' the Mackerel family, one of the most numerous and

splendid in the class.]

TIIE EIGHTH FAMILY OF THE ACANTIlOPTERYriH.

T-KNiD-E (Uibbon-ihaiied).

This fandly is closely allied to the Mackerels, its hrst genus agreeing intimately uitli the last sub-

genera of Scomber. Tlie fishes composing it are long, llattcncd on the ;.idcs, and have very small

scales. One tribe lias tlie muzzle elongated, tlie moutli dec]dy elefl, with sinmg trenehaut teeth, ami

t!;c lower ja\y ]irojccting beyond the upper. This tribe cnntains only two genera.

Lepidnjni.i, the Scabbard-fish, or Scale- foot— from the form of the ventraLs, which :ire merely two scaly plates.

Tlie body is thin and elongated, with a dorsal above, and a low anal beneath, terminating; in a well-formed caudal.

The gills have eight rays ; the stomach is long, with more than twenty cceca near the pyrolus ; and the air-bladder

i'i long and slender, with a glandular body attached. One species, L. ariji/reus, occurs from England to Southern

Africa, but is not plentiful. It is sometimes five feet long, hut it is rare. [It swims with exti-eme rapidity, and

often with the head above water. It has no scales on the body, except the two which occupy the place of the

ventral fins.]

Trichiiinis, Hair-tail. The body, mu2/,led jaws, and ti>eth like Uic last, and a dorsal extending along the hack; but

no ventral, anab or caudal fins, excepting a few obscure little spines on the under side of the taib which terminates

in a hair-like point; there arc seven rays in the gills ; the stomach is long and thick ; the intestines striped with

numerous ccKca ; and their air-bladder long and simple. Viewed laterally, they resemble beautiful silver ribbons.

There are several species of the Indian Ocean, and one at least of the Atlantic. [One, 7\ L'-pturus, called by

snnie the Blade-fish— in contrast, we suppose, to the Scabbard-fish—occurs occasionally in various parts of the

Pritish seas. It is shining silvery, with greyish-yellow fins; the dorsal mottled with black on the edge; the

iiides are golden]. Some of the Indian Trichiuri have been described as having electric or galvanic properties,

but such i^^ not the fact.

A second tribe cumprchcuds genera which lia\c the mouth small, and little cleft.

Ci/mueinis, has the body elongated, and flat, without an anal fm, but with a long dorsal, a caudal composed of

fr\v rays, and ventrals under the yiectorals, which are fibrous, with small expansions at their extremities, but both

they and the anterior of the dorsal are liable to be broken. The fishes themselves are very icudtr, their bones

S(t(t, their fins easily rent, and their flesh soon decomposed. They occur in the Meilitcrranean, the liLdian, the

Atlantic, aiel the Arctic Seas. Some of them are ten feet in length. [Two .species have occurred in the British

seas:— G. Jhnrho'.Kii, iiii the coast of CornwaU, and '/. frrcfinis, on some of the northern coasts ; but the last

species is not very satisfactorily made out, as the tenderness of the fish causes it to be mutilated almost the in-

stant it is stranded.]

Sliilepliorm, has a caudal fin, as in the last, but shorter ; and instead of the tail ending in a hook in the middle

of the fin, aw it docs there, it is pioduced in a filament longer than the body.
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A third tril)e lias tlie nuizzle snort, and the nioutli citTt obllrjiicly. It contains tliree •cnera.

Scpola, have a long; dorsal and anal, the top of the cranium llattuned, tlie y-ape incUniufi- upwards, all the spines

of the dorsal flexible, but those of tlie vcntrais stiff, cavity and stomach very short, and the air-bladder extending

as far as the tail. One species, of a reddish colour, inhabits the Mediterranean; [and is occasionally found on the

south coast of England, >\here it is known as the Red-band Fish, or Red Snake-fish. They appear to have Httle

command of themselves in a stormy sea]. Lophotes, head short, with an osseous crest surmounted by a spine,

bordered behind this with a low fin, extending from this spine to the tail, which has a very small caudal ; the anal

very short, pectorals moderate, and scarcely any ventrals ; teeth pointed, eyes very large, and abdominal cavity

occupying nearly the whole length of the body. One species is known iii the Mediterninean, where it attains a

targe size.

THE NINTH FAMILY OF THE AGANTHOPTKRYGII.

Theutyes (the Lancet-fish Family).

These agree with the Mackerel family in some respects, but ditfer in others, such as trenchant spines

on the sides of tlie tail, and an horizontal spine befoi'e the durjal. The family contains few genera, all

foreigners, with compressed oblong body, small mouth, slightly or not at all protractile, and only a

single row of trenchaut teeth in the jaws. They feed chielly on fuci and other marine phmts, and have

large intestines. [Their powerful spiues, which they use very dexterously, are weapons of defence

supplied to them for nearly the same purposes as the horns of the ruminant Mammalia.]

SiganuSf have a unique character in their ventrals, which have two spinous rays, one external and the other

internal, and three branch rays between them. They have live giU-rays, a horizontal spine before the dorsal, and

the styloid bones of the shoulder so curved as to imite at their cxtri'mities -vuth the lirst interspiral bone of the

anal. There are numerous species in the Indian Ocean.

Acaniliiirus, Lancet-fishes, have the teeth trenchant and notched, and a strong spine at each side of the tail, as

sharp as a lancet, with which they inflict severe wounds on such as attempt to handle them unwarily; hence their

eommon name. They are found in the warm parts of both oceans: some with the dorsal very elevated, othere

with a tuft of bristles before the lateral spine, and others again with the teeth divided like a comb.

Pr'tonurus, dilfer from the last only in having a number of horizontal cutting- blades on the side of the tail, in

place of the strong spine. [These might be termed Scarifiers.]

Naseiis, have trencliant blades in the tail like the last, but with conical teeth, and a prominent horn projecting

over the muzzle ; only four rays in the gills, and three in the ventrals. Tliulr skin is leathery.

Axlnnriis, more elongated tlian the linst, and without the prominence in front, but with the same number of rays

in the gills and ventrals ; on each side of the tail, they have a single square cuttmg-blade, without a basal shield;

their mouths are small, and their teeth slender.

Priodon, have the notched teeth of Acanthurus, the three soft venti'al rays of Naseus, and the sides of the tail

armed hke Syganus.

THE TENTH FAMILY OF THE ACANTHOPTERYGII.

Fishes w^itii Labyrinths in the Pharynx.

By the term Pharyinjina' lahyrinlhiformai, is meant that the upper membranes of the pharvnx

aie divided into small irregular leaves, more or less numerous in the ditierent genera, containing cells

between them, which tlie fish can at pleasure till with water; and by ejecting a portion of this water,

moisten its gills, and thus continue its circulation wdiile out of its proper clement. [From this con-

trivance of Nature herself, wc ai'e to understand that, if the gills of a fish can be kept properly

moistened, by salt water or by fresh, according as the fish is naturally an inhabitant of one or the

other, it may be carried alive over land to an indefinite distance]. By means of this apparatus,

these fishes are enabled to quit the pool or rivulet which constitutes their usual elciuent, and move to

a eonsideral.ile distance over land. This singular faculty was unknown to the ancients ; and the people

in India still believe that these lishes fall from heaven.

[In cold and temperate climates, this apparatus is not necessary, because all the jionds and streams

there, wdiicb are capable of supporting fish, are perennial, and never dried np, except in seasons of

extreme drought, when, of course, all the fishes perish ; but in tropical countries, and in India perhaps

above all other tropical countries, where the seasons are alternate drought and rain, there is neither

food nor water for a fish during the one season, and plenty of both during the other. Hence, these

lishes are furnished with this peculiar apparatus in the pharynx, by means of which they are enabled

to ffdlow the water over dry obstacles, and, in some of the 'species, to climb steep banks, or even trees,

ia the course of their instinctive journeys]. The following are the genera:

—
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.-//. iihas, till- Clinil'iii:;" Pcrcli

1 l\ HI llf t tl I M I

>r Iii.li: Tlii;

I

(•mis lias the labyrinths highly complicated ; the third pharynj^i

I til i laniuni; the body is round in the section, and covered with

stronj^ scales; the head is larf^e, the muzzle short

ami )ilunt, and the mouth smaH ; their lateral line

is ijitcrrupted for the posterior third ; the margins

of the operculum, super- operculum, and inter-

opcrcuUnn, are stron^^y toothed, but there are

nu trcih in till.' ]ire-oiK'rculLun ; their gills have

f\s'' riiys; tlify ha\e many spinous rayy in the

dorsal and anal; and their stomach isofmiJdie

size, rounded, and \^ith three ccecular appendages

J jjj _\,i,,i,„ to the pyrolus. Only one species is known, which

not only quits the water, and moves over banks,

but is said by Thildorf to (-limb luislii.-s and trees, by moans of its dorsals and the spines on the gilldids ; but

others dispute the latter power. This species is very common in India.

Pohiacanthits, has the spinous rays as numerous as the last p;enns, or even more so; and the same mouth, scales,

and interrupted lateral line, but the gill-lid is ntit tnotherl ; the body is compressed ; there are four rays in the

gills, a narrow band of small crowded teeth in the jaw >, but no palatal teeth; the labyrinths are less compUcated,

and the pyrolus has cmly two coecular appendages.

Macropodus, differs from the last in having the dorsal less extended, and that in the caudal and venti'al ending

ill slender points ; the anal is also larger than the dorsal.

Hesostoma, have a small compressed mouth, so protractile as to advance from and retreat to the suborbitals ;

they have small teeth on the lips, and some on the jaws of the palate ; tive gill-rays, on the arches of which, to-

wards the mouth, there are lamella? resembling the external ones ; the stomach is smaU, and has only t\iO )iyrolic

cosca, but their intestine is long; the air-bladder is very stout.

OspJ>romonirs [so called from a conjecture, apparently erroneous, that the labyrinths of the pharynx are organs

of smell], resembles Polyacanthus, but has the forehead concave ; the anal longer than the dorsal ; the suboidjitals,

and inferior edge of the pre-operculum, finely toothed ; the tirst soft ray of the ventrals very long ; six gill-rays
;

the body much compressed. (.)ne species, O. alfax, grows as large as a turbot, and is considered more delicious.

It has been introduced into ponds in the Isle of France and Cayenne, where it thrives welt. The female, as in

many other species of fish, digs a cavity in the sand for tlir rei-eption of her eggs.

Tr/V/i!Oji:)orf«^, has the forehead more con\ex thini ilie la^t, a shorter dorsal, and only four gill-rays. Tlie only

known species is a small fish from the Oriental Isles, of a brownish colour, with a dark spot on the side.

Spirobranchus, resembles Anabas, but has no teeth on the gill-lids, but teeth in the palate. The only known
species is a minute fish of Southern Africa.

Ophiccphalus, like the rest of the family in most of it.^ cliaractiTs, (^pnially in the pharyngi-al labyrinth, and

can creep for some distance over land; but it diti'ers from all otlier Acantliui.iteiygii in having no sjiines in the

fins, except a short one on the first of the ventrals. The body is long, and nearly cylindrical ; the head flat, and

covered with polygonal plates ; the dorsal extends nearly the whole length ; the anal is also long, and the caudal

round it ; tlu^y Inive li\'e giil-rays
;
the stomach is obtuse, with inridrr;il(_ly long cceca ; and the abdominal ca^-ity

extends nearly tu the base of the caudal. They are found in IihIm and (.'hina, of various species, and diflerent

sizes. In the furnicr country, the jugglrrs, imd even Ww rhildrdi, ann.ise themselves by making it crawl along

upon tlry grumid
;
and in <!.lliiiia, tlie largei- ones are cut o]i ali\e \<<\- >al(.- in the mai-kets.

[All the genera and species of this family arc frcsli-wator fishes ; and they have not liithcrto liecii

found except in the south-east of Asia and the adjacent islands, and in Southern Africa.]

TIID ELEVENTH FAMILY OF THE ACANTllOPTERYGIL

MuGiLiD-i: (tin; ^fuLT.ET Faniily).

This family consists (d the fullnwing three gcncni :—

Miigil, the Mnllct, prop) riy so called, [wliieli must not, however, be confounded with the Red

Mullets, either iilain or stripeil, which ar<' included in the rercli family]. Their organi/.atiMu lias so

many peculiarities that they migld he formed into a separate family. Their body is nearly cylindrical,

covered with large scales, two separate dorsals with only fnur spinous rays in llie first, ap.d the \rnirals

are a little in rear of the pectorals. Their head is a little depressed, covered with large an'^ular scalv

))1at(.'s ; their muzzle is short ; their form is an angle, in consequence of a prominence at the middle of

the lower jaw; and their teeth are veiy small, and in some almost imperceptible. Thev have six

gill-rays ; the bones of the pharynx give an angular form to the gullet ; their stomach terminates in a

lleshy gizzard, resembling that of a bird; they have few ccccal appendages, Imt the iutcstinal canal is

long and doubled. They are gregarious,' resorting to the mouths of rivers in large trdOj.s. am] cnn-

stantly leaping up (.mt of the water. [Tliey feed in part U[Min small Cralis and other Crustacea which
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they swallow entii-e]. There are bcveral species found in tlie European seas, of Avhicli the flesh is

much esteemed.

M. cephalus, the Grey Mullet, has the eyes half covered by two adipose membranes, adhering to the anterior

and posterior mar2;ins of the orbit; when the mouth is closed the maxillary is completely hidden under the

subortiital
; the base of the pectoral has a long crest -with a keel ; the nostrils are separated by a considerable

space, and the teeth are a little prominent. It is the largest and best of the Mediterranean species. [It occm'S

aLso on the British shore, thouirh, perhaps, not so frequently as another species, the Thick-lipped Grey Mullet,

M. chrlo. The two are, however, sometimes confounded with each other. In addition to these, there is another

Grey Mallet, first described by Mr. Yarrell, and which, from its shortness in proportion to the length, he has

called M. cuifns. "With the exception of its form, its small size, and some difference in the rays of the pectoral,

ana], and caudal fins, it bear:^ considerable resemblance to M. c'.'j>liahi.s.'\

M. capita, the Ramando of Nice, has the maxillary visible behind the commissure of the jaws, even when th?

mouth is shut ; its teeth are much weaker : its nasal openings nearer to each other ; and the membrane of the eye

does not cover any part of the ball. The scale before the pectoral is short and blunt, and there is a black spot at

the base of that fm.

Two much smaller species (M. aureus and M. saltator of Risso) resemble M. capita. The first has the maxillaries

under the suborbitals, like Cephalus, but the nostrils are near each other, as in Capito. The second, with tlie cha-

racters of Capito, have the suborbital notched, showing the maxillary.

M. c/ietoy is common in the Mediterranean and the Atlantic. It is easily distinguished by its thick fleshy lips,

by their ciliated edges, and by the teeth which penetrate their substance like hairs. The maxillary is curved, and

appears behind the commissure. M. labia, a small American species, has proportionally larger lips, with their

margins curved. There are also some thick-lipped species in the Indian seas. [There seems little doubt that

Chelo is the Grey Mullet, which is so frequently taken in the bays and estuaries on the Channel coast, although

not the one generally described as such].

Tetrngonurus, is so named from the projecting keels or ridges on each side, near the base of the caudal. It is

also one of those insulated genera which indicate particular families, [rather than belong to any of those esta-

blished ones]. They in part resemble the Mullets, and in part the Mackerels. Their body is elongated ; their

spine is dorsal, long, but very low ; their soft dorsal, which approaches the other, higher and shorter ; their anal

is opposite the soft dorsal, and their ventrals a bttle behind the pectorals; the sides of the lower jaw are raised

vertically, and furnished with a single row of trenchant teeth like a saw, and inclosed, when the mouth is shut, by

the upper teeth ; there is also a small range of teeth upon each parietal bone, and two on the vomer ; the gullet is

furnished internally with hard and pointed papillai ; their stomach is fleshy, and doubled; their coeca numerous,

and their intestinal canal long. Only one species is known, an inhabitant of the Mediteri'anean, about a foot long,

and black : its flesh is believed to be poisonous.

Atht )'ina, is a genus which does not cnmi>letelv harmonize \\\t\\ any other, and therefore it is arranged between

the Mullets and the Gobies. It has a lengthened body, two dorsals far apart, ventrals behind the pectorals, the

mouth protractile, and furnished with very small teeth. All the known species have a broad silvery band along

each flank. They have six gill-rays ; their stomach is a cul-de-sac, and no coicular api>endagGS. The last trans-

verse process of the dorsal vertebra; are bent, forming a sort of conical receptacle for the end of the air-bladder.

They are small fishes, much esteemed for the delicacy of their tltsh; and the fry remain a long tinje in shoals

along the shores, and are consumed in great numbers. Four species are found in the Mediterranean, and there

are a good many foreign ones. \_A. pi-esbr/fer, is found on the south coast of England, and also on the east coast

as far as Lincolnshire, and in the Firth of Forth, but not abundantly. On the coasts of Hampshire and Sussex it

is plentifid ; and on the Cornish coast it is taken at all seasons. It is a handsome little fish, about six inches long,

known as the Sand Smelt, but inferior in flavour to the true Smelt.]

THE TWELFTH FAMILY OF THE ACANTHOPTERYGH,

GoBiOD^ (the Goby Family).

The fishes of this family are known by the thinness and flcxiliility of their dorsal spines. They all

^^==^ =—-3:.^^.^^^:^ "-^

—

^^:c^.^^L--:^
-

zzz-^ have the same kind of \isccra,—namely, a long,

"

"--u^^^g^^^^-^^ ^^^^"
-

= uniform, intestinal canal, without cffica, and

~ -j|^ -^.^^: y^~~
^r^^^^n^~^^^^^=^~^~~"~~" "^^ air-bladder. [The family contains several

-= ~~^^^^^^^^^^^^ia^~^— ~ genera, sonje of \\Iiich admit of subdivision].

' "^ ^^^^^^^^̂ ^^^zi- ^z
~^ —__ Bletinius. The Blennies liave one well-marked

^=^^- ^i^i^I^^^S^ ^^.. t,- —^_ character in their ventral fins, inserted before

^7^- ^—=. X?L
-' ^ the pectorals, and having only two rays each.

'-^_
. ;^r^^ — -* _^ !^t~ '^^^^ stomach is slender, with no cul-de-sac; the

z~.^-^J^_^^^~~^ " ^^^"^^^ intestine large, without cceca, and there is no

air-bladder. The form is elongated and com-

pressed, and there is but one dorsal, composed

almost entirely of jointless but flexible rays
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They live in sriKill troops, among rocks near the coast, swimming and leaping:, anrl can exist for iome

time withont watiT. Their skit\ is cuvercd with a miiicous secretion, "whence they have their cnmmoii

name Blcnnies. Many of them arc viviparous, or hring forth their young alive, fully formed, and

ca])ahle of suhsisting by themselves. They are divided as follows:

—

BleiinirSj properly so called, have the teeth eqiia.! and closely set, forrnini:^ onlv a sinfclc and rf'2"iilEir row in each

jaw, but terminating: behind, in some of the species, by a longer and crooked tooth ; their head is blunt, their

protile vertical, and their muzzte short. Most of them have a fringed appenda^^e over each eye, and sonie have

another on each temple. Their intestines are wide and short. The following are some of the more reniarkable

species :

—

B. oceltaris, Ocellated Blenny, or Butterfly-fish. This has two lobes in the dorsal, the tiist marked with

around black spot surrounded by a white ring;, and then a black one. It is a native of the Mediterranean, [but is

occasionally hiund in tl:e South of Kntrland by dredginj^. It li\'es amon:^ the rocks and sea-weed, and is under-

stood to feed oil mini.itc Crubtacea ami Mollusca. It sjiawns in syirinp. It is a very small fish.] B. icn/acu/ar/s

has four filaments on the head, the dorsal fin even, and a black spot on the fourth and fifth rays. [It is not

named among the English Blemncs.] B. <iattonigiiie, has the dorsal nearly even, and only two fillets on the head.

[It is found on the Cornish shores, varying in length from one inch to five. The general colour is reddish-brown,

paler on the belly.] B. pabmcor)us,'hR?, the appendage over the eye fringed, and the dorsal almost quite even,

the anal long, and the caudal rounded; [it is found on various parts of the British shores, and even as far north as

Norway. It is usually of ^mall size, and pale brown, mottled with dark dull brown]. In some the appendages

o\"er the eyes are hardly viNible, but they carry a prominent membrane on the top of the head, which becomes red

and inflated in the pairing season. Of these there are several in the European seas. B. galeriia. [Head blunt and

rouriiled, body smooth, compressed, and clammy, one long dorsal fin, ventrals before the pectorals, with only two

rays each, and both joined at the base. This is an insignificant species, found occasionally on the British shores, but,

like most of the genus, quite valueless.] B. rubiccps, has the first three rays of the dorsal elevated, with red

points, and the top of the liead of the same colour. B. phol'is, has the head without any appendages, the dorsal

notched, and the pectorals rather large. [It is found on the British shores, and is remarkably tenacious of life,

being capable of living a good many days if kept in moist grass or moss : like the rest, it is of trifling value.]

The following subgenera are separated from the Blennies, properly so called :

—

Myxodcs, \\ ith the head lengthened, the muzzle pointed, and prnjcctcd in ad\ ance of the juouth ; a single row of

teeth, but no large or canine ones.

i^fz^rtrmj, have the teeth in a single row, placed close, hooked, but very slender and nunierous. In a recent

specimen they yield to the touch like the keys of a musical instrument. The head is much compressed above, and
enlarged transversely below; their lips are fleshy and thick ; their profile is quite vertical. Their intestines bave
spiral convolutions, and are longer and more slender than in the Common Blenny. They are found in the Indian

Ocean only.

Clinus, have short pointed teeth, dispersed in several rows ; their muzzle is less obtuse than in the foi'mer ; the

stomach is more ample, and the intestines shorter. Iliere are some variations of character.

CirrJitharba, resembles Clinus in shape, has small curved teeth, a little filament over the eye, one in the nostril,

three larger ones at the end of the muzzle, and eight under the point ot (lie Inw^i- jaw. Found in India.

il/urtc/;iy7rft'#, the Spotted Gunnel, or Butter-fish, has the ventral smaller than in any of the rest, often only a

single ray ; head small ; body lengthened like a swurd-blade ; a low dorsal, extending the wdiole length of the

back; teeth like Clinus; and the stomach and intestine ha\e a UTiiform appearance. [Found generally in the

European seas, even as far north as (iieenland, wheie it is eaten. There it is said to grow to the length often

inches, but on the British shores it is seldom more than six. The mucous secretion of the skin is very copious.]

Opiatognalhus, resembles the true Blennies in form, especially its short snout ; has large maxillaries prolonged

backwards to a sort of moustacbe ; teeth rasp-like, the external row stronge&t ; three rays in the ventrals, which

are directly under the pectorals. From the Indian Ocean.

Zoarcu.s. These cannot be separated fmnj the Hlennies, though they have no spinal ray, for they have all the

more essential characters
;
[one species, Z. i-ivijHinns, is very common on the British shores, especially the north

and east ; it is easily taken about the season when charlock is in fiij\\er in the corn-fields ; but it is of little value,

and generally disliked, because when boiled its bones turn green. It attains the len;ith ot seven or eight inches,

and the female brings forth her young alive. The body is heavy and lumbering, for so small a fish. Z. hihrosKS

is an American species, of an olive colour, with brown spots, and it sometimes attains the length of three fe-et.]

Anarhchas. [iSo very similar did Cuvier consider these fisli to the Blennies, that he was disposed to consider

th m IV Blennies without ventral fins.] Their dor-

^^^'"-'lor,,,,,^ sil tin I') composed entirely of simjile but not stitf

"''^ ^^ 'i ^^^"JX.^^^ '^^"^ '^"'^ extends, as does also the anal, very close

to the base of the caudal, which last, as well as the

^ \.';^"4^i.g^^^^
"^ I

e ti t ds is rounded The whnie body is soft and

L-.,^.-*^'Sfi^"5Mi^^^^ sl„n\ Iheir panetul bunes, vomer, and man-
i!)U>, aie hard, with stout liony tubercles, sur-

mounted by small enamel teeth ; but their fiont

teeth are much larger and conical. This stmcture of the teeth gives them an armature, which, added to their large

si/.e, makes them both fierce and dangerous fishes. They have six rays in the gills; stomach short and fleshy,

with the pyrolus near its base ; the intestines short, wide, and without co^ca ; and they have no air bladder.
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A. Jupur., t)io «p;i ^Yolf, or ScM Cat, is the mnst romnion six^ries : it inhabits the north seas, and is very often
met witii

;
uthaiiirii,^ tiiL- ki.tjth of six ur seven feet. Its eolour is biown, clouded with darker. Its Iksli

rescinljles that of an Kel. It is very vaUiable to the Icelanders, Mho salt its flesh for food, employ its skin as
sbaj^Tcen, and make nse of it.s gnW as soap. [This hir^e and formidable species is ahiiost exclusively confined to
the northeri: seas, and in appearance it is a very repulsive fish. Its body is thick and lumbering, while the form
of the pectorals, the colours of the front, the proximate position of the eyes, and the ffreat teeth, give it much the
appearance of a Cat, or even of one of the more formidable animals of that family. Its manners accord with its

aspect, for it is remarkably strony, very active, and equally ready to defend itself or attack an enemy. It often
enters the fishermen's nets for the purpose of plundering; them of the entansried fish j and when the fishermen
attack it, and it cannot dart throui;h the net, it fights like a Lion. They maul it with handspikes, spars, and such
heavy timber as they may have in the boats ; but even when it is landed, and apparently dead, they are not quite
safe from its bite. On the east coast of Scotland, it is a frequent thouf^ii by no means a welcome visitor ; and
thoni^h those who can overcome their aversion to its appearance find it wholesome and light food, yet it is a fish

which the majority would not receive gratis. It deposits its spawn in eai-ly summer, among the sea-weed, and is

understood toprey indiscriminately ujion Fishes, Crustacea, and shelled Mollusca, its jaws and teeth being capable
of breaking the liardest shell. In the Arctic seas, wlrieb are its appropriate localities, it grows to a greater size

than on the British shores.]

Gobius, the Gobies, or Sea Gudgeons, are easily recognized by the union of their ventrals, ^liieh are

thoracic, and united either for tlieir whole length, or at their bases, into a single bollovp disc, more or

less funnel-sliapeJ. The raj'S of the dorsal are flexible, theii' gills have five rays only; and, like the

Blennies, they have but little gill-opening : they can live for some time out of the "water. Like the

Blennies, also, their stomach has no cul-de-sac, and their intestines no cceca. In their reproduction

they further resemble the Blennies; and some species, as in these, are known to be viviparous. They

are small or n)iddle-sized fishes, which live among rocks near the shore, and most of them have a

simple air-bladder.

They admit of division into the following subgenera :

—

Gobins, comprehending the Gobies, properly so called. They have the ventrals united for the whole of their length,

and also a transverse membrane joining their bases in front, so as to form the whole apparatus into a concave disc.

The body is lengthened, the head moderate and rounded, the cheeks turgid, and the eyes near each other, and

they have two dorsal fins, the last of which is very long. Several species iidiabit tlie European seas, the characters

of which are not sufiiciently ascertained. They prefer a clayey bottom, in which they excavate canals, and pass

the winter in them. In spring they prepare a nest in some spot abounding with sea-weed, which they afterwards

cover with the roots of iJo^^e/'^ (grass-wrack). Here the male remains shut up, and awaits the females, whicli

successively arrive to deposit their egg's ; and these he fecundates, and exhibits much solicitude and courage in

defending them from enemies. The Goby is the PAyc/j of the ancients ; according to Aristotle, " the only fish

that constructs a nest."

G. inger,t\i(i Black Goby, or Common Goby, is the nne mnst frequent on European shores. [It is only about

five or six inches long, and of scarcely any value, except as food for other fish. The margins of the united ventrals

form almost a perfect oval, and there is a tubercle behind the vent, the use of which is conjectured, but not known.

In the Mediterranean the species are much njore numerous, have considerable variety of colour, and one, the Great

Goby (G. capita) grows to the length of a foot or more. Other British ones are, the Two-spotted Goby, a small

species with one dark spot under the base of the first dorsal, and another on the base of the caudal,—this is not above

two or three inches long; the Spotted Goby, about three inches long, yellowish, with pale rust-coloured spots,

very abundant in estuaries, or on shallow shores, and used by fishermen as bait ; and the Slender Goby, similar

to the preceding in colours and in length, but much more slender in the body. The habits of all are nearly

the same.]

. Other subgenera m-c,—Gobiodes, which difi'er from the Gobies in nothing but having one dorsal tin. Tcnioidcsy

more lengthened in the body ; the lower jaw elongated, and rising over the upper one ; tongue very fleshy ; some

cirri on the lower jaw; eyes extremely minute, and almost hidden. P<7;7o^//m^;H?/i'.- the entire head scaly ; eyes

with a niovealtle underlid ; the pectorals scaly for more than half their length, which gives them the appearance

of having wrists. [Indeed, this species leads naturally to the structure and habits of the family next to be noticed].

Thc'ir gill-openings are still smaller in proportion than those of the Gobies ; and they can live for a longer time

out of the water. In the Molucca Islands, which they inhabit, they may be seen creeping and leaping over the .

mud, either to escape from enemies, or to seize upon the minute Crustacea which constitute their food. Eleotris,

have, like ihe Gobies, flexible spines in the first dorsal, and an ap[iendage behind the vent ; but they have the

ventral fins separate, and six gill-rays. They inhabit chiefly the fresh waters uf warm countries, and lurk in the

mud. One, £. rforma^ru', the Sleeper, from the West Indian marshes, is tolerably large
; and others have been

foQiid in Africa, in India, and in the Mediterranean.

Colli onipnus, have two very striking characters : their gill-openings are only a hole on each side of the nape,

and their ventrals are placed under the throat, separate, and larger than the pectorals. The head is oblong, de

pressed, and with the eyes directed upuards; their intermaxillaries are very protractile, and their pre-operculi are

lengthened backwards, and terminate in some spines ; their teeth are small, and thickly set, and they have none

in the palate. They are finely-coloured fishes, with the skin smooth ; th*^ first dorsal supported by setaceous rays,

X 2
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tlif first of vrliliii reaches backwards nearly to llie tail ; and the second dorsal and the anal have al^^o the rays con-

siderably elcntrnted. They ha\"e neither cul-de-sac to the stoinaeh, ca-'Ca, nor air-bludder.

One species, C. liira, the Dini^^onet, is common in the British Channel, [and not rare on many pnrts of the

British coast, even as far north as t lie ( )ikMi.'\s. 'Ihe iircvailing" colour is yellow, with spots of brovvnisli yellow,

whence some of the common names of the \\>\\. It iVeiiuents the shallow waters, feeding on Crustacea, Mollusca,

andAWtrms; and auswerin;:^ litlle purpose, save as food for more valuable fi&h. Us Ih.'^h is said, however, to be

lirm and ^ood. (_'. (/rormn iilns, xW- Sordid Dragonet, is more dingy in colom", am.l h;t> the rays of the first dorsal

much less produced. It was once 5oppr)sed to be the female of the other species, but the mistake has been found

out and rectified. Tliere are some subf>;enera nearly allied to Callionynius.]

Trichonote.i^ iliflers not much from the last, except in having the body vei'y Icm^, a sin;;"le dm'sal, and Ihe anal

proportionally longer. The tir.st two rays of the dorsal are extended in long threads, representing the first dorsal

of the former. It is said that the gill-opeuings o1 this subgenus are tolerably wide.

Comep/tonts, have the first dorsal very low ; the muzzle oblong, depressed, and limad ; the gilN a\ ith se\ cvt rays,

and large openings ; the pectorals very long; and (which distinguishes them tVom tlie rest of tin- fuuiiK) th^-y have

no ventrals whatever. Tlie known species is found in the fresl)-\^ater lake of Baikal. It is a foot in length, ven.'

soft and greasy in its sultstance, and presided for obtaining an oil. It is not fished for in the lake, but found dead

on the shores after storms, ^vhicil are tliere severe and frequeut.

Chirnsy are fishes with tlie body rather long, small ciliated scales, a small unarmed head, a ^hallow nioutli, \\ ith

small and irregular conical teeth. The spines of the dorsal are ahiays slender, and that fin extends along tiie

whoie back. Their distinguishing character is several series of pores, extending along the side, and having some
resemblance to additional lateral lines. All the known species inhabit the Sea of Kamtschatka.

THE TTllRTEENTII FAMILY OF TIIE ACANTIIOPTERYGII.

Pkctoralks Pk DUNCULATI (Fi&li-C's witli Wrists to the Pectoral Fins).

There are some spinnus fi^lie-i in which tlie car[(al l)ones are so elongated as to form a sort of aruj or

^\^iit, to tlie cxtrcmiry ofwiiicli tlio }irct(iral lin is articulated. The family consists of two genera,

closely allied to each other, i lioiigli aiii liurs ha\c Sdiiielimes placed tliciu far a pa it in their arrangements;

and they are also rrlated to the Goiiics, [particularly to Per/o;j/Ao/)/;i;5, already noticed. Tliis is a very

lieculiar structure of the fins; gives these tishes a strange appearance, and enables them, in smne in-

stances, to leap suddenly up in the \\aler, and seize prey which they observe aliovr tlicm; and in others

to leap over the mud, somewhat after the manner of Frogs.]

Lophita-, Anglers. ^—The distinguishing character of these, besides their dcmi-cartilaginous skeleton,

and their skin without scales, consists in tbe pectoral being Mi]iported as by two arms, each consisting

of t\vn lnmes, whii.di ma\ lie compared to the lailins and ulna of an arm, but which in reality belong to

tlie carpus, or wrist; and in tiii.> genus they are larger than in any nthei They are also cbaracteri/cd

by having the vetdr;ds placeil mnrb in ad\ ance of tlic jicctorals ; and by having the operculum and Ihe

gill-rays cnvehn)ed in fiie skin, so lliat the giU-0]ii'ning is merely a bule sitnaled liehiml Ihe pectoral

They arc voracious lidies, willi a large sbnnarh ami a short inlestinc; and they can live a hnig time

out of the water, in ccniseipHjiicc of the small size of iheir gill-nponiags. They admit of ilivisitju into

three buhgeneia.

Lophlua, head excessively large compared to the body ; very broad, depressed, and spinous in many parts ; the

mouth deeply cleft, and armed with pointed teeth ; and the lower jaw fringed round with many fleshy barbules.

They have two dorsal fins, and some rays of tlie first are free, and move on the bones of tlie head, where they rest

on a horizontal interspinal process. [In the Ampler, or Fisliing Frog of the British seas, the motions of these de-

taeliLil rays are very peculiar. Two are ronsideraldy in ad^'ance of the eyes, almost close to the upper lip ; the

posterior of these is articiiL'iird b\ a stirrup upon a ridge of the base, but the anterior one is articulated by a ring

at its base, into a solid sta|>le nf the bnnr, thus admitting of free motion in every direction, without the possibility

ot <lis|ihu-eiiiriit, pxrept in ease of absolute fraetni-e, 'nie third one, which is nn the lop of Vlie eraniuin behind

the e^es, IS arlieiilated much in the same ni;iniirr as the pustmur one of the other ts\e

these two have considerable motion in tite mesial plane of the fish, they have very little

The one near the lip, however, can be moved with nearly the same ease and rapidity in e\

the others terminate in points, it carries a little membrane, or flag, of brilliant nnetallic lustre, winch tbe fish is

understood to use as a means of alluring its prey ; and the position of the flag, the eyes, and the mouth, certainly

would answer well for such a purpose]. The gill-membrane forms a large sac, opening in the axilla of tbe

pectorals, supporteil by six very luni;- rays, and \\ ith a small operculum. The\ have only three gills on each side.

It is said that these fishes lurk m the nmd, where, by agitating the rays on their heads, they attract smaller

fishes, wdiich mistake the appendages ii|i()n the ra\s for worms, ami which are instantly sei/ed, and ti-aiisfrrr..d

to the gill-sac. Their nitestines have twi.'or three short en.>ca near the commencement, but the lishes lia\ e im
air-bladders.

J,. j<hi:iilorius,X\H- Fishing Frog, SeoT'evil, and many other local names, attains sometimes the length nf foin- or

and of
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five feet ; and the extreme liideousncss of its appearance has procured it some celebrity. [There are few parts of

the muddy shores of the British islands where these uj;!y and voracious fish are not to be met with ; and such is its

propensity to keep its fjreat mouth in exercise, that when captured in a net a' on g with other fishes, it speedily

lje;i;iiis to swallow its companions, especially if Flounders, which appear to be its favourite food. On some coasts,

it is soLisbt for on account of the live fish in its stomach, its o^yn flesh beinf^ but small in quantity, and held in

httle estimation. Another European species, L. palripants, has its second dorsal lower, and five vertebrae fewer

in the spine.

Chirojiectes. These have, like the last o;enera, free rays on the head, of which the first is small, and often

terminatinf^ by a tuft ; and those behind it are eularjifed by a membrane, which is sometimes very broad, and at

5ther times they are united into a fin. Their body and head are compressed, and their mouth opens vertically.

Their gill membranes have four rays, and have no opening but a small hole behind the pectorals. Their dorsal

extends along the whole back, and they often have cutaneous appendages all over their bodies. They have four

gills, a large air-bladder, and a moderate intestine without cceca. They can inflate their great stomach with air,

in the same manner as the Tetroduns blow up their bellies like balloons. On the ground, their two pairs of fins

enable them to crawl along like little (|uadrupeds; and the pectorals, in consequence of their position, perform

the functions of hind legs. They can live out of the water for iwo or three days. They are found only in the seas

of warm countries, and ^neas confounded many of them under the name L. hintrio. [In some of the muddy
estuaries on the north coast of Austi-alia, from which the tide ebbs far back u\ the dry season, these Frog-lishes

are so abundant, and capable of taking such vigorous leaps, that tho^e who have visited the places have, at lirst

sight, taken them for birds.] One mig'lit separate the species in which the second and third rays are united into

a fin, and sometimes also joined to the other dorsals.

Malihuu. These have the head greatly extended and flattened, principally by the projection'of the sub-opercu-

lum ; the eyes are forwards ; the snout projecting, with a little horn ; the mouth under the muzzle, of mean size,

and protractile ; the gills sustained by six or seven rays, and opening by a hole above each pectoral. They have a

simple dorsal, which is soft and small ; and there are no free rays in the head. The body is studded with osseous

tubercles, and bordered round with cirri. They have neither cceca nor air-bladder.

The remaining genus of this familyis Batraclim,\\\(i Frog-fishes, properly so called. They have the head flattened

horizontally, and much larger than the body ; the gape deeply cleft ; the operculum and sub-operculum spinous

;

six gill-rays ; the ventrals straight, attached under the throat, with only three rays, of which the first is broad and

lengthened : the pectorals are carried by a short arm, resulting from an elongation of the carpal bones : their first

dorsal is short, supported by three spinous rays; the second is soft and long, and has the anal corresponding to it;

their lips are often garnished with lilaments ; their stomach is an oblong sac ; their intestines are short, and with-

out cceca ; and their air-vessel is anteriorly deeply forked. They lurk in the sand, in order to swallow small

fishes, in the same manner as the members of the last genus ; and it is thought that wounds inflicted by their

spines are dangerous. They inhabit both oceans. In some, the scales are smooth, and they have a membi'ane

over the eye; others are scaly, and want that membrane. [None of them appear in the authenticated lists of

British fishes.]

THE FOURTEENTH FAMILY OF THE ACANTHOPTERYGII.

LabridyE (the ^VBASSE, or Rock-fish Family).

Tliis family are easily known Ijy their appearance. They have an oblong* body, covered with scales;

and a single dorsal, supported anteriorly by spinous rays, often fnrnisUed with membranous lamina;.

The jaws are covered 1j\ fleshy lips. There are three bones in the pharynx,—two upper ones attached

to tlie craninni, and a large under one. Alt the three are furnished with teeth, aj-ranged like a pave-

ment in some, and pointed, or in laminae, in others; but generally stronger than is usual in the class

of Fishes. Their intestinal canal is either without cceca, or with two small ones; and they have a large

and strong air-bladder. They admit of division into various genera and su])geaera.

Labru.s\ or Lipped—that is. Thick-lipped—Fishes. A very numerous genus, the species of which

much resemble each other in their oblong form, and in their double fleshy lips, from wdfich they receive

their name. One of these lips adiieres immediately to the jaw-bones, ajid tiie otlier to the suborbitals.

They have thickly-set gills, witii five rays. Their conical maxillary teeth (of which the middle and front

lines are the largest), and their cylindrical teeth in the pharynx, are arranged like a pavement,—the

u])per ones with two large plates, and the under with one only, which fits to the others. Their stomach

lias no cid-de-sac, but is continued in an intestine without cojca, which, after two reduplications, ter-

minates in a wirle rectum. Tlie air-bladder is single, and strong. There are several subgenera.

Lahrus, properly so called, vulgarly termed *' Old "Wives of the Sea." They have no spines or notches in the

operculum or pre-operculuni, and the operculum and cheek are covered with scales. The lateral line is nearly

straight. The European seas furnish several species, which, from variations of colour in the same species, are not

e.isily distinguished from each other. L. m-actdatus, the Balloon Wrasse, is a foot or eighteen iuches long, with

tAcrity or twenty-one spines in the dorsal; bine or greenish above
;
\\hite belowj marked all over with yellow, and
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sometimes the ye-llow coiour predominatus. [Tliis species is numerous upon the Britii^li sliores, tliou»;h they are

not very often cau^lit ; and from the variations of their colours they are not easily identified. They frequent deep

pools among the rocks, hide themselves in fuci, and are understood to feed chiefly on Cj'ustacea. If the lishermen

know their haunts, they take a bait tVeely ; and, according; to the report of Mr. Couch, the tirst taken are always

the largest. They fretinent the rocky shores only. They spawn in April; arid the fry, which ai'e then of small

size, remain aniong- the rocks during;; the summer. It is understood that the blue colour, which appears to be

charactei'istic of the high condition of the fish, is very evanescent. L. UncaTus, the Lineal streaked, is more

clouded; has irregpalar bands along- the flank, the ground of which is reddish ; and the dorsal spines are less nume-

rous, and the soft part of the \\\\ htwer, th;iii in the former species. Tliis species is named as a iJritish fish, but it

appears to be exceedingly rare. L. vnrieijuln.s, tlie Blue-streaked, is one of the most beautiful of the family, of an

orauffe red, paler on the belly, having the sides and irides striped with fine blue. The tips are capable of great

extension, and there is a sin';ie row of pointed teeth in each jaw. It is found in the British seas, but only on the

south and south-west coasts. L. vetula, is also named as a British fish. It is dark purple, black on the upper

part, paler on the belly, and has the fore part of the head flesh-coloured, tinged with purple, and the eyelid blue.

Few s|iecimens have been met with on the British shores, and those of comparatively small size. Perhap.s it is the

Morula of Guielin. L. carneus, the Three-spotted Wrasse, red^Iish in the colour, with four light spots, and three

black ones intermediate, extending from the middle of the dorsal to the root of the caudal. It belongs to the

Mediterranean, but has been found on the Channel-coast of England, in the Firth of Forth, and even on the coast

of Norway, and in the Baltic. TJirre are various other species; but, as we have said, they are not easily distin-

guished from each other, in consequence of the change of colour to which they are subject.]

Ckeilinus, dilfers from Labrus, properly so called, in having the lateral line interrupted at the end of the dorsals,

where it recommences a little lower down. They are beautiful fishes, inhabiting the Indian seas.

Lac/inolaimiia, (Caittains), liave the general character of Labrus ; but their pharynx has no pavement-like teeth,

except in the posterior [lart,—the remainder of thcTU, ns well as a part of the palate, Ijeing covered ^vith a villous

membrane. They are easily known by tlie first siiines of the dorsid, ^\liich extend in lung flexible tliieads. They

are American fishes.

Jk//".?, have the head entirely withnut scales, and the hiteral line forming a curve near the end of the dorsal.

There are some in the Meiliterraneaii, but they are more numerous m the tropical seas. [They are generally

small but beautiful fillies : smne arc vi<iN't, muih; lirigbt si-;i!lrr, .some rich green, and sume marked with g-ulden

colour; and those i\liieli !ia\r tlie eaudal lin ruundcd, ur trunc^ited, have the first dorsal rays extended in long

filaments.]

Anampses, have the chararter of the la-t, \'^illi the exception of two fiat teeth, which project frum the mouth,

and curve upwards. The t\^o kno\\n sjieeies are from the Indian sea?>.

Crevilabrus. These fishes are separated from the L"li,ni>is "i Bloch, to arrange them in their proper place.

They have the true characters of Labrus, both external and inli.'rnal ; and dillei' only in having the border of the

pre-operculum toothed. Some species are found in the North Sea, such as Lutjaims ruprestis of Bloch, yellow,

with clouded bands ranged vertically, and blackish ; L. norveglcus, brownish, irregularly marked with deep brown;

L. melops, orange, spotted with blue, and a black spot behind the eye ; L. exolctii.s-, remarkable for five spines in

the anal fin. The Mediterranean furnishes a number, most beautifully coloured, the most splendid of \\hich is

L. /o^//m, silvery, with three broad longitudinal bands, composed of vermiUion dots, with the pectorals yellow and

the ventrals blue. They are also abundant in the tropical seas ;
and many species, hitherto included in the genus

Labrus, ouglit to be placed here. [Several species of this subgenus occur in the British seas, the chief of \vhiclj

sxt—Cranilahrn.K lima, the Gilt- head; C.corncUcus, the Guld-^^inny ; V. ;ii!'hu.\, ihc Gdibous \\ lasse; and C./emuis,

the Scale-rayed Wj-as^.- ; but they are all small tishes, in liille i.<\- nu ...stinnirinn.]

Corirns. This subgenus has all the characters of the la^l, in aiiiiition to which the mouth is little less protractile

than in tlie next. Only one small species is known, whirii inhabits the Mediterranean. This genus is removed

from Spanis, in order to be placed near the preceding ones.

Epihidiis. These fi.'shes are remarkable for the extreme extension A^liieb they ean give to their mouth by means

of a see-saw motion of their maxillaries, and the sliding forward of the inti'i niaxillaries, whiidi in^taiitly forms a

kind of tube. They make use of this artifice for seizing small fishes which pass near this curious instrument ; and

the same artifice is rersorted to by the Coryci, the Zei, and the Smares, according to the degree of protractility of

the mouth. The entirr \n«\\ and In-ad nf iliis Milj-rnns ari; ens r red with large scales, the last track of which ad-

vances upon the ^lal and caudal lin^. as in Chciimus. The Uileral Hue is similarly interrupted as in the latter;

and, as in Labrus, there are two long conical teeth in the front ut each Jaw, followed by smaller blunt ones. Ihe

known species is from the I ndian seas, and is of a reddish colour.

Ck'pficus. This subgenus has a small cylindrical snout, which is suddenly ailvanced forward, but which is not

so long as the head. The teeth are small, and barely perceptible to the touch ; the body is oblong ; the lateral

line continuous ; and the dorsal and anal are enveloped in scales nearly to the top of the spines. One species, of a

red colour, and from the >A'est Indies, is the only one known.

Goniphosus. These Labriihc, with the head entirely smooth, as in Julis, have the rnnz/Je in tlie turm cf a

tube, composed i if tin- |»niliiiii;cd rnaxillaiirs ;iiid inlnnnaxiUaries, as far as th(.' small opi.'ning of the nniulh. Several

species are takm in llie Indi.m (.tei'aii, and the firsh of some is considered delicious.

X/rir/i/hi/s-, resemble Labrus in their general form, but are much compressed. The forehead descends towards

the nMiiirii witli a sharp and almost vertical line, formed by the ethmoid and the ascending branches of the inter-

niT-Xillaries. Tljeir bodies ha\'e large .scaler ; their lateral line is interrupted; their jaws are rurnisbni with coidcal
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teeth, largest in the centre ; the pharynx is paved with hemispherical teeth ; the intestinal canal has two flexure?,

but no cceca
; the stomach has no cul-de-sac, and they have a tolerably lonj; air-bladder. [Until Cuvier arranged them

diiTerently, they were always clasHcd with the Coryphenes, from which they differ much, both externally and in-

ternally.] They most nearly resemble Labrus, and are not easily distin<i;uished*from it, except by the profile of

the head. Are found in the Mediterranean, and also in the southern seas; and the tiesh of some is much
estceint'd.

C.'iromis, These have the lips, protractile maxillaries, pharyn^^eals, and ireneral aspect of Labrus ; hat their

teeth resemble those of a card, except a range of conical ones in front. Their dorsal tins have long- filaments ; their

ventrals are produced into long threads ; their lateral line is interrupted; and their stomach forms a cuhde-sac,

but has no cceca. A small one, of a chestnut-brown colour, is taken in vast numbers in the Mediterranean ; and
there is one in the Nile, C. nlloticus, tbe Egyptian Coryclna of the ancients, which attains the leng'th of two feet,

and is reckoned the best fish in E-^ypt.

Ci/chla, have the teeth small and crowded, formed into a larg;e band, and the body elont,^ated, which are their

chief dirt'ercnces from tlie precedin;^ suli^enus.

Plt'siops, have the head compressed, the eyes near each other, and extrL'Uieiy long ventrals; but in other respects

they resemble Cliromis.

Malai: ail thus. These have the g-eneral character of Labrus, and the same teeth in the maxillariea, but their teeth

in the pharynx are arranged like those of a card. Tlieir bodies are elongated, their lateral line continuous, their

operculum terminated by a small spine, and their long dorsal has only a few flexible spinous rays in the fleshy part.

A species is found in the West Indies, of a yellowish colour, irregularly streaked across with violet, which, like many
others belonging to this family, has been improperly ranged with the Coryphenes.

Scarus.— The fishes of this genus are remarkable for their jaws—that is to say, for tlicir inter-

maxillaries and premandibles,—which are convex, rounded, and furnished with scale-like teeth on their

margin and anterior surface. These teeth succeed each other from tlie rear to tlie front in such a

manner that the bases of the newest form a trenchant range. It has been erroneously supposed

by naturalists that the bone in this state is naked. In the living state, the jaws arc covered with tlcshy

lips, but there is no double lip adhering to the suborbital bones. These ilthcs have the oidong form

of Laljrus, with large scales, and an interrupted lateral line. The}' have twn plates in the u]i})er part

of their pharynx, and one in the under, furnislicd with teeth as in Labrus ; but their teeth arc in trans-

verse lammas, and not rounded and arranged like the stones of a pavement.

The Archipelago contains one species, of a blue or red colour, according to the season, which is the 8. crciicus

of Aldrovandus ; and which, after new investigations, I believe is the true Scarus so celebrated among the

ancients, which, during the reign of Claudius, lilipertius Optatas the Roman admiral sailed to Greece in order

to obtain and distribute throug-h the Italian seas. It is still eaten in Greece, and its intestmes are used for sea-

soning. TlK-re are numerous species in the tropical seas, which, on account of the form of their jaws and the

brilliancy of their colours, are called Parrot-fishes. Some have the caudal fin in the shape of a crescent; and of

these a few have the front sing-ularly enlarged and rounded, while in others it is truncated to a square. These

constitute the genus Scarus, properly so called, from which t\io subgenera may be separated ;

—

CalitudoHy which

have the lateral teeth of the upper jaw separate and pointed, and on the same jaw an anterior range, much smaller

in size; and Odajc, which resemble the true Labi-us in their thickened lips and uninten'upted lateral line, but their

jaws are constructed as in Scarus, except that the bones are flat, not rounded, and are covered by the lips. Their

teeth, however, resemble pavement, like those of Labrus.

THE FIFTEENTH FAMILY OF THE ACANTHOPTERYGIL

FiSTULARicE (Pipe-mouthed Fishes).

Tbe fishes of this family are characterized by a long tube projected forwards from the cranium, and

composed of elongations of the ethmoid, vomer, pre-operculum, inter-operculum, ptetTgoids, and tym-

panals, at the extremity of which they have the mouth, composed, as usual, of intermaxillaries, maxil-

laries, palatals, and mandibles. Their intestine has no great inequalities, nor many flexures ; and their

ribs are short, or wanting. The family consists of two genera :

—

Fishdaria, with the bodies cyUndrical;

and Centriscif^, in which it is oval and compressed.

Flsiularia. Fishes of this genus receive their particular name from the long tube common to all

the family. Their jaws are at its extremity, but little cleft, and opening nearly in a horizontal irec-

tion. Their head, thus elongated, is equal to a third or a fourth of the length of the body, which is

itself long and slender. There are six or seven rays in their gills; and some osseous appendages

extending behind the head, by means of which the anterior part of the body is more or less

strengthened- The dorsal is directly above the anal; and the stomach is a fleshy tube extending in a

straight canal, but with two coeca at the commencement. There are two subgenera.
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Fistitlm-/a, Pipe-mouths, properly so called. Thfseliave only one dorsal, consisting, in great part, as well as tlie

anal, of simple rays. Tlieii' intermaxillaries and the lower jaw are furnished with small teetli. From between the

lobes of the raudal tin there arises a sort of lilament, which is sometimes as lony; as the body. The tube of the

muzzle is depressed; the air-bladder is exceedingly small ; and the scales on the skin are invisible. They are

found in the warm seas of both hemispheres. [Sailors term them Tobacco-pipe Fishes, and they are of no value,

except as curiosities.]

Aulostomus. These have numerous fi-ee spines before the dorsal ; and tlieir jaws are toothless : tlieirbodyis

very scaly ; not so slender as in the former subgenus, but eidarged and compressed between the doi'sal and the

anal, whicli enlargement is follnweJ by a short and slender tail, ending in a common fin. The tube of the muzzle

is shorter, wider, and much mure compressed than that of the true Pi|)e Fishes ; and the alr-bladdur is larger.

There is but a single known sjiecies, which is a native of the Indian Ocean.

Centriscus, or Snipe-fish.—These have the tubular muzzle characteristic of the family ; but the body

is oval or oblong, not lengthened, compressed laterally, and sharp on the upper part. They have only

two or three slender gill-rays ; a spinous first dorsal ; and small ventrals behind the pectorals. Their

mouth is very small, and opens obliquely: their intestine has two or three folds, but no cceca : and

their air-bladder is of considerable size. As in Fistularia, they admit of division into two subgenera.

Centriscus, properly so called. These have the lirst dorsal tin backwards ; and the tirst dorsal spine, which is

long and strong, connected, by intermediate pieces, with the bones of the shoulder and the head. They have the

body covered with small scales, and some larger denticulated ones over the apparatus connected ivitb tin- spinous

ray of the tirst dorsal. [This ray is strong in itself, firmly supportetl, and with rugged teeth on its posterior edge,

capable of being moved, and thus forms a very powerful weapon. One species, C. scolopax, the Sea Snipe,

Sea Trumpet, or Bellows Fish of the Cornish coast, is common in the Mediterranean, and is occasionally found

on thesoQth coast as a straggler. The specimens met with are not large, not exceedinic tive or six inches in length.

The young are of a brilliant silvery lustre ; but when mature, the back is red, paler on the sides, and passing into

silvery, glossed with ^uhl, on the belly. All the tins are greyish white. The scales are hard and rough, granu-

lated on the surface, and beautifully ciliated on the posterior edge. Its flesh is considered good. Its haunts are

understood to be muddy bottoms, in mudei'ately deep water ; and its I'oud the minute Crustacea with which such

places usually abound]
Amphisile, has the back mailed with large scaly pieces, of which the anterior spine of the lirst dorsal appears to

be a continuation. Some have other scaly pieces on the flanks, and the spine in cpaestion placed so far behind

that it is against the base of the tail ; against which it, as it were, thrusts the second dorsal and the anal; this

is C. scutatus. Others are intermediate between this form and that of the ordinary Centriscus, or have the mail

plates covering only a part of the back; such is C velitaris. All the known species are inhabitants of the

Indian seas.

THE SECOND ORDER OF BONY FISHES.

MALACOPTERYGII AUDOMINALES.

The second division of the Ordinary Fishes, [(jr fishes uith bones in tlie skeleton,] the

Molitcnii/pnjf/ii, or Jointud-fin Fishes, consists of three orilers, the distinguisliinn chiiraetcr

of eacli of ivhicli is the ]>osition or absence of the ventral tins.

The |jreseut Older eoin[irises fishes ivliich have tlie ventral fins snspended to the ahdomen,

behind the pectorals, without being attached to the bones of the shoulder; they are the most

numerous order of the division, and incliule the greater part of fresh-ivater fishes. They are

divulcd into five I'ainilics.

THE FIRST FAMILY OF THE MALACOPTERYGII ABDOMINALES.

Cyprinid.e (the Carp Family).

These liave tlic month shallow, the jaws feehle, very often without teeth, and (lie marc^iii formed

by the oiilcr inuxillarics
; bat tbey have the jiljaryiLX strongly toothed, which cumpeiisatcs for the feeble

armature of the jaws. Tliey liave few gill-rays ; their body is scaly ; and they have no adipose

dorsal, as we shall find in the SUnrcs and Salmon. The stomach has no cul-de-sac or creeal appen-

dages
;
and they arc the least carnivurous of all fishes. [The genera and siiligcnera are arranged as

follows :]
—
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Cijpr'mus.—These form a genus, at once very natural and very nnmorous ; easily distinguislied by

the small mouth, the ja^va witliout a single tooth, and three flat gill-rays. Their tongue is smooth
;

their palate furnished with a thick, soft, and remarkably sentient substanec, vulgarly called carp's

tongue. Their pharynx is a powerful instrument of mastication, having strong teeth on the inferior

pharyngeal bones, and they bruise their aliments between these and a stony disc, which is set in a large

cavity under a process of the sphenoid. They have but one dorsal ; their body is covered with

scales, usually large: they inhabit the fresh waters ; and are the least caniivorous of fishes,—feeding

cliiefly on seeds, the roots of plants, and [as is said] on mud and sludge. The stomach is continuous,

with a short intestine without coeca ; and the air-bladder is divided in two by a close contraction.

The genus is divided into the following subgenera:

—

C'lprliiusy the true Carps, have a long dorsal, of which, as wd! as the anal, the second r;iy has a spine more or

less stout. Some of them have fleshy tubercles at the angles of the upper jaw, such as C. carpio, the Common
Carp, a ;ve]]-kno\vn fish : ohve green above, and yellowish below; with strong tooflied spines in the dorsal and
anal, and short tubercles. The teetli of the pharynx are flat and striated in their crowns, [something like those of

the Ruminant Mammalia]. Originally [as is understood] from the middle latitudes of Europe, it is now generally

distributed, and thrives well in fish-ponds and other still waters, where it sometimes grows to the length of four

feet: its flesh is esteemed as food. [Though an imported fish. Carp thrives well in England, though better in

ponds than even in the most slow running parts of rivers ; but in Scotland the waters are less adapted for them,

and they breed and grow slowly, even in ponds. Austria and Prussia are the great Carp coantries. To their

ve;i"etable food they add insects and worms, if such can be obtained : and when out of the water, they are very

tenacious of Ufe, in consequence of which they are easily extended from pond to pond.]

Of the true Carps there is one race, C rex earporum, the King of the Carps, whicli have the scales Iari;e, but

often wanting in patches, and sometimes entirely. They are artificially varied,—that is, they occur only in ponds.

Home foreign species are reddish blown, and otliers golden green, but these are imperfectly known.

Some species want the barbules. Among these are,— C. carasnius, having the bodyhiji^h, the lateral line straight,

and the caudal fin squared otf. This is a northern species. C. (libelio, the Crucian or Prussian Carp, has the body

less elevated, the hiteral line curved downwards, and tad fin forked. [It occurs as a British fish, but, perhaps,

not so plentifully as the former]. C. auratus, the Golden Carp, [called Gold Fishes or Silver Fishes, according to

their colour]. These are black when young, but by degrees acquire the golden red for which they are esteemed
;

though some of them are silvery, with various clouds of all the three colours. Some have no dorsal ; others a very

small one ;
others, again, a large caudal of three or four lobes ; and others, still, very lar^e eyes ; all of which

varieties are merely accidental, and the results of that artificial treatment which they receive when kept in glass

vessels for ornamental purp(}ses.

Allied to these is the smallest of the European Carps, C. umanis, only about an inch in lenj^th
;
greenish above^

pale yellow beneath, with a steel-blue line on each side of the tail, in April, which is the spawning season.

Barbus, the Barbel, or Bearded Fish—from the cirri at its mouth—has the dorsal and anal short ; a strong spine

_ ^—

.

for the second or third dorsal ray; two cirri at

the point of the muzzle, and two atthe angles of

the upper jaw. \B. commujiix,'] the Common
Barbel, known by its long head, is very com-

mon in streams and fish-ponds, and sometimes

grows to the lenirth of ten feet. [In the slugj;ish

parts of the Thames, and some of its atfluents.

Barbel are very plentiful. They are said to

plough up the mud with their noses, which,

setting very small animals adrift in the water,

attracts those small fishes on which the Barbel

feeds.]

Gobio, the Gudgeons, have the dorsal and anal

short, an 1 are without spines or beards. In slow-running rivers, where there is a gravelly interruption, they are

found in vast shoals, readily caught, and, though small in size, esteemed for their flavour.

r//?r(7, the Tenches, resembling the Gudg:eons, but have the scales and cirri very small. The Common Tench
is short and thick, of a yellowish brown, and sometimes beautifully s'olden. It prefers stagnant waters, and is not

in much estimation as food.

Cirrlnnus, have the dorsal larae: than the Gudgeons, and the cirri in the central part of the upper lip.

Abramis, Bream, have neither spines nor cirri ; a short dorsal behind the ventrals, or long anal; and the tail

forked. There are two species, the Carp Bream, and the White Bream ; the first is the largest and most highly

esteemed ; and the other is of little value, except to feed other fishes in ponds.

Labco. All forei.tfners ; have neither spines nor cirri along the dorsal, and remarkably thick lips, often furred.

Catostomns, have the lips of the former, but a short dorsal above the ventrals. They are from North America.

Lenciscus : dorsal and anal short; no spines, cirri, or peculiarities of the lips: species numerous, but little

esteemed. [One species, the Ide, L. idas, has been seen as a British fish ; and besides this there are several

^thcr^, a:5 L. dobulus,the Double Roach; L. u/i/Zi-, the Roach ; L. vulgaris ; L. Lancasteriensis, the Graining;

VMi. 1
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L. cephahis ; L. criinn-opihalnuis, the Red Eye; L. ca-r/dcs, the Azurine ; L. alburnns, the Blealc ; and L.

pho.riiiu.s, the Minnow; but none of them are fislies of aiiv' ^M*eat importance, except as bait for more ^'aluahle

ones.]

Gonor/ti/iihus, have the head and body elorif^ated, the operculum covered with small scales, the muzzle anovular,

the small mouth without teeth or cirri, three gill-rays, and a small dorsal over the ventrals. Known only in

Southern Africa.

Ct'i.'Y/A'jLoche, or Loach, have the head small; the body \or\g, co\'ered with small scales, and slimy; the ventral firis

are far backwards, and abo\'e them there is a 6inf;Ie dorsal ; tlie mouth is at tlie end of the muzzle, little cleft, and

without teetli, but having lips forming a sucker, and numerous bai'bules; the trills have small openings, and only three

rays ; the lower bones of the pharynx are strongly toothed; no cceca to their intt-stines, and these are very small

;

their two-lobed air-bladder is inclosed in a case of bone, adhering to the third and fourth vertebrae. There are

three species in the fresh waters of Europe. C. harbaiula, the Common Loach, or Beardie, is a little fish of four or

five inches long, clouded, dotted \\ itli lirf.iwn on a yellow ground, and having six barbules at the mouth. It is not

uncommon in the shallow and clear-ruiniing sf reams; but on account of its lurking habits, the rapidify of its

swimming when disturbed, and its small size, it is not often seen. Small as it is, its flesh is very good. C.fossilh,

the Pond Loach, is sometimes a foot long, with longitudinal stripes of brown and yellow, and ten barbules to the

mouth. 'I hey inhabit the mud of stagnant waters ; and can subsist for a long time after the water lias been dried

up, or co^'ered with ice. When the weather is stormy, they rise to the surface of the water, and keep it in a state

of agitation by their motion; and when cold, they bury themselves in the mud. Ehrman states that they

habitually swallow atmospheric air, which is discharged by the vent, after being changed into carbonic acid,

—

[a fact which is contrary to the usual physiology of the class]. Their flesh is soft, and has a muddy flavour.

C icenia, the Groundling, has six barbules, and the body compressed, of an orange colour, marked with a row of

black spots. It has a large spine behind each nostril. It is the smallest of the species inhabiting the smaller

running waters, and lurking under stones, [It is found in the British rivers, and is probably much more nume-

rous than is generally represented ; but as it is ofno value, it is regarded only by naturalists.]

Atiahh-ps. This genus, long, but very improperly, united with Cobitis, has strong peculiar characters. The

eyes are prominent, placed under a sort of roof formed by the side of the frontal ; and the cornea and iris are di-

vided by transverse bands, which gives the fish the appearance of having four eyes, whereas in reality it has only

two. There are certainly two openings to each eye, but still, in its essential parts, the organ is single; and

whether vision is performed by the anterior or posterior opening, the same sentient organ is acted upon. They

have also the generative and uriaal aperture, in the male, placed before the vent ; and the female brings forth her

young alive, and in a state of considerable advancement. The body is cylindrical, with strong .scales; there are

five gill-rays; the head is flat; the snout blunt, and the mouth across its extreniity, with small crowded teeth in

both jaws; the intermaxillaries have no peduncle, but are suspended to the nasal bones; the pectorals are in

part scaly; the dorsal is small, and nearer the tail than the anal; the pharjngals are large, and covered with

small globular teeth ; the air-bladder is large ; and their intestine is wide, but without any cceca. Only one spe-

cies, A. ietropUialmus, the Four-eyed, is known. It inhabits the rivers of Guiana.

Po'cH'ia. These have the jaws horizontally flattened, with a small opening, and furnished with a single row of

small and very fine teeth ; the upper part of the head fiat ; the gill-openings large, with five gill-rays; the body

rather short ; the ventrals rather forward ; and the dorsal and anal against each otlicr. They are small fishes of

the fresh waters of America, and bring forth their young alive.

Labiasy resemble the preceding, only the teeth have several points. One species, a very small fish, with little

black streaks on the flanks, is found in Sardinia.

Funguin.s, still resemble Boecilia, but their tet-th are set like velvet ; those in the anterior range ai'e crooked, and

they have strong conical ones in the phan'nx. They have only four gill-rays.

jl/o/e'/e.y/rt', have the anal between the ventrals, and immediately under the anterior part of the large dorsal;

teeth like Fungulus, and fnm- or five gill-rays. [These genera are chiefly found in America.]

Ci/pi'i7iodony\iSiVe fine \(.h( ty teeth, and six gill-rays, but in other respects are like the preceding genera.

C. umbra inhabits the lakes, and especially the subterranean waters whicli are so common in .SiuLhtfrn Austria.

They are small fishes, of a russet colour, with brown spots.

THE SECOND FAMILY OF THE MALACOrTERYGII ADUOMINALES.

EsociD,E (the PiKB Family).

These liavo no adipose dorsal fin. The margin of tlie upper jaw is formed by tlio interniaxillarv; or

when not so formed, the maxillary is tonihless, and coiieealed l)y the lips. These lishes are extremely

voracious; tlieir intestine i.s short, and has no creca ; all of them have an air-bladder. Many species

inhabit tin- freoh waters, or ascend rivers. With the exception of Microsioma, all the known ones

have the dorsal opposite the anah Linnaius included tliem all in the genus Eso.v, but we divide that

genus into the following subgenera:

—

Esox, Pikes properly so called, have small intermaxillaries, furnished with small pointed teolh in tlie middle nf

the upper jaw, where they furm two rows, but the lateral parts of the raaxillaries are without teelli. Tiie vomer,
the palatals, the tongue, the pharynx, and the gill-arches, arc roughened with teeth like a card

; and thev havr. in
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the sides of the iiniler-jaw, a row of long and pointed teeth. Tlie muzzle is oblong-, obtuse, broad, and depressed.

They have but one dorsal placed over the anal; a lar^e forward stomach, continued in a slender intestine with

two tlexures, but without creca ; and their air-bladder is very larf^e.

E. lucii's, the Ct)ninion Pike, Jack, Pickar^l, Gedd, and many other names, is well known to eveiy one as tlie

iii08t voracious and deirtructive of fishes, but its flesh is f^ood, and easy of digestion. [Bci^ides its fame, as an eater

and as being eaten, Shakspeurc has thrown a ray of glory around the Pike by re|iresenting it as the " White Lucie''

in the armorial bearings of the immortal Justice Shallow. In some of the still waters of Britain, Pike of thirty-

four pounds' weight have been killed. It is genei'ally said that, notwithstanding the havoc which the Pike com-

mits among smaller fishes, it will not stand the attack of a Trout of equal weight, the immense velocity of the

latter fish in swimming giving it a decided advantage]. Besides tiiis, two species have been noticed in the fresh

wateis of North America,—£. relicularis, with a net-work of brownish lines ; and E. estor^ sprinkled with round

blackish spots.

Ga/aav'/^i', have no visible scales on the body. The opening of the mouth is small, with middle-sized pointed

teeth in buth jaws, the margin of the upper being formed by the intermaxillary, and a few strong crooked teeth on

the tiingue. There are pores in the sides of tlie head; and the position of the dorsal and anal fins, and also the

digestive organs, are like those of the Pikes.

Alcpijcephalas. Head naked, body with broad scales, mouth small, teeth minute and crowded, eyes very large,

and eight gill-rays. A. rostratus, the only known species, is found in the depths of the Mediterranean.

Microttfoma. Snout very short, lower jaw beyond the upper, jaws and intermaxillaries with very small teeth,

thrre broad and flat gill-rays, eyes large, body long, lateral line with tirm scales, a single dorsal a little in rear of

the ventrals, and digestive organs as in the Pike. The only known species (-S. mlcro-'itoma of Kisso} inhabits the

Meditfrranean.

•Sfomias. Snout extremely short, mouth cleft almost to the gills, gitl-ray reduced to a little membranous

laniin^i, and maxijlaries fixed in the cheek ; intermaxillaries, palatals, mandibles, and tongue, armed with long and

crooked teeth, widely set; body elongated ; ventrals far back; dorsal over the anal, and both near the caudal. Two
species were discovered in the Mediterranean by Risso. Both are black, with rows of silvery spots on the belly.

E. hoa, Kisso, has no cirri ; S. barbatits, has a long and stout one, attached to the symphisis of the lower jaw.

C/iauliodus, resemble the former, but have two teeth in each jaw, across the other jaw when the mouth is shut

;

the dorsal between the pectorals and ventrals, which hist are not so far back as in Stomias ; the first dorsal ray

terminates in a filament. C. ^Sloani, the only known species, has been found only at Gibraltar. It is about a foot

and a half long, and of a deep green colour.

•Salanx, have the head depressed, gill-lids folded downwards, and four flat gill-rays ; the jaws short and pointed,

each furnished with a row of crooked teeth ; the upper jaw formed entirely by intermaxillaries without peduncles;

the lower jaw is a little lengthened at the symphisis by a small appendage carrying the teeth ; the palate and the

inner part of the mouth are entirely smooth, and there is not even a lingua! projection.

Bdone. This genus have the upper jaw—which, as well as the under one, is extended iutn a long heak—com-

posed of the intermaxillaries, and both jaws furnished with small teeth, without any others in the mouth, except

in the pharynx, where they are arranged like a pavement. The body is very long, and covered with scales which

are scarcely visible, except one keeled row on each side, near the under edge of the fish. They are remarkable for

the bright gruen colour of their bones. One species—the Common Gar-fish, Sea Pike, Mackerel Guide, Green-

bone, and a number of other names—is not uncommon on some parts of the British shores, and as far north as

the Arctic regions. It is of a greenish blue on the upper part, fading gradually into silvery white on the belly.

There are several other species, some of which are said to attain the length of eight feet, and bite very severely.

Notwithstandmg the colour of ihe bones, which renders them repuls,ive to niiiiiy pLrsons, the tltsh of these fishes

is not unwholesome.

Scomheresox, the Mackerel Pike, or Saury Pike, resembles the former in the length of its snout, its general

shape, and its scales; but the last rays of the dorsal and anal are detached, and form spurious fins on the upper

and under sides, like those of the Mackerel. They are found in the Mediterranean
;
[and tlie Common Saury is

generally distributed along the British coasts, as far to the northward as the Orkneys]. They are gregarious

fishes; and are fuUowed and preyed upon by Porpoises, and also by the Tunny, and other large members of the

Mackerel lamily.

Ilcmiramphus, resembles the Gar-fish in its general characters, but has the upper jaw short, and the lower one

drawn out into a long beak, without teeth. They arc found chiefly in the seas of warm countries, though a stray

one is occasionally met with in the south of England.

Exoccdis, [literally, '' Fishes out of the water'']. These are at once distinguished from all the rest of the Abdo-

minal Malacopterygii by the immense size of tlieir pectoral fins, which are suthciently large for supporting them

for a few moments in the air. Their head and body are scaly, with a line of keeled scales along each flank
; their

head is flat above, and laterally; the dorsal over the anal ; the eye is large; the intermaxillaries without peduncles,

and found in the margin of the upper jaw; both jaws have small pointed teeth, and the pharynx pavement teeth;

they have ten gill-rays; their air-bladder is very large; tlieir intestine straight, and without coeca ; and the lower

lobe of the caudal fin much larger than the upper. They do not fly, in the strict sense of the term, but merely rise

from the water to escape voracious fishes, and soon fall again,- their fins merely serving as parachutes, and being

ine;ipab!e of taking a new stroke in the air, as is done by a wing. They are found in all the seas of the warm

climates; and it would seem that they have more enemies than most other fishes, for while the voracious fishes

pursue and capture them in the water, the long-winged sea-birds seize them in the air ; and between themselves
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and thfirswimminp: aiul flyiiip; enemies, tliey furnish one of tlie most sini^-iilar sit^-'hts in the warm seas. E. exilens,

common in tlie Mediterranean, has the ventral tins lonp;, and in rear of the middle of tlie body. E. voUtans, com-

mon in the Atlantic, has the ventral tins small, and placed furtlier fonvards. Tlie lattpr species sometimes visits

the Bi-jtish shores, in sin;;le individuals, and even in shoals. They can leap more than two hundred yards in

distance, and upwards of twenty feet in height. Their food is understood to be the small floating MoUusca ; and

themselves are ;.,^oud catinp;.

Ne\;t to the Pike family, tlicie is jilaced a genus of fishes wliicb, tlioug-h differing but little from

that family in <.itli''r rcs|iocts, lias l(in^-er intestines, ami two ccEca. It will ]jri,iljably give rise to a new

family. This is Moni/i/rus, liasing thf body coin}n-rsse(l, oblong, and scaly; tail thin at the base, but

swelling near the (in; skin of tin- beail naked, covering llie operculum and gill-rays, and leaving no

opening for tlie latter but a vertical fissure, which has led some naturalists to assert that these fishes have

110 gill-lids, and only one gill-ray, whereas their gill-lids are perfect, and their rays five or six. Tbeir

gape is small, and. resembles that nf the Ant-eater, the angles being foniicd by the niaxillaries. The

teeth are small, notched at the CNtreniities, and occupy the intermaxillaries and lower jaw ; anrl there

are bands of small cmwded ones nu the vomer and tongue. The stomach is a roundish sac, followed

by a slender intr^tine witli two eu'ca, almost always cuvercd with fat; and the air-bladder is long, large,

and &iitii)le. Tliey are accmmted among the best fishes of the Nile. Two species have a cylindrical

muzzle,—the one having a long dorsal, and the otlier a short one; a third has both the snout ami dorsal

short ; and in a fourth, the forehead forms a protuberance advancing in front of the mouth. There are

various other species in the Nile [and probably also in the other African rivcr.^], Imt thev have not

liecn described.

THE TimiD FAMILY OF THE MALACOPTErvYGlI ABDOMINALES.

SiLURiD.E (the SiiKAT-Fi«H Faiuily.)

These fishes are distinguished from all the rest of the order by the want of true scales, having only a

naked skin, or large bony plates. The intermaxillaries, suspended under the ethmoid, form the margin

of the upper jaw ; and the maxillary bones are either simple vestige';, or extended into cirii. Tlie in-

testinal canal is large, folded, and without cceca. The air-bladder is large, and adheres to a peculiar

apparatus of bmies. A strung articulated spine generally forms the fir-.t ray of the dorsal and tiic pec-

torals ; and there is sometimes an adipose dorsal behind the other, as in the Salmon family. Tlie fol-

lowitig are the genera and subgenera:

—

Sihir>'s.—These form a numerous genus, hnown by the naked skin, from the mouth being cleft in the

en<l of t!ie mu?/Je, and from a strong spun.- in the first ray of the dorsal. This spine is articulated only to

the bones of the shoulder ; and the fisii can at ])leasure lay it flat mi the body, nr keej) it fixed in a jier-

pendicular direction, in which case it i> a hirmidable weapon, ami wonn<ls iiillicted liy it an- undcistood

to be poisoned, which opinion has arisen from tetanus sometimes following the wound, not from poison

certainly, but from the ragged nature of the wound itself.

These fishes have the head depressed; the intermaxillaries suspenfled under the ethmoid, and not

protractile; tlic maxillaries very small, hut almost always continued in barbules attached to the lower

lip, and also to tlie nostrils ; the i-overing of their gills is without sub-opercnliini or gill-Ilap
; their air-

bladder, strong and h('art-sha])ed. is attaciied, liy its two upper lobes, 1o a peculiar bony structure, which

again is attaciied to the first vertebra; the stomach is a fleshy cul-de-sac, having the intestinal canal

long and wide, but without cmca. They abound in the rivers of warm countries ; and seeds of plants

are found in the sioniaeh of many rif tiudr species. The foUowitig are the suligenera :

—

>Siliini.<!, properly so called, with only a small fin of four rays on the fore part of the back, but with the anal very

long, and approaching very close to the base of the caudah There is no obvious spine in the dorsal; and the teeth

in both jaws, and in the vomer, are like those of a card. 6\ glanis, the Sly Silurus, is the largest fresh-water fish

ofKurope, and the only member of the genus in this quarter of the world. It is smooth, of a greenish black

spotted with black above, and yellowish uhite below ; head large, with six cirri,—two Uirge ones near the nostrils,

:i[jd four shorter on the lowerjaw. It sometimes grows to six feet in length, and weighs three hundred pounds.

It is found in the slow-running rivers of Central Europe, and lurks in the mud to watch for it.s prey. Its llcsh is

greasy, ami is sometimes employed as hog's-lard. [It is named as a British fish, but its visits to these shoi-es are

\-ery rare.] Is found in the rivers of Asia and Africa.

^cMWiis, have the body vertically compressed, a strong toothed spine in the dorsal, the head small and depressed,

the nape sudderdy raised, and the eyes low down. They have eight cirri, are found in the Nile, and their flesh is
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less (lisa2;recable than that of the other Siluri. Some American species, with the ncad small, rounded, and blunt,

having three cirii, and the eyes scarcely perceptible, may form a new subji"enus.

M;/.fti/.y, are ^ihin n ith a second or adipose dorsal hn. They arc found in the waters of Guiana.

i^';r/('/f>(/e.v, body niiked, anil no lateral armature; but the subi^cnus requires division and subdivision. First,

Ba_</nis has small ci-owded teeth in both jaws and the vomer, and may be subdivided by the number of cirri, and

the shape of the head. With eif^ht cirri, some have the head long and depressed, and others short and broad.

With six cirri, some have the snout as depressed, and broader than that of the Pike; others have the head oval,

and a kind of helmet of sha^reen-like hones ; in others, the head is round and naked ; while othei'S, again, hLve

the head greatly depressed, the eyes low down, and the adipose fin very small ; and there are yet others which

lia\c only foui* cirri. [Some of these, as Plmclodes cyclopum, are ejected in hot water fiom volcanoes.]

Phnelodcs, properly so called, want the teeth in the vomer, but often have them in the palate ; the cirri and

form of the head ditfer more than in the preceding subgenus; some have but a single row of teeth ; some have the

beitd helmeted, and a distinct bony plate between the helmet and the dorsal spine ; others have a single plate from

the snout to the dorsal ; others, again, have the head oval and naked ; some with six cirri, and others eight ; some

with a large naked head are called Cats, which have six or eight cirri ; then there are otheis which have the head

sniall and flat, the dorsal minute, and the teeth scarcely perceptible; there are others still which have teeth on the

palatals, sometimes like velvet, or like a card, with a buckler on the nape, distinct or united to the helmet, and

tliti: palatal teeth sometimes like a helmet ; some singular ones have teeth like a card, under the skin of the cheek,

and moveable; others yet have a lengthened snout, or a pointed one, nearly toothless. Tliese last lead to,

—

SfjnodoniU, with the snout narrow, and the lower jaw supporting an assemblage of teeth laterally flattened,

ending in hooks, and individually attached to flexible peduncles. The helmet extends in one plate to the llrtt

spine of the dorsal, which is very strong, as are also those of the pectorals; the cirri, and sometimes the maxii

laries, are barbed. They are found in the Nile and other African rivers, but are not eaten.

Ageniosus. Some of these have the maxillary turned up in a kind of toothed horn, instead of a fleshy cirrus
;

and others have it concealed under the skin, with the dorsal and pectoral spines scarcely visible.

7^jr«.v, have an adipose doi-sal, with plates in the lateral line, armed with keels or spines; the dorsal and pectoral

spines strongly toothed, the helmet rough, and the shonlder-bone pointed backwards. Some have tcelb only in

the upper jaw; others have the snout pointed, and the teeth abseiit, or liardly visilile, with occasional lateral

bristles to the cirri.

llcienibniiivhas, hnad ))rond, from the helmet having two lateral pieces of the frontal and parietal bones ; oper-

culnni smaller, but with a tree-like ramification on the third and fourth gill-arch, as a sort of supplemental gills;

viscera like the rest of tlic family, but they have from eight to fourteen gill-rays, strong pectoral spines, no dorsal

one, and the body long and naked. They inhabit the rivers of Africa, and some of those of Asia. Their flesh is

indilTerent, or bad.

One of them, however, Macropteronotes, with a single indented dorsal, constitutes a considerable article of food

in Kgyiit ami Syria, where it is called the Sharmuth, or Black Fish. Others have a dorsal with rays, and also an

adipo'se one. I'rolostis, have a second dorsal, with rays ; and this and the anal long, and uniting to form a tail

like an !'>! ; lips fle.'^hy ; conical teeth in front of the mouth, globular ones behind, and those above placed on the

vomer; skin naked; nine or ten gill-rays; eight cirri ; and a singular branched appendage behind the vent, be-

siiles the tubercle common to the fanuly. Some have large and toothed dorsal and ventral spines; others have

them almost concealed under the skin. They are found in the East Indies.

CaU'ichthys, have the sides armed with four rows of scaly plates ; head the same, hut the snout and nnder-part

of the body naked ; one ray in the second dorsal
;
pectoral spines strmig, and dorsal une feeble; mouth snudl;

teeth barely visible; foui- cirri ; eyes small, and lateral. They can crawl out of the water like an Eel. [These are

the subgenera of Silurus]-

Maiopthcrurus, has no dorsals with rays, but only a small adipose one in the tail, and no spines in the pectorals.

The skin is smooth ; the teeth small and crowdeil, and are ranged into a broad crescent in each jaw
;

tliere are

seven liill-rays ; and the jaws and viscera are like those of Silurus. M. clectricuf,-, the Raasch, or Thunder-fish of

the Arabs, is the only known species. It has six cirri, and the head more slender than the body, but enlarged in

front. Like the Torpedo and Gymnotus, it can communicate an electric shock, the organ of which is situated

between the skin and muscles, and consists of a cellular tissue, inclosing a fluid, and abundantly furnished with

nerves. It is found in the Nile, and the rivers of Central Africa.

J.yjredo, have the head flattened, and the anterior part of the body much widened; the tail long; the eyes small,

and placed upwards ; the intermaxilhn'ies under the ethmoid directed backwards, and with teeth on the posterior

ed"-e onlv and they have the whole gill apparatus immoveable, bemg soldered to the temporal bone and the pre-

operculum; gill-opening a mere sbt behind the head, the membrane of five rays adhering everywhere e!.^e
; the

lower );uv is transverse, and shorter than the snout ; the first ray of the pectorals is more toothed than in any

other of the fannly ; there is but one dorsal, with a weak first ray ;
but the anal is long, extending rmder the long

and slender tail. Some have six cirri, some eight ; and, in the latter case, one pair are attached to the maxiilaries,

the others to the lower jaw in pairs.

Loricaria, have liard angular plates on the head and body ;
small intermaxillaries susi-ended under

the muzzle; transverse disunited mandiltles, supporting hooked teeth, which are long, slender, and

flexible. A lai-ge membranous veil encircles the opening; the pharynx is furnished with numerous

puvcnient teetb ; the gill-lids are immoveable, but two small plates supply their places; thny have four
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gill-rnys; strong spines in the first dorsal, pectorals, and even vcntrals; bnt neitLer eccca nor air-liladder.

They form two sulfgcnera:

—

IIi/pos/omiLv, have a small dorsal with one ray ; the labial veiled with papilla, with a small cirrus on each aide
;

no pititi.'s on the brlly, and the intestnics spirally convoluted, and as slender as a thread. They inhabit the

rivers of .^uuth Anieric;i.

Lorictirid, have one dorsal forwards, the labial veiled y\\\.\\. cirri, plates on tlie under parts of the body, and the

intcitinei moderatrdy lai'ye.

THE FOUUTII FA:\nLY OF THE 1\IALAC0PTERYGII ABDOillNALES.

Salmo-\'iu_]' (the Salmon, or Trout, Family).

Accordinc:: to Liiinieus, these formed but one great genus, characterized hy a scaly body, all the rays

of the first dorsal soft, and the second dorsal adipose, or formed of skin inclosing fat, and without rays.

Tliey have numerous coeca, and an air-bladder. Most of tliem ascend rivers ; and their flesh is highly

esteemed. They are naturally voracious ; and as the form and armature of their jaws vary greatly,

they may be arranged into the following suligenera:

—

Sahno, Salmon aud Trout, properly so called.—These have great jiart of the margin of the upper

jaw formed of the maxillaries ; a ro^v of pointed teetli in the maxillai'ies, the inti.-rmaxillaries, the

palatals, and mandibularies, and two rows on the vomer, the tongue, and tlie pharynx,—being, in fact,

the most completely toothed of all fishes. In old males, the extremity of the lower jaw is bent up

towards the palate, \\licre a groove receives it when the mouth is shut. The venti'als are under the

first dorsal, and tlie aiials under the adipose one. They have six gill-rays, or thereabouts ; the stomach

is long and narrow, with numerous Cffica ; their air-bladder extends the whole length of tiie abdomen,

aud couimunleates anteriorly with the gullet. Many species are spotted, and their fiesh is in general

very gnnd. Tliey ascend rivers to spawn, often leaping over cascades of considerable elevation, and

finding tlieir way to-tbe brooks and small lakes of the most lofty niduutains. [They are understoud to

return almost invariably to the rivers in which they are produced; and therefore the fixiug, at the

mouth of a river, of any sort of bar to their jirogress upwards, is sure to drive them from tlie estuary.

According to Mr. Yarrell, one of the very best authorities, all the family are clouded with trauoverse

du^JvV patches when very young,—analogous to what occur on all the species of Cat^.]

iS. nfilnvy the Salmon properly so called, is the largest of the genus, with red tlesh, and irregular brown spots,

which disappear in fresh water ; the cartilaginous beak of the male is not much hooked. They inhabit the seas

Ol' comparatively cold regions, whence they ascend the rivers for the purpose of spawning, at different times of

the year according to the climate,—some in autumn, some in winter, and some in early s])ring. [Tlie eflbrts

which they make to overcome ditRculties in the ascent are very great ; and ^\ lien they have made some progress

up the fres.i water, it is equally cruel and impolitic to capture Iln.ni. It shmild six-m that, in most of the British

ri\'erK, Sann-in are diminishing in numbiTs, nnd becondng uU'erinr in ipialiiy, the cause of which has not been

e::pl;iiiicd in a satisraclor'v manner. In I n^hinil, where tlicy lia\'c nnirr it.tiiI |y l.iectiuie an article of commerce,

thry an; Innud in considrralilr ;ibniidancc. Salnnni ri-\ba\r tlie lail I'm l,((l, and the fui-k dib^appears as the lish

advances in age ; but the nun-gin does not become convex, as m the Jiuli-trunt.] ^. humains, is whitish, spotted

with red and black ; and tlie snout of the male is narrow, antl much crooked in the lower jaw. Its teeth are niorc

robust than those of the true ?almun, and its liesh as red ; but it is inferior in quality. It is found in the mouths

of rivers. H. Schii-fiiunill.-ri, the Sea-trout, is smaller than the former, with the teeth more slender and longer.

The tlanks are sprinkli'd wMh small crescent-shaped spots, and the flesh is paler than that uf the Salmon. S.

hvrhi' [piaiiaii'^ tlie Huil-lrnut, or Gray Truut], grows to alniust the size of the Salmon, and has strong teeth, and

a jiiMuti'd liiwci- jaw in the male.

The remaining Trouts are fumid in all the clear streams of Europe, especially among mounlalus ; and they are

tubpct to great variations from age, food, and the nature of the waters; but these do not appear to account for all

the dillVrenees. [In the same river. Trout are yellowish brown, with bright crimson spots, where the water is fine

and pure ; and lurid and dark, and greatly inferior in flavour, where it is tinged with peat.] ,S. lemanns, Geneva

Trout, found in that lake, and some neighbouring ones
;
ground colour whitish, with small blackish spots on the

head and back; sometimes forty or fifty pounds in weight: the flesh is white. -S. trutta, Salmon Trout, bluish

black above, pale on the sides, silvery on the belly, with cross-shaped spots towards the upper part, migratory in

clfar stii-aiiis, and esteemed next in value to the Salmon. [It varies a good deal in colour ; and. iVom its silvery

lustre, it is called White Trout in some parts of Britain.] >S. fario, the Common, or River Trout, is generally

s,nianer ilian the last, spotted with brown on the back, and crimson on the flanks,—the crimson spots usually sur-

ruuiidiil liy a pale-colourod circle; common in all the clear streams of temperate countries, and sometimes found

two feet aiul a half long, and fifteen pounds in weight. [The GiUaroo Trout of the Irish lakes appears to be a

\r'rii4y, in which the internal coating of the stomach is modified a little to suit the nature of thefood. S.fero.r,

the Great Grey Trout, iidiabits the deeper lakes, and grows to a laige size, but its flesh is inferior.] 5. saveliiius,
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the "Welsh Char, or Tov^och, has red spots in the flanks, an oranpfp beily, and red pectorals, ^\ith the first ray very

tiiickandwliite. S. alphius, nearly tlie same colour, but the first rays oflht loner lius nut so niuch distinsuiblied.

It abounds in Lapland, where it is very valuable. S. umhla, Northern Cliar, found in various Itritish lakes, and
also in the Lake of Geneva. [There are various other menibe-rs of the genus Salmo, but the line of distinction be-

tween species and variety is sometimes not easily drawn.]

Osmerus, the Smelt, has two rows of teeth on each palatal, but only a few in front of the vomer. Form like a

Trout, but only eii;ht gill-rays, and the body brilliant silvery, witli some f^reenish reflections, but with no spots.

[Found abundantly in some estuaries of British rivers at particular seasons, but very local. It seldom exceeds,

and rarely equals, a foot in leng-th. Its fle:^h is delicious.]

MaUotiui, mouth like the preceding, but teeth very small and crowded, and only in the jaws, palate, and tongue
;

eight ^ill-rays, body lengthened, and small scales; first dorsal and vontrals beijind llie middle, pectorals large,

round, and nearly meeting beneath. The only known species, .V. grocjilaitdicin; the Capeiin, classed by Gmelin
amon^ the Herrings, is remarkably abundant on the shores of Newfoundland, and used as bait in the Cod fisheries,

[and sometimes as manure for the land].

ThijmaUutt, the GrayUng, has the jaws like a Trout, but the month small, and the teeth remarkably fine ; first

dorsul long and high, scales much larger than on a Trout, stomach thick, and seven or eight gill-rays ; first dorsal

long, as higli as the body, spotted with black, and occasionally with red, with dusky bars on the large dorsal.

Recent it smells like wild thyme, and when cooked in its perfume it is a dainty dish.

Coregonus, the Gurniad, has the mouth as in the last, but with few teeth, antl sometimes none, the scales

larger, and the dorsal shoitei". Tliere are many species or varieties of this genus ; some in the sea, others in the

fresh ^vaters only, and one occurs in several British lakes. [C. Willughhii, the Vendace, is found in soni'j lakes of

the south of Scotland. It feeds on insects, and very minute fresh-water Crustacea.]

.-ly7/(?/(^i;jrt, has the mouth small and toothless, but strong hooked teeth on the tongue, and small ones before

the vomer, six gill-rays, and the digestive organs like those of a Trout. A. splnir^na, the only known species,

has the air-bladder thick, and very much loaded with nacre—the silvery substance used in counterfeiting pearls ;

it is found in the Alediterranean. The following subgenera, which have the numerous coeca of the Salmon, and

the double air-bladder of the Carps, have not more than four or five gill-rays.

Crimafa, externally like Thymallus, and some of them have the same teeth, differing only in the gill-rays.

Others have teeth in both jaws, sharp and dii ected forwai'ds. They inhabit the American rivers.

Anastomus, like Thymallus, and with small teeth in both jaws, but the lower jaw is so turned up and enlarg-ed

at the point, that the mouth appears a vertical slit.

Gastropelecicsy mouth as in the last, but abdomen compressed, projecting, and sharp ; ventrals small and far

back, first dorsal over the anal ; upper teeth conical, lower ones notched and trenchant.

Plabucits, have the head small, the mouth shallow, a compressed body, the vtntral keel entire and sharp, a long

anal, and the first dorsal ojiposite its commencement.

Serrasalmm, has the body compressed, the belly toothed and sharp, and freijuently a spine in front of the

dorsal. The known species inhabit the South American rivers
;
and, it is said, pursue ducks, and even bathers

;

wounding them severely with their teeth, which are triangular, notched, and very sharp.

Tetragonopterus, has teeth as in the former, but the mouth smaller, and no keel or tooth on the belly.

Chalccus, with the same mouth and teeth, has the body oblong, and the teeth on the maxillaries small and

rounded.

JMyteles, with triangular teeth hollov/ed in the crowns, and three points at the corners, mouth shallow, with two

rows on the intermaxillaries, but none on the palate, the maxillaries, or the ton^^ue. Some have the elevatt-d

form, falchion-shaped fins, spine directed forwards, and even the sharp and touthed belly, of •^erraxafmus, but

not the teeth. One American species grows large, and is good eating Others have simply an elongated body,

and the first dorsal between the ventrals and he anal. These are Egyptian.

Ui/droci/on, have the poiut of the muzzle formed by the intermaxillaries, the maxillaries nearer before the eyes,

and completing the aperture ; the tongue and vomer are always smooth, but the jaws have conical teeth, and the

large suborbital covers the cheek like an operculum. Some have a close range of small teeth on the maxillaries

and the palatals, and the dorsal fin between the ventrals and anals. They inhabit the tropical rivers, and

taste bke Carp. Others have a double row of teeth in the intermaxillaries and lower jaw, a single row in the

maxillaries, and none in the palate ; the first is over the ventrals. They inhabit Brazil. Others, again, have a

single row in the maxillaries and lower jaw, with the teeth alternately very long and very sharp, and lodging in

holes of the upper jaw when the mouth is shut; there are large scales upon the lateral line, and the first dorsal

is between the ventral and the anal. They are also from Brazil. A fourth type have the muzzle prominent and

pointed, the maxillaries very short, and with the lower jaw and intermaxillaries with a single row of closely-set

teftb ; the firstis between the ventral and anal, and they have large scales. They too are from Brazil. Others,

yet, have no teeth in the maxillaries or lower jaw, and what they have are few, but strong and pointed; their first

dorsal is directly over the ventrals. They inhabit the Nile.

Cctharimis, have the mouth depressed, cleft at the end of the muzzle, and the upper margin entirely formed by

the intermaxillaries; the maxillaries are small and toothless, occupying only the commissure
;
the tongue and

palate both smooth, the adipose, dorsal, and great part of the caudal, covered with scales. Found in the Nile.

Some have three small tec^fh in the upjier jaw, and the body elevated, but the belly not sharp or toothed. Oihers

have many ranks of close teeth on the ju\as, which teeth are slender and forked, and the fishes themselves are

elongated.

fiauTus, muzzle short, gape clcl't far behind the ?yes, margin of the upper jaw composed wholly of intermaxil-
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Nofopferus. Gill-lids and clieeks scaly; the suborbitals, pre-operculum, and operculum have two crests ; the lower
jaw is keeled, the belly toothed, and the palatals and jaws have tine teeth ; the upper jaw formed in great part of
the maxillaries. Their tong-ue is set with strong: crooked teeth ; they have one strong and bony gill-ray ; ventrals
hardly visible, followed by a long anal, which occupies three-fourths of the length, and is united, as in Gymnotus,
with the fins of the tail and back; opposite the middle of the anal there is a small dorsal with soft rays. They
are found in the stagnant fresh waters of India, being the Gymnotus noiopterus of Pallas.

EngraidiSyihG i\r\ch(i\ieB, distinguished from the

Herrings by the mouth being more deeply cleft, the

gilhopenings wider, and ten or twelve gill-rays.

The small intermaxillaries are fixed under a little

pointed snout, in advance of the mouth, and the

maxillaries are long and straight. E. enchrasicko-

lus, the Common Anchovy, so well known for its

rich and peculiar flavour, is about a span long,

bluish above, silvery below, the abdomen not trenchant, the anal short, and the dorsal over the ventrals. Taken
in vast numbers in the Mediterranean, and less abundantly in the ocean. E. mcletta is a Mediterranean species.

E. ede7)iuhts, an American species, without teeth.

T/ity.ssa, differs from the Anchovies in having the belly toothed, and the maxillaries very long. It is an East

Indian subgenus.

Megalops. Fins and jaws generally formed like those of the Herring, but the belly not trenchant, nor the body

compressed; teeth in the jaws and palate very small and nunierous; from twenty-one to twenty-four gill-rays
;

and the last ray of the dorsal, and often of the anal, extended in a filament. One American species, the Apalite, is

found twelve feet long, has fifteen rays in the dorsal, and a filament to that in the anal. An Indian species has

seventeen dorsal rays.

Slops, resembles the former, but is rather longer, wants the dorsal filament, has more than twenty gill-rays,

and the caudal with a flat spine above and below.

Butei'iiuis, has jaws like those of a Herring, a round and lengthened body, and prominent snout ; the mouth

shallow ; the jaws with small, crowded teeth ; and the tongue, vomer, and palate, have rounded ones, also closely

set. There are twelve or thirteen gill-rays. This and the former genus are beautiful fishes, of a silvery colour,

with many bones and coeca, and they grow to a large size.

Chirocenfriis, has the upper jaw as in the Herring, with a row of stout conical teeth in both jaws, the two middle

ones in front vei7 long; the tongue and gill-arches toothed like a card, but not the palatal or vomer; seven or

eight gill-rays, the latter ones vei-y broad ; a pointed scale above and beneath each pectoral ; body long, com-

pressed, and sharp, but not toothed on the belly; ventrals very small, and shorter than the anal, which is opposite;

stomach and air-bladder long and slender. Only one known species, of the Indian Ocean, and silvery.

7///o(/tf/j, has the form of a Herring, but the belly not toothed, eight or nine gill-rays, and the teeth and the

mouth like those of a Trout. Found in the fresh waters of North America.

Erythrinus. Upper jaw almost entirely formed of the maxillaries; conical teeth in the edges of each jaw ; crowded

teeth ill the palatals ; five broad gill-rays ; head round, blunt, with hard bones, but no scales ; body oblong, com-

pressed, with scales like Carp ; dorsal opposite the ventrals; stomach and air-bladder large; cceca small. Found
in the tropical rivers, and esteemed as food.

Am/a, have the head like the last, but twelve gill-rays, and a hard buckler on the under-jaw; pavement-teeth

behind the conical ones ;
nosti'iis tubular ;

stomach large; intestine wide, and with no cceca ; air-bladder cellidar,

like the lung of a Reptile. Found in the rivers of the southern states of America, feeds on Crustacea, and is

rarely eaten.

•Sudis,—fresh-water fishes resembling Erythrinus, but having the dorsal and anal placed opposite each other, and

occupying the last third of the body. They inhabit the rivers of tropical countries.

Osterylossum, ditlers from the last by having two cirri suspended from the lower jaw, and the tongue closely

toothed like a rasp. A large species inhabits Brazil.

Lephosteus, ha\e long teeth in the edges of the jaws, and their anterior surfaces rasp-like ; the scales as hard

ns stone; the dorsal and anal opposite, and far back ;
the intestine with two folds, and numerous cceca; air-bladder

cellular. Of tropical America, grow large, and are good eating.

Ponjptenis. Sides of the upper jaw immoveable ; head covered with sharpened bony plates; body with strong

scales ; one gill-ray ; a number of separate fins on the back ; the teeth like a rasp, with long ones in front ; the

stomach large; double air-bladder, with large lobes, the left one opening freely into the gullet. They ai'e found

in the African rivers, and are eatable.

TUE THIRD ORDER OF BONY FISHES,—

MALACOPTERYGII SUB-BRACHIATI,—

Have the ventrals under the pectorals, and the pelvis suspended to the shoulder- bonea.

[They are thus better adapted for ascending and descending than the abdominal fishes.

J
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THE FIRST FAMILY OF THE A! ALACOPTERYGII SUI5-B1UCIIIATI.

GADiD.ii (the Cod Family).

This family are ahiiost wholly included in the great genus Gadm^ easily known by having the

ventrals inser.ed under tlie throat, and pointed. The hody is moderately long, a httle compressed,

and covered with small soft scales ; tLe head is well-proportioned, but naked all their fins are soft

;

the jaws and front of the vomer have unequal-pointed teeth, of medium or small size, disposed in

several rows, like a card m- ia--p; the gill-openings are large, and there arc ^cm.'u ray:>. Most of tlicin

have t\v(j or three fins on tlic hack, some behind the vent, and a distinct caudal fin. Tlie stomach is a

large and strouL^ s.ac ; and the intestine long, with numerous cteca. The air-bladder is large and strong,

and often mttelicd in the margins. The greater numher live in the cold or temperate seas, and furnish

a most inipi">rrant branch of th(.' fisheries. Their flesh is white, easily separable into flakes, and, gene-

rally speaking, wholesome, easy of digestion, and agreeable to the palate. [Taken altogether, they are

probably more really servicciible to Man than any other family of fishes. Their reproductive powers

are great, atnl their uiuul)irs countless; and they have the advantage of being generally found in vast

shoals, at parrieulur places.] They can be subdivided as follows:

—

Morrhua, Cod, properly so called, with three dorsals, two anals, and a cirrus at the point of the lower jaw. Tliey

are the most numerous and valuable of the family, consisting' ofthree sections, or species :

—

G. morrhua, the Cod,

two or three feet lonp;, with the back spotted brown and yellOw ; inhabits all the north seas, and multiplies exceed-

iii;;-ly in the colder latitudes. They are taken in vast numbers for salting, and also for immediate use, [Their

appearance aud qnality vary a good deal with the nature of the ground.] G. tjegh-jlnus, the Haddock, brown on

the back, silvery on the belly, with the lateral line, and a spot behind the pectoral lin, black. Almost as numerous
in northern latitudes as the Cod, but less esteemed. [AVhen the Haddock is taken in deep and clear water, it is

perhaps the most delicate, and at the same time the most savoury of the whole family ; but it does not take salt

so well as Cod.] G.callariuft, the Dorse, spotted like the Cod, but snjaller, and with the upper jaw longest. It is

much esteemed in the north, when eaten fresh. [Besides thcsp, tliere are various sub-species, or varirties, uf all

the three kinds, some of them found on the British shores.]

Merlangus, the AVhiting, with the same fins as Cod, but no cirri. Of these, G. mcrlanguSy the AMiiting, is well

known from its abundance, and the li^^htness of its flesh. It is pale, reddish grey above, silveiT^ below, has a long

upper jaw, and is about a foot in length. G. cariiOHo/-?//.?, the Coal-fish, twice the size of the AVhiting, blackish

brown, with t!ie upj.ier jaw short, and the lateral line straight. The flesh of tlic full-grown one is coarse and tough,

but it takes salt like Cud. G. polachius, tlie Pollock, jaws like the Coal-fish, brown above, spotted on the flanks,

and silvery below. It is abundant in the Atlantic ; and better than the Coal-fish, but inferior to the AVhitlng.

Mcrlucciiis, the Hake, with only two dorsals, one anal, and no cirri, sometimes exceeds two feet; the back

brownish grey, the first dorsal pointed, and the lower jaw longest. It is a coarse fish, but captured in great

numbers, and salted. There are some species in high southern latitudes.

Lota, the Ling (which means the Long Fisli), has two dorsals, one anal, and some cirid at the mouth. G. moh-a,

from three to four feet long, olive above, silvery beneath, dorsals ecjually high, lower jaw a little shorter than the

ui'iper, and with a cirrus. This species salts well, and is not inferior to Cod ; hence it i^ a very valuable object in

the fisheries.

G. /fl/ff, the Burbot, from one to two feet long, yellow mottled with brown, dorsals uf equal height, aud one

cirrus; head slightly depressed, and body cylindrical. It ascends rivers, and its flesh and fliivour are highly

esteemed. [The livers of most of the family are large, and furnish a great deal of oil, highly valuable in the dress-

ing of li/ather, arid other operations of the arts.]

jMof'r/Ia, the Heckling. Body lengthened, fir^t dorsal scareely perceptible, second ami .niial very long, aud three

or more cirri. M. vulyaris, the Tliree-bearded Ilcickling, has two cirri on the nose, and one on the lower jaw. It

is fawn-coloured, with brown spots. 71/. quinqnecirrata, the Five-bearded, has four cirri on the upper part, and

one on the chin. It is dark-brown on the upper part, and seldom attains any considerable size.

il/. g/aiicn, the Mackarel Midge, is about an inch and a quarter long, bluish-green on the upper part, and silvery

below, and on the fins. HI. arycnfeola, the Silvery Gade, is also a small fish, with three cirri, and colouied nearly

like the former.

}iro.'<m'n(s, the Tur^k, is a noiihern species, \-\ ith a long body, a dorsal along the whole back, one barbu'e oa the

under jaw, and the ventrals lleshy. It grows to the largest size in its native north.

Bvoiula, from the West Indian seas, with the dorsal, anal, and caudal, forming one fin, which ends in a point.

jP//.*/c/.v, Fork-ljrard, have a single ray in each ventral, which is produced and Ctuked. They have also a small

barbule on the chin. Thei'e are one or two British species.

Ran'ircpK, the Tadpole Fish, has the head broad and depi-essed, and the fii'st dorsal scarcely visible.

Lrj)i:/i)/<'j>n(x, a separate genus, having some relation to the Cod. Their suborbitals are united wilb the nasal

hone, and foi'm a depressed muzzle, advancing before the mouth, which, however, retains its mobility. Hrad

inul body with hard spinous scales; the ventrals are a little on the throat; the pectorals of mean size; the first

aorsal high ; the second dorsal, anal, and caudal urdted ; the jaws shoit ; the teeth fine svnd short. They inhabit
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deep T\-ater, and utter a ffrumblinp: sound when drawn up to the surface. Two species are known, inhabltin^^ the

(ic]iths of the Mediterranean and Atlantic.

THE SECOND FAMILY OF THE MALACOPTERYGII SUB-CRACHIATL

Pleuronectid^ (the Flat-fish, or Flounder Family).

These are all included in the great genus Pleuronectes, which have a character quite unique among
vertebrated animals; this consists in the want of symmetry in the head. [An animal is said to be sym-
metrical when it is supposed to be divided in a mesial plane, or plane exactly along the middle, in a

vertical direction,—the two sides being the exact counterparts of each other, and differing in nothing

but in the one being turned to the right, and the other to the left.] These fishes have both eyes on

one si Ir, j-nd this side always remains uppermost when the animal is swimming, [while all other fishes

swim on the belly.] The upper side is in general deeply coloured, while the other .side is whitish. The
body, from the head backwards, though formed nearly as usual, partakes a little of this peculiarity.

The two sides of the mouth arc not equal, and the pectoral fins are rarely so ; the body is depressed,

and elevated in the direction of the spmous processes; the dorsal extends along the whole back; the

anal occupies the lower edge of the body, and the ventrals are sometimes united with it. [The fins

are thus lateral fins, in respect of the swimming of the fish when in motion; and the action of the

spine is vertical, in respect of that position, and not lateral, as in other fishes.] They have six gill-

rays ; the abdominal cavity is small, but extends in a cavity imbedded in the flesh on the two sides of

the tail, for the purpose of containing some of tlie viscera; they ha\e no air-bladder, and they seldom

rise far from the bottom. Notwithstanding the peculiarity of the cranium, by tliat twist of the neck

^vilicil Ijriiigs both eyes to one side, the hones are the same as in other families, hut very dhierently

]iroportioiied. They are found along the shores of almost all countries; and are, generally speaking,

vvholesome and agreeal)le eating.

Some individuals liave the eyes placed in the opposite side to that in which they are generally found

in their species, and these are said to be reversed. Others have both sides coloured alike, in which

case they are called " Doubles." It is usually the coloured side which is doubled, though occasionally

it is the white one. They are subdivided as follows

P. pJafessa, Piaice, have a row of sharp teeth in each jaw, and very often pavement-teeth in the pharynx ; the

dorsal does not advance more forwards than the upper eye, and both it and the anal terminate and leave smooth
spaces before the base of the caudal ; they generally have two or three small cceca, and six gill-rays. P. vulgaris,

Coranifin Plaice, has six or seven tubercles, forming a line between the eyes, and spots of Aurora red over the

brown on the upper side of the body. The height is but a third of the length ; and the flesh is soft, and soon de-

composes. P.JlestiS, the Flounder, simitar, but with the spots lighter; some tubercles on tlie head, and some on

the base of the dorsal and anal lins ; and have rough scales on the lateral line. They ascend a considerable way

up rivers, and reversed individuals are not unfrequently caught. P. limanda, the IMh, has the eyes large, the

lateral line curved above the pectoral, the scales rough, and the upper side brown, with whitish spots. P. mi-

crocephaliis, the Laminder, with the eyes smaller, nearer each other, and the back finely mottled with brown and

yellow. [Both these are found in the salt water, as is also P. leminoides, the Long, or Rough Dab, which has the

body elongated, something like a saw, and it approaches that species and quality. P. polo, the Grayed Fluke, has

the head small, the right eye considerably in advance of the left, with the body yellowish-brown, and tlie fins

darker, [All these, and some other species, arefound on the British shores, chiefly on muddy or sandy bottoms.]

Hi/ipo</fosus, the Malibut. Sliape and fins hke a Flounder, lateral line arched, attains the length of six or seven

feet in the northern seas, and weighs from three to four hundi'ed pounds. Its flesh is rather coarse and dn', but

it admits of being salted. There are se^'eral smalt species in the Mediterranean, some of which have the eyes on

the left side, [whereas all the others hitherto noticed have them on the right side, unless when understood to be

reversei,! ;] and one is oblong, with a straight lateral line, and large scales.

Rho)ii/>M.\\ the Turbot genus. Teeth as in the Halibut, but the dorsal advances in front of the eyes, and the anal

ciinies to the edge of the jaws. The eyes are generally on the left, and in some they are separated by a low crest.

R. maximiis, the Turbot, is the most esteemed of the family. Its height is nearly equal to its length, its form a

truncated rhombus, and with the lateral line much arched. The upper or left side is brown, and beset with

tubercles ; but reversed specimens are sometimes taken. R. vuhjaris, Brill, is rounded on the sides, has the body

without tubercles, and the first rays of the dorsal split into filaments. The eyes are usually on the left side. It is

not so much esteemed as Turbot, still it is a good fish. R. hirtus. Topknot : mouth small, almost vertical ; teeth

distinct and sharp ; colour reddish-brown, mottled with black, with a large spot on the lateral line near the taih

hut not so conspicuous as in one other species, which has the body turned the other way, or the eyes on the

right side, and the lateral line nearly straight. R, megastoma, the Whiff: body oblong, mouth wide, lateral line

nearly straight, upper colour brown : it is not much esteemed. R. arnoglossum, the Scarlet Fish: oblong, eyes to

the left, fin-rays extending beyond the membrane, and of a yellowish-brown colour.
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Solea, the Sio]e. Eyes on the rislit, mouth twisted in the opposite direction, and with teeth only in the sides oppo-

site to the eyes ; form oblonp: ; snout rounded, ;;enerally in advance of the mouth ; dorsal antl anal inari^ining; ail

the sides of th<^ body. iS. viilgnrin, the Common Sole, is dark-brown on the upper part, with a strong- skiii and

small scales, and white on the under. S. pegiisa, the Lemon Sole, is paler in colour, and wider and thicker than

the Common Sole. All the Soles are excellent fishes, and may be had in good condition nearly all the year.

Me/}Ochirus, resembles the Sole, but has only one small pectoral on the same side with the eyes, which is the

right side in all the Soles. Tlie Variegated Sole of the Mediterranean—occasionally found on the British coast—is

aji example.

Ac/lint.-,-, are Soles entirely without pectoral fins, some having the vcntrals distinct, and others having them

united to the anal.

THE THIRD FAMILY OF THE MALACOPTERYGII SUB-P.KACIIIATL

Discoboli (Fishes A\itb tiie ventrals formed into a Sucker, or Disc).

The disc formed by the ventrals is the family characteristic, and they consist of two genera, both of

which have the power of attaching; themselves to rocks and other hai'd suhitances, l)y means of tlie

disc, and thus they are capalde of remaining in situations wlicre otherwise the cmrent of ilie water

would carry them away. [This curious ]iroperty enables these fishes to remain and lind iheir food m
situations where every other species offish would be sw^ept away by the current cd" the ^^ater.]

Lepidogasff^r.—^These small fishes have large pectorals reaching to the under-side of the body, where

they consist of stouter rays, incline forwards, and unite witli each otliiT by a transverse membrane

directed forwards under tlie throat, and compo^.-d of the united ventral tins. Body without scales;

head broad and depressed; snout curved and protractile; gills with little opening, and four or five

rays; only one soft dorsal opposite the anal, and both reaching to the l)ase of the caudal. Intestines

short, straight, and without cceca. They have no air-bladder, but they swim briskly. Thcie are two

subgenera ;—
Lepidogasfer, properly so called, have tlie membranes representinjr the vcntrals extended to one complete disc;

and behind this, another disc, formed by Die united pectorals. Sonie have the dorsal and anal united to the

c'mdal, and Others not. [There are several BritiBh species fuuiid on the bouth and we-st coasts ; but they are small,

and ot un interest, except to naturalists.]

Co/'iri-n.i\ have the disc entire, but with a cleft on the sides, and the membrane produced ; the gill-opening

w ider, and the dorsal and caudal smaller, and separated from the anal. [Of this there Is one small British species,

not abo\e an inch and a half in length, bright red above, and paler below. The suckei' adheres I'cadily to any ViCt

surface, but not to a dry one.]

Cgclop/eriis.—Kays of the ventrals suspended rouml the pelvis, united by a single memhrane, and

forming the disc; mouth wide; small pointed teetli in the jaws and phar\ nx
;

gill-lid small, and opening

close t)elow' ; six gil!-ra\ s
;
pectorals large, almost meeting under the throat, so as to siiiTound the disc

there, but forming no part of it. Their bones are soft; skin naked and mucous, hut studded with hard

granulations; stomacli large, and with numerous cccca ; intestine long; air-hladder moderate. There

are two subgenera :

—

Liiiii/ii/.s, \s'd\i: the lii.st ilurv;il more or Ic^s \i-ilili-, but wiih .'dimple rays; the second opposite the anal, with

b tan dual rays ; (lie Ijody is tlink. ['tlie Luiup-li^h is found in the British seas, and as far north of them as ihe

inaTgin of the polar ice. Win u in good condition for the table, it is red, or rather various shades of blue, inn'|ile,

and reddish orange; luU when out of season, it faties to a dull Idue. It attains considerable size, and i^ a high

and thick fish,—the height being about half the length, and the thickness half the height.]

Leparu^, with a single dorsal, and this and the anal both long ; the body long, and compressed towards the tail.

[There are one or two British species, some of which are called *' Snail-fislies," from their ^oft and unctuous

texture, and the readiness with wdiich they adhere to rocks.]

Echcneis. This genus, like Pleuronectes, might foi'm a distinct family of Sub-lirachial Malacoptcrygii. They
have a disc on the head, formed of cartilaginous lannuEe, ranged transversely or obliquely backwards, and with

teeth or spines on their posterior edge. These are moveable, so that by means of them the fish can attarli itself

fii-mly to a rock, the bottom of a ship, or any other substance; and it is owing to this that it used to be alleged

that these fishes could at once arrest the course of the swiftest vessel. Body long and scaly, a snndl ilurs;d oppo-

site the anal, top of the head flat, lower jaw projectile, teeth small, tongue and vomer rough, eight gdl-rays, large

stomach, short intestine, six or eight cccca, and no air-bladder. This species are not numerous, and they inhabit

generally the warmer seas. [£. rcworrr, the Common Sucking-fish, is abundant in the Mediterranean
i and has

been met with as a straggler on the Jiritish shores,—Dr. Turton having fuuud one riding on the back of a Cod-
fish, at Swansea, in 1306. The West Indian species are larger.]
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THE FOURTH ORDER OF BONY FISHES,

MALACOPTERYGII APOD^.

The fishes in -ivhich ventral fins are ahvays ^Yantillg, form but one natural family.

Mt/rcmidce, or Eel-shaped Fishes, which are lengthened in form, have the skin thick and soft, the

scales almost invisible, and but few bones. They have no cceca, but almost all have air-bladders, often

singularly shaped.

The genu-s Murana is easily known hy small opercular, surrounded by concentric rays buried in the

skin, and opening only by a hole at some distance backwards, which arrangement, by protecting the

gills, enables these fishes to hve long out of the water, [and crawl for some distance over-land, when
such a journey is necessary.] Body long and slender, scales visible only on the dried skin, no ventrals

or cccca, and the vent far backwards. This extensive genus may be subdivided as follows:

—

AngniUo, known by the pectoral fins, and the gill-openinps under them ; stomach a lon^- cul-de-sac, intestine

strait,rht, and a peculiar t;land near the middle of the lontr air-bladder. They are a^ain subdivided .—AiiguUla,
the true EeLs, have the dorsal and caudal meeting at the extremity of the tail, and forming a point, and the dorsal

beginning- a considerable way behind the pectorals. [They have also a sinf^ular pulsatory apparatus for the circu-

lation of lymph, situated near the extremity of the tail. They are, strictly speaking;, fresh-water fishes.; but they

mif^rate to the sea in the end of the season, bury themselves in the sludp^e there, and mature their spawn, ag'ain

ascendiuL;- the rivers for the purpose of spawninf^. Like Trout, they are much affected in appearance and quality

by the waters which they inhabit. Three species are known as British Eels :—Acutiros-trus, the Sharp-nosed Eel

;

irt^iVoi'/r;/*, the Broad-nosed Eel ; and Mediorosirus, the Sni^i::; Eel. Eels are delicate fishes, and not found in

very hiffh latitudes. In Britain tliey are most abundant, and best in quality in the pure rivers which rise in the

chalk districts.]

Conger.—Dorsal commencing near or at the pectorals, and upper jaw longest. The Conger is found in most
European seas ; and is sometimes from four to six feet long, and as thick as a man's leg-. The margins of the

dorsal and anal are black, and the lateral line marked with white spots. C. iniiruti of the Mediteri'anean is smaller

than the Conger, and has whitish spots on the snout and the occiput. In some foreign ones, the dorsal begins

before the pectorals.

Oj-j/iisurus, Snake Eels, differ from the former in having a portion of the extremity of the tail without fins, and

ending in a pouch like the tail of a Serpent. 0. serpens of the Mediterranean is brown above, silvery beneath,

has the snout slender and pointed, grows to the length of six feet or more, and is as thick as a man's arm. Some
foreign species have the pectorals much smaller, which gives them a little the appearance of tlie genus,

—

Mura:na,v>\\\c\\ have no pectorals, very small gill-openings, gill-lids thin, and the rays not easily discernible;

the stomach short.; the air-bladder small, and placed in the upper part of t-ie cavity. Some have one row of sharp

teeth in each jaw, among which is,

—

M. helena, common in the Mediterranean, and much esteemed by the ancients,

who carefully fed it in ponds. The story of Vsedius PoUio, who caused his ofi'ending slaves to be fiung alive into

the ponds to feed the Mureenae, is well known. They grow to the length of three feet or more, are mottled brown

and yellow, and very voracious and ugly.

Others have two rows of sharp teeth in each jaw, and one on the vomer; and others, again, have round or conical

teeth, as M. unicola of the Mediterranean, which appears uniformly brown, though marked \\ith small lines and

niodelling-s. Others have two rows of teeth on the vomer, and a single one on the jaws ; others, again, have two

rows on the jaws, and four, like a pavement, on the vomer; and others still have several rows of card-teeth, as

M. saqa, with long, round, and pointed jaws, and the tail ending in a very sharp point.

tSjj/iagebrancItus, have the gill-openings near each other below, the fins apparent only near the tail, and the snout

long and pointed. Some want jiectorals, others have mere vestiges, and others still are totally finless.

Mo/iopf eras, have the gill-openings united, but with a partition ; the dorsal and anal apparent only from the

middle of the tail backwards; card-teeth on the jaws and palate; six gill-rays, and only three very small gill-arches.

The known species is from the Moluccas, and it is green above and fawn-coloured below,

.Si/nbranchux.—GiU-o\iening entirely single, no pectorals, fins fatty, head thick, snout rounded, operculum carti-

laginous, with six rays, stomacli and anal perfectly straight, and bladder long and narrow. Found in the seas of

hot countries.

Alabe^\have one gill-opening; pectorals well marked, with a disc between them; gill-lids small, with three

rays ; teeth pointed ; and intestines as in the last. The \\ ell-known species inhabits the Indian Ocean.

Here should be placed a recently-discovered fish, one of the most singular of the whole class, namely:—

Saccopharynx, which can inflate the thorax to a large tube, which terminates in a very long and slender tail,

with long upper and under fins meeting at the point. Teeth sharp, mouth opening behind the eyes, which are

V(jry near the point of the snout, and gill- opening a small hole under the pectorals. Grows large, and appears to

he voracious ; but only a few specimens have been seen floating in the Atlantic, by means of the inflation of the

tlKu-ax.

Ciimnotns.—G\\\s partially covered by membranes, but opening before the pectorals; vent far forwards ; anal

lin occupying the under line of the body, generally to the extremity of the tail, but no dorsal. They admit of

sultdiviiiun :

—
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G^/mnotus, the true Electric Eels, have no caudal or dorsal fin, nor visible scales; moderate intestines, with

several Ilexiires, and numerous cceca ; stomach short, and plaited on iis inner surface. Om; Ion;;- inr-liladdi r

extends in a cavity of the abdomen ; the other, in two lobes, is placed over the y;ullet. round only in ijie n\ris

and stag-nant fresh waters of tropical America ; and the most celebrated is,—

G. rh.-r(tir?fx, the Electric Gyninotus, called from its form the f:iectric Eel. It attains the length of fu'e or six

feet, and coniniiniicates shocks so powerful that men and horses have been stunned by them. This power is

voluntary, and can be sent in a jiarticular direction, and even throuij^h the water, the fish in which are killed, or

stunned, by its ^llo^ks. By gi\in^; these, it is greatly e.xhansted, and rrijuires both rest and nourishment before it

can renew tliern. The ininiediatr or^an of this power cxtemls alon-- llie whole under-side of the taU, occupying

about half its thickness. It consists of two larij;e longitudinal fasciculi above, and two smaller ones below, resting

on the base of the anal fin. Each fasciculus is composed of nunicrons parallel membranes, nearly horizontal, and

close to each other, one end being attached to the skin, and the other to the mesial jdane. They are joined by

numerous transverse and vertical membranes; and the canals and cells thus formed are filled with gelatinous

matter. The whole ajiparatus is largely supplied with nerves, [affording one strikin^^ instance of the intimate

coiinexi(Ui between electric or galvanic action in uiattei", and nervous action in li\ing animals.]

Cara/'iis, has the body compressed and scaly, and the tail much narrowed. They live in the South American rivers.

*V/tV'(//(7///.s-, h.ive the anal separated from the tail, and a caudal,—a Mift filarjirut along the back, lodged in a

groove, in which it is retained by tendinous threads, and reachini; the wbnie way to the tail, tt has some freedom

of motion, but the use of it is not known. The head is oblique, compressed, and naked, with the skin hiding tlie

operculum and gill-rays ; the body scaly ; the teeth small and crowded, and scarcely discernible in the middle of

the jaw. Like the rest of the genus, they inhabit the waters of South America.

Gi/mnarc/ttis.—Body long and scaly; gill-opening before the pectorals ; a soft-rayi.'d fin ahmg tlie back, but no

anal, and the tail ending in a point ; head naked and conical; mouth small, and with a single row of cuttmg-teeth.

G. niloiiciis, the only known species, inhabits tlie \iie.

LeptncepbalHs.—Gill-opening before the pectorals ; body compressed and ribb(3ndike ; head very small ; snout

short, and a little pointed; pectorals nearly or totally wanting ; dorsal and anal obsL-ure, but extending to the

point of till.' tail ; the viscera occupying a soiall cavity along the under-part of the boily. One species is fouutl in

the British seas. L. mon-issii, the Anglesey ^Inrris, is a very little fish, silvery, and semi-transparent, but wth
bri:;ht and prominent rays, and is very li\ ely in its umtions. it larks in sea-weed ; and is one of tlio.-e animals,

exceedingly i"are among Vert' brata, of which the irdernal structure can be seen without dissection, and its actiuu

understood accordingly. Other species have been found in the warm seas.

Ophidinm, resembles the Eels in having the vent far backwards, and the dorsal ami anal meeting at the point of

the tail; and the body is so long and compressed, that the fish has been compared to a sword-blade. The skin

has mmute and buried scales, as in the liels, but the gill-openings are large, and the gill-lids have free motion
;

the dorsal rays arc jninril, not branched
; some have small barbulcs, others none, and some short cirri ; some aie

flesh-coloured, with bh.rk fins ; some brown, and some large ones are rose-colour, with brown spots.

[The species without cirri, the 0. imbeybis of Linnaeus, has been madr a subL;(nus li\ ruvier, uiuler the name of

Fierasfer, in which the dorsal seems a mere fold of the skin. A siM.cinicn, almut (In ii- i)ichcs lung, has been met

with on the south coast of England].

Ammoibjtes, have the body like the former, a tin witli -iniple-jolnted rays along the b:wk, an anal fin, and a forked

caudal, and Ihe fins are not united ; snout slj:(i-[t-, n|i|icr jaw extensile, and :>horter tliaii the lower in the cl"S(-d

nioutli
;
stomarh fie^liy and pointed ; no cceca, or aii-l.l.nller. They hnrrow in the sand, and are captured by

dig!.;iug it at low water ; and are undei'Stood to cuutnlmti; mat(.-i-ially lo tin- su]i[iort of Salnion in tin:' i-stuaries.

There are two species :—,-J. ^o6mH?«, the Sand-eel ; and .-J. /«f/(rt'(7, the Sand-lance. The latter is thiekc-r in the

body than the former, with the intennaxillaries larger, and the dorsal commencing farther forward. 'Jln.yare

botlj found on tlie sandy shores of Britain.

THE FIFTH OFvDER OF BONY FISHES.

LOPUonRAX<_'IJlI (Fishes with their CJills in Ti'fts).

All the fishes of the preceding four orders not only hiive a skeleton of filn-ous bones, and

the jaws complete and free, but then' gills are al\Miys in lilivcs or fringes, like the teeth of a

comb, but those of the present order, while they have the jaws complete and free, have the

gills not in equal laminfc along the arches, but m small round tufts, disposed along the arches

ni })airs,- -a structure of winch there is no instance in other fishes. These are defended l^^" a

large opercidum, attached lj\' nienibranes on all sides, e.\cept one small hole for allow iiu;' the

water to escape ; and mere vestiges of ra)'s are shown in the suljstauce of the opcrciiliiu:.

These fishes are also distinguished by shields or small plates, which cover the liod\ , and oltcn

give it an angular form. In general, they are of small size, and almost without ilesli. Their
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intestine is of imiform width, and without coeca; and their air-bladder, tliough slender, is

large in proportion to their size. They form two genera; and the first admits of subdivision.

Si/ngiial/iw'!.—These are cliaractcrized by a tubular snout, composed, as in the Fistularida!, of pro-

loiiLjations of tlie ethmoid, vomer, temporals, pre-operculum, and other bones ; and this snout ends in a

mouth as i)i other fishes, only its opening is nearly vertical. The gill-opening is near the nape ; and

there are no ventral fins. In their reproduction there is this peculiarity, that the eggs slide into a

pouch formed by an inflation of the skin, and remain there tdl they are hatched. This poueh is under

the belly in some, anil at the base of the tail in others. It bursts spontaneously, and aUows the fry to

escape. [Thus these fislies have some analogy to the marsupial Marniiialia.]

Stingnathus, the Pipe-tislies, properly so called, have a very long and slender body, differing little in diameter
throughout its entire length. Some have a dorsal, caudal, and anal ; others want the anal only, and in these the
hatching-poucli is situated under the tail. .V. acus, the Great Pipe-flsh, and S. tylphe, the Peak-nosed Pipe-fish,

both found in the Britisli Seas, belong to these sections. Others, again, have neither anal nor pectorals ; and
others no fin but the dorsal. S. opiikjion, the Snake Pipe-fish, and .5. himhrid/onms, the W'oi-m Pipe-flsh, are
British fishes belonging to these sections. [They have the pouch under the beUy ; and it is to be observed that in

all the species it is the ?nale, and not the female, which has the pouch, and hatches the eggs.]

Hippocampus, has the body compressed laterally, and much more elevated than the tail ; and in dead speci-

mens the neck bends, and the upper part has a faint resemblance to the head and neck of a Horse in miniature,

from which they have been called Sea-horses. The margins of their scales are formed into ridges, and the angles

into spines. They have no fin in the tail, but that organ is prehensile, and enables them to climb or hold on by

the stalks of marine plants. The common species is found in the British seas, and is sometimes about five inches

long ; and, on the coast of Australia, there is a longer one, with the angles of the scales extended into leafy

appendages,

Sofeywstomus, differ from the former chiefly in having, behind the pectorals, large ventrals united with each

other and with the h{)dy, and forming an apron which serves to retain tlie eggs while hatching, in the sanre

manner as the pouch of the Pipe-fishes. There is one dorsal of few rays near the nape, a very smalt one near the

tail, and a large pointed caudal, but otherwise they resemble Hippocampus. The only known species is from the

Indian Ocean.

Pegasus, have a snout as in the former, but the mouth under it, and moveable, like that of a Sturgeon, only

composed of the same bones as in other osseous fishes. The body is armed as in Hippocampus, but their thorax

is broad, depressed, and with the gill-openings in the sides. They have two distinct ventrals in rear of the pecto-

rals, wdiich are often large, and have procured these fishes the name of Pegasus, or Flying Horses. The dorsal

and anal fins are opposite each other, the abdominal cavity is wider and shorter than in Syngnathus, and the in-

testine has two or three fle.Kures. Some species are found in the Indian seas.

THE SIXTH ORDER OF BOXY FISHES.

PLECTOGNATHI (Fishes with Soldered Jaws).

Though retaining many of the characters of the Bony Fishes, the mcmljers of this order re-

semble the Cartilaginous ones, in tlie imperfect struetiire of the jaws, and the slow ossification

of the skeleton ; but still this skeleton is fibrous, and resembles that of the Bony Fishes. The

chief characters arc—the maxillary soldered to the side of the intermaxillary, which consti-

tutes the jaw, and the connexion of the palatal arch with the cranium by an immoveable

suture. Besides, the gill-lid and rays are concealed under the thick skin, with only a small

opening, the ribs are mere rivets, and there are no true ventrals. The intestine is large, and

without coeca; and the air-bladder is alwajs ample. They admit of division, by the character

of their teeth, into two very natural families.

THE FIRST FAMILY OF THE PLECTOGNATIII.

Gymnodontes (Fishes with naked Teeth).

Instead of teeth, these have the jaws covered with a substance hke ivory, laminated internaUy, and

resembbng the beak of a Parrot, though these are true teeth united, and are reproduced as soon as they

are destroved Ijy using. Their gill-lids are small, with five obscure rays. They live on Crustacea and

sea-weed, and their flesh is mucous, and not hk»d,—that of some species being reckoned poisonous, at

least at certain seasons of the year.
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The genera Tetraodon ana Viodon liave the faculty of blowing themselves up like balloons, by filling

with air a thin and extensile inemljranous sac, which adheres to the peritoneum the whole length of

the abdomen. "When tliiis inflated, they roll over and float with tlic IjcUy uppermost, without any

power of directing their course ; but they are remarkal>ly well defended by spines all over the surface,

which are erected as they are inflated. Their air-biadder has two loljes. They have but three gill-

arches in a iside ; and when taken, the escape of the air from the pouch makes a sound. Each nostril

is furnished with a double fleshy tentacidnra.

Diodon, Spinous Globe-tislies, ^et the generic name from tlie Jaws consistin^i; of only two piecps, one above and

tlie other below. Behimi the trenchant edge of each piece, there is a rounded portion furrouefl across, imd

forminij a powerful grinding- apparatus. The spines upon the inflated skin, which vary a ^ood deal in the dif-

ferent species, present a formidable appearance. They inhabit the warm seas ; but sometimes, tlioui,^li rarely, a

specimen, brou;2;ht no doubt by the Atlantic current, is found on tbe coast of Cornwall.

Tetraodon, have each jaw marked with a suture, so as to tfive the appearance of four teeth. The spines are

small and low, and some species are reckoned poisonous. None of them is recorded as visiting; Britain. One is

electrical, T. Uneatns, strai};'ht, brown and \\hitish: it is found in the Nile, cast on shore by tbe inundations, and

collected by the children as a jtlaythini;.

Orthagoriscus, the Sun-lisli, has the body compressed, spineless, and incapable of inflation, with the tail so short

that it appears only the anterior half of a Jish which had been cut in two in the middle. Their dorsal and anal,

both high and pointed, are united to the caudal ; no air-bladder, and the stomach is small ; their surface is covered

with mucus. They are found in many seas; and two species at Icast^O. mola, the l^'hort £un-iit.h, and O. oOlo/zgus,

the Oblong Sun-tish—are found in the British seas.

Triodon.—These species have the mark of a suture on the upper jaw, but none on the under, which gives them
the api)earance of having three teeth. A vast membrane, as long as the body, and twice as high, is supported

before by a large bone answering to the pelvis, and makes these fishes reseml)le Batistes, in the following family.

Fins as in Diodon, body rough like Tetraodon, and the surface of the membrane roughened by a number of little

oblique crests. The only known species is from the Indian Ocean.

THE SECOND FAMILY OF THE rLECTOGNATHI.

ScLERODERMi (Fislics with Hard or Granulated Skins).

These arc readily distinguished l>y a conical or pyramidical muzzle, ^\hicli is prolonged forwards from

the eyes, and terminates in the mouth, with distinct teeth in both jaws. The skin is either rough or

covered with very hard scales; and the air-bladder is large, strong, and of an oval shape. There are

two griicra. Batistes, File-fishes, admit of subdivision, and have the body compressed; eight teeth,

gener;dly trenchant, in a single row in each jaw ; the skins hcaly or granulated, but not osseous ; the

first dorsal composed of one or more spines, articulated with a particular bone, which is attached to

the craiaum, where is a groove for its reception ; the second dorsal and anal long, and placed opposite

each other. Though without ventral fins, they have pelvic bones attached to the shoulders. They

abound in the warm seas near rocks, or on the surface of the water ; and their brilHant colours sjiarkle

in the water like those of Chetodons. Their llcsh is disliked at all times; and they are supposed to

feed on Curalline Pulypi at some seasons, and become poisonous, but Cuvicr found only sea-weed in

such as he opened.

Bali'ites proper, ha^e the \^hole hudy covered uith long and bard rhomboidal scales, which do not overlap each

other, Init have the appearance of the teeth of a iile ; three

J\:^

Spines (111 tbe dor^al, the first long, the IhiiHl small and far

f:^, back; extremity of the ehest ^ulieid and prickly, with
^'^ some spines in the skin behind, \\\ur\\ have been con-

sidered as rays of ventral fins. Some have no particular

armature of the tail ; and of these, again, some have large

scales behind the gill-opeuiugs. Such is the liuropean

\ File-lish

—

B. capriscus, -which has been occasionally, but

''f very rarely, found on the British shores, and which is com-
>~, mon in the Mediterranean.

Monacanflius.—This subgenus has very small scales, set

^ »^ rungli like the pile of velvet ; a large cirrated spine on the

y '1 first dorsal, and the extremity of the pelvis salient and— ^i A Spinous. Some have the pelvic bone moveable, and ctin-

1 nected with the abdomen by an extensile membrane, and
'^/\/ ^ frequently strong spines on tbe sides of the tail. Some have

stout bristles on the tail, some have the budv wjth tubcr-
les pciiLiliii^'enis,

'

clcs, and others with branched hairs.
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.-"a^^v

Fii,'. 14.5.—Balistea geograjjhi

Aluieres, have the body lon^, the granulations

scarcely visible, and a sinp;le spine in the first

dorsal, but the pelvis is completely hidden in the

skin.

Triacanihus, has a kind of ventrals, each sup-

ported by one lar^^e spinous ray, adhering- to a non-

projectine; pelvis ; the first dorsal has one largish

spine, and three smaller ones behind it; the body

is crowded with small scales ; and the tail is long^er

tban in any of the othei- sub^^-enera. The sin^de

known species inhaljits the Indian Ocean.

Ostracioriy the Tnank-fish, has the head and body

covered in such a manner with plates of bones,

soldered together, as to form an inflexible cuirass,

leaving only the tail, the fins, the mouth, and a

small margin of the gill-opening", capable of mo-

tion,—all of which moveable parts pass throiigh

openings of the cuirass. The greater part of the

vertebra? are also snhlered together. The jaws are furnished with a row often or twelve conical teeth ; and they

have no apparent gill-opening, except a mere sHt with a cutaneous lobe ; but inside the skin they have a gill-lid and

six rays. They have neither pelvic bone nor ventrals, and the single dorsal and anal are both small : they have

little flesh, but the liver is large, and abounds in oil ; the stomach is also very large and membranous. Some of

them are thought to be poisonous. They might be subdivided according to the form of the body and the spines,

but it is not yet ascertained whether there may not be sexual differences in these respects. [The body is triangular

in some, quadi'angular in others, and in some it is compressed ; and the appearance of the cuirass, or covering,

varies still more. None has been met with on the British shores.]

CHONDROPTERYGIL

The second series of Fishes, the Chondroptertgii, or Cartilaginous Fishes, cannot

be considered cither superior or inferior to the Ordinary Fishes ; for, "while some of the

genera resemble Reptiles in the structure of their ear and reproductive organs, other

genera have the skeleton so very rudimental that one almost hesitates to regard them

as vertebrated animals. They form a series, ranging parallel to the Bony Fishes, just

as the Marsupial Mammalia range parallel with the other ordinary Mammalia.

Essentially, the skeleton is cartilaginous,—that is to say, it has no bony fibres, but

the calcareous matter is disposed in grains. The cranium is always formed of a single

piece without sutures ; but there are ridges, furrows, and holes, whereby the por-

tions of it analogous to the cranial bones of other fishes may be distinguished. Even the

moveable articulations of other orders are not distinguishable in the whole of this : as,

for instance, part of the vertcbrre of some of the rays make a single piece, and some

articulations of the bones of the face also disappear. Among the latter, the most

prominent character is the reduction of the maxillaries and intermaxillaries to mere

rudiments concealed under the skin, while their functions are performed by the palatals,

and sometimes by the vomer. The gelatinous substance which fills the intervals of the

vertebrae in other fishes, and communicates from one to another by only a small hole,

is, in several of this order, a long cord, which traverses all the vertebra?, with little

variation of diameter.

The series divides itself into two orders :—Those with free gills, like all other

Fishes ; and those with fixed gills, which are so attached to the skin by the internal

edges that the water cannot escape from their intervals, except by holes in t^^c surface.
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THE FIRST ORDER OF CIIONDROPTERYGII,—

CHONDROPTERYGH liRANCHIIS LIBERIS,—

(Ofj with free gills), have m then- g^ills a sln^rlc uiile opening, and a j^ill-liil, like tlie Bony
Fishes, but they have no gill-rays. There are two genera.

Accipensor. rlic Sturgeon.—General form like tliat of the Siiark, but the body more or less covered

witli hony plates in ]onL;-itudinal ro\\s, and tiic heail externally armed \'»ith tlie same. Tlieir month,

placed under the muzzle, is small and toothless; and the palatal bones, soldered to the maxillarips,

form the upper jaw, while

^r'"!f^'^^^^^^^^^«^^5^^wriVv„_ /\ J/j^'
there arevestiges of tlie in-

'
" "^^ ^^ ^^^^^%e8^^ h>-. .^^stfB?^^

termaxillaries in the tliick

lips. Placed upon a pedicle

of three articulations, this

mouth is more protractile

the eyes and no^^trils are on the sides of the head, and barbules are suspended from the muzzle; the

labyrinth within the cranial hones is perfect, hut there is no external car— the liole lichind the temple

leading merely to the gills. The dorsal is beliind the ventrals, and has the anal directly opposite to it ; the

caudal siirroiimls the extremity of the spine, and terminates in the upper lol.)e of the tail, liut an under

lolie gives ihe (ail the appearance of being forked. Internally, we tind the spiral intestinal valve, and

the single iiaiirriM'^ nf the Shark family; and there is a very large airddadder, which communicates

with the gnlht liy a large opening. Sturgeons ascend some rivers in vast naml]ers, and are the object

of valii;ihh; fislirrics. The flesh of most is agreeable, their eggs or rocs are made into caviar, and their

airdiladdrris furnish the finest isinglass.

A. .\fnri'i, till' ('(inuimn Sturo;eon, occasionally found in the west of Europe and on the British shores, is about

six feet lon^, lias a iiointed muzzle, live rows of plates with stronp: spines, and its tiesh is much esteemed, being

soiuewlnit hke vfal. The rivers falling- into the Black and Caspian Seas produce this and three other species, if not

more. .(. ml In-mis, tlip Sterlet, is seldom more than two feet long, with the plates on the lateral line numerous and

kf-eled, and ihiisf in tiie belly flat. It is considtred delicious, and caviar made from it is reserved for the

Russian rourt. Tliere is reason to believe that this is the Etops and Acctpcnserso much celebrated by the ancients.

A. stelaltis, the seroregia of the Russians, and the sriicrp of the Germans, g:rows to the length of four feet, has the

plaits rougher and the snout more slender than tlie others. It is very numerous, but less; e.steemed than the

Common Stnrj^eon. A. huso, the Great Sturgeon, has blunter plates, a smoother skin, and shorter snout and cirri,

than the Common Sturgeon. Jt is frequently found more than twelve, or even lifteen, feet in leuj^th, and weii^hui^

more than twelve hundred pounds. One speiduLm is mcntidiird whieli wciu'-hed near 3,000 pounds. Its flesh is not

mnrh esteemed, and it is sometimes unwhole^onH; ; Imt its air-hladiler yields the very finest isinglass. It is found

in the I'o ns well as in th:' northern rivers.

Several Siiir^''c(itis ;iri.- I'onnd in North America, wlnrh arc pn-nliar to that quarter of the W()r]d.

JU)!'iniliHi, nniy he considered as a snbg;enus of Accipeuser, These fishes are distinguished by the great prolong-

atidii di' llirir anout, the broad margins of which give it the figure of aleaf. In the general form and tins they re-

seiJil'ie tlie Sturgeons; but their gill-openings are wider, and the gill-lid is prolonged in a membranous flap, which

extrnds to half the length of the body ; their gape is much cleft, and furnished with a number of small teeth.

Their upper jaw is formed by the union of the palatals and maxlllaries with a pedicle of two articulations. There is

a spinal cord like that iu the Lamprey, and the same spiral valve which is common to most of the order ; but the

pancreas is partially divided into caeca. They are furnished with an air-bladder. Only a single species is knu\\ n,

P. foliiini, which is found \n the Mississippi.

Ch'uiucra.—This second genus of cartilaginous fishes with free gills, closely resembles the Sharks in

form, and iu the disposition of the fins; but the gills open externally by one apparent hole in

each side, though, if we examine more closely, we find great part of their edges attached, and that the e

are five separate liolcs terminating in the common a|n'rtiire: still the}' ha\e a veslige of an operculum

concealed in the skin. Their jaws are more reiluei'd tlian in the bliarks, for tlie palatals and tcmjM-i-

rals are mere sinijile vestiges suspended to the sides of the muzzle, and the upper jaw is represented by

the vomer ntdy : hard and undivided plates supply the place of teeth, four of them alM)\e, and t\\o below.

The niii77.1e, supported as iu the Sharks, projcrls forwards, and has pores arran/cil in -vov;: ne;irlv
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regular. The first dorsal, containing a strong spine, is placed over tlie pectorals ; and the males, as in

tjic Sharks, have a bony appendage to tlie ventrals ; but these are divided into three branches, and they

have S]iinous appendages l)efore tlie base of the ventrals, and small spines on the point of a fleshy

appendage between the eyes. Tlieir eggs are large and flattened, with a leathery covering, and

having margins. [In fact, with some suignlar peculiarities, they approach pretty closely to the fishes

with fixed gills.]

C. monstrosa, tlie King; of the Herrings, and Cat of the Meilitorraiiean, is three feet long, .and of a silvery

colour spotted witli brov\n. It inhabits the liuropeaii seas, the northerly ones most abundantly. Another, funning,
pei-haps, a second subgenus, Callirlnjnclius, lias the snout ending in a fleshy appendage like a toe. The
second dorsal begins over the ventrals, and terminates at the comniencement of the fin under the tad. Cidy
one species, from the Suuth Seas, is known.

THE SECOND ORDER OF CIIONDROPTERYGII.

CHtlNDROPTERYGir BRANCHIIS FIXIS.

Tlit'so have their gills attached at the outer edge, with a separate opening, through which

the ^^'ater from each gill escapes. They h.ave also small arches of cartilage suspended iu their

muscles, opposite the gills, which may be called giU-ribs. They form two families.

THE FIRST F.UIILY OF THE CIIONDROPTERYGII BRANCHIIS FIXIS,—

Sici.ACHii (the Sharks and Ravn),—
AVhich has been comprised in two genera, has many common characters. The palatals and postmandi-

hnlaries arc ahme armed with teeth, snpjilying the place of jaws, the usual bones of whicli are mere

rudiments, a single bone reiircsenting tlie tympanal, jngal, and tein]>oral l)ones, and tlte preopercidum.

The OS 7i>/oldes is attached to this [)ediele, and supports gill-rays as in ordinary fishes, although not

distinctly visible externally. It is followed by branchial arches, but has none of the three pieces which

cmn})Ose the gill-lid. Tliey have pectorals and ventrals, the latter behind the abdomen on each side of

the vent. Their membranous labyrinth is inclosed in the cartilage of the cranium, and their cavities

contain starchy masses and not stony ones. The pancreas is a conglomerate gland, and not divided

into cocca ; the intestinal canal is short, but with a spiral valve. The se.ves pair regularly, the females

having oviducts highly organized, which supply the place of a matrix in those that bring both their

young alive ; such as produce eggs have them with a horny covering, the substance of wdiich is supplied

by a larger gland surrounding the oviduct. The males are casdy known by large appendages on the

inner edge of the ventrals, the use of which is not well known, [though Ijeheved to serve as clas-pers'].

Squnlus, the Sharks properly so called, have a long body ; a thick, fleshy tail; modi rate jiectorals
;

and resemble ordinary fishes in their form, having the gill-openings on the sides of the neck, not

below, as in the Rays, and the eyes in the sides of the head. The snout is supported by three carti-

laginous branches arising from the fore part of the cranium, and the rudiments of mamillaries, inter-

maxdlaries, and premandibulars, may be traced in the skeleton. The hone of the shoulder is sus-

pended in the muscles behind the gills, without connexion with the cranium or the spinal column.

Some are viviparous ; others produce eggs covered with yellow and transparent horn, of an oblong

shape, and with cords of horn at the angles. Tlieir small gill-ribs are apparent, and small ones are

traceable along the spine; their flob is dry and leathery, and eaten only by tlie poor. They are

ninneriius, and finni many subgenera.

SciiUiiun (culled Dog-fishes on the British coast).—Snout blunt and short ; nostrils near the mouth, continued in

a groove to the edge of the lip, and more or less closed by membranes; teeth with a long point in the middle, and

a shorter one at eacli side. They all have spiracles, and one atual fin ; the dorsals are far backward, the first being

even tiel'ore the ventrals ; their caudal is long and truncated, and their gill-openings under the pectorals in the

British ones ; the anal is against the interval between the two dorsal.. The species are :

S. canicf/ltT, the Small-spotted Dog-fish, with numerous spots an 1 the \entrals truncated.— .S". cutiUsy the Large-

spotted Dog-fish, with the spots larger, sometimes ocellated, and the ventrals square.— .S'. melastomum, Black-
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teeth

— _ t

but

6h rk

b Is

mouthed Dog-fisb. Lip;lit-brown, with ocellated spots. All the three are peculiarly destractive to the more

valuable fishes. Some foreign ones have a slight dilTerence of character.

The Sharks properly so called include all species with a produced snout, no nasal grooves, and with

a caudal lobe i ore or 1 ^ t 1 d Tl e\ fcrm tl e gcrus
far 1 rias,— a numerous and notorious trilje,

iti trenchant-pointed teeth, usually sei'rated in

t r a g;ins ; the first dorsal before theventrals;

tl p seco d nearly opposite the anals. They have no

p r ; the nostrils are in the middle of the

d tlie last ^ill-opening extends over the

C. vulgaris, the White Shark, is some-

t s t cnty feet lonj^^, uith isosceles-trian^uiar

raerged at the sides, and the lower ones

I
jints placed on wider bases ; these teeth in

uth of such a fish forming' weapons di'eaded

ariners. Found in most seas. [iXs appcar-

the British shores has been mentioned,

ants authentication.] C. vu/pes, the Fox-

r Tlirrsher.—Ti-ian2;ular ti-eth in both

]
per lobe of the tail as Ions; as thr whole

^ond dorsal and anal very small. C. glau-

cu tire Blue Shark, with curved-si iled teeth

al o\e 1 clinintT outwards, and straighter ones be-

1 all rag-g-ed on the edj^es.

Lamnn, tin. PorbLa^k, difttis f i om a true bhdrk m the pyramidal snout, and the g-ill openings before tlie pec-

torals. L. cornubica occasionally appears on the

British coast, and its size has caused it to be mis-

taken for the White Shark. L. monennu resembles

the last, but has the snout shorter.

Ga/eus.—Shaped like the Sharks, hut with spira-

cles and an anal. G. vulgar/,);, the Tope, is found

on the British shores.

Musfelus, resembles the former in shape, but

has the teeth like a close pavement.

i^fi/avis, tlip Sniooib Hound, is a British species.

X'l/i'iaiiiis, wduts the first dorsal; has six gill-

openings, ti'iangular teeth above, and like a ^'^'- '''^ —The Tiiresher.

saw below. Two species inhabit the Mediterranean. Has the form of tlie Sluirks, and spiracles, with tiie gill-

openings nearly snnoimding the neck ; its teeth are small and not notched. It is the largest of tlie True lishes,

being sometimes thiity. six feet long
i
but it is a hanrdcss fish. 6'. »(('.t//H/(,v, the Basking Shark, is fuuiid m the

Biitish s^as.

Cnilradn,), has spiral teeth like pavement, and a spine before each dorsal.

S/iiiun , rusmibles Carcharias, but has spiracles
; no anal fin ; several rows of small trenchant teetli ; and a strung-

spine bcfoi'e t';ich dorsal. 8. acant/ieiis, the Piked Dog-fibh, is a British species.

t'c;(//;//n, resembles the last; l.iut the second

doi>al over the ventrals, and the short tail, give

it a clumsy apiiearance ; its skin it^ very rough.

>Sri/m/iiis, the Greenland Shark, is more abnn-
d;ini in tiji.- Arctic sens, and is large and vora-

ciuns ; but is understood not to attack Man,
Zi/i/irna, foi-tns a s^corid genus. Like the

Sharks in the budy, but with the snout singu-

larly produced, forming two pieces like a double-

li aded hammer, with an eye in the niiildle of

each extremity. The species of the European
seas grow to the length of twelve feet, [and we
believe larger ones are met with in southern

latitudes].

Squal'nta, the Angel Fish, has spiracles and
wants the anni ; but it lias the mouth at the end

of the mnzy.le ; the eyes in the upper part of

the head ; the head round ; the budy broad and

flattened horizontally ; the pectorals large and

far forward, but separated fiom the back by a

slit in the gill-openings ; their two dorsals are

ttached loth to the upper and under sides of the terniination of the body.
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.S. angelus, tlie Common An-el-fish, ^rows seven or ei-ht feet lon-j is vory voracious, and one of the uglieat
of fishes.

Pri.v/is, the Saw-fish, form a foarth ^eniis. Tliey

hr.ve a lon;>; body, like the ^halks, witli the jiill-

openitiffs below; the snout extemled like the

blade of a sword, and with stron^: and trenchant
teeth like spines on both edges. Tliiy formidable

weapon ffivos name to the fishes, and with it they

w ill attack the ]ar<,^est Whales, and inflict dreadful

wounds. They sometimes attain t^^elvc or fifteen p, 150 -The Saw-fish
feet in len^j-tb.

Haia, tlie Skate, [or rather, perbnps, liaiaidce.ihe Skate family,] are less numerous than the Sharks.

They have the body flattened till, from its union with the large and fleshy pectorals, it forms a disc.

These pectorals are joined to each other before the snout; extend behind as far as the base of the

ventrals, and have their humeral bones articulated with the spine behind the gills. Eyes and spiracles

above; mouth, nostrils, and gill-openings below ; and dorsal fins almost always on the tail. Eggs

brown, leathery, and square, v;ith points at the angles. Tliey consist of the following subgenera:

UI<i)ioh<(lh', (ion\-\f!ct tlie Sharks and Rays by their thick fiesliy tail, and two distinct dorsals and a caudal.

Thft rhomboids formed by the snout and pectoi-als is shar])Gr in front and narrower than in the ordinary Rays ;

but excepting this they have all the characters of these, and their crowded teeth are placed in fives, like little

pavin^'-stones. Simie inhabit the Mediterranean ; some the Atlantic ; and one species from Brazil is said, but

not proved, to be electric. Rhina differs from Rhinobatis in having a stout, broad, and rounded snout.

Torpedo.—Tail short, but tolerably fleshy ; disc of the body nearly circular, the anterior edge being forined by

two productions of the muzzle, which extend outwards and join the pectorals. The space between the pectorals

and the head and gills is filled by an electric apparatus, consistin;;- of numerous cells formed like honeycombs,

and subdivided liy lateral diaphragms, in the intervals of which a mucous fluid is contained. This electric or

galvanic apparatus is, like that in Gymnotus, ainply supplied with nerves. The shocks given by the Torpedo,

tlioiijfh smart, are not so benumbing as those of Gymnotus. They probably enable it to stun its prey. The body
is smrjoth, and the teeth small and pointed. Two species, one with ocellated spots, and another with seven fleshy

protuberances round the spiracles, with the back marbled, sprinkled, or spotted with brown, were long confounded

with this one. There are also several species in the foreign seas. The Common Torpedo is occasionally found on

tlit^ Chauuel coast of England.

Rata, the Rays properly so called, or Skate, have the disc rhomboidal ; the tail slender; with two small dor-

sals on the upper part, near the point, and sometimes the vestige of a caudal ; and their teeth are small, and

rane:ed in quincunx on the jaws. The European seas furnish many species, some of which are not yet well deter-

mined. Their flesh is rather hard when recent, but wholesome. [The species found in the Rriti.sh seas are as

follows: R. c/ingrhica, the Shagreen Ray; R. bails, the Clue or common Skate; R. o.ri/r/ti/ncfiui-, the Sharp-

nosed Ray; R. marg'inata, the Margined Ray; R. jnactilata, the Homelin or Spotted Ray; R. vdcrocellaia, the

Small-eyed Ray ; R. clavafa, the Thornback ; and R. rad'iata, the Starry-ray.— 1'rtrrc^r.y British Fh/ies.]

Trygon, the Sting- Ray, has on the tail a strong spme notched on both sides
; teeth similar to the other Rays

;

the disc obtuse forwards, and the tail often without any fin save a rudimental membrane. R. acanthus resembles

Tryp:on, but has the tail long and slender, without fin or spine.

]\[lllobatls, the F.agle Ray, has the snout projecting beyond the long pectorals, Mhich extend outwards like

wings ; the Jaws have broad flat teeth like a pavement ; the tail is long and slender, having a spine on the upper

jiavt near the base, and not far behind the small dorsal. In some there are two or more spines.

Cc;:;//a/y/)/('/v/, has the small tail, the spine, and the small dorsal of tlie last subgenus; but the pectorals are

more extended in proportion to the ienirth of the body ; the head is truncated in front, and a lobe of each pectoral

advances on each side of it, making the fish seem as if it had horns.

THE SECOND FAMILY OF THE CHONDROPTERYGII CRANCIITIS FIXIS.

Cyclostomata (with the Jloitth formed into a Sucker).

^yith respect to their skeleton these are the least perfect of fishes, and, indeed, of all vertebrated

animals. Tiiey have no pectorals or ventrals ; their body ends in a circular fleshy lip, with a cartilaginous

ring supporting it, and formed of the soldered palatals and mandibularies. Tlie suljstance of all ihe

vertei)rrc is traversed by a single tendinous cord, filled internally with a mucilaginous fluid, without

contractions and enlargements, which reduces the vertehne to cartilaginous rays not easily distinguish-

alile from each other. The annu.ar portion is rather more solid than the rest, hut not cartilaginous

through its whole circle. They have no ordinary ribs, but the gill-ribs, noticed as rudimental in the

Sharks and Rays, are more developed and united with each other in this family into a kind of cage, but

there are no sohd gill-arches. Instead of being comb-shaped, as in other fishes, the gills have the
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appearance of s^cs produced l)y the union of the faces of the proximate ones. Tlie lahyriiifh of the ear

is embedded in the cranium, and tlic nostrils opened by a single orifice, in front of whicli is a blind

cavitv, improperly thought a spiracle. The intestine is straight and slender, with a spiral valve.

Petrom/i:o)}, tlie Lampreys, havp seven gill-openiR^ifs on each side, and the skin on the upper and under parts of

tlie tail is formt-il into fln-hke crests, which, however, liaveno rays. The Lampreys properly so called, have strong

tei'th in the maxillary rins:, and the inner disc of the lip, which is very circular, is covered with tubercles, hard and

crusted like teeth : this rin^ is suspended by a transverse plate answering? to the intermaxillaries, and there are

vestig-es of maxillaries on tlie sides. The tongue, whicli moveshackwards and forwards like a piston, and performs

the suction, has two lougfitudinal rows of small teeth. Water reaches the frills' from the mouth by a particular

membranous canal, a sort of trachea, placed under the g'ullet and perforated with holes ; there Is a dorsal before

the vent, and another behind it which unites with the caudal. They habitually fix themselves to stones and other

hard substances b)" means of the sucker ; and tliey attach themselves to tlie hir;4est fishes in the same manner, and

in the end pierce their intcK'unients and prey upon their substance.

The species are—P. marlnu.K, the Sea Lamprey, two or three feet long;, marbled with brown and a yellow ground;

the first dorsal separate from the second ; two laro;e teeth on the upper part of the maxillary range. In spring; tliey

appi'oach the month of livers, and their flrsh is hi^^hly esteemed. P. jluviabilis, the River Lamprey, from a foot to

eii;i;hteen inches long ; silvery, with blackish or olive spots on the back ; two larfje teeth in the maxillary ring-; found

in the fresh waters. P. plancrii, the Small River Lamprey, is eight or ten inches long, and has the colours and

teeth of the preceding : it also inhabits the fresh waters. [The last two are often styled Lamperns.]

Mlixine.—The members of this genus have but one tooth in the maxillary ring, which is entirely membranous
;

two rows of strong teeth on e.Tcb side of the tongue ; but in other respects like the LaniprcNS. The nioutli is

circular, with eight cirri, and has a spiracle on the ujiper margin which reaches the interior. The luidy is cylin-

drical, and furnished with one fin round the extremity of the tail. The intestine is straight, but simple, and plaited

internally, and the liver has two lobes ; no eyes are perceptible. Their eggs grow to a large size ; they discharge

^:o much mucus from the jiores in their lateral line that if kept in a vessel of water they turn it into a jelly; they

attack fishes in the same manner as the Lampreys, and they are divided into subgenera according to the number
of their gill-oiienings.

Heptratremiis, has seven on each side, like the Lampreys, and the only known species is from the South Sea.

GastrobancJiiix, has a common canal to the gills on each side, each of which opens by a hole near the heart, and

at one thii d iif the h.'ii-tli Iroiu Ihr head. C. ijlutinosa, the Hag, is the only known species, and i: enters the mouths

of fishes wlien (mi tlie rislicrnicn's line, and plunders their substance.

AinynocttcSy has the entire skeleton so soft and membranous that there is not a bone in the whole, not even a

tootli ; they have the external form and gill-openings of the Lampreys, but their fleshy lip forms only a semicircle

on the upper part of the mouth, which is furnished with numerous cirri. The known species, A. brancMalis, is

from six to eight iiiches long, about the thickness of a goose-quill, and of no use but as bait for other fish. [It has

been accused of sucking the gills of other fishes, but perhaps talsely. It is found in the sand and nmd of small

streams; preys on worms, insects, and dead matter, and is, in return, preyed on by the Eel.]

lAinp/iioxtis, has the body compressed, the surface without scales, and both ends pointed. It has a dorsal along

the wholpiineof the back, but iio othrr fiii^. The moutb is on the nndrr side of the bodv, opens longitudi-

nady, .-iiul has a mw of lilaiurnts on each side. A. hnin-nlalus, the Laricchd. is the only known species. It is a

British fish, and an inhabitant of the sea, in which it is found, although ^ery rai-ely, lurking under stones in

pools left by the ebbing tide. Pallas considered it as a molluscous animal, and not a fish ; but Mr. Yarrell, in his

Brlli.sh Fishes, argues that it is a fish, and tliat in organization it is the lowest of the class. " The form of the

fish," says Mr. Yarrell, " is comiiressed
;
the head pointed, without any trace of eyes ; the nose rather produced

;

the nmnth on the under edge, in the shape of an elongated fissure, the sides of which are flexible ; from the inner

margin exN-nd various slender filaments, which cross and intermingle with those on the opposite side. Along
the sides of the body the muscles are arranged in regular order, diverging from a central line ; one series passing

oljli(|inly upward ;iiid b,ick\Mird, and the nthcr series a^~ obliquely downward and backvard ; t!ie anal apertuie is

sitiialcd utir-rourlii nithr length of the lisli in advance of the end of the tail; the tail itsf If pointed ; from the nose

to the end of ihe tail, a delicate membranous dorsal fin extends the whole length of th> back, supported by very

numerous and minute soft rays; the surface of the body srr.octb." These characteis leave no doubt that the

animal is a fisli ; but that it ought to be classed with the Lamprey fandly is am^tlier mfltt'^>*. The specimen from
which the description was made was not above an inch in length, very slender, and ainiust transparent.]
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SECOND GREAT DIVISION OF THE ANIMAL KINGDOM.

THE MOLLUSCA. *

The Mollusca have no articulated skeleton nor vertebral canal. Their nervous

system does not unite in a spinal cordf, but merely in a certain number of medullary

masses dispersed in different points of the body, the principal one of vidiich, called the

brain, is placed crosswise upon the gullet, encircling it with a nervous collar. Their

organs of motion and of the senses have not the same uniformity in number and

position as in the Vertebrated Animals ; and the variety is stdl more striking with the

viscera, particularly in relation to the position of the heart and respiratory organs, and

even in the structure and nature of the latter ; for some Mollusca breathe the free air,

and others the fresh or salt water. In general, however, their external organs, and

those of locomotion, are symmetrical on the opposite sides of a middle axis.

The circulation of the Mollusca is always double,—that is to say, their pulmonary

circulation always makes a separate and complete circuit ; and this function is always

aided by one fleshy ventricle at least, placed, not as in the Fishes, bctweeu the veins

of the body and the arteries of the lung, but, on the contrary, between the veins of the

lung and the arteries of the body. It is, consequently, an aortic ventricle. Tlie

family of Cephalopods alone is provided, besides, with a pulmonary ventricle, which is

even divided into two. The aortic ventricle is also divided in some genera, of which the

Area and Linrjula are examples : at other times, as in the remaining bivalves, its auricle

only is divided.

When there is more than one ventricle, they are not united together to form a single

organ, as iu animals with warm blood, but they are often placed considerably apart, so

that we may say that then there are several hearts.

The blood of the Mollusca is white, or bluish ; and the fibrine appears to be pro-

portionally less abundant than in the blood of Vertebrated Animals. There is reason to

believe that their veins perform the functions of absorbent vessels.

Their muscles are attached to different points of their skin, and form there tissues

more or less complicated and close in texture. The motions of these tissues are limited

to contractions in different directions, which produce inflexions and prolongations, or

relaxations, of their different parts; by means of which the creatures creep, swim, and

seize upon various objects, according as the forms of the parts are adapted to these

movements ; but as their members are not sustained by jointed and solid levers, the

Mollusca cannot make rapid springs.

The irritability of the greater number of the Mollusca is very great, and is retained

* In tlif oriiniitil, (here is liere h lung note, containing an expo- I f From this mode of expression, we infer tliat Cu^-ier harl aiiopted

silioji of tlie Liiinteiii eliissificuioii of avertebrated atiioials. ami the tlieory, that the brain and spinal cord are the result of a union of

a. so tlie tnodifiuation of it proposed by liruijuieres, Cuvier's hrst the nerves, trending from the cireuinferenee to certain centres. Tlie

slvctch of tlie arrangeinent notv to be explained was made in Itlaj opposite opinion was that maintained bj- lialler, and all tbe earlier

1795.—Ed I
phyMoloijists.—Ed.
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a long time in parts after tliey have been amputated. Their skin is naked, very sensi-

tive, and. in general, bedewed with a humour, which oozes from its pores. No peculiar

organ of smell has yet Vjeen discovered, although they enjoy that sense ; and it maj' be

that the entire skin is its seat, for this has much resemblance to a pituitary membrane.

All the Acephales, the Brachiopods, the Cirrhopods, and some of the Gasteropods and

Pteropods, arc destitute of eyes ; but the Cephalopods possess these organs, with a

structure equal, at least, in complexity, to those of animals with warm blood. They also

are the only iMoUusca iu which organs of hearing have been detected, and in Vvhich

the brain is inclosed iu a particular cartilaginous skull.

Nearly all the MoUusca have a developement of the skin which covers the body, and

resembles more or less a cloak, but which is often reduced into a simple disk, or is folded

into a tube, or hollowed into a sac, or, lastly, extended and divided in the form of fins

or swimmers.

We call those Mollusea naked in which the cloak is simply membranous or fleshy
;

but there is commonly formed within it one or several laminEe of a more or less solid

substance, which is deposited in layers, and increases at the same time in extent, as

well as in thickness, because the recent layers always extend beyond the older ones.

When this substance lies concealed in the cloak, common usage allows us to extend

to the species so circumstanced, the i\i\c oi naked JMoUutsca. But oftener that substance

assunies such a size and developement that the animal can contract or withdraw under

its shelter ; we then give it the name of shell, and the animal is said to be testaceous.

The skin wliich covers the shell is thin, and sometimes dried, or wanting: it is commonly

called [by French naturalists], the drap-marin, [and by the English, and those who

write in the Latin tongue, the epidermis~] .*

'i"he varietv in the forms and colour, in the exterior sculpture, composition, and lustre

of shells, is infinite. The greater uumber by far are calcareous ; there are sorrie simply

corneous ; but all are formed of material deposited in layers, or exuded by the skin

under the epidermis, as are the rete mucosum, the nails, the hair, the horns, the scales,

and even the teeth. The texture of shells differs according as that exudation is made

in parallel layers, or in vertical filaments arranged closely against each other, f

The MoUusca present every kind of mastication and deglutition ; their stomachs are

sometimes simple, sometimes multiplicate, often furnished with peculiar armatures, and

their intestines are variously elongated. They have, in general, salivary glands, and

always a liver of considerable size, but no pancreas
J nor mesentery. Several have

secretions, which are peculiar to them.

7'hey exhiliit, also, every variety of generation. Several fecundate themselves,

while in others, although hermaphrodite, the union of two individuals is neeessarv to fe-

cundation : in ujany the sexes are di>tinct and separate. Some are viviparous
; others

are oviparous, and the eggs of these are sometimes enveloped in a more or less con-

sistent shell, or sometimes only in a simple viscosity.

These variations in digestion and generation are found in Mollusea of the same order,

sometimes of the same family.

The MoUusca, in general, seem to be animals of inferior developement: hebetous

• f'rcvious (o my system, tbcTcstacen were corisirlcn-.l /, pcculisr
[

+ Tlii; sliiiicnt nil! fiRd tlii; f(.rr,ialii,Ti ,>r shills. and their structure
oraer

I
\ml ll,e trmisitlom tram tlie naked to the .liclle.l llnllu.ea .re a-Ji.iiri.bly cvplruned by Jlr, (.ray, in ;. paper, nn'ilie ecnnumy ol uS

M, insensible, and their natural divisicns are so interlaeed, that thi.s I luseoiia animals, inserted in ti,c y/ii/. yrr<;/,^! ISXi.—Eo.
disiineticn can be no longer retained. liloreover, there are several

| t Professor Grant maintains that there is a parnreas or its repr'
Tesiaeea tvltich are not Mollusea. ...niative, in all classes of Mollusca.-liD.
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and incapable of active exertion, they maintain tliemselves amid living beings princi-

pally by their fecundity, and t'ne tenacity with which they retain life.

DIVISION OF THE MOLLUSCA INTO SIX CLASSES.*

The general form of the body of the Mollusca being, in a sufficient degree, propor-
tional to the complication of their internal organization, indicates their natural divisions.

In some, the body has the form of a sac, inclosing the branchiae, and open above,
whence there protrudes a head well developed, and crowned with certain strong fleshy

elongated productions, by means of which the animals progress, and seize upon objects.

We call these the CEPH.vLoroDEs.

In others, the body is not open ; the head has no appendages, or only very minute
ones

;
the principal organs of locomotion are two wings, or membranous fins, placed

on the sides of the neck, and in which the branchial tissue is often spread. These are

the Pteropodes.

Others, again, crawl on the belly on a fleshy disk, sometimes, though rarely, com-
pressed into a fin. They have almost all a distinct head. We call these the

Gasteropodes.

A fourth class is composed of those Mollusca in which the mouth lies concealed in

the base of the cloak, which also incloses the branchiae and the viscera, and opens

either throughout its whole length, or at both its extremities, or at one only. These

are our Acephales.

A fifth comprehends the species which, inclosed also in a cloak, and without an

apparent head, have fleshy or membranous arms, garnished with cilife of the same

nature. We have called these the Brachiopodes.

Lastly, there are some wdiicb, alike the other Mollusca in the cloak, the branchise,

&c., differ from them in having numerous hornv articulated members, and in a nervous

system more aUied to that of the Annulose Animals. Of these we constitute our last

class, the Cikrhopodes.

THE FIRST GLASS OF MOLLUSCA.

THE CEPHALOrODES.*

The cloak unites under the body, and forms a muscular sac, that incloses all the

^ascera. In several species, its sides are extended into fleshy fins. The head issues

from the opening of the sac : it is roundish, furnished with two large eyes, and crowned

with fleshy conical arms or feet, varying in their length, and capable of being bent

very vigorously in every direction ; and, as their surface is armed with suckers, the

animals fix themselves, by their means, with great force to whatever objects they em-

brace. With their feet they seize their prey, walk, and swim. They swim with the

head backwards, and crawl in all directions, with the head beneath and the body above.

name Mo!liisc/i. M. dc Blainville proposes to substitute

ami t,e sepunitea from them tliu Cl.Uous und thr Cirrlio-

ivhich he ninlies a subtypical sectiun under tlie tiiiuie

ia. The f.jlhiwiitu distribution of the Mollusca into

:lasses is cntirelj- my own, as Mell as the ^eater number of the sub
Livisitms ;u tlie sci-nnii tle^^ee.

+ The Crp/i<tU'j'l:ura o( Oc Biainville.
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A fleshy funnel placed at the aperture of the sac, before the neck, affords an outlet

to the excretions.

The Cephalopodes have two hrancliiao, one on each side of the sac, in the shape of a

compound fern-leaf. The great vena cava, ^vlien between them, divides into two

branches, wliich terminate each in a fleshy ventricle, placed at the base of its respective

branchia, and propelling the blood into it.

The two branchial veins tend to and terminate in a third ventricle, situated near the

bottom of the sac, whence the blood is carried to every part of the body by different

arteries.

Respiration is effected by the water which enters into the sac, and is driven out

asain through the funnel. It ap]iears that the water even penetrates into tw"0 cavities

of the peritoneum, which the venie cavai cross in their course to the branchire ;
and

that it has some influence on the venous blood, through the medium of a glandular

ajiparatus attached to these veins.

The mouth opens amidst the bases of the feet. It has two powerful corneous jaws,

similar to the beak of a Parrot, and between the jaws is a tongue roughened with

horny ])rickles. The gullet swells out into a crop, and then passes into a gizzard as

fleshy as that of a bird, to which succeeds a third membranous and spiral stomach,

into wdiich the hver, which is very large, pours its bile through two conduits. The

intestine is simple and short. The rectum opcir* uito the funnel.

These animals have a peculiar excretion of a deep black colour, which they use to

taint the water wlien concealment is necessary. It is secreted by a gland, and reserved

in a sac, difterently situated in difl'erent species.

Their brain, inclosed in a cartilaginous cavity of the head, sends off from each side

a cord which swells, within each orljit, into a large ganglion, wdicnce are derived innu-

merable optic fllaments. The eye is formed of numerous membranes, and is covered

bv the skin, wdrich becomes transparent in )iassing over it, and sometimes forms folds

that supply the Avant of eyelids. The ear is merely a little cavity excavated on each

side near the brain, without semicircular canals or external passages, and in which

there is suspended a membranous sac, containing a little stone.

The skin of these animals, particularly of the Octopus, changes colour, in patches

and in spots, wdth a rapidity greatly superior to that of the Chameleon.*

The sexes are separate. I'he ovary of the female is at the bottom (if the sac. Two

oviducts caiTy the eggs from it, passing them through two large glands which envelope

them, during their passage, with a viscous fluid, and gather them together into a sort

of cluster. The testicle of the male, similar in iiosition to the ovary, gives oft" a vas

deferens that terminates in a fleshy penis sitvuited to the left of the anus. A vesicula

seminalis, and a prostate, also 0])en there. There is reason to believe that im]ireg-

nation is cH'ected bv a sprinkling of the seminal fluid o\'er the eggs, as illustrated

in the majoritv of Fishes, in the season of spawning, the vesicula contains a vast

numljer of little filiform bndies, A\hich, through a peculiar mechanism, writhe and

move about rapidly as soon as they fall into the water, and shed the fluid with \\hieh

they are Hlled.

'I'nesc animais are voracious and savage ; and as they arc agile, and are furnished

• Sec Carus. Nov .Id. A',;/, C,<r. xii. purl i. p. Ti^ft ; .iiid S.1n^i.,vaPllli, .I'm. rfci 5. i. A'.//, vol. xvl. y. 303. lALso ColiLslrc nm. in E.thihur^J,

Jiiurn. <:J
N'tl. 'nid tJr<j^'ro[,!i . Scirtict-, vi,l. ii. p. ^lili.J
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with numerous organs for seizing their prey, they destroy many Fishes and Crusta-

ceous animals.

Their flesh is eatable. Their inky secretion is employed in planting, and from it

some have asserted that the China ink of commerce is manufactured.*

The Ccphalopods comprise only one order f, which we divide into genera from the natm-e of

the shell. Those which have no external shell formed, according to Limueus, the single genus

Sepia, or Cuttle-fish,t
which wc now subdivide as follows :

—

The PouLrES {Octopus, Lam.) ; the Polypus of the ancients.

These have only two small conical grains of a horny substance indiediled in their back, one on each

side
; and their sac, having no fins, represents an oval purse. Their feet are eight in number, all nearly

of equal size, very large in proportion to the body, and united together at their insertions by a mem-
brane. The Octopus uses them equally in swimming, in creeping, and in seizing its prey. From their

length and strength they are formidable weapons, by means of which the jney is entangled and

cau^dit ; and ihey have often been the destruction of swimmers. § The eyes arc proportionally small,

and the skin can be made at will to contract over them so as to cover them completely. The ink bag

is embedded in the liver. The glands of the oviducts are small.

Some (the Pohjpcs of Aristotle) have their suckers in two alternating^ rows along- [the oral marg-in] of each foot.

Tlie common species {Sepia ociopodia, Linn.), with a minutely g;ranuloLis skin, arms six times as long; as the

liody, and g:arnished with 120 pairs of suckers, infests our coasts in summer, where it destroys an immeuse
qaautity of Crustacea. The seas of the tropics produce the Octopus granulatus, Lam. iScpia rugosa, Bosc.)

Sch. iii. ii. 2, 3, known by its more decidedly granulated body, its arms only a little longer than itself, g-arnished

with fifty pairs of suckers. Some believe this to be the species which furnishes the China ink of commerce.

( )ther Foulpes (tlie Eledons of Aristotle) have only a sino;le row of suckers down each foot. In the Mediterranean

there is a species remarkable for its musky smell: it is the Octopun moschatus. Lam.

—

Mem. de la Soc. d''Hist.

Nat. m 4to, pi. 11 ; Rinddei,^\^y.

The Argonauts {Aryonauta, Linn.)—

Are Poulpes with two rows of suckers : the pair of feet nearest the back expand, at their extremities,

into abroad membrane. Tliey have not the dorsal cartilaginous spicula of the comnimi Octopus; hut

we always find these Cuttles in a very thin,

regularly-grooved spiral shell, which, from the

disproportionate size of the last whorl, has

some resemblance to a canoe, the spire repre-

senting the poop. The animal uses it too as a

boat, for when the sea is calm, groups of them

have been seen navigating the surface in it,

employing six of their tentacula for oars, and

raising, it is said, the two with expanded ex-

tremities to serve the purposes of sails. If the

waves rise, or any danger threatens, the Ary-o-

naut withdraws all its arms into the shell, con-

tracts itself there, and descends to the bottom.

Its body does not penetrate within the spire of

Fig. J51.—Arifonnuta the slicll, aud it appears does not adhere to it,

at least there is no muscular attachment, and this fact has led some authors to think that the Cuttle is

a parasite of the same nature as the Hermit-crab
|| ; but as it is always found in the same shell, as we

never fiml any other animal there, although it is very common, aud naturally adapted for rising to the

" However. M. Al. Rcmus/it has fuunrl

I hi I opir
,
[which, Ihf n^Ial

hiriL,' in Cliii

V Tlie discoveries of Mr. Owen liave proved the necessity of di

tlic L'Hss into twv orders;— 1. L>ibiianc'h iata, witli two brmicl

^ihieli nil (he n«/.'cd Cullle-fisli are exsiniples ; and, 2. Tethaura

ATA. \\\C\ r^iur lirancliije. as in Niintilua, .inti as supposed to hav

in Oie iniihiloculir-shelleH fossil Cephiilopodes.—Ed.

J hi Bliiinville's system ihey fctrm the order Cri/plfdihTimchu

§ Thi

of ilu r siiikirif,' bo/its /ijid ships :ire t

ely -"I'l.

cly fabulous.

-

I]
Hence M. Riifiiic>(jue, and others followin(r him, have made Ihe

finlinal a genus under the nsmie Oci/thiie. [Cerlaitily the opinion of its

being a piir;isite was, until rECcntly, entertained by most naturalists;

but that advocated by Cuvier has been j;rreatly strengtliencd, or rather

proved, by the experiments of Mrs. Power. See the Miip;. of Natural

History, conducted by IMr. Charlesworth ; and the dissections and

argument.'; of :\Ir. 0«-en, in the Pnwccdh'g-s luid Tran.t/irliojis "/ the

Zuulogh'il S'jiitty of I.u^'d',,,. The animal does not sail as here de-

scribed ; tlie use of the expanded arms is to retain the animal withia

ils shell,!

z2
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SLirfiire, .mil as it has been even asserterl that ilie ^cvm of this lihcll has I)Ocn seen in the rcr^ of tlie

ArgiiDaui '', we must s;iy that this opininn is, lo say the most of it, still very jiroijIeinatical.^Pnli,

7V'.v/«c. Xviij). iii. ]•- ]0. See also lu^russac, i\fein. df la Soc. d'JIisf. Na(. de Park, ii, p. 100; and

Kanzani, hlem. di Sfor. Nat. Lee. i. p. 85. It is the NaulUuv and Poiajjilns of the ancients.

—

Plin. ix. c. 29.

We know some species, very like each other botli in the animal juhI ^lll•ll, wliicli Linnaeus confounded together

under the name of Argoitaii/a or(/o, vulg'arly called the Paper-nanlihis;.

It is supposed that we must ascribe to an animal analoi^ous to tin Ar2:oii;uit, tlie Bi-U<Tophoii,—fiy>.^[\ slidls

rolled up spirally and symmetrically, and without septa; but thiL'k, not ^n-ou\e(h and \shose last \^ll0^1 is propor-

tiMii:ibly shorter. [Soweiby says that licllerojilion is the only fossil that bears any real resemblance to Argonauta,

but neither shell, in his opinion, has been formed by a Cephalnpodous animal, but probably hy one nearly like

that of Carinaria. The fossils are characteristic of the cartxmilVrous limestone, and the oldest secondary strata :

in these the shell is frequently found changed to silex.]

Tiic Sr,Kii"\'ic-Fisn {Lolifjo, Lam.)

—

Have in the hack, instead of a shell, a liDrny lamina in tlie sliape of a sword or lancet. Their sac has

two lins ; and hrsiides the eit^lit fret, furni\hed witli small pcdirlrd iuckers innrdiiiatcly ari'anged, their

head snppoils t\\(.) ai'ins much longer than the feet, ami only aeelihnlerrrous near the ends, which are

enlarged. These the animal ein})loys as anchors to fix itself. Their ink-hag is buried in the liver
;

ami the glands nf their n\idnets arc very large. They lay their eggs attached together in straight

garlands, ;ind in two series
;
[and the entire mass somewhat rcseirihles a mop, being coni[)Osed of

nnmerous intestine-like lilamcnts tied together in the centre].

The fandly is now subdivided from the number and armature of tlie feet, and tlie f(irm cif the tins. T!ie Lul'i-

gopsiSy like the <')ctopus, has only eight feet, but our knowledge of the genus lesfs upon figures that are scarcely

ti-ustwnrthy f In Loiujo propeiiy so called, the arms have suckers as well as the feet, and the tins are situated

towards the end of the sac. AA'e have tliree species in our seas,—the L. vul<ifiri.s iSej'in loli<jo, Linn.) ; L. siniittala^

and L. subulafa y or ^epia media, Linn. The Omjchotlifuthis, bn-!n.-n-.t, (C///////';, Lcsueur,) have the form of the

L'jligo, but the suckers of their arms end in hooked spines. The Se/nijt<i ha\e roumh'd fins, attached, not to the

cud, but to the sides of tlie sac. The common Sepiola {Sepia sepiula, Linn.) occurs in our seas. The body is short

and obtuse, with small circular fins. It never exceeds three incliesin length ; and its horny lamina is slender and

]ioiiited like a needle. ± The Scpiolheutes, Blainv. (C/io«(^'o*(V)/a, Leukard,) luive the s:ic margined througliout

with the fins, as in the .-'epia ; but their shell is horny, as in the Loiigo.

Thi': Cuttle-fisk, strictly so called (Sej)ia, Lam.),

—

Possess the tw"0 long arms of Loiigo, and a fle^,hy fm stretched along eaeli side of tlieir sac. Tbenr

shell is oval, thick, tumid, and composed of an inlinity of very thin parallel calcareous lamin;c, joined

together by thousands of little hollow columns, whieli are placed upright in the spaces between every

two lamime. This structure rruders it frial)le, whence it is employed by artists in polishing various

works ; and it is given to cage binls to sharpen their beaks upmi. Tluj Se[)ia have the ink-bag separate

from the liver, and situated deciier in the alfdiunen. The glands nf tite oviducts arc enormously large.

Tliey deposit their eggs attached to one aiiutlier in branched clusters, not

unlike acluster of grapes, whence the vulgar have called thetu Sca-r/rapes.

The species distributed in all our seas {Scj)iii officina!i.s, Linn.) reaches a foot or

more in length. Its skin is smooth, whitish, and dotted with red. In the Indian

Occau there is one with a skin roughened with UxhttvcM-a (S. (iiherciila(a,'h?i\\).).

(Aiimiig fiissils we find sotik- liltic bodies armed with a spine, \^luch nrr the

cuds 01' a bime of Sepia?. They cimstitute the genus Bfl'-i'frrn nf Doluiyes. 8ee

Ann. ill's. Sr. Xdi. ii. XX. 1,'2. Sni lie other fossils, but petrified, appear to liave great

relai iiMi til Mirbcaksi.f (lie Se|ii,c. These are W\Q Riiiicholilliesoi iSL Faure Biguet.

—See Gadlardot, Ann. Sv. Nal. ii. 48.5, and pi. xxii. ; and U'Orbigny, ib. pi. vi.)

Linna;us united in one geims— jiij

N.vuTir.us

—

All spirally twisted, symmetrical, and chambered shells,— that is to say,

several cavities; and he sujiposed them to be inhabited by Cephalopods. One of tbein is, in fact, the

shell of a Cephalopod, very similar to a Sepia, but with shorter arms: it is the genus

Si'iRULA, Lam.

—

[u the hinder part of tlie bodv of the Cutlle is an interior shell, which, however dissimilar to the

Inme of llie Sepia in figure, ilnes tint differ much from it in the manner of its formalion. If we imagine

divided hy partitions into

iliL-ir 1,'rciil Iciigih uiid gr

ve been disproved.— K
rlnidL'd to hnvc two .1

r<nt. ZihA. n. s. iii. p. 33i). &e.—Ku.
Ill tlie anatomy of SepioU find L,.lii:n|ii,

iij [lie Isl vol. of the Z-ol. Truus.— V.i,.
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tliat the successive layers, instead of remaining parallel and in nigh approximation, were to hecome

concave tov\'ards the hody, more distant, each growing a little in hrcadtli, and making an angle

between them, we should then have a very elongated cone, rolled up spirally on one plane, and divided

transversely into chambers. Such is the shell of Spir ila ; which has these additioual characters, that

the turns of the spire do not touch, and that a single hollow column, occupying tlie interior side of

each chamber, continues its tube wilh those of the otlicr columns even to the extremity of the shell.

This is what is named the Syphon.

Only one species {NaiitUus spirula, Linn.) is known.

The shell of the Naidilus, properly so called, differs from that of the Spirula in this,—tlint the septa increase

very rapidly, and tliat the last turns of the spire not only touch, hut envelope the preceding;. The syphon is in the

centre of each partition. The common species ijyanlilu.f pomjuVnis, Lin.) is very lar^e, sihered within, and

covered e-\ternally with a whitish ciust, varied with reddish somewhat undulated hands. According; to Rumphius,

its animal should be in part lodL,^ed in the last cell, and should have the sac, the eyes, the parrot-like beak and the

funnel of other Cephalopods; but its mouth, instead of their great feet and arms, should he surrounded with

several circles of numerous little tentacula, destitute of suckers. A li;^ament springing from the beak should run

through the syphon, and 11.x the animal to it. It is probable also that the epidermis is prolonged over the exte-

rior of the shell ; hut we may conjecture that it is thin upon such parts as are vividly coloured.*

We meet with specimens of Nautilus {N. pomp'iUus, B. Gm. List. 552; Ammonia, Montf. 74), in whirh the last

whorl does not envelope nor conceal the others, hut in which all the whorls, although thfy touch, are visible,—

a

character which approximates them to the Ammonites
;
yet in every other respect they so closely resemble the

common species that it is difficult to believe they are not a variety of it.

Among fossils there are Nautili of large and moderate sizes, and of figures more varied than now exist in the ocean.

We also find among fossils certain chambered shells, with simple septa and a syphon, in which the body is at

first arched, or even spiral, but the last-formed parts of it are straight ; these are the Lituus of Bi-eyn, in which

the whorls are either contiguous or separate, (the Hortoles, Montf)—Others remaining straight throughout their

growth are the Orifwcerafites. It is not improbable that their animals had some resemblance to that of the

Nautilus, or to that of the Spirula.

The Belemxites

Belong, probably, to the same family, but it is impossible to be sure of this, since they are only fouiirl

in a fossil condition. Their whole structure, however, shows that they were internal shells. f They

have a thin and double shell, that is to say, composed of two cones, united

at their base, and the interior of which, much shorter than the other, is itself

divided iuternally into chambers by parallel septa, concave on the side that

looks to the base. A syphon extends fi'om the summit of the exterior cone

to that of the internal cone, and is continued hence, sometimes along the inargni

of tlie septa, and sometimes through their centre. The space betm'een the

two testaceous cones is filled witli a solid substance, composed either of la

diating fibres or of conical layers, which envelope each other, and each of

which rests on the margin of one of the septa of the inner cone. Sometimes

we find only this solid part ; at other times we find also the nuclei of the cham-

bei-s of theinnercone, or whathas been called thealyeote. Oftener these nuch i,

and even the chambers, have left no other traces behind than some projectnij

circles within the inner cone; and in other instances, the alveolie are found

in greater or less numbers, and still piled or strung together, but detached

from the double conical case which had inclosed them.

The Belemnites are amongst the most abundant of fossils, particularly in

beds of chalk and compact limestone. The most complete works upon tin ui

are the Memoire mr les Bekmnites c-onsideries zoologiquement et gcohrjiqvc-

vient, by Blainville, Paris, 1827 ; and that of M. I. S. Miller on the same

subject, in vol. u. part 1, of the Geoloijical Trans., Loud., 1826. [The

English student will find the fullest details in Buckland's Bridgewater

Treatise.] M. de Blainvdle distributes them from characters derived from

the greater or less depth to which the inner cone, or chambered part, pene-

trates ; from the margins of the external cone, which has, or has not, a small

lich fossils are occasionally refcrreii t

ispall believes the Belemnites to be

me sea animal, perhaps allied to the £

* The structure of this siii^lar Ccpb.alopod has been fully described

md illustrated in a very admirable manner, by Mr. 0,ven, in his

.l/e„o.!>on the Pearly NatilUm;' Lotid., 1S32.—En.

t It may [jive the student an idea of the nature of the evidence on

appendages

i-urchius, C^e/iinus).—f:ij
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ylmmoJif/cs, Lam., is restricted to the species in w]i\r]

fissure ; from the exterior surface being marked with a longitudiiial gutter on one side, or with two or

several gutters towards the summit ; or as tliat surface is smooth and witliout gutters.

Some fossils, very much like the Beleninites, hut witlioiit a cavity, ami even with a [)rotrLidiiig basis,

form the genus Actinocamaw of Miller.

It is U|i0!i similar conjectures lliat the classification of tlie

Ammonites, Brug., or Snake-stonep,—
Is founded, for they, also, are only found iu a fossil state. They are distingLushcd, in general, from

Nautilus, by their septa, which, ijistead of being plain or simply concave, are angulated, sometimes

undulated, but oftener gashed on the margins,

like the leaves of the Acanthus. The smallness

of I heir last cell leads to the belief that, like the

Spirula, tlicy were internal shells. The beds of

the secondary mountains swarm with tiiem,and

we find tlicm thne from the si/.e of a hean

to tliat of a eliariiit wlircl. The variations

of their w liorls and of llieir s\phnn enable

them to lie subih\ ided. Tims the name

the wliurls arc vi^_i!)!c. Tlieir syphon

is near the margin. Tliey have been still further dii^tingnished into tlio^e which have the margins

of the septa fuliaccous, (the Ammoiiifes, the Plaiiitcs of Ilaan,) and into those in which they

are simply angular and undulatory (the Ceratites of Ilaan). Those in which the last whorl envelopes

all the others, arc the OrhuMles, Lam., or the Glohifes ami ConiafiJea of Ilaan, or Pehr/uses, i\lontf.

The i-y|ih(in is the same as in Ammonites.* The name Scaphifps, Sowcrby, [orraiher of Parkinson,]

has lieen ;>p])ro]niated to those species whose whorls are contiguous and on the same plane, excepting

tl;e h^st, which is detached and hent up')n itself. Those which are perfectly straight are the BactdUes,

Lam. Some arc round, others are compressed ; ami in the latter we some-

tinui'S observi; the syphon to be laterah The Ilamilcs of S(j^vclb}, [Par-

kinson.] arc kno^\n by liaving their first formed cells arenatcil. Buit the

Titrrilile^, Mmiif., ditlVr more than anyfrom iheuMinl iiahit of the family,

for the wliijrls, in [)lace of remaining on the same level, descend rapidly,

aud give to the shell that obelisk form which is denominated turriculated. Fi^'. is^.—lortinn ,.f aBnuiite

From analogy, it is supposed that we ought to refer to the Cephaln}n.)ds, and to consider as being in-

ternal shells

The Camerixep, Crug. (Xaniii/i'li/r.';, Lam.),

—

For all of them are equally fossil. They lia\c a lenticuhir shape, without any apparent aperture, but

within there is a spiral cavity, divided by se^ita into a multitude of hltle chamljers without a syphon.

Tlicyarc amongst the most generally diffused fossils, and almost of themselves form some entire chains

of calcareous hills, and immense banks of building stone. (It is upon such rocks that the pyramids of

Egypt are founded, and with stones of the same description that they are built.)

The commonest, and which attains the largest size, are altogether discoid, and have only a sin^de

row of chambers in the whorl of the spire. Some minute sorts of this description have been also found

recent in some seas. Other minute species, both hving and fossil, have their margin bristled with jiolnts,

wliieh give to th in the figure of stars {Su'lrrortlhi.'s, Lam.).

The woiks; and the jjatieut researches undertaken successively by LHanclii {c-x .hoius P/ancifs), Soldani,

riehtel and iMoll, and Alex. d'Orbign}", lia\c made known an astnnishing nundier of these chandicred

and esyphonal shells {Nin>innihiy'ni:), of exti'enie litllcness, so as iifteii lo be altogether microscopical,

either in the sea, among sand, sea-weed, lVc. ; or, in a fossil state, in the sand-lx'ds of various countries

;

and these shells vary to a remarkable extent in their contour, the number and the lelalive position of

their chambers, &e. One or two species, the only ones in whieh the animals have been noticed, have,

apparently, a small oblong body surniounted by numerous rcy\ tentacula, a structure which, taken in
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connection witli the septa of their shells, has occasioned them, like the genera which we have just

treated of, to be arranged in the series of Ccphalopods ; but this classification requires to be confirmed

by more numerous observations before it can Ije considered as settled.* Linnaeus and Gmelin placed

the species known in their time m the genus Nautilus. M. d'Orbigny, \\ ho has studied them more

carefully than any one else, rnakes an order of tliein, which he calls Forammifeven, because the cells

communicate only Ijy holes ; and he divides them into families from the manner in which the cells are

arranged. When the cells are simple, and disjiosed sinniUy, the shells constitute his Helicostegues,

which are subdivided ; for, if the whorls of the spire envelope each other, as is particularly the case with

the Cameriues, he names them Helicostegues nautiloides ; if the whorls do not cover themselves, they

are //. ammonoides ; and if the whorls rise up, as in the greater number of univalves, they are his H.

turhinoides. The family Stijcostegues is known by the simple cells being, as it were, threaded on a

single straight, or sUglitly curved axis. When tlie cells are disposed in two alternate rows, they are

then the Eaallostegues. If the cells are gathered together in small numbers, and heaped up in a globular

shape, the family is the Agatlmtegu.es. Lastly, in the Eatomostegues, the cells are not simple, as in the

preceding families, but are subdivided by transverse partitions, so that a section of the shell discovers

a sort of treUis-work.

THE SECOND CLASS OF MOLLUSCA.t

THE PTEROPODES.

They swim, like the Ccphalopods, in tlie sea, but cannot fix themselves there, nor creep,

from want of feet. Their orgaus of locomotion consist of tins only, placed at each side of

the mouth. The species known arc of small size, and few in number. They are all herma-

phi'odites.

The C:lio {Clio, Linn.; Clione, Pall.)—

lla\t in blono; meml)rauous 1 jd\ v\itl ut a cljik the head is formed of two rounded lobes, whence

the little tcntacula project; two small fleshy

lips, and a tongue, upon the front of the

mouth ; and the fins contain the vascular net-

work which supplies the place of branchia;

;

the anus, and the orifice of generation, are

under the right branchiae. Some have as-

serted the existence of cyus. The \iscera do

not nearly fill the exterior envelope. The

stomach is large, the intestine short, and the

liver voluminous.

The most celebrated species {Clio borcalis, Linn.) swarms in the northfrn seas ; and, from its abundance, be-

comes a t'uod for the Whales, althougii no individual exceeds an iiicii in leii,:2;th. Urui^uiLTe has observed a larger

.sjiecies, in equal abundance, in tlie Indian i »cean. It is distin;;'Lii6licd by its ruse-coluur, its emargiuate tail, and

its body separated into six lobes by as many grooves.

It seems that we must also place here the

Cymbulia of Peron,

—

AVhich has a cartilaginous or gelatinous envelope in the shape of a boat, or rather of a shoe, roughened

with little points arranged in longitudinal rows. Tlie animal has two large vascular wings, which are

it.s hranchicc and its fins; and between them, on the open side, there is a third lesser lobe with three

points. The mouth, with two small tcntacula, is between the wings, towards the closed side of the

shell ; and above are two minute eyes, and the orifice of generation, whence issues a penis in the form

iinc of these multilocular shtlls belong apparently to the Icsta-

A-iiiiL-lides ; while tlic curious oliservutions of Dujardin sci'iii tu

,n.vL-ii that tlie i,Tfat bulk of ilie Foran.iiiifcrc's are not Mol-

l.ul fi-iimals TL-lated to (lie Infusoria,—.;;;», dta Sa. .\at. n. S.

Ll sci[,—En.

t M. de Blainville unites my Pteropodea and Gasteropodea Into

me (.lass, ivliich tit tails Piiniccphalophora, of which my Ptero|")da

:oiistitute his order .-Iporobrarichiain. Thia order he divides into

wo families :—The Tliecosomata, ishich Ijave a shell ; ami the Gpnuiu-
om-iiii, which :vre shell-less.
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of a little beak. The transparency of the body allows \is to distinguish the heart, the brain, and the

\'iscera, through the envelopes.

The Pneumodermks {Pneuniodermon, Cuv.)

—

Carry their dissimilarity to the Clios a little further. The body is oval, witliout eloak or shell ; the

branchiae attached to the skin, and formed of little leaflets set in two or three lines, disposed in the

figure of the letter II opposite to the head; the fins small; the mouth (gariii&hed with two small lips,

and two bundles of numerous tentacula, terminated each by a sucker) has underneath a small lobe, or

fleshy tentaculum.

Tlie only species (P. Pcronii, Cuv.) was taken in tljc ocean by PtTon. It is not less tlian an inch in length.

The Limacin-e, Cuv.,

—

Ought, from the description of Fabricius, to have a nigh relationship to Pneumodermon; hut their body

is terminated with a spiral tail, and is lodged in a very thin shell, of one whorl and a half, umbilicated

on one side,* and flat on the other. The shell serves the purpose of a boat ; and when the creature

wishes to swim on the surface, it uses its fins as oai's.

The species known {Clio helidna of Piiipps and of Gmel. ; Argonauia arctica, Fabr., Faun. Grcenl. 3S7) is not

less abundant than the Clio borealis, in the Arctic seas ; and is likewise a principal aliment of the \Vhale.

The Hyales {IJyalea, Lam.; CavoVma, Abildg.)

—

Have two very large wings ; no tentacula ; a cloak slit on tlie sides, containing the branchiae at the

ijottoui of the fissures, and clothed with a shell jiHt in a corresponding manner, the ventral aspect of

which is very tumid ; the dorsal aspect is flat, longer than the other, and the transverse line which unites

them behind is furnished with three acute denticulations. When alive, the animal protrudes, tlirough

the chinks of the shell, certain narrow filaments, or productions of the eloak, of variable lengths.

The best known species {Anomia tridcntata, Forskah! ; Carolina nataus, Abildgaard ; Hi/alea cornea, Lam.) Ims

a small yellowish semi-transparent shell, and is found in the Mediterranean and the Indian Ocean.

The Cleodores [Cl-eodora, Pcron).

For these. Brown first instituted the genus Clio. They appear to be analogous to the Ilyales in the

simplicity of their wings, and the absence of tentacula between them. It is also probable that their

gills are concealed in the cloak ; but their conical or pyramidal shell is not sht along the margins.

M. Rang" distributes the genus into subgenera tlius;— CVeo(?or(7, with the shell pyramidal; Crc'i'e?>, with the

shell conical, elongated; Ciwieria^ with the shell cylindrical; Psi/c/ie,t]]e shell globular; Euribia, the shell hemi-

spherical. (And it is probable that we should arrange near the Creseis, and even perhaps in the same subgenus,

the Tripler of Quoy and Gaimard, which Blainville has relerred to the family Acerie.)

It has been believed that we may place near to the Hyales,

—

The Pyrgo,—
A very small fossil shell discovered by M. Dcfrance. It is globular, very thin, and divided hy a very

narrow transverse fissure, excepting in front, where it becomes also a little enlarged.

(Several Pteropodes have been discovered in the fossil state. ]M. Ihuig has found, in the fprrain-'^

of Bordeaux, Hyales, Cleodora?, and Cuvierin;.

—

^nc Jan. dc-i .Sci Xaf.for .luijiist 1S2G. The Varjliuda

of Daudin is a Creseis, according to Kang ; and it has, in fact, all the characters of the same.)

THE THIRD CLASS OF MOLLUSCA.

THE GASTEPvOPODES.

The Gasteropoda constitute a very numerous class, of which the Slug and the Snail give

a good general idea. They creep generally upon a fleshy disk, situated under the bellv,

but whieh sometimes assumes the form of a furrow, or of a vertical lamina. The back

is covered with a cloak of greater or less extent, and of various figure, which secretes

a shell in the greater number of the genera. Their head, placed in front, is more or

* SnWL'rby siiys, " Um bil iciituJ on both bkIcs."—Eu
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less distinct, according as it is more or less drawn in under the cloak. It is furnished

with tentacula of [comparatively] small size, and which do not encircle the mouth
;

their number varies from two to six, but tlrcy are sometimes wanting ; they are organs

of touch, and, at most, of smell also. The eyes are very small, sometimes placed upon

the head, sometimes at its base, either to a side or at the tips of the tentacula ; they

are sometimes also wanting. The j)Osition, the nature, and the structure of their

breathing organs vary, and afford characters whereby to divide them into several

families ; but they have never more than one aortic heart,—that is to say, one placed

between the pulmonary vein and the aorta.

The position of the orifices of the organs of generation, and that of the anus, varies;

but they are almost always on the right side of the body.

Several arc entirely naked, others have only an interior shell, but the majority are

covered with one which contains the soft bod)', and shelters it.

These shells are secreted in [or on] the cloak. Some of them consist of several

symmetrical pieces [or valves] ; some of a single symmetrical piece ; and others of a

non-symmetrical piece, and when this is very concave, or continues to grow for a long

time, an obliquely spiral shell is necessarily produced. In fact, that the shell may

represent an oblique cone, on wdiich are placed successively other cones always wider

in one direction than in the others, it is necessary that the whole should turn to the

side which enlarges the least.

That part upon which the cone is turned is named the cohiinella [or pillar] , and it is

sometimes full, and sometimes hollow. In the latter case, its opening is called the

vmhilicus.

The whorls of the shell may remain nearly on the same plane, or they may tend

always towards the base of the columella. In this case, the preceding whorls rise above

the others as they are formed, and constitute what is called the spire, which is acute

in proportion to the rapidity with which the whorls descend, and to the measure of their

increase. The shells with an elongated spire are said to be turbinate. When, on the

contrary, the whorls remain depressed on the same level, and do not envelope each

other, the spire is /o<, or even concave. These shells are called discoid. When the

upper part of each whorl envelopes or covers the preceding, the spire is concealed.

The place in the shell whence the animal protrudes itself, is named the month, or

aperture.

When the wdioils remain nearly on the same plane, the animal, in creeping, has its

shell placed vertically, the columella transversely upon the hinder part of the back

;

and its head passes out under the margin of the mouth opposite to the columella.

When the spire is turbinate, the whorls turn obliquely to the right side in nearly all the

species, but in a small number to the left ; and the latter are named reversed, [or

sinistrorsaT]

.

It is to be observed that the heart is always on the side opposite to that to which the

spire is directed. It is, consequently, in general on the left, and only on the right in

tlie reversed kinds. The contrary is the rule with the organs of generation.

The organs of respiration, which are always within the last whorl of the shell, receive

tlie circumtluent element under its margin, sometimes because the cloak is detached

from the body along the whole of this margin, and sometimes because it is perforated

there with a hole. The margin of the cloak, in many Gasteropods, is prolonged into
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a canal, through which they can reach and receive the circumflaent medium without

extruding their head or foot iroin tlie tlielL 'ihe shell has then, also, in its margin,

near the end of the columella, 0|")poscd to that towards wdiicli the sjjire tends, an emar-

gination, or furrow, wherein to lodge the canal of the cloak. Consetiuently, the canal

is to the left in common, hut to the right in the reversed species.

Further, the animal being very Hexile, can vary the direction of the shell, and oftenest

when there is an emargination or furrow, it directs the canal forwards, wdience it

happens that the spire points to behind, the columella to the left, and the opj/osite

margin to the right. The contrary of this occurs in the reversed sorts ; and this is the

reason that we sav that their shell turns to the left, [or is sinistral^.

The mouth of the shell, and consequently also the last whorl, is greater or less, in

relation to the fither whorls, according as the head or the foot of the animal is more

or less voluminous in relation to the mass of viscera which remains tixtd within the

sh.ell ; and the mouth is wider or narrower just as the same parts are more or less

broad. There are shells wdiose mouth is narrow and long ; and there it is that the foot

is thin, and doubles on itself before it can be retracted.

The greater number of the aquatic Gasteropods with a spiral shell, have an operculum,

or a corneous or calcareous plate, affixed upon the posterior part of the foot, to close

the aperture when the snail has withdrawn within the shell.

There are Gasteropods with separate sexes, and others which are hermaphrodites
;

and of these some are capable of self-impregnation, wdiile, in others, the copulation of

two individuals is required.

Their organs of digestion do not vary less than those of respiration.

The class is so numenws that we have deemed it expedient to divide it into a certain

number of orders, the characters of which we have drawn from the p(jsition and the

form of the branchia?.

The Pulmoxe.\

Breathe the atmosphere, receiving the air within a cavity whose narrow oi-ifice they can open

anil close at will : they are hermapbroditical, with reciprocal copulation ; some have no shell,

others carry one, which is often truly turhin.ite, but never furnished uith an opercuhiui.

The Nudibraxchiata

Have no shell, and cany their variously-figured branchiiB naked upon some part of the back.

The Inferobranchiata

Are similar, iu some respects, to the preceding, but then- branchiie are situated under the

margins of the cloak.

The Tectibranchiata

Have tlieir hraucliiic upon the liack. or up<Jii the side, covered liy a lamina, or fold of the cloak,

wliicli ahiiDSt always contains a shell more or less developed; or sometimes the braucbuc are

enveloped in a narrow fold of the foot.

These four orders are hermaphroditic. d, with reciprocal co]udation.

The IIeterocodes

Carry their hranchis upon the back, where they form a transverse row of little tufts, and are,

in some instances, protected, as well as a portion of the viscera, by a symmetrical shell. AVhat

best distinguishes them is the foot compressed into a thin vertical tin, ou tlie margin nf which a

httle sucker often appears,—the only trace left of the horizontal foot of the other orders of

the class.
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The Pectixibranchiata

Have the sexes separated ; their respiratory organs consist aUnost ahva3's ot oranchia; composed

of hmiellae united in a jiectinated form, and ivliich are concealed in a dorsal cavity opening '.vith

a wide gape above the head. Nearly all of them have turbinated shells, with the mouth

sometimes entire, sometimes emarginate, sometimes produced into a syphonal canal, and gene-

rally capable of being more or less exactly closed by an operculum attached to the foot of the

animal behind.

The SCUTIBRANOHIATA

Have branchi;c similar to those of the Pectiuibranchiata, but they are comi)lete hermaphrodites,

ami require no union with a seeond to effect impregnation ; their shells arc very open, and in

several like a shield; they never have any operculum.

The Cvclobranciiiata

Are herma[)hrodites of the same kind as the Scutibranchiata, and have a shell consisting of

one or several ]iieces, hut in no case turbinate nor operculate : their brauchi;e lie under the

margin of their cloak, as in the Inferobrancliiata.

THE FIRST ORDER OF GASTEROPODES.

THE PULMONEA.*

From other MoUusca, those of this order are distinguished in this,—that they breathe the

atmosphere through a hole which opens under the margin of their cloak, and which they can

dihite or contract at pleasure. They have, also, no braucliia;, but only a network of |ndmonary

vessels, which creep upon the ^^ alls, and more particularly upon the ceiling of their respiratory

cavitv. Some of them are terrestrious, and others live in the water, liut these are necessitated

to come, from time to time, to the surface, to receive \\'ithin their pulmonary cavity the air tit

for respiration. All of them .are hermaphrodites.

The Terrestrial Pulmonea have almost all four tentacula, for, in a few only, of s na 1

size we cannot see the inferior pair, probably because of their littleness.

Those of them which have no apparent shell, form the genus

Limax—
Of Linna;us which is diridcd as fohows :—Tlie Limaces, properly so called (Zimar, Lam.), have an

elongated bodv, and a closely-fitted fleshy disk, or shield, for a cloak, which occupies merely the anterior

part of the back, and covers only the pulmonary sac. It contains, in several species, a small, oblong,

Hat shell or at least, in lieu of it, a calcareous [molecular] deposition. The respiratory orifice is at tlie

ri^ht siile of the shield, and the anus opens near it. The four tentacula are protruded and withdrawn

hv a process of evolution and involution ; and the head itself can he contracted partially under the disk

of the cloak. The orifice of the generative organs is under the right superior tentaculuin. In the moutli

is an uiincr jaw only, of a crescent form, and toothed, which enables them to devour with voracity herlis

ani fruits to which thcv arc vcrv destructive. Their stomach is elongated, simple, and membranous.

JM. de Ferussac distinguishes tlie Arions by the

respiratory orifice being; towards the anterior part of

the shield, in ^vliich tiiere are only calcareous granules.

L/max nifiiSy Linn., is an example which we meet

A\ith every step in moist seasons, and which is some-

times almost wholly black. It is the species of whicli

;i broth is used in diseases of the chest. The Lunax
proper, has the orifice near the hinder part of the

shield, and it contains a more distinctly formed shell

Such are the Llmax maximus and L. agrestris of Linn.

l„ yf BUiiiville. [In coiist-q.ie

, pulmi,,„iicd bcint' upjiliLd to J \t.
i,m-k, Ell

-Eu.]

[i=li uulhuri often call tliis cnlci
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The Vaginulus, Feruss.*

—

Has a dosc-fittcd cloak without a shell, extended OTer the \Yhole length of the body; four teutacula,

of which the inferior are somewhat forked ; the anus cjuite at the posterior extremity, between the end

of the cloak and that of the foot ; and the same orifice leads to the pulmonai7 cavity situated along

the right flank. The orifice of the male organ of generation is under the right inferior tentaculum, and

that of the female organ under the middle of the right side. These organs, as w^ell as those of digestion,

are very similar to those of tlie Snail. The genus Ijelongs to both Indies, and is much like our Slugs.

The Testacell.e, Lam.

—

Have tlie respiratory aperture, and the anus, near the posterior extremity ; their cloak is very small,

auu also placed there, and contains a small ear-shaped shell, which does nut equal one-tenth of the

length of the body. In other respects, these animals resemble our Slugs.

One species is found abundantly incur soutliem

U, departments {Testacella haliotoidea, Diaparn.),

living under ground, and feeding principally

on earth-worms. M. de Fernssac has observed

that its cloak assumes an extraordinary develope-

rnent when the animal finds itself in too dry a

situation, and thus produces for itself a sort of

shade and shelter.

[Tliere are some interesting: illustrations of the

habits of the Testacella^ in Loudon's Magazine

of Natural History, vol. vii.]

The Parmacella, Cuv.—
Has a membranous cloak, with loose margins, situated [upon a gibbosity] in tlie middle of the back,

and containing, in its posterior part, an oblong flat shell, which exhibits the mere vestige of a spine.

The respiratory aperture, and the anus, are umler the right side of the middle of the cloak.

The first known species was from Mesopotamia (Par. Olineri, Cuv.); but we have now cue from Brazil, and

some others from India.

In the terrestrial Pulmonea with a perfect and exterior shell, the margin of its aperture is in general

thickened and reverted in tlie adult.

Linnaius referred to his genus
Heltx,—

Every S|ieeies in wliieh the aperture of the shell (somenliat encroached upon by the projection of the

penultimate whorl) assumes a crescent-like figure.

When this lunated aperture is wider than it is deep, the shells belong to Helix, Brug. & Lam. In some, the

shell is globular. Everybody knows the edible Snail (Hel. pomatia, Linn.), common in gardens and vineyards,

and esteemed as a delicacy in some departments ; and the common Snail (lid. ncmoralis, Linn.), remarkable for

the vividness and variety of its colours, and very ^ ___^

hurtful to garden stulfs in wet seasons. There is

no one who has not heard of the curious expeii

ments, showing to what e.vtcnt they can reprodu. e , j

amputated parts.
if I

G(

Other species have a depressed shell, or one with

a flattened spire ; and we ought not to pass over

without notice such as have interiorly pi-ojecting

ribs, nor those in which the last whorl is abruptly

turnedupintheadult [so that the aperture appear,
p,^ l,n _\„a,toma t d «

in the same plane as the spire], and then assuiu.s

an irregular plicated form,—hence denominated .i//r/.s7o»mt liy Lamarck.

The \ilriim Drap. {Helico-Limax^ Feruss.), are Helices with an extremely thin subspiral shell, without an nm-

bilicus, and with an ample aperture, whose margin is sharp and even. The body of the Snail is too large to be

drawn w ithin the shell. The cloak has a double edge ; and the superior fold, which is divided into several lobes,

may be made to overlap the shell so as to clean and polish it. The European species live in moist situations, and

are very small •, but there are some of large size in warm climates.

1 Uuuhiirian ; tuid the i'croni- the reflected outer li|), and tlie teeth in the ti|ierture. Until then

t"
H-,lic

I tlte 0:^d

,ot ditlcrciit.—Ei>.

whicli diatinnuiahea th'

able alteration in the habit and

it, at tile time of its arrival at i

enus from all the other

raordinnry, that it appears to us to be

inasmuch as it evidences a consider-

eeonoiny of the animal which produces

Is last period of growth, when it forma

he rell
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We ouR-ht to arrange near them some Helices wliich, without having a douhle-edged cloak, are equally incnpable

of retreatitig- within their shell. Hel/.r rufa and hrevipes. Ferns., are examples.

When the depth of the aperture is greater than its width, as is always the case in shells with an oblong or elon-

gated spire, they are the terrestrial Bulhni of Brug., which it appears necessary to subdivide as follows:—The
Bidlinu.s; Lam., have an oval rim, thickened in the adult, but without denticulations. In tropical countries, there

are some large and beautiful species ; some remarkable for the size of their eggs [equal to that of a Pigeon], and

with an equally solid shell ; and others for their reversed shells. In our own country there are several of small or

moderate size, and one of them (Helix decoUata, Gm.) has the singular habit of breaking off in succession tlie

whorls from its spire. This example has been quoted as a proof that the muscles of the animal can be voluntarily

detached from the shell ; for a time does come when this Bulimus preserves no more than a single whorl of all

those it possessed at the beginning of the decollation.

The Pw/*«, Lam., have an obtusely-pointed shell, whose last whorl is narrower than the penultimate, whence
it has an elliptical, or sometimes a cylindrical form. The moutli is surrounded by a thickened rim, and en-

croached upon, on the side of the spire, by the penultimate whorl. The species are very sntall, living in moist

stations, amongst mosses, &c. There is sometimes no toothlet in the aperture, but oftener there is one or more

either on the projecting part of the penultimate whorl, or within the outer margin. [The genera Vertigo^ Miill.,

and Alcea, Jetfreys, appear to have been separated from Pupa on too slight grounds ; for the inferior tuntacula are

not absent, as is alleged, but only reduced to a minimum. The Partnia, Fer., deserves probably to be kept dis-

tinct ; for the species are ovo-viviparous, while all the others are oviparous.]

The Chondrus^ Cuv., has, as in these latter PupEe, the mouth of the shell encroached upon by the penultimate

whorl, and guarded with plates or toothlets ; but the fig^ure of the shell is more ovate, and more like that of the

common Bulimi. Some have the teeth on the rim of the aperture, and others have plaits situated deeper within

it. [This genus appears to be synonymous with the Azeca of Leach.]

Here terminates the section of terrestrial Helices whose shell has a thickened oral rim [or perltreme] in the adult.

The Siiccinea, Drap., has an ovate shell, with an aperture longer than its width, as in Bulinuis, but larger in

proportion ; the outer lip sharp, and the side of the columella almost concave. The Snail is too large to be con-

tained in it, and we may almost regard it as a Testacella with a big shell. The inferior tentacula are very small.

It lives upon the herbs and the shi-ubs of the brinks of rivulets, \a hence it lias been considered as an amphibious

genus.

We ought to separate from the genus Turbo of LinnEcus, and approximate near the terrestrial

Helices, the

Clausilia, Drap.,

—

Known by the slender, long, and pointed shell, with the last whorl narrower than the penultimate in

the adult, compressed, and a little detached. Its mouth is entire and margined, and often toothed or

furnished with plates. Tlierc is mostly found,

witliin the last whorl, a little lamina [commonly

termed the claus-iam], slightly curved, a little

like tlie letter S, the use of which to the animal

is unknown to us.* The species are small, and

live in moss, at the foot of trees, &e. A great

number of them are reversed.

The Achatina, Lam.

—

Ought likewise to iie separated from the B/'.U(S of

Linnaeus, and brought hither. The oval or oli-

lung shell has the aperture of Bulimus, but is not

margined ; and has the extremity of the colu-

mella trmicated, which is the first index of the

emarginations we find in so many of the shells

of the marine Gasteropodes. These Achatinre

arc large Snails wdiieh feed on trees and shrubs

in hot climates.t Of such as have, witliin the

last Nvhoii, a callus or particular thickening,

Montfort makes his genus Liguus. The body-

whorl is proportionably naiTow ; and when tlie

end of the columella is curved towards the in-

the species constitute ^Montfort's Polypheynes

shells : some Me West Indian, am
l;itter, we can only lay ulaim to

ciivintrj', llie vi. acicu/u of Lnmarc

side of

y>ii
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The Aquatic Pulmonea have only two tonirioiila. They come ever and anon to the

surface to breathe, so that they can only inhal^it wiiter:^ of ineoiisidcrahlc deptli : thus they

hve in frryh waters or in brackish pools, or at Uast iirar the sides and mouths of rivers.

There aru some amongst them without a shull : such is the

Onchidium, Ciiv."^

A harge fieshy ch:iak, of llic shape of a buckler, ovcrlaji^s the foot on every sirlc, and even covers the

head when tliis is contracted. It has two h:)iig retractile teiitacida, and over tlic month a vcib sinu-

atcd, or formed of two triangnlar compressed lobes. The aims and air-passage are nndcr the hinrler

margin of the cloak, where, a little deeper, we find al.^o the pulmonary sac. Kear tliem, to the right,

is the opening of the female organs, while, on the cuiitiary. tliat of the male organ is under the right

tentaculum ; and these two orifices are united by a groove wliich runs under and along the right edge

of the cloak. Destitute of jaws, they have a rauseidar gizzard, succeeded by two membranous stomachs.

Several species inhabit the coasts of the sea, but always in such a situation that tliey are uncovered at

ebb tide, when tliey ot)taiu the air necessary to respiration.

The Aquatic Pulmonea, with perfect shells, have been placed l)y Linnaeus in his genera Helix, Bulla,

and Volufoy whence they ought to be withdrawn. In Helix were the two follo\^ing genera, whose aper-

ture, as in Helix, had its inner [or pillar] margin protuberant and arcnate :

—

TtiE Plaxorbis, Brug.,

—

Had already been distinguished from Helix l>y Bruguieres, and even previously by Guettaid, hecanse

the whorls of their shell, rolled up nearly on a level, enlarge insensibly, and the mouth is wider than

deep.f It contains a Snail with long, slender, filiform teutacnla, at the inner base of which the eyes

are sitiiatrd. It can exude, from the margin of its cloak, a copious red liijuor, which is not to be mis-

taken for ii^ blood, The stomach is nmbcular, and the food vegetable, as in the Limncea;, which are

the faithful companions of the Planorbcs in all our btagnaut waters.

The LiMNiiEUs, Lam.,

Were separated from the Bulirnns of Bruguicres, because, notwithstanding the siniilarily of the shells,

the mari^in of the Lhnnecs is sharp-cdgcil anrl not reflected, anrl their colnniella has an obhque fold.

lell is thin : the animal has two compressed,

triangular tentaenla, with the eves sessile at

inner hase. They iVcd upon jilaiUs and seeds;

leir st(nnacli is a very rmiscnlar gizzard, fur-

willi a eiop. Ilennaiihrodites, after the fa-

shion of their order, they have the female organ rather

widely apart from the other,— a stmclnre which

compels them to copniate in snch a maiuier that the

individual acting as a male to his mate is the fe-

male to a third, and from this peeuliarify we occa-

i-ii;. 11.2— ].imii.-cn siaKniaiis. sioually find tlicni joined together in long strings.

Thcv ahonnd in stagnant waters : and they are found plentifully, as well as the Planorhes, in marly

or calcareous bcils, which we thus discover to liave been deposited from fresh water.

TuR Phys-e,—

Vhich were arranged arbitrarily among the Bnike, have the shell of Linuia"'us, but still thinner, and

there is no fold on the columeUa. The animal, wdien it swims or crcei)S, covers its shell with the two

pectinated lobes of the cloak : it has two long setaceous teutacnla, which are bulged at the base \\here

the eyes are placed.

Tlie speeies are .small, ami live in clear pninls. One of theni yBulh' /on/i/ni/is. Lam.), hos its \vhorls sinistral,

[and tliis, indi.'ed, i.s the unly certain chacieter wlneli 'h-stiii^odsbes the ,L;-enus tVnni Lirnnaais.]-|-

* ftl.Jij DUiinillij liPiM ul.anyLil Uiu iiJimc Ouutjiiliuui i.il'j Prnniui,

anrl trajisfers tliu first to the Vagiiiulus. He places Pcruiiia

aiiiofiK'st his CycUibranchia; but I cannot perceive miy tciil (HfTcreiiec

between ihpir rcspimtory nru.in ami ihiit of the other Pulmonea. [As

this jjeiius ia not tlie Onchjdium of Buchanan, as CuvUt supposed,

M. 'le Ferusadc proposes to nume it Onchia.]

t Snw.Tl))- m
iT sivUlT'il.— V.

t When the
: cl.vik siUlkitnUy -Lniple

IS is the .-Iwphiprplta of

!i(i the eloal^ eiiiire, the
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From the observations of Van Ilassclt it seems that we must here arrange

The Scarabes, Montf.

The sliell is oval, and the aperture contraeted hy Large teeth projecting from both the columellar side

as well as the outer lip : this lip is swollen, and as the

animal re-makes it after every half-whorl, the shell is most

protuberant on two opposite lines, and has a flattened

aspect. The animals live on aquatic plants in the Indian

Archipelago.

The two genera which follow were misari'auged among
the Volutes.

Auricula, Lam..

—

Differing from all precc<hng aquatic Pulmonea by having

their columella striated with large oldique channels. Their
n. i"o.

shell is oval or oblong; the aperture of the shape of the Culimus or Liranasus ; the lip furnished with

a varix. Several species are of considerable bulk ; but it is not ascertained if they live in marshes,

like the Limnajus, or merely upon their margins, after the manner of the Succinea.

[One species, according; to Lesson, lives in fresh water ; the others appear to be terrestrial, livin;^; on rocks hy

the soa-side.] We find only one in France, from the coast of the Mediterranean {Aiuicula myosotis, Drap.) Tlie

male has two tentacula, and the eyes are at tlieir bases. [C'arj/c/num, IVIuller, answers so nearly to the description

of .Vuricula, that the genera ought probably to be conjoined. The typical species (C. minimum) lives under leaves

in shaded woods.]

The INIelampes, i\Iontf. {Conovulns, Lam.),

Like tlie Auricula, have prominent plaits on the cohmrelia, hut their aperture has no varix, and its

inner li[) is linely striated : the shell has somewhat the shape of a cone, of which the spire makes the

base. They inhabit the rivers of the Antilles.

THE SECOND ORDER OF THE GASTEROPODES.

THE NUDIBRANCHIATA.*

They have neither a shell nor pulmonary carity, but their branclii;c are exposed naked

upon some part of the back ; they are all herraaijhroditieal and marine : they often swim in a

reversed position, the foot a])plied against the surface, and made concave like a boat ; and

they assist their ]n-ogress by using the edges of the cloak and the tentacula as oars.

The Doris, Cuv.,—
Llave the anus in the posterior part of the hack, and the brand. ia; are arranged in a circle round the

anus ; and as each resembles a little arlniscule, they constitute alto-

gether a sort of flowc)'. The mouth is a small proboscis, situated

unrier the anterior edge of the cloak, and is furnished with two small

conical tentacula. There arc other t\\'o tentacula, of a conoid figure,

[and lamellated structure,] whicli issue from the sujierior and ante-

j.il:. ii;i — o..ris c innitii rior part of thc cloak. Tiie organs of generation have tlieir orifices

near to each other, under its right margin. The stomach is raeiubranoiis. A gland, intimately inter-

laced with the liver, sheds a peculiar secretion, that escapes outwards liy a hole near the anus. Tlie

species are numerous, and some of them of considerable size. We find tlieni on the shores of eveiy

sca.f Their spawn is shed in the form of a gelatinous riblion, on rocks and sea-weeds, &c.

'I'lie Oncliidores, Blainv., only differ from the Doris in the wider sepnration of their sexual organs, vhosc orifices

communicate by a farrow drawn alonf?; the ri^ht side, as in the Onchidia. The Plocamoceres, Leuckard, have all

tlu' characters of Onchidores, and moreover the anterior edfre of tlieir cloak is adorned with numerous branched

tciit:iri|ia. The branchiffi of Po/y""''") Cuv., are like those of Doris, but simpler, and furnished with two mem-

• Mv r.r>t Intir onU-rs nr^' j.-iiiiL^ri louu-ther t>7 M. de Dlalnville i

lat liL- P.M-i n siLl,-i la^;, ;Mid iianic-s Pararrj/hnluphdra miy7inii;a.

,- NudiltrnfLCliirttti liu ninliea two orders : in the first {Cj/chibrrini

i\ lie places the Derides; in the seeond [Ptili/brinirhiijt'^)

iloiii;e and its allies, which he divides into two latiiilies, accord

ts thej" have two or four tentaenla.

t The Scottish species are deserihed by Dr. Johnston in the Ist

vol. of the ,;»»«/,> „f X.ituT.il Hiatary : and Montnijn has dcscrihed
nany British species in the L'mnaan Truuaacliuni.— h"3.
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branous laminn? to cover fhem in time of dant^cr: and besides tlie two conoid tentacula in front, siuiilar to Ib^^se

of Doris, they liave fonr, or sometimes six otliers, which are simply pointed.

The Tritonies {Tri/oniay Cuv.),

—

Have a bodv, superior teutctcula, and generative organs, as in tlie Doris ; liut the anus and tlie vent of

the peculiar secretion arc on tlte right side, behind the vulva :

tlie arbuscular branchix are aiTanged along each side of the

back, and the mouth, guarded Ijy Ijroad membranous lips, is

armed \\ithiu ^vitll t%YO lateral horny and cutting jaws, in sha})C

somewhat like to the scissors for shearing sheep.

We have a large species {Tritonia Hombergii, Cuv.) on our coasts
; and

there are many others, some of them very small, which exhibit o^reat variety in the size and figure of their branch ice.

[il/e^/ico', Rang, differs in having filiform simple tentacula issuing from a wide sheath, and two series of ovate

muricated or tuberculated branchiae on the back, which readily fall off when the animal is handled. M. rofiea,

which bves on floating sea-weeds near the Cape of Good Hope, is the type ; but there are some European Mollusca,

of small size, which are also refiiruble to it,]

The Theth'^'s, Linn.,

—

^f^^T^%^lV^

Have along tbe back two rows of tufted

branchia: ; and upon the head a very large

membranous fringed veil, wliicli curves, in its

contraction, under the mouth. The mouth is

a membranous proboscis T\'ithout jaws: there

is at the base of the veil two compressed

tentacula, from the margin of wbich issues a

small conical point. Tlie orifices of generation,

of the intestine, and of the pecnUar secretion,

are as in Tritonia. The stomach is mem-

branous, and the intestine very short.

There is, in the Mediterranean, a beautiful spe-

cies of a greyish colour, spotted \\ith \s\i\\.t {TheCts

fimbria, Linn.).

The Scvll-ea, Linn.

Fi,;. iw.-Th.thysicporina, ^pper«r,r) unrLrpirie..
j^ tlus gcnus tlic body is conijiressed ; the

foot narrow and furrowed, to enable it to embrace the stems <if sea-

weed ; no veil ; the mouth forming a smaU proboscis ; the exterior

orifices as in Thethys ; the tentacula compressed, terminating in a

cavity from which a htlle point, with an unequal surface, can be

protruded; and upon the back are two pairs of membranous crests,

carrying, on tlieir inner aspect, some pencils of branched filaments.

The middle of the stomach is covered with a fleshy ring, armed

with horny lauiinre as sliarp as a kiiiJV. Tlie comniou species is found on Fucus naians, or gulf-weed,

wherever tlils appears.

The Glaucus, Forstcr,

Have the elongate body and the vents as in the preceding ; four minute conical tentacula ; and on each

side [two or] three branchia?, each formed of hing fringes ar-

ranged like a fan, and by whose means tliey swim. They are

little cliarming Molluscs of the Mediterranean and Indian

C)cean, agreealjly painted with azm'e-lilue and silver, and swim

with great quickness on their Ijacks. Their anatomy cluscly

resembles that of Tritonia. The species have not. as yet, been

satisfactorily distinguislicd.

The Laniogerns, Blainv., has, on each side, two series of little

plates, finelydivided in a pectinate manner, which are thebranchiie.

The body is shorter and tliicker than in Glaucus, but they have its

four little tentacula.

The Eolidia, Cuv.,

Resemble little slugs, with four tentacula above, and two onr.g l&S.— GhucuB For?
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the sides of the moiuli. Their branchirc are tentaculiform processes or papillae disposed along the sides,

overlying like scales, [or held erect]. They inhahit all seas.

riie CavoUna, Brugaii^re, have the habit of Kolidiu, bat their brancliire are disposed in rows across the back.

Tlie Flabellines, Cuv., still exhibit the tentacula of the preceding' genera, witli braiicliije composed of radiating

lilamcnts supported on five or six pedicles on each side. They approximfite the Glaucus; and in g-eneral it is to be

remarked, that ali the Nudibrancliiata witli liranchiie placed upon the sides of the back are nearly affined.

The Tergipes, Cuv.,

Arc ill shape like the Eolidia, l)ut liave only two tentacula, and along each side of the hack there is a row

of cylindrical branchirc, each terminated hy a little sucker, which enables tliem to be used as feet : hence

the creature can walk in a reversed posture. [This singular structure of the hranchia;, and their pedes-

trious use, requires to be confirnied.] The known species are very small.

The Lvsiri.s, Risso, is known Ijy its oblong body, convex back, two I'diform tentacula, and behind

them, upon the neck, two plumose brancluEE.

The Plocohranchus, Van Hasselt, has two tentacula, and two laliial loljes, and the whole back,

widened at the sides, covered with numerous radiating striae, which are the branchiae. In their natural

conditions, the widened margins of the cloak are raised, and overlap each other so as to form a covering

to the brauchiie, which are thus placed in a sort of cylindrical sheath. The only species yet known is

fron; the shores of Java.

THE THIRD ORDER OF THE GASTEROPODES.

THE INFEllOBRAXCHIATA.

These have nearly the habit and organization of Doris and Trifoiiia, but their branehisej

instead of being situated upon the back, are on the sides of the body, under the projecting

margin of the cloak, where they form two long series of leaflets. [The species are strictly

littoral, being gasteropodous and incapable of swimming.]

The Piiyllidia, Cuv.

Their naked, and generally coriaceous cloak, is not protected 1jy any shell. Their mouth is a small

proboscis, and has a tentaculum at each side ; two other tentacula protrude above from two little

cavities of the cloak. The anus is in the liinder part of the cloak, and the oriiices of generation under

the right side in front. The iieart is ahi)ut the centre of the back ; the stomach is simple, membranous;

and the intestine short. There are several species in the Indian ocean.

Thl; DinivLLiDES, Cuv.

—

Have branclii;e nearly similar to those of Phyllidia, hut the cloak is more pointed liehind
; the head, of

a semicircular figure, has a pointed tentaculuin on each side, and a slight tubercle : the anus is on the

right side.

[The Anci/Ziix, Geofl'roy,—a fresh-water Gasteropode, with a shell similar to that of a Patella, is placed by Rang

in this order. He asserts that the animal is branchiferoas, while the Rev. Mr. Berkeley has asserted that it is pul-

inonated. They live in stag;nant waters and in rivulets, adhering to stones and aquatic plants.]

THE FOURTH ORDER OF THE GASTEROPODES.

THE TECTIBRAXCHIATA.*

T!iev have their brauchia; attached along the right side, or upon the back, in the form of

move or less divided, but not sunmetrical, leaflets; these are more or less covered bv the

mantle, m ivhieh a siiiall shell js geiiei ally contained. They approximate the Pectinibranchiata
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iu tlic form of the respiratory organs, ami, like them, hve in tlie sea ; \n\i they are hermaphro-

dites, Uke the Niuhbranehiata and Puhuouea.

ThB PLEeROBRANCHUS, CuV.'''

The clouk and the foot l>oth jut beyond the l)oih', ^\hich tlius appeaia as if it were between two

biirklers. The formrr eontnins, in some sjieeies, a little ovul ealciireous phite ; in others, a horny one,

and in either ease it is situated above the head. Tlie brancliire are placed ahong the riglit side, in a

groove between the cloak and foot, and represent a series of pyramids divided into triangular leaflets.

Tlie mouth, in the form of a small proboscis, is overhung with an emarginate lip, and with two tuljular

cleft tcntacula ; the orifices of generation are before, and the anus behind the brancluJE. Tliere are four

stomachs, of which the second is fleshy, sometimes armed with osseous pieces, and the third is garnished

with prominent longitudinal laminae. The ijitesline is short.

Tliere are different species in the Mcditerruiieiui and Imlian Ocean, some of which are lar^e and beautiful. f\Ve

ha\-e two British species.]

The Pi.eurobilanchjEA, "Meckel [Plenrobranc/iiiJiuin, Blainv.),

—

Has the branchia and tlie orifices of generation situated as in Pieurobranchus ; but the anus is above

the hranchiie ; the margins of the cloak and of the foot jiroject but a little, and upon the front of the

cloak are four short distant tentacula, forming a sfpiare which forces a eoinpanson with the anterior

disk of the Aceres. I find but one stomach, -with thin parietes, -which is a mere dilatation of the

intestine. A greatly divided glandular organ opens outwardly behind the genital orifices. There is no

trace of a shell.

The only knuwn species is from the Mediterranean.

The Api.rsrA, Lin.

The margins of the foot arc turned np into flexiilc creisti, and, surrounding tlie hack on every side,

they can ite refiected over it. The head, supported on a neck uf greater or less length, has the two

siip''rior tcntacula hollowed like the ears of a quadruped, nnd two others of a flattened shape at the end

of the inferior lip ; the eyes at the base of the former. Upon the hack we find the branchiae in the

form of complicated leaflets, attached to a broad raembranous pedicle, and concealed hy a little cloak,

ei[ually membranous, which contains a horny fiat shell. The anus is behind the branchiae, and is often

concealed under the lateral crests : the vulva is to the right in front, and the penis issues from under

tlie right tentaculum. A groove, which extends from the vulva to the very extremity of the penis,

conducts the semen thither in copulation. A membranous crop, of en'?'"mous size, leads into a muscular

gizzanl, arnn?d inside with many cartilaginous ami pyramidal l>odies ; and this is I'ollnwed hy a third

stomach beset with sharp hooks, and a fourth iu the form of a Ciccum. The intestine is vulnminous.

These animals feed on sea-weed. A [leculiar gland jionrs out, through an orifice near the vulva, a

limpid humour, which is said to he very acrid in some S])ccies ; and from the edges of the cloak there

oozes in ahumlance a deep pm-ple liipiid, with wliM.'h ihc animal disetdonrs the water of tin- sea when it

perceives danger to he at hand. Their ova are laid in long glairy cntaujilcd tdaments, as slender as

threads.

There are found in our seas Jj>!. fcvrid'n, Poirct, pmn/uft/, Ciiv., Audilrjii./au.'!, Linn. ; and the shurcsof forcii^n

coinitries possess several others.

The Dolabeli.a, Lam.

—

Dilfers only from Aplysia in the posiiion of the branchia^. at the posterior extremity of the boily, which

re^end>les a truncated cone. The lateral crest fits close to the branchial apparatus, leaving merely a

narrow groove. The shell is calcareous.

'J'liC species are found in the Mediterranean ami in the Indian (.)cean.

Tnii NoTARCHUs, Cuv.

—

Has the lateral crests united and covering the back, leaving merely a longitudinal fissure to conduct

water to the braneldrc. These have no cloak to cover them, but in other respects they resembJe the

branchiae of the Aplysia; and the organization of the tw^o gcnc-a is otherwise similar. Li

• The ^.-imens Uu, L'n..rl/.,ri.i of Munlnf,m. [i, u.i:nc wliicli 11k B..t,iiiists liaic u-ur|icil,] iui.l lIil- B'frl/iclla ol BhiuiviKe. |_'l'''is g*;ilu3, V.ca-
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Fif. 1C9.-

The Bursatkli.f.s, Claiiiv.,—
The lateral crests are united in front, so as only to leave

an oval opening for the water to pass to the branchiic

^vhieh are also destitute of a covering cloak. It is, how-
ever, probable that this genus should be allowed to lapse

into the Notarchus.*

The Acehes, (Jkcra, MuUer)

—

Have the brancbise covered like the preceding genera, but

their tentacula are so much shortened, widened, and sepa-

rated, that there seems to be none at all, or rather they

form together a large, fleshy, and nearly square buckler

under which the eyes are placed. Moreover, their her-

maphroditism, the position of their sexual organs, the

^j) complexity and structure of the stomach, the purple liquid

which several of them shed, all approximate them to the

Aplysijc. The shell, in such as have one, is more or less

convolute, with a slight obliquity, without a visible spire,

and the mou:h has neither sinus nor canal; but as the

columella is convex and protuberant, the mouth has a

crescent-like shape, and the part opposite to the spire is always widest and rounded. When the shell

IS buried in the cloak, M. de Lamarck names the genus Bultea. The shell has few whorls, and is too

small to contain the animal.

The JiuUcca aperia, Lam,, is an example which is found in almost every sea, where
it lives on oozy bottoms. Wlien the shell is [external], covered with a thin epidermis
and sufhciently roomy, M. de Lamarck allows them to retain the old name Bulla.

The Bulla liguarid, ampidln, Rud/iydafis are examples, [distinj^uished not only by the

characters of the shells, but by peculiarities in the armature of the stomach, which
couNists of two or three comparatively larji^e osseous pieces or jaws of dilferent shapes

in each. Of those of B. lignaria, Gioeni constituted a genus to which lie assi<^ued i^'^'- 1711— Buiiu?„npert.i.

his own name
;

it is the Tr'icia of Retzius, the Char of

Bruguiere, and dishf^ured our systems until the cheat

was detected by Draparnaud.J I restrict the term Accra
to such species as have no shell whatever, or merely a

vestiire of it behind, although the cloak has the external

form of one. The genus is the Dorirlium of Meckel
and Lobaria, Blainv. Tliere is a small species in the

Mediterranean {Bulla ciiriwsa, Cuv.), whose stomach
is as destitute of any armature as its cloak is of a shell, but the oesophagus is tlesliy and very thick.

The Gasteroi^tlsron, Meckel,

—

Appears to bo only an Acercs with the sides of the foot expanded into broad fins, by whose aid it is

enabled to swim, which it does in a reversed position. It also has no shell, and no stony apparatus

in the stomach. A very slight fold of the skin is the sole vestige of a branchial cover to be observed.

The one species known {G. ilcchdii) is a i\tediterrauean Mollusk, about an inch long by two in breadth, when
its wings are spread out.

Until a more ample anatomy has been made of it, we believe that it is in this order, and near to the

Pleurobranchus, that the singular genus

Umbrella, Lam. {Ga^troplax, Blainv.)

—

Shoidd be placed. The animal is a great circular Mollusk, whose foot exceeds by much the cloak, and

has its upper surface roughened with tubercles. The viscera are in a superior and central rounded

Iiart. The cloak is only visible by its slightly projecting sharp edge along the entire front, and on the

right side. Under this slight edging of the cloak are the branchia;, in lamellated pyramids, like those

of Pleurobraiichus ; and behind them is a tubular anus. Umler this same margin, in front, are two

* .'Ipli/xia viridis, ls\':'i\t.ng.. rai
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tentaciila, longitudinallv cleft as in Ploiirobranclins, and at their inner liases are the ryes :
between

tliem is a kind of prolKiscis, perhaps an organ of t^oneration. There is a large coneyvi.^ space in the

anterior margin of tlie foot, the edges of -whicli ran he drawn together like the month of a pnrs-e ; and

at its bottom is a tubercle pierced with an orifice, which is perhaps the mouth, and is surmounted by

a fringed membrane. The inferior surface of tlie foot is smooth, and serves the animal to crawl on, as

in other Gasteropodes. It carries with it a hard, flat, irregularly-rounded shell, thickest in the centre,

with sharp margins, and lightly marked with concentric stria?. It was supposed at lirst that the shell

was attached to the foot, but more recent ohscrvations have proved that it is upon tlie cloak, and in its

usual place.

[T\vo spL-cics liave been discovered : one in the Indian Ocean, the other in tlie ^duditerranean.]

THE FIFTH ORDER OF THE GASTEROPODES.

THE HETERurODA, Lam.*

The Ili'tcropocla arc ilistinguislied from all otlier MoUusca by their foot, wliieh, instead of

fonmny a horizontal disk, is coniiircsscd into a vertical muscular lamina, which they use as a

tin ; and on the edge of Avhicb, in several species, is a sucker in the form of a hollow cone, that

re|ircscnts the disk of the other orders. Their branchia:-, formed of plumose lobes, are situ-

ated on the hinder part of the back, and point forwards; and immediately behind them are

tlie heart and liver, of inconsideralde size, with a portion of the viscera and the interior organs

of generation. The liody, of a transparent gelatinous substance, sheathed with a muscular

lajer, is eIong:ate, and generally terminated with a compressed tad ; the mouth has a muscular

mass and a tongue garnished with little hooks ; the gullet is very long; the stomach thin;

two prominent tubes, on the right side of the bundle of the viscera, serve as passages to the

excrements, and to the eggs or somen. They swim, in ordinary, in a reversed position; and

they can inflate the liody with water in a manner which is not yet well understood.

Forskal comprised tliein all under hi^ genus P/rru/rachPO, \\hieh it is necessary to siilnlivide.

The C.\rinari,\, Lam.,

—

Has tlie nucleus (forrued Ijy the heart, the liver, and organs uf generation,) covered with a tliiu, sym-

metrical, conoid shell, with the point curved

backwards, and often raised into a crest; under

its aiito'iur mai'i^in, the plumes of the branebiic

tloat ; on the head are two tcntacula, and the

eyes are behind their roots.

f

(")iie species {Car. ri/mhium, Lnni.) inhabits tlie

Mediterranean; another the Indian Ocean {Car.

fran'dis, B. St. Vincent). 1\\q Anjoiiauia rilrea of

autliors may be a Cariuaria, bat it.s animal is un-

known.

The Atl.vnta, Le^^nenr, —
FrcHU the obsiTvatiniis of M. Kang, should be

auinuils of this order, whose shell, in })lace nf

being expamled, has a narrow cavity, and a

spire rolled up on the same plane: it.s con-

tour is raised into a thin crest. They are very

small shells of the Indian Sea ; and in one of them, Lania\K)n believed that he had found the original

of [he Ammonites.

' M. (IL IJli.-.rivillc innKes a f.-imily of tlji.s orJur, n-hicli

Nrrtnpodii, iirid uiiilcs ihcni in his Niiclrobriindiiiilti with anotlier

fiiniily iiRMiei] tlic Pteriipoda, coiiti)risin({, liowevcr, only Lii

my Pttropudi.s. He adds to it, upon 1 know uot what coiija^'ture, lln:

cs
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The Firola, Peron,

—

Has the liody, tlic tail, the foot, the Ijranchia;, and tlie nucleus of the viscera, nearly the same as the

Cariiiaria, hut no shell has hecn observed. Tlieir snout is prolonged into a recurved proboscis, and

their eyes are not fronted with tentacnla. There is often seen banging at the end of their tail, a long

joinied lliread, which Forskal considered to be a Tape-worm, and the nature of which is not yet cer-

tainly determined.

One species {Ptcrotradica coroyiata, For^k ) is \ery common in the Mediterranean; and M. Lesueur has de-

scribed several others from the same sea as difi'erent, but they require new and comparative examinations. Such

as have the body abruptly truncate behind the visceral nucleus, instead of being terminated with a tail, M. Lesueur

distinguishes as Firoloides.

To these genera, now Avell known, I suppose we shall, on a better acquaintance with them, have

to add the 7'iinoriemies, Quoy & Gaym.,wdiich appear to he Firolje dei)rived of their foot and nucleus of

viscera; and the Monophores of the same naturalists, which have nearly the fornr of Carinaria, but are

also footless and shelless, nor have any visceral nucleus.

It is nr)t so certain that we should place here the PhylUroes of Peron, The body, transparent and

much compressed, has in front a snout surmounted with two long tentacnla without eyes ; behind, a

truncate tail ; and we can see through the integuments its heart, its notions system, its stomach, and

the genital organs of both sexes. The anus, and the orifices of the genital organs, are also on the right

side, and a penis of considerable length is sometimes even protruded ; but I cannot perceive any other

respiratory organ than its thin and vascular skin.

THE SIXTH ORDER OF THE GASTEROPODSS.

THE PECTIXIBRANCHIATA.*

This order is, beyond comparison, the most numerous of the class, since it com]irelicnda

almost all tlic univalve spiral shells, and several which are simply conical. Tlie braucliife,

composed of numerous leaflets or fringes, ranged parallelly like the teeth of a comb, are affixed

ill one, two, or three lines (according to the genera) to the floor of the pulmonary cavity, which

occupies the last whorl of the shell, and which communicates outwards by a wide gape between

the margin of the cloak and the body. Two genera only

—

Cyclostoma and Helicina—ha\'e,

instead of branchise, avascular network clothing the ceiling of a cavity in all respects the same

as that of the order; and they are the only ones which respire the atmosphere^ water being

the medium of respiration to all the rest.

All the Pectinibranehiata have two tentacula and two eyes, raised sometimes on ]iedicles ; a

mouth in the form of a proboscis, more or less lengthened ; and separate sexes. The penis of

the male, attachcil to the right side of the neck, cannot, in general, be drawn tvithin the body,

but is rcHected into the branchial cavity ; it is sometimes very large. The Paludina alone has

the organ concealed, and it comes out through a hole pierced in the right tentaculum. The

rectum and the oviduct of the female also creep along the right side of the branchial cavity

;

and there is between them and the branchia3 a pecidiar organ, composed of cells filled with a

very viscous fluid, the use of which is to form a common envelope for the inclosure of the eggs,

and which the animal deposits with them. The form of that envelope is often very complicated

and very remarkable.

The tongue is armed with little hooks [or curved spinulcs], and wears down the hardest

bodies by slow and oft-repeated frictions.

The grand difference between these animals lies in the presence or absence of the canal

formed by tlie prolongation of the margin of the branchial cavity on the left side, and which

* In M. de UUiiivlllif'g system, it hTmH\iS bu\^^liL^s Paracepkaluphoiii dioicn.
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passes along a similar canal or sinus in the shell, to enable the animal to breathe "witliout leaving

its shelter. There is also this distinction between the genera—that some want tlie operculnm;

and the species vary in the filaments, fringes, and other ornaments that deck the head, the foot,

or cloak.

We arrange these Mollusca under several families from the form of their shells, which

appears to be iu sufficiently constant harmony with that of their respective animals.

THE FIRST FAMILY OF THE PECTINIBIUXCIIIATA,—

The Trociioidks,—
Is recognized by their shell having; an einirc aperture, witliont siinis or canal for a :^i]tlion, which the

animals have not*; and in Ijcnij furnished witii an operculum, or some organ as its stiljstitute.

The Trochusid.t^ (Trocltua, Linn.).t

The mouth of the shell, anjuhir at its cxterinr margin, approaches more or less to a quarlranenlar

figure, and is in an oblique plane in relation to tln_- a\is of tbe shell, because that jiart of tlie margin

next the spire aiivanees more than tbe rest. Tbe greater nundjer of tbe animals bave tliree iilaments

on each side of tbe cloak, or at least some appendages to tbe sides of tbe foot.

Among; those -which have no umbilicus, there are some in which the columella, in form of a concave arch, is

continuous, without anj' projections, with the exterior marp^in. It is tlie an;jle and advance of this maryin that

distin*!^uishes them from Turbo. These are the Tectaria, Montf. Several are flattened, with a sharp [spiny] margin,

whence they have heen compared to the rowel of a spur ; these are the Calcar, IMontf. Some ag"ain are a little

depressed, orbicular, glossy, with a semicircular aperture and a convex callous columella; Lamarck calls such Hofelin.

(Hliers have the columelia marked near the base with a \\\.{\\^ pi-nmineiice or vestige of a tooth, similar to that of

Monodonta, from which these Trochoides difter only in tlir ^i.-ncral shape of the aperture, which is, in the present

instances, a little deeper than wide:—they are tlic Canflmrhh-s, .\In)ilf. The aperture in others is, on the contrary,

much \vi(ii.-r' than deep, and their concave base gives them a resemblance to the Calyptrese; these I\Iontfort names
Enfoiuiiiir.w < Jthers, in which the aperture has the same p:reat proportional width, have the columella in the form

of a spiral canal. And those which have the shell turreted {Telescopiiim, Montf.) resemble the Cerithia.

Among the umbilicated Trochusidc-e, some have no long-er any projection on the columella ; the greater nuraher

are flattened, andhave theexterior angle sharp. Of this kind is Trochus aaghidnanN, Linn,, remarkable for its habit

of gluing and incorporating with its shell, in proportion as it grows, di tie rent fu it i:;ii b[idn.-s, such as gravel, frag-

ments of other shells, &c. It often covers its umbilicus with a testaceous plate. 'Hii'H' an- some also with rounded

margins, of which we have a common example on our coasts, {Tr. r'nicrariu.s-, Linn.i. f )|licr nmbibcated Troclii

liave a prominence near the base of the columella : and lastly, in others it is crcunhiti.'d llinin^hnut its leii;_'-th.

The Sulariiiiii, Lam., is disting-uished from the other Trochi by its ubtusely conical sjurc, uliose broad base is

perforated with a wide and deep umbilicus, in which the eye can trace the mai-gins of all the whorls windins; up

[like an e!e2:ant miniature staircase], and pi-ettily crenulated. The EuomphalKS, Sowcrby, are fossil t-hells similar

to Solai'ium, but without creiiulations on the inner whorls of the undnlicus.

The Periwinkles {Turbo, Linn.)

—

Comprise all tbe species with the shell perfectly and regularly turbinate, and nf which the apcrtni-e is

quite round. From a detailed examination of them, they have been greatly subdivided into genera.

The Turbo, Lam., properly so called, iiave a round or oval thick shell, Avith an aperture completed on

tbe side of the spire by the penultimate v^liorl. The animal lias two long tentacula ; the eyes raised

on [short] pedicles at the exterior base ; and, upun tbe sides of the foot, mendjrauous expansions,

either simple nr iVingeib or furnished with u)ie ur iwu iilaments. To siuiie "i them ilnt^e stmiv thick

opercula belong wliich may be frequeutly ol)ser\ed in culleetitms, and wliieli were bu-merly used iu

medicine under tbe name of Uugn.h odoratus. Some are umbilicated {Mc/caf/r/s, Mniilf.), and some

are not so {Ti'rOo, iVIontf.).

'jhc lirlphiiniln is a shell as tliick [and solid] as thr Turbo, but sulidiscdul, ;nid its a[)rrture is entirely formed

by (he last uliorl, and without a varix. The animal rrsemhles tbe Turiio. Tin.- eiMnnnm species (Tiirho (hiph'ninx,

Linn.) takes its name from the branched cur\ed spines tliat arm the w hints, and wliieh lia\'e yiven rise to a cum-

]i,irison of it to a dried (ish.

The I'h'in-ohniHi, 1 )i-fraiice, are fossil shells with a round mnntb, and a narrow divinncision mi the outer margin.

li is prnliablr tha.t this incision corresponds, as in Silir|uaria, witli smm- fissure of iheehiak. M. Doshayes reckons

iih-'-udy mure tli;ni t\\enly-(ive fossil species. The Scissnrrll.r nf M. d'Orbigny are recent species.

'l]ii- 'i'urnlrlhi, l,;inK, hn\e the aperture of Turbo, but thi' slull is Lhm and elevated into an obelisk, or turreted.

• Hi'iLi.-e IMiiiiivitIc ilcD iriiitL-, tlj^ onkT -hii>honobi-'Uu:hiufa. ^ Fii.Liily Gviiii.'it.,,,!,//.! <,{ I),- BUCiuvWi,:.
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The eyes of tlie snail are on the exterior oase of the tentacula ; tlie foot is small. There xs a g;reat niunher of

fossil species ; and we ouj^ht to unite with it the Prolo, Defr.

The Scalaria has thetnrreted spire of Turritella, with the aperture of Detphinula, but the spire is covered with

lonr^itudinal, elevated, rather acute ribs, and the mouth is encircled with a varix. The tentacula and penis of

the animal are lonir and slender. The principal species, the Turbo scif/ariii, Linn., or the Wenileirop, has long

been famous for the high prices fj;iven for a specimen. It is distinf;:uislied by its whorls being separate from each

other. A small species without this peculiarity {Turbo daffirus, Linn.), is common in the Mediterranean.

We may arrani;;e here some teiTestrial or lacusti-ine suhj^enera, whose shells have an entire roundish operculated

aperture. Of this number are the Cifclostoma, Lam., distin}2;uis!ied from all others by being terrestrious ; and in

place of bronchia;, there is a vascular network on the parietes of the pulmonic sac* In all other respects, Cyclo-

stinna resembles the animals of this family. The spiral shell is finely striated in the direction of its rounded

whorls, and, in the adult, the aperture is encircled with a small raised rim, and closed with a round thin opercu-

lum. The Turbo clegans, Linn., found in woods, under stones and moss, is the type of the genus.

The Valrotn, Mull., live in freshwater. Their shell is obtusely conical, with a rourul operculated mouth ; and

the snail, which has two slender tentacula, and eyes at their inner base, breathes by means of braochite. In our

native V, crisfaia, Mull., the branchia, in the shape of a miniature feather, protrudes from under the cloak, and

lloats in the water with a vibratory motion, when the animal wishes to breathe.t On the right side there is a fila-

ment that resembles a third tentaculuni. The foot is two-lobed in front. The penis of the male is slender, and

lies in the respiratory cavity The shell, scarcely three lines in height, is corneous, obtuse, and umbilicated.

It is necessary to classify liere some purely aquatic snails, which formerly marie a part of the genus

ITtiiv, since the shell had the crescent-like aperture thi)t constituted the character of that genus. J The

three first genera are nearly allied to Turho. Thus

Tnii Paludin.v, Lam.

—

Have heen separated from Cyclostoma hecause they have no rim or varix round the aperture ; hecause

this, as well as the operculum, has a little angle ahovc ; and because the animal, having hranchia;, must

live in water. It has a very short proboscis, two setaceous tentacula, eyes seated on the external bases,

a small membranous fin on each side of the body in front, the anterior margin of the foot lobed, the

fin of the right side folded into a small canal to introduce the water into the respiratory cavity, an

approach to the siphon of the following family. In the common species (Helix vivijMra, Linn.), the

female is viviiiarous, and we find the young, in spring, in the oviduct, in all stages of devclopemcnt.

Spallanzani assures us that the young, kept separate fi'om the moment of their birth, can give birth to

others without having copulated, as happens with the Aphides. The males are, notwithstanding, as

common as the females, their organ issuing from a hole in the right tentacidum, which is thus made

larger than the other, aud affords a character to know the sexes by.

In the sea there are some shells that difi'er from Paludina only in their superior thickness. These are

Thf. Lxttorina, Feruss.

The common species, or Periwinkle, swarms on our coasts, and is eaten. [The Lacuna of Tarton is

a Littoriiia with a perforation in the pillar.] The Monodon, Lam., differs from Littorina§ in having a

blunt touth at the base of the columella, which has in some also a fine incisure. Several are cre-

nidated on the outer lij). The animal is more ornamented, carrying in general on each side three or

four filamcnls as long as the tentacula. The eyes are elevated on pedicles on the outer side of the root

of the tentacula. The operculum is round and htn-ny.

Trochus tcsselatus, Linn., is an abundant example on the French coast.

The Phasxanella, Lam.

—

Have a shell simdar in shape to that of Limneus and Bulimus, but the aperture is closed with a calca-

reous operculum, and the base of the columella is sensibly flattened and without an umbilicus. The

shells are much sought after liy amateurs, from the beautiful speckled manner in which their various

colours arc disposed. Their snail has two long tentacula, with the eyes on tulicrclcs at their exterior

bases, double lips cmarginatcd and fringed, as well as the lateral fins carrying each three filaments.

fPlaiiaxis, Lam., is nearly allied to Phasianella, from which, however, it may be distinguished by the truncation

of the anterior part of the pillar. There are six species known, one of which is so common on the shores of the

Isle of France that the rocks, in some places, are covered with it,]

* Fur tills reason M. de Ferussiic, with Cyclostomn anrl Hclicinn,

ilics a (listiiiet onlcr—Ills Piibiwueu v;frc"latn, [wlilcli has been

npted ty Ttani,r and many other systeinatists ;
and seem'f warranted

tlie anat-iniy cil the turnier cenus given hy the Rev. Mr. Berkeley

the Zr,,,;. /„„r„. ie.p, L'i:!,l

t Hence Pr. Fleming was Indneed to institute the order Ctreiei'-

iriijc/'ia for the ttenus, wliieli he afterwards arranged with the Nudi-

>raiichia.—En.

1 Tin y eonsiilnle the family Enip3U!(i:ma of De Blainvillc.

^ S.>werhy more properly unites Monodon with Turho.—Ho.
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Nerita, Lam. (Peloroitfa, Oken), lias no umbilicus. Their shell is thick, tne columella toothed, the operculum

calcareous. The eyes of the animal are supported on pedicles at the sides of the tentacula ; and the foot is mode-
rate in size. There is but sliti;ht reason to diBtiny;uifeh among them the Vclatci, Monti'., where the side of the

columella is covered with a thick, swollen, calcareous layer ; and the iYt'jv7(/m, Larn., in which the columella is

toothless, and the animals are inhabitants of fresh waters. Some have, however, a delicately toothed columella,

and among these is one whose spire is armed with long spines, {Clitho, Montf.)- [The species of Neritae are very

numerous. AI. Lesson has brought one from Australia, where it lives abundantly upon trees ! This fact ought

tu make us more than ever wary of separating the marine from the fluviatilespecies. Indeed, some real Neritmai

can live both in fresh and salt water, and others are altogether marine.]

Recent observations induce as to arrange near to tlic Trociioides

THE SECOND FAMILY OF THE PECTINI13RANCIIIATA,—

The Capuloides,*—
Which comprises five genera, four of which are dismembered from Patella. All of ilicm have a widely

open shell, scarcely turbinate, Avithout an operculum, or emargination or canal. The animal is male and

female, and resembles the other Pectinibranchiata. Their branchial comb is single, laid across the vault

of the cavity, and its hlameuts are often very long.

Capulus, Mont. {Pileopsis, Lam.)

—

Have a conical bhell, witli the summit recurved a little in spiral, "whence they were for long placed with

the Patella?. The branchice are in a series under the anterior margin of their cavity ; the proboscis is of

considerable length ; under the neck is a much plaited membranous veil ; there are two conical tentacula

with the eyes at their ))ase on the outside.

H'lppoiuix, Defr., appear from their shell to be fossil Capuli, hut are very remarkable for the base of calcareous

layers on which they rest, and which has probably been excreted by the foot of the animal. [Mipponyx is a truly

bivalve sIicU.]

Crepidula, Lam.

Shell oval [variable], with an obtuse point obliquely inclined backwards towards the margin : the

under-side is generally concave, and the inner lip forms a broad, flattish, sharp-edged, toothless, hori-

zontal plate, which about half covers the aperture. The abdominal sac containing the viscera is upon

this plate, the foot under it, the head and the brauchire in front. The branchiae consist of a series of

long filaments attached under the anterior margin of the branchial cavity. Two conical tentacula bear

the eyes at their extei ior bases.

P}U'ohi>i, Sowerby, seem to be Crepidula;, of which the transverse plate occupies half of the aperture, but their

shell has a greater resemblance to Patella. The few species known are fossil.

Scptnrirt, Ferns. {Navicella, Lam.), resemble the Crepidula, excepting that their summit is symmetrical, and

turned down on the posterior margin, and their horizontal plate projects less. The animal has, moreover, a tes-

t;iceous plate of an irregular shape, attached horizontally upon the superior surface of the muscular disk of the

foot, and covered by the abdominal sac, which rests in part above. It is, probably, the analogue of an operculum'

but does not fulfil its office, being in some degree internal. The animal has long tentacula, and at their outside

are peduncles to support the eyes. They live in the rivers of warm countries.

Calyptr.ea, Lam.

Shell conoid, the cavity fm-nished with a lateral internal appendage, very variable in form, which 13

as it were the beginning of a columella, and is interposed in a fold of the abdominal sac. The branchia;

are composed of a range of numerous hair-like filaments. Some have the appendage adhering to the

bottom of the cone, folded itself into a cone, or tube, and descending vertically. Others have it plnced

almost borizontallv, adhering to the sides of the cone, which is marked above with a spiral line, th.at

gives to their shell some relation to that of the Trochus-f

SienoxARiA:}:, Sowerby.

Dismembered from Patella, to which in general form and appearance it ver>' nearly approaches, but

its margin is a little more prominent on the rigiit side, and it is hollowed underneath with a shallow

groove which opens at this prominence, and with which a lateral hole in the cloak corresponds, to intro-
c^
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ducc the water to the hraiiL-hial cavity ph^ced upon the hack, and closed in every other jilace. The

rcsiiiratory organ coiisit,ts in a few small leatlets, attarlied hi a transverse line to the hottum of that

cavity. Tlie animal appears to have no tcntacula, hut only a narrow veil upon the head. There ai'e

species in which the shell ^liows no appearance of the groove, and would perh^ctly resemhle a Patella

were it not that its vertex is turned hackwards. [We must ol>scrve, says liang, that we have seen

young Patelhe. to have the character of Kiphonaria, and to pre^ei've traces of it at a niuix! advanced age:

it is only then provisionally that we adopt this genus, and assign it a place among the lufcrohraadnaia.l

SiGARETUs, Adans.

The shell is llattened, with an amph; round apei'ture, and an inconsiderahle spire, v\'hose whorls enlarge

very rapidly, and are vi.sihIeoii the inside. It is hidden during life in the fungous shield of the animal,

^^hich projects eonsideralily heyond it, as well as the fuot, and \>, the true mantle. ^Ve ohservein front

of this mantle an emargination and a semi-canal, the use of which is to conduct water into the hrancliial

cavity, but which leave no impressions on the shell. The structure indicates a transition to the following

family. The tentacula are conical, with the eyes at their exterior hase : the penis of tlie male is very

large.

There are species on our own coasts. [Tliis remark is erroneous, unless we consider Cuvier's Sigaretus the

same as Pleurobranclms. Sec some remarks on the confusion in the nomenclature of tliis g-enus by Mr. Gray, in

the Zool. Journ. i. p. 423,]

Coriocdla, Blainv., is a Sigaretus witli ci linrny and alinn.st niemhranous shell, lik(' that of Aplysia.

The Cryptostoma, Blainv.

—

lias a shell very similar to Sigaretus, supported, with the head and alidomen (which it covers), on a foot

four times its size, cut square hehind, and \Uiich produces in front a fleshy ol>lung part that conslitLites

nearly one half of its mass. The animal has a Ihit iiead, two tentneula, a broad branchial cumb on tlie

roof of its (hn-sal cavity, and the peuib under the right tentaculum, but I have not seen any emargination

in the cloak.

THE THIRD FAMILY OF TIIF FECTINIDRANCHIATA,—

The IlucciNOiDES,*

—

Have a spiral shed, tlie mouth of whirdi has, near the end of the columella, a sinus or canal, for the

passage of the ,siplion or tube formed by an elong;Ued fuld of the cloak. The greater or less lengtli uf

this canal when it exists, the greater or less width of the ajierture, and the vaiious forms of the

columella, atTurd characters for a division of the family into genera, which can he groujicd in various

ways.

Tuf!: Coxes (Comtr;, Linn.)—
Are so named from the conical figure of their shells. The spire,

either flat or slightly raised, forms the hase of the cone, whose

apex is at the opposite extrerrhty : the ajierlnrc is nari'ow

rectilinear, or nearly so, extended from one end to the other,

v\itli()iit pi-otuherance or fold, either on the columella or tin;

margin. Tlie animal is of a thinness ]iroporti(jn.d to the a[»cr-

(uie thrmigh which it i^^ucs : its tcntacula and jiruhoscis are

much chniguted, and we hnd the eyes near the apex of the

Rtrmer, f/m the ontbiile : the op'erculnin, seated ohliijnuly on the

hinder ]iiirt of the foot, is narrow, and too ^hoii to close the

month of the shell.

Tiie shells of tliis t;-e]ius are in general beautifully coloured, whence
Fi;^. 175.— ConiJi cnicrniis. jt bfippciis that they crowd our cabinets Our seas produce only a

very few species, [of which tlicre is a full enumeration in Luinarck's Histolre natiinitcdt's Aiiimaux snns veiicbn'.)!.]

The Cowries {('iijira^a, Linn.)

—

Have also a [concealed or] very short spire, and ;i narrow aperture extending from one end to the

other ; hut the shell, which is ventricose in the midillc, and almost equally narrowed at hoth ends, forms

• CEjc-jual M-illi llic Paracrjjhahip/un-adioica ^}photi':Ornn.:hidla of I L,"_'iier.i wiih (i narrow nperlurc, «-c Ho nnt intt'iid In t,iiy lliai they arc

f M. dc BL.i

Coiiu3, C_iprj:'.'i
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an oval
;
and its aperture in the adult animal is transversely toothed on each side. The cloak is sufli-

ciently ample to fold over and envelope the

shell, which, at a certain age, it covers with a

layer of shell of another colour ; and from this

circumstance, joined to the change which the

aperture uudcrgnes, the full-grown shell may he

mistaken for another species. The animal has

moderate tentacula, with the eyes at their ex-

ternal hases, and a thin foot without an oper-

culum.

The colours of the shells are very beautiful, and

many species are found in our cabinets, though, with

very few exceptions, they all inhabit the seas of ti'O-

pical countries. [Bruguiereswas of opinion that the

animal of tbe Cypraa, before it arrived at its complete

g-rowth, abandons its shell several times, to form

another more titted to its dimensions. This opinion

is now relinquished.]

The Ovul^, Brug.

—

Have an oval shell, with a narrow, lengthened

aperture, as in Cyprrca, l)ut witliout teeth on the columcllar side ; the spire is concealed, and the two

ends of the aperture arc nearly equally emarginated, or equally prolonged into a canal. Linna:ius con-

founded them with Bulla, from which they were properly separated by Bruguieres. Their snail lias a

broad foot, an expanded cloak, which partly folds over the shell, a moderate and obtuse snout, and two

long tentacula, on which wc find tlic eyes at about the third of their length on the outside. Montfort

restricts the name Ovula to such shells as are transversely denticulated on the outer lip; and he names

tliose in which the two ends of the aperture are prolonged into a canal, and the outer lip is plain, the

Volva. ^Vhen this lip is also plain, without a prolongation on each side, he calls the genus Calpvraa.

Terf.bkllum, Lam.

—

Has an oblong [or suhcylindrical] shell, with a narrow aperture, without plaits or grooves, and

increasing regularly in width to the end opposite the spire, which is more or less salient, according to

the species. The animal is udt known. [On account of its hidden spire, Montfort separates the

species named Convolittuin, hy Lamarck, to form his genus Seraphs, which seems to be unnecessary.]

The A''olutes (Volufa, Linn.)

—

Vary in the figure of the shell and of the aperture, but are recognized by the emargination without a

canai which terminates it, and hy the oblique plaits of the columella.

Bruguieres first separated from them the Oliva, so named from the oblong or elliptical form of the shell, whose

month is straight, long, and sinuated opposite totbe short spine, and the plaits of the coiunielhi are numerous and

similar to strire. The \\horls are separated from each other hy a narrow groove. These shells do not yield in beauty

to the Cowries. Their animal has a large foot, the anterior part of which (in advance of the head) is separated by

an indentation on each side : the tentacula are .slender, and the eyes are on their side near the middle of their

length. The proboscis, the siphon, and penis are tolerably long: they have no operculum. MM. Quoy and

Gayniard have observed at the posterior part of the foot an appendage, which is laid in the furrow of the whorls.

Tbe remaining species of the Volutes have been subdivided into five genera by M. de Lamarck. Tlie Volcarln

nearly resemble Ohva in their oblong or cylindrical form ; but their aperture is narrow, and its anterior margin

rises even above the spire, which is extremely short. There are one or several plaits on the columella. Their

polish and whiteness has induced the natives uf some countries to string them into necklaces. There is a small

fossil species in the environs of Paris. [According to Sowerby, Volvaria is entirely a fossil genus, of which two

species are found in tbe environs of Paris, and one in the London clay at Hordwell.] Valuta, Lam., has an ample

apertiire, and a columella marked with some large plaits, of which the inferior is the strongest. Their spire varies

much in its prominence. Some {Ci/mbium, Montf. ; Ct/mba, Sowerb.) have the last whorl ventricose : their animal

has a large, thick, fleshy foot, without an operculum ;
and over the head a veil, at the sides of which the tentacula

issue. The eyes are seated on this veil, exterior to the tentacula. The proboscis is of considerable length, and the

syphon has an appendage on each side of its base. The shells attain a great size, and several are very beautiful.

[" The shells are ventricose, hght, and buoyant, floating when placed upon their backs on water, and having when

so placed a boat-like appearance. Their ajiex is rude, and without regularity of shape. They are sombre, and,

for the most part, nniforni in colour. They are covered with a smooth brown epidermis, which is, again, more or
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less coated Willi a vitreous covering or enamel -I ike ijlaze, pi'obaljly secreted by the mantle. The colnnirllfi is

uniformly ciii-\('(l. and it is believed that none of the species liave liitherto been found in the New \'/(jild,"—
Broih-r'i}!.'] ['Hie Mi:lo, Broderip, resembles Cymba; but its apex, instead of beings shapeless and rude, takes a

well-fashinned nnd spirally-marked form. The colouring; of the shell is also more elegant and vi\'id.] 'Jtbers

(Volida, IMontf.) have the last whorl conoid, narrowing- at the end opposed to the spire. Tlie foot is less lliaii in

the preceding: s^onus. Their shells are often very remarkable for the beauty of the colours and patterns whicb are

jtaiiited on tliL-ir surface. [There is reason to believe that the i,^enera Cjmba, RIeio, and Voluta, are viviparous.]

JJ<ti!/iiiellii, Lam., with the form of the Voluta, has the outer lip thickened and revolute. The sinus is slii^htly

marked. According to Adanson, the foot is also less, and has no operculum. Tlie animal can partially cover its

shell by raising; the lobes of its cloak. The tentacula have the eyes upon the outer side at their base. M. de La-

marck distinguishes among; them the Colotnhella, by Ihc more numerous plaits

on the shell, and by a sweliino; of the middle of the outei- lip. It appears

that there is no operculum. Mitra^ Lam., has an oblong aperture with some

large folds on its columella, of which those next the spire are the largest.

Their spire is generally long and pointed. Several species are brilliantly

spotted with red upon a white ground. Their animal has a small foot, tenta-

cula of moderate length, with the eyes on the side one-third above the roots,

and a moderate siphon ; but it will often protrude.a proboscis longer than the

shell. [The genus Conohelix, of Swainson, has a form more conical than the

typical ILtrK j but its claim to be a good genus is denied by Sowerby.] Can-

cellaria, Lam.—The last whorl ventricose, and the aperture ample and round,

with a plate upon the columella : the spire is prominent, pointed, and the surface marked in general with cancel-

lated stria?. [According to Sowerby, this genus is nearly allied to Purpura.]

The "Whelks [Bucciiunn, Linu.)*

—

Comprise all the shells furnished -with an cinarLj;ination, or sliort canal, bent to the Ifft, and whose

:olumella is imt plaited. Druguieres made four genera of tlicni ; viz., Baccinuin, Purpura, Cassis, and

Terehra ; '^'ihieh MM. de Lamarck and Montfort have still further subdivided.

Biicciniim, Brug., comprises the emarginated shells without any canal, the general form being oval, as well as

the .Tiierturc. The animals where known ha^'e no veil on the head,—a proboscis, two widely separate tentacula

with the eyes (.HI their outer bases, and a homy operculum. The siphon is prolonged beyond the shell. M. de

Lamarck specially reserves the name Bucrinuni to such as have

the columella convex and naked, and the outer lip without

ribs or varix. Tbeir foot is moderate in size ; their proboscis

long and thick, and their penis often excessively large. [The

shell of the remarkable genus named Tricliotropis by Broderip

and Sowerby, is turbinated and keeled ; its aperture is wider

ami rather longer than the spire; the base entire ; but imme-

di iti 1\ below the obliquely truncated culumella there is an in-

distuict canal. The shell is ihin and delicate, covered with au

lidLiniis forming numerous sharp-pointed bristle-like pro*

< : ss( s on ihe edges of the carina; outside the shell. The horny

operculum is much smaller than the aperture. The animal

resembles a Buccinum, differing from it principally in having

only a very small fold of the mantle to line the nearl\ ob,s(ilctc

canal of the sheU. There is a British species (T. borcalis).']

Nassa has the columella covered by a plate more or less thick

and broad, and the emargination deep, but without a canaL

id there are shells intermediate between the two genera. Lamarck

lundiitum

nbli'ji that of Buccinum,

widely

The

The aniuKi

names I'.lninid tliose \ihieh join to a smooth shell, without plaits on the lip, a pillar that is deeply and

undnhealed. In general furm their shell has a strong resemblance to the (Mives. [There is no operci

animal is unknown. The Jiiril/aria, Lani., has also asmooth shell, and at the base of

the columella a striated appendage or varix, without an umbilicus, and without a

groove round the spire. The animal, in such species as it has been observed in, is

similar to that of <Dtiva, and has the foot even more developed. The same naturalist

unites those which are ribbed in the direction of the uhoils, under the generic name

of Jiiifiiim : the lower whorl is very large and ventricose. Montfort again subdivides

1 Joliinii Miio Ihc Dohum proper, where the base of the columella is as it were twisted;

and iiiio I'crdi.i, where it is sharp. Their animal has a very large foot, dilated in

front; a proboscis longer than its shell; slendei" tentiienhi ;
eye,-, at their exterior

c^ide near tbe base ; the bead without a veil, and the foot \\ilhout an opereuluni.

Jlarjia is easily recognized by the prominent ribs which cross the whorls, and of

w liieli the last forma a rim to the margin of the aperture. The shells arc beautiful. The animal has a very large

9 tbe fuiiiily J-:ulomv}iuma of BUi
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foot, pointed behind, widened :n front, wnere it is marked with two deep emarffinations. The eyes are on the sides

of tlie tentiicula, near the base. There is no veil nor operculum. (MM. Reynaud, and Quoy and Gaymard have

observed that, under certain circumstances, the hinder part of the foot is spontaneously amputated.) We recof^nize

the Purpura, Brujf., by its flatteneil columella, pointed at the base, and forujin;^ there, with the outer lip, a canal

e.Kcuvated in the shell, but not projecting. The species were scattered among; the Bacciiia and Muriccs by Lin-

naeus. Their snail is like that of Buccinum as now restricted. Some shells similar to Purpura, but in which we
notice a spine on the outer margin of the canal, form the genus Licorna, Montf. (Mouoceros, Lam.) Others in

which the columella, or at least the lip, is garnished, in the full-grown .^hell, with teeth that narrow the mouth,

constitute the ^istra of the former, and the Ridnida of Lamarck. The Concholcpas, Lum.. has jiL^o llie general

characters of the Purpura, but the aperture is so

enormously large and the spire so inconsiderable,

that the shell has the aspect of a Capulus, or of one

of the valves of an Area. The emargiiiation of the

mouth has a small tooth on each side of it. The ani-

mal resembles that of Buccinum, excepting in the

foot, which is enormous in width and in thickness,

and which is attached to the shell by a muscle in

form of a horse-shoe, as in Capulus. There is a thin,

narrow, horny operculum. A species from Peru

(Buccinum concholcpcts, Brug.) is the only one known.

Cassis, Brug.—Shell oblong ; the aperture oblong or

narrow ; the columella covered with a plate as in

Nassa, and that plate grooved transversely as well as

the outer lip : the emargination ends in a short canal,

which is folded and turned up backwards, and to the

left. There are often varices. [The shells are called

Helmets by English collectors, and are in general

remarkable on account of their great size.] The

animal resembles that of Buccinum, but its horny

operculum is toothed, that it may pass between the

grooves of the outer lip. Some have the varix of this

li[i toothed externally near the emargination; and

others have it plain. The Morio, Moutt. (Cassldaria,

Lam.) are separated fj-om the Cassis because their

canal is less abruptly curved back; and they lead

us to certain of the llurices. The animal resembles

a Buccinum also, but its foot is more developed.

[Oniscia, Sowerby, is sufficiently distinguished

from Cassidaria by its granulated inner lip, its very
^.^^ ^^^ _Cassij tubcrosa.

short, scarcely reflected canal, and its very singular
'

general form, which is oblong or subcylindrical, with an obtuse

apex. Stromljus oniscas, Linn., is the type of the genus.] Terebra,

Brug., have the mouth, the emargination, and the columella of

Buccinum, but their spire is drawn out so as to be turriculated or

subulate. [The species are numerous and beautiful.] The Subiila,

I'.lainv., is distinguished by some diifercnce in the animal, and by

iilll'

the existence of an operculum.

The Cerithuisi, Brug.,

—

Dismembered i\ith good reason from the Murex of Linnsus,

have a shell with a tuirieulated spiic, an o\al iperture and
Fig. 1S5.- Cassidaria ecbinc

a short but distinct canal

curved to the left and back-

wards. There is a veil on

the head of the animal, two

distant tentacula. having

the eyes at the side, and

a round, horny operculum.

Many of them are found in a fossil state.

M Brongniart has separated from Cerithium the Po?«»iirfM, which, with the same form of shell, have a very

slim-'t scarcely emarginate canal, no sinus or gutter near the top of the right lip, and the exterior lip dilated. They

liveii'iHvers, or at least at their mouths; and some of them are fossil in formations where there are no other

than lanil or freshwater species.

Fig. 1S3.-
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The Murkx, Linn.*

—

Emliraccs all blicll:!; wiiosc canal is elongate and straight. I have found in the animals of all the sub-

genera a prohoi^cis ; a]i[)r(>xiniatcd long tontarnla, wiih the eyes external at their base ; a hnrny oper-

cuiuiu, and no veil over tlie head : they otherwise resemble the Buccina, except in the length of the

siphon. Bniguiures divided them into two genera, subsequently subdivided into others by Lamarck

and Montfort.

Miirer, l'rii;j:., arc all shells with a salient straii;lit canal, aiid with varices across the ivliorls. M. Lamarck

reservrs this name specially to those in which the varices are not contiguous, so as to make two opposite rows. If

their canal is long and slender, and the ^"arices are armed with spines, they belong- to the Murex of Montfort.

If thevarices are merely nodulous,

^^r they constitute his 7i/'t<n^f.y. Some,

with a canal of moderate length,

have projecting tubes between the

spinous varices which penetrate

the shell
;
and these are the Ty-

phis, Montf. The Chicoracca of

the same have, instead of spines,

the varices g-arnished with plait-

ed leaves, torn or divided into

branches : their canal is Ions' or

moderate, and their foliaceous

productions vary infinitely in

shape and complexity. When, with

a moderate or short canal, the

varices are only nodulous, and when the base has an umbilicus, the shell becomes an Aqiiilln, IVInntf. "We have

several species on our coasts. If there is no umbilicus, that marks the genus Loior'nim. Lastly, when the canal

is short, the spire raised, and the varices simple, the shell is a Tritouinm. The mouth is generally (grooved trans-

versely on both sides. We have some large species in our seas. [The 7'. variegatnm is much valued by the inha-

bitants of sonic of the Soutii Sea islands.] There are of them some with numerous, compressed, almost mem-
branous varices,—the Trophones, Montf. ; and in others they are much compressed and very prominent, but few

in number-t

51. de Lamarck separates from all the Muricc-s of Lruguii-'res the RnneUa. Its character is to have the varices

opposite, so that the shell is as it were girded with a border on two sides. Their canal is short, ami the surface is

rou:.^hened only with tubercles. The margins of their aperture are furrowed. The ApoUes, Montf., are merely

nnil.ilicated Ranelhe.

F//.y».y, Bru:^- , includes all the shells of this family which have no varices. ATlicn the spire is jirominent, tiie

pillar without plaits, and the margin entire, this is the Fnsiis of Lamarck, which Jlontfurt has still further

restricted, for he reser\'es this name to such as have no umbilicus. The less elongated and more ventricose

species gradually approximate to the Buccina in their shape, and where they have an umbilicus, Montfort calls

them Lathirr::. The Sindhiolaria is another subgenus, distinguished by the inner lip being thickened and

spreading over the lower part of the last volution and the columella, ami in the adult the outer lip is thickened

and turned outward,—a character that connects them with the Murcx. When the spire is raised, the columella

without plaits, and when there is near the top of the aperture, on its outride, a well-marked sinus or fissure, we

have the characters of /Vt'j^ro^owa, Lam. When this sinus Js wide and touches the spire, some have seized the

too slight distinction to make the genus C/ai'a^;;/a. When the spire is depressed, and the pillar without plaits,

these are the Pi/rula, Lam., which are either umhilicatod or not. Montfort separates from Pyrula the species

with a flattened spire, and which are striated within the mouth, to call them the Fiilgur. They are in some degree

Pyrulai with a plaited columella, and the plaits are sometimes even scarcely perceptible. Amid these dismember-

nu-iits of W\e Fusils, Brug., we distinguish (he Fa.u-ialari<i, Lan'i., by some obliiiue and distinct folds on the

columella, near the origin of the siphon.

THri//?t'//*7, Lam., are likewise shells with a straight canal, without varices, distinguishable by having [from

three to live] prominent, compressed, transverse folds, all nearly equal in size, near the centre of the columella,

and which approximates them to the conical VolutLC : in fact, they only difler by the superior elungation of the

syphonal canal, [and in having an operculum, as well as a thickish epidermis].

The Strombusid-E (S/ro>/tl/ii>!, Linn.)

—

Conipriise the shells with a canal either straight or bent to the right, the external lip of the aperture

hceoining, in its maturity, more or less dilated, and always marked \\ith a sinus near ihe si[)honal

canal, whence the heail issues when the animal comes out. In the greater number this sinus is ai sonio

distance from the canal.

r-iijiily Siphono.iloma of M. de Blainville.

.ltd Ihnt Cavlcr should have Lnvcii evuii the liuii to ibcae new generic of Muntf.ir
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W. lie J,a.marck subdivides these species into two subgenera, fiis !^irornoti.K Tiave the nuter lip dilated into a win^

of more or less expanse, but not divided

into dif^itations. The foot is proportion-

ably small, and the tentacula support the

eyes upon a lateral peduncle larger even

than the tentaculum itself. The operculum

is hui iiy, lon,L,^, and narrow, resting upon a

thin tail. Plcrocera-s-, Lam., have the mar-

g"in of the full-grown shell divided into long,

slender digitatJons, varying in nunjber ac-

cording to the species. Tlie animal is the

same as in Strombus.

Other Strombusidsc have the sinus con-

tiguous to the siphon. These are tlie lios-

iellaria, Lam. They have generally a second

canal mounting up the spire, and formed
by tlie external lip, and by a continuation

of the columella. In some of tbein the lip

is digitated. Their animal resembles that

of the iluricidcX ; but the operculum is very

small. Others have merely denticulations

on the lip : their canal is long and straight.

Others have the margin entire and plane;

and these az'e the Ilippocrenes, Montf.

THE SEVENTH ORDER OF THE GASTEROPODES.

THE TUBULIBRANCHIATA.*

They ought to be detached from the Pectinibranchiata, with which thej' have nevertheless

manv affinities, because their shell, in the shape of a more or less irregular tube, and only

spiral at its apex, is permanently fixed to other bodies. Thus they have not organs of

copulation, and must fecundate themselves.

Vermetus, Atlanson,

—

lias a tabular shell, whose whorls, at an early age, still form a kind of spire ; but they are continued on

in a more or less irregularly twisted or bent tube, like the tubes of a Serpula. The shell usually attaches

itself by interlacing with others of the same species, or by becoming partially enveloped by lithophytes.

The animal, having no power of locomotion, is deprived of a foot, properly so called ; but the part

\\hich in ordinary Gasteropodes forms the tad, is here turned under, and extends forwards, even beyond

the head, where its extremity becomes inflated, and furnished with a thin, [horny, multispiral] oper-

culum. Wiicn the animal withdraws into its shell, it is this inflated mass which closes the entrance.

It has sometimes different appendages ; and the operculum is spiny in certain species.f The head is

obtuse, furnished with two tentacula of moderate size, having the eyes on the outside at their base.

The mouth is a vertical orifice : under it we see, on each side, a filament which has all the appearance

of a tcntaculum, but which really l)elong3 to the foot. The branchia; form a single [pectinated] line

along the left side of the In-anchial ceiling. Its right side is occupied by the rectum, and by the

spennalic canal, whieli is also tlie oviduct. There is no male organ.

The species are pretty numerous, but ili defined. Linnaeus left tlieni among the Serpulte
; and the Vermilia,

which Lamarck still allows to stand near Scrpuls, do not differ from the \'eruietus. [This remark is erroneous
;

\ei-niilia is a true Annebde, and should be left where Lamarck has placed it.]

Magilus, Montf

—

lias its tube keeled its whole length. At first it is pretty regularly spiral, and then is extended in a

more or less straight line. Although we do not know the animal, it is probable that its place will be

found to be near Vermetus. [The shell is found inclosed in madrepores, bnt not attached to them in

any dcree. It would appear that when quite young the animal takes up its station in a hollow part of

of this order are arraoged amongal the PcctinihTaii- i [This
' [The

, hy Kaiif

ibservation is erroneous, nnd has prohiibly ariae

e opercula of SeTJulE for those of a Vcrraetus.
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the madrepore ; ami, inrroaslng; itself in size ami length as the madrepore increases armmd it, it k^eps

the aperture even with tlie outer surface uf the coral, and thus grows, in some instances, to a consi-

derable length. Tliis singidar testaceous parasite is common in the coral rocks of the Isle uf France,

and it« tuhe sometimes reaches the length of three feet.]

SiLiauARiA, Brug.

—

ResenihlesVermetns in the head, the position of the operculum, and in the tubular and irregidar shell;

but there is a fissure on the whole length of the shell which follows its contour, and which corres-

pomls with a similar cleft in that part of the cloak which covers the branchial cavity- Along the

whole side of this cleft is a branchial eoml>, coni|Mt>ed uf numerous delicate and tul)iilar-!ike leaflets.

LinuEcus left these shells also in Serpnla ; and until a very recent date tliey were believed to be mem-

bers of the class Annelides. [The remarkable operculum is similar to the pod of a Medicago, consisting

of a spiral lamella rolled five times round an a\i^ like a pulley. This huniv lamella is very lustrous

underneath, farinaceous or suhpubi-scent above, and sidicrenate on the under side of the rim,

with short striokc. It is emivex in the centre, and the projection is multilocular, very exactly resem-

Liling a CrisieUaria or Robulina.~\

THE EIGHTH ORDER OF THE GASTEROPODES.

THE SCUTIBRANCHIATA.*

The order comprises a certain number of Gasteropods having a consiilcvable resemblance to

the Pectinibranchiata in the form and position of the branchix% as well as in the general form

of the body, but they are complete liermapbrodites. Their shells arc very open, ^\itbout an

operciduraj and the greater number are not in any degree spiral, so that they cover their

animals, and partictdarly the branchiae, in the manner of a shield. The heart is traversed by

the rectum, and receives the blood by the two auricles, as m the majority of the Bivalves.

THii IIaliotides {[Inliolis, Liiiii.)—
iVre the only family of this order in \\liieh the :>hcll is turbinated ; and from those shells it is distin-

guished by the excessive amplitude of the aperture, and the IbUness aad smallaess of the spire, whieh

is seen from within. This form has caused it to he compared to the ear of a quadruped.

In the }{filio/is; Lam., the sbell is perforated along' the side of the columella with a series of holes ; and when
the last bole remains incomplete, the sheh has the appearance of hein^" eniarginate. The snail is one of the most
richly adorned of Gasteropods. A double niembrane, with a furbelowed margin, and furnished with a double row

of hlaments, extends, at least in the commonest species, round the foot, and on to the month : outside its hnvj;

tentacula are two cylindrical pedicles, which support the eyes. I'he cloak is deeply cleft on the ri2;ht side, and the

water, which passes through the lioles of t lie shell, g;ains access, by the mediuuj of the cleft, to the branchial cavity.

Alono;^ the margins of the cleft there are also three or four filaments, which the animal can also protrude throug^h

the holes of the shell. The month is a short proboscis.

PadoUa, Moiitf. [Sfomah'Ild, Lam.] has an almost circular shell ; almost all the holes iiMiteratcd ; and a deep

groove that follows the middle of the whorls, and sliows itself exteriorly by a eon'espnuding ridge.

•^tomalio. Lam., have a more concave shell, with a more prominent spire, and without holes : they otherwise

resemble the Haliotis,and connect that genus with certain kinds of Turbo. The animal is less adorned than Haliotis.f

The following general dismeiribere'd fr^uu Patella, have tlie shell quite symuicti"ie;d, as well as the posi-

tion of the heart and branehi;e.

FissuRELf.A, Lam.

—

Have a broad, fleshy disk under the bidly, as the Patella ; a cmiieal shell placed over the middle of the

back, but not covering it completely, and purlnratn
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side of it, and the combs are alike : the conical tcntacula liave their eyes at their external base : tht

siiles of tlie foot are garjiislied with a row of filaments.

Emanjimila, Lam., lias exactly the same structure as Fissiirella
; but instead of a hole in the ape.t, its cloak and

shell have a little cleft or emargination on their anterior side, which also penetrates into the branchial cavity. The
nuirsins of the cloak envelope and in a great measure cover those of the shell : the eyes are on a tubercle at the
outer bases of the conical tentacula ; and the sides of the foot are as usual ornamented with filaments.
Parmoplionis, Lam. (SculumMontt.)-Ks in Emarginula, the shell is covered, in a great measure, by the turned-

nii margins of the cloak: the branchia; and other organs are the same as in the two preceding genera; but the
oblong, slightly conical shell has neither hole nor emargination. [Sowerl)y unites this with the preceding genus.]

THE NINTH ORDER OF THE GASTEROPODES.

THE CYCLOBRANCHIATA.*

These MoUusks have their hranchia; in the form of little leaflets or p5'ramids, attached iu a

circle, more or less complete, under the margins of the cloak, very nearly as in the Inferobran-

chiata, from which they are distingiushed by the nature of their hermaphroditism ; for, as in

the preceding order, they have no organs for copulation, and impregnate themselves. Their

heart does not emljrace the rectum, but varies in its position. We know only two genera, whose

shell never exhibits even a trace of a spire.

The Limpets {Patella, Linn.)

—

Have the body entirely covered with a conical shell ; and under the margins of their cloak there is a

circle of branchial leaflets. The anus and the orifice of the organs of generation are a little to the right

above the liead, to which there is a tliick, sliort proboscis, and two setaceous tentacula, having the eyes

at their exterior bases : tlie mouth is fleshy, and contains a [very long ribbon-like] spinous tongue,

winch is directed backwards, and lies folded deep within the interior of the body. The stomach is

membranous, and the intestine long, slender, and much convoluted. The heart is in front above the

neck, a little to the left. Some species occur in abundance on our sliores.

The Chitons {Chiton, Linn.)

—

Have a series of testaceous symmetrical plates set along the i>ack of their cloak, hut not oceupving

all its breadth. TJie margins of tlie cloak itself are coriaceous, either naked, or chagreencd, or gar-

nislied with spines, or hairs, or liundles of bristles. Beneath this margin, on each siile, is a row of

lamellated branchi.c ; and in front, a membranous veil over the moutli holds the place of tentacula. The

anus is under the posterior extremity. The heart is situated behind, upon the rectum. The stomach

is membranous, with a long convoluted intestine. The ovary lies above the other viscera, and appears

to open upon the sides by two oviducts.

There are some small speceies on our sbores
;
but in the seas of tropical countries they attain a much greater

size. (The Cli'itondtufi, Lam., distinguished by the valves being so small as only partially to cover the cloak,

should be re-united to Chiton, which, in the system of Blainville, forms a separate class, named Poli/plaxiphora,

and which, he supposes, leads the way to the Articulated Animals.)

THE FOURTH CLASS OF MOLLUSCA.

THE ACEPHALES.f

The Acepliales have no apparent head, but a mouth only, concealed in the bottom,

or between the folds, of their cloak. The latter is almost always doubled in two, and

incloses the body as a book is inclosed between its covers ; but it frequently happens

* In the system of Blninvillc ibe Cyclul)ruin;liiiita is an order tlmt to iliscover it, nor inticed to see iiiiy other origan of rcfipiratinn except

embraces the l.loris. With the Inst three genera of the precedintj thftl of a eord of leaflets wliiuh encircles the body under the Diar^iins

or.ler and witli the Patella, lie makes his order Ccrvico-brancttiiita, of the clofil;.

diii.led into the Ks/'/err-j and BrrtJicAi/frfj: the Reiiferes are the t M. de Bhiinville unites my Acephnles and Braiichiopodes in one

Till elite; for Ilc EU|iposes that they breathe by moans of a va.scultir class, his .-yivvj/ia/fij/iora,

network in the cavity situated ahovc the bead. 1 have not been able
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that, in consequence of the two lobes uniting in front, the cloal< forms a tube, or a sac

when it is only closed at one end. This cloak is generally provided with a calcareous

bivalve, and sometimes multivalvc, shell ; and in two families only is it reduced to a

cartilaginous, or even membranous nature. I'he brain is over the mouth, where we

also find one or two other ganglia. The branchife usually consist of large lamella;,

covered with vascular network, under or between which the water passes : they are

more simple, however, in the genera without a shell. From these branchiae the blood

proceeds to a heart, generally single, wdiich distributes it throughout the system,

returning to the pulmonary artery without the aid of another ventricle.

The mouth is always toothless, and can only seize upon such particles as the water

floats within reach. It leads into a first, and sometimes a second, stomach : the intes-

tine varies much in length. The bile is poured, generally by several pores, into the

stomach, wdiich the liver surrounds. All fecundate themselves ; and in several of the

shelled species the young, which are innumerable, are retained for some time betw'een

the lamina; of the [external] branchire before they are expelled.* All the Acephales are

aquatic.

THE FIRST ORDER OF THE ACEPHALE.S.

THE TESTACEOUS ACEPHALESf (or A. with fodr branchial leaflets).

They are beyond comparison the most niunevous. All bivalve shells, and some kinds of

multivalves, belong to them. Their body, which includes the liver and the viscera, is placed

between the two layers of the cloak; and in front, still between the same layers, are the fom-

branchial leaflets, regularly striated crosswise by the vessels. The mouth is at one extremity,

the anus at the other. The heart is towards the back. The foot, when there is one, is

attached between the four branchiae. There are four triangular laminfe at the sides of the

mouth, which are the extremities of two lips, and are used as tcntacula. The foot is merely

a fleshy mass, moved by a mechanism similar to that of the tongue of mammiferous animals : it

has its muscles fixed in the bottom of the valves of the shell. Other muscles, whieli form

sometimes one, sometimes two masses, go straight across from one valve to tlie other, to keep

them closed ; but when the animal relaxes these muscles, an elastic ligament situated behind

the hinge opens the valve by its contraction.

A considerable number of Bivalves possess what is called a bi/ssiis, that is, a bundle of more

or less delicate filaments issuing from the base of the foot, and by means of which tlie animal

fixes itself to foreign bodies. It employs the foot to guide the filaments to the proper |ilacc,

and to glue them there : and it can reproduce them wdien they ha\'e been cut aw a^' ; but

nevertheless their true nature is not yet well ascertained. Reaumur believed them to be spun

from a secretion, and moulded in the groove of the foot. Poll thinks them t(j lie merely pro-

longations of tendinous fibres.

The shell consists of two valves connected bj' a hinge, which is sometimes simple, and some-

times composed of a greater or less number of teeth and lamiuEe, that are received into cor-

responding sockets and cavities. In a few genera, some supernumerary pieces are laid over

the hinge. In general the valves have, leaning over the hinge, a prominent [siibspiral] part,

which is named the summit, or the nates.

In the greater number the valves close perfectly when the animal chooses to draw them

* Some naturalists, as Jacobson, have maintaiDed that the minute [ rent Kpecies. This opinion is now generally consiJered as eiro.

biralvcs which, in certain seasons, loaJ the external branchite of the neons,

freshwater Mussel, are not the f.Ktal young, but [jarasites of dilTe- I f Tlie class Cun.ltiJeTn of I^I. de Lamarck.
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together; but there are several which ahvays gape, even when brought as nigh together as

possible, either at one or at both ends.

THE FIRST FAMILY OF THE ACEPHALA TESTACEA,—

The Oysters,—
Have the mantle open, with neither tubes nor particular apertures. They have no foot, or only a very

small one, and are for the most part fixed either by [cementation of] their shell, or by their byssus, to

rocks and to other submarine bodies. Those which are free can move only by squirting out the water
by a sudden closure of the valves.

Tlieir first section has but one muscular mass passing from one valve to the other, as we see by the

single impression left upon the shell.

It is supposed that we ought to arrange here certain fossil shells, whose valves do not seem to have

been connected by a bgament*, but to have covered each other hkc a vase and its lid, and to have been
held together by the muscles only. They form the genus Acardium, Brug., or Osiracite, La Perouse,

of which De Lamarck makes the family Rudistes. The shells of it are thick, and of a solid or porous

texture. We now distinguish in it the Radiolites, Lara., whose valves are striated from the centre to

the circumference. One of them is flat, and the other thick, nearly conical, and fixed. The Spheru-

lites, Laractheriet, with the valves roughened with foliations that rise up unequally. And it is guessed we
may place here the Calceoltfi, of which one valve is conical, but free, and the other flat, or even some-

what concave, so that they call to recollection the figure of a shoe : and the Hippurites, with one valve

conical or cylindrical, that has on its inside two obtuse longitudinal crests : its base appears even tn

have been divided into several chambers by transverse partitions ; the other valve forms, as it were, a

lid. The BatoUfhes, Montf., are cylindrical and straight Hippurites ; they are often very long ; but

there remains much uncertainty on the nature of all these fossils.

As to the Testaceous Acephales, known in a living state, Linnteus had united under the geniis

OsTREA (the Oysters)

—

All those which bad neither teeth nor transverse laniinsin the hinge, the valves being held together by

a ligament lodged in a little cavity on both sides.

The Ostrca, Bru<,^., has the li<^ament as just described, and tlieir shells are irregular, inequivalved and foliated.

Tliey are affixed to rocks, to stakes, and even to one another, by the most convex of the valves. The animal

{Pt'loris, Poll} is one of the simplest of bivalves ; we observe on it nothing remarkable but a double series of ciliffi

round the raarg;in of the ctoak, which has the lobes united only above the head near the hinp;e : there is no appear-

ance of a foot. Every one is familiar with the common Oyster (0. cdulls, Linn.), which is fished and reared in arti-

ficial beds. Its fecundity is as astonishing^ as its taste is agreeable. [Poli says that the ovaries of a single oyster

contain 1,200,000 ova.] Amon^ the species of neifj^hbouring countries we may notice the Os. cristata of the IVIedi-

terranean ; among those of distant lands, the 0^. parasitica, which fixes itself upon the roots of the mangroves

and other trees that grow within the reach of the salt water ; and the Os. folium, which is attached by the denticu-

lations on the back of its convex valve, to the branches of the Gorgonia and other lithophytes.

j\I. de Lamarck separates, under the name of Gii/ph^a, certain Oysters, principally fossil, the apex of whose

most convex valve projects much, and is either hooked or in some degree spiral. The other valve is often concave.

The greater number of the species appear to have been free, but some of them hav(?been seemingly attached by

their hooked apices. We know only one recent species {Gtiph. iricarinata). [Sowerby reunites Gryphasa to

Ostrea.]

The Claras (Pec/ett, Brug.) have been properly removed from the Oysters, although they have a similar hinge.

They are easily distinguished by their inequivalve semicircular shell being almost always regularly marked with

ribs, which radiate from the summit of each valve to the circumference, and furnished with two angular productions

called ears, that widen the sides of the hinge. The animal (Argus, Poli) has a small oval foot supported on a

cylindrical peduncle, in front of an abdomen in form of a sac hanging between the branchia:. In some species,

known by the strong sinus under their anterior ear, there is a byssus. The others are not adherent, and can even

swim with considerable velocity, by flapping their valves together. The cloak is surrounded with two rows of fila-

ments, several of those of the exterior row being terminated by a little greenish globule [with a metallic lustre].

The mouth is garnished with many branched tentacula instead of the four usual labial laraiuje. The shell of the

clams is often coloured in a lively manner, [and many species are remarkable for the difference in colouring

* TM. Desmouline Ims endeavoured to prove that ttiese shells form + S:rhfrulitfi now embraces the Rndir)tUef and BiTt/striWi of Lam.,

a class intermediate bftueen the shellcss Acephales and the Cirrho- with J.,ii^,^nij of Defrance.—Rn.

podes. Deshayes, on the contrary, asserts that ttiey arc true Bivalves, t [Sowerby and Raa^r maintain that Calceola is much more nearly

,.illied to Chama, BlainviUe and Rang collect them into a distinct or- allied to Terebralula.]

der of Bivalves, under the name of Rndistes.]
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ODservable in the two valves.] Tlie lar^e species of our coasts [Odrea maxhna, Linn.), is tbe Pi i2:rin-i's shell, [worn

in front of tlie liiit by those who had visited the shrine of St. James in the Holy Laml.] It is eaten.

The Lima:' {Lima, BruK-) differ from the Pectens In havino; a more elon;;ate(l shell, with shorter ears, and a

greater inequality of the sides. The majority liave the ribs raised into scales. The valves cannot be closed in the

liviiiii; state, and the cloak is ornamented with avast number of filaments of different lerif^^ths, without tubercles
;

and further within thei'e is a broad fold which closes the gapeoftlic shell, and even forms a protuberant veil. The

foot is small, and the byssus inconsiderable. The Lima; swim rapidly, by flapping their valves. One species in

the Mediterranean, of a pure wliite colour {Ostrea Lima, Linn.), is eaten.

Pedum, Brus;'.—The shell is similar to Lima, but the valves are unequal, and the most convex only has a deep

sinus for the byssus. The animal also Is very like that of Lima, but its cloak has only a single row of small slender

tentacula. Its byssus is laricer. The oni' spi-cies ku'nvn is from the Indian sea.

Certain fossils may be placed here vvliich have Mie bins^e, lig'ament, and central muscle of the Ostrese, Pectines,

and Limai, but are distint^-uished by some peculiaiities of the shell. The Hiimi/es, Defr., seem to be (!)ysters, or

Clams, with small ears and adherent shells, irreg^ular and very thick, especially the conve.x valve. There is a fossa

at the hinge for the ligament. (Four recent species of this genus have been described.) The Plagiostome-fy Sower.,

have the oblique shell of the Linue, flattened on one side, very minute ears, the valves more ventricose, striated,

^vithout scales, and the outli4 of the byssus less. They are found in formations older than the chalk. Tlie

P,irhi/fcs\ DeiV., have nearly the figure of the Pectines, a regular shell with small ears ; there is a transverse flat

spnce between their summits, which has a strong triangular emargination in one of the valves, tlirough or in which

the ligament passes or is lodged. The Dianchores, Sower., have unequal oblique valves, one of them adherent and

perforated in the summit, the other free and eared. The Podopsides, Lam., have regular striated valves, without

Ojiercula : one has the apex more prominent than the other, truncated and adherent ; this apex is often very thick,

and forms a kind of stalk to the shell. (M. de RIainville regards the preceding four genera as nearer allied to Tere-

bratuia; and M. Oi.-shayes, uii the contrary, appruxiinates them to Spondylus.)

Although niultivalve, we should apiiroximate

Tr-iE Anomi.^, Briig.,

—

To tlie Oysters. They have two thin, unequal, irregular valves, the flattest

of wliich is deeply notched on the side of the ligament, which is similar to

that of the 0;5trca. The greater part of the central muscle traverses this

opening, to be inserted into a third plate, that is snuietimes calcareous and

sometimes horny, hy which the animal adlieres to foreign hodie> ; and the

remainder of the muscle serves to join one valve to the other. The animal

[Ediiijii, Poll) has a small vestige of a foot, similar to that of a Pccten,

which glides between the emargination and the plate that closes it, and

perhaps serves to direct water to the month, which is adjacent. Tlieir

shells are found attached to various hodies, like 0\sters. They are found

Fig. 186.—ADomia eijiiippiom in cvcry sca.

[Plucunomia, Sowerby, is tlie link which connects Anomia with the following genus. "With an arrangement of the

hinge, approaching very nearly to that of Placuna, we have the distinguishing organization of Anomia, ^vljile the

external appearance of the shell, especially if viewed in water, bears the strongest resemblance to a Plicatula, or

some of the plicated Oysters. The organ of adhesion resembles that of Anomia, but is inserted between the laminrc

of the intei-nai surface of the lower valve, above the muscular impression, and below the hinge, and passes out into

an external, irregular, somewhat longitudinal suiierlicial tissure, or cicatrix, narrowest at the hinge margin, and

\sliirh it entiiely fdls to a level with the surrounding surface of the shell. Three species are known, natives of

thr trnpicfd seas,]

'I'he /-'/'^((//^'(, Brug., is allineil to the Aimmi.'e, anil, like thcin, have thin, unequal, and often irregular valves,

but neither are perforated. On one of tliese valves, near the hinge, we perceive two pruniineut ribs, forming a

triangle whose apex is towards the hinge. The animal remains unknown.

SeoNDYLUs, Linn.

Tliese have a rough and foliated shell, like the Oysters, and frequently spiny, hut their hinge is more

complicated, for, besides the fossa for the ligament, there are two teeth in each valve tliat enter into

fuss;e in the opposite valve respecti\('Iy ; the two middle teeth belong to the most convex valve, which

is usually tlie left, and has, behind the hinge, a ])rojectiiig flattish heak, as if it had been sawed. Like

the ['cctiiies, liie margins of the cloak of the animal are garnished with two rows of tentacula, and in

the outer row there are several terminated with coloured tubercles : in front of the alidouien is a \estigc

of a foot, under the guise of a Ijroad radiated disk with a short pedicle, and capable of contraction and

elongatiun- Fiuiu its centre there hangs a thread terminated with an oval mass, the use of wdiich is

unknown. The Spond^li are eaten like Oysters. Their shells are very often vividly coloured. Tiicy
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adlipre to all sorts of bodies, [and tlieir form is generally modified by the surface of the objects on ^vhich

they grow].

M. de Laciiarck separates from the Spondylus his Plirafula, from havinj? no external area, or disk, between the
beaks

;
and flat, almost equal, irregular, plaited and scalv valves, as in many Oysters. {Sp. jylicalus, Gmeh, is the

type.]

Malleus, Lam.

—

lias a simple fossa for the ligament, as in Ostrea, with which genus Linnreus left this one, and the more
so as the shell is also inequivalve and irregular, but it is distinguished by an emargination on the side

of the ligament for the passage of a byssus.

The best known species {Ostrea malleus, Linn.), a rare and dear shell, has the two sides of the hin^e extended
so as to1"orm somethin^^ like the head of a hammer, while the valves, elonicated in a traiisverHe direction, represent
the handle. It iidiabits the Archipelai^^o of India. Other species, which are, perhaps, hut the young of the Malleus,

have no hammer-head, and these we must he careful not to confound with the Vulselhe.

Vulsella, Lara.

—

Has in the hinge, on each side, a little lamina projecting inwards, and it is from one of these lamina;

that the ligament, similar in other respects to that of the Oyster, is stretched to the other. On the

side of the lamina is a sinus for the egress of the byssus. Tlie shell is elongated ia a direction perpen-

dicular to the hinge. The species best known inhabits the Indian Ocean.

Perna, Brug.

—

lias across the hinge several parallel fossa3 opposed to each other in the two valves, and lodging as many

elastic ligaments: their shell is irregular and foliated, like the Oysters, and has on the anterior side,

underneath the hinge, an emargination, through which the byssus passes. Linnaeus left them also

among his Ostreje. [The recent species are brought from the Indian Ocean, and from New Holland.]

There has been recently separated from Perna, the Crenatuhe, Lam., which, instead of transverse fossae on a

broad hin^^e, have Httle oval ones quite on the margin, where they occupy httle breadth. It does not appear that

there is any byssus. We find them often buried in spong^es. To the PeruEe, it is supposed, we must approximate

some fossils which have more or less numerous fossa; in the hinge answering- to one another, and appearing also

to have given attatchment to ligaments. Thus the Gervillicc, Defr., have a shell almost similar to Vulsella, but

with a hinge in some degree double; the exterior with opposed fossae receiving as many ligaments, and the interior

garnished with very oblique teeth on each valve. We iind the casts of them with Ammonites in compact limestone.

[Many species have occurred at various geological periods from the has upward, to the baculite limestone of Nor-

mandy.] The Inoceramtts, Sower., is remarkable for the elevation and inequality of the valves, of which the

summit is hooked near the hinge, and whose texture is lamellated. The Cafilles, Brongn., have, independently of

fossie, for the ligament, a conical furrow drawn in a varix, which is bent at a right angle to form one of the margins

of the shell. The valves are nearly equal, and of a librous texture. They appear to have had a byssus. The Pul-

vinites, Defr., have a triangular regular shell, and its fossae, few in number, diverge within from the summit.

Their casts are found in chalk.

The second subdivision of the Ostracea, as well as almost all the bivalves w^hicb follow, besides the

single transverse [or adductor] muscle of the preceding genera, have another muscle going from one

Yalve to the other, and placed in front of the mouth. It is apparently in this subdivision that we must

place

[The Mulleria, De Fer.,

—

One of the most singular and rare of known genera. It is remarkable as being intermediate in its

structure between iEtheria and Ostrea, and as apparently connecting the regular freshwater bivalves

with the irregular marine bivalves (Ostrcie), and with the genus /Etberia, inasmuch as in the sinus at

the posterior extremity of the ligament it resembles the Naiades and the jEtherias ; and in its single

muscular impression, as well as its general form, it approaches to Ostrea.]

Etheri^, Lam.

—

Are large inequivalved shells, as, or even more, irregular than the Oysters, without teeth to the hinge,

and where the ligament, in part external, exists also interiorly. They differ from the Ostreae in having

two muscular impressions. It is not ascertained that their animal produces a byssus. They have lately

been discovered in the Upper Nile.

AvicuLA, E-rug.—

•

\ las a shell with equal valves, and a rectilinear hinge, often extended into wings on each side, furnished

with a narrow, elongated ligament, and sometimes with small denticulations on that side which is next
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the mouth of the animal.
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NucuLA, Lam.

—

lias the teetli of the hinge in a broken line. The form of the shell is elongated and narrowed towards
the posterior end. We do not know the animal, but it is probably not much unlike that of the pre-

ceding genus.

For a long time we have placed here the Tnyonia, Brug., so remarkable for their hinge, which is

furnished with two plates en chevron, crenuiated on both surfaces, and each penetrating into two
cavities, or rather between four plates of the opposite side, similarly crenuiated on their internal sur-

faces. From the marks on the inside of the valves we inferred that the animal had not tubes, of any
length at least

; and MM. Quoi and Gaymard having discovered it alive, we find, in fact, that, like

the Arcace^e, it has an open cloak without any separate orifices, not even one for the anus. Its foot

is large, truncate, and hooked at its anterior part. The recent Trigonise resemble the Cockles in the

figure of their shell, and in the manner in which it is ribbed. Their interior is naered. The fossil

Trigoniae are considerably different. Their shell is flattened on one side, obhque, longest in the direc-

tion perpendicular to the hinge, and crossed in the contrary direction by series of tubercles.

THE SECOND FAMILY OF THE ACEPHALA TESTACEA.,—

The MYTiLACEJi,

—

Has the cloak open in front, but with a separate aperture for the passage of excrements. All of them

have a foot with which they crawl, or at least draw out, direct, and fix the byssus. They are known

to the vulgar by the name of Mussels.

Mussels, properly so called {Myiilus, Linn.),

—

Have a closed, triangular shell, with equal ventricose valves. One of the sides of the acute angle forms

the hinge, and is furnished with a long, narrow ligament. The head of the animal is in the acute

angle ; the other side of the shell, which is the longest, is the anterior one, and allows the passage of

the byssus; it terminates in a rounded angle, and the third side ascends towards the hinge, to wliieb

it is joined by an obtuse angle ; near this is the anus, opposite which the cloak forms a peculi;ix aper-

ture or little tube. The animal [CaUUric/ie, Poli) has the edge of its cloak provided with branched

tentacula near the rounded angle, as it is there that the water required for respiration enters. In front,

near the acute angle, there is a small transverse muscle, and a large one behind near the obtuse angle.

The foot resembles a tongue.

In M)jt'dus, Lam., the summits [of the valves] are nearly terminal. Some species are smooth, others striated.

The common Mussel {M. eilalis, Linn.) is spread in extraordinary abundance along all our coast, where it is often

suspended, in long; clusters, to rocks, piles, ships, &c. It forms an article of food of some importance, but it is

dang"eioas when eaten to excess
;
[and under certain unknown circumstances, or to some individuals, becomes

deleterious]. Some species have been found in a fossil state, (which Brongniart distinguishes generically by the

name MUiloide).

In Modiolus, Lam., the apices are lower, and towards the third of the hinge ; they are also more protuberant and

rounded, whence the shell has more of the ordinary shape of bivalves. We may also distinguish separately the

Lilhodomus, Cuv., which has an oblong shell, almost equally rounded at both ends, and the sumiiiits very near

the anterior. They at first suspend themselves to stones, like the common Mussels, but then they perforate them,

and bury themselves in the excavations, whence they cannot again issue. After they have made their cells, the

byssus ceases to grow.* One species {Mi/iilus Vdhophagus, Linn.) is very common in the Mediterranean, where

it furnishes a food agreeable enough on account of its peppery taste. There is another (Modiola coudiyera) which

has the posterior end of each valve armed with a very hard little appendage, that is, perhaps, of service in the exca

vation of its dweUing.t

The Fresh-water Mussels {Anodontes, Brug.)

—

Have the anterior angle rounded like the posterior ; and the angle near the anus obtuse, and almost

rectihnear: their thin and moderately ventricose shell has no tooth in the hinge, but merely a liga-

ment occupying its entire length. The animal {Limnaa, Poli) is without a byssus ; and it creeps over

* "We cannot imagine," says Sowerby,

been niiide from actunl observation, because \

trnjj- to the nature of the unimal to be at o'

byssus, and not at another ;
and, moreover, '

Lithodomi not more than one-eighth if an inch in length, in as c

pletcl3'-formfd prnportiuns iis the fuller-grown specimens."—Ed.

believe it to be cou-

time attaehed by a

have ourselves seen

t The means by which the sa.\icavous bivalved Mollusi

rocks has fjiven rise to mueh diseussion : some believe ll

the work by the meehaniuiil action of the valves
; others

to a solvent secreted by the animal. All things coiiside

the first of these opinions, notwithstanding the difficultjfs

of its adoption, is yet the most probable.

perforate

Lt they d..
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Fig. 190.—AoodoD dipsat.

the sand or mud by means of a large, com-

pressed, and nearly quadrangular foot. The

posterior end of the cloak is garnished "nith

many small tciitacula. The Anmluntcb li\e in

fresh waters.

We have some native sppries; and of tlie largest

{Mytilus cygneuR, Linn.) the valves are used to skim

milk. From its insipidity, the animal is not edible.

M. de Lamarck distinofuishes, under the name of

Iridina, an oblung: species, whose hinge is (granu-

lated its entire length. The rioak of the animal is

closed a little behind.* Thr Dij'^n.'; of L-ach is

founded on another species, uldcb has tlie angles

more decidedly marked, and a vestige of a tooth in

the hinge.

The Umoxes (Unio, Brug.)

—

Kesernhle the Anodontes in the shell and in the

animal, hut the hinge is more complicated. There

is a short cavity in tlie anterior part of the right valve, which receives a short plate or tooth from the

left one, and behind it is a lung plate, which is inserted between two others on the opposite side.

They also inhabit fresh water, jireferring running streams. Sometimes the anterior tootli is more or

less large and unequal, as in the Mya margaritifcra, Linn., whose pearls have been used in making

ornaments. At other times this tooth is laminated, as in Mya picforum, Linn., known to evci7 body

[frrjin its shells being used in holding water colours].

(A gi'cat number of species, remarkable for their size and figure, are found in the lakes and rivers of North

America. M^l. Say and. Barnes [and Lea] have described them, and have proposed some subgenera amonust them.)

i\L Delamarck distinguishes the //j/rm, with the angular productions of the hinge so decided tliat their shell is

almost triangular. And the Casialia, the shell of which, somewhat heart-shaped, is striated with rays ; and the

teeth and plates of the hinge are grooved across their longest diameter, which gives them a relationship with the

T'igon'ue.

There ou^ht tn he placed near the Uniones some marine shells, which have a similar animal, and ver>' nearly the

same sort of hinge, but the summits of the valves are more swollen, and prominent ribs radiate from them to the

margins. These are the Cardi/a, Brug. Their

shape is more or less oblong or cordate. In

some the shell gapes on the lower side. The
Cypricardia, Lam., are Cardit^ with the tooth

xmder the summit divided into two or three.

Their form is oblong, and their sides unequal.

RL de Blainville has again separated the Coral-

liophnga, whose shell is thin, and the lateral

lamina [of the hinge] so much obliterated that it

might induce us to approximate them to the

Fig. J91.—CarditQ eaiicuiata. Venus. One spccies is known, that burrows in

masses of coral.

The Venericardia, Lam., difTer from the Cardita only because the posterior lamina of their hmge is more trans-

verse and shorter, thus making an advance to the Venus ; their form is almost round. It may be inferred from

the muscular impressions that their animal has also a resemblance to that of the Cardita and of the Unio. Both

of them approach the Cardia in general form and in the direction of their ribs.

I suspect tliat tliis is also the place for the Crassatella, Lam. {Paph'ia, Roiss.}, which has sometimes been

approximated to Mactra, and at others to Venus. The hinge has two slightly-marked lateral teeth, and two very

strong middle ones, behind which, extending to both sides, is a triangular cavity for an internal ligament. The
valves become very thick with age, and the impression made by the margins of the cloak, leads to the belief that

there are no oxten.iilc tubes.

THE THIRD FAMILY OF THE ACEPIIALA TESTACEA,—

The Camacea,—
Has the cloak closed, hut perforated with three holes, through one of which the foot passes ; the

second furnishes an entrance and exit to the water required for respiration ; and the third is the vent

;

the two latter are not prolonged into tubes, as in the following famdy.

• Nulwitlj-,iaLidinu the similarity i.f tl,c sliell, lridiii;i Joes nul tn.-lun): (o tlii= family, hut to tlic CarJi^icea.— F.d.
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The family comprises only the genus

Chama, Linn.,

—

Where the hinge is very analogous to that of a Unio,—that is to say, the left valve near the summit

is provided with a tooth, and further hack with a salient plate, which are received into corresponding

fossie of the right valve. This genus has justly been suhdivided. The Tridacna, Brug., have a shell

greatly elongated transversely, and equivalve ; the superior angle, which answers to the head and

summit, very obtuse. The animal is very remarkable, for it is not placed in the shell like most others,

but its organs are all directed, or as it were pressed out, forwards. Thei-e is a wide opening in the

anterior side of the cloak for the passage of the byssus : a little beneath the anterior angle there is

another aperture by which the water gets access to the branchire ; and in the middle of the inferior

side there is a third smaller opening, corresponding with the anus, so that there is no need of a passage

in the posterior angle, which is solely occupied by a cavity of the cloak, open only to the third aper-

ture, which has been just mentioned. There is but a single transverse muscle, corresponding to the

middle of the margin of the valves.

In the Tndticva of Lamarck the shell has in front, like the cloak, a large aperture with denticulated margins

for the [e.\it of the] byssus, which is distinctly tendinous, and continuous with the muscular fibres. Such is tlie

Cliama gigos, Linn., of the Indian Ocean, famous for its enormous size. There are individuals which weigh more
than three hundred pounds. The tendinous byssus by which it is suspended to rocks is so large and tough as to

require to be cut with an axe. The animal is edible, although very hard. [It is placed in the shell somewhat

differently from other Lamellebranchiate Mollusca ; for, from a peculiar inversion, it is found that its different

parts have not their ordinary correspondency,—a circumstance which Blainville thinks is owing to the sitspended

condition of tlie shell.]

ilippopns, Lam.—The shell is closed and flattened in front, as if it had been truncated. [J/, macnlaius, from

the South Seas, is the only species.]

Cliama, Brug.—Shell irregular, inequivalved, often lamellated and spinous, and attached to rocks, corals, &c.,

in the manner of Oysters. The summits are often very protuberant, unequal, and curled. Often also their interior

cavity has this form, though nothing on the exterior surface may indicate it. The animal {Psilopus, Poli) has a

small foot, bent almost like that of a man. The tubes, if there are any, are short and separate, and the aperture

through which the foot passes is little larger than them. There are some living species in the Mediterranean

;

and there are also several fossil species. [The Cleidotliieytis, Stutchbury, has a very exact resemblance to Cha]na,

but is worthy generic distinction from the remarkable circumstance of its internal hinge cartilage having an

elongated testaceous appendage, in form resembling the human clavicle. The only species is from Port Jackson.]

The D'tcerates, Lam., do not appear to differ from Chama in anything essential ; but their hinge tooth is very

thick, and the spirals of their valves are so prominent as to prompt a comparison of their form with two horns.

[Only known in a fossil state.]

Isocardia, Lam., has a free, regular, veutricose shell, the beaks of the valves distant, turned backwards, and

involute. The animal {Gfossus, Poli) difl'ers from that of Chama only in having a larger and oval foot, and in the

:ojterior aperture of the cloak beginning to assume the ordinary proportion. One species {Chama cor, Linn.) is

found in the JViediterranean [and German Ocean].

THE FOURTH F.VMILY OF THE ACEPHALA TESTACEA,—

The C.^rdiacea,—

Have the cloak open in front ; and there are besides two separate apertures, (one for respiration and

one for a vent,) which are prolonged in tubes, sometimes distinct, and at others united together. There

is always an adductor muscle at each extremity, and a foot, which in general enables the animal to

creep. We may regard it as a very general rule, that those which have long tidjes live hurierl in the

mud or sand. This peculiarity of their organization is to be traced on the shell by the greater or less

depth of marks made by the insertion of the edges of the cloak previous to its uniting with the impres-

sion of the posterior transverse muscle.

The Cockles {Cardium, Linn.)

—

Have, like most other Bivalves, a shell with equal ventricose valves, with prominent beaks curved

towards the hinge, which gives them, when we view them laterally, the figure of a heart, whence their

gcneric name. Ribs, more or less prominent, trend from the beaks to the margins of the valves. But

that which distinguishes the Cardia is their hinge, where we may notice, on both sides in the middle,

two little teeth ; and at some distance before and behind, a tooth or prominent lamina. The animal

(Cerastes, Poli) has usually an ample aperture in the cloak, a very large foot, bent in the middle, with

its point directed forwards, and two short or but moderately long tubes.
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Tlie species of Carrtia are numerous on our coasts, and the C. edide, Linn., is g:athered for food. [Fossil species

occur in nearly all the fossiliferous beds, from the mountain limestone upwards.]

\A'e may separate from them, under tlie name of Hemicardia, the species with valves compressed from befo; '^

backwards, and strjng^ly keeled in the middle, for it is ditficult to believe that the animal is not modified to suit

this singular confisn^iration.

TuFi DoNACES {Dona.r, Linn.)

—

Have nearly the same kind of liingc as tlie Cardia, bat their shell is of a veiy different forri], being a

triangle, of which the obtuse angle is at tlie summit of the valves, and the base at their edge, and of

which the shoftest side is that of the ligament, or the posterior side, a rare circumstance among

Bivalves. Tlipy are generally small shells, prettily striated from the beaks to the margins. Their

animal {Pero7)cea, Poii) is furnished "with long tubes, that are received into a sinus of the mantle.

We have some native exanjples. (The Donni- irregularis, a fossil from the nei;;hbourhood of Uax, is the type of

the i;;enus G;'ff^c/^//i/iT of Desmoulins, and is distinf^uished from the other Donaces by several tooth-like lamella;

"which accompany the hint^'^e reetli.)

The Cyclades, Brug.,—
Like the Cardia and Uonaccs, have twn iceih in the middle of the hinge, and before and behind two

promiuent ami sometimes crenulated !aniiu;c ; but the ^hell, as in several species of Venus, is more or

less rounded, equilateral, and transversely striated. The external tint is usually grey or greenish. The

animal has moderate tubes, and is an inhabitant of fresh waters.

One species [TciVnta cornea, Linn.) is very common in our marshes.

Ci/reim, Lam.—The shell is thick, somewhat triangular and oblique, and covered with an epidennis, and is

further distinguished from the Cyclas by having three hinge teeth. They likewise inhabit rivers, but we have

none in France. Cypr'uia, Lam.—Shell thick, oval, with curved beaks, three strong teeth, and besides, a lateral

tooth beliind : under the teeth a large fossa, in which is lodged a part of the ligament. Palathcea, Brug., \_Poia'

rnoj'Iiihi, Sowerby,] has the shell a right-angled triangle ; three teeth in one valve and two in the other, diverging

from the beaks ; and the lateral teeth approximated. The single species known [_ye7uis subviridh^ Gmel.] is from

the fresh waters of India. [It is also found in the river Congo.]

This is the proper place to set another genus dismembered from the Venus, viz., the Corh'is, Cuv. {Fimbria,

Megerl.) Marine transversely oblong shells, whicli have also strong middle teeth and well marked lateral plates :

their external surface is furnished with transverse ribs, so regularly crossed by rays that it may be compared to

wicker-work. \^Venus fimbriata, Linn., is the type.] Since tlie impression of the cloak has no fold, the tubes

ought to be short. There are some fossil species.

The Teluxtd-E {TeUina, Lin.)

—

Have in the centre [of the hinge] a tooth ou the left and two teeth on the right, often bifid, and at

some distance in front and behind ; on the right valve, a lateral tooth or plate, which does not pene-

trate into a cavity of the opposite one. There is a slight fold near the posterior extremity of both

valves, which renders them unequal in tliat part, where they gape a little.* The animal [Peroncea,

Poll), like that of Donax, has two long tubes, respiratory and excrementitial, which can be withdrawn

into the shell, and concealed in a duphcature of the cloak. The shells are generally transversely

striated, and painted with beautiful colours. Some arc oval and thickish ; others oblong and much

compressed ; others lenticular. Instead of a fold, we often lind in the latter merely a deviation in the

course cf the transverse stride. "We could separate gencrically some oblong species, which have no

lateral teeth ; and others that, with the hinge of a Tellina, have no posterior fold, form the genus

Tellinidc's-, Lam.

It is necessary to distinguish from Tellina the Loripes, Poli, which have a lenticular shell with the central tectli

almost obsolete, and behind the nates a simple groove for the ligament. The animal has a short double tube, and

its foot is prolonged into a cylindrical cord. We notice within the valves, besides the ordinary impressions, a

mark going obliquely from the impression of the anterior muscle (which is veiy long) towards the nates. The

impression of the qloak exhibits no sinus for the retractor muscle of the tube.

Lucina, Brug., has, like Cardium, Cyclas, &c., separate lateral teeth penetrating between corresponding lamina;

of the other valve ; and in the centre are two teeth, which are often scarcely visible. The shell is orbicular,

without an imjfress of the retractor muscle of the tube, but that of the anterior retractor nmscle is very long.

Having thus the same marks as Loripes, their animals ought to be analogous. [It is obvious that Loripes and

Lucina are but one and the same genus.] The recent species, so far as is known, are much less numerous than

the fossil : the latter are very common in the vicinity of Paris.

We ought to place near the Lucina the Ongidina, which has an orbicular shell, two hinge teeth, but no lateral

Dues, arid the anterior muscular impression is not so long.

• [" The irrc'iiular flesuosily ni the untt'rior vcritml mirjriri appears 1 spcciiis posscashif; this cliaracttT, nuA QfreciiitT "I'^u i'] ntlier goni.Tiil

lo liave been constiintly regarded as tin; priucipiil diBtinnuisliiti^; cha- circumstaners, it may ptrhaps lie sUU coiisiilcrfd as the csscniiiii

ractLT of tliia beautiful k''""!* s
and when we coii.sider tliu number of 1 character uf tbe (^eiius."

—

Suwerby.]
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The Vknusid.e {Veims, Linn.)

—

Comprise many sliells, whose common cliaractor is to have tlie teeth and laminae of the hinge collected

under the beaks in a sin,L,^Ie group. They are in general flatter and more elongated in a direction

parallel with the hinge than the Cardia. Their riljs, when there are any, are almost always transverse,

^\liicli is tiie contrary of the rule in the Cardia. The ligament often leaves, behind the beaks, an

elliptical impression, to which the term vulva has been applied ; and in front of the beaks there is

ahnost always anotlier oval impression that has been called the anns.^ The animal has always two tubes,

capable of being more or less protruded beyond the shell, but they are sometimes united together

apparently in one ; and it has also a compressed foot wherewith to crawl.

M. de Lamarck restricts the name Vemis to those which have three divergent teeth under the beaks. This cha-

racter is peculiarly distinct in the species with an oblong, slightly convex shell. [These have been separated by
Sowerby to form his genus Pullanira, to which he unites the Venerupis, Lam., believing that the latter do never

perforate rocks, but merely occupy the holes excavated by olher animals.] Some (^A'/ar^e, Sow./or Crasmna,
Lam.) have only two diverging hinge teeth, and resemble the Crassatella in their thickness and some other

characters. Among the he;irt-shaped species it is iniportant to notice those whose transverse ribs or stria: termi-

nate in crests or tuberosities on the posterior side ; and those which have longitudinal ribs and elevated crests.

They lead by degrees to the Ci/t/ierea, Lam., which has a fourth tooth upon the right valve, projecting under the

anus, and received in a corresponding fossa of the left valve. Thai'e are some species, as in Venus, of an elliptical

and elongated form, and others that are ventricose, among which is the famous species ( Venvs Dione, Linn,), that

originated the application of the name of the Goddess of Love to a sheH, and remarkable for the long pointed

spines that guard its posterior end. There are species too of an orbicular form with sbghtly curved beaks, in

which the impression of the retractor muscle of the tubes forms a large, almost rectilinear triangle.

When the animals are better known, it is probable we may have to separate from Cytherea,— ]. The species of a

much compressed, lenticular shape, with beaks approximating to a point. There being no impression of the fold of

the cloak, we infer that the tubes are not extensile. 2. Those of a ventricose, orbicular form, which want the

impression just mentioned^ but have a very long imprint of the anterior muscle, as in Lucina. 3. The thick species

with radiated ribs and without the impression of the cloak, wliich connect the Venusidae with the Venericardia.

There has been already separated from Venus the Capsa, Brug., which have on one side of the hinge two teeth,

and on the other one only, but biiid ;
the shell has no anus, is considerably convex, oblong, and the impression

left by the retractor muscle of the foot is considerable ; and the Petricola, Lam., w^ith two or three very distinct

teeth, one of them forked, on each side of the hinge. Their form is more or less cordate; but, as they live in

cavities of stone, Lwhich they themselves perforate,] they become sometimes irregular. From the marks left on

the shell by the cloak, their tubes ought to be larger.

Tlie Corbula:, Brug., similar in form to the triangular or heart-shaped Cythereae, have only a single strong tooth

in each valve, locking side by side. The Mgament is internal. The tubes ought to be short; and the valves are

rarely quite equal. The fossil species are much more numerous than those actually existing. Some live in the

interior of stones. [The Sphenia, Turton, separated from Corbula, and which has C. ros/rata as its type, has not

been aclopted by foreign Conchologists. Sowerby unites it to Mya.]

The MactraiDjE {Mactra, Linn.)—
Are distinguished among the shells of this family because the ligament is internal, and is lodged on

both sides in a triangular fossa. They have all a compressed foot, fit to creep witli.

In J/ac/rf7, Lam., the ligament is attended in the left valve, on both sides, with a lateral tooth, which locks

within two laminae of the opposite valve. Close to the ligament there is on both valves a tooth which is folded

into the shape of the letter V, the point being nearest the umbo. The tubes are short and united. We have some
species on our shores. t In the Lav/ffvons [Lisiera,'rxirton] the \a.teTn\ teeth are almost obliterated .- nothing is

noticeable but a small tooth near the internal ligament, and we may remark also a small exterior ligament : the

pnsterior side of the shell is the shortest. The valves gape a little. The tubes are separate and very long, as in

Tellina. One species {Mi/a /ilspanica, Chemn.) is native, living in the sand at the depth of several inches.

THE FIFTH FAMILY OF THE ACEPIIALA TESTACEA—

The Inclusa,—
lias the cloak' open at the anterior end, or near the middle only, for the passage of the foot. The

opposite end is prolonged into a double tube, that can be pushed far beyond the shell. This is always

* These terms are npt to mislcnt), unH jtre otherwise objcciioiiAlile.

The .Htu'lviit should r.-incmljer tluit the li^'-iiiiifin ia ;il\vays un the pos-

terior si'l<; of ilie beaks.

t En/rinn, Lam., is allied to Mactra, but indifferently churncier-

ized. One portion of them may be Crassatellie. ^mphidesma, I.iim.,

or Lieiil't of Montiijru, appi'ftr also to be aHiiied to Mactn ; but they

i,r<> too little known to assiijii to them a definite place. {EryrAna has

been since well defined \>y Sow-erby, who has characterized three

Bpeeies. The same author has also ifiven a good definition of .-Imphi-

dcfMia. which is not synonymous with the Ligulii; but our limits

prevent us 1,'oiiig into detail. Ciimingia, Sowerby, bhould be plated

near lo Ainpliidesnm. It is remarkiible for the dissimilRrity of the
hirij:c of the two valves, one having a strong: lateral tooth on eacli .side

of the liijamciit. and the other beini; entirely desriiute of latec^il teeth.

The species are found in sand, in the fissures of rocka, and, bo far as ii

known, they are tropical.]
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at^apc at botli extremities. TLey live almost uniformly ouried in sand or mud, in rocks or in

wood.
The j\1yai)/e {J\h/a, Linn.)—

Are hlvalved slirlls with a variable hinge. Tlic dmihle liilie forms a fleshy cylinder; the foot is com-

]itrsM'ii. Vr(jm variations in the hinge MM. I'aiidin, Lamarck, &c., have established the following

sididivisions, the first three having an internal ligament.

Liitraria, Lam.—The hp;ament, like that of the Mactra, is inserted in a lar^e trian^ukir fossa in each valve, ami

in front of that fossa is a small tooth en chevron, but there are no lateral teeth. The ^^ape of tlie valves is wide,

particularly at the posterior end, whence the large douhle tube for respiration and excremential matters protrudes.

'l"\je foot, which issues at the opposite end, is small and compressed. The species burrow in sand at the mouth of

nvcrs.

J/v(7, Lam., bns in one valve a broad, spoon-shaped tootb, which projects into the other valve, in which tliere

is a fossa, and the lij^ament is stretched from the fossa to the tooth. The species on our shores burrow in sand.

Near to theMys we ought to place \.\\e Anatime^ Lam., that have a small moveable testaceous appendage, connected

_^ with the ligament immediately before the hinder teeth. In the Solcmya, Lam., the

v'^-f^('''Vv^v^i:^ ligament appears externally, but a portion of it remains attached to a spoon-shaped

^ '

'^^^^"n^fVij tooth in each valve. There is no other tooth in the hinge. A thick epidermis overlaps

''-^' -'

l-''/y the margins of the shell. An example (Tc////;^ loijnta, Poll) lives in the Mediterranean.

ITlie animal is so remarkable that it may become the type of a distinct family, for,

instead of four lamellar branchiae, it has two only, which are pectinate, or rather pen-

nate.] Glijcymeris, Lam. {Crt/todaina, Daud.), has neither teeth, nor laminae, nor

fosst-e, in the hinge, but a simple callosity, behind which there is an extei'nal ligament.

The animal is similar to Mya. The best known species {Mi/a siUqna, Linn.), comes

from the Arctic seas. Panopca, Mesnard, Lagr., have in front of tlie callosity of the

Fiir. !','L> — .siLutKin sui-,ro3trjita pieccding, a strong tooth immediately under the beak, which crosses with a similar tooth

of tlie opposite valve,—a character which alfines them to Solen. There is a large species from the hills at the foot

of the Apennines, so well preserved that it has been sometimes believed to have been brought from the sea. Per-

haps we ought to remove from the genus another fossil species, which is almost completely closed at the anterior end.

\\'(j ma\ ;irr;im;e at the end of these diflerent moditications of the Myadte, the Pandora^ Brug., which has one

\al\e much flutter than the other, an internal ligament placed crosswise, accompanied with a projecting tui.ttli of

the flat valve. The posterior side of the shell is elongated. The animal is more completely contained w iiliin (he

shell than it is in the preceding genera, and the valves close better, but its li;ibits are the same. Uuc n.iti\ i- .^[lecies

(Ti'Ui)ia inoiiiiiivalvis, Chemn.), is well known.

Here, also, we group together some small but singular genera. The Byssomia, Cuv., characterized by an oblong

tuuthless shell, with the opening for the ftiot very nearly in the centre of the valves, and opjiosite the beaks. They

perforate rocks and corals. *")ne species, furnished with a byssus {^Jylihis ji/ictmlis, Mull.), is \ery numerous in

the seas of the north. IJ/u/elhr, Daud., has a shell that gapes in the middle when- Ihe fuot pmtrndes, asm the pre-

rciling, but the tooth of the hinge is more distinct. The shell is often armed backwards with [t\io] rows of spines.

The Specie.^ live in sand and amid zoophytes, &c. The northern seas possess a small species.*

The Solenes {Solen, Linn.)

—

Have an oblong or elongated bivalved shell, but their liinge is always fiirni^licd with distinct teeth, and

their ligament is always external.

Solen, Cuv., or Pazor-fi^h, has a shell iri the form of an elongated cylinduv, w ith two or three teeth in each valve

towards the anterior extremity, where the foot passes out. This is of a conical shape, and is used by the animal

to form its burrow in the sand, in which it sinks rapidly on the approach of danger. Several species inhabit our

sliores. The species in which the teeth approach near the centre of the shell may be distinguished generically.

Tlie shell in some of them is still long and straight; in others it is wider and shorter, and the foot of these is very

large. Some such are found in the Mediterranean. In the Sangninolaria, Lam., the hinge is very nearly the same

as in the broad Solenes, and there are two liinge teeth at the middle of each valve
; but the valves approximate

much closer at their ends, where they only gape to a slight extent, as in some of the Mactra- : iS. rosea is the type.

I'sammobia, Lam., differs from Sanguinolaria in having a single tooth in one valve, which clasps in between two of

the opposite ones. And the Psammoihea, Lam., have only one tooth in each valve, but otherwise resemble

Psammobia. [The Glauconome, Gray, is a genus of the family Solenacete, " inhabiting some of the great rivers of

the continent of China." The shell is thin, oblong, with close margins, and three teeth in each valve. Solenella,

.Suwerby, is an interesting genus, partaking of the characters of Nucula and Solen, so that it may be regarded as

the link that connects the two families Solenacece and Mactracea:. "It belongs to the Solenacea?, having the external

ligament and the large sinus in the muscular impression of the mantle ; but resembh'S Nucula in ha\'ing the laterat

teeth divided into a series of minute and pointed teeth, dilTeiiug from it, however, in not having an internal

ligament." The species are South American.]

The Pholades {Pholas, Linn.),

—

Have two principal valves, wide and ventrieosc on tlic side of the mouth, narrowed and chiiigatcd on

the oiijiositc side, and leaving at each end a large oldicpic oi>Gniiig ; tlie hinge has, iikc that uf the M\a,

• [Byr,srj„iii,. Ilinri llii, Bi.i|.l,,,liiis, mi-l Phokohins of Lcnrh, iirc n\i rcHuccd to tlic ^.iiml-i'-i of Lniu,, hy Si>M'(Tl,-y, rui.i mil .u,re.isoii-,lily.j
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properly so called, a lamina projecting from one Yaive into tne other, and an internal ligament proceeding

from that lamina to a corresponding fossa. The cloak is reflected outward upon the hinge, and con-

tains one or sometimes two or three supernumerary pieces. The foot issues by the opening at the side

of the month, which is the widest, and from the opposite end there comes out the two tnltes united in

one, and capable of l)cing extended in every directimt. Tiie Pholades inhabit cells which they have

made, some in the mud, others in rocks, [and others in wood]. They are sought after [in some

countries] from their agreealile taste.

Pholas (lactiilus, Linn., occurs on our coasts. [The penus Xylophagn of Turton, which burrows in decayed wood,
is reduced by Dcsliayes to Photas.]

The Teredines {Teredo^ Linn.)

—

Have the mantle extended in a tube much longer than the two small rhomboidal valves, and terminated

by two short tubes, the base of which is furnished on each side with a calcareous and moveable kind

of operculum or palette. These Acephales, while quite young, penetrate and establish their habitations

in submerged pieces of wood, such as piles, ship's bottoms, &c., perforating and destroying them in

every direction. It is thought that, in order to penetrate as fast as it increases iu size, the Teredo

excavates the wood by means of its valves ; but the tubes remain near the opening by which its entrance

was effected, and through which, by the aid of its palette, it receives water and ahment. The gallery it

inhabits is lined with a calcareous crust which exudes from its body, and which forms a second kind

of tubular sliell for it. It is a noxious and destructive animal in the seaports of Europe.

The common epecies (T. jiat-alis, Linn.), which is said to have lieen introduced from the torrid zone, has more than

once threatened Holland with ruin, by the destruction of its dikes. It is six inches in len^^th and upwards, and

has simple palattes. In tropical countries, there arelarg"e species with jointed and ciliated palettes, whicli deserve

notice for the analog^y they establish with the Cirrhopodes. Such is the Teredo palmidaius. Lam.

The Fistulana, Brug.

—

lias been distinguished from Teredo, for its external tube is entirely closed at its larger end, and is more

or less like a bottle or club. The species are sometimes found buried in wood or fruits that have been

apparently submerged in the water; sometimes they are simply enveloped in the sand. The animal

has tw^o small valves and two palettes, as in the Teredo. Recent specimens are brought from the

Indian Ocean, but our formations have preserved some fossil sjiecies.

Near Fistulana we should place Gastrochixna, Speu^fler*, whose shells have a toothless hinf|;e, and the margins

bciu.^ wide apart in front, leave a larg'e oblique opening, opposite to which there is in the cloak a small opening- for

tlie piissaf::;e of the foot. The double tube, which can be concealed entirely within the shell, is capable of p:reat

eluni^atioa. It appears certain that they have a calcareous tube. In some species, the beaks are at the anterior

ang-le; in others, near the middle. They live in the interior of madrepores, which they perforate. ["Thisbivalve

is inclosed in the posterior clavate extremity of a sliellytube, which is attenuated and open anteriorly, its aperture

being- oblong and bilobate, or nearly divided into two by a sort of septum which does not quite meet in the centre;

this double npertnre serves for the passage of the two tubes of the animal : the posterior extremity of tlie shelly

tube is closed. This irregular clavate tube, already iuclosiitgthe two valves of the Gastrocha;na, is generally found

within some other siiell, to the inside of which it is attached, or it is protected iu the ready-formed cavities of shells

or lockfi, or it lines cavities pei-foi-ated by the animal itself in rocks, shells, or corals, and in this latter case, tlie

double termination of the shelly tube projects beyond the surface of the coral or other object m which it is

inclosed."]

Among fossils, two genera have been recognized furnished with tubes like the Teredo, but the first [Te?Trf(»rt,

Lam.] has a little, spoon-shaped cavity In each valve, and a little loose piece, in form of a shield, at the hinge.

Tlie otlier (C/avafjella, Lam.) has one of its valves agglutinated to the tube, and the other loose. A living species

is found in the madrepores of the Sicilian seas, which has been described by M. Autlouin. [The best description

of this genus is g-iven by iNIessrs. Broderip and Owen in the Trans, of the Zoological >Jocie/i/.]

Some naturalists think we should also place in this family

The Aspergillum,—
The shell of which is formed of an elon-

gated, conical tube, closed at its widest ex-

tremity by a disk perforated with numerous

small tubular holes ; the little tubes of the

outer range, being longest, form a kind of

corolla round it. The reason for approxi-

mating them to the Acephala with tubes is

F,E !93-A.pcrBilluni.
fQ^„^^| J,^ ^j^^ f^^j. ^^^^ ^j^^^.^ .^

^ doublc

• AccorJing lo Deshavcs, Gaslrucneeiia ami fiatiUana ure iIjc iamc—Eo
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projpcrion on one part of tlu' cone, wliicii really rcscmljles the two valves of tlic Acejiliales. The re-

semblance l)ft\verii its htthj ttihes, and those which envelope the tcntacula of ccrtuin Terebella, formerly

cansed this animal to be referred to the Annelides.

The best known species [Asp. javanus) is seven or ei^ht inches In lenfrth. [Ran^'' coiijectiires tliat tlie animal

of Asper^illum is essentially tlie same as tliat of Ciava<fella, and, as well as lilainville, lie erroneously tliinks timt

both arefurnislicd with a byssus passin;^ through all the anterior apertures of the tube, to attach it to forei;;n bodies.

The Asperg-illam prubably burrows in sand, the disk underneath, and the tidjular parr uppermost.]

THE SECOND ORDER OF THE ACEPHALES.

THE SHELL-LESS ACEPHALES, (or A. nuda). *

This is a small order, and differs so far from the otlier Ace|djales that it might be made a

(Uslinct cla^s, were such a division considered to be convenient. Their biauchitc assume

various forms, Init are never divideil into fuur leaflets : the shell is reidaccd l)v a cartilagnioiis

tunic, sometimes so thin tliat it is as flexible as a membrane. A\ e divide the order into two

families.

THE FIRST FAMILY OF THE ACEPIIALA NUDA,—

The Segregata,—
Embraces the genera whose individuals are isolated and without mutual organic connection, although

thev often live in societies.

The Biphores, Brug. {Thalia, Brown ; Salpa and Bagym, Gm.),

—

Have the cloak and its cartilaginous envelope oval or cylindrical, and open at the two extremities. On

the side of the anus the aperture is transverse, wide, and furnished with a valve, wdhch allows the water

to cuter, hut prevents its egress; on the side of the mouth the aperture is simply lubular. Muscular

band; embrace the cloak and contract the body. Tlie animal moves by forcing out from the anteiior

aperture the water which has entered the Ix.idy Ijy the posterior, so that its mnliiui is always retrograde,

whence it has hap[)ened that some naturalists have mistaken the posterior aperture for the real mouth.

It also generally swims with the back undermost. The liranchiic form a i,ingle tube or riband, furnished

with regvdar vessels, placed obliquely in the middle of the tubular cavity of the cloak in such a manner

as to be constantly bathed by the water as it traverses that cavity.f The heart, the viscera, and the

liver, are piled near the uioiilh towards the back ; but the position of the ovary is variable. The cloak

and its envelope exliilut in tin; mui the colours of the rainbow, and are so transparent that the whole

structure of tlie animal can be seen through them : in many they are furnished with perforated tubercles.

The aidmal has been seen to come out from its envelope without apparently any injury. But a more

curious fact, in ilicir hi^torv is that, during a certain period, they remain united together, as ihey "were

in the i)\ary, and flijat in the sea in long chains, the individuals being disposed, however, in a pattern

difl'crcnt in ditlerent species. M. de Chamisso assures us that he has ascertained a still more singular

fact, which is, that the indiviiliials that have issued from a multi]dicate ovary have not an ovary of the

same kind, Imt produce onlv ii^olatcd individuals of a form considerably diiferent from their originals;

and these again, give birth to others with ovaries similar to the parents of the first, so that there is,

alternatelv, a scanty generation of separated individuals, and a numerous generation of aggregated indi-

viduals, and these two alternating generations do not resemble each other. Certainly we have observed,

in some species, small uulividuals adherent to the interior of larger ones by a peculiar sucker, which

were different in shape tioni those wdiich contained them. These animals are found in abundance in

the Mediterranean and the warmer portions of the ocean, and are frequently pliosphorescent.

The Thalia, Bniwn, liave a little crest or vertical tin near the posterior end of the back.

Anianp;st the Salpa-, properly so called, there are some v>liich have, within the cloak, above the visceral mass, a

gelatinous plate nf a deep colour, which may be the rudiment of a slicll. In others there is only a Mui[ile i)rntu-

berance of the cloak itself in this situation, but of a thicker texture. In others there is neither plate nor pro-

•• TIic .-Irrphnloph-jTu hclcrobniucliuiln oi \i\!s.u\\\\\c. Tliu T"'iic':ta I + Snnic :iutli.^rs sny Oi.it ttiK lube is pi.Tf.^raleri at hoiticiuls -tikI that

of Uii;i,-Lk. I
tlic wiUcr tnucrs:;^ it, ^ fact 1 lia^-« hi v;,in soui,'lil to ikl.Tniiiic,
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tnbcrance, but the cloak is prolonged into certain points. And of tiiese somehave a single point at each extremity,

others liave two, three, or even more at the oral extremity ; some have one only at that end ; anil the greater number
are simi)ly ova! or cylindrical.

The Ascidi* (Jscidia, Linn.), Thetyon of the Ancients.

The cloak and its cartilaginous envelope, which is frequently very thick, resemble sacs everywhere

closed, except at two orifices, which correspond to the tubes of many Bivalves, one of which admits tlie

water of respiration, and the other is the yent. Their Ijranchiae form a large sac, at the bottom of

which the mouth is situated, and near the month is the mass of viscera. The envelope is much wider

than the cloak properly so called. Tliis is fibrous and vascular; and we perceive on it one of tlie

ganglions between the two tubes. These animals attach themselves to rocks and other bodies, and are

deprived of all power of locomotion ; the chief sign of vitality which they e.xhiljit consists in the ab-

sorption and evacuation of water through one of their orifices : when alarmed, they eject it to a con-

siderable distance. They abound in every sea, and some of them are eaten.

Some species are remarkahle for the long pedicle which supports them. M. Savigny, from his own researches

and mine, has attempted to subdivide the AscidiiE into several subgenera: such are Cynthia,—body sessile, envelope

coriaceous, branchial sac plaited longitudinally.' PAaWiuia differs from the preceding in the brancliial sac not being

plaited ; their envelope is gelatinous. Clav€f/hia,—ih^ branchial sac without plaits, not reaching the bottom of tlie

envelope, the body pedunculate, the envelope gelatinous. liollenia,—t\ie body pedunculate, and the envelope coria-

ceous. He also takes into consideration the number and form of the tentacula which encircle the inside of the

branchial orifice, but their characters, in part anatomical, cannot yet be applied with certainty to a great number
of species. Mr. Macleay has more recently proposed two genera, the Ci/sliiif^ia and Dendi-odoa, on distinctions of

the same nature.

THE SECOND FAMILY OF THE ACEPHALA NUDA,—

Thl: Aggregata,—
Comprises animals more or less analogous to the Ascidia, but united in a common mass, so that they

seem to communicate organically with each other, and in this respect to connect the MoUusca with the

Zoophytes ; but what, iinlependently of their peculiar organization, is opposed to this idea, is that,

according to the observations of M.M. Audouin and Milne Edwards, the individuals at their birth live

and swim about separately, and only become united at a certain subsequent period of their lil'e. Tlieir

branchiic form, as in the .\sci(lia, a large sac, wliicli tlie food must traverse before it can reach the

uiouth : their principal ganglion is likewise between the mouth and the anus, and the disposition of the

viscera and of the ovary is very nearly similar.*

Nevertheless some have, like the Biphora;, an opening at each end. Such are

The Botryllus, Gccrtn.,

—

That has an oval form, adherent to various foreign bodies, and united by tens or twelves, like the rays

of a star. The Inaiicliial orifices are at the outer end of the rays, and the vents open in a common

cavity, which is in the centre of a star. ^Abel] an o) ifice is irritated one animal contracts only, but if

the irritation is ap|ilieil to tlie centre, they all contract. These minute creatures attach themselves to

Ascidiffi, sea-weeds, \c. In some species three or four starred clusters appear to he piled upon one

another.

The Pvrosom.e, Peron.—

-

Are united in great numbers, so as to form a large hollow cylinder, open at one end, and closed at

the other, wdiich swims in the ocean by the alternate contraction and dilatation of the individual animals

which compose it. These terminate in points on the exterior, so that the whole surface of the cylinder

is bristled with them : the branchial orifices are pierced near these points, and the vents open into the

cavity of the tube. We might thus compare a Pyrosoma to a great number of tiie stars of a Botryllus

that had been strung in a line together, but the whole mass remaining moveable.

The Mediterranean and Atlantic produce some large species, the animals of which are arranged with but little

regularity. They sparkle during the night with all the brilliancy of phosphorus. A small species is also known

(P. atlanticiim), in which the animals are arranged in very regular rings.

The remaining species of this family have, like the typical Ascidia, the vent and the branchial aperture near

each other, on the same extremity of the body. All that are known are fixed, and they have been hitherto con-

founded with the Alcyonia. The mass of the viscera of each individual is more or less prolonged in the cartila-

• To M. Savign)' we are indebted for our kiiowledcre of Oie singular i known the iieculicir strueture of the BofrjUus and of the Py

orgBiiiiatioii of this inmiiy, which was formerly confoanded with the Seethe admirable wupk o/ S«vig„y oij liiverlebr-/j:d ArWals, |ia

Zonphytes. At the same time, MM. Desmnreat and Lesueur made
|
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glno^^^ or f^elatinous common niaijs, and more or less consti'ictcd and dilated at particular parts*; l.mt each orifice

ahvays represents on tlie surface a little star ^vith six rays. We unite them all under the name q{ Polydinum.

Soiue cover fi.irei^^n bodies like fleshy crusts ; others rise in conical or ijlobuse masses. (Jthers a;i;ain expand into

a ili.^k, so a^i tu ba\r a distant resemblance to a liower or an xVctinia; or they are len;i"thened out into c> lindi'icid

branclK-s, siipporti'd by more slender pedicles; oi" tbey are ufroiiped into cylinders {.S'//Ho/Vj/m, Lam.). It even

appears from some recent observations tliat the Escliaiida', hitherto arrang-ed uitb polypiferous Zoophytes, belon;^

to the Molluscans of this family.

THE FIFTH CLASS OF MOLLUSCA.

THE BRACIIIOPODES.f

Like the Aeepbales, tlie Cracliiopodes have a eloak with two lobes, and this chjak is

ahvays ojieu. In jilace of a foot, they liaAe t\vo tleshy anus, g;arnishe(l with numerous tila-

uients, which tht'v can push beyond the shell and withdraw within it: the mouth is between

the insertions of the arms. We are not well aerpiainted with their organs of generation, nor

Avith the nervous system.;]; They are all covered with a fixed bivalve shell, and are conse-

quently destitute of locomotion. We only know three genera of them.

The Lingul.e, Brag.

—

Have two equal, flaltish, ohlong valves, with the beaks at the end of one of the narrowest sides gaping

at the o]iposite end, and attached between the two beaks to a fleshy pedicle, by which they are sus-

pended to rocks. Their arms are rolled up spirally, to lie within the shell. It appears that their

braiichife consist of little leaflets, arranged all round each lobe of the cloak, on its internal surface.

Only one species (Liih/ula aiialina, Cmv.) is known, from the Indian Ocean. [Mr. Broderip has described two

Other species.]

The Terebratul^, Brug.

—

Have two unequal valves united by a hinge : the summit of one, more protuberant than the other, is per-

forated to iicrniitthu passage of a fleshy pedicle wdiich attaches the shell to rocks, madrepores, other shells,

(ic. Internally, a small bony framework is observed, that is sometimes sufficiently complex, composed

of two branches, which articulate with the imperforate valve, and which support the two arms, edged

all round with long, closely-set fringes, between which there is, on the side next to the large valve, a

third simply membranous and much longer appendage, usually spirally convoluteil, and fringed like the

anus. The mouth is a small vertical fissure between these three large appendages. The principal part

of the liody, situatcil near the hinge, contains the nunici'ous muscles, which reach from one valve to the

other, and betucen them are the viscera, \Nhicli occupy Ijut little space. The ovaria appear to be twu

ramose productions, adherent to the parietes of each valve. I have not yet been able to satisfv

mvsclf in regard to the position of the branchiae. Numberless Tcrebratulffi are foaml, in a fossil or

petritied state, in certain secondary strata of ancient formations. The living species are less numerous.

There are some species broader transversely, or lonj^cr in the direction perpendicular to tlie hintje, with a

margin entire, or emarginate, or three-lobed, or with se\'eral lobes; there are even some that are trian;,'-ular

:

their surface maybe smooth, or furrowed, or reined: they are thick, or thin, or even transpaient. In several,

instead of a hole in the apex of their valve, there is an eniarg:ination, and this is sometimes partly formed by t\\o

accessory pieces, &c. It is probable that the animals, when better known, will present generic dilTerences. Al-

ready there have been recognized in the

fipirifer, Sow., two large cones, formeil of a spiral thread, which appear to have been the supports of the animal.

In the Thfciilca, Def., the suppnrt seems to have been incorporated with the small valve.

The Orbicul^, Cuv.—
Have tw^o unequal valves, one of which, being round and conical, resembles the shell of a Patella : the

other is Hat, and adherent to rocks. The arms of the animal {Crispus, Poh) are ciliated and spirally

curved, like those of the Lingula.

• Oii these- poculiafillcsSftvJ)rny lias fmiJicletl hli^ \ic<\er^ Pofi/cl in n»i, J [Mr. 0m-uii Iias an mlmirable memoir on their auatoiny iii the Isl

^piidiian, JH.t^mnuui, Eucieliiim, JJiitzona, Si/^iUinii, &c.. which vol. u( ihe Trxnt. of llic yAmlof^'irnl Socic/r/.]

it appears 10 us uiiiiei

t i^dtiobi-'na-hiul,

(irrk-r of thi; Test^ieoi

Vi^r„y 1
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Our seas produce a small spccios (Patella nnomnla, Mull.).

The Discing;, Lam., are Orbicula; whose inferior valve is notched with a fissure.* We must also approximate to

the Orbicuke,

The Cr>iiiia, Brug., whose animal has equally ciliated arms, but the shells have deep and round internal mus-
cular impressions, in which some have fancied they saw a likeness to the figuie of a skull. One (Anumia crunio-

laris, Linn.) is a native of our seas. There are many fossil species, of which M. Hceninghaus has given a beautiful

monograph.

[The 7'™d«c<aof Sowerby is a fossil genus, with a shell somewhat like a Cardium in figure, and rendered re-

markable by the manner in which the anterior margin is produced beyond the part inhabited by the animal. The
species are, to a certain extent, characteristic of the strata of secondary formation, and particularly of the carbon-

iferous or mountain limestone.]

THE SIXTH CLASS OF THE MOLLU.SCA.

THE CIRRHOl'ODESt (Lepas and Trito.n, Linn.)

In several points of view the Cirrhopodes effect a sort of connection between tliis sub-

kingdom and tliat of Articulated Animals. Enveloped in a cloak, and in a shell whose valves

oltcu resemble those of several of the Acephales, their mouth is furnished with lateral jaws,

and the abdomen w itli filaments named cirri, arranged in pairs, composed of a number of little

ciliated articulations, and representing a kind of feet or swimmers, such as we see under the

tail of many Crustacea. The heart is situated in the dorsal region, and the brancliia; on the

sides : the nervous system forms a series of ganglions in the abdomen. ITowever, it may be

said that the cirrhous feet are merely the analogues of the articulated appendages of certain

Teredines, while the ganglions are in some resjieets only repetitions of the posterior ganglion

of the Bivalves. The jxisition of these animals in the shell is such that the mouth is at the

bottom, and the cirri near the orifice. Between the two last cirri there is a long fleshy tube,

which has been sometimes inadvertently mistaken for a proboscis ; and at its base, near the

back, is the vent. The stomach is puckered u ith a number of little cavities in its parietes,

which appear to fidfil the functions of a liver

:

we notice besides a simple intestine, a double

ovary, and a double serpentine canal termi-

nating in the extremity of the fiesliy tube pre-

viously mentioned. The eggs pass through this tube,

and in their course are exposed to the influence of

the seminal fluid. The Cirrhopodes are all fi.xed.

Linnaeus considered them all as belonging to one

genus, which Bruguieres divided into two, and

these have recentlv been much subdivided.

The Anatifa, Bnig.

—

Has a compressed cloak, open on one side, and sus-

peiuled to a fleshy tube, varyiug greatly as to the

nuinber of testaceous pieces with ^^llicb it is fiirnislied.

The animal has twelve pairs of cirri, six on each side
;

those nearest the month are the shortest and thickest.

The hranchiffi are elongated pyramidical appendages,

that adhere to the external base of the whole of the

cirri, or of part of tliera.

In the commonest species {Peiitala.smis, Leach) the two

prncipal valves have a considerable resemblance to those or

a Mussel ; two others serve to complete a part of the margin

of the shell opposite the beak
;
and a fifth odil one unites the

, l;n.—('roup of Am

rt'liich we sent to liir

1 Tlic Cirrip^drt ul L:ii u,p..d,- .,
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posterior niarg-in to that of the opposite valve : those five pieces cover the whole of the clonk. From the place

where the lig;ariieiit should be spriiif^s the fleshy peduncle. A strong adductor nmscle unites the two \atves near

their beaks. The mouth of the animal lies concealed behind them, and the posterior

end of the body, with all its little articulated feet, comes out a little'further dowi

between the first four valves. The widest spread species in our seas (Lcpas auoiifa t

Linn.) has ;^ot its name from having g-iven rise to a fable of its being the orif^^inal <

parent of the Bai-uacle-goose. They grow attached to rocks, piers, to the bottom f

ships, &:c. AVe may distinguish the PolUcipes, Leach, which, besides tlie five prit

cipal valves, has several small ones near the pedicle. In some species these vah .

almost equal the primary in size. There is often an odd one opposite the noru I

odd one. [^ScalpeUum, Leach, consists of thirteen valves, six on each side and oi

dorsal; and its peduncle is squamose.] C'//(erff.y, Leach.—The cartilaginou3 clo^k

incloses five valves, but of small size, so as not to occupy the whole surface. Otlo

Leach.—The cloak containsonlytwo very small valves, with three little pieces whi li

scarcely merit that name ; and there are two tubular appendages in the shape of ear-^

Tetraliwiis, Cuv., has only four paired valves encircling the aperture, two beir^

longer than the others. The animal is partly contaitied in the pedicle, which is wide

and hirsute. They are, in some degree, Balani without a tube. [Liihotrya, Sow.,

is pedunculated like Anatifa, but has, at the base of the peduncle, a shelly appendage

analogous to the testaceous base of Balanus, and possesses besides a peculiarity not

to be found in any other g-enus of this cla^s, that of penetrating stones for its habi-

tation.]

The Balanus, Brug., or Acorn-Shells.

The principal part of the shell consists of a testacous tube attached to various bodies, the aperture

of which is more or less chjsed by two or four valves. This tube is formed of various pieces or com-

partments, which ap])ear to unloose or separate in proportion as the growth of the animal requires

additional room. The branchiae, the mouth, the articulated tentaeula, and the anal tube, dilfer little

from the same parts in the Anatifa.

In Balainis, properly so called, the tubular portion of the shell is a truncated cone, formed of six outer valves,

separated by as many inner ones, three of which are narrower than the others. Their base is usually formed of a

calcareous lamina, fixed to various bodies. The four valves of the operculum close the aperture exactly. The
rocks, shells, and piers of all our coasts are, in a manner, covered with a species, the

Lepas balnniis, Linn.

//
--" Y x-i-

There have been separated from these the y^ica^/rt, Leach, whose base is irregular, con-

\/J:' ^: '',.•}'('', ve\" outwardly, and not fixed : the greater number live within sponges. [Sowerby reunites

Acnsta to I'alanus.] Conia, Blainv., whose shell has only four exterior valves. [On the

ciMitrary, in the Ocfomeris, Sow., the pieces or valves amount to eight.] A.\vitia, Rauz.,

whose shell has no well-marked exterior valves. Pyrooma, Sav-, whose shell forms a very

depressed cone, with only a very small apei-ture, almost as in a shell of the Fissurella.

0fV////CA7*-/, Ranz.,which have only three outer valves, and a bivalved operculum. Crcusia,

Leacli, wirh four outer valves, and a bivalved operculum. M. de la Lamarck sepa-

rates, under the name of CoronulOj the depressed species in which the

valves are loosely cellular ; and under that of Ti/i?c/??('/Zo', the species which

form an elongated cone, but narrowest at the base, and girded with rings that

mark the successive epoclis of its growth. There are species of both genera

which plant themselves on tlie skin of "Whales, and penetrate into their lard.

Diailcma, Ranz.—The shell is almost spherical, and has otdy two small

valves, almost concealed in the membrane that closes their operculum. The

opercula do not shut the aperture entirely without the aid of the mem-

brane that unites them. They also live iipnu AYhales; and we often lind Otiuns attaclu

rif-

%

Fi,;. I'ir.-CoLLinru.liata

tl to their surface.
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THIRD GREAT DIVISION OF THE ANIMAL KINGDOIM

THE ARTICULATED ANIMALS.

This third general type of organization is quite as strongljf characterized as tj^at

of the Vcrteh.ata. The skeleton is not internal, as in the latter: but is seldom

altogether absent, as in the IVIolluslvS. The articulated rings wliich encircle the brdv,

and frequently the limbs, supply the place of skeleton—and being, in almost eveiy

instance, tolerably hard, furnish the necessary resisting fulcra to the muscles of loco-

motion ; whence, as among the Vertebrates, we find that the several actions of stepping,

running, leaping, swimming, and flying, are performed by them. Tlicre are also some

families among them that arc either footless, or have merely soft and membranous

articulated limbs, by wlrich they can at most crawl. This external position of their

hard parts, with the muscles inward, reduces eacli articulation to the condition of a

case, and only permits of two kinds of movements. When attached to the next arti-

culation by a closed joint, as in the instance of the limbs, the only motion is by

ginglymus, that is, in a single direction, so that numerous articulations are required to

impart variety of action ; and from this results a very great loss of power in the

muscles, and consequently a general feebleness in the creature in proportion to its

magnitude. The articulated pieces which compose the body frame-work, however,

are not alwavs thus connected ; being oftener united by flexible membranes only,

wliich slide considerably one over another, and so allow of more varied movements,

but not of tlie same force.

The system of organs in which all Articulated Animals bear the nearest resemblance

to each other, is that of the nerves.

Their brain, placed over the oesophagus, and supplying nerves to the jiarts ad-

jacent to the head, is very small. Two chords, which encircle the oesophagus, are

continued along the abdomen, and are connected at intervals by double knots or

ganglia, from which the nerves of the body and of the limbs are sent forth. Each of

tiiese ganglia seems to perform the functions of a brain to the adjoining parts, and

continues for a certain time to confer sensibility on them, al'ter the animal has been

divided. If to this lie added, that the jaws of these animals, whenever they have

any, are invariably lateral, and open and shut outward and inward, and not upwards

and downwards, and that in none of them has a distinct organ of smell yet been dis-

covered, nearly all has been expressed which it seems can be stated of them generally:

for the existence of organs of hearing ; the presence, number, and form of those of

sight; the productiveness and mode of generation*; their kind of respiration ; the ex-

• A renmrkuble discoverj- connectci with tl.is subject is that of
j

Srx- liis Uiiv(Tt;itiiii, nn the Ki:ff5 of Spiriers, M:iibmirg, 1324 ; and

M.Hcrolii, who found that in the c^g of Crustaceans and Arach- that of .\1. Rathlte uu the Eij^^s of Crabs, Lejpsic, 1821.

iri'tes tile yyllt communicntes with the baeli tlircufh the interior.— 1
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istence of organs of circulation, and even the colour of the hlood, offer very great vari-

eties,\vhich must be studied under the various subdivisions.

DISTRIBUTION OF ARTICULATED ANIMALS INTO FOUR CLASSES.

The members of this great division, which have mutual relations as varied as they

are numerous, still present themselves under four principal forms, whether we regard

them externally or internally.

The Annelides, Lamarck, or Red-bluodpd ITurms, constitute the first. In these,

the blood is generally of a red colour, like that of the Vertebrates, and circulates in a

double and close svstem of arteries and veins, which have sometimes one or several

hearts or tleiliv ventricles, tolerably well marked : they respire by organs, which are

either developed externally, or are spread over the surface of the skin, or concealed

internally. The body, which is more or less elongated, is always divided into nu-

merous rings, of which the first, which is termed the heaJ, scarcely differs from the

rest, except by the presence of the mouth and of the principal organs of sense. Several

have their branchiae uniformly spread over the surface of the body throughout its

whole length, or only about the middle ; others, and such as inhabit tubes, generally

have them only at the anterior portion. None have any articulated limbs
; but the

greater number are furnished with silky feet, or bundles of stiff and mobile filaments,

instead of them. They are generally hermaphrodite, and some require a reciprocal

fecundation. The organs of the mouth cousist either of jaws more or less powerful,

or of a simple tube : their external sensitive organs are fleshy tentacles, which in some

are articulated ; and upon which are certain blackish points, that have been considered

as eyes, but which are not present in all the species.

The Crustaceans constitute the second form, or class, of Articulated Animals. These

have articulated limbs, more or less complicated, attached to the sides of the body.

Their blood is white, and circulates by means of a fleshy ventricle placed towards the

back, which receives it frona the gills, situate at the sides of the body, or at its hinder

portion, and to which it returns by a ventral canal that is sometimes doul)le. In the

species last alluded to, tlie heart or dorsal ventricle is lengthened into a canal. Tl,cse

animals are all furnished with antennae or articulated filaments, attached to the fore-

part of the head, and which are generally four in number ;
besides which, they ha\-e

several transverse jaws, and two compound eyes. It is among these only [through-

out the Articulata] that we find a distinct auditory apparatus.

The third class of Articulated Animals is that of the Abaciinides, which, in common

with a great number of Crustaceans, have the head and thorax joined into a single

piece, with articulated limbs on each side, but the principal viscera of which are con-

tained in the abdomen, which is attached to the hinder portion of the thorax. Their

mouth is armed with jaws, and they have a variaUe number of simple eyes in the head
;

but never any antenna!. Their circulation is ]ierformed by a dorsal vessel, which

gives out arterial ramifications, and receives venous ones ; but the manner of respira-

tion varies, some having true pulmonary organs with orifices leading to them at the

sides of the abdomen, and others receiving air by means of trachea', in the same

manner as Insects. All, however, have lateral a]iertures for this purpose, or true

stiL':mata.

Insects constitute the fourth class of Articulated Animals, and the most numerous
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m species of any throughout the Animal Kingdom. With the exception of some

genera (the Myriapoda), which have the body divided into a great number of subequal

articulations, they all consist of three parts : the head, upon which are the antennae,

the eyes, and the mouth ; the thorax or corselet, which bears the feet, and the wings

whenever these exist ; and the abdomen, which is suspended to the thorax, and con-

tains the principal viscera. Insects that have wings do not possess these [externally]

before a certain age, and often pass through two forms or stages, more or less different,

before they assume the winged state. They respire in all these states by means of

tracheae, which are elastic vessels that receive the air by orifices termed stigmata,

pierced in their sides, and which are distributed by minute ramifications over every

part of the body. The only vestige of a heart consists of a vessel which runs along the

back, and alternately contracts along its course, but to which no branches have been

discovered ; hence it is believed that the nutrition of the several parts is effected by

imbibition ; and it is probably this mode of deriving the nutriment which necessitates

the kind of respiration proper to these animals, the nourishing fluid not being con-

tained in vessels*, wherefore, as there was no means of directing it towards cir-

cumscribed pulmonary tubes to be aerated, the latter are consequently diffused over

the whole body, instead. Thus it is, also, that Insects have no secretory glands,

but merely long spongy vessels, which appear, over their whole surface, to absorb the

several juices that should produce them, from out of the mass of nutritive fluid.

f

Insects vary endlessly in the form of their manducatory and digestive organs, as also

in the industry of their habits, and mode of life. Their sexes are always separate.

The Crustaceans and Arachnides were long confounded with them under a common

name ; and in many respects bear a considerable resemblance to them, in external form,

the disposition of their organs of movement, their sensations, and even manducation.

THE FIRST CLASS OF ARTICULATED ANIMALS.—

THE ANNELIDES,—

Are the only Invertebrate Animals that have red blood : this circulates in a double

svstem of complex vessels. Their nervous system consists of a double nervous chord,

the same as in Insects. Their body is soft, more or less lengthened, and often divided

into a very considerable number of segments, or at least of transverse folds.

Almost all of them (the Earth-worms excepted) live in water. Many bury them-

selves in holes at the bottom, or construct for themselves tubes of mud and other

matters, or even transude a calcareous substance, which forms a sort of tubular shell.

DIVISION OF THE ANNELIDES INTO THREE ORDERS.

This class, not a very numerous one, offers in its respiratory organs the basis of

three sufficient divisions.

Some have their branchiae in form of tufts or arbuscules, attached to the head, or

• M Carus tins observed various movements in tlie fluid which fills

Ilie IJOdy of clie larva- of certain Insects ;
l>ut ttiesc movements do not

rike jdaci J of clnsed vessels, as in llie hiffhei

S e his Treatise, intitled Diicuvery oj a simple CiTCulation o/ Blood, \
Baudouin, Au vii, 4le. p. 32.

^c, in German. Leipsic, 1327. 4to.

+ See, upnn this subject, my iMen-oir on the Nutriiion of Insects,

printed in 1799, alnon^' those of the Natural History Societj- of Paris
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to the anterior portion of the body. Nearly all of them inhaliit tubes, and we term

them Tuhicolcc.

Others have upon the middle portion of their body, or all along- their sides, branchi;^

in form of arbusciiles, crests, lamina:, or tuljerclcs, in which vessels ramify. The

greater number live in mud, or swim freely in the water; only a very few inhabiting

tubes. These \vc denominate Dsrsibranchiata.

Finally, others have no apparent branchia;, and respire either over tlie surface of the

skin, or, as is believed in some cases, Ijv their internal cavities. The greater number

live freely in water, or in mud ; some, however, in humid earth ; and \^e designate

these Ahranchiatu.

The genera of the two first orders have all silky bristles, of a metallic colour, upon

the sides, either simi)le or in liundles, and which supply the place of feet ; Imt in tlie

third order, there are some genera devoid ol all such support *

The partieul ir study which INI. Savigny has made of these feet or locomotive organs,

has led him to distinguish, firstly, the foot or tubercle which bears the bristles, of

which there is either one only upon each ring, or two, one above the other, wliich he

respectively terms a simple or double oar ; secondly, the bristles which compose a

bundle upon each oar, varying much in consistence, and which either constitute true

sj)ines, or fine and ti.;-\ible filaments, that are often dentelated, barbed, or irregularly

so, &c.; and thirdly, the clrrhi, or flesliy filaments, adhering either to the inside or

outside of the feet.

With respect to their organs of sense, the two first orders of Annelides have gene-

rally tentacles to the head, or filaments, which, notwithstanding their fleshy consis-

tence, some moderns have desi^-nated antennrc ; and several genera of the second and

third orders have black and shining points, which have been regarded as eyes. I'he

organization of the mouth varies exceedingly.

[Tlie Annelides C(jnstitute one of the many small, but singular and liii;hly interesting,

tribes of animals, which, from being upon the cimtiues of the peculiar class or sulj-

kingdom to which they in effect beluug, exhil)it, in a remarkable deeree, the modifi-

cations of other higher groups : thus. h\ an ordinary observer, these creatures weiuld

be at once classed as Worms ; and the common E;irth-worm, one ot them, would Ije

regarded as the type of the grand class of Linmcan ^'ermes, tlie great majority of wliich,

however, do not even belong to this great subkingdom, but to that of the Zoophytes,

from which these articulated animals are at once distinguished by the ])ossession of red

Ijlood circulating in a well-defined system, and a fn- more ]ierfect developement of the

nervous system ; still, in their vermiform appearance, and in the elongated filaments

with which many of them are furnished, they resemble certain Zoophytes,—on the

other hand, they appro.ximate to the most imperfect Fishes, such as the Lampreys and

others, in which the spine has disapjieared. Their annulo^e character, and nervous

system, however, biing them nearer to the true Annulusa, especially tlie iMyriapioda
;

this will at once be evident by comparing the figures of GcophJhis longiconiis, given in

p. 48C, with that of St/llls monUaris here figured. f Mr. Mac Leay accordingly eon-

* M. Savi^Miy 1,:..^ proposed ii div^i f (lie- .Armulidcs acconiiiii.' to

their pos,scs^inu^ locomotive sitliy 6ristks, or not ho; rctiLieiii|,' tlie

latter to the Leeches. M. tic RlrtinviUe, nho has adopted tiiis idea,

rniiges the bristled Aniietidca as a eUas. termed EiitrtmnxO'tivri Chc-
li'podft, and the others as one desijjiiateil EiilonKizuiiires Aiioiles ; but

hi. mititiles with the Jp<.:l.-s iiouie iiitesiinal Wo
Snei^niy does not ndinit.

+ Mr. Mac Leay considers that ihey t<.riii tiie intin

between such Vertcbruta as ,\ni|-ld.ivijs ao.l .Mv-ine

the se.ves liislioct. [.Jim. Nat. Uist., Feb. I.S4U,)
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siders them as the Intermediate hnk hetwecn the Vertebr;ita and Annulo?a, ob-

serving upon the curious circurn-

Stance that these two subkingdoms,

so highly organized in the scale of

the creation, should be linked to-

gether by a group exhibiting such

great imperfections of structure.

r>fi|,aid.^-.- .Liia.:h.-.i ti,.-r,.[.,.
^ Ihis class has been greatly neg-

lected in this country. Dr. Johnston has, however, described various species (especially

in the Annals of Natural History, for February, 1840), and Mr. Mac Leay, in the same

number,"^ has noticed several fossil species. It is. however, in France that the greatest

attention has been paid to them, especially by Savigny, Audouin, and Milne Edwards.]

THE FIRST ORDER OF ANNELIDES.

THE TUBICOL.E.

Some species of this division form a homogeneous, calcareous tube, which probably results

from their transudation, like the shells of the Mollusks, but to which the muscles do not adhere

;

others construct tubes, by agglutinating grains of sand, fragments of shells, and particles of

mud, which they join by means of a membrane, which likewise is doubtless transuded; lastly,

there are some, the tubes of which are entirely membranous, or horny.

To the first group Ijcloug

Serfula, Linn.,

—

Tlie calcareous tubes of which invest, from their twisting aliout, fragments of stones, shells, and all sorts of

submarine matters. The truncation of these tabes is either round or angular, according to the species.

The animal within has its hody composed of a great number of segments ; its fore-part widened

into a disk, fui-uished on each side ^vith many hundles of stiff hri^tles ; and on either side of its

mouth is a tuft of fan-like gills, in general vividly coloured. At the base of each tuft is a

fleshy filament ; and one of the^e, on the right or left side indifferently, is always prolonged and di-

lated at its extremity mto a variously-formed disk, which serves for an operculum and mouth at the

entrance of the tuhe when the creature retires into it.

The common sjiecies {S. coniortuplicata, Ellis), has a round and twisted tube three

lines in diameter. Its operculum is funnel-shaped, and its ^ills often of a fine red, or

varied with yellow, violet, &c. This animal quiL-kly fahricates its tube of mud, a^^Muti-

natiiig into it whatever small objects he around.

There is another and smaller species on our coasts, with a club-shaped operculum,

armed with two or three little points {S. venniculnris, Gmeliu). Its g-ills are sometimes

blue. Notliing is more beautiful to see than a ;;roup of these Sej-pula? when their wino^s

are expanded.

Ill other species, t!ie operculum is flat, and bristled with more numerous points.

These are the (jolcolaria, Lamarck.

There is one in the Antilles (-S'. g'uianica, Pallas), which is found among; the Madre-

pores, and tlie tube of which is often inclosed in their mass. Its ffills roll up spirally

when they are withdrawn, and the operculum is firmed with two little branching; horns
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like the antlers of i\ sta^. Tliis is tlie Tcref'dla hicornes, Alx.'Idf^., and tlie Acihiia or A}iim(il'Jlov:er of Home.

M. Savi;jny lias made of it his subdivision of Scrpuh-n c//mo6'p/rri-, whkh M. BlainvilJe elevates to the rank of

a j:;enus.

M. Lamarck distinixuishes the .S/^frori/ir, the branchial filaments of which are much less numerous (three or

four only on each side) ; their tube is of a tolerably rej;;ular spiral form, and they are mostly very small ; such is

.V. ^pirell'im, Pallas, and S. spirurbis, Mullen

Sauella, Cuv. {.ImphHrite, Lam.)

The same body and fan-like gills as in Seiyvla, but vvitli the fle^diy filamcnls adhering to the bran-

chire, pointed, and neither of them forming an ojicrculiun ; they arc also not always present. Their

tube appears oftener composed of granules of clay or very fine mud, and is rarely calcareous. The

known species are rather large, and their brancliial tufts are of an admirable delicacy and beauty.

Some, like the SerpuLc, have on the anterior portion of the back a membranous disk, across which pass the first

pairs of their bundles of Ijristles ; their branchial pectinations are turned spirally, and their tentacles reduced to slig-ht

folds. They are the Serpules sp'tramelles of JM. Savig;iiy, and the SplramUla, Blainville. A lari^e and beautiful

species inhabits the Mediterranean, with a calcareous tube like that of the ISerpuhe, or orang;e-coloared gills, &c.,

the S. protulay Nobis, or PasluUi Rudolplui, Ilisso.

Others have no membranous disk on the foreparts, and their branchial pectinations form two equal spires, the

Sabellcs simples of M. Savi^ny. Such are Amphritlte rcniformts, MuUer, or Tubularia peincillns, Id. ; also I'ere-

bella reniformis, Gmelin, together with the Amphritite iufandibulum, Montagu, and A. vesiculosa, Id.

There are some witli a double range of filaments on each pectination—the SabelUc AstartcC, sav., such as S.

ffrandis, Cuv., or S. indeca, Sav., and the Tubularia magnifica, Shaw.

Others in which one pectination only is twirled, the others being smaller, and enveloped within the base of the

first. The Habelles spirographcs, Sav., as S. unispira, Cuv., and Spirographi.s Spallanzani, Mart.

In some the gills do nut form a simple funnel round the mouth, but numerous filaments, which are serrated and

strongly ciliated on the internal face; the silky feet of these are almost imperceptible—such is -S. i-;7/'.;.!,«, Cuv.

Lastly, some have been described with six filaments disposed tike a star—the Fabricla of Blainville.

Terebella, Cuv.,—
Like the greater number of species of Sahella, inhabit a factitious tul)e, but which is composeil of

grains of sand, and fraguicuts of shells ; their body has

^^:v^ ,a^^^ much fewer rings, and the head is ditferently ornamented.

Numerous filiform tentacles, capable of much extension,

surround tlie mouth, and upon the neck are gills of an ar-

buscular, and nut a fan-like form.

There are several on our coasts which were long confounded

under the name of Terebella concfiilega. Gut., and which are

mosty i-cmarkable for having their tubes formed of large frag-

i?^^

Fiij. '2110.—TcrcbclU im.-riusn., in its tube.

ments of shells, tlie aperture having its bordtrs prolonged into several

small branches formed uf the same fragments, which serves to lodge

the tentacles.

The greater number have throe ]iairs of branchiae, ^^hich in those with

branched tubes pass through a hole for the pu)|.)ose ; they are the

Terebelles simples, Sav.

Amphitrite, Cuv.—
Are easilv recognized by their golden-C(donre(l sjiincs, disposed \ (T^l

in a comb-like series, or in a crown, in one or several ranges

upon the forepart of the licad, and wliicb proltably serve them

for defence, or perhaps to crawl with, tu" tit gather up tin; mate-

rials for tlie tube. Around the mouili are very numerous ten-

tacles, and on either side of the commi'ucement of tlie back are

. , , ,,
Tiu'. 1:01.—TerL-bcUn variabilis.

pectinated gnls.

Some of them compose sHght tubes, of a regular conical form, which they carry about with tlv-ni. Their gilded

spines form two comb-like series, the tei/tli nf which are directed downwards ; and the intL-stiue is very ample,

and several times folded, being ordinarily full of sand ; they are Pecthmires of Lamarck, the Amphyctines, Sav.,

the Chnjsodnns, Oken, and the Chfena, Leach. Such, upon our coasts, is the A. bclgica, Gmelin, with a tube

two inches long, formed of small round granules of various colours. A much larger species occurs in the Southern

seas, A. auncoma capensis, Pallas, the slender and polished tube of which appears as though transversely fibrous,

and formed of a soft fucus-stem-like substance, dried up.

There are some species which inhabit factitious tubes fixed to\arions substances. Their gililed spinrs form

several concentric crowns upon the head, whence results an operculum that closes the tube \\hru tliey ion tract

into it, but which has two parts that can be spread asunder. They have a cirrluis mi each fnut. Their body
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terminates behind into a tnbe recurved over the head, doubtless for the purpose of emitting tlieir excrements. I

have found in theni a muscular gizzard.

Such upon our coasts is the Sabella alveoluta, Gnielin, or Tuhiporaarenosa, Linn., tlie tubes of which, united

into a compact mass, present orifices rather regularly disposed, like the cells of a honey-comb. The Amp/iilnfe

/'lutnosa, Fabr., should peiiiaps rano;e here, of which M. Blainville has formed his ^enus Pherusa. Amph. oatrcuriay

Cuv., establishes its tubes upon Oyster-shells, and is reputed to check the propagation of their inmates.

To this order I suppose nuist be appro.\imated

The Syphostoma, Otto,

—

Wliich have a liundle of tine silky Ijristles above each articulation, a siiriple bristle l)clo\v it, and at the

lore extremity two bundles of stiff and gilded bristles, beneath which is the mouth, preceded by a

sucker encircled by many soft filaments, that perhaps subserve the office of branchise, and which are

accompanied by two fleshy tentacles. Their medullary nervous cord may be sceu through the skin of

the belly. They live deep in the mud.

The sjiecies are -S. diplocho'dea, Otto, and S. uncinata, And. and Edw.

Lastly, in the vicinity of the same group, has lately been placed

Dentaltum, Linn.,

—

The species of which have a shell in form of an elongated cone, arcuated, and open at both ends,

which maybe compared to an Elephant's tusk in miniature ; but the recent observations of M. Savigny,

and especially of M. Deshayes, render this classification very doubtful.

The animal does not appear to have any appreciable articulations, nor

lateral silky bristles ; but it has a membranous tube, in the interior of

which is a sort of foot, or fleshy and conical oi)ercuhnn, by wliich it closes

the orifice. At the base of this foot is a small, flat head, and there are

feather-like branchise upon the neck. If the operculum approximates the

''' "
"

'

luijc. ' foot of the Tubulibranchiate Mollusks {Vn-metus and Siliquaria), tlie gills

are rather those of AmpJiitrite and Terelella. Further observations on their anatomy, and principally

on their vascular and nervous systems, are required to solve this problem.

Different species have the shell angular, longitudinally striated, or round. Among the first are D. daphauthum,

Martini, &c. ; among the second, D. denlalis, Runipf. ; and among the third, D. enlalis, Martini.

THE SECOND ORDER OF ANNELIDES,-

THE DORSIBRANCHIATA,-

Have tlicir organs, and particularly their gills, distributed about eciually tlirougbout tlie

length of the body, or at least its middle portion.

We place at the head of them certain genera, in which the gills are more developed.

Arenicola, Lam.

Gills of an arbuscnlar form, upon the rings of the middle part of the body only. The mouth a fleshy

tnmk. more or less dilatable, but no discernible teeth, tentacles, or eyes. Tlie posterior extremity of

the linilv devoid not only of gills, but also of bundles of silky bristles, which occur on the other part

;

no cirrlius on any ring of the liody. M. Savigny forms of them his family Thele'Diuces.

The common species {Lumbyicus mariitus, Linn.), is very abundant in the sand of the sea shore, where the

fishermen dig for it to serve as bait. It is nearly a foot long, of a reddish colour, and diffuses, on being touched,

a f|uantily of yellow fluid. It has three pairs of gills.

Amthixome, Brng.

A pair of branchire in form of a crest, or a tuft more or less complicated, on each ring of the body,

and two bundles of separate bristles, together with two cirrhi, upon each foot. The trnnlt or proboscis

witliout jaws. These form the family of Jmphinonirs of M. Savigny, who divides them into

Chloela wherein are five tentacles to the head and gills in form of a tripiunate leaf. There is one in the East

Indies {Tereie'.ia flora, Gm.), extremely remarkable for its long citron-coloured bundle of bristles, and for its

splendid purple tufts of branchiie. Its form is broad and depressed, and it has a vertical crest on the muzzle.
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P/cioiir, ?;iv. (Aiiiji/i/iiomcy V>]^\n\'.)., ^^^^']t:h, witli the eaine tentncles, ha\T crest-lil;e gills, Tln'^c also are from

the liast Indies, and attain a j::;reat size.

To tliese may be added Rnptirnainr, S;iv., wliicli lias but one

tenrarlc Tn tlic head, to-fflier \^ifIl arlm.srular ii:\]\s, ver\

ijiiicli di!\Tiij|ieii ami coiniilicated ; and to w hid) the ^^enns

Aiu.sferia, 'Saw, established on a niiitdated individual, sliuuld

linihalily he approximated
; and, lastly,

JJ ipponoe, Aiviou'm & Edwards, A\hieli, ili'\uid of canincle,

lias only one cirrlius and packet of Ijristles to eacli foot. 'I'here

is uiic at fort Jacksun, JI. GaudichaudiL Aud. & Ld.

Eunice, Cut.—
FK.-t. Lu,Jr3sii^ c

j^ likewise fnrni-,lied with tuft-like gills, but the trunk

is forriiidably aruied with three pairs of diftlTfiitly-funneil huriiy jaws; each of their feet has two

cirrhi and a bundle of bristles ; and there are five tentacles upon the head above the mouth and two

on the neck. Some species only exliibit two small eyes. M. Savigny's family oi Eunices is constituted

by this division, and the particular genus is termed by him LcoiUcc.

A spt-cics, from une to four feet in lenj^^th, inhabits the sea 'iniimd tljf Antilles (B. gigonica, Cuv.), which is the

larg;est Annclide known. Some upon our coasts are much snjallei'.

IM. Savig-ny distinguishes by the name of il/ar^/^fi/fT certain species, otherwise ^'ery similar, wdneh have no

nuchal tentacles, and the upper cirrhus of which is very short, as Xcre/.-; sang/dnea, I\]nntaL,'-u. An allied species

(i\\ tubicola, .Muller), inhabits a horny tube.

After these genera witli coin]ilex branchire, are placed tliose in which the organs advertcil to are

reduced to siin[)le lamiiuc, or even to slight tubercles, or which, lastly, arc represented (udy by the

cirrhi. Some of them resemble Eunice by the powerful armature of the trunk, and by their anteonte

of une'pial number. Such are

LvciorcE, Sav.,

—

Which, together with the jaws of Eunice, or even a greater number than in that genus, and often un-

Cijiial on the two sides, have but three tentacles, and cirrhi to perform the office of branchix.

Aglaura, Sav.

—

Have likewise numerous jaws, of an unequal number, seven, nine, .^c. ; but no tentacles, or which are

culirely hiddm ; and the gills are similarly reduced to cirrhi.

L'n

M.M. AluImiiu

or 1 iiinte \.\\e, Aglaiira and CEnr;»e of Savi:;n>', and c\'en certain species without tentacles, which

id I'dwards leave in Lf/cidice, as J'j. fNf;iii/n and (E, lutida.

The Nereids, properly so called (Kcrc/s, Cuv. ; Li/coris, Sav.).

Tentacles of an even number, attached to the sides of the base of tlie head, two other hiarticulated

ones a liitle more forward, and between these two simple ones ; only one jiair of jaws wilhiu the

trunk ; the gills formed of little lamintc, tra\ersed by a network of vessels ; and at each of their feet

two tubercles, two bundles of bristles, and a cirrhus aliovc aud brh.w.

A great number of species inhabit our coasts.

[The species here figured, iV. ^^ro/ //era (.Mai-

ler, ZooL Dan.), exhibits a singular peculiarity

in its nioile of propagation, merely by .sponta-

neous division, the hind part of the body beini:;

gradiudly transtbrrned into an additional animal,

the head and tentacular cirrhi lieinj^ already de-

veloped. Muller describes one mother, to which

three foetuses, of different ages, appeared in one

length. The motlier had thirty segments, the

viiiin'.: One iK-arrst tn it had eleven, and the two
, -, T'n- 2(U,- Norcis rir.ilifrrii,

iiinder, (T ulder ones, seventeen segments each.

J

After these sbuuhl rank various genera, equally distinguished by a slender IiimIv, and gills reduced to

simple lamiu:c, or even to simjile filaments or tubercles. Several, hnwi.'vcr, have u(t jaws nor tentacles.

PuYLLODOCE, Sav. {NcreijiInjUn, l'daiuv.\—
In common with the Nereids proper, have tentacles of even uunilier at the sides of the head, and four

or five small ones anteriorly. They have distinct eyes; their large trunk is furnished w ith a circh?t

of very fshort lleshy tubercles, does not cuntaiii jaws, aud, wliat ])arlicularly di^liuLMli^lles thcni, 1heir
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gills are in the form of very broad leaves, forming a range on cacli side of the hody, upon which minute

vessels ramify extensively.

Tho iV. viridis, ftliilk-r, of which M. Savigny, without having seen it, proposes to make a ^enus Euialia, and the

twu species Of i!;H//om/«, Kisso, apiioar tome to l)t;hjiiijto P/z/y/Zot/oce, to which also, perhaps, sliould be referred tlie

Nfrdspinnigeni, Montiip^u, ami the N. slillifern, Muller, which M. Snvit^ny, without seen them, proposes to make
intu a <,^eniis Lcpidlay and .v. himjn, (.)ttu, which M. Savipny i)laces with N.flava in his genus Efiova. All these

require tube examined anew after the met)iud detailed byM. Savi^niy. Tbeffenus Phylludoce, Sav., liuwever, must
nut be confounded with tliat of M. Kanzani, which latter is allied to Aphrodila, and especially to Poljiioe.

Alciope, Aud. & M. Edwards,

—

Have nearly tho mouth ami tentacles of riiyllo{lo(;e, hut the feet present, besides the tubercle which

hears the lu'istlcs and the two foUated cirrlii, ur gills, a couple of branchial tubercles, which occupy its

ujiper aud lo\\ci' borders.

Spio, Fabricius & Gmclin.

A slender hody ; two very long tentacles that have the appearance of antennfE ; eyes upon the head,

and on either side of each segment of the body a gill in form of a simple filament. They are small

northern Sea-worms, which inhabit membranous tubes.

Pobjdore, Bosc, appears to me to be referrible to this ;j;enus.

SvLMs, Sav.

—

Have tentacles of uneven numbers, articulated in chaplets, together with upper cirrhi to the feet,

which are very simple, and bear no bundles of silky bristles. It appears that they vary with respect

to the existence of jaws.

»S'. momlaris, Sa\'. [fi;;-ured in p. 391 07?/fJ, the iVt/'cw armUluris, IMuUev, of wliieh JM. S;i\'i^ny, williout having

seen it, proposes to make a genus, winch he terms Li/casfi-s, having tentacles and cinhi in ehaplt'ts, like a S\llis;

bat the former, represented to be of even number, requires farther examination.

Glyceris, Cuv.—
Are recognized by the form of the head, which terminates in a conical fleshy point, having the aspect

of a small horn, anil the summit of which divides into four very small tentacles, that are scarcely visi-

ble. The trunk of some of the s])eeics contains jaws, which cannot be perceived in others.

Such are AV/vm' alb't, Muiler, and Ch/c. Meduiii, Aud. & Edw.

Nephthys, Cuv.

The trunk of Phyllodoce, but no tentacles; and on each foot two bundles of bristles widely sepa-

rated, and a cirrhus between tltem.

LoMBuiNEREis, Blaiuv.

—

Have no tentacles ; the body, considerably elongated, has merely a small forked tidjcrcle at each arti-

culation, which bears a little packet of sdky bristles. If there be any external respiratory organ, it

can only be the up[ier lobe r,f ihis tubercle.

Nereis abrmirhlaUi, Toll., Luinhricus fragiUs, Muller, of which latter M. Blainville makes, but doubtfully, bis

gfuus i^coletomc.

The fScolelepe, Blaiuv., which are only known liy the figure of Abildgaart (Linnlirlciis i-qniniititns), liave a very

slender body, with numerous rings, each of which has a cii'rhus that serves for a gill, and two bundles of silky

bristles, the lower of which seems to consist of a fold of skin compressed like a scale, and the liead has neither

jawy nor teidaclcs.

Aricia., Sav.,

—

Have neither teeth nor tentacles. The body, which is lengthened, bears two ranges of lamelliform

cirrhi along the back ; and the anterior feet are furnished with dentelated crests, that do nut occur on

the other feet.

Ar. Cufieiif Aud. and Edw. The Lnmhricus armiger, Muller, which M. Hlainvide, without having .spen it, pro-

poses to make a genus of, by the name of i<colople, ap[)ears to bave neither teetk nor tcntarles, and bears two

small simple bundles of short bristles on its first segments, and on the rest a bifid tubercle, a little bristle, and a

long anil pointed branchial lamina.

Hesioxe.—
Have a short and rather thick body, composed of few ill-defined rings : a very long cirrhus, which pro-

bably fulfils tiie olhce of branchia?, occupying the upper part of each foot, which has also another

lower one, and a packet of silky bristles, and the trunk large, having neither jaws nor tentacles.

Sucb are H- -sjilenJida, Savigny, U.fcstina, Id., and II. jm/i/Ztcri/ita, Risso.
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Ophelina, Sav.

Body ratlier thick and short, the rings ill-defined, bristles scarcely visible, and lon^ cirrhi serving

for gills uiion two tliirds of its length ; the mouth containing a dentelated crest at the palate, lips sur-

rounded with tentacles, of which the two uppermost are larger than the rest.

Hereabouts sliould probably be placed the Nereis j^risniaftea and bifrons of Fabrlcius.

CiRRUATULA, Lam.

A vi.Tv lung fdament serving for gills, and two little bundles of bristles at each articulation of the

body, wdiicii are very numerous and much serrated, together with a collar of long fdamenls around the

neck. Head ill-defined, T\ith neither tentacles nor jaws.

Lumbricii.s cirrhn/it-^, ()Uo, from which the Terebella (en/ic/dala, MontagUj and the CirrhinereisjUiger, BlainviUe,

do not appear to me tu differ senerically.

Palmyre, Sav.

Distinguished by their upper bundle composed of large flattened bristles disposed like a fan, and

l)rilliaat as the most polished gold ; the inferior bundles small ; their cirrhi and gills not very distinct.

Tiiey have a lengthened body, and two long and three very small tentacles.

One only is known, tVoni the Isle of France, two inches in lenj^'-th, the /-*. uurifcra, Savif;;ny.

ApnRODiTA, Linn.

Easily known from the rest of this order by two longitudinal ranges of broad membranous scales,

covering the back, to which the name elytra has been given without much reason, and under whitdi

the gills lie concealed in form of little fleshy crests. The body is generally flattened, and shorter and

broader than in other Annclides. A very thick and rauscular oesophagus is observable on dissection,

which is capable of being reversed into a trunk externally ; the intestine is unequal, and furnished on

each side with a great number of branched cceca, tlie extremities of which are ti\ed between the bases

of the packets of silky l.iristles which serve for feet.

M. Savigny dislinguiihcs among them the

IIalithea,—
Wiierein are three leaflets, between two of which is a very small crest, and which also has no jaws.

There is one upon our coasts, which is among- the most beautifully coloured of 2iXi\rf\-^\'S,(Aphrodiia aculeafa,

Linn.) Its form is oval, six or eight inches long, and two or three broad. The scales of its back are covered

and concealed by a substance resembling tow, which orig-inates at its sides : tlie latter have also groups of stout

spines, which partly pierce the tongue, together with bundles of flexible bristles, as brilliant as gold, and change-

able to every hue of the rainbow. The colours they present are surpassed in beauty neither by the scale-like

feathers of the Humming-bird, nor by the most IjriUiant gems. Below them is a tubercle bearing three groups

of spines, of tliree ditTerent thicknesses ; and tinally, a fleshy cover. There ai'e forty of these tubercles on each

side, and between the two first are two little fleshy tentacles ; besides which tliere are lifteeu pairs of broad scales,

which are sometimes bul:;ed upon the back; and fifteen small branchial crests on each side.

[The animals of this group, which greatly resemble, in form, the Enphroslne Initreata, tigured in a preceding

page, are well known under the name of Sea Mice, and are often thiown upon the beach after a gale of wind, lu

some species Ihe lateral seta^ exhibit a beautiful structure, admirably fitting them for weapons of defence, being

barbed on each side at the tip ; but, in order to prevent the injury which might occur to the animals, in consequence

of the power it possesses of retracting these seta?, each is inclosed in a smooth, horny sheath, composed of tuo

bla.Irs.]

Some species have no tow-liUesubstance on the back, which are the Jlarithiis hcruiionr.-iof M. Savigny, and form

the genus IlentiioNc of M. de Blainville. There is one in our seas, the Apfir. /n/.->-iJhv, Savigny.

Another division of Aphrodita is the

PoLYNOE, Sav. (Enmolpo, Oken),

—

Having no scales on the back, and live tentacles, together witli strong corneous jaws, within the pro-

boscis.

Several small species inhabit our coasts.

SiGALiov, And. and Edw.,

—

Presents a more elongated form than other Aphrodites, with cirrhi upon all the feet.

ACOETES, Id.,

—

Have cirrhi which alternate with the elytra for a considerable space, and stronger and better dentelated

jaws.
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The Autitles possess a larje one, wllicli inhabits a tube of the consistence of leather. The PliyUorJoce maxillosa,
Riinzani, named Pohiodaiite by Reiiiieri, and Eumoipe maxima, 01<en, appear to be nearly allied, havinR the
same tninli and jaws, and neither ^eniis having perhaps been described from perfect specimens. Many species
01 Annelides remain, which have been too imperfectly described to admit of their beins characterized ; and the
Msiruwe, and two or three other genera of M. Savigny, must remain to be examined anew.

Finally, we place here a new and very singular genus, which I name

On.ETOPTERUS.
Mouth with neither jaws nor trunk, but furnished above with a lip, to which three small tentacles

are altaclie.l. A disk then follows with nine pairs of feet, after which is a pair of long silky bundles
like two wings. Tlie lamina-formed gills are attached more towards the upper surface than the lower,
and range along the middle of the body.

[Here also ought probably to be placed the genus

^^|J/\^^A/^/V4'i^'Uj Peiipotus of Guilding, founded upon a West Indian

Jh f
^ f f ' ^ H 1^ "

1

'^'^
*°fe

species, which burrows in the sand, and which has

'j\

II jjiiipiitf^
much perplexed naturalists as to its relations. JJy

,1 LI, ^,
,

W>h\^ Guilding it was considered as molluscous; by Mac
Leay as forming the passage between the lulidic and
the annulose auneli{k'us worms; whilst Gray iZool.

M'tsc. p. 6) asserts that it is anneltdous, and conuccts
Ni'rcts with Lumbricus.']

-."^tJi;yiv'i'A^vv^Hv>\M\,i'

THE THIRD ORDER OF THE AXNELIDES,—

An RANCH!A,—

Have no respiratory organ appearing externally, and seem to respire eitlier, as in the

Earthworms, over the whole surface of the skin, or, as in the Leeches, bv internal cavities.

Some of them have yet bristles to serve for locomotion, of which others are deprived, and they

accordingly fall into two families.

THE FIRST FAMILY OF THE AnRA^'CIIIA,—

The Adr.vnchia Setiger,\,—
Which are provided with silky bristles, comprise the Earthworms and Naidcs of Lianaius.

The Earthworms (f.uiiibricm, Linn.)

—

Are characterized by a long, cylindrical body, divided by transverse furi'ows into a great number of

rings, and by a mouth without teeth : they require to be thus subdivided:

TtiE True Eaixthw^orms {Lumiricufi, Cuv.)

—

Have neither eyes, tentacles, gills, nor cirrhi : a distinct enlargement, particularly during the breeding

season, imlicates where they attach themselves to one another in the act of co|iulating. Internallv

they have a straight, wriidileil intestine, and some whitish glands towards the fore part of the liodv

which appe.ar to serve fin- generation. It is certain that they are hcrinaiihroditc, and it seems that

their contact only serves to excite each other to self-fecundation. Accorihng to IiL Montegne, the

eggs descend between the intestine and external envelope, as far as around the rectum, where thev

hatch, the young crawling out ahve by the anus. M. Dufour states, on the contrary, that they deposit

eggs analogous to those of the Leeches. Their nervous chord consists of a series of an infinitude of little

ganglia, serrated one against another.*

M. Saviguy subdivides them further into Enterion, having on each ring four pairs of little bristles ci"-ht

throughout, to which belongs

Tlie Common Earthworm {L. terrestris, Linn.).—This well-known species attains to nearly a foot in leu'^th ^vith

* r is is ton. ini.n to vt-ry iLiiiiiy species, as r\I. SHvigny first observed. As nmny as twenty liave been been ehnracterize.). RI. Dimes otilv
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120 or more rini:;-g ; the bulp;e is towards its anterior tliird. Under the sixteenth rini;: are two pores, of vvhirli the

use is unknown. It pierces the <;roiuid in all directions, perforating" it remarkably well, and subsists on roots,

woody fibres, animal matter, &c. In the month of June it searches at nifi^'ht above ground for a mate.

[It is especially in rich and well-manured soils that tbe Eartli^orm delights, particularly in gardens

and meadows ; they are exti-eniely sensitive to movements of the earth ; and anglers, knowing well their temerity

in this respect, take advantage of it, in order to obtain a supply of these aniniais tor baits, by introducing a spade

or fork into the ground, and stirring the soil, when they soon appear on the surface. We are indebted to Charles

Darwin, Ksq., for a remarkable and interesting memoir on the utility of this animal, read before the Geological

Society. The worm casts, which so much annoy the gardener by deforming his smooth-shaven lawns, are of no

small importance to the Rgricultarist ; and this despised creature is not only of great service in loosening the

earth, and rerrdering it permeable by air and water, but is also a most active and powerful agent in achU.ng to the

depth of the soi!^ and in covering comparatively barren tracts with a superficial layer of wholesome mould. The

author's attention was directed by Mr. Wedgwood, of Maer Hall, Stafi^"ordiihire, to several fields, some of which

had a few years before been covered with lime, and others with burnt marl and cinders, which substances in every

case are now buried to the depth of some inches beloiv the turf, just as if, as the farmers believe, the particles had

woi'ked themselves down. After shewing the impossibibty of this supposed operation, tbe author affirms that

the whole is due to the digestive process by which the common Earthworm is supported, since, on carefully

examining l>etwcen the blades of grass in tbe fields above-mentioned, he found that there was scarcely a space of

two inches square without a little heap of the cylindrical castings of worms ;
it being well known that worms

swallow earthy matter, and that having separated the serviceable portion, the\ eject at the mouth of their burrows

the remainder in little intestine-shaped heaps. Still njore recently Mr. Darwin has noticed a more remarkable

instance of this kind, in which, in the course of eighty years, the Earthworms had covered a field then manured

with marl, with a bed of earth, averaging thirteer inches in thickness.]

[Fig. 206, h, represents the anterior extremity of the Earthworm, to show the mouth, as well as the seta? directed

bacliicards upon the segments of the body, by means of which it is admirably enabled

to work its way through the earth, their backward direction enabling it to retain its

station as it protrudes its head further into the earth. Fig. <r, represents one of its

eggs, inclosing, as is sometimes the case, two young; and fig. d represents the escape

of the young worm from the egg, the anterior extremity of which is furnished with

a peculiar valve-like structure; these two figures are highly magnified.]

Hypogaon, Sav., have an additional single, or uneven, bristle upon the back of

each ring. They are only known in America.

MM. Audouin and M. Edwards likewise distinguish the Tj-ophoum.^, which has

four bundles of short silky bristles on each ring, and at the anterior extremity a

great number of long and brilliant bristles, encircling the mouth.

The Kaides {Xais, Linn.),—
Have the elongated body and the rings less marked than in the Eartliworms.

They live ia holes which they perforate in mud at the liottoui of \vater,

and from which they protrude the anterior portion of the hncly, incessantly

moving it. Some have black points upon the head, whicli have been

regarded as eyes. They are small worms, the reproductive power of which

is as astonishing as that of tbe Hy(h-a or Pul\pus. Many species exist in our

fresh waters.

Some have very long bristles; others (ihe S/ijtarJa, Lamarck) a long protrusile

trrmk; several (Profo, Oken) have small tentacles at the bind extremity, and there

are others with very short bristles.

To this genus maybe approximated certain Annelides allied to the Earth-

\\urnis, wliicli fabricate the tuhes of clay, or debris, into which they retire.

Such are tbe Titbifex of Lamarck, which, liowe^er, requires further examination.

Climexe, Sav.,

—

Appears likewise to belong to this family. Their body is rather thick,

Fi,;. 201..— Lumi.ricofi iern.stns.
^^.^^^ ^.^_^^^ riugs, aud bcars, fuT the greater poitiou of its length, a range of

strong bristles, and, a little higher up, a bundle of finer bristles on the dorsal aspect. Tbe head has

neither teiilacles nor appcnilagcs
;
posterior extremity truncated and rayed, and they also inhabit tubes.

TITE SECOND FAMILY OF THE ABRANCIIIOUS ANNELIDES —or,

The Abranchia without Bristles,—

Comprise two great genera, both of which are aquatic.
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The Leeches {Ilinido, Linn.)

—

Have an oblong body, sometimes depressed, and wrinlded transversely ; tbe mouth encircled by a lip,

and the posterior extremity furnished with a flattened ilisk, both ends Ijeing adapted to fix upon bodies

by a kind of suction, l)y means

of which these animals move,

for, having fixed their anterior /^^il^M^Sff^^^^^^i^^^^^MW!S'SiH&0^ S'l \
—'?-=-'?"

extre»iity. tliev draw tbe other fJSwSi \\ ' '\
'

'
> '>'i'''ii iii' 'i \y'\\w^'\" ''^if^''^ ^1%^''--- '^h'^'

up to it and tix tliat, and then i ^X^lS^ _^'^'''^ '"^ '

—

^

i AV-^- iin-.n '.-r^
*^^*"^

yM^^^J-'j^^^
readvauce tbe first, [Ijesides

which, they swim Avith facility].

Several have a double series of r-B. 2(i;.-nir»(io omtin«ii,
;

o, ii> a„icr„jreiirt,niiy, ihc>.i„s ii,e .acker.

pores underneath tlie body, whieli are the orifices of little internal pouches, considered by some natu-

ralists as organs of resinration, although they are generally filled with a mucous fiuid. The intestinal

canal is straight and swoln at intervals, extending for two thirds the length of tbe body, where there

are true C03ca. The blood they swallow continues red, and without alteration, for several weeks. The

ganglia of their nervous system are much more separated than those of the Earthworms. They are

hermaphrodite, and have a large penis about the anterior third of the body, and a vulva a little behind

it. Several accumulate their eggs into cocoons enveloped by a fibrous excretion.

[On opening the Leech shortly after it has gorged itself with the blood of its prey, it will be found

that none of the blood has passed into tbe intestines. The operation of digestion is extremely slow,

notwithstanding the rapid and excessive manner in which the Leeeli fills its stomach; a single meal

of blood will sufiiee for many months, nay, more than a year will sometimes elapse before tbe blood

has passed through the intestines in the ordinary niannei-, during all which ])eriod so much of tbe

blood as remains undigested in tbe stomach continues in a fluid state, and as if just taken in, notwith-

standing the vast difl'erenee in the heat of tbe body of a mamniLferous animal and that of a Leech.]

— Griffith, An. King., part 35, p. 129.

They are subdivided upon characters derived principally from the organs of tbe mouth. In

The Leeches, properly so called [San-

guhurja, Sav.),

—

Tbe anterior sucker has the lip divided into

several segments ; its aperture is trans-

versal, and contains three jaws, each armed

with a double range of very fine trenchant

teeth, which enable them to pierce the

skin without inflicting a dangerous wound ;

Fi 1-te p mc.it o/Hirucio meHicinniit. thcyhave tcn minutc points, which have

been considered as eyes.

Every one is .icquaintcd ivith the medicinal Leech (//. mcUchudis, Linn.), so useful an instrument for loc&l

bIood-letfin|f.
li^MOcis, Sav.,

—

Differs by having the teeth less numerous and comparatively obtuse.

Such is the common Horse Leach, (H. sanguhorba, Sav.).

Bdellia, Sav.,

—

Has only eight eyes, and no teeth whatever.

There is one in the Nile (Brf. nilotica, Egypt. Ann.)

Nephelis, Sav.,

—

Has also but eight eyes, and the mouth with only three folds of the skin interiorly.

M. de Blainville terms them BrpobddUs, and M. Oken Ilelluo.

Ndmerous small species inhabit our fresh waters, among which should be distinguisl et"-

Trochetia, Untroebet,

—

Which differ by having a bulge at the genitals.

A species (Gcobdella trocheiii, Blainv.), is often seen upon the ground, pui'suing the Earthivorms.
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M. jMoqiiiii Tandoii lias described a subgenus oy the name of Anlasiorna, the jnoatli of \vnicn nas

merely longitudinal folds, several in nuniljer.

In the :buitc of NppfK-lt.s, should be plaeed the BranchwbdeWa of JM. Odier, remarkable for liaviug

t\vo ja^s and no eyes.

One sjiecies only is known, which lives upon the ^iils of the Crab.

All these subdivisions have the anterior sucker a little separated from the body: the two next are

distinguished liy a further separation, composing almost a segment, having a trun!iverse aperture.

ILemocmauis, Sav.,

—

In addition to this conformation, have eight eyes, a slender body, and rings not very distinct. Their

jaws do not project, and are scarcely visible: they do not swim, but advance in the manner of the

caterpillars termed geometrical, and attach themselves particularly to Iishes. They are the Piscicola

of Clainville, and the Icl}iifjfji}cUa of Lamarck.

Line species is common uiiun the Carp, (//. ) isciym, Lint].)-

Albiones, Sav. {PontohihUa, Leach and IJlainville),—
])iifer from the preceding by having tlio body bristled with tubercles, and eyes only six in nuniher.

Th';y h\e in the sea.

There is a parasite on the Torpedo, named Brancheliion, very similar to a Leech, Ijnt which appears

to have a little mouth at the hind border of its anterior disk, uhich last is borne on a slemler neck, and

at the base of it is a small hole for the generative organs. The lateral edges of its folds, which are

compressed and salient, have been regarded as branching, but I cannot perceive vessels ramifying upon

them ; the epidermis is aui])le, and envelopes the creature like a very loose sac.

Clepsikks, Sav. ( Olossoporis, Johnson),

—

Ranks commonly also among the Leeches. The I)ody is widened, with a disk only behind, and the

mouth is fwrmcil into a trunk, and not suctorial ; but it is not impossible that some of these belong to

the famdy of Flanarid'. PhiUines, Oken, and Mal-acohdellls, Blainv., have also a widened body, and

want the anterior sucker. Tlieir habits are parasitic.

The Gordians {Gordius, Linn.)-—
Have the body in form of a hlament ; slight transverse folds, which mark the articulations onlv ; and

no feet, branchia:, or tentacles have yet lieen discerned; nevertheless, they are internally di^tingnislied

bv a knotted nrrvous chord. They should perhaps be placed, however, with the intestinal w"orn)S,

such as the Nemerfes.

The various species inhabit freshwater, mud, and inundated grounds, which tlioy peii"orate in all directions,

&c. [We liave not unfrei|uciitly met with them upon i^arden-cabbages, and their name is deri\'ed from the com-
plex knots into which they seemingly entangle their ex-

tremely elon,£^ated bodies.] The commonest (C aquaiinis^

Linn.), is several inches long, and scarcely tliicker than

a hair. See the memoir of Dr. George Johnston on this spe-

cies ill the Mai]aziiie of Natural lihiory, vol. ix. p. 359.]

[This animal, which is found in slouly-running' and stagnant

waters in the summer, is commonly mistaken for the species

Fip 2(1'} —Gurdius a.^iaiicug. ^*^ Filaria, the proper habitat of which is the intestines of

Beetles and other insects. The head of Gordius is obtusely

conical, with a simple circular terminal pore for a mouth, from which a sort of membrane can be forced by
pressure. The tail is bitiil ; the processes short, equal, and obtuse ; tlie latter lias often been mistaken for the

mouth. Tims D . Ii.rten describes the moutli as "small, horizontal, with equal obtuse jaws." Dr. Johnston
states, that having cut off portions of the anterior extremity and tail, the detached parts soon lost every sign of
life ; it has, however, been asserted, that each part would grow into a perfect animal.]
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INTRODUCTION TO THE ARTICULATED ANIMALS WITH
ARTICULATED LEGS.*

BY M. P. A. LATREILLE.

Overwhelmed by the variety of his occupations, and yielding too easily to the im-
pulse ol friendship, M. Cuvier has confided to me the portion of this worlv ^\hich treats

upon insects.

These animals were the objects of his earliest studies in zoology, and hence origin-

ated his friendship with Fabricius, one of the most celebrated disciples of Linnaeus, who
has repeatedly, in his works, shown evidences of his particular esteem. Various inte-

resting observations upon some of these animals, pubhshed in the Journal d'Histoire

Naiurelle, formed the prelude to his works upon natural history. Entomology, like the

other branches of zoology, has derived the greatest advantages from his anatomical re-

searches, and the happy modifications which he has thence made in the groundwork of our

classification. The external structure of insects has been better understood ; and this

branch of the science has no longer been neglected, as it had previously been. His

Tableau Elt'mentaire de I'Histoire Naturelle, and Lerons d'Anatomie Comparee, have

pointed out the path to the natural method. The public wiU therefore have cause to

regret that his numerous pursuits would not permit him to undertake this portion

of his treatise upon animals.

In undertaking this work, my object has been to unite, in as narrow limits as possible,

the most striking facts in the history of insects ; to arrange these animals with precision

and clearness, in a natural series ; to sketch their physiognomy ; to trace, in as few

words as possible, their distinguishing features, adopting a plan which shall be in rela-

tion to the progressive advance of the science and of the student ; to notice the bene-

ficial and obno.\ious species,—indicating, at the same time, the Ijest sources \'ihcre he

may attain a knowledge of the other species ; to reduce the science to the engaging

simplicity which it exhibited in the clays of Linnaeus, Geoifroy, and the earlier works

of Fabricius, and yet to present it as it now appears, enriched but not overcharged with

recent observations and researches ;—in a word, to make it conformable to the work

of Cuvier.

This author, in his Tableau Eltinentaire de l'Histoire Naturelle des Anhnaux, did not

limit the extent of the class of insects, as restricted by Linn.-eus, but introduced neces-

* [These JDtroilaclory oliserv.itinns a[jpcaro(l in liDlli eilitioiis of tlie lished in the icitervenintr perioil. In like manner, the intern.-il aniitoniy

Jt'l^iie ^iniiial, the object of LatreiUe beiiij; li ere in to set fortli tlie of these animals liad been [greatly studieti,—tliereby, in many instaiiees,

III prineiplcN upon tvliich bis arrangement of tlie Linnti^an insects afFordin,f more certain proofs of the soli'lity of many of the groups prt:-

ivas founded. In tlie second edition, the same general clat

tviis adopted, but considerable alterations were made in the arrange-

ment of the secondary and tertiary groups, such as families, genera,

&e., it having been impossible to bring the work down to the then

present state of the science, without modilyiiig the former arrange-

iiiciit, and making great additions; so that tteo volumes were requisite

instead of one, to give a summary of the niuititudinuus genera pub

sly proposed, and of whose internal structure it therefore bC(

necessary to add the details to the generaliy external character pre-
viously given ; so that this second edition ought more strictly to be
regarded as an entirely new work.]

*,* Throughout the Articulated portion of the present edition, tie
original passages are enclosed in edilorial oareutheses, thus i L
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sary modifications, which have served as the basis of other subsequent classifications.

He at first characterized insects from other invertebrated animals, by more rieorous

characters than had been liefore emjiloyed,—namely, a knotted or ganglionated nervous

chord, cxtcndinp,' down the body, and articulated limbs. Linnreus terminated Lis class

of insects with those which are destitute of ^^'illgs, although some of them—as the

crabs and spiders— arc, in respect to their organic systems, the most perfectly organized

(les phis par/aits) uf the class, and consequently the nearest to the molluscous animals.

This arrangement is therefore opposed to the natural system; and M. Cuvier, by placing

the Crustacea at the head of the class, succeeded by the other apterous insects, has

rectified the method in a point where the series was in opposition to the scale formed

by nature.

lu his Lerons d'Analoinie Compan'e, the class of insects, after the removal of the

Crustacea, was divided into nine orders, founded upon nature, or the functions of their

mouth-organs, and the variations in their wings, thus uniliiig the principles of the

LinuEean and Fabricimi arrangements. [1st. Those with ma.xilla;', five orders: Cinath-

aptera (including the majorityof the Linufean Aptera, after the removal of the Crustacea),

Neuroptera, Hymenoptera, Coleoptera, and Orthoptera; and, 2nd, those without max-

illae, four orders : Hemiptera, Lepidoptera, Diptera, and Aptera.] The groups esta-

blished by Cuvier in his Gnathapterous order are nearlv identical with those which I

proposed in a Memoir presented to the Societe Philomatique, in April, 1705, and in my
Precis des Caradires Gi'nt'riques des Insectes, in which I divided the Linna?an Aptera

into seven orders:— 1. Suctoria ; 2. Thysanura ; .3. Parasita; 4. Acepliala (the Arach-

nides polpistes of Lamarck); 5. Entoraostraca; C. Crustacea; 7. I\Iyriapoda.

Lamarck's arrangement of the Linna^an Aptera appears, however, to make the nearest

approach to a natural system; and we have adopted it, v\'ith certain modifications, which

we will now explain. With him, I divide the LinuEean insects into three classes :

—

CaesTACEA, Aracunid.v, and IssECT.v ; but I do not employ the characters derived

from metamorphosis;—these, although natural, and already employed by De Geer, not

being classical (classique), presupposing the observation of the animal in its dift'erent

states, which has been so much neglected. I have not, however, entirely neglected

these characters ; and, indeed, a Memoir Vidiich 1 have prepared upon the metamor-

phoses of insects, not yet published, has been resorted to in the generid observations

upon the ditferent groups.

In the class Crustacea, I have established five apparently n;itural orders, founded

upon the situation and form of the branchia?, the manner in which the head is articu-

lated with the thorax, and the mouth-organs; and I have terminated this class, like

Lamarck, with the Branchiopoda, which are a kind of Crustaceous Arachnida.

In the class Aracunida, I onlv comprel'.end the Arachnides palpistes of Lamarck,

and which thus constitute a group well characterized, both internally [from the struc-

ture of their respiratory apparatus] and externally, from their being destitute of antenna?,

and have ordinarily four pairs of feet. I divide this class into two orders : namely, the

Pulmonaria and Trachearia.

The class of Lysecta is characterized in a vciy simple manner bv the system of res-

piration consisting of two air tubes running along the sides of the body, furnished at

intervals with centres of ramifications, corresponding with the [external] sjiiracles, and

b)' the p(iSsession of iwo antennw. The primary groups of insects are founded upon
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the following considerations;— 1st, Wingless insects, with incomplete metamorphoses,

or which do not undergo any change, comprising the first three orders ; -indly, Wingless

insects, undergoing complete metamorphoses, comprising the fourth order ; and, .jrdlv.

Insects with wings, which they acquire by metamorphosis, cither of an incomplete or

perfect kind, containing the last eight orders. The first of these primary groups cor-

responds with Lamarck's Arachnides antennlstes ; the second, consisting of the single

genus Pulex [or the flea], appears, in some respects, to be related by means of the genus

Hippobosca [or forest flies], with the order Diptera, although, in other respects, and in

its metamorphoses, it is removed from the genus last named. It is, moreo\'er, often

difficult to distinguish these natural enchainments ; and often, even when discovered,

we are compelled to sacrifice these relations to the precision and facility of our [arti-

ficial] methods.

To the before known orders of insects I have added that of Strepsiptera (Kirbi/),

but under the name of Rhipiptera,—the former appearing [but erroneously] to me to

be founded upon an incorrect supposition. Perhaps, indeed, this order might be sup-

pressed, and united with the Dijitera, as Lamarck had suggested.

For the reasons assigned in my Considerations Generales, &c., p. 4C, and which I

might support by other proofs, I have attached more weight to the characters derived

from the organs of locomotion, and the general construction of the body, than to the

modifications of the mouth-organs, at least when their structure is referable to the same

type. Hence I do not divide the class first into gnawing and sucking insects, but into

those with wings, or wing-eases, &c., nearly similar to the scries of the Linnsan orders,

using, in a secondary sense, the characters derived from the mouth-organs, which had

been placed in the foremost rank bj' Fabricius, Cuvier, Lamarck, Clairville, and

Dumeril, whose arrangements consequently differ from mine.

I have followed Cuvier in reducing the number of families proposed in my former

works, and in converting into subgenera the groups separated from the Linna;an genera,

although their characters appear to be sufliciently distinct. Such was also the plan of

(fmelin, which is simple and advantageous, by bringing the subject more within the

capacity of the student.

All my groups are founded upon the comparative investigation of all the parts of the

animals wdiich I desire to make known, and upon the observation of their habits. It is

from being too exclusive in their considerations, that the majority of naturalists entirely

lose sight of the natural system {I'ordre nuturel).

To the facts recorded by Reaumur, Roesel, De Geer, Bonnet, the Hubcrs, &c., upon

the instincts of insects, I have added many collected by myself; while the works of

Cuvier, L. Dufour, M. Serres, Strauss, Audouin, and Milne Edwards, have furnished

me with anatomical observations. As I have been able to describe but a very small

iRunber of insects, I have selected the commonest and most interesting s])ecies.

[Such is a condensed abstract of the introductory observations of Latreille, from

which it will be seen that the period of ten years, which had elapsed between the pub-

lication of the first and second editions of tliis work, had rendered it necessary to double

the space assigned to the Linn;van Insecta, which, in the second edition, occupied up-

wards of 1100 pages. The latter was published in 1Sl'9 ; and if we contrast the ten

years which have elapsed since that period with the ten preceding, we shall be com-

D I) 2
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pellcd to admit that Entomology has made far more rapid strides in these days than

heretofore. Tlic estahhshment of Entomological Societies in France and England has

called forth the exertions of many students, \Yho, in every hranch of the science, have

added greatly to onr knowledge of these tribes of ainmals ; hut it has been especially

with reference to the description of new genera and species that the greatest strides

have been made. To attempt, within the very limited space devoted in this edition

to the Invertelirated Animals, to give even a list of all the new genera established since

18:29, would be useless ; and this portion of the work must therefore necessarily be I

treated in a plan somewdiat at variance with that of the vertebrated portion. As we

cannot, therefore, give the genera, subgenera, sections, subsections, and other iuferi(jr
i

groups, wdiich, in the majority of instances, rest upon isolated structural characters, I

often of trivial nature (such as the number of joints in the antenna?, the nnmber of
'

cells or spaces formed by the veins ot the wings, &c.), I shall confine myself more espc- i

ciallv to those natural groups which LatreiUe, in his other works, regarded as " natural

families,"—groups equivalent in general with the Linnjcan genera, to which but few

additions of importance have been made, and of which the knowledge will atford a good

and sufficiently general view of Entomology,—noticing, however, their sectional distri-

butiiai, and the more remarkatde of the groups now termed genera.

It is in the tirst place, however, necessary to observe, that the limits of the sub-kingdorn

Articulata, and its primary divisions, have recently formed the subjects of much discus-

sion. 4'he researches of Drs. Nordmann, ^'. Thompson, and liurmeister have clearlv

proved, not only that the C'irrhipedes, placed by L'uvier amongst tlie Mollusca, are, in their

earlier stages, active Entomostraca; but ako that the L>;rn<'e;c, placed bv Cnvier amonirst

the intestinal worms, arc sinidarly active, and furnished with articulated legs in their

early state. The relation of the Annelides with some of the wingless insects has also

been strenuously maintained by some writers, who have deemed the internal organisms

of higher importance than the circumstance of the limbs being articulated.

With respect to the primary divisions, or classes, into wdiieh the jointcd-leggcd

Articulata (or the Condylojia of Latreille) are firmed, it is to be ob.-erved that Latreille

Inniself, in his Coiirs il' Eii/uiiio/ar/ir, puldi-licd siibseipiently to the second edition t'f this

work, has modified his views herein set fortli, in the following manner:

—

CoxDYLorA

—

{Insciia, Linn.)

1. ApiRoroii.v.—With more than six feet; destitute of wings.

Class I. Crustacea.

2. 7\rachnides.

•3. Alyriapoda.

2. HnxAroii.v.— Including the single

Class 4. In.-ecta.*

Here we find the Alyriapoda, \\hieh Latreille had in this work united with the true

insects, raised to the rank of a class, whilst the orders Thysanura and Auoplura (Pani-

ii/d, Latr.) still remained with the f airth class.

Mr. M'Leay, however, has united these two orders with the Myriapoda, forming

' [W'ltli.iul /machine so muuli i\ci^ht tn coiisiikTiitiuii« n.-stiii,,' lliu^ inilicnte the I^lniiuimlia. Ttiiit tht Myrii,i,iK|:i aru '\iiiilu,^-ous rt.

....lel)- u|,oa aii;.loLrical rcsi^niblauc'S, tou ofLci, oi a vurj- laiic.lul the rcpIiU'.s is suffiLiei.lly ..yiilciit hy ti ..uiu^r a Scolupyiaira with
iiatiira.aa stinte of our recent Kiiglish naturalists (M'Leay, Swniiisoii), the pl,eletoti of a Snake, or an lulus uitli a pcrfeft otic {\Tl:ence

,ye may nntice that these four t,rroup8 seeni to represent ttic fourpri- Latreille named the latter Angaiiformes) ; whilst tlte true insects, fur-

raary crimps of vertebratetl animals. The Crustacea arc aquatic, ami, nisiied tcitlt wings, at once refresent tiie only oilier ulnced class-
as aueh, are aiialot,^ou3 to fishes. The Araehniila arc terrestrial, ami that nf hirils.J
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tliem, with certain worms, into a class, for which lie adopted Leach's name, Ameta-

bola (changeless), in order to distinguish them from the true insects, which undergo

transformations. This author retained the classes Crustacea and Arachnida, but di-

vided the insects, from the structure of their mouth-organs, into those with mandibles

and those with a suctorial mouth,—characters which we have seen had been employed

in the arrangement of the orders of insects inter se.

Other arrangements have been proposed b}' Kirby and Spence, Burmeister, &c., to

which I can but refer.—I shall, therefore, only add that it appears to me most natural

to confine the Ametabola to the Myriapoda, Thysanura, and Anojjlura ; to unite the

winged insects into one class, named Ptilota, after Aristotle ; and to retain the Crustacea

and Arachnida in the limits here detailed.

—

Eatomol. Text-Book, p. 79 ; and Introd.

to Aludeni Classijic. of Insects, vol. i. p. 4.]

ARTICULATED ANIMALS, FURNISHED WITH ARTICULATED FEET,*

IN GENERAL.

CRUSTACEA, ARACHNIDA, AND INSECTA.

These threef classes, united together by Linnaeus under the common name of Insects,

but which I name Condylopa, are distinguished by their articulated feet, of which they

have at least six.+ Each joint [of the legs] is tubular, and contains the muscles of the

following articulation, which always moves by ginglymus,—that is, in but one direc-

tion. The first joint which attaches the limb to the body, and which is generally com-

posed of two§ pieces, is named the coxa, or hip, [the second of these pieces, when

present, is termed the trochanter] ; the next piece, which is ordinarily in a position

nearly horizontal, is the femur, or thigh ; the third is generally vertical, and is named

the tibia, or shank ; and the terminal part of the leg, or projjerly the foot, is composed

of a series of small joints, which touch the ground, and which are collectively named

the tarsus.

The hardness of the calcareous or horny || envelope of the majority of these animals

is owing to that of the excretion which is interposed between the dermis and epidermis,

or what is termed in Man the mucous tissue. It is also in this excretion that are lodged

the often brilliant and varying colours with which these animals are sometimes adorned.

These creatures are always furnished with eyes. These are of two kinds :— 1 st, The

simple eyes, named ocelli, or stemmata, ordinarily resembhng a minute lens, and of which

there are generally three, arranged in a triangle on the crown of the head; and, 2ndly,

the facetted or composite eyes, of which the surface is divided into an infinite number of

s otnl.ii* The sericK of [external] articuliiti

jn.sed li;is been enmiii.n il to a skeletoti, orvertulj

is erroneous, because the supposed vertebra- un

lions of tlic skin, eoniiceted by ninre slender mem
portions. The researches of Strauss especially pi

tinn to Robine

especially distiinruishes these from oth

the body is com-

;olumn ; but this

ly hardened per-

ilous intervening

this, in oppnsi-

Tlie power of evuviation

ivertet)rata.

net class The
t Dr. Leach formed the Myriapoda into

Chean .\racbnida miyhl also, from tlicir anatomical characters, consti-

tute another, but they are too nearly allied to the polmooary Arach-

nida to allow this separation.

c feet are the Apiropoda of

of the cova appears to form

in the Arachnida) are two-

I ne.-iupods. Tliose with more thai

Savijiiiy, or my Hyperhc.xajiods.

§ 111 many (_ruslaeea, the second pic

part of the femur, and the tibia; [us al

jointed.

II
According to HI. Odier, tlie chief snbstanee of which this intctjn-

ineiit is composed is of a pcenliar uaCiire, which lie names chitioe.

Phosphate of lime forms the chief part of the salts of the teguments
of insects, whilst the carapas of the crabs abounds in carbooatc of

lime.
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minute [hexagonal] lenses or facets, to each of which there is a corresponding filament

of the optic nerve. These two kinds of eyes may exist in conjunction or separately, vary-

ing in the genera; and we know not whether their action, when united in the same

individual, he essentially differtnt. The sense of sight, however, must in all in.^tances be

etTected in a manner quite unlike that of the Vertehrata. (Consult the Memoir of

Serres on the Eyes of Insect.^, Alontpelier, 1815, 1 vol. Svo ; and the Observations of

Elainville on the Eyes of Crustacea, in Bull. Soc. Philo-mat.) [abo the memoir of

J. Midler, conscisely abstracted in the " Insect Miscellanies."]

Other organs, which we here find, for the first time, amongst the Crustacea and

Insecta'^, and which are named antenuce, are articulated filaments, varied in the greatest

degree as to their form, even in the sexes of the same S]}ecies, arising from the head,

and appearing eminently endued with a delicate sense of touch, and perhaps, also, Avith

some other kind of sensation of which we have no idea, but which has reference to the

state of the atmosphere.

Td:iese animals also enjoy the senses of smell and hearing. S'ome authors place

the seat of tlic first of these senses in the antennKf; others, as M. Dumerih in the

oriliccs of the breathing pores; and others, as M. de Serres, in the palpi. These

opinions, however, are not founded upon positive and conclusive facts. As to the sense

of hearing, the Decapod Crustacea, and certain Orthoptera, alone possess a visible car.

The mouth of these animals presents a great analogy [or general uniformity], which

also extends, according to Savigny;}:, in a relative manner, even to those species which

subsist by suction. Those which gnaw their food [M'andibuiata, Clairville] by means

of jaws fit for tritur;ition, have the parts of the mouth arranged in pairs laterally, and

placed one before [or over] the other. The anterior pair are specially named mandibles,

[the succeeding pair or pairs being termed maxilla?, or hind jaws] ; the pueces which

ci.)ver the jaws before and liehind are the lips§, that in front being called the labrum,

[and that behind being the labium]. 'The palpi are articulated hianients attached to

the hind jaws and tlie hind or lower lip, and appear to assist the animal in

recogvnzing its food. T'he form ot these different organs determine [or, more properly

speaking, indicate] the kind of I'ourishment with as much precision as the dental

system of Mammalia. Within the lower lipih the tongue (ligula) [or rather lingua]

is ordinarily attached. Sometimes, as in the bees, and many other Hymcnoptera, it is

prolonged considerably, as well as the maxilhe, forming a kind uf proboscis (promuscis),

: with the pharynx at its base often covered by a kind of secondar^Mip (sGus-Iahre

;

I

epiphiirijiij:, Savigny), and which a])[)e;us to me to exist, in rmmy beetles, m the form

* An(J Kven in the Arncl.iiiJa, but under iiiurfilictl form^, :iiiii

odii I fun.

t U'itlj retcrenCf;. ^l least. 10 In

a mure or Ipsb complicated mass, (

of liairs. Accnrdin|j: to M, Deav
Decapod Crusttcett arc orgniiR of s

r i\re clothed with n preut quantity

idy, the internal Rntcniiffi of the

lell (UuU. Sci. Nat. \B27) , but lie

citL's no direct proof; and. Indeed, in the moat carnivo

(GfC'irfir/'w, &c.), where the orpin of smeU oufjht to be

d(.-vuli>|)ijd, the very reverse takes place, [the inner uiae

The

fulh

, \..i

: {hut ,jut del

1 .\J:-mu<rrs siir Ics /InhnriuT e'liis Frrtlbr

.W\^ uniformity] irns first announced by

Tirnt) in my Hisloire GinL-rale drx hnectei.

^ I liere more particularly allude to the Hexapod insect.4.

W The labium Is protected in front by a corneous pif-ce, formed by a

;utn.neniis clonpHtioo, and articulated at its base with apart of the

jnder r,ide of tlie head, named tlie inentum. Its two p!il|n are termed

alii.vl palpi Tlje mamillary p»I])i are two or four in number, in the lat-

:er cane being named external and internal, the inlernul palpi bcin^ a

nodification of the outer lobe of tlie loaxillte, and which is named

galea by Fabricius, in Orthopterous insects. In these insects, and in

the Libellulce, there is a soft ve-sicuIoRc body in the middle of the

mouth, distinct from the lower lip, and which, compared M'ith the

Cruataceii, appears to be the true tonjfue {Labinu,, F^lir,) This

or^fifi is probably represented in many Colooptera by the lateral divi

Rions of the labium, which are termed patnglossK. The lucmhrano-^s

terminal part of tlje lower Up, extending between the p;ilpi in the

Orthoptera and Libtllnlaj, is quite distinct frtmi this ecnir!il Un\'^v.<:.

nltboui,'-!! ricarly all entomolounsts huve termed I hi'! tcniiiii.Ll (j\ tr-.iii ty

of the lip by the name of lani^'-uetlc, 1 1 i^, nr'i cri lu l.— ,
ini,-, ili ii ihis

eeiitral lotigtie is often closely s.ddL'red tn the [iimcr suri.^ .; ,,f
|

li.e

Inwrr lip, [The composition of the lower Jip in very o.niplicutcd,

iiiul vari^ible in dilTerent proup.s. As a whole, it i^ best to retuiii fdr it

tlic name of labium. Its corneous basal pii'ce i?* the mcntum. The
followiiiir piece is generally called the labium, bavini; the labial palpi

arising at its hase ; but the German authors term this terminal piei^i

ligula. The internal pieee is tlic lingua. Latreille refers to the

lari'jE of the Dvticidus, as nlTording a clear notion of the typical strnc

e of t ^.biinv

r Slaphylini, alTord much be
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of a membranous piece beneath the hibrum, which has the same reference to it as the

mcntum has to the labium.

In Hemiptera and Diptera the mandibles and maxilltE are represented by scaly pieces,

in the form of setae or lancets, received in a tubular elongated sheath, which is either

cylindrical and articulated, or elbowed, and terminated by fleshy hp-like pieces. In

these insects the mouth becomes a real sucker. In other suctorial insects (Lepidoptera)

the maxillce alone are elongated, conjointly forming a tubular and very slender instru-

ment like a long tongue, spirally folded up at rest, the other parts of the mouth being

but very slightly developed, [except the labial palpi]. Sometimes, as in many

Crustacea, the fore-legs approach the maxilla;, taking their form and exercising their

functions, so that the maxilhe may in such cases be said to be multiplied, and some-

times it may even occur that the real maxilla are so much reduced in size that the

maxillary feet or foot jaws (jjieds-macftoires) entirely replace them. But, whatever

may be the modifications of these parts, they may always be recognized, and these

variations reduced to a primitive or general type. [This kind of reasoning may appear

fanciful to persons who have not studied the comparative anatomy of these lower

animals, but there are so many instances in which feet are transformed into jaws, and

jaws into feet, that it is impossible not to arrive at the conclusion that these organs

are but modifications of each other. For instance, in the crabs there are three pairs

of foot-jaws and five pairs of legs, whilst in the jumping shrimps (Amphipoda) there

is only one pair of foot-jaws, the number of legs being increased to seven pairs by the

addition of the two outer pair of foot-jaws. The genera Sergestes, Sicyonia, and

Acetes amongst the Shrimps still more clearly prove this, for liere the tj'pical number

of legs is five pairs, but the same kind of modifications occur. In the winged insects

it is quite sufficient to examine the lower lip of a grasshopper, cockroach, or white ant,

to perceive at once that it consists of a pair of small maxillae soldered together, the

ligula (or labium, as it is restrictedly called by some authors) consisting of t%vo inner

lobes, and two galeje, with two labial palpi : if, therefore, we consider the internal lobe

of the maxillcE as a palpus, the labium in these insects will possess four palpi and two

inner lobes. If we adopt tiiis principle, we must suppose that as each leg-bearing

segment is furnished with a pair of limbs, the head is a compound segment, furnished

with several pairs of limbs, being the analogues of legs, and such is the view entertained

by some of the most celebrated of modern entomologists. The same principle Latreille

considers to be equally applicable to the antennae, or at least to the inner pair of these

organs in the Crustacea, and hence the Arachnida and Myriapoda are not, in this

respect, anomalous exceptions to the principle.]

THE FIRST CLASS OF ARTICULATED ANIMALS WITH
ARTICULATED LEGS.

rRU.STACEA.

The Crustacea are articulated animals, provided with articulated legs, respiring by

branchire (a kind of gills), covered in some species by the sides of the carapax or shell,

and external in others ; but which are not inclosed in particular cavities of the body,

receiving the air by means of orifices in the surface of the skin. Their circulation is



' [Tlie morliSciilii-ii!. in tl.c structure of llm nervous fiy.stem of tlie

Irir'.-ii, impa, and imiigii of tlie same insttt, fully confirm thia, thai of

tlic Irirva rcueinbllnfir that of tlii; Talitrus, whilst that of the imatjo is

mure iiiiuloj,^ous to that of the Crab. If we regard the lar'-a us in a

state of iraiiiaturitj' or imperfection, we should be led to consiiler the

Crab rxH far higher in the L-hain of nature than the Talitrus, and siieh

is the station geierally assitrned to it, without reference to its nervous

ayslem.]

t [Tliis statement has been ojiposed by Ur. J. V. Thompson, in liii

2'J0io({ical Researches and other more recent articles, this writer

asserting that the Crustacea undergo a series of transformations as

striking as those of the true insects; the annmrvlnus animaln lon|r

Crustaceologists (for want of a perfect investijjation of their struc-

ture), being alfirmed by him to be the young of the Crabs and other

Decapoda, In some cases, however, wherC' a minute analysis of tlie

eggs of liilTercnt species has been made, a contrary result has been
obtaiucil, Rathke having dissected the e^ga and watched the gradual

developement of the embryo of the crayfish, and 1 having dissected

the eggs of the land crab of the West liidies, the young in boili in-

stances (and in others subse(|uently observed by RutUke) reacmldiiig

the parents in general appearance.]

t Whence Lamarck divided the Crustacea into the Pediocles (or eyes

on footstalks) and Sessiliocles {or sessile eyes) . Leach changed these

les (applying them only to tlic Malacostrnca) into Pndopthalma and
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double, and analogous to tliat of the MoUusca. The blood is transmitted from the

heart, situated near the back, to the different parts of the body, where it is conveyed

to the bninohiae, and thence back to the heart. These branchiie are situated either at

the base of the legs or upon the legs themselves, or upon the subabdoininal ap-

pendages, forming cither pyramidal masses, composed of layers of fine pjlates or clothed

with setae, or consisting of simple plates in tufts, even in some appearing to consist

only of hairs.

The nervous system of the Crustacea (especially investigated by Cuvier, Audouin,

and Milne Edwards), exliibits two very difterent appearances, constituting the two

extremes of the moditicatiuns it jircsents in this class. Sometimes, as in the leaping
]

shrimps {Talilriis), it is compiosed of two nervous chords, with knots or ganglions
j

at equal distances along the whole length of the body, and sometimes, as in the Crab

(Maia Sqttiiiado), it consists of only two nervous masses, of unequal size, one placed in

the head and the other in the thorax. Other Crustacea {Cymotlioa, Flujtlosoma,

Paluiiinis, Paleiiion, and Astacus), exhibit intermediate formations, showing the

gradual modifications.*

The Crustacea are destitute of wings, provided with two facetted eyes, but rarely

with simple 03-05, and generally with four antenna?. They have in general (the

Pcccilopoda excepted) three pairs of maxilla; (the upper pair or true mandibles included),

the same number of foot-jaws, the outer pairs of which become, in many species, real

feet ; and ten legs, all of which are terminated by a single hook. When the two

outer pairs of foot-jaws perform the office of feet, the number of legs is [increased to]

fourteen. The mouth consists, as in insects, of an upper lip, a tongue, but no true

lower lip comparable with that of insects, the external pair of foot-jaws [the third

pair, or, where the two outer pairs become legs, the first pair] closing the mouth and

acting instead of a lip, [thus proving what has been suggested above relative to the

nature of the labium in insects].

Tlieir envelope is generally solid, and more or less calcareous. They change their

coats several times, generally retaining their primitive formf and their natural activitjr.

They are in general carnivorous, aquatic, and their life extends through several years.

They do not become adults until after a series of moultings. With the exception of a

small number in which these moultings somewhat modify the primitive form, and

augment the number of locomotive organs, these animals are at their birth (size

excepted) such as they will remain throughout their life.

The situation and the form nf the branchia", the manner in which the head is

articulated with the trunk or thorax, the moveable or fixed structure of the eyesj:, the

organs of mastication, and the tegurnentary sj-stem, form the bases of our distribution,

and give rise to the folhjwing orders in the class, and which are confirmed by the

observations hitherto made up.on the nervous system.

iidcrtlie (,'r.iH.'riu iiaruc uC Zui^a, ami ^^llLLli lii.v^- luiif; perplc-\LMj
j
EilrmiUhnlmii. Gruiinviiis lirst uiiiploy-.-
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We divide the class into two sections, Mala* ostraca and Entomostraca/''

The Malacostraca have the envelope ordinarily very solid, of a calcareous nature,

and ten or fourteen f legs, hooked at the tip; the mouth placed in the ordinary

situation, and composed of a kibrum, a lingua, a tongue, two mandibles, often palpi-

gerous + , two pairs of maxill33 covered by the foot-jaws. In a great number each of

the eyes is supported upon a moveable footstalk, articulated [at its base], ;ind the

branchiae are hidden beneath the lateral margins of the carapax or shell ; in others, how-

ever, they are attached beneath the post-abdomen.

The Malacostraca consist of five orders :

—

l.Decapoda ; ^.Stomapoda ; o.Lccmodipoda;

4. Ainphipoda ; 5. Isopodu. The first four of these orders were included in the Linneean

genus Cancer, and the last in his genus On'iscus.

The Entomostraca, or shell insects (insectes a coqullle) of MuUer, are composed of

the genus Monoculus of Linn^us. The envelope is corneous, very slender, and the

body in the majority is covered by a shell, composed of two pieces, not unlike that of

the bivalve Mollusca. Tbe eyes are ordinarily sessile, and often there is but one

of these organs. The legs, of which the number varies, are, in the majority,

fitted only for swimming, without any terminal hook. Some of tbem are most

nearly allied to the preceding groups by having the mouth anteriorly situated, and

composed of a labrum, two mandibles (rarely palpigerous), a tongue, and at most two

pair of maxilh"e, the outer ones not being covered by foot-jaws. In the others, which

appear to approach the Arachnida in many respects, the organs of mastication some-

times merely consist of the coxse of the legs advanced and lobe-like, armed with

numerous small sjnnes, and surrounding a large central pharynx : whilst in others they

form a small siphon or beak, used as a sucker, as in many Arachnida and Insects ; and

even sometimes they are not, or scarcely, visible on the exterior of the body, the

sijjhon itself being either internal, or the action of snction being performed by a kind

of sucking cup (i^entouse).

Hence the Entomostraca are either dentate or edentate. The dentate species com-

pose one order, Branchiopoda, and the edentate that of P(3ecilopoda§, wbich, in the first

edition of this book, I had considered as a section of the preceding order.

• Jurine ilitided lIil' c]:i:~s into two scu-tiui-is, foundi-fl upon the pre-

sence or want of yiws, in liis Memoir on Ari,'iiliis. [Lutreilk- also

Qdn|jtc<l this as a primary ih«rrtcter in liis Cuiirs d'EntonnAo^ie.']

t 'I'he four fin ttrior, when there art fourteen, are formeil uf the

foiir |io:iterii)r foot jaws. In the Decaiiodu the six foot-jaws are ap-

plied to the iniiuth, and serve as under jaws.

t [Tliva [jetuliarily never occurs in the true insects, and serves to

prove that the mandibles iire but modifii.il Jiiaxiliaj, or rather, to sptak

iiujie theoretieally, the iiiU-tior appeiniaj^'-ds of one uf the urticulatlons

of tlie body.]

5 In my FamiUcs Naturi^Ues du Rigne Animal, the Entoniostracii

were divi.ied into four oriiers, namely, Lophyropuda, Phyllopoda,

Xiphosura, and Siphonosloma. [The Entoiiiostracous Crustacea, like

the Invertebrata, havini^ been proved by recent investi{,'ators to

fiist of several tribes r

structure than the Ma
umber of

strongly inudjfied in their

itraca, it lias become necessary to establish

3rs and primary groups for their reception

i work, and Latreiile himself became aware

of the necessity tor such a step, having considerably altered the

arraiigement of tbe class in his Coiirs d'Entmnulogie suhsequently

published. Milne Edwards, Burmeister, and De Haim have especially

eater i

. were pn.

erl these animals during the last

serviceable to give a short nbstract of the arrangements

have proposed, especially as the works of the two last-nam

are in the hands of so few naturalists, that even Milne E'

not mcntioneti them in his Review of Crustaeeology {Saltrs dc Bnjfoii).
j

Latreiile himself, in his Cf«rs rf'£"(o"if-/c^:'', ' '
"" '^""

mostraca (which he had sunk as a primary

ten ye;

section

will be

leh they

up the Ento-

; class i

favour uf sections cliaracturi^eil by the mouth organs) into fi\-e orders,

Liiphyropoila, Ostrapoda, I'hyllopoda, Xiphosura, and Siplionusloma,

and had characterized several sub-orders which Edwards subsequently

atli.pted iii the following sketch [SaUea de Biijfiin, Crust. I. p. 236,

modified from that published in the .'iininles dfs SiA. Nut., Murcb,

18:iUj.

Subclass I.—Crustacea ^^ith maxillai.

Legion 1. I'odopihalma.

Order 1 Dccapoda.

2. Stomapoda,

Legion 1. Eilrinpthalma.

Order 3. Amphipoda.

Order 4. Isopoda Order 5. Litmipoda.

LcgioJi -2. Branchiopoda. Legion 3. Kntojnostraca.

Order fl. Ostrapoda{Cythcrc). Order 8. Copepoda (Cyclops).

7- Phyllopoda. 9. Cladocera(Uapbnia,a(C.)

Legion 4. Trilobita.

Subclass \\.—Crustacea with asuckcr.

Legion 1. Ambulatory Parasites.

Onler 10. Araneiformes (Pycnogonum).
Legion2.SwimmingParasi.es.

Order 11. Siphonosloma.

12. Leriie!e.

Subclass III.—Crustacea Xiphosura.

Order 13. Xipbosura.

Burmeister, in bis Gn^ndrifs fur K'liurgeiclnc/ile, Zr,;!ogisihn
II'i!idfitln.i, and Memoir on the Cirripedes, has divided the class into
three orders only:—
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The singular fossils called Trilobites, of wliieli M. Brongniart lias fumislicd an

excellent monograiih, being considered by him and many other naturalists as cru-;-

taceous animals allied to the Entomostraca, we have introduced them concisely at the

end of that section.

FIRST GENERAL DIVISION.

CRUSTACEA JIALACOSTRACA,-

^^ hich are divisible into those which have the eyes placed on a moveable foot-st.alk,

and those which have them sessile and fixed.

I'bose Malacostraca with the eyes placed on a moveable foot-stalk, articulated

[at the base, Podoptiialma, Leach], composing the orders Decapoda and Stomapoda,

have many characters in connnon. A large shield, sometimes divided into two parts,

and termed the shell or carapax, covers a large portion of the front of the body. I'hey

have four antenna\ the exterior jiair being longest and simjde, wdiilst the intermediate

pair is shorter, and divided at the tip into two branches in the crabs, and into three in

many of the Macrura ; two mandibles, each with a three-jointed palpus near the base,

a bilobed tongue, two pairs of maxillfe, three pairs of foot-jaws, the two outer pairs

being in some [Squilla] transformed into claws, and ten or fourteen (in those species

which have the four outer foot-jaws leg-shaped) legs.

In the majority the brancbiic, of which there arc seven pairs, are hidden beneath the

lateral margins of the carapax, the two anterior jiairs being fi.\cd at the liase of the two

exterior pairs of foot-jaws, and the others at the base of the true legs. In the other

species [Squilla, &c.] they form brushes attached to the five pairs of sub-abdominal

swimming legs. I'lie under side of this post-abdomen is likewise furnished in the

others with tour or five pairs of bifid appendages.

THE EIKST ORDER OF CRUSTACEA.

DI'.rAl'ODA (Tl'.\-F( lOTEDI.

Tlie h'ad is compaplly soldered to the thorax, and covered, as well as that part of the body,

liv a \:ii''iy and Cfintnuinus sliell nr carapax, generally exlnbitmg ou its surface varK>us

impressed Imcs, di\iilin!j; it uito re^jious corresponding with the internal organs, and which

have been higeniously named hy iM. Dcsmarest. The circulatory system differs in some

respects from that of the other Crustacea; the blood before reaching the brancbiie to Ije

oxyg-enatcd passing through two great reservoirs, one on each side, above the legs, analogous

to tlir lateral hearts of the Ccphalopods, acconliiig to ililue Edwards, Audouin, and Cuvicr.

1. A.i)iiliisIrnco, divUlcd into fivt, Biil'-oriliTS.

1. f.r^.sita, includirjn the PejiuUina. Leriiteo'l^i, EryaMlina,

.»liu-ii.a, nnilArgull,,™.

2. Lopliynipodii, iiicluiiiiig tlic Ostracoiln, Claducfra, and

CyclopiUa.

3. Pliyllipocitt, includiiiK thu Gymnnta (Br.inuliiL'Us), antl Ab-

pidoplmra {Ajjus).

4. Cirripeclia, Includhjif the Lcpariea and D.-.lanorln,

5. PrEcilopoda, inclurlijip „\\\y Xipliusura.

2. Thoracostriifii {Pixt'^pthnh-'i, Luin:li), liivideii iiiiii (wo suborders,

Dccapuda and Stomapoda.

3. AnhTOtflnca {Edriupt't'il,,,'!, Lr:i^\i), divided iiUo nirjc- riiiiii-.r

divisions, Gamm.ariun, Typliioa, LccmoilipnUn, Epie/irida, Cymo-
tliiKtda;, Sphffiraaiiitoda, Aacllina, Idutodn, ainl Uni^cuil.i.

De Hnan, in his mfignilicent work upon lh>: Crustiicea of Japan,

adoptiuK the qiiinari/iii circular system of Rl'Leay, divides the class

into five ordt^rs.—Decnpuda.Stomapoda, Tetrad tcnpnd.i(£drfo;>Mrt/m'f,

Leach), Lophyropoda, and Pliyllopoita. M. Duvcrney has, within the

last few months, submitted a Memoir to tf.c Academic des Sciences nt

Paris, propnsiijg a new chssificatioii u( i Crustdeea aecontiiii,' to the

orKans of respiration, dividing the class inin three prineipHi j,'!-!^!!.*,

Nudihranchia];, CryptohraiieliitE, and Lamcllibranchio: ; but tliendi.p-

tioii of tills, like any other single cl> -acter, lias had the cffuct of

;il,e :al rclai
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Tlie lateral eflges of the oarapax are Ijent tloivinvanls in onler to cover ami defend tlie

brancliia;, an aperture being left in front of the shell for the passage of the water.* The
Ijranehitc are situated at the base of the four exterior foot-jaws and of the legs, the four

anterior being smallest. The six foot-jaws are of a different form, apphed to the month and

divided into two branehes, the exterior resembling a small antenna, furnished at the tip i\itli

a short multiarticulate piece [aud the interior composed of several joints, the two basal being

greatlj' dilated in the crabs], the base bemgalso furnished with a long pilose tendinous Ijranch.

The anterior pair of legs, and sometimes the two or four following, form large claws, the

penultimate joint being dilated, with its lower extremity prolonged into a finger opposed to

the terminal joints or true tragus, wdiieh is moveable, and is named the pfiUex, whilst the

other is fixed, and is named the index. In Squdla the last joint is ver)' short, and then tlie

penultimate joint folds back upon the preceding. The antepenultimate joint is the carjjus.

The respective proportions and situation of their limbs is such that these creatures are able to

wallc sideways or backwards [crab-like].

The majority of the viscera are inclosed in the thorax, which thus rejiresents the thorax

and greater jiart of the abdomen of the insects ; tlie terminal articulated [larts of the liody

immediately following those segments to which the five pairs of true legs are attached, con-

stitute the part wdiich I name tlie post-abdomen. The .stomach is armed within witli five

bony and dentated pieces which serve to triturate the food. At the time of moulting, two

calcareous bodies, round on one side and flat on the otlier, are found in tlie stomach,

wdii(di are ordinarily called crabs-eyes, aud wdiich, as they disappear after moulting, liave

been considered to furnish the material for the renewal of the carapax.

The growth of these animals is slow, and they live for a long time. It is amongst these

animals that we fiu<l the largest species of annulosa, as well as the most useful as articles of

food ; tlieir flesh is, however, hard of digestion. The body of some species of Palinurus is

more than a foot in length. Tlieir claws, as is well known, are extremely powerful. Tliey

ordinarily reside in the water, but are not immediately killed by being removed iuto the an-

:

indeed, some species pass a considerable part of their existence out of the water, wliicli they

oulv seek in order to deposit their eggs in it. They are, nevertheless, compelled to reside in

damp situations aud liurrows. They are naturally voracious and carnivorous : some species,

indeed, are said to i'requent the cemeteries in order to feed upon dead bodies. Their limbs

are renewed [Hhen injured] mtli great quickness, liut it is necessary that the fracture should

have been maile at the junction of the joints : thej', however, have the instinct to eifect this if

the wound has lieeu of a different nature. When desirous to change their skius, they seek

for some retired spot, ivliere they may be at rest aud secure from their enemies. The moult-

in"- then takes place, the body being at first soft and of a delicate flavour, [as in the ease of tlie

black crab of the West Indies, which is kept in cages expressly for the table]. The chemical

analysis of the old shell proves that it is formed of carbonate of lime and phosphate of lime in

diil'erent proportions. By the action of the heat the epidermis assumes a bright rod colour,

the colouring principle being decomposed by the action of boiling water.

The greater number of fossil Crustaeca hitherto discovered belong to the order of Decapoda.

Aiiionn;st the European fossil species, the must ancient approach nearest to the existing species

found in tropical seas, whih- the more modern ones liave a greater resemhlanee to the species

now existing in our own climates. The fossil Crustacea of tropical regions bear a greater re-

lation to the existing species found in the same situations— a fact of considerable geological

interest. [The order contains two famiUes, or rather sub-orders, named, from the comparative

size of the tail, Brachyura (short tailed) and Macroura or Macrura (long tailed. )t]

iratoH to lliL'
I

the blood during a consider.-iblc period]. It is or this iiccouiit that' MM. Audouiii

des SLictiees sooic iiitLTestiog obstrvatioii^ upon a peculiar these crabs have the sides of the tborav more gibbose thai

nrer.ui which

pi K.- d i„.,uedi:

tlic Lniirl Crabs, forming: a luiid of reservoir,
|

t [H. Eclwnrcla proposed the estnlilishmeiU of a third sub- order umie

ly above the ))raiichi;c, imd capable uf cont.iiiiin^' a
|
the name of Ajiomourn, forminjr a pissajjc bctivecn the twn othc

of water [stTVii't o^ course for the oxyijeiintioii of ' groups, and composed of species beloiif,niiir strictly to iieillier, whic
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THE FIKST FAMILY* OF BECAPODA,-

Decapoda Drachyura {Kleislaijnaiha, Fahricius),

—

Has the tail (or post-aljcloiiicii) sliorttT than the thorax, without appeiuhiges or swimmerets at its

extreiiiity, and in a stati_' of re&t fohh^I beneath the breast, and lodged in a sternal cavity.

It is triangnlar in the males, but rounded

and swollen in the femalesf, and is furnished

in the former with four or two appendages at

tlic base [on tlie inside], whilst in the female

it has four pair of donldc filaments employed

incarryiiig the eggs, and whieli are analogous

to tlie swimming snb-abdominal appendages of

the Macrura. The antenmc are small ; the

intermediate pair, generally lodged in a cavity

beneath tlie fore-margin of the carapax, are

terminated by two very short [articulated]

filaments. The peduncles of the eyes are

larger than in the Macrura, The first pair of

legs is terminated by a claw. The branchirc

are arranged in a single row in the form of

]tyramidal plates, composed of a great num-

ber of minute leaflets spread one upon the

other : tiie fuot-jaws are ordinarily shorter

and broader thau in the Decapods, the outer pair forming a hiud of labium.

This family may be regarded as coiislituting the single geuus

Fi^. ].-

body,

et's 1
A.

; d, outer foot ja

.-ilblc Crab), upprr side atJ.i utidti

;d.— .(, l.-ituritl AiitunnH; 0. IiiIlt
"•'

; ^if> i'l ''. '"'^c of tlic live p^ir;

Cancer,—
Comprising the numerous species of cral>s [and consisting of a portion only of the Linn:::an genus

Cancer, divisible into se\T'u sections and a great nnmljer <jf minor divisions, regarded by reeent aulbors

as genera]. Of these the majority have the legs attached at the sides of the breast, and always ex-

posed. The species thus chaiacterized coustitute the first five sections, Pinnipedcs, Areuata, Quadri-

latera, Orbiculata^ and Trigona.:J:

hnti long perplexed Crustaceologists ; and M'Leay, in order

liis quifinrinn sysltm to the:ie animals, lius divided tlie DcuHpotla into

five tribes, Ti-truijoiiostoina and Trigonostoma (cooiposini; the

Bracliyura), and Aiioiiiura, Siirobr»incliia, and Ciirideft (coinpoiiiiff

the iMacruara).—///«i./r. Auvidos. of Sriuth Africa, No. 3.]

* Tlii; gruops thus indicated are founded upon a general survey of

liiipnriTint auatomiciil characters, and generally correspond with the

Liiiria.'aii genera, and sometimes also to those of tlie carliiT works of

Fabriciuii. These families are bcrc of greater extent than in my

other writings ; but if we regard tliese as primary ordinal divisions,

and Uie groups here called tribes as fsmilica, the arrangeuieiiL will be

found i-,ssei;tially identicnl. In the K^iniu manner tht- Bub^enera here

indic:itod ought, iti a move ih tailed arrangement, to bt regarded as

(jcnL-ra, and thus, although Ll.c Deeapoda are liere only divided into

two gL-nera, it would be correet, ill order to bring the syatem to the

level of our present knnwlvdBC, and in ..rdcr to diminish the vast

nu(iil)er ol sub-genera, to convert the sections into tribes or genera,

which might then be divided into subgenera.

j- Tlic apiiarent number of segments is gencrnliy seven, varying

oceasionally in the sexes of the same Bjieeies, in M'lit( li eiise the

females have the least number. Dr. Leach nia<le great u.se of this

churaeier, but it nppeais to me to be too uDimport.-int.

X [Lalreille regarded this arrangement of the Crabs liere given as

irtifieial in many respects, and he had modified it not only in his

FaiiiiUrs NiitiirrllP.s, in which the tribes here given were introduced

but ilieir relative pONition altered, but in his Buhscqurnt C'oiirs

d-F.,.(<j„.vl'jf^ri,: [,,, proposed ano Uer arrangcmeiit uf ihc order, as

follows:—

Sijution 1. llomocbelea, claws of cr(ual size in both scies.

Division 1. All the feet attached to the body in the same line.

Tribes.—1. Quadrilatera, '2. Areuata, 3. Piunipcdes, !. Christi-

niani, 5. Cryptopodu,

pti

Tribe.—G. Xi,

I 2. Heterudiel of the male; of the

Elit

nail, an.

ntioncd, adopted tin

juGUtly led to diatribi

Milne Edwards, ho«

lurse of publication,

I it more natural to t

fither doi

abdr.

has, from ana

^parate the Br."

Division 1. All the legs in the s

Tribes.—7- Orbieulata, 8. T
Division 2. Hind pairs of legs

abortive.

Tribe.—9. Hypopthalma,

Dr. Leach, as above

segments, and was eon

more numerous familie

des Crust'icis, now in

considerations, coiiside

into only (our great faniilies.

1. The Oxyrhyeha (Trigona, Latr. or the families Maiada;, Lithodi.

and Macropodiadae of Leach), consisting of the sea spiders or tli

backed crabs, the legs being long, tht carapax narrowed into a
j

in front, the epistoina very large and nearly square. (Three tr

Macropodiens, Maiens.and Parthenopiens)

.

2. The Cycloinetopii (or the Canceridic, Portunidif, and Pilum;

of Leach) I carapax very large, arched in front, narrowed behind, h g;

moderately long, epistoina very short, transverse. (Two tribes

1. Caneeriens, composed of three sub-tribes, Cryptopoda, Areuata

and Quadrilatera ; and, 2. P.irtuniens or Pinnipedcs).

3. 'i'lie (.latametopa (Oeypodiadie, Leach}, having the carapax quad

rilnieral or ovoid, the front transverse and knotted, cpistoma verj

short.

4. The Oxystoma (Cnrysti.lie and Lencsi^idie, l.r:.rh) , Mithtlu' slirl

orbicular and arched in front, whicli is not iioinied, cpiitoma olj-

solctc.

Itc
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Tliefirst section, PiNNiPEDES, have the liind pair of legs terminated by a flattened plate for s-u'imming,

and these species are accordingly met with at a distance from the coasts.

Anioii£;st these swimming or shuttle-crabs, as they are termed, are especially to be noticed the exotic species,

composin]2;the genus Matiita, Fab., having the carapax nearly circular, and armed on each side with a strong spine,

and with the four posterior pairs of legs terminated by a dilated plate for swinmiing. Tlie same is also the case,

but less strongly, in Leach's genus Pohjbius, coTisisting of the single species, P. Hen^Ioidi, found on the Dcvon-

sliii'e coast. Amongst the species with only the last pair of legs dilated at the extremity into a plate for swim-

ming, the genus Orithyia, Fabr., consisting of a single Cliincse species, is distinguished by the tail of the males

being distinctly seven-jointed, whereas there are only five joints in the males of all the other Pinnipedes, the females

alone having seven joints. Amongst these the genus Podopfhalmus, Lamarck, has the carapax transverse, and

armed at each side with a very long spine ; the ocular peduncles are very long {P. spinosus, Latr., Isle of France)

;

others which have the ocular peduncles short, and which are of the ordinary crab-like form, compose the genus

Portiinun, Fab., amongst which may be mentioned Cancer pit'.er, Linn., and Cancer Mienas, Linn. {Carcinns

Ma-)im, Leach), two small species, commonly used as articles of food by the lower orders in London. The last-

named species is exceedingly abundant ; the terminal jomt of the hind legs is much narrower than in the preced-

ing groups, and thus this species forms a passage to—

The second section, Arcuata, in which the tarsus, or last joint of all the legs, is conical, and some-

times compressed, but never forming a swimming plate, and tlie carapax arched in front and nan*owed

behind, with the claws of equal size in both sexes, and the tail is composed of the same number of

segments as in the Portuni. The true Crabs, composing the restricted genus Cancer, Fabr., are the

types of this section, and are distinguished by having the third joint of the outer foot-jaws emarginate

or sinuated near the inner extremity, and nearly square. The antennae scarcely extend beyond the

front, with but few joints, and arc folded backwards.

C(uici.'r^f(i(/i'rii.':, Linn., the common large edible crab, lias the carapax very ijroad, and arched for a great dis-

tance along the sides, each side having nine festoons, and the middle in front with three short teeth : the claws

are large, and the fingers black and armed with obtuse

points. It sometimes reaches nearly a foot in breadth,

and is of common occurrence on the coasts of England

and France. [It is captured by sinking pots, baskets,

or nets, baited with decaying animal matter, to a con-

siderable depth in the ocean, along the rocky coast.

During the summer months it is very abundant, especi-

ally where the water is deep ; and at low tide they are

found in holes of rocks in pairs, male and female, and if

the male be taken away another will be found in the

hole at the next recess of the tide. By knowing this

fact, an experienced tisherman may twice a day take

with little work a vast number of specimens, after hai'-

ing discovered their haunts. In the winter they are

supposed to burrow in the sand, or to retire to the

deeper parts of the ocean. (Lnt. Conipend.p. 80.) Mr.

Bell has described some beautiful exotic species of this

genus in the Transactions of the Zoological Society,

vol i 1 The frenus Xantho, Leach, is nearly allied to the
lalc, ff; and oJ •J "

, . , . . i

preceding, but havmg the external antenna short, and

The typical species, X fforida, Leach, inhabits our coasts.

The -enus Perlmela, Leach, has a longer carapax, with the edges" strongly toothed, the eight hind le-s equally

compressed, and longer antenna. P. denticulata. Leach, occurs in various parts of ou)- coast, and m the Medi-

tcrranean. .

The -enus AfeJecyrlas, Leach, has tbe carapax nearly rounded, and dentated at the smes, the tail narrower than

in the' preceding; the lateral antenna elongated, the claws very strong, and rather short. The t>Te of this

-em.s is the Cancer l-denlaim oi Montague, bv whom it was discovered ou the coast of Devonshire. Other

-enera, which it would occnpv too much space to notice, have been separated by Leach, Latredle, ana otliers.

Arnon^'-st them, however, the two exotic genera, Mursea, Leach, and Ilepatus, Lat., are distinguished by their

claws being greatly compressed, so that they have subsequently been separated by Latreille, as a section tlicnce

named CristiTuani, or crested-handed Crabs.

iij. 2.—O'ncr PagiiTUS, Linn,,

[he fc'male, b.

nserted in the external canthus of the eye.

l\Ir. M'Leny's nrrangemeiit of tlic Bradiyui

part of Oie Illustrations of tlie Ziioliif^y of Sou

lislifd, is as follows ;

—

Tribe Tetrni^onostoma. Aiinloiries.

PUHiotherinn[Parasit. Crabs) SlicU urbicuinr

Gnpsina (Squure Crabs) Shell quartrilater-a

Caiierina [Arched Crabs)

Parti cnopina (Rucky Cra

Inachira (Triangular Crabs)

( Shell nruuateii.ivith ihei ,

tory J

">
1. r„,„„,.„

feet often n:

r Shell uneven,

\ crested feet j"

j- Shell subtriangiiW,rind>

I generallj' spiiicd i
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The tliird i^oction, Qxjadhtlatera, liiive the carapax nearly square, or lieart-shaped, witli the front

generally elongated and dellexed, forming a l<ind of hood. The tail is composed of seTCu segments in

both sexes, the joints being distinct tliroughout tlie entire Itreadth of the tail. Tiie antennae are

genorallv very sliort. The eyes are generally placed npon long p(;diineles. Many species r<->ide in the

groinid, forming buiTows for their retreats, and some frequent fresh water. Tiicy are aide to

run very fast. Some of these species have the carapax somewhat lieart-shaped [thus nearly resembhng

some of tlte Arciiala]^ with tlie front margin strongly toothed, including the genera Eriphia, Lat.,

Trapezia, Lat., and Pilumiutfi, Leacli, in which last the claws are of unequal size.

The TJidphusiC, Lut., have the lateral antennfe shorter than the ocular peduncles, and few-jointed. The carapax

i.s nearly of a cordate truncate form, [but broader behind than in the precechnic]. There are several species of this

genus, which reside in fresh water, but being able to exist for a considerable time out of their native element

;

one noticed by the ancients occurs in the south of Europe; it is the Cancer fliiviaCdis^ Belon. It is often repre-

serited upon the ancient Greek medals. The Greek monks eat it uncooked, and it forms a common article of food

in Italy during Lent. Delalande and De Latour discovered two other species, one in the south of Africa and the

other in the mountains of Ceylon. [I have described and lif!;uj'ed another species, under the name of The/phi/sa

nin/cidarU, discovered by Col. Sykes, in the fjhauts of the Ueccan, where it occurs in great abundance, and of

which Bishop Heber thus speaks in his Journal :—" All the grass through the Deccan generally swarms with a

MiKiU land-crab, which burrows in the p;roui](l, and runs with considerable swiftness, even when encumbered with

n lumdle of food as biir as itself; this food is grass, or the green stalks of rice, and it is amusing to see the crab

silting, as it were, ujirigtit to cut their hay with their sharp pincers, andthcn waddling off with their sheaf to their

iiules, as quickly as their sidedung pace Avill carry them." Col. Sykes found them on the table lands at an eleva-

tion of nearly 4000 feet above the sea, and as they are met with of all sizes, he believes that there productive pro-

cess is completed without the Crab having to undertake any annual journey to the sea, their migrations having

never been noticed.— Tz-a^i^. Enf. .^'oc., vol. i.] To this section also belong other species of Land Crabs, composing

the genera Ge/asimuSf Ocypoda, and Micljiri.i. The first of these geuera has the carapax solid, and neaijy quadri-

lateral, but rather broader in front ; one of the claws is generally much longer than the other, the fingers of the

smaller claws being spoon-shaped. The animal closes the mouth of its burrow, which it makes near the shore,

with its largerclaw. These burrows ai-e cylindrical, oblique, and very deeji, each having a single inhabitant. It is

the habit of this Crab to hold up the large claw in the front of the body, as though beckoning to some one,

whence they have ol^tained the name ot Calling Crabs. The species of Oc_//poda has the eyes extended along the

greater length of the foot-stalks. Tlieir claws are also unequal, but not to the same extent as in the Gela-vimi.

J)uring the day they sit in their burrows, venturing forth only after sun-set. Tlie type Cancer cursor, Linn., inha-

bits Syria and Northern Africa. Other species of Land Crabs are of a truncate cordate form, with the shell rounded

and dilated at the sides. They inhabit tropical chmates, and are called by the inhabitants tourlouroux, painted

Crabs, land Cral)s, violet Crabs, &;c., which names seem to be applied indiscriminately. There are few travellers

wli'i have nui niciitioned their habits, often mixing up much fiction in their accounts. They pass the greater part

of tlieir lives in the earth, hiding themselves by day and coming abroad only at night. Sometimes they frequent

rciiieteries. Once a year, as the period for depositing tlieir eggs draws near, they assemble in numerous com-

panies, and following the most direct line, seek the coa.st without permitting any obstacle to intercept them in

their way; after laying then' eggs [in the water] they return, greatly enfeebled. It is said that they close the

mouth of their burrows at the period of moulting, after which operation, and whilst still soft, they are reckoned

a great delicacy. These species compose the gcTiera Vcu, Latreille, (type Cancer lu-a, Linn., South .Vmerica), ami

CcrnrchiHSj Leach, (Cancer ruricola, Cuv., &:c.)

Another interesting group constitutes the genus Phiuof/n-rcs, Latr. Tbese ar>-' nf very small size [of ^vhieli

there are several native species, named pea-crabs], and \s hicb ?-psi(li-, dni-ing a ])oi-M(in of the year at least, inside

vai'ious bivalve shells, such as muscles, &c. The caraiiax of the females is suborbieular, very thin and soft

;

whilst that of the niales is lirmer and neai'ly glnlndar. and rather pointed in front ; the legs are of moderate
Ihc tad iif the female is very ample, and covers the whole of the

d Hint ilir I'ra-rrab !i\cd iipmi tlie br-t imns with the inhabitant of

iry imt only wiirned tlirin of dauL-'er, hut wi'iit abroad to cater for

. and Lrach has investigated the species in his ilalacostraca Podo-
rii (lie males and young as distinct species. See fm-ther J. V. Thomp-

son's .Mt.Tiioir oil this genus in the I'Jitnmol. Mag., \<)\. iii.]

The section consists of severni other well-marked genera, such as Graj's'i/.\\ Lamarck, Vln<;uf^ia, Latr., &c.

The fourth section, Ordiculata, have the carapax cither somewdiat globular, or rhomhoidal, or ovoid,

and always very sohd ; the ocular peduncles are ahvays short, or but slightly elongated ; the claws of

unequal size, accm-ding to the sexes, thof^e of the males being the largest; the tail never consists of

seven entire segments; the oral cavity is gradually narrowed towards its superior extrcndty; and the

Ihii'd joint of the outer foot-j;iws is always in the Inriti of a Igng triangle ; the posterior legs re^emhle

tlic pi'cccding, and none t;if tlu'm are vcrv long.

Conjates, Latr., has the carnpax of an ovuithoblong form, with the lateral antenn;e [nearly as long at: the body],

\r\
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::incl ciliated. Tlie tail is composed of seven seirments, but three of them are confluent in the males. The type

is Cancer jJersonatiis, Ilerbst., found upon the coast of England. [This fjeniis is of very diflicult location, and has

little real relation with Leucosla : it is more nearly allied to aome of the arcuated species.]

Le»C(y.s-m, Fab.j has the carapax of variable form, but generally globular or ovoid, and as hard as stone; the

lateral antennas and eyes are very small ; the tail, large and suborbicular in the females, is generally composed of

four or live, but never of seven segments. Dr. Leach cut up this genus into many others. A very few species

belonging to his genus Ebalia are found on the English coast. The majority of the faniily inhabit tropical seas.

The fifth section, Trigona, is of very great extent, and consists of species having the carapax

generally irregular or suhovoid, and naiTO\ved in front into a kind of beak ; ordinarily very rough and

uneven, with the eyes lateral. Tlie epistoma, or space between the antennae and oral cavity, is always

nearly square, and as long as broad. The claws, at least of the males, are always large and long.

The following legs are very long in the majority, and occasionally the posterior pair have a form dif-

ferent from the preceding. The apparent number of joints in the tail varies, being seven in both sexes

of the majority of species ; but in others, at least in the males, it is less. Many of these crabs are

commonly called sea spiders. Although the number of species of this section are very numerous, only

two had been discovered in a fossil state; one of which, Maia Squ.iiiado, exists at the present time in

the same localities.

Latreille divides this section into sub-sections, from the number of joints in the tail, and the form of the joints of

tlie foot-jaws. Amongst those with the tail, either in both sexes, or in the females, composed of seven segments,

ParUioiope, Fabr., is distinguished by the immense size of the claws, and the smallness of the other legs ; the

lingers are suddenly bent downwards, the ocular peduncles very short, and the carapax exceedingly I'ough.

A species found on the coasts of England and Fi'ance (Cancer asper, Pennant) forms the genus Eurynome, Leach :

the tail is seven-jointed. The other species of Parthenope are found in the Indian ocean.

Ma/a, Leach, has the fingers not deflexed; the anterior pair of legs scarcely thicker than the others^ \^liich are

moderately long ; the carapax has two frontal spines, and its back and sides are also armed with many tubercles

and spines. The typical species, Cancer Squiiiado, Herbst., is very coujmon on the coasts of France and the

.Mediterranean. It is one of the largest of our crabs, and was known to the ancient Greeks under the name of

Maia, being sometimes figured on their medals. [By the fishermen it is calletl the Thoi-n-back, or King Crab.]

Another common British species is the Cancer araneus, Lin., belonging to Leach's genus Hiiav, having the

carajjax elongate, subtriangular, subtubercled, with the lateral margins dilated into a lanceolate projectiun, ex-

ternal antennre with the first joint dilated.

Amongst the species, wdiich have not more than sue abdominal segments, and the legs generally long and

(iliform, and the third joint of the outer foot-jaw narrower than in the [(receding subsection, Hiimenosoma,

Leach, has the carapax triangular or orbicular, depressed [and soft], and the basal joint of the lateral antenuse

does not reach beyond the ocular peduncles. The species are small, and found in the Indian and Australian seas.

The British genera, Inachus and Ac/iceus, have the carapax subconvex and triangular, and their abdomen six-

jointed. Their four pair of posterior legs are very long, especially the pair succeeding the claws. In the latter

respect the British genus Stenorhi/nchm-, Latr. {Macropodia, Leach), closely resembles them, having also the tail

SLX-jointed in both sexes, and the front of the carapax notched. The type is

the very common Cancer Phalangiwn, Pennant. The genus Pactolus, Leach,

characterized by having the four hind-legs furnished with a didactyle claw [has

been found by M. Milne Edwards to have been constructed upon a fictitious speci-

men in the British Museum].

Llfhodes, Latr., is at once distinguished by ha-\'ing the hind pair of legs so small

as to appear almost abortive. The type is a large crab of rare occurrence in British

seas, named Cancer Maia, Linn. Tlie tail is membranous ; the outer foot-jaws are

elongated and apart ; the carapax is triangular, very spinous, and terujinated in a

toothed spine. [This is a very anomalous getiu.s, whose relations are diHicult to

cbua Plialrineium. decide.]

[Professor Bell and De Haan have described many new and curious genera belonging to the section Trigona

:

the former in the second volume of the Transactions of the Zoological Society ; and the latter, in his work upon

the Crustacea of Japan.]

The sixth section, CRVPToroDA, is composed of a few species remarkable fur having the legs,

except the anterior pair, concealed, wdien folded up, beneath the dilated lateral margin of the carapax,

which is nearly cither semicircular or triangular ; the upper edge of the claws is compressed, and

formed like a cock's comb. The species are exotic, and compose the two genera Calappa, Fabr., and

'l^thra Leach. In tlie shape of their claws they resemble some of the Arcuata and Phinipedes, such as

Ilepatus, Mursia, 6^c. ; so that this section should be placed higher in the series. The same may also

be said with respect to the species of the following section, some of which approach the Jrcua/a, and

others the Orhicalala and Trigona.
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The scvciitli ami last section, the Nototoda, is formed of Crahs having the four or two posterior

]oi;-s iu^rrtoil .a1)ovo the {ihine of the others, and :seeiiiiiig to lie durbal, and din-cted upwards. In tlio^e

wliere tliev are not terminated iiy a sharj) hook, the animal generally u^es tliem to retain in its hohl

various marine productions, such as tlie valves of shells, sea-weeds, &c., witli which it covers itself.

The tail has se.'eu joints in both sexes; the majority have the abdomen bent beneath the breast, and

the legs termiuated by a short hook, and unfitted for swimming.

Hoinoluy Leacb, have the carapax nearly square ; the antennae lon^ ; the ocular piMlunciu.s lonj;- ; the claws of

the males larger than the females, and the posterior pair of legs directed upwards. The outer foot-jaws ai-e tun^

and exposed [as in W\e Macrara]. The ty\te, Ji. sp)Hi/ro)iSy Leach, is a native of the Mediterranean, and is the

U-ppocardnua of Ajdrovandus.

JJorippCf Fab., has the four hind-le^,^s elG\":itcil, as has also Drowln, F:ili.

Di/nomenc, Latr., has the carapax of the ordinary form, and the two hind 1p2:s alone elevated.

Raiiijin, Laui., is a sin:,'"ular s'enus, difl'erin;^; from all other Brachyura in having; the abdomen extended, [Ijut

not furnished at the end willi an apparatus for swiinininir] ; and from the other yolopoihi^ in haviriL^'' tlie six

intermediate le,G;"s dilated ;uid natatorial. TIil- carapax is of a reversed trian;2;ular forn), tlie fiont nmcli toothed.

The species are exotic.

[The Dravhijiirons Crustacea, here given as a single genus, Cancer, have, ffora the great nnmlier oi

species of w Inch they consist, tbeir large size, and facility of preservation, owing to their solid envelopes,

attracted the attention of many recent authors. The Malacostraca Podopthalma Britannica, of

Leaeli ; the Ilistnire Naturelle des Crustaces, by Milne Edwards; the Fauna Japonica, of De Ilaan ;

the Mrnioirs of Professor Bell, pubhshed in the Transactions of the Zoological Society, and by

.Mr. MucLeay, in 1 »r. Smith's Illustrations of Southern Africa ; together with Polydore Koux's elegant

work upon the Crustacea of the Mcihtei'vancan, must be consulted l.iy those who would desire to

become acquainted witli the i^ingulur forms aud nudtitudinous genera established in this tribe of

animals.]

THE SECOND FAMILY OF BECAPODA,—

Di'CAPODA Macrura [Exochriala, Fabricias),—
Is distinguished by having, at the extremity of the tail, on each side, appendages*, ordinarily forming a

swimmeret or inslnnnent for swimming, tlie tail itself being at least as huig as the liody, extended,

e\[)Osed, and bent nuih;r fmly towards the ])i)sterior cxtreuiity. Its, under-.:iLdc generally presents, in

lioth sexes, five pairs of false feet, each terminating in two

plates or filaments. The tail is always comjioscd of seven

segments. The bvanchi;e are formed of vesicular, bearded

and villose pyramids, arranged, in many, either in two row"s

or in separate bundles. Tlic antennas are generally long and

exserted ; the ocular peduncles are mostly short. The rxtmial

foot-jaws are generally narrow, long, and palpifoiin, and do

not entirely hide the other [internal] parts of the mouth.

gate than in the Brachyura, and ordinarily terminated in front in a puiut. ?-lM. .Vuilmiin and

i\lilne Edwards (to wbnm we must refer fur ])articnhtrs) have noticed that in the lobster (Astaci's

'i;iar/nns-, Fait.), in addition to the two large lateral vcn'Hu canals, there exists a ihird, loilgeil in the

sternal cavity, in which respect the venous systems of the Macrura and Stoniapoda agree. The ]\ia-

enn-a never [or but in a very few instances] quit the water, and w"ith a very few exceptions they are

all marine.

Aihipting the plan of Delper and Gronovius, tlie Macrura may be considered as forming but a single

gennsf, Astaens, which may be thus divided :

—

The carapax is narrow and more elon-

• Tl[(?se ftp[n;iHlnj;(?M nrc comp'tsed of Ibrce piL'Ucs, naniLly, ii liiise,

(nr support U; ilie tnu otlnTs) , firticril;Uiiij; with [lie peiiultlmntc- auy-

nieiil
i
the tcruiiiml sc|,'ment generaUy forming witli tlii'm a fiiri-tike

swimnieret ;
liut in tlie tKrmlniLl speciea tliK appcmlft^fes are replaced

liy fiintncntB. The Kub-ftlitlominiil false leg^s are formed on the aiiiiie

Tii'iilel, and vary in numltcr, there belnj[ only three or four small

pdirt, In the Anoin»lri, ;uid wanting in the nmlea (except the anterior

[lairl. In the Hermit Crahs they seem to fxist unlv fm nni; side. But

in Lhe sulisi.'i-iuciit suh^'ciicra tlicy are constnntly laruer, luid tlierL' nre

ljv{' pairt,, supjjiirtirji; Uie ci;j-i,rs and being useful in s«inim;iig. In Uie

sectiuii Anomaln, the peduncle of the intermediate mitenna is prn-

pnrtionably loiifrer, and the two or four posterior feet snidller, thus
upproaehiny; the Brnchyuni.

t The sections whieli mx have proposed ought rather to f'Tin -o

raajiy ({eiiera, based upon those of yubriems.
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Tribe A ^Aschizojjoda, Westw.].—Those -vvbich, in the proportiuiis, furrns, and uios of tiie feet, ilie

anterior, or at least the second, pair being cheliferoits, and which carrving tlieir eggs beneath tlieir

tails, approach the Brachyura, and whicli are ordinarily known under the names of Lobsters, Cray-

fish, Prawns, and Shrimps. Divisible into four sections:

—

l.Anomala; 2. LocnstEC ; 3. Astacini; 4.

Cariiles.

Tribe B \_Schizopo(.la, Latr.].—Those which have the legs slender and filamentous, accompanied by

an external articulated branch as long as the limbs, which thus appear doubled in number; fitted for

swimming, and not cheliferons, the eggs being carried beneath them, and not under the tail. [Opossum

Shrimps.]*

Tlie first section [of the tribe Aschizopoda'], or the Anomala.—T!ie two or four hind legs are always

much smaller than the preceding. The under side of the tail never presents more than four pairs of

appendages, or false Icgs.f The lateral swimming-pieces at the extremity of the tail, or the paits whicli

represent them, are thrown liack at its sides, so as not to form with the terminal segment a fan-like

swimmeret. The ocular peduncles are generally longer than those of the Alacroura of the following

sections. [Two subsections, Uippides and Paguriens.]

The subsection Hippides (Latr.) has all the upper teguments of the body solid. Tlie two fore-legs

cither terminate in a monodactyle or fingerless hand, like a plate, or they terminate in a point. The

six or foirr following legs terminate in a swiniming-platc. The two terminal legs are filiform, folded

back, and situated at the lower base of the tail, which is suddenly narrowed after the first segment,

which is short and broad, and of which the last is in the form of a long triangle. The lateral appen-

dages of tlie penultimate segment are in the form of bent swimming-plates. The sub-abdominal

appendages are four pairs, and formed of a very slender filiform stem. The antenna are A'ery pilose

and ciliated, the lateral at first approaching the intermediate, and then being l)cnt outwards.

Alhunca, Fiibr., comprises a single species from tlie Indian Seas {Cancer Si/miusfa, Linn.)

[a sing-ularly formed animal], with loiip;, setaceous, intermediate antenna; the carapax tlat,

nearly square, rounded at the posterior anf,des ; a pair of very compressed, triangular,

monodactyle fore-legs,—the three following pairs terminated by a flat, sickle-shaped joint.

H'lppa, Fabr., Emerita, Gronovius, has the antennae sbort, the intermediate with two fila-

[ -yi' y ments longer than the external; the two fore-legs terminated by a very compressed claw,

V^j^' \j^J without lingers ; the carapax ovoid. Type, Cancer Emeritus, Linn. Indian Seas.

Remipes, Latr., differs from the last in the four antennae being very short, and nearly of

equal length ; the ocular peduncles very short, and in sonie other particulars. Type, R.

(fstudinarius, Latr, From the seas of New Holland.

The subsection Paguriens has the teguments but slightly crustaceous ; and

the tail is generally soft, bag-like, and bent. The two fore-legs terminate in a

didactyle claw ; the four following terminate in a point ; and the four posterior

much shorter, in a small didactyle claw. The first joint of the peduncle of the

Tig. 5.— nemipf^s tfstii- lateral antennae presents an appendage ending in a point, or in form of a spine.

These Crustacea (which the Greeks named Carcinion, and the Romans Cancclli)

live, for the most part, in empty univalve shells. The tail, except in Birgus, only presents (and that

in the female alone) three false legs placed on one of the sides, each divided into two liliforni villose

branches. The three terminal segments are suddenly narrowed.

Birgus, Leach, has the tail solid, snborbicular, with two rows of plate-blie appendages on the under side. The

fourth pair of legs is but little smaller than the preceding ; the two posterior pair are [very small, and] hidden in

1 groove in the extremity of the carapax. The carapax is in the shape of a reversed heart, being pointed in front.

On account of their large size, the solid consistence of their teguments, and the form of the tail, these Crabs are

not able to lodge in shells, but must retire to crevices in the rocks, or hide themselves in burrows in the earth.

* 'Ilislierc [iroper tn observe, (Iiat in the recent Hrr.ingements of

Miluc R(l\i'arfls ami M'Lesiy, tlic seventh (inti hisi section, Notopoda,

of J./itreille's arriiiErcuient of tlie Br;tchyiir.i, and liis first seetioii of

the Ulricroura, Anomala, conslitule one of ibe three primary divisinns

of ihe Dectipoda, forming, aa mn.y be readily per-jeived, ihe passage

I.etween tlie Brachyura and the Macroura ; and, as constantly occurs

where nature passes from one type of lurm to another, we find amongst

(1 ese animals some of ihe most strikini; anunialies which occur in the

^l^gj hence the name Aiionioura, or anomalous-tailed Crabs —
\-liiili arc divided by M. Edwariis into two primary seciions or frtmi-

I et — 1. The Aptcrura, or those destitute of a terminal 8«-immeret,

iLicludinff the Dromicns, Homolieiis, Raiiiniens, and Pactulieust and.

f moveahle nppenflai;es2, The Pterye-ura, or those which have a pa

at the extremity of the tail, iiiciudiii(,' the Pnreellanicns, Hi|)pic

and Pai^uriejis. Tlius il will appear that the former section is uk

analojious lo the Brachyura, and the latter to the Rlaeroora.]

t With the exception of the anterior pair, these Appendages i

either rudimental nr obsolete in the males,—a peculiarity which i

curs also in the Galathoea;, Scyllari, and Piilinuri. We may also (

serve, that in these three genera, the swimmerets at (he extremity

the body are more slender, or nearly membrano'is, nt the poster,

mor^'in. In this section, as in Galatheca, the portion of the ihor

which supports the hind pair of leys forms a sort of peduncle, whvn
this pair of legs appearB to be attached to the taiL

E E
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Tlie best known species (Cancer lairo, Linn.) inhaljit:^ tlie Isle of Frniicc ; and, ncrrirding" to a native tradition,

it feeds upon the fruit of the cocoa-nut, making its excursions daring the night. [It is of largt; size, and is called

the Puise Crab. Mr. Cuming found it in abundance in Lord Hood's Island in the Pacilic, living at the roots of

trees. Messrs. Quoy and Gaiinard fed this species for many months on cocoa-nuts ; and Mr. CaMiiiii,'-discu\ercd

that it climbs the Plaianus odoraiissima, to feed upon the small nats of that tree.]

In the Hermit Crabs {Parjurus, Fabr.), the four hind-leg's are much smallc-r than the preceding', \vilh tlie claws

covei'ed with small tubercles. The tail is soft, long, cylindrical, narrowed at the tip, and unly furnished ^\ith one

row of filiform, oviferous appendages. The thorax is ovoid or oblong.

With the exception of some supei-ficiaUy-known species which live in sponges, serpulae, alcyons, &c., all the

others live in univalve shells, of which they close the mouth with their fore-legs and one of their cla\v.i, which is

lar;;er than the others. It is stated that the females deposit their eggs two or three times in a year.

[The manoeuvres of the native species, when they have outgrown their habitations, are quite ludicrous. Cranling

slowly along the line of empty shells, &c., left by the last wave, and unwilling to part with their now incom-

modious domicile until another is obtained, they carefully examine, one by one, the shells which lie in their way,

slipping their tails out of the ohl house into the new one, and again betaking themselves to tiie old one, if this

should not suit. In this manner they proceed until thev have found a habitation to their liking. They feed upon

dead fish, and all kinds of garbage thrown on the shore ; and, wht-n alarmed, they draw themselves closely into

the shell, closing the aperture so firmly, by placing their claws over the entrance, that it is next to impossible to

extract them without breakir.g the shell to pieces.]

Some species, forming the subgenus Co>nobita, Latr., are distinguished by the antennse stretched forward, the

intermediate pair being nearly as long as the lateral ones ; the thorax ovoid, conical, narrow, elongated, and very

much compressed at the sides. These lodge in land-shells on the rocks of the coasts, rolling down, with their

houses, in moments of danger. The other species, forming the most numerous subgenus, Pfl</«;7w, have the inter-

mediate antenna: short and bi;nt, ^vith two short filaments. The front dnision of the thorax is square, or reversed

triangular-

Cancer Bernhardiis, Linn. {Pai/iirus s(rch/o)it/.x\ Leach), is xcvy common on the coai-its throughout Europe. It is

of a moderate size. Its two fore-legs are armed with points, with the claws nearly heart-shaped, that on the right-

hand side being the largest. Pog. Faujasii, Desmarest, a fossil species, approaches it very closely.

Another species from the Mediterranean differs from the rest in many characters, and forms the subgenus

Prophijlax, Latr. The tail is coriaceous, linear, and only curved at the tip ; and it has two rows of subabdominal

appendages. Probably the species which live in serpukc, alcyons, &c., such as Pagurm tuhularis, Fabr., belong

to this subgenus.*

In all tlie sul)sequent Macroura. the two posterior legs alone are smaller than the preceding. The

subabdominal a])pendages are generally five pairs. The teguments are crustaceous. The lateral appen-

dages of the penultimate segments form a fan-hke swimmeret in conjunction >vith the terminal one.

The two following sections have a character in common, "which separates them fiom the fourth, or

that of the Carides. The antennse are inb.erted [in aline] at the same height, the peduncle of the

lateral pair hoing never entirely covered Ijv the ^cale when present. Often there are only four pairs of

the false suhahdumiual fci't. The intcrmrihate antenna; are never terminaTnl by two threads: thev

arc ordinarily b>liortcr, or scarcely as lung as their [)cduncle. The external ])late of the swimmeret is

never transversely divided by a suture.

The second section, Locust.^!; (so named from the Latin name Lociista. given to the mo^t remark-

able species of this section by the Romans), have only four jiairs of false legs. The extrcMuitv of the

swimmeret at the end of tlic tail is always nearly membranous, or less solid than the rest. The pe-

duncle of the intermediate antenna; is always longer than the two terminal filaments, and moie or less

elbowed. The lateral pair have no basal scale, and sometimes they are even widened to a short but

greatly-dilated plate; sometimes they are very large, long, and much spined. The legs are all nearly

alike, and terminate in a point,—the anterior pair being but slightly larger than the follo\\ ing ; tlicir

penultimate joint, as well as that of the two posterior, is at most unidentate, but not so mucli so as to

form a perfectly didactUe band. The car;ii)ax has no frontal elongation, like a pointed iieak or lance.

i^cijUarus, Fahr., exhibits, in its lateral antenna?, a pei'fectly isolated charactei", the terminal filament bein"-

obsolete, and the basal joints greatly dilated transversely, forming a broad, flat, horizontal, and more or less

toothed crest. The outer branch of the subabiluminal appendages is terminated by a leaflet, but the inner one, in

some males only, appears in the form of a btuth. Leach separated them into the genera tSci/Uants, Themis, and
Ibacus, founded upon the proportions and furms of the thorax, the position of the eyes, and other parts. Thev
form barrov/s in argillaceous ground near the shores, in which they reside. Type, Sri/l/anis arctus, Linn. iS'cy^

larus <.equino.xialhs, Fabr., is another species, the flesh of which is greatly esteemed [in the Mediterranean].

Palinuni-s, Fabr., have the lateral antennai large, setaceous, and set with sharp points. These Crustacea, called

by the Greeks Carabos, and by the Romans Locusta, are amongst the largest animals of the class. The [common}

• IM. Milne KdwnrrlH li:.s publishcil n vnlurilile nir)tini,rrriiih ui>on tlic
|

T^'itiirrllei, \\V\<:\\ h;i3 Wcu a^J^^r,•ll.I^.d in vol. ii. of his Hi:,!. \<it.

Pnifuritia; In vol. vi. of Uie riL-w s..-r:,s ..f ihe .'J,n<-i/' ' dr.i Scinufs
\
drs CTNsf.iUs.]
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species of our climate [known in Ihe fish-shops under the name of the Spiny Lobster] is found during tlie \Yii]ter

in deej) water, approaching the coast only at the return of the spring. It prefers rocky situations. It then lays

its eg-gs, which are extremely numerous, minute, and bright red. According to Risso, they again breed in August.

The dilTerent species are found in the seas of temperate and intertropical zones. Tlie carapax is rough, and
strongly armed with sharp points or teeth, especially in front. Their colours are varied with red, green, and
yellow. The tail is often banded, or marked with eyes. The flesh, especially of the females before and during the

breeding season, is greatly esteemed.

The common English typical species, Palinurvs cjuadricomU, Fabr. {Astacus elephas, Leach), is of a large size;

and, when loaded with eggs, weighs twelve or fourteen pounds. It is found upon the French coasts as well as our
own. ]t is veiy abundant on the shores of the Mediterranean, and has also been found in the fossil state in Italy.

The third section, Astacini (Latr.), is distinguished from the preceding in the form of tbe two fore-

legs, and often also in thnt of the two following pairs, which terminate in claws with two fingers. In

some, the two or four hind-legs are much smaller than the preceding, in which respect they approach

theAnomala; but the fan-like swimmeret at the extremity of the taU, and other characters, remove

thera from that section. The thorax is narrowed in front, which is produced int^ a beak or pointed

muzzle.

The first subsection, Galathade/e, have, as well as the preceding Macroura, four pairs of false legs.

The intermediate autenniE are elbowed with two filaments, which are clearly shorter than their pe-

duncle ; and that of the lateral antennae is never furnished with a scaly plate. The two fore-legs are

alone terminated hy a didactyle claw, which is often very broad and flattened. The terminal segment

of the tail is bilobed, at least in the majority.

Those species which have the two hind legs much more slender than the preceding, filiform, folded, and useless

in crawling, are the two following genera. Galathea, Fabr., having the tail extended, the thorax nearly o^'oid or

oblong, the intermediate antennae exposed, and the claws long. The upper surface of the body is generally trans-

versely wrinkled, spinose, and ciliated.

Cancer strigosus, Linn., and C rugoaus. Pennant, are two common species on our English coasts. G. gregaria,

Fabr. (forming Leach's genus G-rimotea), is of a red colour; and was discovered by Sir Joseph Banks in his voyage

round the world, abounding in some parts of the ocean in such ^'ast quantities that the surface of the water ap-

peared as if saturated with blood. [Gray, in his Zoological Miscellany, and M. Edwards, have described many
species of this genus.]

Porcellana, Fabr., forms, amongst the Macroura, a remarkable exception in respect to the structure of the tail,

which is bent under the body, as in the Brachyura. It ditt'ei'S from Galathea in its broader outline, the carapax

being often suborhicular, or square. The claws are triangular, the basal joints of the outer foot-jaws are dilated,

and the body is very flat. They are of small size, slow in their movements, and are distributed in all the seas,

hiding themselves beneath stones on the shore. Some species have the claws very large, villose, and very much
ciliated : amongst which is the common English species Cancer platycheles, Pennant, of which the outside of the

claws is alone hai]-y, aud the thorax naked and rounded. Others have the claws naked, including Cancer hexapiis,

Linn.

Monolepis, Say, seems to be intermediate between Porcellana and Megalopus, Leach; {Macropa, Latr.) The

latter diflers from the preceding in having the hind pair of legs similar in form and function to the preceding

pairs ; the body much more thick and raised ; the eyes large
;
the lateral plates of the anal swimmeret composed

of a smgle piece ; and the abdomen extended, narrow, and merely curved beneath at its extremity. Four species

are known : three found in the European seas, and the other in the Indian Ocean. [Dr. J. V. Thompson, in his

Memoir published in the Philosophical Transactions, has expressed his opinion that these animals are the young

of a Brachyurous Crab. The abdomen is, however, furnished beneath with a double pair of false legs, as in the

Macroura ; and the tail is terminated bv a swimmeret. The branchiK are arranged, however, as in the Brachyura.

M. Edwards considers them as the young of some of the Anomoura.]

The second subsection (Astacini proper) comprises those species which have four pairs of false [sub-

abdominal] feet ; the intermediate antennae straight, or nearly so, porrected, and terminated by two

lilaments as long as or longer than the peduncle, and which (except in Gebia) have the four or six fore-

legs terminated by a didactyle hand. The tail is always extended. The two hind-legs never much

slenderer than the preceding, nor bent backwards. The peduncle of the lateral antennas is often pro-

vided with a scale. Some species, as in some of the following sections, live in fresh water.

Amongst those which have not more than the four fore-legs terminated by two fingers, the lateral antenna not

furnished with a scale at the base, the outer piece of the lateral plate of the swimmeret without any transverse

suture, and wdiich are marine, hiding themselves in burrows which they form in the sand, are the genera Gebia,

Leach [comprising a small British species], and Thalassina, Latr. [a singular genus from the East Indies] ; and

in both of which the immoveable finger of the claws is very short, whilst it is as long as the moveable finger in

the genera CalUajia-ssa, Leach, in which the fore-claws are very unequal both in their size and form (including a

s.ngle species, C. snhlcrrcuiea, Leach, found on the English and French coasts) ; and Ajiius^ Leach, in -v^hich the

E E 2
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claws are nearly equal, cnitsi.stini,^ also of a siii:::,"le iyxjcics, (A. lii/s .slirhiiiic'iiin, Leach) fonnd upon tht? coasts of

Eni^^laiiil and rraiicc.

AiiiniiL,^st tbiiM.'spM'ies \'iliich linve Ihe six forc-IcL^.s funning' as many didactylc claws— (.n cliaractrr wliicli removes

them from all th*- piecediii;: liecapods, and in which they are related to the species at the head of the followinff

section—from which, however, they diiler in the fore-claws beino; hy far the largest, the peduncle of the lateral

antenna furnished with a scale or spines, the outer plate of the swinimeret at the extremity of the tail appealing-

in all the recent species, as though it is divided into two parts by a transverse suture,)—are the following g^enera.

En/on, Desm., comprises a single singular fossil species found in the calcareous stone used for lithography at

Pappenheim and Aichtedt, in Anspach. The carapax is [very broad], and uith very deep lateral incisions. The

plates of the swimnjeret are pointed at the tip.

The genus Astacus, Gronovius, Fabr., have the lateral plates of the swimmeret hroad and rounded at the ex-

tremity; the two exterior ones with a transverse suture. The tuo tilaments of the intermediate antennae are

longer than their peduncles, with the sides of the carapax entire.

In the marine species of this genus, the middle plate of the tail does not exhibit a transver^^e suture. Of some

of these, Leach has formed his genus Nephi-ops^ characterized by the large scale of the lateral antenna:', and the

long prismatic claws of the fore-legs. Type, Cancer norvegicus, Linn., a species found on our coast. The

others having the lateral antennre only furnished with two short teeth or spines, and the fore-claws large and ovat,

form the restricted genus Avhuu.^-, Lca-h, tlu^ type uf which Is th^ connmrn Lcb-tcr {('ann-r .jnumfn n.s, Linn.;

.-l,v/(/r-//.v marimis, Fabr.), of which tlic mstrum in front y.\( thr ( ar.ipax is arnicd \ulli thru,' lucth un l;lc1i side, and

a dnu'ile tiioth at the base ; and the claws are very large, and unequal in size. The flesh is highly relished. It is

found ill the European Ocean, the Mediterranean, and on the coasts of North America. The internal structure

has Iteen studied with great diligence by MM. V. Audouin and M. Edwards.

in the fresh-water species of this genus, the terminal segment of the tail, forming the middle idate of the s^\im-

meret, is transversely divided by a suture*; and the claws are rough, and finely toothed on the inside of the

fingers. The rostrum has a tooth on each side, and two at the base. It is ordinarily of a greenish-brown colour,

[but, like the lobster, changes to bright red by boiling]. From its common occurrence it has been greatly studied,

not only as regards its anatomy, but also its habits,

and the peculiar power it possesses of renewing its

antennae and legs when thrown off or niutilattd.

The stomach contains, at the time of moulting, two

stony secretions, formerly used in medicine as ab-

sorbents,, but wliich are now replaced by carbonate

of magnesia. It hides itself under stones and in

burrows [in the banks of rivalet^ and streams],

whence it only conies forth in order to search fur

its hii.id, A\liii-h consists of small mollusca, small

fislics, and tiiL' l;irv;c of aquatic insects. It al-u

r,;. 11.—The CrnyOsh. fccds upou decaying flesh, and the carcases of ani-

mals floating in the water ; and which is also useil

as a bait, being placed in the middle of a bundle of faggots, or in a net. Its moulting take-; place at the end of

the spring. Two months after coupling, the female lays her eggs, which are at tirst collected in a mass, and

attached, by means ofaviscid liquor, to the subabdominal false legs. They are ofabrightred colour, and in-

crease in size before they are hatched. The Craylish are at their birth wvy sntt, and completely resemble tinir

parent. They take refuge beneath her tail, where they remain several days nnril the difl-'erent parts of their bodies

have acquired a suflicient strength. Thry li\r to the aue nf twenty years, increasing in size in proportion to their

ag''. Those are preferred whicli are fnimd in rnnniiii; wjitcr. A singular Annelidous parasite {Branchiubdclia,

Odier, in Man. Soc. (VUi.-ii. AV(/., I'aris, \>. G9), first ubscrvcil by Rosrl, infests the branchia- of (he Crayfi.-h.

Another species inhabits the fresh water of North Ainerica; and a third, according to Le Coiite, din.--, much in-

jury to the rice plantations of the same country .f

The foiirtli section, Caride.s (Latr.), have tlic intermediate antenna" inserted higher than the lateral,

and the pi.'duncU; of the latter is covered by a large scale. The body is arclwd, as though huncli-

liackcd, and ol" a more slender consistence than in the preceding Crustacea. The front of the carapax

' [Millie Edwards, fro

nnmuiiclfiture, luia Uil

ustiLueii, tlie uld ^i^ni

r tl'

i.lriiily ii

> lust kn.

iipcr ninitc

Thu.s he • ais the (

tivi
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,in|inrtiiiit group, ii

tinctly known Xn any nati

111. s wliiuh lliey ufl- clutirly entitled to

.inion Crab, which iH the true type of

ts; agfiiriNt which impropriety Mr. Bell

other term than Cftiieer to this ijeiiua,

word CiLiicer to ft finmll niiil coniparfi-

i sin]rle H]iCL-ies of whieh wfis probnhly

list ot early tiin<.-s. In like mnnner, lie

has taken nway the name Ast-icus frurii llie LobHtur, aiitl jjiven it to

the Criiyliah, and proposcii the new name Homarus for the former:

thus doing injustice to Dr. Leach, who, in the manuscripts

quoted in the Entomologisl's CoiiipruiHinn (with which Milne

Edwards irJ cvidLTilly miacqiiaiMlcd), liad eallcfl the Lob.iter .-i.s^riv-s

ga-n.iiniin, uii'l Oil- Craylisli ri.(,iii.<jl,ui': JIuviiililis. it is pro]K'r,

til a r hiul be*

^-]

t [The dcvclopemcnt of the embryo Cr.

i live sCi limed liy Ur. Tlathke, in a most elab

ncr, in his Uritcrtiichinigen ulier die Bild

Fliisshrehsen, fol. Lcip7. 1.S-J9. Some i.it.

searches of this author upon the subject u

fact that five larije folio plates arc ci>iiiplc;l

velopement, and of tlie iio« h liati Uid in

possible to llr^i^'e at any utlnr iiukIh -^ino

not undergo any chaiij;e of furmwlmli i-

the name of nieiamorpho.sisi. A lull jili-n-

Is iivicrted in No. IS of the Zunl„,:i,;,l J
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is always prolonged into a point, often forming a sliaTp-pointecl plate, very much compressed, and

tootlied oil botli erlgcs. The antennae are always advanced; the lateral ones generally very long, and

in tlie form of a very slender thread: the intermediate antennae, in the majority, are terminated hy

tlirce filaments. The eyes closely approach each other. The outer foot-jaws, longer than ordinaiy,

resemlilc ]ial]ji or antcnna\ One of tliu two foi'c pair of legs ii often folded back, or doubled. Tlie seg-

ments of tin; tail arc diluted laterally. The outer plate of the terminal swimmeret is always divided in

two by a suture, as in tlic terminal species of the preceding section. The middle piece, or the seventh

and la>,t segment of the tail, is long, narrowed towards tbe tip, and is armed aljove with rows of small

sjiiiies. The false legs, of "which there are five pairs, are long andfoliaeeous. Tliese Crustacea are much

eaten in ditferent parts of the world, and some species are salted for keeping.*

Those v.'hicli liave the three anterior pairs of legs didactyle, the length p:radnally increasing, so that the tliird

pair is the largest, compose the genera Penifus, Fahr., (having no annular divisions in tlie joints of the Ie£:s, arjd

composed of numerous species, one of which, the Caramote {P. sulcatus, OUv.), is very common in the Mediter-

ranean, and is a great ohject of commerce, beinj? snlted for exportation to the Levant, and of which the Engiish

spccief^ (/-'. irisidcatu.s. Leach) is considered by Latreille to be a local variety),—and Stenopus, Fabr., havinf>; the two

penultimate joints of the four posterior legs with annular divisions.

The roMiaioinfr species have not more than the two anterior puirs of Vy;^s dulactyle, and the intermediate antennae

terminated by three tilaraents.

Ati/a, Leach, formed of a single North American species, A. scabra, is anomalous in the form of its four claws,

which are small, and split to the base with long terminal pencils of hair, the preceding' joint beinjj crescent-shaped.

The others have the claws of the ordinary didactyle form. Tliese, with the exception of the terminal genus, have

the legs more or less robust, but not filiform, without any appendage at the base. The body is neither very soft,

nor very much elongated.

Crangon, Fabr., has the fixed finger or index of the two anterior and largest claws rpduce<l to a small tooth, tlie

moveable finger being hook-shaped. The superior or intermediate antcnnjt have only two terminal filaments ; the

second legs are folded, and more or less distinctly didactyle at the tips ; none of the joints are annulated ; the

rostrum is very short. Crangon vulgaris, Fabr., the Common Shrimp, i:^ the type of this genus. It does not

exceed two inches in length, and is of a pale glaucous green colour, dotted with grey. It is caught tlnuughout

the year with the assistance of circular nets. Its tlesh is delicate.

Pontophilus, Leach {Egeon, Risso), does not geuerically differ from Crangon.

Processa, Leach (iV(Art, Risso), has one of the fore-legs terminated in a point, and the other didactyle. The

second pair of legs are of unequal length, one being vei-y long, with the two joints preceding the claw annulated.

N. edulis, Risso, found at the mouth of the Rhone.

Hlimenocera, Latr., differs in the proportions and form of the legs.

To these succeed a number of genera in which the legs and claws do not present any anomalous structure, and

in which the superior or intermediate antenna have only two terminal filaments, inchiding the genus liijipohjte.

Leach, comprising several Rritish species of shrimps, and in which the four fore-legs

are terminated by a didactyle claw, the second pair being longer than the first ; and

Painlalus, Leach, comprising another British species {P. ai/mrleconns, Leach), in

which the fore-legs are [very small and] simple, or scarcely bifid; the two following

long, of unequal length, with the two joints preceding the claw annulated.

The Prawn is the type of the genus Palu-mon, which difiers from the last group
'^''

''
" ' ^c jvgj^igj-a^ jji having the upper antennas terminated by three filaments. It has

the two anterior pairs of legs didactyle, the smaller pair being folded; and the carpus is not articulated. The

rostrum is very long [and spincd]. Some of the exotic species acquire a very large size, with the second pair of

1( gs very long. The flesh of the common species is more esteemed than that of the Shrimp. According to M.

de Brebisson {Cat. Mclh. Crust. Depart, da Calvados), they are caught in the same manner as Shrimps, but only

ill summer. They swim well, especially when alarmed, and in different directions. They frequent the coast. The

lithographic stone of Pappenheim and Sohlnofen often contains the remains of a fossil species, which Desmarest

names Paltemon spinipes. Another fossil species, but of a much larger size, has been found in England. The

species ordinarily sold in the fish-shops is the Palccmon serra/ir.s: It is generally three or four inches long, and of

a pale red colour, which is brightest in the antennse, and especially in the swnnmcret of the tail. Its frontal spine

extends beyond the peduncle of the middle antennae : it is curved upwards at the tip, with seven or eight spines

above, and five beneath. One of the sidc^s of the body is often distended, which is caused by a parasite of the

genus liopi/nis beneath the carapax, affixed to the branchiye. PaUcmon xqnilla, Linn., is another but smaller

* [The irriiflufil devclnpemeiit of scvural species of Carides (P^ila?- and ridi.e tif tlie e;ir:ipa\ .spirieJ
;
ihe five jmirs of Je^s extended to

niniiidtc) Ikis been recently described by I>r. J.V. Thompson in Jnine- tlieir full sizi-, l>ut still biiid
;
and the sububdotiiiiiTil appendii^es and

son's Edhib. Pliil. Joiiru., Oet. laiG, and by Captnin Ducane in the the swimmeret^ (gradually developed. These observations are as-

/f/««/j <'/iV'/(. ///s'., Ni>v. 133S. On first bursting from the cgjj, tbe berled, by M'Leay and others, tu afford a complete confiriuation of

iiil is terminated by a spatulated plate, destitute of lateral as -well as the correctness of Thonivsoii's assertions that Zoea is the larva of the

Mihabdoniinal appendages ; the rostrum is produced into a simple common Crab, and that all the Crustacea underijo trani-forniations,—

T,.iiiitj the lateral anteiiiitc exhibit only tbe large scale ; and oidy t-.vo tbese Kentlenicn overlooking ibe fact tliat Zoea is a Uecapml animal,

1-1 llie legs are of the ordinary lerig-th, ami these are bifid, as In the . not furnished willi biiid Ie^^•^, but having llie two pairs iif nnter foot-

Si.hii.rpnds ; tlie other leirs are very minute, and incurved. In the jaws immensely developed, but of ihe onlinary Mueruuruna eons.ruc-

o,ur=c of se"vor:il muuliin.i;^, tl;e antennae are leii-t!.'':ied ; the rostrum
|

tion, as are the internal pi.-ti ol Us muiilh.]
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Britisli species, having; the frontal rostrum not extending beyond the peduncle of the superior antenn;p, and

nearly straight.

[(.)ther g-enera have been proposed by Risso. Leach, P. Iloux, and 'M. Edwards, founded upon \ ariations in the

form and propoftions of the le,i;s.]

PcM^^Atf^, ^avigiiy, is a very interesting genus, allied to tlie preceding iii the upper antennfe, terminated by

two filaments ;
the four fore-legs terminated by a didactyle claw, but [difTering fiom all tlie other Carides] in

having the external base of the legs furnislred with a thread-like appendage; the claw-legs are larger, nearly equal

in size, very slender, and filiform ; the body is very long, very compressed, and very soft. I'ype, P. iiicado, Kjsso.

Found in the Mediterranean, especially in the Bay of Nice, where it is very abundant.*

The fifth and last section of tlie ^facroura—tliat of the Schizopoda— appears to unite theiu with

the suhsequent order. The leers are very blonder, like flattened threads, and not furnished "witii claws,

but ba\ing a longer or shorter lateral appendage arising on their ontside near the base, and [the legs

are] fitted oidy for swimming. The eggs are borne between them, and not under the tail. The ocular

peduncles are very short. As in the majority of tlie JIacroura, the front is prolonged iido a kind of

rostrum. The carapax is very slender. Tlie tail terminated, as is cust.on;iary, in a swimmcrct. These

Crustacea are minute and marine.

In some, the eyes are very apparent; the lateral antennae furnished with a scale; the intermediate

ones terminated by two filaments, and composed of many minute joints, as in the preceding.

f

3/^i7s, Latr., has tlie antenute and legs uncovered; the carapax long, nearly square, or cylindrical ; the eyes

close together; and the legs capillary, and formed of two thread-Ihce iha-

ments. Type, M. Fabricii, Leach ; Cancer scutatu-s, O. l-'abricins.

[Tlie species of Mysis are termed Opossum Shrimps, from their singular

economy of carrying their eggs and young in a large pouch, with njem bran o us

envelopes, beneath the thorax and between the thoracic legs. Their structure

has been fully investigated by Thomp.son in his Zoological Researchea;. In

the Encyclopcdie Mtihodique are also some figures communicated by Dr.

Leach to Latreille, and evidently intended for the Malacoslraca BrUuiinua

of the former author, but which were never published by him.

Two other genera, nearly allied to Mi/sls, have been proposed by ThonipiOiij

founded upon oceanic species, namely :

—

ibe C
II
111 Ilia, having bra nchice attached to the subabdoniinal fins ; and NoclihiL-a,

founded upon a luminous species^ but not described with yulhcient precision,

and omitted by M. Edwards,

which there are also eight pairs of bifid natatoiT feet, but the branchiae are in the

branous appendages, at the base of the true legs.

».v, Tilesius (in the Neue Annahn Wetteramch Ge.u-ll'ichnff, vol. i.), coir,idered by

and ih-AXoi Podop-

T/n/,s'aiiOpoda (Ed'.\ uv^

form of many-branrbril

The genera P/(f7,s»/"/..'"//T/»"-v, Tilesius (in the Neue Annalcn Wetteraii^ch Ge-wll'irhaft,\

Thompson and Edwards as undescribed, and named by the former Lucifer {Leucifer, Edwards

ms by Thompson, are amongst the most singular of known Crustacea, having a liliform body, with very large

globular eyes placed at the extremity of very long and laterally extended foot-stalKs
;
and the legs are exceedingly

slender and short. According to Slabber, whose figure of one of the species has been overlooked by all Crustace-

ologists, there are eight pairs of legs of equal size.]

Cryptopm, Latr., has the carapax subovoid, swollen, bent under at the sides, enveiopmii- the body, a.s well

as the antennae and legs, having only on the under side a longitudinal slit. The eyes arc wide apart. Thu

legs are like flattened threads, with a lateral appendage. Type, C. DefrancU, Latr. iMeditcinimMU.

In others, the eyes are hidden. Tlie intermediate antennje conical, exarticulated, and very short. The lateral

antenuEE composed of a peduncle and a liUuncnt, without distinct articulations : thtir ba^e is not protecttd by a

porrected scale.

Mulcio, Latr., has the body very soft; tliorav ovoid; legs like flattened threads, the majority witb an ap-

* [Many ridiJifinnnl ffiriiera hnve beer) fiddc.J to the Ciiriili.s bv Pol

dore RuUY HI Ills Mein^ne ailr /./ Cl':.<f{h''>lnn, (/-,; ('ru::/u>.:^ df

Tribu dei Sa!lr'jrj,ic.t, Miirstillrs, I^IU ; nriil hv Mili.r Kdiw.r.i.'; i,. il

AniK'lea d^a Sciei.res NufarfUr^, iiiul //i.i/. Nnt. des Lru.Hi,i:i's. I

these it will be neu-cssHry onlr lo iknic- llniHe of 6'c^oni«, uenr

allied to PeiiiBus, bat d[lT..riri^,r jrinu it and all tlie other gcner;i

having; iiu appeiidngeH tu thi lalse .subiiljdoininul Icki, ami in ihi; mnt

IJcaUons of its re.spiratory iqiparatus, there bcinti only vU'. rn |i.iir-.

branchias instead of eig-liteen. Sergtu'/s and ^Jclr^—in «iii. Ii il

posterior pair of true le^rs i.s almont rudimciital, or entirely o(i.m>Ul

tlie outer pair o( foot Jiiwa beir,g immensely developed, so as to coiihI

tute an aiiierior pair of le^s to supply their place. These yenera a

lOiin-led i,|.no ,-,,r.ic ^p-'nrv]

[Her-' li.TniNi tl. -,, 1,1 rlir .-.ysfe.Li 0[ M Kil»','irfl :^, the (J'-eal Order
Decapo-I r,-u^i..c'.i. uli.el,, u, In.s /Ir.t. .\.,(. drs CrnstuU'^, i.i ,su

ceeded by :<n nppei.dix eoii-,i.stiii|,' o( ' iJeeiipodei doutcuii." eninpri

ing- the genera Zoeh, Ceratiispis, Mulcio, and i'osydoii. WUli rci-pt-

to Zoea, I liave clearly proved in my Ulcnioir, publislied in tlie P/iii

soph'iral Trnum'-iioTtf, that it is ,i i)i.e.i|)od
;
w\ tlierefure the observ.i

lions ol Latreille, .it tliO end ol tlic L>tc;ipods, L-jniiot be a.UqileO.J

t [The Schizopoda luiviii;;, sir.ce Lhe piibiiei.lioii nl tlie second edi-

tion of thhs work, been «ell invesiigaiid by Edwurds and ThoQ.pjoD,

have been found to be more nearly allied tu the order Stoai»poda.

although preseiitint^ so ncn-r a rtsembliince to the Oiirides, This iiii^o-

vnt was adopH^d by Latreille hiiiihelf in hxa Cunr-i d- E>:l>,n<ulni;u'

.

Ill M liieh this author has proposed to give tliL'-e l'i>d,.|ii!-i,il junu,

I niM.i. L-a which are debtitute of ihoiaeic intL-ihil hi-,u.>. I,i..^, bul

oLlu-rwise resembling the Carides, the .seclioiml name ol CuLUvide-.,

moiiv;.. ,,rgan^ ; and as each ot these is divined Ir.Mi, Un: base liy U,c

;iddiLloii of a lalera] appciidaise, these animals may be said lo hawj not

lewerthan lldrty-tno letTs.J
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pendajre at the base, tlic fourth pair being tlie longest. I only know one species (M. Lesueiirli), collected in tlie

seas of North America. Olivier found, in the Peuna marina^ a crustaceous animal very similar at the first

sight ; but the specimens were so much injured that 1 was not able to study its characters.

The Nehalia, \Yhich I had at first placed in this section, not haying any natatory appendages under

the terminal segments of tlic body, and their legs being very similar to those of Cyclops, I liave intro-

duced, together with Cnndylura, at the head of the order Branchiopoda. Nebalia, in its exposed eyes,

which appear to be pedunculated, and in some other characters, seems, in conjunction with Zoea, to

unite the Schizopoda with the Bratichiopoda.

THE SECOND ORDER OF CRUSTACEA,—

STOMAPODA (commonly called Sea-Mantes), -

Have the brancUia: n.iked, and adhering to the five pairs of appendages attached beneath the

abdomen or tail, which this part of the body also jiresents to ns in the Decapods, which

appendages here, as in the majority of the Maeroura, are used in swimming, or are fin-feet.

The carapax is divided into two parts, of wdiicli the anterior bears the eyes and intermediate

antennae, or more properly composes the head withotit supporting the foot-jaws. The latter

organs, as well as the four fore-legs, often closely a]iproach the mouth in two lines, converging

inferiorly : whence arises the name Stomapoda, given to this order.

The heart—to judge at least from the SquiUip, the most remarkable genus in the order,

and the only one in which it has been studied—is elongated, and resembles a large vessel ex-

tending the whole length of the back, and terminating posteriorly near the anus, in a point.

The tegiunents of the Stomapoda are slender; and, in some species, almost membranous

and dia]dianous. The carapax, or shell, is sometimes formed of two shields, of which the

anterior represents the head, and the other the thorax, sometimes of a single piece, bvtt free

behind, leaving generally uncovered the thoracic segments, which bear the three hind pairs of

legs, and having in front an articulation serving as a base for the eyes and intermediate an-

tenna; : the latter organs are always terminated by two or three filaments. The eyes are

always close together. The composition of the mouth is essentially the same as in the

Decapods ; but the palpi of the mandibles, instead of being adpressed to them, are always

raised. The foot-ja\\s are not furnished with the whip-like appendage [fouet) which exists in

the Deca]iods. They have the form of claw-legs, or small feet; and, in many at least (Squillct),

the base externally exhibits, as well as that of the two fore-legs, properly so called, a vesicular

bod^. The second pair of foot-jaws, in the same Stomapods, is much larger than the others,

and even than the legs themselves : hence they have been generally considered legs, and the

number of these organs has been stated to be fourteen.* The four anterior [true] legs have

also the form of claw-feet ; but are terminated, like the foot-jaws, by a hook which folds

upon the inferior and anterior edge of the preceding joint. Rut in some others, such as the

Phi/llosomce-[, all these organs are filiform, and without any didactyle claw. Some of these,

however, as well as the six hind-legs of the SquiUa', are furnished with a lateral appendage or

branch. The seven terminal segments of the body—inclosing a considerable portion of the

heart, and to which the respiratory organs are attached—cannot, moreover, in this respect,

be considered analogous (assimiles) to that portion of the body wdiich is called the tail in the

Decapods, being an abdomen, properly so called. Its penultimate segment has, on each side,

a swimmeret formed in the same manner as that of the tail of the Maeroura, but often armed,

as well as the terminal segment or intermediate piece, with spines or teeth.

All the Stomapoda are marine, preferring tropical climates, and not going beyond the tem-

* The secoiiH pair of true mftiillse flf the S<]nUU has not the same I cate, and very much notched,

fcrm as in the Deeajjods, heinf,' of an elon^'ated, trianf,'ulai- form, di- + In aU these wliich have the four anterior feet claw-like, the sii

vided into four joints by transverse lines. Tile uiaudibleB are bifur- ' posterior are formed for sninimiui;.
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perate zones. AltLoiigli \vc have observed a very great uumber of individuals, wc have never

met with one carrying eggs. Their habits are entirely unknown. It is, howeverj beyond a

doubt, that those species with powerful claws use them for the purpose of seizing their prey

in the- same nnniiier as those Ortho})tura whicli are named Mantes*; and it is on ueenunt of

this conformity that these Stomapods liave received the name of Sea-^Iantes. They were

named Crangones, or Crangines, by the Greeks.

Acconling to M. Risso, they keep in deep Avater, in sandy and muddy bottoms, and couple

in the spring; but other species, forming our second family, bemg less favoured in res})ect to

their natatory a^ipendages, and having the body very flat and extended in its surface, are

ordinarily fouad on the surface of the ocean, -vvhere they move but slowly.

We di\ide the order Stomapoda into two I'amilies. In

THE FIRST FAMILY OF STOMAPODA,—

Unipeltata,—
The carapax forms unly a single shield of a quadrilaferal, elongated &bape, generally wifloned and frrc

behind, covering the liead (with the excejition of the eyes and antenna;, "uhich are implanted upon

common and frontal articulations\ and at least the anterior segments of the thorax. Its auterior ex-

tremity terminates in a point, and is preceded by a small plate terminating in the same manner. 7VII

the toot-jaws (of ^^llich the second pair is very large), and the four anterior feet, are inserted close to

the mouth in two lines converging inferiorly, in the form of claw-feet, with a single moveable and

fohled back linger. AVith the exception of the second pair of legs, all these organs are externally fur-

nished at the base with a small pedunculated vcscicle. The other feet, six in number, are linear, ter-

minated by a brush, and merely natatorial: the third joint is furnished at the side and base with a

slender appendage. The lateral antennae have a scale at the base, and the intermediate are terminated

by three filaments. The body is narrow and elongated. The ocular peduncles arc always short. This

family comprises the single genus

SauiLLA (Fabr.),

—

which we divide as follows :

—

In some species, the crustaceous shield [or carapax] is preceded by a small, more or less triangTilar, plate, situ-

ated above the articulation which bears the intermediate antenna; and the eyes. It does not cover the anterior

portion of the thorax, and is not bent down at the sides. The joint which serves as a foutstalk to the peduncle of

the intermediate antennae, as well as to the ocular peduncles and the exterior margins of the extremity of the

abdomen, is exposed.

.b'(7(»//« proper, L:itr., li;is the entire inner edge of the penultimate joint of the t^vo great cIciw-lVct faniii^heil

with a narrow channel, denticuliited on one

side, and spined on the other; and the follow-

ing joint is sickle-shaped, and often toothed.

The type {Cancer mantis, Linn.) is about seven

inches long. Its great claws have at the base

three moveable spines; and the terminal

joint has sLx long and very sharp spines, of

which the terminal is the strongest. The seg-

ments of the body, except the last, have six

longitudinal elevated lines, ordinarily termi-

nating in an acute point. It is comniun m
the ^Mediterranean.

Fig. 9.-SqaiUaManUs.

Gonodacbfhis, Latr., has the channel of the great claws unarmed with points; and the ternnnal joint is dilated

into a knob at its base. The species are exotic. {SquUla chiragra, Fabr. ; Desmarest, pi. 4:1.)

Coronis, Latr., has the body very narrow and depressed, with the terminal segment square and entire, without

teeth or spines. The lateral appendage of the six hind-legs is pallet-shaped. [C. scolopendra, Latr., regarded by

liim as synonymous with SquUla Eusehia of Risso ; but the figure given by this author in his Hist. Nat. Em op.

Merid., torn. v. pi. 4, has the terminal segment deeply toothed.]

In the other species of this family, the carapax is slender, nearly membranous, diaphanous, entirely covering

the thorax, bent down at the sides, prolonged in front into an acute spine, and advanced over the stem of the in-

termediate antennee, and the eyes. This stem is capable of being bent downwards, and inclosed in the shield

formed by the curve of the carapax. The po.sterior swimmerets are hidden beneath the terminal segment.

• Some other riniilojfous Orthopterft [suuh as thu genua Phyllium) resemble leaves. The rbylloaomce, CrustQcea of tbo same order, ei*
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These minute and ilclicate Crustacea are peculiar to tlie Atlantic Ocean and the Indian Seas. Tlie fingers of tlie

large claw-leg-s are not toothed. The second joint of the ocular peduncles is raucli larger than tlie basal joint, and
in the form of a reversed cone. The eyes themselves are large, and nearly globular. The appendages of the

swimming or hii-feet resemble those of the SqnUld;.

Erichllms, Latr. (Smerdis, Leach), has the basal joint of the ocular peduncles short, and the caraija.\ dilated at

the sides. Type, E. ciiveus, Latr.

Alima, Leach, has the hasal joint of the ocular peduncles much longer, the hody much narrower, with the sides

of the carapax not dilated. Each of its angles forms a spine, of which the two posterior are the most acute. Type,
A. /n/ali/ia, Latr.

[SqiiilU-riclkiis, Edwards, has the claws of the great feet armed with spines.]

THE SECOND FAMILY OF STOMAPODA,—

BiPELTATA, Latr.,

—

[Comprises (lie Glass-Crabs, wliich] have the carapa.t divided into two shields, the anterior of which

is very large, more or less oval, composing the head, and the second, corresponding with the thorax, is

transverse and angulatcd in its outline, and hears the foot-jaws and the ordinary feet.

Tliose feet, with the exception of the posterior pair, as well as the last pair of foot-

jaws, are slender, filiform, and for the most part very long, and accompanied by a

lateral, ciliated [short and slender] appendage. Tiie four other [anterior] foot-jaws

are very minute and conical. The base of the lateral antennae is not furnished with

a scale, and the intermediate ones are terminated by two filaments. The ocular pe-

duncles arc very long. The Iiody is very flat, membranous, and transparent, with the

abdomen small, and without spines to the posteiiiu" swimmeret. lu respect to their

nervous system, they ajipear to Ije intermediate between the preceding and following

Crustacea.

This family comprises only the single genus P/ii/No.^-oma, Leach, of which all the species are inhabitants of the

Atlantic and Eastern (tceans. [M, Gucrin has published a monograph of this geuus, with figuies of all the species,

in his ^lagasin de Zoolofjie.]

[^L Edwards has I'ecently added another genus, Amphlou, differing from Phyllo.^oma in its narrower body, and

in the carapax extending behind over the whole body, thus rendering LatreUle's name, liipidtala, inapplicaljle.]

Those Malacostiiaca which have the eyes sessile and immoveable, form the second

general subdivision, [and have been collectively named Edriopthalma by Leach] .

The [Branchiopodous genus] Branchlpus comprises the only Crustacea which remain

to be noticed, having the eyes placed on long footstalks ; but in them the peduncles are

j
neither articulated nor lodged in cavities expres.sly for their reception, and they are

I

not only destitute of a carapax, but difter in maiay other natural characters [from the

Podopthalmous iMalacostraca]

.

All the I\'Ialacostraca of the present [sub] division are equally destitute of a carapax.

i
The body, following the head, is composed of a series of articulations, of which each of

the seven anterior ones is generally provided with a pair of feet, and of which the

following and terminal segments (not exceeding seven in number) form a kind of tail,

terminated by a swimmeret, or appendages in the shape of styles. The head is

furnished with four antenna, of which the two intermediate ones are sttperior
; two

eyes, and a mouth composed of two mandibles, a tongue, two pair of maxilla;, and a

sort of lip formed by the two foot-jaws, which correspond with the fourth [or inner]

pair in the Decajioda ; as in the Stomapoda there is no flagrum. The four outer foot-

jaws are transformed into feet, sometimes simple, sometimes terminated in a claw,

but almost always with a single finger. According to MJNl. Audouinand Edwards, the

two ganglionated nervous cords are perfectly symmetrical and distinct throughout their

entire length, and from the observations of Cuvier the Oiiisci only difter in those corda

not presenting the uniformity in all the segments of the body, and that there are fewer
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knots. Hence the nervous system of these Crustacea is the most simple of all [yet

examined]

.

The hranchia: appear to he always attached to the two first appendages of the

under-j-ide of the abdomen. The female carries her egrgs Ix-neath the breast, between

certain scales, which form a kind of pouch. They are there hatched, and the young

ones remain attached to the legs, or other parts of the body of their parents, until they

gain s\itiicient strength to swim and take care of themselves. T'hese Crustacea are of

small size, and reside for the most part either upon the shores of the ocean or in fresh

water. Some are terrestrial and others are parasites.

These animals are divisible into three orders ; those in which the mandibles are fur-

nished with a jial];us, appear to be more nearly allied in nature to the preceding

Crustacea—these are the Ajirniroii.\. Those in which these organs are destitute of

palpi comuose the two other orders, LcEMoniPou.i and Isopoda. Cyiiiiinf:, a parasitic

genus, belonging to the second of these orders, conducts us naturally to Bojti/rus and

Cymothuc , with which we commence the arrangement of the Isojioda.

THE THIRD ORDER OF CRUSTACEA,

[flip first of tlic Malacostraca I'.DRiorTHALMA] 01' tiip AMPHirODA,

—

Are the only Jlaliicostriica ^vith sessile and fixed eyes, of which the mandibles, as in the ])re-

cednig Crustacea, are furnished with a pul|)us, and they are the only order in \vhich the

suhabdduiinal apjiendages, always very apparent, resemble, in their long and narrowed

form, their articulations, bifurcations, and the hairs or cilia; with which they are provided,

false legs or swimming fin-feet. In the Malacostraca belonging to the following orders,

these appendages have the form of plates or scales, and these hiiirs or cilia; appear to

constitute the I)rancliia\ Many exliibit, as well as the Stomapoda and Lcemodipoda,

vesicular bags, placed either between their feet or at their base externally, aiul of \ihieh we

are ignorant of the uses.

The first pair of Irgs, or that whieli corrcsjwnds with the second pair of foot-jaws, is always

affixed to a distinct segment, being the one immediately behind the bead. The antenna'

(with the exception of the single genus Phronima) are four in number. They are advanced

in front and gradually attenuated, terminating in a ])oint, and composed, as in the preceding

Crustacea, of a peduncle and a single terminal filament, (or accompanied sometimes by a

small lateral branch) and generally multiartienlate. The body

is ordinarily compressed, and bent downwards behind. The

apjiendages at the extremity of the tail most frequently resemble

small articulated styles. The majority of these Crustacea swim
.g.

.

,u.„niiTu.i,ii I,

.

and leap wath agility, and always on their sides. Some are found

in brooks and fianitains, often united in jiuiis, l)at the greater nund)ei- ndiabit the salt water.

Thcv are of an unifinm eidour, varying from reddish to green.

They may l)e c(]niprised in the smgle genus Gaiiiiiiarus, Fab., wdiieh may be distributed into

three sections, from the form and number of the legs :

—

1. Those wdiieh have fourteen feet, all of wdiich are terminated by a hook or a point,

2. Those which have also fourteen feet, but in which these organs, or at least the four

posterior, are unarmed and merely natatorial.

3. Tliose which have only ten feet.

The first of these sections [Homopoda, Westw.] is divisible into two subsections :

—
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1. The Uroptera, Latr., having the head generally large, the antennse often short, and only two

in number in some, and the liody soft ; all the legs except the fifth pair simple, the anterior short or

small, and the tail either furnished at the tip with lateral swimmerets, or terminated by appendages or

dilated points, bidcntate or furked at the extremity. They reside in the bodies of various Acalephce

or Medusa, Linn., and some other zoopliytes.

t^ome,formiivi^ the genus P/(;7j/;»«(7, Lat., have only two very short and 2-jointect antennae. The fifth pair of

let^^s is by far the larf;-est, and terminated by a strou;^ didactyle claw. There are six ion^ slender appenda^-us at

the extremity of the body, c-ach terndnated by two points. There are probably various species, but \^liicli liave

not been described with sulhcient care. Type, Cancer sedentarius, Forskal, JPauu. Arab., found in the Mediter-

ranean, lodged in a membranous, transparent, bell-like ba^, probably the body of a Beroe.

Others have four antennfe ; all the leg-s are sin)j:le, and the tail is furnL-ihed at each side of its extremity with a

plate, like a foliaceous swimmeret.

Hj/peria, Latr., having the body thickened in front, the head large and almost entirely occupied by two oblong

eyes, somewhat notched at the inner mar2;in, two of the antenna; at least half the lenf>;th of the body, with a ter-

minal multiarticu!ated filament. Type, Ca/iccr monoruloides, Montague, [found on the coa^t of Devonshii-e].

Phroshw, Risso, diftVr^; in having the antenna:; not longer than the head, and but few-jointeLl, the terminal Ula-

ment being conical.

Dacffilocera, Latr., has the body not thickened in front, the head of moderate size.

T/ifminfo, Guerin, has the third pair of foot-jaws terminated by a small didactyle claw ; the third pair of legs is

very much longer than the others. [Many additional subgenera have been recently proposed, belonging to the

Uroptera, especially by i\I. Edwards.]

2. The second subsection, Gammarin.e, Latr., have always four antennae, the body covered ^vith

a coriaceous elastic tegument, generally compressed and arched ; the posterior extremity of the tail is

not furnished "with swimmerets, hut its ap])endages are in the form of cylinchical or conical styles.

Two at least of the four anterior legs are terminated by claws.

The vesicular bags in those species in "which they have been observed (6'fl*»m(7/'H.5), are situated at

the external base of the legs, commencing with the second pair, and accompanied by a small plate.

Tbe pectoral scales enclosing the eggs are six in number.

In the majority the four antennae, although occasionally varying inter se, are applied to the same purposes, and

have the same general structure : the inferior never being leg-like.

lour, Latr., is an anomalous subgenus, founded upon a figure given by Montague, (
L/nn. Traits., vol. Lx. 3, 3, 4.)

The body is apparently 15-jointed, the joints being only indicated by lateral incisions ; the four antennae are very

short, the external longer than the two others ; the two anterior segments of the body are furnished in the female

"svith two elongated fleshy cirrhi, like oars; the legs are very short and hooked ; the six terminal segments are

]irovided with lateral, fleshy, elongated, fasciculated appendages, simple in the male but branched in the female.

Type, Onucus (horaciciis, Montague, found beneath the carapax of CoUianassa subterranea, forming a tumour on

the sides of its body. Montague kept it alive for several days, having removed it from its native abode. The

females are always accompanied by the males, which retain themselves tirmly attached to the abdominal ap-

pendages of their partners by means of their strong hooks. In regard to its habits, therefore, this animal approaches

the parasitic Bopyrus.

All the remaining Amphipods have the segments of the body distinct in their entire breadth, and are destitute

in both sexes of the long oar-like appendages found in lone. In some of these the moveable linger of the claw-

legs is formed of a single joint.

Orrhrstia, Leach, and Tolitnis, Leach [comprising British species] have the upper antennje much shorter than

the inferior, whilst in the following they are not much shorter, [indeed often much longer. The tyi>e of the latter

f^enus is Tnlitni.s locuxia, which is very abundant on our shores, burrowing into the sand, and, unlike the majority

of the species, seldom entering the water.] In Aiylus, Leach, the upper antennse are nearly as long as the inferior,

the head is produced above into a snout, and none of the legs are cheliferous. Type, A. carinatua, Leach. The

typical genus Gammarus, Latr., is distinguished by the isolated character of the superior antennfe, having a short

bi-anch at the tip of the third joint, and the four fore-legs are in the form of small claws, with the moveable finger

folding on the under-side; Cancer pulcxisthe. type. [It is exceedingly abundant in fresh-water brooks, where

there is an accumulation of vegetable debris.] Various other genera, as MeUfn, Leach, M<j-ra, Leach, Amphitlwe,

Leach, Phcntsa, Leach, &c., have been established by Leach and M. Milne Edwards, founded upon variations in

their legs and claws.

Leucothoe, Leach, has the moveable linger of the two fore-claws biarticulated. The same character also exists

in Cerapiis, Say, composed of a small species found on the sea-shore of the United States, near 'Z^s; harbour,

amongst the Seriulari^, and which receives its specific name, C. tubidaris, from residing in a small cylindrical

tube. [Dr. Templeton has described a small species of Crustacea from Mauritius in the Trans. Entom. ^Soc.,\o]. i.

rt. 189, under the WATne of Ccrapus abditus, which inhabits a little membranous tube, resembling in texture the

papyritious covering of wasps' nests. It is remarkable for wanting feet to the middle segment of its body. Its

movements are very singular.]
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Podocerus, Leach, and lassa, Leach, have the inferior antenna; greatly elong'ated in the form, and occasiunally

assuming; the functions of letrs and or2;ansaf prehension ; their second legs are terminated by a lar:^-e claw.

Coroji/iiin/i, Latr., Iins similar lower antenn-x, but none of the le^s are clui-liferous. The type is Cancer

grossipcs, 1 jjin,, I :iiiiii/iiin>:; lnn'j'nonin, Fab., Onhviu volutatur, Pal., and which is named Percys on the coast of

La Rochclle, liviuy* in biu'rows, which it forms in the sand, covered by hurdles, called buuchots l>y tlic in-

habitants. The animal only makes its appearance at the beg^innino; of May. It keeps up a conlijiual war

with the Nereids, Amphinoma?, Arcnicohe, and other marine anuelida: which take up their abodt.^ in the

same place. NoHiiir;- is nmri- rurinus ilwiii tn oIisit\(-' tlic-c cn.'aiui-es at the rising of the tide assuiubltd m
myriads, mn\ in-; ahmit in all diri.'clions, lir;itiii[;- Uk; mud \-> iili llirir arm-ljke antenna:, and diluting it in order to

discover their prey. If they discover any of these annelid;c, often

ten or even twenty times larger than themselves, they unite

together to attack and devour it. The carnage never ceases

until the mud has been turned over and examined. They ,<f~rCtVVl^?^
also attack fishes. molUisca, and dead bodies

Thi.-y mount upon the hurdles which contain muscles

upon the latter, and the fishermen pretend that they

threads which retain the muscles, in order to cause the latter to Fig-, 12.— CoTophium ioiii;icr,rne ; a, temihiai scfmcnt <nf

fall, so that they may be the more readily devoured. They appear ^ "" '" '

to breed throughout the season, as the fenjaies are found carrying eggs at dilTerent times ; shore-birds and Uiany

kinds of fishes devour them.

Tlie second of the sections of the order Amphipoda, or tlie IIeteropa, Lat., is composed of those -uhich

have fourteen legs, tlie four posterior at least being unarmed at the tip, and tit only for shimming,'*'

and forms two SMli;^^cnera.

_P/tV7/_(/y«;'/r, Latr., has the thorax di\ided into numerous sei^ments, four aritenna% with long hairs; all the

legs natatorial, and of wdiich the posterior are large and jjennated. [Type, Oniscus arenarius, Slabber.]

Apsc'udes, Leach {Eiqjhciis, Kisso), has the thorax divided into numerous segments, the fore pair of legs

terminated by a large claw, the second pair of legs with the terminal joints very broad and toothed [whence the

specific name of the type, A. ialpa, Leach, Montague, from its analogy with the Mole] ; the other legs are single,

the body is long and narrow, terminated by two long threads.

Rhma, Edwards, ditlers from the preceding in having the superior antenn;e tliicker, longer, and bifid.

The third and last section of the order Amphipoda, or the Dkcemtoda, Lat., consist;, of species

having only ten feet.

T?/^///^, Risso, has only two aniennae; the head is large, with prominent eyes; each pair of legs is attached to

a distinct segment ; the four anterior arc terminated by a didactyle claw. On each side of the thorax, are two

moveable plates, forming two valves, beneath which, when at rest, the animal shuts its logs and tail, giving it the

appeai'ance of a ball. Type, Ti/phis ovoides, Risso.

Ancviis, Risso, Gnnihia, Leach, has the thorax divided into the same mmiber of segments as there are pairs of

\o'X-^, \\hicli are simple and monodactyle. They have four antennae ; the head is large and square, and furnished

in fi'ont with two great projections, like mandibles. Type, Cancer ma.rlUaris, Montague, Trans. Linn, ^^oc,

vol. vii. pi. 6, f. 2,—found on the Devonshire coast.

Pr«»ira, Leach, has four antennce like the last, but the tlmrax from above iirescnts only three sigmcnt:^, of

which the two anterior are very short, and the third very large and oval, having the three posterior pairs of legs

attached to it. The legs simple, the head triangular, and the tail furnished at the sides of the extremity with a

swiinniiTrt. [1 li;t\c iiivestiL^atcd thi; structure of this curious genus very miiuitrh', and |lubli:^hed the re.suit

thereuf iti the Aiuia/r.s <'a.- ,S,:n-Hre.s N,i/'!rr//c^\ vul. x.wii.]

To this order abo appear to belong various other genera, estuhliihcd by Savigny, Ratiuesque, arnl

Say, hut of which the eliarartcrs liave not been hitherto given with suilicieut decision ; and evcii of

those eilcii aluAc :^nnn^ r(.'quire a rc-cxamination.

i\I. Mdue Edwards has collected many valuable and detailed ol)servations on many of these Crustacea,

which will serve to clear rip much of this obseinity. I am not able to speak "with precision also of the

genus Erf/iaa of Risso. From tlie number of legs it appears to belong to the last section of the Amphi-

poda, but the manner in wliu;h they terminate, and the number of the segments of the body, range tlieni

amongst the Isopods.

[Since the publication of the secoiul edition nf this work, the Amphipoda have received a consider-

able share of atvcniiiui. M. Milne Edwards, in the Annales dea Sciences Naturelles for 1830, published

a revision of the order, di\itiiug it into two principal groups, (removing the genera Rlnea and Tanais to

tl \h<i full-ju-
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the onliT Isnpnda), namely, the Ci'evettiiies and tlie ITyperines, the former diviih.'d into the sallatinial

and ambulatory sjiecies. Some new genera were added, especially in the singular family of llie llyiierini s.

Pleryij'icera, Latr., and some other genera, he considers not snffieiently s-tudied, ami consi.i|uently ol

doubtful character and situation. Jp^ciides, /oni?, Jnceus, a)id Pt'anha, lie al>o reyard^ as l^o|lO(!oui.

Various additional genera have also been establislied by M. Guerin de Mencvillc, in tlie MojjnxUi ile

Zooiogie, especially amongst the ITyperines, and which are accompanied by figures and generic details.

Dr. Templeton has described some curious minute species from Mauritius, in the Transac/ious of f/ie

Entoinolo(jLcal Society. Still more I'ecently I have received from j\I. Kroyer, tlie Danish naturalist, a

memoir upon the Amplu[ioda of Crectdand, published in the last part of tlie Cu/jcnhnt/eit Tran-^actiouf!.

Ratlike has described many new species, and some new genera from the Caspian Sea, in the last voUune

of the Pefersbiirf/ Memoir!;, and Professor Owen has descri1)ed some interesting species In'ought home in

one of tlie late Polar exjiedilions. One of the most remarkable of the subgenera established, is that of

Orio of A. Cocco, described in the Gwrnali di Scicfize, Sfc, per la Sicilio., for November ] 83.3, which has

been overlooked by Crnstaceologists, and in which the maxillary palpi are exceedingly slender, as long

as the body, and 4-jointed.]

THE FOURTH ORDER OF CRUSTACEA,

LOSMODIPODA,—

Comprises the only ilalacostraca with sessile eyes which have not distinct hranehia? attached

at the extremity of the body, which are nearly destitute of a tail, the hmd pair of legs being

attached cither at the extremity of the body or to a segment, followed by one (n- two very

small joints. They are also the only species m which the twci fore-legs, which correspond

with the second foot-jaws, form part of the bead.

All the species have four setaceous antenn;e, implanted on a peduncle of three joints
;

mandibles destitute of palpi ; a vesicular body at the base of at least four of the pan-s of legs,

commencing with the second or third pair, inclvuling those of the hi'ad. The body, generally

filiform or linear, is composed (including the head) of eight or nme segments, with several

small appendages in the form of tubereles at its posterior and mferi(U- extremity. The legs

are terminated by a strong honk; the four anterior, of wdiieh the second pair is the largest, are

always terminated by a monodactyle claw. In some, the four following are more slender,

with fewer articulations, without a terminal hook, or are nidimental and in no manner fitted

for the ordinary uses.

The females carry their eggs beneath the second and third segments of the boiH', in a pouch

formed of scales closely applied against each other.

All these Crustacea are marine. 51. Savigny considers them as apjproachiug the Pvcno-

gonidcs, and as fcnaning, together with them, the passage between the Crustacea and

Avachnida. In the first edition of this work, they formed part of the Isopodous order, namely,

the section Cystilnanchitc.

Thcv may be considered as forming a single genus, for which, on account of its priority, the name of

Cyamus (Latr.)—
should be retained.

Some of these (forming a first section named Filiformia, Latr.) have the body long and very slender

or linear, with the segments longitudin.al ; the legs also long and very slender, and the terminal fila-

ment of the antenna; composed of minute joints.

Thcv are found amongst marine ]daiits, creeping along in tlie same way as the Geometer or Looper-

catcrpillars, bending themselves often back with great rapidity, and applying their antenna; to various

parts of the body. In swiinniing they bend the two ends of the body downwards.
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Leptomera, Latr. (Prafo, Leach), lias fourteen complete le^s (mcludms; tbe pair attached to the head), forniini.'

a regular series. In some of them {as in Gommanis pedattis, Miiller, formiijt,^ tlie type of the restricic(i reiius

Leptomera) all the l<;^s {except tbe two anterior) are furnished with a basal vesiric, wJiilist in the others (Cmct')
pedatifs, Montague, beiii- the type of Leach's I'roto) these appendages exist only at the base of the second and
four following; Ie;^^s.

Nmipredia, Latr., has ten lej^s in a continuous series, the second and two following' pairs havino- a vesicular

body at the base. The typical species found on the French coast appears to me to be undescribed.

CaprcUa. Lamarrk, have also only ten leirs, but the series is interrupted; the second and follouini,'

seg:uients being- destil iiti; of h^gs, Ijnt each i^

furnished with two vesicular bodies. 'I'\ pe, •'^'juiUa

lohaia, Miiller.

[Dr. Johnston has i>ublishcd a monograph of

the British species of this section in the eightli

volume of i\\eMaga:u}e of Ntitttral Histori/, and

Dr. Templeton aiid M. Guerin have respectively

described various additional species of this curi-

ous gruup.]

The other LaMnndipoila, forming a second section (Ovalia, Latr.), have tlic body oval, with tlie seg-

ments transverse ; the terminal filament of the aiitei)n;e appears to 1)6 inarticiilateil. The legs are sliort,

or of only inoilrrate lengtli ; those of the second and third segments are imperfect, and terminated by a

long eyhndrical jdint without terminal hooks; they have at the l.)ase an elongated vesicular hddy.

These La-modipuda form tiie subgenus

—

(.''lamiis, Latr. {Lannuln. Leach), of which 1 have seen three species, all of which live

upon Cefacea, and of which the commonest {Oniscus Ceil, Linn.) is also found upon the

Mackerel. The lishermen call it the whale-louse. Another species, closely allied, was
broinrht home by Delalande, in his voyage to the Cape of Good Ilope. The tliird, which is

much smaller, is found upon the Cetacea of the Indian seas.

[M. Roussel de VauzJ^me has published a very complete and interesting memoir upon

this singular genus in the Ainmli-s ihw Sciences Nafurellen for May, 1834, describing three

S])ecies living upon Whales nf the Southern Ocean, and also observed their resp(?etive

habits. Sometimes these creatures are so abundant on the Whales that the imli\iduals

they infest may be easily recognized at a considerable distance by the white colour these

Iiara:^ites impart to them. When removed, the surface of the body of the AVhale is found

to be d'^privedof its epidermis. C. orafis and prnrilis are stationary, being found in great

numbers agglomerated upon the corneous prominences of Bahcna mijsticetns. C. cn-oticux is, however, organ-

ized for its wandering habits, being of a slender form, and with larger legs, serving for prehension. The young

ones appear with fill the characters of their kind, only th^ head is rather large, and the suppo-ed branchial appen-

dages, instead of being long and slender, arc short and somewhat globose.]

THE FIFTH ORDER OF CRUSTACEA,

iw)ponA,—

Or the Polvgonata of Fabriciiis, (after the removal of the genus Monocuhis') is alUed to the

Loemodipoda in tlie absence of palpi to the mandibles, hut is se])iiratcd from them in other

respects. The t\Mi I'lU'c-lrgs are not attached to the head, but to a distinct segment, as are the

I'oUowmir feet. Tliese limljs are ahvajs fourteen in nund)er, luioked at the tip, ivithout any

vcsicidar apiieinhige at the base. The \nnk'r-side of the tail is furnislicd M'ith very distinct

ai)])endages, in the form of jilates or vesicular bags, of which the two anterior and exterior

ordinarily cover, either entirely or for the most part, the others. The body is generally

Hattened, or broader than deep. The mouth is composed of the same pieces as in the ju'c-

ceding; (see the general remarks on the Malacostraca) ; but here, those which correspond with

the two superior foot-jaws of the I)eea|iods present, even more strongly than ni those

Crustacea, the appearance of a lower lip, terminated I)}' t\\o palpi. The intermediate ]):iir of

antenna; is obsolete in the terminal species in t!ie order, which are terrestrial in their habits,

and Aviiich [coiise(pieiitly] differ from the rest in res])ect to their respiratory apparatus.

'M. V. Audouin and M. Edwards have given (Arm. des Sciences Nat., 182/) some interesting
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observations on tlie circulation of the Isopoda, and especially in the Ligiic. Ihc heart has

the form of a long vessel, extended above the dorsal face of the intestine ; from its anterior

extremity arc emitted three arteries, as in the Decapods, but from their examination it would

seem that the venous system is not so comjilcte as in the Macroura. In respect to the

nervous system, there are nine ganglions, not including the brain, but the two anterior and

the two posterior are so nearly together that they may be reduced to seven. The second and

six lollowing send forth nerves to the legs, and the tail is furnished with nerves from the last

ganglion.

The females carry their eggs underneath the breast, either defended by scales, or in a pouch

or membranous sac, which they open in order to allow the young-ones to escape ; these are

born ivith the form and parts peculiar to their own species, and merely increase in size by

changing their skins. [M. Milne Edwards, in his interesting " Observations sur Us chanye-

mens deforme que divers Crustaces eproiwent dans le jeune dge," (published in the Annates

des Sciences Naturellcs,) has given a detailed account of the peculiarities which distinguished

the young individuals of Cymottioa trir/onoceptiala and Anitocra mediterranea, which had been

extracted from between the pectoral plates of the females. In the newly-hatched young, the

tail is longer and narrower than in the perfect animal, and it has only six thoracic segments

and six pair of legs.]

The greatest number of the species reside in water. Those which are terrestrial have like-

wise need, as is the case with other Crustacea living out of the water, of a certain degree of

atmospheric humidity, in order to enable them to respire, and keep their branchia; in a state

fitted for that function.

Tills order, in the system of Linnaeus, consists of the genus

Oniscus,—
which we distribute into six sections.

The first section, Epicaudes, Latr., is composed of parasitic Isopods having neitlier eyes nor antennie,

of wliicli the body is very flat, small, and oblong in the males, but much larger in the females, of an

oval form, narrow and rather bent posteriorly, concave beneath, with a thoracic rim, divided on each

side into five membranous lulies, the legs being inserted on this rim, very small and bent round, and

fit neither for crawling nor swimming ; the under-side of the tail is furnished with five pairs of small

ciliated imlirieated plates, answering to the same number of segments, and arranged into two longi-

tndiiial ro^^s, l)ut tlie posterior exti-emity of the body is not furnished with appendages. The month

only distiiiefly exhibits two membranous plates, applied upon anotiier of the same consistence, being

of a (juadrdateral form. The hollowed part of the body is filled with eggs, and near the situation

^vbere they are discharged the presumed males are constantly found, but their exceedingly minute size

seems to render the act of coupling impossible. These Crustacea form only a single subgenus,

—

Bop'/nis, Latr., the common and typical species of wllich is the Bopyrus crangorum^ Fab., which is parasitic

upon the Common Prawns, Pal.cmon .squHla and serratus, atfixini; itself beneath the carapax, upon the branchia;,

when it produces on the side of the body attacked a tumour or swelling like a lens. The fishermen of La Manche

believe that these parasites are young soles, [to which lish they bear a slight resemblance in form].

M. Risso has described a second species [it. Piilemonis, Risso, Cntst. Nice. p. US], beneath the body of the

female of which he obserred between eight and nine hundred minute young ones, [easily visible with a lens, of a

2:reyish white colour, and which the parent has always the instinct to dejiosit in the places frequented by the

Paixmons ; and as soon as the young are free they attach themselves to their prey].

The second section, Cymotho.xda, Latr., comprises those Isopoda which have four distinct antenna,

setaceous, and ordinarily terminated by a multiarticulate filament, having eyes and a mouth composed

of the ordinary parts (see the general observations upon the Malacostraca Edriopthalma), and vesicular

branchia: disposed longitudinally in pairs. The tail is composed of four or six segments, with a swim-

ming plate on each side near the tip, and the five legs are generally terminated by a strong hook or

claw. All the Cyniottioada are parasites.

In Scrali.-i, Leach, the eyes are placed upon tubercles on the back of the head, and the tail is composed of only

four segments. The antenna? are arran^^ed in two lines, and terminated by a multiarticulate filament. Beneath

the three basal segments of the tail, between the ordinary appendages, there are three others, transverse, auil

terminatei' posteriorly in a puuit. One species was only known [to Latreille, namely, the Cymottioa paradaxa. Fab.
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Tliii> oxtraordiDary p:r'ni.is has been considered as affording- proof of the rclntion of llio Tiiinliitcs to the Isiopodous

Ci'i.istacca, tlic Ijody being- divided into three long-itudinal portions, as in tlmsc fussjls. 'i'lii; l;-ciiiis has latel-y been

described and (iLriired in detail by Eights, under the name oi Brovgniai tin Tiihihiloidi's, in tiie Transactions of iha

Allxuni Jn.stifNtr.]

1(1 the olbri (.['/u/oif/odda the evos are lateral, and not placed upon tubercIeFi, ami the tail is composed of four or

six joints; of tliesc the majority have the eyes nut formed of granular ocelli; the autennie are at least seven-

joiiiteri, and the six fore-lcLfS terminated by a strong hook ; of these the foUo^ving- subgenera have the tail always

six-Jointed, and the lower antennte never exceed in length half of the body.

Ciimuthoa, Fab., having tlie mandibles not exposed, the antennje of nearly eipial lenglli, the eyes slightly appa-

rent, and the terminal joint of the tail transverse-quadrate. Type, Ciiinothoa 0-2.s1ruin, Tab. [These animals \vere

well known to the ancients, who gave them the name of (Esiriis and As'dns, from the resemblance between their

habits and those of the breeze-tiies. Aristotle says of the species above mentioned, " Fishes are attacked by a

sea-louse, which is not produced from the lisli but from the mud/']

Ir/it/ii/op/ii/us, Latr. {Nerodlaand Lironecn, Leach,) differs fi-om the last in having the terminal segment of the

tail nearly triangular. To these succeed various subgenera, instituted by Leach upon sti-uctura! characters, such

as the relative length of the antennae, form of the swimming plates of the tail, &c.

In CEofl, and several others, the eyes are generally large, and converge anteriorly.

Si/noditi:, Latr., having also six segments to the tail, differs from all the preceding in tiie large size of its

exserted mandibles.

ClrolunOy Leacli, and several others, have only five segments in tlic tail, and the !en:::tli of the inferior antennae

is greater than tliat of half the body.

Eun/dicc, Leach, belonging to this division, naturally conducts us in the granular >trHrtnrf of its eyes to

Limnor'ia, Leach, in which these organs resemble numerous ocelli, placed close togi't I n.-r, which Iia\e the antenna;

inserted in a line, and not composed of more than four joints, and all the legs are formed fur walking. The tail is 6-

jointed, tlie terminal joint being large and suborbicular. The only known (recent) species \?,V[i(t L. terebrans, Leach,

wdiich, although not more than a sixth of an inch in length, is, in its powers of multiplication, exceedingly destruc-

tive. It pierces the wood of vessels in different directions with astonishing alacrity, and contracts itself into a

ball when alarmed. It is found in different parts of the British Ocean, [atfacking piles of wood immersed in the

v;atcr ill our dockyards, flood-gates, timber-bridges, chain-piers, &c., and which it perforates in a most alarming

manner. The boring of the insect having for its object the procuring of food, the contents of its stomach resem-

ble comminuted wood. It is necessary that the hole in which it is at work should be -filled with salt water.

Coating the wood with copper-headed naUs, and the use of Kyanized wood, have been suggested as remedies against

its attfick>.].

Professor Germar forwarded to Dejean the tignre and description of a small fossil crnstaccous animal, -which

appears to us to belong to this subgenus.

The third section, Sphjeromides, Latr., exhibits four distinct, ami sctaceons or conical antenntc, ter-

minated (except in Anlhnrd) by a multiarticulate Ulamcnt : tlic. lower pair is always the longest, and

inserted beneath tlic lia^al joint of the upper, \^hicll is tliick and broad. The mouth is of the o^diuar^'

f(irni. Tlif: br.tnchjrc are vesicular or soft, naked, and disposed longitudinally in pairs. The tail is only

composed of two complete and moveable segments, the first of wliich, however, exhibits impressed

and transverse lines, indicating the vestiges of the same nundier of segments. On each side of the pos-

terior cxtrcniity of the liody is a swimmeret, terminated by two plates, of \\liich the inferior alone is

moveable, and the upper is formed by an external elongation of the common sii]iport. The liranchial

appendages are curved inwards ; the inner side of t!ie anlci-ior pair is accompanied in the males with a

small linear and elongated piece. The anterior part of the head, situated beneath tlie antcnna\ is

triangular, or in the shape of a heart reversed. Tiie majority have the body oval or oblong, assuming

the form of a ball when contracted.

Zuznra, Leach (with very large swimmerets), and Spharoma, Latr. (with moderate sized-swimmerets). have the

impressed lines on the basal segments of the tail not extended to the sides. In the following they extend to Che

margin, forming as many incisions, and the basal joint of the antennae forms a long square or linear plate.

Na-so and Campecopa!a, Leach, have the sixth segment of the body considerably longer than the preceding,

whilst it is of equal size in

Cilicu-a, Leach, Ci/modocea, Leach, ami Di/nanieue, Leach, distinguished by variations in the form of the

swimmeret and the sixth segment of the body.

ji?;//(;(r/T, Leach, differs from all the preceding in its vermiform body, and in having the anteunns scarcely as

long as the head, and 4-jointfd. The plates of the swimmeret form a kind of cajisule. {Onjsci/s gracilis, Slon-

taguc)

In the fourtli section, iDOTEiDiiis, Leach, the antcnntc are also four in luimbrr, but phu'cd in the

same transvei-se and horizontal line ; the lateral ones are tenninated by a iniiltiartlcnlalc and gnuUially

attenuated lilanicnt, the intermediate short, liliform, or sliL;htly thickencil at the tip, and -J-jninted,

iiojip of ihc joints being articulated. The mouth is composed of the .same iiai'is as in the preceding.
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The branchijc are in tlie form of bladders, \Yhite in tbe majority, capable of being puffc'd up and

used in s\Yimming, and covered by two plates or valves of the last segment, laterally adherent to its

sides, longitudinal, biarticulate, opening in the middle in a straight line, like a pair of cupboard doors.

The tail is formed of three segments, of which the last is the largest, with neither appendages nor

lateral swimmerets. All these Crustacea are marine.

Tdofen, Fab., have the ]egs strongly hooked, and uU of tlic same form, and tlie lateral aiifeniite are shorter than

half the body. {Onlscus Eniomon, Linn.)

Sfoiosoma, Leach, has the body linear [and depressed], and the [lateral] antennie nearly equal to the body in

len,2,"th. {Stcnosoma lineare, Leach.)

Arcfurus, Latr., is very remarkable in the form of the second and third pairs of legs, which are directed for-

ward, and terminated by a long hirsute joint, and unarmed or feebly-hooked: the two anterior are applied to

the mouth; the six posterior legs are long, formed for walking, directed backwards, and bifid at the tip. In

the length of the antenna; and form of the body they approach Stenosoma. I have only seen one species {A. iubercu-

laiiis), brought from the North Seas in one of the late English expeditions to the Arctic Pule. [Tliis species was

published by Sabine under the name of Idotea Jiaffini, but a second species exists in the north of our coast, which

I have described in detail, with figures, in the first volume of the Transactions of the Entomological Society, under

the name oi Arctiirns loDipcontis.]

The fifth section, Asellota, Latr., is also formed of Isopods, having four very distinct antennae

arranged in two lines ; they are setaceous, and terminated by a multiarticulate filument, two mandibles,

four maxilla;, covered in general Ijy a kind of lip formed of the first pair of foot-jaws ; vesicular branchiic

disposed in pairs, and covered by two longitudinal, biarticulated, but free plates : the tail is formed of

a single segment, and without lateral swimmerets, but with two bifid styles, or tv.o very short ap-

pendages in the form of tul)ercles in the middle of the posterior margin.

Asdlus, Geoffroy, has two bifid styles at the extremity of the body, the eyes distinct, the superior antenna; as

long as the basal joint of the inferior, and the hooks at the tips of the legs entire. The only species of tijis genus

is the Idotea aqiiadca, Fab. (SqwiUa ase/lus, He Geer), which is very abundant in fresh and stagnant water. It

crawls slowly, at least, when not alarmed. In the spring it creeps out of the mud in which it had buried itself

during the winter. After impregnation the female carries her eggs, in great numbers, inclosed in a membranous

sac, placed beneath the breast, and opening by a longitudinal slit, in order to allow the young ones to escape.

Oniscoda, Latr. {lanini, Leach) have the eyes contiguous, and the hooks of the tarsi bifid at the tips. {laiura

maculosa. Leach, found on the coast of England amongst the sea-weeds.)

Ii£ra, Leach, has only two tubercles at the extremity of the body. {/. albifroms, Leach, also found on the coast

of EngUmd.)

The sixth and last section of the ovder hop oda, or the Oniscides, Latr., have also four antcnns, but

the intermediaU' pair is so minute as to be scarcely apiiarent, and never consists of more than two joints

;

the lateral are setaceous. The tail is composed of six segments, with two or four style-bke a^jpendages

at the posterior margin of tlie hind segment, and destitute of lateral swimmerets; some species are

aquatic, but others are terrestriaL In the latter the anterior plates of the uuder-side of the tail exhibit

a row of small holes, tlrrongh which the air penetrates, and is brought into contact with the respiratory

organs, "which are inclosed beneath.

Some of these are marine, and have more than nine joints in the antenna, (including the terminal annuli).

Ti/los, Latr., appears to have the power of rolling itself into a ball ; the posterior segment is semicircular, and

exactly tits the incision made by the preceding ; the posterior appendages are very minute ; the antenna have only

nine joints.

Li>/iii, Fab., have the terminal annuU of the antenna very numerous, and the body is terminated by two styles,

divided at the tip into two branches.

The type, Otnscus oceanicrts, Linn., is about nn inch long, of a gray colour, with two Iar2;c yellow patches on the

back. The lateral antenufe are about half the length of the body, the terminal filament being composed of thirteen

JDints. The terminal styles are as long as the tail itself. It is very common on the coast, clinging to the rocks and

to the parapets of maritime erections. When it is attempted to be seized it immediately folds up its legs,

and drops. Another species, Oniscus hupnorum. Fab., has the terminal division of the antenna 10-jointed, and

the basal part of the anal styles armed with a tooth on the inside.

The other Oniscides are terrestrial, and the lateral antenna: have not more than eight joints, of which the propor-

tions towards the extremity gradually diminish, none of them appearing to be divided into annub.

Philoscia, Latr., has the lateral antenna: 8-johited, and exposed at the base
; the four exterior posterior appen-

d;r--^es are nearly equal. They are always found in moist situations. {Oniscus si/lfestris, Fab. ; O. muscorum, Cuv.)

Oiilncus, proper, Linn., have also S-jointed lateral antennae, but the base is concealed, and the two outer appen-

da'^es at the tip of the tail are larger than the two internal. The animals of this and the two following genera

are called wood-lice, St. Anthony's hogs, &c. They frequent dark and concealed places, such as cellars, caves,

F F
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holes in walls, under stones, &c. Tlicy feed upon decayin;^ vegetable and animal matter, and orily coine forth

from their retreat in wet and moist weather. They crawl but slowly, at least, when not alarmed. Tlieegf^sarc

inclosed in a pectoral pouch. Tlio younj, when first hatched, are destitute of one of the thoracic

segments, and consequently of a pair of legs, which they subsequently acquire. They were formerly

much used in medici.ir, Ijiit tln-lr eiM|ilri\ nn'tit liii.^ lung bei-n discontinued. (Types, Onisciis mu-

rariiis, Fab. ; Clojniir „rdni,iirc. ( HOfi. ; Vlaiu,rlr ,ix,:llr, De liccr.)

PorceUio^ Latr., ditlers tVont Ouiscus iii lia\ing t.^idy .seven joirjEs in the lateial antenuie. {Onlscus

asdhts, Cuv.)

.4r»irt(?/7/(.', Latr., dillers from all the precediug in the posterior appendages of the body not being

exserted. The last segment is triangular. The lateral antennx- have only seven joints, the upper sub-

abdominal plates have a row of small apertures. {Oiiiscus armadillo, Liim. ; 0. diisreiis, Panzer

—

AnitadiUo pusiidatus, Desm.

—

^Innad/llo officinal'.^', Dumeril, fioni Italy, a sitecies fornieriy njuch

employed by the apothecaries.)

SECOND GENERAL DIVISION.

CRUSTACEA ENTOMOSTRACA (MiiUer).

Under this denominatiun, furmcd from the Greek, and signifying inscct.s in a shell,

Otho Frederick MiiUer comprised the genus Monoculus of Linna?iis, to '^diicli some of

his LernfPce must also be added. The researches of Miillcr upon these animals, of

which the investigation is rendered the more difficult owing to their general micro-

scopical size, together with those of Schaffer and the elder Jurine, have excited the

admiration, and merit the thanks, of all naturalists. Other works, but of a more ])ar-

tial nature, as those of Ramdohr, Strauss, the younger Hermann, the younger Jurine,

Adolphe Brongniart, Victor Audouin, and Milne Edwards, [to which we may add the

more recent memoirs of Dr. Loven in Sweden, of Dr. Johnston and William Baird in

our own countr)', and of Dana in America], have greatly extended our acquaintance

with these animals, especially in respect to their anatomy. M. Strauss far surpasses

the others, although forestalled, as well as the elder Jurine, in various important struc-

tural observations, by Piamdohr, whose memoir upon I\lonoculus, publi.-hcd in 1805,

appears to have been unknown to those authors. Fabricius contents himself with

adopting the genus Limulus of MiiUer, which he places in his class Kleistagnatha, or

our Brachyurous Decapoda. All the rest of the Entomostraca he reunites, after

LiirncEus, in a single genus Monoculus, placed in his class Polygonata, or our Isojio-

dous Edriopthalma.

All these animals are aquatic, and ordinarily inhabit fresh water. Their legs, of

which the number is variable—reaching, in some species, to beyond a hundred—are

generally fitted only for swimming, and are sometimes ramified or divided, sometimes

ornamented with long feathered hairs, or composed of plate-like joints. Their nervous

sjrstem is composed of only one or two globules. The heart has also the form of a

long vessel. Their branchifc, composed of hairs or threads, either isolated or united,

so as to form beards, combs, or tufts, form part of the legs, or at least of a certain

number of them, as well as, occasionally, of the mandibles and upper maxilhe. (See

Ci/i>ris.) Hence the origin of the name Branohiopoda, which we applied to these ani-

mals, and wliich we at first united into a single order.

Nearly all the species have a shell of one or two pieces, of very slender consistence,

and generally nearly membranous and almost diaphanous, or at least they have a large

anterior thoracic segment, often soldered with the head, and appearing to occupy the
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situation of the sliell. Tlie teguments of tlie body are ordinarily corneous rather than

calcareous, iu which respect these animals approach the Insecta and Arachnida. In

those which are furnished with ordinary maxilla% the inferior or exterior are always

naked
;

all the foot-jaws performing the office of legs, projjerly so called, none of them
being apphed to the mouth. The second maxilhr, except in the Phyllopoda, also re-

semble these last-named organs. By Jurine, they are sometimes called hands.

These characters distinguish the masticating Entomostraca from the Malacostraca.

The other Entomostraca, or those which compose our order Poecilopoda, cannot be

confounded with the Malacostraca, being destitute of organs fitted for mastication, or

because the organs which appear to sen'e as maxilla; are not inserted close together

anteriorly, and preceded by an upper lip, as in the preceding Crustacea and the man-

dibulated insects, but merely formed by the coxk of the locomotive organs, which are

armed for this purpose with small spines. The Pcecilopoda represent, in this class,

those species which, amongst the Insects, are distinguished by the name of Haustellata.

They are almost exclusively parasitic, and appear to conduct us insensibly to the

Lern;eaE ; but the presence of eyes, the power of changing the skin, or even of under-

going a kind of metamorphosis*, with the capability of transporting themselves from

place to place by the help of the legs, appear to us to establfsh a positive line of de-

marcation between these animals and the parasitic Lernrea;. We have consulted, in

respect to these transfomiations, various learned naturalists who have frequently ob-

served the Lern£ea3, and none of them have ever observed the change of skin.

The antenna of the Entomostraca vary, both in form and number, considerably

;

and in some species are employed as organs for swimming. The eyes are very rarely

fixed upon a footstalk ; and even when this is the case, the peduncle is merely a lateral

prolongation of the head, and is never articulated at its base. Often the eyes are

])laced close together, and sometimes even become confluent, so as to exhibit but one

e3'e. The organs of generation are placed at the base of the tail : it is a mistaken

notion which has been entertained, that the antennae in some males perform this func-

tion. The tailf is never terminated by a fan-shaped swimmeret, and is never furnished

with the false feet which are seen to exist in the Malacostraca. The eggs are arranged

in a mass beneath the back [of the shell] , or are exterior, contained in a common en-

velope, having the appearance of one or two minute burrches of grapes, situated at the

base of the tail. It appears that they are able to remain for a great length of time in a

dry state, without losing their properties. It is not until after the third moulting that

these animals become adult, and capable of reproduction ; and it has been obsen'ed, in

respect of some of them, that a single copulation is sufficient to fecundate many suc-

ceeding generations.

[By referring to pages 409 and 410, the distributions into orders, &c. of the Ento-

mostraca, as proposed by LatreiUe, Milne Edwards, &c., will be perceived to vary

somewhat inter se. The question as to the rank of the different groups, subsequently

described either as orders or minor divisions, cannot be decided until naturalists are

agreed as to the relative importance of the organs upon the variations of which these

ditFercnt classifications have been proposed. The following is of course that of the

' 'I'hc -ouziu' of llic Dapliiiia*, nnd of some allieJ suligeiii-ra, such,

cs|icciiill)', as Cypris and Cythere. do not rtilTor, or liuL very slightly^

from tlieir pnreats in ottier respects tloin tlott of size, even at llie

pi riod of bursting frfoii tliC cgijs. Tliose, iiowcver, of Cyclops, ttic

I'liyliopoda, and Ari,'ulus, are subject, in tfieir earlier life, to evident

lianges, either in the form of the hody or the number of leps. These
irtjans also undergo changes iu some species wliich entirely alter

heir uses.

t With the exception of the Phyllopoda, the posterior legs are tho-

acie, or are foot-jans. (Cyprls.)

F F 2
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R'eqiie AiihiuiL altliuu;;'h Latreille liimself, as stated in p. 410, in his more recent Ti'ork,

had raised some of those groups, subsequently described, to the ranlv of orders.]

THE FIRST ORDER OF ENTOMOSTRACA

—

(Ths Sixth of tlte Class Crustacea),—
BRANCHIOrODA,-

Has, for its characters, a month composed of an upper hp, two mandibk'S, a tongue,

and one or two pairs f)f maxilla"' ; and the biancliirc, or the first of these organs when

there are man)', always anterior.

These Crustacea are always wandering about, generullj' covered by a shell in the

form of a shield, or bivalve case, and provided with two or fjur antenna^. The legs,

except in a few, are only fitted for swimming: they are varialile in their numbers, there

being only six in some, but in others there are from twenty to forty-two, or even more

than a hundred. Many exhibit only one eye.

These Crustacea being for the most part microscopical, it will be perceived that the

application of one of the characters of which we have made use— namely, that of the

presence or absence of mandibular palpi—will here present nearly insurmountable dif-

ficulties.* The form, and the number of the legs and e)'es, the shell and the antennis,

v.dll furnish characters of more ready application, and capable of being examined b)^

every inf|uirer.

The order of Branrhiopoda composed, in the methods of De Geer, Fabricius, and

Linnaais [with the exception of a single species, M. pohjphoinis'], the single genus,

MoNoeULus (Linn.).t—
Which we separate into two principal sections: 1. LornYitopA, divisible into three

subsections, Carciimiiln, Ostracothi. and C/ndorrra ; and, '2. Puyllopa, divisible into

two subsections, CenilnptlKihiKi and Aspiiliphoni.

The fir.st section of tlie BrfinrliiniirHin— that of the LopriYROPA — is distinguished by

the number of the legs, which never exceeds ten, and of which the joints are c\ lindrical or

couical, and never entirely lauicllifiirm or foliacenus. The liranchia' arc few in number, and

the majority have imh' one eye. ^huiy, also, have tlie mandibles famished with a palpus.

The antenna; are generally four in number, and are used in locomotion.

+

We divide the Lo])hyr(Jiia into three principal and very natural divisions, and of which the

two tirst agree with the preceding Crustacea m their ])alpigerons mandibles, and some other

characters.

The first division of tlic Lopliyropoiis lliiuichiopoda, or tliat of the C.vrcinoida, Latr., lias the shell

more ()r less nviiid, or o\;il, iint shutting in t\\o parts in the manner of a bivalve shell, hut le;iving the

loner part of the boily naked. Their antennae have never the appearance of branching arms. The legs

are ten in number, and more or less cylindrieal, or setaceous. The females in those species whose gesta-

tion has Ijocii observed, carry their eggs in two external sacs situated at the base of the tail. Some of

them have two distinct eyes, and form a tirst subdivision.

Tliose species which have the thorax entirely covered by the shell, wilh the eyes large, and the inter-

mediate auteiuKe terminated by two (ilanients, compose the two following genera.

• We ueverlhclcss arrnngc. nt tlic head, nil Uinsc Iirriiic]iiL>,,„(hi 1 StrrLiiBs uppe.irs to al Iribvitc this charncior exclusively tu Cyrrig
ulilch haye the mandibles funiislied iviih pal|,i. I'hey eoinpose the ami Cytliere; but from the olisetvatioiis .il the ehler Jurine and
*,wo first tlivisioiis of the Lophyropa.

j
Itumdohr, it exists alsii in Cyelops.

t Together with that of Binoeulus of OcolTroy.
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Tig. IG.—Zoca,

Zoeat Bosc, having the eyes large, globular, and entirely uncovered, with the thorax cornutcd. Z. Pelagica,

Bosc, found in the Atlantic Ocean; Monoculus Taurus ai '^Vdhhtr ; and probably

the Cancer Germanm of Linnaeus. [These curious creatures, of whicli Latreille

observed that they had not been sufficiently studied, and at the same time re-

gretted that he had never been able to obtain a specimen, have recently attracted

a great deal of attention, from having been asserted to be merely the larva; of

Decapod Brachyurous Crustacea, such as the common edible Crab, &c., by Dr.

J. V. Thompson, who, in his Zoological Researches, and other memoirs published

in the different scientific periodicals, has given figures of many new species, with-

out, however, gaining a knowledge of the perfect analogy which exists between
the organs of these animals and the Macroura. Having fortunately been enabled

to dissect a very large species of this singular group, I have ascertained that

the supposed legs are merely the two outer pairs of foot-jaws immensely de-

veloped ; the five pairs of true thoracic legs existing beneath the carapax. {See

my memoir, published in the Philosophical Transactions.) RI. Milne Edwards
treats of them as Crusiace's dotiteux, and thinks it possible that they may be the

youug of some of his Anomourous order. In this state of the question (the change

from a Zoea to a Crab never having been observed, although the genera Mega-
lopus and Macropa of Latreille are affirmed to be the intermediate stage), all that

can with certainty be arrived at is, that Zoea is a Malacostracous animal, be-

longing to the order Uecapoda, and that it must consequently be removed from

the Entomostraca.]

Nebalia, Leach, has the eyes flattened, and in part covered by a triangular channelled scale. The legs are

furcate; and the appendages at the extremity of the body setaceous. N. I-lerbstii, Leach and Desmarest ; and

N. Gcoffro}ji, Edwards. The latter is described, in a very detailed manner, by M. Milne Edwards, in the Aiinales

des Sciences Naturellcs, [vol. xiii. pi. 15]. Tlie rostrum in front of the shell is articulated at its base. The eyes

are peduncled : the superior antennaB are inserted beneath them, with the second joint furnished with an oval

ciliated plate. [The teruiinal part is 9-aunulated: these organs are elbowed, and bent down in front. The in-

ferior antennffi are longer, more slender, and equally directed downwards ; they consist of four strong basal joints,

and nine long terminal annuli. The shell is oval, and the animal considerably resembles a small short Shrimp,

only the legs are very short, bifid, and inserted far behind. Between them and the mouth, there are, however,

five pairs of minute, lamellose appendages, which probably represent the hinder foot-jaws and the fore-legs. The
abdomen is long, slender, nine-jointed, and terminated by two bifid appendages.]

The Nehalie ventrue of Risso {Journ. Phi/s., Oct. 1822) probably constitutes a distinct genus in the section of the

Schizopoda. In the Cpctops e.riliens of Xivmwi, the thorax is divided into several segments, which excludes it

from Nt'balia. It also forms a subgeims intermediate between the preceding and following.

Cnma, Edwards, is allied to Condi/tura, but the superior antenna; are rudimental, and consist of a single joint.

The head is distinct from the thorax, which is divided into four segments, of which the first supports the four

fore- legs, and each of the three following another pair. All the legs are natatory, directed forwards, and -without

hooks at the tip. The two first pairs are alone bifid. [M. Edwards placed it amongst the Amphipoda. The

Cancer scorpioides of IMontague, overlooked by all Crustaceologists, appears to be congenerous. Type, Cuina

Audouinii, Edwards.]

Condijlura, Latr. The inferior antennae are longer. Tlie anterior sides of the first segment are prolonged and

pointed, forming two scales close together like a beak. Some of the middle feet are furnished, like the Schizo-

pods, with an outer appendage close to the base. The tail is narrow, 7-jointed, the last being long, conical,

and extends between the two slender, styliform, 2-jointed lateral appendages. C Dorbiguii, Latr. From the

coast of La Rochelle.

"

The other Lojj/ii/ropa of the tirst division, and in which the thorax is divided into several segments,

the tirst being by far the largest, are only furnished with a single eye, situated in the middle of the

forehead between the upper antennae, constituting the genus

Cijclops, Miill., studied by the elder Jurine and Ramdohr. The body is more or less oval, soft, or gelatinous,

divided into two portions ; the one anterior, composed of the head and thorax, and the other posterior, or tiie tail.

The first segment of the latter, in the female, bears two minute feet, and is not always easily distinguishable

from the thorax. The tail is 6-jointed: the terminal joint forked, and more or less furnished with feather-like

filaments. The anterior part of the body is divided into four segments. The first, being the largest, composes

the head and part of the thorax : it bears the eye, four antennae, two palpigerous mandibles, two maxilla;, and four

legs, each divided into two cylindrical stems. Each of the three following segments is furnished with a pair of

feet. The two upper antenna; are long and multiarticulate, assisting in locomotion, having nearly the action of
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they form a c^lrront in the water. In the mri]es,l)Oth or one of them are constricted anil knottcJ. The upper an-

tennas were, previous to the researches of Jariue, cun^iduiTd as organs of g'eneratioii, fi'oni tJic iiiaiiin.'r in \\]ii';li

they are used during coupling-. The females are iiiuvidcd, on each side of the tail, with an o\ul sac, or external

ovary, filled with eggs, and attached by a very slender [leduncle. A single act of imprc;?iiatioii is snihcient for

several successive generations. The female is able to produce as many as ten broods in the course of three

months. At their birth, the young have only four feet ; and the body is rounded, and destitute of a tail. These
individuals were considered by M idler as forming a distinct genus, named /f7»////(t(He. Some time aftenvards

(fifteen days in February and March), they acquire another pair of legs, in which state they constitute Miiller's

genus Ntntplius. After the first nioidting, they have the same form and organs as the perfect insect, but the

latter are of smaller size. After two more niouitings, they are able to propagate their species. The majority of

these Crustacea swim back downwards, darting about with great agility, and moving botli Ijackwards and for-

wards with equal ease. In the absence of animal matter, they attack vegetable substances.

Ci/cfops stajilnilhuis—in its shorter antenna;, which vary in the number of their joints, and in the gradual nar-

rowing of the body, as well as in the curved corneous point with which the under-side of the base of the tail is

aj'med—forms a separate division in the genus.

Ciidops ca^/o/-, and some other species, having the antenna; and mandibular palpi divided into two branches,

form another division.

The subgenus Calanus of Leach is described as having no inferior antenna? ;—but is this statement original?

llie Xy\)e of the genus is the Cyclops quailricomis (Moiiociili/s quadrlcornis, Linn. ; and C. vidyaris. Leach),

which has all the antennae single, and not divided. The body is ovoid, and the tail six-jointed.

The colour varies considerably, some individuals being reddish; others whitish or greenish.

The length is cne-lifth of an inch. It is very abunflant.

[W. Baird, Esq., has published a very complete memoir upon this genus in the fourth num-
ber of the Magazine of Zoologij and Botany, giving the bibliographical history, anatomy, and

economy of the genus, with a monograph of the British species, in great detail. He has given,

after Jurine, a calculation, whereby it appears, that at the end of one year, a female which

gives birth to forty young at a time, may become the progenitor of 4,442,189,120 young! He
has corrected Latreille's obsen-ations relative to the genera Amymorne and NfnipUu.s, the

Fiff. 17.—f'ycioiis species of which the former genus was composed consisting of the young of C. miiniliis in ilif-

vu yiirrv, Liia(rii! e
. f,.,.Q^it t^tates, which nevcr assume the form of Naiiplius, whereas the Naiiplins is tlie young of

C. </i'in/r/i-<>nijs. II'-' considers them to be decidedly carnivorous.]

[_Mr. Trniiilrtdh has described some beautiful species belonging to this genus, in the tii-st volume of the Truns-

ariioiiN of the Entomological liociefy, from the Island of iMauritius. One species (C. \_<Ja(fniu-s] arietis) is remarkable

for the great length of its superior antenna;, which are armed near the tip with two very long recurved setai. The

Cyclops (Anomalocera) Padcrsonii, described by the same gentleman in the second volume of the same work, is

closely allied to Cyclops castor. The males of both species are remarkable for having one of the antennu: greatly

swollen beyond the middle, the other being simple.]

[Ci'locliilii.s iif \'auzeme is a singular genus, dillering from Ci/cloj/s in having a pair of eyes. They have two very

long, and t^vo very short antenna: ; five pairs of short foot-jaws ; five pairs of swimming, bitid, and ciliated legs
;

and a small, narrow, 5-jointed abdomen. Type, Cetochilus australis (Yauzeme in Ann. fyci. A^af., 1834), a species

found, in inconceivable profusion, beyond 42 of south latitude, in the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, giving the sur-

face of the sea a red tint, and sen'ing as the food of the whales.—See Brit. Cyclop. Xaf. Wsf., vol. i. ii. 790.]

Tlie second general division of the Branch ioj>o(/a Lopln/ropa—that in wliicU the shell is formed

of two valves united by a fleshy hinge, and inclosing the body "nhen in inaction—have only six [or

eight] legs, none of wbicli are terminated by a branching swimmeret, accompanied by a branchial

])lat(:. Tlie antennae arc bini])lo ; they have only one eye; the mandibles and anterior maxillse are pro-

vided with a branchial plate; and the eggs are carried beneath the back. These coni[iose our Os^tra-

CODA, or the order Osirapoda of Strauss, and consist of two subgenera, of \\liich tlic first, (Syihere,

appears to require a more minute examination than has been given tu it by Midler, who is our only

authority, especially stnce the elaborate researches of Sti'aiiss upon the second siihgenus, Ci/j/ris.

Cylhcrc, MCill., Ciitlirrina, Lam., lias, according to Miiller, eight simple legs terminating in a point, and two

antenna', aKo siniple, setaceous, 5 or 6-jointed, with hairs scattered upon them. The species are funud in

salt and brackish water, near the shores of the sea, amongst sea-weed and conferva'.* [Mi',

fully examined the structure of these animals, states that they have decidedly eight feet ai

that they are only found in sea water,

—

Mnfj. of Zonl. and Bof., ii. 139.]

Cyj>ris, I\liill., has only sixf legs, and Mirii U\o antenna; are terminati'd by a i)enci[ nf [In

is in the form of an oval body, conipre.-.sod at the sides, arched and swullcn at (lie bad-;, or
|

is plarcd
;

nc;.|-|y sh-;tiiiht. or a little incised and kidney-sliniicd, ini the oflirr side. In trend .

tlie nuil-lMjr !,{ the Ijody, tin; single e\e forms a large blark and niund sput. Tlic anteiiu

miwullou 10 tliL

hurd, \^ll
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ately bmcath, are shorter than the body, setaceou.'?, and 8 or 9-jointftd; the terminal joints short, and pencilled
with Ion;; hairs, form a kind of oar. The mouth is composed of a ridded labiarn ; two lar^e dentate and palpi-

geroLis mandibles, the basal joint of the palpi biding famished with a 5-branchcd branchia
;

two pairs of maxilla}, the anterior pair also bearing branchial appendages, and the posterior
palpigerous. The office of tlie lower lip is performed by a compressed sternum. The legs
are 5-jointed

; the two anterior much larger than the others; affixed beneath the antenna;,
and directed forwards. The two following legs are directed backwards, and are situated in the

middle of the under-side of the body ; but the posterior pair never appear out of the shell, but
are bent upwards to give support to the ovaries. The body presents no distinct articulation,

and is terminated behind in a tail folded beneath the breast, with two setaceous or conical fila-

ments. The eggs are spherical.

The laying of the eggs and the casting of the skins of these Crustacea are not less numerous than those of

Cyclops and other Entomostraca, and their mode of life is similar. No recent author has been able to detect their

sexual organs. Strauss, indeed, discovered the insertion of a great conical vessel, which he considered to be a

testicle; but the individuals which he examined were furnished with ovaries, whence it would seem that the

Ci/prides are hermaphrodites. He, however, obsen'ed, in disproof of this opinion, that the males may probably

exist at a certain period of the year, and that the vessel he describes may belong to the digestive system.

According to Jurine,the antenna are real fins or paddles, the animals having the power of extending the threads

at will, and according to the rapidity with which they are anxious to swim. We also are of opinion that these

fdaments may more probably be engaged in respiration, as well as the so-called branchial plates of the jaws. In-

deed, the plates of the maxillee appear to me to be a real, but greatly dilated palpus ; and the other two are ap-

pendages of the mandibular palpi. Jurine has noticed, that, in swimming, they move these antennae, and two

fore-legs, with rapidity, but slowly whilst crawling on water plants. Tliis pair of legs, together with those of the

penultimate pair, at such times support the body. He supposes that those legs, which he regards as the second

pair, serve to form a current in the water, and to direct it towards the mouth. Tlie two filaments composing the

tail unite, and seem to form but one when pushed out of the shell. It is conjectured that they are used in clean-

ing the interior of the shell. The female lays her eggs in a mass, fixing them, with a glutinous secretion, to

water-plants : this occupation lasts twelve hours. The number of eggs, in the largest species, amounts to twenty-

four. Having isolated a packet of eggs, Jurine observed them hatch, and obtained a second generation without

the intervention of males. A female wdiich had laid its eggs on the 12th April, had, by the 18th of the following

May, changed its skin six times. On the 27th of the same month, it laid a second mass of eggs ; and on the 29th,

two days afterwards, a third. He therefore concluded that the number of moultiiigs, in the infancy of these ani-

mals, has reference to the gradual developement of the individual, wdrich developement can only be eflected by a

general separation of the envelope, now become too small to lodge the animal, which has a determinate limit to

its size.*

[Mr. W. Baird has given a valuable and complete memoir upon this genus in the Mofiaz'tne of Zoolngy and
Botani/, vols. i. and ii., describing a considerable number of new British species. He also states that a fossil

species occurs in the limestone of Burdiehouse Quarry, near Edinburgh.]

The third general division of the Branchiopodous Lojjhi/ropa have also only one eye ; and the slicU

is bent in two, but \vitliout any dorsal hinge, and is terminated posteriorly in a point. The head is not

covered by tlie shell, but is inclosed in a kind of shield like a beak. They have two very large arm-

like branched antennae, always exserted, and serving as oars. The legs, ten in number, are terminated

by a pectinated or digitated fin, and furnished (except the anterior pair) with a branchial plate. The

eggs are situated beneath the back. The body is always terminated by a tail, with two setai at the

tip. The front of the body either terminates in a point, or forms an apparently (hitinct head, occupied

entirely by a single large eye.

These are our Cladocera, or the Daphnides of Strauss, and compose Jnrine's second family of

Monoculxs. From the form of a pair of their antennae, which resemble branches, and serve as oars,

and their power of leaping, the common species has obtained tlie name of the Arborescent Water-flea.

Latono, Strauss, has the antenna; oar-like, divided into three single-jointed branches. Dnphnia sci/fcra, iMiiller.

tS/da, Strauss, approaches the other known genera in respect to the antenna?, which are, however, divided only

into two branches, one being 2-jointed and the other 3-jointed. Daphnia cristaUina, Rliiller.

In these and the other genera, there also exists another pair of antennas, very short, especially in the females,

situated at the anterior and lower extremity of the head, composed of a single joint, with one or two setee at

the tip.

Poljiphemns, ^U'dler, has the antenna? oar-like, as in Daphnia and Lyncens, divided into two branches, each of

which is 5-jointed. Sloreover, the head, very distinct and rounded, and athxed irpon a short neck, is almost

entirely occupied by a single eye of large size. The legs are entirely exposed. A single species only is known
(iIonociih(S pedicid'is, Linn., De Geer ; PoJfiphemus ocidi/s, Milller; Cephalocidus sfagnonan, Lamarck), [about

the size of a flea.] The hgs are uidike those of the Monocidi of this division, being composed of a thigh, tibia,

* SeuMiillcr; Jurine. Hist, drs Monadfs, 2jid iMvision
;
Ramdolir, i fossil species named " C)'Fris ftve," found In t,TC:it aliLimlaiice near

Ulnn. iv, Strauss, M6in. (In Mns. d'Uiit. N/it., 7. i, ; Dpsmarcst, Con- the mountain of Oerpfovia, in tlie departemeiit ilu Puy-ilu-ltniiie, below

Midiratiuiis and Crust. Fhnsiles, in wliicli liiUcr wofii is iiguicd Ji | Vicliy-des-JJaiiis uiid Uussin;.
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and two-juliited tarsua. Froui the front of the head ari.se two very ;,hort, sin:,'-le-joiniC-d antenrue. llie shell is SO

transparent that all the viscera may be seen through it. The matrix, when filled with eg'g's, occupies the major

part of its interior ; but their number, even in the most numerous bi'oods, does not

exceed ten. The eye is the first part of the animal which makes its appearance whilst

in tlie eg;g". The abdomen is terminated by a long' tail suddenly folded back. The

animal always swims on its back or sides, f^ivin^ to its antennce and le^s quick and

repeated motion.'^, and executing', with the greatest ease, all kinds of evolutions. It is

subject, in its infancy, to the disease alluded to more in detail under Daphnia, named

the Kphippium (la Selle) ; but the Ephippium is always of a determinate shape. Kept
Fii,'. i9.~Poirphcm'ij singnorum,

j,j confinement, it soon dies ; and its young do not live long after their first moultini;s.

Jurine was not able to detect males amongst the individuals he examined, but the

species is rare near Geneva. It is, however, very common in the ditches and lakes of the north of France, [as well

as in Euirland], where it may often be seen in considerable troops.

[Ei-odne, Lnven, in Swed. Trans., 1835, differs from Polyphenms in having the head not detached from the body,

with the antennai (or mandibular palpi, according to Loven) bifid. E, Nordmanni. Found in the Baltic Sea.]

Daphnia, Muller, has the antenna? as long as the body, divided into two branches, of -wliich tin; jinsterior Is

4-jointed, the basal joint being very short ; and the anterior is 3-jointed. The eye forms a small iKniit, and is

riot accompanied, except in a few species, by an anterior black dot, mistaken hy Muller and Ramdohr for a secorid

eye in Lynceus. Although of such minute size, the anatomy of these animals has been elaborately investigated

by Schaffer, Ramdohr, Strauss, and the elder Jurine,—Strauss having especially examined their structure, whilst

Jurine closely noticed their habits. The mouth \^ situated beneath, at the base of the rostrum. We consider as

an elongated clypeus the inferior portion of the head, termed labrum by Strauss, and we apply the name of

lahrum to the part which he terms the posterior lobule of the labrum. Beneath this are two very strong mandi-
bles destitute of palpi, and applied against two horizontal maxilla, terminated by three stiong corneous spines,

like recurved hooks. Then succeed ten legs, all of which have the second joint vesiculose ; the eight anterior

terminated in a fin-like dilatation, with bearded filaments at its edges, arranged like a crown ; the two anterior

appear more especially organs of prehension. Ramdohr calls them palpi, and Jurine, hands, (as in Cyclops) ; from

the bearded terminal seta?, we do not see why they should not be employed in respiration*, although Strauss has

a difl'erent opinion. The two hind-feet have a somewhat dilTereut form. The abdomen or body is divided into

eight segments, perfectly disengaged within the sli'dl, long, slender, and bent down at the tip, which is termin-

ated by two recurved hooks. The sixth segment has a row of tubercles, and the fourth a kind of tail. The eggs

remain in a large dorsal sac or matrix, between the shell and the body, for some time after they are discharged

from the ovaries. Muller gave the name of Ephippium (la Selle) to a long, dark-coloured spot, which at certain

seasons appears after the moulting of the females at the upper part of the valves of the shell, and which Jurine

attributes to a disease. According to Strauss, this Ephippium consists of two external plates, riveted on the back

by ii hinge, and inclosing two oval capsules, each formed of two valves or lateral plates. Each of these capsules

incloses a corneous, greenish t^';::^, similar in other respects to the common eggs, but remaining much longer un-

liatched, and passing the winter in this state, the Ephippium forming a defence at the time of moulting: this

]'l|phippium and its eggs are cast, and the eggs produce young, agreeing precisely with those of the ordinary eggs.

Till- eggs, according to Jurine, hatch in summer in t\\o or three days, but they are capable of remaining for a very

li'iig time in a state of desiccation. AVlien the young, which have attained considerable developemeut in the ma-

trix of the female, are fit to be discharged, the parent suddenly deflexes the tail and they quit the pouch. [Want

of space prevents us from giving numerous details relative to the gradual developemeut of the young.] The males

are very difterent from the females ; the head shorter, the rostrum less extended, the valves of the shell nar-

rower and less gibbose, the antenna; much larger. Strauss was unable to detect the sexual organs of this sex. The

two valves of the shell terminate in both sexes in a style, toothed on its under-side, curved near its base, and of a

length equal to that of the valves. At each moulting, however, this style becomes shorter, so that in adult indi-

\idLials it forms merely an obtuse point. A single act of impregnation is sufficient for several succeeding {six at

least) generations, as proved by Jurine. About eight days after their birth, the young moult for the first tin)e,

and repeat the operation every five or six days, according to the state of tlie weathei- : Tiot only the body and the

valves, but also the brancbite, and the setre of the oars, cast olT their epidermis. It is not until the third moult-

ing that they begin to produce young, and at first they only lay a single egg, then two or three, the number
griidually increasing to as many as fifty-eight in one species [D. magna). The following day after laying her

eggs, the female moults, and in the shed tegun]ents th« shells of the eggs of her last brood are also found. The
eggs of each brood are almost exclusively of one sex, it being very rare to find two or three males in a female

brood, and vice versa. In five or six broods in the summe)-, one at least is of males. These Crustacea cease to

breed and to moult at the approach of winter, and are killed by the lirsf fin.>t. Tim I'lpbippial eggs which had
ln.'i'Ti laii.l in the summer hatch in the following ejiriug, and in a short time the ponds or ditches are again peopled

with an infinity of />-ijdi/iir. .Many naturalists have attributed the red colour of some of these waters to the

]irr~;(.'nce of ui\ riad^ i.\[' D. j-nh-i ; but Strauss has never proved this fact, the species being generally but slightly

rolnin'ed. In Ihr nninini^- and rvcning, and even in cloudy days, the Daphnite generally station tliemselves on
the surface, b'lt in ihe heat nf Ihr day they seek the deidhs of the water. They swim by taking short springs,

* Rlrauss indeed L'oiisiilcrcrJ Cypris 11(1(1 Cytlicr,; not in Ijc real Bran- 1 as those of the p.-ilj)) and antLrior liiaxillj:, pirfurm ilie r.ffi(.c u(

cKiHijnda, because llieir feet are nol liraiiclli'i! ; hul ive do nut sec briuchice.

why ihc hairs of the two ai)tcrior :iiid uf ilie anteDna; may not, as well 1
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vai-yin^ accordiiiff to the length of their oars and the breadth of their shells. According to Strauss, their food con-
sists exclusively of minute particles of vegetable substances, which they meet with in the water, and often of

confervrc. They constantly refused the animal matter he gave them. It is by the action of their leg's that they pro-

duce a current on the water, which brings their food towards the mouth. Tlie hooks at the tip of the tail are

used in cleaning the branchiffi. [Mr. Baird has published a detailed account of the anatomy and habits of this

genus in the second volume of the Magazhie of Zoolo(ji/ and Bo/ani/.]

The most common species is B. pidex, {Monoculus pnlex, Linn. ; Pidex aqnaticKs arhorescens, Swammerdam),
or the arl)orescent water-flea. It has the seta^ of its oars plumose ; its valves are notched on the lower til'^e, and
terminated by a short tail, which is obtuse in the females.

The last subgenus is Li!nceus,'M\.\\\Qv {Chilodorufi, Leach), distinguished by the oars being shorter than thesliell,

and of which the lower part does not form a produced point. All the species have in front of the eye a small
black spot, having the appearance of a second [frontal] eye.

The second section of the BrcmcJiiopoda—that of the Phyllopa—is distinguished from

the former by the Tiumbcr of feet, \vhich is at least twenty,* and m some ninch more con-

siderable ; their joints, or at least the terminal ones, are flattened, lamellar, or foliaceous, and

cibated. The mandibles are destitute of palpi. They have two eyes, (situated in some at

the extremity of two moveable peduncles,) and some have also an ocellus ; the antenna;, of which

there are generally only two, are small, and not fitted for swimming. These Crustacea compose

two principal groups.

1. Tlie Ceratopthalma, Latr., have at least ten pair of legs, and at the most twenty-two pairs,

^\ithout any vesicular appendages at their base, and of which the anterior are never much longer than

the others, nor ramified. The body is inclosed in a shield, formed hke a bivalve shell, or naked, with

each of the thoracic divisions bearing a pair of exposed feet. The eyes are sometimes sessile, small,

and close together, but more commonly they are situated at the extremity of two movealjle peduncles.

Tlie eggs are internal or external, and inclosed in a capsule at the base of the tail.

In some species the eyes are sessile, immoveable, and the body inclosed in a bivalve shell ; the

ovaries are always internal. They form the genus

Limno.dia of Ad. Brongniart, which so nearly approach the preceding that Hci-mann placed the only species

known [to him and Latreille] amongst the Daphnias. The shell is oval, bivalve, and incloses the body, which is

long, linear, and inflected in front. Upon the head are placed, 1, two eyes in a transverse direction, and close to-

gether ; 2, four anteunffi, two much longer than the others, each composed of an 8-jointed peduncle, and two

8-jointed setaceous branches, rather silky, and two others intermediate in situation, small, simple, and dilated at

the tips; 3, the mouth, situated beneath, consisting of two mandibles, swollen, curved, and truncate at the

inferior extremity, and two foliaceous maxillcc. These parts form together a kind of beak, placed beneath. The

body, properly so called, is divided into twenty-three segments, each of which (except the last) bears a pair of

branchial feet. All these feet are alike, very compressed, bihd, with the outer division simple, ciliated at the

outer edge, and the other 4-jointed, and strongly ciliated on the inner edge. The twelve fore pairs of legs are of

the same length, and longer than the others, which diminish gradually in length. The eleventh, twelfth, and

thirteenth pairs have at the base a slender filament, bent upwards into the cavity between the back and the shell,

serving as the support for the eggs. The ovaries are internal, and situated at the sides of the intestinal canal.

The eggs, after being laiil, occupy the dorsal cavity above noticed, and are there attached by means uf small fila-

ments adhering to those of the supports. They are at first round and transparent, but afterwards become

darker, and irregular in shape. All the individuals observed by Brongniart were provided with them, so that the

males remain unknown (if there are individuals of that sex), and are supposed to appear at a ditferent season from

the females. The type, Limnad'ta Hennaiini (A. Brongniart, Dap/iina girias, Hermann), has been found in small

pools of water in the forest of Fontainebleau.

[M. Gu^rin has published a monograph upon this genus in his Magasin du Zoologic for 1837, describing three

species.]

[ErJherla, Strauss, (Ci/'i/cus, Audouin,) is a genus closely allied to Lhnnadia, found in the Red Sea. Type, E.

D-i/ialacc/isis, Ruppell, in Trans. Mas. Seckenherg, 1837.]

In the other species of Ceratopthahna, the eyes are placed at the extremities of two long peduncles,

formed by the lateral prolongation, hke a nose on each side of the head. The liody is naked, not in-

closed in a shield, and annnlated throughout its entire length. The females carry their eggs in an

elon-'-ated ca[isnlc, placed at the l)ase of the tail when present, or at the posterior extremity of tlie body

and thorax in those which have no tail.

.-lr^c»'m. Leach, has the body terminated by a tail, the eyes borne at the extremity of very short peduncles;

the head confiuent, with an oval thorax, supporting ten pairs of legs, and terminated by a long and pointed taik

* TliL'ic animals rcpreaeiil in lliis ulass of Crustacea the Myrinpoda in that of the Insecta.
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Fig. 20.-

Artcmia saliiia, {Cancer sa/iuus, Linn., Montague, in Trmi-s. Liiiu. Soc, 9. pi- 1^,) [tbe Brine Slirimp] is avery
small Crustaceous animal, coininoiily found in the salt pans at Lymington, in England, when the evaporation
of the water is considerably advanced. [Latreille observed that we were in possession of very imperfect
characters of this little species. More recently, however. Dr. J. V. Thompson has minutely examined its struc-

ture, and has traced the gradual developenient of this singular animal, which, when full grown, is about half

an inch in length, with a highly polished surface. *' Nature having con-
structed thein with members solely adapted for swimming, they seem
to be in perpetual quest of prey, gliding with an almost even motion
tlirough the water, and moving with equal inditlereuce and facility

on the back, belly, and sides; the shape of the animal, the undu-
lating movements of its fins, and the glossy appearance of its coat,

renders it an object of avery interesting description."— r/zoy^jyi-on. M.
V, Audouin has published some additional and er|ually interr^ling

details of it in the Annales des Sciences Nahinslics Un- ISS;.]

Bra/ic/iipui-, Latr. iCJiirocephaltis, B. Prevost), have the eyes placed

at the end of elongated peduncles; the body long, narrow, and com-
pressed, the head distinct from the thorax, with its organs varj'ing in

the sexes, with two horn-like projections between the eyes
;
eleven pairs of

legs, and the tail terminated by two ciliated, elongated plates. In both sexes the body is nearly filiform, composed

of ahead separated from the thorax by a kind of neck, of a thorax channelled beneath, and divided, at least on the

upper side, into eleven segments, not including the neck, each of which supports a pair of very compressed bran-

chial legs, generally composed of three lamellar joints, with the edges fringed with hairs, and of a long tail,

gradually narrowed to the end, composed of nine segments, terminated by two or more less elongated filaments with

ciliated edges. The under side of the second segment of the tail exhibits the male sexual organs, and in the female

is furnished with an elongated sac, containing the eggs ready to be laid. The head, {of which the organization of

the ditt'erent parts, especially those of the mouth, requires a more minute investigation than has been given to it

by Prevost and Schaffer), presents, 1, two facetted eyes, wide apart, at the end of two flexible peduncles, formed by

the lateral prolongation of the head; 2, two frontal antenna scarcely shorter than the head, slender, liiiform, and

composed of minute articulations; 3, two produced organs beneath them, either in the fonn of horns, and

composed of a single joint, or finger-shaped and two-jointed ; 4, a mouth on the under side of the liead, composed

of two kinds of toothed mandibles, destitute of palpi, and of some other pieces. We believe that these produced

horns are only appendages Qj^it differently constructed in the males) of the frontal antenn<e ; the two other

antenna: may either be obliterated in the females, and may constitute in the males of C. diaphanus, Prev., the singular

tentacles with teeth, and capable of being rolled up in a coil, which li. Prevost calls the fingers of the hands.

The observations of SciiiiHer upon the hairs of the feet, prove that they are so many aerial canids, and tliat the sur-

face of the feet to which they are attached is able to ali^orb a iii.irtion uf thu air which is in contact with them, in

the form of bubbles.

Chiroccphalus diaphanus, B. Prevost, nearly allied to oiu- Branchipus paludosus, if indeed it be distinct, has, on

bursting from the Q^%, the body divided into two nearly equal and nearly globular masses. The anterior exhibits

a single simple eye, t^vo short antennas, two very large oars, ciliated at the end, tw^o short, slender, S-joinii.-il li".;s. At

the end of the first moulting the two composite eyes appear, the body is gradually elongated, and tcrnHn.'Ltrs jn a

conical, articulated tail, with two filaments at the tip. The subsequent moultings gradually de\cln]ie the legs,

and the oar-like appendages disappear. The Branchijii are found, often in great numbers, in small puddles of soft,

disturbed water, and often in those formed after hea'\'y' rains, especially in autumn and spring. The first frosts

destroy them, lliey generally swim on the back, and their short, lamellar feet, unable to assist in walking, are

then kept in an undulatoi^ motion, very agreeable to the sight, and by which a current is produced, which, follow-

ing the canal of the breast, bears to the mouth the minute particles of the insect's food. When it swims it violently

beats the water from right to left with its tail, which gives it sudden jerks. When deprived of a sufficient degree

of moisture, it soon ceases to move. The shell of the eggs is tliiclc and strong, which favours their pi-esen^ation,

since it appears that desiccation, unless it be too strong, does not alter the germ, and that the young are subse-

quently hatched when a sufficient quantity of rnin falls. M. Desmarest has often obsen-ed the Branchipus in pud-

dles of fresh rain-water on the summit of the free-stone {grits) of Fontainebleau. The female Chirocephali have
several distinct layin'jcs of eggs, after a single impregnation ; each operation lasting several hours, or even an
entire d,iy

;
i;;mI[ Ijiniid consists of from one hundred to fuur luuidred eggs, ten or twelve bein-- ilisrli;irgril ;u unce

with sniriiiriil forri; (n L'uibed them in the sand. The two horns, situated beneath the supcrirn- ;Milruii;r in Jjni/irhi-

puspaludusus, ai'c composed, in both sexes, of two joints, the last of which is large and cur\rd in the male, and
very short and conical in the female. In Branchipus siagnnlis, the

horns are composed of but one joint, those of the male resembling, in

their fonn, direction, and teeth, the jaws of the Lucauus Cervus^ or Stag
Beetle. [There is an interesting memoir on this animal and its trans-

formation, by Br. Shaw, in the Limiwan Transactions, vol. i.]

Eulimcnc, Latr., is destitute of a tail, the body, which is nearly linear,

terminating immediately behind the thurax and posterior legs : the four

antenna^are short, nearly filiform, two bring smaller than the others, and nearly resemlilin- palpi, j-ilnrrd at

the anterior extremity of the head. Tin; head is transverse, with two eyes plac-d ii|Mm largr o hndrn.al pcdun
cles, eleven pairs of branchial feet, of which the three anterior joints and the terminal imu; arL- smaller, and

Fig-21.- Dr,^nclii].iL> b
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gradually pointed, and immediately behind them is a terminal, nearly seniiglobular joint, replacini^ a tail, and

which IS furnished with an elonti^ated lilament, probably an ovidnct. I have obsen'ed near the middle of the

fifth and four followinfj- pairs of feet a jjlobose body, probably analogous to the vesicles which tliese orj^'ans present

in .-Ipus. The only species, £. alb/da, Latr., is very small, and of a \\hilish colour. It is found in the River of Nice.

2. The AspiDiPHORA, Latr., [or second principal group of the Pbyllopodous Branchlopoda] have sixty

pairs of legs, all of whicli are furnished on the outside, near the base, with a large oval vesicle, and of

which the two anterior, much larger than the rest, and ramose, resemble antennas. A large shell covers

the major part of the upper side of the body, almost entirely disengaged, (shield-like,) posteriorly emar-

ginate, and l)earing anteriorly, in a conftned space, three simple sessile eyes, of whicli the two anterior

are larger and lunular ; and two bivalve capsules containing the eggs, annexed to the eleventh pair of

feet. Such arc the characters of the genus

Apns, Scop., (forming part of the genus Binocidus, Geoffroy, and Liiniihis, Mull.).—Tlie body, including" the

shell, is oval, broader, and rounded in front, and narrowed behind, forming a tail ; bat if we reino\'e the sliell, it is

nearly cylindrical, convex above, concave and divided by a longitudinal canal beneath, terninating in an elongated

cone. It is composed of thirty joints, equally cUminishing in size towards the posterior extremity, and which,

with the exception of the seven or eight terminal ones, bear the feet. The ten anterior segments are membranous,

soft, and without spines, presenting on each side a small eminence, or knob, with only a single pair of legs to

each. Tlie others are more solid and horny, with a row of small spines on the outer edge : the last is longer than

the preceding, nearly square, depressed, angular, and terminated by two filaments, or articulated setfe. In some

species, composing the genus Lepidunts, Leach, there is a corneous elliptic plate. If the number of legs be one

hundred and twenty, the terminal segments after the eleventh and twelfth must severally bear more than a pair of

legs, (in which respect these animals approach the Mijriapodd). The shell, perfectly disengaged beyond its an-

terior attachment, covers the greater part of the body, and thus defends the anterior segments, which are of a

softer consistence than the others ; it consists of a large, corneous scale, very slender, nearly diaphanous, exhibit-

ing the superior teguments of the head and thorax united, and forming a large, oval shield, deeply inclined at its

posterior extremity. Its upper surface is divided by a transverse line, forming two united arcs, into tuo areas,

the anterior of a semilunar form, corresponding with the head, and the other witli the thorax. Tin; anterior is fur-

nished with the three eyes, and the posterior is carinated down the middle. Tlie shell is only fixed to the body at its

anterior extremity, so that the back of the animal may he distinctly seen throughout its whole length. Immedi-

ately beneath the frontal disc are placed the antennae and mouth. The antennas are two in number, inserted on

each side of the mandibles, very short, filiform, and composed of two equal joints. The mouth consists of a square

labrum ; two strong, corneous mandibles, destitute of palpi, and toothed at the tip ; a tongue, deeply notched ; two

pairs of foliaceous maxilla', the superior spined, and ciliated on the inner edge, and the inferior resen^bling small

false legs. They are terminated by a slender, elongated joint, prolonged externally at their base into an ear-

shaped appendage, and bearing a kind of palpus. Tlie legs, about one hundred and t^venty in number, gradually

diminish in size after the second pair ; they are all compressed, foliaceous, and composed of three joints, not

including the two long filaments at the tip of the two anterior, and the two leafiets terminating the following,

which may be regarded as the analogues of a claw, having the two fingers elongated, and converted into antennae-

like filaments ; upon the posterior edge of this joint is inserted a large branchial membrane, and the following, or

the second, also bears on the same side an oval, vesicular, red sac. The opposite edge of these legs also exhibits

fuur triangular, ciliated leaflets. The eleventh pair of legs is very remarkable ; the first joint exhibits, behind

the vesicle, two circular valves, applied upon each other, formed of two plates, and inclosing the eggs, which re-

semble small, red grains. All the individuals hitherto examined have exhibited this structure, and it has, there-

fore, been supposed that each has the power of fecundating its own eggs, and that there are no males.

These Crustacea inhabit ditches, lakes, and standing waters, generally in innumerable quantities. Raised thence

by violent hurricanes into the air, they have been obsen'ed to fall like rain. They are generally found in sj^ring

and the beginning of summer. Their food principally consists of young Tadpoles. They swim well on the back,

and when they burrow into the sand, they elevate their tails in the water. AVhen first hatched they have only one

eye, four legs, like oars or arms, with whorls of hairs ; the second pair being the largest. The body has no tail,

and the shell only covers the front half of the body. The other organs aregradually developed during the succeeding

moultings.

Tlie s\>ecics being few in number, it is not necessary to form (as Leach has done) with those

which have a plate between the tails, a distinct genus {Lepiduriis, Leach), tj-pe, MonocuIusapuSj

Linn. The ridge of the shield terminates in a small spine posteriorly, which is not the case in

Apus cancyifonnis {Limulus paht6-tris, JMiill.), which latter is also destitute of a plate between the

tail. This forms the type of the restricted genus J^jm.s of Leach, who has a!;.o Jigured another

species, A. Montapid.

[Prosop/.s/oma, Latreille, in Nonv.Mcm. (/(tiVMs^wm, is composed of a minute species from Mada-

"ascar, exactly resembling a species of Gyrinus in its external appearance. It is figured in Guerin,

Jconographie CrusL, pi. 34-, U. Eurypierus, Dekay, is composed of avery remarkable fossil animal,

allied to .-t^j^u- and other analogous genera, the head not being distinct from the body, which is

oval, but attenuated behind, with two large dorsal eyes, and four pairs of legs, the fourth being

very large, and like broad oars. Annah Nat. Hist., New York, 1825, p. 375, t. 29.]
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THE SECOND ORDER OE EXTOMOSTRACA—
(T/ie Seventh and lusl af the Class Crustacea),—

PCECILOrODA,—

Is distinguished from the prcccdinf,'- hy the diversity in the form of the feet, of

which the anterior, of ;ii) indutermiiiatc numljcr, are ambulatory, or fitted for pre-

hension, and the otliers, lamelhform or pinnated, are branclrial, and iitted for swim-

ming. But it is especially in the absence of mandibles and maxilla; of the ordinary

form that they are separated from all the other Crustacea ; sometimes these organs

are replaced by the basal joint of the six anterior legs being armed with numerous

minute spines ; sometimes the organs of manducation consist cither in an external

siphon in the form of an inarticulated beak, or in some other instrument fit for

suction, but hidden, or very indistinct.

The body is nearly always covered, either entirely or for the most pjart, by a

shell in the shape of a shield, composed of a single piece in the majority, but of

two parts in some, and always exhibiting two eyes at least when these organs are

distinct. Two of the antennae (Chellccra, Latr.) are in manj- in form of hooks,

and perform the functions as such. The number of their legs is twelve in the

greater number*, and of ten or twenty-two in nearly all the others. They reside

for the most part upon aquatic animals, and most commonlv on fishes.

We divide this Order into two families, [Xyphosura and Sipuonostom.a,] which, m
my Families Natiirelles, comjioscd two separate orders.

THE nUST FAIIILY OF IHECILOrOD.V,—

XvrnusuRA,

—

Is distinguished from the followiug liy many cliaracters : they have no siphon ; the co.xre of the six paii'S

of fore-legs are lieset with minute teeth, aud perform tlie otEce of jaws ; tlie numlicr of legs is twenty-

two ;
till- ten anterior, witli tlie exception of the two antriior in Ihe males, are tcriLiinated liy a tno-

fingercd claw, and inserted, as well as (lie two fnllowiiig, beneath a large scuiilunar shield; the latter

hear the oigans of generation, and are in the fiu'm of large leaves, as well as the ten fVdlowing, which

are hraneljial, and annexed to the under side of a second shield, which is terminated hy a very powerful,

horny, moveahle style, like a sword. These animals arc wanderers. They compose tlie genus

Limidus, Fab., of which the species have received the name of [King Crabs], or crabs of the Moluccas. Tlie

nearly rounded body, somewhat elongated and narrowed behind, is divided into two parts, and covered by a solid

shell of two pieces, one for each division of the body ; it is very concave beneath, and exhibits

'
' on Its upper side two longitudinal impressions, one on each side, and a central dorsal ridge.

The fore part of the shell, or tluit ^vhtch covers the front of the body, is nincll larger than the

other, and forms a large semdimar shield, having on its upper side two oval eyes, ivith very

numerous facets, in the form of minute grains, and situated one on each side on the outside of

the longitudinal ridge ; and at the anterior extremity of that of the centre, which e.xtenils tn the

pieces of the shell, are two small, simple eyes, close together. "Within the cavity of the anterior

Bhell is a small swollen labrum, ridged in the centre, terminated in a point, and above which

are inserted two small antenna;, in the form of small didaetyle claws, and elbowed in the middle

of their length, at the union of the tirst and foUowingjoint. Immediately beneath are inserted,

close together in pairs, in t-\vo lines, twelve legs, of which the ten anterior (the two (ir feiii' anf.'iior

in the males only excepted) are terminated by a didaetyle claw, and of which the tiasal joint is

advanced interiorly into a lobe armed with numerous minute spines, and performs the functions

of the inaxillai. These legs progressively increase in size, and, with the exception of the fifth

pair, are composed of six joints, including the moveable finger of the claw; the fifth pair have an additional

jiiint, anil also a curved appendage at the base, directed backwards, and composed of two joints; their fifth

* Fourteen in some speci<.,s, QcLonJiii^r [o Leaclj ; l.ul the p.iir n lii,:!, fcriur .mleii.tip. The Ari.'uli, m hkli, in respeet to tlieir locomotive
lie considers to be the anterior pair, u|ijicors to me to he the two in- 1 organs, are the tnosl |icrfecl, have only t»cl>e legs.
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joint of the leg being terminated on tlic inner edge by five small, corneous, narrow, elongated, pointed, and move-
able plates, and the two fingers are moveable, or articulated at tlie base. The two pieces situated between these

feet, considered by Savigny as a tongue, appear to me to be the two niJLxillary lobes of these organs, detached and
free. The males are distinguished by the form of the claws of the two or fom- fore-legs, which are swollen, and
destitute of a moveable finger. The two terminal legs of the anterior shield are united into a large, membranous
leaflet, nearly semicircular, bearing the sexual organs on its posterior face ; the joints are indicated by sutures.

The second piece of the shell is nearly triangular, and notched at its posterior extremity. Its sides are alternately

notched and toothed, and with six spines on each side. In its concave under-side are situated, arranged in pairs,

and in two longitudinal series, ten fin feet*, nearly resembling the posterior pair of legs, but united merely at the

base, applied upon each other, and bearing on their posterior face the branchiL-e, which appear to consist of very
numerous fibres.

These Crustacea sometimes attain the length of two feet. They chiefly inhabit tropical seas, and are found near
the shore. They appear to be peculiar to the East Indies and coast of America. In the latter part of the world
they are called Casserole Fish,—their shells serving, when the legs are removed, to lade water with.

According to M. Leconte, a learned naturalist, they are used for feeding pigs. The natives use the horny style

at the extremity of the body in making their arrows, the point being dangerous. Their eggs are eaten in China.

In walking, their legs are not seen. Fossil species have been found in strata of moderate age.—Knorr, Mon. De-
lude, i. pi. 14; Desmarest, Crust. Fossiles, xi. 6, 7.

One species, forming Leach's genus Trachyplcciia^ has the four fore-legs, at least in one sex, terminated by a

single finger,

—

L. heterodactylns, which I have observed figured in Cliinese drawings, and which is probably the

Kabutogani or Unkia of the Japanese, by whom it is figured in their primitive Zodiac as the representative of the

constellation Cancer. In the others, the two fore-claws, at most, are only monodactyle. All the ambulatory legs

are didactyle, at least in the females. This division is composed of numerous species ; but which, in consequence

of the slight attention which has been bestowed upon the details of them, from the differences of sex and of age,

together with their peculiar localities, have not been yet characterized with sufficient nicety. Tlius, for example,

the young of the common American Llmulm is whitish, with six strong teeth on the central ridge of the base, and

two on each of the lateral ridges ; but in others of greater age, and which are a foot and a half long, the colour is

much darker, and the teeth have nearly disappeared. "We may refer the Limulu.s- Ciiclopx, Fabr., L. Sowerbii^

Leach, L. irideiiiahts, Leach, and L. albus, Bosc, to the foniier ; and to the latter the Mvnoculus pohjphemus,

Linn., which I had named L. molucamus, considering it peculiar to the Moluccas. In all its states its tail is

shorter than the body, and denticulated above, which distinguishes it from other species described by myself and

Dr. Leach.—See Nuuv. Diet. d'Hist. Nat., second edition, and Desmarest.

[Van der Hoeven has recently published two memoirs on this genus, in his Magazine of Natural Uistonj, pub-

lished at Amsterdam.]

THE SECOND FAMILY OF PCECILOPODA,—

SlPIIONOSTOMA,

Does not exliibit any kind of jaws. A sucker, or siphon—sometimes external, and in the forui

of" an acute inarticulated beakf,—sometimes concealed, or nearly indistmet—occupies the ])lace

of the mouth. The number of feet never exceeds fourteen. Tlie shell is very slender, and of

a single piece. All these Entomostraca are parasites.

We divide this famdy into tivo tribes, [Caligides and Lerx.eiformes].

The first of these tribes—that of the Caligides, Latr.— is cliaracterized by the presence of a shell,

in the form of an oval or scmi-luuar shield; by the number of vi:.-ible legs, \vliich is always twelve (or

fourteen, if, \Titli Dr. Leach, we regard the limbs, vi'liich I consider as inferior antenna;, as legs) ; by the

form and size of those of the ten posterior t, ^vhieh arc either sht into many parts, pinnated, or termi-

nated in a s\vinnneret, and well fitted, in all their stages of existence, for swimming: sometimes they

are leaf-like, broad, and membranous. The sides of the thorax never exhibit any wnngdike expansions

directed backwards, and posteriorly inclosing the body. [The tribe is divisible into two subtribes.]

In the first subtribe, the body—exhibiting, on the upper side, several segments—is elongated, and

narrowed posteriorly, terminating in a tail with two filaments, or two other exserted appendages, at the

tip. This extremity of the body is not covered by a division of the superior integuments, in the shape

of a large rounded scale, deeply notched at its posterior extremity. The shell occupies at least the

moiety of the length of the body. This subtribe comprises two genera of MdUcr [JrgulKS and Caligm].

* The two {orQ-lcffs may rcprcMciit llie mnndiblcs of tlic Decapods ;

the four follow'mi; feet, their ni;ixill!E. and the ^ix hind-loj,'s, their

lout-jaws: so tliat the fin-feet of the seeoiid part of the shell would

thernre be the representatives of the thoracic legs of the higher

Criva::acc.a.

t The LOinpnsitinn of this beak is not well unden.looH. ll is c\i-

deiit, fmm Jurine's lit'ure of .-Jri^uliis fol'iaceu^, that it inclose!, a

suL'kerjbat is it the snmc with the others? nnd what is the number
of the pieces of which it is composeti ? This we are ignorant of,

although I presume that it consists of a labrmii, mandibles, and a
tongue, which (orms the sheath of the sucker,

1 [Lalreille says, " diT derniiires paircs ;" but he evidently inlendcd

oiily i\\cfive posterior pairs, or ten posterior legs.]
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Fi^r. 24.-

of the Lir .

/cct
; a. 111.'

ArgiiJns, Mull., at first named by me Ozolus, but not sufficiently described. Tlie younger Jarine subsequently

examined the species which is the type of the genus, with the most scrupulous attention, observing it in all its

stiiges. The shield is oval, notched posteriorly, covering the body, with the exception

of the posterior extremity of the abdomen, and supporting, on a triangular frontal

space termed the clypeus, two eyes, four very minute antennrr-, nearly cylindrical,

placed in front—of which the superior, very short iind 3-jointed, have, at the base, a

strung, toothless, recurved hook, and of which the inferior are -i-jointed, -with a aniaU

tooth upon the basal joint. The siphon is directed forwards. The legs are t^velve in

number. The two anterior are terminated by a large limb, circularly dilated at the tip,

and striated and toothed at the edge; exhibiting, on the inside, a kind of rosette,

formed by the muscles, and seeming to act as a sucking-cup. Those of the second pair

1, are fitted for prehension, with the thighs thick and spinose, and the tarsi composed of

"^!lr\ three jouits, the last of which is terminated by two hooks. The other feet are termi-
""' nated by a swimmeret formed of two lingers, or elongated pinnula_^, fringed with bearded

thrrads. The third pair of legs has an extra finger, but which is recun-ed. The last

pair of legs is attached to that part of the body which is disengaged behind the shield, or the tail. The abdomen-
regarding it as the part of the body extending backwards between the ambulatoiT feet, the beak, and a tubercle

inclosing the heart—is entirely free from the place of its in.sertion, without distinct articulations, and terminates

immediately behind the two last feet in a kiiid of tail, in the shape of a rounded, deeply-notched plate, without
hairs at the tip. It is a kind of s\\imn)eret. The transparency of the integuments permits the heart to be per-

ceived. It is situated behind the base of the siphon, lodged in a sobd tubercle, seraitransparcnt, and in the funn
of a single ventricle.

The eggs are oval, and of a milky white coluur : they are attached by gluten to stones or other hard substances,

either in one or two rows, to the number of from one to four hundred. The eggs hatch about thirty-five days after

they are deposited
i
and the young ones, on bursting forth, are only three-eighths of a line long. 1'heir general

form is similar to that of the adLilt state, but the locomotive organs exhibit essential differences. Miiller described

the animal in tins state as a distinct species, named Arijulus Charon. Four long oar-like arms, two placed before

and two behind the eye, each terminated by a brush of flexible hairs, which the animal moves simultaneously, and
by the help of which it swims easily, with a jerking motion, arise from the anterior extremity of the body. Tlie

rudiments of the antennae are also visible, llie two large sucker-like feet are replaced by two strong legs elbowed

near the extremity, and terminated by a strong claw, with which the animal affixes itself to fishes. Of the other

legs wdiich appear in the adult state, those only of the second and third pairs, or the two ambulatory feet, and the

two anterior natatory legs, are the only ones wdiich are developed and free : the following are, as it were, lapped up,

and applied against the abdomen. The first moulting, which is elTected by means of a rupture of the skin on the

under-side of the body, having taken place, the oar-like limbs disappear, and all the natatorj' legs become disen-

gaged. Three days afterwards, the second moult takes place, which does not produce any important change ; but

at the third moult, which takes place two days aftenvards, we begin to perceive the formation of the suckers of the

fore-legs. At the fourth moult, which also takes place at the end of two days, these legs have assumed the sucker

shape, preserving, however, the terminal hook. At the end of six days, there is another change of the skin, when
the organs of generation become apparent; but there still remains another moult, retarded for six days, before

these animals are fitted for reproduction. Thus the period of their metamorphoses extends to twenty-five days.

They have then, however, attained only half their size. Other moultings, which take place every six or seven days,

are necess;u-y for their arriving at their full growth. Jurine asserts that the females do not become parents -with-

out the presence of the males. Tliose which he kepf isolated died of a disease wdiich manifested itself in numerous

brown globules, arranged in a semicircle towards the posterior part of the clypeus.

The only species of this genus known [to Latreille] {Argidus fuliaceu.s, Jurine; Monoculus fu}iaceus^\Ai\\\.;

Argiifufi (/f/p/iiitus, and A. C/ioroii, Miiller; Monoculi/s G_i/rhii, Cnviev ; 0:oliis Gasfcrostei, Lhtr.) attaches itself

to the under-side of the body of the young of Frogs, Sticklebacks, &c., and sucks their blood. Its body is flattened,

of a greenish-yellow colour, and about two lines and a half long. The younger Herman, who has well described

this crustacoons insect in its perfect state, and wdio cites a manuscript of L. Baklaner, a fisherman of Strasburg,

of the ililr of UiGG, where the same animal is figured, says that, in the neighbourhood of that city, it is only found

upon tlic trout, which it destroys, especially in fish-ponds. It is also found upon the perch, pike, and carp. Ue
says it has never been found upon the gills of the fish. This animal turns itself ab mt

in the water in a similar manner to the Gyrini. He says its body is divided mlo five

somewdiat indistinct segments along the back.

[A most elaborate memoir, containing the description of Ar<iHliis Cuii'stomi, an

American species of this genus, has recently been publitilied by JMcssrs. itana and

llerrick, in SlUimaii's Journal.']

Caligns, Miill., are destitute of the sucker-like feet. The anterior legs are furnished

wdth hooks: the others arc divided into a greater or less number of pinnula', or are in
''

the form of membranous leatlets. The shell leaves a considerable part of the body ex-

posed, which is terminated posteriorly, in the majority, by two long filaments, and in

others by appendages in the form of fins or styles. The space between these appendages ng
also often exhibits various other minute appendages. ",

Ttie name of fish-lice, uniler which these animals are collectively known, indicates

that their habits are the same as those of the other Siphonostoma. Many naturalists have considered the tubulaf

-C„/,>".
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filumcnts at the extremity of the body as o\aries. I have sometimes found the eggs beneath the posterior branchial

ief^s, but never in these tubes. In other eases, the external ovaries, thus elongated, are only found in those females

which lay their eggs in holes or deep burrows
; whereas this is not the case with the Cahgi. Wiiller and other

zoologists have observed that these Crustacea trim and agitate these appendages. We believe, together with both

the Jurincs, that they serve for respiration, in the same manner els the anal fjiaments of Apus.*

Tlie species of the restricted subgenus Caligxis (including Rincuhin, Leach) have all the legs free, and attached,

^vith the exception of the two last, to the anterior part of the body [cephalothoraXi Latr.), covered by the shield
;

and some, at least, of the feet are furnished with numerous filaments. The siphon is not distinct. The abdomen

is naked above, and terminated by two long filaments or two styles. Catiyus piscintM, Latr. ; C. curtus, RliiU.

;

^Jonoculu.^ pischiits'f Linn. The Oniacus lutosus, Slabber, ought perhaps to form a distinct subgenus, on account

of the fin-like appendages. The Bhiocle a queue en plumct of Geoffroy may be introduced into this subgenus.

[:\Iessrs. Pickering and Dana have published an extremely elaborate description of a species of Caligus (C. ameri-

ciuiHs) found upon the Cod, as many as forty or more individuals occasionally occurring on a single fish; but they

are never found within the gill covers. Tlie figures illustrating this memoir have never been surpassed.]

[M. JNL Edwards has published a memoir upon this genus in the Aimales des Sciences Nalurellcs, especially with

reference to the structure of the mouth].

In all the other subgenera of Caligus, the upper side of the aljdomeu is imbricated, or this part of the body is as

though it were inclosed in a kind of case, formed by the terminal feet, which resemble membranes, and are turned

upwards.

Pferygopoda, L.atr. {i^ogaus? Leach), has the posterior extremity of the body terminated by two fin-like ap-

pendages. It has digitated feet on the under-side of the post-abdomen, or second division of the body, not covered

by the shield, and a distinct beak. Founded upon a single species, found on the shark.

Pandarus, Leach, has two filaments at the posterior extremity of the body. The legs, of the first and fifth pairs,

are unguiculated, and the others digitated. The siphon is not distinct. Pandarus hicolor, Leach ; P. lioscii,

Leach, &c. [Two other species of this genus have been described and figured by Ur. Johnston, in the Magazine

of Natural Jlislori/, vol. viii.]

Sinemoura, Latr., has two long filaments at the anus, but m which the siphon is distinct. The two fore-legs

arc unguiculated; the two following are terminated by two long fingers; the others are in the form of membranous

leaflets. C. productus, Miiller ; M. salmoneiis, I'abr. •

Anthosoma, Leach, approaches the preceding, as regards the existence of the siphon and the two anal filaments;

but it recedes from it, as well as the two preceding, in its antenna-, of which two are directed fonvards, in the

shape of small monodactyle claws, and in the six hind-legs, which are membranous, folded upwards, at the sides,

ujion the post-abdomen, which they envelope. The first and third pairs of legs are unguiculated
;
and the second

tei-minated by two short, obtuse fingers. Ant/iosoma Smithii, Leach.

[Nemesis, Risso, is a curious genus, of a narrow form, with the anal filaments many times longer than the entire

body.—See Pol. Roitx, Crust. Meditcr., pi. 20.]

In the second subtribe of the Caligides, the liody is oval, without exserted aual appendages, in the

form of filaments or fiu-like scales. A portion of the superior integuments composes in front of the

bodv a shield, which does not cover tlie anterior half, harrov\'cr than it, rounded, and notched anteriorly,

dilated and bilohed at the other end, succeeded by tln-ee other pieces, or rounded scales, posteriorly

notched, the second of wdiich is the smallest, being in the shape of a reversed heart; the last is the largest.

Tiie four posterior legs are in the form of plates, united in pairs ;
those of the first and third pairs are

iiU'^uiCLilated; the second are bifid at the tip. The siphon is apparent. The eggs are covered by two

lar're, oval, contiguous, coriaceous pieces, placed beneatli the abdomen, and surpassing it in length.

Such are the characters of the genus

Cecrops, Leach, of which a single species is only known, which has been found fixed to the branchia; of the

tu:iny and turbot. C. Latreiltei, Leach.

The second of the tribes of the Siphonostoma—Vas>.t of the Lern/Eiformes, Lat.,— is composed of

Eiitoniostraca still nearer allied than the preceding to the Lernajue. The number of the legs does not

clearly exceed ten, (l)ut there is perhaps another pair still more minute), and these organs are, for the

most part, very short, and unfitted for swimming. Sometimes the body is nearly vermiform, cylindrie,

with the anterior segment simply a little wider, and furnished with two didactyle advanced claws, and

sometimes, in consequence of two lateral expansions in the shape of lobes or wings, directed behind

tlie thorax, and of the two ovaries, which are posterior, it forms a small quadi-ilobed mass. This tribe

comprises two genera.

th.a, li

hird v.ilume of Uic .Innal. Gnrr. del Sci. Ph),ij.. p. 3«, I closing; a HvinE telus, Tcry lUfffrent Irom its parent, and of ^vbich lie

( u.ssels there is an extract front the observations of Dr. gives a description, from these observations, these filaments tvoalrt

oTThef'cetu, of a species of CaliB,is(C.rl«»i-a(«.?) which I
seem to be esterior oviducts; bat is there not some error in this

„„n upon the operculum of S.o,.' SWone. This naturalist statement? I have sttidied, tvith greu care, these oteans in many

rrushcd tlie anal filaments of the animal, he oh- specimens—preservetl, it is true, in spirits of wine—but I have never

,. membranous and transparent cei-s discharsed, each in- 1 yet discovered any body inclosed in them.
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DicJielestium, of the younger Hermaim, has the body narrow, elong-ated, slightly dilated in front, and comi''isr'd

of seven segments, the anterior beinp; larger, rhomboidal, and composed of the head and jmit "f tlie thorax unitpd.

It supports, 1, four short antenna', the lateral ones being lilifurm, 7-jfiintPd, nuil the inti'iini.tliido pair advanc-'d

like short arms, 4-joii]t(jd. A\ith the last in the form of a diihirl \ N; claw ; -j, ;l siidnin on its umhT-Mdr, rni.-n-

branoLis and tubular; 3, three Kinds of mis-shapen palpi (two liiany-rlcti icgsVj nu carh side, situHtcu on an ele-

vation; and, 4, four feet fitted for prehension, of which the t\\o anterior are tenninated by several anequal-

sized, tniithcd lic^ks, and of «hich the second pair are terminated by a strong hook. Each of tlie second and third

segnnents supports a pair of legs fonned of a joint terminated by two kinds of lingers, tootlied at the Tip, To the

fourth segment is attached a fifth pair of legs (the last), being in the form of simplf, oval, and immovable vesicles,

which Hermann regarded as ovaries rather than legs. The hind se[niient is flattened, and terminated by two minute

vesicles. The eyes are not distinct.

D. stitnoiiis, Hermann, is about seven lines long. Theleg.s are only seen when the animal is re-

versed. It [is found upon the Sturgeon], into the skin of -which it insinuates itself deeply. Hermann
found as many as twelve on one fish. Two or three of this number, males probably, were one-third

shorter than the others. They twist themselves about with great rapidity. Tliey alltx themselves

very firmly by their frontal claws.

Ntcothoc, Aud. and INI. Edwards, terminates the class of the Cnistacea, and is distinguished

by its anomalous form. AVith the naked eye, it appears to consist only of two large lobes

united together, somewhat like a horse-shoe, inclosing two others ; but, with the microscope, it

appears that the two large lobes are two large lateral expansions of the thorax, having the appear-

ance of wings, nearly oval, and directed backwai'ds, and that the two others are external ovaries,

like those of the female Cyclops, attached by a small peduncle to the base of the abdomen. The

body consists of, 1, a distinct head, supporting two eyes widely apart ; two short, lateral, seta-

ceous, ll-jointed antennae ; the month formed of a circular opening, performing the olfice of a cup,

accomjianied, on each side, by maxilla-shaped ajipendages (fore-legs); 2, a thorax, composed of

four segments, having, on the under-side, five pairs of legs, the two anterior terminated by a strong

i^suoL''8ru'"rioDfa
hoolc, and the eight others composed of a large joint, terminated by two nearly cylindrical, sub-

equal branches, each composed of three joints
; and, 3, an abdonren, pointed behind, composed

of five joints, the first largest, and supporting the pair of large, oviparous sacs, the last terminated by two long

bristles. The lateral expansions appeal' to be only the excessive developement of the fourth aud last £eg;nieut5 af

the thorax.

N, mtaci (Aud. and M. Edwaids, Ann. .Sri. AVf/. 1S20) is half a line long, and about three lines wide, incloding

the thoracic prolongations. It is of a rosy hue, with the lateral expansions yellowish. It attaches itself firmly to

the branchi;e of the lobster, burying itself deeply in the filaments of these organs. They occur in small quantities,

and only upon certain individuals. All the specimens hitherto obsen'ed were furnished with these ovaries. It is

probable, however, that, previous to becoming fixed, they are able to swim
;
and tliat, at that period, their thoracic

lobes had not acquired their ordinary developement.

[The aniuiuls composing the Si[)]ioiiostoma are, coniparatively speaking, the iitost impcrfeetly

organized of all the Crustaeea; a ])eeuliarity i)rol)aljly resulting, at least to a certain degree,

from their parasitic habits. Latreille, in his introductory observations, had noticed the rela-

tion of some of these animals with the Lcrnjefc, but doubted the existence of any actual atlinitv

between them. Two Prussian naturalists, however, Dr. A'on Nordmann, and my friend Bur-

meister, have more reci-'ntly published some elaborate memoirs upon these animals, ^^hieh

completely prove theii relation: this is especially the case with sueh genera as AcldJieres,

Ergasilas, &c., whieh have nut only articulated bodies and jointed members, but their young

are active animals, very closely resembling the young of many of the more imperfect Bran-

chiopoda. Dr. Burmeister, whose memoirs are published in the 17th volume of the Noca

Acta Cff's. Nat. Curios., accordingly unites these together into one group, ivhicb he calls

Schmarotzerkrehse [Siplionostoma, Latr,) divided into five fauiilies : 1, Penellina, com-

prising the genera Lcn/cea, Lerna-ocera, Pcnicn/iis, .\}\i\ PcnrNa j 2, Lekn.eoda, genera,

AnchorfJJa, TrrfchfUfisfes, Brnchielhi, Lenucoj/iu/n, Arlil licrcy., B.'sm/is/i-s, Coiiih^ocnnthus, and

Jjcnifiii/hrnp/is j J_|, Ergasilina, genera, K/co/ho/\ Er(/ns/his\ Jhiiiiolorhns, Jjfrmj)ro''/Iene,

Anihosorna, Dechelesfium. Neiiie.sis ; 4, Caligina, genera, Cecrops, C//'i/ii,n/s\ Cufnju.s, Pan-

darus, and Dinematura j 5, Argulina, consisting of the single geni\s Anjuliis.-'-^

:; from g'u-itiK un account I Uvo of Lhu qriiU auimal bubMrii;iliiiMs, M.Kull^ir li.is al^.o I'lihli^liccJ
" [i rc-prct tlint w/iiu of
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THE TRILOBITES.

Near the Limuli and other Entomostraca provided with a great number of legs,

should be arranged, in the opinion of M. Alexandre Brongniart, and other natu-

ralists'^, those singular fossil animals, at first confounded together under the common

denomination of EntomoIUIms paradoxus, but now called Trilobites, of which that

author has published an excellent monograph, illustrated by good lithographic figures.

According to this hypothesis, we must admit, as a positive fact, or at least as most

probable, the existence of locomotive organs, although, notwithstanding all research,

no vestige of them has yet been detected.t Supposing, on the other hand, these fossil

animals to be destitute of such organs, I have supposed that they are more naturally

allied to the Oscabrions, or rather that they formed the primitive type {la souclie

primitive) of the articulated animals, being allied, on the one hand, to the last-

mentioned Mollasca, and on the other, to the above-mcntioiied Crustacea, as well

as to Glomeris if, to which certain Trilobites, such as Calymene, make an approach

as well as to the Oscabrions, because, like them, they are capable of contracting them-

selves into a ball. Since the publication of the work of M. Brongniart, several natu-

ralists have not agreed with his opinion, but, on the other hand, have either partially

or entirely adopted mine : others still hesitate. Be this as it may, these animals

appear to have been annihilated during the ancient revolutions of our planet.

With the exception of the heteromorphous genus, Agnostus, the Trilobites have, like

the Limuli, a large anterior segment, in the form of a shield, nearly semicircular, or

lunulated, and succeeded by about twelve to twenty-two segments §, all, except

the last, being transverse, and divided by two longitudinal furrows into three rows of

lobes, whence the origin of the name of Trilobites. H They are named by some

authors Entomostracites.

Hha ^Gwus AgnosfuSjBvow^!;., is tlie only one ^vhic]i lias the body either semicircular or kidncy-sliaped. In

all the other <;;enera it is oval or elliptic.

Cali/mcne, lirong;., diil'ers from the others by the power it possessed of contracting: the body into a ball, in the

same manner as Sj)/ia;roma, Armadillo, Glomeris, that is, by causing the two extremities to approximate beneath

the breast. The shield, as broad or broader than lon^, exhibits, as in Asophtis and Ogygla, two eye-like eminences.

The segments do not extend laterally beyond the body, and are united to.i,^ether as far as the extremity; the body

is terminated posteriorly in a kind of triangular, elongated tail.

• M. e' Deslongchanips, Professor at the Universiiy of Caen, the

Count de Rasoumouski, M. Dalman, and others, Imve recently pub-

lisliL-cI various observations upon llicsc fossils. M. V. Audouin, having

ailnincd the opininn ot Brongniart, huK opposed, id it memoir upon tliis

suhjeet, that whicli I h>id gisen. whereby I had appri>xini:iteil them to

tlic O;.cabriona. The most essential ditfieulty was to prove the ex-

istence of legs, and this he has tailed in doiiip. As to the ^.pplicatiou

of liis theory of the thor.-ix of inscLts to the Trilobites, it appears to

me tbc more douhtful. because, in my mode of looking at the subject,

llu' anterior segments of the abdomen of iusects alone represent the

thor'ix of tlic decapod Crustacea.

\ [Mr. [Parkinson] in his Outlines of Oryetoloi;ry, nevertheless be

lieves that he ha3 detected lliese organs, and that they are unijuicu-

Ir.leil. See also the EntomosCrticHe Grnuul-^iijr of Brongviart, Trilob.,

iii. 0. [See also the 15th vol. of the Annaln des Sciences Naturvlles.']

J '1st edit, of tliis work, tom. iii. p. 150, 1.) No known Branchiopud

contracts itself into a ball. This character is eonfined, amon^'-st the

Crusiacca. lo Typhis, Sphreroma, Tytos, and Armadillo; and amongst

the apteruns in^iects, only to Glomeris, which is at the hend of its

eiass snd wjiich leaves a iprcat space between it ar.d the terminal

TTtistacca. Calymene evidently approaches, in respect lo the con-

t'r-iCtilUy, the last-mentioned insects. Typhis and Sphjcroma; but it

does uot'appear that the hind part of its body is provided with lateral

natatory iippendaj;es, a ncgatne cb:i which eparatcs them from

Spli;eroma, but which approximates them lo Armadillo, and especially

to Tylos. The examination of a specimen well preserved has convinced

me that they had, like the Limuli, dorsal eyes, with two elevations, of

which the cornea was granulose or facetterl. In respect to their want

of superior anteiin;c. they have a further affinity with Limulus.

§ It appears that in various Trilobites. and particularly in Asaphus,

the body is composed, in addition to tlie shield, of twelve segmi^nts

detached from eaeh other at the sides, and of another composint,' the

post-abdomen or tail, of a triang-ular or semilunar form, exhibiting

only superficial divisions, which do not cut the sides. In Pari-doxides,

on the contrary, its lateral lobes are terminated by acute prolonga-

tions, quite distiiict, and of vhich twenty-two are easily counted. A
species of Trilobite mentioned by Count Rasoumouski {.-inn. Sci.

A"*/;., June, 1S26, pi. xxviii. fig. 11), which he considers should form

a new (reiius, is very remarkable in this respect. Ita lateral lobes form

very long points. The feet of the pupa; of the gnats are In the forei

of lonij flattened plates, without articulations, terminated by filamcntH,

and folded back on the sides ; tliey are in a rudJmental state, and muy
be analogous to the lateral divisiocs of this species of Trilubite which
is allied to the Paradoxitles.

n The Squilla;, various Amphipod and Isopod Crustacea, have also

many of their segments divided into three portions by two impressed,

longitudinal lines, but these lines are nearer to the margin, and do
not form deep channels.

G G
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il-l.irre fcr-
In J,vn/,7/«,v, liron-., tlje ornlir tulicrcles apprar to (•-Jiiljit a cnvpiin^', or are aranular ; tlj<;

miiiatnig- the body, is less tlon-atcd tlian in Calyiiieiie, ami nearly seioieiixular, or iii the shap.;'of a slinrt I ri;n.;'-le,*

A 'n
'-'.'//A'/'". -Uruii-., the slueM is loii^-er than hioad, «ilb the

posterior ari;;les i.roduced into a spine. The ocular promi-
nences exhibit neither covering nor i;raiiiilatioiis. TIic body
ii elliplic.

'i'lic^eeniincnees, having the appearance of eyes, either do

not exist, or are not <listinctly to be seen, in the genus Parn-
lioxiiles, Brong. Tlie segments, or at least tlie majority ol

tliem, extend laterally beyond the body, and are disengaged

at Hieir extremity on the sides.

Such are the characters of tlie live genera established by

JM. Alex. Urongiiiart, and which may be arranged into three

groups : 1, the Reniforiiles (genus Ayiiostifi)
;

'1, Ihei.'ontrac-

tiles (g. Calipiiene) ; 3, the Extensi (g. jUaphus, Oti'jii'ni, and

Paradoxides). "We refer for a knowledge of the species and

their respective strata, to the work of the above-mentioned

celebrated naturalist, who lias associated with him, in respect to the fossil Crustacea, M. Desmarest, so often cited

by ns in our accounts of fossil and recent (_'rustacea. (.)ther savans have proposed other genera amongst the Trilo-

Intes
;
but being conlined to the most general con.^iderations, I can only cite those \^Ilich appear in the best

work yet published on these singular fossils.

A.saplius ollcil up.

THE SECOND CLASS OF AllTICULATED ANIMALS FURNISHED WITH
ARTICULATED LEGS,—

ARACllNIDA,—

Is, like the Crustacea, [composed of species] destitute of wings, and which are in a

manner not liable to change their form, not undergoing metamorphosis, but simple

shcddings of tlie outer covering of tlie body. Their sexual organs are pLiced at a

distance from tlie posterior extremity of the body, being (except in some males) at

the base of the venter. But they differ from these animals as well as from the true

insects in inany respects. As in the latter, the surttiec of tlieir bodies exhibits orifices

or transverse slits, named stigmata (but which it would be better to name Pnenmo-

stomes,—mouth for the air,—or spiracles, that is, respiratory orifices), serving for the

entry of the air, but being few in number, (eight at most, generally only two), and

situated only on the under side of the abdomen. Respiration is effected either by

means of aerial braiichiLc, ser\ing as lungs and inclosetl in bags, to wliieli these

spiracles form the entry, or by metins of radititiug tracheae. The organs of sight con-

sist only of minute simple ocelli, grouped in diif'erent positions wdien there is a

number of them. The head, generally united to tlie thorax, merely exhibits at

the place of the antenuEC two articulated pieces, like small didaetyle or monodactyle

claws, wdiicli have been iujutliciou^ly eomptired to the mandibles of insects, and so

named ; but they move in ;i direction opiiosed to tlie niotiuu of mandibles, or up

and down, its^isting, nevertheless, in eating, and replaced, in those Arachiilda which

have the mouth formed into a siphon or sucker, by two pointed plates, used as

lancets. f A sort of lower hp {labium, Fab.), or rather tongue, {laiigiietti-}, fornitd

* iLi As'iphm, lirotn,niiurt, deseribytl and fi)riiri;.l \,y I\l, K. Dch

Clinmps, thu [losEcrior angles of the sliiclil, uisteaJ uf Ijeiiif dir

biietiwarrts, as in tlie other species, are reetirved.

t Chclicenc, or anteiinal claws, lur saeh tlicy arc cvi.lcnti

proveil by a ui-mparisnn of these origans with ihe internicoiat

ni ante

by prcei

tiose of tlie i>rdcr Pa-'ilnondri,

a the .Irricliiiiiiu arc dc^htute

«tiich thcyha\c been defined
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by a pectoral elongation ; two maxilla?, formed of the basal joint of two small feet

or palpi *, or of an appendage or lobe of tire same joint ; a piece concealed beneath

the mandibles, and called tlie sternal tongue by Savigny in Phalang'mm copticmn,

and whicli is composed of a beak-hke prominence, produced by the union of a very

small epistome or clypeus, terminated by a very small triangular upper lip, and ot

a longitudinal lower rib (car(?ie) generally very hairy. These, together with the pieces

called the mandibles, generally constitute, with certain modiiications, the mcjuth of the

majority of the Arachnida. The pharyiiKf is placed in front of a stei'nal prominence,

which has been considered as a lip, but which, from its situation immediately in front

of the pharynx, and from being destitute of palpi, is rather a tongue. The legs, like

those of the Insecta, are generally terminated by two small hooks (ungues) and

sometimes bj' an additionod one, and all arc annexed to the tliorax (or rather

cephalothorax), which, except in a few species, is only composed of a single piece,

and very often intimately united to the abdomen, which is soft or but weakly

defended in the majority.

With respect to their nervous system, the arachnida remarkably differ from the

Crustacea and Insecta, for, if we except the Scoi-pions, which, in consequence of

tlieir articulated tails, have some extra ganglions, the number of these knots does

not exceed three, and even in those animals there are only seven.

The majority of the Arachnida feed upon insects, which they seize alive, or upon

which they fix themselves, and from which they suck their juices. Others live as

parasites upon the bodies of vertebratcd animals. There are, however, some which

are found only in flour, cheese, and upon various \'egetables. Those which sub-

sist upon other animals often increase in a very great degree. In some .species two

of the legs are not developed before a change of skin, and in general it is not

until after the fourth or fifth moulting that these animals become fitted for repro-

duction.!

Those species which have pulmonary sacs§, a heart with very distinct vessels,

and six or eight eyes, compose the first Order, Arachnida jiulmonaria.

The others respire by trachea?, and do not possess organs of circulation ; or, if

they be present, the circulation is not complete. The trachea are divided near their

origin into ditterent ramifications, and do not form, as in the Insects, two canals,

running parallel with the entire length of the body, and receiving the air in its

dift'erent parts by numerous breathing pores. Here we can only distinctly perceive

two
II

at most, situated near the base of the abdomen. The number of the simple

eyes is four at the most. These form our second and last Order, Arachnida

(rachearia.

• These orgiaris do not differ from true legs, except in their tnrsi,

cijo^pose'J of M single joint, MiiU jjener-tliy termiiiiiteO \)y a sriiiill hook,

siniiliLr to tlie ordinary legs td the Crustaueii. These mnxillte and

|,,il|,i aiJiieiir to eorrespoiid witli the palpitjeroos nuitidibles of the

dtcapod Cr:ibs, ajid to ilie two fi.re-le(,'8 of Linuilus ; the four follow-

iiii; lei,-s of riialaii),Huiii have a basal maxillary appendaire, analo(fous

In the f.'ur niavilUe of the precediijfj animals, described by me in my

riiouoj;raph of the Freneli Phalani-ia, years before Savi^jny's liiemoirs

were publislied. Henee it is easy to refer all these articulated

anlioals to one general type, and licnee the Arachiuda are not a hind

of Crustaccous animals, dcstitote of a bead, as Savi),'ny says.

t HI. Strauss and myself have only observed one orifice, althougli

Savitrny admits {bat, as it seems to me, incorrectly) two.

I We have also seen that the Argulus does not attain this power

111 after Tlie :nc fact also a|.p able to

Lepidopterous insects, and probably to others which change their

skias several times — thus. Caterpillars moult four times before

assuming the chrysalis state, which is effected by a fifth raoalt, and

the insect does not become an imago until alter another, wliieli makes

six monltings.

ij Sacs inclosing aerial brmiehiLe. or performing the office of lungs,

and which I distinguish from tlie latter organs by the name ot pneumo-

branchite.

U The Pyenogonides .are destitute of spiracles, anil thus appear to

approach the terminal Crustacea, such as Diehelesilum and other

Entomostraea suctoria. Savigny considers them most allied to the

Ltcniodipndous Crustacea, from which, however, tiiey widely differ in

the structure of the mouth, eyes, and legs. We believe ilieri to be-

long rather tti the class Arachnida, near to phalangium, eoiisidenng

they may respire by the surface of their skin.

G G 2
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[It is to be observed, that tbese tvi'o orders are regarded by various celebrated

naturabsts as too widely distinguisbcd from eaeli other to remain in the same class.

Tliis idea was first entertained by Dr. Leaeb, (Zoolut/irfil Misc-t/iiin/, vol. iii. 1SI7),

wlio restricted the class to the families Seorjiionida', 'I'araiitidida', Plialaugida:, yolpu-

gid;c, and Araneida;, all (jf which were assumed to breatlu^ by means of pulmonary

saes, whilst the Trachearia of Latr. (excepting the Pyenogonid;e and Phalangida;),

were fijrrned into a separate class, which lie proj)osed to name Acari. Even Latreille

himself, in his Cours d'Eiitomologif, thought it necessary to separate the Pycnogonides

into a distinct order of the class Arachnida, which he named Aporobranchia.

Messrs. Kirby and Spence (Inirod. tu Entomology, vol. iii. p. 21) were als-o of opinion

that tlie Pulmonary and Traehean Ar.icbnida should not be included in the same class;

but Mr. MacLeajr (Hor^e Eittomoiogiae, p. 382) maintained that the diversity of the

organs of respiration and circulation is not to be depended upon in the classical arrange-

ment of the Annulosa ; and more recently Duges, in his memoir uiion the Acari,

adopted a similar view, considering that external form and general coincidence of

characters, sucli as the presence of eight feet for walking, the absence of organs used

as iintennae and reticulated eyes, and the constant union of the head and thorax, are of

more imiiortanee than the variations in the organs of respiration and circulation. I'his,

whicli I cvinsider as the most philosoiibical vie\v of the subject, (confirming as it docs

my observation on the distribution of the Crustacea proposed by M. Duverney, ante,

p. 410, note,) has been still more recently confirmed by Duges, wdio has read a memoir

before the French Institution, in wliich the genera Dysdera and Segcstria, belonging

to tlie Spiders, are stated to possess four spiracles, two of wdiich are connected with

pulmonary, a.nd two .vith traehean organs (see Giirrhi, Jiiill. Zuol.. No. '2). This

author has illustrated this structure in tlij t'rochard edition of the lilync Animal,

livr. It), Araclinides, pi. 10, f. 4. With tlie view of adapting the arrangement of Leach

to that of Latrcdle, I have proposed the following distribution of the class {Ent. Text

Look, p. 131).

Section I. Pltlviox.msia, Latr.

Order 1. Dimprosomatn, Leach, Araneio'es, Latreille.

Order '2. Polymerosomalii, Leach, Pcd'qxilpl, Latrcdle, {Scorpionhhc and P/in/nidte).

Section II. TuAcuE.vui.v, Latr.

Order 3. Adidnrtlirosomuta, Westw., couijiosed ot the tamilies So/pur/idiC, Cheli-

feruUe, and Phuhnnjiid^'.

Order 4. Monomerosomata, Leach, restricted to the Acari.

Section III. Aporobrancri.v, Latr.

Order 5. Podosomuta, Leach, consisting of the single family Pi/rnogoiiida.

The Baron Walckcnaer, in his valualile Hisloirc No In relic des Liseclcs Aptlrcs,

(Paris, ly37, Svo, tom. i.), has divided the Araidniida of Latreille, wdiich he names

Aelrci-, after Lanuirck, (not ado[iting the views of Latreille that the cbellcera; are modi-

fiid antenna;), into six orders:

—

l.The Aranf.idios (T/ienijh'wses and Aruiij/ices)
;

2. PnuYNiiiDiiS {Pltrijnns, Tlielijplioinis) ; 3. SeourioNinivs [Scorpio, C/ielifer, and

Ooisiiim) ; 4. SoLi'U'jiDES (Ga/codcs) ; 5. Phalanguiks (PliulnnijiiDn, Siro, iShicro-

c/ieles, Trnijnliif:, and " Miti:s") ; G. yVe.AUinEs (TromhiiliiDn , j 1ijilriieliini , (,'iuiiii;ni::,

Ixodes, Aenras, Jiii/hiit;, Bdella, and Orilnilii). Thus we find that the rcspiratoi'y organs
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hp.vc not been adojitcd as the ground-work of this arrangement, Chellfcr arjd Scorjiio

being united together, whilst in the fifth order we find the " Mites " (but no definition

is given to enable us to judge what group is thereby intended) separated from the

remainder of the Acarides, which form the sixth order.

la this valuable work the author proiioses to treat of all the A])terou3 insects, exclu-

sive of the Crustacea ; but the first volume only is yet published. Distinguished as

its author has long been for his writings upun the iVratdniida *, the present work, form-

ing a portion of the Suites u Biiffon, is very valuable, as containing a mass of mate-

rials never before published, with the substance of the various works which the author

has already given to the world. Much interesting detail relative to the haljits of

these animals is here collected, and a great number of species as well as genera of

Spiders, arc described in this volume]

THE FIRST ORDER OF ARACIIMDA,—

PUHrONARIA, (Unogata, Fabricius),—

Possesses, as above stated, a system of circulation well defined, and jiuhnonary sacs, always

placed beneath the belly, and externally indicated by transverse orifices (sti'jmftta), sometimes

eight in number, four on each side, but sometimes four or only two in number. The numljer

of simple eyes is six or eight f, whilst in the following order there are not more than four,

often two, sometimes very indistinct or even \\antiug.

Tlic heart is a threat vessel, extending the whole length of the back, and ernhs branches on

each side, and in front.:]". The legs are constantly eight in number. The head is also sold-

ered to the thorax, and exhibits at its anterior and upper extremity tivo claws, (mandibles of

authors, but named chelicera or antennal claws b)' LatreiUe,) terminated h_v two fingers, one

of which is moveable, or by a single one, which forms a moveable hook.§ Tlie mouth is

composed of a labruin, (see the general observations on the class) ; two palpi, sometiim s

havin"- the a])pearanee of arms or clavi'-legs; two or four maxiUx, composed, wdien there are

only two, of the basal joint of the first pair of legs; and of a tongue of one or tMO parts.
[|

r>v takine', as the ground of classification, the progressive diminution of the pubnonary sacs

and spiracles, the Scorpions, in which there are ciglit, (wlidst there are only four or Xko in

other Araehuida,) ought to form the first genus in the class ; and hence our family l-'e(lii)alpi, to

^vhicli it belongs, ought to precede that of the spinning sjiecies (Araiieides), which arrange-

ment I adopted in my Families Nuturelles, and Dufour also is of a similar opinion. But

these last Arachnida are in some respects isolated, in consequence of their male organs of

o-eneration, the hook of their frontal clans, their abdnmen pedunculated, the spinnerets, and

their habits. The Scorpions, moreover, seem to form a natural passage between the pulmonary

Araebnida and the family of the Pseudo-scorpions, the fij'st of the foUowing order. Vfe

therefore commence with the Spinning Arachnida.

1S05, 8vo ; tht Fii

Cl«tlijir„li,i:i •!••

Sociciy of IVnnce.

I siM'Pose llR- Intersil uii

t .Accordinu to M. M
Scorpion

ttjue Fyi!i,r,ih.

ides, the .An of ll. Km..

qoc, is described ns li^vim; only four cj'cs, but

oic-s wore overlooKcd. Sec Erc^iis.

o! de Serres, Ibc blood in the Spiders and

rried drst to the rcsidratory orjians. and tbenee. by

10 the diffcrEiit [lart.s of tliC body. Brit fronr niialok-y

ieitli the Crustacea, the circulation is probably eflccted in the reverse

ii.anncr. (See Trcviranus on the anatomi- of these niiiinaJs.)

J riicsc or^rans consist of a swollen basal joint, of which one of the

superior aoylcs (when llic claw is didactylc), is produced, forniiat,'

the fjxed thuniii, and r.f a second joit

able piece, either as an op|iosed finijer

II
That of the Scorpions appears to ci

of an elonijateil, pointed triangle, prodi

t. which constitutes the n.ovc-

>r as a simple h^ih.

tisist of four pieces in lhcsha;,e

eed in front
; but the t«olaieral

ones are evidently formed of the first joint of the two fore-lc^, d

may be considered as two ]na\illte anabijjoos to the two brst ina\ilhc.

In IMyjralc, Scorpio, &c.. tlie palpi aie G-joiiited, tlie hrst joint oi uhich,

in the other Spiders, is dilated to fitrm the inuxiUary lobe, riiis lobe,

even, in some species, is articulated at its base. If we iia,,s over ihn
joint, the palpi are ordy 5-jointed, as ordinarily dcserilicd. iji the

Scorpions the terminal moveable lini,'er of the claws lornis, as in tne

claws of the Crabs, a si.\th joiiit.
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THE FIRST FAMILY OF THE PULMONARY ARACIINIDA,—

The Fili:l'Si-:s or Araneides,—
Consists of the genus of Spiders, Aranea, Linn., in \\h\rh the palpi resemble small feet without a claw

at the tip, terminated at most iu the females hy a small huok, and of which the terminal joint incloses

or supporls, iu tiic mak'S, various a[)[ici](Uic:i;:^, mure or lc::;s comiilicaled, employed in generation.'^ The

frontal claws (maudihles of authors) arc terminated by a muveablu hook, which folds downwards, liavincr

on its under side, near its pointed extremity, a small sht for the emission of venomous fluid secreted

in a gland of the preceding joint. The masiihe ;irc ne\er im.>re than two in number ; the tongue is of

a single piece, always c.\tcrn;tl. and t-ituatcd between the ]iia.\ilhe, and more or le^^ square, triangular,

or semicircular. The ihinax j hi^s generally a V-hke imprc^siun, indicating the region of the head,

but consists of a single pirce, to which is posteriorly attaclieil, by means of a short peduncle, a moveable

and generally soft abdoniiMi. This part of the body is furnished in all the species beneath the anus

with four or six nipph;^, llcihy at the tips, c\lindrical or conical, articulated, closely approximating

together, and pierced at the extremity with an infinity of minute orifices J for the discharge of silken

threads of an extreme tenuity, emitted from internal reservoirs. The legs, identical in form, but dif-

ferent in length, arc composed of seven joints, of which the llr^t two foiin the liauneb, the next the

femur, the fourth § and the fifth the tibiic, and the t\vo others tlie tarsus. The lai,t la ordinarily ter-

minated by two ungues, generally tootherl lieiieath, and by a third smaller unguis, not toothed. The

intestinal canal is straight ; the first iitomaeh is composed of several sacs, and about the middle of the

abdomen is a second stomaeb-like dilatation.

The nervous system is composed of a double chord, occupying the mid-line of the body, and of

ganglions, which distribute nerves to tlie various organs. According to Treviranus, the number of

ganglions is only two. The upper surface of the abdomen exhibits, especially in the smooth, naked

species, various impressed spots, differing in number and situation, which, according to Dufour, are

produced by the attachment of the filiform muscles which traverse the liver. The pulmonary orifices,

two or four in number, are indicated externally by as many yellowish or whitish spots near the base

of the belly, immediately after the segment, which, by means of a fleshy filament, unites the abdomen

with the thorax. Each pulmonary mass is formed by the superposition of a great number of white,

tri;ingnhir, extremely slender })lates, which become conlluent around the spiracles, uf which tlie num-

Ijcr is the same as that of the pulmonary sacs. The female Aiancide^ have two ovaries, quite distinct,

lodged in a kind of capsule formed by the liver. "NVith respect to tlie simple eyes, Dufour observes,

that they sliinc in tlie dark like tlM:)SC of the Cat, and tliat iu ctTect the Araneides can sec both by day

and niirht. The abdonim uf Sjiiders is subject to so great an alteration after death that its colours

and CM'U its fui'io ai'c not recognizable. Dufour has, however, been enabled, by means of very rapid

dc^iccatinu (of which he has given the prorrss), lo remedy this evil in a great degree.

According to Reaunun-, thr silk undergdr,:, a first elaboration in two small reservoirs, like drops of

glass, placed obliquely, one on each siile, at the base of six other reservoirs, like intestines, situated at

tlie side of each other, and folded up six or seven times, and proceeding to the nipples by a very

slender filament. It is in these latter ves:iels that the silk acquires greater strength, and other pro-

perties which it possesses. On leaving tlie nl|qd(s the i.ilkeu thieads are glutinous; they require a

certain degree of desiccation or cva])or;Uiiin of liumiitity to fit thctu for use. But it appears that in

favourable weather a moment is sutheient, flic animals making use of their tlireads as soon as they are

iliscbargcd. The wlnte, silky masses seen lloating in the air in spring and autumn, called in France

fi/.\- dc la vierr/e, arc ci'rtainly [iroduced, as we have proved, liy tracing them from their point of de-

parture, from various yuung Spiders, especially Thomisi and E[icirx. It is also i>robablc that many of

* Aflur .-ill Uie .jlisenatioiih \vlikli Itavc been made upun Uic

of s]iidcrs, 1 fitn Induced to btlievc these fippendng-ea are i

efriicration. 1 liave in vain •ioui'lit for any ventral orijans, ii

in;il.' .MvL'ivIe, t'rt.-«L-rv(.-d j[i s|jirits. We iiukIu not iilw;iys I

irjinii iiiiiiliiLry— iijr iiistanec, tlic female organs of rauuicris ;

uir siluuir'il iicrir llie mouth—ii f;ict of which thcr^ is n

pliny
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these Spiders, not having a sufficient supjily of silk, merely t^niit single threads, siicli, for instance, as

those made l)y yount,- Lveosre, which are to be sccji in great ahiuidance crossing from ridge to ridge

in cultivated hnds, when they rellect the sun's rays. AViieu chemically analyzed, they are found lo

exhibit precisely ti;e same characters as the silk of Spiders, and are, therefore, not formed in the air,

as has Ijceii conjectured by Lamarck. Cdoves and stockings have been made with spiders' silk ; hut

these attempts, not being capable 01 a general application, and being subject to great difficulties, are

more cnrious than usffnl. The material is, however, far more important for the Spiders themselves.

It is by its means that tlie sedentary species, or those which do not chase after their prey, construct

their webs of a more or less firm texture, capable, in some exotic species, of holding small birds, and

of wdiieli the forms and positions vary according to the habits peculiar to each species, and which are so

many snares in wdiieh the insects which serve tliem for food are captured. Scarcely is one caught

by the hooks of the tarsal, than the Spider, soaictinies placed in the centre of its web, or in a cell near

one of its angles, darts forth, ap[)roaehes the insect, uses all ils efforts to wound the captive with its

murderous darts, and to discharge into the wound an active poison. Mlien it opi)oses too strong a

resistance, and a struggle may be dangerous to the Spider, the latter retires for a time, until it has

lost its strength, and becomes still more entangled in its ineffectual efforts to escape, when, there

being no longer cause for alarm, the Spider returns, and endeavours to twirl it round, weaving, at the

same time, around it a strong silken web, in wdnch it is sometimes entirely encased.

Lister states that the S])iders discharge their threads in the same manner as the Porcupine is fabu-

lously asserted to do, with this ditferenec, that the threads of the Spider remain attached to its body.

This fact has been considered impossible. AVe have, however, seen the threads issue from the nipples

of some Thomisi, extending in a straight line, and forming moveable rays when the animal moves them

circularly. Another use of silk common to all female Spiders is, for the construction of cocoons

destined for the inclosure of the eggs. The contexture and the form of these cocoons are varied ac-

cording to tlie habits of the various races of S[iiders. They are generally spheroid ; some have the

shape of a cap or a Hat sphere ; some are placed on a peduncle, and others are tenninated ]>y a clali.

Uthcr matters, such as earth, leaves, *S:c., sometimes cover them, or at least partially ; a liner tissue

often envelops the eggs in the inside, wdiere they are loose or agghitinated together, and are more ur

less numerous. [Then follows a long passage relative to the presumed use of the male palpi as organs

of generation, to which a note is added, that they may at least be considered as exciting organs.] From

the experiments of Audebert, it appears that a single fecundation is sufficient for several successive

generations; but, as in all insects and other analogous classes, the eggs are sterile if the sexes have

not coupled. The first-laid eggs are hatched before the end of the autumn ; the others remain through

the winter unchanged. It has been observed that the females of some species of Lycosie tear open their

egg-cases w"hen the young are ready to come forth, and the young, when first hatched, mount upon the

back of their jiarcnt, where they remain for a eonsiflerable time. Otlier female Spiders carry their

cocoons beneath the breast, or station themselves near them to act as guards. The two fore-legs are

not developed in the young of some species until some days after their Ijirth. Others, during this

pi'riod, assemble themselves in society, appearing to spin a commi)n envelope. Their colours are at

this period more uniform, so that the inexperienced naturalist is liable to err in nailtiplying the uum-

b.T of species. M. Saint Fargeau has observed that these animals possess, as well as the Crabs, the

power of renewing their lost limbs.

I have ascertained that a single bite of a moderate-sized spider will kill a house-fly in a few minutes.

It is further certain that the bite of the great American Spiders, called Crab Spiders, belonging to the

genus MijgalCy kill small vertebrated animals, such as humming birds, pigeons*, &c., and may even

cause in Man a violent increase of fever; even the wound of some of our southern [French] species

has jiroved f.ital. Without believing all the fables of Baglivi and others as to the powers of theTaiantula,

we may dread the bite of the larger species of Spiders, especially those of warm climates. Some

species of Sand-wasps (genus Sp/ie.r, Lhm.) seize upon Spiders, which they wound, and then bury in

burrows, in which they also deposit their eggs, in order that they may serve as food for the young

when hatched. The majnrity of these animals die in the autumn, but others live through several

seasons, including Mygale, Lycosa, and probably others. Although Pliny asserts that the Phalangiums

• [Sl'c Or- sMiip](.'iiic7il.'!l uliscrvafiuiis oji the t'crias My^ruli?, as to the origio of this wKlely-sj.rcacl error.]
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were not kiio\Aii in Italy, we consiiler with Alouffct that the Lycoire, and other large Spirlers uhich

do not construct webs, as well as the Solpuga;, are the animals collectively known under the former

name, and of which several species were described by the ancients. Lister, who first sti.uhed the

Spiders -which inhabit Great Britain -with great care, laid the base of a natural di&tril)ution, of which

those more recently published are mostly only modifications ; our more recent acquaintance with some

species peculiar to warmer climates, such as as the Mason Spider, described by Sauvages, and other

analogous species, the employment of the organs of tlie mouth, introduced by Fabricius, a more ju'c-

cise study of the eyes and their relative sizes, and the relative length of the legs, have contributed to

perfect their arrangement. M. Walckcuaer has entered into very minute details relative to these

animals, so that it is difficult to detect a species wdiich -will not enter into the groups which he has

proposed. The presence or absence of a third unguis at the extremity of the tarsi affords another cha-

racter not yet sufficiently generalized, of which, however, Savigny has given a shght sketch (see

"VValckenaer, Faun. Fran^., note at the end of the genus Attus).

M. L. Dufour, who has published cxceUent memoirs upon the anatomy of these injects, and

especially studied those of tlic kiiigdom of Yaleiicia, -\^lle^e he has discovered many new species, has

paid particular attention to the respiratory organs of the Arachuida, and it is after his remark that we

di-vide them into those wliich have four pulmonaiy sacs, with four external spiracles, t^vo on each side

close together, and those -\vhich have only two.'''^

The first of these groups, which includes the Araneides ihcraphoHes of AYalckeoaer, and some goiera,

for which he has employed the collective name of Araaea, compose, in our method, the single genus

—

]\Iygale.

The eyes are always situated at the anterior extremity of the thorax, generally close together. The

chehcer^ and legs are rolnist. The majority have only four spinneretsf; the two lateral ones are situ-

ated rather above the t-\vo others, and are longer and 3-jointed, not computing the elevation ^^hiell

forms their footstalk. They form silken tubes for their abode, v\'hich they hide either in the earth

into which they have burrow^ed, or under stones, in the bark of trees, or amongst the leaves.

The Theraphoses of Walckenaer form a first division, characterized by four spinnerets, the tvi^o inter-

mediate and inferior generally very short, and the two exterior much exserted; the hooks of the

cheliceree folded beneath, along the under side, and not along the inner surfaces. Eight eyes in all,

generally arranged upon a small eminence, three on each side, forming a reversed triangle, of -which

the two upper ones are close together; the two others in a line between the iirectdmg. The fourth

pair of legs and then the first pair are the longest, the third the shortest.

Those species which have tlie palpi inserted at the superior extremity of the maxillre so that they appear to be

six-jointed, the Ijasal joint being long and narrow, and acting- as the maxilla; the tongue, always small,

and nearly square^ and the two fore tiblai of the males with a strong spine beneath at the tip, form the restricted

genus—
il/y(/a/e, Walck.,— some of which lia\'e not a transverse series of moveable, corneous spmes at the upper

extremity of the cliehcene, aliuve the plaee of insertion of the terminal hook. The hair on the under-side of

their tarsi forms a thick cushion, f!;enerally hiding the ungnes. These are the largest species of the fanhly, some

by Lrtt

' [The a iT,t;en,erit of llie Spkltrs piven Ln- M. W^ii-jkenaer, i

The rollowinj^ is an abntract of his tabular synopsi

5 last work, above referred to, differs in some respects from that omploynl

Oruups nrT'injjrjfl ac-

Theraph.,sea .{ F.ighl ey,

\ Eiijht eyL-

G CD era.

,
FilistEltt, tec. -1 ,

"S t

f Eyes near toijethcr . .

IKyesspi.rt M,,sulc.r.
I"

J Eye-s frnntal ].)v«'li:ta, &c Tubiculei
• iEye« frontal and latera) . Uiiiioics, S;c UcllviliLoles '(

Eyes froutiii and lateral, "(^ Lyeosa, Dolophonea, &c. Courcuses. ...
unequal J Eresus. Alms, &e. . . . VolUfjcu.scs ...

fThumisus,
S|.MnS3as,i«c. Ma^thtu^es . . J

Cluliiona, &t: Nidileles . . . .\

Pholcus, &c riliitlcs . . . . 1

TfL'-eiiaria (Araiiea), &c. Tai.iteles . . . .1

- N:,i.r.k.s . . . .(Liiiyphia

Ari.'-ua, &c,
^Arffyroueta

Ri.n
Nagcuscs Acpatiques.]

[Mr, M'Leay, in an article upon Bome new forms of Arachnida, published Sn the Annals of Natural Nis/nnj, has thrown doubts upon tlie

pCDcral character given of these groups, fij;uriiig one species with only two eyes [Nops OuanabacciB) ; another, with tlie sternum divided into

three distinct .segnients, and one pair of the eyes enormously large [Dcinupis Lamia) ; another with the bend, thorax, and ;.bdonicii npparently

fiTlitulated [MT/rmnrachne meliinocepkalfi) ; und anotijcr with the fore-legs modified, in structure short, thicKcLicd, and composed of only sii

Instead <if seven joints {Otiothops fVatckenaeri)
.}

\- I have observed in Atypiia the vesliRes of two otln-r [ii|iples, being- tho.'ie which in the Spiders of the fullondng division Lire placed betnccn
the four cAtenor ones, and ;ire very visible ; but at, they art here scarcely apparent, I have not counted Iheiu a, sncli.
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of which, in a state of repose, occupy a circular space of six or seven inches in diameter, and [are asserted] to

seize Humming-birds. They form their nests in the slits of trees, beneath the bark, in the cavities of stones and
rockS; or on the surface of leaves of various vegetables. The cell of the M. avicularia is in the shape of.a tube, nar-

rowed into a point at its posterior extremity. It is composed of a white web of very fine texture, semitransparent,

like musHn. M. Gouilot gave me a nest which was about seven or eight inches long, and about two inches broad.

The cocoon of this si»ecies had the size and shape of a large nut. Its envelope, formed of the same materials as

the nest, consists of three layers. It appears that the young aro there hatched, and undergo their first moultiiig.

This naturalist informs me that he has obtained as many as a hundred young ones from one cocoon. (See my
memoir on the habits of the Mi/ga/e avicularia, Lin., in those of the Mn.v. d'H/sf. Naf., torn. vii. p. 450.) The
body of this species is about an inch and a half long, black, and very hairy, with tlie t][>^ of the palpi, k-gs, &c.,

reddish.

South America and the Antilles also furnish other species, which are known to the French colonists under the

name of Spider-Crabs, and of which the bite is reputed very dangerous. Tliere is also a large East Indian species

(M. fasciata, Seba) ; and a species is brought from the Cape of Good Hope, nearly as large as M. avicularia.

Another species (M. valentina) has been discovered in the arid deserts of Moxenta, in Spain, by iNI. Dufour ; and
another, from the same country, has been described by AValckenaer (M. cnlpciana). These two species form a

particular group, having the ungues exposed. (See further our articles on this and the allied genera in the Nouv.

Diction. iPIIist. Nat., second edition.)

The other species of Mygale (forming the genus, Cteniza, Latr., m Fam. Nat.) have a transverse row of move-

able corneous spines at the superior extremity of the basal joint of the chelicera. The tarsi are less hairy beneath

than in the preceding, and their ungues are always exposed. They construct, in dry shelving situations exposed

to the sun, in the southern parts of Europe, &c., subterranean cylindrical galleries, often two feet deep, and so

tortuous that the traces of them are often lost. They moreover construct, at the entrance, a moveable lid formed

of silk and earth, fixed by a hinge, and which, by its precise size, inclination, and weight, closely shuts the open-

ing, scarcely so as to permit the place of the nest to be distinguished from the neighbouring soil. The inner surface

of the lid is lined with silk, which enables the animal to hold it down, and prevent its being pulled open. AVhen

taken by violence fi'om its nest, the Mygale is stupid, and ofl'ers no resistance. A silken tube, forming the nest,

lines the interior of the gallery. M. Dufour is of opinion that the males do not make these burrows, being gene-

rally found under stones, and appearing less favoured with organs fitted for those works. We presume, with

M. Dufctur, that our M. carminans is only the male of M. ccementaria, Latr., although M. "Walckenaer is of a dif-

ferent opinion. The latter species, described by Sauvages under the name of the Mason-Spider {Hisi. de VAcad.

rfe5.S'(?ic/(c.,1758), andby Dorthes under that of the Mining-Spider (Z-//?n. Tra)is,. voLii. 17, IS), is about two-thirds

of an inch long, and is found in the southern departments of France, Spain, &c. Another species (il/. fodie/iSy

Walck., M. .Sauvagesii., Duf., Rossi), is rather larger than the preceding, and

^x^ y^ ?% ''/^ inhabits Tuscany and Corsica. The Museum d'Histoire Naturelle possesses
'''" '

""
''

'

a block of earth in which four of its nests are arranged in a regular square.

[M. A"". Audouin has published a long account of these nests in the Annules de

la Societc Entomologique de France.'] M. Lefebvre has also brought another

distinct species from Sicily, and another is found in Jamaica, (il/. nidular.f;),

which, together with its nest, has been figured by Brown in his Natural

History of that island, pi. 44, f. 3.

[It is to I^Iadame Merian that we owe the origin of the story that tlie large

American Mygale attacks and kills sniail bu'ds ; this lady, in her splendid

work on the insects of Surinam, not only asserting this, but figuring the

Spider in the act of feeding on a Humming-bird which it had dragged oft" its

nest. Hence originated the idea that the Mygale spun the webs which are

met with in tropical climates, of sufficient force to hold small birds, but

which are the production of a species of Epeira. Mr. MacLeay, in the
''"'"" '^'"'' ""'-"^-

^j.g^ volume of the Transactions of the Zoological Socitiy, has attacked

this lady's -writings with great violence, giving her credit for all that subsequent compilers chose to add

to her account. She, how'ever, did not assert that the Mygale forms these webs, nor is such the case,

for that spider lives in holes under ground, and in all its movements keeps dost to the earth, its food

consiting of luli, subterranean Crickets, and Cockroaches. On a living Humming-bird being placed into its

hole by Mr. MacLeay, the Spider even quitted it ; whence he disbelieves the existence of any bird-catching Spider

;

but M. Moreau de Jonnes expressly mentions that it climbs the branches of trees to devour the young of Humming-

birds, &c. Latreille published an elaborate memoir upon this genus in the Nouvelles Annalcs du Museum, vol. i.,

and more recently M. AValckenaer has described thirty-six species of this genus in his Uidolre Nafuretlc dcs

Jnsectes Apteres.

The M. nidulans, which is sufficiently abundant in the "West Indian islands,bas been figured, together with its nest,

by Mr. Kirby in his Bridgewater Treatise. It is also figured in Griffith's translation of the Rcgne Animal, but

re'^arded as an andescribed species, named N. nitida. I\Ir. Sells has communicated some curious observations on

it and its nest to the Entomological Society of London.]

Those species (of T//t'm7;/;o^e.'-') which have the palpi inserted on an inferior dilatation on the outside of the

maxilUe, andS-jointed; the tongue very small in Atjims, but wdiich becomes longer and advanced between the

maxilh-c in the following genera, which is its general character: the last joint of the palpi in both sexes long and
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narrowed to a point at the tip ; the males not having; a strong; joint at the extremity of tlie anterior tihia?,—cnnstituti^

the following- g-eriei'a :
—

Atiipiis, Latr., (Jlrli-m, Walek., having a very minute tongue, and the eyes placed close tog-ether upon a

tubercle. Type, A. Snhcri, l.atr., Araiwa plcea, Sulzer, about two-thirds of an inch long, and anteriorly of

a blackish cohnu'. This species burrows, in shelving ground, covererl witli turf, a cyHiidrical

cell, curved below, lined with a white silken tube. The egg-case is aifixed by silken threads

attached to each end, to the bottom of this tube. It is found in the vicinity of Paris, Boideaox,

&c. iM. Milbert has sent another species, found in the neighbourhood of Philadelphia.

Eriodon, Latr., Missuleno, Walck., has the tongue long and narrow, and the eyes dispersed on

the front of the thorax. E. occatoriiis, Latr., from New Holland.

C7(«/;>)(ra, Dalm., has the eyes placed on a very elevated frontal tubercle; four of these (the

t\YO anterior being very large) occupying the centre; the external spinnerets are \ery long.

Founded on a species observed by Dalman, in Copal.

i'\g. 29—Airpus Qi||. second and last divisimi of the quadripiilnionan,'' Spiders (or genus jNIygale) is

clifii-acteri^cd, as in Eriodon, by a narrow tongue, prolonged between the maxillffi, and

by 5-joint''d palpi, l.iiit the Imnks of tlic clielJcerai are folded upon their inner face ; they have six

spinnerets ; the fust pair of logs, and imt the fourth, is the longest, and tlie third the sliortest. Some

have only six eyes. The number of tlioir pnlmnuary sars does not allow us to separate this i^ubdivioiou

from The preceding; as they lead to Drassus, Clutho, and Segestria, which have only two pulmonary

sacs, the natural order does not permit us to pass from Jlygalc to the chasing Spiders, i//eo.vf7 ;

Mygale, in fact, consists of weaving Spiders, and it is in tliis divisiuu that -1. avicularia was originally

placed by Liiin^us.

Dysdera^ Latr., has six eyes, arranged in a horse-shoe, with the open part in fiont ; the chelicera: very roliust and

advanced, and the maxilUe straight and dilated at the insertion of the palpi. Ty[ic, 1). eri/thi-inn, Latr., "Walck.,

[France, England. The Spiders of this and a new allied genus (Oo«oy>.y) have formed the subject ofameruon-,

published by R. Tempieton, Esq., in the last volume uf the Zoological Journal.^

FiHslni(i,'Lvi\r.,\i^?> eight eyes, arranged on a small elevation at the anterior extremity of the thorax ; the

chelicerre are small, and the niaxilI;E curved on the outer edge, and forming an arch round the tongue. Type,

T. blcolor, Latr., France. Another species is found at Guadaloupe, differing in having longer legs, &c.

\Vo now })::ss to tliose species of Spiders wliieh have only a ]tair of pulmonary sacs and spiracles.

All the fnllowing species possess 5-joiiited palpi, inserted on tlie outer edge of the maxillte, near to the

base, ami often in a no'teh, the tongue produced between thern, nnd either sqiuire, triangular, or semi-

circular, and six spinnerets at the anus. The last joint of the palpi of the males is more or less ovoid,

and generally incloses in an excavation a verv' complicated sexual organ, but in Segestria it is simple.

"Witli tlie cxeeptinn of a very few species, entering into the genus Mygale, they compose that of

Aranra, Lin. {Aroneus of some authors),

[Wliicli Latrcille divides into two piincipal groups, according to their sedentary or wandering habits.]

The first division coniprises the sedenlary Spiders, which construct w^ebs, or at least throw out tlireads

for the capture of their prey, and generally station themselves upon or near their webs as well as near

their eggs. Tiicir cyrs arr close tugctlier, upon the r)niad part of the forehead, sometimes eight in

number (four or two being in the middle, and the otlicrs at the side), or sometimes only six. [This

division comprises two subdivisions, the Rectigrades and tlie Laterigrades.]

The iirst of these subdivisions com[irises those species which always walk straight forwards, wlience

are named Rfctigrades: they wravc close webs, upon whicli the} remain stationary, \'iith their legs

elevated in repose. Sometimes the two anterior and the two posterior are longest, and sometimes the

four anterior, or the fourth and the third pairs. The eyes are not arranged in a crescent.

We may divide these into three sections [the TubileleSj Inequiteles, aud Orbifeles-].

The TuBiTEL^, or Tapestry-weavers, have cylindrical spinnerets, placed close togetlier in a bunch

directed l^ackwards. The legs are robust, with the anterior or posterior pair largest in si.uue, but all the

legs of nearly equal size in the others.

In the two following subgenera, the maxillae form an arch round the tongue, thus approaching Filistata, and
receding from the fnllowing. The eyes are always eight in number, arranged four and four in two transvei'se lines.

Clolhii (Walek., Vnirfca^ Dnfour,} a singular genus, with very small cheliceras, capable of being but slightly

extendeil, withoal inili, \Mtli very small hooks, the body short, legs long, and scarcely varying in relative length
;

the eyes are close together, and arranged in the same manner as in Miignle, Walck., three on each side, forming
£1 cuiTC, with the two other hirger ones in a line between them ; the maxillre and tongue are proportionably short;
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the former Imve a slight dilatation on the outside, the latter is triangular : the two upper spinnerets arc long; but,

according- to L. Dufour, instead of the two intermediate spinnerets there are two coinh-shaped valves,—but 1 have

distinctly seen in a well-preserved specimen six spinnerets, the two superior being; the largest, and four others

very small : the anus on each side is furnished witli a pencil of retractde hairs, which L. Dufour has called comb-

shaped valves, and which are distinct from the intermediate spinnerets.

The only species, Ur. ^-maculaia^ Dufour (C7. DnrantU, Latr.), is about half an inch long, of a brown maroon

colour, with the abdomen black, mai-ked with five yellowish spots. Found in the south of Europe and Egypt.

Dufour has made some curious observations on its liabits. It constructs on the under side of stones, or in crevices

of rocks, a cocoon in the shape of a cap or patella an inch in diameter, its circumference having seven or eight

festoons ; the points alone being fixed to the stone by means of threads, whilst the edges of the festoons are free.

This singular tent is of an admirable texture, the outer surface resembling the finest tallety, and composed of a

number of folds. When young it only constructs two layers, between which it takes its station. JJut sub-

sequently, perhaps at each moulting, it adds additional folds, and when the period of reproduction arrives it

weaves another apartment cxijressly for the reception of the sacs of eggs and young when hatched, of a softer

textui'e. The inside of its habitation is always singularly clean. Th'^ bags in which the eggs are placed are four,

five, or six in number in each habitation ; they are about one-third of au inch in diameter, and of a lenticular form.

It is not until the end of December or January that the eggs are deposited, and they are enveloped in fine down to

guard them from the cold. The edges of the festoons not being fastened together, the insect is able to creep in antl

out at "will by lifting them up. When the young are able to dispense with the maternal cares, they quit their com-

mon habitation and form separate abodes, and their parent dies in her tent, which is thus the birthplace and tomb

of the Uroctea.

Draf;su-'i, Walck., has robust cheliceriE, toothed beneath, the maxilhe truncated obliquely at the tip, and the

tongue oval, truncated beneath ; the line formed by the four posterior eyes is longer than that of the four anterior

ones, the proportions of the external spinnerets scarcely differ, and they have not the comb-shaped ^'alves which

exist in Clutho; the fourth and then the fore-pairs of legs are evidently longer than the others. They take their

stations under stones, in holes of walls, the interior of leaves, and form cells of a vei"y white silk. The cocoons of

some are orbicular, flattened, and composed of two valves applied against each other. M. Walckenaer distributed

the species into three families, from the lines of the eyes and form of the maxilla;. D. viridisximns, which alone

comprises his third division, forms on the surface of leaves a fine, white, and transparent web, beneath which it

resides. I lia\-e often found on one of the surfaces of pear-leaves a similar web, but angular at the edge, like a

tent, similar to that of Clotho, and which is, I presume, formed by this species.

i\r. Dufour found another species under stones upon the highest Pyrenees {D. segestriformh). It is abied to

my D. }nflaiwga.sfer, which is probably the B. (ucifugus, Waick, A very pretty little species is common near

Paris, i-unning on the ground ; it is nearly cylindrical, with a fulvous thorax, covered with purple down ; the abdo-

men varied with blue, red, and green metallic tints, with golden lines or spots {D. relucenn).

In all the other TubiteUe the maxillae do not form an arch round the tongue : they are dilated on the outside,

beneath the base of the palpi.

Segestria, Latr., has only six eyes, four in a curved line, and two behind the two lateral ones. The tongue is

nearly square and oblong ; the first and tlien the second pair of legs are of the greatest length. These Spiders spin

in the holes of walls cylindrical silken threads, where they station themselves, with their fore-legs extended in

front, diverging threads extended around the mouth of the tube, and form a small web for catching insects.

^'. perjlda, Latr., Aranea florentina, Rossi, and other species.

The other Tubitelffi have eight eyes; and iu consequence of the nicdiunt in which they reside, they maybe
di\-ided into terrestrial and aquatic species. Although M. Walckenaer has formed the latter into his last family

of the Spiders (that of iVfn/fl(7(.'.';), they have so much relation with the other Tubitelte that notwithstanding this

diiference in their habits they ought to be united with them. In the terrestrial species the tongue is nearly square,

or but slightly narro^ved and truncated at the tip, the maxilla straight or nearly straight, and more or less dilated

at the tip; the two eyes at each side of tlie ocular group are separate and not geminated, as in the aquatic

Tiihitelaa.

C/iibiona, Latr., differs from the next in the relative length of the external spinnerets, and in the front line or

eyes being nearly straight. They make silken tubes to reside in, which they place under stones, in crevices of

walls, or between leaves. The cocoons are globular {A. holosericea, Lin. ; A. atrox, De Geer.)

Araiiea, which at first we had named Tegeiuiria, still retained by M. Walckenaer, and to which we unite his

Aoclciuc and K;issi, has the two upper spinnerets evidently larger than the others, and the front hue of the eyes

forms a curve. They construct in the interior of our habitations, in the angles of walls, upon plants and hrdges,

in the ground or under stones, large webs [cobwebs] neajiy horizontal, and at the upper part of which is a tube

in which they station themselves, without motion [Aranea domcstlca, Linn.; Tcgenaria cicHh-, Walck.; Ai\

labgrlnthicn, Linn., &c.)

Argyroneta, Latr. (comprising the Nayadcs, Walckenaer; or Tubiteles aquatiques, Latr.) has the maxills inclin-

ing upon the tongue, which is triangular. The two eyes at each lateral extremity of the ocular group are placed

close together on a particular eminence; the four others form a square. A. aquatka, Linn, [or diving Water-

spider] is blackish-brown, with the abdomen darker coloured, silky, and with four impressed dots on the back.

It resides in standing water, in which it swims with the abdomen encased in a bubble of air, and in which it forms

for its retreat an oval cell filled with air and formed of ^ilk, fv'm\ winch threads proceed to the different adjacent

water-plants in all directions. Here it devours its prey, constructs its egg-case, which it carefully guards, and

passes the winter, having first closed the crll.
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The second section of the sedentary and rcctigrjide Spiders— lliat of ilic IxKauiTEL.r; or S})i)ir.in'T

S])idcrs [Araiijupcs fllaiulicres), has t'lc external spinnerets nearly conical, yery slightly exsertcd,

eonvcrgenl-, arraiiy:ed in a roselte, and the lei^s very slender. The ma\ilhe iiieiine towards tlie tongnc,

and are naiTow at the tii), or at lea^.t arc not dilated. Tlie majority have the fw.^t i>\d\- of legs, and
then tlie fonrth, llie longest; the aluhniien is larger, softer, aiul more colonied than in the preceding

tribes. They construct wehs with irrj-egular meslies composed of llireads, v>hieh cross in aU diii.'ctions

and different surfaces. They whirl threads round their prey, take great pains in the ijreservution of

their eggs, and do not leave them until they are hatched. They live but a short time.

Sci/fo(-h'\\ Latr., lias only six eyes, arranged in pairs, and the nn;;ues of tlie tarsi are inserted upon a supple-
mental joint, .b'. tlioracica, Latr., inhabits the interior of our apartments; anotlier species, -S'. ntbe.sccn.^-, was
found by Dufour in the niountaius of Valencia. It fubricates an irrejjTiIar tube of slender texture, of a milky-
white, like that oi D//sdcra en/fhrlno.

Thcriilion, AValck., has ei.i^ht eyes thus arran^-ed, four in the miildle in a square, ihe two anterior ones placed nn
a protuberance, and two on each side, also placed on an elevation common to both ; the thorax is like a reversed
heart, or nearly trianp^ular. The species are very mmierous. Ty^e, Aranea IS-rfuftala, Fabr., Rossi.—Found
in Tuscany and the island of Corsica. Its bite is considered very venomous, and even mortal.*—(See the TnLlcaic

and the UUioire dcs Araneides of Walckenaer ; the Annales de--; -S'a. N'ainr., and the Aiui. da- Sci. Physlq.)

A. riiaclnns, Fab., an American species, is similarly dreaded. These fears seem more to originate iu the bl.aek

colour of the animal.v, wliiib are marked with blood-coloured spots. T. l«-,i.iuinini,y\ -.ilck., takes up its abode lit

bunches of g-rapes, and thn.^ ilefends them from the attacks of other inserts.

£/?/W//if.?, \Vaick,,—has also eight eyes, but which are placed close to^'-ether upon a common elevation of the

narrow and subcylindric thorax. E. truncatiis, Latr. Paris, Italy.

PholcHS, Walck.,—has the tirst and then the second legs the longest; the eyes, ei;^ht in numljer, are placed npon
a tubercle, ami arran^^ed in tliree groups, one on each side composed of three eyes placed in a trian.^-le, and the t\\ o

others in tlie midille, in a transvi-rse row. Ph. Phalaiigiokh's^ ^Yalck., has the body lon^ and very narrnw, of a

A'ery ]iale li\ id colour ; aljdoim.'u \ cry soft, and marked above with blackish spots; Iej;-s extremely lon^- and \XTy

slender, with a wliiti' riiiL,^ at the tip of the thighs and tibiK. It is common in houses, wdiere it spins a "v^elj

composed of loose thi-eads in the angles of walls. The female gums her eggs into a rounded naked body, whicli it

bears about iu its jaws. Dufour found another species in the crevices of rocks in Valencia. Like the preceding,

it balances itself backwards and forwards upon its very slender feet.

The third section of the sedentary rectigradc Spiders is that of the Orritel-e, or Ihc Araifjnf-cs

tendeuses of some authors, having the external S]iinncrets nearly conical, slightly exsertcd, convergent

and arranged in a rosette, the legs slender, and the maxilla:' straight or sensibly widened at the tip;

t!ie tirit pair of legs, and then the second, arc ahvays the longest. The eyes are eight in nuniher, and

thus arr;ingcd,—four in the middle in a square ami the two others on each side. They resemble tlie lue-

fjuitcln; in the size, softness, varie'il I'olours eif tin; ahdnnien, and shnrtncss of ihear lives ; hut thc^make

their \\clis with regular meshes, arranged in concentric circles crossed by straight radii extemhng from

the circumference and meeting in the centre, where the insects remain stationary and iu a reversed

positiun. Some species secrete themselves in a cavity or cell whieh they construct near the edges of

tlie net, which is sometimes horizontal and sometimes jierpemiiciLiar. The eggs arc agglutinated

together, vei'v numerous, and incln^ed in a large coeonu. 'I'he threads whicli sup[)0rt tlic weli, and

whicli stretch to about a fifth iheir length, are used for the divisiuiis of the micrometer, an astruuumical

instrument, as we learn from M. Arago.

Z.i']»_v/^/;/Vt, Latr., has four of the eyes in the middle, forming a trapezium widest behind; ihe two hinder eyes

being larger than the rest, and the four others, arranged in two pairs, one on each side aiel m an oblique direction.

The maxilla: are dilated at the tip. L. trkuif/iilarls, AValck. ; Araiwa moniana^ Linn,, 6cc. They construct upon

various shrubs an horizontal slender web, attached by irregular threads in many points ; this web is thus a

melange of those of the I/icrjid(c/cC and Orhitcla;. The insect stations itself on the under side in a transverse

position.

U/o/'uni.'i, Latr., has the fmir posterior eyes placed at cjual distances in a straight line, ami the two latei-al ones

of the ftont line nearer the front edgenf the liioiax tlian the two intermediate ones. The maxiI]a_M\ideu from

near the base, and are spatulated at the iqi ; tin' taisi of the three hind pairs of legs are terminated by a single

unguis. Tlie body is long and subcylinilrical. When statinned in the middle of their web, tliey stretch their four

fore-legs forward in a straight line, and their two hind ones in an opposite direction, the third pair being laterally

extended. They make webs like the other OrbitelK, but looser and horizontally. The cocoon is narrow, long,

angular at the sides, and suspended vertically by one end to a net; the other end is produced into two points, as

stated to me l»y i\I. Uufour. U. ^Valc/:cllae^^us, Lat. ; found in the woods of the environs of Uordeaux, and other

soutliei'ii de|)artinents ; five lines lung.

* 'I'liis .'iK'cius is tlip type ol' Wiilckeiiiier's ijuliuis LiitroUectes, fuundtid upon supyoscil diffcrencu.s in tlic rcklivc Iciii^tli of llie leg's.
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TclrnijiiatUx. Lnfr., has the eyes ;in'an,:;eil, four ami four, in two lines nearly paralli'l, and separated by
nearly equal intervals ; the niaxilke lonf?, narrow, and dilated only at the upper eml, and the chelicerffi are very

lon^, especially in the males : the web is vertical — T. ecetcnsa, V^alck., Linn.

Epcira, \Valck., has the two eyes on each side close to^^ether, and tlie four uiiddlu ones fonnin;? a square. The
iruixilke are dilated from the base, and form a rounded palette. E. cucurbUiiia is the only known species of which

the web is horizontal ; that of all the others is vertical or inclined.

Some species place themselves in the centre with the head downwards ; the others make in its vicinity a small

cell, either arched over, sometimes in the form of a silken tube, and sometimes composed of leaves broufjht tog'ether

and attached by threads, or opened above like a bird's nest. The webs of some exotic species are composed of

threads sutticiently stroni^- to catch small birds, and even to annoy man when he may happen to come into contact

with them. The ^'^^ case is f^enerally i^lobular, but that of some species is of an oval Ijgure truncated at one end, or

rescmbliuf,^ a very short cone. The natives of New Holland ( To v(?^e a la recherche deLa Perouxc, i). 230) and of some

of the South Sea Islands, when in want of other food, devour a species of Epeira, early allied to E. esuriens, Fabr.

M. Walckenaer mentions sixty-four si)ccies of Epeira, g"enerally remarkable for the variety of their colours,

forms, and habits. He has distributed them into various small and very natural families., of which we have endea-

voured to simplify the study m the 2nd edition of the Nuitv. Diet. cVHiai. Nat., article Epeira. ^'arious important

considerations, however, such as the characters of the sexual org'ans, have been neglected or not surliciently

studied. The must intere:;tin;;- species are

Ejn-ira diaiJcma, Liu.—This is of a larj;-e size, m ith the

abdomen marked \vith a triple cross formed of small

^^^ -v , -v .

spots; it is very abundant in autumn. The e^i^s

/ / '^i^y ^/// \\\ NV'/.^^X. / —)v^V\ V'\\ \ \ '^' [^vhich the parent deposits at the commencement of the
' ' ' weather, in anj^les of the ceilings of rooms, passages,

&c. near gardens, enveloping them with a loose white

silken web] are hatched in the spring of the fuUowiug

year.

E. veniricom, De Geer, has the abdomen flattened, of a

greyish-brown or obscure yellowish colour, with a black

band margined with grey down the middle of the back,

and eight or ten impressed dots. It spins its web against

walls or other bodies, and hides itself in a nest uf white

silk, which it constructs beneath some ]ironniience, or

in some cavity iii tlie neighbourhood of its web. It

neither works nor feeds except during the night, or when
there is but little day-light.

E. fasciala, Walck., has the thorax covered with a thin silvery pubescence ; the abdomen is of a fine yellow with

b!ack transverse lines. Its cocoon is about an inch long, and resembles a small balloon
; of a grey colour, with

longitudinal black ribs, with one of the extremities truncated, and closed by a flat silken lid. The interior exhibits

a very fine down, which envelopes the eggs. This species is found at the edges of running water, where it spins

a vertical web, of a very regular construction, in the centre of wdiich it stations itself. IM. Dufour has given a very

detailed account of this species, and of its habits, {Ann. Set. Phijuiq. torn, vi.,) and has for the lirst time described

the male, [which is exceedingly small, compared with the feniale.] [The egg cocoon of this species is described

and figured in the Field Natiiranxfs Maiiazinc, vol. ii. ji. 57.]

Epeira cueiirbii ilia, Lin., A. scnoculuta, Fabr., spins its web of small extent in a horizontal position, amongst

the stems and leaves of plants.

Ejieira opunti(£, Dufour, constantly stations itself amongst the leaves of the agave and opuntia in Catalonia and

V.alenciain Spain, .wliere it constructs i(s net with loose and irregular meshes. Its cocoons are oval and of a whitish

coloxrr, composed of two coats, the interior of which envelopes the eggs.

Amongst the exotic species some are very remarkable. Some of them have the abdomen cased with a very solid

skin, armed points, or Imrny spines, (.i. militaris, spinosa, hexacantha, ietracantha,&ic., Fabr.: E. cicrviea/idaj

Vauthier, (Ann. fki. Xaf. tuin. i.) has the abdomen dilated behind and armed with two extremely long, curved,

slender spines. These spined species ought to form a distinct subgenus, [Ga^-teraea/ifha, Latr., in Coins

d^Eii.tnmolo;iie'\.

Other exotic species of Epeira have bundles of hairs upon the legs, {A. pUipes, clacipcs, Fabr.) Dr. Leach fonns

his genus Ncphi^a with one of these species, named X ni'ieulafa.

We now pass to Spiders, sedentary like the preceding, but -which are able to walk sideways, back-

wards, forwards—in fact, in any direction. These form the section of tlie Laterigrades. The four

fore-legs arc always longer than the others ; sometimes the second pair exceeds the first, Ijut some-

times they are equal to them ; the animal stretches them out, tliroughout their entire length, upon the

surface upon which it is stationed. The cheliccrce are generally small, and their hook is folded

transversely, as in (he four preceding tribc^ ; the eyes are always eight in number, often very unequal,

a;i(l form, liy tlicir union, a segment of a circle or crescent
; the two lateral posterior ones are placed

further backwards and nearer to the sides of the thorax than the others. The maxilhc are in a great

. ;iO.—Epii
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luiiiilier iiiclincil townnls the tongue. Tlie Ijoily is gcneralh- acprcsseil, like a Cralj, v.it.li tlie aliili.iiien

Ijriiad, rounded, nr triangular.

Tlicse Spiders keep themselves immovahly fixed, «ith the legs stretched out, upon vegetahles. They

do not make webs, merely throwing out a h-\v solitary threads in order to cateh their |irey. The

eocoon is orbicular and tlattencd; they hide it between the leaves of plants, of \'\hich they bring the

edges into contact, guai'ding it carefully until the Ijiitli of the young.

MicromuH'/a, Lritr., .S'y^r'^v.v/'.v, Walck,,"^ has lljc nia\ill;c straight, parallel, anil ronnderl at the edge, the eyes

artaiig^td intft two lon^, Mic' posterior row bciny; tlie lonp;est, and curved belund; the tongue is semicircular,

il/. Siihjraij<(uhi, Fab., ./. rii'i'Jksima, De G., of a f^ras.s-g;reen colour, with the abdomen yellowhsb-fjreen, with a

darker line. Found coniuion in woods near Paris, where it fastens tbree nr four Iraves t02;etber into a trian^Tilar

pocket, lining; the interior wdtli thick silk, placin;? its cocoon in tbe nnddic, wlucli is round and white, and pcnnits

the eirgs to be perceived within ; tbese are not glued together.

ilA Argdas (tbe name of which reminds naturalists of that of one of our most zealous savans, whom I have

held up to their esteem as my deliverer in the re\'olutionary troubles), is one of our largest [French] species, being

two-thirds of an inch long. This species was discovered near Bordeaux, by the naturalist to whom I have dedi-

cated it. Subsequently, M. Dufottr discovered it in the most arid mountains of Valentia, where he observed its

habits. It runs with velocity, extending its legs laterally, its unguicular cushions permitting it to retain its

station on the smoothest surfaces and in every situation. Its cocoon (which it constructs on the under side of

pieces of rock) resembles that of Cloiho Duroinli. It also secretes Itself there against incleujeiit weatber ami its

enemies, and in order to deposit its eggs. This is an oval tent, nearly two inches in diameter, fastened upon the

stones, nearly like marine patelkx. It is composed of an outer envelope of yellowish tatfety, thin, like the in.-el of

an onion, but resisting; and of an inner covering, more pliant, soft, and open at both ends. It is by these

apertures, furnished with \ alves, that the annual goes out. The cocoon Is globular, placed underneath its abode,

.so that it can cover it, and contains about sixty eggs.

I believe we must also place in this genus the Aranca vciwtoria, Linn., liguied In Slonite^s Jamaica (pi. 225,

fob 2; Xhamdia, 27 Pison), and another species from East India, very like the preceding, and which we see

figured upon the drawings and tapestry imported from China.

SenHops, Dufour, has the niaxdhe straight, without a lateral notcb, and tcrmlnathig In a point, being oblli|ucly

truncate ; the tongue is semicircular. The eyes are thus arranged,—six in front, forming a transverse [tortuous]

hue, and two others, posterior, and situated, one on each side, behind each extremity of the prececUng line; the

legs long, and the second pair tlip longest, ami tlicn tbe third ami fnm-th, wlilch are longer than the first.

.S. omalosoma, Dufour, Valencia, lidiabltnM the rocks, and runnnig with the .inlckness of a dart
;
also In Syria.

Other species occur in Senegal, the Cape of Good Hope, and Mauritius.

Plulodromu-s, Walck., has the maxilla; inclined upon the tongue, which is longer than Inoad
;
the eyes, at nearly

equal distances apart, form a crescent or semicircle, the lateral ones not being placed upon tubercles or emi-

nences. The chelicerie are long and c\dlndrical ; the four or two hind legs do not materially differ in length from

the preceding. According to M. Walckenaer, these spiders run with rapidity, the legs laterally extended, watch

for tlieir prey, throw out single threads for its retcutioii, and hide themselves in boles, or amongst the leaves, which

they draw together when they deposit their e'^z'i.

Sonic species havr iljc body Ih'it andhroiul, llir al.doiorn slinrt, dihded hrlnnd, w ith the four middle legs longest.

Such Is PA. m»r./.o7/.(;-;«.v, Clcr-k, nlilch is lime Inns Imi-, and is \rry ruiiiiiinii u|)on trees, wooden fences,

walls, &c., where It sits with Its feet extended ; when watched it escapes witli great rapidity, or falls to the ground

by di\ idlng the thread by which it was held. Its cocoon is of a fine white, and Incloses about a hundred eggs,

which are yellow and loose. It Is placed in the crevices of trees or posts exposed to the north, and is very care-

fully guarded.

The other species of Pliilodronius, which \Valck.-iiaer forms into several small groups, haie the body, and often

the chelicerffi, proportionably longer. The abdomen is pear-shaped, or oval, and sometimes cylindrical. The

secondpairof legs,and then the first or the fourth, are longest. Ph.rliomhmis, Walck.
;
Ph. oUun.jiis, Walck., iiic.

Thomisus, Walck., ditlers from Phllodromiis m il.r cli, Inrnr, pniimrtlonably shorter and wcd4e-sli;i|i.d, and the

fourposterior legs very evidently shorter tlnin I hr tour iinti nor. The lateral eyes are nrtni i.larcl on tiibrrcles,

whde those of Philodromus are always sessile. Tlie species of this genus are cniiiniouly called Crab-si.iders. Tbe

males are very diHerent in their colours from the females, and generahy much -inallrr.

Some species (all of which are exotic) have the eyes arranged in two transverse, nearly parallel lines, four and

four, the posterior line being the longest. E. Lamarrliii, Latr. (allied to Aranea iwbills, Fabr.), &c.

In the others, fornjlng the greatest number, the general outline of the eyes forms a crescent, with the convex

part in front. A. globosa, Fab. ; .-1. cristala, CUrek ;
./. ,ilrca, De Geer, &c.

Storena, Walck., although imperfectly kinmii, appears to terminate this section, and to lead to On/a]>fs (which

is as much allied lo i lie Crab-Spiders as to the Wolf-spiders), and has the niaxdkc inclini d upon the li|i, wliieb

is long and triangular, and nearly as long as them ; the chehcerffi, conical ; the two fore-legs and then Ihe second

pair the longest ; the eyes arranged thus— 2, 4, '2.

The second general division of the bipuluiouary Spiders, that of the W.vndiiRers {Vagabondes,

•lU. W'.-.lckenriLT pl.ifes ilil^ ^i.-iius in flic scriui uf lliusu wliluli arc iil times \eiuiaerin|^' .mil sclciitnry. .suck ics Alius, 'flioiinsus, tiinssu.s, &:.,

and wliicii have uiily Iwo liuuks lu the iLci.
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thm named in opposition to tlie former .Uvi^ion (jf tlic Sedentary species), liiivc the eyes, always eight

iniiLnuber, extended lengthways along tlie thorax rather than transversely, or at h'ast tlic spaee they

occupy is as long as hroad, and which form, by tlieir union, eillier a curvilinear triangle, or a triinratcd

oval, or a square. Two or four of their eyes arc often much larger than the others ; the tjjorax is

hroad, and the fuet are rohu^t, tliuse of tlic fourth pair, the two first, or those of the second pair

generally, exceed the others in length. These Spiders do not spin wehs, wait for their prey, seize it

running or leap upon it. We divide these into two sections, the Citigrades and the Saltigradcs.

The first, that of the Citigrades, comprises the species which are called Wolf-spiders by some
v.riters. The eyes form, by their arrangement, either a curvilinear or oval triangle, or a square, the

front side of which is much narrower than the breadth of the thorax ; this part of the body is ovoid,

narrow-ed in front, and with a central longitudinal ridge; the legs are only fitted for runniii'^'- ; the

inaxillce are always straight and rounded at the tip ; the females of most of the species sit upon their

eoeoon or carry il about with them, applied against the breast and the base of the behv, or suspended

at tlie anus. They do not abandon it except in the utmost extremity, and return to hunt for it when
they have no longer cause of alarm. They also lend their young with care for a certain period of time.

O.vijopcs, Latr., f<pha!iiis, Walck., have the eyes arriniged in four ti-ansvcrse lines, in pairs, the front and hind
oneis beiii^^ shortest, so as to form a kind of uval. The first pair of le^^s is longest. S. hcU-n.ijjduilmns, Walck.

;

O. rafiegalus, Latr., &c.

Cfcnus, Walck., has tlie eyes arranged in three transverse lines, gradually becoming broader (2, 4, 2,) and forming

a kind of reversed curvilinear triangle, truncated at the front, or its narrowest part. The tongue is square ; the

fourth and then the first pair of legs are the longest. Established on a Spidei", of large size, found at Cayenne.

Volomedes, Latr., has the eyes aj-ranged in three transverse lines (4, 2, 2), forming a square, rather broader than

long, with the two posterior placed on an ennnence ; and which have the second pair of legs as long or longer than

the first pair; those of the fourth pair are longest. The tongue is square.

Some species have the two lateral eyes of the front line longer than the two middle ones placed bet\^een them,

and the abdomen terminated in a point. The females construct, on the top of trees full of leaves, a silken nest, like

a funnel oi" bell, where they lay their eggs, but when they go out to hunt or are forced to abandon their retreat,

they always carry their cocoon with them, attaching it to their breasts. Clerck says that he saw them leap upon

files which were tlying aroand them. Ar. mirabdis, Clerck ; A. mfo-fasciafa, Fab. is:c.

The other species have the four front eyes of equal size, and the abdomen uval and rounded at the tip. They
inhabit the sides of water, running on its surface with surprising quickness, and even entering into it without

being wetted. The females make, amongst the branches of vegetables, large irregular webs, in whicfi they place

their cocoon, which they guard until the young are hatched. DoL marginntus, Walck. ; A. fimbriatus, Clerck, &c.

XvcfWff, Latr., which have the eyes arranged in a square, as long as or longer than it is broad, with the two

posterior not placed upon an eminence. The first pair of leg's is evidently longer than the second, but shorter

than the fourth, which is the longest. The maxillffi are obliquely truncate ; the tongue is square, but longer than

broad.

All these Spiders usually live on the ground, where they lam with great swiftness. They dwell in holes, which

they have foand or formed, lining its inside with silk, and increasing its size as they grow. Some take up their

abode in holes of walls, where they make silken tubes, the outside of which they cover with earth or sand, und in

which they moult and hybernate, having first closed the enti'ance. The females also therein lay their eggs ; tliey

carry their egg-case with them when they go out to hunt, and which is attached by threads to the anus. 'Ihe

young ones fasten themselves, as soon as they are hatched, upon the body of their parent, and there remain

attached until they are sufiiciently strong to seek their own food. They arc very voracious, and defend the pobitioii

of their habitation with great courage.

A species of this genus, the Tareiitula, so named from the city of Tarentura, in Italy, in the environs of which it

is common, is very celebrated. In the opinion of the vulgar its venom occasions dangerous wounds, often

followed by death, or by the complaint termed tarentism, which could only be cured by the aid of music and

dancing. Judicious people think it more requisite to combat the terrors of the imagination than the effects of

the venom, for which the medicinal art supplies various remedies. IM. Chabrier has published some observations

upon the Tarentula of the Suuth of France {^oc. Acad. Ld(e, 4 CaMcr). The genus is numerous in species, which

have not yet been clearly defined.

L. iarentiila (Aranea tarentula, Linn.,) is about a foot long, with the under side of the abdomen red, with a

transverse central black bar.* The Tarentula of the South of Trance (L. narbonnaise, AValck.) is rather smaller,

with the belly black, with a red margin. L. febrUls, Clerck, an analogous species, occurs near Paris; L. saccata

is much smaller, and is veiy common near Paris [and London].

Mi/rmccia, Latr., in Ann. ScL Nat., torn. iii. p. 27 [as the generic name imphes, greatly resembles an Ant]. The

legs are long, nearly filiform, the fourth and the first paii-s being the longest
;
the thorax appears as if divided

into three parts, the anterior of which is much larger than the other two, which are knotted. The abdomen is

* r>^<.v,iil species liuve been confounded under tliis niiiiie. I^I. (1,'s Srirjiccs N'ltiirfllcs, 183.5, translated In the i'Itij;iizine of Nuiiiral

L)ufour has [nibllslicd an elnbor^te fici:uuiit of Uic liabits ol one of //isfor^, vul. i., new series.

1

tlicse wliieli he reifards rib tlie real iU. '/""J-tv/f//^', in the Aimalrs
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niucli sliorter tban the thorax, and covered half way from the base by a solid epidermis. 71/. fuJva, Brazil. There

also appear to be other species in Georgia, in North Au^erica.

[Mi/nnarachne, jMacLeay, appears only to be a geojjraphical section of Myrniecia, having; the iiead portion of the

ct'phalotliorax more elongated, whereby the posterior eyes are removed wider apart. M. atra of Perty, is precisely

of the same form as M//rmarac/ine -mclnnocephala. It is likely to lead to erroneous impressions to assort that

thiL'se Spiders prove that the order may include species ^vith additional articulations, as they are only cnn.stricted

in several places, and not articulated.]

The second section of tlio \VainIcrinj S[iiders, that of Salttgradhs, lias the eyi"'s arranged in a large

square, the front row extending the wliole breadtli of the thorax, which is nearly square, or semi-oval,

Hat, nr but slightly gibbose above, as broad in front as in any other part, and sudfbjuly dcflexed at the

si;les. The legs are fitted for running and leaping; the fore-thighs are often greatly dilated.

One of these insects is very common in sninnier {Aranea scenica, Linn.) upon walls and windows

exposed to the sun, talvcs short leaps, stopping suddenly after a few steps, and raising itself on its legs,

"^'hen it discerns a fly, or especially a gnat, it approaches it cautiously till within leaping distance,

when it darts upou it, not icaring to tal^e a peri)riidjcular lca|i, beca:ise it al\\a\'s at tlie same time

suspends itself Ijy a thread, whicli it wiiuls off as it advances. It also serves to susi)end it in the air,

and to mount up acjiaiu to the spot whence it leaped, or to sustain it whilst tlie wind carries it from

place to j)lace. Such are the general habits of tliis section. Many species construct, amongst tlie

leaves, under stones, &c., silken nests, in the form of oval sacs, open at each end, into which they

retire in order to take rest, to moult, and to take refuge against the inclemency of the weatlier. If

menaced with danger they quit their retreats, and run off with great agility. Some species construct,

with tlic same material, a kind of tent, w hicli scrvrs for Uie liiith-place of their posterity, and in which

the \ouug reside for some ti)ui' with tlu'ir parent. Utlicr species, resembling Ants, elevate their fore-

legs and vibrate them with great raiiidity. Tlie males sometimes engage in contests, in which thei''

m.anccuvres are very singular, but which do not terminate fatally.

Ti/.\siirop.s\ Ratiucsquc, nearly ajiproaches the next, but ditfers, if there be not some error, in the number of its

eyes, which is only four. (See Annal. Gen. .Vcv'. P/>i/-\i'j., tnui. viij,)

/^<///>;;/irtH»i', Dufour (in ditto, torn. v.). appears also intermediate between Eresus and Salticns, the eyes being

arranged as in the former ; the tongue is also triangular and pointed, and the maxillrc are dilated and rounded at

the tip, but they are inclined ; the terminal joint of the antLTiiir rnrsi is inserted laterally, and wants the ungues.

P. (7i";i«*, Dufour, does not leap, but only creeps slowly. It is I'nuud under stones in Valencia. I\i. Lcfebvrc

brought a new Spider from Sicily, which appears to belong to this genus.

In the two following genera there are always eight eyes, and the niaxilhT? are straight.

EresuHf AYalck., has four of the eyes arranged in a small square in front of the thurax, and the other four form-

ing a much larger square at its sides; the tongue is triangular, and the tarsi terminated by tliree ungues.

E. cinnaher/iius, Walck., Araiica \-guttata, Rossi, &c.

Sidliciis, Latr., Aitus, AValckenaer, has fourof the eyes in across line in front of the thorax, the two middle ones

being the largest, and the two others at the sides of the thorax, thus forming a large square open behind; the

tongne is very obtuse at the tip, and the tarsi have oidy t\io terminal ungues. The males of many species are

furnished with very large cheliccra:. Some species have the thorax thick, sloping, and very much inclined at tlie

base, Aranrn sain^ninolcr/ta, Liim., South of France, and many other species.

The others have the thorax flattened and roof-bke at the base, the body being rather oval, and clothed with thick

pube^rence, with the legs robust, as in ,'];vf;;ea acniira, Linn,, or narrow, elongated, subcylindrical, and naked,

with the legs long and slender, as Ara/iC(r fun/iirariii, DetJcer.

[oince the second edition of this v, ork many additional genera of Spiders have been published by Mr.

Ulackwall, in the London and Edinhurgh Philosophical Magaziae. from time to time, as well as by

Jil. WalkciKici-, in t)ie work above referred to. The genera Cherses, Arkys, Erigona, and Plectanus.

e^iablishcd Ijy the latter, are extremely singular iu their forms. The former of these authors has

devoted ranch attention to the economy and structural peenliarities of many species of Spiders, his

researclu^s being published 'n\ Wvt Transactions of the Lhnicean Sock-///. M. Ilahu also commenced

the }fuhlication of an elegant little work. Dii- Jfac/miJe/i, since his death coiiliiiui'd by j\I. Koch, in

which a vast numlicr of Spiders are dcsciibed and liLi.ureil. ]\[. Perty also described and lignrcd many

Brazilian species in his Dr/rc/ns of /he .Irticulalcd Jn'nnah of Brazil. A great number of Enrnpean

species are also rigurcd by Jlerriek Schidfer, in his continuation of Panzer's woik upon Germau

insects. AL Lucas, who is attached to the cntnnnilnglral dejiartin'/nt of the Jnrdiu dcs Phnilrs, has

made these insects his particular study, and has communicated some interesting species to Gnorin's

Mo'jasln de Zoologie and the Annales de la Sociele Entomologique de France.
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THS SECOND FAMILY OF THE PULMONARY ARACIINIDA,—

The Pedipalpi,—
Possesses very large palpi in the shape of extended arms, terminated by a pincer or claw. The
ehelicera;, or external pincers, have two fingers, one of which is moveable. Tlie abdomen is

composed of very distinct segments, without spinnerets at the tip ; and the sexual organs are

placed at the base of the belly. The entire body is clothed in a hard skin. The thorax is

composed of a single ]jiece, and exhibits, near each of its anterior angles, three or two eyelets,

approximating or grouped together ; and near the middle of its anterior extremity, or poste-

riorly, but in the medial line, t\\'o other eyelets, also close together. The number of pulmo-

nary sacs is fom- or eight.

Some (which form the genus Tarantula*, Faljr.) have the abdomen attached to the thorax by a

peduncle, or by a portion of the transverse diameter, without coml)-hke plates at its Ijase beneath, or a

sting at its extremity. The spiracles, four in number, are situated near the base of tlie belly, and

covered by a plate. The chehcera: (mandibles of authors) are clawed, or merely terminated by a move-

able hook. The tongue is elongated, very narrow, and hidden. They have only a pair of maxillae,

formed of the basal part of the palpi. All of these have eight eyes, of which three, on each side, near

the anterior angles, are arranged in a triangle ; and two near the middle, upon the front margin, placed

upon a common tubercle, or upon a small eminence, one on each side. The palpi are spinose. The

tarsi of the two fore-legs differ from the others : they are composed of many joints, and resemble threads,

without a terminal hook. These Arachnida inhabit only the hottest parts of Asia and America. We are

unacquainted with their habits. They now constitute two genera.

Phrijnus, Oliv., has the palpi terminated by a spined hook ; the body very flat ; the

thorax large, nearly crescent-shaped ; tlie abdomen destitute of a tail ; and the two

anterior tarsi exceedinfrly long and slender, resembling thread-shaped antennse^

Phalmijjhim reniforme, Linn., Herbst. East Indies. Tarantula reni/ormis, Fabr.

Antilles, &c.

TliL'hiphoiius, Latr., is distinguished from Phrynus by the very short, thick palpi,

terminated by a claw formed of two fingers. The body is long; thorax oval; and the

tip of the abdomen is furnished with a long articulated seta, fomiing a tail. The two

anterior tarsi are very short, with but few joints. Plialang'mm caadatum, Linn. Java.

South America produces another species, described and figured in the Journ. de Phys.

ei d^Hisi. Nat., 1777, which the inhabitants of Martinique call the *' Vinaigrier." A
Fib'. ai.~Piirynus rciiiformis, third smaller species inhabits the Gangetic Delta.

'^'^''"^'^ '

[M. Lucas has lately published a valuable monograph upon Thelyphonus, with

fiL^Tires, in Guerin's Magasin de Zoologie, containing six species, the largest of which (T. gigantcm) is two inches

and a half long, and inhabits Mexico.]

The other Pedipalpi have the abdomen intimately connected with the thorax, throughout its entire

mdth, presenting, at the base beneath, two moveable comb-hke plates, and terminated by a knotted

tail, armed with a sting at its extremity. The spiracles are eight in number, exposed, and arranged

four and four on each side, along the abdomen. The cheUcerae are terminated by two fingers, the outer

one being moveable. They form the genus

ScoKPio, Linn., Fabr.

These have the body long, and suddenly terminated by a long, slender tail, composed of six knots, the last of

which terminates in a curved and very acute point or sting, beneath the extremity of which are two small orifices,

by which a venomous fluid is discharged, contained in an internal reservoir. The thorax is oblong, and generally

furnished with a longitudin,al, central, compressed lino, having on each side, near its anterior extremity, three or

two ocelli, forming a cur\'ed line ; and near the middle of the back arc two other ocelh, approximated together.

The palpi are very large, with a forceps-like claw at the tip : the basal joint forms a concave and rounded maxilla.

At the base of the four fore-legs is a triangular appendage ; and these pieces form, by their approximation, a kind

of lip with four divisions, the two lateral ones being considered as maxilla', and the two others as forming the

tongue. The abdomen is composed of twelve joints, including the tail : the basal joint is divided into two parts,

Ihc anterior bearing the sexual organs, and the posterior the two combs, the number of the teeth of which varies

according to the species, and even with the age of the individual, and of which the use has not yet been deter-

• [Aa there is great pnasibilily of confounding this (fenus with the famed Tarentiila, described above, amongst the Spidera, it would hftvfi

been better to have rejected it entirely, as it is an evident misnomer.J

H H
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mined. Each of the four following segments has a pair of puhiionary sacs and spiracles. Immediately after the

si.xth segment, the abdomen is suddenly nari-owcd, the six terminal knotted joints forming; the tail. The tarsi are

alike, and 3-jointed, with two terminal ungues. The two nervous cords rimniug from the brain are united at in-

tervals, forming seven ganglions, of which the tenninal ones belong to the tail. For further details of thr anatomy
of these animals, consult the works of Treviranus, M. de Serres, and Leon Oufom (Jourii. de F/ii/sirpie, 1817).

These Arachnida inhabit the warm countries of both hemispheres, living in the ground, hidmg themselves
anler stones or other bodies, generally amongst ruins, or other dark and cool places, and even in the intenor of
houses. They run quickly, and curve the tail over the back. They cau turn it in all directions, and employ it as

an arm of defence or olleuce. Tiiey seize Wooil-lice, and other ground insects, such as Carabi, Weevils, Ortho-
ptera, &c., which serve lliem as food, with their pincers, pricking them with their stings, and then carrying them
to tlieir month. They are also particularly fond of the eggs of Spiders and other insects.

The wound occasioned by the sting of the Scoifiio europams is not, as it appears, ordinarily dangerous. That
of tlie Scorpion of Souvignargues, of Maupertuis, or of the species which I have named Occitanus, and which is

more powerful than that of the preceding, produces, according to experiments which Dr. JIaccary hatl the courage
to try upon hi]nself, more alarming effects. The poison appears to increase in power according to tbe age of the
animal. Volatile alkali, either applied interiorly or exteriorly, is used to counteract its etl'ects.

Some authors assert that the indigenous [French] species produce two broods in a year, but it appears more
correct to consider that this takes place in the month of August. According to JIaccary, it changes its skin before

coupling. The female cairies her young upon her back for

several days, at first not quitting her abode at such time, and

/I'' ^^.^zx^" takes care of them for the space of a month, by ^\hich time

they are able to shift for themselves

Some have eight eyes, forming Leach's genus Biithus.

'Scorpio ofer^ Linn., which is five or six inches long, and in-

habits the East Indies, Ceylon, &c. S. occitanus, Amorou-x,

{Tiinetanus, Herbst.) I\Iiddle of Europe, Barbaiy, Spain, &c.

Tlie others have only six eyes, forming the restricted genus
Scorpio of Leach. .S". eurojwus, Linn., Fab., Herbst. South

of France.

fThe genus Scorpio, Linn., has been revised by Hemprich and Ehrcnberg in tlicii- great work upon the animals
of Arabia, and many new genera and subgenera separated therefrom. IMany new species have also been recently

described by Koch, in the continuation of Hahn's Die Aracfi/iideii.']

THE SECOND ORDER OF ARACIIiNIDA —
TRACIIEARLE,—

Differs from the preceding in the respiratory or!i;ans, wliich consist of radiating; or raniitied

tracheie'^, wlneli only receive the air by two sjiiraeles; in the absence of a cireuhitiug: origan f,

and in the niimher of the eyes!};, which is oidy two or fonr. From the want of snfticientlv

generalized anatomical observations, tlie hniits of this order are not rigorously determined.

Some species, indeed, of these Arachnida— such as the Ppcnof/onidce— do not exhibit any

spiracles; and their mode of respiration is unknown.

The tracliean Arachnida arc naturally divisible into those provided with ehelieerix- terniinnted

by two tinL';i'rs, one of whieli is moveable, or by a single one, equally moveable, m the form of

a lii)(d<, and those where these organs are replaced by sim[tle plates or lancets, which, together

wi(h the tongue, conijiose a sucker; but the majority of these animals being minute, their

examination is attended with very great dllticulties, so that these characters ought only to be

resorted to when it is impossible to adopt others.

' 'I'lie trnchete Bre vusS'

Gini\ ill (.-very part of llie

w^iiit of circulation. They
of three nicmbrHnea, the i

•An which receive ftud distribute tlic aeritil

interior <*( the hcidy, miiJ llius remedy the

Fire of two kinds.—tuhultir or elastic (formed

iiiddle one conipoaed of a spirnl thread), mid

riieous, niuveabic pl.iics. ond arc peculiar to

2 aquatic larvie \ui\c a very peculiar reapiratory

vesicular, formetl of only two nienibrnnes these form a kind of pneu-

matic reservoir, capable of infliition, communicating with each otlicr

by nicann of tubular tracbcic. The trachcie are divided into two prin-

cipal trunks, extending aloiitr the BidcB of the body, and receiving the

a.lr by orifices or Kjiirncles. There are also, in many iDsccts, two otlier

lonKitudiniil trunks, situated between the preceding, with which they

coaimunictile, and which SerrcN calls pulmonary tritcheEe, giving to

the ordinary oneii the name oi arterial tnielicie. He also ditjtingiiislics

Wiv kind of spiracles ; the common onea are closed by menibranima

lipa, opening by simple contraction the others, named tremaferea by

Serres, are shut by

some Orltimptcra. So

apparatus.

t The presence of traclu-ni excludes all cumplete circulation,—that

is, the {listribution of the i)U>od to different iiarts. and ils return from
the orj,'rin8 of respiration to the heart. Hence, although certain vessels

have been discovered in some Insects {Phasuia), and their existence

is possible in the traclienn Arachnida, these creatures do not the leai"

enter into the general system. M. M, de Serres has observed thnt the

intcstintl canal of Phalangium emits a very great number of ca'Cums,

or vermiform appendages, which appear analogous to hepatic vessels,

and that the trachea: ramify most eiteiisively upon these cn?cnm3.

t Accoriiint; to Muller, Hydrachna umbrata bus sii eycB ; but \e not

this a mistake^
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Fip. 33.— Gfl-lcodes intrcpida.

THE nrvST FAMILY OF THE TRACHEAN ARACIINIDA,—

The Pseudo-Scorfiones,—
Has the tliorax articulated, witli the anterior segment largest, hke a corselet; the ahdomen very

distinct, and annulated
; the palpi very large, in the shape of feet or claws; eight legs in both

se\cs, \vith tAvo equal-sized ungues at the tip of the tarsi,— tlie two anterior, at the most, excepted;

two apparent chcUcera;, terminated by two fingers; and two maxillEe, formed of the basal joint of

the ])al|)i. All of these are terrestrial, and have the body oval or oblong. This family comprises only

two genera.

Caleodcx, Oliv. [Solpuga, Liclitenstein, Fabr.), liaving two ver>- lar^^' cliclicera-', with vertical, stronn^iy-toothed

fiii^-ert;, one superior, lix(;d, ;iiid often furnished with a slender, elon^^ated, pointed appendage* at its base, and the

>^) ,\^ Y^^ ^ other moveable ; the palpi are larfje, projecting, and

ill the shape of feet or aLiteunti.', terminated by a

sliort, vi.'sicular joint, witiiout any terminal hook;

the two fore-legs have a similar shape, and are equally

unarined, but smaller; the others are terminated by a

tarsus, the last joint of which has two small cushions,

and two long fingers, with a hook at their tips ; five

scales are attached by a peduncle upon each hind leg;,

disposed in a row upon the basal joints; two eyes are

placed close together upon an eminence in front of

the anterior thoracic sec^ent, which represents a large head, supporting the mouth and two fore-legs.

The body is oblong, generally soft, and clothed with long bristles ; the knob at the tip of the palpi incloses a

peculiar organ, which is only protruded when the animal is irritated ; the two fore-legs may be considered as a

second pair of palpi. 1 have discovered a large spiracle on each side of the butly, beiween the first and second

legs, as well as a slit at the base of the belly. The abdomen is 9-jointed. For further details, see the description

of a species found in Spain, by Dufour {Annales >Sci. Phij.slq., torn. v. pi. 69).

It is supposed that the ancients designated these Arachnida under the names of Phalangiuni, Solifuga, Tetra-

gnatha, &c. M. Poe discovered a species near Havannah, but the others are peculiar to the warm and sandy

countries of the old world. They run with very great quickness, erect their heads when surprised, showing signs

of resistance, and are reputed venomous. Solpugafatalh-, Latr. Bengal. Others are described in the monogi-aph

of Herbstin, and the voyages of Olivier and Pallas.

[Other species are figured, with elaborate details, by Savigny, in the great work on Egypt ; and I\I. Lucas has

desciibed and figured a species from Cuba (G. Cubce), in Gnurin's Magasin tie Zoologie. Dr. Schomburgh has

also forwarded, this year, to the Entomological Society of London, a species, of small size, from Deraerara, which

lie found in the nest of a species of Termes.]

ChcUfci-, Geoff. {Obis/iim, lUiger), has the palpi elongated like arms, witli a claw-like hand with two fingers; all

the legs are equal, and terminated by two ungues ; the eyes stand at the sides of the

thorax. These animals resemble small Scorpions deprived of tails. The body is

flattened, with the thorax nearly square, and having one or two eyes on each side.

They run quickly, and often sideways, like Crabs. The eggs are united in a mass.

The elder Hermann says that they carry them beneath the belly; and he also believes

that these Arachnida are able to spin. The younger Hermann and Leach divide

them into

—

Ckellfer proper, having the first segment of the thorax divided in two by a trans-

verse impressed line; a style at the tip of the moveable finger of the cheliceree; it

has only two eyes.

P/ial. cancroides, Linn., commonly called the Book Scorpiem, is found in herba-

riums, old books, &c., where it feeds upon the minute insects which frequent such situations. Scorpio cimicoides,

Pabr. Lives under stones, the bark of trees, &c.

Obhium, Leach, has the thorax without division ; the chelicerte without a style. It has also four eyes.

See the monograph of ScorpAonida' of Leach {ZooL MiscelL vol. iii,), and Dalman's memoir on Copal Insects,

where a species is described under the name of Eucarpus. [Some new species of this group are described and
figured by M. Theis, in Annales des >Sd. Nat., Sept. 1S3'2].

THE SECOND EAAIILY OF THE TRACHEAN ARACHNIDA,—

The Pycnogonides,—
Has the thorax composed of four segments, occupying nearly the whole length of the body, terminated!

at each extremity by a tubular article, of which the anterior (which is larger, and either simple or pro-

* I do not believe this appendage is pcculiay to one sex.
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vided with chelicerrc and palpi, or one kind of these organs) constitutes the month. ""' Both sexes have

eight feet, fitted for runDitig; but the females exhibit, besides, two false legs, situated near the anterior

pair, and only employed in carrying the eggs. These animals are marine, analogous either to Cyamus
and Caprellaf, or to the Arachnida of the genus Phalangium, with which Linnaeus united them. The
body is commonly linear, with \ery long legs, consisting of eight or nine joints, and terminated by two

unequal ungues, appearing only to form a single one, the smaller one being sht. The anterior segment

of the body, which replaces the head and mouth, forms a projecting tube, nearly cylindrical, or conical,

having a triangular or trilobed orifice at its extremity. It is furnished, at the base, with the chehcerK

and palpi. The former are cylindrical and linear, simply prehensile, 2-jointed, the terminal joint che-

liferous, with the lower finger, which is immoveable, sometimes very shnrt. Tlie palpi are filiform,

from 5 to 9-jointed, with a hook at tlie tip. Each succeeding segment, ^^ith tlie exceptiun of the last,

supports a pair of legs ; but the anterior of those with which the head is articidated, bears, on the

back, a tubercle, on which is placed a pair uf ocelh ; and on the under &ide, m the females alone, two

other slender legs, folded upon each other, and bearing tlie eggs, which are placed all round them in

one or two masses. The last segment is small, cylindrical, and pierced by a small orifice at the tip.

We can discover no vestiges of spiracles. RI. Edwards, who has observed these animals in a living

state, tells us that he has seen, in the interior of the feet, lateral expansions of the intestinal canal, or

coccums. I had also perceived the traces, under the form of blackish vessels,

in different Nymphons ; and hence I am induced to beUeve that these creatures

respire ];y the skin,—a peculiarity which w'ould render the establishment of a

di:>tinct order necessary, probably between the Arachnida and apterous para-

sitic insects. Tliey are found amongst marine plants, under stones near the

beach, and occasionally also on the Cetacea.

Pycnogonum, Bninn., Miill., Fabr., is destitute of chelicerrc and palpi, and their V:^s

scarcely exceed the lent^th of the "body, which is proportionately shorter and thicker

than in the following genera. They live upon ^"\^^ak-'s.

P/io.ric/ii/>ix, Latr., has no palpi, but the legs are very long, and they have two chelicera?. Pi/cno<junnm

sp'tnipcs, (). Fabr.,

—

Ph. acideatum and splnosum of Montague, Traii.sactions of the Liuajjaii iSociciij,—NijmjiJiua

ffmonitum of the Acta of the Society of Natural History of Copen-

hagen, 1797, &c.

Niimphoity Fabr., resembles the last in the very narrow and ob-

long form of the Ijndy, the length of the legs, and presence of cheli-

rerae ; but they have moreover two pal|)i, composed of five joints.

N. grossipes, O. Fabr., Miillcr, Zool. Dan. Compare, also, Leach,

Zool. Miscell. vol. iii. 19, f. 1, 2.

Ammothea, Leach (A. carolinensis, Leacb), differs frnni Nymplion
in the cliclicerEe being much shorter than the mouth, the basal pie

being very small. Tlie palpi are 9-jointed.

[From the apparent absence of breathing pores, Latreille, in bis
'

Coins d^Eiitomologie, forms these animals into a distinct order,

—

Aporobranchia; but Leach had previously given to them the ex-

pressive name of Podosomata. There are several British species

described by Dr. Johnston in the Magazine of Zoology and Botany^

No. iv., wherein several new genera are proposed. It will, howe^'er,

be necessary to change the names of some of them, as they are

already employed for genera of Crustacea. A still more extra-

ordinary genus, with ten legs, is described by Eights in the

Jioston JoariKd of Nafunil Il/starg, under tlie name of Dccalo- ^

poda auntrail •>.]

Fig. 35,—Pjcnncomim (jnlo:—

m|)hon grotisiptf

THE THIRD FAMILY OF THE TRACIIEAN ARACHNIDA,—

The Hoi.etra (Ilcrinanii),—
Has tlie thorax and alxlomen imited into a mass, Ijencatli a common epidermis. The thorax is at most
ihvided into two by a strangiihilion ; and the alidomen merely presents, in some species, the traces of
articulations, formed hy foldings of the ciiido'mis. Tlie anterior extremity of the body is often ad-

rhr ]tr,l|,i are tlicrrc those uf the ni

t A.eor'lid^r to Snvignj-. they lor

i'lo find Crustnco!!. I place them i
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vanced, in the form of a muzzle or beak. The majority have eight Ic^, the others six * This family
is composed of two tribes.

The first tribe is that of the harvest-men, Phalangita, Latr., having the chehcera; very apparent,
enher projecting in front of the trunk or being inferior, but always terminating in a didactyle forceps,
preceded by one or two joints. They have two filiform palpi of five joints, the last terminated by a
small hook; two distinct eyes

; two maxiUae, formed by the prolongation of the basal joint of the palpi,
and often four others, composed merely of the dilated coxa: of the two anterior pairs of feet. The body
IS oval or rounded, covered, at least upon the thorax, by a more solid skin. The abdomen exhibits the
appearance of foldings. The legs are long, always eight in number, and divided distinctly, in the
manner of those of insects. Many {Phalamjium) have, at the base of the two posterior feet, two spira-

cles, one on each side, but hidden by the coxae. The majority

hve on the ground, upon plants, or at the roots of trees, and

they are very active ; others hide themselves beneath stones, or

in moss.

Phalantjium, Linn., has the chelicerK projecting-, imich shorter than

the body, and the eyes placed apon a common tubercle. The Ie<?s are

very louf;- and slender, and, when detached from the body, they exhibit

signs of irritability for a few moments. Ph. cornutum, Linn., male
;

N P/i. opUio, Linn., female; and other native species. Consult, also, the

monographs of this fjenus published by Latreille at the end of his Illst.
i'ig. J/.— I'tjaititiifiura cornutiun. j\i-„^_

^^^ Fo'urmis ; Herbst. and Hermann, Mdm. Aptcrolog.

GoJii/lcpfes, Kirby, has the palpi spined, wiih the two termmal joints nearly equal-sized
;

and the coxje of the hind pair of legs are very larg-e, and soldered together, forming a plate

beneath the body. The hind legs are wide apart from the others. G. liorr'uliis, Kirby.

Brazil.

Siro, Latr., has the chelicerce projecting nearly as long as the body ; the eyes wide apart,

and each placed upon an isolated tubercle, or without support. .S'. rubcns, Latr.

Macrochdes, Latr., has exposed and very long cbelicerae, but the eyes are either sessile or

wanting. The two fore-legs are very long, and resemble antennas. The upper side of the

body is like a scale, without distinct articulations. Acarus marginatus^ and A. tesfudi-

narius, Hermann.
Trogidita, Latr., has the anterior extremity of the body projecting like a clypeus, receiving,

in a cavity on its under-side, the chelicera* and other parts of the mouth. The body is very

flat, anil covered by a very firm skin. It is found beneath stones. T. nepaform is, h&tr.

Phal. tncannatiun, Linn. South of France. Fig, 38.—Gonvieptes acm
tburus.

[M. Dufour has desci'ibed a genus allied to the last under the name of Caculus, in the

Annales des 'Set. Naf. for 1832. Many other very curious Brazilian species are described and figured by Perty, in

the Deh'cfus Anhnalium Brn.sili<je, in which many new genera are proposed for their reception. Another very

singular species, with exceedingly lon^-- legs, is described by Mr. Hope, in the Li/niaan Transactions, vol, xvii.,

^^nder the name of JJolicItosccf/s Hawordtii.]

The second tribe of the Arachnida holetra is that of the Acarides, v^-hich has occasionally cbelicerae,

but they are simply composed of a single pincer, either chdactyle or clawed, and hidden in a sternal

lip. Sometimes there is a sucker, formed of lancet-like plates united together; or the mouth consists

merely of a cavity, without any other apparent pieces. This tribe is composed of the genus

Acarus (Linn.),

—

The majority of the species of which are very minute, or almost microscopical. They are universally dis-

tributed. Some are wanderers ; and, amongst these, some are found under stones, leaves, the bark of trees,

in the ground, the water, or upon provisions, such as flour, dried meat, old dry cheese, and upon putrid

animal matters. Others subsist as parasites upon the skin, and in the flesh of difi'erent animals, often

greatly weakening them by their excessive multiplication. The origin of certain diseases, especially the

itch, is attributed to them. It appears, from the experiments of Dr. Galet, that the Mites of the human

psora, placed upon the body of a perfectly healthy indi\'idual, will inoculate him with the serus of that

disorder. Other sorts of mites are also found upon insects ; and many beetles, which subsist upon

cadaverous substances or excrement, are often entirely covered with them. They have even been ob-

served in the brain and eyes of Man. The Mites are o\iparous, and exceedingly prohfic. Many of them

are born with only six feet, and the two others are developed a short time afterwards. The tarsi are

• Trumhidium long-ipet, Hcrm., is figured with ten lugs, tlie iiatcrioi; beuig vejy long, but it ia described aa having only ci|,'lit.
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terminated in vavions -ways, acrordinir to tlirir hal)its. Some of these inseets (Jcarkles, Latr.) have

eight legs, tit only fnr \valkiii,cc, and i'lielicei"e.

Tj'om6/f//»;n, Fabr., lias the clielicerte terminatod by a inovealile claw; palpi projecting', pointed at tip, with a

moveable appendaije or tin;5:er beneath the extn-mify
;
tun ('\(:^, carli at the top of a small fixed pedunclf. T. holo-

sericciiiii, I'abr., \r\-y cniimiuii in [canlcns diinn;,^ sprini;-, >if a blund-rod '-oloiir, with the abdomen nearly

sqnare, and narniwcd brliind. A iiiuch lar.^cr t^[tecies (7*. anrhn-iiun, Faljr.) inbaluts tlic East Indies, and emits a

red dye.

Eiyf/ir.rnx, Lntr., lias Mi..' clielicera- and paliH uf Trnmhiflnnri, but tlio eyes ar-e sessile, and the body not divided.

E. p/iahfN;/n,i,/rx. L;Ur.

CamasKs, Latr , Ikis tlic clielicrra' didact\ le, and thr iialpi projecting:, distinct, and filiform. In some, the body
is covered entiix-lx, ur m part, by a scaly i,ki)i, hut in utluTs it is cntii'L-ly soft. Some of tlie latter species live upon
difterent birds and quadrupeds. Otijers, as the J.'ams Irlnnus, IJnn. [ur the Red Spider of the hot-houses], form,

upon the leaves of various ve,s:etables, especially upipu llm-r uf Iniir-tnes, very tine webs, which injuretheni greatly.

This species is reddish, witli a black spot on each side of tlnj abdnujen.

C/ieijieda; Latr., has didactyle chelicenc ; but the palpi are thick, arnt-like, and tenninatcil by a sicKle-sliaped

joint. A. enifl'/liis, Schr.

Orihata, Latr. {^'ulaajiis, Herm.), has the chelirer.-e also ilidnrtyle ; tlie palpi very sliort, or ciuicealed ; the body
covered witli a hairy, scaly skin ; feet loni.-. or nHideraie. The fiont uf the body is advanced like a beak. Found
uptMi stones, trees, in moss, &c. They crtT|. Imt slnuly .

C'-opudn, Latr., has, from analoi^-y, forrcps-likr rlirhci'ra.'
;
palpj not projcctiTio: ; Ijody covered uith a scaly skin;

legs short; anus with a Iohl; thread, by uliieh tln^ insect is attached to \aiioLis beetles, and suspended in tlie air.

A, vegetans^ De Geer.

^ Acnrn.s-, Fabr. {Sarcop f (?.•{, Latr.), has two didactyle chelicera?
;
palpi very short, or con-

-~-^^.^>^*•^^-^'~rJ^,-' cealed; budy very soft ; tarsi teiininated by a vesicle. Some species feed upon our ali-

"*^tHj^(j \~ nvntai-y substanci.'S (A. domcsllcKv, A. fnr'nur) ; others are fonnd in the ulcers of the itch

7"^
)[\J>>,S^.

'^^ in man, Ihn liorsn, cat, (hi--, &c. (A. .scal-'iri. See (lie Thesis ofDr.Galct upon this species).

V 'TTx <"Hlier Mites nr Ticks (RiciNrn:, T.atr.) liave also eight legs, formed for walking,

1m It de^iitiite of clielicer;c, wliicli arc replaced liy lancets, forniing, with tlie tongue,

'"if"''''-'J a sucker. Some have the eyes liistinct.

Bdelln, Latr., bavin::: the sucker advanced and beak-like, with long-, elbijwed pal|ii, and four eyes. Scirus luixji-

nj.slyif:, Herm.
iS/,i,/r/if,,i, Latr., A\ith [ial[ii short and straii,^ht, and twn eyes. .-(. sawhtici, Schr., f^c.

The olber Ilicinije have not the eyes percc|)til>le ; tite iialpi arc in tlic shape of valves, dilated at the

tip, serving as a sheath to the sucker, of which tlie ]iarts are horny and tootlicd ; the body is clothed

with a corneous skin, or at least with a s^alv jihitc in front. These ticks are parasites, sucking tlie

hlood of various vertebrated animals; and although at lirst very much Ihiltened, they acquire, by suc-

tion, a very large size, and become swollen out hkc a bladder. Tliey arc round or oval.

J.nxh's, Latr. iCi/Nnr/nrs-frx, Hrrni.), has tin- palpi easmii; the sinker, and Inrmin-, with it, a jiro-

jecrin- beak, truncated, ami sli;;lirly dilated at tlic tip. They arc fnund in thick woods, abouiulin,:,-

in brash-wond, briei's, &c., attaching thcmsehes to low plants 0\ tin; two bue-legs, extending the

other feet. They fasten upon dogs, cows, liorses, and other iiuadrniu'ds, and e\ m upon the tortoise,

IniryiiiK' their suckers so completely in their flesh that they can hardly be (letached by force, and by

tearing a\\ny the portion of skin to which they are fastened. They deposit a prodigious nnmber of

eggs, discharging them from the mouth, according to M. Chabrier,* Their multiplication upon the

ox and horse is sometimes so great that these animals jierish from exhaustion. The tarsi are terini- ,

nated by two ungues inserted upon a plate, f<r are iniifeil at the base upon a common peduncle. '1 b j

ancients a|ipear tn have known these animals under thi' name of Ricini. They are onr \u'!l-kiin\\ii

Ticks,— /.CM</e.y We//,./,., Linn., attacking the Pn- ; and /. .
/,'//e///,////,v, Latr., Falu'. (Jairi'.s rahiriux, ''|L,n,a,7ur,md

Schr.), tiie 0\. The latter, when swollen, is half an inch huig. The ;tudy of the species of this genus
ll^,''^';,'""'

'"'*''"

is tnit suibr^iently advanrr'd.

An/as, Latr. {li/ii/nc/ioju-ion, Herm.), dillers from Lxotles in the inferior situation of the month, and the palpi

not encasing the sucker, and being 4-jointed instead of three. A. reflexus, Fabr., Latr. Upon pigeons. A. per-sicus

(Malleh de Mianeh), described by travellers under the name of the Venomous liug of Miana, has been the subject

'if a curious meminr by M. Fischer de Wallrlheim. [This insect formed the subject of much discns.^ion at the
Liverpool meeting of the Ilritish Association]-

[M. Andnuin has ilescribed and figured some species of the two preceding genera, and of those of Tetranyclnis

and Fteroptus, m the .(,///,//,,v ,/,-.v Sd. Nat. for 1832.]

Otiier Mites i IfjidrachiieU.r', Latr.") have also eight legs, hut theyare ciliated, ami fitted foi- swimmiug.

They form the genns Jh/ilraclma of :\rnllcr (.//r/,c, Fahr.), and live oidy in the water. 'X\ni body is o\al

• [TI.eniiiilorifiL'^ Uci.ii,' miuute, and c1...l' t.,, 0,,; ii.ouii,, Ims bcrn iiil,.e,Kfii fur Uic hiUcriii tM.^ ohsi rv.aioii.l
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or rounded, and generally soft : in some males, it is narrowed behind into a cylindrical tail. The

number of eyes is either two or four, and even six, according to Miiller.

Eijhfi-s, Latr., lias the chelicera: terminated by a moveable claw. A. extendens, Fabr.

Nij(lrackfia,hatr., has the mouth composed of plates, founhiz a projecting

sucker, and the palpi have a moveable appendaj^-e beneath the extremity.

A. geugrapMcus, Fabr., A. glohator, Fabr.

Liiimochares, Latr., has the mouth sucker-shaped, but the palpi are simple.

A. aquaticus, Linn. [Other species of these water-mites have been described

by M. Theis, in the Annates des Sci. Nat. for 18:J2].

[From the very valuable discoveries lately made by M. Du3;t*s, it appears

that these water-mites undergfo metamorphoses, accompanied by a complete

chaiif^e of form, the lan'a havin;^ a ^'ery large head and six legs, whilst the

\m\iii- are inactive, attaching themselves, by a single pair of legs, to the

bodies of other aquatic insects, and consisting, as it were, siniply of an oval

bag with a narrow neck, the insect in this state having been formed, by

M. V. Audouin, into the genus Achlysia, and specifically named A. Di/tic?y from taking up its residence beneath

the elytra of the Water Beetle (Z>.v^i6'»if maj-f/iHa^w). They also attach themselves to the slender filaments com-

jiosing the tails of the Water Scorpions {Ncpa and Ranatra).']

Other Mites {Micropthira^l^QAv.) differ from all the foregoing, in having six legs. They are all parasites.

Cinis, Latr., has the sucker and palpi distinct; the body rounded, very flat, and covered with a scaly skin. C
re,y)cr(ilion/6\ Latr. On Bats.

[M. V. Andouin has figured an insect which he considers may be identical with Carls vespeiiilionis, in the

Annah's des ScL Nat., 1832 ; and which, notwithstanding its possessing only six legs, he considers as more pro-

perly belonging to the genus Argas.]

Leplm; Latr., has also a sucker and palpi, but the body is soft and ovoid. A. autumnalis, Shaw (Mise. ZooL,

vol. ii. pi. 42), is very common, in autumn, upon grass and other herbage. They crawl upon our bodies, and in-

sinuate themselves into the skin at the roots of the hairs, occasioning as painful an irritation as the itch. [It is

the well-known Harvest Bug], but it is so minute as rarely to be observed.

The other sjiecies are found upon ditlerent insects, and enter into the division of the Trombides hexapodes of

Hermann. T. insectorum, Herm., T. Llhellula, Herm., T. Culicis, Herm., &;c.

{Aclijsia, And., here placed by Latreille, is now proved to be the immature state of Hydrachna.]

Atoina, Latr., has neither suckers nor palpi visible ; the mouth consists only of a small orifice, situated upon the

breast ; the body is soft, oval, with the feet short. Acarns parasiticus, Hcnn.

Oci/pcte, Leach, bL-Iongs to this section, from the number of its legs ; but, according to him, it has mandibles.

0. rubra, Leach. Upon Tipulas.

[Urom the recent observations of Audouin, Dug^s, and others, it seems questionable whether this terminal sec-

tion of the Mites can be retained, consisting, as it is now supposed to do, entirely of the young states of various

groups of Acarida'.]

[The Senator Van Ileyden has lately published a distribution of the AcaridK in the Isis ; and many vei-y minute

species are figured in tiic continuation of Panzer's Fauna Insectorum Germauice, by Herrick SchaftVr, distributed

into many new genera. At the same time, M. Duges, in his more elaborate and complete memoir, published in

the Annales des Sci. Nat., has revised the entire group, dividing it into numerous genera, arranged into the fol-

lowing groups:—!. Trombidiei ; 2. liydrachniei ; 3. Gamasei ; -t. Ixodei ; 5. Acarei ; 6. Bdellei ; and, 7. Oribatei.]

THE THIRD CLASS OF ARTICULATED ANIMALS FURNISHED WITH
ARTICULATED LEGS,—

INSECTS (Insecta),—

Which have articulated legs, a dorsal vessel occupying the place of the vestige of a

heart, but without any branch for circulation *
; which respire by means of two principal

of this

icludiuu

s to have bL-cn fully confirmed by the

isertetl in the AUinoirea du Mus. d'J/ht.

^ Anatomists are divided in their opinion as to the na

orgnn, many regnrdin|i; it as a distiiiet heurt, M'hilst oilier

Cuvier, wiiosc oiJinion ftppe;;

reseiirchca of M. de Serres,

Nat.) deny it this qurtlity. Some recent observations appear to esta-

blish the existence of several smaH vessels, but besides tbat, this cir-

cuUitiufi must be very piirlial, as Insects differ materially from the

Cr'isiacea the blood not retiirnini,' to the heart. Accordinu to Hcrold,

as quoted by Strauss [Bullelin. de Univert FcTUSsac), the dorsal vessel

is the true heirt of insects, being^, as in the hii^her nnimftia, the loco-

motive organ of ihe blood, which, insteari of being contained in vessels,

exteniis throujjh the general cavity of the body. This heart occupies

the entire length of the bulk of the abdomen, anri terminates ante-

riorly in a single artery, which is not ramified, and which carries tLe

blood to the head, whence it returns to the abdomen by the irere

effect of its accumulation in the head, to re-enter the heart ; and it is

in this that the entire circulation of the blood of insects coiisii^ts, and
which are consequently destitute of veins. According to M. Stracss.
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trachea?, extending parallel to each other throughout the entire length of the Dody,

having, at intervals, points from whence numerous branches extend, and which corre-

spond with certain external orifices, or stigmata* [or, as they have been termed in a

previous passage, spiracles], for the entry of the air. All of them have two antennce,

and the head distinct. The nerv^ous system of the majority of insects (thoi^e with six

feet) is generally composed of a brain, formed of two ganglions opposed to each other,

united at their base, and emitting eiglit pairs of nerves and two single nerves, and of

twelve 2;anglionst, cdl of which are in the inferior part of the body. The two anterior

are situated near the union of the head and thorax ; the second and two following are

appropriated to the three segments of which the thorax is composed, and the remaining

ganglions belong to the abdomen, each ganglion emitting nerves to the organs of their

respective segments. The two nervous cords which form, by their reunion, the ganglions,

are tubular, and composed of two tunics, the exterior of which exhibits traehecC. A
medullary substance tills the central canal. Thu fine work of I\I. Herokl upon the

anatomy of the caterpillar of the Great Garden White Butterfly, examined during its

growth, and until the period of its transformation into the pu}ia, proves that the nen'ous

system and the cHgestive organs undergo decided modifications, the nen'ous cords being

at first longer and wdder apart, which confirms the opinion of De Serres upon the origin

and developement of the nervous system. We have ah'cady, in the general observations

on the three classes of articulated-legged Articulata, stated the diflerent sentiments of

physiologists upon the seat of the sensus of hearing and smell : wc shidl therefore

merely add, that, in respect to the former, the small nervous ganglions situated upon

the forehead, of which we have spoken, appear to confirm the opinion of those who,

like Scarpa, place this sense near the base of the antennpe. In some Lepidoptera, I

have detected two small apertures near the eyes, which may perhaps be the auditory

channels. If, in manj^ insects, especially those with filiform or setaceous and long an-

tenna?, these organs are used as tactors, it appears difficult for us to account for their

extraordinary developement in certain families, and more particularly in males, if we

do not admit that they are actually the seat of the organ of smell. Probably, also, as

regards the taste, the palpi, in those cases where they are very dilated at the tip, take

the heart, or the abdominal portion of this orgao, is diviilcd, inier-

unlly, into i:ight chambers in the Cockclitifcr, separated frum each

Other by two eonver^etit valves, which permit tlic hlood to be pro-

pelled forwards, but prevent its returnin.^. Tlie definition given by

this naturalist of the dorsal vessel, wlmtever may be the interior com-

position of this organ, evidently proves that it is not a real heart!

moreover, his obscrVBtiuna do not determine the nature of this fluid,

nor hoiv it is directed into the other parts of the body, to effeet their

nutrition. [The still more recent observations of Caraa, Bowerbank,

and some othero, have made us still better acquainted with the nature

of this dorsiil vessel, and its uses, confirming the views of Herold ag lo

Ae existence of a decided circulation in insects, although it is of a

D;iturc very dissimilar to ttiat of the hi){hcr oniinalsj.

• The uumber of the segments of the body of the Ulyriopoda being

Tariable, tliat of their spiracles ia so likewise, and extends sometimes

to mure than twenty. In hexapod insects, it is often eighteen,—nine

on GHch side. This is, however, more the case with tlie larva than tJie

perfect insect. Caterpillars, and most other larva;, have a pair of spi-

racles in the segment which be.irs tbe first pair of feet. The second

and third segments are deficient, because, as 1 presume, the develope-

ment of wings upon tliese segments renders the presence of si)iracles

onneceasary. Each of the fourth and seven following segments ex-

hibits a pair; but in the pL-rfecI Beetles, in addition to the two anterior

Bplracles which are hidden in the cavity of the prothorox or corslet,

and which have nut been noticed, two otliers are to be perceived, situ-

ated between the base of the elytra and wings, being those of the

nicfiothnrax; but there are none tu the metathorax, unless we consider

those of the first abdominal segment as supplementary to the thorax,

relying upon what takes place in the pedunculated I-Ivnienojitera and

Dlptera, where these two segments, together with the demi-scijmeiU

to which they belong, form part of the thorns. Thus, in genera., all

hexapod insects have eight pairs of spiraclt's to the abdomen, the two
last being often obsolete. In the Locusts and Dragon-flies, the sides

of the mcaothorax exhibit a pair of spiracles {Iri'nain's, M. Serres),

In these and some other insects with uncovered wings, the two first

thoracic spiracles are placed above, between the pro- and meso-lh')rris.

Kxecpt in Libellula, tbe true thorax does not e.xhibit any other spira-

cles. I say the true thorax, because, in some, the two anterior abdo
minal spiracles are transferred to the thurax. The melalliorax of the

Pentalomie and KcutellerEE exhibits, on its ander side, a pair of spira-

cles. In the wingless spectre insects [Phasmid^], the mcsothorax

has none, but tlie metatiionix has two pairs.

[We thus see that Latreillc was perfectly aware that each of the

three thoracic segments was occasionally provided witli spiracles;

and yet his theory, wliicJi has been noticed above (that the hind part

of the thora.x of the pctiolated Hymenoptera and Diptera is abdo-

minal), is founded upon the supposition that the metathorax cannot,

of itself, possess spiracles, and that conserjuently the spimcles which
we -tee on the hind part of tlie thorax of those insects, must be those of

the anterior abdominal segment, transferred to tlie thorax. The common
Earwig, as I have shown in a memoir upon the analimiy of that insect,

published in the Trmiinctioiis n/ l/ie Entomoluf^'irjil Sorieli/, nxhihila

an instance in which the pro-, nieso-. and metathorax, are respectively

furnished with a pair of spiracles. I have also entered fully into this

question in the Hymenopterous portion of my introduction to the

modern cbiHsifieatioii of insects, wiili n vi^w tu |iro\e the general uni-

formity of the structure of tlie ll;jin.iii.|ai rii uitli sessile ;iud petii>.

lated abdomens,]

t Some lumellicurii Beetles, in tin; iierlect state, (ire c.vceplion*
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the chief part. The tongue, also, cannot be a stranger to this function. The prepara-

tory apparatus of the mouth ; the intestinal canal ; the biliary or hepatic vessels, and

those which are called salivary, but which are less general ; those free and floating

vessels which have received the name of excremental ; the epiploon, or fatty matter

;

and probably also the dorsal vessel,—such are the considerations embraced by the

digestive system. It is singularly modified, according to the diversity of the food,

whence arise a great number of particular types, of which we shall give the description

in treating upon the different families. We will only say a few words upon the organs

of the mouth [instnimenta cibaria, or tropin, as they have been collectively termed],

and the principal divisions of the intestinal canal, commencing with the latter. In those

in which it is most complex, such as the carnivorous Beetles, there may be distinguished

the pharynx, oesophagus, crop, gizzard, stomach or chylific ventricle, and intestines,

which may be divided into the slender intestines, the ccccum, and the rectum. In those

insects which have the tongue applied upon the anterior or internal surface of the hp,

or not disengaged, the pharynx is situated upon this surface : this is its general situ-

ation. It is questioned by M. Gaede whether the so-called biliary vessels are in fact

secretors, as commonly considered ; but the more recent obsen'ations of L. Dufour

[published in a valuable series of memoirs in the Aiinales des Sci. Nat.] seem to dis-

prove the opinion of M. Gaede.

Some insects (few in number, and destitute of wings, such as the Myriapoda, or

Centipedes) are allied to many of the Crustacea, either in the number of their segments

and legs, or in certain points of analogy in the structure of the parts of the mouth
;

but all the rest have only six legs, and the body, of which the number of segments never

exceeds twelve, is always divided into three principal divisions,—the head, trunk

[or thorax], and abdomen. Among the latter individuals, some are destitute of wings,

preserving, throughout their whole life, the form which they had at their birth, in-

creasing in size only by changing their skins, and which I have named Homotenes,

" alike to the end," or the Ametabolia of Leach. They have, in this respect, certain

relations with the animals of the preceding classes.

The other insects with six legs are almost universally winged ; but the last-named

organs, and often also the legs, do not appear at first, and are only developed at the

close of a scries of changes more or less singular, termed metamorphoses, and which

we will shortly explain in a following page. The head* bears the antenna;, eyes, and

mouth. The composition and form of the antenn?e vary much more than in the

Crustacea, and these organs are often much more developed and longer in the males

than in the females.

The eyes are composite or simple. Tlie former, according to the researches of Cuvicr,

Marcel de Serres, and others, are formed, 1st, of a cornea divided into a muhitude of

small [hexagonal] parts, and which is more convex according to the carnivorous pro-

pensities of the insect, its inner face being spread over with an opaque, scarcely fluid,

various-coloured (although generally black, or of a dark violet colour) substance ; 2nd,

of a choroid, attached, by its contour and edges, to the cornea, covered with a black

varnish, exhibiting a great number of aerial vessels, proceeding from large trunks of

the trachccE situated in the head, and of which the branches form around the eye a cir-

. surface is ciiviiled into numerous small regions niimcd cijpeTis

T-i'i, nasus, Kirbj-), face, foreliead, crown, and cheeks. Tlie

innlion uf " chFiperon " Ijeini^ equivoca!. I have chantjed it to

n:i: it supiiOt" -iie lilTuai, nc ui.|.cr lip. [M. Stcuu>,, i,i(d s.jm

her recent anatomists, consider tiie head as fcrmeri of a series of

gments soldered together, the mandibles, maiillx, &c., represent

U tile limbs attached to each. See also memoir on the head of in

cts, by ^U. Newman.]
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ciilar trachea : this, linwever, as well as the choroid, is wanting in various darkling

insects; 3rd, of nerves, wliich arise from a hirge trunl-; proceeding immediately from

the hrain, wliich there dilates in a reversed conical form, the broad base being towards

the cornea, and of which the threads, running through the choroid and inner jilaster of

the cornea, terminate separately in each of the facets. There is no crystalline nor

vitreous tumour.

Miiny insects have, in addition to these composite eyes, simple eyes [o'r'/A'], the

cornea of which is smooth. Tlicy are generally three in number, and arranged in

a triangle upon the crown of the head. In the majority of apterous insects, and

the larva? of those which gain \^ings, the ocelli replace the eyes, and arc often in-

serted in a [;'roup ; judging from the eyes of the Arachnida, they are evidently fitted

for vision.

The mouth of Hexapod insects is in general composed of six principal pieces, their

form being lateral, arranged in pairs, and rnostlv transversely ; and two others, opposed

to each other in a ditection contrary to tliat of the preceding, filling up the space be-

tween the former : one is situated above the upper pair, and the other below the lower

pair. In the masticating insects, or those which feed upon solid materials, the four

lateral pieces perform tlie otfice of jaws (nidchoires), and the two others are considered

as lips ; but, as we h;ive already observed, the two u])per jaws have been distinguished

by the particular name of mandibles, whilst the two others have alone retained the

name of maxilke (mijc/wires) : the latter are also pro\'ided with one or two articulated

filaments wdiieh are caWed palpi,—a character which is never possessed, in this class, by

the mandddes. The extremity of the maxilke is often terminated by two divisions, or

lobes, of wdiich the outer, in the Orthoptera, is termed the galea. AVe have already'

said that the upper hp is called the lahnim. The other lip, or the lalj'unn (levre, pro-

])erly so called), is formed of two parts: the one, solid and inferior, is the mentum ;

the upper, which often bears two palpi, is the tonguelet (langiieite), [or %«/«].*

In the suctorial insects, or those which derive their food from fiuid aliments, these

difi'erent organs of manducation appear under two general modifications. In the

first, the mandd)les and maxiUre are replaced by small, setaceous, lancet-like plates,

forming, by their union, a kind of sucker, which is received in a sheath which takes

tlic place of tlie kdiium, and is either cylindrical or conical, and articulated, in the

form of a beak (roslraiii), or membranous and fleshy, inarticulated, and terminated

by two lips {proboscis). The labrum is triangular and arched, covering the base of

the sucker.

In the second of these modifications, the laljrum and mandibles are nearly obsolete,

or extremely small. The labium is no longer a detached piece, and is only distin-

guished by the pjresence of a pair of palpi, of which it is the sup]iort. The maxilla'

have acquired a very great length, and are transformed into two tubular threads, which,

uniting by tlie edges, forms a kind of proboscis wdiich is rolled up in a spiral manner,

and is named the tongue, but which, to avoid misconception, it would be preferable to

term the spirignatha : its interior presents three canals, of which the middle one forms

* According to wUnc I ln\vo snid in the iiitroduclyry oliscirations

upon the Articiilfit.-i ill b't'iierHl. IcciiiKifier the lower lip to he hut a modi,

riiniioii of the .second maxilla of the deeapod Crustncea, comhioed

Willi tlicir tnoKue (hlIl^,luctte). Tlie ifraduiil ehaiii^es ivliieh take pKee

ill liie form of tliese orRiinJi, in tlie Cruataccii, Amchnidn. and IMyria.

liiida, oiiturally lead to tliia supposition. In this hypothesis, the si\

Ihoraeic lctf> must he aiialoitous to the foot-jaws of ttie Crahs; and as

lias hcen shown, in the erustaccous genus Apus. Moreover, the live

anterior alidoniinal scf,^mcnts of hexapod ioseets will represent ihc

segments whieh bear the true legs in the decapod Crustacea, or ttie

third and four succeeding segments of the aniphipod and isopod

Crustacea. The various works puhlishcd in respect to the thorax of

insects will necessarily require revision when this p.art of the hody is

comjiared throughout the three aiinulose classes, its nomenclature

heing far from lised in this resjiect.
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the canal of the nutritive fluids. At the base of each of these filaments there is a palpus

ordinarilj- veiy minute, and scarcely visible.

Tlio IV'Ijrriapoda are the only species of which the mouth exhibits another type of con-

struction, which I shall describe when treating upon those insects.

The trunk* of insects, or that intermediate portion which bears the feet, is generally

designated by the Latin name thorax, which the French term corselet. It is formed of

three segments, whicli were not at the first carefully distinguished, and of which the

relative proportions greatly vary. Sometimes, as in the Coleoptera, the anterior is by

far the largest, separated from the following by an articulation, moveable, and alone

exposed ; which alone appears, at first sight, to compose the trunk, and bears the name

of the thorax, or corselet. Sometimes, as in the Hymenoptera, Lepidoptera, &c., it is

much shorter than the following, and constitutes, with the two others, a common

body, attached to the abdomen by a peduncle, or closely united to it throughout its

entire posterior breadth, and which is called the thorax.

These distinctions, thus established, were insufiicient, and often ambiguous, as they

did not rest upon a ternary structure of the thorax, as I had clearly noticed in the first

edition of this work, as a character proper to hexapod insects. Mr. Kirby has em-

ployed the name of metathorux for the hind part of the thorax.f Those oi prothorax

and mesoihorax naturally presented themselves to the mind when the ternary division

of the thorax was once adopted, and the celebrated Professor Nitzsch was the first who

used them. Some naturalists have since named the prothorax, or anterior thoracic

segment wdiich bears the anterior pair of legs, collar (coUare). Wishing to preserve

the name corselet, but to restrain its application in proper limits, we shall employ it in

all those cases where this segment greatly surpasses the others in size, and where the

latter are united to the abdomen so as to appear to constitute an integral part of it,

—

a peculiarity proper to the Coleoptera, Orthoptera, and many Hemiptera. When the

prothorax is short, and forms, with the succeeding segments, a comnmn and exposed

mass, the trunk, composed of the three segments together, wdl retain the denomination

of thorax. We shall also continue to call the inferior surface of the trunk the breast

(poilriiie), dividing it, according to the segments, into the fore-breast [untipectii.^'],

middle breast [medipectiis], and hind breast [po.^tpeciii.'!']. The middle line is the

sternum, which we also divide into three:—The fore sternum Iprostenumi], middle

sternum [mesostermmi], and hind sternum [metastermim].

The teguments of the thoracic segments, as also those of the abdomen, are generally

divided into rings or semi-rings : one dorsal, or superior, the other inferior, and united

laterally bv means of a soft and flexible membrane, which is indeed but a less solid

portion of the same teguments in many insects, especially the Coleoptera. We also

observe, at the reunion of these rings, a small space, more solid, or of the substance of

* Ti, iivoid all cotifii.^ioii. it wiialil b.i bt-iter lo restrict tlie term

trunk to those .Apterti of Litintciis wliich have more tlo.u six le(,'S, Rod

,vhere tlicse limbs are borne uiioii distinct set,rments, wilb the head

distinct from the trunk, lo the Crustacea, where thtise tno parts of

the body are soldered together, the thorax might take the name of

thoracida, and in the Araehoida, cephalothorax, being: here still more

simple, with fewer appendages, that of thorax being reserved for the

h: ^:ipoli ins, CtS.

+ This segment ou(;hl not to be restricted, in the Hymenoptera, to

the opper, .err short, transverse divisioo of the thorax, at the sides of

which the second pair of wings arc ioserted, being further composed

of that portion of the lliorax which extends to the base of the abdo-

meo as is proved by the position of the two last spiracles of the trunk,

1 eve,', Ibiok tilts observalioo is applicable to .11 winged insects, the

oictatliorax being diviilcii, on the upper jhlc, into two parts, ooe

bcariog, io the four-winged speccs, the seeood wi,,gs, and beii,g des-

titue of spiracles, and the other being furnished with the latter. This
second part appears to be depenilcnt upon the abdomen, as in nearly aU
Insects, except the petiolated Hytnenoptera, Rhipiptera, and Diptera.

So,netinie8 it is incorporated with the thorax, and closes it posteriorly,

as ill these last Insects : heitce I have named this second division of

the nietalhoras, the medial segment. Thus, all the segments would
have a pair of spiracles, but those of the mesothorax, scarcely distinct,

or obsolete, in the Hymenoptera and Diptera, and the two metatho-
racic, situated upon the segno-nt which immediately follows that which
bears the second wings. The abdomen \,ill thus be composed of nine
segoieots, of which the last three compose the organs of generation.
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the teguments themselves, each of which bears a breathing pore, so that the sides of

the abdomen exhibit a longitudinal series of small pieces, or each segment is, as it were,

divided into four. Other pieces, also corneous, occupy the lower sides of the meso-

tliorax and metathorax, immediately beneath the insertion of the elytra and wings,

which are supported by another piece, placed longitudinally. The relations of these

parts, the size and form of the iirst joint of the coxa;, or haunches, the manner in which

they articulate with the semi-ring to which they are attached, and the extent and

direction of this variable semi-ring, furnish the thorax, considered in this respect, with

a combination of characters wliich is very serviceable in a systematic point of view.

Some naturalists, especially Knoch, had already made use of them, but without any

determined principle, and with arljitrary names. It was, however, necessary to study

the composition of the thorax carefully, in all the classes of insects—a task commenced

by the late Lachat, and followed up by M. "\^ictor Audouin, who presented a memoir

on this subject to the Academie des Sciences. It is, however, only known to us by

the general sketch of it given by Cuvier in his Report*, and by the extract published

by its author in the article Insect in the Dictionnaire Classique d'Hist. Nut. To

adopt tiiis nomenclature, and give it a general application, we must wait for this memoir

and its illustrative figures ; but in practice, the denominations alreadj' introduced will

suffice. Another memoir, upon the same subject, by M. Chabrier, with admirable

figures, and one by the elder Jurine upon the wings of the Hymenoptera, must also be

mentioned.

As insects inhabit all kinds of situations, they have all the kinds of locomotive organs;

namelv, wings and legs, which last, in many species, arc used as oars. The wings are

membranous, dry, elastic, generally transparent, pieces attached to the sides of the back

of the thorax ; the anterior pair, when there are four, or when they are the only pair,

being upon the mesotliorax, and the posterior pair upon the following segment, or

metathorax. They arc composed of two membranes applied upon each other, and tra-

versed, in various directions, by more or less numerous nervures, which are so many

trachean tubes, forming sometimes a network, and sometimes simply veined. The elder

Jurine has advantageously em]iloved the disposition and crossing of these nervures in

systematic arrangement. The Dragon-flies, Bees, Wasps, Butterflies, &c., have four

wings ; but those of Butterflies are covered with small scales, which at first sight re-

semble dust, and wdiich give these insects the colours with which they are ornamented.

They easily come otf on being touched by the finger, and the portion of the wing from

which they have been taken is transparent. "\\'ith the microscope, these scales appear

of varied figures, and are implanted upon the wing by means of a footstalk, and

arranged regularly in rows like the tiles of a roof. In front of the fore-wings of these

insects are a pair of pterygoda (a kind of epaulettes), wluch extend backwards along

a part of the back, u])on wdiich they are appbed. In certain insects, the wings remain

* [A lonif note is here Kivcn in tlie Bccund cditiuii, contaiiiinf,' llii;

details of M. Audouin's rescarclics. I ciin, howcvur, only introduce

the following siigtit iibridguient :—The tninli, or thorax, is always

tyjilcally divisible, on the ontside, into three segments, eaeli bearing

B pair of feet,—namely, the prothorax, mesothorax (bearing the fore

wings), and metatliorax (bearing the hind wings). Each segment is

composed of four parts; one inferior, two lateral (tliesc three forming

the breast), and one dorsal, forming the back. The inferior part is

the sternum ; the lateral pieces, or Hanks, are each divisible into three

principal pieces ; one (the episteruiun) attached to the sternum,

another (the epimeron), articulating with the coxa. Another small

piece (the troebantine) assists in the union of the epimeron and coxa,

whilst the third piece of the Dunli is placed, in the uieso- and meta-

tliorax, beneath the wing, and is called the bypoptera, since changed

by Audouin to paraptcra. The dorsal part, or tcrguni, Is divided into

four pieces, named, from their position in each segment, the pra;.

scutum, scutum, scutcUum, anil postscotellum : the first of which is

often, and the last nearly always, internal. Thus the thorax is divi-

sible into thirty-three principal pieces, or forty-three, including the

hypoptera. The epimera had been previously called scapuUc, and

parajileurai, by Knoeh. The posterior coxa of the Coleoptera, forming

a transverse plate, is his ma?rium. Mr. itt'Lcay has subsequently pub-

lished an elaborate memoir upon the structure of the thorax in the

Zouhskal J,„iT7,al.t
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straight, or are folded up transversely ; in others they are doubled up, or folded longi-

tudinally, like a fan; sometimes they are horizontal, sometimes inclined like a roof; in

many they meet upon the back, and in others they are wide apart.* The two-winged

insects, of tlie dipterous order, have also, beneath their wings, two small moveable

threads, terminated by a mass, and which, according to the ordinary opinion, replace

the pair of wings which are deficient; they are called balancers f (halteres). Other

two-winged, very extraordinary insects, have also two balancers, but situated at the

anterior extremity of the thorax, and which we name, to distinguish them from the

others, prebalancers (prehalteres) . Above the true balancers is a small membranous

scale, formed of two pieces, united at one of the edges, and resembling the two shells

of a bivalve mollusc : this is the alulet, or cueiUeron [^alula] . Some aquatic Beetles

also exhibit it beneath the elytra, inserted at their base.

Many insects, such as the Cockchafers, Cantharides, &c., have, instead of the two

upper or anterior wings, two scale-like pieces, more or less thickened, and more or less

solid and opaque, which open and shut, and beneath which the wings are transversely

folded in repose. These scale-like pieces have received the name of ehjti'a.X The in-

sects which are furnished with these organs are called Coleoptera, or insects in a sheath.

Tliese pieces are never wanting §, but this is not always the case with respect to the

wings themselves. In other kinds of insects, the extremity of these scales is entirely

membranous, like tlie wings; and in this case these pieces are called hemelytra : [hence

the name of the Linna?an order Hemiptera]

.

The scutellmn, or escutcheon, is ordinarily a triangular piece, situated upon the back

of the mesothorax, between the places of insertion of the elytra, or wings. It is some-

times very large, and then covers the greater portion of the upper side of the abdomen.

Various Hymenoptera exhibit behind it, upon the metathorax, a small space called the

false escutcheon {post-scvtellum).

The legs are composed of a haunch of two joints [coxa and troc/uoiter'], a thigh

[femur'], a shank of a single joint [tibia], and a finger, commonly called the tarsus,

which is divided into several phalanges, or joints, the number of which varies from

three to five, depending chiefly upon the changes which the first and penultimate joints

suffer in their relative proportions. Although the counting of these joints may some-

times prove difficult [from their minuteness], and the numerical series may not always

be in relation with the natural system, it nevertheless forms a good character for the

distinction of genera : the last joint is generally terminated by two hooks. The form

of the tarsi is subject to some modifications, according with the habits of the insects.

Those of the aquatic species are generally flattened, very much fringed, and resemble

oars.
II

The abdomen, which forms the third and last part of the body, is confounded with

nsect is i[i innction. The rrtpiiiity of the vibra-

ears lo u3 to be one of the chief lauses of the

many tnaUc. The explanations whicli have been

Lsfactory. [Burmeister, and some others, have

itjy, that it is by the action of tlie air passing

utatlioracic spiracles, during flight, that this

• That is, wlicn tlie

tions of the wings apf

liumming noise which

given of it are not sat

considereti, more rece

rapidly through the ni

noise is produecdj.

f These are appendages, in my opinion, of the trachea: of the first

abdominal segment, ami correspond to the space pierced with a small

hole adjacent to the anterior edge of an orifice, with a membranous,

internal diaphragm on each side of the same segment in the Locusts.

{See my memoir on the articulated appendages of insects in the W^m.

,i„ Mai. i-Hi!t. N«l.) [On the supposition that the terminal part of

the tlior.ai of thr lliptcra is in fact thoracic, at.d not abdominal, as in-

sisted upon by Latreille, these balancers will necessarily become
metathoracic, and, as such, must be considered analogous to the

posterior pair of wings. The large size of the true wings, and of the

mesothorax, is in favour of this view of the subject, the alula, as it

seems to me, being nothing but a portion of the fore-wing.]

t See M. Odier's memoir on the chemical composition of these
organs, inserted in the A/em. Socief^ d'Hiit. Nal. de Paris [translated

in the Zoological JauTnall.

5 [Latreille has evidently overlooked the female of the Glow-worm,
that ni Drilus Jlaveiccni, and ol Pacht/pai ejrcavalui, all of avbich have
neither elytra nor wings, although belonging to the order Coleoptera.]

t Mr. Kirby, in his monograph of the Bees of England, and in hla
excellent IiilTodnclion to EnComologt,, calls the tarsi of the fore-legs
the hand, the first joint being the palm.
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the tlionix in tlie Myriapodii ; but it is distinct in all the other insects which are fur-

nished with six legs. It incloses the viscera, the sexual organs, and exhibits nine or

ten segments, but of which some are often concealed, or very considerably reduced in

size. The organs of generation are situated at its posterior extremity, except in the

Dragou-flies and luli. The terniiiial segments of the abdomen compose, in many

females, an oviduct (oviiaipl. Marcel de Serres), which is either retractile or always

exserted, and more or less compllcuted, and which is employed as a borer or augur.

It is replaced by a sting in the females [and neuters] of many Hymenoptera.

After coupling, which ordinarily takes place but unce, the female deposits her eggs

in the places best suited for their preservation, so that wdien the young are hatched they

find themselves in the midst of suitable food. The female cdso frequently collects pro-

visions for them. These maternal cares often excite our surprise, and most clearly

exhibit to us the instinct of insects. In the very numerous societies of many of these

creatures—such as the Auts, White y\uts. Wasps, Bees. &c.—the indi'^iduals com-

posing the majority of the assembly, and which, by their labours and vigilance, support

these societies, have been considered as neuter individuals, or without sex : they have

been consequently named workers, or mules. It is, however, now ascertained that

they are females, of which the sexual organs, or ovaries, are not full)^ developed, but

which may become fruitful if a modification of their food, at a certain period of their

early existence, takes place, whereby these organs are developed.

The eggs are sometimes hatched in the abdomen of the mother, which is then termed

viviparous. The number of generations in a year, of a sjiecies, depends on the dura-

tion of each : more commonly, there is but one or two in the year. A species, under

similar circumstances, is the more common in proportion as its generations succeed

each other in rapidity, and the female is more fruitful.

A female Butterfiy, after coupling, deposits her eggs, from wdiich are hatched, not

Butterflies, but animals with a very long body, divided into rings, a head provided with

jaws, and several little eyes, having very short legs, of which six are scaly and pointed,

placed in tlie front of the body, and the others, variable in number, membranous, and

attached to the hind rings. These animals, called Caterpillars, live a certain time in

this state, and change the skin several times. At lengtli, however, a jieriod arrives,

when, from this skin of the Cateriiillar, issues a very different being, of an oblong form,

without di^tinct limbs, and wdiich soon ceases to move, and remains a long time appa-

rently dead, and dried up, under the name of a Chrysalis. On regarding it, however,

mere closely, we perceive, in relief, upon the outer surface of this Chrysalis, the lines

which represent all the jiarts of the Butterfly, liut in proportions diiferent from those

which these parts will, at a future day, acquire. After a longer or shorter period, the

skin of the Chrysalis bursts ; the Butterfly comes forth, moist, soft, with flaccid and

short wings, but in a few instants it dries, its wings grow, become stronger, and it

becomes fitted for flight. It has six long legs, antenna;, a spiral proboscis, composite

eyes : in a word, it docs not in the least resemble the Caterpillar from which it had

sprung, for it is ascertained that the changes in its state are nothing else than succes-

sive developements of the parts contained within each other. Such are the metamor-

phoses of insects. The first state is named the Inrva, the second the nymph [jiupti~\,

and the third the perfect state \_imiif/o']. It is only in the last-mentioned state that the

insect is fitted for propagation.
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All insects do not pass through these three states. Those wlilch have no wings

come fortli from the egg with the forms they are always to maintain,—the Flea, female

MutilliE, Worker Ants, and a few others, excepted. These are called insects without

a metamorphosis. Among those which have wings, a great number undergo no other

change than that of acquiring them. These are said to undergo a demi-metamorphosis,

their larva resembling the perfect insect, with the exception of the wings, which are

entirely wanting. The pupa differs only from the lan'a in having rudiments of wings,

which are developed at the last moulting, which brings the insect to the perfect state.

Such are the Cimices, Grasshoppers, &c. Finally, the other insects provided with

wings are said to undergo a complete metamorphosis, appearing, at first, under the

form of a caterpillar or worm, and subsequently becoming an inactive nymph, but

wdiich exhibits all the parts of the perfect insect contracted, and, as it were, enveloped

in a bandage.

I'hese parts are free, although very closely approximated and ajiplied against the

body, in the pupre of the Coleoptera, Neuroptera, Hymenoptera, &c. ; but this is not

the case in those of the Lepidoptera, and many of the Diptera. An elastic or still more

solid skin is moulded over the body, and its exterior parts form for it a kind of case.

The skin of the chrysalides of Lepidoptera, consisting only of a simple pellicle applied

upon the external organs, following all their directions, and forming for each of them

so many moulds, like the envelope of a mummjr, permits them to be recognized and

distinguished [pi/pa obtecta, Linn.] ; but that of the two-winged flies, being formed of

the dried skin of the larva, has merely the appearance of a cocoon in the shape of an egg.

It is a kind of capsule, or case, in which the animal is inclosed {pupa coarctata, Linn.)

Many larv», previous to passing to the pupa state, construct for themselves, with

silk which they draw from the interior of their own bodies, by means of the spinnerets

of their lower lip, or with other materials which they have collected, a cocoon, in which

they are inclosed. The perfect insect comes forth from the pupa by a slit or fissure

which it makes down the back of the thorax. In the pupa of two-winged flies, one of

its extremities is detached, in the form of a cap, for the passage of the insect.

The larva? and pupa of the insects with a semi- metamorphosis, differ only from the

perfect state of the same insects in respect to their wings. The other outer organs are

identical. But in complete metamorphosis, the form of the body of the larva does not

alwajrs bear a constant relation with that which these insects have in their final state.

It is generally more elongated ; the head is often very different, both in its consistence

and figure, and has only the rudiments of antenna;, or else wants them absolutely, and

never exhibits composite eyes. The organs of the mouth are also ver}' different, as may

be at once perceived by comparing the mouth of a Caterpillar with that of a Butterfly,

or the mouth of the larva of a Fly with that of the same insect perfectly developed.

Many of these larvK have no feet ; others, such as those of Caterpillars, have many

;

but these, with the exception of the six anterior, are entirely membranous, without

hooks at the tip. Some insects, such as the Ephemera?, exhibit a singular exception in

the metamorphosis : arrived at their perfect state, they again cast ofi^ another skin

from their wings.

The insects which compose our first three orders, preserve, throughout life, the form

which they have when born. The Myriapoda, however, exhibit the rudiments of meta-

morphosis, having at first only six feet, or being even, according to Savigny, entirely
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destitute of tlicm- Tlie other feet, as -n-ell as the segments to which they are attacl .-:d.

are developed as the insect increases in age.

There are but few vegetable substances which do not fall under the attacks of insects;

and as those which are useful or necessary to man are not less liable to them than the

others, the}' often cause great damage, especially in seasons favourable for their multi

pUcation. Their destruction depends greatly on our knowledge of their liabits, and on

our own vigilance. Some are omnivorous, such as the White Ants, Ants, &c., of which

the ravages are too well known. Many among these are carnivorous ; and the species

which feed upon carcases or excrement are a benefit conferred on us by the Author of

Nature, and compensate, in some respect, for the losses and inconveniences which the

others cause to us. Some species are employed in medicine and in the arts, as well as

our domestic economy. They have also many enemies: fishes destroy a great quantity

of aquatic species ; many birds, bats, lizards, &c., rid us of many of those which live

upon the ground or in the air. The majority strive to avoid the dangers which menace

their existence, by flying or running away ; but there are some which emplo}' for this

purpose particular stratagems or natural arms.

Arrived at their last transformation, and enjoying all their faculties, they hasten to

propagate their race ; and when this is performed, their existence soon terminates.

Thus, in our climate, each season of the year (winter excepted) presents to us many
species wliich is pecuhar to it. It nevertheless appears that the females, and neuters

of those which live in society, have a longer existence. Many inchviduals bred in the

autumn, conceal themselves during the rigours of winter, and reappear in the following

f J.ring.

Lil^e vegetables, the species of insects are subject to geographical limits. Tliose,

fjr example, of the New World {^\ith tlie exception of a smidl number of the northern

species), are essentially peculiar to it : it also possesses many genera equally peculiar.

The Old World, on the other hand, possesses others unknown in America. The insects

of the south of Europe, North Africa, and the west and south of Asia, have gTcat

general resemblance. It is the same with those of the Moluccas, and the more eastern

islands, including those of the South Sea. Many species of the north are found in the

mountainous regions of more southern climates. Those of ^Vfrica differ greatlv from

those of the opposite couutries of America. The insects of Southern Asia, commencing

from the Indus or Sind, and going to the east as far as the confines of I'liina, have

features greatly resembling each other. The intertropical regions covered with immense

damp forests, are the richest in insects ; and, in this respect, Brazil and Guiana are the

most higldy favoured.

AH the general systematic arrangements, relative to insects, maj' be essentially re-

duced to three. Swammerdam took the metamorphosis as the base of his system ; that

of Linna;us is founded upon the presence or absence of wings, their number, con-

sistence, superposition, nature of their surfaces, and upon the presence or absence of a

sting ; whilst Fabrieius only employed the parts of the mouth. The Crustacea and

Arachnida, in all these distributions, are considered as insects; and they are the ter-

nuual ones in that of Linna-us, which has been generally adopted. Brisson, however,

had separated the Crustacea as a distinct class, which he had placed bei'ore that of the

Insects, and which comprehended all those species wdiich have more than six feet,

—

namely, the Crustacea and Arachnida of Lamarck, or the Insecta Apiropoda of Sa\-igny.
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Althougli this order was more natural than that of Lmnseus, it has not been followed

;

and it is only recently that anatomical observations, and a more rigorous exactitude of

the applications thence derived, have led us to the natural system.*

I divide this class into twelve orders, of wdiich the first three, composed of species

destitute of wings, do not essentially change their forms and habits, and are merely

subject either to simple moulting or to a rudimental metamorphosis, whereby the number

of feet and of the segments of the body are increased. These correspond with the

Arachnides antennistes of Lamarck. The organs of sight, in these animals, ordinarily

consist of an assemblage of simple eyes, of greater or less extent. The following orders

compose the class of Insects of the same naturalist. From its natural relations, the

order Sactoria, which only consists of the genus Pulex [or Flea], appears to terminate

the class ; but as I pJace at its head the insects which have no wings, this order,

keeping up the regularitj^ of the system, ought to succeed immediately after that of

the Parasita.

Some of the English naturalists have established, from the consideration of the wings,

several new orders ; but I do not see the necessity for their admission, with the excep-

tion of that of the Strepsiptera, of which the denomination {twisted icings) appears to

me to be defective, such not being the case, and which I consequently term Rhipiptera,

o^ fan-shaped wings.

\

The first order, MYntAroDA, has more than six legs (twenty-four, and beyond),

arranged along the whole length of the body, upon a scries of rings, each of which bears

one or two pairs, and of which the first, and also the second in many species, appears

to form part of the mouth. They are apterous,—that is, deprived of wings and

scutellum.

The second order, Thysanura, has six feet, and the abdomen furnished, at the .sides,

with moveable pieces, in the form of false legs, or terminated by appendages fitted for

leaping.

The third order, Parasita, has six legs ; is destitute of wings ; exhibits no organs of

siglit, except ocelli ; the mouth is for the most part interior, and only consists of a muzzle

inclosing a retractile sucker, or of a sht situated between two lips, with two hooked

mandibles.

The fourth order, Suctoria, has six legs ; is destitute of wings ; and the mouth is

composed of a sucker, inclosed in a cylindrical sheath of two articulated pieces. They

undergo metamorphosis, and acquire thereby locomotive organs which they did not at

first possess. This character is common to the following orders ; but, in them, wings

are always developed by metamorphosis.

The fifth order, Coleoptera, has six legs ; four wings, the superior pair having the

form of sheaths ; mandibles and maxilla; for mastication ; the lower wings folded simply

crosswise, and the sheaths crustaceous, and always horizontal. They undergo a com-

plete metamorphosis.

The sixth order, Orthoptera, has six legs ; four wings, of which the two upper are

in the form of sheaths ; mandibles and maxillae for mastication, the latter covered at

' Cuvier, T'lh}. Elcm,de VHist.Nat. dei .Jjiiri,., nnd L<-<;ons ti'.-liutt.

C.t"ip"rtei Laiiiiiruk. Sysihnf dc3 ^nini. sam f'erttbrft ; L.itreille.

Pii^h (Irs Cnract, dni., and Gmiera CTUstaceurum el liisectortitii. Sec

al;;o, for further details, tlie excellent hifroduction fo EnttitntjiGgy

bv Messrs. Kirliv and Spence. [The Moras EntomoloffictB nf I\I'Lcay,

the ll<n,dbmh d.r Erft'irn^jfoffi'- by Hermann Bnrmeistcr, translated

by Shuckard, and tny lutroduclvm to l/i<' Modern CIo:^rJtcolion of In.

ircfi, maf also be alluded to, as ot!"eriii|r many details relative to the

natural arrangement of this class].

t [It is true that the wintjs are not twisted, but the prel/otuj/cicrt,

as LatreiUe term.s them, are ; and, as it is nowproved tlia

are meaothoracic organs, the propriety of Mr. Kirby'a

blished.]

ajne i :sta-
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the extremity with a galea; the lower wings folded in two directions, or tiniply longi-

tudinally, and the sheaths ordinarily coriaceous, mostly crossing at the inner margin.

They only undergo the semi-metamorphosis.*

The seventh order, Hemiptera, has six feet; four wings, the two ujjper having the

form of coriaceous sheaths, membranous at the extremity, or similar to the inferior pair,

but larger and stronger ; the mandibles and maxillje are replaced by settE, forming a

sucker, inclosed in a sheath of a single, articulated, cylindrical, or conical beak-like

piece.

The eighth order, Neukopteka, has six feet; four membranous, naked wings; and

mandibles and maxilla: for mastication. The wings are finely reticulated, the lov\er pair

generally of the size of the anterior, or more extended in one of their diameters.

The ninth order, Hy.mexoptera, has six feet; four membranous, naked waigs ; man-

dibles and maxilla? for mastication ; the lower w"ings smaller than the superior ; the

abdomen of the females nearly always terminated by a borer, or sting.

The tenth order, Lepidopteha, has six feet; four membranous wings, covered with

little coloured scales, like dust ; a horny piece, like an epaulette, directed backwards,

inserted in front of each of the fore-wings ; the maxdlge replaced by two tubular fila-

ments united, and composing a kind of tongue rolled up in a spire.

f

The eleventh order, Rhipiptera, has six feet; two membranous wings, folded like a

fan ; two crustaceous, moveable bodies, in the form of small elytra, situated at the fore

extremity of the thorax J; and the organs of manducatiou consist of a pair of simple,

setiform maxillas, with two palpi.

The twelfth order, Dipteea, has six feet ; two membranous wings, extended, and

accompanied, in nearly all. b}" two moveable bodies, in the form of balancers, situated

behind them ; and the organs of manducatiou consist of a sucker, containing a variable

number of setae, inclosed in an inarticulated sheath, often under the form of a proboscis,

terminated by two lips.§

THE FIRST ORUER OF INSECTS,-

MYUIAPODA {.MITOSATA, Fab.),—

Commonly called Centipedes or iIilU'|iedes, are the only animals of this class \\liicli have more

than six feet in the perfect state, and m vbicli the abdomen is not distuict from the trmd; (or

thorax). Their body, destitute of Hings, is composed of a generally extensive series of seg-

ments, nearly of equal size, etich generally hearing, with the e.xeeptiou ol' the anterior segments,

* Dc GcL-T first estnbU.slu-d this order, which he culled D.r

c!iang:cd, withiiut propriety, by Olivier, into Orthnptf- '
" theehaog^cd, without propriety, by Olivier, into OrthnpterH. 1 retniii tli

littler, because the French iialunilists have generally adopted it. [D

Lcaeh, to add to the confusion, employed the name L>erinaptera for a,,

order consisting of the faoiily of the Farivi^.s- The name ouijlit cer-

tainly to be restored to the maodibolated llemiptera of Linnicus].

t The thorax of the Lepidoptera has more analno" rtith that of the

Neuropterathan with the Hyiocnoptcra, the medial segment appearing

to form part oC the abdomen, whilst in tlie latter and the Uiptera, it is

iiiLorporated with the thorax.

I Formed, as I presonie, of pieces analogoas to the pterygoda of the

Lepidoptera. [Such is not the case, as is proved by the disseeiioos of

the ihorai (luhlished by Curtis and myself, being rodimcntal elytra,

sioiilnr to those of Sifori.t, yflraclocerus, and certain i'hasmiE].

f/ [It seottld be cut of place to enter into a review of the various

systems proposed by dilTerent celebrated authors, as Fahricius, Leach,

KIrby, M'Leay, Laporte, and others; hot as tiie school ot Koglish

Entomologists adopt various orders not employed by Latreille, it will

not be improper to observe, that the orders ftlyrlapoda, Tbysanura, and
Parasitft, are generally, by most Knglish authors, excloded from the

class of Insects, forming a distinct class—Anietabola. Tiie family of tlie

Earwigs is raised to the rank of an order by Kirhy and Leach, under
the name of Dermaptcra, which, to prevent further confusion, I have

changed to Euplexoptera. The genus Thripa has been formed into an

order by Mr. Haliday, named Thysaooptera
; Piiryganea, or the Cad-

dice-flies, compose the order Trichoptera of Kirby ; the suctorial

Hemiptera, tvith the fore-wings entirely of a inembranoos consistence,

arc separated as the ordar tlomoptcra of Latreille ; w iiiKt the Forest-

flics [Hippi>hfisc<e, Linn.) form the order Homaloptcra of Leaeb, sepa-
rated from the Diptera.]
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two pairs of legs, mostly terminated by a single hook, wliethcr these segments may be undivided

or separated into two semi-segments, each having a pair of these organs, and of whicli one

alone presents two spiracles.*

The i\Iyriapoda resemble, for the most part, small Serpents or Nereides, having the legs

ch)sely placed together throughout the whole length of the body. The form of these organs

is also extended to the parts of the mouth. The mandibles are biartieulate, and immediately

succeeded by a ])iece in form of a lip, divided into four parts, with tlie divisions articulated, or

similar to small feet, and which, from its situation, corresponds with the tongue (langiwtte) of

the Ci-ustacea
: then follow two pairs of small feet, of which the second pair is in the form of

large hooks in many, appearing to replace the four maxillic of the latter animals, or rather the

two ma.\illa; and lower lij) of the Insects, being a kmd of mouth-feet. The antenna, two in

numljcr, are short, and rather thiekeued to the tip, or nearly filiform, /-jointed in some, nuich

more numerously jointed in others, and setaceous. The eyes are generally formed of an union

of minute oceUi; and if in some species they exhibit a facetted cornea, these facets are propor-

tionably larger, rounder, and more distinct than in the eyes of Insects. The spiracles are

often very small, and their number, in consequence of that of the segments, is often greater

than in the latter, where it never exceeds eighteen or twenty. The numlier of these segments

and that of the legs, increases with their age, a character which distinguishes the Myriapoda

from the Insects, the latter being always born with the number of segments which is proper

to them, and with all their true unguiculatcd feet developed at the same period, or at the time

of their quitting the pupa state. M. Savi, jun.. Professor of Mineralogy at Pisa, has par-

ticularly studied the luli, and observed that they are destitute, on quitting the egg, of these

organs, so that these animals undergo a real metamorphosis. The situation of the sexual

organs, compared with the Crustacea and Arachuida, seems to ]ioint out the separation of the

thorax and abdomen.

The Jlyriapoda live and grow longer than the other insects, and, according to M. Savi, at

least two years are required by some (lull), before the organs of generation appear.

From these particulars we may conclude that these animals approach the Crustacea and

Arachnida, on one side, and the Insects on the other; but, from the consideration of the

presence, form, and division of the tracliete, they belong to the latter class.

[The relations of this tribe of animals are very difficult. Whilst Latreille and Kirby regard

tlu'm as entering the class of Insects, other authors have considered them as forming part

of the Arachnida; and iM'Leay has separated them from both these classes, and formed

them into two orders, Chilopoda and Chiloynatha, raising them, together with the two other

orders, Tlnjsanura and Anoplnra (or ParasUa, Latr.), and certain annulated Vermes, into a

distinct class, to which he applied the name of Ametahola (changeless), which Leach had

proposed only for the spring-tailed insects and lice.]

We divide them into two families, quite distinct, both in their organization and habits, and

formed bv Liuulcus into two generic groups.

THE FIRST r.lMILY OF THE MYRIAPODA,—

Chilognatha, Latr. (or the genus lulus of Linn.),—

•

Has the body gencrahy crustaceous, and often cylindrical, the antennic rattier thickened at the tips, or

ncaiiv of equal thickness, and consisting of seven joints, two thick mandibles without palpi, very dis-

tinctlv divided into two portions by a central articulation, with the teeth imbricated and planted in a

cavitv at its upper extremity ; a kind of lip {lanijuetie, or lower lip, composed, according to Savigny,

of the two pairs of maxillae of the Crustacea) situated immediately beneath and covering them, being of

a crustaccous texture, flat, and divided at the outer surface, by longitudinal sections and notches, into

* The rin^rs of tlie body of iiisccts tiine gciicr^illy two sjjiraLk.

S aesiioL-iits of Fi liLTge Scolopeiidra iirL- txaniiiiud [one of tliost

"nIv-oriL' pairs of ffet), it will be seen tliiit they are (ilten

miied ivitli, or deprived of, tlie two spiraeies, and thus enii

tively they are only to be considered as demisepinents, Heiiee each

complete segoietit has two pair ot feet, one pair beini,' supeniutnerary,

each segment in the other insects having only a pair of feet.
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-lulua, «itli tlie bod)' coiled i

u In.rit ol tli-r budy iinrollLd. w
itiiii-i magnified.

friur principal rlivi^ions, ti.ilicrclerl at its siiin/iior edge, the two middle divisions Ijeinjj nan'ower and

shorter, and situated at tlie upper extremity of another piece, serving as a common hase ; the legs are

very short, and always tei'miiialed hy a single claw ; four legs situated immediately beneath the pre-

ceding piece of the form of the fullowiug, but placed nearer together at the base, v\'ith the basal joint

proportionately longer, and the majority of the remainder attached, in double pairs, to eaeli of the

succcedijig joints. The male organs are placed behind the seventh pair of legs, and tbo-e of the

female behind tlie second pair. The spiracles are placed alternately above the base of the feet, and of

a very small size.

The Chilognatha crawl very slo\\ly, or, as we may rather say, glide along, rolling themselves into a

s]nre iir ball. The lirst segment of the body, and in some also tlie

second, is largest, ami represents a corselet, or small shield. It is on!y

at tlie fom'tli, tifth, or sixth segment in diiTerent species, that the dujjli-

eation of tlie legs enmmences ; the two or four first legs are entirely

free to the base, or they do not adhere to their respective segments but

by a middle or sternal line. The two or three terminal segments are

;
destitute of feet. We observe on each side of the body a series of pores,

which had been regarded as spiracles, but wiiich, according to M. Savi,

are merely orifices for the discliarge of an acid fluid of a disagreeable odour, which appears to ser\e

for the defence of these animals ; the respiratory apertures, discovered by him, are placed upon this

sternal piece of each segment, and communicate interiorly with a double series of pneujnatie pouches,

disposed in a- chain throughout the whole length of the body, whence extend traeheau braiielies whicli

are extended upon the utlier organs. According to JI. Sliauss, these vesicular trachcte are not cou-

m;cted together by a principal trachea, as is customary.

The form of individuals just hatched is like a kidney, perfectly smoolh and without aiipendagcs
;

eighteen days afterwards they undergo a first moult, when they assume the adult shape, Imt tliry ha\e

only twenty -two segments, and the total number of their legs is twenty-six pairs. i\l. Sa\i appears

to contradict the assertion of De Geer, that the young have only three pairs of legs and eight rings

in the young individuals ; but is it certain that the moulting

(if which Savi speaks is really the first ?—or ought wc not,

on the contrary, to conclude that these young do not sud-

r!enlypass from a state exhibiting no locomotive organs to

one with so many as twenty-six pairs, or in ndier words,

tliat there are iutermeihate changes, which have escaped

tlic notice of M. Savi ? Do not the oliservations of the

Suedisb Reaumur confirm these intermediate eliaii:

alone serve for loconioti(jn. At the second moulting the animal exhiliits thirty-six jiairs, and at

the third moult I'orty-three ; at this time the body consists of thirty segments. In the adult state ihe

Biale has thirty-nine, and the female sixty-fnur ; two years afterwards they again moult, at which period

the generative organs first appear. From their birth, which takes place in ,March, until Xovcndier,

when Savi ceased his observations, tliese changes of ihe skin took place nearly monthly. In the

exuvia;, even the membrane wliieb hues tlie interior of the elciiientaiy canal and traclie;c is to be

jicrceived, the organs of the mouth being the only jiarts which jM. Savi could not discover.

( O-^fiervaz/oni pfr sertyrt' nlla aior'ta di una ifpecie di Iitluii commuitl^fshna, Bologna, 1817 ; and another

memoir upon /»/«« /",e//(/K,v!iHff, pnblished in 1819, noticed in Vat Bulletin ofFervssac, December, 1823).

These inseets feed ii|ioii decaying animal and vegetable matter, and they deposit a great number of

eggs under ground. Aceordjiig to Linnasus they form the single genus

luLUS, Linn.,

—

which we divide as follows :

—

Some have the body crustaccous, without aiipcndages at the tip, and the antenna; thickened towards

tlie extremity.

[Fam. I.—Glomerid-E, \Yestw., or the Oni.ui/'irmex of Latrrillc, in the Cmrs ,r Eiito,iin!o,,ir.]

Glomeris, Latr., resembles Wood-lur, ln-ing of an ov.il f.irui, ami rnllm- llauisrlves into a hall; the lioily

convex ahove, concave heneath, witli a row of siiiiill srnles i'lnng einh sulc of tlie limly hciii:illi, analogous to

iMi li of tlie lateral divisions of the TiiloOUes. Tlu'V' arc only composed of twelve segments, exclusive of the

;. 4.T —Trnnsf.-iriiiatioiis of Juhis, from Oe Gcer.

He this as it may, the eighteen outer legs
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head. Tliese animals are terrestrial, ana nve under stonei in liilly places. lulus ovalis, Linn.
;

(•foinerh marghiata, Leach.

[Fam. 2.

—

Iuiadje, Westw., or the A)t (/i/iformes of Latr., Cours.']

lulus proper, Linn., has the body cylindric and very lon^ ; they roll themselves up spirally, without

any prominent edge or rim at the sides of the segments. The larger species live on the ground, par-

ticularly in sandy places and woods, and emit a disagreeable scent. The smaller ones feed upon fruits

and the leaves and roots of esculent vegetables ; others are found under the bark of trees, in moss,&c.

/ ma.ii)nu!i, Linn., a native of South America, reaches seven inches in length. lulus sahulosus, Linn.

( fa.vciatiis, De Geer), about sixteen lines long, blackish-brown, with two reddish lines down the back

;

body with fifty-four segments, tlie penultimate pointed,—Em'ope; and other species described by Savi
iiHTi= .iiur- and Leach {Zoul. Mhc.)

Polydesmus, Latr., resembles lulus in its linear form and habit of rolling itself in a coil, but the

segments are compressed at the sides beneath, with a produced margin. Found under stones in damp places.

1. vomplanatus, Fabr., and others.

The species with distinct eyes form Leach's genus Craspedosoma, and appear to be proper to England, not having

been noticed by any prior author.

[Fam. 3.--PoLLYXb:NiD,E, >Yestw., or tlie PenicUlata of Latr., CoursJ]—Pollj/xenus, Latr.—Has the body mem-
branous, very soft, and terminated by pencils of small scales. The antenuie are of equal thickness throughout.

Scol. laijura, Lin., very minute : it has twelve pairs of legs, placed on the same number of semisegments. Found

in crevices of walls and under old bark.

[Dr. Leach has given an excellent monograph of the British species of this family or oi'der, in the third volume

of the Zoological Miscellany, illustrated by figures. M. Brandt has more recently given a distribution of the tribe,

in the Bulleiiii Soc. Imper. Naturalistes de Moscou, torn vi., 1S33, dividing them into three sections,

—

a, Penta-

zonia (a, Glomeridea, genus Glomehs, H species; b, Sphierotheria, gen. Sphserotherium, 5 species; and

Spha^ropieeus, 2 species); b, Trizonia, (a, Julidea, gen. lulus, 13 species; and Spirobolus, 2 species; &, Spiro-

sti-eptidea (gen. Spirostreptus, 2 species; Spiropaus, 1 species; Spirocyclistus, 1 species); 3, Monozonia (gen.

Strongylosoma, 1 species ; Craspedosonia, 2 species ; Polydesnius, G species ; also, probably, Polh/.renuK, Latr.,

and Callipui; Risso). Gray, in Griffith's translation of the Rcgne Animal; Perty, in the Delectus Animal. Ariicul.

BrasilicCy axiilQulrm, in the Iconogmplne of the Rcgne Animal, have added various other species or genera,

llatinesque also described numerous other genera, which have been entirely neglected by systeraatists.]

THE SECOND FAMILY OF THE MYRIAPODA,—

CniLoroDA, Latr. (or the genus Scolopendra, Liu.),—
"Which has the antennae more slender towards the extremity, of at least fourteen joints or more, a

mouth eomposed of two mandibles furnished with a small palpiform appendage, exhibiting, in the

]niddle, the a[)pearauce of a soldered articulation, and terminated like a spoon, with toothed edges ; a

qiiadritid li})''*', of whicli the two lateral divisions are the largest, anuulated transversely, resembling the

membranous feet of Caterpillars ; two palpi, or small feet, united together at the base, and hooked at

the tip ; and a second lipt. formed by a second pair of legs, dilated and united at the base, and termi-

nated by a strong hook, moveable, and pierced beneath the extremity with a canal for the discharge

of a venomous liquid.

The body is depressed and membranous ; each of its rings is covered with a coriaceous or cartila-

ginous plate, and only bears, in general, a single pair of feet J, the last of which is directed backwards,

and prolonged like a tail. The organs of respiration are composed entirely, or in part, of tubular

trachea?.

These animals run quickly ; they are carnivorous, shun the light, and hide themselves beneath stones,

logs of w^ood, the bark of trees, in the earth, &c. The inhabitants of hot climates dread them greatly,

the species inhaluting those regions being very large, and their poison much more powerful.

Scolopendra morsilans is called, in the Antilles, the ;Ma!faisante. Some of them exhibit a luminous

property.

The spiracles are more like those of Insects than those of the preceding family, and arc either

lateral or dorsal.

This family (iu the arrangement of Dr. Leach composing the order Syngnatha) may, from the last-

mentioned characters, and the nature of its respiratory and locomotive organs, be thus divided. Some

.ocous 1 (lie lo-R-.T lij) of (hp Cliilocnalhn, iind representing, in I mny a.so r-jprcscnt tlie lower lip of mnEtic:iUn^ insects. Fronj tht;

mv ovinm
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Fif. 45. ubias fun-ipatusi /', Glt oiipicon

liave only fifteen* pairs of fcot; and their body, when seen from ahove, cxhihits fewer sr'gments than

when seen from beneath.

Scutigcra, Lamarrk (Cn-ma/ia, Illii^er), forming a g-enns very distinct from the rest of this family, has the body

covered by ei;;-ht sliield-like plates, beneath each of which M. i.le Serrcs has observed two i^neuniatic sacs, or vesi-

cular tracheje, connnunicating; with tubular, lateral, and inferior trachcT. The under side of the body is diviiied

into fifteen semi-segments, each bearing- a pair of legs terminated by a very long, slender, and multiarticulated

tarsus; the hind pairs are very lon;^. The eyes are large and facetted. They form the passage from the preceding

family to the present, lliey are very active, and often lose some of their legs when touched. The French

species {Scofn/hr/idn: a vhuji-huit putfes, GeotT'.,— .S'. colcoptrata, Panzer?) hides itself under the beams and joists

of the wood-work uf houses. S. loii-^/icunii.s, I'abr., and other species.

Litliobius, Leach, has the spiracles lateral ; the body di-

vided, both above and below, into the same number of seg-

ments, each of which bears a pair of legs; and the dorsal

pli'iti's fin.' .liteinately longer and shorter. 'Scolopendra forci-

piilit, Linn., :nid others described by Fahricius, Panzer, and

Leach {Zuol. Misccl. vol. iii.)

The others have at lea^t twenty-one pairs of feet,

and the segments are of eijnal i-ize and number, both

above and beneath.

Scolopendra proper, Linn. Those species which have only twenty-one pairs of feet, after rhe (wo w
hooks formini: the lower lip and the antenna?, and have seventeen joints, form Leach's genei'a S< r>!o- \^'
jyfiKira and <.'n/pfoj}.s\ In the foruier, cnTn|iri.-<ing tlie largest species, the eyes are distinct, eight in ''^E^
nmnbei", four on t--arli .side. In the (Litti-r. the eyes are wanting, or very slightly perceivable. The '/^^
southern departments of France, and other countries of the south of Europe, produce a species (Sco/. /M\
c/w7H/(7/a, Latr.) which is occasionally nearly as large as the common species of the Antilles, but '^^
having the body flatter. Also, Scol. morsifa/iv, Liun. ; >Scol. ai'janUca, Liuu.

;
and others described

'^''tf"v

bv De Geer, Leach, &c., but incompletelv. /%~'
^

Cn/pfopshas the joints of the antenna; more globose, subconii;, and tlie two hind h.'gs more slender. X^^>
Two species, found near London

—

C. hortensia and ^avignii, Learh. ''•'^0

Geophiha, Leach, has more than forty-two legs, often much more numerous ; antenuse U-jointed, •''Tv

not so slender at Ihr tip
;
hod), pniportiunately longer and narrower ; eyes scarcely distinct, ."^oine ^bC

species are electrical i.S'r<./. rlci-frira, Linn.) ; and others, especially desci'ibed by Leach in Zoi<l. I \

Mi.srell. vol. iii., >>col. jihosplmrrn, Linn., fell from the r!uudf> upon a vessel at the disruuce of one j.-; .]r, _S(;oio-

hundred miles from the main laud. pundra.

[Dr. Leach published a valuable mcun-iir upon lln>o animals, illustrati-d by figures, in the third

volume of the Zofdogical Misccllanij. M. r.rnlh-, al-^^, in the i'rencli natinnal wfirk upon tlie Miirea, and

Knch, in ScliaftVr's enulinuatiiHi to Paii/.er, have pnl)li^lled \arlons driuclied .'Species. Say described

nnany American specie^; .iinl W. (.mu'\;iis 1i;i:^ also published :^e\eraI nnMnuiis on tliis ti^ibe in the Mayasia

de Zoo/or/ip, tlie Juno/s of llio Fn-iu-li EiUoiudtuijicnl Society, and ospeeially in llie .linialef< des Sciences

NalurelU'fi iov January, IH!'.?, in which In.- lias given a compU^te revision of the order, and has made

iunie nli^ervai ion^ on the \'uiug stale ed" some of the^e animals, and ihe changes tliey undergo.]

[In the Uiaielni of the fniprria! Jcn-Irmy of Sf . Prlcr^hu ry, lorn, i.. No. 23, p. 182, Brandt has

establi^iic'd aiioi licr nr(iei- iinunigst liii.' M_\ iia[)iidou> lu,^cc(,^, ih\ idiiig tliem iulo f\Mi orders :^— 1. Gnarho-

getue, including all the pre\ ioii-,|y know u Myria[ioda, wllli the two groups, (_'iiiliipoda and Chilognatha;

and, 2. The Siplionozantia, wliiidi huve liie parts of the miMiib produced into a proboscis. This m-w

onler is divided into two sections and three genera: namely, F<)hj:ouiuiii, Braiult ; type, P. yvrnund-

cum, fuuiid ia Germany; and Siphomilus and Siplioufyjliora, luunded upijn Brazilian species.

]

Tin: SFX'OND ORDER OF INSECTS,—

TIIY.^AXGUHA,—

Comprises those apterous insects funiislied with six legs, which do not undergo a. metamor-

[)];osis, and have, moreover, at the sides of the bod)^ or its extremity, peculiar organs of

locomotion.

udcs nisi"! the p^ll'i. iid hooked ft-rt of llic hL-uO,
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THE raiST FAMILY OF THE TIIYSANOURA,—

Lepismkn/e, Latr.,

Has the antenna? like threads, and divided, from the base, into a great number of minute joints; i)alpi

very distinct and exposed ; the abdomen furnished on each side, beneath, -nith a row of moveable

appendages, like false legs, and terminated by articulated setse, of which three are more remarkable;

and the body is clothed with minute, shining scales. It composes the single genus

Lepisma, Linn.,—

-

"Which has the body elongated, and covered with small scales, silvery and shiidng, whence (lie most

common species has been compared to a small fish. The antennse are setaceous, and often very long.

The moutli is composed of a lal)rum, two nearly membranous mandibles, two maxillae, with two divi-

sions, having a 5 or 6-jointed palpus, and a labium with four divisions, bearing two 4-jointcd palpi.

The thorax is composed of three segments. The altdomen, which is gradually narrow^ed towards its

posterior extremity, has, at the sides, a row of small appendages arising from a short joint, and ternd-

nated in setose points : the posterior are the longest. A kind of scaly style, com|iressed, and formed of

two pieces, arises from the anus; then follow tliree articnlated set.x, wldeh extend lieyond the body.

The legs arc short, with the coxjg often very large, and strongly compressed and scale-like.

Many species hide themselves in the crevices of saslies whicli remain closed, or are but rarely opened,

under damp boards, in wardrobes, &c. Others lie hidden uiider stones.

Machilts, Latr. (Pelvvliiv.s, Leach), has the eyes very much facetted,

' nearly contiguous, and occupying nearly all tlie heail; the body convex,

ai'ched above ; the abdomen terminated by small threads fitted for leaping,

the middle one placed above the other two, beinj^; much longer than

them. They leap very well, and frequent stony places. The species

are entirely European. Leplsuta pob/poda, Linn., &c. ; Petrobius mari-

timus. Leach.

Lepisma, Linn. {Forhlcina, Geoff.), has the eyes very small, wide apart, composed of a small number of grains
;

the body flat, and terminated by three threads of equal length, inserted in the same line, and not lifted fur leaping;

the coxte very large. The majority of the species are found in the interior of houses. Lcp. saccharina, Linn.,

four lines long, of a leaden, silvery colour, without spots, said to be a native of America, and other species.

Fig. 47.—Mfichilis jjolypoJa.

THE SECOND FAMILY OF THE TIIYSANOURA,—

PODURELL.E, Latr.,

ILiTcthe aiitennre composed of four joints; the mouth not exhiliitiug distinct and cxsertcd paipi, and

(if whicli tlic abdomen is terminated ijy a furcate tail, applied, in inaction, against the hclly, and used

in leaping. These, also, only form the single genus

PoDURA, Linn.

These insects are very small, soft, elongated, with the head oval, .ind two eyes, each formed of eight

minute tuhcrclcs. The legs have only four distinct joints. The tail is soft, flexi!i!e, and composed of

a basal piece, moveable at its insertion, and tenninatcd by two branches i'orming the prongs of the fork,

which are capable of opening and shutting. They can unfold their tail, striking it with foice against

the plane of position, and thus raising themselves into the air, and leaping hke the Fleas, but to a more

moderate height.

Some species are found upon trees and plants, or beneath bark or stones, and sometimes upon the

snow itself, at the time of a thaw. Many species unite into numerous societies, upon the earth, in

sandy paths, and resemble, at a distance, a small quantity of gunpowder. The propagation of some

species appears to take place in the winter.

Podura, Linn., has the antennie of cfi'.ial thickness throughout, without minute,

jnints at the tip; the body is linear or cylindrical, with the thorax distinctly articu-

'

lilted and the abdomen narrow and oblong. Podura arborca, Ijiaw.; P.aquatiea,

Linn., &c.

Smiinthunis, Latr., has the antennas slenderer at the tip, and terminated by an

annuiated joint; the thorax and abdomen form a g-lobular or oval mass. Podura
^

uira, Linn., S;c.
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[These insects liave been greatly neglected by naturalists, but Dufour has described various species;

and a valuable menioir is published in tlie first volume of the Traiuaciions of the Entomological Society of

London, upon the Irish species, by K. Templetou, Escp, R.A., comprising several new genera, and accom-

panied by beautiful figures. Some of Ins species, however, appear to me to be established upon the

immature states of these insects- M. Guerin has also very recently presented to the Aeademie des

Sciences, a memoir, in whicli he announces the existence of branchiae in the Machilis -polyjyoda, Latr.

;

the breathing apparatus* consisting of minute plates placed under the abdominal segments, and by the

side of those appendages which are compared to the false legs of the Crustacea. They are inclosed in

httle membranous bags, of a similar organization to those of the respiratory organs of a great number of

the inferior Crustacea. M. Guerin has still more recently figured them in his Iconographies^

THE THIRD ORDER OF INSECTS,—

PARASITA, Latr., (Anoplura, Leach),—

(Or the Lice), tlius named from its habits, have only six legs, and are apterous, like the Tbysa-

nom'a; but the abdomen is destitute of articulated and moveable appendages. Their organs

of sight merely consist of four or two small ocelli. The mouth is, for the most part, internal,

and exhibits, on the outside, either a snout or fleshy porrected tuberclej inclosing a retractile

sucker, or two membranous lips, close togethei', with two hooked mandibles. They compose,

according to LiuuEcus, the single genus

Pediculits, Linn.

The body is flattened, nearly transparent, divided into eleven or twelve distinct segments, of which

three, forming the trunk, have a pair of legs attached to each. The first of these segments often forms

a kind of corselet. The spiracles are very distinct. The antennae are short, of equal thickness through-

out, composed of five joints, and often inserted in an excavation. Each side of the head exhibits one

or two minute ocelli. The legs are short, and terminated by a ver;^ strong nail, or by two opposing

hooks, whereby these animals easily fasten themselves to the hairs of quadrupeds or feathers of birds,

of which they suck the blood, and upon the body of vphieh they pass their lives, and there multiply,

attaching their eggs to those cutaneous appendages. Their generations are numerous, and succeed each

other very rapidly. Particular causes, unknown to us, are very favourable to their production; and

this is es]iecially the case in respect to the common Body Louse, in the disease named phthiriasist, and

also in infancy. They always live upon the same quadrupeds and birds, or at least upon the animals

of those classes whicli have analogous characters and habits. One bird, however, often supports two

kinds of Lice. They generally crawl very slowly.

Some species form the trilie Pcdiciilidea of Leach, including

Ped/culiis, De Geer, which has, in the place of a mouth, a very

smalt tubular tubercle, situated at the auterior extremity of the

head, in the furm of a snout, and inclosing, in inaction, a sucker.

The tarsi are composed of a joint, in size uearly equal to the tibia,

and terminated by a very strong hook, folding upon a prominent

tooth at the extremity of the tibia, acting; with it as a pincers. In

those whicli I have examined, I have only seen two ocelU, one on
J Vj)

v' 1 '
'

I'l ~~'{ yr^k- ^\~ '^'**^^^ ^^'^^' "^"^''*" supports three kinds, their egg^s being known under
^- V^'^TiT I /- 'k V^ the name of Nits. The Body Louse {P. humanus corporis, De Geer),

'\'-.\y white, \\ithont spots, which multiplies excessively in the disease

'^ ^^ i;ailed phthiriasis, and the Head Louse (P. hmnanus capitis, BeGeer),

ashy colour, with darker spots, found only on the head of man, and

I'li'i'ii^iT'^
°^ especially of children, form Leach's genus Pediadm, having the

thorax quite distinct from the abdomen. The Pcdlcnhis jnibis, Linn.,

or Morpeon [Crabs, or Crab-bee], forms Dr. Leach's genus JP/i!^/;/>«i', having the thorax very short, nearly con-

• [Lalreille. !n Ins elRbomte memoir upon the orf,'anization of the

'I'liysnnoura.wfts anable ro'lciectihe ordinary .iplracU-;! for breatliirt;.]

t [Alt, In hi'i !>b^,-r<,:nr, de Phthiriasi, Botm, ISi^O, attributes tliis

.iiie/ise tu anoUiur 6f.ccie» {P. tuOncnifium). wUicl), according: lo

Burir
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foiiniled with the abdomen, and the fuur hind le;;s very robust. {See Dr. Ahbert's fine work upon tlie maladies

of tire skin.)

Other species, found upon diflerent quadrupeds, have been figured by Redi, but in a coarse manner. Ttiat which

lives upon the Pig has the thora.x very narrow, with the abdomen verj' broad {Pediculus i-luiny Linn., forming Leach's

genus tliematopinua). The Louse of the Buffalo, figured by De Geer {Ins. vol. vii. pi. 1, f. 12}, is more singular.

{Pediculus Cervif Panzer, belongs to the dipterous genus iMelophagus.)

The other species (Nirmidca, Leach), such as liicinus, De Geer, Nirmus, Herm. & Leach, have the

mouth on the under side of the head, and composed, on the outside, of t^vo lips, and of two hooks and

maiiiliblcs. The tarsi ure very distinct, articulated, and terminated by two equal nails.

AVith the exception of a single species, that of the Dog, all the rest are found exclusively upon birds.

The head is generally large, sometimes triangular, or in tlie others in the form of a semicircle or crescent,

and has often angular projections. It differs sometimes in both sexes, as well as the antenna;. I have

perceived, in many species, two simple eyes close together, on each side of the head.

According to observations communicated to me by i\I. Savigny, these insects have

maxilla;, with a very small palpus upon each, hidden by the lower lip, which has also

similar organs. They have, also, a kind of tongue.

M. Leclere de Laval has stated to me that he discovered, in their stomach, morsels

of the feathers of birds, which he believes is their only food. De Geer asserts, never-

theless, that he found the stomach of the Ricinus of the Chaffinch filled with blood,

with which it had gorged itself. It is also known that these insects can suljsist but a

PivNNis.
^.g^.j, jfjp^j jim(. iijjon dead birds. They are then ohserved crawling, with uneasiness,

upon the feathers, particularly upon those of the head, and near the beak. Redi has figured a great

number of species, [as has also Lyonnet, in his posthumous memoirs].

Some species have the month situated near the anterior extremity of the head ; the antenncc are inserted at the

side, at a distance from the eyes, and are very small. PedicnUs Sterna^, llinindhds, Linn., &c.

In the other species, the mouth is nearly central ; the antennae placed very near the eyes, and their length is

nearly equal to that of half the head. Ricinus Gallinte, De Geer, &c.

A celebrated German naturalist. Dr. Nitzsch, deeply studied the internal and external anatomy of these animals,

of which he published a memoir in Gcrmar^s Magazine. The triie genus Pediculus, or the species provided with a

suctorial mouth, is arranged by him with the Epizoical Hemiptera. The genus Ricinus, De Geer {Nirmus, Herm.),

or the species provided with mandibles and maxilla;, are referred to the order Orthoptera, and collectively named

Mallop/taga. Two genera of the latter are allied to the former, in being found upon various Mammalia. They are

Trichodccles, having the maxillary palpi obsolete, aud living upon the Dog, Badger, &c. , and Gtjropus, having

distinct maxillary palpi, and living upon the Guinea-pig. The last-named genus has the mandibles entire, and the

labial palpi obsolete, thus differing from Liotheum, which has the mandibles_bidentate, the labial palpi distinct,

and the tarsi terminated by two nails. The species are found on various birds, as are also those of the last genus,

Philopterus, which have 5-jointed antennie, the third often branched in the males, and the maxillary palpi are in-

distinct. We have not space to enumerate the subgenera into which Nitzsch has divided these genera, in all of

which the pro- and mesothorax compose the trunk, the metathorax being soldered to the abdomen. The subgenus

Goniodcs is restricted to the gallinaceous birds. We have described a species of Philopterus in detail, in the col-

lection of memoirs at the end of our Hislori/ of Ants.

M. L. Dufour has formed a new genus {Triongulittus) for the Pediculus Melitta: of Kirby, previously observed by

De Geer, wdio regarded it as the lan'a of Meloe proscarabmis. If it be not the larva of this insect, as Kirby sup-

posed, doubtless it would form a distinct subgenus in the order Parasita ; but Messrs. Serville and Saint I'argeau

have confirmed De Geer's statement, [as it has also been by numerous recent English observers, as Doubleday,

Newport, Newman, Jenyns, &c.]

[In addition to the species figured by Redi, De Geer, and Lyonnet, and those indicated (from the species of ani-

mals attacked), but not specifically described, by Nitzsch, various species have been described by L. Dufour in the

Annates de ta Societe Entomotogique de France; and by J. G. Children, Esq., in the Appendix to Captain Back's

Yoi/age to the North Pole. Mr. Denny has also announced an illustrated monograph of the order.]

THE FOURTH ORDER OF INSECTS,—

SUCTORIA, De Geer, (Siphonaptera, Latr., [Aptera, M'Leay ; Aphaniptera, Kirby]),—

Terminates the Apterous Insects, and lias the mouth formed of a sucker of three* pieces, in-

closed between the articulated plates, forming together a rostrum or beak, either cylindrical

• n<rsc-l niilv rtprescTUs t,vo, but I-Jirbv itiid Strnuss tiavc ob.scTvcd one more. According to tlic latter, tlie Bualcs covering tlie l,fise of the

bciik JVC tlie
i'

.lin.
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or conical, the liasc of nliicli is covcreil by two scales. TLcsc cliaracters exclusively distin-

guish it from all other insects, mclnihng the Ileniiptera, with which it was ranged by Faliricins.

The Suctoria, moreover, nndergo real metamoriihoses, analogous totliose of m,any two-wnis-cd

insects, as the Ti]ndid;r.

This ftrilcr is coinposed of the single genus of Fleas^

—

PuLEX, Linn.

The body is oval, comiiresscd, inclosrd in a tough skin, anil divided into twelve segments, of which

three comiiose the trunl;. whieii is sleirt, and tlie otliers the ahdenien. Tlie head is small, very com-

pressed, rounded ahovc, Irumalc, ami ciliated in frniit. It has, on each side, a smad, round eye, be-

hind which is a cavity, in vhirh is placed a small, moveable body, furnished with minute spines. At

the anterior edge, near the base of the beak, are situated the pieces which have been considered as the

antenna', which are scarcely so long as the head, and are composed of four nearly cylindrical joints.

The slieatli of the beak is composed of three joints. The abdoraen is very large, and each of its seg-

ments is divided in two, being formed of two plates, one superior and the other inferior. The legs are

robust, particularly the posterior, fitted for leaping, spinose, with the coxas and thighs very large, and

the tarsi composed ef five joints, the Pist terminated by tHO lung nails. The two fore-legs are ijiserted

almost beneath the head, and the beak is placeil between them.

The female lays about a dozen white, slightly viscid eggs, whence emerge small Iarva>, destitute of

legs, very nuich elongated, resembling minute worms, very active, coiling themselves up in a circle or

spire, scrpenting in tlieir progress, at first white and afterwards reddish. Their body is composed of a

scaly head, without eyes, bearing two very minute antenna; and thirteen segments, with small tufts of

hairs and a pair of little liooks at the tip of the last. The mouth exhibits a few smaU, moveable parts,

of wliich the larva; make use in pushing themselves forwards. After living about twelve days under

this form, these larvi-e inclose themselves in a small silken cocoon, where they become pupse, and from

whence they make their escape in the perfect state, at the expiration of a similar period.

I ]

Everyone knows tlie coinmnn Flea (Piilex irritans, Linn.), wliich

feeds on the blood of Man, the Dog, and Cat. Its larv'a lives aniongfst

dirt, and beneath the nails of hithy persons ; also in the nests of birds,

such as Pi£:eons, attaching itself to the necks of the young, and gorging

itself till it becomes red. M'ell tiijured byDameril (Comid. Gt'tierafes

sur la ijlasse dca Insccte.'!.)—Pidex pencti-ans, Linn., probably forms a

peculiar genus. Its beak is of the length of the body. It is known in

America under the name of the Chigoe [or Jigger]. It introduces itself

beneath the nails of the feet and the skin of the heel, where it soon ac-

quires the size of a small pea, by the quick growth of the ec'gs, which

it bears in a large membranous bag beneath the abdomen, the nume-

rous family from which occasions, by remaining in the wound, an

ulcer, very dilTicult to heal, which even sometimes becomes mortal. Frequent washings, and rubbing the feet

with fresh tobacco leaves, or those of other bitter plants, are preventives against its attacks. The negroes [or

moi-e commonly the upgresses] are in the biiliit of extracting the insect, with great skill, from its lodgement.

Various (piadiiipfils aiiil liii-ds nonii:^h Fleas, which appear to ditler specifically from the two preceding.

[The structur(^ of the lieail and mouth of these insects has been investigated by i-ecent cntonio-

logi-ts, es])ecialh- hv Curtis, Diiges, and myself. Tlie moveable organs noticed ahovc, implanted in a

cavity at the hack of the sides of the head, arc proved to be antenna", varying considerably in form in

various species. Their \ariafions have led to the proposal of another genus hir certain s]a"cics, by

Jlr. Curtis. The i«o flat pieces noticed by Rccsel, are the lancet-like mandibles ; the two conical scales

at the base of tlir I ili are the maxilLT, the long antenna-like organs in front of the head being the

maxillary palpi ; tlie third piece, noticed above as described by Kirby, is the slender setifonn tongue,

and the two articiilatcil plates above described are the labial palpi, arising from a common labium.

Thus the mouth is seen to consist of all the essential parts, except an upper lip, which is obsolete in

many other tribes. M. Duges has also detected two scales on each side of the meso- and mctatliorax,

which he considers as the real analogues of the two pairs of wings.

Various species of Fleas have been described by Curtis, Duges, &c. Tlie Chigoe has also been in-

visligated hy Duges, Guerin, and myself, from whence it appears that the large mass of eggs causes

the ahilonicu to become immensely swollen. The mouth is of the ordinary t\]ie, hut the loiver lip is

destitute of labial ])al]ii, whence I have ]iro]iosed for it the generic name of S'arcnji.yi/lh's, or Fle^h-tlca.]
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THE FIFTH ORDER OF INSECTS,—

COLEOPTERA, Linn. (Eleutiierata, Fabr.),—

Have four ivin^'S, of wliich the upper pair is crustaceous, in the form of scales, hui'izontal,

and meeting [wlien at rest] along the inner edge by a straight line. The)' have, likewise,

mandibles and maxilhe, and the lower wings are folded only transversely, and covered by the

other two, which form a kind of case, and which are generally known under the name of elytra.

These insects [generally known under the English name of Beetles] are the most numerous

and the best known of the insect tribes. Their singular forms, the brilliant colours exhibited

by many of their species, the size of their bodies, the more solid textnre of their teguments,

wdiich renders their jireservation much more easy, and the numerous advantages to be derived

from the investigation of such a variety of forms of their external organs, have merited for

them the parti<'ular attention of naturalists.

The head is provided with two antenna; of variable form, and of which the number of joints

is generally eleven ; two facetted eyes ; no ocelli ; and a mouth composed of an upper lip, two

mandibles, mostly of a scaly consistence, two lower jaws (maxilk'e), each bearing one or two

jialpi, and a lo^^cr li]) formed of two pieces, namely, the mentum and the tonguelet (hinrjuelte),

and accoin])anied by two palpi, generally inserted upon this latter piece ; those of the

maxilhe, or the outer maxillary palpi (when they bear two), hai'e never more th.an four joints,

whilst those of the lower lip have, ordinardy, only three joints.

The anterior segment of the trunk, or that which is in front of the wings or elytra, and

wdiich is commonly named the corselet [prothorax], and which bears the fii'st pair of feet,

and greatly surpasses in extent the two other segments, which are compactly united together,

as well as to the base of the abdomen : their under part, or the sternum or breast, serves

as a point of attachment to the two other pairs of feet.* The second of these segments [or

the mesothorax], upon which is placed the scntellum, is narrower in front, so as to form a

short peduncle, which is received hito the inner cavity of the first segment [or prothorax],

and which serves as a pivot to assist in all its movements.

The elytra and wings arise upon the lateral and superior margins of the hinder division of

the thorax, [or the meso- and metanotum]. The elytra are crustaceous, and in repose are

applied one against the other in a straight line along the inner margin, or suture, and are

always in a horizontal jiosition. In almost every instance they hide the wings, winch are

large, and folded transversely. Many species are wingless; but the elytra are always present.

The abdomen is sessile, or united to the thorax by its greatest width ; it is composed on the

outside of six or seven segments ; membranous above, or of a consistence less firm than on

the under side. The number of joints on the tarsi varies from three to five.t

Beetles undergo a complete metamorphosis. The larva resembles a worm, with a scaly head

and mouth, analogous in the number and functions of its parts to that of the perfect insect,

and also with six legs : some species, however, few in number, are destitute of these appen-

dages, or have only simple fleshy tubercles.

The pupa is inactive, and does not take any nourishment. The habitation, mode of life,

and other habits of these insects, both in their immature and jierfeet states, vary very much.

I have divided this order mto four sections, after the number of jomts of the tarsi. Ij;

• The mesothorax Is always nnrrow and shun, and tlic nietotliora.x, tarsi), and the Staphylitiida;, which have 5-jointed tiirsi. Some

often of larijer size, is longitudinally impressed down the centre. species are also anomatuus in the number of tlie joints of their tarsi

+ Judgiiii,' from analo^'y, the Coleoptera described as tnonomerous varyinij in the sexes. Another objection has been raised to the tarsal

have probably three joints to the tarsi, but of which the two basal system, on the fjround, that the so-called Tetramera have, in eflect,

juints escape the s'icw ; this section, as well as the Uiioura, have been 5-joiiited, instead of 4-jointed tarsi; and tlie Trimera, 4-jointed, and

suppressed in this edition. not 3-joirited tarsi, as those names indicate. But these objections

t ['I'he distribution of the Coleoptera. founded upon the number of
j
appear to me iosudicient ; due allowances must be made for certain e.x-

Joiiits in the tarsi, has been objected to by some authors, as it has the ceptions against every rule ;
and the peculiar structure Of the tetrame

effect, if rih'itily adhered to, of separatiofr certain ijroups nearly related rou.. or trimer ms tarsi, equally merits their retention as distinct firoups.

together : as. for instance, the PsehtphKUe {which have only 3-j<.ioted
|

.Mr. .\l'Leiy has proposed a classification of the Beetles, founded upoQ
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The first se'ctlon comprises the Pentameray or those wliich have five joints in all tlie tarsi,

and which consist n( sij; fnyailies, of which the first two arc (Iistinji;uishc(l by the possession of"

a double cxeremcntitial apparatus."^

THE FIRST FAMILY OF THE COLEOPTERA PENTAMERA—
Cauxivora, Cuv. {Adojjhaija, Clair.),—

f

^Vh^ch lias two pal[)L to each imixilla, or six in the whole. Tlic antennae are almost always thread-

like or setaccdiis, and simple. The maxilla? arc terminated hy a scaly piece or sleiidi.T hook ; and the

inner edge is furnished with liairs or small spines. The tonguelet is received in a notch of the

nicntum. The two fore-legs are inserted upon the sides of a compressed sternum, by means of a

large rotule ; the posterior pair have a strong trochanter at the base ; their basal joint is large, and

appears to be soldered with the post-sternum, in the form of a cniribnear triangle, with tlie outer

ti\'^(i excavated.

These insects haul after and devour otlicr insects; many have no wings under the elytra. Tlie

anterior tai"si in nian\' of the males are dilated.

Their larvrc are also very carnivorous. They have, in general, the body cyhndric, elongated, and

eompo^ed of twelve joints; the head (not cininted in this number) is large, scaly, armed with two

strong mandibles bent upwards at the point, with two short conical antenna?, two maxilla:-, divided into

two branches, of which one is formed by the palpus ; a tongnelct, bearing two short palpi; and six

small smooth eyes on each side. The first segment is covered by a scaly plate : the others are softer.

Each of the anterior segments bears a pair of feet, of which the extremity is curved in front. These

larvae differ according to the genera. Those of the Cieindeia^, and Aristus hucephalus, have the upper

side of the head deeply impressed in the middle, with its under side very globose. They have on each

side two of the small smooth eyes much larger than the rest. The upper plate of the fore segment is

large, and like a semicircular shield. The eighth segment has upon the back two hooked tubercles.

The last segment has no particular appendages.

In the other larva? of this family with which we are acquainted, with the cxeeplion of Omophron,

the head is not so strong and regular on its upjicr side. The ocelli are very smah, and all alike.

The scaly back of the first si-gment is square, and docs not extend beyond the side of the body. The

eighth segment is destitute of tubercles, and the last is ternuuated by two conical apiJcndages, as well

as a membranous tube, formed of the elongation of the anal apparatus. These eouical appendages are

corneous and toothed in the larvse of Calosoma and Carabus : they are fleshy, articulated, and longer in

the Harpah and Lieiui. The form of the mauilibles approaches that of the perfect Beetles. The larvr-e

of Oiiiophron Umhaim, according to Desmarest, is of a conical form, with a large head, and two very

strong mandibles, and with only two eyes: the extremity of its body, which is gradually narrowed, is

terminated by an appendage of four joints. I have only counted two in those of the larvae of the

Lieiui and ITarpali.

These insects are either terrcstnal or aquatic.

Tlie terrestrial Carnivora have the legs fit only for running; the four poslerior are inserted at

equal distances apart: the manddilcs are entirely exposed; the terminal piece of the maxilhe straight

beucatli, and bent only at the tip ; the body generally oblong, with the eyes prominent. All the

tracheae are tubular or elastic. The intestine is furnished with two small sacs, which secrete an acrid

humour. M. L. Dufour has presented (in the Jnnalos dea Scifnces Nahirelles, vol. viii. p. 30.) a

resume of the anatomical characters of these insects, [from which it appears that the digestive tube is

not more than twice the length of the body ; the gizzard is armed interiorly wdth moveable corneous

the forms of ttieir lurva; j he Imi, linwcvcr, only given n slii;lit sketch,

which reci-'iit discivcrles di> not seem tu support, Mr. KirUy hns

also proposed rmothi^r arrangement in Uie Fauna Borenlis AmericariiL,

founded exclusively upon tliu gcnernl structure of the perfect insect.]

' LiiiutGua, Fahricius, find their followers commence the iirrringe-

mciil of the Beetles with the genus Starabicus : which comprises

K.,inc of the most Iiulky of the insect irihes, ns, for tnstnnce. the Rhi-

nocerns, Eleplinnt, and Ooliuih Beetles. The rimiiicenient of LiitrciUe

vird I
Is 11 [I |. <•( tljL-

cntory or^jnns of the AdeiiluL^^n, anil c,-,]ieci.

of their possessiiiir two puirs of pnlpi to ,

Hope, in the preface to the seconf] purt of

Ikls supported the Linncean arrnniremciit wi

t This fftiiiily, one of the most cxtetisi

been illustrated hy Weber, Clairville, Bond
in his Spcvii of, [now completed by hiii

iiiucd hy Dr. Atibo, as rcyr

ficli of the uiaxill.

lis Colcoptcrist's Mnuu
h various ari;umentH.J

.'e of the insect tribes, h

id especiiilly by Dejc

Mr.

self, t rejr:irds the limd

;uiu.Ltk speue.j.
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pieces, fitted for trituration ; and tliat the existence of a cotnplicnfed apparatus for an excrcmcntitial

secretion, possessing amniouiacfd qualities, is one of tlic nio,".t striking features of the Carabi.]

Tlicy are divideil into two trdies.

The first, that of the Cicindck'ta^y Latr., comprises the genus

CiCTNDELA, Linn.,

—

AVhich have the tip of the maxillx furnished with a corneous, slender hook, articulated at its base with

these under jaws. The head is robust, with great eyes, jaws very advanced and toothed, and a very

sliort tonguelct hidden behind the mentum. The labial palpi are distinctly composed of four joints
;

they arc commonly hu-sute, as well as the maxillary palpi. The majority of the species are

exotic.

Some species have a tooth in the middle of the notch of the mentum, with the labial palpi wide apart at the

base.

Manticora, Fab., has the tarsi aUke in both sexes, with cylindrical Joints. Manticora maxillosa, Fab. [and M. la-

tipcnnis, Waterh.] from Caffraria. M. pallida, Fab., forming M'Leay's genus Plati/chUe, [fij^ured in King's

Jahrhiicher'].

Those species which have the three basal joints of the anterior tarsi dilated in the males, with the body oblonfir

or oval, and the thorax nearly square, compose the genera Mcgacephala, Latr., (with a transverse short upper lip)

;

O.ri/chei/a, Dej. {with a ]ary:e triangular upper lip) ; Euprosopus, Latr., and Ctcindela proper, which has the labial

palpi not Ioniser than the maxillary, the third joint of the former not manifestly thicker than the following joint,

and the three dilated basal joints of the anterior male tarsi elongated.

The body of the last-named insects is generally of a darker or lighter green colour, varied with shining metallic

tints, and with white spots upon the elytra; they frequent dry situations exposed to the sun, run very quickly,

lly otf when they are approached, and alight at a short distance ; if again disturbed, they have recourse to the

same means of defence.

The lar\'Ee of two indigenous species, the only ones yet observed, burrow in the earth, forming a cylindrical hole

of considerable depth, using their jaws and feet in its construction, and loading the conca^e back of their heads

with the grains of earth which they have detached, with which they ascend backwards, resting at inter\'ais,

lixing themselves to the inner walls of their burrow by the assistance of the two hooked tubercles upon the back
;

when arrived at the orifice, they jerk off their load to a distance. AYliilst lying in ambush the flat plate of the head

exactly stops the mouth of the hole, forming a flat surface with the surrounding soil. They seize their prey with

rih'irjiiws, and even rush upon it, precipitating it to the bottonr of their burrows, witli a see-saw motion of the

head. They likewise descend them with equal quickness at the least danger. If they find them too narrow, or the

nature of the earth is not favourable to them, they make a new burrow. Their

voracity is even extended to other larvae even of their own kind, stationed in the

same situations. They close the orifice of their buri-ow when they change their

skin, or rmdergo their change to the pupa state. These observations have in part

been communicated to me by M. Miger, who has greatly studied the larvae of

Coleoptera.

Ctcindela campestris, Lin., is half an incli long, of an obscure green above, with

the upper hp white, and with a slij^ht tooth in the middle ; each of the elytra with

five small white dots. Very common throughout Europe, especially in the spring.

Cicindela gcrmanica, Lin. [the smallest British species], and some others, are

of a narrower form ; they fly less than the foregoing. All these species are winged,

but other exotic species are apterous, forming Dejean's genus Droiiiica.

Cleno.sfoma, Klug, has the body long and narrow, the thorax long and knotted,

Fig-. 52.— Ciciiuichi campestris, and and the third juint of the male tarsi is produced on the mside into a plate. The
'''^^''^"

species are from tropical America.

Theralcs, Latr. {EitvycJiilc, Boiielli); ColUuris, Latr. {ColbiriSy Fab.); and Tricondijla, Latr., are three genera

whicti have no tooth in the middle of the notch of the mentum, and the labial palpi are contiguous at the base.

Therates has the form of Cicindela proper, but in the two others the body is long and narrow, and the thorax knotted.

All the species of these three groups are pecuhar to the East Indies and the islands of tiie adjacent Archipelago.

[The investigation of the family CieindelidcC*, corresponding with the Linnsan genus Cicindela, or

Cicindelette of Latreille, has been greatly pursued by modern continental authors, who have described

a great many new species, chiefly exotic, and have added several new genera. Dejean's Species General,

Vander Linden's Memoir on the Insects of Jaca, Laporte de Castelnan, in various memoirs, Gory, Say,

Klu'^, Guerin, Gistl, &c., have particularly studied this family; and in our own country M'Leay, Kirby,

and Hope, in the 2nd part of The Coleopterisfs Manual^ have described many new species,]

• fEiu'li'.h autliors have ircnerall)' ad(>(itc'J ttic plan first proposed I trcille, ami for wlTicK they retain the old Linr.^an generic name, tjut

hi- Mr l\irt>v, in Ills
" Century," of i',ini\\\\:, the Liimuran ^'eiiera iiUO witli an uiiilorm terminatiou irfic,]

iiiini-LJ families eorrespondiui' with tbc " far.iillef. iiatnrLllcs" of La- 1
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T)ie seuoiid tnlie, tliat of the Carohici, Latr., comprises the genus

Cakabus, Linn.,—
\Vli:c1i Iia> ilie ni;L\ill;o ienninared biiy)|i]\ in a point or Imok, not articulated at its ha^e. Tlie head is

geneially narrower, or at !ea:5t ncit broailcr, tiian the thi.irax ; the niarnhhlcs, except in a few instances,

arc destitute of or witli very shglit teeth ; the tnngiidet is generally exposed, and the labial palpi are

only disiineily liiri'e-joiiitrd, (the ha^al joint, which in Ciciiidela h detaclied, fnruung a fourth

joint, hemi^ here entirely \\\i-y\, jokI foniiing li sn[)[iort to the ])alpus, and is accordingly not reckoned

as a separate joint). Many sperlcs arc desUnueof \\irig^, and have oidy elytra. They often einit

a fetid odour, and discharge from the anu-> an aend and eau:>tie liquid.

Geoffroy cons)idered that the ancients designated these insects under the name of Br/pres/is, and

which they regarded as a dangerous poison, especially to oxen. (See the genus Meloc).

The Carahici conceal themselves in the earth, under stones, the hark of trees, &c., and are for tlic

most part very active. Their !ar\a: have the same habits. This tribe is very numerous, and of dilfi-

cnli investigation.

We form a first general division v.'itli those in wliich tlic exterior [maxillary] p;ilpi arc not terminated

by a minute conical joint, the last joint forming, witli the preceding joint, an oval or conoid mass,

with a sliarj) point at its ti]).

Slime of these ha\e a deep noh.'li on the inner edge of the anterior tibia?, separating the two acute

spurs, which arc unlinarily ])laced at the apex of the limb. These constitute several [live] sections."^

1. The TiiuNCATiPENNES, thus named from their el\tra licing almost invariably truncate at the

posterior extremity. The bead and thorax are narrower tlian the abdomen. Some iiave the ungues

of the tarsi simple, or without teeth beneath. Of these the three following are destitute of wings.

Aiillna, Weber, F;ib., with the tong;ue]et homy, oval, and nearly as lon^ as the palpi ; the abdomen is oval, often

convex, ctnd the fl\ Ira aie rjcarly entire, or scarcely truncate. These, as well as tliose of the next subgenus, have

tlir IjDily I'hick, au'l with ^imts of \\\\\\ii dnwn. They inhabit tlie dosurts and other sandy jtlaces of Asia and

AlViea. Frnni an oliser\ iiticm of ]»( L;ttonr, they iji'ct from the anus, wlieii distuibixl, a Ciui--tic liquid. The

species are ^eriLTah)' of lar;;'e iiize, and in tlie males of some tlie tliurax is ddated more en" ic^s behind, and teniii-

nated by two lobes.

Crapiiipterus, Latr. ion^: confounded with the pi'ecedinc;, l)ut diU'ering' in the ton^'uelet, entirely nienihranous

exeept in tlie centre ; the abdomen is always liattened and orliieular. The S|tecie.? of ttiis subj;eiius are exLJu^ively

African, and are much smaller than the precedin;^.

J/>t/iiiis, Bonelli. has the last joint of the exterior palpi, and especially of the labial palpi, evidently dilated, and

a tuiith in the middle of the mentum. But that wliich more particularly distinj;uishes them, and also the Brnchini,

i.s, that tlieij- .nhdmncn, which is oval and thickened, contains organs which secrete a caustic (iaid. escaping," with an

\|iIiiMMii finin the anus, and instantly evaporating-, with a penetrating; scent. I'his fluid, when the animal is held

Ketween the linji^ers, produces upon the skin a spot similar to that made by nitric acid, and e\"en, if the species be

lar^e, a painful burn. Dufour first made us acquainted with the organs by which it was secreted (iu .-iH/m^. rfw

Mils. fVm.st. Nat., tom.xvii.). These insects are often found assembled in societies, especially m the spring,

Under stoues. They make use of this defence to alarm their enemies, and they are able to repeat the explosion a

ciMi^iderjiblc nunibi-r of times. The larsrer spi;cies are found in the tropics ami other hot countries, as far as the

bunts of the teniperati; -/.one. A. Ji'i/i.sla, DeJ. (Bruc/ii/ms displusor, Dufuur), inhabits Navarre and variuu^ parts

of Hfjairi and Portugal.

,rrhi ,
Writer, Falir., differs only froni A|)tinus in beiiiL,'' i)ro\idrd with w ina'"^. and the middle of the emar-

-iiial iriji uf I 1h' ujeutuin nnf imithed. lirdchiiius ircpiltuis, Pabr., i.-> finind eunnnun in the en^!rons

of I'uiis [as well as in various parts of Eii^;»-landj. It is i::enerally four hues loni;;, fulvous-oran;;-e,

^\ith the elytra dark blue or greenish blue, arnl the antenna? fulvous, the third and fourth joints

beiuj^ black. The breast, with the exception of the middle uf the abdomen, is also fulvous. Other

speeies are named, from their explosive powers, B. bombania,B.i\r/ia(anfi,B.causticus,B.sclope(a,&:c.

{Cnfa-scopifx, Kirby, appears to us to belong- to the section Simplicimani, from a recent investi-

gation, rather than to this section.)

Coy.s7/rff, Stev., is placed by Dejeaii between Brachinus and Catascopus. Tlie claws are simple

;

budyflat, short, broad; palpi filifnini-

The other Carabiei of the same division have the undoes alsu simple, but the head is narrowed l.iebind the eyes

into a neck. In some the tarsi are marly identici.d in the two sexes, subcyhiidriral ur linear, (he peiiuhimate

juint being alone deeply bilobed.

huollu,

' (Mr. M'Lcnv nnd a lit up nic

the fumily Canibifl
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CasTtoma, Latr. (liavinj^ the thorax lonf;; and conical)j Leptotrac/ieliis, Latr., and Odacautha, Payk. (with the

thorax nearly cylindrical, the elytra trmicate, and the tarsal joints entire), are distin(i;uished by having the outer

maxillary palpi tiliform, or scarcely thickened at the tip. Od. metaiuwa, Fabr., Ciairville, is three lines long, of a

bluish green colour, \vith the elytra, except at the tip, of a reddish yellow ; the tip of tlie elytra is bluish black.

This species frequents aquatic places, and is commonly found in the departments of the north of France, Germany,

and Sweden. [It is plentiful in similar situations in the fens of Lincolnshire, Whittlesea Mere, &c., and is found

in {quantities in the sedge boats which go to Cambridge-]

Tliose which have the outer niaxil!ai-y palpi terminated by an enlarged triangular or obconical jnint, and which

have the body flattened and the tarsal joints entire, compose the three following subgenera, namely, Ziijikium,

Latr., Polhlicln's, Bonelii (consisting of a single British sjjecies, P. futiclolalm), and llt'Huo, Bun. [the last of

^vliich consists of numerous exotic species, the type being (L costatasoi New South Wales]; whilst those which

ditier tVom tlie last in having the penultimate joint of the tarsi deeply bilobed, the jaws long and porrected, and the

body thick, form the genus DryptOy Latr., Fabr., the type of which is the D. emarginata, Fabr., four lines long, of

a fine blue culour, with the mouth, antenna;, and leg& fulvous. It is more common on the south than the north

of France. i\L Blondel, however, found it abundantly near Versailles. [It is very rare in England, and has been

found on tiie southern coast.]

Trichognaiha, Latr., Galeriln, Fabr., and Cordit:tcs, Latr., are exotic genera [chiefly American], differing from

the preceding in having the four basal joints of the anterior tarsi of the males greatly dilated, the fourth being

constantly bilobed in both sexes.

The renraining Truncatipennes have the ungues of the tarsi linely toothed beneath, like a comb.

Cfniodac/i/!ti, Dej., and At/ra, Fabr., have the head oval, and separated from the thorax by an abrupt neck ; the

fourth tarsal joint is always bilobed. The latter genus has the body very long and narrow, with the thorax of an

elongated conical form, narrowed in front. The species are numerous, and inhabitants of South America.

The four following subgenera have the head not separated from the thorax by a distinct narrow knot or rotule
;

the body is flattened and elongated, and the thorax is longer than broad, heart-shaped, posteriorly truncated.

Cjimindes, Latr. {Tarus, Clairv.), wdth the outer maxillary palpi filiform, the last joint cylindrical, but being in

the labial palpi very large and hatchet-shaped, at least in the males, and all the joints of the tarsi are enlire and

nearly cylindrical. [The type is the Carabiu, lutmcralis, Fabr., a rare British insect ; there are also several other

British species.]

Calleida, Dej., having the fourth joint of the tarsi bifid. Peculiar to America.

Demetrias, Bnn. Similar to the last in the tarsi, but with the palpi filiform, and the last joint nearly ovoid or

subcylindrical. This and the following subgenera consist of very small species [many of which are British], and

which for the most part frequent aquatic, moist, or shady places, and are nearly all natives of Europe.

Drouiius, Bon. Generally apterous, with the tarsal joints entire, but in other respects agreeing with Demetrias.

In the rest tiie thorax is broader than long, broadly truncate behind.

Of these, Leijia, Latr. (and Lamprias, Bon.), have the middle of the posterior edge of the thorax prolonged into

a transverse lobe ; the four basal joints of the tarsi are nearly triangular, and the fourth is more or less bifid or

bilobed. These insects are agreeably diversified in their colours, [being in fact some of the most elegant of the

whole family. The type of Lebia is the Carabus crux minor, Lin., of a fulvous colour, with a black head, and an

irregular-shaped black cross on the back of the elytra. It is very rare in England.] The type of Lamprias, the

Carabus cijaiiocephahis, Lin., is about three lines long, of a sliining blue or green colour above, with the basal joint

of the antenna;, the thorax, and feet, reddish yellow, and the tips of the thighs black. It is a rather common

specius throughout Europe. Others have the thorax terminated in a straight hue, without an advanced lobe,

namely, Ptoe/»'0H!/s, Dej., Or^/iojioniia, Dej., and Coptodera, Dej., all consisting of e.xotic species; near the last

of wdiich ought probably to be arranged the subgenus Hexagonia, Kirby.

[" The subfamily Truncatipennes [or the BracJiinidce of M'Leay] as at present constituted, is, per-

haps, the most incofigruous of all the subfamilies of the Carabidae, the term Truncatipennes, applied to

it liy Latreille, by no means iudicating a constant character, as many of the species liave the elytra

rounded at the tips. The tarsi are indeed generally alike in both sexes, or, if dilated in the males,

tlie dilatation is of a different character from that of the other subfamilies. It may indeed be rather

regarded as a convenient receptacle for such groups as liave tiot the bijiartite and palmated structure

of'tbe Scaiitides, the simple tiliia; of the Carabides, the dilated male tarsi of the Harpalides and its

subdivisions, or the minute conical terminal joint of the maxillary palpi of the Bembidiidcs." (Introrl.

to Mod. Class, of Insects, vol. i. p. 75.) The family has been greatly studied, and a vast number of

new species described, together v.-U]\ many new genera; but these have been established upon slight

structural cliaracters, and as they are for the most part exotic, I have not thought it advisable to

detail tbem.]

2. The second section, that of the Bipartiti, or the Scabitides, Dej., and which may from their

habits be also called Fossores or Burrowers, is formed of Carabici with the elytra entire or slightly

siniiated at the posterior extremity, the antennfe often necklace-like and elbowed [at the extretuity

of the long basal joint], the bead broad, the thorax large, ordinarily in the shape of a cup, or nearly
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semiorbicular, scparatcrl from tlic alxlomcn by an interval, ^vhich makes it appear pednnculatcrl ; the

legs are generally but sliglitly elnn'/ated, with the tarsi often short, alike or scarcely different in the

two sexes, \vith(nit a cushion on the under-side, and merely furnished with the ordinary hairs or cilife ;

tlie two anterior tibire are toothed on the outside, as though palmated, or furnished with fingers, in

many species, and the mandibles are often strong and toothed ; the notch of the mentum is armed

\vith a tooth. They are all found on the ground, hiding themselves either in burrows which thfiy have

dug, or under stones, and often quitting their retreats only during the night ; their colour is generally of

an uniform black. The larva of Ditomus lucephalus, the only one yet observed, has the form and

mode of life of the Cicindela'. They are i>art.icularly natives of hot climates.

The three foUowinLC siihi,'-enera have the hibial palpi terminated by a lor^e hatchet-shaped joint.

Encdadas, Bou., has tlie anterior tibije without any internal notch, and not palmated externally. The thorax

is lieart-shaped, broadly truncated. Type, E. gigas, Bon., from the coast of Ans"oIa.

.Siagona, Lat. (Cncujus and Galerila, Fabr.), has the fore tibire not palmated, but the notch on the inside is

distinct; the basQl joint of the antennas is elongated. Some species have the abdomen oval, and are apterous

{S. ntjipes, &c.)- In otliers, it is oval, truucatcd at the b.ise, and these species are wing-ed. Tliey inhabit northern

Africa or the East Indies.

Careiit/m, Bon., has the antennrc moniiiform, the anterior tibia? toothed on the outside, thus resembling

Scarites ; the maxillEE are straight, without ,'my tern^ina! tooth. Type, Scar, ci/aneus, Fabr., from New Holland.

All the remaining Scaritides have the labial palpi temnnatedby an elongated, nearly cylindrical joint, narrowed

at the base ; the last joint of the maxillary palpi is also subcylindrical.

A first very natural subdivision comprises the Scarites of Fabricius (except the last-mentioned species), which

have the two fore-legs palmated or lingered at the tip, that is, terminated exteriorly in a long point or spine,

opposed to a very stront^ inner spur. The antennae are monihform, with the second joint as long and often longer

than the following. The mandibles are robust, advanced, and toothed on the inside.

Some of these have the mandibles very strong, protruded, and toothed, tlie upper lip crustnceoas, and very much

toothed on the fore margin ; the fore tibiae are always palmated, and the species are genej-ally of large size.

Pui'inac/tus, Bon., approaches the last in respect to flie maxilla.-, which are straight, and without any terminal

hnok ; the body is very flat, thorax heart-shaped, broadly truncate behind. This subgenus is confined to

AiLiei'ica.

."-^I'ljifcrus Dej., is plac-d by its author next the preceding, but the form of the body is lone; and cylin-

driral. I do not, howevf-r, know if tlie maxillae are similar. It is fijimded upon a species from the liast

Indies, named Scapteru-s dirrrhi?.

The following have the maxilla; arched and hooked at the tip ; the thorax is always separated behind from the

base of the elytra by a decided space.

The three following subgenera are distinguished by the extiTual palpi bciuL^ terminated by a nearly cylindj-ieal

joint, not narrowed at tip.

AcaidhoscdiSy Latr. (distinguished by the four posterior curved and flattened tibix, covered with minute points
;

Type, Scarites rujlcornis, Fabr. ; an inhabitant of the Cape of Good Hope.

.Sca/'i/i?^, Fabr. (having the four hind tibis straight and naked, the mandibles ot a triangular furm, strongly

tooLlied at the base). Type, Scarife.f ryracmon, Bon. {Sc. gigas, Oliv.) ; about one inch \o\v^, found on the shores

of the Mediterranean, the south of France, &c. ; Scarites terricola, Bon., found with the preceding; Scarites

s,ihnlo.sits; Oliv., &C.

Ot II III! nihil-:, Iti'j., essentiady like Scarites, but with Inn,^, narrow mandibles, wuthout teeth, closing like a pair

of pincers, and Uie body hui.c;, narrow, and cylindrical. Type, ScarUcs clongatnsy AViedenian ; an inlmbitant of the

Fast Indies.

Oxiisiomus, Latr. (with the labial palpi nearly as loii;2; as the outer maxillary, with the last joint spindle-sltaped,

—type, '0. ci//indricus, Dej., Brazil) ; and Camplodonlus, Dej. (with the labial palpi considerably shorter tli;iii tlie

outer maxillary, with the last joint spindle-shaped,—type, C. cai/ennensi-s; Dej.). are both distinguished by their

elongated, cylindrical body, and long, narrow, toothless mandibles.

The others h.avc the anterior tibioe not dentated on the outer edge, but .simply didactyte at the tip
; the man-

dibles short but slightly advanced beyond the labruni, which is coriaceous and entire, and the outer palpi termi-

nated by an oval joint, sharpened at the tip. They are of small size, frequent damp places, and occur in our

northern regions.

Clivina Latr., has three stronir teeth on tin' outer edu^e of the two aulerior tibia?, and one on that of the two

followin"-. Type, Tenchrio fosfior,hm.i {Scirife.-.- arvinuhis, Fabr.). [A very common British species, about a

qnarter of an inch long.

J

fjiiac/iiriiis, lion.j which has only small teeth or small indistinct spines on the outer edge of the two anterior

tibite the tip of which is produced into a long point ; the thorax is nearly globose. The Cliviiuc, Nos. S— '.'1 of

Deiean but the eighth, or G. arcf/ca, appears to possess the characters of Cephalotes. [These species, of w hich

7) aibbus is the type, are amongst the most minute of the Carabidce; the species are rather numerous, and

verv difficult to be determined. The C. arcttca has been formed by Eschscholtz into the genus Miscodera

(Ldochito/1, Curtis, Onr.odcrus, Stephens), and belon-'s, as Latreille indicates, to the fanuly Harpalida\]

Our second and lust subdivision of the Scaritides comprises those which have the antenur tibi;e neither
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toothcJ on t]w outside nor biilijitute at tlie tips, anil tne second joint of tlie antennfc is evidently shorter than the
follcnvinif. Tlicy nearly ai)|)roach, in the organs of the moutli, the two last suhgenera; and have been confounded,
by some nriters, with Scarites, of whicli they have the appeai'ance.

Morio, Latr. (with the autennaj of equal Icng-th throngliout, thighs oval, and tibia: triangular, Harpiilus moniU-
cornis, Latr. &c.), and Oza-na, Oliv. (with the antenna; thickened at the tips, and the femora and tibia narrow and
elongated, Oza-na denlipes, Oliv. &c.), have the body narrow, elongated, nearly parallelopiped, the thorax nearly
square, and the last joint of the external palpi nearly cylindric. All the species are exotic.

Those which have the body oval or oblong, with the thorax nearly cup or heart-shaped, or orbicular, the last

joint of the outer palpi nearly oval or fusiform, and the labrum notched, compose the remaining genera.
Dilouius, Bonelli, have the palpi shorter than the head, the thorax cup or heart-shaped, and the tai-si sliort.

Some species, to which Zeigler restricts the generic name, liave the body more elongated, the head separated at
the sides from the thorax by an angular space, and often armed in the males with horns ; whilst the others, which
form the genus Arhtus, Zeigl., have the body shorter, broader in front, anil the head and thorax neai'ly continuous.
Apotomus, Hofl'm., have the anterior palpi very long, the thora.x orbicular, andtlie tar.si tiliforni and elongated.

Tyije, IScaiiles rufus, Oliv. [South of Europe.]

[The typical insects of this section, from llie observations of H. Lefehvrc de Cerisy, appear to be

nocturnal in their haljits
; and itence their colours are, for the most part, black or obscure. The larger

species are eliietly inhabitants of the Old World. They burrow in the earth, oi sand of the sca-slun-c,

for which their palmatcd fore-legs well lit tliem. They are insects of prey, lurking Ijy day in holes

and under stones, and feeding at night upon Melolonlhida:, or other soft-bodied insects. No generic

additions of importance have been made to this group.]

3. Our third section of the Carabici—that of the QoArRiMANi, or IIarpaliens of Dcjcan—comprises

those which, in other respects similar to the last in the elytra terminated posteriorly in a point, have

the four anterior tarsi dilated in the males, the three or four basal joints being in the shape of a heart

reversed, or triangular, and nearly all of them terminated by acute angles. Their under-side is generally

(except in Ophoims) furnished witli two rows of papillae or scales, with a broad space between. The

l)f)dy is always winged, generally ova], and arciied or convex above, with the thorax broader than long,

or at most nearly isometrical; the head is never sutidenly narrowed hehind; the antenntc are of equal

thickness throughout, or but very shglul}" thickened towards the tips ; the mandibles are not \ery

strong; tlie tooth in the notch of the mentuin is alwa\s eutire, hut it is wanting in some species ; the

tonguelet is truncated at the ti[), and accompanied by two ear-like membranous paraglossre ; tlie legs

arc robust, and the ungues of tlie tarsi simple ; the intermeihate tarsi, as in the females, are short, and,

with the exception of the dilatation, are similarly formed to the anterior iiair.

These Carabici frequent sandy situations exposed to tlie sun. This section is composed of tlie genus

llarpaltis, as restricted by Jjonelli. New groups liave since still further diminished its extent. They

consist of the three following divisions ;

—

The first uf these divisions has for its characters,—notch of the mcntum witli a single tooth, labrum

notched, and the head and fore part of the thorax as broad as, or broader than, the abdomen.

Acinopui; Zeigl., with filiform antennae, the joints short but cylindrical, the thorax narrowed gradually from

the front to the back, and the hinder angles very obtuse. Type, llaipahts tiuyaccp/ialm; Latr. [South of Europe.]

Dajtlus, Fischer, with the antennee moniliform after the fifth joint, and the thorax narrowed suddenly towards

the posterior angles, which are pointed. Type, D. pict/is, Fischer ; Russia. Pangus, JMegerle {P. pemi/lranicus}^

does not appear to me to differ essentially from Daptus.

The second of these divisions is composed of Harpalieiis having also the notch of the mentom one-

toothed, but of which the body is more or less ovoid or oval, and narrowed in front, with the labrum

entire, or slightly concave. These are the true Ilarpalus, Dejean, of wdhch one of tlie most common

species is the Harpalus cenms, Falir., about one-third of an inch long, of a shining black colour, with

tlie antenna; and legs yellowish, the upper siuface generally green or coppery, and very brilhant. It has

also been called Proteus, from tlie numberless changes in its colours. [The genus, even in its restricted

state, is very numerous, and requires revision. There appear to be se\eral Dritish species still uiule-

scrilied, in addition to the great number recorded by Stcpbcns, Curtis, &c.]

The third of these di\isions is distinguished by the absence of a tooth in the notch of the mentum.

In other respects, however, it agrees with the preceding division.

Ophonus, Zeigl., has the four anterior tarsi of the males strongly dilated, or evidently larger, and generally fur-

nished beneath with numerous hairs, forming a continuous brnsli. The penultimate joint is not bilobed, and the

nnocr surface of the body is linely punctured. ['I'liere are nunierous iinti^h species (including the UaipaJus

obsciint.^-, Fabr.), ciiietly found on the sea-coast.]
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iSiciwloj-Jiiis, Zt'ic;!., dilTrrs in bavins the penultimate- jnint of liic [omv antr-rioi- trir-^:i— at lL'a;?t in tlie males, and

the same in the posterior tarsi in some species

—

diviiled tu tlic l);i,-,e into two lobes. Tyii.', C'lra/ni.s vKpurario-

rum, Linn., &c.

Acupalj'i'.\\ Latr., in which the fonr nnterior tarsi dilTer but shf^htly from the posterior, with the intermediate

joints roniidrd, nrmiy monibforrn, and viitnse. Tlie onter palpi are terminated by a joint pointed at tlie tip. T]iey

are very small, and scern tu nnde ^^itll 'i'rcchns. Ty[)e, C'lrnhu..^ nwriiJuu/us, Linn., [a very cumnjon little Eiii^-lish

species].

[Many additional genera, allied to Harpaliis, liave l:ieen separated by Dejean, La])orte, Cliaudoir,

Erichson, and other continental Entomologists; hut they are, for tlie most part, founded upon, minute

structural characters, not requiring notice in this edition.]

4. The fourth section, Simplicimani, approach the preceding in the manner in v\hich the elytra

are terminated ; but the two anterior tarsi are alone dilated in the males, without forming a square or

orbicular plate. Sometimes the first three joints are evidently larger, and the following is alwavs

much smaller than the preceding. Somrtimes this and the two preceding are broader, nearly equal, in

the shape of a in.-'art rc\ersed, or triangular. The liasal joints of the four succeeding tarsi arc slcndeier

and longer, nearly cylindrical, or in the shape of a long reversed cone. Some have the ungues of the

tarsi simple, or without teeth.

In a first subdivision, of consideralde extent, the third joint of tin; antennre is at most as long again

as the preceding joint; the legs robust; and the thorax, in its lu'oadest jiart, as wide as the elytra.

Sometimes the mandibles are evidently shorter than the la-ad, and do not extend beyond the labrum

more than half their length.

Wc commence with those which have all the outer palpi fdiform.

Zabrus, BoneUi, has the last Joint of the maxillary palpi sensibly shorter than the preceding, and the two anterior

tibire are terminated by two spines. Type, Caratw^ (-//i^H^, Fabr., [a species of not very common occurrence in

tJiis country, and which lias been ascertained to feed upon o:rowin,i; corn].

Pogonus, Zeig;!., which in the natural order appears allied to Amara, has the two bn^aI joints alone, of the ante-

rior tarsi, dilated in the males, the basal joint beint>; the largest. The body is iiKne oblong. The^e insects appear

exclusively to inhabit tlie sea-coast, or the shores of salt water. [IJarpahis Inridipennis, Germar.]

Tetragonoderiis, Dejean, has the anterior tarsi of the males proportionately less dilated than in the fjilowins". the

basal joints bein^ narrnwrr and nmre elongated, and rather in the shape nf a reversed cone than a lieart. They

are peculiar to South America, \liai pains circumfusm, Gerntar.]

Feroiiia. Latr., has the anterior tarsi of the males, with the three first joints stron3;Iy dilated, ohcordate, with

tlie second and third rather transverse than longitudinal. 'Tliis subgenus comprises a great number of g-eneric

;:'rouiis, indicated by Dejean in his Catalogue, \\hich are as follow:

—

Amara^ PtecUiis, Argittor, Omaseiis, Piafi/sDui,

P/ero-v/icIius, Ahax, Steropus, Pcrcii-i, Molops, and Cophonus. Dejean, however, having percci\'ed the difficulty of

characterizing them, united them all, with the exception of the first, into a great generical group, for which he re-

tained my najne Feroyiia. But as to Amara, I have in vain searched for characters to distinguish it from the

other genera. That derived from the tooth of the notch of the mentum, not to speak of its unimportance, is a very

e(|i.iiyi)ral rliaracter. This tiniih, in all these Carabici, appears to me tn lia\e a notch at its tip, but rather more
di.-tiiict and deep in sunn.' tljan ni others. The moniliform struetnrr ot' Hie antt-nuie Of some of the groups appears

111 me not to be assignable with precision to the limits of such gi-oups. I may say tlie same of the concavity of

ilie front margin of the labruni, and the form of the thorax.

The FeronUe may be arranged in three sections.— 1st. The species generally winged, which lia\'e the body more
or less o\'al ; slightly convex or archeil above, with the antenna; more filiform ; the head proportionally narrowed,

;:nrl tlin mandibles rather less.cxposrd. In their habits they appear to approach Zabrus and Hurpaius. Such are

.iuiara'^-, with Mm- thorax transverse ; I'lrri/ux, in wliirh it is nearly as long as broad, and the antennae are short,

wiMi tl]i_' Ihii-d jniiit compressed and angular; and Arr/i(f.or, similar to Pa-c'thi.s, bnt with longer antenna?, of

whieb tiic ibird jniiit is nr)t angiilati-d.—jud. The species generahy winged, but with the body straig] it, flat, or hori-

'/ontal al>o\r, and ilu' h^ad nearly as br'^ad. Such are Plaii/sma, Bon. ; to which we may unite that of Oi/m.s-r/is

and CHia lira mils, _Ma( I.— ;ird. The species analogous to the ijreceding in their general characters, but which dilfer

ni wanting wings. The majority of these have the thorax not uniformly cordate or truncate, and the elytra have

a transverse fold at the base. Sometimes the tlmrax is nearly square or truncate-cordate, with the posterior

angles acute
;
{genera Copl/osus, Zeigl. ; C. r>/liinlriru.s-, Austria, having the body oblong, square, or cylindrical,

a.nd AOar, BonclU, having the body generally o\aK (ie|iressed, or sliiihtly convex—type. Cara bit.a xlriula, Fabr.,

[a conmioii British species], found in tin; cnhl ;uid moist |iart.-.. ot I'nrisls, ^r,), whilst sonirtinirs ihe tln.n-ax is

terminated behind in twn acute angles, and evidently narrowed. Tlm-e species with the body de|.r-fssed

oil the upper side form the genns I'h-ni.s'if/ufs. Konelli ; wliilst tliose w irli I hi' upper side of the body more convex,

form the genus Mo/ops .- fn)ni the I'oitner of whii-h sirr"/"is ba.s been detached, liaving the posterior angles of the

tliorax rounded, determinate the subgenus with species of large size, in which the thorax is always truncate-cor-

date, and the base of the elytra has not the transverse fold. Such is the cliief character of Pcrcns, Bonelli -type,

' Some HiR-cicB of vcrv short stiiturc forr.i tlie (jenus Lr-irii.i nS some I 10 liim In hp. inur.; sn no tlic outside lli.m oil Uie iiuiiT e.l>;i;. Hcuce
\'. riterH. Scjlytu.i Jlr.riiunis, Fdbr., appcnrs to Ijetoiiif to tliis division, it niny h.nit n se|i.Trrite vcnus, Cycln^funui.

jut Dcje^n says tUnt the four anterior tarsi arc dilaletl, but they appenr
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Cnrabus PayhuUii, Rossi. The species exclusively inhabit Sp.iin, Italy, and the isles of the Merliterranean.

[The f^-emis Feronia, as here (.lescribed, is of very great extent, and on this account the chaiacters which separate

the ditlerent i;roLips of which it is composed (and which are considered by many writers as so many distinct

ffcnera) blend so into each other that it is almost impossible to assign their limits with precision. Hence Dejean
united them all into one g-enus, (for which Mr. Hope proposes the name of Thalia, Feronia having been long
previously used by Leach for a genus of Diptera,) although, in examining a local collection of small extent, as that

of England, the paucity of the number of species renders the assigning of characters apparently much more easy.]

Myas, Zeigl., resembles Abax (C/ieponis, Latr.) metallicus ; but the thorax is more dilated at the sides, with a
slight notch in front of the posterior angles. M. chaljihoiu-s, Hungary. Here are also to be arranged the genera
Tri(]onotoma, Dej., formed of large Indian species, and Pneudomurpha, Kirby.

Sometimes the mandibles are as long as the head, and the body always oblong. The first two genera resemble

Scarites, and the others Lebia.

Ct-'phaiofe.-i, Bon. {Bros-cus, Panz.), with the antennae not longer than half the body ; with short joints, and the

labrum entire. [Type, Carabus cephalotes, Fabr.]

Stomisy Ctairv., with the antennae longer than half that of the body, with long joints, and the upper lip notched.

[Type, Slomis pumicatits, Clairv., a common British species.]

Ca/axcopiis, Kirhy, differs from the preceding in having the body flattened and broader, with the thorax

shorter, the elytra strongly emarginated at the tips, and the upper lip elongated. The eyes are large and promi-

nent. They are of brilliant colours, and resemble at first sight Cicindela; or Elaphri. The species are from
India. Type, C. Ilardivicliii, Kirhy. The genus Is closely allied to Pericalu.s, M'Leay, which have also the eyes

very prominent, but the proportion of the joints of the antennae is different. Type, P. cicindeloides, M'Leay ; Java.

In a second subdivision, of much smaller extent, the length of the third joint of the antenna; is triple that of the

preceding
; these organs and the legs being slender.

Colpodes, M'Leay, has the four basal joints of the anterior tarsi of the males lai-ge, the penultimate being

biloljed. Type, C. hrunneus, M'Leay ; Java. The others have the tarsal joints entire in both sexes.

Mormolyce, Hagen., has the body very flat, like a withered leaf ; very much narrowed in front ; the head is very

long ; the thorax oval, truncate at both ends ; the elytra are very greatly dilated, and curved on the outside with

a very deep notch at the tij). The only species, M. phyUodea, Hagenb., is from Java. [It is one of the most sin-

gular of known Coleojjterous insects. Its true relations are, however, to be found amongst the Truncatipennes,

as proved by the researches of Count Mannerheini and M. Serville.]

Spliodrus, Clairv., has the body depressed, but not foliaceous ; the head ovoid, and the elytra not laterally

dilated. Type, Carabus leucopthalmus, Linn. [A common British species, of large size.]

The terminal Simplicimani are distinguished from all the others by the minute teeth on the under-side of the

ungues, at the tips of the tarsi.

Pristorii/c/ius, Dej. {Ctcnipiis, Latr.), has the body elongated, with the thorax heart-shaped, truncate behind.

Types, Sp/iodruK Jatiifiinus and com/jlanafus ; but this genus insensibly blenils into the preceding.

Calathus, Bon., has the body oval, arched above, and with tlie thorax sijuare. Type, C. mclanocephaJas, Fab.

[A very abundant and pretty British species.]

Tap/iria, Bon. {Synuchus, Gyll.), differs from the preceding in having the labial palpi terminated in a mass like

a reversed cone, and the thorax nearly orbicular. Type, Carabus nivalis, Illig.

5, The fifth section, PatellimanIjIs distinguished from the preceding only by the manner in ^vhich

the two anterior tarsi of the males are dilated, the basal joints (generally the first three in sonic, or

the first two only in others) being either square, or partially of this form, and the others in form of a

heart or reversed triangle, but always rounded at their extremity, and not terminated, as in the pre-

ceding sections, by acute angles, forming an orbicular or oblong plate, of \vhich the nndcr-sidc is most

commonly furnished "with brushes of hairs, "without any central naked space. The legs are commonly

long and slender, and the thorax is often more narrowed throughout its whole length than the abdo-

men. They frequent, for the most part, the sides of rivers, or other aquatic places.

We divide the Patellimani into two divisions. In the first, the head is insensibly narrowed behind at

tlie b'ase. Some of these have the mandibles always terminating in a point, and the plate of the [fore

male] tarsi is always narrow, elongated, and formed of the three basal joints, of which tlie second and

third are square. The labrum is entire, or without an evident notch; and one or two teeth in the

notch of the mentum. The following have the under-side of the tarsi furnished with two row^s of

papilla:, as in the preceding:

—

Dolichus, Bon., has the body very flat, and the tarsal claws are toothed beneath. The thorax is in the form of a

truncated heart. Type, Carabus Jiavicornh-, Fabr.

Platynus,'&on., similar to Dohchusin the form of the thorax, but with the ungues of the tarsi simple. The wings

are wanting, or are imperfect, in some species. Type, Carabus angusiicollis, Fabr., [a common British species.]

Agoinon, Bon., has the thorax nearly orbicular. Type, Harpalus -viduus, Gyll. and others
;
[a common British

species.]

Anchomeivis, Bon., differs from the three preceding genera in having the body of the onlinary thickness, and

the thorax always in the shape of a truncated heart. Type, Carabus prasinus, Fabr. and others.
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The follo\vin,L: nave tlie iindpr-side of tlio pinto of thf- tnrsi furiiislied ^vith a close and continued Imish. The
outer pali)i, and thnsu of tlie labium, arc tc-rTidiiatcd, in many, hy a thicker or broader joint, like a rovcT.sed

trianii'le:

—

CaUistifs, Bon., has the tooth of the nientimi entire, and the outer palpi terminated hy an oval joint, pointed at

the tip. Type, t'm-ahiis luihilu.s, [a rare British species].

OodcN, Hon., differs in having the last joint of the outer maxillarj' palpi cylindrical, and of the labial palpi oval

and truncated. The thorax is trapezoidal, and narrowed in front. Type, farabiis helojnoides, Fabr.
CMiCiiius, Bon., has the tooth of the mentum bilid, the outer maxillary palpi terminated by a nearly cylindrical

joint, and the labial by a reversed conical and elongated joint. Carabus cinctus, Fabr,, and many others, belong
to this subgenus ; as does also the Carabus saponarius, OUv., used in Senegal by the natives instead of soap.

Epomix, Bon., has the outer palpi terminated by a broader compressed joint, in the shape of a hatchet, and is

most dilated in the males. The tooth of the mentum is always bifid. Type, E. circiovscnpfiis, Dejean, and many
others. Dinodes and Lissanchenins, M'Leay, also nearly approach Epomis.

The others have generally the mandibles very obtuse and truncated, and bidentate at the tip. The upper lip is

distinctly bilobed, the notch of the mentum is not furnished with a tooth, and the dilated portion of the tar.si is

broad, and nearly orbicular. Some have the mandibles terminated in a point, without any notch or tooth near the

tip ; and the plate of the male tarsi is formed of the three basal joints.

Reinbns, Latr., has the upper lip bilobed ; the outer maxillary palpi are filiform ; and the last joint of the labial

is slightly thickened, and in the form of a reversed cone. Type, Carabus polllus, Fabr.

Jjircelii.s, Bon., has the upper lip merely emarginate, with a central impressed line. The last joint of the outer
pal[ii is nearly hatchet-shaped, and the body almost parallelopiped. The species are from America.

i.ithers have the mandibles very obtuse, notched at the tip, or with a tooth below it.

L/cintts, Latr., has the last joint of the outer palpi almost hatchet-shaped. The plate of the male tarsi is broad
and suborbicular, formed of the two basal joints. Type, Caralms b-i/j'/ioidi-s, Fabr. ; C. (/''jn-fss//s; Paykull : [rare

British species].

Badhler, Clairv. {Anibhjchus, Gyll.), has the last joint of the outer palpi oval ; that of the labial palpi is sliglitly

longer, and often pointed. The plate of tiie male tarsi is long and square, formed of the three basal joints. Type,
Carabus bipnstnlatns, Falir., [a common British specie.s].

Ill the second division of the PafeUininni, the head is narrowed suddenly behind the eyes, as though

attached to the thorax by a peduncle. It is often small, with the eyes prominent.

Pdcciiim, Kiiby, has not a tooth in the notch of the mentum ; the mandibles are robust, and the upper lip nearly

bilobed. The four ba.sal joints of the anterior male tarsi are in the shape of a reversed triangle. T\pe, P. ct/niiij'cs,

Kirby ; South America. In the follu\\ing, there is a tuoth in the notch of the mentum, and tlie upper lip is nearly

straight.

Cipithid, Lati"., has the outer palpi terminated by a hatchet-shaped joint. The head is small, and the basal

jiniits (jf the male tarsi are of a reversed triangular form. Founded upon a Brazilian species, having the appear-

ance of Abax.

PanaijcL-iis, Latr., has the tarsal itlate of the males formed only of the two basal joints. The bead is very small,

with the eyes globular. The parts of the mouth are also very small, and the thorax often suborbicular. Tyi>e,

Carabus Cnix major, Fabr., [a rare British species].

In the two following subgenera, the outer palpi are filiform :

—

Loricera, Latr., is very remarkable, having the second and four following joints of the antennas furnished with

strong bristles. The maxilla; are bearded on the outsiile, the labial palpi are longer than the maxillary, and the

three basal joints of the fore tarsi are dilated in the males. Type, L. a-ura, Latr. (Carabus j'Uifonii.s, Fabr.), [a

very common British insect].

Patrobics, Megerle, has the antennce liliform, straight, and without whorls of hairs ; the mandibles are of the

ordinary size ; the length of the labial palpi docs not exceed that of the maxillary ; the two basal joints of the

aiderior tarsi are alone dilat-'d in the males. Type, Carabus riifijics, Fabr., [a species very abundant on the

summit (if Sniiwdini, and olln.'r high mountains].

We now pass to lliose Carahiqnes which have the anterior tibia? destitute of a notch on the inside ;

or -which, if they do exliibit one, eommences Tery near the tip of these tibiae, or docs not extend upon

the fore face, but forms only an ohliipie and linear canal. The tonguelet is often -very short, termi-

nated in a point in the innldlc of the tip, anil furnished with paraglossie, also pointed. The mandibles

are robust. The last joint of the outer palpi is generally very large, compressed in the form of a re-

versed triangle or hatchet in some, or nearly spoon-shaped in others, and often more sw^ollen in the

males ( Procerus). The e\ es are very prouilnciit ; the elytra are eiitiic, or simply siiiiialed at the

})osl.erior extremity; and the abdomen is generally vidiiuiinous, cmiipared to the rest of the body.

These Carabiqiies are, for the most part, of large size, ornamented with brilliant metallic colours. They

rnii very quickly, and are very carnivorous. They constitute a peculiar section (the sixth) in the group,

anil \\hu;h we name GiiA.XDiFAi.rr.

Tliose which have the body robust and \\in;j;lcss, with a bilolied labriiin, the last joint nf the outer

palpi always very large, the notch of the mentuin witlioul a tuuih, the inner ed-c of the mandibles
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toothed tlirougliout, or neai'ly tliroLigliout, its whole length, compose a first division, consisting of the

following suligentra:—
Pamhorus, L:itr., has the mandibles curved, and strong-ly toothed throughout the whole leng-th ; and the outside

of the tibialis produced at the tip into a puiut. Tlie last joint of the outer palpi is semi-oval and lonofitudinal. P.

allernans, Latr., from New Holland. [Several other spcciey are described in a monograph by M. Gory, in Guerin's

Iliujasin de Zoologic.']

C'^f/z/vw, Latr., has the mandibles straight, and simply curved at the tip; the anterior tibiae are not produced

into a point at the tip ; the tarsi are alike in botn sexes ; the thorax is in the form of a truncated heart, or nearly

orbicular, with the posterior angles obsolete. [Type, C rosira'.us, Fabr. ; a not uncommon British species.]

iScaphinotm; Latr., has the three basal joints of the fore tarsi of the males dilated but slightly, and in the

form of a plate ; the tliorax trapeziform and broad, with the posterior angles acute, and turned upwards. Cychrus

cli'vatus, Fabr.; North America.

iSyy/dcrotftfr?/.?, Dejean, has the aspect of Cychrus; but with the two basal joints of the anterior male tai'si very

broad, and forming a broad plate. \_f<. Lcconiei, Dejean ; North America.]

[Dr. Harris has just published (1839) a memoir on Cychrus in the Boston Nat. Hist. Sac. Traiisaclions, in which

he suggests that the dilTerent genera separated therefrom ought to be expunged.]

A second division is formed of those species which have also the body robust, generally wingless, but

with the iiientum furnished with an entire or bifid tootli, and the mandibles armed with one or two

toelh situated at the base ; the tliorax is in the form of a truncated heart; the abdomen is often

oval.

Ti'Qln-s, Leach, has the labrum entire, and the tursi are alike in both sexes. T. Megerlei, nearly tivo inches

long. From the coast of Guinea. The last joint of the maxillary palpi is very large, and hatchet-shaped. [M.

Brulle has removed this genus to the group containing Punaga^us, with which it agrees in the majority of its

characters.]

Procerus^ Meg., has the labrum bilobed, with the tarsi alike in both sexes. Carabus scabrosus, Fabr. &c.

All these species are of large size, entirely black or blue, or green above, with the elyti'a very much chagrined.

They inhabit the mountains of the east of Europe, Caucasus, Libanus, &:c.

Procrustes, Bon., has the labrum bilobed, and the tooth of the notch of the mentum bifid ; the fore tarsi of the

males is dilated. Carabu^s cor'iaceus, [a reputed British species].

Carabus, Linn. {Tac/ii/pus, Web.), has the labrum simply notched or bilobed, and with the tooth of the rnentura-

notch entire; the fore tarsi dilated in the males; they are destitute of wings. ^
Didcan describes one hundred and twenty-four species, divided into sixteen sec- '^<^, /
tiuns. The majority of these species inhabit Europe, Caucasus, Siberia, Asia

Minor, Syria, and the north of Africa. Some have been brought from the two

extremities of America ; and it is probable that the intermediate countries possess

others. Carabus nwrrt^H-?, Linn., Panz., is a common continental species, which

has received the ordinary name of the Gardener, [being found in gardens, where

it feeds upon AVorms. There are nearly twenty British species, the nomenclature

of several of which is very confused in its synonymes. One of the largest

and best characterized species is C. clatlirafus, a rare Irish insect, here figured.]

Cotosoma, Weber {Callisthenes, Fischer), is generally winged ; the mandibles are ^

without distinct teeth on the inner edge; the thorax is transverse, equally dilated t

and rounded at the sides, without elongated posterior angles; the abdomen is

nearly square ; the four posterior tibiK are curved in the males of several. The

species are fewer than in Carabus, but they extend from the north to the equator.

Type, Carabus sycophanta, Linn., three-fourths of an inch long, of a velvet blacky

with the elytra golden green, or brilliant copper, very finely striated, each having ^.^ 54 -Carabus dathratus.

three lines of fine im[)ressed dots. Its larva lives in the nests of the processionary

Caterpillars, upon which it feeds, devouring many in the course of a day. Other larvs of its own species, smaller

and younger, attack and devour it when its voracity has overcome its activity. They are black ; and are some-

times found running on the ground, or upon trees, especially the oak. [An elaborate anatomical memoir upon

this larva, by Dr. Hermann Burmeister, is published in the Transactions of the Entomological Society, in the last

part of which Mr. Hope has also published the descriptions of sume species brought home by Mr. Charles Darwin,

the celebrated naturalist of the expedition of the Beagle.]

A third and last division of the Grandipaljn is at once distinguished from the former by a series of

characters. The majority are winged ; the basal joints of the fore tarsi of the males are always

dilated ; the labrum is entire ; the outer palpi are very slightly dilated at the tips
;
the inner edge of

the maudildes is not armed with distinct teeth ; and the tooth of the mentum-notch is bifid. The fore

tibiae of manv species have a short notch at the inner side, where one of the spines is inserted higher

than the other : so that these Carabiques, as well as those of the following section, might come imme-

diatelv after the Patcllimani. They generally frequent humid and aquatic places. Some of thenn,

such as Ouiophroa, seem to unite this tribe with the following, or the aquatic carnivorous species.
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Some have tlie eyes of ordinary size, the riiiieiiii;r linear, with eloiigatfil joints, ami tlie two s]iurs of tlio fore

tibia? close tog-ether,—the tibiic having only a lonp-itniJinal ranal.

Pogonophorus, Latr. {Leistus, Frtehl., Manlicura, Pan/,.), is remarkable for the eloni^ation of tlie onter palpi,

and the labial ones, which are lonf^er than tbe lieati ; (he mandibles ai-e bulged out intu a fiat ani^Ie at the ba:>c;

outside, and the tonguelet is tejminated by three spines. 'V\i)p, Carahus spinibai-bia, Tabr., [a common British

species.]

iVc/^Wf7, Latr., differs from the precedinix in the ]ialpi bnnij- much shorter; the outside of the mandibles is

se.trcely dilated, the tonguelet is short. 'J'ype, ( 'ani/uix /,- i:iri>lli.s. [(_lne of the mo^t abundant species.]

J//*.^//.^, Bun., are aptrfous NebriK, merely mure oblon.ij:, and which freipient hi^li mouutaius. CarvhiiN Udl-
v'ijlii, Panz.

Omnphron, Latr. (Scoli/liis, Fabr.), differs from the three preceding in having the body gibbose above, and nearly

orbicular; the thorax very short, transverse, and the seutellum is not visible. Thi.s subgenus is composed of a

small number of species found on the margin of waters in Em-ope, North America, Egypt, and the Cape of Good
Hope. M. Desmarest has described the larva of the common species, [.S*. Uinlxilnm, Latr., found on tlie burdei- of

streams in France.] This lar\ a approaches that of the Dytici in its form.

The remainder of this division have the body thick, with large prominent eyes ; antennas rather thickened at

the tips, with short joints ; one of the spurs of the fore tibia? is inserted above the other; the four or three basal

joints of the anterior tarsi of the males are but slightly dilated in the majority. These insects are found on the

banks of rivers in Europe and Siberia.

Blethisa, Bon., has the thoi-ax broader than long, nearly square, being only slightly narrowed near the posterior

angles, with tlie four basal joints of the Carabus mnUipunctafus, Fabr., Panz.

PdophUa, Dej., has the three basaljoints of the fore tai-si of the males strongly dilated. Carahus horcalis,y-AhT.,

[a species recently detected in Ireland],

Elaphrus, Fabr., has the thorax at least as long as it is broad, convex and heart-sliaped ;
the four basal joints

of the fore tarsi of the males slightly dilated.

Cnrrt6»i" H//j/(«oi:M.!;, Fabr., four lines long, has the elytra ornamented with deep circular impressions running

into each other, with an elevated disc.

Ciciitdela riparia, Linn., is another common British species, smaller than the preceding.

NotiophUns, Dnm., diflers from the preceding in having the labrum nearly semicircular, (instead of short and

transverse,) and the outer palpi are terminated by a subo\'al joint pointed at the tip; the tarsi arealike in both

sexes. Cicbnh'la aqiiatica, Linn., [a very common British species found on the banks of streams and in damp
situations, running about with very great agility. Mr. "Waterhouse has published a monograph on the genus in

tlie Entomological Magazine, where he has described eighteen British species ; but subsequent Coleopterists have

gj-eatly reduced the number of the species.]

Our second general division of tliis tribe, the SiihuUpolpi., is distinguislicd liy the form of tlie outer

]ialpi, of which tlic prniiltiiiiate joint is in the form of a reversed cone, and is united to the following,

With ^vhich it forms an oval or spindle-shaped mass, terminated in Ji point. The t\AO anterior tibiee

are always notclied. These insects closely reseniljle the last, both in their form and habits.

Bembid/on, Latr. {Bcmbiiliinn, GyU.), has the penultimate joint of the outer maxillary palpi swollen, and the

last very slender and conical. The basal joint of the two anterior male tarsi is dilated in the males. Messrs.

Ziegler and Megerle divided this subgenus into several others, but without giving their characters; fovmding

them, as it seems, entirely on the change of form of the thorax. These are Tachyjms, Bemhidium, Lopha, Nota-

plius, Penjphus, and Leia, [the last of which (being previously used for a genus of Diptera) has been changed by

Stephens into P/nloc/i/lm.s.] The type given by Latreille (considered by Dejean as a Tachypus) is the Cicindela

/lavipes, Linn., one-fifth of aline long, a very abundant species. [This genus comprises a considerable mmiber of

species, all of which aie of very small size, being the most minute of all the Carabiques, and generally of brassy

or coppery tints. Another pretty species is the Cicindela quadri-maculaia, Linn. ; of a brassy colour, with four

white spots on the elytra.]

Trechus, Clairv., has the last joint and the outer palpi as long or longer llian the preceiling, and as thick at its

base, so that together they form a fasifurm mass. TrerliKS nibcns, Clairv., nnisarvK-s, Zeigl., is allied to Treclius,

\\\\\\ palpi fusiform at I hr t ip, bid \wili the prunllimate joint shorter than the following ; the fore tarsi of the males

is slightly dilated. lUirpaU-is v<,!U'r<-s, Ci) il., I\l<n>ni.s, Zcigl , is composed of narrowed Trechi with the thorax of a

reversed-triangular Innn, an<l mandibles inupurlnniably larger, and extending Itcyond the labrum.

[In terminating the terrestrial eaniivoroiis Hectics, it is necessary iigain to refer to the many works

recently pnblishei], containing either isolated dcscriptiuns or more complete monographs of these

insects. Dejean, King, Hope, Kirbv, Gory, Laporte, Brulle, Erichson, jMannerhcini, and many ollicr

recent Entoniologists liave devoted tlieir artcniion to this trilie, many seeming to prefer them from

the circumstanee of their sranding at the head of tlie order. Some of them have cut up the several

groups given by Latreille into a great numlier of smaller groups, for which tliey have retained the

family names terminating in iir/<E. It is of course impossible to give any synopsis, or even notice, of

the many generic or subgeneric groups whicli have bcon jnoposed, ebiedy founded u|)on exotic insects,

of which nothing is known except their exislcnee as cabinet specimens,]
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Tlie aquatic, carnivorous, pcntamcrous Coleoptcra, form a tliinl tribe, tliat uf

The IIydrocantham, or Swimmers.

Tlieir feet are formed for swimmina;, the four posterior being compressed and ciliated, or in the form

of plates, and the two hind ones are far apart from the otliers. The mandibles are nearh' covered [by

the upper lip], the body is always oval, with the eyes slightly prominent, and the thorax much broader

than long : the hoolc which terminates the niaxillrc is curved from the base ; the ungues are often unequal.

These insects compose the genera Dytiscus and Gi/rhms of Geoffroy. They pass the first and the

last state of their existence in fresh water, such as lakes, pools, and ditches. They swim well, and

rise to the surface of the water from time to time to respire, ascending easily by holding their feet

still and suifering themselves to float. The body being turned upside down, they slightly elevate the

tip of the body above the surface of the water, raising the extremity of the elytra or bending down the

abdomen, so that the air introduces itself into the spiracles, which they cover, and from thence into

the tracheic. They are very voracious, and feed upon small animals which, like themselves, ordinarily

reside in the water, which the Hydrocanthari only leave at the approach of or during the night. AVhen

taken out of the water tliey ennt a very disagreeable odour. Tliey are sometimes attracted by the

light into the interior of houses. Their larvffi have the body long and narrow, composed of twelve

segments, of winch the first is largest, with the head strong, and armed with two i)owcrful mandibles,

which are curved into an arch and pierced near the tips ; they have also short antenna?, i>alpi, and six

simple eyelets close together on each side of the head. They have six feet of moderate length, often

fringed -iiith hairs, and tcrnnnated by two small books. They are active, carnivorous, and respire

cither Ijy the anus, or by a kind of swimmerets resembling gills. They quit the water in order to

inidergo their metamorphosis into pupa3.

This tribe is composed of two principal genera.

Dytiscup, Geoff.,*

—

Which have thread-like antenna; longer than the head, two eyes, the fore legs shorter than the fol-

lowing, ami tlio posterior often tcrnunatcd by a compressed tarsus finishing in a }ioint. They s^iui

with great quickness by the assistance of their feet, fringed with long hairs, especially the posterior

l)air. They dart forward upon other insects, aquatic worms, &c. In the majority of the males the

four anterior tarsi have the three basal joints dilated and spongj' beneath ; those of the first pair arc espe-

cially remarkable in the large species, in which these three joints form a broad plate, the under surface of

which is covered with small bodies, some of them like v^'arts and others like small suckers. Some females

are distinguished by their elytra being furrowed. The larvae have the body composed of eleven or twelve

segments covered by scaly plates ; they are long, swollen in the middle, and slenderer at each end, especially

when the terminal segments form an elongated cone fringed at the sides with floating hairs, with which

the animal beats the water and thus propels the body forwards, which is ordinarily terminated by two

conical bearded anil moveable filaments, between which are two small cylindrical bodies pierced with

a ^uttcr, at tlie extremitv which are aerial channels, to which arc attached two trachea? ; moreover, the

sides of the body are provided with spiracles : the bead is large, oval, attached to the thorax by a neck

with strongly-armed nnindiblcs, beneath the extremity of which De Gecr observed a longitudinal slit, so

tliat these organs resemble the ijiandibles of the larva; of the Myrmeleons, or Ant-hons, and serve them

for suckers : the mouth offers besides a pair of maxillae and a Up with palpi : each of the three first

segments supports a pair of moderately long legs, of which the tibia and tarsus are fringed with hairs,

which are serviceable in swimming ; the first segment is the broadest or longest, and defended beneath,

as well as above, by a scaly plate.

Tliese larva; suspend themselves at the surface of the water by means of two appendages at the sides

of the tail, which they keep dry by raising them above the smface. When they wish to change their

place suddenly, they give their body a quick and vermicular movement, beating the water with the

tail. They especially feed upon the larva: of Dragon-flies, Gnats, Tipula;, Aselli, &c. When the period

of llicir transformation has aiTived, they quit the water and bury themselves under the earth of the ad-

jacent banks, keeping, however, in very damp situations, where they form an oval cavity in which they

• [r.iLtrcllIc is incorrect in giving GcolTrr,;' ns Uic author of 0,c
j

cnnlrarv, corrected it to Dyticus, bcini,' derived frojii tlic Orcelt

am.- nytisccs it i^^vinj,' been ]>ropo5cd liy l.innicns. GeofFroy, on the
]

DctUihm, nrinatnrius.]
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inclose llH-inscivcs. Acennliiig to I'ujsc-l, tlic cgL;s of llu' Di/Zixciix iiiiiri/i,inlis lia(cli ten or twelve

(lays after being ilepositeil : at tlic end of fonr or live niore, (lie larva is alreadv fonr or (l\i' lines long,

and moults for tlic first lime. Tlie second eliange of skin laKes jdace at lln- i\|nrati jf a similar

interval, and llie animal is now as large again as it was licfore : when fnll ^tohh it is l\io inches long.

In snmnnr it has hecii oliser\ed to Ijecomc a impa at the end of Hfteeii days, ainl a perfect insect in

fifteen or tweiily more days.

This great gcnns is ilivisihie as follows ;

—

[

Tlie nnijority have the aiilcnn:e eomiposed of eleven distinct joints ; the onter palpi liliform. or

slightly thickened at the lips, and the liase of the hmd-lcgs e.\poscd.

Di/li.u-us, has all the tar^i c |iiisril of live ilistinct jnnits
; llic I Inrc liasal jiiiiits of the fnrc-lc^'s licine very

large, and forinhig an oval or (u'ljicular plate, 'i'ypr, J>. miir,iiiiiilis, Linn,, a very common Jiiitisli s|iis ics, an nich

^_vr^^^ and a (piai-ter long, being of a dark olive ciil witli a

luilV-eiilonred inari;oi enlirely ronnd the Ikerav, and a

1 ofllie same eeleer en Hie eiiler ma r-i n of llic clytra,

Hineh are eel OdiOrO .it Ijiesel,,; 11, "sr „r Ihc female

are liLrron,d IV he base aOoMl Iwo llnrdsnf 1Ih> «l,ule

Irnnlh. faluii niN sajs. I ha I 111,' ...|„s i,>K \,h,M, lai,l ul,on

its back gains its ,,i,lii,:,iy [„,s,tio,i hy lak,ie; a leap.

Esper kejit a spe, imen ,,1 Ihis iiis,ct U^\- II, i,,' y,'ai-s and
a half in n'OOil liealUi in a h,r^,' l.,:ll le ,,r «al,r. lV,,lin!; it

e\, i-\ wvfV and sonieti s (,n,i,, , wiih l>iK ',1 i:,\\ li,<f

al„i,il lie- size of a nnl, ,l|i,,n >\h,,-|, ,1 p,v,iii,lal,il iIm If

amis,,, kill III,' hi I
, III, IS h l"i 11. II \i;,^ alil,' h, last

fiir a Ill al a In,,,.. II h,ll,',l a sp.s ,ii,,.|, of lluilnj-

l>7iilus picni.t, although as large again as itself, by liiercing ,1 hrl\v,',a, Ih,' lie;,,l ;,,,,l 1 1,,>,;,\, li i,l\ |i„rl,,l Ihe

iiody without defence. According to Esper, it is sensible to Ih,' , l,a,,^es ,,f il,,' ,ii ,-]ili,a-e, \( I,,, I, ,( ,,,,lieal,,s l,y

the lieiglits at wliieli it keeps in tlic bottle.

Di/tisriis Rirsrlii, Fab., [the type of Curtis'a genns Ci/bisler, or 7y,..;«.t of L, sehl. ,s i I, i,,,,,-,. ,l,|,|,s^,,| ihan

the precclinLT, a,i,l has Ihe ,Mif,'i- mari^in of the thorax and elyti,i y,'ll,o\ i^li
; lll,^,' ep I ,a a,,; Imep sli i;il,,l ,,, I he

fnnale; lie- 1 1 U-js !i,i\,. ihelihia' very short ai,d b,oad. 11 is huilnl ,,, Ihc ii,s,L;l,lioiirl„io,lol l'ar,san,l in t,c, ,i,a„y,

but is e\lr,a,,,.|y l:,|-e ,,, f:i,^la,„l.

Di/tiscus .Kii-icuruis, r'aykull. is very remarkable IPr the ai,l,s,,ia ,,f Ihe i,ial,. l,a\iiiu' lb.- f l,a,,,iiial joints

forming a compressed and I, ml I,,, I ,,,a^,s, \\l,,a,,,' Dr. beach f,,, !,,,, I
il ml,, l,,s l;, ,,,,s .P/,</,//,,- ; ,,il,,c ,l,;oacters,

such as the form and r.laliv,' i„-,,|i,irli,,ns ,,1 Ih,. i,,i,,K of lie' mil, 'r iii;i\,llal\ palp,, hac als,, I, si l,,i I,,,,,, other

genera, namely— //'/,/,'//, -i^v l/p//. liiihuni. /MM/,v,sev,,//,v, ,y,-,) :,,,,l Jiilmx {!'. .Mi/,'^ifii.\). [I'he^,- \;,, i,,,,s i;i'011i)S,

luTeredneedby Laired lelo Ihi- s,,l,i;,a,,,s l)ylis,a,s, ;i,v lar hell,a- ,,eirk,',l 1 1, a, i main ,,1 Ih,. i;aaaips ail ,1 a,ii,iii,e-st

the Caraliirpics possessini; ebaraclias, nol mily in i In- i,,ia^^o, bill als,, m 11, e la,\'a siah's, ;,,,iply snlli, ,,a,l I,, w;,, , a,it

their separation j

t'(./,//«/../,',v, Claiv., has all 11„- la,si ,bstin,lp ,^-p,n,l,sl. Put tie' Im,,- ,,i,l,.ri,ir lais, i,, II,,- i,ial, s ar,- ,sp,ally ,lilatcd

ii,to om- SI,, all , ,1,1, lie; |ilal,., a,,, I ll„- a,il, ,,,,;,' ar.' al hast a^ l,,,,u' as Ihe l„-a,l a,„l II \ ; 1|„. Ii,„l\ i, p,afeclly

i,val, a, 1,1 Imniha 11, an ,l,,p, anil III,- eyis a,,- ,„,! ,\p,,M,l, 'I'v p,s, III//. /';/.wn,<, l':,,,/„, /), ,,,j,;;!,s, pal,,,. Pa,,/..,

(s,-. [rii,'s,',,is,sas ;,,,',,f ., ,, ,iile,i,,,',li,il,' si/,,- l,,-l\\,-e,i 1 lu- f, ,r,-;;eile; anil Inlhrniiii; sp,-il,-s. ami I'm,,, a \,-,-\ ,-\l,-i,-

s,vegru„i,. End, so,,, Eschs,-l,olt/., a,,d Auhe, l,a\e puria-,ila,ly slmli,-il llus g,,,,,p ,1 have pn,p,,M-,l various

dismemberments from it, which have been pai-tially adn|,tc,l l,y - ,,-, ,-,,1 a,,lh,,,-s,
]

S, ,,,,, of II,,- small,-,- siiecies

willimit a visilile scutelimn, ai„l with the anterior larsi sea,-,-,-l\ (l,lal,-,l i,, II,,- ,,,ah-^, ,-,mip,,,\e L,-:,,-l,\s genus

J.,i,;„i,l,il,,s - s,,il, are 11,,- /», luLiI'mus, Maisb,. I). „n„,ilu.^. Ll,,n,. \,-.

II,l,/rNl'i,i. Lair. I IJ,„lni,/,ii,i, fahr,, ru-l„l,iii.<, S,l,o,il,,), lam- lln- n,iir aiili-iim- laisi in ll„- „,al,-s als,, ,-,pially

dilated i,il,, a s,,iall oblong plate, Imt Ihe anl,-,,,,a- a,.- si,,,, I,-,- II, a, i II,,- li,-ail a,,, I II,,,, av ; II,,- l.,„U is ,,i,,„l, very

thick in Ihi- mill, II,-, and the eyes v,-ry pr,,n,n„-,,l, Typ,'. //, ILrunijuii. I,al,-,, [a ,-,„,ii I!nll^ll ^pn ii,s|,

IIl/fh"/'"n!.^, ( 'lairv
,
, has I be four ante I'ior tarsi sjinngy lienealh in bol b sexes, will, miK f ilisl ,,,,-1 ji,i,,ls, Ihe

ordhiarv f,,,,,l I, |,,,i,l 1,,-iiei ,il)s,,h-te or very small, and hidden, as well as the has,- ,,l 1 1,,- 1, ,ll,,\\ i,,- , ,,, a ,l,-i'|, notch

of the Hill. I. 'Ihe sculelluni is not visible. The body is oval. Ty|i,-s, Unlixi-iix /,/,-,/«,./, ,v, ,,/,;,„,,, \.-.

thit'fni:hnx, Latr., consists of snch species of the latter as b,-u,- lln- Ini.U ii,-a,l\ - hilmlai
, an. I Ih.- la si Jninl ,if the

f.,iii- anleii.n- larsi is very small, and scarcely ext.-iidiiitr bcyoinl Ihe
|

-e.liii-, //, inhlm, er„//,s, .\tiij:/ii, ['alir.

lY„/.f«,v. Claiiv,, ,l,ir,-rs f,-,,i,i all ,1,,- pr,-,-.-,li,,e- by ha vim;- liii- i ,,,,;,- ,li la 1,-,1
, ,, 11,,- in,,l,ll,-, Ill,,- last j,,,,,( i,f

111,- lal,,al palpi ,s ,i,,l.-|i,-,l, s,., as l.i appear l..rk,-,l, llnlixnix rnissiniriir:, fabr,

n.ilii.liis. Lair,, [Ihipl/liix, Clairv., 6'//,'///(,'.,/«v, llli;.l r,,rn,s a .bsl nict section l,avi,,e ,,,il\ lu,i ,lisl m,-l j,,i,,|s in the

a,, I, -I,,, a- ; Ih,- pal],, 1,-, a, i mated by a small J,, ,1,1 p,,,,,l,-,l al 11,.-
I ,p, and the base of II,,- !,,,,, I l,-i;s .,,v,-i,-,l l,y a large

plale, Tj p,-^, /0///,\,-e,v futnis, iiii/irrsxiix, i/{>(/'/i/ii.^, a,,,l many oilier species of very small si/e.

[The family llyli(-like of Ihlglish anlhors lias been in vi-sligal.-il by s,-veiiil ie,-,-nt a,,lh,,rs, es|i(-,-ially

iiy Lcai-h, in the Zout. Mixer//., y,,l. iii. ; lhi(-hs.m, in his (,V»<-//r l)i//i,;',jriii,i. aiiibA,//;-/- ,h'i-

Mark Ui-a/tdrul/tfrij ; Laporl.; in the Elmlcx Eh/uihuIuijhjiu-x ; Say in Ihc .Iniiricuii t'li'i/. Tninx.
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new. scr. vol. ii. and iv.; and stU! more recently by M. Aulje in his continuation of the Species yenirat

des Cole'opteres of Dejean, and in the Coleopteres d'Europe. In the former of these two works, puh

lishcd in 1833, he divides tlie llydroeanthari into tliree groups, IIulipUJe.% Dy/isciiks, and Ili/droplmiJes

;

the first com[irises two genera, Ilaliplas, 20 sp. ; and Cnemldutm, .3 sp, : tlic Dytiscidcs are divided into

PwlobiiAS, 1 sp.
;
Ci/bister, 36 sp. ; Di/tisciis, 17 sp. ; Eimecles, 1 »p. ; JciUiix, 17 sp. ; Ilijdatlcus (in four

sections), 4-t sp.
; Cuhjmheies, 39 sji. ; Ihjbius, 11 sp. ; Jgalas, 60 sp. ; Copelatus, 17 sp. ; Mains. 1 sp.

;

Coptoloma, 1 sp.
;
Anisomera, 1 sp. ; Noterus, 3 sj). ; Ili/drocantluis, 7 sp. ; Sap/iis, 1 sp. ; Laccophilus,

22 sp.
;
and the Hydroporides comprise the genera Cetina, 3 sp. ; Vatellus, 1 sp. ; Hyphydrns, 11 sp.; and

Ilydroporus, 122 sp. Besides these, Mr. Babington has read the descriptions of the species brought

home by Mr. C. Darwin in a paper before the Enlomologieal Society of Loudon.]

The second principal genus, that of

Gyrinus, Linn.,

—

Comprises those which have the antenna; in a mass, and shorter than the head ; the two fore-legs are

long, advanced like arms, and the four others very short and depressed, broader and oar-like. The eyes

are four in number, the body is oval, and generally very shining; tlie antenna;, inserted in a cavity before

tlie eyes, have the second joint exteriorly elongated like an ear, and the following joints (of which

seven are only distinctly visible) very short, and closely united into a mass nearly like a spindle, and

rather bent ; the head is inserted into tlie thorax as far as the eyes, wdiieli are large, and divided by a

ridge on the sides, so that there appear two aljove and two below ; the n^iper lip is j'ounded, and very

umcli ciliated in front ; the palpi are very small, and the inner pair of the niaxillary arc wanting in many
species, especially the large exotic ones. The thorax is short and transverse, the elytra are obtuse or

truncated at the posterior extremity, leaving the anus exposed, which is terminated by a point. The

two fore-legs are slender, long, folded up, and held nearly at right angles with the body wdien shut up,

and terminated by a very short compressed tarsus, of which the under-side is clothed with fine plush in

the males. Tiie four other feet are broad, very thin like membrane, and the joints of the tarsi form

small leaves.

These insects [which are called Whirlwigs, from their peculiar motions] are in general of small or

but moderate size. They are to he seen, from the first fine days of spring till the end of the autumn,

on the surface of quiet waters, and even upon that of the sea, often assembled in great numbers, and

ai>pearing like brilliant points. They swim or run about with extreme agility, curvetting in a circular

or oblique, or indeed in every direction : whence their ordinary French name of Tourniquets, or their

English name given aliove. Sometimes they remain stationary without the slightest motion ; but no

sooner are they approached than they escape by darting under the surface of the water, and swimming

off viilh the greatest agility. The four hind-legs are used as oars, and the fore ones for seizing the

jney. Ordinarily stationed upon the surface of the water, the upper side of the body is always dry;

and when they dart down, a bubble of air like a silvery ball remains attached to the hind part of the

body. When seized, they discharge a milky fluid, which spreads over the body, and probably produces

tlie disagreeable odour which they then emit, and which lasts a long time upon the fingers. Some-

times they remain at the bottom, holding upon plants, where also they possibly hide themselves

through the winter.

Gyrinus vataior, Linn., is three lines long, oval, very smooth and shinin;^, of a bronzed black

colour above, black beneath, with the legs fulvous ; scutellum trian;rular, and very pointed ; elytra

with small impressed dots in regular longitudinal lines. The larva is long and linear, 13-jointed,

each of the first three segments supporting a pair of feet ; the fourth and following segments have

on each side a conical membranous filament, flexible, and bearded at the sides ; the twelfth seg-

ment has four, hut they are longer, and bent backwards. This larva lives in the water, coming

forth at the beginning of August to undergo its changes. It forms a cocoon of an oval form

pointed at each end, which it aflixes to rushes. This is a ver>^ abundant species [throughout

ii,itriior. Europe.]

[Messrs. Laporte, Brullc, and Aub^, have especially studied this family, and have proposed several additional

genera. The last of these authors, in his Spifcies General above mentioned, has described the following genera ;

namely,

—

Enhydvus with three species, Gyrinus with forty-five, Palnis with one, Oreclocldlns with fourteen,

Cyreles with eight, Porrorhynehus with one, and Dineutes with twenty-one.]
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THE SECOND FAMILY OF THE COLEOPTERA PEXTAMERA,—
Erachklvtra, Cu?. {Mier(jj)lera^ Grav.),

—

Have only one palpus to each maxilla, or four in all, [two maxillary
; tlie outer lobe of the maxillrc not

lioing palpifonn, ay in the foregoing triljcs, and two labial]
; the antennae, either of equal tliickncss

tliroughout, or a litilc thickeucil at the ti|>, are generally composed of oval or lenticular joints; the

elytra are very murli shorter than the body, which is narrow and elongated, with the coxse of the fore-

legs very lar[;;e, and two vesicles near tlie anus, which the insect protrudes at will.

Thcs.e Coleoptera conipube the gcuLis

Statiiylinus, Linn.,

—

AYhich have been regarded as forming the jiassage from the Deetles to the Earwigs, the first genus in

tlic fohnwing order. In some respects, they approach the insects of the preceding family, and in many

others, the Silpha^, lSic., belonging to the fnurtli funiiiy. They have in general the head large and flat,

strong mandildes, antenna; short, tlie tlmrax as In-oad as the abdomen, the elytra truncate at the tiji

liut still covering the mngs, which are of the ordinary size ; the dorsal semi-segments of the abdomen

are as scaly as the ventral ones; from the anal vesicles a subtle vapour is discharged, which in some

species smells very strongly of sulphuric ether. i\I. L. Dufour {.Inn. Sci. A'ot., vul. viii. p. 16.), has

described the apparatus by which it is secreted.

These Beetles [one of the largest of which is well knoTvn under the name of the Devil's Coach-horse],

when touched turn up the end of the body, bending it in all directions; they albo use it for the

purpose of assi'-ting in fnldmg up their wings under tlie sliort elytra. The larsi df the fore-feet are

often broad and dilated, and the coxce of tlic four fore-h'gs arc very broad. Tlie majority live in the

earth, on manure and excrement; others are found iu boleti, rotten woud, luider stunes ; and others

only are met willi near water; some again, of small size, are only found in tluwers. All are very

vuracious, run wilh great quickness, and take Ihglit with ease.

Their larva; greatly resemble the perfect insects, being of an elongated conical form, of which the

base, or the widest part, is occupied ]>y the head, which is very large ; tlie terminal segment of the body

i.-, prolonged into a tube, and accompanied by two conical hirsute ajipendages. ThcbC larv;e feed upon

tlie same substances as the perfect insects.

The genus being very numerous, we divide it into live sections,

The first section, that of the Fissilahra, has the head entirely exposed and separated from the thorax,

(which is sometimes square or srmi-oval, and somelimes munded, or iu the shape of a reversed trun-

eateil heart)by a neck or evidently narrowed part. The upper lip is deeply slit, and divided into two lobes.

Ori/porus, Fab., has the maxillary palpi tihforin, and the labial terminated by a large crescent-shaped joint

;

antenna: short and compressed, and fore-tarsi not dilated. Typie, Sfajj/i. rufus, Linn., about one-third of an inch

Ions', varied with red and black
;

[a not uncommon Britisli species.]

Astrnpiciis, Giav., has all the palpi terminated by a large, nearly triangular joint, and fure-tarsi much tlilated.

Slnph. ulmi, Clairv.

tS/irji/ii///!'/!----, F;thr., has all the palpi libfnrni, and the aiitennre inserted between the eyes. Some of these,

especially the males, have the fore-tarsi very niueli dilated, the antenna' wide apart at the base, the basal joint not

exceeding; one fourth of their entire leng-th, and the head slightly elongated ; these compose tlie restricted j^enus

StapltnUnus of some systems. Another species, .S. diUtlaius, Fabr., has been .separated on account of its dilated

serrated antenuic, to form another [TV//fi^w, Leach]. Accordin,L,''to M. Chevi'Olat, tliis species f'ei.'ds upon catei-jMllars,

which it seeks upon trees. [It is now known to iQQ<X in Hornets' nests.]

[This genus, ^taphijtinns as here restricted, is very numerous, and has been divided by Kii'by, Leach, Stei)bens,

and others, into several genera, such as Emtis, Creop/tilus, Goerhis, Oci/pus, Philonihiai, Gahr'/us, &c.]

Slnp/ii/fiiiiis en/thropterus, Linn., is from two-thirds to one inch long, of a velvety black colour,

with the elytra, base of the antenna, and feet fulvous, [and with golden hairs on the side of the

tliorax and abdomen. It is very abundant in the sprinL^.]

Tlie others are of a more linein' form, with the head and thorax elongate-' juadrate ; the antennae

close at the base, stronij;ly elbowed; and the fore-tarsi but slightly dilated. These form the

genus XaiithoUnas, 8tap. fnft/ens, S:c.

Pi/iopli'dus, has filiform palpi, and the antenna; inserted behind the eyes. P. /nfipc\\ North

AnuTir;i.

L<(l/n-nhiinn, Grav., has the palpi tr'cniiriated sudtienly by a minute pointed jnint, often indis-

tinct ; the antenuii: are inserted before the eyes
; the forc-tar.si are dilated iu bntli sc.\es. S/uph.

elongatus, Linn.

* The second section, Lonrjipalpi, has, also, the head entirely exposed, but the la'u-um
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is entire, and the maxillary palpi arc almost as long as the head, termina'ed in a mass formed of the

third joint, the fourth being concealed or very indij,tiiict, and forming a small point terminating this

mays, when present, the preceding being very macli swollen. These insects live upon tlie margins of

water.

PcederuSy Fabr., has tbe antenna inserted before the eyes, filiform, or {gradually increasing in size, and lonji^er

than the head ; body lonp; and narrow
; and mandibles toothod and pointed at the tip, with the penultimate joint

of the tarsi bifid. Type, Sttipli. riparlus, Linn., [a pretty little common British species].

Saiicus, difters in havin<2; all the joints of the tarsi entire.

Procin-KSj Latr., has the last joint of the maxillary pulpi distinct, and forming a terminal mass ; the head is

attached by a long peduncle ; thorax long and narrow ; and the fore tarsi dilated. P. Lcfeburi, Latr., Sicily.

Eresf/iefi's, Grav., has the antennie inserted bofoie the eyes, but not longer than the head, and moniliform
;
body

slightly elongated. E. scaber, Grav.

iSlenitf!, Latr., has the antenn:c inserted near the inner margin of the eyes, and terminated by a mass formed of

the last three joints; the eyes are targe, and the mandibles furcate. >Staph. bijut/atm-, hum. ; black, with a red

dot on each elytron
;
[very common.]

The third section, Dentkrura, differs from the preceding in having the maxillary palpi much shorter

than the head, with four distinct joints ; the tibiae at least of the fore-legs are toothed or spined ; tlic

tarsi fold back on the tibijc, and have the last joint as long as all the preceding together, some of whicli

are more or less obsolete. The front of the head is cornnted in the males of some species.

OjL-yichis^ Grav., ditTers from all the rest in having the palpi terminated by a hatchet-shaped joint, the antenna

moniliform and gradually thickened, with only three distinct joints to the tarsi. [A very numerous genus.]

Osorius, Leach, has the jialpi filiform, the body c*,Iindi'ic, and the mandibles much shorter than the head. The
E!iecies are from South America.

Zirojiliorus, Dalm. (Irena-iis, Leach ; Ptestiis^ Grav.), has the body depressed, the fore tibiae alone toothed on the

outside, the antennae at least as long as the head and thorax, and mandibles as long as the head. (See Dalman's

Anal. EntomoL, p. 23.)

[^Leptochirufs, Gcrmar, difters from the last in the nntenns being very short. Tlie species of both are tropical.]

Proiptotha, Latr. [Siagonuim, Kirby) [not 'iiagona'], difTers fi'om Zirophorus in the antenna; being filiform, and

composed of elongated Joints. [.S'. qnadriconte, Kirby; a rare British species.]

Coprophflus, Latr. [Eloniuni, Leach], has the body flattened, but all the tibiae are toothed on the outside ; the

antennre much Lunger than the head, and the mandibles not toothed. OmaUum rugosum, Grav.

The fourth section, Depressa, has the head free, the labium entire, and the maxillary palpi short, with

four distinct joints ; but the tibiae are simple, without teeth or spines, and the tarsi distinctly 0-jointed.

Omalhim, Grav. (having the thorax as broad as the elytra, and transverse-quadrate), Lcsteva, Latr. {Antho-

jihagns, Grav., having the thorax narrower than the elytra, and in the form of a truncated heartj, luuc the pali'i

filiform, but the following have them hatchet-shaped :

—

Mlcropeplus, Latr., has the antenna; terminated by a solid club, and received into channels of the thorax. M.
porcnins, [a minute British species].

Pruf chilis, Latr., has the antennai perfoliated, and thickened towards the tip, but free, and inserted before the

eyes. [P. ovidis, a common insect found in moss.]

Alcochara, Grav., has the antennre inserted between the eyes, or near their lower edge, and free; the thorax is

nearly oval, or square, with the angles rounded- [xV very extensive group of insects, now cut up into a great

number of genera and subgenera by Stc[/hcns, Erichson, and others.]

The fifth section, Mlcrocephala, has tlie head received into the thorax as far as the eyes, not l)Ging

attached by a neck, nor an evident narrowed space ; the thorax is trapeziform, and enlarged from the

front to the hind part; the body is less elongated than in the preceding, and approaches more an

elliptical form ; the head is much narrower, and sharpened in front ; the mandililes of moderate size,

without teeth, and simply curved to the point; the elytra, in many, cover more than the half of the

abdomen. Some of the species live in fungi, or upon flowers, and others in dung.

Lo/)t<.'c//usa, Grav., has no spines to the tibiae ; and the antennce (often shorter than the head and thorax), after

the fourth joint form a perfoliated mass; and the palpi are terminated by a hatchet-shaped joint: some have

the sides of the thorax not raised. Aleochara bipiaicfata, Grav., &c. ; and the others have them elevated : these

form Gravenhorst's genus Lomechiisa ; L. paradoxa, &c.

Tachinus, has the tibia; spiny, the joints of the antenna:' are pear-shaped, and the paliii filiform. Type, Oxij-

poriis subterraneiis, and many other Oxyporl, Fabr.

Tachyporusy Grav., is like Tachinus in the tibice and antennae, but the palpi are terminated by a hatchet-shaped

juint. O.Ti/porm riifipes, Fabr., C/iiysomelinm, Fabr., and a great many others.

Callicenis, Grav., stated by Latreille to be unknown to him, [is oblong depressed; with the last joint of the

antenna; disproportionately long ; the third joint of the maxillary palpi swollen; and the last minute. Type, ^
i^pencii, K. Curtis, Brit. Ent.,v\. -1-13.]

."Stenosthctus, Meg., andDej. Cat., must be suppressed, being a true Pselaphus, [or rather an Euplectusb
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[The r.iarliplytra lia\c hccti invcstigatrid oy several recent aiithoi'S, wlirj liave pulillslieil eitlier com-

jilcte iiiniii)gr;L[ilis, or deseriptions of the S]jecie3 Ijcloiigiiig to vai-ioiis countries. In addilicjn to PaykulL's

)iionngrai)li of the Swedisli species, pnbllslicd in 17S',), and Ci'iaveiiliorst's Cfjlcoplcn-a Micropt(;ra, at

Brnnswiek in 1802, and Muuuyr. Cukopt. Micropf., 181JG, we may jncntion Count Mannerheim's

revision of the tiilie, puljlishedin the Trmi^acliov^ of [he Imperhd Jcrjd. SI. Pcterahurg, 1831 ; Latredle's

nu'inoir on tlie Dentiernra, in tlie Sonv. A/uiaks ihi Miisciny,, vol. i. ; Laporte's descriptions of many

new species in his EtitrUs Entonwlogiqur^s \ Nordniann's work on the Brachclytra, puhhshed at Berlin in

18.38 ; Erichson's description of the Coleoptera of Brandenburg, and his Genera el species Siaphijlimrmn,

just piiblished, (December 1839); and JMr. Stephens's British Eatomalorjy ; in all which works, as well

as in numerous detached memoirs by other authors, to which we cannot refer in detail, are contained

the descriptions of numerous new species and many new genera,—to speak according to the text of this

}rork, subgenera,—amongst which some remarkable variations of structure occur, especially in some just

figured liv Ericlison,and Zliytos.sa, Hal., ami Ceiitroglossa and Xlei/iO/MM, Mathews, described in the £/(/<>-

molof/icril Mitf/a:i)te. We have collected all that relates to tlie natural history of these insects in the

I/iirrjihfction to the Modern Ctassijication of Insects, vol. i. p. 1G2. Tlie family Pselaphidte, placed in

this work at tlie end of the Beetles, ought in a natural s\stem to ije jilaced in immediate contact with

the Bracliel\ tra.] *

THE THIRD FAIIILY OF THE COLEClPTER.V EEKTAJIEKA,—

The Serricorxes,—
.\lso possesses only four palpi, but the elytra entirely cover the abdomen, which, with other characters,

distinguishes them from the Brachelytra ; the anteunEC (with some exceptions,) are of the same thickness

throughout, or slender at the tip, and toothed, serrated, or fan-shaped; being most developed in these

respects in the males. Tlie penultimate joint of tlie tarsi is often hilobed or bifid. These characters

are lareiy found in the next family, the Clavieornes, to whicli we approach so gradually that it is diffi-

cult to assign its limits rigorously.

Some of the Serricornes, having the body always of a solid consistence, and often oval or elliptic, with

the feet jiarfly contractile, have tiie bead vertically introiluced as far as the eyes into the thora.x, and

the prosterni or tlie middle part of this portion of the body, elongated, dilated, or advanced in front

as far as tlie mouth, (gencrallv distinguished on each side by a canal, in which the anteniue, always

sliort, repose,) and posteriorly prolonged into a point nliich is received in an impressiiui of the anterior

cxtremitv of the mesosternuin. These fore-legs are at a tlistance from tlie anterior extreniit) of tlie thorax.

Tlicse Serricornes form a first section, that of the Sleriio.ri.

Olbcrs, liaving the head also received posteriorly into the thorax, or at least covered liy it at the

base, hut of which the prosternum is not dilated and advanced anteriorly like a necklock, nor ordi-

narilv leniiiiiated (except in Cebrio) behind in a point received into a cavity of the mesosternum, and

in which the body is generally entirely or partly of a soft and flexible cousistcnce, compose the second

section, Maiacoderrni.

A third and last section, the Xijhjtrogi, comprises those Serricornes in which the prosternuni is not

elongated at its posterior extremity, and in which the head is entirely free, and separated from the

tliorax by a narrowed neck.

We divide the first of these sections, the Slernori, into two trilics.

Tlie first, Bujrreslides, has the posteriorly produced part of the prosternum flat, not terminated by a

laterally compressed point, and simply received in a depression or nolcli of the mesosternum. The

iiiandililes are often terminated in an entire point w ithoiit a notch ; the posterior angles of the thorax

are not, or hut slightly, elongated; the last joint of the paliii is generally cylindric, and not thicker

lliaii Ihe luereding ; the majority have the larsi dilated and cushioned beneath. They do not leap,

which enuuently distinguishes them from the following tribe. They compose the genus

BuPRESTis, Linn.,

—

And liave been termed Kicliards by the French, in allusion to their splendid colours, many being
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remarkable for the spots of gold colour on an eniera.a ground ; in others, azure glitters upon the gold,

or various other metallic colours are exhibited. The boily is in general oval, broad and obtuse, but

narrowed from the base to the tips of the elytra ; the tliorax is broad and short ; the scutellum small

or wanting
; the elytra often toothed at the tips, and the legs short. They creep slowly, but their

flight is very active in hot weather ; when attempted to be seized they fall to the ground. The females

have at the extremity of the body a corneous or leathery conical plate, composed of the last three

joints, which is probably the instrument with wliich they deposit their eggs in dry wood, upon wdiich

the larvie feed ; the small species are found upon leaves or flow^ers, but others are only found in forests

or tind)er yards ; they sometimes make their ajjpearance in houses, having been introduced into the wood

whilst in the larva or pupa state.

Buprcsthy has the antenna of equal thickness throughout, and serrated from the third or fourtli joint ; some of

the species [which are extremely numerous, of lart!;e or moderate size, mid chiefly extra-European,] have no

[visiblL-J scutelhmi. Such are B.fasciculata, Linn., from the Cape of Good Hope, remarkable for the bundles of

hair with which it is clothed ; B. sternicornis, Linn., from the East Indies, having the mesosternum produced into

a hmg- porrected horn ; B. vittata and oceltata, splendid Indian and Chinese species. The other species have a

'distinct visible] scutellum; such are B. gigas, Linn., from Cayenne, two inches long-; and B. viridis, Linn.,

[Iielon.L^'ing'tothe subgenus jJ^nYwir,] a small English species, about a quarter of an inch long, and of a green colour,

round upon trees.

Trarhi/Hy Fab., has the body short and broad, or almost trian;;ular ; the front excavated ; and the thorax lobed

behind. B. mhnda, Linn., [a very minute, and not uncommon British species].

Ap/tanh-ficuSy Latr., has the antenna; terminated by an oblong, compressed, sudden mass, formed of the last

four joints ; the forehead is deeply notched. They are of minute size, and of a linear form. Bupr. emargi/iala,

Fabr., [a rare British insect].

Melasis, Oliv., differs from all the rest in the antenna; being strongly pectinated in the males and serrated

in the females; the tarsal joints are cylindrical and entire. M. Btipreatoidcs, Oliv., [a very local British species,

and found in Windsor and the New F"'orests].

[The Buprestid(E, notwithstanding the splendour of their colours,] have attracted, until lately, but

very little attention as respects their structural classification. Schonhcrr, and more recently Esch-

scholtz, in the Zoological Atlas, m v;\\\Qh. Mt&&n genera are described; Sober, who has divided the

species into thirty-four genera in the Annals of the French Entomological Societg, 1833 ; Gory and

Laporte, in their beautiful Ilistoire Natarelle et Iconograpkiqne des Insectes Coleopteres, in which they

are describing and figuring all the species of this brilliant family ; Laporte, in SUbermaans Revue Ento-

rnoIoyiquG ; Count Manncrhcim, in a memoir published in the Bidletui Soc. Imppviale des Naiuralistes de

Moscou, and several other modern authors, have investigated this beautiful but difficult tribe. The larvas

have also been recently observed by Messrs. Audouin, Aube, and Dr. Ratzeburg, [see my In/ruduc. to

Mod. Classific, vol. i. p. 230, 231] ; they arc of a flattened form, and are distinguished by tlieir large,

flat head.

The second tribe, that of the Elaterides, differs essentially from the preceding only in having the

posterior produced part of the prosternnm laterally compressed, and often slightly curved and unidentate,

and capable of being lodged at the will of the animal in a cavity of the breast, situated immediately

above the place of insertion of the second pair of feet, whereby these insects, when placed upon their

back, possess the power of leaping ; their mandibles are generally notched at the tip ; the palpi terminated

by a joint, much longer than the preceding, and of a hatchct-shapc ; and the joints of the tarsi are

entire. This tribe comprises only the genus

Elatek, Linn.,

—

Which has the body generally narrow and more elongate than in Bcpresiis, and the posterior angles

of the thorax are prolonged into an acute point. They are called Skip-jacks ; in Latin Notopoda and

Elater ; and when laid upon their backs, being miable to raise themselves in consequence of the shortness

of theu- feet, they spring perpendicularly into the air, so as to full upon their feet ; this is effected by

folding the legs close against the body, depressing the head and thorax, and then suddenly bringing the

point of the prosternuiu against tlie sides of the impression of the mesosternum with a jerk ; the body

being thus violently brought against the plane of position, is by its elasticity elevated into the air. The

sides of the prosternnm have a canal, in which the insects conceal their antenuEE either partially or

entirclv; these organs are pectinated or ramose in some males. The females have at the extremity of

the body an elongated ovipositor, formed of two lateral pointed pieces, between which is the true oviduct.
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These insects are found upon flowers ,i!]d plants, or on the groiiiid ; they depress the head whilst

creepiiii,^ along, andfal) to the grniind when alarmed, a}ipl\i)ig the feet to tlicoutside of the hody, [which

has particular impressions for tlieir recr]itiiin].

De Geer describes the larva of one of tin- sprries, E. vri<]"lnhi<^ .- it is lung, iiearlv cvhndrieal ; furnished

with short antennas, palpi, six h'ct, twelve scaly segments, tin.' la^t of whicli forms a flattened rounded

plate, angular at the sides, with two recurved points at the cud; heneath is a large fleshy retractile

lobe, whieb performs the oftiec of a foot. It lives in soft rotten wood and in the ground. It appears,

also, that the larva of E. xfrlnfus, Fah., devours the roots of corn, and often does much injury where it

propagates extensively. [Thr Wire-worm, so well and objectionably known to the English farmer, is

the lai'va uf one of the eonimonest of our species, Ela(er {Cataplicuju..'^) sputalor,

which is ])rubably hut a variety of the E. lineatm, mentioned above ; this larva is

much more slender than tliat described l»y De Geer, and has the terminal segment of

the body entire and long, (resembhng, in hict, a bit of wire,) with two dark points

^SS^i:^^X^jy ^^ i^lie base above.]

Fie, 5?.—KL.i.r ^y»^A\.^^ We may refer the ditfc rent suligencra wliicli liavc Ijeen formed in this tiil/e to two principal
*'""' "^ '"''' divisions

; those in wliicli the antcnnic arc entirely lodged in the canals on the under-side

of the prothorax compose tlie first.

Galha, Latr., (having- the mandibles terminated in a simple point), and

Euau'.ni.s, Arli., (in which they are bifid at the tip), ba\c the antenna receiver! on each side of tlie prnsternum
in a Iono;itudiual canal close to the lateral margins of the thorax, and the basal joints of tlie tarsi aru always without

elongated lobes beneath. (See the monograph of the last genus, by Count Mannerheim.)

Adelocera, Latr., has filiform antennae ; the tarsal joints have no elongated lobes, and the two fore-lcs"s are lodged

in repose in lateral impressions on the under-side of the thorax. Elater oralis, and others from East India.

Lissomits, Palm. (Lissodes, Latr., Drapetes, Meg.), has also the antennas of equal size throui^hout ; tai'sal joints

entire, but with the lobes on their under edi;xs advanced like small plates ; the head is exposed. See Dalman,
Ephem. Eut.

Chelonariitin, Fab., has the seven terminal joints of the anteunrc minute, and the body ovoid. [Exotic insects of

small size.]

T/irosrii.i, Latr. {Trixagua, Kui^.), has the antenna? terminated by a three-jointed nias^, and lodgeil iu a cavitv on

the under-side of the thorax ; the penultimate joint of the tarsi is bifid, and the mandibles are entire at tlie tip.

Type, Elaier dennesfoides, Linu., D^'rmesfes ad-strictor. Fab. [a rare Britisli insect, of minute size ami dull

brown colour, but especially interesting on account of its relations, being considered by some authors as allied to

the Derme.'-:tid:e from the structure of its antenna:. Its larva, according to Latreille, feeds upon the wood of

the oak].

Our seconii division of this tribe comprises those species which have the antenna-- always free.

Cero})hyhim, Latr., has the fuur basal joints of tlie tarsi short and triangular, and the i-ienultimate joint bitid :

the antennse of the males are branched.

All the other genera have thejoints of the tarsi cylindrical and entire.

Cn/pfosfoma, Dej.,bas the inner terminal aii,L;l(.' oC the third and scv.mi foUowInq; joints of the antenn.T, prolonged

into a tooth with a straight branch at the bast- ut thf tliinl joint. K/o/cr deuilcornis, Fab,, Cayenne.

Nematodes^ Latr., has the hotly nearly linear, anil the antennae have the second and four following ju in ts reverse-

conic, and the five terminal joints thicker and nearly perfoliated. Euoiemtsjiium, Mann.

Hemir/iipitSy Latr., has the male antenna: tei'Tuinatefi like a fan. These are exotic [and of Iar;;e size]. Ehiier

fiahelliconiis, Fabr.

Ctenicents, Latr., has the male antennte pectinated throughout their whole leni^th. Elater j'cclhiicoriits,

Latr., [a common British species].

Eloter proper, has the male antenna:' simply serrated. Elater noctUijciis, Linn., South America,—about an inch

long; of a dark brown colour, with two pale dots on the thorax, which emit a very strong light durinij: theni^ht,

sufficient to enable a person to read the smallest writing, especially when several of the insects are placed together.

The Indian women ornament their head-dresses with these insects. Brown asserts that all the inner parts of the

insect are luminous, and that it can suspend its liffht at will ; but M. Lacordaire informs me that the principal

reservoir of the phosphorescent matter is situated on the under-side, at the junction of the abdomen with the

thorax. One of these insects, which had been carried in wood to Paris, in the larva state, caused great alarm to

the inhabitants of the Faubourg St. Antoine, who were ignorant of the cause of the light.

Campi/fiis, Fischer, ExoptUaliiin.s, Latr., differs from all the preceding in having the liead free, and the eyes large

and fi^lobular; the body is lonj,^ and linear. Eluter linearis, Linn.

riniiln.vriis, L.itr., is di-^tinuuished by having the palpi filiform [not clavate], and anteima- pectinated after the

funrih jniid. \ l'.jlar//ir,nn.s, south of Europe, figured by Guc'rin in his Iconographii.-.]

[The family lillaterid.'e, on account of the general uniformity of their appearance, and dullness of their colours

liave only recently any attention in respect to their structural distribution into genera and subgenera. Dr.

Kschscholtz, however, in the second voKune of T/ion\^ EntomolofiiscJie Arch'iv.; Latreille, in the Annals of the

Entomological Sochiij of Erance for 1$34, and still more recently. Dr. Gcrn,ar, in the second number of i'lis
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Zdtccluifl fur cUe Eiifomologic, liavc minutely iuvesUsfated their structure, and have pi-oposed a great number of

groups in addition to tliosc ^iven in the text, often, it is true, resting upon very njinute and obscure characters.]

Our second section, Ulalacodcnni, is divisilile into five tribes.

Tlie first, Celirionites, so uanied from (lie genus Cebrio, Oliv., to Viihicli some others are added, lias

tbe mandililes terminated in a single point ; tbe palpi of equal thickness throughout, or slender at the

tip; the hody rounded and swollen in some; oval or oblong, but arched above and bent down in front,

in others. It is often soft and flexible, with the thorax transverse, broadest at the base, wilh the

lateral angles elongated and acute in some ; the antennse are ordinarily longer than the bead and

thorax. The feet are not contractile. Their habits are unknown; many are, however, found upon

plants in moist places. They may be united into a single genus,

CEBiao, Oliv., Fabr.

In a first subsection, establishinj^ a connexion between this and the preecdiut^ tribe, the species have the body

of a consistence as solid as in the Sternoxi, and of an oblong-ovate form ; the mandibles advanced beyond the

labrnni, narrow, very much bent ; the antennai flabellate or pectinated in the males of most of the species, or

latlier thickened at the tips. This subsection consists (with one exception) of species not inhabiting our country,

and comprises several genera, including Physodaciyltis and Cebrio^ in which the prosternum is produced into a

point, and received into a notch of the mesosternum ; and Anelastes, Kirby ; CaUh-hipUy Latr. ; Sondalus, Knoch.

;

H/iipici'i-a, Latr., and Ptilodactijla, Illiger ; most of which are formed of South American insects, the males of

nniny of which are remarkably distinguished by their branched or pectinated anteuuffi. These also differ from the

jireceding in the prosternum not being remarkably prolonged into a point, and in the mesosternum wanting the

frontal impression. In several of the last-named genera tbe joints of the tarsi are lobed beneath, and in the genus

D(!~s'^i/liis, hutr. ; Atopa, Fabr., which has the 11-jointed antennai simple in both sexes, the three basal join of

the tarsi are without these membranous lobes, but the fourth joint is deeply bilobed, and the terminal joint

w ithont an appendage between the claws. Type, Atopa cervlna, Fab. A common British insect.

In the second division of the Cebrionites the mandibles are small, but little or not at all extended beyond the

labrum; the body generally soft, nearly hemispheric or ovoid, and the palpi pointed at the tip. The antenna are

simple, or but slightly toothed; in many the hind-feet are used for leaping. They frequent aipiatic places.

['I'hese are minute insects.]

Elodcs, Latr. ; Ciiphon, Fab., Dej., has the posterior thighs scarcely diffei'ing in size from the others. [Scleral

minute ISritish species.]

.'^ci/rtt'Sy Latr , has the hind thighs very large, and used for leaping. These two have the penultimate joint of

the tarsi bilobed ; in the two following it is entire.

Ni/cteirs, Latr., has the third joint of the antenna; very minute, and the spurs of the hind tibia; distinct.

Enbria^ Zeigl., has the second joint of the antenns minute, and the spurs of tbe hind tibia: ahiiust obsolete.

C//phonpalti$fris, Gcrniar. [A minute species, recently captured in Scotland.]

The second tribe of the Malacodermi, that of the Lamjjyrides, is distinguished from the preceding

by the thickened tips of the palpi, or at least of the maxillaiy palpi ; tbe body always soft, straight,

depressed, or scarcely convex ; and the thorax, either semicircular or nearly square, advanced over the

head, which it wholly or partly covers. The mandibles are generally small, terminated in a slender

curved point, entire at the tip; the penultimate joint of the tarsi is always bilobed, and the ungues of

the tarsi are neither toothed nor furnished with any appendage. The females of some species are desti-

tute of wings, or have only short elytra. When seized, these insects fold their antenna; and feet close

to the hody, without making any movement, as if dead ; many also bend down tbe abdomen. They

form the genus
Lampvris, Linn.

A first division has the antenna; arising close together; the head either free and produced into a mumle, or

entirely concealed beneath the thorax, with the eyes of the males very large and globular, and the mouth small.

Li/ais, Fab., having the muzzle very long
;

Dieti/optera, Latr., with the muzzle very short ; and

Omalisus, Geoffr., without any distinct muzzle ; are distinguished for the want of the power of emitting light.

[There is one British species, L. mhiulus, Fabr., belonging to the second of these groups
;

it is small, of a black

colour, with red elytra.]

The other £n>»;jiW7ifcs of this first division differ from the former, not only in not having a muzzle, and in

having the head, which is occupied almost entirely by the eyes in the males, entirely or nearly hidden beneath

the semicircular or square thorax ; but also in a very remarkable property which they jpossess, either common to

both sexes or peculiar to the females alone—that of being phosphorescent ; wlience these insects have obtained

tlie names of Glow-worms and Fire-flies. Tbe body of these insects is very soft, especially the abdomen : the

luminous matter occupies the under-side of the two or three terminal segments of this part of the body, which are

ilitferently coloured, and generally yellow or white. The light they emit is more or less bright, and of a greenish-

white, or white colour, like that of different kinds of phosphorus. It appears that these insects are able at will
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to vary its nrtion, wliicli is cspeciiilly the caso Avlien tliey firp seizc-d or lioM in the hand. Tliey livf for a vfry Ini^^

time in a vai'umn,nr in ditfereut [2;ases, except nitric, muriatic, and sulphuric acid f^as, in ^^lnrll they die in a tew

moments. 'Jlieir ininiersiun in liydroe;en ^as renders them, at least sometimes, detonatin'.,^. Wlieii (le|n*)\cd iiy

mutilation of this Inminous part of the body they survive, ami this detached part preserves for some time its

luminous pou-ers, eitherwhen submitted to the action of ditl'erent ^'.^isrs, in vacuo, or in the open air, its phosi)ho-

rescence dependin!:^ upon its moistness rather tlian on the life of the aiinnal, as it is easily re-lighted on moistenin;^

the substance with watei ; it appears much more brie;ht also when immersed in warm \^atcr, wincli rs tlironly

fluid capable of dissotvin;; it.

These insects are nocturnal in their habits, the males beinpr occasionally seen llyin;^, like moths, round lights
;

whence we conclude thut the luminous property of the females has for its object the attr^action of indi\ iduals of

the other se.v ; and if, as He Geer states, the larvre and pupa; of the common Glow-worm are luminous, it is only

to be attributed to the di^velopcment of this phosithoric substance from the earliest aj^e. The males tliemselves

also possess thi~ iiii\\er, hut in a \er\- sliLrlit de^-ree. Nearly all the species of hot climates have both se.xes

wing^ed, and as tie\ nccin- in ;:;re;it (jumtities, thry exhibit a iirdjiant spectacle to the inhabitants.

A)/i)/de/i'f,'r HoHin., contjirises some Brnziiian sjiecies, lia\'iiiy the antenniE composed of more than ele\'en j(.iints,

and stronfi;ly plumose.

Pliengodefi, HoflVn., also consists of other South American sprcies, with only eleven joints in tlic antenna', the

third and following; joints emittiiiti: two long; ciliated and curled hlainents.

The remainins; species compose the restricted genus

Lamjii/riSy divisible, from the form of the antennte, the presence or want of elytra and wings, &c., into many

minor groups. [See Laporte's revision of this genus in the Aiiiiulti of tin- f/cnch Enl. .'wye.]

L. noctUitca, Linn., the male of which is nearly half-an-inch long, and has simple antenmc; a semicircular

thorax entirely covering the head, with two transparent spots
;

belly black; last segments of a pale yellow. The female is

destitute of wings and elytra, and is of a blackish colour ; the

apex paler; the latter are more especially called Glow-worms.

They are found in the country, at the side of roads, in hedges,

amongst grass, &c., in the mouths of June, July, and August.

They lay a griMt number of eggs, which are large, spherical,

and (if a citron colour. The larva nearly resembles the female,

but is black, with a pale spot at the hinder angles of the seg-

ments; the antenna? and legs being much shorter, they crawl

slowly, and are able to shorten and lengthen their bodies. They

J f^.i,„j^. Gii,ii-"-.,rm. are probably carnivorous.

In our second division of the LampijiUlrs the antenna? are

the head is not formed into a muzzle, and the eyes are of the usual size iu both sexes,

, has the anteiiriie pectinated in the males, and shorter and subserrated in the females
ilr,7».v, llliv.;

a.Mlla

d the thorax has

: fiisr,,. I. inn., is one of

iImls by rinldieii]. Us l.iiva is

idinles. Jleneath

the maxil-

lary palpi are thickened towards the end, which is pointed. The males are alone winged, the female of the typical

species I> /«i^«ccns, only recently discovered, being apterous, and nearly three times the size ot the male.

M Mie'zinsky has lately observed the transformations of this species, the larva of which feeds upon the common

snail UMx nanornlis, Linn., and resembles that of a Glow-worm ; but the sides of the abdomen have a row ot

conic'al tubercles, and two series of pencils of hairs. Not having traced the transformations of the other sex,

M Mielzinsky regarded the female as forming a distinct genus, which he named CocUeocto„i,s.

All the other species belonging to this section or division of the Lamjnirides are winged, and tli.'ir ma.xillary

palpi arc not much longer than the labial.

nlrplwrus, Scha:tT.; CanUaris, Linn., has the palpi terminated by a hatchet-shaped joint,

not lateral notches. The species are carnivorous, ami crawl alxni

the roininonest species of this mimcrous group, [iiliich are railed

subcylindric, elongated, soft, and of a velvety black colour
;
the head is furnished with stron

the terminal'segment of the body is a fleshy tubercle, used in walki

pre

coirri'd nitl. ,

thither bv violent gales of wind, whence the origin of insect rain, "pluie d',«scctes.

tiilis i\ic" , has the thorax notched at the sides behind. .S'. spimcollis, Charp.

Mal'tldiius^hatr., has the palpi terminated by an ovoid joint, and the elytra are shorter than the al.don

species are very small, ami are found upon plants.

e of the ilalacorlcnin, or ilie Melyriilcs, lias the palpi generally filifomi ami sliorl ; the

rd at the iioint ; the Ijoily generally long and narrow; the lieail only covered at the

slightly convex thorax, y\lnch is generally si|iiare or oblong; the joints of the tarsi

ungues unidentate, or fiiriiislied \vitli a inenilnaiions appenilagc. The anlcnna:. are

mostly serrated or pectinated in some males. The majority are very agile, ami are foinnl upon leaves

of flowers. This tribe, which is only a dismemberment of the genera Cau/haris and ]Jcr„„:x/cs, Linn.,

composes that of ilel^ris, Tahr.

It lives in damp earth, and feeds upon

In r.rtain years large spaces of ground in Sweden, covered with snow in the ivinter, have been observed

great numbers of these larva; and other living insects, supposed to have been raised and transported

The

The thinl Iri

mandibles imlr

base by a Hat i

are entire ; lb'
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Mnlaclihif!, Fabr., Itas beneath eacli of the anterior ans^lcs of tbc tliorax and eaeb siile of the base of the aoaorofti

a retractile vesicle capable of dilatation, and which the animal protrudes wlien it is alarmed, but of tbe ii:^e of which

we are iijnorant. Tlie body is shorter tban in the fnllowiii^ ^enus, with tlie thorax broader than long", (hie of the

sexes has in some species a book at tlie tip of the elytra; the basal joint of the antennae is often dilated and irre-

RTilar-shaped in the males
;
their colours are agreeable. [These are active, pretty little insects, found in the sprin;^^

and summer months, especially frequenting umbelliferous plants to prey upon the weaker insects which inhabit

those flowers.] Types, Cantharis ccnea^lAww., and L'cnt/iaris bipustulata, Livin. [two very common British species].

T)a.sytes, Fabr., has filiform palpi ; the thorax is not furnished with vesicles; the antennae at least as long as

the head and thorajc,and the body generally narrow, and sometimes linear. D. civrulem; Fabr.

Ziiji'm, Fabr., and Melijris proper are composed of exotic species, having the ung-ues unidentate; the antenrue

shorter than tbe head and thorax, and tbe body shorter and of a more solid consistence.

I'flecopkonis, Dcjean, has the maxillary palpi terminated by a large hatchet-shaped joint. Notoxus llligcri, Sch.

DiglobiceniSj Latr., has the auteunai only distinctly 10-juinted, the last two joints being large and globular.

The fourth tril)e of the Malacodernii, that of the C/erii, so named from the typical genus Clerus, is

dJstingiiitilicd by the following characters :—Two of tbe palpi at least arc advanced, and terminated in

a mass ; the mandibles are dentate ; tlie penultimate joint of the tarsi bilobed, and the first very short,

or indistinct in many species; the antennae are either filiform or serrated, and sometimes clavate, or

gradually thickened to the tips ; the body is ordinarily almost cylindrical, with the bead and thorax

narrower than the abdomen, and the eyes notched. The majority are found upon flowers, and the

others upon the trunks of old trees, or in dry w^ood. Such of the larva; as have been observed are

carnivorous. This tribe comprises the genus

Clerus, Geoff.,—

Some of which liave the tarsi, when seen either from above or below, distinctly 5-jointed ; and the

antennae are always dentated like a saw.

Ct/lidniSy Fabr., having long- entire mandibles (type, Tricliodex ri/aneuf:, Fabr., from the Isle of France); and

Tillns, Oliv., having the mandibles of moderate size, and notched at the tip (type, Tillus elonyatuN, Oliv., a

rare British species), have the maxillary palpi tiliform, or but slightly thickened at the tips; whilst

J^r/oct'ra and J.r/ttiT, Kirby, founded upon Brazilian insects, have all the palpi terminated by a mass, the last

joint of the labial palpi being always hatchet-shaped.

Eiiiypt/s, Kirby, differs from the last two in having only the penultimate joint of the tarsi bilobed. This is also

founded npfui a Brazilian species.

In others the tarsi, when seen from above, only appear to be composed of four joints, the first of the five ordi-

nary joints being very shoi't, and concealed beneath tbe second.

Thanashnus, Latr., Clerus, Fabr., having the maxillary palpi filiform (type, Adclolms formicariu.^, Linn.) ; and

Opilo, Latr., Notoxus, Fabr., having all the four palpi terminated by a large hatcbet-sliaped joint (ty]ie, Affe-

labus moUis, Linn.), have the antennae gradually thickened to the tip, but in the remaining

groups the last three joints form a sudden uiass.

Clerus, Geoff. {Trichodcs, Fabr.), has the maxillary palpi terminated by a reversed triang-ular

comjiressed joint, whilst that of the labial is larger, and hatchet-shaped ; the joints of the club

of the antennas are close tog"ether ; the thorax is depressed in front. The i)erfect insects are

found upon fiowers, but the larvs feed upon the grubs of some kinds of Bees.

Trichodes alvcarhis, Fabr.—Blue, with red elytra banded with blue; lives in tlie nest of

Mason Bees (G. osmia, lleaum.), and feeds at the expense of their posterity. Tbe lai-va of Atic-

lahus apiarius, Linn., devours that of the Honey Bee, and often does much damage in hives.

Nt'crobia, Latr. {Conjnetes, Fabr.), has the four palpi terminated by a joint of the sauie size,

in the form of an elongated and compressed triangle; the joints of the club of the antenna;

apart, and the thorax is not depressed in front. Nerrobm violacca, (Jliv. ; Dcrmcstcs vtolacca,

Linn. Very common in houses and upon carcases.

Eiwp/ium, Latr., has the ninth and tenth joints of the antenna' produced on the inside into a long toolh. Tillus

serraiicorniSy Oliv.

The fifth tribe of the Malacodermi, that of the Pliniores, has for its type the genus Ptinus, Linn.,

and some others which are derived from, or most nearly approach it. The body of these insects is of

rather solid consistence, sometimes ovoid or oval, or sometimes cyhndrical, but generally sliort, and

rounded at each end ; the head is almost orbicular, and received in the thorax, wdiich is very much

swollen, or hood-shaped ; the antenna? of some arc tiliform, or become gi-adually slender to the tii),

either simple or flabellate, pectinated or serrated, and those of others terminate in three joints abruptly

tiiicker and longer than the preceding joints; the mandibles are short, thick, and toothed; the palpi

are very short, and terminated by a larger joint, almost oval, or reverse triangle-shaped ; the tibire are

not toothed, and the spurs at their tips are very small; their colours are always obscure and bnt slij^htlv

2u
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THE FOURTH FAMILY OF THE COLEOPTERA FENTAMERA,—

The Clavicornes,—
Has, like the preceding family, four palpi; ilic elytra entirely cover tlic upper side of tlie abdomen, or

if.-:; greater portion ; the antennae almost always thicker at the tjp5, and often terminated hy a perfo-

liated or sohd mass. They are larger than the maxillary palpi, witli the hase naked or Imt scarcely

covered; the legs are not fitted for swimming, and the joints of the tarsi, or at least those of the

posterior feet, are ordinarily entire. They feed for the most part in the larva state on animal matter.

Wc divide this family into two sections, the first of which has the following characters :—Antennas

always composed of eleven joints ; longer than the head, but forming after the third joint a fusiform

or cylindrical mass ; the second joint not dilated into an ear-shaped appendage ; tcrnnnal joint of the

tarsi, as well as the ungues, small, or of moderate size.

These Clavicornes live out of water, wdiilst those of the second section are aquatic or subaquatic,

and thus lead to the PaljAcoj'nes, wdiieh are for the most part aquatic, and of which the antenna: have

not more than nine joints. Tlic first section comprises several small tribes.

The first tribe, that of the Palpaiores, appears to approach, in a natural series, the Pselaphi and

Bracbelytra, [in respect of their mouth-organs and habits]. Their antennas (at least as long as the

head and thoiax) are slightly thickened to the tips, or are nearly filiform, with the two basal joints

longer than the fallowing; tlie head is separated from the thorax hy a narrowed part; the maxillaiy

palpi are long, advanced, and thickened at the tips; the abdomen is large, oval, or ovoid, and laterally

embraced by the elytra; the legs are long, "with the thighs clavate, and the tarsal joints entire. Tiiey

are found on the ground under stones, &:c. Some {Scydmosiius) frequent damp places. We unite

them into one genus,

—

Mastigus, Hoff.

DIasfi!/}(.':, has the anteiin;i? [elbowed], with the basal joint very long; ; the last two joints of the maxillary palpi

form an oval mass ; tlie thorax is ovoid. M. palpalis, Latr.

Sci/dmr^nu-'i, Latr., has the antennae scarcely elbowed, [tlie basal joint not beinff long] ; the maxillary palpi are

tej-minated by a min\ite jiointed joint, and the thorax nearly globose. .S, Hclwiriii, Latr. I^L Dlu-qs discovered

S. c!arai)i.s, ^'Vlh, in an ant's-nest, which tends to conlirm my views of tlie relation of this genu:^ with the

I'selaplii, at tlie end of tlie Bracbclytva.

In all the Claviconici following, tlie head is generally received into the thorax; and the maxillai-y

palpi are never porrectcd and clavate at the same time. The whole of their appearance exhibits other

distinguishing characters.

The genus Ilisier forms our second trilje, named Ilisteroides. The four hind legs are wider apart

at their insertion than the two anterior, wdiich character alone distinguishes this gen-ns from all the

others of this family ; the feet are contractile, and tlie outer edge of the tibias is toothed or spinose
;

the antenna: are always elbowed, and terminated liy a solid mass, composed of joints very close to-

gether ; the body is of a very solid consistence, generally square, or parallelopiped, with the prosternum

often ddated in front, and the elytra truncate ; the mandibles are strong, advanced, and often of un-

equal size ; the palpi are nearly filiform, or slightly thickened at the tips, and terminated by an oval or

ovoid joint. In rehiti(m to their habits, the toothing of their tibite, &c., these insects approach the

Coprophagous Lamellicornes; hut in other respects, chietly anatomical, they naturally approach the Silphae.

These animals feed on cadaverous or stercorareous matters, rotten vegetable substances, such as

manure, old fungi, &c. Others reside under the hark of trees. They creep slowly ; they are of a

very shining black or bronzed colour. Such of the larva; as have been observed feed upon the same

substances as the perfect insects. Their ho(hes are of a linear form, depressed, nearly smooth, soft,

and of a yellowish white colour, with the exception of the feet and first segment of the body, of which

the skin is scaly, and of a hrown or reddish colour ; it is furnished with six short feet, and terminated

behind in two articulated appendages and an anal tubular elongation ; llie scaly plate of the first segment

is longitudinally channelled.

This tribe exclusively comprises, as above said, the genus

HisTEE, Linn.

Some of these have the tibise, at least those of the fore-legs, triangular, and toothed on the outer edge ; the a: -

tenna; always exposed and free; the body generally square, and but httle if at all thickened.

2 L 2
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Uololepta, Payk., lias tlie body very mucli flattened; fhc prostcrnum is not advanced over tlie nioutl), and the

four posterior tibirc Ijave only a sin;2:le row of spines. These insects are found beneath the bark of trees. The

tarva figured by Paykull as tliat of one of these insects, belongs to the genus Syrphus or Miisca.

Hister is composed of species having the prosternum advanced over the mouth, with the niaxillfc terminated by

a short lobe, and the palpi but little advanced ; some of which have only a single row of spines on the four hind

tibiae. These also live under the bark of trees, and compose Leach's genera Plafysoma ami DendrophUus; the

first of which has the body flattened, //. /lici/x:-,-, Fabr. Those species which have two rows of spines on the four

hind tibiie compose Leach's restricted genus IJi.stcr. Ex., //. unicolor, Linn., one-third of an inch long; entirely

black and sliining, and extremely conmion. M. Paykull has employed the num ber of teeth

in the tibia?, and of the striie and punctures of the thorax and el\tra, as well as the form of

the body, to distinguish the species,

A terminal division uf this tribe comprises tliose llistorniilcs of very small size, having

T£fr^- T ^^^^^=> a nearly globose tliick bndy, with thr prn>t'.rnuiii but slightly compressed at the sides
;

^\-'< \ :;1V--. not advanced ovei' tlie nioutb, and sti*:ii^"lit in fi-unt.

Almeiis, Leach, lias the prosternum iirohuiged as far as the anterior angles of the thorax,

entirely concealing the antennae when retracted. N. globoxus, Payk.

Onlhnphiliis, Leach, has the prosternum narrowed, and the club of the antenna? lodged

in an (irliicular cavity situated beneatii the anterior angles of the thorax. //. Siflcnfux, Pk.
ii,-. -— IS cr unico r.r.

Ccid oceriis, GevmoT, app^tiTS to approach Hister in the form of the antennae, feet, &c.,

but the elytra entirely cover the abdomen, and the jaws are not exserted.

[The monograph of the genus Hister, by Paykull, published at Upsal, 1811, and Sturm's Dcntschknuls l^amwy

contains descriptions and figures of a LTi't-at number of species; whilst Dr. Erichson has added considerably to

the number of generic groups in the tribe, in an admirable memoir published in Dr. King's Jabrhucher.]

Tiic otlier Chivicorues have the feet inserted at equal (listanc-s apart. Such of tlie^e insects as

have these organs not contraetih?, or with (he tarsi merely fulded upon the tihite, tlie rnandjliles gene-

rally exposed and flattened, or Init little tluckcncd, and the prosternum dilated in iVont, compose live

other ti-ihes.

Tlie ilrrd tribe, S//j)haIes, ])ossosses five very (hstinct ioiiits in all tlie tarsi, and llie niandililes are

terminated in an entire jMiint, without notch or slit. The antennrc are terminated generally in a per-

foliated ehib of fnur or five joinis. The maxillae have generally a horny tooth on the inner edge; the

anterior tarsi are often dilated, at least in the males ; the elytra of the greater number have a depressed

line along the outer edge, which is turned up. This tribe consists of the genus

Sii.rnA, Linn. iP</Nis, (.leclTr,).

Sphd-rilrs. Diiflsrb., Sfn-ajur.-i, Fisch., has the aideiimr siuhh-uly terminated in a short solid mass, formed of the

last four joints ; the second is larger than the following The body nearly square ; elytra truncate : tibix' dentate.

These insects so nearly resemble Hister, that Fabricius united them with that genus. Type, Ulster glabratus, Fabr.

[an insect of small size, lately detected in Scotland].

The rest have the antenna; terminated in a perfoliated mass.

Some of these have the body oblong, with the head narrowed into a neck behind the eyes ; as broad, or scarcely

narrower, than the front margin of the thorax ; the elytra are oblong ; truncate behind ; the hind Ibighs, at least

in the males, are generally thickened, and the anterior tarsi are dilated in the males.

Nm-djihoni.-:, Falir., ba-^ the antrnnT' terminated by a nearly globular 4-jointed mass ; the body is parallelopiped,

anil till' niaxilUe uaut (!ir hurny tonth. The instinctive habits which these insects possess of burying small quad-

rupeds, has caused them to be named Sexton, or Burying Beetles. "When a dead Mouse or Mole, &c. is observed,

these insects creep beneath it. dig away the earth until the hole is sufficiently deep to receive the animal, which

they pull in towards them, and in which they then deposit their eggs, the larva? feeding upon the carcase. These

larva? are long, of a greyish white, \^ iili rhe njiper side of the anterior segments armed with a scaly plate of a

brown colour, and with sin;dl flr\ atrd points upon the posterior. They have six legs and strong mandibles.

Previous to asMiniiiig tin? impa si;i{r they bury themselves deeply into the cartb, where they construct a cell,

which they line w itb a glutnmas secrefion. 'I'hese insects, like many uthcrs eipially carnivorous, have a strong

smell of musk. It appears that their povyers of scent must be very great, as in a very litth' time after a Mote
has been killed some of them are seen hovering over the body, although they hail not been previously observed

;d of the N<?crn|ihori and Siliiba; is at least three times as long as the body ; thein the vicinity. The digestive cai

intestinal canal is very long.

NecrophoruH i-cupiUo, Linn., is from two-thirds to seven-eighths of an inch

long; black, with the three terminal joints of the antennae red, and two orange-

coloured bands on the elytra; the coxa? of the hind-legs armed with a strong

tontli, [Tb''r(. nrf sc\cval species closely allii.'d to this iie-ert. wbirli is "\'ery

cnmninn iii p,!!- laud ; and it is tube obser\ rd (hat they nre;isinn;dly

rntten fungus and boleli, as weii aS aniiun) matler in ;i ileeayiiig state.]

the species from North America surpas.s Dm- i e>.i in si/.e.

AVr;vn^'.^ A^'ilkin ; S'llpha, Linn., lias tin' anfmna' evidently hmger
head, and terminated by an (?luiigated 5-j()iided iiuiss ; the bud > i.b0\a

qil

than the

, oblong:
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the thorax nearly orbicular, imd the spurs of the tibifE of ordinary size. Tlie species are found in Europe, the

e(matorial parts of the New World, India, and Australia. [The type, Si/pha Uttoralis, Fabr., is a very common
Eii;^lish insect.]

Others of this subdivision have the body o;'al or ovoid, -witli the head not, or scarcidy, narrowed beliind, and

narrower than the thorax:, which is nearly semicircular ; the elytra are rouniled, or slightly emarj^inate at the tipj

tlie le;?s scarcely diller in the sexes, and the maxilliehave an inner horny tooth.

(S/V/j/m. Linn. , has tliebody nearly shield-shaped, depressed, with the thorax semiciixular and the palpi liliform, Tlie

majority reside in [and feed upon] carcases, and thus diminish the quantity of obnoxious vapour which they emit.

Some creep upon the stems of plants, especially of corn on which small Snails have crawled, in order to devour

these animals ; others mount hii-'h trees to feed on Caterpidars. Their larva; are equally active, live in the same

manner, and are often found collected in ^;;reat numbers. They bear much resemblance to the perfect insect ; the

body is depressed, composed of twelve seg-ments, with the posterior anj^les acute, the extremity of the body being'

narrowed, and terminated by two conical apppendages. In the majority of the sj^ecies the two anterior tarsi of the

males are alone more dilated than the rest. The species with the extremity of the antenn;i; distinctly perfolialed

or with transverse joints, forming- a sudden club, with the elytra notched at the tips, forms Leach's genus Thana-

toiihihi.s (S. sinunta, Fab., &c.), wdiilst those with similar antennie, but with the elytra entire, form his genus

Oi'x'optoma (type -S. thorar/ca, Linn., of a black colour, with the thorax red, silky, and with three elevated lines ; is

chiefly found in woods.) Those species which have the anteunffi perfoliated, but with the club gradually formed,

are retained under the generic name of SUpha by Leach. They are generally found in fields, on the borders of

paths, &c.: example, Silphah-evigala, Fab.; shining hlack, with the thorax much narrowed in front, and the elytra

without elevated lines : S. obscura,\A\iTi., S. reticulata, Linn., &c. In some the terminal joints of the antennae

are globular and not perfoliated ; these form the genus Phosphuga of Leach : ex. .S'. afrata, Fab., &c.

A German species [S. subtcrranea, Ilbg.), having the four anterior tarsi alike dilated at the base in the males,

and thehve terminal joints of the antennae forming- a perfoliated club, maybe formed into another subgenus, Nevro-

pthilun, Latr.

Agyrtes, Froehh, has the body thick, convex above, not shield-like, thorax nearly square, and the edge of the

elytra not margined. A. caatancus, Gyll.

Those Clavlcornes which appear to us to approach Agyrtes, both in respect to their characters and

habits, but wliick have the mandibles notched or bidentate at the ti}), form the fourth tribe, Scapkidi/es.

Their tarsi liave five distinct and entire joints, the body is oval, narrowed at both ends, convex above,

thickened in the middle, with the head low, and received posteriorly in a trapezoidal thorax. The

antenute are generally as long as the head and thorax, and terminated by an elongated 5-joiuted ma^s

;

the legs are long and slender. Except in. the Cholevie, the tarsi are identical in the sexes. This tribe

consists of the genus
SCAPHTDIUM, OliV.

Sca)ihid'uim proper, has the five terminal joints of the antenna; nearly globular, and forming the club. The

maxillary palpi are but little porrected, and termhiate gradually in a point ; the body is navicular, and the elytra

truncate. They reside in boleti. Few species are known, one inhabiting Cayenne, the others the north of Europe.

[S. quadnmaculatam, a very pretty and rare British species ; black shiny, with four red spots on the elytra.]

Choleva, Latr., has the club of the antenna? composed of more or less perfoliated joints; the maxillary paipi are

much exposed, and suddenly terminated like an awl ; body ovoid, thorax flat ; the four basal joints of the anterior

and the basal joint of the intermediate tarsi are dilated as in the males of some species. {Catops Olapoides, Germ)

111 Choleva proper, the antennae are about as long as the bead and thorax, the eighth joint is evidently shorter

than the preceding and following, and sometimes scarcely distinct, and the last is pointed. In Myltcchus, Latr.,

Catops, Payk., Gyll., the antenna; are shorter, the eighth joint being longer than the preceding, and the last

rounded at the tip. {See the monograph on Choleva, by W. Spence, published in the Transactions of the Li/tnu:an

Society of London.)

The fifth tribe, Nitididaria^, approaches the Silphales in the shield-shaped, margined body, l)ut the

mandibles are bifid at the tips, the tarsi appear only -l-jointcd, the basal and following joint in some

lieiu'"'- only visible on the under-side ; the penultimate joint iu others is very small, nodose, and hidden

between the lobes of the preceding ; the club of the antennae is always perfoliated, and composed of

three or two joints, and generally short, or but little elongated. The palpi are short and filiform, the

elvtra short and truncated in some species. The habitation of these insects varies according to the species,

bein'"'- found iu flowers, boleti, fungi, waste victuals, and under the bark of trees. They form the genus

NiTIDULA.

Colobicus, Latr., has the club of the antennw only 2-jointed
;
the front of the head is produced like a semicircular

clypeus, covering the mandibles and other i>arts of the mouth ; the tarsi appear only i-jointed, the real basal joint

being only visible on the under-side.

AH the other Nittdulaires haye t}\e antennx terming ted by a 3-jointed club, and the front of the head is not pro-

duced over the mouth.

Thiimaliis, Latr., agrees with Colobicus in having the basal joint of the tarsi very short, and the three foUowing

h)n"- and entire. In the nearly hemispherical species {T. limbcdus), the club of the antenna? is shorter.
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The followinLT Jiavi? the three liasal joints of the tarsi, nt least in tlio males short, broad, and bilobed, (lie fourth

being very small and scarcely apparent, with the maxillary palpi filiforni.

Jps, Fab., having the body oval-ol>Ion^^ depressed, with the posterior extremity of the body exposed, and wilh

one of the mandibles (the left) truncated and tridentate at the tip, and the other broadly notched. [The species are

mostly small, of a black colour, with reil spots on the elytra.]

Niiidirln, Fab. {Strong<iliix, Herbst.), have both the mandibles narrowed at the tip and terminated in a bifid point.

Some are tiattened, oblon;;, or ovoid, others orbicular and ^^ibbose, or proportionately more convex than the pre-

ceding. N. cenca, Fabr., is fonnd very abundantly in flowers : it is very small, of a sliininf:: bronzed .^"reen colour,

with the antennu-e black, and thr fr.-t lirownish lilack or fulvous. [N. grnra is one of the commonest British

^ ^ species, Iari;-er th;in the precediiifj;, and generally found under tlie bark of willow-treos, where

I^S*

•^>JY^-v,;h'' its larva also resides.]

J^ 'v \
Cercus, Latr. iC"ffirrr/r.\, Herb.st.), differs from the two preeedins' in haviup; the second and

/njHnjill] K third joints of the antcnri;f; nearly of equal size, the club elonf2;ated and pear-shaped, [and not
^

suddenly formed and orbicular or oval); the body is depressed, and the elytra are truncate.

[Very small species, found in flowers.]

Byturus, Latr., differs from all the preceding' by haviuix the tibi:e loni^:, narrow, and nearly

Fitr- 64.—\it. gTUc.t linear, the elytra covering the body, and not truncated at tliC tip, the body oval, and the club

of the antennae oblong. [B. tomfutosus, a small species of very common occurrence, the larva of which feeds in

the interior of ripe raspberries.]

The sixth tribe, Engkhtes, agrees with the last in having the tnamlihles notched at the tip, l)ut differs

ill these organs scarcely extending beyond tlie sides uf the lalirani ; the body is ova] or elliptic, with

the anterior extremitv id" the licad slightly advanced into an (l^t^s^e point. Tlic tarsi have li\e dj^tinct

joints (some male Crvptuphagi excepted, wlijcli arc betenniierous), entire, and merely sbgbrly viiluse

beneath ; the penultimate joint is but a little shorter than the preceding, the antenna?, terminate in a per-

foliated mass nf '.\ joinis, the elytra entirely cover the abdomen, the palpi arc slightly thickened at the

tii)s. Some of the species, of very small size, live in the interior of houses. These Claviconics may be

muted into a single geims,
Pacne.

Dacne, Latr. {Eiigis, Fabr), has the antenna? terminated suddenly in a large orbicular, or ovoid, and compressed

close mass.

(Jryjifo/ih'tiv's, Herb:?t., has the antenna: nioniliform, with the second joint as large or larger than the preceding,

and terminated less suddenly by a narrower club witli more distinct joints. [Minute domestic insects.]

Anflit'i-opJiagus, Knoch, has the antenna.* proportionably tincker, composed of transverse joints, and terminated

gradually by a club, the second and the eighth jdints being ui-arly c(pial-sized.

Triph!iUu.s, Meg., Dej., differs only from Cryptophagus in the nuTuber of the joints of the tarsi.

AVe now jiass to some tribes liaving the prosternum often dUated in front like a eravat, and w-bich

diftVr from the preceding in having the feet ujore or less contractile, the tibia; being folded against the

thighs, even though the tarsi may lie free. The maniiibles are short, thick, and toothed, tin; body is

ovoid, thick, and clothed with scales, or hairs, easily abraded, which give it a diversilicd cobmr. The

larv;e ate hairy, and feed fur the must part on (he skins or carcases of animals, many of them being

very injurious in coUeeiuins nf insects. Sucb of them as have not the feet perfectly euntraetile, the

tai'si rcjoaining free, with the tibiae long ami narrow, form our seventh tribe, Dennculini, and the genus

DEHMESTii:s, Linn.

A.'iphlijilnu-iix, Z''igl., has only tm distinct joints in the antenna', the palpi very short, and the body orbicular.

Kitltlnla orbiciilala, Gylb, [a minute liritish species].

The following have eleven distinct joints in the antenna', and fhf palpi are liliforTn, or thickened at the tips.

Some of tliese have the antenna^'uot received in particular ruvities nn the undcr-siile of the thiu-ax.

Dcrnn:-:tr.s prnprr, h;i^ tb'; auti-unffi smaller in both sexes ; the length of the terminal joint scarcely exceeding

that of the pn-crdnig. SiMne of tlii'se insects commit great ravages in fur-warehouses, cabinets of natural history,

&c., D. hinlarhia gnawing to piee<.-s the inseets in cullectiuns into which it may hap|ien to nud^e its way
;
others

fi.'Cd upon carcasr;,s.

DermcstesIanbu-iHS, Linn., is black, with the base of tlie el> tra gray spotted with black ;
its

la-va is long, gradually narrowed from the front to the extremity of the body ; dark brown

aiiove, white bi^nrath, with long hairs, and two horny hooks on the last segment of the body.

Miui'ihunii, llcrlp.-.f., Ii;is tlie cinliuC the antenna: greatly elongated in the males, the last

jnint of a laurrnlatr birni. 1). ji.-lliii, Linn., is 'l\ lines long, black, with three white spots on

the thorax, and one on each eh tra. Its larva is \ery long, red brown, shining, with red hairs,

tliose of the extremity of the body forming a tail.

Liiiinirhus, Zeigl., difiers from the last two subgenera in having the antcniiii: gradually

clubbed ; tliey are granular, and are lodged uudrr the antei ior angles of the tlauax ; tbe labial

paliM are very small. Byn-liKu serirctis, Dufts.
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Tn all the followinc; subgenera, tlie antenna; or their clubs aro lod'^'-nd in lateral cavities on the under-side of the

titurax. The prosternuni is always dilated like a cravat.

Attoffenux, Latr., has the rliili of the antenna.- very larp;e, lax, and three-joiiited, and the body short and sli[<htly

convex. Dermexies f>i.'rra. Fab.

Trofiodcrma, Latr., has the club of the antenna^ lax, 4-jninted, and the liody oblons;. Anfhrenu.s eloiuialns, Fab.

^l/////rc«;w, Geoff., has the antenna; terminated in a solid obconical mass, lod^^ed in short cavities beneath the

fore anL^les of the thorax. The species of tliis ^-enus are very small, living; upon llowers in the perfect state, but

feediri!:^: in the larva state on dried animal matters, especially preserved collections of insects. These larvai are

o\'al, clothed with hairs, which are sometimes denticulated, forminjif bi-ushes, tlie posterior ones being- elong;ated

behind like a tail. The last sldn of the larva: serves as a cocoon for the pupa. Bi/rr/n/.v rerhnsd, Linn.

Glohlconiis, Latr., has the antenna; terminated by a solid f^lobular mass. ]\lc(jaloi)i<i rujifarsis, Latr.

The eighth tri1)e, Birrhii, dilTcrs from the [)recedijiti; in having the feet ctitiruly contractile, tlie tihijc

fohliiig upon the femora, and the tarsi upon the tiblie, t>o tliat ',vhen these limbs are thus contracted

ami closely applied to the body, the animal aeemy absolutely di'Stitnte of feet and lifeless; the tibia: are

orilinarily broad and compressed, tlie body is short and convex. This tribe is coiiijiosed of the genus

IJyrriu:s, Linn.

NosoiJcndrony Latr., dilfers from the rest in having- the mentuni entirely exposed, wide, larg-e, and shield-like, the

antenna; suddenly termin;ited in a short 3-jointed mass, The species are found wider the bark of trees.

Jijirrhus proper, dilTers in havin,2; the mentum of the ordinary size. In some the antenna: increase gradually, or

terminate in an elono;ated 5 or 6-jointed mass. 5. ju//^;^a, Linn., three or four lines Ion;,-", black beneath, bronzy

black and silky above, with small black spots separated by paler coloured lines
;
[a very common species, found in

the earth, and in sand-pits, &c.]

A species with similar an ten una dilfers in hav"in;:r the fourth joint of the tarsn.s Tninute, and

hidden between the lubes of the third. li. slriato-punctahi.'i, DcJ. [This is the ^-enus O.

omorplnis, CnrtiH.]

Another small and very hairy species has the cUdj of the antenu:e 3-iointed, {Trinodes

hlrlns, C\\\.)

Others have the club of the antennae only 2-iointcd, the last lar^e and nearly i,'-lobnlar.

(B. erinaccus, Zeiirl., D. sctlger, lU'v^-) [These form the ^en\i5 Si/ncdhjp/a, Bilhv.] All the

Byrrhii are [generally found in the t^round and in sandy places. Miirmidius belongs,

according to Dr. Leach, to this family, but flie antenna^ are only 10-jointcd, the htst forming a club.

Oar second section of the Clavieoriics, although very natural, is only to be distinguished by a reunion

of several characters. Some diifei- fi'om the other Clavicornes in havini; only nine or six joints in the

antenna;, in this respect approaching the next famdy. The autennre of others are 11- or 10-juinted,

but. sometimes they are not longer than tl;e head, forming after the third joint a sub-cylindrical, serrated

mass : sometimes thevare tiliform, and as long as the head and thorax, but here the tarsi are terminated

bv a lar2;e joint ^vith two strong hooks. Those of lleterocerus and Georyssus are only 4-jointed.

Tlic body is generally ovoid, with the liead immersed up to the eyes in a trapezi;id;d corselet, with

the sides eU)vatcd, and terminated Ijehind in acute angles; the inostcrnnm dilated in front and the

feet imperfectly contractile. They are found in water or under stones at its edge, often buried in the

earth : some in the form of the antennae approach the GyrUL

I divide this section into two trilies.

The first tribe, Jconlhopoda, is distinguished by its flattened feet, which arc broad. n::d armed on the

outside ivith spines, the tarsi short and 4-jointed, with ordinary sizeil claws, ami tlic body depresNcd
;

the prosternum is dihated ;
the antennae are ratlier longer than the head, curved, 11 -jointed, the last

six forming a nearly cylindrical serrated mass. This tribe is composed of a single genus,

IJf.terocerus, Bosc.

These insects are found in tlie ground at tlie edge of water, rushing from their retreats when the earth is shaken

by the feet ; the form of theirfeet allows them to dig in the ground, where they conceal themseh-es, the tarsi folding

back. It is here where the larvae also reside, as first observed by M. Miger.

//. nnarglnahis, Fab., is a small (common) insect, of a silky black colour, with paler buff yariahle markings;

Gyllenhallhas observed that the tarsi are in reality j-jointed, the basal joint beiniz; minute.

The second tribe, Mocrodactyla, comprises such Clavicornes as have the tibiae simple, narrowed, ^vith

long tarsi composed of five joints (except in Georyssus), the last joint being large, -with two strong

inin-ucs at the tip ;
tin' body is thick and convex ; the thorax less rounded, and often with acute pos-

terior angles. The chief type of tliis tribe is the genus

DiiYors, Oliv. {Parnvs, Pabr.),

Vtdiich is divisibl'^ as follows :—
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First,—Those with very sliort 10 or U-juiiited aiiteiin;u, the third ami fullowin;,^ joints fonniii;; a subr\ lindncil,

serrated inass.

Potamophilus, Germ. {Hi/derGf Latr.), have the antennre not lodged in cavities, and rather long;er than the liead,

with ttie tirst joint nearly as long as all the rest, and the isecoud short and globular ; the palpi are exserted and the

mouth is naked. Pnriuis acumhintns, Fahi".

DnjopfifOVvi., has the antennce shorter than the head, and received in a cavity benrath the eyes, neaiiy covered by

the second joint, which is Iarf:;;e, dilated, and eai--like ; tlic palpi are not exserted. Leach applies this generic name to

Dryops DumerilH, which dill'ers from the others (which he names Parnm) in the length of the feet and form of the

thorax, &c.

Second,—Those with dliforni U-jointed antennae, at least as long as the liead and thorax.

Ehnis, Lat. [Liiiiiiiin; III.), [insects of very small size], found in wati.T, understijues, or the leaves of the water-lily.

Third,—Those with very short 9 or 6-jointed antenna?, terminated in a nearly solid, oval, or ;jlobular mass.

Macrotnjchus, Mull., has five distinct joints in the tarsi, the body oblong and antenna; G-jointed. M. i-htbcrcii-

7at}is, iMiiIl.

Gcoi'i.sst/.'i, Latr., has only fmr distinct j(,iints in the tarsi, the body sliort and nearly ;,^lobular, and the autenn.'c

9-jointed. Plmclla pyijiiufay Fab., [a very minute shining black insect, with deep rows of dots on the el\ tra
;

rather rare].

THE FIFTH FAMILY OF THE COLEOFTERA FENTA^IERA,—

The PALi'icoRXEy,

—

Possesses, like the last, antennrc terminated in a cliil), wliioli is ordinarily perfollatcrl, luit of not more

than nine joints in any species, inserted Ijcneatli tlie latend and advanced margins of the liead
; never

longer tlian it and tlie maxillary jtalpi, and often sln:)rter than the last-named organs ; the inentum is

large and sliield-sbaped. The body is generally ovdid, or hemispherical and convex. The feet are in

the majority proper for swimming, and have onl\' four or five distinct joints, the Ijasal juiat lieing

much shorter than the following ; all the joints are entire.

Those species uhicb have the feet fitted for swimming, "with the basal joint of the tarsi much

shorter than the following, and the maxillae entirely corneous, compose a first tribe, Ilydrophill, which

embraces the genus

IIvDROPHiLus, Geoffroy,

—

\\'liicb Linnaeus regarded only as a first division of his genns Dyfisciis, but the anatomy of the two

grotips differs materially : tlie digestive eanal of the Hydrojthili, in its great length and texture, having

much analogy wilh that of tlie Lamellicorncs, aiiin-oaeliing the carnivorous tribes only in its

biliary vessels.

Some of these have the body either oval, oblong, and depressed, or long and narrow, with the thorax rnngh and

narrowed behind ; the legs slender ; the tarsi filiform, but slightly ciliated ; the an tenure (always 9-jointed) teimi-

uating in an ohconical and nearly sniid eUib. These Palpicorne^ are all \ery small; they swim but Utile and

badly, inhabiting stagTiant \Mitcr, \\hieli they occasionally quit iri wArv to hide themselves in the earth ur Linder

stones. They compose the family Ilelophorhh-a of Leaeli, corresponding with the Fabrician genus Eloj'homs.

i^/i^/'/^ori^-v, Fab,, having the body oval, thorax transverse, and eyes slightly elevated ; and

Hj/droc/iui-, Germ., having the body long and narrow, the thorax oblong, and the eyes iinuninent {II. clomjatiis,

Fabr.), iiave the maxillary paljii terminated by an oval joint ; whilst Iti

Ochlhchiiis, Leach, the maxillary jialpi are terminated, liy a more slerjder, ^Imrt, and conical joint, and the

thorax is nearly semlorbicular. IL /"hjnurus, Fabr. ; Ilfidra-na npitrin, I,atr.

Hi/dnena, Kug"., has the inaxlll.'u-y [ial|ii much longer than the heiul and anteiina\ with the tei-minal joint larger

than the preceding, fn.siiorni, and iiointed at the tip. They ha\e the aspect of *.)chtliebius. E. inniiniu.s.ynh.

;

Hi/drwna ripnrlii, Kiigid.

The other Hyilritidiiliens ha\'e the body (i\nid or sniihemispherical, and generally convex, with the thorax much
broader than long, the tibiae and tarsi ge-ni'i ally \Mtli long hairs. They compose the fAiuily Hi/drop/ii/idea of

Leach, or the genus IJi/dyop/i/hi.s, Fabr.

Sperchcus, Fabr., has only six jennts in tlie aiitrnnit.', and the ch'ix-ns is notched. >S'. fiHnrt/iiu'fiis, Fubr. [a very

rare British species].

Glof-'iri'i, Latr., has the body nearly spherical, laterally compressed, and capable of being rulled into a ball like

Agatlndnini. Its antennaiappear to be only S-jointed, the fifth being dilated internally into a spine, the terniinnl

joints forming a very elongated, nearly cylindrical club, jioin led at the tip ; the el y Ira entirel\- embrace the abdo-

men, the four posterior tibiie having a brush of long hairs at the tip. The only species, (1. Lvacliii, \^ small and

exotic: I believe it to be from South America.

All the remaining llydrophiliens have nine joints in the anteniur, ^vith the club o\'al ov ovuid, and the body nut

contractile into a ball.

JTi/dfop/ii/KS, GeolL, comprises the largest species iii the tribe, witli tin? twn intermediate joints of the club of

the antennae obtuse at one end, and elongated, arched, and pointed at the other; the first joint of the clidj is
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saucer-shaped, more elongated on the front side ; the sternum is elevated in the middle into a keel, which is pro-

duced beliind into a loiii^er or shorter acute spine
;
the maxillary palpi are longer than the antennie ; the taisi,

especially of the hind le^s, have a long row of fringes, and are terminated by sniall ungues of uutqual size.

In some the sternal spine is very much elongated behind, and the last joint of the anterior male tarsi is triangu-

larly dilated. These are the Hydrous of Leach ; one of which, Jl. picciis, Fab., is an inch and a half long, oval,

and of a black brown colour and highly polished. [It is a common British species, frequenting ponds and ditches]

;

it swims and tlies well, but walks badly ; its sternal point is capable of intlicting a severe wound. The anus of the

female is furnished with two spinnerets, with which it constructs an ovoid cocoon of silk, eurniounted by a point

like a curved lioi'n ; its outer surface is coated with ^um, which renders it impei'vious to the water ; and in its

interior the eggs are symmetrically arranged. These cocoons float on the surface of the water.

The larvae resemble worms, being soft and of an elongated conical form, with six feet ; the head large and scaly,

more convex below than above, and armed with strong mandibles ; they respire by the exti'emity of the body, are

very voracious, and feed on the young fry in tish-ponds. That of U. piccm is depressed, blackish, wrinkled, wiih

the head reddish brown, round, and capable of being thrown back upon the back; by which means it is able to

sei/.e small shells floating on the surface of the water, its back serving it as a point d'appui for breaking the snail

shell. They swim well, and have two fleshy appendages at the extremity of the body, used in enabling the insects

to suspend themselves at the surface while in the act of respiratirm. Other larv;c of Mydrophili are destitute of these

api)endages, and are not able to swim, and do not suspend themselves in tlie same manner as the preceding. The

females of these species swim with difficulty, and carry their eggs beneath the abdunienin a silken tissue ; but

these species belong to the extreme genera.

//^/(froy}//(7»,y proper, of Leach, consists of species having the tarsi alike in both sexes and

not dilated, with the sternal spine not extending beyond the metasternum. [Hydrophihis

Vi
''"

If^/^ W'' caraboldes, a most abundant British species, of an olive-black colour.]

>;/ \r In the three following subgenera the middle joints of the club of the antennae are not dilated

and prolonged in front into a spine.

Lininehius, Leach, has the maxillary palpi much lunger than the aiitennte ; the lar:it joint

shorter than the preceding, and cylindrical, and tiie tip of the elytra truncate. //. gr'iscus,

iniiicateiliis, &c.

ITydrohius, Leach, has the maxillary palpi scarcely longer than the antenna; the body

convex; the eyes depressed, and the front of the head not suddenly narrowed. H. scarabu:-

oidesy mdanocephahis, &c.
carauijiues.

iit'nj-i-H.s, Lcach, diflers from the last in having the eyes very prominent; the front of the

head suddenly narrowed, and the thorax narrower at the base than the elytra; the body is very gibbose.

Hydr. liiridus, Fab.

The second tribe, Sphceridiota, is formed of terrestrial Palpicornes, with the tarsi composed of five

distinct joints, the basal joint being at least as long as the second. The maxillary palpi are rather

shorter than the antennae. The body is nearly hemispherical, Avith the presternum prolonged into a

point at its posterior extremity, and the tibi?e spinose, the anterinr being palmatcd or digitated in the

larger species. Tlie antenna: have always nine joints, or simply eight, if the last is considered as an

appendage of the preceding. (Sec the Elaterides, and some other genera of Coleoptera.) These insects

are small, and inhabit cow-dung and other excrementitial matter, and some species are found near tlie

margins of water. They compose the genus

Si*H--r.RiDiuM, Fabr.

Sphceridiiim proper, of Leach, comprises only tho^e species which have the anterior tarsi of Llie

males dilated. Dennestes scarabceoides, Linn., is shining black, smooth, with very spiny feet, a spot

of blood-red at the base of each elytron, and the tip reddish. These spots vary, and even disappear in

some specimens [of this very common British insect].

The species which have the tarsi alike in the two sexes, with the mass of the antenme loosely imbri-

caled, form the genus ICercyon, not] Cerajdion of Leach; Sph. uiupuncta/.mn, Linn. Tlie form of

the tibiae and the arrangement of the spines or teeth would enable us to divide Sphsridium into

several other groups, which would facilitate the study of the species, which have probably been too

niucli multiplied.

TIIE SIXTH FAMILY OF TIIE COLEOPTERA PENTA]\IERA,~

The Lamellicornes,—
lias the antenna? inserted in a deep impression beneath the lateral margins of the head, always short,

mostly composed of nine or ten joints, and terminated in all by a mass generally formed of the last

turee joints, which are lamellar; sometimes arranged like a fan, or the leaves of a book, o])ening and
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shutting in tlic same iiiaimer ; sorncthn^'S forming a concentric, contorted clnh, the first or liic basal

joint of the mass heing in such case semi-iiifundilniUform, and receiving the others; .^.onielimcs

arranged perpendicularly to the axis, and forming a kind of comlj. Tiie hudy is generally o\oid or

oval, and thick, the outer edge of the anterior tibia; is toothed, and the joints of the tarsi, except in

some males, are entire, and '>\ii)iont any hriisli or cushion beneath; llie anterior extremity of the head

is ad\'aiicrd nnd diUir;d, ici'nerally in the I'urni of a .shiehl ; tlic ni'^ntum is Ln.'nci'aliv large, and (n\er.s

the tonguclel, or is incoi'porated \\ith it, ;iml licai's tin: palpi ; the in;iiidilih'> df many arc mi.Miilirainius,

a peculiarity not found in any other cidi'Optcrous insect. The njal^t; offrn iWtl'v.v from the females

either in the horns or tuiiercidar elevations of tlie thorax or head, or in tlie size of their maitdihh;:;.

This fiimily is of very great extent, and one <if the most heanilfnl of the order, in res[tert to the

size of the body, the v;iriety in the form of the head and thorax in the dili'erent sexes, and often also

in those species which in the perfect state live upon vegetable substances, in respect to the brilliancy

of the metallic colours with "which they are ornamented. But the majority of the other species, which

subsist on decomposing vegetalde matter, as manure, Ian, or exercnientitious matter, are generally of

an uniform bruwn or Idack culour; sunn.' of the eoprophagous species, nevrrlheless, are not infeiior

in this respect to the iireceding. All have wings, and they ci'awl Ijut sh'wly. The larvie have the

body long, neai'ly ?,e'inieylindrieal, soft, nften transversely wrinkled, w liiti^li-coldiired, 1.2-joiiiUd, \\iih

the head scaly, ai'med witli strong jaws and six ^e;d\' feet. Each side i.if the liudy lias nine spiracles
;

the posterior extremity is thickened, rounded, and generaUy cin-ved I>eiieath, so that these larvcc

Ijaving the liack eon\c:v or arched, are not a'lle to extend theni^elves in a straight line, and crawl l.mt

badlv on a snionth surl'aee, and turnljle ^ide\\a^> or back do\'. nwanls at evci'y step. A general idea of

their form may be obtained from that of the grub so common in gartlens and pastures, which produces

the common CockchatFer. Some species do not change to pnpffi nntil they have passed tliree or t'onr

years as larvre ; they form for themselves in their retieats, -with the eartli or the debris of tiie male-

rials they have gnawed, a cocoon of an ovoid form, or in the shajie of an ehmgated ball, of which thu

particles are fastened together with a glutinous secretion. Tiieir food consists of dung, manure, tan,

the roots of vegetables, including sonu^ which are useful to Man, whence these insects occasionally

cause mucli loss to the cnlti\al.or. The nervous s\steui, considered iii the larva and imago states,

exhihits remarkable dilfercnces.

We divide this family inlo two tribes, the anatomy of which, according to Dufour, is so diflercnt as

to raise them to tlic rank of tv.o distinct families,

—

[ScarabiCidt.); and Luca/iidi.:.;].

The iijst, tliat of the

SCARAU.-EIDES,

Possesses antennrc terminateil in the majority by a clul) composed of leallets eapahle of being shut np,

and in the others consisting of box-like julnls, eiilier in the form of a cone rever>ed, or neai'ly gloliu-

lar ; the mandibles arc alike, or nearly alil.e, in iIh; ^e.\(.^, hut tlie heail am! lliorax of (he mahs often

cxhiljit prmnincnces of peculiar form ; sonn.'lJmcs also tiieir antennie are more d>c\eli.iped. Tiiis Irihc

corresponds with the genus

ScARAB.EUS, Linnrens.

^Ve divide this genus jntft uumemns smnll sections, founded upon the consideration of the mastica-

tory organs, antenna:, ami huhits, the distinction of whicli sections has hccn contirmed by tlie anato-

mical rescarclies of M. Dnfoiir.

1. The Cnjjr()j;//'H//. or tiie SL'arab,eid.es of our lirst section, have Ihe antenna? generally composed of

eight or nine joinis, the last three of wliieii form the knoli ; the hihrnin and niandilTes are ineruhranous

and hidden. The ti-rminal lobe of tlie imi\lli;e is also of this consistence, broad, and cniAcd on the

upper edge ; tlie last joint of tlie maxillary palpi is always largest, and tlie last joint of the labial is

slenderer than the preceding, or very small, behind cacli of v,hich last palpi is a membranous in'odnc-

tion, or tongnelct. Tlie stiMaium offers nri ])ailiriilar piominenee, and the ehuvs of the tarsi are simple
;

the fore tarsi are .Tten wanting, either naturally or from heing worn away.

Some of thi- ropro|,liagi have the two niidilh' h\'j:s much wider apart at the ha^e thiin the othcis
;

the laliial palpi very hairy, with the last joint minute
; the senlellum waiiliug, or very snnill.

J(ri!diir'<,\\i:\>r\- iSr<,r"h.r>f., nf Mii- I,afiii;^ and Mm' ]j-.yy. Ilc/i.'c-fn/h.in/^ of llir (;reeI^s), ennsisls of spceifs

pecaiiar to tlic ulil world, w it h llicli;idy inimdcd, -;rM('r;dly dnpr-'ssed .i1h-i\ c, alik'- in Initli sc.\es
; aiilciin;r D-jninU'd,
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with a leaf-like cUib ; four posterior tibiEC, slender, elongate, not thickened at the tip, tnmcated obliquely and ter-

minated by a sinf^le spur, and with the outer margin of the elytra not siniiated near the base ; the clypeus i.s gene-

r;il!y divided into three lobes, its edge presenting six teeth.

These insects (which Mr. Mac Leay has described in bis excellent Ilor,/' Enfomohiq/ctc) inclose their eggs in balls

of (lung, or even of human excrement, like large pills, (whence tliey have licen called PUulaii'i,) which they rull

along with their hind feet (often in company), until they reach the hole in which they are to be deposited. Two of the

siircies were worshipped by the ancient Egyptians, and introduced into their hieroglyphical writings. Their

elligy is represented on all their monuments, models of them were made of the most precious materials, and

formed Into amulets, &c., suspended round the neck, and which were buried \\\i\\ the niammies. The insect itself

has been found in some of their cotlins.

SVflJvrftccHi' A'accr, Linn., found not only in the whole of Egypt, but in the south of Fi"ance, Spain, and other

southern parts of Europe, has until lately been regarded as the object of this superstition ; but another species, dis-

covered in Sennari by M. Cadlaud, appears, from its more brilliant colours, and the country where it is found,

and which was the first residence of the Egyptians, to have attracted their earliest attention. I have named it

AieucJiitf! j^ijyptiorum. (See my Memoir on the Insects painteil and sculptured

^1^/' }f) by the Egyptians, and the Works of Champollion.)—Some Ateuchi, having tlie

i jjv^iialV \^J thorax and abdomen shorter, more rounded, and more convex, form the gemis

jy\\f\ t /V Pachysuma, Kirby, {S. ^::rulapiiis, Oliv. and Hippocrates). [Mnemnduiii^

Mac Leay, is closely allied to these. M. liitchU, from the interior of Africa.]

Gymnopleiirus, lllig., differs in having the outer edge of the elytra strongly

notched near the base. The foor posterior tibi.'e are very slightly spined. A(cu-

cJnis simtatusj pilidarius, &c.

Other Coprophagi, closely allied to the preceding, have the middle tibia; (which

as well as the posterior are often thickened at the tips) furnished with two spurs.

The clypeus has in many species only four or two spines.

iSisyp/nix, Latr., has only 8-jointed antenna^, and the abdomen triangular, with

very long hind legs. At. Sc/urfferi, Eab., and others [described by M. Gory in

his Monograph on this genus].

Circellium, Latr., has the body hemispherical, the abdomen semicircular, scu-

Fif:. 68.- AteuchuH (Sninibteu.-.) tcllum Wanting, and cly|)eus 6 or 4-toothcd. At. Bacchus [Cape of Good Hope].

Cuprohhi-s, Latr., is composed of New World species, without a scutellum ; body

ovoid, not convex, and the sides of the thorax angular.

Chasridhtin, Servilleand St. Fargeau, has shorter legs. "We also unite their Ili/homa with Coprobius.

E'nyi-it'r/iiis, Dalm. [Aiachrotes, Serv.), possesses a scutellum, with the botly o\al-oblong.

Onificelliis, Zeigl. (with the body oblong and scutellum distinct), and Onihophayus (without a scutellum, and the

body short and broad), are exclusively distinguished by having the third joint of the labial [lalpi scarcely distinct,

and the preceding larger than the first. The last-named group is further distinguished by the males having the

head and thorax often cornuted. S.tanriif.-.'Lmn. [a very rare British species], the male of which has two long

curved horns on the head. [There are several other British species.] All the species are of small size.

O/i/ti.'i, Fab. (having the second joint of the labial palpi largest, the scutellum distinct, and the fore tibia' of the

males long and curved), and P/ian.cna, Mac Leay, (having the first joint of the labial palpi largest, the scutellum

replaced by a sutural space, the mairs cornuted, and the legs of equal size in both sexes, and composed of many tine

and large exotic specie^,) dilferfroin tliercst in having the second joint of theclubof theantenn<e encased between the

two outer joints, and the thorax large. (See the Monograph of this genus by Mac Leay, inthe Hone Enfomohfliuc.)

Copris; GeoflV., as now restricted, comprises only such as have the club of the antennae formed of three plates
;

the four hind tibiae greatly dilated and truncate at the tip; the scutellum wanting ; the body thick and ditfering

m the sexes. The largest species inhabit the tropical parts of Africa and the East Indies. Scarah<eus hinaris,

Linn, [is a local British species]. Eight lines long; black and shiny, with an erect horn on the head of the males,

[[t is found under dung in sandy places near London.]

The terminal Coprophagi have the legs inserted at equal distances apart, the scutellum very distinct, and the

elvtra covering the abdomen. In other respects they nearly approach the preceding subgenus, but the sexual

differences are less strongly marked, consisting only in slight tubercles. They appear at the commencement of

sprintr, [hovering over every fresh deposit of animal excrement. This is the family of Aphodiiihe, IMacl.]

Aphodhis, Iliig., has the inner lobe of the maxillfe not corneous nor dentate, the body is rarely short, and the

thorax not transversely strigose. Scar. Jlmetariiis, Linn, [a very common British insect, and many other species].

Psammodius, Gyll., has the inner lobs of the maxilK-e corneous and with two teeth, the body short, and the thorax

transversely rugose.

Eiipariit, St. Farg. and Serv., also belongs to this section, apparently allied to Eurytternus.

Psammodius naturallv conducts us to llie follo\Ain;g section, JrenicoU, which, -with Aphodius and

rsamraodius, are the only species in ^\hich the elytra entirely cover the ahdomen ; the mandibles are

horiiv, exposed, and curved; the terminal lobe of the maxillx is straight, with few exceptions ; the

auteniL-c are 10 or 11-jointed. These Beetles also hve in dung, and form deep burrows in the earth
;

thcv tlv iihont in the twilight after sunset, and counterfeit death when alarmed. [The Areniculi form

two sections, corresponding to the families GeotrvjMtn and Trof/ida, Mac Leay.]
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In the Geotri'jj/des tlic anteunrc arc generally 11-jointcrl, the raandihlcs are generally exposed and

curved, and the upper lip more or less exposed ; the species are generally of Ijlack or red coloars, with

the elytra smooth or simply striated ; the males are often cornuted. They chiefly feed upon

excrementitious matter.

JE(}iaHa, Latr. (having tliu body :^hort, thorax transverse and abdomen jfibbous, and composed of [a sing;le small

British species, found upon our sandy coasts.] Ps. arenarius, Gyll., &c.) and

Chiron, 5Iac hea^^iDiasomus, Dalm.), having" the body narrow, long, and subcyUndric, fand consisting: of several

exotic species, and placed by IVIac Leay amonijst the Lucanids], are both disting-uished by having only ubic joints

in the antennae; the others have eleven joints, which are, however, sometimes difficult in computation, the jumt

preceding the club being sometimes apparently confounded with the basal joint of the club.

Lethrus differs from the rest in having the club obconical and the mandibles exposed, very large, serrated inter-

nally, and with a large tooth in the males. Lcf/irus ccp/ialote.-i, Fabr., according to Fischer, is destructive to young
buds and leaves, which it bites off, whence, in Hungary, it is called " the Schneider," and where it does much
injury to the ^ines, crawling backwards, with its food in its jaws, into its hole, each of which is occu[ued bya male

and iVinalc
; but lu the iiairliig tinie a sti'angc male someLiuics nitrades, when a battle en^sucs wliicb only ends in

tlif dcalii or lii-lit of Iht- stranger.

The others have the joints of the club of the antennas of the ordinary form, and leaf-like.

Gfotnipes, Latr., has the labrum advanced and transversely square, the jaws are curved and very compressed, and

^Yith the club of the antenna; oval or ovoid, the anterior tibiie long and multidenticulate, and the clypeus lozenge-

1^
shaped : Scaraba;ys stercorarius, Linn., [the common Dor, or S/iard-

p^^ borne Beetle. One of the commonest Briti&h insects ; there are several

^ f/'^^'^ \
others, natives of this country,] Those species which have the thorax

^-^ ^,^ A f"-^'^^'^^"^ ,ai^
^ of the males cornuted form the [genus Ti/p/tu-ta, Leach], Ceratophiiii.s,

V , )ti\-^>^ Fischer. T\ pc, Scanibu/is dijilwu.^, Liii]]., [or the cunimon English

\ <-"<
.

Uull-onnU.,-]-

OchixLciis, ;\Ieg., has tin- labrum strongly notched, the mandibles

elongate, triangular, and tlie fore-tibiai with only two teeth on the

outer edge. Mclolonlha chriisomclina, Fab. [Germany].

\ Those species with the club of the antennas large, orbicular, or sub-

_J glo'iose, the middle joint being encased between the two outer ones,

form three subgenera.

Afhi/reiis, Mac Leay, approaches the Coprophagi in having the middle

feet wider apart than the others.

Fig. f>9-—e;cotrupes stercorarius. Elephastomus, ]\iac Leay, has the clypeus produced into a thick,

square horn, furcate at tip, and the maxillary palpi very long. Scarab. proOoscideus, Schr. [New Holland].

Bolfjocerus, Kirby {OdonUcus, Zeigl.), has one of the mandibles simple, and the other bidentate at the tip; the

maxillary palpi scarcely larger than the others. -S'. viubtUcornls, Fabr., a small [rare British species, the male of

which has a long erect horn on the head].

I-Inbosorns, Mac Leay, (having the basal joint of the antennte obconica'l and elongated, the libiie narrow and elon-

gated), and

Acanilioceriis (ha\ ing the l)asal joint of tin- autcun;e very large, dilated above, and the tibi.'o lamell.ir and con-

cealing the tarsi), have ten joints in the antennu'o, the last joint of tiie paljii elongate, and the mandibles not or but

slightly toothed. The species of both are very small [and exotic].

In the second division nf the Arenicnli, or the TrogiJes, tlie anfennie are always composed of ten

joints, the labium and niandiiiles hut slightly ex|)0sed, the maxillie armed with teeth ; the body is

dingy-coloured, and tuhcrcnlar above ; their fore-legs arc advanced, their thighs covering the head

beneath. These insects pnnhicc a stridulatiDii by the action of the mesothorax against the sides of the

prothoracic cavity.

Trox, Fabr.—These insects are found in the earth or sand, whi.'rc they appear to devour the roots of vegetables.

\Trox arenarius and two other British species, of timall size.] Mr. Mac Leay has sei)arated the apterous species

with the sides of the thorax dilated, under the name of Phobcnis.

Cr]/ptodus and Mcec/ut/ii(.v, Mac Leay, have the extremity of the body not covered by the elytra, and nine joints

to the antennae: Maichidius appears to me to approach the Melolonthai. [Mr. Mac Leay has subsequently discovered

that Cryptodus belongs to the Cetoniidie. Both subgenera are Australian.]

A third section, X)/f(>ji/iili, [Geotrujjcs and certain Ce/onice, Fabr.), has the scutelUim distinct, tlie

extremity of the abdonien nut covered l)y the elytra, the claws vi' tlic tar^i often Lnici|nal, the antenna:

always lO-jointCil, tlie last tln-eo forming a leaf-like mass, tlie middle leaf never being entirely concealed

by tlie outer ones ; the mandibles horny as well as the maxilhc, which are straight and often toothed.

All the feet are inserted at equal distances apart. [This section comprises two divisions, corrcspondiii,g

with the families Dynafifidoi and Rutelid(S, Mac Leay.]

The first division ^eonipriiing the Geofrupcs oi Fabricius) coniiu'iscs those species, tlie males of which
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differ from the females in being armed with pecuhar liorns or tiiljercles either on the licad or thorax
;

the laljrum is generally entirely concealed , in some speeies the maxillre are terminated by a simple coria-

ceonsor crustaeeoLis lobe, without teeth ; in others tliey are scaly, pointed, and armed v.-\t\\ a few teeth ;

the sternum is not prominent ; the tarsal ungues are generally equal, the colours generally black or brown.

Oryctes, Illiff. (liavin^i; tlie le2;s scarcely differing; in length, with the four hind tibiee thick and toothed, [a very

numerous f^^enus]—type, Scnr. nasicornis, Linn., a reputcii British species, 1^ inch lent;-, the malehavinij a curved

horn on the head,) and Agaccpliala, Mann, (having the fore-legs in the male considerably elongated, and the four

jiusteriur tibia?, slender, and comprising a few Brazilian insects), dilfer from the following in having the niaxillcc

terminated by a coriaceous lobe without teeth. The others have thetn horny, and more or less toothed.

Scarabfeiia proper {Geotrupes, Fabr.), has the body very thick, and the outside of the mandibles sinuated or

toothed. The equatorial countries of both hemispheres produce some very remarkable species.

[Mr. Mac Leay, considering that the name tScaraOceus ought to be retained for the sacred Scarabcci, or the Ateuchi

of this work, and that the name Geofrupes ought to be given to the species which strictly merit that name, from

their habits of burrowing into the ground, has proposed the iiameof D>/nas(esfov these giant beetles here described

under the name of Scaraba;us. Mr. Kirby has further separated some species, especially in his manuscripts

jircsented to the Entomological Society, founded upon the sti-ucture of the mouth, and which Mr. Hope has made
use of in his Cdlcnpii-naVs Manual, part i., in which many new genera are described and illustrated, with figures

mostly drawn by me from Mr.Kiihy's own dissections, so that the observation ofLatreille, that the study of this group,

in respect to the structure of the mouth, has not

been sufficiently profound, is no longer to be made.

The st>ecies are very numerous ; one of the largest is]

Scarabt-Cus hcrcuh's, Linn.—Five inches long;

from South America, black, ^vith grey elytra spotted

with I'lack.

Phileuras, Latr., has the body depressed, and the

mandibles narrow, without teeth on the outside.

[Composed of exotic species.]

Our second division [RufeUrhe, Mac L.] is

nearly allied to the preceding in some respects,

and also to the Melolonthai and some Cetonis;

of which they have the appearance, hut the month is different. Tlic body is shorter, rounder, and more

Itolished tlian in the Scaral)oei, and ornamented with brilhant colours. The head and thorax are

ideiitical, and not cornuted in either sex ; the maxilla; are scaly, truncated at tlie tip, with five or six

strong teeth. The mcsosternuni is often porrected, the scutcUum large, and the tarsal clawb unequal-

sized. With few exceptions, they are confined to the equatorial regions of the New World,

lliwodoii, Oliv., has the mesosternum simple, the body sub-orbicular, depressed, legs slender, and tarsal claws

minute and equal. [Composed of two African species.]

Cifchcephala, Latr, (C/ialepus,Mnc Leay),has the sternum also simple, the body ovoid, the tarsal claws unequal.

Numerous South American species. In the following the sternum is advanced between the middle feet.

Chri/sop/iora, Dej., has t\ie hind legs of the males enormously dilated and elongated. Scarabceus macropus,

[Francillon, from South America],

Rutela, Latr. (and Peiidnota, Mac I-rf'ay, Oplognaihus, Kug.), has the feet not remarkably differing in the sexes,

the scutelUmi small, or moderate.

Maciaspis, Mac Leay, diflVrs in having a greatly developed scutellum, and the mandibles nearly triangular.

Chasmodia, Mac Leay, has a large sciitcliuni and eternal point, but the mandibles are narrow, and obtuse at the

tip : all the tarsal claws are entire.

Omctls, Latr., ditlers from the above in having the epimera developed between the hind angles of the thorax

anil shoulders of the elytra.

The genus Meloloniha, of Fahricius, constitutes our fourth and fifth sections.

The fourth section {Plnjllophaga), is formed of Scaraba?ides, nearly alUed to the last described sub-

genera, hut the mandibles are concealed above by the clypeus, and bcnea'h by the maxiUns, the outer

edge being alone exposed ; they are destitute of any sinus or tooth on the outside; the number of joints

in the antennae varies from eight to ten, that of the club also varies, and, in this respect, the sexes often

differ ; the elytra are united along the whole length of suture.

[This section comprises Mac Lcay's two families, JnoplognatJddm and MeloIrmfJudcp.]

The first division {Anoplognathides) has the clypeus thickened in front, forming alone, or with the

labrnni, a vertical triangular face, the point of which is applied to the mentum ; the maxilhe of some

arc terminated by a coriaceous or mcmln-anous lol)e, very long, and without teeth, or having but very

small ones, and situated near tlie middle of the internal margin ; in others they arc entirely horny,

rcscmijlins mandibles either entire at the tips, or terminated by two other teeth.
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radipjnis:, Prj. (l-lie males of -\vliicli have only 8 joints in tbe aiitcnnn-;, the club liein;? 5-joIritecI, P. excavahia)

[Soutii nf Knru|.cl. and

A!Ji/iij/f.-r/i:,\ Mac Leay (haviiit^-the antenna 10-jointed, tlie club Iiein;^' S-jointed), have the men turn neajdy ovoid

and very hairy;, and the inaxilkt ternihiated by a trian;:;ular hairy lolje, without teetb, or with very stnfill ones.

Anoploguiitli^s, Mac Leay, [and Repsimus, Leach), have a sternal point, tlie claws of the tarsi entire and unequal

in size, the antennae lO-jointed. [These are splendid Australian insects, with bi'onzed bodies, ajiparently of very

common occurrence, from the numbers broup;ht to En^^land.]

Leucofhi/reiis, Mac Leay, has the antenna? lO-jointed, one of the tarsal claws entire and the other bifid ; the

anterior t.'irsi are dilated, and sponfi;y beneath intlie males. [^^'"^^''-''^'^ insects.]

Apoijoiilii, Kirliy, differs in having all the tarsal claws bifid. [Exotic species of small size.]

Cei/'a/,';-, K'rli\ , has tin; antennEE 9-jointed, and the extremity of the nmxillte with three teeth, the mentnni of

the nialrs witli a in.'ai d, Mir claws as in Leucothyreus. G. barbatns, Kirby, (Urazi!). Melolonlha obscura, and others,

appear to iVn-m a ditfcieiil." sni)[:;enus, tlie tarsi not beini^ dilated.

Asecond rlivision of the riiylloiiliagi [called by mistake Xylophiles in the text], and wliich comprises

the Melolonthidce of Mac Leay, has tlie labrum transverse, with a notch in the middle ; the nientum is

as long as, or longer than broad, cither nearly square or heart-shaped. The maxillae are scaly, and

mostly armed with five or six teeth. Tliis division comprises two subdivisions, Melohnthides and Hoplides.

The MeloIon fhides have more than three plates in the club of the antennee : the body is generally

thick, mandibles robust, entirely, or for the greatest part, horny, the upper extremity strongly truncate,

with two or three teeth, the labrum generally visibU', the maxillary teeth robust, and all the tarsi ha-e

tv,-o claws.

Mi:hilo)ilJia proper, has lOdointed antcnnx, the last five or seven in the males, and four or six in the females,

form the club ; the labi-am is thick and deeply notched in the middle ; the tarsal claws are diual ;
the abdomen

is i^enerally pointed at the end, at least in the males.

Mcloloiifha vulgaris {Scarabteus vielolontha, Linn.), [the common Cockchafl^er,] is too well known to require

description, and has formed the subject of elaborate anatomical works by Strauss Durckheim, Leon Dufour, and

Cliabrier, This insect (as well as another closely-allied species, M, Mppocastnni) [which last, however, is of very

rare occurrence iu this country] appear in certain seasons in so great abundance that they defohate in a very

short time lar{2;e spaces of our forests and woods, devouring' the leaves. The larva is also equally destructive to

the roots of grass, &c., in our pastures and gardens, being a wdiite grub [with a scaly head, sLx legs, and the body

thick, fleshy, wdiite, and cijr\'cd, so that the creature ordinarily lies upon its side].

R/nsotrogus, Latr., dilTers only from Blelolontha in havmg the antennae 9 or 10-jointed, with the club 3-jointed.

As it is not always possible to distinguish the number of joints immediately preceding the club of the antennae,

1 reiniitc the genus Amphimallon, wdiich I had first formed, and in \\bich there are only nine joints in those

organs. M. solitifiaUs, [the July Chafier, a very common British species,] and others.

Ccra^pis, Lep., Serv., lias the hind margin of the thorax with two notches, the intermediate space forming a

point ; antenna 10-joiuted ; tarsal claws, except the anterior, uneqiial ; body clothed with small scales
;
consisting

ofafew Brazilian species, C. pruino-sa, &c.

Arcoda, Leach, has 10-jotnttd antennee ; the sternum pointed ; all the tarsal claws equal in the supposed females,

aiut unequal in the males. These are of brilliant colours. [A. lanigcra, a handsome but common North Ameri-

can insect.] In all the following iNIelolonthides the antenna; have only nme joints. The four following have all the

tarsal claws equal.

Dasyus, Lepel. and Serv., has the ungues of the tuo fore-feet, at least ui the males, bifid, tlie others entire.

Serica, Mael. i{jiiiitlnj,!i,i, Dej.), has all the ungues bifid ; the body ovoid, swollen, silky, with the thorax much

broader than Inng, ,S', hnmnea [a common British species of small size, mostly found in Spiders' webs].

Diphu.cephalay\}(;].,h^s all the tarsal claws bifid ; fore-tarsi more or less dilated in the males ; body narrow,

and the front of the head deeply notched. [Small species of a shining green colour, proper to Australia ; umno-

graphed by Waterhouse in Trans. Eiit. ^uc. vol. i.]

Macrodactyhts, Latr., resembles tlie last in the length of the body, but the thorax is nearly hexagonal, and the

tarsi alike in both sexes. Small insects, peculiar to the New "World.

The remainder have the ungues of the middle tarsi alone unequal.

Plectris, Lep., Serv-, has the largest of the middle ungues, and both in the other tarsi bifid.

Popiiia, Leach, has the sternum advanced. [See Ne^iTnan's Monograph of this genus, an abstract of which has

appeared in the Mag. of Nat. Hivl.]

EucJdora, Mac Leay {Anomala, Meg.), has no sternal point; one of the ungues of the four ajiterior tarsi is bifid

in the males ; body convex ; clypeus short and transverse. [Latreille cites a species, M. v/rld/s (which is the true

type of Euch/ora, of which group, confined to the Asiatic species, Mr. Hope has given a monograph in the Pro-

ceedings of the Zoological Society,) and also J/. Tili.^, Jidii, Frischii, &c., which are retained as species of ^^jom/v/a

by English writers. The allied genus, Mimela, K.) hns tdso Ijeen nn.inographed by Mr.Hope in Trans. Eid. Soc.yq\. i.]

Aiirsfijilin, Meg., has also no sternal point, but the clyiteus is narrow in front, \Mth the extremity elevated,

/!/. Jior/'cid", agricola, [British species].

Lcj^lsia, Lepel. and Serv., have no sternal point, but the four anterior tarsi ha\'e both ungues bifid.
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1'he Iloplides have the mandibles small, (lf?piessccl, and a];parently divided longitudinally into t-^-o

parts; the inner membranous and the oater horny. Tlie extremity is not sensibly toothed; the

laiirniii is scarcely visilde ; the maxilUc have rarely only uiinnte teelh ; thu two hind tai'si have gene-

riilly ordy one claw.

D/rrauiay Lcpii'I. &. St:rv., have two ungues, alike, and bifid in all the tarsi ; body polished ; species inhabiting'

Bruzil,

Jloplia, llli;?., lias but a sinp;lo unguis to the bind tarsi ; those of the other feet are unequal and bifid ; the hind

tibise are terminated by a coronet of miuute spines; the body squamose. [Hopl/a argc/ifea,OViv. JI. pidvcru-

h-nUi is the only British species.]

Monocheh's, 1111°;., differs from Ijojilia iu tlie clypeus being iu form of a triangle, tiancated in front ; thighs of

hind legs very robust ; tibi;e short, with a strong curved sjuir.

The iifth section, Anthohii, is composed of species closely allied to the Iloplides', but having the two

divisions of the lower lip produced considerably Ijcyont] the nientum, and the elytra gaping at the tips,

which are rounded ; the antenna? have nine or ten joints ; the last tliree compose the club ; the ter-

minal lobe of the niaxilke is membranous, silkv, and pencil-like, Init leatliery in others ; the upper li]t

and mandibles arc ninre or less solid as they aie more or less exposed. These insects live upon

flowers or leaves. [None of these insects arc found in England ; they chielly inliabit the southern

])arts of Europe and the warm parts of both hemispheres.]

Some have the labruui and mandibles exserted, and two equal and entire claws in ;ill the tarsi.

G/aj>/ii/ri(.s, Latr. (having the inner edge of the mandibles toothed, the club of the antennie ovoid, and the bind

legs large), and

yimj)/iiroma, Latr. (having the mandibles withcud. teeth on the inner eilge, and tlie club of Hie autenn.T globular,

am! ail the legs of ordinary size), have the basal joint of the club of the antenn?e concave, and inclo.sirig the otliurs.

Anlliipiia, Esch., has tlie club of the antenuEC composed of five leallets.

The others have the labrum and mandibles covered or not exserted, and some at least of the ungues of. the taisi

are bilid, and in some of these all the tarsi have two ungues.

Ch asmutopterus, Dej. (having all the tarsal ungues bifid), and

Chasme, Lepel. & Serv. (liaving the larger unguis alone of the two posterior tarsi bifid), have the hind legs

scarcely difl'ering from the others, whilst in

JJic/ielea, Lepel. & Serv., the hind feet, at least in the males, have the tliiglisvery tliick am! tootlied ; the tibi;c

thick, and terminated by a strong claw.

Those which have but one unguis in the two posterior tarsi are Le/>ifri.r, Lepel. and Serv., having nine joints in

the autennffi, and the terminal lobe of the maxilla^ very small—/VM'/c-j^cw?!'^, Lepiel. & Serv. (with 10-jointed

antennae, the maxillary lobe long and narrow, and tlie elytra narrowed beliind), and Aiiiso»)/r, Latr., having the

elytra oblong-, rounded behind, with the bind tiiiiie subcyUndric or elongate-conic.

The sixtli and last section (if the Scaraba'ides {Mi.-litopJiUi) is composed of insects liaving the body

depressed, often of an oval form, brilliant, without horns, the thorax trapeziform or nearly orbicular;

an axillary piece occupies in the majnrity the space between the posterior angles of the thorax and

the siioulders of the elytra ; the anus is not covered ;
the sternum is often prolonged into a point or

advanced horn ; the claws of the tarsi are equal and simple; the antennEe have ten joints, the last

three of which form the club, always leafed. The labrum and mandibles are concealed, and in the

furm of flattened plates, entirely or partly membranous ; the maxilla: are terminated by a hairy lobe

like a brush, witliout horny teeth ; the mentum is ordiiiardy ovoid, truncated abiive or nearly square,

with the middle of the u[iper edge more or less concave. The larva? live in old rotten wood : the

]ierfcct insect is found upon flowers, as well as on the trunks of trees, in places where the sap

exudes, and which they greedily lap up.

This section is divisible into three principal divisions, wdiieh correspond to the genera 7'r/c//n/.s',

Fabr. ; Goliatltus, Lamarck ; and Cetonia, Fabr., in its restricted state. The MelUoj^hili of the two first

divisions have not the sternum much porreetcd, and the lateral or axillary piece of the mesosternum

{Epimera, And.) is not generally exposed above. Another character, which appears still more rigorous,

consists in the labial palpi being inserted in lateral cavities on the anterior face of the meutum, the

sides of the mentum extending behind them, and thus guarding them.

The Trichides have the mentum either nearly isometrical, or longer tlian broad, with the maxUIa?

cxpo:sed. This division com].n-iscs the single suiigeniis

Tric/diis, Fabr. [which has been cut up by Kirby, Gory, and others, into various minor subgenera]. Trichius

iiobili.s, Linn., and T. fusciaius, Linn, [are British species; the latter exceedingly rare]. The female of T. hemi-

p/cnts, Linn., and some others from North America, are distinguished by having a long and slender horny instiu-
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nipnt at tbe extremity of the nlulomen, with which they deposit their egp;s. These species are commonly found

ou the ground, wliere tliL-y crawl about slowly. [They form the subgenus Val//in- of Scriba.]

The second division, Golia/hides, is distinguished by having the inentum much broader, covering

the maxilla.'.

Plattjgenia, Macl. (ba\'ing the l)ody very flat, the thorax sulicurdate, and the maxillce terminated by a pencil of

hulrs), anri

Cremostoc/ieihix, Knocli (having the thorax transverse-quadrate, the niaxllK'e ternjinated by a strong tooth,

with small spines; composed of several small curious exotic species), have the mrntnm conca\e in the middle, and

the anterior extremity of the clyi)eus never cornuted nor toothed.

Golialh, Lam., Kirby, has the mentum without any iliscoidal concavity, emarginate at the top edge, and the

anterior extremity of the clypeus of the males is dividt'd iiit(,i two lobes like truncated and obtuse horns. Tlie

tliorax is ncarh' orbicular. This genus is comi)Osed of large and splendid species, fi'om Africa and the Hast Indies.

Some species from South America have been separated by St. Fargeau and ServlUe under the name of hica, having

the fore femora armed with a tooth. All the known species are of large size, but one sent from the Cape of Good

Hope is not larger than C. gagates ; the fore thighs are not toothed in the Gollathi, and the tibiae have not a notch

in the inside. An insect from Java, considered as a Goliath by Serville and St. Fargeau, has all the characters of

CcM;»"a', oidy the thorax Is riiundcr, ami the male has a forked horn on the head. [This \s \.\\<i GoUaih rhino-

phijlhis, Weld. These splrndlil Insects lia\L' recently attracted conisiderable interest in this country, several of

the gigantic African species having been received by several Entomologists. Mr. Hope, in the ColeoplerisVs

Manmd ; Mr. Mac Leay, in his Memoir on the Cdoidhla ; Messrs. AYaterhouse and White, in the Mag. of Nat.

//(^/o/'j/, as well as myself in the new edition of Drury, have described various species, or distributed them into

subgenera. Various new species have also recently been described by the French Entomologists.^

Tlie third di\is,ioii of tlie "Melitophih, named CetoaiuJcs, [thus named, although riL-t corresponding

with tlie Cc/oniiihc of Mac Leay, as stated in the text,] has the sternum more or less prolonged into

an obtuse point between the second pair of legs ; the axillary piece is always visible above, occupying

the space between the posterior angles of the thorax and the shoulders of the elytra; the thorax ordi

narily triangular, but truncated in front ; the meutunr never transverse ; its front edge more or less

notched in the middle; the maxillary lobe is pencil-like; the body is nearly ovoid, and depressed.

Gi/mnetis, Mac Leay, has tin' bind margin of the thorax pmduced o\ er the scutellum : the New World produces

several species. Others, frrnn Java and oilier parts of the East Indies, have tlie thorax elongated in the same

manner, but not entirely co\ering the scutellum, and the clyiieus is more or less bifid. Other species, from the

East Indies or New Holland, with tlie clypeus similarly bifid, or armed with two horns in the males, the abdomen

nearly triangular, and the ilnb of the anteniu'e very elongate, compose the genus Macronaia of Wiedemann ; but

all these groups will possess no solidity until the numerous

species of the genus Ccfonia have been investigated.

The European species possess a scutellum of the ordi-

nary siiC.

Cetouia anrafn, Linn.—Nearly an inch Ions: ; of a

shining-green culunr above, coppery-red heneath, \\lth

white marks on the elytra; [Is one of uur cnnirniniest

insects, frequenting flowers, especially th^jse of the

Rose, whence its common name, the Kose-beelle. Il Is

here figured with its larva, pupa, and cocoon, furmed of

small particles of chips, &c.3

[The si)!endid Mi'iiogrnjihie des Ccfoiiics by Messrs.

Giiry anil Fercheron, althouuh not sufliclently precise

either in its structur;d details or hildin-rapliical refer-

ences, is indispensable to the student, as nell as Mr.

M;ie Leay's i\leinMir mi tlie C-ioninUr, in l_ir. Smith's

u'.trk on the Afiiean animals enbciti'd by hini ; .Mr.

Hnpu's Col<--oj.'tcr/.\l'i- M'liinaLnml the general works on

insects recently published, must also be consulted for

descriptions of many new species, as well as genera, of

Lanielllcorn Beetles. The larvae of this tribe have also

been admirably illustrated In an anatomical jNlemoirby

Fi' -1 — Cinnriin numu Dc Ilaan, published in llic Jl/f;;;c//'fi- .Ycw/rtWi du Mu-

seum d''liist. nalurclle.]

The second tribe of LamclUeorn Beetles, the

LucA.Ninr=5,

—

So named after the Linnn:an genus L>!cmn(s, or Stag-beetles, has the club of the antenna^ composed of

teeth arranged perpendicnlar to the axis, like a comb; they arc alwa\s lO-jointcd, the basal jiunt

being mostly very long, [the second being so inserted as to form an elbow with the preceding]
; the
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maiidiljles are always horny, often very much porrectcd, largest, and Tory diversified in form in the

males. The maxilla; are commonly terminated by a long, narrow, hairy lobe, but in some they are

entirely homy, and toothed : the tongnelet consists of two small hairy seta; extending beyond tlie large

horny mentum ; the fore-legs are often elongated, with the tibia; externally denticulated ; the tarsi are

terminated by two equal and simple claws, with a small appendage between them, terminated by two

bristles ; the elytra entirely cover the body.

We divide tlicm into two sections, the first of which has the antenna; strongly elbowed, naked
;

labrura very small, united to the elypcus ; maxilla; terminated by a membranous or coriaceous lol^e, very

hairy lilie a pencil, without teeth, or with only one ; the tongnelet either entirely concealed, or incorpo-

rated with the mentum, or divided into two narrow, long, hairy lobes : this section forms the genus

LUCANUS.
Those which have only three or four Joints in the club of the antenna: form a first division.

l^inodendvon, Fab., has a strong; resemblance to Oryctes: the body nearly cylindrical, the mandibles hidden,

without teeth, and alike in both sexes ; the head of the males has an erect horn. Scarab<£us ciilindricii.'!,'Lmx\.,

a common British insect. Those with the body convex, ovoid, and the mandibles elevated vertically, and shorter

than the head, form two subgenera,

—

^E-mliis, Fab. (having; the body short and convex, the mandibles ternunated above in a horn, and the maxilla;

covered by the mentum, composed of a single European species, ^Ei*. scarabieoidef;, Fabr.), and

Lnmprima, Latr. [composed of splendid metallic Australian insects, Lt-thrus a:neus, Fabr., &c.], with the body

more elongated, the mandibles much longer than the head in the males, and very nmch toothed and haii7 within.

Those with the body flatter, especially in the females, the mcsosteruum prolonged and advanced, and head nar-

rower than the thorax, are

lit/ssouolus, Mac Leay, having the mandibles of the males formed as in Laraprima, comprising a single Aus-

tralian species, Lucanus nebulosus, Kirby, and

Pholidotus, Mac Leay {C/mlcimon, Daini.), with the mandibles of the males greatly elongated, narrow, curved,

and serrated on the iimer edge. Lamprima Httmbotdtli, Schonh., and a few other beautiful species from South

America.

[The nmsnificent genus Chinsognatliiis, Steph., is closely allied to the last. It is composed of a large and splendid

species found in the Island of Chiloe, on the west coast of South America. Another species has been recently dis-

covered on the Continent of America.]

In the following, the mesosternum is not pointed, and the head is as wide as, or wider than the thorax.

iKcawM,! proper, having the eyes not divided by the sides of their head, the hody depressed, and the maxilla;

terminated by a very long lobe.

Lueaiius cervus, Linn., the common Stai-bectle, is one of our largest insects, the males being two inches long,

or even longer, with the mandibles very large, curved, and toothed (like stag-horns) •, the females have the head

narrower and the jaws smaller; the size of this species and of its horns varies considerably. This insect flies about

in the evening in the middle of the summer, [especially round the oaks], upon the wood of which the larva feeds,

remaining in that state for several years before undergoing its final transformation. It is supposed that this larva

was the Cossus of the Romans, a worm-like animal, wdiich they esteemed as a delicious treat.

I unite the Cenic/iiis and Plali/cerm of JIac Leay, to Lucanus.

Platijcerus, Latr. [Varciis, Mac Leay], has the eyes entirely divided transversely

by the margins of the head; the maxilla: are terminated by a shorter and broader

lobe. Lucanus paralldipipedus. Fab. [the small Stag-beetle, commonly found

in England]. I also reunite to Platycerus the Nigidius, jEgius, and Figulus of Mac

Lea,'.

Spidestis, Mac Leay, dift'ering from all the preceding in having the club of the

antenna; composed of the last seven joints. S. conmtus, Fab. [Xew Holland].

[I-Ie.r,ipl,i/llum, Gray, is a Brazilian gentis, closely allied to Sjudesus in the an-

tenna:.]

The Lucanides of our second section have the antennne but slightly

elbowed andvillose; the labrum always exposed, horny, and transverse
;

the Diandildes roliust, and very much toothed; without remarkable sexual

f:;. 7i.-Dorcu!i'«™[idii>ipcdo,. (lisproportious ; maxilla; entirely horny, with at least two strong teeth;

the touguclet also hornv, and situated in a notch of the mentum, and terminated by tliree points.

The abdomen is attached by a peduncle, which has the scutellum on its upper part. These insects

compose the genus
' Passalus, —

Which Mac Leay restricts to the species with the club of the antenna; 3-jointed, the maxilla: armed with three

teeth at the tip and two on the inside. The species with a 5-jointed club to the antenn,», and with only two teeth

to the maxilla: compose his i?enus Paxillus. He also places in this same family the g-inus Cliiron, which we have

placed amon-st the coprophagous Lamellicornes. These inserts are «iranser= to Europe and also Africa, bemg
f ^ MM
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confiiieil to the eastern coantries of Asjn, and parMcularly to America ; Madame Merian says that the harva of

the species she fig'ured fi^eds upon the roods of the batatas : the perfect insect is not rare in su:;ar g;round,s.

[Eschscholtz, Sadovski, and I'ercheron, have recently published niono^raplis of the ^enus Passalus. Mr. Hope

has described various new species of Lucunids in the Trans. Zool. Socifty, vol. i., ColeopierlsVs Manual, &c. I

have also described some new genera and species in the Annales den Scienccn Xaiardlea, vol. i., and in the Entomol,

Magazine, No. 23.]

Tlie second 2;encral section of the Coleoptcra, named IIeteromera, has five joints in the

four anterior tarsi, and one joint liiss in the two hind tarsi. These insects entirely subsist on

vegetable substances, and are divided by us into four great families, the two first of which, in

respect to certain portions of their internal organization, have some analogy with the first of

the ]ientamerous Beetles. Some of the Ileteromera have tlie elytra generally hard, the tarsal

claws almost always simple, the head ovoid or oval, capable of being posteriorly received into

the thoracic cavity, or sometimes narrowed behind, but never forming a sudden neck at its

base: many of then:i avoid the light. This division comprises the three following families,

^Melasoina, Taxicornes, and Steneli/tra'].

THE FIRST FAMILY OF THE COLEOPTERA HETEUOMERA,—

Th p. jMelasoma,—
Is composed of insects of a black or ashy colour, and unvaried, whence the name of the family ; they

are for the most part apterous, with the elytra often soldered together; the antennai entirely or pailiy

nioniliform, nearly of equal thickness tbrougliout, or slightly thickened at the tip, inserted beneath

the produced margins of the head, and having the third joint generally elongate; the mandibles bifid

)r notched at the tip ; and having also a horny tooth at the inner edge of the maxilla: ; all the joints of

the tarsi are entire, and the eyes oblong and but slightly elevated, which, according to Marcel de Serres,

indicates their nocturnal habits. Tliey Hve for the most part in the ground, beneath stones, or in the

sand ; often also in low and dark parts of buildings, such as cellars, stal)les, Sec.

The adipose tissue of these Ileteromera is so much more abundant than in the following, that even

when stuck upon a pin they are aMe to live nearly six months without food, as I ascertained in some

specimens of Akis.

We divide this family, which corresponds with the genns Tenebrio of Linnaeus, from the absence or

p-esence of wings. Amongst those which are destitute of these organs, a first tribe, Pime/mru/:', is

composed of those which have the palpi subfiliforra, and not terminated by a distinctly liatehct-shj|H-d

joint. This tribe is named from the very numerous genus,

—

Fi:melia, Fabi".

[None of the Rpecies are found in this country.]

Pimelia proper, cnnjiists of species pecubar to the shores of the Mediterranean, Western and Soutliein Asia

(except India), and Afi ira, wliich have the body more or less ovab with the thorax narrower behind than tlie

elytra; the front margin of the head straipfht, without a tooth in the middle, or a deep notch for the recejitiun of

the antenna; ; the two terminal joints of the antennae distinct, and the mentuni more or less heart-shaped. M.

Fischer has divided the species into thn^e g;enera, Ijut tht characters lIo not api>ear to be sulficii-ntly marked. .V

very remarkable species.

—

i foro»a^(7, is peculiar to upper Eii^ypt, where it is found in the tombs ; it is aliout an inch and a lialf V>ivx,t

bUck, with a row of short spines bent backwards aloiip; the edf^es of the elytra.

Trachyderma, Latr., consists of Pimehre with a narrower abdomen.

Cniptochile, Latr,, difl'ers in their shorter form, with tlie mentum concealed by the prostrnmni. They are pe-

culiar to the southern extremity of Africa.

The three following' suhg-enera differ from Pimelia in having; the body short, g-ibbous above, with the thorax

short, and as broad behind as the elytra.

Eiodius, Latr., has tlie last two joints of the antenn.T united into a small club, the body f,^enerally swollen, and

the fore tibice with a spur in the middle.

Zop/iosisy Latr., has the antenna; nearly filiform, or sli^;htly thickening to the tip, with the tenth joint disl.iut

from the precedinfi;, and the third scarcely larger than the second.

Nijcfelia, Latr,, differs from the last in the much si'eater length of the third jnint of the anteniue. The species

t'_re from South America, whilst tliose of Erodius and Zophosis are found in the Did World.

Ilcgeter, Latr. (having" the thorax trapeziform), and

'J'fiifi/i'la, Latr. (with the head rather broader than the thorax, and antennrc longer than in Akis), are separated
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from the preceding; in having- the head more or less narrowed in front, the middle of its f^reat margin having: a

notch to receive the upper lip ; the antenna? are always 11-jointed, and the thorax cordate-truncate.

Eioyc/iora, Thunber^ {with the body oval, the edges acute and ciliated), and
Adelostoma, Duponch. {with the body narrow and elongated), differ from all the foregoing in havinji: the

front edge of the nientuin slightly emarginate, {not divided into two lobes,) or concave, with the lateral angles

acute.

We terminate the Pimcl/aires with such as have the mentum square, without any notch or impression in the

front edge; the body is always oblong, the antennie have always eleven distinct joints, the anterior femora are

often thickened, and sometimes toothed.

Tngcnia, Latr. (having the third joint of the antenn;e scarcely longer than the following, and the eleventh very

small), and

Psammclichus, Latr. (with the third joint of the antennse much longer than the following, and the last joint as

large as the preceding), have the thorax narrow, and the sides of the head dilated.

Ib'cauriis, Fabr., with the thorax nearly isometrical, or square, composed of Old World species.

•ScotvOius, Gennar, has the thorax broader than long, with the sides rounded ; composed of South Americtin

species.

iScphlhtniy Fabr., has the sides of the thorax angular, or with a strong tooth, and the middle of the back is chan-
nelled

;
the sides of tlie head are but slightly dilated. The species are found in the South of Europe and Africa.

The two last genera have the antennai composed of nearly cylindrical joints, the three or four terminal joints

alone being rounded or ovoid
; the species are inhabitants of the Cape of Good Hope.

Trachynofus, Latr., has the eyes round or oval, and the thorax depressed.

Molurls^ Latr., and Psammodes, K., have the eyes narrow and long, and the thorax convex.

The second tribe of the Mclasoma, that of the Blapsides, is named from the genus Blaps, Fabricius,

in which the maxillary palpi are terminated by a joint evidently dilated like a hatchet or triangle.

This tribe is formed of a single genus,

—

Blaps.
Those species which have the body generally oblong, with the sides of the abdomen embraced by the elytra,

which are mostly narrowed behind, and the tarsi alike in both sexes, form a tirst division, some of which have the

mentum small, occupying not more than a third part of the under-side of the head.

The four following subgenera have the tibiae slender, without strong teeth, and the thorax is not dilated in

front.

Oxuia, Kirby, has the body long and narrow, and the thorax longer than broad.

Acanthomera, Latr., has the thorax nearly orbicular and transverse, and the altdomen nearly globular.

Misolaniputf, Latr., has the thorax nearly globose, and the abdomen nearly ovoid. [These three groups do not

o:cur in England.]

Jil't/js, Fabr., has the thorax nearly square, flat, or but slightly convex ; the abdomen oval, transversely truncate

at its base ; the elytra in many are narrowed into a point, especially in the males, and the thii'd joint of the an-

tenna; is longer than the following,

Blaps mortlsaga, Linn., is black, but little shining, and the tip of the elytra forms

a short obtuse point. It is found in dark and dirty places about houses. [A very

common British insect ]

Fabricius states that the Turkish women which iuhabiu Egypt, where Bl. sulcata is

common, eat that species cooked with butter in order to make themselves fat. It is

also said that it serves as an antidote against the ear-ache, and the sting of the

Scorpion.

Gonopus, Latr., has all the tibia: angular, the two anterior broad, and strongly

toothed on the outside, and the thorax is dilated in front. [Exotic species.]

The other insectsof thistribe, which have the feet alike in both sexes, differ in the

rge size of the mentum, which occupies the greater pait of the under-side of the

head in the form of a heart truncate behind.

Ilcferoscelis, Latr., has the outer edge of the four fore feet armed with two strong

Fiif. r3.-EU|.s morti.si.t'n. teeth, ouo in the middle and the other at the tip, and the body oval, rounded at each

end.

Mac/da, Herbst., has the antenna terminated by a small club, formed of the last three joints, and lodged in canals

on the under-siile of the thorax.

Scodnux, Kirby, has the antennje terminated in a small club, but the last two joints are nearly united, and not

lodged in canals. [These three subgenera consist of exotic insects.]

/l^u/a, Latr., differs from the last three subgenera in having the thorax nearly trapezoid, and the mentum

covers the base of the maxilhe.

In the remainder of the Blapsides, the body is oval and but little elongated, the lateral fold of the elytra is narrow

and extends but slightly beneath, and the feet are unlike in the sexes, the two fore anterior tarsi being dilated in

the males, the under-side being generally silky, or furnished with a brush. These insects inhabit sandy districts,

the two fore tibia; being generally broad and dilated triangularly, so as to be fitted for burrowing.

Pedini(.s, Latr., has the fore margin of the head always notched
;
the two anterior tarsi of the males are alone

M M 2
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evidently more dilated tlian the followinp:. INIegerle and Dejean liave cut this iip into several other sab;2:cncra,

without, however, characterizing^ them. Such are their genera,

—

Opa(n/iii,v (in which the males have the four basal joints of the anterior tarsi of equal breadth, composed of

American species); Dc/idarns, Me^., in which the basp.l, and especially the fourth joint, are evidently narrower

than the interveningjoints, the tibiae loni; and narrow, but little dilated at the tip ; HeVtophilus, Dej., in which the

sides of the thorax arc suddenly narrowed near the posterior anj^Ies ; Eitn/tiotus, K., with the thorax larg:e,

scarcely broader than long:, and stron;;ly marg;incd ; Isocerus, Me^ , with the body distinctly more convex above,

and the thorax transverse, and Pedinas proper, in which the males have the three basal joints of the two anterior

tarsi always very much dilated, diminishing ;?radually in breadth, the fourth being^ very small ; the hind thig^hs

of the same individual are concave and silky beneath. [We possess a species of this e;enus found on the sea coast,

of small size and black colour,

—

P. mariliiniis.]

Blapstinus, Dej. (\vith the front margin of the head notched,) and

Plat^sceliSf Latr. {with the head entire in front), have the four anterior tarsi of the males equally dilated.

We are now arrived at Mclasomata furnished with wings, having the body generallv oval or oblong,

depressed, or but sliglitly elevated, witli the thorax square or trapeziforni, as broad beliind as tlic ab-

domen ;
tbr palpi are largest at the extremity ; the last joint of the maxillary palpi is liatchet-^baited ;

the mentuni is but little extended in ))readtli, luavinc^ tlie liase of the liiaxiUffi exposed.

These I\Ielasomata compose the tiiird and last tribe, that of the Tencbrionitcii, formed of the single

genus

Ti:NEnRio,

—

Such as it was at first formed by Fabricius, to which we reunite those which he has named Opatrwn

and Orthocerus. They serve as types for the same number of peculiar sections.

1. Those with the body oval, the thorax nearly trapezoid, curved at the sides or semi-oval, broader

l)ehind than the abdomen ; the maxillary palpi terminated by a hatchet-shaped joint.

Cnipticus, Latr., has the body convex and polished above, with the head exposed ; the antennas are nearly as long

as the thorax ; the tibias are \ow% and narrow. Type, Pediuus glaber^ Latr. [a species found in En<^land on the sea

coast, of a small size and black colour].

Opatrum, Fabr., has the body generally less elevated and often depressed, the head and eyes received into the

deep prothoracic cavity ; the antcMinai' are sliortLT tluin the thorax, the elytra arc rough, the fore tibin^ are broad in

some.

tSiJpha snliuUj.sa, Liim., about one third of an inch loni,^, of an ashy !:;"rey colour. Very common throuLchont

lun-npe [iuchuling i'^uL^laud] in sandy lilaces, appc-aiino; in tin.' rir-^t fiue days of the spring.

2. Those with tlie body narrow and elongated, nrurly of the same width or wider behind, with

the thorax nearly square, and at least as long as wide, the atiteiina; forming a thick mass.

Corticus, Dej. (having cylindric antenna'), and

Orffiocenis, Latr, (with spindle-shaped antennre), ha\e these organs thick, prrfohated, hairy, and apparently only

10-joiuted ; llispa 7>nifica, Linn. [The type of the last subgeinis is found in sand pits in various p:irts of Kujiland.]

The antenna' of tlie others are of the ordinary thickness;, not visibly perfoliated, and with ten distinct juints.

ChiroscdiSy Lam., with the fore-tibii-^ ]i;ilmated. Cli. hiffncslra, Lnni., [a hu-^e African insect].

Toiicnm, Latr., with simple fore-tibia-, and with tlie head ti'iangular, and thorax nearly square. [Exotic species

of moderate size.]

Boros, Hcrlist., with simple fore tibia', and with the heinl oval, and thorax sumcwhat i'\ al.

3. Those with tlie body hmg and narrow, the thorax nearly sipiare, the antenna? of the ordinary

size, and not suddcidy terminated by a clul) ; the thiglis of the two fure-legs are thick, and the tilii;c

bent and narrow.

Calcar, Dej., has the thorax obloirj:, the body linear, of equal breadth throui;iinut, the front of the head imtrhed.

Upii-y Fab., has the thorax uhloni^, tlic body narrow hat not linear, the front Lif the head straight, f. ccnujt-

Ooides, Fabr. [a German species].

TenebriOy Linn., Fahr., differs only from Upis in having" the thorax bi'oader than lon^'.

Tciii'lirio maUtor, Linn., about two-thirds of an inch long, of a black brown colour, is of very common occurrence

[in lMi;,^IandJ, IieinLi; found, especially in the evcnini;', in unfrequented jiartsof houses, bake-houses,

aud coni-nnMs, ^c. Its hirva [known under tin- name of the i\leal-\vorm] is long;, cylindric, and

of an oclu'i; eolour, scaly, aiid ver'y smooth ; it li\'es in barley an(t \^lleat [hiscuits, IIlmu", &c.]

and is given to Nightingales. Tlie Brazilian, T. iirandis, is found under the bark of trees, and

discharges from the anus a cau^;tic fluid to the distance of a foot.

Ueterotar.siif:, Latr,, has the jienidtirnate joint of all the tarsi minute, and received in a canai

of the preceding joint.

[The student will find the descri|itions i.ii many new genera in this and the two preceding- sectJoiT;

of Melasonia, descrilied by M. Solier in the Annales de la Soc'icfc Entomologlque de France, and y.
^

by M. Guerin in his Magafiin de Zoologie, and in the Voyage de la Coqiiille.]
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THE SECOND FAMILY OF THE COLEOPTERA HETEROMERA,—

The Taxicornes,—
Have no corneous hook on the inner edge of the maxillae; they are also furnished with wings ; the body

is often square ; the thorax trapezoid or semicircular, and concealing or receiving the head ; in some the

antenna?, generally inserted beneath the produced margin of the sides of the head, are short, more or

less perfoliated, gradually thickened, or terminating in a mass. The feet are fit only for running, and

all the joints of the tarsi are entire, and terminated by simple hooks ; the fore-tibise often broad and

triangular ; many males have the head furnished with horns. The majority of these beetles are found

in fungi growing on trees, or beneath the bark ; others live in the ground, under stones.

Some, forming tlie first tribe, Viaperalcs, have the head entirely exposed, and never entirely received

in a deep notch of the front of the tiiorax, which is either trapezoid, square, or subcylindric, its sides

like those of the elytra, not formnig a decided margin to the body. Tliis tribe has for its type the

genus
D'APEurs,

—

Of which -some have tlie antenna thick, straight, and perfoliated or clavate.

Phalena^ Latr. {Utoma and Phaleria, Dej.), has the fore-tibi<E broad anil trian;;(ilar, the body ovoid, and the an-

tennfe not terminated by a club. A numerous subgenus, divided by Dejean into several otber.s, the type, Tc/ie-

brio eadaverinus [the only British species found on tlie coast], bein<:^ retained as the type of Plialeria.

Ulnperis proper, has the fore-legs narrow and nearly linear, witli tlie maxillary palpi teniinialed by a sub-

cylindrical joint. Type, Z>(f/jjer/j 6o/f^/ [a handsome but rare British species], nearly one tliird of an inch long,

black, with three dentate bands of orange on the elytra.

[The insects of this genus have formed the subject of a valuable monograph by Laporte and Brulle, in the An-

ludes des Sci. Nat.]

Hi/pop/il(Cus, Fabr., differs from the preceding in the linear form of the body. They arc found under the bark

of trees. //. castaneus, [a rare British species].

The three following have the antenna? terminated by an abrupt club, composed at least of four joints.

Tracluiscelis, Latr., with the antennai scarcely larger than the head, having a G-jointed club ; body thick, convex,

and tibiie broad and fossorial. [T. AphodioideSt a reputed Biatish species of small size.]

Lcioides, Latr. {Anisotoma, Illig.), differs in having the tibiae narrow and spinose, club of antenna? 5-jointed. [A

very numerous genus, of minute species.]

Teiratoma^ Herbst., has tlie body longer, and the club of the antenna^ t-jointed. [T./cuiijonun, and several other

British species of small size, found in fungi.]

The antenna? in the others are curved, and terminated by a 5 or 3-jointed perfoliated club ; the palpi filiform,

tlie head of the males often cornuted. They are found in boleti growing on trees : they form the genus Eledona,

Latr., Boletophatjtis, Fab.

Coxeliis has the three terminal joints alone of the antenna: forming Ihe club. (C. spinulosiis.)

The second tribe of the Taxicornes, the Cosxyphenes, is formed of species resembling, in the general

form of the bodv, Pelfis, Kitiihda, and Cassida, being ovoid or subhemispherical, margined all round

bv the dilated edges of the thorax and elytra; the head entirely hidden beneath the thorax, or received

into a very deep notch in the front of this part of the body ; the maxillary palpi are hatcliet-shaped.

This tribe is composed of the genus

COSSYPHUS, Oliv.

Cossyphus proper, having tlie front of the thorax entire and produced over the head, (consisting of exotic

species,) and

Ildceus, Latr., with the head received in a deep frontal notch of the thorax, or exposed through a central aperture

(composed of Australian species), have the body flattened and shield-shaped, whilst in

Xdio, Latr., it is nearly hemispherical, with the head also exposed. [Composed of e.votic species, having much

the appearance of Lady-birds.]

THE THIRD FAMILY OF THE COLEOPTERA HETEROMERA,—

The Stenelytr.a,—
Differs from the preceding only in the anteiina\ which are neither inoniliforra nor perfoliated, and in

which the tip is not generally thickened. The body is often oblong, arched above, with the feet long;

the males closely resemble the females. These insects are generally much more active than the preceding
;

some are found under the bark of old trees, but many frequent the leaves and flowers; the greater num-

ber were united by Linnaeus with the genus Tenebrio ; but he arranged others with Necydalis,
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Chrysomela, Ceranil)yx, and Cantharis. In the first edition of this work, I had united the whole into

one genus, tielops, but their internal as well as external anatomy indicates that this family constitutes

five trihes, composed of the same number of genera, namely, Helops, Cintela^ DirccEa, Fabr., (Edam&ra,

and Mycferus, Oliv. In respect to their digestive organs and other cliaracters, lielops and Cistela ap-

proach Tcnehrin ; hut the Cistelai have the nianiiibles entire, ami gcnorallv live amongst leaves and

flowers, in which respect they differ from llcli)ps ; the majority of the iJirca^u lia\e the faculty to

leap, and the iienultimate joint of the tar^i is !)hid in many. Some live in fungi, &c., and others in

rotten wood. These are allied on one iiau<l tu lielops, and ou the otlier to CEdemera, and especially to

Nothns, Ijclongiiig to the same trilie. Sucli are the principles upon which 1 have distributed this familv.

Those which have the antennas inserted near the eyes, and the head not produced into a long muzzle,

form the first four triljes, [^Helojjii, CisteUdes, Serropalpides, and (Edemerites'].

The Helopii have the antenna covered at the base by the margin of the head, nearly fihform, or

slightly thickened at the tip; generally composed of ueuily cylindrical joints, the terminal one being

always the longest; the extremity of the mamiildcs is liifid ; the last joint of the maxillary palpi is

largest, and hatchet-shaped; the eyes ohlong, and kidney-siiapcd : none of the legs are formed for

leaping; the pcnnliimare joint of the tarsi is either entire or not deeply bilob(d; the ungues entire ;

the body often arcbcil above, and of a solid consistence; the larva?, so far as known, are filiform,

smooth, and shining, w ith very short feet like those of the Tenebrionidrc ; tliey are found in olil wood
;

the perfecL in3.eets are also met with beneath the bark. This tribe nearlv corresponds with tlie genus

IIklops, Fal>r.

Epitragusy Latr. (Iiavin,2; tlie base of the maxillae hidden by the mentum),

Cnodalon, Latr. {w ith the head narro" er than tlie thorax), and

Camps/a, Lepel. and Serv. {Camaria, L. & S., with the head as bioad as the liind part of the thorax), are American
g'roups, huvino; the hinder extremity of the presternum produced into a small point, received inta a notch of the

mesosternuni. In all the other Helopii the mesosternura is not notched, nor the prosternum pointed.

Spheniiciis, Kirb>' (IJrazilian insects, havins; the appearance of Erotyli),

Acanthopus, Me^^ (with the fore thi<,^hs thick and toothed, A. dentipes, Germany),

Aman/gmtis, Dahn. (with simple fore-leg's and antennae),

Spharotm, Kirliy (with the thorax narrower throui^hont than the aljdonien, and with simple antennae and

slender tibiw), and

Adelium, Kn-hy (be ins: of an oval forTO, w itli the thorax nearly orbicular, comjiosed of Xew Hob and insects), have

the body nearly ovoid or stiort, with the thorax trunsverse. [Xone of titese sub^^enera occur in this country.]

He/ops proper, has the thorax transverse, scarcely as lon^; as wide, and ch^sely applied to the base of the elytra,

//. cteruleiis, lanipes, and caraboides, [British insects, the last being exceedingly abuinlant].

Lana has the last Joint of the antenna thicker than the preceding, and ovoid, the thorax truncate-corda[e,

separated from the abdomen by a visible space ; antei-ioi" femora thickened. [European species of small size.]

The following Helopii have the body long and narrow, the tlior;ix nearly sipmre, or truncate-cordate.

^tetiotracbehtti, Latr. (Dnjops, Pk.), with the heail naiTOwed behind into a neck, the three terminal joints of

tlie antenna-' short and thick. D. tjcnea, Payk. [u continental species].

Aiiuathus dfcoratu.s, Germar, appears to approach the last very closely, as lioes also Pi'hnaiopi's IIi/mmr!ii, Fisch.

,S(ro>igi/liu/n, K., anil Stvnochin^ K., ha\e tlie head not narrowed into a neck, and the terminal joints of the

antenna scarcely dillVring from the preceding, [liiazilian insects, mostly gaily coloured.]

Pi/f/to, Latr., has the body flattened and the thorax narrowed behind. [P. dej)resi-(is, found in tlie north of Europe.

The larva is very flat.]

The second tribe, Cisielides, is exceedingly close to the preceding, but the antenna; are not concealed

at the base ; the mandibles are entire ; the tarsal ungues denticulated : many of these insects live in

This tribe b>rms the genus

CiS'ri':LA, Fabr.

, Latr., has the thorax thick, narrow, and suborbicular. [Brazilian insects.]

(.'/slfla proper, has the thorax depressed trapezoid, the head produced into a short nuizzle, the

aiitriiiial joints mostly serrated, and the body ovoid or oval.

L'islria rerainboides, five lines long; black, with orange-coloured, striated elytra; the larva

residrs it) tlie decomposed wood of the oak.

Miirrfiii-hares, Latr. {iVi/cefo/dilhi, Gyll.), has the head not produced into a mnzzle, and the

body narrow and elongated. JJ. harbatus.

AH.'nihi, Fabr., differs from the preceding in having the penultimate jointof the tarsi hilobed,

and tlic last joint of the maxillary pal])! hatchet-shaped.

[M. Sober has revised this tribe, and added several new genera, in the Annales dc In Soc'uie

Enlomol. de France.]
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The tliird tribe, Serropalpides, is distinguished Ijy the maxillary palpi being serrated, very large, and

drooping
; the antennae are inserted in a notch of the eye, often short and filiform ; the mandibles are

generally bifid at the tip, and the tarsal ungues simple ; the front of the head is not produced, and the hind

thighs are not thickened, in which they differ from the following; the penultimate joint of the tarsi, of the

four fore-feet at least, is bilohed, and in those in which it is entire, the hind feet are fitted for leaping,

being long, compressed, with slender tarsi. This tribe has for its type the genus—
DiEC/KA, Fabr.

Or(?/(e.?/rt.,Latr., differs from the rest in havint;: the antennte clavate, the maxillary palpi terminated by a hatcliet-

sbaped joint, and the hind feet are formed for leaping;. \_0. mica/is, Latr., a minute British species.]

Enati-ophtts, Ittig. (with the body ovuid, and the airtenna shorter than the thorax), and

I-laUometnis, Payk. {with the body elon;j:ate oval, and the antennje ]onj,^er than the tliorax), have the palpi hut

slii^htly thickened at the tip. The remainder have the body uan-ow and elon;^^ated, wirU the maxillary palpi hat-

chet-shaped, and some of these have the antenn:!: thick and short.

Birc(va proper {Xylita, Payk.), has the maxillary palpi not serrated, the antenna thick, the body o^al-sliaped,

and the scutellum very small.

Melnndnja, Fahr., with the maxillary palpi evidently serrated, the thorax depressed at the sides, and the

scutellum moderate-sizeiL [il/. cciraboides, a common British species.]

Hi/prdus, Pk., has the body narrow and nearly linear, with the thorax oblongand narrow behind. D. fjueinnug,

[a very rare British species].

Scrropaljjus, Hellw., has the antennae slender, subcylindric, the body of a firm consistence, and the maxillary

jialpi strongly .seri'ated.

Herropaliim, Gyll., dilTers from the last in having the body soft, the maxillary palpi scarcely serrated, and the

penultimate joint of the tarsi bilobed. [Two very rare British species.]

The fourth trilie, (Edemerites, is nearly allied to the preceding in the insertion of the antennre, bifid

mandibles, bilobed penultimate joint of the tarsi, and securiform maxillary palpi ; but (with the excep-

tion of Not/ms, which, although nearly allied to some of the preceding, differs in having the hind

femora thickened) exhibits a series of characters which does not allow them to be confounded with

any other lleteromcra. The body is long, narrow, nearly bnear, with the head and thorax rather nar.

rower than the elytra ; the antennse are longer than these parts of the body, serrated in some, but

conjposed of long cjdindric joints in the others ; the anterior extremity of the head is more or less

produced into a short muzzle, with the eyes more prominent ; the thorax is at least as long as broad,

nearly square or cylindrical; the elytra are linear, narrowed behind, and often flexible. These insects

are related to the Telephori and Zonites. They are found in flowers or trees
; their metamorphoses

are not known. They form a single genus,

—

CEnEMi;R,\, OIiv

jYof/iMs, Zeiffl. (Os7)/ii/«, Illig ), hasthe antenna: short, simple, and inserted in a notch in the eyes ; the hind thighs

thickened in one sex, the thorax as broad as the base of the abdomen, and the tarsal claws bifid. [N. clavipes, a

very rare insect, found in Huntingdonshire.]

RItcfbiis, Fischer, ought probably in a natural system to be placed here.

Calopus, Fab., has the antenna: very long and serrated, the hind legs simple, with the second joint very short.

C. serraticornis, [a common continental species].

Sparedrus, IMcgerle, differs from Calopus in having the antenna: simple.

Di/lit'i.s, Fisch., has the antenna also filiform, inserted in front of the eyes
;
the elytra are not narrowed at the

tips. It. Iidopioides, [a continental species].

(Edemera, Oliv., has the hind legs thickened in one sex, the antenna: long and .slender in one sex, and the

elytra very much narrowed at the tips. [(Ed. canilea, a very common British insect. Several of the species

have been separated as distinct subgenera by Stephens.]

The fifth and last tribe of the Stenelytra, that of the Rhijncostoma, is composed of insects some of

wdiich are nearly allied to the CEdemerites, whilst the others appear to belong in a natural order

to the family of the Weevils {Rhyncophora). The head is evidently prolonged in front, in the shape of

a muzzle or flattened rostrum, having the autennffi at its base and in front of the eyes, which are al-

ways entire. These insects form a single genus

IMVCTRRUS,

—

Some of which have the antenna: filiform, and the muzzle not dilated at the tip.

"
Slciwstomn, Latr. (Leptura, Fabr.), has the body narrow, the thorax conical, truncated, the elytra fiexihle, nar-

rowed to a point. CEd. rostrata, Latr., [South of Europe],

ilycteru.1, Clairv., has the body ovoid, solid, silky, [with the elytra entire]
;
the antenna; appear to be 12-jointed.

[J/, griseus, a continental species.]
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RhinosimiiS, Latr. {Salpingus, I!H^.). lias tlie antenna:; terminated by an elongated mass, formed of three or five

joints ; the muzzle very-flat, -with a produced ang-le on each side before the tip. They reside beneath the bark of trees,

and reiiiiire in a natural order to be arranged near to Aiiflirihn.s of Fabricias, by -whom indeed they were united

therewith. The body is depressed and the palpi tliicker at the tipis. [.S. ruburi.s, a pretty minute liritiah species.]

Our second general division,

—

THE FOURTH FAMILY OF THE COLEOPTERA IIETEROMERA,—

The Tr,\chelides,—
Have the head trianLrular or heart-shaped, carried on a kind of neek, \vhich, heing as wide as tlie

front of the thorax, prevents it from being immersed therein up to the eyes ; the body is often soft,

with the elytra flexible, not striated, and often very short, one partially lapping over the other ; the

niaxiUie are never hooked ; the tar-al joints are entire, an<l the ungues bifid. The majority live in

the perfect state upon dilfercnt vegetables, devouring the leaves or sucking the honey of the tlo^\'ers :

many, wlien seized, depress the head, and contract the feet, as if they were dead ; others are very active.

AVe divide this family into six tribes, formingthc same nunilier of genera. Tbe first tribe, i^y^n'aWcp,

has the bo<ly elongated, narrower in front than beliiinl, with thu thorax eitlier sulicylindric or square, or

oMiid and truncated ; the antennae inserted near a notch of tlic eyes, simple, filiform, or thickened gra-

dually to the tips
;
generally moniliform, with the last joint longer than the preceding in the males ;

the paljii thickened at the tips, and the last joint of the maxillary palpi long and tiiangular ; the tibiae

long and narrow ; the two anterior curved ; the penultimate joint of the tarsi bilobed, and the ungues

neither bifid nor toothed. The indigenous species inhabit woods, and are found upon different vegetables
;

the body is soft, the elytra flexible, and, like the Cantharides and Meloes, they feign death when taken.

Lai/r/ii pnijicr, is composed of specieswhich liave the antennae gradually thickened, and partly or entirely moni-

lifnjiu, tlic la:^t juiiit ovoid or oval, the head scarcely advanced in front, and tlie thorax subcylindric or square.

[L. hirtn, a very common British insect, of small size ; fmmd in hed^a-s, in which also I have fuund its larva-,

which is hairy, with the^extremity of the body bifid.)

S^a/Zra, Latr., is formed of exotic species resembliiiK the j^enus A;;Ta
;
prolonged in front, and suddenly nar-

rowed behind the eyes.

Ilemipepltis, Latr., doubtfully lielongin^a; to this tribe, has the antenna' filiform, short, ami elbowed, the body

linear and depressed, and the head heart-shaped.

The second tribe, Pyrochroides, approaches the preceding in respect of the tarsi, the length and

slcndirncss of the anterior part of the body, which is however depressed, with the tliorax nearly orbi-

cular or trapezoidal ; the antenniE, at least in the males, are pectinated or feathered ; the maxillary palpi

are hut slightly serrated, and terminated by a subsecuriform joint; the labial filiform ; the abdomen

elongate, eatirely covered by the elytra, and rounded behind. Thoy arc found in the spring in woods, the

larvae li\ing beneath the bark of trees ; they form the genus

—

Pyrochroa, Geoffr.

De/idroidfs, Latr., has long feathery branches to the antennrc. (Exotic species.)

Pvroc/n-o(7proper,hastheantenna: simply pectinated. [Pi/roc/ima ru/'c/is, ^yery abnmlnnt

British species, of a scarlet colour, with black legs and antenna;.]

The third trilic, }for(Ir//oinf. although not distinguished by any constant cha-

racter, derived frnm the tar^i. ungues, antenna-, or jialpi, is easily to he distinguished

by the general form of the body, elevated and arciied, with the head low, Ihe tho-

rax trapezoid or senii»'ii'cnlar, the elytra very short, or narrow and })ointrd at the

tips, as well as tbe abdomen. In llieir antcnme, many approaeli the l'\ rochroides ;

''''
'^^,?i7r

'"'"'
otiiers, in their maxilla:, ungues, tarsi, and jiarasitic liahits, are allied to Nemognathai

and Silaris, subgenera of the last tribe of this family, but they are removed from both by their extreme

agility, and the firm texture of tlieir integuments. They form the genus

—

MORrii':m.,\, Linn.

Some liave ibe palpi of urip'pial thickness throu;^-hout, the antennte of the males strongly pectinated or fan-

shaped, tbe cxtreiniiy of tlie mandibles not notched, and tbe tarsal ungues denticulated.

Ripip/iorutiy Bosc, has the wings extended beyond the elytra, which are as long as the abdomen ; the tarsal un-

gues bifid ; the antennse strongly Aipectinated in the moles, ?//;7'serrateti in the females. Some naturalists have
fniinil in the nests of the common Wasp, many living individuals of the [Knglish species], Ilipiplioriis junadoxus
\\liicb lias been the'iice interred to be parasitic in tlie larv-i state in such sitiiatienis. Nevevtlielrss, fnun anol)ser-
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vation of M. Farines, the larva of the two-spottcil Ri]iiphorus lives and imder^^ocs its dian^^es in the staik of

the Eiyni/ium campcstre.

Mi/oditcs, Latr. {Ripidim, Tlumb.), has the wings also extended, but the elytra arc very short ; tlie antenns .ire

very strongly feathered ; the tarsal claws are toothed.

Pelecotoma, Fisch., has also the tarsal claws toothed, but the win;^s [and abdomen] are entirely covered by the

elytra. [Exotic insects, of moderate size.] In the others the palpi are terminated by a lar{,^e hatcbet-shaped

joint ; the mandibles are biiid at the tips, and the antennreof the males are only serrated.

Mordcllay Linn., has the antennae of equal thickness throughout, and slightly serrated in the males ; the eyes are

not emaryinate, [and the abdomen is terminated by a long point. M. acideaia, Linn., and many other small

British species].

Anasph; Geotfr., has the antonn;e simple, and rather thickened to the tips, the eyes notched, [and the abdomen
not pointed]. A. fronialin [and numerous other minute British insects].

The fourth tribe, Jnihicides, possesses simple or but slightly serrated and filiform antennre, or but little

thickened at the tips ; tlie joints very nearly alike, except the last, which is rather longer, and oval ; the

maxillary palpi are terminated by a hatchet-shaped joint ; the penultimate joint of the tarsi is bilobed ; the

body narrower in front, with the eyes entire or scarcely emarginate. Some of these species are found

upon plants, but the majority Uve on the ground, and run with great quickness : their larv;fi are probably

]^iarasites. They compose the genus,

—

NoToxus, GeofTr.

Soraptia, Latr., has the thorax nearly semicircular, and the antenna; inserted in a notch of the eyes, filifoiTD.

They haveagreat analogy with Mordella, Cistela, &c., in their form. (S.ftisca, a minute British species.)

l^tcropes, Stev. (BlasianuSf lUig.), has the antennEe terminated by three long joints.

Nutojcus proper, has the antennas gradually thickened, the joints conical, and the thorax of a reversed ovoid form,

narrowed, and truncated behind, or divided into two globose knots. Some species [to which English Entomologists

restrict tlie name iYy/(?a'«i'], have the thorax produced into a horn over the head. iV. »?o«oefro^, Linn, [a small

Jiritish species found in sand hanks]. Those with the thorax unarmed [form the restricted genus Anihicus of En-

g-lish authors. A.fnscns, and many other minute species], some of which are apterous.

The two following tribes, which terminate the Hcteromera, have several characters in common:

mandibles terminated by a simple point ;
palpi filiform, or but slightly thickened at the tips ; abdomen

soft ; elytra ilexible
;
possessing vesicaton,^ powers ; ungues generally bifid. In the perfect state, many of

them are herbivorous ; bnt many amongst thera are parasites whilst larvae.

The fifth tribe, Iloriales, differs from the succeeding by having the ungues denticulated, and furnished

with a seta ; and the antennre are filiform, not longer than the tliorax ; the labruin tmall ; mandibles

strong and exposed ; palpi filiform ; thorax square, and the two hind legs very robust, at leait in one sex.

The transformations oi Horia maculata are described in the Trans. Linn. Soc. of London, [by the late

Lansdown Guilding], The larva destroys that of a large Carpenter Bee {Xt/Iocopa teredo, which

makes its nest in the trunks of trees in St. Vincents) : this is eltected, as the author supposes, by the

larva of the beetle devouring the provisions laid up in store for the larva of the Xylocopa, which is of

course starved to death. This tribe is composed of the genus

—

Horia, Fahr.,

—

Speciesof which inhabit the intertropical parts of South America, and East India.

CiA-/>iics, l^atr., has the head narrower than the thorax, and the posterior femora greatly thickened.

The sixth and last tribe, or the Vesicatory Beetles (Cantharidia), is (hstinguished from the preceding

l)y the tarsal ungues, which are very deeply divided, so as to appear double; the head is generally

large, broad, and rounded behind ; the thorax is generally naiTowed behind, approaching the shape of

a truncated heart; in others it is nearly orbicxUar ; the elytra are often slightly inclined at the sides ;

they counterfeit death when seized, and many at such times emit a yellowish liquid from the joints of

the feet, which is caustic, and of a penetrating odour, the organs for the secretion of which have not

been observed. Several species {Meloe, Mylahris, Canlharis,) are employed externally as vesicants, and

internally as a powerful stimulant ; the latter is however very dangerous in its apphcation.

This tribe is formed of the genus

—

Meloe, Linn.,—

\^^lich has been divided into various others. The anatomical researches of Messrs. Leon Dufour and Bretonneau

upon theepipastic powers of these insects, enable us to arrange these generic groups in a natural order, only slightly

differing from that already adopted. The latter has discuvered that Sitaris does not possess this property
; it also

resembles Zonitis in its general structure, and the latter are contiguous to Cantharis. These insects therefore
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occupy one exfrenuty of iliis triljc, wlicncc it becomes easy, from a comparative study of other i-elatlons, to pursue

tlie series to tlie other extremity ; this is also in accordance with the progressive changes of the antenn.T,

Ccrocoma, GeolT'., lias only nine joints in the antenna; of both sexes, those of the males being of a very irregular

coiistrnction. The species apiiear towards the .summer solstice in great abundance at the same place ; they are

fnund upon flowers, especially the wild chamomile. N. Srhiiffcri, Linn. [Nune of the species are found in

Kiigland.]

fhidcHs, Latr. {Dices, Dej ), has the two or three terminal joints of the antenna united (at least In the females),

into a thick ovoid mass, the number of joints being nine or ten. Mylabrls impunctato, Oliv. [Exotic sjjecies.]

Miflahns, Fabi., has longer antennx, with eleven distiiict Jdints in both sexes, gradually terminating in a club
;

the eleventh or last joint being large and ovoid.

Megerle has separated some species, from the variation in the length of the intermediate joints of the antennae,

into the genus Lydns, some of which are better charnctei'ized by having one of the divisions of the ungues toothed.

Mfilahris chicorii, Linn., inhabits the south of Europe, and its vesicatory properties are as powerful as the Can-

tharrs of the shops, with which, no doubt, it is mixed in Italy. The Chinese use M. puxtulafa.

(Enas, Latr., has the antenuK not longer than tlie thorax, and of equal thickness throughout, with the last joint

conoid.

Melue, Linn., has the antenna; composed nf short rounded joints, the middle ones being the thickest, and some-

times arranged so that these organs make a strong crescent in some males ; the wings are wanting, and the oval

elytra partially cover the abdomen. They crawl slowly on the ground and low plants [in the spring], emitting an

oleaginous reddish fluid from the joints of the feet. In some parts of Spain they are used instead of, or niixed with,

the common Cantharides. 1 have regarded tliem as the Bnpresiesoi the Ancients, who attributed to them Mjry

pernicious projierties, such as destroying oxen when eaten by them.

M. proscai-ahd^us, Linn, [the common IJritish species], is about an inch long, and nf a black colour, shining, very

punctate, the sides of the head and thorax, antennce, and feet, tinged with violet. According to De Geer, the

f: male deposits in the earth a great number of eggs united into a mass. The larvshave six feet, two filaments at the

extremity of the body, and attach themselves to flies, which they suck. Mr. Kirby thought this lar\-a was an ap-

terous insect or parasite, to which he gave the name of Pediciiliis melUt^, and at first I adopted this opinion. Dufour

also formed it into a distinct genus, Triungulinus, But the recent researches of Lepeletier and Serville, who have

reared these Triungulini from the eggs of isolated females of RIeloe, do not permit us to doubt tliat they are the

ycuiig of the .Meloe. We know, indeed, that many Heteromera deposit their eg-gs in the nests of various Bees

—

may it not be the same with these Aleloes, the larvce of which attach themselves to the Bees until they have com-

pleted their pi-ovisioned nests, in which they then take up their abode ?

The remaining subgenera have ordinary-sized wings and elytra.

Tetraonjix, Latr., has short maxillae, and the penultimate tarsal joint is bilobed. [Exotic insects, chiefly Brazil.]

Cantharis, Geoff. {LyKa, Fabr.), has short maxiltK, entire tarsal joints, and the head is larger than the thorax.

C(7y(Ma;7.j rw/caMrm [the common Blister-fly], IS of a shiny green colour, with black antenna;. M.Y.Audouin
has studied its anatomy with great care, [J»/;.

^V '' Sci. Nai. vol. ix.) This insect appears in our cli-

\ ''^*^**y, j,,*:^'^ mate [France] towards the summer solstice, and

\^Of^Jr**-,^7^ "" '^ found most abundantly on the ash and lilac, of

.z^- ^^^<^.^^^''~~'^^^^^^^^;y^<^ ^ which it consumes the leaves; it emits a most

'^^ct:.*^^'^'^^''^-==^ ^^^^'^^ ^^ ^^^^^-^E,^ -V,
penetrating odour. Its larva lives in the earth,

_^^~ • v^ -:*<^,,_ \ ^^^/ -^-^v'-^-
^^ gjjj feeds upon the roots of vegetables. [It has

/ — -J t V ^^ .— - .
^ lately been found in immense numbers in Eng-

""
"^ ".---""—

C^-:0~^— _-_ '!;>, --~'
. X^^^ -^^"^^ "< land, but very locally.] In the United States of

' '—C^C^>^^"^ .--^r 1. '^ ^^^ ' ,r^ America, another species, C. vHtata, is employed
'" ~' '^~--^^ -o^ej-'

fQj. ti^g same purpose. It is fi.iund in alnuidance

Pu_^, 77— Cnnlliiri.i vcsicRturla. UpOn the pOtatO.

ZnniHa, Fabr., has the antenna: slenderer than in Cantharis
; the maxillary palpi are filiform, and the ma\ill;e

shnrf.

In the two following subgenera the maxilla' are terminated by a very long silky (ilament.

N'^Di'i'/i/nt/iii, I,atr., having filiform antennae, and the thorax nearly square.

Gnathium, Kiri.iy, with the antenna; rather thickened at the tip, and the thorax narrowed in front. [Both con-

sisting of exotic species.]

f<itaris, Latr. (Apalus, I'aiir.), has the elytra suddenly narrowed, so as t-o expose jtart of the wings. They reside

in the larva state in the nests of .Mason-bees. [-V. humeralis, a rare British species, beautifully figured by Curtis.]

Apalus proper, Fabr., has the elytra not so strongly narrowed, and the middle joints of the antenna; rather

dilated.

Tlictliird t:;ener!il section of tbe Colooptora (Tetramera) cxclusivoly comprises those siiecies

wliicli have four [(hstinct] joints to all the tarsi, [a minute joint, overlooked l)v most authors

being affixed at the base of the terminal joint, and betwet'u the lobes of the so-ealled penul-

timate joint; hence the supi>ositi(ni of Latreillc thattlie loss of thefifth joint was caused by the

basal joint becoming coaleseent with the second joint, cannot be maintained.]
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All these insects feed upon vegetable substances. Tlieir larvae have generally short feet, or

tlicy arc wanting and replaced by fleshy lobes in a great number. The perfect insect is found

upon the flowers or leaves of plants. I divide this section into seven families ; the larv;e of the

first four or five bve mostly hidden in the interior of vegetables, and are generally deprived of

feet, or have them very minute ; many of them devouring the hard and ligneous particles. These

beetles are the largest of the section.

THE FIRST FAMILY OF THE COLEOPTERA TETRAMERA,—

The Weevils (E/iyncop/iora),—
Is distinguished by the anterior elongation of the liead, whicli forms a sort of muzzle or proljoscis ; the

majority liave the alidomen thick, and the antennae ell^owed and often clavatc ; tlic penultimate joint

of the tarsi is nearly always bilol)ed, and the posterior femora are toothed in tlie majority.

The larvae have the body oblong, like a very soft white worm, with a scaly head, and destitute of

feet, or having only small ileshy tubercles in their stead. They devour ditferent parts of vegetables; many

live entirely in the interior of fruits or seeds, and often commit great havoc ; their pupse are inclosed

in a cocoon. Many RhyncophorEe also injure us in the perfect state, when they happen to become very

numerous in certain lin}its. They puncture the buds or leaves of various cultivated plants, and feed

upon their parenchyme.

[If LatreiUe, in the second edition of this work, found it necessary to state that he was compelled

to omit many minute details occasioned hy the works of Gcrmar and Schonherr, the latter published

in 1820, bow much more necessary is it to do this now that Schonherr's great work has appeared upon

the Weevils, occupying ten thick octavo volumes.]

Some have the labrum distinct; the anterior elongated part of tlie bead short, broad, depressed, and

muzzle-shaped ; the palpi very distinct, tibforni, or thickened at the tip. They compose the genus—
BRUCHU.'i, Lirn.,

—

Vv'liicli is tlms divldeil ;—Those species with the antennte thickened at the tips, the eyes not notched, and \Thicli

liuve five joints in the four anterior tarsi, form the subgenus li/iifw.vimus, which we have from tlie latter character

l^laced in the Heteromera.

Those with similar antenna; and eyes, but with only fourjoints in all the tarsi, the penultiraatejoint bein^ bilobed,

form that of

Anthribus, Geolf., of which the species are found in old wood, or amongst flowers.

Bnirhus propei', has the antenna tiliforra, often serrated or pectinated, and the eyes entire ; the anus is naked,

and the hind feet generally very large.

The female deposits an t^^s, in the young and tender germ of various leguniinose or cereal plants, palms, &c.,

upon which the larva feeds, and within which it undergoes its transformations : the perfect insect, in order to

make its escape, detaches a portion of the epidermis like a small cup ; hence the small holes too often observed in

peas, dates, &c. Tlie perfect insect is found upon flowers.

Bruc/tus Pi^i, Linn., is two lines long, black, with grey spots on the elytra; it does great mischief in certain

years [to peas], especially in North America. [The genus is very extensive.]

Ufodon, Sch. {Bruchela, Meg.], differs in having the three terminal joints of the antenn.T thickened.

R/ucbtis, Fischer, has the elytra tle.xible, antl the tarsal ungues bitid. R- gcbleri, Fis. [a minute beautiful green

species].

Xijlopliilus, Bonelli, has the palpi terminated by a mass {Anthkus populneus, oculatus, pijgmaus). [Some of these

have been separated by rne into the genera Aderus and Engleiies in the Zoological Journal
; they appear nearer

allied to Notlius and other Heteromera,]

The others have no visible labrum; the palpi are short, scarcely visible to the naked eye, and of a

conical form ; the anterior prolongatiou of the head forms a beak or proboscis.

Sometimes the antenna are straight, inserted upon the proboscis, and composed of from nine to

twelve joints.

Those which have the three or four terminal joints forming a mass, compose the genus

—

Attelabus, Linn., and particularly of Fabricius.

They devour the leaves or tender parts of vegetables, the females of the majority rolling up the leaves, in which

they lay their eggs, furnishing also a retreat for their young during the period whilst they are feeding.

The proportions of the proboscis, the manner in which it is terminated, the tibia; and abdomen, have afforded

characters for the establishment of four subgenera.
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Apoderns, distinct by the head affixed to the thorax by a rotiile.

A:ji/.<:, iidi the head immersed to the eyes in the thorax.

RhyncJiite.s, has the proboscis dihited at the tip, and the abdomen nearly square,

R. Bacchus [a splendid but very rare British species], lives on the vine, the larvae

inhabiting^ the rolled-up leaves, which it devoui-s, and thus sometimes commits

preat damage.

.ipion, Herbst., has the bndy pear-shaped. See the mono,i2japhs of Germar and

Kirby, in Trans. Linn. >Soc., vol. xii. [Some of the species do much damag"e,

devouring- the seeds of clover.]

lifiinotia, Kirby [2ic/us, Sch.], lias the body almost linear, and the anteiinEe

thirkened, but not clubbed.

Eurh'iiiu.'i, Kirby, has the antenna' terminated by a long mass, the last joint

being greatly elongate*! in the males.

Tubiccnus, Dej. {Auletes, Sch.), has the antenna- terminated by a perfoliated

mass, and the abdomen is oldong.

Those \vlilch have the antennae riliforui, ^vith the la^t jiiiut alone forming the mass, the proboscis

often longer in the males than in the females, and often differently terminated, and always stretched

out in front, tlie body elongated, and the penultimate tarsal joint bilobed, compose the genus^

Brentus, Fab. {Curcuiio, Linn.)

Tliese irjsects are peculiar to warm climates. Some of them, whicl) ha^e the body linear, and the antennselibfurm,

and 11 -join ted, form the subgenus

Bmifiis (uupii-r, Liun., which has Ijeen greatly cut u|") by Scbonherr. From the statements of Sa\i andLacurdaire,

it appears that these species are always found beneath the bark of trees ; the only European species is the Brcntas

italiens.

Vlocerus, Schon-, has the body linear, and the antenna; ll-jijinted.

Cj/!iis, Latr., has only 10-jointed, and the thorax nodose.

Sometimes the antennae are distinctly elbowed, the basal joint being much longer than the following.

These form the genus Curcuiio, Linn.

We divide them into Brevirostres and Lou^'iroslres, according as the antennas are inserted—near the

ti[) of the rostum, close to the mandibles,—or further back, either near the middle or at the base.

The Lrev iro-s-fres form, according to Fahricius, two genera, [IJracJ/i/cerus and Curcidio].

BuACHYCERUS, Fabr.—

Has all the joints of the tarsi entire, without cushions beneath ; the antennae are short, scarcely elbowed, and only

y-jointed, the last forming the mass ; they want wings ; the body is very rugose, or unequal. They are peculiar to

the south of Europe and Africa, living on the ground in sandy places, and appearing early in the s[iring. According

to M. Cailiiaud, the Ethiopian women suspend one of the species round their necks as an amulet.

CURCULTO,

—

Has nearly all the under-side of the tarsi cushioned, and tlie pcnultiinate joint biiubed. The antenna' are U
or 12-jointcd, comprising the false Joint by which they are sometimes terminated. Although here much more re-

stricted than in the Linn.Tan system, this genus comprises an immense number of species, particularly described

by Schonherr and Germar, wdio have greatly divided it. They may be divided, according to our own til_)ser\ations,

into two principal divisions.

1. Those in which the mcnturn, more or less orbicular, occupies all the oral ca\'ity, and hides the maxilla; and

mandibles, which are not distinctly toothed.

Ci/chmiis, (including' Schonherr's Cri/ptops, Deracanthas, and Jnn/cfcrii.-i), has the tarsi not puhillose, and the

penultimate joint scarcely bilobed. In all the rest the tarsi are pulvillose, and the penultimate joint bilobed.

CitrcHlio proper (including a very great number of genera of Schonhei'r), is winged, and has the lateral imiircs-

sions of the rostrum oblique, and directed downwards; the fore legs scarcely dilTer from the rest. The South

American species, forming the genera Entimus, Chlorimn, &c., are remarkable for their splendour, and often for

their size. The Diamond Beetle, {Curcuiio impcriaJis,) is one of them. Other small species peculiar to our climate,

of a much smaller size, but scarcely less splendid, [especially under alens,j and of a silvery or gn-en colour, form the

genus Polydrusus, Schonherr, Curc.sericcus, micans, Betuld;,^c.

Lfpfosomus, Sch., has the head very long behind, the rostrum very short, the thorax subcylindic, and the elytra

juoduced into two divergent spines. A single species, C. acuminaius, Fabr. New Holland.

Lcj'tocerus, (including many of Schonherr's genera), differs in having the fore-legs elongated, the tibice curved,

the thighs thick and spined, and the tarsi often dilated and ciliated ; the antennx arc long and slender. (Chlelly

Brazilian species.)

Phyllohius (including also many other genera of Schonherr), is winged, but the rostral fossnla is straiglit and

short.

The Brevirostres with the penultimate joint of the tarsi bilobed, the wings wanting, as well as (lie scntellum

form various other genera, such as Otiorh/jchus, Omias, Pachyrhij/tclius, Psalidiia/i, lliiilacilcs, Sij:'/ffaps

Ili/p/iautus, Sic.
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Our second general division of the genus Curculio of Fabriciae ditters in the narrowness of the mentum, whicli,

from not occupying the whole breadth of the oral cavity, leaves the sides of the maxiilai and mandibles (which

are toothed) exposed ; the club of the autenuffi is formed of tivc or six joints.

Those with only two teeth in the mandibles, and the labial palpi distinct, and which are destitute of win;?s, ooni-

puse the sLib-gencra Mj/niops, Rhylirrhinus (which have simple tarsi), and Liparus (which has pulviJIose tarsi).

Those whicb have wings form the sub-genera Hijpera and Uylob'ms. Those with three or four teeth in the mandi-

bles, and the labial palpi nearly obsolete, form the subgenus Cleoniis, including various other genera of Schonherr.

The Lomjirostres, or those with the antennae inserted at a distance from the insertion of the man-

dibles, often near the middle of the rostrum, which is generally long, nearly correspond to tlie genera

Li.vus, Rhi/nchdnus, and Calmtdra^ Fabr. In the first two the antennae are at least 10-jointed, but ofteujr

ll-or 12-jointcd ; tlie club being at least composed of the last tliree joints.

Lixus, Fabr.—

Nearly resembles Cleonus in the trophi, the long fusiform club of the antennae, the narrow elongated form of thf

body, and the armature of the feet. It is nearly linear in L. pavaplccticus [a common British species], the larvse of

\vliich live in the stems of Phcltandriiini, and produce in liorses which mayiiappen to eat them [with the plant],

the disease called " paraplegic.

"

Rhinoci/llus, is composed of a species with the antenncc scarcely elbowed, and which, from its supposed efficacy

in the tootliache, [has been specifically named R. anti-odonial;iiciis\.

Rhvnch.entjs, Fabr.

—

Has not such general characters. In some tlie stenium bas not a cavity for the reception of the rostrum
; and of

tliese some have the antennae U- or 12-jointed, and the legs not fitted for leaping.

Thamnophtlas, is winged, tlie antennas short and scarcely elbowed, and the tibiae armed with a strong hook at the

tip.

Bagoiis, has the tibiae curved, with a strong hook at the tip ; the tarsi long and filiform. These are small insects,

found in marshy places.

BracJn/puSy differs from the last in having the penulti-

mate joint of the tarsi very much dilated; the last joint

sometimes without claws.

Balaiuniis, has the rostrum very long, sometimes longer

than the whole body. B. nncuni [the common Nut Weevil],

the larva of which feeds 0[) the kernel of the not.

RhlinchfDiiis^ ditTcrs from the preceding by negative cha-

racters ;
and from the following by having 12-jointcd an-

tenna;.

Sibi/nia, having only 11-jointeil antenn;c ; tJie club com-

posed of seven.

Myorhivus, differs in having no wings. ]\Iany of Schon-

herr's genera are here united tog-ether.

We now pass to those which have only nine or ten joints

in the antennte, and are able to leap.

Cionus, Clairv., has the body nearly globular, but they do

not leap. The following are able to leap, having thick hind

thighs.

[Many minute British species.]
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Orchestes, has the antenn£e fixed upon the rostrum.

Bamphus, has the antenna; fixed between the eyes.

In tlie remaining Rhynchini the legs are apart at the base, and the sternum has a cavity for the reception of the

rostrum.

In Amerlrinus and Bnridixs, the latter is however wanting.

Those which possess this cavity have been distributed into a very great number of genera by Schonherr.

Camplor/it/tic/iiis {Eiirliinus, Sch.), differs in having the terminal part of the antennm forming a thick perfoliated

mass.

Cenlriniis; has the scutellum distinct, the chib of the antenna: elongated, and the prosternum with two spines.

Zygops, has the eyes united above, and the legs very long.

Cadorhijnchus, has the scutellum scarcely visible, the antenna; 12-jointed.

HydaticHs, has 11-jointed antenna;.

Oiobiies, has the body very short and sub-globose, the antenna; 12-iointed.

Cnipiorlnincliiis, has the body oblong-convex ; the fore-legs longest, especially in the males
;
antenna; 12-jointed.

Ti/lodes, is apterous or sub-apterous, with the scutellum wanting.

Calandra, Fab.

—

Comprises the tenninal Longirostres which li.ave only nine joints to the antennfe, the last, or the two last, forming

the club, with the tip spongy. They feed in the larva st.ate on seeds or woody substances.

Anchoiius, Sch. (with 10-jointed antenna"), and

Orlhocluctcs, Germ, (with 9-jointed antenn.T), are both apterous.
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Rhina, L.'itr,, is winded, and the antcnnir are inscned near the middle of the rostrum ; the fore-feet in the maU-a

are very lonif.

Calandra proper, has the antenna' much elbowed, l>ut inserted at the base of the roKtrum.

Calandra granaria, tiie Corn Weevil, commits g^reat havoc in granaries, its larva feedin;^ on the grain ; that of

C palmarum feeds on the palm. Its larva is esteemed a delicacy by the natives of South America.

Co.s.sontis, has short anteniue, inserted near the middle of the rostrum.

Dnjopihorus, Sch., has only 6-joirited antenna:, and 5- jointed tarsi ; none of the joints heing bilobed.

'^W^liV'V

THE SECOND FAMILY OF TIIE COLEOPTERA TETRAMERA,—

The Xylophagi,—
Have not the bead prodaccd into a muzzle; the antennae are tbickened towards the tips, or pcrfoliated

from the base; always short, with fewer than eleven joints in the majority; the tarsi (which

appear to be 5-jointed* in some), generally entire, or having the penultimate joint dilated and heart-

shaped ; in tiie latter case the antenna; are always terminated by a club, either solid and ovoid, or

divided into three plates, and the palpi are short and conical. These insects generally live in wood,

which their larvtB pierce, forming 1)uito\\s in every direction ; and when abundant in forests, especially

those of firs and pines, they destroy the trees in a few years, rendering them unfit to be used in

the arts. Some are also very destructive to the olive ; others feed on fungi.

We divide this family into three sections.

1. Those wdiich have the antennce composed of ten joints at least, either terminated in a thick mass,

generally solid, or having three elongated plates ; or forming a cylindric and perfoliated mass from the

base, and the palpi are conical ; the anterior tibiae; in the majority are toothed, and armed with a strong

huok ; and the tarsi have the penultimate joint generally bilobed. Some have the palpi very short, and

the antcnnai terminated in a solid or trilamellar mass, preceded by live joints at the least. These

Xylophagi compose the genus

—

ScoLVTL's, Geoffr.

In some the penultimate joint of the tarsi is bilobed, and the

antenuEE have seven or eight joints preceding the club.

Ily/urgux, Latr., has the club of the antennse solid, globular,

and antiulated. [//. p/niperda, and numerous other species

of minute tuze, :;,ome of \vhirh are very destructive to pine

forests.]

Jli/lesiinis, Fabr., has the club of the antenna; solid and

annulated ; but pointed at the tip.

iScolijlus proper {Eccoptogasier, Herbst.) has the antenna

straif^ht, naked; the club solid, very compressed, its annuli

forming concentric constrictions. [-S'. destructor, and several

other species, the former of which is exceedingly injurious, destroying the elms in great quantity round London.]

Cayjiptocerus, Dej., has the male antenna furnished below the club with long tilaments.

Phloiotribus, hKtv.y ditTers from all the rest in the club of the antennje being formed of three long filaments.

In the others the tarsal joints (apparently five in number) are entire, and the club of the antennie commences at

the sixth or seventh joint.

Tomicus, Latr., has no notches at the sides of the thorax, and the tjbiffi are not striated. [Numerous minute,

cylindric species,]

/^/(7/V/v;'.v, Herbst., has the sides of the thorax notched to receive the femora, and the tibiip are transversely

striated.

[The insects of this genus, or rather family, have been recently described by Dr. Erichson in Weigmanns Archiv.,

and figured in Dr. Ratzeburg's Forst Insecten. Several new genera are established in these works.]

The others have tlie pal[)i large, very visible, and of unequal length. The body is depressed and

narrowed in front ; the antennas either 2-iointed, the second joint being very large and irregnlar-shaped,

or lO-jihnted, and entirely perfobated ; the tarsi are entire. These are exotic insects [of the most

singular appearance and greatest rarity], wdiich compose the genus

Paussus, Linn.,

—

[(^f wdiich I have published a monograph in the Trans. Linn., and Entomol. Societij, proposing several

nev\' genera].

are extremely clo^e in tlieir rcl^iiinris tn Uic Curculionida;, oUicrsto be allied to Cryptopliaifua, I

eopteni [TIil- fact is, Umt

I lliij luvid of tlie Xyloplu.yi, I

llian Oiat uf btiuf,'
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Pavssiis proper, has only two joints to the antcnnse, the second very lai'jjc and compressed.

llylotorns, Dalm., composed of a sin^^le species apparently with ocellijand with the antenna scarcely lonsfer than

tliti head, and 2-jointed.

CeraptemSy Swed., lias the antennae 10-jointed and perl'oliated.

2. Those which have only 10-jointed antenna;, and the maxillary palpi are not narrowed to the tips,

but are of equal thickness tliroughout, or thicker at the tips ; the joints of the tarsi are always entire.

They are divisible into two principal genera; those with the three terminal joints forming a perfoliated

mass compose that of

—

BosTRicHUs, Geolfr.

Bostrichus proper, has tliebody cylindrical, the thorax forminf? a kind of hood over the head. The species are

found in old wood and timlier. [B. capuc'uius, a rare British species.]

Psoa, Fabr., has the body narrower, and thorax flat.

CiSy Latr., has the body oval, depressed, or but little elevated ; the last joint of the tarsi much longer than the

others; the head of the males often horned. [Many minute species, found in fungi.]

Sphhidus, scarcely appears to me to differ from the last,

Nemosoma, Desmar., has the body Ions', linear, and the mandibles robust andexserted. [N. elongata, a singular

small and very rare British species, found under the bark of old palings.]

The second principal genus,

—

MON'OTOMA,

—

Has the cUib (or tenth joint) of the antennas solid, and button-shaped ; the body is elongated, with the front of the

head narrowed mto an obtuse muzzle ; the palpi ai'e very small, and, as well as the mandibles, not prominent.

tSi/nchita, Helw., has not the fiont of the head prolonged, and the two basal joints of the antenna.^ are alike.

Cen/loii, Latr., has the front of the head produced into an obtuse triau^le ; the tirst joint of the antennje much
longer than the second ; the body nearly oval or parallellipiped,and the elytra not truncate behind. [C. hislcrohhsy

a small species found under the damp bark of trees.]

Rhi/zophaijus, Herbst., differs from Cerylon in its narrow elongated form and elytra truncate at the tip ; the

tarsi appear to me pentamerons.

Monotoma, Herbst., differs from all the preceding in having the head as large as, and separated from, the thorax,

by a narrowed part. Cerylon ),icipes [and other small species, of which Aube has given a monograph in the

Annales de Soc. Enfomol. de France].

3. Those which have eleven cUstinct joints to the aiitennEC ; the palpi filiform, or thickened at the,

tips in some, or slender at the tips in others, the tarsal joints are entire.

In some of these the club of the antenna; consists only of two joints. These form the genus

Lyctus.

Lyctus proper, Fab., has the mandibles and basal joints of the antenna; exposed.

Dlodesma, Megerle, has the basal joint of the antenna hidden by the side of the head : the body oval, oblong-,

convex. Z>. subterraiiea.

li/toma, Herbst., differs in having the body long, narrow, depressed. [B. crenata, a small British species, found

under the bark of trees.]

In the others the three or four terminal joints of the antenna: form the club, the last being larger than the pre-

ceding joints.

In some the mandibles are concealed or scarcely visible ;
these are the genus

Mycetophagus,—

CoUidinm, Fabr., has the antenna scarcely longer than the head, and inserted beneath the advanced sides of the

head, and terminated by a perfoliated mass.

MvcetopJiagiis proper, has the antennie at least as long as the thorax, the body oval, thorax transverse, and the

club of the antennffi commencing at the sixth or seventh joint. [J/, quadripmtulatus, and several other species of

small size, found under old stumps of trees, bark, &c.]

Triphtilhis, iMeg., has the club of the antennae shorter, and formed suddenly by the last three joints, the lastbeing

globular.

ilA'/'i/.r, Latr., has the maxillary palpi exserted, and terminated by an enlarged joint, of a reversed triangular

furm. [M. rutjosusy Latr., New Holland.]

Da^ucerus, Brongn., has 3-jointed tarsi ; the antennae have all the intermediate joints capillary, and very setose
;

the abdomen is nearly globular.

Latridim, Herbst. has the palpi very short, pointed at tip; the head and thorax narrower than the abdomen,

which is subquadrate, or subovate ; the basal joint of the antennae is very thick. [L. porcatus, and other species

of minute insects, having domestic habits.]

SilvanitSy has the body nearly linear, the thorax longer than broad, and as broad as the base of the elytra ; the

palpi nearly filiform. [T. dentatus, a small Hat insect, often found floating in tea and coffee, introduced with the

sugar.]

In others the mandibles are entirely exposed, and large ; the body often narrowed and depressed, 'lliese inseO.s

compose the genus—
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Trogosita, Olivier.

Trog oi-ifa prox>er, has the antcnnce shorter ttian tlie thorax, tlie mandibh?s shorter th.nn the liead, and the ma\-
ill.T with a sinj,'-le lobe.

Trogosifa manritainca, Linn., a tlat beetle, fuur lines loni,^ of a pitchy black colour, found in nuts, bread, ana in

tlie bark of trees ; its lan^i, known in Provence under the name of the Cadelle, attacks ^N'ain.

Pros/omis; Latr. {M<-ga(jiiafhits, Me^.), has the mandibles very lon<,% and two lobes to tlie maxilhe
;
the body is

Inii;^ and narrow. Trogos mandibularis, [a continental species].

Va.isan<lfn, Dalni., has the antenna^ nrarly as Ion;;; as the body, with tlie ele\ en th Joint alone of tlie antenna:- cn-
lar^-ed, in form of a rever.sed triaiii^lc. [Exotic species, lately nionoj,^fa].hed by fVlr. Newman.

J

THE THIRD FAMILY OF THE COLEOPTEUA TETRAMEUA,—

The Platysoma,—
Approaches the last in respect to its internal anatomy, entire tar^i, and haliits ; i)ut tlicantonnoi arc of

equal thickness, or sleurlcred at the tips ; the mandibles are always oxposcJ ; the jialpi short, body
depressed, and thorax nearly stiuare. These insects are found under the bark of trees, and may be

nnitcdinto the single gcnns

Cucujus, Fabricius,

—

CVc(f//(,v proper, has the antennae shorter than the body in many species, with the basal joint shorter than tbe

head. [C. c/avipes, di'pressus, &c. See ray memior on these insects in Zoolog. Journal.]
Dendrophagus, Gyll., has the antennae long:er, and cylindrical, with the basal joint lonirer than the head.
Uleoiofa, Latr. (Brontes, Fabr.), has similar antennae, but the third joint is as lon^ as the following ; the mandi-

bles, in the typical species, are furnished with a Ion;; horn-like appenda;i,-c.

THE FOURTH FAiMILY OF THE COLEOPTERA TETRAilERA,-

The Longicorxes,—
Has the three liasal joints of the tarsi furnished beneath with short brushes ; tlie first and second [not

tlie second and third, as described by Latreille], being heart-shaped, and the third [not the fourth]

deeply Itilobed, with a small nodule, representing a joint, at the base of the terminal joint ; the labium,

placi.'d upon a short ti"ansvcrsc inentum, is generally mcndu'anuus, hcart-sliaped, or bilid ; or liorny, and

in shape of a very short transverse segment of a ciicle, in others {Paramlra). The antennrc arc fili-

form or setaceous, generally at least as long as the body, either simple iu both sexes, or serrated,

pectinated or fan-sha[ied in tbe males ; the eyes of the greater number are kidney-shaped, surruuuding

the base of the antennae; the tliorax is trapezdYirm or narrowed in front; in those which have the eyes

roundeil entire, or scarcely cmarginate ; in whicli case the legs are lung and slender, with tbe tarsi

elongated.

The larv£e, nearly all of which reside in ihe interior of trees, or under the bark, are destitute of feet,

or have thcni only very small ; the body is soft, whitish, thickest in front, Avith the head scaly, and

furnished with robust mandibles, the other parts nnt lielng prominent. Tiicy do much injury to trees,

especially those of large size, piercing them very deeply, or forming burrows in them. (See the memoir

of Lansdown fiuilding, in the 13tli vol. of the Li/tno'a/i Trnnmctions). Others devom- the roots of

plants ; the females have the abdomen terminated l)y a tubular and horny oviduct. Tliese insects

produce a slight sharp sound, by the friction of the peduncle of the base of the abdomen against the

inner recess of the thorax, wlicn they alternately cause it to enter and withdraw it.

In the system of Linnanis, these insects form the genera Ceramhijr, Lrplnra, AecgdaJex, \\\\\q\\

Geotfroy, Fabricius, and other naturalists have endeavoured to arrange and simplify by the transposition

of species, or by establishing other generic groups. From the immense quantity of species discovered

sinre the days of Linna.'us, and the insufliciency of the characters assigned to these genera, a complete

revision of the family had Ijccome necessary, [which, since the publication of tbe last edition of

*:his work, has been effected liy 'Aai'vAlQ, m i\\G. Annnles de In Socirfe Enloii'iologique de France, in

wdiich a series of long rnenioirs has been published by this author, containing numerous new genera,

the munber "f which has been greatly augmented by I\lcssrs. Hope and >^ewn)au, in recent memoirs

published in tliis country].

''A'e divide the Longicornes into two primary sections.

The Hrst section has the eyes either deeply notcbed or crescent-shaped, or long and narrow: the
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iieail is immerseJ as deep as these organs in the thorax, not being separated by a sudden necli ; in many
it is vertical.

Some of these have the terminal joint of the palpi either conical or triajigiilar, or cyliudric and

tniiicatcd at tlie tip ; the terminal lobe of the maxillEe is straight, (not inwardly curved at the tip) ; the

head is generally porrected, or but slightly inclined ; and in those few which have it vertical {Dorcacerns),

it is nearly as broad as the body, and the antenna' are very wide apart at the base, and spinose ; the

thorax often very rough, and rarely cylindrical. These Longicorncs compose two principal groups or

tribes, [Prioitii and Cerambijcini~\.

1. The Prionii have, for their characters, labrura wanting or very small, and scarcely distinct ; man-

dibles very strong and large, especially in the males ; inner lobe of the maxilla; wanting, or very small
;

antenna; inserted near the base of the mandibles, or the notch of the eyes, but not encircled by them at

the base ; thorax often trapezoid or square, crenulated, or toothed at the sides.

Paraiidra, Latr., has the antenna simple, nearly nioniUtorm, compressed, not lunger tlian the tliorax, and the

terminal lobe of the maxillte small, scarcely reachinp^ beyond the basal juint of the palpi ; it is more especially

di&tin<;uished by the horny tonguelet in the form of a very short transverse segment of a circle, neither notched nor

lobed in front, and by the tarsi having the penultimate joint scarcely bilobed, and the last joint longer than all the

rest, with two seta; at the tip of a small appendage between the claws. The body isparallellipiped, [and vei'y shiiiingj.

The species are peculiar to America. Type, P. Ucvis, Latr.

t^pondiilis, Fabr., approaches Parandra in the form of its antenna; and maxillary lobps, bat it has the toiiguelet

as in all the rest of the Longicornes, menibranons, heart-shaped ; the penultimate joint of the tarsi is deeply bilobud,

and it is destitute of the setigerous appendage between the claws. «S'. btiprestoides, Linn., 6 or 7 linae long. [In-

habits the North of Europe.]

Prionus.—The thii'd and last ;?enus of this tribe has the antenna? longer than the head and thorax, seri'ated or

pectinated in some, simple and slender at the tips, ami with elongated joints in others ; the terminal lube of the

maxilla? is at least as longas the two basal joints of the palpi ; the body is generally depressed, with the thor.ax square

or trapezoid, and either toothed, spined, or angular at the sides.

These insects only fly in the evening or duiing the ni^ht, and always settle upon trees. Some exotic species are

remarkable for their size, and the enormous devclopement of their mandibles. The larva; of Prwuus cervi-

cornis, whicli lives in the wood of the Gossampiuus tree, is eaten [by the natives of South America].

This genus comprises a very great number of species, which, from the variety in the form and size of their

mandibles, antennas, thorax, and abdomen, are divisible into many smaller subgenera, described by M. Serville, [in

the memoir above alluded to]. Some of the species have the body elongated, straight, wdth the thorax much shorter

than the abdomen, and greatly curved at the sides, and the mandibles of large size in the males. Amongst these

are the continental species, P. scabricornis, and many large exotic species.

Others have the body not so oblong, somewhat depressed in front, and with moderate-sized maiulibles in both

se.xcs, and the antennre strongly serrated in the males. Amongst these is

Prionus coriarius [the only British species], an inch and a half long, and of a brown black colour. It lives in the

larva state in the rotten trunks of oaks, &:c. : when ready to undergo its tratisfurniation, it forms a hole in the

earth.

Anacolus, Lep. and Serv., has the elytra small and triangular. [Brazilian insects.]

Other species, of varied and often metallic colours, have the body shorter and broader, nearly oval, the antenna;

simple, the head prolonged behind the eyes, &c.

The Ceranihycini have the labrum very distinct, and extending across the entire front of the head
;

the two maxillary lobes are very distinct and exserted ; the mandibles of the ordinary size, and ahke

or scarcely differing in the two sexes ; the eyes always notched ; the antennffi ordinarily as long as,

or longer than the body ; the thighs, or at least the four anterior, are generally clavatc, being slen-

der at the base.

We arrange in the first place those which have the last joint of the palpi evidently thicker than the

preceding, of a triangidar or conical form ; the bead not being materially narrowed, and prolonged in

front like a mtizzle, the thorax not dilated from the front to thehirnl part, and the elytra not in the

shape of small scales, nor suddenly narrowed from the base and terminated like an awd. These con-

stitute the normal group of the Ceranihycini, the others being in several respects anomalous, the last

of which appear to connect this tribe with the follovring. They compose the genera Cerambyx, Clytus,

CaUidium, ami part of Stenocorus, Fabr. They are the Cerambyx of Linna;us, to which some of his

Le|)tui\'C are to he united. IModern Entomologists [especially Serville,] have greatly augmented the

number of their generic groups, hut their characters are so slight that they may be reduced to one,

—

Cekamby.x.

A "-reat number of species, all from South America, propnrtionably shorter and broader than the fnllownig, vi-,,h

N e antenna; often peelinated serrated, or spined, are remaikable for the extent of the thorax, of wliirb the len;?th

N N
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nearly equals half of tliat of the eiytra, soiiu'times smootli, seiriiorbicular, with a si)i2;le tooth at the poste-^'-^r

angles, sometimes very unequal and tubercular ; the prosternum is either carinated or terminated in a point,

either flat, truncated, entire, or notched at its posterior extremity, which is applied to a produced lobe of Ibe mesu-

sfernuin ; the fore-le«:s at least are wide apart at the base. The scutelluni is hirg;e iu some, the tarsi short and

dilated,

Lissonolus, Dalm. (with the antenna.' greatly comprcsseil and serrated, or semi-pectinated and ion^), and

MegaderiLS, Dej. (with simple antenna-, shorter than the body), form a first division, having the thorax nearly

semi-orbicular and very large, with a single tooth on each tide at the hind angles, and the scutellum very

large.

Those with tlie thorax very rough and nmltidentate, the antenna' long, simple, or slightly spined, and tliL- thorax

very large, form four subgenera.

Dorcacerw,?, Dej., having the head vertical, large, and nearly as broad as the thorax, and tlie scutellum small.

Type, C'rramhi/.v Oarba/i/.s^OViy.

r/-(ic//y/rft'rcA-, Dalni., with the thorax large and nmrh broader tlmn the lu-ad ; the posteiior extremity of the

prosternum, and also the opposite part of the mesostemutn, eltr-.vated and keelrd.

Lophotioctrns, Latr., has the head much narrower than the thorax, and with the third and three following joints

ol' the antennje furnished w'ith hairs. Ceramhijx barbicornis, Oliv., &c.

Ctenodes, Klug, diflers from the preceding in having theantenuie much shorter than the boily, and pectinated or

serrated ; the thorax toothed at the sides. {Ctcnodeszonata, &c,)

In tlie following the thorax, either square or cylindrical, orbicular, or nearly globular, is much shorter than the

elytra; the prosternum is neitliL-r carinated nor pointed at its posterior extremity, and the scutellum is always

small.

PluciiicO'-ffus, Latr., dilTrrs from all the rest in having the thii-il and following joiids of the male antennae pro-

are only simple

h.mr they emit,

, and e\'en than

longed into tlattened platts, forming a large fan. P. Dvjcniiii ; Brazil. In the resd the anten

ur serrated.

t'a//ic/iromn, Latr., comprises many species, remarkable for their colours, and the agrer;ib

and tliese exhibit a curious anomaly in the maxillary palpi being very much smaller than the labial,

the maxillary lobe, which is advanced; the posterior

tibiae are often compressed. [The only Uritish species,]

Cerambijx moschatus, Linn, [or the Musk Beetle as it has

been erroneously named, the scent it emits being more

like otto of roses than mn^k], is about an inch long, en-

tirely green, or shaded with blue, some specimens bein^

of a more golden colour. [This handsome species is very

common upon willows, and may be easily detected by its

scent.] There are numerous other species found on the

Continent and in America.

Other Longicornes of the same division, but with J'

ordinary-shaped maxillary palpi, are distinguished from

the following by possessing twelve distinct joints in the

antennas, at least in the males ; we unite them into the

single subgenus

—

Acanthoptenis, Latr.—Some American species, with

the thorax nearly square or subcylindrical, and the elytra

ordinarily terminated by one or two spines, are culled ^'^

Stenocorus, by Dalman ; others, peculiar to the western parts of the Ohl \Vt

and the antenna? simple and not fasciculated, form the subgenus Pm-jnir'tcc/t

fontainli, &c. Another species,

Cerambijx alplnus, Linn., has the body depressed, and the third and three following joints of the antenna? ter-

minated by a little bundle of hairs.

The following Cerambycini have only eleven joints titthe antenniv
;
some, or

long and setaceous ; the last joint of the palpi in the form (if a reversed cone

and a little dilated in the middle, or oblong and nearly cylindrical
;

it i

These compose the subgenus

CVr^mii/^ proper, some of which li;ive been further separated under the name nf Ilnitin/lc/u-ni.-,: having the

thorax very rough, and spined or tubercled at the sides in the middle, with the third, fourth, and hfth joints of the

antenna.' evidently thicker than the following, thickened, and rounded at the tip. C. fieros, Fab., is an abundant

continental species, the larva of which forms deep burrows in oak wood, and which is probably the Cossus of the

anci'.'uts.

AVe unite in the same subgenus diilerent species of Calllchronia of Dejean, having the thorax entire or scarcely

unequal, and either oval or subcylindrical. These arc exotic, and nearly all from America, being of sniall size.

We further unite in the same genus the Giwnuje of Dejean, having the thorax very long and cylindrical.

The Cerambycini with the antenna? generally scarcely longer than the body, the thorax always unarmed, and

S( nietimes nearly globular or orbicular, and sometimes narrower and subcylindrical, the (lalpi always very sliorti

tej-iiii ited by '^ ibicker joint than in tlie preceding, form the genus CaU'idinm, which now constitutes three:

—

rid. \\ith the thorax nearly globular,

T\'pes, Cerumbii.i Ku'lilcri, Dt\s-

at least the males, have tVie antenoiE

; the timrax is either nearly square

is often rugose, and tubercled at the sides.
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CeriaUiim, Dej., has tbe head at least as broad as the thomx, which is cylindrical, or sliglitly dilated in tl.e

middle. Type, C. ritjiaille, Fabr. [a Freiicli species].

Clylit-'i, Fab., has the head narrower than the thorax, nearly (globular. (Jb/lus (ircuaUtSy [u rare British sijecics,

and others].

CnU'uiium, has the thorax in like manner broader than the head, flattened, and orbicniar. [CalUd. Bajnlam, a

very common insect, very destructive to wooden posts and rails.]

We terminate this tribe by insects wbicli, in respect to the palpj, the form of the head, thorax, ami

elytra, as well as their respective proportions, offer various exceptions or anomalies, commencing with

those in wliicVi the thorax has a form analogous to that of Certallum. It is of the breadth of the lieail

and of that of the base of the rlytra, or scarcely narrower, and either subcylindrical, round, or orbicular,

and is Itroader towards the middle. All the thighs are elavate, and placed upon a suddenly formed

slender and. elongated pedicle. The elytra in the majority are cither very short, or suddenly narrowed

at a short distance from the base, and then subulated. Those of the first groups however do not exhibit

sueh diversity in the elytra.

Ohrium, Meg., has the head rounded, and not prolonfi;ed in front into a muzzle ; the palpi with the hifst joint

thickened, and truncate at the tip; antenna; shorter than the body, and thorax lon^- and narrow.

l<liinotra()ns, Germ., has the head produced into a muzzle ; the thorax suborbicular, They evidently approach

the next sub;;enns.

At'n/dalis, Linn., are the only species which have the elytra contracted into a pair of very short scales, or extended

to the tip of the abdomen, but narrowed suddenly at a little distance from the base, thus (alone) resembling CKde-

UR'ra ; the abdomen is lon^ and narrow, and apparently pedunculated at the base. The si)ecies with subulated

elytra compose the subgenus Stenopierus, (.S. nifa, Linn.) [a reputed British species.] Those with very short,

scalelike elytra form the subgenus Nccijdalis proper, or Molorchus, Fab. Type, N. major, Linn, [a rare Britisli

species, figured by Curtis].

Certain species, for the most part pecnliar to the African islands, New Holland, New Ireland, and

New Zealand, anomalous in several respects, and which in a natural order ought probably to be

placed between the Lamiariae and Lcpturetrc, will terminate the division of the Cerambyeuii. These

have the palpi nearly filiform, with the last joint sidjcylindrical, slightly narrowed towards the base ;

the thorax mostly smooth, or slightly unecpial, without acute tubercles, dilated from the front to the

hind part, trapcziform or truncate conical, as in the last tribe of this family ; the abdomen is nearly

in form of a reversed triangle in many, and the elytra are truncate.

Distichocera, Kirby, has the male antennas dilated to the tip, and with furcate joints. [New Holland.]

Tmeaisternus, Latr., has simple setaceous antennse, longer than the body ; the thorax is lobed behind, proster-

num prolonL;-ed behind, truncate, and received into a notch of the niesothorax. (Undescribed siiecies, from New

Ireland.)

Tra'/oceni.s, Drj., has not the prosternum produced; the antennae filiform, and rather :;horter than the body, sub-

serruti-d ; thorax unequal, and elytra oblonf,^.

Lepfocenib-, which have not the prosterrmm produced behind ; antenna; setaceous, nmch longer than the body,

esiiecially in the males, and the elytra subtrianp^ular. Ccr. scripttis, Linn. Isle of France.

The Lon"-icornes of our third tribe, the Lamiarice, are distinguished by having a vertical head;

the pali)i liliform or :!>carcely tliiekened at t!ie tips, and terminated !)y a more or loss ovuid joint,

jjuintcd at the tip. The outer lobe of the maxillse is slightly narrowed at the tip, and bent over

the inner diviiiion. The antennae are often setaceous and simple, and the thorax, exclusive of its

tubercles or spines, is ne.irly of equal breadth throughout. Some of the species arc apterous, a pecu-

liarity which occurs in no other division of this family.

This tribe is composed of the genera Lamia and Saperda of Fabricius, and some of his Stenocori.

Cerambyx lonpimanus, Linn., neither belongs to this genus nor to Prionus, where it was at first placed, but to a

distinct one belonging to the Lamiarice, namely,

Aaocinus, IHig. (Macropus, Thunb.), distinguished from all other Longicornes by having the thorax furnished

on each side with a moveable tubercle, terminated by a point or by a spine. The body is flattened, the thorax trans-

verse, antenns long and slender, the fore-legs longer than the others, and the elytra truncated at the tips and

terminated by two spines, the outer one being the longest ; the most remarkable species is the A. lon<fimam(.<;, m
which the thighs and tibia? of the fore-legs are very long and slendrr; the upper side of the body is agreeablv diver-

sified with grey, red, and black colours,

AU the other Laniiaru'e compose but a single genus,—

L.\MIA,

—

Which we divide into two sections,—those with the sides of the thorax tubercular or spined, and those in which

it is entire andcylindric. The first is again divided into those with and those without wings. A great number of
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tlie former, from Soiitb America, liavln^,^ tlio Ijody shorter, hrorider, and depresseil, witli tlie tViorax transverse, tlie

abdomen nearly square, scarcely li)ni;^er than broad, the feet robust, and the tarsi much dilated, form theg;enus

—

AranthochiHS, Me^erle, of \Yhich we possess only three European species.

One (L, cedi/is, Fabr.) is remarkable for the male antenna beintr nuire tlmii

four times the leii}:,rth of the body.

Others of a simihir form, with the antenna; bearded or fasciculated, form

the subgenus Porjonocherus, of which there are several British species,

nearly all of which ai'e remarkable for having tlie elytra obliciuely truncate

at tlie tips.

Tc/raope.K, is but slightly elongate, and has eacli eye entirely divided into

two parts liy tlie tubercle, from whence arises the antenna;.

J/y//';(-7/f';»»A', Dej.,. lias tlie Ijody narrow and long, the antenna; exceed-

ingly long, a strong s])iiie on each side of the thorax, middle tibiffi slightly

bent.

In Uejeau's catalogue, if we except the apterous species, the other Lnmiie of Fabricius are retained under the

generic name Lam'ta, but Dahi has separated C. ciirciilionoi<U:-i and ncbulosa, (French species), under the name of

Mcso.sa, which is nearer to Sajierda, in having the thorax notspinedat the sides.

Lamia iexior, [a very rare British species], an inch long, and of a dull black colour, conducts to

—

Dorcadion, Dalm., composed of the species which have no ^vings, a group peculiar to Europe and the adjacent

parts of Asia, and of which the larva probably feeds upon the roots of vegetables.

Parmena, Megerle, has been separated from the last from having the antennfc longer than the liody.

The other Lamiaria; have the thorax not armed at the sides witii tubercles or spines, but c\ limbical, the body

always elongated, and nearly linear in many species. These compose the genus

—

Saperda, Fabricius.

Gnomn, Fabr., res trie ted to some species from Java, New Holland, Sumatra, &c., resemlde Lamia in tlie position

of the head and tlie
i
arts of the mouth, but thethorax is as long as the abdonn.-n, cylindrical, and more slender in

the mnklle ; tlie fore-legs are very long. C. longicollis, GirajJ'a, &c.

A(h-f<ini(s, I'ej., has tlietirstand third joints of the antenme greatly elongated, exceeding more than onethird of

the whole antenna?.

Ajiomecj/na, Dej., has the body cylindric, anteunn? filiform, short, terminated in an acute point ; the third and

fourth joints very long, and the following very short. [Species proper to the East Indies and Isle of France.]

L'olobothea, Dej., has the antennas close together at the base, the body compressed, the elytra notched or trun-

cate at the tips, with the outer angle produced into a spine. This group is peculiar to South America, and to the

most eastern of the Islands of the Asiatic Archipelago.

Other Saperd;e, from Brazil, with the thorax as broad as or scarcely narrower than the elytra, have the

third and fourth joints of the antenna; very elongated and dilated, and the elytra dilated behind. (Sapcida amicfa^

fot/ii/a, &^c.) Many other Saperda; with the body very long and narrow have the antenna; 12-jointed, thus forming a

disfinct group, {Saperda Card/ii, ;Vc.)

Amongst the species consideri^d by alt Ihitomologists as true Saperda-, may be mentioned Saperda carcharias-^

Linn, [a British species lately discovered in the fens of Huntingdonshire and Cambridgeshire, in great quantities,

and which is figured in the EntomologisVs Text Booh], the larva of which lives in the trunks of poplars, and some-

times destroys young plantations.

Some species have the body still more narrow, and the antenna? excessively long.

The fourth and last tribe, that of tlic Lfpfm-rdp, is (llstinguished by having the eyes rouncied, entire,

or scarcely eniarginate ; the aiitennx insciied more in front, or at the anterior extremity of the slight

emarginatiun of the eyes; the head is ]»osteriorly prohinged behind the eyes in many, or suddenly nar-

rowed into a neck at its junrtinn with the thorax, the latter heing conical and narrowed in front. The

elytra gradually diininisli in width to tlic tip.

This tribe eompo^e:^ tlie genus

Leptura, Linn.Tus,

—

Except such species as belong to the preceding tribes and to the Donacia;. Thus modified, the genus corresponds

to Slenocorus, Geoflr., and to those of RJiapinm and Leptnrn of Fabricius. In some species the head is elongated

immediately behind the eyes ; the antenna: often shorter than the body, and close together at the base, inserted at

a distance from the eyes upon two small eminences like tubercles, and separated by an impressed line ; the

thorax is ordinarily tubercular, and spined at the sides.

Desmocerus, Dej., has the palpi filiform, with the last joint of the maxillary nearly cylindi-ical ; the third and two
following joints of the antenna: are dilated at the external angle, especially in the males. D. cpaneus. Fab. ; North
America.

Tlie following difler in having the p.alpi dilated at the extremity, and terminatetlby a conical joint ; the antenna;

regular.

Vespcrus, Dej [consisting of a few spvcirs from fln> sontb of Europr]. dilTers in the males alone being ^ving.Kl

;

the thorax is conical, .niiiv, and witboiit spines or tubercles ; the elytra of the females [which sex is very broad
and convex], are short, and gn|iiiig at the tip.
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R7iaf!ium,'Dah\. [iindthe tlirpefollowiriir, hnvlii^-\vi)ii:^^s in Ijtitli spxes],lias t!ie anteiinre Bimple, not more tlinn half

the lent,fth of the body, and the lust joint of tlie ij;di»i t'onn^ a triaiisulnr inass. The head is lar^^e, nearly squaie,

with the eyes entire ; the side^s of the thorax have a trianji;ular tubercle. [2i. hifcucialnin, and two or three other

Britisli species.]

Rhaimiushim, Meg-., has the antenna; rather shorter than the body, serrated, with the third and fourth joints

shorter than the following; the eyes are evifk^ntiy eniar,i;-inate. R. Salicis, Fab., [an European species].

7'o.r'^/7/i: (and P«c/(.)y^«, Dej.), has the antennae at least as lonj; as the body, simple, with the basal joint mucli

sliorter than the head ; the eyes are entire, or very sli{i;htly emarijinate.

Bunptera, Serv. & Lep., has the antennae 12-jointed. [A Brazilian insect.]

Disteida and Comcia; Serv. & Lep., have the thorax spined at tlie side, palpi short, antennie villose. The
former has the elytra narrowed and terminated by a spine, in the latter they are linear and unarmed. Both are

Brazilian.

Stenoderus, Dej., has the antenna:' long;, the basal joint at least as lon^ as the head, and tlie body lonj^, narrow,

and linear
; the eyes are entire. [Exotic insects].

In the other species the head is suddenly narrowed immediately behind the eyes ; the antennae, inserted near

the anterior extremity of their internal notch, are wide opart at the base ; the two prominences from wdiich they

spring are nearly on the same plane ; the thorax is mostly entire at the sides. Tliese form the <fenus

—

Leptura proper, some of which have the thorax conical, as in Lept. annafay Gyll. (L. calcarata. Fab.), [a very

common British species, of a black colour, with yellow marks in the elytra], whilst in others the thorax is nearly

globular, as in L. iomentosa, [another common Briti^;h species, of smaller size and black colour].

THE FIFTH FAMILY OF THE COLEOPTERA TETRAMEKA,—

The Eupoda,—
Is composed of insects, the first of wdiicb (tlie Donocii^) so closely approach the last of the Longicornes,

that Linnrous and GeoflVoy united them tngcther, and the last of wliicliare so close to the Chrysoniela?,

the types of tlie following family, that the first of these naturalists })lace(l them in tliis genus. The

parts of the mouth exhibit the same relations : thus, in the first, the tonguelet is membranous, bifid,

or bilobcd, as in the Longicornes ; the maxillfe also greatly resemble theirs ; but in the terminal

Eupodic the tonguelet is nearly square or rounded, like that of the Cvclica. The lobes of the maxilla

arc however membranous, or hut slightly coriaceous, whitish, or yellowish ; the exterior is dilated at the

tip, and has not the appearance of a palpus, which thus more nearly resembles that of the Longicornes

than of the Cvclica. The body is more or less oblong, with the head and thorax narrower than the

abdomen; the antenna? are filiform, or thickened at the tips, and are inserted in front of the eyes,

which in some are entire, round, and prominent, and in others slightly notched; the hind part of the

head enters into the thoracic cavity ; the thorax is cylindrical or transversely square ; the abilomen is

larger compared to the other ]»arts of the body, oblong, or in the form of a long triangle ; the joints of

tlio tarsi, except the last joint, arc cushioned beneath, and the penultimate joint is biiid or bilobed
;

the hind legs are thickcneil in a great number, wlicnce the origin of the family name. All these insects

have wings, and fix themselves to the stems or leaves of plants, more especially to the Liliace^e in respect

to many of our native species; the larvae of some {Donacia), devour the interior of the stems of water

plants, upon which the perfect insect is found ; those of others feed externally, but covered with their

own excrements, which forms a kind of mantle, as in the Cassidas.

\Ve divide this family into two tribes, [Sagrides and Criocerides'].

The first, Sagrides, is composed of the genus

—

,

Sagra,—
The mandibles of which terminate in an acute point. The tonguelet is deeply bilobed. Some have

the palpi filiform, the eyes cmarginate, and the hind thighs very thick, with the tiljia? curved.

McgalopuSy hd-R the front of tlie head produced into a muzzle ; the mandibles strong; and crossing- each other
;

the antennae are thickened at the tips. Handsome Brazilian beetles. See the monos'raphs of Klug-, Mannerheim,

[andGistll.

t^agra, Fabr. [first nnmed Alurnu.-i], is exclusively confined to South Africa, Ceylon, [Java], and Cliina, and

has the palpi terminated by an ovoid joint, the antennse nearly filiform, and the four anterior tibire strait^ht ; they

are splendidly coloured, being; golden, g-reen, or copper-coloured.

The others have the palpi thickened at the tips, the eyes entire, and the thighs of nearly equal thickness; the

l.)ody is narrow and depressed.

Orsodachnn, Latr., has tlie antenna; filiform, composed of reversed-conical joints ; the last joint of the palpi alone

is rather Iar2;er than the preceding-, and nearly of an ovoid truncate shape. [Several small British species.]

Psammoecu^i Boudier [Crypta, Kirby], has the antennre composed of short joints, thickeninj^ to the tips, and
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the maxillary palpi suddenly terminated in a larg-e tnan;;iilar joint. Anihicus 2-puncfaius, Fab., placed in

this situation by Latreille, with doubt [and inserted by Eiii^dish Entoniolo<(ists near Latridius and other pesudo-

Xylopha2;a.] [The p;enera Carpujihngns and Mri/amcriiSy Macleay, are composed of New Holland insects, allied to

Sa'^ra.]

The second tribe, Crloceriihs, is distinguished from the preceiling l)v the mnndibles having the tip

truncated, or with two or three teeth, and liy the tonguelet, which is either entire or but sbgbtly

notched. It is composed of tlic gcniis

Crtoceris, Geotfr.^
wliich we divide as follows :

—

Sometimes the mandibles are pointed, anil with two or three tcetli at the tips. The palpi are filiform. The
anteima^, of the ordinary thickness, are nearly monilifuriu in some, and composed ot reversed conical j'lints in

others, with the tips evidently thickened.

Doriac/a, Fab. [Lcjitura, Linn.), has the posterior thii;hs lar^e and thickened ; the antenna? of equal thickness

tln-ua^,^hout ; the eyes entire, and the last joint of the tarsi almost entirely received between the lobes of the third

jnint, These insects are often brilliantly coloured, and bronzed or gWx. Many also exhibit a silky coating;-, which

must be useful to them when they fall into the water. They ordinarily live upon aquatic plants, as the Sa!2;ittaria,

NympliEEa, &c., upon which they take firm hold. It is in their roots that their larvee reside. Their pupre, according^

to iM. A.Bron^niart, are attached to their filaments by only one side, and thus form knots or bulbs. The larv.-e are

naked and hidden, like those of the Leptnrida^. [The g-enus comprises a greiit number of British species,]

rUvmonia, Meg-. [Macrophca of the British Catalo,«:ucs], are Donacia:-' with the penultimate joint of the tarsi

very small and nearly entire, and the last very long. [D. Eqidseti and Zostera;^ [rare British species].

Pttauristes, Latr., has the hind thighs larj,^e, but the eyes are notched ; the antenna composed of shorter joints,

ami the lobes of the third tarsal joint only recei\'ins' the base of the last joint. {Lenia varta, Fabr.]

Crioceris proper [Lenta, Fabr.), differs from the preceding in having- the hind thighs scarcely ditfercnt from the

others. The anteimje are slightly thickened at the tips, and are nearly moniliform, the joints being scarcely

longer than thick ; the eyes are prominent and notched ; the hind part of tlie head forms a kind of neck.

These insert.s live upon Liliacese, Asparagus, &c., and, like those of the preceding family, make a slight noise

A\fii-n srizrd. Tlndi- larvse feed upon the same plants, on which they take tirm hold by means of their six scaly

fci.'l. Tliey have the body soft, short, and swollen; their excrements are occasionally used by them to form a

cn\'(M-ing over tlie back, defending them from the action of the sun ; the anus is for this purpose placed upon the

back. They de>cend into the earth to become pupit.

Criocvris iiifnl/o'^ra, the Lily Beetle, is three lines long, with the thorax and elytra red. It is found throughout

F.nrnpH upon llir; White Lily. M. Boudier has published some observations upon the French species, L. brunnea,

in the Memoirs 0/ the Linnaan Society of Paris.

Crioceris Asparag'i, [the Asparagus Beetle, is of a smaller size], being blue, with the thorax red with a ^^pot in the

middle, and the elytra are yellowish white \\ith blue markings. [Its laiwa feeds upon the young sprigs of

as|iaragus, and sometimes does damage to the plants. See my memoir on this insect in the

Gardener''!,- Mnaazine.'] Cr. \2-pjinc(n(a, Linn., also feeds on this plant.

Jin-hciiic, Til mil). \Cn'i-i<r, Kii-by]. diflers in having the eyes entire ; the palpi pointed at the tip
;

thr sc\i-ii tci-iiiih;d joints of the antenna thickened, and the thorax with the sides dilated in the

middle— (Cy'/(;rr;-/.y sub.vpinosa, Fab-}

Mcgascelis, DeJ., differs from the precedinii; in having the niaudibh.'S truncate ; the palpi termi-

nated by a swolirn truncate joint, with a small joint-like prolongation. The species are of small

size, and peculiar to South .Vnierica.
F.^. S3.-

TIIE SIXTH FAMILY OF THE COLEOPTERA TETRA:\IERA,—

Tl-IK CVCLICA,—

Has aiso the under-side of the three basal joints of the tarsi spongy or pulvillose, the third being

hllobed, and the antennae filiform, or slightly thickened at the tips ; the body is also generally rounded,

with the base of the thorax as broad as the elytra in the species, few in nnnihcr, in which the body

isublong; the maxilla: have the outer lobe of a narrow fonn, nearly cylindrical and palpifortn, and

the inner lobe is broader, and without a scaly hook. Tlie tongneka is iieaHy sipiare, or oval
; entire,

or slightly eniarginate. .Ml the larvre with wliicli we arc acquainted arc furniiihrd with six feet ; the

body is :>ofr, coloured ;
they feed like fhr perfect insect upon the leaves of diftVrcnt vegetables, wlicrc

lliry nrdinaiily alb\ thrm^rlves by a glulinniis secretion ; it is there also where many of tbcni become

]Mi]):f, the cxuviir i>{ tin- larv;e being eriini}ilcd up at the extremity of the body of the pnp;o, \\liich arc

often varied in their colours. Other larvai enter the earth.

These insects are generally of small size, often ornamented with metallic and lu-illiant colours, with

the body naked and without, hairs. They are generally slow in their motions, timid, and fall to the
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cartli wlien attempted to be seized, fulding the antenna; and legs beneath the body. Many species

leap weU. The females are very prolific.

In respect to the different habits of the larvae, the Cychca are divided into four principal groups :

—

\. Larvae which cover themselves -with their own excrement; 2. LarvEC living in tubes, which they

bear about with them ; 3. Naked larvae; and, 4. LarvEe which live in the interior of leaves, feeding on

their parenchymc

—

{Cijdica solfatoria.)

Such arc the principles which have influenced us in our arrangement of this family. AYe divide

them into three tribes, from the mode of insertion of the antennae, [Cassidariof, ChrysomelhiO:, and

Oalerucital

.

Tlie Casnidaria^, [or Tortoise Beetles,] which form the first tribe, have the antennae inserted at the

upper part of the head, close together, straight, short, filiform, and nearly cylindrical, or gradually

thickened towards the tip ; the mouth, entirely placed beneath, with short, nearly fihform palpi, is

sometimes arched round and sometimes partially received in a cavity of the prosternum ; the eyes are

ovoid and round ; tlie feet contractile, short, with the tarsi flattened, the lobes of the third joint

entirely receiving the terminal joint. The body being flat beneath, these insects, by means of the

arrangement of the tarsi, lie cluse upon the leaves, where they generally remain immoveable. In otlier

respects the body is generally orbicular or oval, and margined all round by the dilated thorax and elytra.

The head is hidden beneath the thorax, or received in an anterior notch. Their colours are very varied,

and prettily arranged in spots, points, rays, &c. Such of their larvae as we are acquainted with cover

themselves with their own excrements. The Cassidarise form two genera. The first, or that of

HisPA, Linn.,

—

Has the body oblono;, with tlie head entire, exposed, and free, and tlie thorax trapeziform. The mandibles have

only two or three teeth ; the outer lobe of the maxillae is shorter than the inner ; the antennae are filiform.

Alurnifs, Fahr., has the extremity of the mandibles prolonged into a strong tooth, with a shorter tooth on the

inside; the tong;ueIet is liorny. These ai'e South American insects of lai-ge size.

Hispa, Linn., has the mandibles terminated by two or three small teeth of nearly equal size. There are a great

number of American species. Wany have the ujiper surface of the body, as well as a portion of the antennae,

armed with many spines. Such is llisjja atra, Liun., a small black species [of very rare occurrence in England],

which is found upon grass.

Chalcpus, Thunb., has the tibia longer, slender, and curved, and the two anterior armed with a long spine in

the male [H. spinipes, Fabr.). Some species of Uispa have a frontal horn. H. rostratut.; Kirby, forming another

subgenus.

Cassida, Linn.

—

Is distinguished from Hispa by having the body orbicular, or subovoid, or nearly square in a few species. The

thorax, more oi" less semicircular, entirely hides or covers the head, or receives it in a deep frontal notch ; the

elytra, often elevated in the scutellar region, form a broad margin to the body ; the mandibles ofter at least four

teeth, and the outer maxillary lobe is at least as long as the internal lobe.

Imaiidium, Faltr., differs only in having the head exposed, and received in a notch of the thorax. The body in

all tlie Cassida^ is depressed, nearly round, shield or tortoise-shaped, often elevated pyramidically in the middle

of the back, and margined all round by the sides of the thorax and elytra. The under-side of the body is tlat,

so that these insects fix themselves quite close to the plants on which they are stationed.

Cassida viridis, is about l-6th of an inch long ; is of a green colour, with black thighs. Its larva lives on thistles

and artichokes. Its body is very flat, and furnished with

spines all round the edges, and entirely covered by its own

excrement, which it attaches in a mass together, and carries

on a kind of fork fixed near the anus. The pupa is also very

flat, with thin toothed appendages at the sides of the body
;

the thorax is broad, rounded in front, and covers the head.

In the larva of a species from St. Uomingo the excrements

form small numerous articulated filaments like a wig.

[The genus is very numerous, and comprises many sin-

Kit:. S4,—Cns^Mn vindii, in its diiTL-reiu states. gular fomis, somc of which havc been recently separated as

subgenera by the Rev. F. W. Hope, in the Annals of Natural Hi.s- tort/.']

The second tribe {Chrysornelin(p) has the antenna? inserted in front of the eyes, or near their inner

extremitv, and wide apart. These insects do not leap ; they form, with the following tribe and some

of the preceding family, the genus Chryf^omela of Linnanis ; but which, from its actual extent, we

have restricted by the adoption of some other. The species which possess the above characters form,

a'^ in the early works of Fabricius, two genera.
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The first of these genera,

—

Cryptockpi-ialus,—

*s composed of Clirysonu'liiia; in which the li cad is inserted vertically into a swollen thoi'ax like a liood, so that

the body, t^cncriilly in the form of a short cylinder, or nearly ovoid, and narrowed in front, appears fioni aljovo to

be truncated and depi'ived of a head. The antennae in some are more or less serrated or pectinated ; in others

they are lon;^ and filiform. The last joint of the palpi is always ovoid.

In some the antenna: are short, pectinated, or seriated after the fourth or fifth joint.

Cli/f/irtj, Fabr., lias the outer marD:in of the elytra straif^lit, or with but a slight notch ; the posterior anirles of the

thorax are rounded and not arched, and the anterior are not indexed beneath. The body is always in form of a

short cylinder
;

tlie antenna.' are always free ; the eyes entire, or scarcely emarginate. The males have the head

generally large, ^vjth the mandibles large and porrected, and the fore-legs long. C. qiiadr/pu/irfn/a, Linn., [a

common Uritisli species]. Its larva lives in a coriaceous kind of tube, which it bears about with it.

The following dill'er in having the elytra nuich dilated externally at the base, with a deep notch. The posterior

angles of the tliorax are acute and arched, and the anterior are greatly intiexed. The eyes are often notclieil.

These are peculiar to the New \\'orld.

Chlamys, Knocb., has the bod>' short, cylindric, or cubic, and the surface of the body is very unequal, [^ee the

monographs of King and Kollar.]

Lamprosoma, Kirby, has the body globular [and very smooth].

In others the antenna: are evidently long-er than the head and thoi'ax, simple, filiform, or thickened to the tips.

Cft/ptoccphahis, GcolTr., has the body cylindric ; the thorax as broad as tlie abfiuiuen, and the antL-jjn;u and palpi

of equal thickness throughout. C. sericea, Linn, [a common British species. The genus is extremely numerous].

Choragus, Kirby, has the antenna terminated by three large joints. C. ^heppardi, [a small British species.

This genus is more allied to Anthribus and Bruchits.]

Euryope, Dalm. (having the mandibles very strong, and the second joint of the antennae longer than the

third), and

Eumolpu.s, King (with the mandibles of ordinary size, and the second joint of the antenna; shorter than the third),

differ in having the body narrowed in front and nearly o\oid.

EumoJpus T'i7(A', a small continental species, does much inJLiry to the vine. This genus jiass-S, by means of

Colaspis, in a very gradual manner, to the genus

CHnysoMi;LA,

—

In which the body is generally ovoid or oval; the head exposed, advanced, or slightly inclining forwards; the

antenna? simple, about half the length of the body, and often moniliform and slightly thickened to the tips.

Some, having the body ovoid, or oval, and winged, and tlie palpi pointed at the tips, approach Eumolpus, and

are distinguished from all the following by the filiform antenna, longer than half the body.

Colaspis, Fabr., has not the mesosternum pointed. [A very numerous exotic genus.]

Podontiay Dalm., has the mesosternum produced into a short conical point. [Exotic insects.]

In the following Chrysomelinffi of the same tribe the antennae are shorter, and composed of revcrsed-ccmical

joints, or more or less moniliform, and thickened to the tips ; the false joint, or appendage, at tlje end uf the last,

is very short, and scarcely distinct.

Some have the maxillary palpi thick, and truncated at the tip.

Amongst these some have the two terminal joints of the palpi united into a truncated mass, the last shorter

than the preceding, and either transverse or in the form of a short truncated cone.

I'/n/Z/nc/iari'-, Iiahn., has the mesosternum not pointed. [Exotic species], peculiarto New Holland and Java.

Dori/ji/njrri, Uiig'., has thi' mesosternum pointed like a horn. Composed of South American species.

Cyrtoiius, Dalm., composed of two Spanish species, has no mesosternal point, but the joints of the antenna: are

longer, the body more globose, and the thorax more elevated transversely.

Apamaa, Leach, is allied to Doryphora, but has the antenna: of the male 8-jointed, the last t\\o forming a club.

[TrochaloHOta, Westw., is also globose. Type, t'hru.-.oiin'h' in'dia. Germ. South America.]

ParopsiSfOyiy. {Notodea
J
'Marsh.), is peculiar tn New Holland, anil is distinct by haviiiL; the l:i^t joint of the

maxillary palpi hatchet-shaped. [See tlie monograi>h on this genus, published by I\Iarsliam in the TniHuadion^ of

the Limiican Society of London.]

In the two following subgenera the same joint, quite distinct from the preceding, and as large or larger than it,

is more or less semi-ovoid. These insects are widely distributed over the Old \Vorld, and particularly Europe.

Timarcha, Meg., is composed of apterous species, having the body gibbose ; the antenna: moniliforn], especially

towards the base ; the elytra united together, and the tarsi very dilated, especially in the males. These insects

arc found on the ground in woods, upon turf, and low herbs at the sides of foot-paths, crawling slowly, and emit-

ting ayellow fiuid from the joints of their feet when disturbed. They especially inhabit the south of Europe, and

the northern countries of Africa. Amongst tho.^e which have the thorax narrowed behind, and nearly of a

crescent-shape, and which are the largest of the tribe, is the (Tenebrio) Iccviffafusyhiuxi. [a common British species],

from four to eight lines long; black, with the thorax and elytra smooth, finely puncim-ed, ami the antenna: and

feet violet-coloured. Its lar\a it. gi'een or violet-cohmiTd, \ery swollen, with the extremity yellow. U is found

on the Lady's bed-straw. It undergoes its transfornudiims in the earth.

Chrysomela proper, comprises those species of Olivier w hich are furnished with wings, and in which the maxil-

lary palpi, according to the subdivisions established above, have the last joint as large as or larger than the pre-

ceding, of an ovoid-truncate or conic-reversed form. Such is
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Chrysomela savgiiinolenta [a common British species], futir lines long", Llack or blue-black, with the sides of the
thorax thickened, and the elytra \vith a broad marf-in of red. It is found on the earth in fields, at the sides of

Oot-jiaths.

Chnjs-jmda poiudi, Linn., is blue, with red elytra, having- a small

black mark at the tip. It is found in the willow and poplar, on
wliich it.^ lai-va lives, often in society. [It is very abundant in

)':;ii;-|and], and forms, with some others, the genus Lina of

ft]e-erle.

We tiuish this tribe with those Cbrysoraehna:; which have the

maxillary palpi slender at the tips, and terminated in a point.

Plucdon, Me^. (and Cufaphtis, Mejj.), have the body ovoid or
'^' '"""'"

orbicular.

Prosocia-is, Latr. (Uelodcs, Fabr.), has the body narrow, more elon^^ated, and the terminal joints of the antenna;

form a straii;ht mass. [f. pfteUaiuiru, a common British species. Several other subgenera have been separated by

r cent authors, and of v.'Uieh the British species are described by Mr. Stephens, in his ///((s/ra^/on^ o/ifr///Vi

Eiilomoloiji/,]

The third and last tribe of the Cyclica, Galerucitf^, has the antenna ahvays at least as long as half

tlie body, of equal thickness throughout, or gradually thickened to tlie tips, inserted between the eyes

at a little distance from the mouth, and generally close together at the base, and near to a small longi-

tudinal elevated line; the maxillary palpi, thickened in the middle, are terminated by two joints in

form of a cone, but united together at the base, the last being short, and either truncated, obtuse, or

pointed ; the body is either ovoid or oval, and sometimes nearly hemisphericah Many, especially

amongst the smaller species, have the hind thighs thickened, which gives them the power of leaping.

This tribe is composed of the genus
Galeruca,—

"Which we divide into two principal tribes—those which do not leap, Isopoda jliaving; equal-sized feet], and those

wliicli leap, Anho/ivda, [or having' unequal-sized feet].

I
Adoriian, Fabr. {Oides, Weber), is composed of exotic species having the penultimate joint of the maxillary palpi

I

dilated, and the last much shorter, and truncate.

I
Luperus, Geotf., has the last two joints of the maxillary palpi scarcely diflering in size, and the antenna com-

I posed of cylindrical joints as long as the body. [Small British species.]

i The others, which have the palpi terminated in the same manner, and the antennae shorter, and composed of

I'cversed-conical joints, are the

Galeruca proper [composed of numerous species, including] Chnjsomela Tanaceil, Linn., which is oval-oblong,

black, but slightly shining, and with the elytra strongly punctured. It lives on the tansy.

The Saltatorisl Galerucita^, or those which have the posterior thighs thickened, arranged by Fabricius in his

genera Chrysomela, Galeruca, and Crioceris, are reunited into a single genus {Halflca), in the systems of Geollroy,

(.)livier, and lUiger. These beetles are very small, but adorned with varied and brilliant colours, and leap with

great agility and to a great height when disturbed. They often devastate the leaves of such vegetables as serve

them for food, their larVEe devouring the parenchyme, and undergoing their transformations within the leaf.

Some species, especially those which have been called in France jjuces des jardins, Garden-Heas [and in England

I'urnip-lleas], do much damage in the two states [of larva and imago], to pot-herbs, [and especially to turnips just

sprung up.] South America is the country which, above all others, abounds with the greatest number of these

insects. Illiger has published^ in his £H^omtJ^O(//crt^ il/(ii»(7^/ji<;, an excellent raonograpli on these insects, which

be has distributed into nine families, some of which appear to us to form distinct subgenera.

Octugonotes, Drapiez, differs from all the rest in having the maxillary palpi with the thii'd joint swollen, and

the last very short and truncate ; the labial are terminated in a point, as in the following subgenera, but in these

the maxillary palpi are similarly terminated, or subuhited at the tip. The last joint of the hind tarsi of Octogonotes

is suddenly swollen and rounded above, with the claws very small.

(Edionychus, Latr., differs from all the following by possessing the last-mentioned character, and includes the

first two families of lUiger. The only European species is A. marginella, Olivier, found in Spain and Portugal.

In the following subgenera, the last joint of the hind tarsi is gradually thickened, and terminated by two

ordinary-sized claws.

Psylliodes, Latr., has the first Joint of the hind tarsi very long, inserted above the posterior extremity of the

tibia, which is produced into a conical appendage, compressed, toothed at its edges, and terminated by a small

tooth, it corresponds with Uliger's ninth family Altitarscs. H. chrysoccphala, &zc.—II. dcntipcs, arklella, &c.,

having the posterior tibiiK dilated in the middle into a tooth, form another subgenus.

DiboUa, Latr. (previously AUitarsus, Latr.), has the head for the most part received into the thorax, and the

posterior tibiee terminated by a furcate spine. (Uliger's eighth family, A. echVi, Oliv., iS;c.)

AKica, Latr., has the head exposed, the posterior tibia: truncate at the tips, without any prolongation or fork,

and the tarsi terminal and short. Type, Chrysomela oleracca, Linn, [and numerous other British species, arran"-ed

by Stephens into several new subgenera, forming Uliger's third, fourth, fifth, and sixth families.]

Longltarsus, Latr., has all the characters of Haltica proper, but the posterior tarsi are at least as long as the

posterior tibiai. (Uliger's seventh family.)
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THE SEVENTH FAMILY OF THE COLEOPTEKA TETRAMERA,—

The Clavipat.i'i,—
Is dLStinguislied from all tlie others of tlic same section, \vliich, like these, have the underside of llic

three hasal joints of the tarsi furnished "with cushions beneath, and tlie third joint hihilicd, (the ter-

minal joint also having a node at its hase, which is also observed in the Cocrinelhe,) by having tlieir

antennae terminated by a very distinct and perfoliated mass, and by their maxillie being armed on the

inner edge with a horny tooth ; in a few, the tarsi are entire, but they recede from the other Telrainera

which have similar tarsi, by having the body nearly globular, and contractile into a ball. The body is

often of a rounded form, generally very gibbose and hemispherical, with the antennae shorter than the

body ; the mandibles notched or toothed at the extremity ; the palpi terminated by a much thicker joint

;

the last joint of the maxillary palpi being very broad, compressed, and nearly crescent-shaped. The

form of the organs of the mouth indicates that the species are not carnivorous : the indigenous species

are, in fact, found in fungi growing on the trunks of trees, beneath the bark, ^c.

Tliey may be reunited into the single genus

EiiOTYLUS, F;ilir.

—

Some of wliicli have the the maxillary palpi ternunated by a larii-e liatchet- or crescent-shaped joint.

Erofi/liis proper (incladiiio; -.£^f/*?//;«A', Fabr.), has the intermediate Joints of the anteniuT subcylindric, and the

club of the antennae formed of the terminal joints, oblong: ; the inner and corneous lobe of the maxillae havinfr

two teeth. The species are contined to South America. [They are very numerous, a considerable number ha\inj;

been described by M. Godart in his monog:raph on this p^enus.]

Triplax {and Tritoma, Fabr.), differ in havin^f the antennre submoniliform, and terminated by a shorter ovoid

club, and by the maxilh-e having^ a sino;le small tooth on the inner edg'e. In Tritoma, the body is nearly iiemisphe-

rical

—

T. bipH^tHlittnm [a small British speries, of rare occurrence on funi;i],—and in Tripla.v, the body is oval, or

oblong. [Several small Biiti>b species.] Tbe utiiers have the last joint of tlie maxillary palpi eluii;,^ated, and nioi*e

or less oval.

Launiiria, I.atr., has the liody linear, and the club of the antenuie [3- to] 5-jointed. [Exotic insects, havinj?

somewhat tin,' apijearauce ni I'ilaterid^e.]

Phalacrus, Payk. {Anhoioma, Illi^.), has the body sub-hemispherical, and the club of the antenna; only 3-jointed.

The species [are very luunerous, and of small size. They are found upon flowers, and beneath the bark of trees].

Agaf/iid/inii, IWv^. {Anis'ihjtiui, Fabr.), diflers from all the rest of the family by havin,^ all the juints of the tarsi

simple, and the body nearly t^luimlar. [Minute BiiUsh siiecies.]

The fourth section of the Coleoptera. tluit of the Tiumi-:ra, has only three [onliiiary-sized]

joints in tin.' tarsi; [a fnuidli, however, but very minute, exists at the hase of the last or fourth

jttint]. TTie\- compose three fannlies ; those of the iirst two are elosuly allied to the hist of the

Tetramera. Their antenntc, always composed of eleven joints*, are terminated i)y a club

formed of the last three, compressed, and of a conical or reversed triangular form. The basal

jonit of thr tarsi is always distinct ; the second joint ordniarily bilobed, and the lastj preseutin^^

a knot at its base, is always terminated by two ungues; the elytra entirely cover the abdomen,

and are not truncatefh The last of the Trimera, or the third family, approach in this respect,

and in many «dber eharaetcis, the pentamcrons Ptraehelytra, and some others (d' the same

section, siicli as MnsCiyiis, Sci/thiia'inis, and have habits very ditt'erent from those of the other

Triniera.

THE FIRST FA^HLY OF THE COLEOPTERA TRIMERA,—

Trih: FuNGicoi.-i'.,—
Have the antenna? longer than tlie head and thcrrax ; the l.iody oval, with the thorax trapezoid ; the

maxillary palpi filiform, or rather thickened at the tips, but not terminated by a very large hatchet-

sha|»ed joint ; the penultimate joint of the tarsi is always deeply bilobed. This family may be reduced

to the single genus

EuMORiM-ies,

—

Some of which have the third juint of the antenna- much lonj^cr than the preceding- and followine:. Such are

Eumorphus, Weber, wlucb li:is the cluli of the antennas suddenly formed, solid, and very compressed
;
the max-
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illary piilpi are filiform, and the two terminal joints of the labial palpi form, when unitetl, a triangular mass. They
inhabit India and America.

Dapsa, Zeigl., has the antennal club narrow, elongated, with the joints apart at the side. [Exotic species.]

The others have the third joint of the antennae scarcely longer than the adjoiningjoints. Many of the species

are indigenous [to France and England], and live in Lycopcrdons, or beneath the bark of trees.

Endomychus, Weber, has the four palpi thicker at the tips ; the last three joints of the antenna; apart at the

sides, longer than the preceding, and forming a reversed triangular mass. [E. cocdnem, a pretty little English

species.]

Lycoperdina, Latr., has the maxillary palpi fdiform ; the last joint of the labial larger than the preceding, and
the two last joints of the antenna; forming a reversed triangular club. L. Bor/stiC, [a small British species, found
in pull-balls].

THE SECOND FAMILY OF THE COLEOPTERA TRIMERA,—

The Aphidiphagi,—
Is composed for the most part of insects of a hemispherical form ; the tliorax very short, transverse,

almost crescent-shaped; the antenna terminated by a compressed mass in the form of a reversed cone,

composed of the three terminal joints, and shorter than the thorax ; the last joint of the maxillary palpi

is very large, liatchet-shaped ; and the second joint of the tarsi deeply bilobed. In the other Trimcra,

(.»f the same family, the joints of the tarsi are simple, or the second is Imt slightly bifid, a character

\vhicli, with some others, distinguishes these insects from the Fungico!a3.

Some have the body more or less thick, and never flattened and shield-shaped ; the thorax transverse ; the head

exposed ; tiie antennee distinctly 1 1-jointed ; the terminal joints forming a reversed conical club.

These insects compose the genus

CoCClNliLLA.

Lithophilns, Frohl., has the body ovoid, with the thorax strongly margined at the sides and narrowed behind,

with the second joint of the tarsi very shghtly bilid. L. ruHcoUh-, Dahl. [a minute European species].

CoccineUa proper, has the body nearly hemispherical ; the thorax very short, nearly crescent-shaped, scarcely

margined ; and the second joint of the tarsi deeply bilobed.

Many species of this geuus are widely dispersed upon trees and plants in our gardens, and enter our houses ; they

are well known under the name of Lady-hirds, or Lady-cows. The generally hemispherical form of their bodies,

tlie number and arrangement of the spots on their elytra, which resemble a kind of inlaid work of black upon
yellow or orange, or vice versS., as well as the agility of their motions, cause them to be easily known. They
are the first to appear in the spring ; when seized, they fold up their legs against the body, and emit a mucilaginous

humour from the joints of the legs, as in the Chrysomelte, and which is of a yellow colour and very disagreeable

scent. They feed upon plant-lice, as well as their larva', of which the form and metamorphoses closely resemble

those of the ChrysomeliuEe. Occasionally, individuals, ditfering greatly from each other, are found coupled to-

gether, but the results of such unions have not been obsei'ved.

CoccineUa 1-punclata, thecommon Lady-cow, is about three lines long; black, with tlie elytra red,

witli three black dots on each, and one in the middle. It is the commonest species in this country,

as wpII as in Fi'ance.

Clypcastcr, Audersche, {Cossyplnis, GylL), has the body very flat and shield-shaped, with the

head hidden beneath a nearly semicircular thorax; the antenna; do not distinctly possess more

than nine joints ; the jniuts of the tarsi are entire, and the prosternum forms a kind of cj-avat

beneath the mouth. [I'lie species are of very minute size], and are found beneath the bark of

trees, and undei- stones.

THE THIRD FAMILY OF THE COLEOPTERA TRIMERA,—

The Pselaphi,—
Has the elytra short and truncated, covering only a part of the abdomen, thus possessing a certain re-

semblance to the Brachelytra, and especially to the Aleocharte ; this last part of the body is, however,

much shorter, broad, very obtuse, and rounded behind; the antennse, terminated in a club, or thickened

to the tips, sometimes formed of only six joints ; the maxillary palpi are ordinarily very large
; all the

j. tints of the tarsi are entire, and the first is much shorter tlian the following, and scarcely visible at

first sight ; the last is often terminated by a single ungids.

These insects are found on the ground, under the debris of vegetables, and some inhabit ants' nests.

[By English entomologists, this extremely interesting family, placed by Latreille at the end of the

order Coleoptcra (on account of the structure of the tarsi exhibiting a greater simphcity than that of

anv other Beetles), is arranged in immediate connexion with the Staphylinidae. The monographs of

Krichenbach, Dennv, and Leach, and the more recent works of Aube, Stephens, and Erichson, have
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mailc us acqua.iiitcd wiLh a great nuiuber of species, and sonic new genera, of this minute and curious

tribe.]

Those wliicli liave eleven joints to the antenn.'c form the genus

PsKLAPiius, Ilerbst.

Some, few in number, have two uniques to flie tarsi.

Chcnnium, Latr., has the ten basa! joints of the antenn;e equal-sizeil, an"-! tlie palpi not oxserted. C. biluhercn-

laium, [a continentiil species].

Dio/iix, Dej., has the third and four followinj? joints of the antennffi very minute ; the eijxhth and three following-

thicker than the preceding-, and as long- as the seven preceding- tog-ether ; the maxillary palpi exserted, and the

labial palpi short, stretched forwards, and 3-jointed, with a point at the tip.

The others have but a sinf^ie tarsal unguis, and some of these have the maxillary palpi very long and elbowed,

the second and fourth joints being; especially elone;ated.

Pi-elaphiis proper, differs from the two following; by liavma; the anteimrc evidently lunger than the head and

thorax, and terniinated by a club formed of tlie last three juiiits, wbicii are evidently lon^^er than the preccdni--.

[Ps. Hcrb^l'tl, and several other British species.]

Bijlhinus, Leach (havini^ the second joint of the antennx- thick and dilated into a lateral tooth— i'.?. scrnrtijcr,

Reich.), and

Areopagus, Leach (having the second joint of the antennri.' slendei", and the basal one sometimes dilated—Ps.

glabricoUis, Leach), have the ninth and tentli joints of the antennae scarcely thicker or larger than the preceding,

but the eleventh very Iarg:e.

In others the maxillary palpi are shorter than the liead and thorax, and the fourth joint, at least, is short, and

ovoid or trian;:jular.

C7c/n"^/t?A% Reichenb., has the three terminal juitits of the maxillary palpi armed ^vith a tooth of the outside.

[C7. palpalis, a continental species.]

Brijaxis, Leach {and Ei/plecius and T^/c/ms, Leach), have the maxillary palpi of the ordinary form, the last joint

long-er, conical, or hatchet-shaped ; the thorax is short, and scarcely lono;er than broad; the form of the last joint

of the palpi and of the joints of the antennae, althoug^h offering good characters, does not appear sufficiently

important for the establishment of [Leach's] g-enera.

The terminal Pselaphiens have the aiitenna; composed of only six joints, or are even inarticulate.

Clavigi^r.

C/ai'/(7t'r proper has distinctly G-jointed antenn;c, the eycrf appenr wanting, and the mnxillary palpi are very

short. The species are found under stones, and in the nests of small yellow Ants. [Claiiger faveolatm, a minute

species/lirst detected by me in Ens'land in 1S38, in Whychwood Forest, Oxfordshire.] See the monog:raphs of

Gerniar in the third volume of his Magfiain dcr Entomologie, Aube, GylSenhall, [and particularly the recently pub-

lished memoir of Schmidt.]

Articcrus, Dalm., has the antenna: apiiarently composed of a single joint, forming a long cylinder, truncated at

the tip ; the eyes are dirstinct. A. annafns, obser^'ed by Dalman in gum copal.

Note.—The tarsi of Bcrmestcs a/omariiis, De Geer, having appeared to :,I. Lcclerc de La\al to be

composed of only a single joint, we had formerly estabhshed for its reception a new primary section

of tlie Cnhjopterii, wliieh we hail thenre named Monomera. Fischer adopted this section, giving

the generic name of Clamhus to the insect; Stdiuppell had also proposed for it that of rtiUvui ;

M. GyUenhall has, however, reunited the species to Scaphidiam, and, in fact, we consider that tliis

new genus ought to be ]>laccd near tliat goniis ; tlic section Monomera must, therefore, be suppressed.

[Having carefully examined tliese minute insects, 1 am able to state that their tarsi consist of

several joints.]

THE SIXTH ORDER OF INSECTS,—

ORTHol'TEUA, (Ulonata, Tabr.), [Oermaptera, De Geer],—

United, for the most ])art, l)v Liinireiis with the Ilemiptera, and by GeolTvoy with tlio Colc-

optcra, Init fonning n ])ecnliar division, exhibit a bi.idy L'X'VieraUy h'ss firm than the last men-

tioned order; soft, seniimeinljranoiis, wing-covers much nerved, anil not uniting at the sutin'e

ni a straiglit hne ; wings folded lonjntudinall}', and (d'ten fan-like, divnled I>\' transverse

nervnres ; maxilhc always terminated by a corneous denticulated piece, and covered by a

p;alea, corresponding with tlie outer division of the maxilliE of the Coleoptera; and lastly, a

kind of tongue, or epiglottis.
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The Ortlioptera are insects* which undergd a semicompleto metamorphosis, all the changes

being reducible to the increase and developeraent of wing-covers and wings, which begin to

appear under a rudimentary form in the pupa. This pupa and the larva resemble the perfect

insect in other respects, walking and feeding in the same manner.

The mouth of the Ortlioptera is composed of a laln'um, two mandibles, two maxdla;, and

four palpi ; those of the maxilht have alwa3S five joints ; the labial palpi, as in the Coleoptera,

have only three. The mandibles are always very strong and horny ; the tonguelet is con-

stantly divided into two or four plates. The form of the antennse varies less than in the Cole-

optera, but they are generally composed of a much greater number of joints. Many, in

addition to the composite eyes, have two or three ocelli. The under-side of the basal joints

of the tarsi is often fleshy, or membranous; the basal joint in the Grasshoppers with short

antenna;, presents three lobes, or divisions, on the under-side. [In these insects, however, the

tarsi consist but of three joints; these lobes, therefore, indicate the other two joints, which

are evidently soldered with the first.] Many females are furnished with a real borer, formed

of two plates, for depositing their eggs, which are often covered by a common envelope.

The posterior extremity of the body is generally armed with appendages.

The intestines of the larv;e resemble those of the perfect insects.

All the known Orthoptera are, without exception, terrestrial, both in their perfect and two

previous states. Some are carnivorous, or omnivorous ; but the greater numbers feed upon

living plants. The species which inhabit our climate have but a single generation in a year,

the eggs being deposited towards the end of the summer. This is also the period of their

last transformation.

We divide the Orthoptera into two great families, [_Cursoria and Saltatoria], a mode of dis-

tribution confirmed by their anatomy ; the insects of the first having only tubular trachea;,

wdiilst those of the second have vesicular trachete. [We are indebted to M. Serville for a

revision of the generic division of this order, published in the Annales des Sciences Naturelles.

Dr. Burmeister, in 1838, also worked out the order, adding many new genera, in his Hand-

biwh der Entomologie. In 1839, M. Serville, unacquainted with Bnrmeister's work, published

his liistoire Natiirdle des Insectes Orthopteres, in which he introduced many new genera, as

w ell as some established by Burmeister, but with other names ; which of course must rank as

syiionymes. Dr. Burmeister has just published, in the third number of Germar's Zeitschrift

der Entomologie, a revision of these two works, with a view of pointing out the synonymes.]

In the first family all the legs are alike, and solely fitted for running ; in the second, the

thighs of the hind legs are much larger than those of the other feet, wdiicb gives them the

power of leaping ; the males, moreover, make a sharp noise, or a kind of stridulation. These

are the leaping, or musical Orthoptera.

THE FIRST FAMILY OF THE ORTHOPTERA,—

The Cursori.v,—
Has the hind legs solely fitted, like the others, for running. They have generally the wing-covers and

wings resting hdrizontally on the liodj' ; the females do not possess a horny ovipositor. These form

three genera, [Forficula, Blatta, and Mantis]. Tlie first, that of

The Earwigs {Forficula, Linn.),

—

lias three joints to the tarsi, the wings folded lilie a fan, and shutting up transversely beneath erus-

taceous wing-covers, which are very short, and meet in a straight suture ; the body is linear, with two

large scaly moveable appendages, winch form a forceps at the posterior extremity of the body. The

hcail is exposed ; the antenna; are filiform, inserted in front of the eyes, and composed of from

twelve to thirty joints, in dift'erent species. Tlie galea is slender, elongated, and nearly cylindrical
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the tonguclct is fnrcatr ; llic thorax is plato-lil;r. The second joint of the tar;ii is simply dilated

beneath, near the tip, or in form nf a rev^'r:^(_'(l heart, and not notched. These insects have been very

carefully investigated in respect to their internal anatomy, by Messrs. Ramdohr, Po-,selet, ]\Iarce! ((e

Si_-rres, and especially hy Leon Dufour, in the Jnnoles den Sci. Nat., vol. xiii. From their anatotijical

characters they appear to L. Dufour to constitute a distiuct order, Avhich he names Labidourci.

i\[r. Kirhy liad also previously proposed the name of Dermapterfi for them as an order.'''

These insects are very common in damp situations, where they often assemble in troops under

stones, and the bark of trees ; they do much injury to the fruits of our gardens, [devouring also the

petals of flowers], as well as the bodies of their dead companions, defending themselves vs'ith their

forceps, of which the form varies according to the sex. It is a vulgar notion that they creep into the

car of sleeping persons ; this, however, is the origin of their French name, Perce-orcille [Enghsh name,

Earwig \ German name, Okrivurm, Sic.~\

[The species has been distributed into a considerabli? number of subjrenera by Leacli, Servill(;, and Burrneister,]

Latreille divides them, in a note, iTito

I'(jrJ'tci(/a prupi-r, whlcli has not more than U Joints to the antennsc.

-^ ^__ Furfii'iia aiiricutaria, is n:Oi*c tlian lialf-an-inch lonir, brown, shiny, witli a reddish head, the

sides of the thoj-ax grey, and the feet yellow-ochre coloured. The female ^^uards her eggs with

much caie, as well as her younc, for a considerable time.

J^(jr/(Ci/^« w/"yr (the small Earwig;), is much smalli^r, and has 11- or 1'2-joiuted antennae ; it

forms Leach's genus Labia.

Furficcsila, Latr., has more than 14 joints to tlie antcmue. [F. guja>ttca, the type of Leach's

genus Lahkhira, with 30 joints to the antennj.\]

(Jhdidiira, Latr., is winj^less.

The second genus, that of

Blatt.v, Linn.,

Has five joints to all the tarsi; the wings are only fuldcd lungitudinally ; the head

hidden beneath the large plate of the prothorax, and the body is orbicular, or ovab aud flattened.

The antenn;e are filiform, inserted in an inner notch of the eyes, long, and comjiosed of a very great

number of joints ; the palpi are long; the prothorax shield-like; the wing-covers are ordinarily as

long as the abdomen, coriaceous or semimembranous, and crossing each other slightly at the suture.

The posterior extremity of the abdomen presents two conical and articulated appendages ; the tibi;u

are very spinose.

The I'dattse [or Cockroaches] are nocturnal insects, exceedingly active, some living in the interior

of our bouses, especially kitchens, bake-houses, and corn-mills. Others are found in the country.

Thcv are very voracious, consuming all kinds of provisions. The species found in the French colonies

are there termed Kakerlacs, and greatly annoy the inhabitants by the mischief they commit, attacking

nut oulv eatables, but ti:nawing also woollen and silk materials, and even shoes; they will also eat

other insects. Some species of Sphex make war

upon them.

[The species are very numei'ous, and have lately been

formed into a considerable number of genera by Serville

and Burmcistcr; Latreille, however, retained them under

tlie single genus Blafta.]

Jifaffn oriirntalis [the common Cockroach] is an inch

long; the male is furnished with wings shnrter than the

abdouH/u ; the female has only short rudiments. The

eggs, IG in number, are symmetrically arranged in an

oval compressed case, which is at lirst white, but subse-

quently hrowD and solid, denticulated on one side; the

h-riiaje carries it about with her for some time at the

extremity of the body; she then attaches it to various

substances by means of a gummy secretion. This species

is a scourge both to the inhabitants of Russia and Fin-

laiiil. It has been supposed to liave come from South

America, whilst others give Asia as its native country.

ir. I,';ii(.-Il 'llviJed tlic oUicr Orthnpu
r vvilh Ihc wings fuldrcl Io.iki I mlhirilU

ng in iiHlraiglil liuL-. were liis Urllu.

two otiiir nrdcrM, I elytra cr^ssin^,' each nther, nrid ihc

itli tlie "ill)' cni-^^rs urder DIelyoptcra (£l/ii((u>.

ah'J UiMic«iUi Uic I
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Blaita lapponica, devours the cured fish which the Laplanders have provided for their sustenance, in lien of

bread. In our country it inhabits woods, [which leads' to the suspicion that the species thus named are not

identical]. M. Hummel has published a series of very interesting observations on Blatta gerinanica, in his

Jifisaia E II tomolopiques.

The third genus, that of

JIantis, Linn.,

—

Has also five joints in all the tarsi, and the -wings simply folded longitudinally, but the head is

exposed, and the body long and narrow ; the palpi are also short and pointed, and tlieir tonguclet

qiiadrifid.

These insects are found only in temperate or hot climates, and reside upon trees or plants, often

resembling their leaves or twigs in the form and colour of the body, and seeking the full sun-light.

Some are rapacious, ^vhilst the others are herbivorous. The eggs are ordinarily inclosed in a capsule

of a gummy secretion, which hardens in the air, and is divided internally into a number of cells, and is

sometimes in the form of an oval cocoon, sometimes like a pod with angles, and sometimes spined.

Tlie female fastens it to plants, or other substances elevated from the ground.

Some have the two fore-le^^s much larger and longer than the others, with the coxae long, the thighs very strong,

compressed, and armed beneath with spines, the tibia; curved, and ternunated by a strong hook ; they have

ocLdli distinct, and close together in a triangle ; the first segment of the thorax is very large
; the four lobes of the

tonnuelet of nearly equal length ; the antenna; inserted between the eyes, and the head triangular and vertical.

These species are carnivorous, seizing their prey with the fore-feet, which they elevate in front of the body, and

quickly folding the tibiae upon the under-side of the femur [which thus becomes a most powerful raptorial instru-

ment, not only titled for capturing the prey, but also exactly formed for conveying it to the mouth]. The eggs

are very numerous, and are inclosed in the same number of cells disposed in rcgulai" series, and united in an ovoid

mass or cocoon.

[These (.)rthoptera, which are very numerous, have been distributed by Serville and Burmeister into a great

number of genera, founded mostly upon external characters of form.] LatreiUe, however, retains them in the

single subgeims

Mantis proper, restricting it, however, to

those which have no fi'ontal horn on the head.

Mantis rel/!/iosa,h\nn. (the Praying Mantis, or

Sooth-sayer), is regarded by the Turks as an

object of religious respect. Another species is

still more venerated by the Hottentots. The

farmer is very common in the south of France

and Italy. See the work of StoU, and the memoir

of Lichtenstem, in the Tram-actions of the Lin-

vean Society, [also the works of Serville and liur-

meister].

Those species which have the forehead pro-

lunged into a horn, with the antennje of the males

pectinated, form the genus Empu-so, Illiger.

The others have the fore feet similar to the hind

ones; the ocelli very indistinct, or wanting ; t!ie

first segment of the thorax shorter, or of the same

length as the following; the interior divisions of
Fig.S9.-^Mantis.iothcftctofMdiineafly.with.younironeji.sthatcu.d. ^^^ touguclet shorter than the lateral; thean-

tenn;e inserted in front of the eyes, and the head nearly ovoid, porrected, with the mandibles thick, and

the palpi compressed. These insects are of very sin-

gular form, and resemble either the twigs or leaves of

trees. They appear to feed only on vegetables, and,

like many of the Grasshoppers, their colours resemble

those of the plant on which they ordinarily reside;

tlie two sexes often difler very widely from each other.

They form the subgenus

Spectrum, Stoll,

—

Which has been divided into two others.

P/iasma, Fab., comprises the species which have the

body tiliform or linear, similar to a stick, many of

which are entirely destitute of wings, or have the wing-

rovers very short. Many large species are found in the

ivtoluccas, and South America. P. Ros.^a, Fab., in-

habits the South of France.

Phyllium, Illig., has the body very flat and membranous, and the feet furnished with oroaa memuraues,

rig. UO.- 1 (DiiMcnal frii|r,lis.
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]]fi7iif'\- s/cri/<il/a [or t1ie AVnlkinc:; Leaf], a species peculiar to the Peclielles Islands, ^Mauritius, &c., of whicli the

female has very short antennje, with the wing-covers as long as the abdomen, but destitute of winf^s ; the male

is much narrower, with lonf^ liliform antennee ; short wing-covers, and wings as long as the abdomen.

[Latreille, in tlic Families Nahirclles, Saint Fargeau and Serville, in the Encyclopedie mclhodiqne, the latter in

his Hi-sioire iiahirelie des Insectes Orthopicrcs, and Gray in his Si/uopsis of Phasmidce, have con-;tituted a great

number of generic groups detached from tliose given above, and which are founded upon the variations

in the dexelopcment of tlie wings in the diflerent sexes ; the proportions of the thoracic segments, antenna:-, Sec.

^lessrs. Burmeister and BruUc have considerably reduced tlie number of these groups in their works upon this

order.]

THE SECOND FAMILY OF THE ORTIIOPTERA,—

The Saltatoria,—
lias the two Iiind fcot remarkalile for the size of their tliiglis, and for the very spined tihirc thus formed

for h'ajiing. The males call their females by making a eliirping noise, wduch is sometimes prodi.iccd

by rubbing an inner pa)t of the wing-covers like a talc-like mirror, against each other \\itli rapidity,

ami sometimes by a similar alternate motion of the hind thighs against the wings and wing-covers,

tlie thighs acting the part of the bow of a violin. The majority of the females lay their eggs in the

ground.

This family is com[iosed of the genus

Grvllus, Linn.,

—

"Which we divide as follows :—
Some have the organ of sound in the males consisting of an inner part of the wing-covers in the

shape of a mirror; the ovipositor of the females is very long, exserted, and often sabre-shaped, and the

antennae are cither very long and slender at the tips, or of equal thickness throughout, but very short.

In some of these, the wings and wing-eovers are horizontal, the wings when folded up in repose

forming long filaments, extending beyond the wing-covers, and the tarsi have only three joints, as in

the genus

Gryllus, Geoffroy & Oiiv. {Aclwta, Tabr.), [and AchcikLx: of English autl^ors].

They live in btirrows, and ordinarily feed upon insects ; many are nocturnal. They form four subgenera.

Gr;i!l(jtalp(i, Latr., having the tibia and tarsi of tiie two fore-legs very broad, tlat, and toothed, like hands

proper for buiTOwing ; the other tarsi of the ordinary form.

Gryllotalpa vulijoi'is [the Mole-cricket], is an inch and a half long, and of a brown colour. It is toD well knoun

from the injuries it commits in gardens and cul-

tivated fields, living in the earth, where its fos- ^ ^"jTX /'^^^ W. _^y
^orial fore-legs, like those of a Mole, enable it to TM^ML^^:^^^^^^^"'''^^^^^^^^^^^^^^''

form a burrow. It cuts or detaches the roots of

plants, but less with the intention of feeding upon

them as to form a passage, for it feeds, as it would

seem, upon other insect.s or worms. The song

of the male, hrurd only in the evening or night-

is soft, and imt ilisagreeable, [It is tlieuci-, in

some parts of j'jiglaiid, riillnl ('hiir-worm.] The

female forms, in June and July, at tlie d^ptli of

ubiiLit six inches, a subterranean rounded cell, Fi;;. 9i.-Gryiiotnipa vuiijari.s.

siiinnth in tin- interior, in which she deposits from 200 to 400 egg? ; the cell with its gallery resembles a bottle

with a long bent neck. The young li\'e for smue time in society. See for further details the observations of

M, le Feburier in the iVoj/y. Cours d'Aiiri'iillmc. [From more recent observations, it appears certain that the

Mole-cricket is obnoxious in gardens, &;c., fn:nn its hei'hivorous habits. One species, G. didactijla, in the West

Indies, does great injury to the plantations of young sugar canes. See, also, the work of Kollar on injurious

insects, translated by Miss Loudon.]

Tridarfi/liis, Oliv. {Xi/a, Illig.), are also fossorial in their habits, but only with the anterior tibire ; the posterior

tarsi are replaced by narrow, bent, moveable appendages ; the antenme are very short, and 10-jointed. Minute

exotic insects. [The genus Ripipteryi\ Newman, is closely allied to this genus.]

Oiylliis proper [<!ri/lluJi acheia of LinuKUS, Acheta of Knglish authors], have not the feet fitteil for burrowing,

and the females have the ovipositor long and exserted ; the antenna; are greatly elongated, pointed at the tip ; the

oi;elli are indistinct. The Field-cricket, Gryllus canipestris, Linn., and the common House-cricket, G. domcsiicus,

Ijelong to this genus. The first forms deep retreats in dry and hot situations, in wdiich it stations itself to surprise

other insects upon whicli it in-cys. The femali^ drixisiis nhout. HOO
<:'j;'X'^ ; tlip Hnnse-crirkct inhabits the interior

]iarts of houses, esjjn
i

mate produces ahar^li

dly the ni'ighbonrhnn

that madi^ by 6', •r<^,nr/

-lihir wliirli it jnakes

be heard at the di tai of a I

:ind breeds

de.

The
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M>p-mcco]i/iUa {l^pJuvrium, Charpent.), is destitute of \vin;,^s, and lias the boily oval. M. acerronim is of very

small size, amllives in Ants' nests [on the Continent].

Others [having, like tlie last, a talc-like spot at the base of the ^ving-covcrs in the male], have these

organs disposed like a roof, and the tarsi have four

joints ; the antenna are very long and filiform. The

females have the ovi|)ositor always exserted, com-

pressed, and &aljre or cutlass-shaped. These insects

are herbivorous, and form tlie genus

LoccsTA, Gcollr. [GnjUns, or GnjUl<J<e., of EngUsh

authors].

[The Great Green Grasshopper, with long; antenna],

L. viridhsima, is two inches loni;-, green, without spots
;

the ovipositor of the female is straight.

P'iir 013—L viridjssinia
Many species of this g-enus are destitute of wings, or

have wing-covers only, bnt of very small size.

[The species of this genus, or rather, family, have been distributed into a considerable number of generic groups
by Thuriberg, Serville, Latreille, Burmeister, and others, founded upon external variations of form.]

The others have the antennEe filiform and cylindric, sword-shaped, or thickened at the tips, and as

long as the bead and thorax; the wings and wing-covers are roof-shaped wdien inactive, and the tarsi

are 3-jointcd. The tonguelet, in the majority, has only two divisions; the oceHi are three in number,

and constantly distinct ; the mandibles much toothed ; the abdomen conical, and compressed at the

siilcs. They leap with much more energy than the preceding, and have a much longer sustained

flight. They feed upon vegetables with great voracity. They may be united into a single genus, that of

AcRYDii^M, GeoftY.,

—

Which [lias been greatly divided into genera and subgenera by Serville, Burmeister, and Thunberg", but whichj

Latreille divides as follows.

Some have the mouth exposed, the tonguelet bifid, and a membranous pulvillus between the tarsal ungues.

P//CMmor(7., Thunb., has the hind-legs shorter than the body, and scarcely fitted for leaping ; the abdomen is

bladder-shaped in one of the sexes. These species are only found in the southern parts of Africa.

Proscopia, Klug, is wingless ; tlie body is long and cylindrical ; the head, witliout ocelli, is prolonged in front

into a point or cone, bearing two very short 7-jointed antennae, pointed at the tip ; and the hind-legs are large and

long. These insects are peculiar to South America, and have been well monographed by Klug.

Trusalis, Fab., has the antenna; compressed, and of a prismatic fonn ; the head elevated into a pyramid.

Gri/lltis na-mhis, Lam., and many other exotic species.

XiipMcera, Latr. {Pamphagua, Thunb.), is composed of species which, in respect to their antenna:;, are interme-

diate between Truxalis and the following genus.

Acnjdium proper, Gn/llun, Fab. {Gri/Uus locusta, Linn.), \_Locndkhv of British authors], differs from Pneumora

in having the hind feet longer than the body ; the abdomen solid, and not bladder-like: and from Truxalis, in

ha\ing the head o\oid, and the antennae filiform, or terminated by a knot. Many species have on each side of the

butly, near the base of tlie abdomen, a large cavity, closed on the inside by a very thin pellicle. I have described

this organ in the eighth volume of the Mcmoires du M/a-dum, which has someinfliience either in the production of

the chirping, or in flight. From analogy with the Cicada, I have compared it to a kind of tambour. The species

fiy high in the air, and often in troops. Their hind wings are often agreeably coloured, especially with red and

blue. Amongst the exotic species the thorax is often crested, warty, or otherwise singularly formed. Certain

si>ecies have been tenned Migratory, from their uniting themselves in troops of incalculable numbers, and mi-

grating through the air in thick clouds, and in an astonishingly short time transform the places where they alight

into an ariil waste. Their death even becomes a scourge, the air being infected by the immense masses of their

drad bodies. M. Jliot, in his excellent translation of Herodotus, conjectures that the mass of dead bodies of

winged serpents which the historian relates to have seen in Egypt, was a mass of tlie bodies of these migratory

locusts. This opinion perfectly accords with my own. These insects are consumed in different countries of

Africa, the inhabitants using them for their own food, and as an article of commerce. They tear off the wrings ai.L

wing covers, and then bake them. A great portion of Europe is often overrun by

Gri/Uus m'lgratorius, which is two inches and a half long, with brown wing-covers spotted with black, and a

slightly elevated crest on the thorax. The eggs are enveloped in a glutinous secretion, forming a cocoon, which

the insect is said to fasten to plants. [This is, however, refuted by the observations of Mr. Smirnove upon the

locusts of Russia, published in the Transaciions of the Lhuucan >^ocit:ty of London.'] It is common in Poland.

The soutb of Europe, Barbary, Egypt, &c., suffer similar devastations from some other species, of which some

are of larger size, as G. cegypiius, tataricus, Lam., &c., and which scarcely differ from G. lineola, Fab., which is

found in the south of France ; a species peculiar to the same countiMes, and which is that which is eaten and pre-

pared in Barbary, m the manner above tletailed. The natives of Senegal dry another species, of which the body ;s

o o
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3t]]o\v, spotted ;vitli lilack, and which Sliaw and Denon have fi|jnred in the accounts of their voyages in Africa;

they then reduce them to powder, wliich they use as ilour, as 1 learn fioni M. Savitrny. 'j'liese two species, ami

some others, have a conical prominence upon the prosternum, and compose the genus Acjydium. Amongst

those which do not present tliis character, and in which the antennae are equally filiform, some have tlie

winp-covers and winy:s perfect in the two sexes, and belon^; to the g^enus which I have named CEdipocla. In this

nunihcr are G. stridulus^ G. ricrxlcscens, [G.Jlavipcs, and a p:reat number of smaller species found in this country,

usually called Grasshopiiers, but distinf^uislied by their shorter anteiin;e,]

Other Acrydia, similarly win2;ed and ^vith fdiform antenntC, hnv'e tlje upper part

'^ of the prothorax strongly elevated, very compressed, forming a sharp crest, rounded

ami prolonged into a point behind. Foreign countries possess numerous species,

one only of which, and of smaller size, is found in the soutli of France (,-i. aiina-

^i^^:^.j^~ 'I ^^ turn, Fischer.]

^^sfi^T^^ n -"v III the others, one of the sexes, at least, has the wing-covers and wingsvery short,

and in no wise fitted for tlight. I have formed for these a new generic group, named
tic 93.—G. flin'i|,rs. „ ,.

° b o F>

Po'limia.

The Acrydia which have the antenna thickened at the tips, either in both sexes or in only one of them, are

formed also into a peculiar genus, Gomphocerm^ by Thunberg. G. ailiricus, and other small British species.

In the second division of the genus Acrydium, the prosternum receives in a cavity a part of the under-side of

the head ; the tonguelet is quadritid, and the tarsi have no pulvillus between the ungues ; the antennae have only

13 or 14 joints ; the thorax is prolonged behind like a large scntellum, which is sometimes longer than the entire

body, and the wing-covers are very small. These Orthoptera form the genus

Teti-ix, Latr. (Aciyditim, Fab., part of GruUns bulla, Linn.), which is composed of very small species.

THE SEVENTH ORDER OF IXSECTS,-

THE HEMIPTERA (Rhyngot.v, Fabr.),—

Terminate in our system the numerous ilivision of insects furnislied with mng-covers, and

l)eing; the only ones nmong them which have neither mandihles nor maxiUa;, properly so

called, [that is, fitted for hiting]. A tuhular articidated tongue, cylindrical or conical in its

form, curved downwards, or directed under the breast, having the appearance of a kind of

rostrum; presenting throughout its whole upper face, when stretched forward, a gutter, or

canal, out of which three scaly, stiff, slender, and pointed sette may be withdrawn, and which

arc cdvered at the base by a tonguelet; these setas form unitedly a sucker, resembling a sting,

having for its sheath the tubular piece above described, and in which it is kept by means of

the superior touguelrt [or labrum], situated at its base. The inferior seta is composed of tno

threads united into one at a short distance from their origin ; thus the number of the p'eccs

of tlic .sucker is, in reality, four. M. Savigny considered that the two superior seta-, or those

which are separate, represent the mandibles of the biting insects, and that the two tin cads of

the inferior seta answer to the maxillfc (or rather, as it a])pcars to me, to their terminal lobes,

which in the Bees and Butterilies are transformed

an elongated filament) ; hence the lower lip

' vt d
'^ replaced by the tubidar sheath of the sucker, and

' _^ the triangular piece at the base becomes the labrum.

The tonguelet, jiroperly so called, also exists, and

under a form analogous to that of the preceding

l>iccc, but bifid at the tip (see Cicada) ; the palpi

are the only organs which have entirely disappeared,

and vestiges of them are perceived in Thrips, [which,

however, arc now jnoved to belong to an order dis-

tinct from the ])resent ; palpi, small and inarticulate,

also exist in simie of the Hydrocorisa?].

The mouth of the Hemiptera is, therefore, fitted

only for extracting by suction Huid matters : the

delicate tlu'cads of which the sucker is formed pierce the vessels of plants and animals, and the

". .)CL-lli
i

a, fc

lip, or canal ; i

of Ilemiplcra. Peiitatnma. {r, even
;

f anti-niiie ; M, upper lip; ^ 'J, nndor-
.iidiljular, and tnj-, iiiaxinary seta;.

J
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nutritive fluid, successively compressed, is forced u]) tlie main caual, and arrives at tlie ceso-

pliagus ; the slieath of the sucker is often elbowed, or forms an angle. Like other sucking

insects, the Ilemiptera possess salivary vessels.

In tlie majority of the insects of this order the Aving-covers are coriaceous, or crustaceous,

with the posterior extremity membranous, and forming, as it Avere, a kind of supplemental

piece ; they nearly always cross each other : those of other Hemiptera are merely thicker and

larger than the hind wings, scrai-membranous, like the wing-covers of the Orthoptera, and

sometimes opaque and coloured, sometimes transparent and veined. The wings have several

longitudinal folds.

The composition of the thorax begins to exhibit the modifications which we meet with in

the following orders. Its anterior segment, hitherto known under the name of corselet

[thorax, or more strictly, prothorax], is in many of much less extent, and is incorporated with

the secoud, which is equally exposed.

Many possess ocelli, but their number is generally only tvco.

The liemi])tera [like the Orthoptera] exhibit to us, in their tluee states, the same forms

and habits. The only change they undergo consists in the developement of wings, and an

increase in the size of the body.

I divide the order into two sections \Heferoptera and Homoptera, regarded as distinct

orders by many English authors, under the names of Hemiptera and Homoptera^.

In the hrst section, Heteroptera, the rostrum arises from the front of the head, the wing-

cases are membranous at the extremity, and the first segment of the thorax is much longer

than the others, and forms by itself the corselet.

The wing-covers and wings are always horizontal, or slightly inclined.

This section is composed of two families [_Geocori:^a; and Hydrocorlsaf]. The first,

Geocoris.'E (or Land-bugs),—
Have ttie antenna; exposed, longer than the liead, and inserted between the eyes, near dieir inner

marf(iu ; the lavsi have [generally] three joints, the first of which is often very short. They form

tne gcnns

CiMEX, Linn.,

—

Some of which, Lonr/ilahres, have the sheath of the snckcr composed of four distinct and exposed

joints ; the upper lip is considerably prolonged beyond the head, like an awl, and transversely striated

on the upper side ; tlie tarsi have always three distinct joints, the first equal in length to, or longer

than the second. These species emit, in general, a Ntry disagreeable scent, and sack other insects.

Sometimes the antenna?, always filiform, are composed of five joints ; the body is generally short, oval,

or rounded.
ScuTELLERA, Lam.,

—

In which the scutelluni covers the abdomen. Cimex I'meatus, Linn, [a reputed British insect].

Penta/oma, OUv., in which the scutellum covers only a portion of the upper-side of the abdomen. This genus,

as proposed by Ohvier, comprises five others in the iSysiemn RJuingotorum of Fabricius; but his

g;ronps are imperfectly characterized and badly arrang-ed. His o;enera ^^lia a.ndHah/s are Pen-

tatOTiin*, which have tlie head more prolong^ed, and advanced in front like a snout, more or less

triaTii^-iiIar. The type of the former is ^lia acuminata [a rare British species], which differs

from the rest in having the antennse covered at the base by the anterior and detached marg^iu

of the under-.side of the thorax, and by the scutellum of much larc:;er size, \vhereby this species

more nearly approaches Scutellera. His g^enus Ci/dnus has the head seen from above, broad,

semicircular; the tliorax transversely square, scarcely narrower in front than behind, and the

tibiae are often spinose. These species are found on the g;round ; some other species may also

be united, which have the sternum neither keeled nor spined : such are Cimex ornaius and

olaraccus, [hantlsonie rare British species, forming Hahn's genus Euri/dema],

Other Pcntatomae, having the mesosternum elevated in the manner of a keel, or exhibiting a point like a spine,

are generically distinguished under the name of Edesxa^ employed by Fabricius. Many of the species which he

introduces into this genus possess this character, which is also found in some of his species of Cimex, as P. hce-

viorr/ioida/'.';, Linn, [tlie type of Curtis's genus Acaitthosoma, and P. griscus, the type of Laporte's genus

I\aph''j<i.slcv^.

o o 2
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Tbe female of the last-named species protects her youui,^ witli j;:reat care, leadiii!;,^ them about as a hen docs lier

chickens.

Heteroscclis, Latr., is formed Uiv the receptiuii of a speelcs from Cayenne, ha\'Jng the head cylindrical, the

anterior tibia: broud and palette-like.

Ca/iopus, Fabr., as shown by the recent observations of J\I. Alexamlre Lefebvre, is composed of small Soutli

American insects, not yet arri\'ed at their full deveiupement, havini^ tlic body lather compre^^cd, and "\"ery con\ex

above, concave beneath, and the ocelli, as well as the \ving-.s, wanting;]-

[The preceding insects form the family Poitalomidtc, Leach; Pcnlatomiies ixml Scutellcrilcs, Laporte ; and

iScidaliy Buruieister. The number of genera into which they have been divided by these authors, as well as by

Halm, in his Dit Wanzeiuirtigen Insecten, is very p;reatly increased, and has probably been carried too far.*]

Sometimes the antennae have only four joints, and the body is ordinarily oblong. In some of these the a;itenn;e

are liliform or clavate.

Some exotic species approach the preceding in tlie general form of the body, being rather ovoid than oblong,

and are distinguished from all the following by being eitlier very liat, membranous, with the margins very strungly

dilated and angular, or by liaving tbe protliorax po.-iteriorly prolonged into a truncated lobe, and the sttrnuni

cornuted. Such is

Tcsseratoiiia, Lejiel and .^erv. Type, J^tl'S-sn /"ij/i//o-sa, Fab.

Diiiidory Latr., lias similarly -l-jointed antennoe, but the thorax is not posteriorly lobed. {Edcs:,>i oh.yci(ra,

mactans, &c.)

FhUrn, Lep. and Serv., is Cjuite flat and membranous, with the sides of the body dilated and angnlar, the ante-

rior extremity forming a flattened, truncated hood, hiding the antennae, which are very short, apparently 3-jointed,

and elbowed. [P. corth-ata, a singular Urazihan insect.]

All tbe others have the body generally oblong, and do not exhibit such characters as the last group. Sonje < f

these have the antennae inserted near tbe lateral and superior margin of the head ; the ocelli are close togetlier,

or at the same distance apart as they are from the eyes.

CorcuSy Fab., has the body oval ; the last joint of the antenna ovoid or fusiform, often thicker and not longer

than the preceding. C. marginatum; Geoff, [a common English species]. From the proportions of the joints of

the antenna; the species may be thus subdivided. Gonocerus, with the third joint of the antennae compressed and

angular at the sides,—C. sidcicorniSy vuidkifor, 6^c. ;
•Syromaslcs, with the thud joint of the antenna; sin. pie, and

b:mger than tlie fourth,— C. 7Ha)-/7?na^w, &c. ; Coi\-u&; \\iththe last joint of the antennae much longer than the

fijurth, and compressed,— t'. lurlicunth; &c.

IJoUii/nu-iiia, Lep. and .-rrv., has the .s.cond and third joints of the antenna.^ plate-like. [Exotic species.]

Pachijils, Lep. and Serv.. has tbe third joint alone of tliis form.

A/iisusccUa, Latr., has the antenna; filiform, without dilatation ; some have the posterior tibiswith abroad mem-

Iji-ane,—i. mciuhraiiaccus, F., &c. Tlie others, L, vn/gus,Szc., have not, [but the bind femora are often grotesquely

thickened. These are exotic species of large size,] Some of the species, with long slender antenna, form my

genus Nematupiis.

.i/^(/(«. Fab., has the body long and narrowed ; the eyes prominent ; the ocelli close together, and the thorax

slightly broader behind. \_A. calcaratus, a rare British species].

Leptocorim, Latr. [part of GerrlSy Fab.], has the body long and filiform ; the antenna; and legs are also greally

elongated, and the former straight.

Ncidcsy Latr. {Benjius, Fab.), has the antenna; elbowed. [Small sin-ular insects, three or four species of which

occur, but rarely, m this country. C. f/ptdanm-, Linn.]

We now pass to tbe Geucorisa which have the antenna^ similarly filiform, or thickened at the tips, and

4-jointed, but inserted lower than in the preceding ; the ocelli are close to the eyes, and tlie apual mcinbrane of

the hemelytra has only four or five nervus. [Tbese form the family Lj/gccid.c]

Li/gcEus, Fabr., has the head narrower than the thorax, which is narrowed in front,—C. cqncstr/s, Linn. C. 'V-

ft'i-KS Linn. ; red, with the head, a spot on the thorax, and two on the hemelytra, black; the wing-covers \Mthont

apical membrane, but occasionally this, as well as the wings, is fully developed. [Tbe ocelli are wanting in this

species, which forms the type of the genus Piirrhncoris, Fall. ; Plaf;/No/u.s, Scbill.
;
or Astcmnia of Lep. and Serv.

It is occasionally found in this country.]

The species with the fore-legs thickened form the genus Pac/n/inerus, Lep. and Serv., but which name having

been previously used, must be changed. [The species are very numerous, and form Hahn's genus R/n/-

pnn.r/n-o.ns.]

{<:ro':<ii-i^\ Fallen, OpI htfluii' as, Sehill.l S(ddii, Fali., bas tbe heail as broad as the thorax, and often dilated

beliiiid, witl) hir-'- e\e^, ,\. on". ;/r>/'loid.:s; &c., Fabr.

iMilinhillHi, Latr., lias tlie bind part of ilie head elongated into a neck.

\\e now arrive at those Ueoairistc luiigilahres with fonr-ioinlrd antenna;, slender, and oi'ten cnpillary at tbe tips.

Astfinma, Latr. has the second joint of the anteiiuLr ot (.ijiial llnckness, the thorax scarcely broader behind than

in front, transverse, quadrate, or cylindrical, tiahia ixill'nujniiv, &c.

Miris, Fab., resembles Astenmia in the antennae, but has the thorax narrowed in front.

Capsus, Fab., has the thorax trapezoid, and the second joint of the antennas slender at the base, jiilose and thick

at the tip. [C. aicr, and a great number of English species.]

' The Ki;v. ]'. \V. I-liipo liai pulilislieil ii cntiilunue o{ lliij snei:li.-s t s|ii(ius, Gcniinr liris also aildoil nmny mw ticiHra nnd species in llic

bel..i(L'iML'- Vj lliii Lril.e, wUli tin- -^.-surlplioh ol a ycett d irr.Ler of auw ' £r,st purl "f
'r - ^r''-'- hrijl JuriUr E»l.,u,.jl..^^;.-, |S3'J.
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Heierotoma, Latr., has the two basal joints of the anteuiiK very thick and setose. The type of this curious j2;enus

is Capsns sphsicurnls, Fab. [a common British species].

The other Hemiptera of this family have only two or three joints in the sheatli of the proboscis ; the labrnni is

short, and not striated ; the basal and often the second joint of the tarsi arc very short ; the Ieg:s inserted in the

middle of the breast ; the uiip:nes apical. Some of tliese have the proboscis straig:ht, and g;enerally resting in a

canal ; the eyes of ordinary size, and the head not nai'rowed into a neck. The body is fi;enerally entirely or partly

membranous, and often flattened. They compose the majority of the Fabrician genus Acanthiay from which the

followiii.tf have been separated.

Si/rtis, Fab. {Macrocephalus, Swed., Phiiinafa, Latr.)^ has the fore-le^fs very larpe and claw-like, serving to seize

Their prey. In Macrocephalus the scutellum is distinct, and covers nearly the whole abdomen. In Phymata

{S. craasipes, F.), the [scutellum is minute], and only covers part of the upper side of the abdomen.
Thi!/is, Fab., has the body very fiat, and the antenna:; tei-minated by a short knob, the third joint being elong-

ated ; the majority live upon plants, puncturing the leaves of flowers, and sometimes producing galls. The leaves

of the pear are often gnawed by T. pyri. [These are minute insects, many of which are English, having the body

membranous, and covered with small cells ; the thorax is extended behind, over the scutellum.]

Aradus, Fab., resembles Tingis in the form of the body, but has the antennae cylindrical, with the second joint

as long as the third, or longer. They are found under the bark of trees, in crevices of old wood, &c. [Small

insects, of which several are found in this country. A. dcprcssus, Be/nl^e, &c.]

Cimcx proper, Acant/tia, Fab., has the body very flat, but the antenna; terminate in a setaceous joint. The
typical species, C.lectulariun, Linn., the Bed-bug, is too well known to need description. It is said not to have existed

in England before the great fire in 1CG6, and that it was imported in wood from America; Dioscorides, however,

mentioned it. It has also been asserted that this species sometimes gains wings. It also infests young Pigeons,

Swallows, Sec. ; but that which attacks the latter birds appears to me to form a distinct species.

[The Rev. L. Jenynshas recently described it as distinct, C. lUrundinu- ; as well as one from Pigeons,

^ilr^irQ^W C. columOariiis ; and one found on a Bat, C. P'tpistrelU. {Annals of Nat. Hist., June, 1839.)]

i fr'-r^^^S^ Various plans have been proposed for their extirpation, but the best is extreme cleanliness.

/ "^^ J^ The other Geocorisfe of tliis subdivision have the proboscis exposed, arched, or sometimes

Vig. on.—Cimex Straight, with the labrum prominent and the head suddenly narrowed behind into a neck. The
lenuLmua.

lyfj-yi- form the primitive genus

Reduvius, Fabricius,

—

In \\hich the proboscis is short, very acute, and capable of pricking strongly, the pain of which lasts for a long

time. The antennw are very slender at tlie tips ; many species produce a noise similar to that made byCrioceris

and the Capricorn Beetles, which is more quickly repeated. This genus has been thus subdivided.

Holoptllns, Lep. and Serv., which have only three joints to the antennae, the last two furnished with very long

hairs, arranged in two rows, and verticillated in the last joint.

ii<?t/uc(//5 proper, has the antenna; -i-jointed, and smooth, or but slightly pubescent, and the body is oblong-

oval, with the feet of moderate size. R. personatiis, Linn., inhabits the interior of houses, wdiere it lives upon

flies and other insects, which it approaches stealthily, and then darts itself, immediately kiUing them by piercing

them with its proboscis. In the preparatory states it looks like a Spider, covering itself with particles of dust

and dirt.

NabiSy Latr., in which the thorax is but slightly divided transversely, and Petalocheirus, Pal. Beauv., in which

the fore tibiae form a round plate, may be united therewith.

Zelus, Fab., has the body linear, with the legs very long, slender, and abke, [consisting of a great number of

exotic species].

Ploiaria, Scop., differs from the last in having the two fore-legs [short] with elongated coxa?, formed as in

IMantis for seizing the prey. Gerris vagahundus, Fabr. [an insect of small size, not uncommon in England].

We are now arrived at Geocorisee remarkable for the large size of the eyes, and the head not formed into a

neck, with the bead transverse. They live at the sides of water, where they run with great agility, and often take

short leaps.

Leptopiix, Latr, has the proboscis short and arched, and the antenna? setaceous; [small species, several of which

are found on the Continent].

Acaiithin, Latr. {Salda proper, Fabr.), has the proboscis long and straight, and the antennae iibform. Salda

l/tornlis, Fabr., &c. [several British species of small size].

Pelogonns, Latr., difters from Acanthia in having the antennae very short, and folded beneath the eyes. The

species are small, and approach Naucoris, to which they conduct with the following.

Sometimes the four hind legs, very long and slender, are inserted upon the sides of the breast, and wide apart

;

the tarsal ungues are very small, indistinct, and fixed in a fissure at the side of tlie tarsi. These feet serve either

for rowing or creeping on the water. They are peculiar to the genus

Hydrometka, Fabr.,—

Which Latreille divides into three others.

Hi/drometra proper, with setaceous antennae, and the head produced into a muzzle, with the rostrum received

in a canal on the under side. [H. stagnorum, a small, very slender, and common species, found crawling on the

surface of water.]

Gerris, Latr., has filiform antennje, with the sheath of the proboscis 3-jointed, and the second pair of legs wide '•
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apart from Uw anterior, ami twice as lon.i; as the body. [Common in^iocts, oftpn seen skimming- alontr the surface

of the water.]

Vtlia, hatr., -^vith the antennfe also filifonii, bat with tiie sheath of the sucker only 2-jointed ; the leg's mode-
rately loni^, and placed at equal distances apart. V. current, [a common British insect, seen running; on the

surface of brooks.]

[The works of Laporte Comtc de Custelnau, the J-Jnci/cfopr/Ue Mf'///odique, ]]urrneister's Manual of

Entomology, vol. ii., Spinola's Es^ay on Ike HeteropU'i-ous lleiHiplara, and Halm's work, Dh; JJ'aucen-

ariigen Insecten, must be consulted for many new genera estaldished in this diviL^ion of the order.]

TIIE SECOND FAMILY OF THE IIEMIFTERA,—

The IIydrocorisi:, or ^YLtter-hugs,

—

Has the antennae inserted I>encath the eyes, by which tlicy are concealed, being shorter than tlie head,

or scarcely longer than it.

All these Ileraiptera ai^e aquatic and carnivorous, seizing other insects with their fore-legs, wliich

fold upon themselves, and serve them as claws. They prick very sharply [with the prolioscii]. The

tarsi have only one or two joints ; the eyes are generally of a remarkable size.

Some of the Ilydrocorisce, forming the subfamily Nfpides, have the two fore-legs formed into claws

composed of a very thick or very long thigli, channelled on the underside to receive the under surface

of the tibia and of tlie tarsus, which is very short, or is united with the tibia, forming with it a strong

hook ; the body is oval and very depressed in some, and of a linear form in others. These insects form

the genus
Nepa, Linn.,

—

Which may be thus divided :

—
Galffu/iis, Latr., in wliicli all the tarsi are alike cylindrical, with two distinct joints, the last of which is furnished

\\ ith two books at the tip ; tlie antenna; appear to have only three joints, the last of which is large and ovoid.

i^.Xniicons ociilafa, Fab. ; North America.)

The antennffi in the following genera are composed of four joints, and the anterior tar^i are terminated simply

in a point, or by a hook.

Aaiicoris, Geoft'., has the labrum exposed, large, and triangular ; the body is nearly oval and subdepressed ; the

eyes flattened ; the extremity of the body is not furnished with elongated processes ; the four hind feet are ciliated

with 2-jointed tarsi, and two ungues at the lip. N. cimicoUies, Linn., [a common British insect, half an inch long].

In the three following subgenera, the labrum is hidden in the canahand theextremity of the abdomen furnished

with two filaments.

Belostoma, Latr., has all the tarsi 2-jointed, and the antenn:e semi-peetinatcd. [Exotic species.]

Xt'pa, Latr., has the fore tarsi formed of a single joint, and the four bind tarsi 2-juinted ; the antennae appear

forked; the fore coxa.- are long, and the thighs thicker than the other parts. The abdomen

is terminated by two long filaments, which are employed in respiration ; the eggs resemble

the seed of some plant, being oval, surmounted by a coronet of hairs. jM. L. Dufuur has

published an elaborate memoir on their internal anatomy. Y'. riiwren, Linn., of a dirty

ash-colour, with the upper surface of the abdomen bright red, [is a very coinnion insect.]

Ranatra, Fabr., ditVers from Nepa in its linear fm ni, and tlie more elongated form of the

legs. N. linearis, Linn, [a common British species in certain localities]. The coronet at

'^' the top of its eggs is formed of only two threads.

The others, Notoneciides, have the two fore-legs simply incurved, with the thighs

of the ordinarv size ; the tarsi diminishing to a point, and very much ciliated or

similar to the others ; tlie body is nearly eUitidric nr o\oid, and rather thick, or not

so much depressed as in the preceding ; the bind legs are very much ciliated, in

the form of oars, and terminated by two very minute claws : they samui or row

with great quickness, and often un their backs, [whence their generic name]. They

l-ib'-97-—Nkp» ciiKTCfi. compose the genus

\(jTuNr:CTA, Linn.,

—

\Vliieh may be thus divided :—

Cori.va, Geoir.. which has no scutellum, tlie elytra horizontal ; the foro-!egs very short, wiHi

the tarsi composed of a single compressed and ciliated johit ; the other leg:s are elongate, and

the two middle ones terminated by two very long ungues. N. siriata, Linn, [and several other

LSinall British s|ir. ic>].

.S/i/ara, Lcaeli, tnimdrd upon .Y. luinulis.^-iiita, Fabr., has the fore-tarsi l-juinted, but possesses

a distinct scutellum, and the body ovoid.

A''y/ontfc/a, Linn., has a distinct scutellum ; a rostrum elongate-conic; the wing-covers de- ii::--'^-^ i;kuK:i-

flexed at the sides, and all the tarsi 2-juinted ; the fore tarsi are cytindric, simple, and terminated by two ungues.
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jV. glanca, Linn., more than half aninc'i lonf^;, [is one of our commonest water insects]: it swims upon its back in

OT der the better to seize its prey, and is able to prick sharply.

Plea, Leach, is founded upon Noionecta /HM^^/i-ii/^a, Limi., which has the uug"ues of the hind feet large, and

the elytra entirely crustaceous.

The sfcoud section of the Ilemiptera, that of the

HoMOPTERA, Latr.,

—

Is (hstiiigulshcd from the preceding by the following characters :—The proboscis arises from the

lowest part of the head, near the breast, or even, as it ap])ears, between the two fore-feet.

The wing-covers (nearly ahvays roof-like) are throughout of the same consistence and semi-

membranous, sometimes even nearly like the wings. The three segments of the thorax are

united into a mass, and the first is often shorter than the following. All the Hemiptera of

this section feed only upon the fluids of vegetables ; the females have a scaly ovipositor, "-eue-

rally composed of three denticulated plates, and lodged in a scabbard of two valves: they use

this instrument as a saw to make notches in vegetables, in order to deposit their eggs. The ter-

minal insects of this section undergo a kind of comydete metamorphosis.

I divide it into three families, [^Cicadaricc, ApMdii, and Go IIin sect a.']

THE FIRST FAMILY OF THE no:\IOPTEROUS HEMIPTERA,—

The Cicadari-t::,—
Comprises those which have three joints in the tar^i, and the antennas generally verr small, conic, or

awl-sliaped, from 3- to 6-jointed, iucluding a very slender seta, with which they are terminated. The

females are provided witli a denticulated, saw-like ovipositor. Messrs. Ramdohr, Marcel dc Sen-es,

Leon Dufour, and Strauss, have studied the anatomy of diiferent insects of this family with great care;

the latter has not yet however published his researches. Amongst the others, M. Leon Dufour is the

author whose investigations are the most extended and complete, at least as regards the digestive and

generative systems, as is easily proved on referring to his memoir intitled Recherches miatomiques sur

les C/gales, inserted in the fifth volume of the Annalen des Sciences naturelles.

Some of the Cicadari^ are named C/ianteuses, and have the antennas composed of six joints and three

ocelli. The mesothorax, seen from above, is much more spacious than the prothorax, and is narrowed

towards its extremity, "where it forms a kind of seutellum. It is nearly of the same form in the Fol-

gor^e and other genera separated therefrom. Tlie mesothorax is often of a reversed triangular form,

and the prothorax is generally very short and transverse. In Membraeis, Cieadella, &c., it is, on the

contrary, much more extensive than the other thoracic segments, and very much developed in one or

the other direction, and the mesothorax appears only in the form of au ordinary triangular seutellum.

In the whole of the family, the mesothorax is very short and concealed. Considered in respect to other

insects, the head of the Cicadaii^, seen in front, exhibits immediately above the labrum a triangular

space, answering to the epistome or elypeus, above which is another space, often swollen and striated;

above this is the forehead, and which is succeeded by the vertex or superior part of the head.

The Chanteuses comprise the Cicadce mannifens, Linn., or the genus Tettigo^ua, Fabr., and form

with me the genus
Cicada, Oliv. (Tetllgonia, Fabr.).

These insects, in which the wino;-covers are abnost always ti-ansparent and veined, differ from the foUowino; not

only in the structure of their antennte, and tlie number of the ocelli, but also in not possessing the power of

taping- ; the males also produce in the hottest part of the day a kind of monotonous and noisy music, whence they

hitve been termed by authors " chanteuses," or singers. Tlie organs of sound are placed at each side of the base

of the abdomen, internal, and covered by a cartilaginous plate like a shutter, and which is an appendage of the

under side of the uietatborax. The cavity which incloses these instruments is divided into two partitions by a

scaly and triang-ular edge; seen from the underside of the body, each cell exhibits anteriorly a white and folded

membrane, and in the hollow part, a stretched-out slender membrane, which Reaunmr calls the mirror : if this

part of the body be opened from above on each side, there is seen another folded membrane, which is moved by a

very powerful muscle, composed of a g^reat number of straight and parallel fibres extending from the scaly riJo-e-

this membrane is the timbale. The muscles, by contracting and relaxing with quickness, act upon the timbales,

stretching them out, or bringing them into their natural state, whereby the sounds are produced, and which, even

after the death of the animal, may be repeated by moving the parts over each other in the manner they act whilst

alive.
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Tlie Cicadae are found upon treos, or slinibs, of uliirh tliey suck tlie sap. The furuale jiiorrcs tlir small t\vip;s of

dead branches of trees as far as the pith with its ovipositor, lodged in a semi-tubular sheath fui'ined of two val\'es,

and composed of three scaly pieces of a narrow and eloiif^ated form, two of which are terminated like a file, in

order to deposit their egii;s therein, the number of wliicli bein^ ji;reat, the female makes a succession of slits, the

place of which is indicated by so many elevations on tlie exterior. The young; larvae quit their birth-place, how-

ever, in order to descend into the ground, \\here they increase in size and become pups. Their fore-leg's are short,

the fore thig-hs being very strong, and armed with teeth, fitted for burrowing in the earth. The Greeks devoured

tlie pupa:, which they called Tettigomeira;, as well as the perfect insect. Before coupling the males were preferred,

but afterwards the females were selected, being filled with eggs. The Chni/n Onni, by puncturing the elm, causes

it to discharge the saccharine purgative fluid which has been termed manua.

[The genus is very numerous, and the species are found in all the warmer regions of the globe, some being of

large size. In England we, however, possess but a single species, winch has been figured by Curtis under the

name of C. anglica. It has only occurred in the New Forest, in Hampshire.}

The species which have a slit on the upper side of the abdomen, exposing t!ie timbale, such as C. Ji<r:m'itodcs, &c.,

compose the genus T/hiccti of my Fam. Nat. C. on>i, Fab., may in this respect form another genus. [.See

the monographs uf Gerniar.]

The other Cicadarirc {Mueftes) have only three distinct joints to the antennte, and two small ocelli.

Their legs are in general fitted for leaping ; neither of the sexes is furnished with organs for the pro-

duction of sound.

The wing-covers are often coriaceous and opaqne ; many of the females envelope their eggs in a

white cottony mass.

Some of these {Fuhjordlai) have the antennre inserted immediately heneatli the eyes, and the fore-

head is often prolonged into a muzzle, varying in figure according to the species. Tliis ia the disliu-

guishing character of the genus

FuLG0RA,Linn.

The species in which the forehead is advanced, with two ocelli, and which have no appendage beneath the

antenna, are the true Fnlgortc of Fabricius. Such is Fulgora lateniaria, Linn., a very large species, varied with

yellow and red, with a large eye-like spot on each of the hind

wings ; the muzzle is very much dilated, and vesicular. Ac-

cording to some travellers, this insect is affirmed to emit a very

strong light during the dusk. [It is an inhabitant of South

America. The statement of its luminous properties, originating

with I\Iadame I\Ierian, requires confirmation. The species of

the true genus Fulgora are rather numerous, extraordinary' in

their forms and colours, and widely dispersed. 1 have piiblished

a monograph, with figures of many new species, in the last part

of the Lhniccan Transact/on^.'}

The south of Europe possesses a small species belonging to

the same genus, F. curopa-a: [Ijelong to the subgenus Divlijo-

phara, Burm.]

Other Cicadarice, with the forehead advanced, but wanting ocelli, and having two slender appendages beneath

each antenna, compose the- genus Otiocerus, Kirby {Cobax, Germar). [Small American insects, monographed

by Kirby.]

Those in winch the heail is not remarkably lu-odneed in front arc farmed by Fabricius into several genera, to

which others subsequently established, [especially by Germar, Gucilii, and P.urmeistei-,] must be added.

Sometimes the antennae are shorter than the head, inserted at a distance from the eyes, in some of which the two

ocelli are distinct.

Lustra, Fab., similar, at first sight, to small Cicadre. The body and wing-covers are elongated, the second joint

of the antennas is nearly globular, and granular, as in the Fulgorce.

Cixiusy Latr., resembles Lystra, but the second joint of the antennre is cylindric and entire. The genns Arhiliis,

K. [founded upon an Australian species, A. fiammeus, K.] scarcely ditfers from Cixins,

1 have separated, under the generic name of Tittlgomctra, insects analogous to the preceding, but in which the

antenna; are lodged between the posterior and lateral angles of the head and those of the anterior extremity of

the thorax. The eyes are not prominent. [Small European insects.] Cir/idea, Gerniar. appears to be closely

allied to Tettigometra, of which they have the aspect, and are described as having the anteinue inserted beneath

(he eyes.

In the others the ocelli are wanting.

The species which have the wing-covers large, and the x)rothorax evidently shorter in the middle than the

niesothorax, compose the subgenus Pa.'dioptera, Latr., Flata, Fabr.

Issus, Fab., is composed of those species in which the jirothorax is at least as long as the niesothorax, and
the wing-covers, shorter, or as long -as the abdomen, are dilated at the base, and subscijueutly narrowed.

Fiff. 99.-
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In others, the antennae are at least as lon^ as the head, and often inserted in a notch helow t.h« eyes.

Aiiotki, Kirby, allied to Otiocerus, and which approaches the preceding in the mode of insertion of the

antenna:. [Small exotic insects.]

As'iraca, Latr. {Delphax, Fab.), has the antenna- inserted in a notch below the eyes, as Innj^ as the head and
thorax, with the first joint g:encrally Inn^er than the second, compressed, and angulated; the ocelli are

wantinij. [.1. ddvicornis, Latr., a sni.dl, exceedingly active species, and several others, inhabitants of this

country.]

BcJphax, Fab., has the antenn.'E similarly inserted, but not longer than the head, with the first joint much
shorter than the second

; the ocelli are present. [Numerous very small species, found by sweeping grass at the

sides of roads, commons, &c. Some of the species occasionally have the wing'-covers only partially developed.

These constitute the genus Criomorphuf;, Curtis.]

Derbe, Fabr., are unknown to me, but I presume they come near the preceding insects, and especially

to Anotia.

These compose the genusIn the terminal Cicadaris the antenna; are inserted between the eyes.

CiCADELLA (or the Cicad<2 Jianatrcp, Liun.),

—

A^liich may be thus divided :—
We commence with the species which, with the exception of a small number, (Ledra^) formerly com-

posed tl»e genus Membracis of Fabricius. The head is very much dcf^excd, or low in front, and pro-

longed into an obtuse point under llie form of a clypeus, more or loss semicircular. The antennse are

always very small, terminated by an inarticulate seta, and hiserted in a cavity under the margins of

the head ; the prothorax is sometimes dilated, and horned on each side, and ^irolonged behind into a

simple or composite horn, and sometimes it is elevated longitudinally down the back, compressed like

a crest, sometimes porrected and pointed in front ; the legs are seldom spiiied.

[This genus comprises three principal groups,—the Memhracides, Cercopides, and CicadeUincf\.

Some [the Memhracides] have no scutellum, properly so called, exposed.

Membracis, Fab. (having the prothorax elevated, compressed, and leaf-like along the middle of the

back}, and

Tragopa, Latr. (where this part of the body is horned, or pointed on each side, without any intermediate eleva-

tion, and posteriorly produced into a point as long as the abdomen), have the tibiae, especially of the fore-feet,

foliaceous.

Iq the following the tibia; are of the ordinary form, and not foliaceous.

Darnis, Fabr., in which the prolongation of the prothorax

is in the shape of a long triangle, covering the wings and

abdomen.

[ Boc'/diujn, Latr., has the prolonged part narrowed so as

]
to expose the wings and sides of the abdomen, and more

^ or less lanceolate, or spear-shaped. [Such are Bocyd. glo-

bidare, and B. cruciatam, two extraordinary Brazilian in-

sects, of small size, here figured. The majority of the species

of Wembracides are exotic, of small or but moderate size, and

amongst them are to be found some of the most anomalous

forms.]

In others the scutellum, although the prothorax is prolonged, is exposed, at least in part, the posterior

extremity of the prothorax exhibitmg a transverse suture, which distinguishes it from the scutellum. These

form the subgenus Centrotus proper. Types, C. cormita and C. gcnhta. [Two small species, of rather common
occurrence in woods in this country, the last of which is figured iu the EntomologisPs Text Book, pi. 3. f. 2.]

We now pass to the species in which the head is but little lower than, or on the same plane as, the

prothorax ; horizontal, or but little deflexed when seen from above, and in which the prothorax is

neither elevated in the middle, nor posteriorly prolonged, offering only lateral dilatations, and in which

the mesothorax assumes the form of a triangular scutelUmi, of the ordinary size ; the wing-covers are

always exposed ; the posterior tibiae are more or less spincd.

In many, such as the following [which compose the tribe Cercopides'], the thorax has the form of

an irregular hexagon, being prolonged and narrowed behind, and terminated by a truncature fitting to

the base of the scutellum, and often receiving it ; this truncature being concave, or emarginate.

^Efalion, Latr., has the crown of the head transverse, the forehead being suddenly deflexed in front, and the

antcnnre are inserted above a line drawn between the eyes. [Brazihan insects.]

In the three following subgenera the vertex is triangular and bears the ocelli, and the antennae are mserted in a

line drawn between the eyes.

Ledra Fab., has the head very flat between the eyes, like a transverse cl\-peus ; the sides of the prothorax are

100.—n, Di.c_vdiL 1 globuln
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by

dilated into sliort winii--Iike nppC'n(l.n2:es, and the liind tiliire are very compressed, and margined by a membrane.
C. auritii, Ijiiiii., [a sjiecies not uiicoinriioii in tlie \vouds in Keiit],

Ciccus, Latr., has the antenna.- terminated suddenly after the second joint in a seta composed of four distinct

cylindric and eIong:ated joints; the anterior extremity of tlie head is generally arlvanced. [Exotic species.]

Messrs. ServiUe and Saint Fartreau [as well as Drs. Germar and Burmeister] have established numerous additional

penera in this proup. The Eurymelafenesirata, Serv. and St. F., described by them as Brazilian, is a native of
New South Wales, the description f^iven of which by these authors being inexact, the insect possessing ocelli,

althoLig-b dirticult to be detected. Hence this genus ou;?ht to be introduced at the genus Jssus.

Cercopis, Fab., Genu. {Aphrophora, Genu.), has the third joint of the antenna conical, and terminated
articulated seta.

[C. vulnerata, Rossi, the oidy British species closely allied to C. sanguinolenia, Linn., is a common
insect, and the handsomest in the family; being black, with

blood-red spots.] C. [Aphrophora] spumaria, Linn., is an ex-

tremely abundant species, the larva of which is found upon
leaves and twi;^s in the midst of a frothy secretion, of a white

colour, which has been commonly called Cuckon-spit.

Ill tlie other Cicadarire, termiiKiting tins family, [and

forming the tribe C/carfeUi/ies, and ^vbich in the earlier

\vnrks of Fabricius formed his genus Cicada], the pro-

tliorax is not at all, or scarcely, prolonged posterinrly,

and is terminated by a straight, or nearly straight, line, as long as the brcadtli of the body, tlie

scutellum, at its base, occupying a great portion of this breadth.

Eiilopa, Fallen, has the eyes very prominent, the head but little advanced beyond the eyes, but depressed,

and formin;,'- a kind of ridK:e round the face ; two ocelli placed on the posterior and superior part of the head, and
legs destitute of spines or teeth. C. Erirce, a. small species, [found on heaths].

EiipelLr, Gerniar, has the head in the form of an elongated and vei7 flat triangle, with the ucdli situated in

front of the eyes, upon the edges of the head, which are prolonged, nearly cutting through the eyes. C. citsjudatay

Fab. [a rare British species, fouml with the preceding].

Pe/ii/iimia, Germ., has the antenna inserted in a large channel, reducing the space between the eyes more than

onlinary ; the head, seen from above, appears semicircular, and gradually deflexed in front ; it is rounded, and its

edges are extended abo\'e these channels ; the body is short. These insects have some resemblance to Cercopis,

with which Fabriciiis united them. C. sanguhiicolUs, Fabr., [a very rare British species].

G>/poii'i, Germar, appears to be closely allied to Penthimia, but I have seen no specimen of that subgenus,

lassus, Fabr., has the superior surface of the head comprised between the eyes, very short, transverse, and
linear, or arched, and very little advanced even in the middle beyond the eyes. The plates at the sides of the

clypeus are large
;
the antenna; tei'minate in a long seta ; the ocelli are situated near or below the anterior margin

of the head. [Numenjus small British species, divided byCui'tis, Lewis, lUirmeister, and Gerniai' into various

sidigeiiera.]

Cicadi'Ua proper, or Tcttigonia, Fabr., Oliv. ; Cicada, Linn., has the head, seen above, triangular, without being

either very long or very flat, whereby it is distinguished from Eupelix ; the eyes also are not cut into by the sides

of the head ; the ocelli are situated between them. These insects are, in other respects, very nearly related to

lassas, as well as in respect to the extent of the plates at the sides of the face, and the length of the seta of the

antenna, which appears to be articulated at its base, as in Ciccus, from which it chiefly differs in the form of the

thorax. [This is also a very numerous group, which has been likewise much cut up by late writers.] Some of the

species, as C. grlsea, iravuversa, striata, Fabr., appeared to Lutreille to form a distinct subgenus, from the flat-

tened form of the bead, and the ocelli inserted near its edge.

tup: SliCOND FAMILY OF THE IIOMOPTEROUS IIEMIPTERA,—

TnR Aphidii, commonly called Plant Lice,

—

Mniicli are distinguished from the preceding by having only two joints in the tarsi, and the antennas

filiform, or like a thread, and longer than the head, composed of from six to eleven joints.

The winged individuals have always two wing-covers and two wings. These are very small insects,

having the body generally soft, and the wing-covers very similar to wings, differing only in being larger

and somewhat ibickor. Tlicv multiply with exceeding rapidity.

SoniC have ten or eleven joints in tlie antenna::, the last of wliieh is terminated by two setx. They

leap well, and form the genus

PsYLLA, Geoff. {Chermes, Linn.).

These Ilenilptera, which are also termed by the French False Plant-lice, live upon trees and plants,
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from which they obtain their nourishment ; the two sexes are winged ; the larvcc have the body gene-

rally very flat
;
the head broad, and the abdomen rounded behind. Their legs are terminated by a

meniliranous vesiele, accompanied beneath by two nngnes. Four broad pieces, which are the sheaths of

the wing-covers and wings, diMinguish the pupa;: many in this state, as in that of the larva, are

covered by a white cottony secretion, arranged in ilakes. Their excrements. form threads or masses, of

a gummy sacchatine nature.

Some species, by puncturing ve.i^etables to extract the sap, produce in various parts, especially in the flowers and
buils, monstrosities, bavin^r the appearance of ;;alls. In this number is Psylla Buxi, figured by Ri^^aumur,

JShuii. fns.y vol. iii. pL 19, li;,^ 1—14, winch is found on the box. The alder, fi^, nettle, &c. produce other
species.

Latreille has formed with the species which lives in the flowers of Juncus ariiculatus, a genus, under the came
of Livla. The antennre are much thickened at the base.

[Mr. Curtis has published the fi-ure of another genus under the name of Livilla, founded upon a small, inter-

esting- British species.]

The other Apliiilii have only six or eight joint.s in the aniennrc, the last of which is not lenuinated

by two set;c.

Snmetimcs the wing-covers and wings are linear, fringed with hairs, and carried horizontally iipoa

the body, which has nearly a cylindrical form ; lhe proboscis being small, or scarcely distinct. The tarsi

are terminated by a vesicular joint without ungues ; and the antennae have eight somewhat moniliform

joints. Such is the genus

TriRiPS, Linn.,—

The species of which are extremely active, and appear to leap rather than fly. Wlien much irritated,

they elevate and bend the extremity of their bodies into an arch in the same manner as the Slapliylini.

They live upon Ihjwers and plants, and under the bark of trees. The largest species scarcely exceed a

line in length.

Latreille observes in a note that the structure of the month exhibited to him characters

£>J\f which appeared essentially to distinguish the species of Thrips from the other insects of
" !—^ this order. M. Strauss also, who had studied them with admirable precision, considered

that they belonged to the order Orthoptera. [Subsequently, the genus has been raised

to tlui rank of a distinct order by Mr. Ilaliday in a valuable memoir published in the En-

tomological Magazine, under the name of Thysanoptera, and I have illustrated the structure

of the month in my Mod&im Clossifcation of Insects, vol. ii. p. 1, with figures. Mr.
i'.ut\--Ti]rip.s.

jiaiidi^y i;iag established a number of generic and subgeneric divisions.]

Sometimes the wing-covers and wings are oval or triangular, without a fringe of hairs, and are

d-'flexed at the sides like a roof; the rostrum is very distinct ; the tarsi are terminated by two ungues;

and the antenna; have only six or seven joints : these form the genus

Aphis, Linn.

Aphis, proper, has the antennae longer than the thorax, 7-jointed, the third being elongated; the eyes are entire,

and the posterior extremity of the abdomen is furnished with two horns or tubercles.

'I'iiey live mostly in society upon tre&s and plants, which they suck with their proboscis. They do not leap, and

ciaul but slowly. The two horns at the extremity of the body in many species are

tubes, from which frequently exude small drops of a transparent saccharine fluid,

[termed honey-dew], of which the ants are very fond. Each society consists in spring

and summer uf plant-lice always apterous, and of pups [ilemi-nym plies], of which the

wings ought to be developed; all these individuals are females, which produce living

>'Oung, which are ejected tail foi'emost, without any previous coupling. The males,

amongst which some are winged and some wingless, appear only at the end of the summer or in autumn. They
fecundate the last generation produced from the preceding individuals, consisting of wingless females \\hich

require impregnation, after which they deposit eggs upon the branches of trees, which remain in that state all

through the winter, from which young plant-lice are produced in the spring, capable of multiplying without union

with the males.

The influence of a single impregnation thus extends through several successive generations. Bonnet, to whom
we are indebted for the majority of the facts observed upon this subject, obtained, by the isolation of females

nini' generations in the space of three months. The punctures which the plant-lice make in the leaves and young
twigs of vegetables, often cause these parts to assume different forms, as may be seen in the young buds of ths

lime, the leaves of the gooseberry, pear, and especially of the elm, poplar, &:c., where they produce a kind of vesi-

cles or excrescences, containinp- whole families of plant-lice, and often a saccharine fluid, in the interior. The

A\
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majority of these insects are covered with a mealy matter, or with cottony threads, sometimes arranp:ed in rows.

The larva; of the Hemerobii, those of many Diptcra, and Coccinellit, destroy a great number of plant-Uce. W.

Aug'. Duvau has communicated to the Academy of Sciences the interestinff result of liis observations on tliuse

insects, and his memoir bas been inserted in the collection of those of the Museum dUIisL Nat.

The Aphis of tlie oak (A. Quercus, Linn., lleaumur, 3, |»1. 28, f. 5), is remarkable for havin^^ the proboscis at

least tbree times as lono; as the entire body.

M. Blot has published, in the Memoirs of the Liniuean Suricf// of Caen, 1S24, various curious observations upon

a species found in the Departement du Cuh'adny, w jncl] i.s very injurious to tlie apples, destroying the young;

shoots. He considers it as the type of a new «;cnn>, w hid] lie calls Mi/zo.ri/le. [It is proliable that tiiis insect is

identical with that so well known in Kiii^Iand under the name of Apple-blight, which i-s covered eidirely with a

white cottony secretion, and whicli nndtiplies in vast numbers in the crevices of the bark of diseased apple-trees.

]

De Geer also described a species of Aphis found upon the apple, but which dilTers materially from that described

by M. Blot, which last has no horns on the abdomen, the antenna; are shorter, and, according to M. Blot, only

5-jointed, the second joint beinij the longest. [The species of this family, Aphid;c, are extremely numeroup,

almost every plant possessing a distinct species. They however require a more minute investigation than has yet

been given to them. The Senator Van Heyden has described several new genera recently in the Memoirs of the

Museum Seckejihergeanum.]

Alei/rodes, Latr. (T/Hca, Linn.), has tlie antennre short, r.-jointeil, and the eyes notrhed. T\7ie, T. p\-olei<lhty

Linn. ; Reaumur, Mdmoires, vol. ii. pi. 25, hg. 1— 7, resembles a small white moth, having a small blackish spot

on each wing-cover. It is found on the leaves of the Chelidonium, cabbage, oak, &c. Its larva is oval, very flat-

tened, like a minute scale, and resembles tliat of Psylla. The pupa is fixed, and inclosed in an envelope, so that

this insect undei'goes a complete nietauioi-ijliosis.

THE THIRD TAAilLY, OF THE IIOMOPTEROUS HEAH L'TERA,—

The Gallinskcta,—
Of wliicli Do Goer formed a distinct order, liave only a single jnint^'' in the tarsi, with a single book at

the tip. The male is destitute of a proboscis, has only two \;ings, wliich shut hnrizontaliy upon tlie

^ , body; the abdomen is terminated bv two tlirearls. The female is >\ithout wings, and

3 -f?^ furnished with a proboscis. The autennrc are filifonn, or thread-like, and offen eleven-

' jointed (nine in the species described by Dalman in the memoir noticed behj\v). These

-^+ insects compose tlie genus

Coccus, I.inn. (or Scale-insects).

Tbe hark of many of our trees appears often \^art}", l)y i-eason of a great nuiiilicr of small

oval or rounded bodies, like a sliield or a scale, wliich are fixed to them, and in which no external

traces of the insect are to be observed. They nevertheless belong to this class of animals, and to the

genus Coccus. Some of these are females ; tbe others are young males, and which are similar to

them in form. But a period arrives when all these individuals undergo singular changes. They hx

themselves to the plant, the larvae of the males for a determinate period necessary for their trans-

formations, and the females permanently. If observed in spring, their bodies are noticed gradually to

increase in size, ending in their acquiring tbe apiicaraiicc of a gall, being either spbeiical, kiibicy-

sha-^ed, boat-shaped, Aic. Tlie skin in some is entire and very smoorb ; in others it is incised, or iillVrs

traces of segments. It is in this state that the females are impregnatcil, shortly after which they

deposit their eggs, of which tbe number is very great ; these they deposit between the ventral surface

of their bodies and a layer of a cottony secretion, with which they had [ircvioiisly lined the spot on

which they h.id stationed themselves. Their bodies subsequently dry up and become a solid cocoon,

which covers the eggs. Other females envelope their eggs in a very abundant cottony secretion, which

eciually defends them. Those wdiieh are of a spherical form become a kind of box, inclosing the eggs.

The young Scale-insects have the body oval, very flat, and furnished with the same organs as their

mother. They disperse themselves over the leaves, and reach by the end of the autumn the branches,

on which they affix themselves in order to pass the winter. Some, the females, prepare at the com-

meiieciuent of siirnuier to become parents ; and tbe otliers, or tbe larv;e of the males, are transl'ormcd

into piipK beneath their own skin. These ]iuprc have the two forc-feci directed forwards, and not

backwards, like the four hind legs, and like all the legs of the other inactive pupa:. Having acquired

* L)ulj,ia,i, ill a iiiiMnolr vji,i.,[i some siieuii'S of Co^'cus, uousidtrs thiit tlic iiuivbcr of the joiiils io tlii.- tursi is tlirce.
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wings, the males make their escape from the posterior extremity of their cocoons haclcwards, and then

seek the females, which are much larger than them. Reaumur ohservcd two small points like ocelli

at that part of the head which corresponds with the mouth. I have discovered in the head of the male

of tlie Coccus of the elm ten small similar points, as well as tvi-o halancers on the sides of the tliorax.

GcofTroy states that the females have at the extremity of the hody four white filaments, whicli appear

only on pressing the body of the insect.

Dortliez observed upon tlic Euplioiijia Clmracias a species which appears to differ in several respects

Ijoth of structure and lialjits from the other species, and which determined M. Bosc to form this insect

into a distinct genus, named Dorthesia. The antenna: have nine joints, much longer and slenderer in

the male tlian in the female ; the latter continues to live and to be active for some time after depositing

her cLrgs
;
the male has tlie extremity of the body furnished with a thick brush of long white threads :

hence this insect is nearer allied to the Aphides than to the Cocci.

The Cocci appear to injure the trees, by causing by their punctures a too abundant overfiowiug of

tlie sap. Hence they require the attention of those persons who cultivate peaches, oranges, figs, and

ohvcs. Some species attack the roots of plants ; some arc precious on account of tlie splendid scarlet

cohnir they furnish for the dyer. Further researches on these insects might detect others equally

useful in this respect.

GcoflVoy divided tliese insects, vvhicli are called by the French Galle inscctes, or, by contraction, Gatllnsecteti,

into two genera, C/iermes and Cocctis ; the latter was called by Reaumur, Progall-insecte,

The Mealy-buj^, C. adonidum, is somewhat of a rosy hue, with the body covered with a white mealy powder;

the wings and anal sets of the male are of the latter colour. The female has the sides of the body famished with

appendages, of which the two posterior are longer, and form a kind of tail. The female envelopes its eggs in a

white cottony secretion, which serves them as a nest. It is naturalised in our hothouses, where it does much
mischief.

The female of Coccus Cadi [tlie Cochineal insect of commerce], is of a dark brown colour, covered with a white

down. Hat beneath, convex above, maigiiied, with the segments rather distinct, but becoming obliterated at the

period of oviposition. The male is of a dark red, with white wings. It is cultivated in Mexico upon a species of

Cactus or Opuntia, and is distinguished by the name of Mcittqite, or tine cochineal, from another closely allied

siiecies, smaller and more cottony, called the wild cochineal. It is celebrated for the crimson dye that it pro-

duces ; it also famishes carmine. This production is one of the chief riches of Mexico.

Coccus polouicus [or the Scarlet Grain of Poland], was also employed in Poland as a considerable object of com-

merce, before the introduction of the Coccus Cacti as a dye. It lives upon the roots of 'telecanthus perenals, and

some other plants. The colour produced from this species is almost equal to that of the Coccus Cacti.

Coccus llicis, Linn., which lives upon a small Ivind of oak in the south of Europe, and of which the female

reaches the size of a pea, was employed before the introduction of cochineal. It is also still employed in

medicine.

A species from the East Indies produces gum lac, and another is employed in China for the manufacture of

wax tapers.

A male Coccus, from Java, remarkable for having the antenna; composed of about 22 joints, moniliform, and

very pilose, having two thick and nearly coriaceous wings, composes the genus Monophlcba of Leach.

[These insects have recently been divided into several other genera by lUiger, Bouch^, Burmeister, &c.J

THE EIGHTH ORDER OF INSECTS,—

THE NEUROPTERA (Odonata, and the major part of Svnistata, Fabr.),—

Is distinguished from the preceding orders by the fore-wings being merabranotis, generally

naked, transparent, and similar to the two posterior in respect to tlieir consistence and uses

;

from the lOtli and following, by the number of these organs as well as by the structure of the

mouth, which is fitted for mastication, or furnished with true mandibles and maxillte, that

is, formed on the ordinary plan [for biting], a character which separates this order from the

tenth, or that of the Lepido|itera, of which the fore-wings are, moreorer, mealy. In the

Neuroptera these wings have their surface furnislied with a very fine net-work ; the inferior

being mostly as large as the superior, or sometimes larger, sometimes narrower, but longer.

Tlic maxilhe and the inferior piece of the lower lip, or the mentum, has never a tubular
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foi'uiatiiin ; the abdomen is not furnished with a stin^', and is hut sehlom |)rovided with an

ovipositoi'.

They have fur the nuist part tlie anteniitc like a thread, and composed of a great number of

joints; two or lluee ocelli; the thorax is formed of the three segments intimately soldered

into one mass, distinct from the abdomen, and snpportiun' the six feet; the first of these seg-

ments IS generally very short, and like a eidlar. The number of tlie joints in the tarsi is

varialjle ; the body is j^encrally elongate, nitli the integuments soft, or but slightly scaly; the

abdomen is always sessile. Many of these insects are carnivorous in tlieir first and

last states.

Some undergo only a demi-metamoriihosis, the others are subject to a complete one ; liut

the larv;e have constantly six feet \vith hooks, of which they commonly make use in searching

after their food.

I diviile tins onler into three families, which, in their jn'Ogressive arrangement, exhdiit the

following natural relatimis :
— 1st. Carnivorous insects undergoing a demi-metamorphosis, with

aquatic larv;e. L'ml. Carnivorous insects undergoing a complete metamorphosis, with terres-

trial or aquatic larva', .'hd. Carnivorous, or omnivorous and terrestrial insects, undergoing a

demi-metuniorphosis. -Ith, Herbivorous insects undergoing a comijlete metaninrphosis, v.ifli

aquatic larvie, eoustriicting for tliemse]\'es jiortable eases. We finish with such as lia\'e the

wings less net-like, and which resemble PhahcmE, or Moths.

THE FIRST F.VIIILY OF THE XEUROPTERA,—

The Sueulicones, Latr.,

—

Is composed of the order Odonata of Fabricius, and of his genus Ephemera. The antenna; are in the

form of an a\\l, scarcely longer than the head, 7-jointed at the most, the last being in the form of a

sefa. Tiie mandibles and maxillae are entirely covered by the hdiiiini and la'iinni, or by the anteiio'-

and aihaneed extremity of tlie head. The wings are always very inneh retienUued, extended some-

times horizontally and somelimes elevated per|iendicularly ; the posteiior are as laige as the anterior,

or sometimes sinaller, and even obsolete. In all, the ordinary eyes are large and very prominent, and

they have two or three ocelli situated between the preceding. They pass the first two stages of their

existence in the watei", wIhtc they feeil ii|inn living prey.

The larvai and pnpic, of wlm'h the form ;i|)|n-o;iches that of the perfect insect, res[)ire by means of

peculiar organs, situated upon the sides of the aljdoinen, or at its extremit}'. They creep out of the

water in order to undergo tlieir tinal transformation.

Some of them have the mandibles and niaxilliE corneous, very strong, and covered by the two lips

;

the tarsi are 3-jointcd ; the wings of equal size, and the posterior extremity of the body terminated

simp!}' by hooks, or leaf-like a})pendages. The;' funii the order Odvnnla, Fabricius ; or the genus

LiBELLULA, Linna'us, [Dragon-flie« or -iddcr-holts].

The slender form of the lioily, their varied colours, their large gauze-like wings, the rapidity of flight

with which they pursue other insects upon which they feed, easily distinguish these Neuropterous

insects. They have a large and rounded liead, or in the form of a broad triangle, two very large lateral

eyes— (see i\I. Cuvier's memoir on their eom[)osition in the Mrm. Je la Soc. d'lJi'jL NaL de Purls)—
three ocelli, situated upon the vertex ; two antenine, inserted upon the forehead behind a vesicidar

elevation, and composed, in the greater nuiuhii, of live or six joints, or three at least, of which the

last is compound, and becomes gradually slender like a style; the ujiper lip is seniicirenlar ; the two

mandibles scaly, very strong, and tootlicil ; tlie maxilhe are terminated Ijy a piece of ihe same consist-

ence, toothed, spined, and ediated on the inside with a palpus composed of a single joint applied upon

it dorsally, resembling the galea of the Orthoptera ; the under lip is large, and composed of three leaves

;

the lateral pair, being the labial palpi, greatly ddatcd ; a kiml of epiglottis, or elongated vesicular

tongue, in the interior of the mouth; the thorax thick and nmnded; the abdomen very long, and

ilattencd or cylindrie, terminated in the males by two lamellar a|ipemlagcs, of which the figure varies
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according to the species, and which have been carefully studied by Messrs. Van dcr Linden and

Charpentier ; the legs short, and directed forwards.

The feiiude, in order to deposit her eggs, places berself upon plants close to the edge of the water,

into which she repeatedly thrusts the extremity of her body. The larvae and pnpa^ reside in the water

until the period of their final transformation, and are somewhat like the perfect insect, except in

wanting wings. But the head, upon which we perceive no ocelh, is remarkable for the singular form

of the piece which occupies the place of the lower hp. This is a kind of mask, covering the mandi-

bles, maxillcc, and nearly all the under side of the head. It is composed, 1st, of a principal triangular

piece, which Reaumur calls the menton7iiere, and which articulates by a hinge with a peduncle

attached to the head ; 2nd, of two otlier pieces inserted at the lateral and anterior angles of the pre-

ceding piece, moveable at the base, transverse, and entire, in the form of broad and denticulated

plates, similar, in their mode of closing the mouth, to a pair of shutters, or in the form of small

hooks. The insect is able to close or extend this very quickly, seizing its prey by means of the claws

at its upper part. The posterior part of the abdomen is sometimes furnished with five unequal-sized

conical plates, capable of opening or closing, and forming a kind of pyramidal tail, and sometimes

with three elongated villose plates like oars. These insects may be seen every instant opening the

rectum in order to take in a supply of air, when they close it again, and shortly afterwards eject the

water with force and mingled with bubbles of air, this action appearing to assist them in their motions.

[Its more immediate object is, however, in order to obtain a supply of fresh oxygen from the water

thus introduced into the rectum.] When arrived at the period for their final change the pupje quit

the water, crawl up some adjacent stem, where they fix themselves by their claws, and scale off then*

pupa-skin.

M. Poey, who has particularly studied the insects of Cuba, has informed me, that at a certain season

of the year the northerly winds bring to the city of Havannah and its neighbourhood an innumerable

quantity of specimens of one of the spe-

cies of Libellula;. [Other instances of

their periodical flight or migrations in Eu-

rope have been observed. See Dr. ^Yeis-

senborn's memoir on this subject in the

new series of the Mag. of Nat. Hist.']

Fabricius, preceded in this respect by Rt^au-

mur, divided the Drag:on-flies into three g-enera.

LibelUda proper, has the wings extended

horizontally in repose; the head nearly gloliu-

lar, with the eyes very large ; a vesicular eleva-

tion, having- on each side an ocellus, upon the

vertex ; the other ocellus, or the anterior one,

is much larger, and the middle division of the

lower lip nmch smaUer, than the lateral ones,

which, closing by a straight suture, exactly

shut the mouth. The abdomen is generally

broad and flat. The larvai and pups have five

appendages at the extremity of the body, which

is short. Type, L. depressa, Linn., [a very

common llritish species, a.s well is L. cancel-

Jala, liere ligured, the males in both of which

are remarkuUle for the fine leadcn-blue colour

of their abdomen]. The memoir of Van der Linden on the Libelluls of Bologna, and subsequently upon those

of Europe, as well as the Hor<e Entomologicce of M. Charpentier, and a scries of memoirs by M. Boyer de Fonsco-

lombe in the Annates de la Society Entomologique de France, may be consulted. The British species, distributed

into various genera, have been described by Mr. Stephens.]

yEshna, Fabr., is similar to Libehula in the manner in which the wings are carried when at rest, and in the form

of the head, but in whicii the two posterior ocelli are situated upon a simple transverse elevation, having, more-

jver, the middle lobe of the lower lip larger, and the two otiiers wide apart, and armed with a strong tooth or

spine ; thp abdomen is always long, narrow, and cylindric. The body of the larvffi and pLip;e is also moi'e elongate

thaii in those of Libellula ; the mask is Ilat, witli its two hooks narroiv, and armed with a moveable hook at the

tip. Libellula grandis, [a common Fnglisli species, two iucht-s and a half long, and many others]. They fly with

t^tunishing rapidity over the maririn of waters, pursuing flies and other insects in the same manner as swallows.
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Agrion, Fabr., lias tlie wingfs elevated perpendicularly in repope ; the head transverse, with the eyes apait ; ^iie

form of the lower lip is similar to that of vEshna, but its middle lobe is slit to the base. The forelieadis not ft-r-

nishcdwith a vesicle; the ocelli are nearly equal in size, and aiTanj;;ed in a trian^de on the vertex ; the abdomen

is very slender and fiJiform, and occasionally very long". The body in the larva and pupa states is also long" and

slender, and the abdomen terminated by two oar-like appendai^es ; tlie mask is flat, with the superior extremity of

the chin-piece elevattd into a point in some, and forked in others. LibeUula virgo, Linn., is of a golden-green

or bluish-green colour, wUh the wings blue, either entirely or partially, and sometimes pale brownish-yellow.

[Tins and several other species of smaller size, belonging- to the subgenera separated fruni Agi^ion by Leucli, are

of very common occurrence in this couiitiy.]

The other Subulicorn Neuroptera have the mouth entirely membranous or very Mjft, and com-

posed of \y.\xX^ very indistinct ; they have .^-joirjtcit tursi ; the lower win^^s arc rauch smaller than the

superior, or even wanting; and the abdomen is terminated by two or three long threads. They form

the genus

Ephemera, Linn.,

—

Thus named from the short duration of their life in the I'Crfect state. The body is soft, long, slender,

and terminated behind by two or three long articulated filaments. The antennae are very small, and

composed of three joints, of which the last is very long, in the form of a conical thread. The front of

the head is advanced like a hood, often keeled and notched, and covers the mouth, of which we cannot

trace the orifan^ on ace iiii;i of their softucis and sinalhiess. The^c insects carry their wings almost

always elevated })erpciidieularly, or but slightly deOexed, like the Agrions. The legs arc veiy slender,

with the tiliiic \ery short and united to the tarsi, "which ha^e often only four joitits, the first being

nearly olisolete. The two ungues of the terminal joint arc very compressed, and the fore-legs are much

longer tliaii the others.

Th.eEpJiL'iiicrt.e generally appear at sunset in the fine days of summer and autumn, along rivers, lakes, Szc, and

sometimes in such numbers that the ground, after their death, is covered with tliem, so that they are carted away
as manure. The falling of one species, with white wings, resembles that of a fall of snow.

These insects unite in swarms in the air, where they fly up and down, extending the threads of their tails. It is

there also that the sexes unite, the males being distinguished by two hooks at the extremity of the body ; their

fore-legs and anal threads are also longer, their eyes larger, and some males possess four eyes, two being much
larger, and elevated on columns. The females deposit their eggs in a gelatinous mass, and, as the propagation of

the species is the only object of the existence of the individual, they very soon perish, often on the day in which
they undergo the final change, sometimes living only a few hours. Those which fall on the water are greedily

seized by the fishes, and fishermen give them the name of Manna. But if we consider them in the larva state,

we find their existence extending through two or

three years. In this, and the pupa state, they reside

ill the water, concealed during the day under stone'-,

or in horizontal burrows, which they form in the

banks, from which it is supposed that thtse larvae

derive their food. Although resembling the perfect

insect in several respects, they differ materially in

having longer antenucX, wanting ocelli ; by possess-

ing horn-like mandibles; the abdomen has, more-

over, on each side, a row of plates, mostly in pairs,

which arc a kind of false branchiie, and which are

employed not only in respiration, but also as paddles.

The pupa diflers from the larva by possessing scales

inclosing the wings. At the moment when they un-

dergo this change they quit the water, and appear,

after casting their skin, under a now form ; but, by

a singular exrcption, tliey have to undergo anotlicr moulting before they .'ux' fd fur pi-u]iagation. Tlit-ir last exuviae

are often found fixed to trees, and upon walls.

I)e Geer formed these insects and the P/irpganea into a distinct order, in consequence of the minuteness or

absence of the parts of the mouth, In the Tableau Elcmcntalrc of Cuvier they also form a peculiar group, named
Jll>uilli<i, but wliich formed part of the order Neuroptera.

Tlie nuuiber of tlie wings and of the anal filaments lead to the establishment of \'arions divisions in the genus

Ephemera; some having four wings and two tails {E. Swarnmerdamiana) ; others four wings and three tails

(Ejihcmcra proper, E.vulgata, Linn.); some with two wings and three tails, and the eyes of the male doubled, one

pair placed in foot stalks. [Others again have only two wings and two tails. These various groups have been

formed into separate genera by Leach, and other subsequent autliors, E. vuhjafa, the commonest species, and

v:).'ich is well known to fly-fishers under the name of the Grey Drake, being retained as the type of the restricted

gnius iLphemcra.]

Fib'. KIG._Ef.hem
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THE SECOND FAMILY OF THE NEUROPTERA,—

Thk Planipennes,—
^yhie^^ composes, \vith the following;, the greater portion of the order Synistata of Fahricius, com-

prises those Neuroptcra wliich have the antenna3 always composed of a great jiumher of joints, and

longer than the head ; the mandibles are distinct, and the lower wings nearly equal to the upper,

extended, or simply folded under at the inner edge.

They have generally the wings very much reticulated and naked, with the maxillary palpi ordinarily

filiform, or rather thickened at the ti})s, shorter than tlic head, and compMsed of four or live joints.

I shall divide this family into iive sections, composing, on account of their hahits, so many small

distinct suli-families.

1. The PaiiovpaUe of Latrcihe, which have five joints in all the tarsi, anrl the anterior extremity

of the head prolonged, aud narrowed in the form of a beak or rostrum. They constitute the genus

Panorpa, Linnaeus,

—

And have the antennse setaceous, and inserted between the eyes ; the clypeus prolonged into a

corneous conical plate, grooved beneath to receive the mouth ; tlie mandibles, maxilla;, and lower lip

nearly linear ; four ur six short filiform palpi ; those of the nuixilla; appearing to me to consist of only

four joints. The body is long, the liead vertical, the first segment of the thorax very small and collar-

like. The two sexes differ greatly iii many species. Their transformations have not been observed,

Nemoptcya,'hair.yO\\\.,\\ast\\Q hind-wing's exceedingly long and linear, and the ocelli are wanting. These

singular insects have hitherto heen on]y observed in the hottest parts of Europe, Africa, and the adjacent parts of

Asia. [See the recent monograph of KUig in the Berlin Transacf/oiis.]

Bittacus, Latr., has the four wings of eiiua! size, as well as ocelli ; the aLidonicn is alike in both sexes, and the

legs long and terminated by a single tarsal unguis. [Exotic species.]

Panorpa, Latr., has wings and ocelli like those of Bittacus, but the abdomen of the male is terminated by a

long, jointed, recurved tail, with a claw at the tip ; and that of the female is long, and pointed at the tip. The legs

, and the tarsi have t«o ungues.

Panorjia communis, Linn., is a very abundant species, found in hedges and woods.

[Several other British species,]

Boreusy Latr., differs from the preceding in the large size of the prothorax ; the

wings of the males are short, curved, and awl-shaped, and the females are wingless.

The only species, ii. AiV^/HflZ/i, Linn., is found in winter under moss in the north of

Enrope, and on the Alps. [It is small, and has occurred, but rarely, in this country.]

2. The }fyriiic'leonide^, having also five joints in the tarsi, but in which

the head is not prolonged in the form of a beak or muzzle, and the antenme

are thickened at the tips. The liead is transverse and vertical, having only

compound eyes, which are round and prominent ; six palpi, those of tlie

labium being longer than the others, aud thickened at the tips ; the first segment of the thorax is

small; the wings of equal size, long, and roof-like ; the abdomen mostly long and cylindric, with two

filiform appendages at its extremity, in the males; the legs are short. They inhabit hot situations iu

the southern climates of both hemispheres, cUnging to plants, where they remain stationary during the

day. They fly swiftly. Their pu])te are inactive. These insects compose the genus

Fig. I07.-Pano.|

Myrmeleon, Linn.,

—

AVhich Fnbricins has divided into two.

Myrmeleon proper, has the antennae gradually thick-

ened, curved at the tips, and much shorter than the

body, and the abdomen is long and linear.

The destruction which the larva of the common Eu-

ropean species makes amongst Ants, has gained for it

the name of the Ant Lion. Its abdomen is very large,

^ proportioned to the rest of its body; its head is very

siLiall, and armed with two long horn-like mandibles,

toothed on the inside and pointed at the tip, which serve

it both for pinchers and suckers. Although furnishea

with six legs it walks but slowly, almost always oacR-

wards: not being able, therefore, to follow its prey, .c

resorts to stratagem, and forms in the sano a comcMi

P P
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pit-fail, by crawlin^r backwards in a spiral direction nnd tlirowin;x out the sand witli its iiead, and at tlie bottrim

of whicli it stations itself, leaving oniy its jaws exposed, its body being buried in the sand, and tlius waitin;^-

patiently until an insect falls to tlie bottom of the pit, when it is instantly seized by tlie jaws and suclted to death
;

if it endeavours to escape, the Ant Lion showers sand after it, which rarely fails to bring' it to the bottom of the

pit. TliC nutritive fluid thus obtained is never converted into excrement, the insect having no orifice analogous

to thr iiniis, When fidl irrown, and ready to assume the pupa state, it spins a perfectly round cocoon of a silky

matter, the exterior of which it covers witli sand. Its spinnerets are placed at the extremity of the bndy. The

jierfect insect makes its appearance at the end of (ifteen or twenty days, leaving the exuviiE of the juipa m tlie

opening it has made in tli'"' cncoun.

The comnion European species, M. foymirnrliim, Linn, [wliich has n-^it,

lin\vf\ ei", beeti discovered in England], is aljout an inch long, with t!ie

wings transparent, with black veins dotted with white, and wdtli dark

spots, one of a whitish colour near the anterior extremity. [The species

are very numerous].

Ascalaphu, Fab., has the antennie long, and suddcidy terniiTiated by a

F;,'. lOLi.- HI, fnniik- iriuiii. knob, with the abdomen oblong, oval, and scarcely longer than the

thorax. The wings are shorter and broader than in Myrmeleon.
Bonnet observed a larva near Gi'neva similar to that of iMyrraeleon, but which neither crawled backwards nor

formed a pit. The posterior extremity of its body was furnished with a bifid plate, truncated behind. This lan'a

is probably that of Ascal. italicus, a south of Euruiie species, which begins to be found in France in the environs

of Fontainebleau. [This is probably doubltul, the hirva b(.'ing more likely to be that of Myr. Lihdluloides. See my
Jntrod. to Mod. Classif. of Insects, ii. p. 45, in which I have figufL-d a larva of Ascalaphus, and subsequently

Mr. Swainson has figured that of .lic Madcayaniu;, from L. Guilding's drawings.]

3. The Hemerohii, Latr., similar to the preceding in the general form of the body and wings, but

\vith fiiiform antenna; and only four iialpi. They form the genus

Hemerobius, Linn.,

—

Some of which have the protliorax very small, the wings roof-hke, the last joint of the palpi thickest,

ovoid, and pointed. The larvx are terrestrial.

Hemerobins proper, has the eyes globose and brilliantly mctaUic, the wings large and detlexed. They tly slowly,

and many of them emit a disgusting scent. The females deposit their eggs upon leaves, to the number of ten or

twelve, fixing each of them by a long and very slender footstalk. The larvte resemble those of Myrmeleon, but are

more elongate, and are wanderers. Tliey feed upon the plant-lice, which they seize with their mandibles, and suck

their juices, destroying them very quickly. The pupa is inclosed in a cocoon of close silk, spun from the anus

of the laira. Hemerobins {Chrysopa, Leach,) Perla, Linn,, is pale yellowish-green, with golden eyes, transparent

wings, and green nerves. [A common species in this country].

Osmi/lun, Leach, is composed of those species which possess three ocelh, of which the preceding are destitute.

H. maculattiSf Fabr., [a local British species, of large size].

Nymphcs, Leach, founded upon an Australian species, has the same character, but the antennre are filiform and

shorter. \_N. miinHcloon'idcs, Leach.]

The others have tliu lirst segment of the thorax large and corselet-like, the wings generally carried

flat on the hack, and the palpi filiform, with the terminal segment conieal or nearly cyliudric, and often

shorter than the preceding. Their larvoe are aquatic.

Semblis, Fabr., is comjiosed of the genera Con/da/is, C/iaidiodes, and Slalis, Latr.

Corydatis, is distinguished by the mandibles, which ai'e very large and like horns in the* males. [C cornitfa, a

North American insect.]

ChaiiUodes, Latr., has the autennie pectinated ; and

Sial/s, has ordinary-sized mandibles, and the antennce are simple and the wings roof-like. S. lufarhis, Linn.,

[the May-fly, a well-known bait for anglers]. The larva lives in the water, and creeps or swims slowly, like those

of the Ephemei-,!' : it has false branchia? at the sides of the abdomen, aud the tail is elongated into a point ; but it

changes into ari iii;irti\c |Mipa.

4. Another division, that of the Termifmce, is composed of Neuroptera which undergo demi-meta-

morphoses, all being terrestrial, active, carnivorous or omnivorous, in all their stages. If we except

Manthpa, (distnict iv^wn all the insects of the order in the form of the fore-legs, resembling those of

Mantis), the tarsi have at most four juints, which distinguishes them from the preceding genera of the

same family. The mandibles are always strung and horny, the hind wings are of the size of the fore

wings, and without folds, or are smaller.

Some have from live to three joints in the tarsi, the labial palpi exsertcd and distinct, and the an-

tennae multiarticulate.

Mantispa, lUig., has five joints in all the tarsi ; the forr4rgs formed as in Mantis ; the antennre arv very short,
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tbe eyes lar^^e, the protliorax verylon^, and the wings roof-iike. Exotic species, [recently nionoi^raphed by Erich-
son, of g-reat interest from their apparent relationship with the order Urthuptcra].

Rajjitidia, Linn., has 4-jointed tarsi, the wings roof-like, the head elongated and narrowed behind, protliorax

b)ng, narrow, and subcylindric, and the abdomen of the females terminated by a long, exserted ovipositor, formed
nf two valves. R. ophiopsis, [the Snake-necked Fly, of rare occurrence in this country. See the monograph of
SchLunmel]. The larva lives in the fissures of the bark of trees, and has the form of a small snake : it is very
active.

Termes, Linn. {IIerneroll us, Linn, [the winged males]), has also 4-jointed tarsi, but the wings are carried hori-

zontally on tlie body, and very luiii.-
; tlie head rounded, and the prothorax short and square. The body is de-

pressed, witb theautenn;t sliort
; the mouth very similar to that of the (Jrthoptera, with a four-cleft lower lip

;

three ocelli, one rather indistinct; the wings generally but slightly

transparent, coloured, with tlie nervurus not forming a close net-

/,/ 1 ^ I work, and the le^s short.

fif^^^^B*"-"^ ^^M '^^^^ Termites peculiar to the tropical and adjacent countries, are

, ^. Wv w _—-3s-.^ known under the name of White Ants, and commit most extraor-

dinary ravages, especially in the larva state, in which they are called

Workers, and are like the perfect insect, but with the body softer and
without wings, and the head generally larger, and destitute of eye.s, or

nearly so. They are united into colonies of incalculable numbers,

i \ ^ ^ "'"^ ^"*^ ^'^'^ concealed in the interior of the earth, trees, and other

wooden matters, such as furiuture, shelves, &c., in which they form
'^ '" "'^^

'^^^''
'

"''"-'^- -• ^
'"''

g-;dleries, forming routes conducting to the centre of their nests, so

that these objects, nf which the outer surface is [with surprising instinct] left untouched, fall to pieces on the

shghtest tuiich. The nests of some species are external, but without any evident exit. Sometimes they are elevated

L- of ore

eat hi.'i;j;ht above tlie surface, like pyramids, and are sometimes surrounded by a solid roof, which, from the

height and number of these insects, appear at a distance like a small village. Sometimes they affix their nests to

the branches of trees. Another sort of indiviilual, termed Neuters or Soldiers, and which Fabiicius mistook for

pupK, defend the nest. They have the head much larger and longer, and the mandibles are very long and cross

over each other. They are far less numerous than the larvae, and live near the outer surface of the nest, so that

they make their appearance first wlien it is attacked ; they are also stated to compel the W^orkers to labour. The
dtmi-nymphs have the rudiments of wings, and in other respects resemble the larva;.

When arrived at the perfect state, the Termites quit

their liabitation, fly abroad *?luring the evening or

ni^^bt in great numbers ; they lose their wings before

morning, which dry, and falling to the earth, they

become the prey of birds, lizards, &c. 'I'he couples are

then collected by the larvae, which inclose each of them

in a large cell ; but Latreille conjectures that the act of

coupling takes place in the air, as in the Ants, and that

the females alone occupy the attention of the larv;e in

order to the establishment of fresh colonies. The ab-

domen of the female subsequently acquires an enor-

mous size, from theinnumerable eggs which it contains.

'J'he roval chamber occupies the centre of the babita.

tion, and around it are distributed those which con-

tain the eggs and provisions.

Some larva: of Termes vinrum have eyes, and appear ' '- " — '^

to have habits somewhat ditlerent to tlie rest, and to approach our Ant

Negroes and HottL-'-tt.it3 are very fond of these insects.

p p 2
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T. Incifiigns nnd JJncicoUi.'^ inlialiit the south of FraiiCL\ livinp; in the interior of trees. Tlie exotic species have

Iieen liut imperfectly characteriseii, Linnreus havins; confounded several under the name of T.fatnle.

£m6m,Latr., comprises several insects allied to Temies, biitwith the head larji;er tlian the thorax ; tarsi S-jointed
;

Avinijs scarcely extending' beyond tlie alidomen. [See my monograph on tliis exotic genus, published in Tranaac-

iions of the Liniia-'in >Soi:icfi/ of London.]

The other Termitines have the tarsi 2-jointed ; tlie labial palpi indistinct, or very short ; the antenncC

about 10-joiuted ; the first segment of tiie thorax very small, and the hind wings smaller than the fore

ones. They form the genus

Psocus, Latr. (Tt'rmc.s-, Ilemcrobius, Fabr.),

These are insects with a short, soft, and gibbose body ; the head large
;
the antennae setaceous ; wings roof-like,

and but slightly veined. They are very active, and live on the bark of trees. We generally find in

books of collections of plants, the P. puhalorhis, of a whitish colour, and which has been believed

to produce tin- blight noise tike the ticking of a cloek, often heard in hoaaes, whence its specific

name.

C". Tlic Pcrliihs, which have three joints in the tarsi, the manilibles ahuost always

membranous and small, with the hind wings broader than tlic fore wings, and folded

at the inner edge. They consist of the genns

Tkula, Geoir.,

—

In which the body is eh^ngate, narrow, and flattened ; the head rather large; anteniire setaceous
;

pro thorax neaily square ; the wings shutting horizontally on tlie bod\ ; ami the alulonien generally

terminated by twoset03. Their larvffi are aquatic, and are stated [by Latreille, but erroneously,] to reside in cases

which they bear about with them. [They arc naked, and resemble the imago, bnt are wingless.]

Pcrta b)L-<niil.itii, Linn. {Phnjganea), is a rather common species, found on the margin of rivers.

Ncmoura. Lutr., dilTersfrom Peria in its corneous mandibles, and in the abdomen not being terminated by setK.

[See the nionogiaidi of this group, publisbc<l by Mr. Newman in the M'Kjazine of Xnlnral Ills/oiy.]

Fil;

TIIE THIRD FAMILY OF TIIE NEUROPTERA,—

Ti-ih: Plicipennes, Latr.,

—

Are destitntc of mandibles, and their hind wings are generally broader than the superior, and folded

throughout thrir whole length. They comprise the genus

Phryg.\nea, Linn.

They have at the first sight the appearance of small PhahTemc, and De Gecr observed tliat the internal

structure of their larvae lias trrcat resemblance to that of caterpillars. In the bvstems of Kirliy and

Leach, they form tlie order Trichoptera, wliich is connected ^^ith the Le|)idoptera by means of tlie

Tineas. But as we naturally jiass from the Plieipennes to the Perlides, we. slundd be compelled to ter-

minate the Neuroptera -with Libelbila ami E))benicra, of which the structni'e and iiabit^ grcaily ditfer

from those of the Ilymenoptcra, which succeeds them in this system. The Libclluhe ami utlicr adjacent

Neuroptera, appear to us nearest allied to tlie Ortboptera.

The head of the Pbcipennes is small, \\U\i two long setaceous and porrectcd antennrc ; the eyes arc

round and prominent; two ocelli, }daced in tlie forehead; a conical or bent laiu-ura
; four palpi, the

maxillary pair being often very long, filiform, or nearly setaceous, 5-jointed, and tlie lalfial 3-jointed
;

the maxdhe and lower bp m.embraouus and united ; the body is generally very hairy, and forms with

the wings an elongated triangle, as in many Xuctu;c. or P\ralides ; tlie prothorax. is small ; the wings are

simply vcmed, silken, or hirsute in many, and always roof-like. The legs are long, furnisbeil wit.h

small spines, with live joints to all the tarsi. These insects chiefly tly in tlic evening or night, often

entering our houses, attracted by the liglit, and being extremely active in all their mnvemcnts. TSicy

emit a disagreeable smell when touched. The smaller species fly in troops over water. Many females

carry their eggs united into a pacquet at the posterior extremity of the abdomen. Their larv;\; [which

are the well-known bait of the angler, called Caddiee, or Cad-bait,] reside, like tlic larvte of some moths,

in cases generally cyUndrical, covered with various substances they collect in the water, such as bits of

straw, leaves, sticks, sand, and even small shells, often symmetrically arranged, and which they at!ix to

tlieir cases by silken threads, spun from internal reservoirs similar to those of caterpillars
;
the interior

uf this habitation forms a tube, which the larva bears about with it, protruding the anterior part

of its body when it creeps forward, never quitting it uf its own accord, and immediately re-entering it if

forced out of it.
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These larva: are elongate, nearly cylindric, with a scaly

head furnished with strong niandihles, and a small eye on

each side ; six feet, of which the two anterior are shortest

and thickest, and the other four longer ; the body is com-

posed of twelve joints, of which the fourth has a conical

tubercle on each side in the majority of the species ; the

terminal segment is furnished with two moveable hooks ; the

majority also possess two series of white flexible filaments,

which appear to be respiratory organs. When ready to

assume the pupa state, they fix their cases to some sulj-

stance under water, closing each end with an open grating,

which, as well as the cases itself, varies in the difl'erent

ci„^^ipc ^'^'' '15.—PhrvL'iinen jn-india.- a. Larva in its case;

The piipie have in front two hool;s, which cross each other hke a beak, and with which they make

their way through the grating, [immediately before tliey assume their final form,] when, although pre-

viously immoveable, they walk or swim with agility, by means of their four fore-legs, which are free and

fringed. The pupse of the larger species crawl up plants out of the water, where they throw oft"

their skin, but the smaller ones merely come to the surface, and are there transformed into winged

insects in the same way as Gnats, their old envelope serving them for a boat.

Some have the hind wings evidently larger than the fore ones, and folded.

Sericostoma, Latr., has in one of the sexes the njaxillary palpi dilated into a mask covering the face ; in the

other sex they are tiliforni, and S-juinted.

Phnjganea proper, has the mouth alike in both sexes, and the palpi shorter than the head and thorax, and

sliprhtly villose. P. ffrandls, [and a great number of other species, welt known to the angler and fly-fisher].

Mi/siacida, Latr., has the antenna exceedingly long, as well as the maxillary palpi, \vhich are very hairy. (P.

filosa-, quadtifasclata, &c.)

The others have the fore wings narrow, lanceolate, subequal, and not folded.

Hifdropiila, Dalm., with short antennae of equal thickness throughout.

Psychomyia, Latr., has similar wings, but the antenna; are long and setaceous, founded upon a minute, appa-

rently undescribed species.

[This tribe has recently been thoroughly investigated by M. Pictet, whose memoir forms a thick quarto volume,

with many plates. Messrs. Stephens and Curtis have also described many new English species, as well as addi-

tional genera.

Dr. Burmeister has piiblished an entire revision of the order Neuroptera in the last part of his Ilandhuch d.er

Eniomolog'ie, in which he has also estabhshed many additional genera.]

THE NINTH ORDER OF INSECTS,—

THE HYJIEN(.1FTER.\, Linn.TOS (Piezata, Fabricius),—

Also possesses four membranous, naked wings, a mouth furnished with mandibles, maxilltE, and

two lips; but the wings (of which the anterior are always the largest) have fewer nervures

than those of the Neuroptera, and are only veined [and not net-like] ; the females have the

abdomen terminated by an ovipositor or a sting. All possess, in addition to their con^pound

eyes, three minute ocelli ; their antennse are of variable form, not only differing in the genera,

but also in the se.xes of the same species ; they are nevertheless filiform or setaceous in the

majority ; the maxillieand lower lip are generally narrow, elongated, attached in a deep cavity

of the head bv long muscles*; semitubidar at the base; often folded back at the extre-

mity; more fitted for conducting the nutritive tiiuds than for mastication, and imited in many

in the form of a proboscis; the tonguelet is membranous, and either widened at the tip or

Ion"- and filiform, having the pharynx at its base, and often covered by a sort of sublabrum or

epipharynx ; two labial and tw o maxillary palpi ; thorax comjjosed of three segments united in

* Hciicc llie irp' i'."i ii/u-tiii,es of this gcni'cal lunvcmeiit ; in otiier bitintj insects it is fixed.
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a mass, tlie anterior being very short and the two others united into one.* The wings are

crossed horizontally npon the body ; the abdomen mostly suspended to the liind part of the

thorax by a slender tlireail or ]icdunele ; the tarsi are 5-jointed, none of the joints being

bilobed. The borer or sting [Ijotli of uliieh are described in a note as being typically com-

posed on the same UKulel], are formed foi- the most part of three long and slender ineees,

two of which serve as a sheath to the third in those which have a borer, and of which the

upper has a groove at its under side to encase the two otiiers.

M. Jnrine has found in the articulation [of the nerves] of the wings good auxiliary charac-

ters for the distinction of genera, making use of the presence or absence, number, form, and con-

nexion of the t\A"0 kind of cells situated near the external apex of tlie fore ^^iugs, \\hicli be

terms radial [or marginal], and cubital [or submargmal] cells. Tlie middle of the fore mar-

gin of the wings has often a callous sjiot, termed the stigma, whence a nerve extemls which

runs to the tip of the wing, and forms with the fore-edge of the wing the radial cell, some-

times divided into two ; a second nervure also extends from the stigma, »hicli also extends to

the apex of the wing, leaving between it and the first-mentioned nerve a space occupied by the

cubital cells, of whicli the number varies from one to four.

The Ilvmenojitera undergo a complete metamorphosis; the majority of their larv;c are

vermitorm, and are destitute of feet, such as those of the second and following fannies; those of

the iirst family have six hooked feet, and often from twelve to sixteen others, which are simply

membranous; the head in all is scaly, \vitli mandibles, maxiike, and a km er lip, .at the extre-

mity of which IS a spiiiiieret for the })assage of the silken matter of which the eocoon of the

]ni])a is comjiosed. Some feed upon vegetable substances ; others, always footless, upon the

dead bodies of insects, in all their states of egg, larva, pupa, and imago. In order to sujiply

their \M.'akiiess. the fenialc sup[)orts them with ])ro\'isions, soinetlnies carr\ ing their food to

the nests which tlK'\' have pre[iared for them, often \\'ith sur]irising skill, and sometiiiies

by jilaciug their eggs in the bodies of larvic and pupie of insects, upon which tlieir young feed.

Other equally footless larva: of Ilymenuptera are fed on more elaborated animal and vegetable

food, and more constantly rencM ed. These are reared in common by individuals destitute of sex,

united in societies, charged exclusively with such works, and w hose labours and regime are the

theme of continual admiration. The Ilyinenoptera in the perfect state subsist almost exclu-

sively on tlo^ver^, and are eiunniouly most abundant in southern climates. The extent of their

existence, from their larth till their final change, is eouliiied to a year.

[The natural classitieation of these insects has been but eoui]iaratively little attended to.

Various plans of arrangement, founded not (jnh' upon the struetuie of the imago, but also

upon its habits, and the peculiarities nf the jireparatorv states, have recently been proposed

by Saint Fargeau, Italdliom, Ilartig, Ilaliday, &c. I must however refer to the i?ud vol. of

my Jntrodi-fction lo F^uluiiKihgii for an investigation of these ariangemeuts.

I divide tliis order nilii two scctlnns, [Tiokkrraxtia aiul .Vei'LEAT.v].

The tlist, that of the 'I'erehriiiiflii, is characterized by possessing a biirer in the females.

1 di\ide the Terebrantia into two great families, [the Securif\'ra and Piiplvora~\.

THE FIltST F.VMIkY OF THE II Y.MKNOrXERA,—

Tui'; Si;cuR[FER\,

—

Is distinguished from the following by the sessile abdomen, of wliieh the base is luiiled to the thorax

by its entire width, and appears to be bnt a continuation uf it, without any proper motion. The

females have an o\iposiioi-, I'oi- the most |)ait lik(^ a saw, which is used not only in depositing the eggs,

hut also in preparing a jihire for their reception. The larvce have always six scaly feet, and often

- In II noU I.nlrL'ill.^ a.Jo|ptR tlit.' llirnrv Ui;it thu iiirti.tlu.riix i.s a very 1 tlnit in the iietluiieulraeil Uyiiierioi.tern, llir jieiiunele is tlie seeend

ji.'Lrrnw Ketrnierit, and tliiii tiie iiiinl inirt uf theil.nrnx wineli )his i«n and ji.n liie Qrst aljdyniiinil ,^et;nieut.

spiraeles at Ibe aides, is hi reality tlie lirst abdominal set'ineiil, sn '
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otlicrs, l)nt \vbich are mcmljranoas. This family is composed of two tribes, [the Tenthredineia and

Urocerafa].

The Tentiiredinet.e—

,

Or Saw-flies [as they are commonly called, from their saw-like ovipositor], have the mandibles long and

compressed, the lower lip divided into three lobes, the ovipositor composed of two plates, toothed like

a saw, united, and lodged in a channel beneath the anus ; the maxillary palpi are always composed of

si\ joints, and the labial of four; the wings are always divided into numerous cells. This trilje is

composed of the genus

Texthredo, Linn.

The abdomen is cylindric, rounded lichind, 9-joiiitcd ; the form of the antennre varies ; the mandibles

are strong and toothed ; the mamillary palpi arc filiform and G-jointed ; the lower lip is divided at the apex

into three lobes ; the labial pal]ii arc only 4-jointcd. It is wiih the alternate motion of the saws of the

ovipositor that these insects make a succession of small boles in the branches or other parts of trees,

in each of which an egg and a drop of frothy liquid are discharged, the latter of wdiich has the effect of

closing the hole. The wound thus made becomes more and more convex by the increase in size of the

egg, and sometimes these parts assume the form of a gall, either woody or pulpy, according to the parts

injured; these tumours form the abode of the larvai which reside within them, and the insect makes

with its teeth a circular hole for its escape. But in general these larvte are external feeders, devouring

the leaves. They greatly resemble the Caterpillars of Lepidopterous insects, but have from eighteen

to twenty-two feet, or only six, which distinguishes them from caterpillars, which have from ten to

tixtcen feet. Many of these false caterpillars roll themselves into a spire, and others have the

cxti-enhty of the body elevated in the air. In order to undergo their change, they spin, either on the

earth or on the plants upon which they have fed, a cocoon, in which they remain unchanged for many

months, changing to pupce only a few days before they become perfect Sawflies.

Some, in many of wliich the antennae are not more than nine-jointeit, with two spurs at the tip of the fore tibia?,

have the ovipositor not exserted, the labrinn apparent, the inside of the four hind tibiii; without spices in the

middle, or with oidy one ; the larvte have from twelve to sixteen false le^s.

Cimbex, Oliv. (Crabro, Geoffr.), comprises those species which have the antenna;

abkc in both sexes, and terminated by a knob or a reversed cone rounded at the

tip, preceded by four or five joints, and the two subcostal ner\'es are conti{i;uous

without a wide intermediate space. The larvje have 22 feet ; some when disturbed

discharg-e from pores of the body, often to the distance of a foot, drops of a

g-reenish liquid. Dr. Leach has divided this g;enus into numerous others [adopted

by EnE;lish authors], founded upon the number of joints in the antennse preceding

the club, their relative sizes, and the arrani^ement of the cells of the wing-s.

Perqa, Leach, (one of these genera), peculiar to New Holland, diflers from the

rest by having; the four posterior tibiae furnished with a moveable spine in the middle, the posterior angles of the

scnteUum produced into short obtuse teeth, the antenna very short and 6-jninted.

,Si/zi/(jonia, King, has also 6-jointed antenna?, and the radial cell is appendieulated. The species are Brazilian,

as well as those of Fac/ii/lo^sHcta, K\ng, v^hicli have antennae composed of five joints, and the fore-wings dilated

near the apex.

Saint Fargean, in his work on the Ten tliredint dcv, adopts only the genus Perga, and we also consider the genera

of Leach as simple divisions in the genus CimbeXy the type of which is the Tenlliredo fcmorata, [a large and rare

Iti-itish species].

llyloioma, Latr. {Cnjphis, Jur.), has the antenna apparently only 3-jointed, the third forming a long prismatic

or cylindric mass ; the greater number have a spine on the inside of the four hind tarsi, in the middle. The larva?

have from eio-hteen to twenty feet. Type, Tentliredo Rosa, Linn., [a common British species].

Schizocenis, Latr. {Cn/ptus, Leach), has four submarginal cells, and the male antennas forked.

Ptll/a, St. Farg., differs from Hylotoma in having only three submarginal cells. Sometimes the antennre have

at least nine joints, and do not terminate in a mass.

Tenthredo proper, have nine simple joints in both sexes; the larva? have from IS to 22 feet. The number of teeth

in the mandibles varies in the perfect insect from two to four ; the wings also vary in the number of the cells, and

brnce various subgenera have been established, such as AHanfus, Dalerus, Ncmaius, Jur., and Pristip/iora ax\d

some others of Leach, [such as Selandrki, Feuusa, Dosyt/u-us, Emphytus and Crcesus]. Type, T. Scrophular'uc,

Liun., a common species, much resembling a AVasp, the larva of which feeds on the Water Betony. De Geer has

described a singular species, which in the larva state infests the leaves of our fruit trees under the form of a small

bUek sluc^ and to which he refers the Tenthredo Cerasi, Linn. ;
this larva is black, and covered with a slimy

serrpuon. Peck, an American naturalist, has given the complete history of another species, which has a

similar larva.

(T^
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Cladlus, Klius lias also 9-joiuted aiuenti,T, but those of otlK^r males are pectinatud on one side, [C. diflurmis,

asmall black species, rather unconirnoii.]

Af/ialia, Leach, has the body short, aud the autenria: fnun 10 to U-Jointed, and .-.iiiiple inbotli sexes. [A.ceuH-

fiili.c, Pani., is extremely destractive to (unups, it:^ larva bcin^'- known under tlie name ot' tlie Xii^iier, or

Bhick Jack,]

Pferygophorus, Klug;, has the antenna; more than IG-Jointed, 'i\ith a sint,^le row of teeth in the males, and serrated

ill the females, [composed entirely of AustraHan insects].

L'lphiinis, Latr., has the male antenna? furnislied with a ilouble I'ow of long; branches, and serrated in the

females. The larvie ha\'e twenty-two feet. ;iiid li\e in sncirt\-, especially upon tirs and pines.

In the following ;2^eiiera the !alj|-ani \^ hidden, rir but little exposed ; the inner ed);,'-e of the four pn?>terior tibi;e

has often two spurs in the middle, and uflen a tliird abm'C the preceding pair. The antennje are always coujposed

of a great number of joints.

Mcgalodontes, Latr. {Tarpa, Fab.), have the antenna; serrated or coniblike.

Painp/iilius, Latr. (Lj/da, Fab.), has the antennae simple in both sexes. Their larv.'e have no membranous feet,

and the posterior extremity of the body is terminated by t\^o horns. They feed upon leaves, which tliey often

roll up and fasten together.

The terminal Tenthredinebt ha\'e the ovipositor extended beyond its sheath, and expcised posteriorly ; the inner

extremity of the two fore tibia; has only a single spur, which is bent, and terminated l-y two teeth ; the autenn;e

are always composed of a great number of joints, and are simple.

Xpela, Dahn. {P'niicola, Breb., Masiigoccnis, Klug), is very distinct, from its elbowed antenna; suddenly

attenuated towards the tip, 11-jointed, the tliird joint being exceedingly long, as well as the maxillary palpi ; the

stigma is replaced by a cell, 'i he larva; live in the interior of vegetables, or in old wood. [These are small and

feitigular insects, one species of which, A', pusilla, has occurred, but very rarely, in this country.]

Cephas, Latr. {Trachelns, Jur.), has the antenna; insected near the forehead [not elbowed], and thii.-kened at tip.

Frum some observations published in the Bulletin Univfrati of Ferussac, it appeal's that the larva of the mo.-.t

CHinmon species, C. pygnusus, lives in the stems of wheat.

Xip/igdria, Latr. {XJrocerus, Jur.), has the antenna: inserted near the mouth, and more slender at the tips.

[This genus naturally belongs to the family Urocerata, the construction of its ovipositor agreeing with that of

I'rocerus; the larva; also live in solid wood. The imago is remarkable for the great length of its neck, -whence

tlie names of the typical species, A'. cainclK^ aud Droi/wdnr/us.

[The student must especially consult tlie monograph on this family published by Saint Fargeau, the

numerous meniou'S of Klug in the Berlin Magazine, various works of Dahlboin and Hartig, the two last

of whom have studied the family with great care, and especially with reference to their transforma-

tion. Mr. Stephens has described the Uritish species in his British Entomology.
'\

Tlie second tribe, tliat of the

Vrocerata,—
is diitinguiihed from the }ireccding by tlie foUuwing cliaracters: The mandibles are short and thick;

the lower lip entire ; the ovipositor of the females is cither very much exserted, and composed of three

threads, or spirally coiled in the interior of the abtlomen and capillary. This tribe is composed of

the genus

SiREX, Linn.,

—

The body of which is nearly C}lindric, the head nearly gobular. The females deposit their egi^s in old

trees, especially of fir; the ovipositor is lodged at its base, between two valves, forming a sheath.

0rj/5.s?/^, Latr,, has the antennas inserted near the mouth, 10 orll-jointed; the mandibles are without teeth

;

tlie maxillary palpi long and 5-jointed ; the posterior extremity of the body nearly rounded, and the ovipositor

capillary, and spirally coiled within the abdomen. The two species [known to Latreille] are found in Europe

ujion trees early in spring, and are very active. [The tyiucal species, 0. coronati/f;, has been found in this

country.]

•Sirex proper {Urocfrus, GeolVr.), has the antenna inserted near the forehead, with from 13 to 25 joints ; the man-

dibles toothed internally ; the maxillary palpi very small, nearly conical, and 2-jointed, with the extremity of the

abdomen prolonged into a horn, and the ovipositor exserted and formed of three threads. These insects are of

large size, and generally inhabit pine forests in cold and mountainous countries, and produce during flight a buz-

zing noise like that of the Humble Bees. Li certain seasons they appear [in such countries] in such abundance

that they become objects >\{ po|Milar dread. The larvae have six feet, with the posterior e.xtremity of the body

terminated in a point ; tln-y live in wood, where they spin a cocoon and undergo their transformations. [Saint

Fargeau, contrary to the statements of the German naturalists, who ha\'e such abundant opportunities of studying

the manners of this genus, has endeavoured to show that these insects are pai'asites. Typical species, Sinw
gignfs, Linn. (H. mari^cus, L., the male); it has occurred in this country, but very rarely, and is as large as

a Hornet.]

Trerni-x, Jur., difl'ers in having shorter antennae, composed of only thirteen or fourteen joints, and in the fore-

wings having onlj two cubital cells.
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THE SECOND FAMILY OF THE HYMENOPTERA—

The PunvoRA,

—

Has the abdomen attaebcd to the thorax by a small portion only of its transverse diameter, and often

by a slender peduncle, so that its mode of insertion is very distinct, and it is easily bent over the thorax.

I'hc females are armed with a borer, which serves them as an ovidiiet.

The larvffi are footless grubs, and are, for the most part, parasites, and carnivorous.

I divide them into six tribes.

The first tribe, Evaniales, Latr., has the wings veined, and the superior, at least, areolated; the

antennje, filiform or setaceous, 13-or 14-jointed ; the mandibles toothed internally ; the maxillary ]ialpi

C-jiiinted, and the labial 4-jointed ; the abdomen implanted high on the thorax, and often beneath the

scutellimi, with the ovipositor generally exserted, and composed of three threads. This tribe may be

formed into a single genus,
FCENUS.

Evania, Latr., has the ovipositor internal, tbe antennae elbowed, and the abdomen very minute, compressed,

pedunculated, and attached at the upper and posterior extremity of the tliorax, close to the scutellum. [£. appen-

dujaster, Latr., a small species, regarded as parasitic upon tbe Cockroach.]

Pelecinus, Latr., bas tbe abdonien sometimes very much elong;ated, filiform, and arched, sometimes narrowed

gradually towards the base and terminated in a club ; the posterior tibise are thickened, and the ovipositor nut

exserted. [Singular Ameiican insects.]

Fceniis, Fabr., bas tbe ovipositor long, exserted, and formed of three long and equal threads, and tbe abdomen

and posterior tibiai clavate, and tbe antennfe filiform. [Two British species.]

Aidacuti, Jur., bas the abdomen compressed, tbe tibiaa slender, and tbe antennas setaceous. [Several continental

and American insects.]

Paxalloma, Brebisson, bas the abdomen sickle-shaped. [This genus is arranged by subsequent authors

amongst tbe Ichneumones adadtl. Latreille bad noticed its great relation with Ophion. P. buccata, tbe type,

has occurred in this country.]

The second tribe, tbe Ichneumonides, have the wings also veined, the superior always exhibiting

in the disc perfect or closed cells ; the alidomen is affi.ved between tbe two hind feet ; the antenna; are

generally filiform or setaceous, (veiy rarely clavate,) vibratile, and composed of a great number of

joints (16 at least). In tbe majority the mandibles have no tooth on the inside, and are terminated

in a bifid tooth. Tbe maxillary palpi are always apparent, or prominent, and have mostly only five

joints. Tbe ovipositor is composed of three threads.

This tribe embraces nearly the whole of tbe genus

Ichneumon, Linn.,

—

Which destroy the progeny of Lepidopterous insects, so injurious to the agriculturist, under the form

of Caterpillars, in the same manner as the Ichneumon quadruped was supposed to destroy the Croco-

dile, by depositing its eggs in its entrails.

The old authors named these insects Muscce tripiles, on account of the three threads of tbe

ovipositor; and Miiscte vibrantes, because they continually vibrate their antennEe, which are often

curved, with a white or yellow ring in the middle. They have long maxihary palpi, nearly setaceous,

5- or G-jointed, the labial being shorter, and 3- or 4-jointed. The tonguelet is generally entire, or

simply emargiuate. The body has generally a narrow and elongated or hnearform, with the ovipositor

sometimes exterior and hke a tail, and sometimes very short, and hidden in the interior of the abdo-

men, wdiich is terminated in a point, whereas it is thickened and obliquely truncate in those which

have the ovipositor exposed. Of the three pieces of which it is composed the middle piece is the only

part which penetrates into the body, in which the eggs are deposited ;
its tip is often slit like the point

of a pen. The females, when ready to deposit their eggs, run or fly about in order to discover the

larviE, pupa;, or eggs of insects, and even of Spiders, Plant Lice, &c., destined to receive the eggs and

to nourish the young Ichneumons, exhibiting in these searches an admirable instinct, in order to find

the objects of their search in their most concealed retreats. It is [in caterpillars. Sic, wdiieh live]

bencalh the bark of trees, or in their crevices, that those with an elongated ovipositor place their

e""s [in the uiauner represented in the annexed figures] ; whilst those with a short ovipositor place
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tlicir eggs in or tipon the bodies of naked caterpillars, or pupce, to which they can obtain easy access.

The larvic of the Ichneumons have no feet, and thus resemble those of the foUowuig families. Those

wliirh reside, like intestinal Worms, inside

the bodies of other insects, sometimes in so-

ciety, devour ouly the fatty parts of the body,

Ijcing tlic jiortions not absolutely necessary

fur existence; hut \\hen rc.'dy to assume tlie

pupa state they pierce through the outer

skin, or cUe they kill tlicir victim and un-

dergo their own changes in its body. The

majority .spin a silken cocoon, in \\hich the

pupa is inclosed. These cocoons are some-

times united in a mass, sometimes naked, and

sometimes enveloped in a coinnifin cottony

mass, often seen attached to the stems of

laiits. Thtir uniou and arrangement forms

mass sometimes resembling a piece of

FiK. ii7.--rimr.i,-Lnianif.-s(atr,r. depositmiiits G£rg3. houev-comh. Tlicsc cocoous are sometimes

of a uniform \vliiti>h colour, and sometimes banded; some cocoons are suspended to the leaves of trees

by a lung iliin thread.

Tiiis family is cMreincly numerous in species. [Gravenhorst, in his Ichneuinonologia Earopaa,

descril.)es nearly lO-V) species of European IclDiem-inmes f/emiini ; and Stcpliens and others have added

greatly to their niimlier. Ihe Ickneiimones adudfi a.re probably as numerous; so that, supposing the

number of species in the world to be double that of those found only in Europe, we shall have more

than n.nOO b'hiicuiiionid^e ; a number which, although very extraordinary, is probably far below the

aeUird ainuimt.]

umlier of joints in tlie palpi may serve as the basis for the principal divisions in tlic

li.'is been proved by Haliilay and Nees von Esenbeck to be inapplicable to the Icloifumo-

The variatinn in tlie

faniily. [Tlii^ diaractp

?;^/('.!; adsriti.]

Tlie first comprises those species which have the maxillary palpi 5-jointed, and the labial 4-jointed ; the second

cubital cell is very minute, and nearly circular, or wanting;.

A first subdivision is formed with the species which have the head not prolonired into a beak ; the labrnni not

deeply notched ; the maxillary palpi very ion^, and the ovipositor not covered at tlie base by a lari,^- vomeri-

form plate.

Some of these have the ovipo.sitor exserted.

Stcplianu-s, Jur. {havinn;the thorax very narrow in front, and the antcnn.'e attached to the posterior and superior

part of the nietatliorax, as in the £vani;e,—exotic insects), ;in(l

Xor'ulcs, \y.\U-. ihaviirj; the nietatliorax convex and arnicl at the apex, so that the abdomen is attached in the

ordinary iinnnicr w iih a distinct peduncle), differ from the otlicrs by having; the head nearly globular, the mandibles

tcrminateil in an cnl ire iiduit or slightly emarginate. The second cubital cell is often obsolete.

The others ha\'e [lie lir;iil I rans verse, and the mantlibles distinctly bifid at the tip. Some, as

P'niijila, F;ili., Iiavo the abdomen cylindrical and very shortly peduncled. [Numerous British species.] Type,

Ieliiiriii,nni iin-.-aniaorius, Linn. Another species (P. ovivora, Bull. Ferussac), destroys the eg.ijs of Spiders.

C'/7/j*j/«.v, Eab., lias the abdomen nearly ovab with a luni,' curved peduncle. Some of the species are apterous,

whence, as well as from the form of the thorax divided into two nodes, they should constitute a distinct subg-enus.

Tliey are always found on the ground. [They constitute the subgenus Pezomachus, Gravenhorst, who has pub-

lished a monof!;raph upon tUeni.]

Others have the ovipo>itor of the females hidden, or but little extended beyond the anus.

Oy>Aio7(, Fab., has the abdomen sickle-shaped, the amennre filiform or setaceous; the ovipositor is slightly ex-

serted. The second cubital cell is very small. Type, Ichneumon lufeus, Linn., [a common British species], the

tVnia'.e of which deposits her eggs on the body of the larva of the Bombi/.r lunula, fixing them by means iif a long

peilnnclc. The larva of 0. moderatory Fab., destroys that of another Ichneumon, PhnpUi airuhildUCy Fab.

Baiichiis, Fab., has similar antenna,-, but the alidomen is gradually narrowed t-o the tip. [B. pictas, Fab., a com-

mon British species.]

IJdlii:i(]ia, Gravenh., h.'^'e the apyiearance of the preceding, but thi' antennae are cla\'ate. [ A continental

./VV"!. Fab,, diliL-rs fraiu the following in lia\'iiig the antenna; dilated in the middle, and jiointed at the tip.

[L^Aotic s|iccies,]
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IcJineifmoii pro\tQr, Las tlie head transverse, the abrlonicn oval, nearly equally narrowed at each end. [Xuinci-oiis

Itritidi species.] Panzer has separated, under the name of Trogu-s, those species which have the scutelhim in the

form of a conical tubercle, aiul the abdomei) mark(.'d by deep transvt-rse impressions.

Alomti'm, i'anzer, has tlie litiad narrower and more rounded, with the abdumcn more dilated towards the poste-

rior extremity.

lliipslcera, Latr. [Tryphon {Exoch^i^) Grav.], has the appearance of Alomyia, but is remarkable for its pyramidal

head, with a frontal elevation supiiortinj; the antenna::.

Pc/la-ftes, llli,;?. (Melopius, Panzer), has the abdomen united to the thorax by the greater part of its transverse

diameter, subsessile, and slightly dilated towards the extremity. Ic/in. necatorius, Panz. [and two or three allied

British species]. They have a circular elevation beneath the antennaj.

The seccmd and last division of the species with 5-jointed maxillary and 3-jointed laliial palpi has the labium

deeply notched, and the ovipositor is exserted and covered at the base by a vomeriforui plate ; the bind thiglis

are tliick.

.-[i:ciii/n.\-, Lfitr.. has tlie fi'ont of the head not produced into a beak. In

Agathi-s, Latr., it forms a beak. These insects approach in their wings the following subgenera.

Our second division of the Ichneumons differs from the preceding in respect to the joints of the

palpi onlv, in consequence of the labial palpi having only three joints, as in the majority of the species

of Llie following division ; the second cubital cell is nearly as large as tlic first, and nearly squai'C ; the

ovipositor is exserted; the tip of the mandibles is Intid or notched.

liracon, Jur., has an evident hiatus between the mandibles and clypeus -, the maxilla: are prolonged inferiorly

beneath the mandibles ; the second cubital cell is square and ratlier large ; the oviiiositor is long; the antennai

are setaceous, as long as the body, and the maxillary palpi are much longer than the labial.

Vi/no, Latr., has the antennae shorter and filiform ; the maxilla; are proporiiouably larger, and form a kind of

beak, and the maxillary palpi are not much lunger than the labial.

I\Jicrogost<.-r, Latr., does not exhibit any decided hiatus between the mandibles and clypeus ; the maxillte and

lower lip are not prolonged ; the second cubital cell is small. The ovipositor as well as the abdomen is short.

Our third and last division, corresponding with the genus Bassus of M. Esenbeck, has like the

preceding, four joints in the labial palpi, but the maxillary palpi are 0-jointed; the abdomen is

semi-sessile.

Ill some the mandibles are gradually narrowed to the tip, and terminated by two teeth.

llc/coii, Nees, baa the abdomen, seen from above, composed of several joints, and terminated by a long ovi-

positor.

Si<ia/j>l/iis, Latr., has the abdomen vaulted benealb, and ordy 3-jointed above, with the ovipositor withdrawn and

stiiig-like.

<_'/t''li'/i>(.\-, .Tur.,has the abdomen similarly formed beneath, but inarticuhited on its upper suface.

Ahisia, Latr., has the mandibles nearly square, with three teeth at the tip, one in the middle, and the t^-o others

formed by the produced angles of the terminal margin.

[The investigation of the Ichneumonidae, since the death of Latreille, has been greatly attended to; the great

work of Gravenhorst has made us acquainted with the Ichneumones genvini, or those which composed Latreille's

tirst division, whilst t\\fi Ichneumoves odsciti, or those composing the two other divisions of Latreille, have been

described by Dr. Nees Von Esenbeck, Professor "Wesmael of Brussels, and Mr. Haliday, in various memoirs and

separate publications, in which a great number of genera are added to those noticed in the text.]

The third tribe, Galltcol.e {Biplolepariat, Latr.) has only a single nerve in the hind wings ; the upper

wings possess a few cells or areolets : namely, two brachial cells at the base, the internal one being

generally incomplete or but slightly distinct, one radial and triangular, ami two or tbree cubital ; the

second in tbose which have three, being always very small, and the third very large, triangular, and

closed bv the external margin of the wing. The antennrc are thickened at the ti]i, but not funning a

mass, and mostly from 13- to 15-jointed ; the ])alpi are very sliort, [not very long, as described by

Latreille]. The ovipositor is rolled spir.ally up in the interior of the abdomen, with tlie posterior

extremity lodged in a slit of the belly ; the GaUicola^ form the genus

C^'NiPS, Linn.,

—

Vriiich Geoffroy inconsiderately named Diphlepis, and gave the name of Ci/nips to insects of the

following familv, united by Linnaeus with the terminal division of the Ichneumons.

Tlie abdomen is compressed, the thorax very much elevated, the ovipositor of the females appears to

consist of a single long and very delicate piece, rolled up spirally at the base, and the terminal part

beiu'' lodged beneath the anus, between two elongated valves, each forming a derai-sheath. The

extremity of this ovipositor is channelled with lateral teeth, with which the insect enlarges the slits
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made in various vegetables in order to deposit its eggs; the fluid accumulating in the wounded part of

the plant forms excrescences or tumours, which have been termed galls or nut-galls, the latter of which

is employed wir.h a solurioii of green vitriol, or sulphate of iron, in producing a Ijlack dye.

The furm and iiilidity of these galls vary according to the nature of the parts of the plants which

have been attacked, as the leaves, petioles,

liudi, bark, ruuts. Many are splicrical, and

reseml»le fruits, such as gall-apples. &c. ; others

are hairy, as tlie hedeguar of the rose; others

resemble small articluikes, fungi, iS^c. The eggs

inclosed in these galls iiici"case in size and con-

sistence. They give birth to small larvae

destitute of feet, but furnished with tubercles to

supply their stead ; sometimes they live singly,

and sometimes in societies. [ I have obtained

more than eleven hundred gall-flies from a single gall, found at the root of an oak]. They de\our the inte-

lior without :^r^(p|lillg its growth, and remain five or six nionltis in that state. Some undergo their changes

within tlic galls, but others quit them in order to dc&cend into the carlh. The small round holes

observed in the shIcs (if the galls, show that the insect has made its escape: various insects of the

following family are also found wiihin, hut these have taken tlie }>lacc of the real inhabitants, having

destroyed tliem in the sanu_' nuiuuer as the Ichmnunmis.

An insect [considered to belong to this family] deposits its eggs in tlie seeds of tlie most forward

wild tigs in the Levant. The modern Greeks, following a custom handed down to them by their

forefathers, fasten several of these fruits, amongst the later figs, the insects escaping from which,

covered with the fecundating dust, make their way into the eye of the fruit of the latter, and thus pro-

voke the maturify of the fruit. This operation is termed caprifieation.

Ihdim, Lntr. iSii./ai-}.'.\ Fanz.), lias tlii? ahdomen very compressed, hke tlie lilado of a knife ;
the antenn.tj filifurm;

the railial cell is loni; and narrow, and the two brachial ones very distinct ; the two anterior cuintal eelU are ^ ery

small. [/. ciiUiUalnr, Latr., a very rare liritish species.]

Fn/'fex, Latr., Ikis tlip abdomen ovoid, thick, and rounded above, compressed beneath
; the nntenn.'i' mnnilifurTn,

and thickened to the tips. There is only one complete brachial cell ; the I'udial cidl is far frt>ui the tip uf tliC

wins, and the second cubital is wanting".

Ci/nijis proper {DiplofepiSy Geotf.), has the abdomen similar, but the antenna; are filiform, and there are three

cubital cells ; the radial cell is also more eIoni;;ate. C. GalLe tlnctoruc, Oliv., resides in a sound hard tubercular

p:all found upon aspecies of oak in the Le\;uii-, and which is used in commerce, [and which is our chief ingredient

in the manufacture of ink]. Uy breakim,^ the i;-ails, the perfect insect may occasionally be obtained. C. Querctui

pcdiniculafa, punctures the male flower-slalks of the oak, and produces small ijalls in bunches, like bunches of

currants. [See, for numerous additional irenera and species, the memoirs of lioyer de Fonscolombe, Walker,

Westwood, and especially Harti^", published in the 3rd number of the Zcitschrift fur die Eitf.uniulcujic.']

The fourth tribe (Chalcidi/e, Spin.), differs only from the preceding in having the antenna'' elbowcl

(except in Eucharisj, and forming beyond the angle an elongated or fusiform mass ; the basal joint is

often ludgeil in a groove [of t!ie face] ; the palpi arc very short; the raflial cell is generally wanting,

and tlierc is only a single euliital eidl, wlucli is not chimed. The antcuu^c have not more than twelve

joints. The genera hitherto catahlished may In.' refciTcd tu that uf

C'li ALOIS, Tabr.

These insects arc very small, ornauiented with lirilliant metallic colours, and possess, in general, the

power of leaping. The ovipositor is mostly composed of three threads, as in the Iclincuninns, and

exserted. The larvtC arc similarly parasites. Some, in consequence of their minute size, feed on the

eggs of insects which are scarcely perceptible ; many others live in tlie larvic and chrysalides of

Lepidoptera. I presume that they do not weave a cocoon in order to become pui)a:.

Some, having always 11- or 12 jointed antennae, have the hind thighs very thick, lenticular, with the tibire curved;

of these, some have the abdomen attached to the thorax by a foot-stalk, with the ovipositor straight, and rarely

exsrited.

aiiiroccrn, Latr, has the male antenna"' feathered like a fan. C. pccfhiiconiis, Latr.

C/i'dci-s, Fabr., has tlic antenna: sin-le in bot'li sexes ; of tliese some have the peduncle e!ont:;ated, [C -sir^pcs, a

lirit.ish snecJes 1 In others, the peduncle is very short, (Vcspa minuta, Fabr.) [a Itritish species]. C. annnlal'i,
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wliich resitles in tlie card-nests of one of tbc wasps of South America, and wliich Reaumur considers as the

female of this wasj).

JJir/iinifSy Dalm., has the bead deeply bifid and prolonged in front, as well as the niandiijles. [D. ejcavatns,

Dalni., an African species.]

Palmon, Dalm., composed of species found in copal, has tlie antennae terminated by three thick joints, and the

ovipositor exserted.

LeucospiJi, Fab., has the abdomen applied ajjainst the hind part of the thorax, rounded behind, with the ovi-

positor curved over the back. The female of L. dorsigera places its ^^gs in the nests of Mason Bees ; that of L.

giilds oviposits in Wasps' nests.

The others have the antenna; mostly only from 5- to 9-jointed, with the hind thi;,^hs obloug-, and the tiltias

straight.

E/icharis, Latr., with straiL^ht 12-jointed antenufe, and, according; to Latreille, without any vestige of palpi.

Thoracantha, Latr., Urazilian insects, with the scutellum extended over the abdomen.

The remainder have the antenna at least 9-jointed, simple, and elbowed, and scutellum small.

Of those which have the antennae not inserted close to the mouth, some have the abdomen nearly ovoid, com-

pressed at the sides, and the ovipositor mostly exserted.

AgaoHy Dalm., has the head very larf;;e and flat, and the basal joint trianjjular. [A. paradoxus, Dalm,, from

Sierra Leone, closely allied to the insect which is used in caprificatlon.]

Enri/timtff, UVv^., lias the male antenna; nodose and verticillated, and the ovipositor short. [Numerous small

British species.

Miscocampns, Latr. [Tori/mus, Dalm., or more properly Callimome, Spinola], has the antennae not verticillated,

and the ovipositor long. One species is parasitic upon the Cynips of the Rose bedeguar, [a very numerous British

genus].

The others have the abdomen flat abuve, triangular and pointed in the females, or subcordate or suborbicular.

The ovijiositor is mostly concealed.

In somt: of lliese, the stigmal branch arises at a distance from the union of the costal nerve with the costa of the

fore wings.

Per'dainpus, Latr., has the abilomen short and cordate, and not prolonged, with the scutelium thick and promi-

nent. [Several British species.]

Ptfroiruilus, Latr., has the thnrax short, with the collar not narrowed in front, and the abdomen of the females

terminated in a conical point. [A very numerous genus.]

Cleoniintns, Latr., has the collar elongated and narrowed in front; the abdomen is also niuch longer. [C. de-

pressiu, Latr., a rare British species, &c.]

In others, tlie stigmal branch arises from the union of the costal nerve with the costa ; the middle legs are longest,

with a long spur at the ape.x of the tibiio.

Eupelmi/.s, Dalm. [has the ovipositor exserted], and the basa! joint of the middle tarsi broad and ciliated, and

the stigmal branch removed from the costal nerve.

Ennjrius, Latr., has the stigmal branch arising from the apex of the costal nerve; the club of the antennre is

compressed and truncate. [A very numerous genus, of minute species.]

.'^palanqia, Latr., differs froiii all the preceding in having the antenna? inserted quite close to the mouth.

EidophiiSy Geof. {Enlcdon, Dahn.), has the anteiin;e from 4- to S-jointed, those of [some] males being branched.

[A very extensive genus.]

[This family, Chalcididce, lias recently received much attention, and a great number of additional

genera have been established, especially by Spinola, Dalman, Walker, Esenbeck, Ilaliday, and my-

self. Those found in tills country are described in the generic synopsis of my "Modern Classih-

cation."]

The fifth trihc, Oxyuri, resembles the preceding in the absence of nerves in the lower ivings, l)ut

the abdomen of the females is terminated by a tubular ovi])ositor of a conical form, and either internal,

exsertile' from the anus like a sting, or externa!, and forming a kind of tail or terminal point. The

antennae are from 10- to 15-jointed, and either filiform or rather thickened to the tips, or clavate in

the females. The maxillary palpi in many are long and pendente We reunite the different genera of

which it is composed to that of

Bethylus, Latr. & Fabr.

Their habits are probahly the same as those of the Chalcidites, but as the majority of these insects

are found upon the ground or low plants, I conjecture that their larvse hve in the earth.

Some have the wings furnished with veins and cells, and a portion of these have the antenna; inserted near the

mouth.

Dryinus, Latr. (
Gonafopvs, King), has the antenna straight, 10-jointed, in both sexes ; the thorax binodose, and

the fore tarsi terminated [in the females only] by two large reflexed hooks. Some females are apterous. [See the

monographs of Esenbeck and Walker.]

Aiitco)i, Jur., has only 10-jninted antpim;e, at least in the m^iles, but the thorax is continuous, and the tarsi are

terminated [in the males only] by ordiinry-sized claws.
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Beihjilliif;, Latr. [Omalns, Jur.), has the autennrr; cltiowe'l, 13-jointod, in both sr-^es, the head llattened, iiiid the

prothorax elon;2;ated and suhtriaiiLCular,

Another portion h.i.s tlic ;nil(iiii:i' 13- to l:>-jointed, and inserted near the middle of tlie face.

Vroctoiriipes, Lntr. [('uilr'is. Jar.), have them 13-jointed and strai^^ht in both sexes. [Numerous British sjte-

cies, monographed by Haliday.]

llelortLS, has the antennae distinctly rlbowed, and 15-jointed; tlie first joint of the abdomen forms a sudd-n

long: peduncle. [II. a/toinalipes, a singular British insect.]

Befi/ta and Cin.-tns, Jur., have the antennje 14- or 15-join1ed, filiform in the males, and thicker at the ti[( in tlie

females.

The other Oxynri have neitlicr cells imr bracliial or basal nerves. Some of these have the antenn;e inserted In

the forehead. These are

Diapria, Latr. {P.u/i/.\, Jar.), wlach has no cell in the wini^-'s. The males have 1-1-, and the tVmales 15-jointed

antennse.

Others have the antennse inserted near the mouth.

Ccraphron, Jnr., has a radial cell, the maxillary palpi ]irominent, the anterniee filiform and H-jointed, and the

abdomen ovate-conic.

Spdrasion, Latr., is similar to Ceraplirnn in the radial eel! and maxillary jialpi, but \iitli the anteiinaj 1'2-joiuted

in both sexes-

The two following subgenera differ from Sparasion in ha\ing the palpi very short, and not exserted or pendent.

Te/ea.-i, Latr. having 12-jointed antenncc.

Sceiio, Latr., with lO-jolnted antennae.

In the terminal subgenus Plufi/gasfer, Latr., the radial cell is wantinLr, the antennae in botli sexes are 10-jointed,

the first and third being very elongated ; the palpi are very short, and the abdomen spatulate. I refer to this sub-

genus the Pa-Hus Boscii, Jurine, a very curious insect, in which the basal segment of the abdomen supports a

strons: horn, which extends over the back of the head and thorax, and which, accordino; to Lecleix de Laval, is a

tube for the oviposilor% [This opinion is certainly incorrect. The insect is remarkable for its habits, and has been

described by the Canon Schmidberger, under the name of the Paradoxical Pear-fly. Sec KoUar, Obiiu.r. Ins.,

translated by Miss Loudon.] The species is very minute, and black.

[See the monographs of Platyi!:aster, and several of the yireceding genera, published liy Mr. AYalker in the Ento-

moloifical Maijn:inc,n\ which work, as well as in Esenbeck's work ori these families, \arious additional ;^^enera

are described.]

The sixth tribe, C'liRYS-inr:--;, Latr., like the three preceding tribes, Iiavc the hind s\"ingL^ not veined,

hut the ovipositor is formed hy the terminal segments of the ahilomcn, like the sliding tubes of a tele-

scope, and terminati'd by a small sting. The abdomen, Avhicli in the female ajipears to be foimied nf

only three or four segments, is vaulted or llattencd lieneath, and cajjulde of being foldeil against tlie

breast, vi'hen the insect assumes the ajjpearanee of a hall, 'i'his tribe i:^ eoni[iuh,cd of the genus

CdRYSis, Linn.,

—

Which in the richness of their colotirs vie \vitli the Humming-lnrds ; hence they have heen termed

Golden-tailed Flies. They may he observed walking, Init in a constant agitation and with great aglliry,

upon walls and palings exposed to the heat of the ^nn. They are aUt) found upon llowers. The hody

is elongated, and covered \vi(li a solid fskiu ; the anteniue. filil'orni, elbowed, and vihrafile ; the maxillary

palpi long and 5-jointed, the labial 3-jointcd ; the abdomen in the niajnrity is semi-oval, truncated ac

the liase, so as to appear sessile; the terminal segment has id^len a dee[i row of impressed dots, and

the apex is denticulated. They deposit llieir eggs in the nests of Solitary Ma^on-Iices, or other

llymenoptera, their larvae destroying those of these in^ccts.

Parriopcs, dilfers from the rest in having the maxilla and lower lip very long, forming a probuscis. P. cnrncc-^

a continental species, places its eggs in the nest of Bemhcx i-o.-<1rata.

The others have not an elonirated proboscis.

In some the thorax is not narrowed in front, the anteniue scini-cnate, and only with three segments, ar. in

C/in/su proper, which may be tlin.s divided ;
—

Those with the four palpi equal, and ilir labium deeply notched, form the genus S/Ubiim, Spin., to %vhich vv'o may

unite Eucf>r<jeirs, Latr.,—[and Pi/ria, St. Fargeati]. Those with the maxillary palpi much longer than the labial,

with the labium notched, and the abdomen rounded at the tip, form the genus }fefl>i>:!<ntiii. Those with the palpi

as in Hedychrum, but with the labium rounded and entire, form the genera Elampim and C/in/si-s; the lir^t of

wddch has the nian{libles with two tei-th within, and the abdomen entire at the tip, and the second has the man-

dibles with one tooth within, and the extremity of the abdomen is spined, and has a row of deep spots. To

this last group belon^-s C 'ujnihi, Linn., the ronmionest species in Europe, of a blue colour, with the abdomen

fiery-red.

Clfp1cs,1jx\T., has the mandibles short and toothed, and the thorax narrov/ed in front; the male lias the

abdomen 5-, and the female 4-juinted.
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fSee the Tiionoi3:raph of British Clirysides published by Shuckard in the Entomolofi'ical Magazine, and t?ie more

recent one of Kliifi;, and Spinola's memoir in l\mfriinc\\ Entomological ^Socie/g^s Transactions, as well as riamt

Faigeau's, in the Menioircs da Museum.

The sccoud section of the Ilymenoptcra, the Aculeata, differs from the first iu wanting

a borer; a sting, composed of three pieces, which is concealed and retractile within the

abdomen, ordinarily replaces it in the females and in the neuters of such s[)ecics as are

united in societies. Sometimes, as in some Ants, this sting does not exist, and the insect

defends itself by ejecting an acid liquid secreted in special reservoirs under the form

of glands.

The llymenoptera of this section have always the antenuiE simple, and composed of a con-

stant number of joints, namely, thirteen in the males and twelve in the females; the palpi

are ordinarily filiform ; the maxillary palpi often longer, have six joints, and the laljial four.

The mandibles are smaller, and often more toothed in the males than in the other individuals.

The abdomen, united to the thorax by a peduncle, or slender thread, is composed of seven

joints in the males and six in the females. The four wings are always veined, and offer the

different sorts of ordinary cells.

1 he larva; have never any feet, and subsist upon food which the females or neuters provide

them with, consisting either of the dead bodies of insects, or the honey of fiowers ; and in

some species of a mixture of pollen, stamens, and honey.

This section is divided into four families, [Heterogyna, Fossores, Diploptera, and

Antho2ihilu~\.

THE FIRST FAMILY OF THE ACULEATED HYMENOPTERA,

The Heterogyka—
Is composed of two or three kinds of individuals, of wliicli the most common, or tlie neuters, or

females, have no wings, and rarely ocelli distinct. All of them have the antennce elbowed, and the

lovver lip small, rounded, and vaulted or spoon-hlce.

Some of these live in society, and present three kinds of individuals, of which the males and females

are winged, and the neuters wingless ; in the last two kind of individuals the antenn:e are thickened

to the tips, and the lengtli of tlic basal joint is at least equal to one-third of their entire lenglh ; the

second is nearly as long as the third, and in the form of a reversed cone. The upper lip of the

neuters is horny, and shuts perpendicularly beneath the mandibles. These Uymeuoptera compose

the genus

FoRMici, Linn, (or the Ants),

—

So celebrated for their foresight, and of which some are so well known for the injnry they commit in

our gardens and the interior of our houses, where they attack saccharine matters, preserved viands, &c.,

giving them a disagreeable scent of musk; whilst others are equally obnoxious to trees, by gnawing

the interior, in order to make for themselves a haliitation where they may breed.

The Ants have the peduncle of the abdomen like a scale or knot, either single or double, whereby

they are easily distinguislied. They have the antenna; elbowed, generally rather thicker at the tips
;

the head triangular, with the eyes oval or rounded, and entire
;
the clypeus large

; the jaws very

strong in a great number, but of which the form varies in the neuters ; the maxdte and labium are

small : the palpi filiform, those of the maxillse being longest ; the tliorax compressed at the sides, and

the abdomen nearly oval, furnished in the females and workers either with a sting or with glands

situated near the anus, which secrete a peculiar acid, called formic acid.

They live in society, often of great extent, each species consisting of males and females, which have

win^s which are much less veined than in the majority of this section, and which easily fall off; as

well as of neuters, wdiich are destitute of wings, and which are only females with the ovaries imperfect.

The two former kind of individuals are only found temporarily in the Ants' nest, from which they

make their escape almost as soon as they have gained their wings. The males are much smaller in

size than the females, as are also their heads and mandibles, and the eyes larger. The union of the
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sexes takes place in the air, where the winged individuals form large swarms, after which the males

sooD die, without a^^^aiii entering their former al)ode. The females, now ready to become mothers, quit

the neigldiMurhiioil, and, having first [>nllfd nffllieir wings with their feet, become the foundresses of

new and di>>taiit cnlonifs. Some ari_-, however, made prisoners by the neuters of the jiarent colony,

who strip them of their wings, in order that they may deposit their eggs, after which it is believed

tha( they arc driven off.

The n-niti-rs, distinct not only by their want of wings and ocelli, but also by the size of the head,

the strength of the jaws, the thorax more compressed and often nodose, and the legs proportionaljly

longer, arc alone charged with the works of the nest and rearing of the young, the nature and form of

the former of which varies according to the instinct of the different species. They are more generally

established in the ground, some using only particles of earth, and having their nests entirely hidden,

and others covering their nests with bits of stick, straws, &c., ibrming a conical mound. Some inhabit

the trunks of old trees, wdiich they pierce in every direction. The neuters ftred the young grubs, and

move them on fine davs to tlir outer surface of the nest, in order to give them heat, a)id removing

theiu back acain at the ap[)ninch uf night or bad weather; they defend them from their enemies, and

take the greatest care of them and of the pnpic, esjiccially when the nests are disturbed. Some of ihe

Iatt(.'r are inclosed in a cocoon, whilst others are naked; the neuters also tear open the cocoon when

the ])eriod uf the tiiial change arrives.

Different nests have exhibited to me neuter individuals (few in number) reuiarkable for having a

much larger head than tlie ordinury neuters ; M. Lacordaire also gave me a neuter Ant allied to .itta

cephalotes, Fab., assuring me that the individuals of this kind are the defenders of tlie society, and

I

appear to perform the duty of captains in their excursions.

i The name of Ant-eggs is commonly given to the larvce and pupse. Those of T. fiava are used for

I

feeding young Pheasants. The neuters prevent the perfect insects, which have recently acquired their

wings, from leaving the nest until a favourable opportunity, dejicndcnt u]ion the heat of the

atmosphere.

The maJDrlty of Ants' nests are entirely composed of a single species, but Nature has departed from

this plan in F. {Pohjerym) rufescem; or the Amazon Ant, and F. saagu'mea. The neuters of these two

j

species seize by violence auxiliaries or slaves of their own casie (^neuters), but of dilferent species,

j

namely, F. cunicidarUi, Latr., and F. fasca, Linn. M'hen the heat of the day begins to dechne, and

i
regularly at the same hour, at least during several days, the Amazon Ants quit their own nests in a

'

close and numerous column, and direct their course to the ant-hill they intend to attack, and which

:

they enter, in spite of (bo opposition of the owners, and carry off in their ja\\s the larvx and pup;e of

I

the neuters of these Ants, and which they take to their own nest, where they are tended by other

neuter slave Ants of the same species, which have been previously stolen in a similar manner, and

which also take charge of the young of these amazon conquerors. Such is the composition of a

mixed Ant-nest.

'

It is know n (hat Ants are verv' fond of the saccharine hquid which exudes from the bodies of Aphides

\

and Coccuhr^ ; four or five species also collect the Aphides, and even their eggs, wdiich they keep at

I the bottom of their nests, csjiecially in bad seasons. Others construct galleries of earth from their

I

nests along the stems of Iiranches of trees, as far as the twigs peopled by tlie Plaut-liee.

I

The winged Ants perish at the commencement of the cold weather, but the neuters p;iss the winter
'

dormant in their nests ; their prudence, so much celebrated, has no other eml than to augment and

consolidate their habitati-.m with all kinds of matters ; for a store of food would be useless lu a season

! when tlie insects could not use it.

I The habits of exotic, and especially tropical Ants, are almost unknown. The Visiting Ant performs

i some service to our colonists by driving away Kats, and a quantity of other obnoxious insects ; but

1 other species are obnoxious from the destruction which they make, and which it is impossible to prevent.

I divide the ^fenus Formica in the following manner :
—

;

1. Formica proper, destitute of a stJnp; ; the antenu;t; inserted near the foreliead ; maiidiljles triangular and den-

ticulated ; the abdominal peduncle consists of a sinj^le knot. Formica nifa, Linn, [the j,'-re;it Horse Ant, or IMs-

I mire], common in woods, wliere it forms nests like a large sugar loaf or dome, composed of eartli, fra-i-nients of

I
wood, &c., and which ore often of large size ; the winged individuals appear in sprin^;;. F. fi(-vi-a, aoiicularia, and

a great number of species.
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?. /'o^/cr^y^jLatr., which is also destitutoof astin^, but with the antcnmx inserted near themouth, and the man-
dibles narrow, curved, or very much hooked. P. rufesccm, the Amazon Ant above described, not yet discovered in

this country.

3. Ponera, Latr., the neuters and females armed with

a stiri^'-. Peduncle of abdomen formed of a sin;jle knot

;

——_..:—ft £^ Vi!4S-'4i#'^'= X antenniE in these individuals thickened at the tip
;
mandi-

^„--^ r^-T-\ ^.''^^t^ ^ \^3^^: ^^*^^ triangular
;
head subtrian^ular, P. contractu, Latr.,

a very small species, [first discovered in Enj2;land by me].

Odontomachus, Latr., has the peduncular node spined

above; tbe antcnnie of the neuters fitiforni ; the head

oblong, and deeply emarginate behind ; and the mandibles

long and narrow ; all the species are exotic,

4. Mi/rmka, Latr., has also a sting, but the peduncle

of tbe abdomen is composed of two knots ; the antenna;

exposed; the maxillary palpi long and 6-jointed; and

the mandibles triangular. F. rubra [misprinted nt/a by Latreille], Linn., a very common British species.

Edfon, Latr., difiers from Myrmica only in having linear mandibles.

/^f^^a, Fabr., differs from Myrmica only in having very short palpi; the head

of the workers is generally very thick. A. ccphaloles, Fab., the Visiting Ant

of the AVest Indies, above mentioned.

Cn/ptoceru-s, Latr., furnished with a sting, with the peduncle of the abdomen

forn)ed of two knots ; the head very large and flat, with a groove on each side

to receive the antennte. South American insects, [monographed by King],

[The excellent monograph of the ants by Latreille, and, as relates to their

habits, the memoirs of Huber, ought to be consulted in this family.]

The other Heterogyna are solitary in their habits, each species being

only composed of winged males and apterous females, the latter always ^'° '-o—^na ctphriiu:u-,,

armed -wit!] a powerful sting ; the antennas are filiform or setaceous, vibratile, with the first and third

joints elongated ; the length of the first never ec|ualling one tliird of these organs. They form the genus

WuTiLLA, Linn.

Some, of which males have only been observed, have tbe antenns inserted near the mouth ; the head small, and
the abdomen long and nearly cylindric. Genera, Donjhi.s, from Africa and India, and La/>idu.v, from South

America, [to which must be added two others, descriljed by Mr. Shuckard in his monograph on tliese genera, pub-

lished in the Annols of Natural His/ori/, May and June, 1840].

The others have the antennje inserted near the middle of the face ; the head is more robust than in the preceding,

and the abdomen either conic or'ovoid. These form the geims Mutilla proper, tbe species of which are found in

hot sandy districts. The females run quickly, and always on the ground. The males often alight upon flowers,

but we are ignoi'ant of their precise economy.

Some have the thorax nearly cubical, and not nodose in the females.

Apterogiiiia, Latr., has the two basal segments of the abdomen in the form of knots ; the male antennas are very

long ; the fore-wings have only basal cells, and a single cubital small and rhomboidal cell. [Exotic insects.]

Psarnviotherma, Latr., has three cubital cells, with two recurrent uervures
; and the males have the auteunro

pectinated. {Mulilla ffabellaiai Fabr., Cape of Good Hope.]

Mutilla proper, has also three cubital cells, with two recurrent nerves, but the antenna; are simple iu both sexes,

and the second segment of the abdomen does not form a knot. Type, Mutilla europ>.ea, [a rather common British

species].

Mijrmo.^n, Latr.,ditrers from the preceding in having the thorax in both sexes equal, but divided into two distinct

segments, with the abdomen conic in tbe females.

Mjirmccoda, Latr., has the thorax of the females also equal above, but divided into three segments by sutures,

and the maxillary palpi very short. [Tliese iusects are now proved to be the females of the genus TIninnus, placed

by Latreille in the family Scolietes.]

•Sclerodenna, King, differs only in tbe maxillary palpi being elongatcil, and the antenna' has the second join'

not inclosed in the tip of the preceding. [Small continental species. See my monograph on this genus, i)ublished

in the Transactions of the Entomol. •Soc. of London, vol. ii.]

Mcthoca, Latr., has tbe thorax nodose. {M. ichncinnoyudcs, a very interesting insect, found but rarely in this

country, resembbng an Ant, and now proved to be the female of the genus Tengyra, placed by Latreille in the

next family.]

THE SECOND FAMILY OF THE ACULEATED HYMENOPTERA,—

The Fossores,—
Comprises those aculeate Ilyraenoptera which have all the individuals winged, and of two kinds only

[males and females], and which live solitarily, their legs being fitted only for walking, and in many for

Q Q
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digging; the labium is always more or less notched at tlie tip, and never filiform or setaceous; lliC

wings are always extended. They compose the genus

Sphlx, Linn.,—
The majority of the females of which deposit with their eggs, in nests formed for their reception, in

earth or wood, vavioiis insects or their larvrc, and sometimes Spiders, wliich they have previously jiierced

wilh their stings, and which serve for the fnud nf their \uung, whun hatched; Lhi' latter resmililu wurms,

having no feet, and are transformed in a cocoon which they have situn previotis tu heconniig jiup;e ;

the perfect insect is generally very active, and lives aj)on flowers ; the nj axilla: andlLihium are elongated

and proboscis-like in inany species.

AVe distribute the nnmerons subgenera separated frnm the primitive genus S[ihcx, into seven princiiial

groups \_Scolietes, ^apyr/iles, Sphegites, Bembecidcs, Larraten, Nyssoniena, Crabronites'\. In the two first

of these, the eyes are often notched ; the body of the males narrow, long, and terminated by three anal

points, or teeth.

1. The Scolie/es, comprising those which have the first segment of the thorax sometimes arched, and

extended at the sides as far as the wings, sometimes transverse-quadrate, or like a knot ; the legs short,

tiiick, very spinose, with the tibiae curved near the base, and the autennfe of the females shorter than

the head and thorax. They aie named after the genus

ScoLiA, Fab.

Scnic have the nia.\illai-y pah'' l'>''?^i ^^'t'l unequal-sized juints, and tlie basal juint of tlie antennaj sub-conical.

S"Jcli are

Tiphia, Fall., with which we may associate Tengi/ra, Latr.

The others have the maxillary palpi short, and the basal joint of the antenna:' long".

Mi/:fiie, Latr. (with the mandibles dentate), and

Meria, Latr. (with the mandibles simple), have the basal jonit receiving and hiding tlie second.

iScoI'tyy proper, has the second joint of the antenna; exposed. [This is a nurntrous genus, cotnposei,l for the most

}>art uf lari^c exotic species.]

2. The Sapyyiles, Latr., have the first segment of the thorax formed as in the preceding, with the

legs short but slender, neither spined nor strongly ciliated, and the antennae in both sexes as long as

the head and thorax ; the body is generally naked. Tliis subdivision is named after the principal

genus
Sapvoa, Latr.

Some have fiiiform or setaceous antenna;.

T/ii//inuSy Fab., has the eyes entire, [New Holland insects] ; and Scoiccua, Klug [Brazilian species].

Polochrttm, Spin., has them notched, and tlie mandibles toothed.

Others have the aiitennce thickened at the tips, or clavate in some maU^s.

Sapyga proper, the species of which fly about walls and trees exposed to the sun, on which they appear to

deposit their eg(i:s. [It now appears that they are parasites in the nests of Bees which inhabit those situations].

Ceramius, Latr., from the form of the prothoracic collar anil the extended wings, belongs to this siibdivision
;

but from more important characters it ought naturally to be uniti^d \Mth tiie Diploptera.

3. The .S/'Z/cv'Vr.v are Fo^sorcs, which nearly ;q)}u-oach the preceding in re-spect to the prothoracic

collar, but tlie hind legs arc at least as huig again a^ the head and thorax, and the antcnn?e are often

slender, formed of louse juints, and much curved in the females. Thcv arc named after the

dominant genus
^PHEX.

Some have the lirst se.uMnrnt of tlie thorax s(|itarp, either transverse or lon:j:itndinal, and the abdomen attached

to the thorax by a \'i'ry .-.hurt jn'ihinele ; the iii)per wings have generally \.\\o or three cuTiqilete cubital cells, and

another imperfect and teniiinal. They ii(.n\ furm several subgenera.

Pep-sis, Fab,, has the labrum apparent ; the antennae in the males straiL^Oit ; the maxillary palpi not much longer

than the labial ; the males have the hind tibis and tarsi compressed. AM the species are exotic, especially South

American, and have the \\iii;;s iMloiu-ed.

Ceropalesy Latr., lias tin/ iahnun and antenna:: of Pepsis, but the maxillary i»alpi are much lunger, with very

unequal-sized joints.

Pompilus, Fab., resembles Ceropales in the latter respect, but the anti-nna; of both sexes are convoluted and

composed of loose joints ; the labrum is but slightly exposed. Tyiie, x ri.j/ini, Linn, [a common species]. These

insects provision their nests with S|Mdcrs, having first pricked tlieni with tlii'ii' stini;s,

Saliu^, Fab., is established upnn the mules <if some specie^ uhieh ha\i' the pro- and inetalhorax propurtionably

irnre elongated than in I'mnjiilus, and the nuiiidibh"< are nut tuuthed.

Planicc'ps, Latr., diHer from Salius in lia\iijg llie head llat, with the posterior margin conca\e, the ocelli very
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small and distant; the fore-win^s have only two complete cubital cells, the second of \yliicli receives the first

recurrent nerve.

Aporus, Spinola, has also two complete cubital cells, but the second receives the two recurrent nerves ; in other
respects they entirely reseuible Pompilus.
The others have the first s.eg-mont of the thorax narrowed in front like a knot, and the first abdominal segment,

and sometimes partof the second, narrowed into an elongated peduncle; theupper winijs have always three perfect

cubital cells, and the commencement of a fourth.

AmmojihUa, Kirby, has the mandibles dentate, and the

maxilla: and labium very long; and proboscis-like ; the second

CLd)ital cell receives the two recurrent nerves. 'Vy^t, Sphex
salndosa, Linn, [a very common British species], the female

of which provisions her nest with caterpillars.

Miscus, Jur. (Fam. 1), differs only in having- the third cu-

bital cell petiolated in front.

<.*thers have the mandibles and palpi similarly formed, but

the maxilla and labrum are much shorter.

\\\ Pro)ta;us,ljd.iv., the second cubital cell receives, as in

Fig. i:]i.—Ammophiia w.ibuiosii.
Ammophila, the two recurrent nervures. [A larg^e African

species].

In .^/j/'f.r proper the same cell receives only the first recurrent nerve ; the third is inserted beneath the other.

[S.JlavipenniSy the only British species, but very rare.]

In Chlorion, Latr., the first recurrent nerve is inserted beneath the first cubital, and the second beneath the
third. C. compressum, a splendid green species with red thighs, which is very coniaion in the Isle of France,
ivhere it piovisions its nest with Blattee.

Dolic/iurus, Latr., has the maxillary palpi much lonpferthan the labial, and nearly thread-like.

The last Fossores of this third division have no teeth to the mandibles.

Ampuli:x, Jur., resembles Chlorion in the insertion of the recurrent nerves.

In the two following the second cubital cell receives the two nerves.

Podium, Latr., has the maxillary palpi scarcely longer than the labial. [Exotic species.]

Pt'lopamsy Latr., has them longer, with unequal joints ; the antenna; are inserted higher. P. splrifex, a conti-

nental species, makes its nests of mud in the angles of rooms, arranging them spirally, covering them with mud,
and provisioning them with Spiders, dipterous insects, &c.

4. The Bembecides have the collar linearly transverse, the sides not extending to the base of the

wings; the legs short, or of moderate length; the abdomen semiconical and elongate ; the labrum

naked and exserted. This family is named after the g-eniis

Bembex, Fabricius,

—

The species of which are peculiar to warm climates. The body is elongated, pointed behind, mostly

varied with black and yellow, or reddish and glabrous ; the mandil)les narrow, elongated, toothed

inside, and crossing each other; the fure-tarsi of the females furnished with spinose ciliK ; the males

have generally one or two elevated teeth on the under-side of the abdomen. The species are rapid in

tlicir Ihglit, and make a sharp buzzing noise; many emit a strong scent of roses.

.Some ha\"e the proboscis long, and the labrum forms a long triangle.

Jicmhex projier has very short palpi. B. rostrala, Linn, [a reputed British species], forms deep burrows in the

sand [for its nest], which it provisions with two-winged flies, as Syrphid;e, Muscidte, &c.

Monedtda, Latr., has the palpi long. [Exotic species.]

t^tlzus, Jur., has the proboscis not elongated, and the labrum short and rounded. [Exutic species.]

5. The Larrates have the appearance of the Bembecides, but the la'jrum is concealed, and the man-

dibles have a deep notch within at the base.

Some have three complete cubital cliIIs.

Palarus, Latr, {GoniuSy Jur.), has short antenna; thickened at the tips, and the second cubital cell is petiolated.

[A continental species].

Li/ropa, III., has filiform antennjc, and the mandibles have a tooth within.

Liirra, Fab., differs from Lyrops in the mandibles not having a tooth within.

The others have only two complete cubital cells.

JJinctiin, Jur., has both cubital cells sessile, and the mandibles 3-dentate within.

Mhcophus, Jur., has the second cubital cell petiolated, and the inside of the mandibles not toothed.

G. The Nt/fisoiiiens have the labrum more or less completely hidden, the maxilhi; and lal)ium not

forming a proboscis ; the mandibles without a notch at the base within
; the head of ordinary si/.c, and

the ahdomen gradually attenuated and never pedunclcd.

Q a '2
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As-fata,hn{T. {DhHorphn,Jxiv.,,'[m^ three complete st-ssile culutal cells and tlio rarlial is
npp'^ndiculntcd ;

flie

eyes are contiKuovis, [especiaUy in the niiilej^].

N,„son, l^tr., luis the same iiuiuber of eubitui cr-Us, hut the bccond is petiolate.l the radial i^ not apiienaicu-
lated, and the eyes aic^vidc apart.

'

0.vj,he/,>s, Latr., has only <.ne enn.pl.-te mlMt^i r.-ll, receiv.n- a sii,;,de recurrent .uTve tUr. mandd-des terminate
in a sinipl.- pmnt. and th.' sr-ntrlhini i» -iMncd.

.^/^7.^Lalr,Jl;l^a!^o(,,,l^ a sin:4lr euhdal .-rll, tlir mandihles terminate in teeth, and tlie scutrllnuns not spincd.
i'/.VM/(. Jnr.,din.T^ frnm ad the n-st in liaviuf; tlie eyes emari^nnute.

7. Tlic hiit diviL-ion )if tlu' FossiM-cs, that of ihc Crahronid,^'^, difl^crs from the precccVing only in

having 111.: li.arl uctn rally larger and nrarly &<jii,,rr, ihc antcinia- ultrn thickened at tUt; tip, the

aliduinen uvul nr elliplic, with the base narrnwer than the middle, and often peduuculatca.
Some have the antenna- inserted beluw tlie middle of tlie face, with the clypeus short and wide.
Trijpu.ij/li',1, Latr. iJ/-iiiA\ Jur ), differs from the rest in huviiur the eyes notched. T.Jhjvlus, [a very common

British spiTii-s, lia\in- the alidnmcn Ion- and shndcr at tlie haM-l. The female makes use of burrows formed by
otiicr int-ects, nlrr lu d.'iiuMi Imt unn insects tlierciii. t(t^n-tlier w dli spiders for their support, closin;^ the bole

with fine earth.

Hf those \Nith mtire eyes, some Iia\e llie mandibles narrow, aud mostly terminated by a point, and the antennae

close toi;itlier at the base.

Gorytcs, Latr. iAr/iactus, Jyn.), has Ihr-c coTn]i!ete sulnnanrnial cells; the mnndibles of moderate size, and

unidentute witldn ; the anteriur tarsi are oitvu ciliated. [See the monoii-raph of .Saint Farg-eau in the AnnaL Sue.

EiitomuL ilc Fr,uu::
]

Crahro, Fab , has only a siiiirle clused cubital cell ; the mandibles terminate in a bill J point ; theantennx' elbowed,

filiform ; the clypeus often p;litters with silveror t^olden hairs, i^ome males are remarkable for the preat dilatation

of the anterieir tibia- and basal joint of the tarsi. The female of C. cribnirius provisions its nei?t with the lanae of

a Tortrix fnund in tlie ii:ik. others emplH\ diiderous insects for the same puriiose. [See the monog:ra|iliof Saint

Farireaii and Hrulb- in the same AnnaUs.]

Slnimns, Jur., is si.' named from the f^reat size of the stijz^ia of the fore wIults, wiiich Iiave two closed cubital

cells.

In others themandiblt^.s, at lea^t in the females, are stron;jer, and bideiitate within, and the antenna; are wide

opart at the base.

Pcmphreiliiii, Latr., has two CMinplete cubital cells, and a third commenced, (hie species, P. unicolor, feeds its

lana with plant liei>.

^Jt•l!i^^ll^i, P'al.ir., lias three complete sessile cubital cells, and often tlie commencement of a fourth, not extending

to the tip of the wim^.

A/i/so/i, Jur., Iia\e also three com|dete cubital cells, but the second is peltolated.

'Fhe terntinal t'ralironites have the antenna; inserted neare- lie middle of the face, and thickened at the tips.

I'srii, I,atr., has the clypeus nearly square, and the abilnmen peduncled.

Phdaiitfnis, Fabr., has the cl\ peus trilnbed ; the basal seg"ment of the abdomen is narrowed iido a knot; tiie

antenna: suddenly thickened, [and the abdominal segments not constricted], and all the cubital cells sessile.

Cerccrix, Latr. (Philatithns, Jur.), has the antentia- i^rradually thickened, [the abdominal se2;nieiits constricted],

ann the second cubital cell peduncled.

The females of these insects make their nests in the sand, buryin;^ the dead bodies of Bees, Andrena^ and Wcc-

viN, as I'll' id t'nr their prni;eny.

Trarhi/inis, Kluu^ scarcely differs from the last.

[The British species of Fossorial Hymeno|itera liave been monoc:raphed by Mr. Shuckard, in avolume published

upon that tribe. A'an der Linden and Klup;have also especially studied these insects].

THE TlllUD F.VMILY OF TIIE ACULE.VTED IIYMEXOPTKRA,—

TriE DiPLOfTERA,

Is the only one in this section ^vbich (with very few exceptions, Ceramius) has the fore-wings folded

longitudinally; the anteiinie are ordinarily elbowed and clavafe, and. thickened at the tips; the eves

are imtclied
; the collar extends at tlie bides as far as the wings ; the fore-wings have two or three

compute cubital cells, the second of which receives two recurrent nerves: the body is glahrons and
black, more or less varied with yellow or fnhons. Many live in temporary societies, cninposed of
males, females, and neuters. The females which have withstood the severity of the winter com-
mence the ne&t and take care of the young wdiich tiiey prndtice ; they are subsequeiitlv assisted by
the neuters.

We divide llie I >i|)lriii(era into two tribes, \_i\Iasariilcs ?iw\\ J'e.yiar/ic^.

Tlie hrst, or the M \saridk-^, have the anleiin:e at fust sight only composed of eiirlit joints, the
eighth forming with the fuUowing a nearly solid mass, with indistinct articulations; tin; nj.prr wings
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have only two complete cubital cells ; the middle and tne fore margin of the clypeus is emarginute,

receiving the labrum in tlie emargination. The tribe is named after the typical genus,

Masaris, Fabricius.

Masaris proper, lias tlie antenna,- rather longer than the head and thorax, and the abdomen long.

Ccloiiilc.s, Latr., has the antennce scarcely lon^^er than the head, and the abdomen scarcely longer than the

thorax.

The second tribe of the Diploptera, that of the Vespari^, is composed of the genus

Vespa, Linn.,

—

The anteiuKc of which are distinctly 13-jointed in the males, 12-jointed in the females, and terminated

by an elongated mass, which is pointed and sometimes hooked at the tip (in the males) ; they are

always ell)o\ved, at least in the females and neuters. The lower lip is sometimes divided into four

plumose filaments, and sometimes into three lobes, with four glandular points at the tip, the middle

lobe being notched at the tip. If we except a very few species, the upper wings have three complete

cubital cells. The females and neuters are armed with a powerful sting. Many live iu societies,

consisting of males, females, and neuters.

The larvrc are vermiform, without feet, and each is inclosed in a cell, where they feed either upon

the dead bodies of insects which the parent Wasp had deposited at the same time as the egg, or upon

the honey of llowers, the juice of fruits, or of animal matters, elaborated in the stomach of the females

or neuters, and which these individuals feed them with daily. M. Saint Hilaire discovered a species

in Brazil which makes an abundant provision of honey, which, like common honey, is under some

circumstances poisonous. {Mem. du Mas. Hint. Nat.)

Ceramiuf,; Latr., has the fore \Yiny;s extended and flat, and only two cubital cells. [Exotic specie.s, one of which,

C. lusitanicuSy appears to be allied to Masaris.] In all the rest the fore win^js are doubled [loti;,ntudi nally when
at rest], and liave three complete cubital cells.

tiome have the mandibles longer than broiid, and beak-like; the labium is narrow and elon^'-ate, with the clypeus

cordate or oval.

These are solitary Wasps, each species consistinfi^ of males and females, which last lay up a store of provisions

for their younj; before they are born, and for the whole period of their larva state. Their nests are formed of

earth, sometimes concealed in holes in walls, in the earth, or old wood, and sometimes they are tixed upon planis,

t)ie parents storing them with caterpillars or spiders, having previously wounded them with their stinys.

Hynagrls^ L^tr., has the labium divided into four lon;^ plumose lilaments, without glandular points at the apex.

[.S. cornuta, and other African species.]

Eumenes, Latr., has the labium divided into three pieces ; the middle one bilid, and all glandular at the tips.

In some of these the abdouicn is ovoid, or conic, and thick at the base, as in

Ftcroc It'llus, Klup-, havin^^ an elongated proboscis. {Pt. phalerata, a German species).

Odi/ncnis, Latr. (and Ri/gychium, S|>in.), in which the lower parts of the mouth are short. The female of

V. muraria forms barrows in the sand several inches deep, at the mouth of which she constructs a curved earthy

tube ; she provisions her nest with six or eight green larva:: without feet, and with them deposits an egg, and then

closes the mouth of the cell, and destroys the tube. [There are numerous British species.]

In the others the abdomen has the basal joint nai-row, long, and pear-shaped, and the second bell-shaped.

Eumenes proper {E. coarctaia, Fab.), the typical species, constructs its spherical nest upon the stems of plants,

especially heath, in which it deposits an egg, together with a supply of honey, according to Geoffrey.

In Eumenes the mandibles form a long and pointed beak
;
in Zcthits they are shorter, and the niaxdlary palpi

not longer than the maxilhe. In iJisca-llus, \^bich resembles Zethus in the mandibles, the maxillary palpi

aj'e lunger.

The remaining species of Wasps have the mandibles scarcely longer than broad, with a broad and oblique trun-

cation at the tip ; the labrum is short, and the clypeus nearly square. They form the genus

Vcspa proper (and PuUstes, Latr.), and are united in'societies, often very numerous, composed of males,

females, and neuters. The two latter kinds of individuals form, with bits of old wood or bark, and which they

detach with their jaws and reduce to a pulp-like paper, horizontal layers of hexagonal cells, like honey-comb,

suspended from above by several short pillars and opening downwards, and which are solely used to lodge, in an

isolated manner, the larva? and pupa:;. The number of these layers in a Wasp's nest varies. The nest is some-

times open and sometimes enveloiied in a covering, with apertm-es leading to the cells. Its ligure is varied in the

different species.

The females commence the nest [io the spring], and deposit eggs, which produce neuters, or workers, which

assist in enlarging the nest, and tending the subsequent broods, until the beginning of autmnn. The society con-

sists only of these two kinds of individuals ; at that period, however, the young males and females appear, all the

hirvu3 and pupae which do not undergo their final change before November are destroyed by the neuters, which

likewise perish, as well as the males, with the cold; a few females alone remain, to become the foundresses of fresh

colonies in the following spring. Wasps feed upon other insects, meat, fruit, and feed their young with the juices
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of tliose substances. The larv.x, owin^ to tlie position of their cells, have the head downwanls ;
and, wlien ready

to become pupic, spin a cocoon for themselves. The males neither work [nor .stinp;.]

Some species (forming the 'j;rnus Po/isfe.s. Latr.), liave the portion of tlie inner edg:e of the mandibles which is

beyond the aiij!:le shorter than tiiat whicli iirecede.^ this ;inL:lf, and tiie middle of the clypcus is pointed. Some of

these, as the Brazilian P. lunrin, have the abiloinm loirned as in Eumenes, whilst in others, as in the French

P. t/n/iirii, Linn., it is of an iival fnrm. The formrr of these two species makes a large inclosed nest in the form

of a tiuiicatcd cniH'. with a hule at the bottoni, [h.Nrd fn the branches of trees] ; the second makes its nest, con-

sisting of about twenty or thirty cells, exposed and arranged like a bouquet, the outer cells being smallest. <.»thers

have the abdomen ovoid, or conical, as in the South American V. nidulans, which suspends its nests to the boughs

of trees by a ring, the nests l)eing of a conical form, with a convex bottom, having an opeinng in it. In proportinn

to tlie extent of llie community the nest is enlarged, by a fresh layer of cells being added to the ujjder-side of the

old bottom.

The other AVasps, forming the genus Vcxpa proper, have the upper portion of tlie inner edge of each mandible

as long as, or longer than, the posterior, wdiich precedes it, ami tin.' middle nf the front edge of the clypeus is

truncate, with a tooth on eacli side. Vcspa cradro, the Hornet; )'. vuhiaria, the coniinou AVasp, and otijer

species.

TIIE FOURTH FAMILY OF THE ACULEATED HY.MENOPTERA,—

The Mellifera, or Anthophila, Latr. (tlie Does),

—

Exhibits, in the peculiar circumstances of the t\vo hind feet, that of collecting the pollen of flowers, an

unique character, which distinguishes it from all the other families of insects. The first joint of the

tarsi i)i these feet is very large, much compressed, in the form of a square plate, or of a reversed

triangle. The parasitic species are, however, destitute of this peculiar property; but the form of their

feet is always essentially the same ; they are merely deprived of hairs, or pollen brushes.

The maxilla: [and lower lips] are generally very long, and form a kind of proboscis; tlie lower lip

lias often the bum of a lance-head, or a long filament, the extremity of which is bilken or hrury. Their

iarvic feed exclusively on lioney, and tlie fecundating farina of flowers; t!ie perlect insect, in like

manner, only subsists on Ikmicv. These Hymenoptera embrace tlie genus Apis, Linn., which [ divide

into two sections, [Andrene/iP and Jpiari(p'].

The first section, Axdrknkt_e, Latr., lias the middle division uf the lower li|) in form of a heart, or

lance-head, shorter than its sheath and folded above in some, and nearly straight in others. It is

composed of the genus

Andr-Kna, Fab. {Proaheilk, Reaumur; Meliffa, Kirby].

These insects live solitarily, and only possess two kinds of individuals, males and females. The man-

dibles are sim})le, or terminated by not more than two teeth ; the labial ]ialpi resemble the maxillary,

wdiicli are always 6-jointed ; the lateral lobes of the laliium are very short. The majority of the

feniales collect iqiou the hairs of the liiiul-feet the faijna id" flowers, and form it, \vith ;i little honcv,

into a kind of paste, for the fooil of their larva'. Tliay Inrm in the earth, and often in beaten foett-

paths, dee[i liurrows, in which they place this paste, ^\ith an egg, and then close the aperture

witli earth.

Some have the middle division of the lower hp hcart-sliaped, and fnlded in reiiose.

Ilif/^us, VrU. (I'ro.iojj'is, Jiir.), has the liody tilalniuis, the iqiprr wing.s \^ifh only two complete subniarginal

cells. They do not gather [loUeii, and ajijjear to deposit their eggs in the nests of other Bees. [Se\ei'al British

species.]

Coltefes, Latr., has the body villose, with three complete cubital cells ; these collect pnllen. Type, J. sncciinta,

Latr. [a common British species].

The others have the labimii in the form of a lanee-head, and some of them have this part foldc<l upon the

upper side of the sheath, as in

Aiulrena, [having the hind fret not remarkably ynlose, consisting of very numerous British species], and

I)a.vi//)oc/ff, the last of which has the hind tarsi clothed wdh very long hairs. The upper winu^s in both tliese

subgenera have only two submarginal cells.

In the others, the labium is nearly straiglit, or slightly folded beneath at the tip ; the maxilla: more elbowed, and

the cubital cells three in number, as in

i^j'/iccodcs, having the male antennie nodose, and the middle labial lobe short
;

lldticdis, ill which the females have a longitudinal slit at the apex of the abdomen ; and

Noin'ia, Latr., in which the legs of the males are swollen or dilated.

The second section of the Mellifera?, that of the Apiari.e, comprises those species v\hieh have tlie

miiblle division of the lower lip at least as long as the mentiim or tubular sheath, and like a filament.
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Tlie maxillae and labium are greatly elongated, and form a kind of proboscis, elbowed and folded beneatb,

in inaction. Tlie two basal joints of tbe labial palpi have often the form of a compressed scaly seta;

the two others are very minute, and athxed obliquely near the end of the second.

Tlie Apiaria; are either solitary or social in their habits.

The Solitary Bees have never more than the two ordinary kinds of individuals, males and females,

each female providing alone for the support of her posterity. The hind feet of these females are fur-

nished with neither pollen baskets, nor silken pollen brushes. They arc provided on the outside with

numerous close hairs.

A first division of Solitary Bees comprises those which have the second joint of the posterior tarsi in-

serted in the middle of the extremity of the preceding joint.

Tlie A)idr(moides approach the Andreneta; in having the labial jialpi composed of slender joints,

placed end to end, and similar to the G-jointed maxillary palpi ; the females have no ventral brush, but

their hind legs are provided with bundles of hairs, with which they collect pollen.

The three followint^ have tbe mandibles of the females narrowed at the tip.

Systropha, Ilhg., has a tooth beneatli the apex ; three complete cubital cells, and the male antenn,-!e curled.

Rnphites, Spin., with similar mandibles, but havint? onlv two complete cubital cells, and the antenna; never
cnrhMl.

PaiiHrgus, with the mandibles not toothed ; the w'mg^ with two complete cubital cells.

Ajiluciipa, Latr., or the Carpenter JJees, have the mandibles nearly spoon-shaped ; the labrum is ciliated in front;

the Lipjier wings have three complete cubital cells, the first of which is cut in two by a transparent line. Tlie male
in many species diflers greatly from the females, which resemble great Humble Bees ; their wings are often violet,

copper, or golden-coloured, and brilliant. Type, Apis violacea, Linn, [a continental species,. the female of which
foims long burrows in wood, palings, &c., in which it makes several cells, in each of which it deposits an egg and
a supply of pollen paste. The species are numerous, and chiefly inhabitants of tropical climates.

The labial palpi of the other ApiarijE resemble scaly plates
;
the two basal joints very long ; the maxillary palpi

short, and often with fewer than six joints.

The Das-i/r/astr(S are remarkable for the under side of the abdomen of the females being furnished

with a stiff, silky coat of hairs ; the labrum is as long as broad, and square ; the mandibles of the females

strong, triangular, and toothed.

Cerafina, Latr., approaches Xylocopa, the only subgenus which has G-jointed maxillary palpi, and three complete

cubital cells. The abdomen is oval, and destitute of a ventral brush, as well as in Stelis and CaliojtySy which never-

theless ought, from their general characters, to form jiart of this group.

All the otlier Dasygastra^ have never more than four joints in the maxillary palpi, and two complete cubital

cells.

Clielostoma, Latr., has the body long and subcylindric ; the mandibles advanced, narrow, and curved ; and the

maxillary palpi 3-jointed.

//'.'//'f'/cv, .Sjiin., has the body also long and subcylindric, but the mandibles are triangular, and the maxillary

jialpi S-jointed.

Li the four following subgenera, the abdomen is shorter and subtriaiigalar, or semi-o\'al. These are I\Ia?yon 13ees

and Leaf-cutter Bees.

I\Iegachile, Latr , has the maxillary palpi '2-jointed ; the abdomen flat above, and capable uf being elevated so as

to be able to use their sting above their bodies. M. muraria [a continental cpecies], with violet-coloured wings,

makes its nests of fine earth, and fixes them against walls exposed to the sun, each nest containing from twelve to

(ifteen cells. Otlier species, named Leaf-cutter Bees, employ in the construction of their nests portions of leaves,

pei'fectly o\'al or circular, which tliey cut out of leaves with their jaws with surprising dexterity ; these they carry

to their burrows made in the earth, or sometimes in walls, or the trunks of old trees, forming cells of them of the

sizi.' of a thimble, and inclosing an egg in each cell, with a supply of pollen paste, the cover of one cell forming the

lioftom of the next abo\-e it, and so on imtil tbe burrow is filled. Of this number is Apis centuncularis, Linn., {_d.

common British species].

Lithiirgus, Latr., has 4-jointed maxillary palpi, and tbe abdomen depressed above. [Exotic species.]

Oum'ta, Panzer, has also 4-Jointed maxillary palpi, but the abdomen is convex above. Some of the species of

this genus, [which is numerous,] are Mason-bees, and others Leaf-cutters ; amongst the latter is the Tapestry-bee

of Reaumur, which uses portions of the wild scarlet poppy to form its nests. It belongs to Saint Fargeau's genus

Anf/iocopa, difl'ering from Osmia in having tridentate instead of bidentate mandibles. Some species make their

nests in the galls of trees.

AntJiidium, Fabr., has the abdomen convex, and the maxillary iialpi only 1-jointed. The females strip off the

cottony matter growing upon various wild plants, in order to form their nests therewith.

Sfclis, Panz. {with the scutellum simple and the abdomen semicylindrical), and

C^lioji-iis, Latr. (with two teeth or spines to the scutellum, and the abdomen triangular), differ from the prece-

ding and ngree with the following iu wanting the ventral brush, which leads to the supposition that they are

parasites.
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Other Apia! IK, forming the subdivision OucuUius, are similar to the preceding in their postedor

tarsi, and also i.i the labial palpi, which are like scaly setfc ; but they are destitute in both sexes of a

ventral pollen-brush, and have the labruni in the form of an elongated, truncated triangle, or short

and nearly semicircular. The scutellum is emarginate, bideutate, or tubercular. They appear to de-

posit their eggs in the neots of other Bees, whence I have given them the name of Cuckoo-hces.

Some, nearly glabrous, liave the parag-loasjE much shorter than the labial iialpi.

Ammobates, Latr. (witli 6-juinted maxillary palpi), and

PA^Vt'remwA', Latr. (with 2-joiiitfd maxillary palpi), have the labmni elonii-ate-trianfi;ular. In others it is short,

semicircular, and semi-ovate.

Epeolns, Latr. (with three complete cubital cells, and l-jiilnted ma.vilLiry ]ialpi), and

Noiiiada, Fab., have three complete cubital cells; the last lias i>juinted maxillarj' palpi. [A very uuuktous t^a-nus,

the species of which greatly resemble small Wasps.]

Pasites, Jur., has only two cubital cells and -i-joiiited palpi.

Other Cuculinae have the body hairy in spots, and the paraglossae nearly equal the labial palpi in length.

Melecto, Jur., with 5- or 6-jointed maxillary palpi. [^M, punciaia, a common, handsome British Bee.]

Crocha, Jur., with 3-jointed maxillary palpi, and the scutellum elongated and notched.

Oxiea, Ktug, has the labrum oblong, and the maxillary palpi obsolete or only 1-jointed, and very minute.

The terminal suh(li\i^ion of the Solitary Bees, named Scopulijjpde.s from the thick coating of hairs of t lie

liiud legs, in which also the basal joint of the tarsi hasits outer edge dilated, so that the following juint is

inserted nearer to its iiiuer angle. The under side of the alidoraen is naked, or destitute of a pollen brush.

In some tlie maxillary palpi a-ix* composed of four or six joints, and in many of these the mandibles have only ouq

tooth in tlie inside. They fly with great rapidity, and make a loud buzz,ing.

Eucera, Latr., comprising those species which have the two lateral divisions of tlie labium as long as tlie labial

palpi, and the males have very long antennae. Apis longiconds, Linn, [a common British species].

Macrocera, Spin., dilters from Euceia, having only 5-jointed maxillary palpi, and oidy two cubital cells.

Mdtssodes, Latr., an American Eucera, with 4-jointed maxillary palpi, and three cubital cells.

The others of this subdivision have the paraglossae much shorter than the labium, and always three cubital colls
;

and some have 6-jointed maxillary palpi.

Melitturga, Latr., (with the male antenn;e clavate, and the palpi continuous).

Anthopkora, Latr., (with the antenna; filiform, and the two terminal joints of the labial palpi minute and oblique).

{A. retnsa, a common British species, andj A. jyaric/ittn, make their nests in walls, the latter forming a perjiendi-

cular curved tube at its orifice, composed of grains of earth, which it destroys when it has finished laying its eggs.

Saropoda, Latr., have only live joints in themaxillary palpi, and those of the labial palpi are continuous.

Ancyloscdis, Latr., lias only 4-jointed miLxillary palpi ; the females have a strong toothed spine at the tip of the

jiosterior tibiae. Brazilian insects. My genus MeUtoma, having been established upun females of this genus,

must be suppressed. Tetrapedia, Klug, also enters into the preceding genus.

Centris, Fabr., dilters from the preceding in having the mandibles generally with several teeth within, and the

maxillary palpi, as in the preceding, have only four joints. American insects.

In the two following subgenera tlie maxillary pal|ii have only a single joint, which is t.ibsolele in some species.

Epicharis, King, has the labial palpi continuous, and each ot the second and third cubital cells recei\-es a

recurrent nerve.

Acanthopus, Klug, has the two terminal jnints of the labial palpi forming a small ubli'juc bi'ancb, and tlie third

cubital cell receives two recurrent nervures.

The terminal Apiaiia; are social in their haliits, the societies consisting of males, females, and neuters,

the feet of the last of which lia\c the outer face of the tibiic furnished with a snmoth cxca\aliun, or

pollen basket, in whicli tlie\ jil.ice the puUcu mass, vJiich they have collected ivith tlie silken coating

of the inside of the basal joiiit of the hind tarsi. The maxillary {laljii are very minute, and composed

of a single joint. The anteniuc are elbowed.

Sume have the posterior tibia.' terminated by two .s|)inc.s.

K'n//n.\-sa, T>atr., has the labrum S(pi;ire, nndthi.' proboscis

as long as the limly. Some <>\' these have the body nearly

glabrous, as /i;. </(/;/-//<:, torilithi. The hind surface of the

basal joint of tlir two pusti.Tinr tarsi is nevertheless coated

with a brii.sh. Tlieir habits are unknown. Others have

th.' hind tibi;i: cunvi.'X : we also obseiTe near the outer edge

a narrow longitudinal impression. Agla/', St. Farg., seems
established upon such indi\'iduals.

BoDihiti-, has the labrum trans\'eise, with the prolioscis

shorter than tlie body ; the body !> i'il)ust and \'ei-\' hairy
;

the hairs often arnmged in colniiivd bntKls. The Humble
' t\ pi; (if this gMius, till.- species of which live in undergromid
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habitations in societies of fifty or sixty, but sometimes two or tliree hundred individuals : the society is, however,

broken xip at the approach of winter [like that of the Wasps]. The males are tlistingiiislied by their small size, the

mandibles narrower, bidendate, and bearded, and the body often dilferently coloured. The females are the largest,

and have the mandibles spoon-shaped, as they are also in the neuters, which are intermediate in size between the two

others. Reaumur and Huber have observed two varieties amongst the neuters, diflering- in size from the ordinary

ones: according to the latter author, several of the workers which are produced in the spring, couple in June

with males which are produced from the common parent, and soon afterwards deposit eggs, which produce only

males, which fecundate the females which only appear towards the end of the summer, and which are destined to

become the foundresses of fresh colonies in the following year ; all the rest perish. Tliese females, which survive

the winter, employ the first fine days in spring to commence their nest, which is formed in the earth, often at one

or even two feet deep. One species, B. lapidaria, builds it on the surface of tlie ground, under stones. The cavi-

ties in which these nests are formed, are vaulted with earth and moss, which the Bees card with their hind legs,

A layer of rough wax lines the interior of the nest. Sometimes an opening is merely made into the bottom of the

nest, but sometimes it is one or two feet king, and lined with moss. A layer of leaves lines the floor of the nest,

on which the female deposits masses of brown wax, their inner spaces being destined to inclose the eggs and

larvK. These larva? there live in society until the period when they are ready to change to pupa?, when they separate,

and each forms for itself a silken cocoon of an oval form, attached to each other vertically, the pupa? being always

head downwards ; hence they always make their escape out of the bottom of the cocoon on arriving at the imago

state. Reaumur asserts that the larvte feed upon the wax which forms their abode ; but in the opinion of Huber,

it simply protects them from the cold ; the food of these larvje consisting of a large supply of pollen paste moist-

ened with honey, with which the pupre provide them : tliere are, moreover, found in tlie nests two or three small

cups of honey always open.

The larva? appear four or five days after the eggs are deposited, and undergo their changes in the months of May
and June. The workers remove the wax around the cocoon in order to facilitate the escape of the Bee. It has

been supposed that these produced only neuters, but we have seen above that they also produce males. These

workers assist the female in her works. The number of the cocoons, which serve for the abode of the larvte and

pupce, increases, forming irregular layers of cells, one above another, on the sides of which the brown matter, which

Reaumur names pat(?e, is ordinarily found. The wax which these insects make, has, according to Huber, the

same origin as that of the Domestic Bee, being only an elaborated kind of honey, which exudes from between the

segments of the abdomen ; several females live on good terms together in the same nest ; the females are far less

productive tlian the queen of the hive. [The species are very numerous. Types, Apis mitscorum, Linn., the Moss-

carder Humble Bee] ; Apis lapidaria [the Lapidary Humble Bee, which builds amongst stones, but also uses mossj

;

and A. terresiris, [which builds in the ground without using moss. The females of some Humble Bees are desti-

tute of apparatus for carrying pollen paste on the hind legs, and are consequently considered as parasites. They

form the genus Psit/iynts, St. Farg., changed by Newman to Apafhus.]

The other Social Bees have no spurs at the extremity of the posterior tibia?.

Apis, Linn.,

—

The workers of which have the basal joint of the hind tarsi oblong, and furnished on the inside with transverse

rows of short hairs.

Apis meUijlca, Linn., or common Hive Bee, is much smaller and more oblong than the Humble Bee; the body

c-z
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is clotlipd with a plusli in some parts, and its colours are but little varied ;
the Hive consists of neuters or Workers,

of which the number is from 15,000 to 20,030, or even sometimes 30,000,—of about 600 or 800, or even sometimes

more than 1000 males, and which are commonly called Drones, and generally of a single female, which the ancients

called the Kin?, and the moderns term the Queen. The workers, smaller than the other individuals, have

12-jointed antenna; and 6-jointed abdomen ; the basal joint of the hind tarsi dilated into a pointed ear at the outer

basal angle, and covered on the inside with a short, fine, close silken coating, and armed with a sting. The female

exhibits the same characters, but the workers have the abdomen shorter, the mandibles spoon-shaped, without

teeth; the outside of their hind tibiie are also furnished with the pollen basket ; the coating of the basal joint of

the hind tarsi has seven or eight transverse stria;. The males and females are larger, with the mandibles notched

beneath the tip, and pilose; the proboscis is shorter, especially in the males. These differ from the two other

Kinds in having 13-jointed antenna; ; the head rounded ; the eyes large, and united on the crown
; the mandibles

smaller and more hairy ; the want of a sting ;
the four hind feet short.

The ventral segments of the workers, with the exception of the first and last, have within two pockets, where the

wax is secreted and moulded into plates, which are discharged between the ventral segments. Tlie wax, according
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to the younger Hiilier, is but an elaboration of honpy ; ami the pollen, mixed with a little of this substance, sen'es

only for the food of these insects and their larva;.

Hulier distin;2;aisiies two kinds of "Worker Bees : the first, wliieh he calls AVax ^Yorkers, are char;j,-eJ with the

p:athering: of food and otlier materials for the buildinf,% and in their employment ; the others, or Nurse Bees, are

smaller and weaker, formed for retreat, and employed solely in the nourishment of the younfr, and the interior

economy of the hive.

We have seen that tjie workers resemble the females in various points : varinus curious eX]U-riinents have proved

that they are of the same sex, and that they may be transformed intn ^Mother Bees, if, whilst larvs, and durini^

the three lirst days of tlieir^existence, they receive a peculiar nourishment, such as is alone tfiven to the larvse of

the future queens ; but they cannot in such cases acquire all the faculties of the latter, unless they are then placed

in a larg;e cell, similar to tlie royal cell of tlie queen larvjc. If, fed with tliis kind of food, their abode is not chang-ed,

they become capable of laying only male egg:s, and difter fioni the true queens by their smaller size ; the worker

Bees are therefore nothing else than females, of which tlie ovaries, on account of the nature of the food witli which

they are fed whilst larv®, remain undeveloped.

The matter of which the honey-comb is composed not being able to resist the inclemencies of the weather, and

these insects not possessing the instinct to form a general envelope, they establish themselves in cavities where

their labours find a natural defence. The workers, on whom alone the labours of the hive devolve, form with the

wax honeycombs consisting of double layers of hexagonal cells, which latter are opposed to each other, base to

base, the base of each cell being pyramidal, and consisting of three rhombs. The combs are always perpendicular,

paralkd, and fixed either by the upper part or side, and separated from each other by spaces which permit the

passage of the Bees: hence the direction of the cells is always horizontal. Mathematicians have demonstrated that

their form is at once the most economical in respect to the quantity of wax required, and the most advantageous

in respect to the space occupied by the cells. The Bees, however, have the instinct to moilify their form according

to circumstances. If we except the cell fitted for the larva and pupa of the queen, these cells are nearly of equal

size ; some contain the young brood, and others the honey and pollen of flowers ; amongst the honey-cells, some
are open, others closed for reserve. The royal cells, of which the number varies from two to forty, are much larger,

nearly cylindrical, rather thickened at the tip, with small cavities on their outer surface. They are generally sus-

pended like stalactites upon the edges of the comb, so that the larva is always in a reversed position ; some weigh

as much as 150 ordinary cells. Tlie males' cells are of an intermediate size between those of the queens and

workers, and are placed irregularly here and there. The Bees always extend their comb from the top down-
wards. They stop u|> the suklII a[)ertures of the habitation witli a kiud of mastic, wluch they collect from difterent

trec'S, called propolis.

The coupling takes place at the beginning of summer, out of the hive, and it is supposed that a single fecundation

suflices for all the eggs which the female deposits during the course of two years, and probably dui ing all her life.

The deposition of eggs takes place rapidly, and ceases only in autumn ; Reaumur calculates that the female de-

posits 12,000 eggs in the course of twenty days in the spring. Guided by her instinct, she makes no mistakes in

the choice of the cells whicli are proper for the difterent eg^s ; sometimes, however, when there are not suflicient

cells, she places several eggs in one, "which the neuters subsequently remove. Those which are ileposited on the

return of spring, are always the eggs of workers, which hatch at the end of four or live days. The Bees take care

to give their larva; the necessary paste proportioned to their age and sex ; and seven days afterwards they are ready

to become pupa% when their cells are closed with a convex lid by the workers, whereupon the larvae line the interior

with a layer of silk, spin a cocoon, and become pupai. In about twelve more days they l)ecoine Bees, and disen-

gage themselves from these cells. The workers then clean out the cells they have left in order to be ready to

receive another egg. It is, however, otherwise with the royal cells, which are destroyed, and the Bees construct

new ones if necessary. Tlie eggs containing the nniles are deinK^ited two months later, and those of the females

soon after the latter.

This succession of generations forms so many particular societies, capable of forming fresh colonies, and which

are known under the name of swarms ; a hive sometimes produces three or four in the year, but the last are

always weakest. Those which wngh fnim six to eight pounds are the best. When they become too numerous in

the hive, these swarms quit their old alimh'. Various particular signs indicate to the cultivator the loss which he

is aliout to sustain, and which he enile;i\uurs to prevent, or rathei'. to turn the emigration to his own advantage.

Bees sometimes undertake violent cuinliats amongst themselves : the males also, after they have impregnated the

females, from June to August, are destmyril by the workers, which also kill the male larva' and pupre.

Bees have both internal and (\tcni:il mi'inies, and are subject to difl'erent diseases.

The Bee-keeper pays mucli iillnitiuM in ihese insects, choosing the most approved hives, namely, such as are

the least expensive in construction, the most favourable for the rearing of the Bees, and the best adapted for their

preservation. He studies their habits, prevents the occurrence of accidents to which they are liable, and, in

return, finds that he is well repaid for his trouble. The origin of bee-keeping is hidden in the darkness of anti-

quity ; with the ancients they were the hieroglyphic symbol of royalty.

All the species of Apii- proper are confined to the old world : those of the south and east of Europe, as v.ell as

of Egy[it [and Intiia], differ from our species, which has been transplanted to America and other culunized parts,

where it has become acclimatised.

The Irniiinal subgenus of Social Bees is

Mr/ijidi/fi, lllig. (Trigona, Jur.), which ihllers from the preceding by having the basal joint of the hind tarsi of

the workers of a re\"ersed triangular funn. aiid\\ithout transverse striic ; tlio fure-wings have only twoculnlal
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cells. The species inhabit South America; they build their nests on the summit of trees, or in their cavities.

The lionsy of M. Amalthea is very agreeable, but very fluid, and soon becomes corrupt. It furnishes to the Indians

a spirituous liquid, of which they are very fond. It appears that some species of Melipona have been found in

the island of Sumatra. M. Cordier possesses a piece of amber, inclosing a specimen of M. Amidlhea. [I ques-

tion whether this insect was not inclosed in gum copal, or anime, and not in amber. I have seen many i\leli-

poiiffi inclosed in the gum anime.]

The species without teeth in the raaudiblcs are Melipona proper; those with teeth form the genus Tiigona.

[The recent work of the Comte de Saint Fargeau, forming part of the Suites de Biiff'un, must be consulted, as

well as the tenth volume of the EucyclopMie MiHloilique, for many additional facts and genera established

relative to the family of the Bees. Also the work of Dr. Bevan on the Honey Bee, and the voluuie on Bees in the

Naturalist's Library ; whilst the Monoiiraplria Apum Aiirjlitc of Mr. Kirby may be mentioned as one of the most
perfect examples of an entomological monograph which has ever been published.]

THE TENTH ORDER OF IXSECTS,—

LEPIDOPTERA, Linn. (Glossata, Fabr.),—

Terminnte,*; the scries of those which have four wings, and presents to us two chnr.icters M'hicli

are especial!}' peculiar to it.

The wing-s are covered on both surfaces with sm;dl coloured scales, similar to a farinose

powder, which comes olf on being touched. A proboscis, or tongue, rolled up in a spiral

direction between two pal])i, clothed with scales or hairs, forms the most important part of

the mouth, and with wdiich these insects draw uji the nectar of flowers, nhich is their only

nourishment. We have seen, in the remarks on insects in general, that this ])rohoscis is

composed of two tubular filaments, representing the maxdhc, each bearing at its base exter-

nally a very small palpus, like a tubercle. The visil)le palpi, or those which form a knid of

sheath to the tongue, replace the labial palpi of masticatory insects, being cylindrical, or

conical, generally turned upwards, ci-jointed, and inserted upon a fixed labium, which forms

the portion of the lower part of the oral cavity below the proboscis. Two minute ])icces,

situated one on each side, at the anterior and superior edge of the front of the head, near the

eyes, seem to be the vestiges of mandibles; and we also discover, in an equally rudimental

form, the labrnm.

The airtenniE are variable, and always composed of a great number of joints. In many two

ocelli are visible, but hidden beneath the scales of the head. The three segments of which

the thorax of hexapod insects is composed, are united into a single body, the first being very

short, and the two others confounded together. The scutelhun is triangular, but ])ointed

towards the head ; the wings are simply veined, and variable in figure, size, and position. In

many the hind pair have several longitudinal folds towards the inner edge ; at the base of

each of the U])pcr wings is a ])icce like an epaulette, jirolongcd behind, which corresjionds

with the tcgula of the Hymenojjtera ; liut, in its more developed state in this order, I call it

the pterygoda. The abdomen, composed of six or seven joints, is attached to the thorax by a

very small portion of its diameter, and is furnished with neither sting nor ovipositor analogous

to that of the Hynienoptera. In many females, however, as in Cossus, the terminal segments

are elongated and narrowed, so as to form an oviduct, like a pointed and retractile tail. The

tarsi have constantly five joints. The species always consist only of males and females; the

latter ordinarily deposit their eggs, which are very numerous, upon vegetable substances,

upon which the larva; feed, and after which the females soon die.

The larva; of Lepidopterous insects are known under the name of Caterpillars. They have

six scaly feet, corresponding with those of the perfect insect, besides from four to ten

membranous feet, of which the two last are situated at the posterior extremity of the body,

near the anus ; those •si'ith only ten or twelve feet are called Geometers, or Loopers, from
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their peculiar mode of walking. Seizing fast hold of the objects on which they are stationed

with these six fore-legs, thev elevate the intermediate segments of the body into an arch, until

they bring the hind-feet close to the others; these they disengage, and, retaining hold iiith

the hind feet, tln-ust forward the body to

its full length, and then recoramenee the

same manoeuvre. Many of these Looper-

caterpillars resemble, in their mode of

standing, fixed for a great length of time

oidy by their hind legs to twigs, as well as

in tlieir form and eohjurs, small pieces of

stioli. Such an attitude necessardy rerpures

a prodigious nuisodar force, and Lyouuet

bas, in effect, discovered that the caterpillar

of the Goat iMoth posseses 4041 muscles.

Some Caterpillars with fourteen or si.xteen

feet, (some of the intermediate membranous

legs being, however, smaller than tlie others,) have been named .Semi-geunieters. The mem-
branous feet arc mostlv terminated by a more or less perfect coronet oi' little hooks.

The bod\' of these larvjc is generally long, subcv'lindric, soft, variously coloured, sometimes

naked, and sometimes hairy, tubercled, or sjiined, and consists of twelve segments, exclusive

of the head, with nine spiracles on each side ; the skull is horny or scaly, with six small

granular shining points, which seem to be ocelli, on each side : it has moreover two verv" short

conical antenna;, a mouth composed of a pair of strong mandiljles, tivo inaxilhe, a labium,

and four small pal[)i ; the silky material which it uses is elaborated m two long, tortuous,

internal vessels ; a tubular and conical point, situate at the tip of tlie labium, is tlie sjiinneret,

whence the silk is discharged. The majority of Caterjiillars feed upon the leaves of vegetables;

others devour How ers, roots, buds, seeds ; others eat the hard and solid parts of the wood

;

this they soften with a secretion which they discharge from the mouth : certain species de-

stroy our woollen cloths, stuffs, furs, &c., and are the most obnoxious of our domestic insects ;

others feed on gre.ase, fat, bacon, wax, &c.; many feed upou a single material, but others, less

ilebrate, attack different kinds of plants. One of the most striking instances of providence

IS the perfect coincidence betiveeu the appearance of the Caterpillar and the vegetable upon

wliich It is destined to feed. Sdine kinds of Caterpillars are social, and often live together

under a kind of tent of silk, which they spin in common, and which serves them as a defence

against bad weather ; many fabricate cases, either fixed or portable ; some are lodged in the

parenchyme of leaves, where they make galleries; the greater inmiber however delight in

daylight; others, on the other hand, only come forth at night. Winter, notwithstanding its

rigiHirs, so uncinigcnial to nearly all insects, is the ]ieriod when senile moths make their appear-

ance. Caterpillars generally moult four times behire jiassing to the chrysalis state. The majority

then spin a cocniui in which they are inclosed ; a kind of ineeouiuin or red liquid, which these

insects discharge at the moment of their final transformation, softeus one end of the cocoon,

and allows the escape of the moth. Generally one end of the cocoon is weaker, or even fitted by

the arrangement of the threads for the escape of the insect. Other Caterpillars merely con-

tent themselves with attaching together leaves, or particles of earth, &c., with silken thread,

thns forming a rough kind of ciicoon. The Ciirysaliiles of diurnal Butterfiics are ornamented

with golden spots [whence tlieir name of Aureliic or Chrysalides], and are uakeil, and fixed

by the posterior extremity of the body; these Chrysalides are of the peculiar kind which

Linnajus termed Pupa obtecta, and which are mummy-shaped ; the sheaths of the feet and

antenna being fixed. Those of many sjiccies, esi)ecially of Butterflies, are hatched in a few-

days ; and thus there are two broods of these m a year. But in respect to others, these Cater-
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pillars or Clirysalides pass tlie winter, and the insect only iindergoes its change in the spring

or summer of the following year. In general the eggs deposited in the autumn are not

hatched till the next spring. They escape from the chrysalis in the ordinary manner, or hy a

slit down the back of the thorax.

The larva3 of Ichneumonida; and Chaleidida; rid us of a great number of these destructive

insects.

[The arrangement of this order cannot be considered as arrived at an equal degree of per-

fection with that of the Coleojitera, or some other orders. Dr. Ilorsheld, in his Lciiidoptera

Javaiiica, has attempted a more natural classification, founded especially upon the transforma-

tions of these insects, but his work is incomidete ; as is also the case with Boisduval's Histoire

naturc'lle des Insectes Lepidopthes. The British species have been described in detail by

Mr. Stephens, in whose work, as well as in that of Curtis, great numbers of new genera are

introduced; there still, however, requires a more minute investigation of the generic characters

of these insects, and especially of the exotic species, than has yet been given to them ; authors

having generally contented themselves with describing or figuring the beautiful marking of

the ^vings, without attending to the real generic or structural peculiarities.]

We divide this order into three families, which correspond with the three genera of v.diich

the order is composed in the Linna;an system.

THE FIRST FAMILY OF THE LEPIDOPTERA,—

The DiuRNA [or Butterflies],

—

Is the only one in which the outer edge of the hind-wings is not furnished with a scaly and =^tiff liristle

like a bridle, to retain the two fore-wings, ^^hich, as well as the others, generally, are elevated perpen-

dicularly in repose ; the antennae are terminated either by a knob, or are nearly of the same thickness,

or even more slender, and terminated in a bent hook at tlie tip. Tliis family corresporids with the

genus
Papilio, liinnffius.

The caterpillars have always sixteen feet. The chrysalides are nearly always naked, attached by

the tail, and mostly angular. The perfect insect, always furnished with a proboscis, only flies by day,

and the colours of the under side of the wings are equal in beanty to those of the upper.

We divide them into two sections.

The first have only a single pair of spurs to the tibia:, placed at the tips ; the fore-wings are elevated

perpendicularly in repose ; the antenna: are mostly clnbbed at the tip, which is trnucated, or

rounded, or are sometimes nearly tiliform. This very numerous section may be further divided as

fodows.

1. Those with the third joint of the palpi either obsolete, or if present, clothed with scales as

thickly as the preceding joint, and the tarsal claws very distinct. Their caterpillars are elongate,

subcylindric ; the chrysahdes are almost always regular, sometimes smooth, but inclosed in a rough

cocoon ; some of these (Hexapoda) have all the legs fit for walking, and nearly alike in both sexes :

the pupa is not only attached by the tail, but by a thread round the middle of the body ; the central

cell of the bind wings is closed externally.

The four following; genera have the inner edge of the hind wings concave or folded.

Pap/llo proper, or the Eqntles of Linnaeus, have the lower paipi very short, scarcely reaching the clypens, with

the third joint scarcely distinct. Their caterpillars, w'hen alarmed, throw out a forked hor" from the neck, which

emits a disagreeable scent.

These Butterflies are remarkable for their size and the variety of their colotu-s. They are genei-ally found in the

equatorial res;ions of both worlds ; many have the hind wings prolon^^ed into a tail, as in our FtqjtUo Machaon,

or the Swallow-tail Butterfly.

Zt'Uma, Fabr., difl'ers from Papilio oidy in having the club of the antennae shorter and rounder. [Two exotic

species.]

Parnassius, Latr. {Doritis, Fabr.), have the palpi elevated above the clypeus, and pointed, with three distinct

joints ; the caterpillars have a retractile tentacle in the neck, but they form a kind of cocoon with leaves. P.

JpollOt [a reputed British species], which, with the others, is only found in mountainous districts.

77m;.f, Fab., has pnli>i like Parnassius, tint the club of tlie antenntE is elongated and curved ; the caterpilhu-s

are apparently destitute of the retractile tubercle in the neck. The species are found in the South of Europe.
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Ill tliL-' folldwiu"- the lower wiii^-s extend bcncatij tiie anaomeii, and form a kinil of Ruttcr for it; their larvae

arc (Ir.siiiulc (tf a teuiacle in the neck
; and many of them subsibt on cruciferous plants. Tlieye Lepi(Jo|itera

(P'll'iiio DfUK'i fiuiil/iii. Linn.), form two subfjenera,

I'iiri.s. Srlirank. {I'oiiiin, Fab.), has the palpi snbryli iidric, slit;htly compressed, with the last joint nearly as

loiii;- as the preeedin;^-, and the club uf the autenua: ovuid. P. brasakiEy Linn., the Great Garden white

Butterlly. ^e.

C'"//'/.v, Fab,, having- the antenna! clab eloiit^-ate, obeniiic, and tljc palpi very compressed; with tlie la.st joint

much shorter than the precedin^^ C. cdasa, and llnalc, Linn., tli<- ChiinJed yelluw Ijtutterfiies, &c.

The other Uuttertlies of the same division are named TiflrojiOih, iVoni liaving the t^vo fore-letjs

very small, and. folded up, and not titted U.ix walking, either in boih :^r.\es, or oidy in the males ; the

chrysalis is suspended only by the tail, and hangs with the head dowinvar(U. In some of these, tlie

fnre-legs, although small, scarcely differ in form from the hind ones ; the hind wings have the central

cell always posteriorly closed ; the palpi arc wide apart, slender and cylindric, and short. All these

subgenera are exotic.

Baiiais (Enp/cra, Fab.), has the wins:s triane^ular, and The antennae terminated by a lon^^ and curved knob.
Idi:a, Fab., has the wings nearly oval, elongated, witli the antenna nearly tiliform.

The two following subgenera differ in having the wings more elon^'-ate and narrow, and the abdomen is

very loni::.

}I,in:onin, Ui\i . {Mechanics, Fab.. P. lleliconli, Linii.i, h^s the antennae long and gradually thickened.

Acro:a, Fab., has them shorter, and suddenly clubbed.

In the others (P. ni/nijjhalis, Linn.), the two fore-legs are more strongly bent, and either visible and

very hairy, or concealed and minute. The hind wing has the central cell open in many, the palpi are

longer, and often thicker and close together.

TlHise \\ idi the pali)i rather compressed, apart in their whole h-m^th, and terminated by a slender joint, [are

known under the nauje of Fritillary Buttertlies,] liaving the under-side of the wings ornanientcd with silver, or

yellow spots on a buff efi'ound. The caterpillar.-: are very spinose.

Cet/io^-ia, Fab., has the tarsal ungues simple, and the club of the ante oblon-.

F ill., has pearly spots on the under-

^iilc nf [\\v \\ \u'^^ ; the caterpillars are very spinose,

with [\\o lun^^er spines on the neck, and the tarsal

i: hiw.s are unidentate.

Mcl/la-a, Fab., has the caterpillars furnished with

small villose tubercles ; the wnigs are spotted, the

pearl beinp; replaced by yellow.

Those with the palpi contiguous throu;;]iout their

whole length, and grailually pointed ro the tip, and

very compressed, couipose tive other sobgenera.

VniK-sxa^ Fab , are separated from the following

by the antenna:! suddenly terminated by a short

kniib. The caterpillars are very spinose. [This

snl);:viins comprises some of the most beautiful of

our iiritisli liiitterflies, such as Papil'io .intiopa,

Linn., or the Camberwell lieauty ; Pap. Jo, Linn., the Peacock ; Pap. Cardiii, Linn., the Painted Lady
; Pap. Aia-

/('/'/«, Linn., the Red Admiral ; P, Pohichloros,lAnn., the Laige Tortoise-shell; Pap. Urt'iCce,\A\\w., the Small

Tortoise-shell; Pap. C. album, the Comma Butterfly], the chrysalis of which last rudely represents a human

face, or the mask of a satyr.

In the four fnlliiuinLr subgenera the antenn.T are terminateil by an elongate mass, or are nearly rilirorin. The

caterpillars are either naked, or armed uith but few spines.

L/l-i/f/ira, Fab., in which the males alone have the fore-legs minute, arid Hic [laipi very advaiircd hke a beak.

BiOlis, Vnb. iMclartifis, Fab.), have the palpi also Ioniser than the head, but ubtnsr at the apex ; the fore-le.i^fs

. 1.7.— AruTii
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Pavonia, God., has the central cell of the hind wings closed, and the innermost nerve of the fore wiiig-s curved

like an S. One of the species, P. Pkidippm; from the East Indies, with the hind vvin;;s tailed, is the type of the

fi-cnus Amaihuaia, Fabr.

The following: have the discoidal cell of the hind win^^s closed behind.

Brasso/is, Fab., has the antennje suddenly clubbed, and the palpi short; the males have a loni^ntudinal slit at

the inner edfje of tlie hind wings, covered with hair.

Eumeiiia, God., with the jialpi longer, and the antenna; at a short distance from the base, gradually thickening,

and forming an elongated mass.

Euryhia, Illig., has short palpi, but they are thicker, and the club of the antenna: is fusiform and bent.

^atijrus, Latr. {Hipparchla, Fabr., and of English authors],

has the palpi extending beyond the clypeus, very compressed,

the antennae terminated by a small club, or by a slender elong-

ated mass ; the two or thi'ee basal nerves of the fore-wings are

swollen. The caterpillars are naked, or nearly smooth, with

the extremity of the body forked. The chrysalides are bifid in

front, and the back is tubercled. [This is a very numerous

SG """^^'^^'teO'NiP^^s^ -^'W' J^/ British genus, the majority of which are ornamented with eye.

like spots. Such are Pap. Calatheay Janira, .Ef/eria, &c.]

We terminate this first section of the diurnal Lepi-

doptera by those which have the palpi 3-jointed, but the

third joint is nearly naked, and much less clothed with
FifT- i2s._satyn.MHipparchia) pampi,iiu.s.

^^^^j^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ prcccdlng ; thc tarsal claws are very

minute. The caterpillars are oval, or like AVuod-lice. The chrysalides are short, entire, and alwavs

attached by a thread round the middle of the body, hke those of Papilio or Pieris. Linnious united

them in his Papil/ones pledeii, and division Rurales. They are the G. Argus of Lamarck, and Fabriciiis

has divided them into many genera, which have need of revision.

Some of these have the antenniT terminated by a knob.

Eriicina, Latr., has the fore feet, at least in the males, much shorter than the others. [These are almost exclu-

sively South American Butterflies.]

In the others the fore-legs are like the others in both sexes.

Myrina, Fab., is distinguished by the great length of the palpi. [Exotic species.]

Pobiommatus, Latr., thus named from the numerous eye-like spots on the wings, has the palpi not much extending

beyond the clypeus. [The species are numerous, of small size, and are known under the names of Blues or

Coppers.] The most abundant species of the former is Pol. Alexis, the Common Blue.

Other Lepidoptera of this division are furnished with antenna? of a completely isolated form.

Barbicornisy God., has the antenns in both sexes setaceous and plumose. [Established upon a Brazilian species,

which Latreille considered fictitious, but which is now well known to be real. Latreilie here added the genus

Zcjihjjrins, Dalman, which he described as having the antennte terminated by ten or twelve globular joints ; the

germs is, however, identical with Polyommatus. See Boisduval, Hist. Nat. Lep, i. p. 114.]

The second section of the Diurnal Lepidoptera is composed of species in which the posterior tibire

liave two pairs of spurs, one pair at the tip and another above, as in the two following families :

the lower wings are generally placed horizontally in repose, and the extremity of the antennae is

often suddenly bent and pointed. Their caterpillars, of wliich, however, but a few are known, roll

up leaves, in which they spin a thin web of silk, within which they are transformed to chrysalides,

which have smooth bodies, and are without angular eminences. They form the division of the Plehni

urhicohe of Linnaeus, and were united with the Polyommati under the name of Hesperia, by Fabricius.

But we must further add some exotic Lepidoptera, whose natural station has not yet been discovered.

These ditferent Lepidoptera conduct us very well to the second family. They compose two sub-

genera.
Hesperia, Fab.,—

Which have the antenna distinctly terminated by a club, and the pnlpi short, broad, and very squamuse in front.

[The species are very numerous, of small size, and are known to cohectors under the name of Skipper Butterflies,

from their peculiar flight.] H. Malvce, Fab., is a common species. Its caterpillar is elongated, with the lirst

segment behind the head narrowed, a character familiar to this group.

Urania, Fab.,

—

Has the antennEe filiform at the base, and gradually slender and setaceous at the tips, and the palpi long, slender,

with the second joint very compressed, and the last long, slender, and naked. Pap. RMpheus, Leilns, Lavinia,

Oronten, &c. They form Dalman's genera Ci/dimon, Nijctalenion, and Sematura. [See the memoir of Mac Leay

on the transformations of a species which inhabits Cuba, in the Trans. Zool. Soc, and my observations on the

adinities of these interesting insects, in the new edition of Drury's E^rotic Entomology.']
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THE SECOND FAMILY OF THE LEPIDOPTERA,—

The Crepuscularia,—
Has, near the origin of the external edge of tlie hind wings, a stiff bristle, which passes through a hook

on the under side of the fore-wings, maintaining tliem whilst in repose in a horizontal or inclined

position ; according to Godart, however, some of the Smerinthi are nevertheless destitute of this in-

strument, w'hich is also found in the following faiuily, but the Crepuscularire are distinguished by their

antenna; forming an einngiitcd mass, either prismatic or fusiform. Tlieir caierpillars have always sixteen

feet ; their chrysalides are not angnlated like those of the Diurnal Lepiduptera, and are mostly in-

closed in a cocoon, or are concealed either in the earth or beneath some substance. They mostly lly

either in the morning or evening [twilight]. This family composes the genus

Si'HiNX, Linn.,

—

Which has derived its name from the peculiar attitudes of the larvse, which resemble the fabled Sphinx.

They make a humming noise during flight. I divide this genus into four sections, corresponding to the

Fabrician genera Castnia, Sji/i/nx, Sesia, and Zi/ga;na.

The first, IIesperi-sphingks, is composed of Lepidoptera which evidently seem to connect the Iles-

perla: and true Spliingcs. The antennrc are always simple, thickened in the njiddie, or towards the tip,

which forms a pointed hook without a bundle of hairs at the end. All have a very distinct proboscis,

and the palpi are composed of three distinct joints. In some, the terminal joint is long, slender, and

nearly naked, as in Urania; in others they are shorter and broader.

Agarista, Lead), has the palpi lonp;, with the terminal joiut nearly naked ; the anfei'inre t^'-radually thickened in

tlie iniihlle, and terminated by a lon^ hook. [New Holland insects.]

C'jci/tia, Boisduval, has glass-like wini^s ; the palpi are as in Urania, and the antenna' as in Ag^ri?ta.

Coi-ntiix, Latr., has the palpi similar, suddenly terminated in a clid>, with a hook at the tip. [A lirazilian species.]

Castiiin, Fabr., has tlie antennae like those of A^^arista, but the palpi are shorter, broader, and cylindric. [See

the monographs of Dalman, Gray, and tlie Enajclopcdic Methodtqne.']

The second section, Springides, has the antenna; always terminated by a small brush of scales ; the

palpi are broad or transversely compressed, very squamose, with the third joint mostly indistinct. The

majority of the cater[)i]lars have the body smooth, elongated, with a horn on the back, near the ex-

tremity of the body ; and the sides oblique or longitudinally strii)ed. They feed on leaves, and

undergo their changes in the earth without weaving a web. Such are the species of

Sphinx, Linn, [or the Hawk Moths],

—

Projierly so called, which have the antennae prismatic, simply ciliated, or striated on one side, and which

have a distinct proboscis. 7'hey fly with great swiftness, hovering over flowers, and making a humming

sound; the chrysalides of some species have the tongue-case exserted like a nose, as in Sph'uur Convol-

vuli, the Unicorn Hawk IMoth.

The species are numerous, and of verylarg"e size.

One of the largest, is the Death's Head Moth, Sphinx

Almpos, Linn, [belon^in?; to the subgenus .icAero;(/m,

(.)eh.], remarkable for the skull-hke patch on the back

(if the thorax, and for the squeaking kind of noise it

emits, wliich has been supposed by Reaumur to be

caused by rubbing the palpi against each other, and

by Lorey to be owing to the rapid escape of the air from

two ventral cavities ; the caterpillar is of a very large

size, and feeds on potatoes, jasmine, &c.

The larvae of other species [forming the subgenus

Eiimnrpha, Ht»., or Mt'fopsi/itx, Duncan], have the power of thrusting oat the front of the body to a great

length, [whence they have obtained the name of Elephant Hawk I\Ioths,j such as -Sp/i. Elpenor, PorccfluSy &c.

tlther Sphin-ides have the body terminated by u tassel of scales. Scopoli formed them into a distinct genus,

Macyifilussiini. .Such are the Huniming-Bird Hawk-Moth {Sph. stcUatantm), and the Broad and Narrow-borilcred

Jlee-iMiitlis [Sp/i. fifci/iirmis, Boinbijlifonnis, &c.), the two last of which have the wings glassy. [This group of

Hawk .Moths is remarkable for flying in the hottest sunshine.]

Siiii-riiilhirs, Latr., has the antenna sen-ated, and the tongue wanting. T!ie species are sluggish in their flight,

and tlir hind \vihgs extend be\ond the fnre ones in rppot,e, as in many nutths. Sjih. T//i.r, Fn/'ii/i, ami orcJhi-a.
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The third division of Sphinx, Sesiades, comprises those ^vith the antennse always simple, elon^cale-

fusif(trm, and often terminated by a small ijiindle of scales ; the palpi are slender, and distinctly 3-jouitcd;

elie a1)domen is generally tcrminateil Ity a tassel. The caterpillars devour the interior of twigs, or the

roots of vegetables, like those of Zcuzera or Cossus ; they are naked, without any posterior liorn, and

construct a cocoon with the particles of the materials on which they have fed.

Sksia, Latr.,—
Has the antennae terminated by a ?maU brush of scali-s ; the wing's are horizontal, and have i^lassy spaces ; the

tail is tasselled. Many of the species resemble Wasps and other hymenopteroiLs and diptLTOus insects, [Mu-

meroLis sinaU ilriti.sh species, which fly about in the hottest sunshine.]

Tliiiris-, HoR'., diflers in the untennte beint^ nearly setaceous, and the abdomen pointed.

^goccra, Latr., has the antennfe without a bundle of scales at the tip, but thickest in the middle ; the abdomen
also pointed at the tip. The wiiii^-s are entirely clothed with scales.

Tiic fourth and last division of Sphinxes, Zyg.-enides, has the antennae always terminated in a point

\\ithout a l)rush, and eitlier simple in both sexes and fii:;iform, or thickest in t]ie middle ; setaceous

and pectinated, at least in the males ; the palpi of moderate size, or small, subcylindrie, 3-jointed ; the

wings are dcflexed, and have, in many, vitreous spols ; the abdomen is not tasscllLMl ; the spurs of the

liind-tibiae are small ; the larvae are exposed, and feed on various leguminosEe. They are cylindric,

without a posterior horn, pilose, like those of many Bombyces, and form a silken cocoon, which they

attach to stems of grass, &c. Their habits are well described by Boisduval, in a monograph on this

tribe.

Zyg^na,—
The typical ,s;cnus, is net found in the New AVorld ; the antenna' are simijle in both sexes ; suddenly terminated

l.)y a fusiform mass, and the palpi reach beyond the clyjiens, and are attenuated at the tip. [The species are

numei'ous.

iSph'nix jUipi'irduht.% [the Hornet Moth, a very common and handsome species, i^ the type].

tSt/iitoniis, Illip;., diH'ers in having the anteiUKu slemler and gradually dilated
;
the palj)! are shoi-ter. [Exotic

species.]

A'f/cfiiay HofT., has simple antennae in the females, or bipectinated in the males ; the palpi very pilose, and ex-

tending; considerably beyond the clypeus ; the spurs lar^^'e.

I'rocris, Fab. {Iiw, Leach), approaches Atychia in the antpunn:, but the palpi are shorter, the \ving:s loup:er, utA

the spurs small. S. sfntices, Linn., [the Forester S|)hinx, a very common small species, of a shining green colour].

The other Lepidoptera of this division have the antenn^-e in both sexes bipectinated.

Glmicopifi, Fab., has a distinct proboscis.

Afflaope, Fabr., has not a proboscis. Many species of these two subgenera occur in tropical chmates ; they seeni

to connect the Crepuscularla; with Calliniorpha.

THE THIRD [AND LAST] FAMILY OV THE LEPIDOPTERA,—

TirE NocTunxA,

—

Presents to us ordinarily the wings bridled in repose by a bristle or bunch of hairs arising at the base

of the outer edge of the lower pair, and passing tlirough a ring on the under side of the upper. The

wings are horizontal or dcflexed, and sometimes rolled round the body. The antennES gradually di-

minish to the tips, or are setaceous. This family is composed in the Linnasan system of the single

genus
Phal.^na [or Moths].

These insects in general fly only during the night, or after sunset ; many are destitute of a proboscis;

some females are destitute of wings, or have only very small ones. The caterpillars generally spin a

cocoon; the number of their feet varies from ten to sixteen; the chrysalides are always rouudcil, and

not angulatcd nor pointed.

The classification of this family is exceedingly embarrassing, and our systems are yet but imperfect

sketches. AVe divide it into ten sections.

The first section, Hepialites, has for its types the genera Hppialus and Cossu.s of Fabricius. The

caterpillars are naked and fleshy, and reside in the interior of vegetal>les, upon which they feed ; their

cocoons are for the most part formed of the particles of these vegetables. The segments of the abdomen

of the pupte are denticulated ; the antennae are always short, with only a single sort of small short teeth.

In others they are terminated by a single filament, but furnished at the base in the males with a double

R R
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row 01 poctinations ; the proboscis is always very sliort and indistinct ; the wings are roof-like and elon-

gati'd ; the females have the ovipositor long ; their caterpillars commit inneli havoc in dilferent trees, <ic.

in t^unic, tbe anl:cnn;e' are nearly alike in Imth ,SL'\rs, with only very short tceUi.

Hi' iM ALi:y, Falir.,—

AVliich lias tjie.-^e oriiuiis nearly moniliforni, and nnicli sliortcr than the thorax; the hind win^s are grenerally des-

titute of a bridle. The caterpillars live in the earth, and eat the roots of plants. The Great Swift or Ghost Moth
{ficj'ialui- JIuinuli), is a very common insect; the rnale with silvery white wings, and the female butf, with reddi&h

marks.

Cossus, Fab., has the aiiteiin;i^ lon;^er, with a row of short denticnlatious ; the caterpillars live in the intLTiiJi- of

trees, forming their cocoons of the sawdust they make. The chrysalis, immediately before undergoiiiL;- its final

chansje, works itself to theouter opening of its ceil, in order to make its escape. The Goat Mnth, Cossus /if/"ijn:ri/(r,

is the type of the ^enns. Its larva is like a thick, short, red worm ; it lives in the interior ut various tn.'i.'S, and

discharges a fetid liquor when alarmed, and which serves to soften the wood.

St)/(jia, Drap., has a double row of teeth in the antennEe. [Exotic species.]

Zeuzera, Latr., dili'ers from the preceding in having the male antenna furnished at the base with a rlouble row
of long; pectinations, and subsequently terminated by a thread ; those of the females ai-e simple, but cottony at the

base. Z. jEscuU, the Wood Leopard, a handsome rare species, of a wliite colour, \\ith numerous steel-blue spots.

The larva lives in the interior of various trees.

Onr second division, Bomuycites, differs from tlie lirst and third, liy ha\iii3; tlie iirolioscis always

very short and rudimental; the wings are extended and horizontal, or roof-like, tlic hjwer ones ex-

tending beyond the upper ones at the sides ; and the male antennae entirely pectinated. The larvre are

exposed, and feed upon the tender parts of vegetables ; they mostly make a cocoon of pure silk ; the

chrysalides have no rows of teeth on tlie margins of the abdominal segments.

AYe forni with tliu .-.pecies which have the wings expanded and horizontal, a lirst sub,^enus, or the PhaLciui Atta-

I'liv uf Liuiia'us, to wiiicli we restrict the name of

Satuniia, Schrank., includinfr that of J.9/a/a. It comprises the lar:j:est species, which have tlie wings mostly

ornamented with glass-like spots. Such are the Great Atlas Moth of China, B. Cccropia, Luna, &c. TIil' silk of

which the cocoons of two of the species are formed, has been employed from time immemorial at Bengal. I am
assured by M. Huzard, that in a Chinese manuscript these caterpillars have been termed the wild Silk-worms of

China, and I conjecture that the silken materials, obtained by the ancients in commerce, were produced from these

caterpillars. Europe furnishes five species of this subgenus, the largest of which is the Great Peacock, JJ.pavonia

major : the only British species is the Emperor Moth, [iJ. pavonia minor'] ; the cocuou of this species is carious^

being formed internally with stilf, cojl verge nt, elastic threads, which fidiitate the escape of the inclosed insect,

but prevent the entrance of others.

The other Bombycites have the upper wings inclining at the side, or roof-like, the outer edge of the lower

extending beyond that of the upper wings.

Lasiocampa, has the palpi porrected like a beak, and the hind-wings <:d'teu notched. The jierfect insect often

resembles a packet of dead leaves. B- qiurcifolia, patitluria, ^c. [divided by the German and iinglish entomologists

into numerous subgenera].

Bovihijx proper, has the palpi not remarkably prominent.

B. Mori, Linn., the Silk-wnrni j\Ioth. This well-known insect is a native ^)i thi' northern provinces y\^ China.

It was imported by the Greek missionaries, in the time of Justinian, to Constantino|de ; whence, at the time of

the crusades, it passed from IMorea into Sicily and the kingdom of Naples, and subsequently, e;:pecially under

Sully, into France. But the ancients also obtained their silks, both by sea and land, from Pegu and Ava, or the

ancient Seres, which are the more generally alluded to in the writings of the earlier geogi-aphers. It is known

that silk was anciently sold at its weight in gold, and that it has become an important source of national riches.

B, neastria, the Lackey Moth, the larva of which lives in society, under webs of large size, upon our fruit-trees

;

and B. processioned, the Processionary Moth, the caterpillars of which are also social, and which often change

their abode, marching in procession, one being in fi-ont servnig as a guide, folloued by two, and then tlirec, four,

tive, and so on.

The tliii'd section of the Nocturnal Leiiidnptera, that of the ryEut>o-BoMBYCt:s, is composed of

species in which the hind wings, like those of all t!n_: following, are furnished with a bridk', -which

fixes them to the anterior in repose, by \^hich they are aho then co\ered. The iiridioscis in the ter-

minal species is elongated, differing only from the following tribes by Iteing rather shorter. The

antenna; are entirely pectinated, or serrated, in Ihe males. The larvae of all feed on the exterior parts

of vegetables.

The tirtit of these have the [iroboscis short, and uiMitte:l for suction. In some of these the caterpillars do not

form portable cases, and are long, and furnished with ambulatory feet.

Sericaria, Latr., has both sexes winged, and the ui>per wings are not dcnticulatei! on the inner margin. B. <lis-

p"t, Fab. [the Gipsy Moth]. B. versicolor, Biiceph<il<(, Cor>//i, pudihntnJa, &c., forining the grncra Eixfrontis,

J'','l<.eni, Lijiarii;^ \S.c.
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Fig- 120.— Clic

Xo/odoiifa, Och5., lias the inner maro-jn of the wing denticulated, [whence these insects are called Promi-
nent Moths].

On/i/ia, Ochs., differs from the preceding by having the females almost wiiij,'less. B. aniiqna, Fab. [the

Vapourer Moth].

Limacodes, Latr., ditTei's from all in having the caterpillars like Wood-lice, and which seem also to represent

the Polyomniati aiuongst the diurnal species. H. Testudo and Asellus, Fab.
P.s!/che, Schrank., the caterpillars of which form portable cases of silk, to which they affix bits of stick, thus

reseuibling the nests of the Caddice-tiies. Some of the species, from the East Indies and Senegal, are very remark-
able in thf.'ir forms.

The terminal Pseiido-Bombyces have the proboscis very distinct and elongated.

Clieloiiia, God. (Arctla, Schr., Ei/prepia, Ochs.),

has the wings roof-like ; the antenme pectinated in

the males; the palpi very hirsute, and the proboscis

short.

B. caja, the Great Garden Tiger Moth, having

brown upper-wings marked with white, and red

uuder-wings spotted with blue black. The larva; are

very common, and are termed Woolly Bears.

Callimorpfia, Latr. {Ei/prcpla, Ochs.), has the

wings I'oof-like, but tlie antennae are only serrated

in the males; the palpi only slightly squamose, and

the proboscis long. B. Jacobatc, a very common
sjiecies, black, the ripper wings having a line and two carmine red spots ; the under wings of the latter colour,

bordered with black.

Liihosia, Fab., has the wings iiorizontal in repose.

The fourth section of the Nocturna, that of tbij ArosuR.*E. ditfcrs at once from all the rest of the

order in the caterpillars heing destitute of any anal feet, the extremity of the body terminating in a

point, whieh in many is forked, or furnished with two long articulated appendages, forming a khid of

tail. In respect to the proboscis, palpi, and antennae, the Moths differ but little from the preceding.

Diiranoi/ra, God, {Cerura, Sclir., Ilarpi/ia, Ochs.). have the external habit of Chelonia or Sericaria, and the

extremity of the body of the larva is terminated by two tails. [C- Viinda, the Puss Moth,]

Platiipteryx, Lasp. {Drcpana, Scnr.), more resembles Phalai^na, having the fore-wings hooked at the tips and the

body slender; the body of the !arv;e terminates in a point. In respect to the latter state, these Moths therefore

resemble the Dicranoura; ; but, in their perfect state, that ot Phalenites. Ph. falcataria, lacertinaria, &c.

Tlie fifth section of the Nocturnal Lepidoptera that of the Noctu.elites, Latr., resembles the pre-

ceding in the wings, but diU'ers in liaving a corneous proboscis rolled \\\) in a spiral direction, and

mostlv very long
;
palpi terminated suddenly by a very small joint, slenderer than the preceding, which

is much larger, and very compressed. The body is generally clothed with scales rather than with

wool ; the thorax is often crested above, and the abdomen is of an elongate conic form ; the antenna;

are generally slender and simple. Their flight is very rapid, and some species fly during the day.

The caterpillars have mostly sixteen feet ; some have two or four less, but the anal pair is never

wanting; and in those with only twelve feet the anterior pair of the membranous legs is as large as

the following. The majority of these caterpillars inclose themselves in a cocoon. They compose the

section PhalcEiia-Nocfua, Linn, All the generic groups established recently, and which are character-

ized rather from the caterpillar than the perfect state, may be reduced to the two following

subgenera.

Erebus, Latr. {T/n/sajiic, Dalm., Nocfita, Fab.), has the wings always extended and horizontal, and the last Joint

of the palpi long, slender, and naked. Tliese are very large moths, all of which are exotic except one Spanish

species.
NOCTUA,

Has the last joint of the palpi very short, and clothed with scales, like the preceding. The majority have tlie

larva? l6-fouted, as the Red Under-wing Mutlis, Nociua [Catocahi'\ spoiim, &c. Others have only twelve feet,

and the imago is ornamented with golden or silvery spots, such as the Burnished Brass Moth, Nociua [Plns'ia]

Chn/sites, &c. TbelarviB of some, as A''. Verhab-ci, Abshtt/i/i, Sec, feed on the flowers of the plants after which

they are named. Others have the antennje feathered, as N. graminis, the larva of which is very destructive to

pastures in Sweden [and elsewhere]. This genus is divided by Ochsenheimer into forty-two genera, being for the

most part equivalent to the groups proposed in the systematic catalogue of the Lepidoptera of Vienna, of which,

however, the nature of our work does not allow the details. After the removal of Erebus, Latreille, in a note,

su'^gests that the NoctuK foi-m two series ; the lirst having partially geometrical larva:, and the others having

l6-fouted larvfe, both, however, terminating with species conducting to Herminia andPyralis.

Bombi/r Ci/Uopoda, Dalm,, forms a new and anomalous subgenus.

R R 2
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The sixth section of the Nocturnal Lopidoptera, that of the Phal^na tortrix, Linn., has the

greatest relation to tho precciling species, the upper wings having the outer margin curved at the I^ase,

and subsequently narro\ved ; and their short, broad form, like a truncated oval, gives these insects a

reniarkatjle appearance ; the proboscis is distinct, and the palpi generally nearly similar to those of the

Noctuie, l)ut rather more advanced. They are small Moths, agreeably coloured, -u^itli the \viiigs nearly

horizontal, or rather slightly detlcxed at the sides ; the upper pair slightly crossing the lower. The

cateri»illars are 16-footed, the liody being generally smooth, or but slightly hairy ; thoy mil up the

leaves, fixing them by threads in a parallel direction, and thus forming them into cases, whereby they

devour the parenchyine of tlie h'^aves at IcImut ; others make retreats by fastening several leaves or

flowers together, and some reside inside fruits ; some of these caterpillars have the body slender at the

tip, and their cocoons are in the figure of a boat turned u])side down ; these cocoons are sometimes en-

tirely of silk, and sometimes of silk nii\cd with other mariers. They form the suljgenus

PvuAi.is, Fab. [Toyirii cif Kii'^^lish autlmrs].

P. pomr/iia, Fall., the Codlinq; Moth, /-*. ri/iSy P. prn.siiinria, [and a great namber of species, divided by more

recent Qutliors into a ffreat number of subgenera]. Latreiile in a note adds indications of the additional sub-

(jenera Xulopoda {Tortri.r de?itaria, Hb.), Vobiera (P. nilaiia, unibellana, lleradcann), and Procerafa (P. saldo-

iianii, Faljr.).

The seventh section of the Nocturna, that of the Pilai..f.n"ites, Latr. (P/ial. Geomefra, Linn.), has

the body generally slender, with the proboscis either wanting or liut little elongale, anrl nearly mem-

branous ; the palpi small and subcylindric ; the wings amph;, exteiu.led, or like a nearly flat roof; the

antenna: in many of the males are pectinated ; the thorax sniooth ; the cateqiillars have generally nnly

ten feet; sometimes, however, they have an extra pair; the anal feet always exist. From their mode

of walking, they are called Geometers, or Loopers, described above (p. 604). Their attitude of repose

is singular ; fixed to a lu'auch nr twig, and hobbng only by the hind pair uf feet, the body is stretched

in a straight line, and at an angle with the branch inimovcably. In their cnlours, also, and the rugo-

sities in their bodies, tbey also resemble branches: in this position they will remain for many hours,

and even for entire days. The chrysalides arc naked, or are inclosed in a very slender cocoon. \Vhen

the caterpillars are not taken into consideration, this section only forms a single genus,

—

Piial.kna.

The caterpillar of P. iiinrgiiri'nri", Fab., the type of my sub<,^enns M.'!>-<,i.;niipn, has twelve feet, Imt the rest

only ten, sucii as P. sainhm-aria, tlic Swalluw-tailed Moth, formed

.^ by Leach into the subgenus Ouraptenjx ; P. grosstdariata^ Linn.,

the Mau^pie Moth, [a \'ery abundant species, the larva and pupa of

\\ liicli aic liuiin'il m a pi iTcding page. The females Of P. brniii<rla,

and ^niiic iiUiL']--, li;i\ e i^nly ^ery slight rudiments of win;^;^. The

hittri" r-iii;cies appear only in \Yinter. One species, P. sexalisala,

i.> n.-iiiaikable for the nudes possessing a small appendage at the

nnier ed;;e of the hind wing. These species form my subgenus

Illlberiiia.

[Tliis is a \'('ry o\teuii\"e tiibe, formed into tlie family ('.\'";/(C-

Iridtc, and di\'ided by recent authors into a very,i;reat number of

grnera.]

;d Lcpidnptera, that of the Dkltoides, presents to us species very

but id' which the cateriullars have fourteen feel, and mil up leaves,

fa the imago, the pat[)i are rbjugaieil and reeurved. The wings form with the body, at the iidcs of

whitdi they are horizontally exteudrd, a kind of delta, of which the posterior edge has at the noddle

an itnlented angle, or appears furcate. The Deltoid Lepidoptera form the subgenus

U.-niiiiii(i. Latr., belonging- to the division of the Phaltcmi Py/vii'/.yof Liiui,, Hiihhra and part of Cra>iihu.s, Fabr.

The eigbtb section of the nortn

nearly allied to the Phala:na.' ])rope

Tlic ninth section of the Nocturna, that of the Tineites, Latr. [Phahvna Tinea, Linn.), and the major

part (d' his Pyralides, comprises the most minute species of the order, and of which the caterpillars are

always furnished with sixteen feet at least, are rectigrade, and live hidden iu fixed or moveable cases

wldcli they form. In some, the wings form a kind of elongated triangle, nearly flattened; such arc the

Fh. Pijralidrs, Linn., whirb li,i\e four distinct palpi, and generally exposed. In others, the ui)pcr wings

arc long aioi iuutow ; in alb the bind wings are always broad and folded; the four palpi of these are

also often cx[>osed.
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The substances upon which the caterpillars feea, or on which they mostly dwell, provide thcin with

materials for tlieir cases. Among the cases formed of vegetable matters, some are very siiignlar: the

Adehc, for instance, make their nests of bits of leaves, arranged upon each otlier. In some the material

is transparent. The caterpillars of the true Tinerc clothe themselves in cases formed of hair, fur, &c.,

which they cut olT with their jaws, as well as of the hair of the skins of animals, and which they fasten

witli silken threads. They have the instinct to elongate or widen these cases by slitting them, and

introducing a new piece. They undergo their transformations in these cases, having first closed the

orifice with silk. Reaumur, Rosel, and De Geer have especially investigated the habits of these insects.

Other species burrow into the interior of the vegetable and animal suhstances upon which they

subsist, forming simple galleries, where they construct cases either of these materials or of silk ; these

habitations are always fixed, and serve only as retreats. Others, again, pierce the interior of leaves

upon which they feed, pioilueing dried-up patches either in spots or undulating lines, to be observed

on many leaves : buds, fruits, seeds, and often grains of wheat, as well as the resinous galls of some

fir trees, serve for food and abode to others.

These Moths are often ornamented with very brilUant colours, the upper wings having gold or silver

spots.

Some, the Pyralides, having the four palpi always distinct, exposci.l, or sHi^htly hidden by the scales of the clypeus,

porrected, have their wings roof-like, but more flattened. Some of these have the proboscis very diHtiuct, and the

caterpillars live upon different plants.

Ji')fi/s, Latr., has leaf-rolling caterpillars, with ordinary organs of respiration. P/ial. urticata, Linn, [the Small

Magiiie Moth], the caterpillar of which feeds on the nettle.

Ihidrocampe, Latr., is composed of nearly allied species, but of which the caterpillars are aquatic, with long,

tiluinentous appendages for respiration, the interior being furnished with trachea. They form tubes with the

leaves of aquatic plants, or are exposed.

Others have the proboscis obsolete, or nearly so.

Aijlossa, L;itr., has the four palpi exposed, the wings forming a flat triangle. P. pinguinalls, Linn., the larva?

of which feeds on grease or buttery substances. According to Linnaius, it has been found but rarely in the human
stomach, where it produces more violent effects than ordinary intestinal worms. A medical man has sent me
some caterpillars of this species, wliich had been vomited by a young female. P. farhiaiis, Linn., feeds

on Hour.

Galleria, Fab., has the palpi covered by the scales of the front of the head ; the fore-wings narrower than in

Aglossa, and notched at the hind margin, and greatly defiexed at the sides. G. cereana, Fab., the Honeycomb

Moth, the larva of which commits much mischief in hives, by burrowing through the comb, and constructing a

silken web, mixed with grains of excrement ; the cocoons are sometimes found united in a mass. G. alvearia, Fab.

falso feeds on honeycomb], but is more allied to Tinea than this genus. Crambi/s eriga/iis, Fabr., and Thicn fri-

bitiii-Ua and colonclla, are allied to the preceding, but the paliji are longer, whence they are nearer allied to

Crambus. They form several subgenera.

The others have the maxillary palpi not always distinct, the upper wings long and narrow, sometimes rolled round

the body and sometimes extended perpendicularly at the sides. In this state the insect has always a narrow and

elongated form, approaching that of a cylinder, or cone.

Some have the labial palpi large and porrected, the last joint at most being recurved ; the maxillary palpi are

distinct.

Crambus, Fab., has a distinct proboscis, and the palpi beak-like
; they frequent dry pastures.

Aliiciia, Latr. {Ypsolophns, Fab.), has also the distinct proboscis, but the last joint of the palpi is recurved.

Eiiplocamm, Latr. (Phycis, Fab.), has the proboscis very short, with the last joint of the palpi recurved; the

male antenna; have a double row of beards.

P/n/cis, Fab., similar to Euplocami, but with the antenna; only ciliated. Others have the labial palpi entirely

recurved over the head in many. In the two following subgenera the palpi scarcely extend beyond the forehead.

Tiiieay has the proboscis short, formed of two membranous filaments ; the head is very hairy. P. tapezana. Fab.,

the larva of which gnaws clothes and other stuft" materials, concealed in a case formed of particles of these sub-

stances, which it gnaws oft".

Otlier species, T. sarciieila, F., peUlonella, Fab., flavifroniella and graneUa, feed on clothes, woollen stuffs,

furs, objects of natural history, and grains of wheat in granaries.

lli/fhia, Latr. {Crambus, Fab.i, has the proboscis distinct, and of the ordinary size, and the last joint of the

palpi shorter than the preceding.

Ypo7tomeuta, Latr., has the proboscis distinct, and the last joint of the palpi as long as the preceding joint.

These insects are alhed to Lithosia, T. evornjmcUa (the Small Ermine Moth), and T. padeUa, the last of which

lives upon fruit-trees, in vast numbers, the larvai covering the branches with webs.

Qtcop/iora, Latr., has the palpi extending over the head as far as the middle of the thorax. The Corn Moth

iielongs to this genus, as well as T. liun-isella, the larva of which forms a kind of hamoc.

Adda, Latr., differs from the preceding in the very small and pilose palpi, the very long antennas, and the eyes

i-.)nti"-uous. The species are found in wood, and appear as soon as the oak leaves expand. The wings are generally
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very nnlliant. [They arc called Japan-Moths.] A. Dc Cccrel/a, ReaumtircUa, &c. [The former figured in the

plate nf .Moths in the Eiifomo/u;/i.-i/\i- Tat Book.']

The tenth and last section of the Nocturnal Leiiidoptera, that of tlic Pterophorites, has great

alihiity with the preceding in the narrow form and Icni^th of the body and ^vings, Imt differs in having

thc^ \\ings slitthrough their whole length, like branches, or bearded fingers, like feathers. Their wings

tlins imitate those of birds. Linnaeus united them in his division of Phala^na Jluciia. De Geer naroed

them P/iahpihC'-7^ijj/'l'.e.

AVe form them, with Fabriciiisand GeottVoy, into the suh;,a.'ni.is PltTuphoriix, the caterpillars of which have sixteen

feet, ami feed on leaves and flowers, and do not form a case. The palpi are recurved from the base, and not longer

thari tlir head
;
the chrysalides are naked, setose, or tubercular. P. pcnfadacfj/liu-, Linn., the White Plumed

Jloth. A very common species.

Oi-HCo'tcs, Latr., has the palpi advanced, loni^-^er than the head, and the clirysalis is inclosed in a silken cocoon,

P. /icuulach/lia; Linn., Lc.

THE ELEVENTH ORDER OF INSECTS,-

THE RHinrXERA,-

Prcvidiisly cstabli-ilicil by Mr. Kirl)y iimler tlic name of Sirepsiptern (or Twisted Win^s),

[and winch lias been fully in-oved by recent oljservatioiis to have been correctly named, and

that Latreille's name, Rbipiptera, ought no longer to be applied to it], is composed of some

very singular insects, anomalous both in their structure and habits.

At the sides of the anterior extremity of the thorax, near the neck, and at the outer Ijase of

the two fore-legs [but in reality originating u|iiiii the very short and eoUar-like mesothora.x],

.are attached a pair of small, crustaceons, moveable organs, like small elytra, bent backwards,

narrow, elongated, cluljbed, and curved at the tip, and terminating at the origin of the ivings.

[LatreiUe then contends that these pre-lialancers arc not rein-esentatives of the elytra, but of

the pieces termed jj^er^offe, observed at the base uf the « ings of the Lcpidoptcra ; but it

has been proved that they are the real representatives of ehtra.] The wings of the Rbipiptera

are large, membranous, divided 1)y longitudinal nervines, and folding lengthwise, like a fan.

The mouth is com]iosed of four pieces, of «liicli two are short, and a.ppear like a jiair of two-

jointed ]ialpi ; and the other two are inserted near the inner liasc of tlie preceding, in the form

of small linear plates, pointed, and crossing each other at the tip, like the mandililes of many

insects; they more nearly resemljle the lancets of the nnnitb of some Diptera than true man-

dibles. According to Savigny, the mouth is composed of a lalu'iini, two mandibles, two maxiUie,

each supporting a pair of small exarticulate palpi, and of a lower lip without palpi.] The head

is further furnished with a pair of large hemispherical eyes, somewhat pedunculated ; two

antenna;, aiiproxiinating at the liase on a cominon elevation, nearly filiform, short, and com-

posed of three joints, the two first lieing very short and the third very long, divided from its

base into two long compressed In-ancbes, nbicli are applied against each other. The ocelli

are wanting. The thorax [su]iposcd by Latredle to )iear] in its form and divisions much

resemblance to that of many Cicada', Psi/llri, and Clirijsix. [is now show n to Ijc quite anomalous

in its structure, consisting of a ring-like jiro- and mcso-thorax, and an immense metathorax]
;

the abdomen is subeyUndric, 8- or D-jointed, and terminated by appendages analogous to

those of the aljove-mentioiied Heraiptera. The legs, six in number, are nearly meinbranons,

compressed, of nearly cipial si/.c, and terminated by filiform tarsi composed of four meni-

Ijranous joints, vcsiciilose at their tips, the last being rather larger than the others, without

terminal ungues. Tlic fcnir fore-legs are close together, but the two others are placeil far
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1ji;'!iiiu1, (lie sjiafo between tliem being very ample, and divided by a longitudinal impression
in the middle. The posterior extremity of the metathorax is prolonged into a large scutclhim
over the abdomen.

These insects live in the larva state between the scales of the ahdomeu of some Aiidremc
and Wasps, belonging to the subgenus Pulistes. They move their prebalancers at the same
time as their wings. Although ajiparcutly far removed, in many respects, from the Ilymen-
optera, I nevertheless consider them nearest allied to some of these insects, such as the

Ei(lo/>kl.

M. Peck lias observed the larvic of Xenos Peckii, ivliich is found iu Wasps ; it is oval-oblong,

without feet, annulated, v.ith the anterior extremity dilated into a head, and the mouth formed
of three tubercles. These larva; are transformed to pupic in the same situation, and beneath

their own skin, as it appears to me from an ex-

amination of Xeiios Rossii, and without changing

its form. (See the memoir of M. Jurine upon this

insect.) Proljabiy the two prebalancers are ser-

viceable in enabling the insect to disengage itself

from between the scales of the abdomen of (he in-

sects in which they have lived.

They are a kind of tEstri of insects. We shall

subsequently see that a species of Conops under-

goes its changes in the interior of the abdomen o'

Boiiiui

They compose [four genera] Xmos, Rossi;

Stijlops, ICirby [and Elenchus and Halictophuyiis,

Curtis]. They chiefly vary in the form of the

antenmc. The species of the first-named genus live

in Wasps, and those of Stylops in Andrena. See

on these insects the memoir of Kirb}', in the

eleventh volume of the hinnaan Transactions ; [also the work of Curtis, and several memoirs

which I have published in the Entomological Transactions^.

FiLr. ISO.—A. Stylops Dalii, nat, size; D,

dreiia, with tlie ht-adsot two of its Urva
the abiloininal riii^s a ; d, larva i-xtractt 1 and majjaified

THE TWELFTH ORDER OF INSECTS,-

THE DIPTERA (Antliata, Fab.),-

Ilas for its characters six feet, two membranous extended wings, having almost always beneath

tliem two moveable slender bodies named halteres, or balancers, (which Latreille, in a note,

endeavours to prove cannot be the representatives of hind wings, but rather of a jiair of

sjiines observed in the metathorax of some Ilymenoptera, such as Cryptocerus). The sucker is

composed of scaly, setiform pieces, of variable number (from two to six), and either inclosed in

a canal on the upper side of the proboscis, which is terminated by two fleshy lip-like lobes, or

covered by one or two inarticulated plates, which serve it for a sheath.

The body is comjiosed, as in other hexa])od insects, of three principal pieces ; the oceUi,

when present, are [almost] always three in number, [two in some Tipulids]. The antennje

are ordinarily inserted on the forehead; those of our first family have much relation, both in

their form, composition, and ajipcndages, with those of the Nocturnal Lepidoptera, but m the
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fullowmg families tlicy aru only enmiioseil of two or three joints, tlie last of Hliicli is genenilly

fusiform or lentieular, ivith a small stylii'orm appendage, or hair, either simple or bearded.

The mouth is only fit for extracting and draiving

forth fluid matters, and when these ,iri; im'losed

in pro|M.'r vessels, with an envelope easily jjicreed,

the jiieees of the sueker aet as lancets, piercing

this I'nvelope, and forming a passage for the

NJ%___ liipiiil, ivliieli ascends by the pressure of these

V.^ X lancets together, to the pharynx, situated at the

^^-r^ base of the sucker, the sheath of which serves

Fig i:ii,^>, i„„.i -.fT.ll,.l.,u^, n, ii.n.i ..r Mii't.-,. only as a defence to these hiuccts, and is gene-

rall)' folded upon itself in theii' action. This sheath appears to represent the lo\^er lip of mas-

ticator)- nisects, and the setie, at least lu those with the most conijdicatcd mouth, rc]iresent

tlie other parts, such as the laljruin, mandibles, and maxdhe. The clypeus, or epistonie as J call

it, is represented by the Ijasal part of the proboscis preceding the sucker and palpi; the base

of the proboscis mostly Ircars t\\o filiform or clavate pal]ii, comjiosed in some of five joints,

but in most of only two. The wings are simply veined, and generally horizontal. As in the

Ilymenoiitera, their veins furnish good secondary characters of groujis.

The use of the balancers is not kno\^ii ; the insect moves them \\\[h great rapidity. i^Ianv

species, es])ecially tliose of the terminal faaiilies, have above the lialancers two niembranous

pieces, like the two valves of a shell, attached together at one side, and which are termed

alidets. One of these pieces is iiniteij to the wing, and ]iartakes of its movements, at which

tunc the two valves ai'e upon the same ]>lane. The size oi' these \^inglets is in inverse pro])or-

tiou to that of the halteres ; the prothorax is always very short, and often its lateral portions

are alone visible. In some species of Scenopinus, Culkidix, and PsycJiodo, thev are very

prominent, like tubercles. The mesothorax alone occupies the greatest ])art of the thorax ;

in front of whieti, on each side, and behind the )n-otliorax, are two spiracles, and two others

are observed near the base of the bahmeers. As in the Ilymenoiitera, those of the meso-

thorax are hidden or obliterated.

The alidomen is attached to the thorax only by h portion of its transverse diameter; it con-

sists of from five to nine segments, and is generally terminated by a point in the females : in

those \\hich have it composed of the smallest number of joints the terminal ones often form

a kind of ovipositor, composed of tubular pieces, entering into each other like those of a

telescope. The male sexual organs are external in many species, and curved beneath the

abd(mien. The legs, which are long and narrow in the majority, are terminated by a .5-joiiited

tarsus with two ungues, and often ^\ith two w threi.' vesicular puh'iUi. JMaiiv of these insects

do us much damage, either in sucking our o\mi Idood or that of our domestic .animals, by

depositing their eggs upon their bodies, so that their larva; may there obtain nourishment

;

or by infecting our viands and cereal plants with the same intention. Others, in return, are

useful, Ijy devouring obnoxious insects, consuming dead carcases, or other deca\ iin.^ animal

matter, wdnch would otherwise render the air we breathe impure, as v.ell as bv hastening the

decomposition of putrid i\ liter.

The duration of the life of dipterous insects arrived at the final state is very short. They
all undergo a com|ilete metamorphosis, but modified in two material \va\s. The larvrc of

many change their skin in order to undergo their transformation to pupic, and some spin a

cocoon; but the others do not moult ; their skin hardens, contracts, and generally shortens,

becoming a strong cocoon, of an egg-like form, for the inclosed pupa. The bodv of the larva

is detached, leaving its own proper lu-gans attached to the skin within, snch as the parts of the

mouth, &e. : shortly afterwards the inclosed insect assumes the form of a soft and o'elatinous

mass, without any of the jiarts of the future insect being visible; smne da\s afterwards, how-
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ever, these organs become distinct, and the insect has then assumed the real state of pujia

[inclosed within its old skin]. It scales off the anterior extremity of its cocoon, like a cap,

ulien it makes its esca]ie.

The larvi-e of dipterous insects arc dcstitu.e of feet, but some possess appendages which

resemble them. This is the only order in wliich the head is soft and variable; but this cha-

racter is confined to such as are transformed beneath their own skin. The mouth is generally

fiuniislied with two hooks, wliich serve them to gnaw their food. The principal organs of

respiration in the majority of the larvfe of this order are placed at the posterior extremity of

tlic body ; many have also a pair on the segment immediately behind tlie head.

Messrs. Fallen, Meigen, Wiedemann, and Macquart, have lately rendered signal service by

the establishment of numerous generic groups, by the description of many new species, or by

correcting the synonomy of those previously described. They have also employed the cha-

racters founded upon the arrangement of the nerves of the wings which I first used in my
" Genera." [Latreille here overlooks the previous claims of Harris.]

The work of Macquart upon the Diptera of the nortl) of France appears to me to be the

best treatise yet ])ublished on these insects. [M. Macquart has lately published a general

classification of the order, in two volumes, in the Suifes de Biijfhii, as well as a distinct vi'ork

on Exotic Diptera. Messrs. Haliday and 'Walker have added much to our knowledge of

British Diptera.]

AVe divide this order into Ino principal sections, which form distinct orders in the works of

[several] English authors.

'llie Diptera of the first section have the head always distinct from the thorax, the sucker

inclosed in a sheath, and the tarsal claws simple, or unidentate. The transformation of these

insects from the larva to the jmpa state never takes place within the abdomen of the

parent fly.

A first subdivision is composed of Diptera having the anteuna; divided into a great number

of joints; they form

THE FIi;.ST FAillLY OF THE DIPTERA,—

The Nemocera,—
The aiitenna3 of which are mostly composed of from fourteen to sixteen joints, or from six or nine to

twelve in others. They are tihforni or setaceous, often villose, especially in the males, and much

longer than the head. Ttie body is elongated, with llie Iiead small and rounded; the eyes large; tlie

)Moboseis cxserted, short, and terminated by two laige lips, or prolonged into a beak ; t^\o external

]ialpi inserted at its base, generally tilitorm or setaceous, and composed of four or tive joints ; the

thorax thick, elevated, and gibbose ; the wings olilong ; the balancers entirely exposed, and not

accompanied by large alulets ; the abdomen elongated, mostly formed of nine segments terminated in

a point in the females, thicker at tlie tip, and armed with hooks in the males ; the legs very long and

slender, and often enabling these insects to balance themselves.

Many of the smaller species assemble in great troops in the air, where they form a sort of dance.

They are found at almost all seasons of the year. Many deposit their eggs in the water ; others in the

earth, or upon plants.

The larvie, always elongated and worm-like, have a sealy head, of a constant form, and the mouth

is furnished with parts analogous to maxillae, and lips. They al\A'ays shed their skins on assuming the

pupa state. These pupae, which are sometimes naked and sometimes inclosed in cocoons sjMm

by the larva, apjiroach the perfect insects in their tigure, being fnriiisbcd with external organs, and

uiiclergoing their transformations in the ordinary manner. They have often near the heail and thorax

t^Ao respiratory organs, in the form of tubes, or ears.

This family is composed of the genera Ciilej; and Tipula of Linnsus.

Some have the antenna; always filiform, as long as the thorax, thickly clothed vitli hairs, and
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composed of fourteen joints; and llio pro1)oscis i:> lon|_', yiorrectcd, filiform, inclosing a puiictorial

sucker, composed of five seta', [according lo J.atieillc, liut in reality oi tii\, exclusive uf the palpi].

They constitute the genus

CuLF'^x, Linn. {Calicii/es, Latr.),

—

And have the liody and leg^ very lung, the antcnnaj very liairy, forming a thick pencil, in the males
;

the eyes large, convergent above; tlie }ia]pi purrected, llhfurrn, villose, as long as Ihe ])iu}ioseis, and

5-jointed in the males, shorter and fewer-jointed in the females ; the proboscis is eonijioaed of a

memlirauuus c\luidrical tul>e, tenniiiated by two hps, forming a kind of knob, imd of a sucker consisting

of live [six] scaly tilaments, producing the etfcct of a sling, tlie wings resting Imrizontally uputi

the back, "with small scales.

These insects are very annoying, especially in damp situations, where they most abound. Thirsting

for our blood, they pursue us every whc^re, eutering our habitations, especially in the evening,

making a loud buzzing, and piercing our skins, which our clothes cannot even ahvays protect, \uth

the delicate setai of their proboscis, whieli are denticulated at the ti}is. In proportion as they thrust

it into our llrsh the shrnth nf the priib(iM.'ls lieuomes elbowed towards the breast. They discharge a

venomous tluid into the wound, whitdi is the cause of the pain felt. It is observed that ^ve are only

attacked by the female gnats; [the males indeed have tlie mouth organs, fewer in number and

weaker]. The gnats are knowu in America under tlie names of Maringouins or Musquitocs. They

are only to be guarded against by emrlnping the lieil wiih a Musquito curtain. The Laidanders drive

them away liy fire, and l)y coating the naked parts of the body with grease. The females deposit their

eggs on the surface of the water, crossing their hind legs near the anus, and by degrees extending

them as the eggs are discharged from the body, and which they place side by eide, the entire njass

resembling a small boat: each female deposits about 300 eggs in the course of the year. These

insects are able to withstand the strongest frosts. The larva* li\e in stagnant water, and are es-

pecially to be found in the spring. They suspend Ihcmsches at lln^ surface of water, head downwards

fur rcspiiatiuJi ; thcv ha\c a di,sli)iet loiiiided head, fuiiiiblied "\\ii.h a i);ur of antenna', and of ciliated

organs, which serve by their continual luutnm to form a kind of currc-ut, \\hich Ijriiigs thuir food to the

mouth; a thorax ^vith bundles of hairs; an ehmgated, nearly c}lindric abdomen, ujucdi nai'rower than

the anterior part of tin; body, 10-joiuted, the aniepenidtimate joint being furnished wiili a respiratory

organ on its back ; the terndual joint i^ also terminated by set;c and liy ladiating pieces. These lar\a3

are very active, swimming with great agility, often descending, but (juiekly coming again to the

surface of the water. Aflcr having undergoMe se\era! muultings, iheyare transfurujed into pu)i.T,

which continue moveable with the assistance of their tails and two oar-like pieces at us extremity.

They also suspend themselves at the surface of the water, but in a contrary direction to that of the

larva; the organs of respiration being now placed at the thorax, and consisting in a pair of tubular

horns. It is then also that the imago is developed, the exuviae of the pupa becoming a kind of raft

for it, whieli preserves it from suljmersion. All these changes are eftectcd [in the summer], in three

or four weeks, so that there are several generations in the course of the year.

Culex proper, comprises those species which have

,.
, ^ the male ])alpi longer than the proboscis, and very

shnrl in tlic females. C. ^'/^''f'/f.v, Linn., the Coniniuii

Gnat.

Aiioplicles, I\IeLr., l);is the male palpi as long as

the proboscis.

-/v/t'i', Hoft'ni., has the palpi in both sexes very

short. Robineau Desvoidy, in bis essay on this

family, lias addeii three other f^enera.

Snbcilu-::, ^^illl tlie palpi shorter tlKin the probos-

cis, and the inidille tibial and tarsi dilated.

Meiiarh'nia, \Mlii the proboscis long and recurved

at the tip ; the p;ilpi short, -with the basal joint

thick,

f the female eiliateil, and two small appendages at the sides of

Fifi. 132 —Culcx fipkns. fuf.i;ile, mt
f)f ttio miilc.

Ps->ro/)//on->, ivitll the orellj (

theiM-dtliorax. C. cilialns, Fa

i/.e qikI rjiiii^niifictl ihc hu;

istinct ; tlie lei:;s

The other Nemocera liave the proboscis cither very short, and tctniinated bv two large hps, or like
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a perpendicular or incurved beak ; the palpi are curvca under, or recurved, but ia the latter case they

have not more than two joints. LinncCus united them in his genus

TiruLA {Tipular/a, Latr.),

Which we divide in the following manner :

—

A first section is composed of species with antennae longer than the head, at least in the males,

slender, filiform, or setaceous, more than 12-jointed in the majority, and with long and slender feet.

Some, having always wings, are dcstitnte of ocelli, the palpi always short, the head scarcely

prolonged in front, the wings horizontal or roof-like, with but few nerves ; the eyes crescent-like, and

the tibia; not spined. These are small species which reside, in the early states, either in water or in

the galls of vegetables.

Tlie T//juli(/'.'s Cul/ciformcs resemble Gnats, having the antennae entirely pilose, but with the hairs

much longer in the males than in the females. Their larva^, live in the water, and resemble those of

Gnats. Some of them have false feet ; otiiers have arm-Ukc appendages at the posterior extremity of

the body ; they are generally of a red colour. The pupa3 are also aquatic, and respire by two outer

appendages placed at the anterior extremity of the body. Some have the power of swimming.

Coretlira, JMe^., has the antenniE composeJ of fourteen oval joints, the terminal ones scarcely ditferiii'j; from the

preceding, and the winps horizontal. T. culiciformis, De Geer [the Straw-coloui-ed Midge].

, C/iiroi!otnus, JVIeig"., has tlio wings inclined, the antenna

13-jointed in the males, and 6-jointed in the females, with short

hairs, the last joint, as lathe males, heiiig very long". I'.annulala,

De Geer, [a very nnmerous genus of Midges].

Taii'ipusy Meig., has the wings also deflexed, but the antennae

are 14-jointed in both sexes; tiie penultimate joint very long in

the males ; the rest, as also all the joints of the female antennte,

nearly globular ; the larvae have four false feet,—two near the

head, and two at the extremity of the body.

TIic Tipales Gallicoles have the antenna:; composed in

both sexes of at least thirteen joints, furnished in the

majority with short hairs ; at the mobt with a pencil of

hairs at the base in some males.

CVra/o/JO(;oj/, Meig. (C;(/;c-o/(^r.s Latr.), has a bundle of hairs at the base in the males; the proboscis, as in

the two following subgenera, has the form of a pointeil beak ; the wings are incumbent on the body, and their

larvae live in vegetable galls.

I'sychoda, Latr , has no brush or hairs to the antennae ; the wings are roofed, and have a great number of

nerves ; one species has two a(ipendages at the side of the thorax, which appear to be formed by the lateral extre-

mities of its front segment.

Cecidonniia Mel"", has the antennrr-, as in Psychoda, moniliform, and furnished with verticillated hairs; the

wings horizontal on the body, with only three nerves.

Lestremla, Macquart, has the antenna; formed of

live globular, pedunculated joints in the males, the

legs long and slender, and the basal joint of the

tarsi long. C. destruclor, Say, appears to belong

to this subgenus.

Mncropeza, Meg., is also closely allied to these

insects.

The T/pulea Terricoles comprise the largest

species in the family, with the antennae longer

than the head, and slender ; destitute of ocelli;

the eyes ro'uml and entire; the wings, extended in many, have always membranous nen^es, united

together transversely, and closed diseoidal cells. Tlie front of the head is narrowed, and prolonged

int°o a muzzle, with a basal prominence; the palpi generally long, and the extremity of the tibi^

sjiinose.

The larvK of many species live in the earth, the rotten parts of trees, &c. The thorax is not distinct,

and they have no false feet. They exhibit at the superior extremity of the body two more evident

apertures for respiration. The pupce are naked, Avith two respiratory tubes near the head ; and the

edges of the abdominal segments spinose. These insects are well known under the name of Daddt/

Long-ltf/s, Tailors, SiC.

Fit;. 1.13,
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Ill many, tlio wing's are ahvoys cxtendeil, nml tlic p:i]]ii Imiic; ^vitli the Inst joint very Ion;:; nni.] annular.

CU'iioj'/iora, ^U'i'^^, )ias fililorm anteiin;e, peetiuated in tin; iiiiiles, ami hiei'rated in tin- iV'Uiales. Ti/nda pectlnl-

coniis, Fabr.

}'':i/ii:/a, luis tlieiii nearly setaceous, simple, with the two hasal ji.iint.s tliicker, aud the se\'eii trrininal ones

slender and suhcylindric.

Tipid'i, Latr., lias also the antenna; nearly setaceous and siinijle ; but all the joints, cxce|»t the second, are nearly

cylindric -, the first is largest, the third elongate. T. oleracea, the Common Crane ['ly, or Daddy Lon;;- Legs, very

nunniiin in pastures; the larva feeds on the roots of dying plants, [and many other species].

Nephrotomti, Meig., has I'J-Juinted anteuna^ \u the males, and fifteen joints in the females, the third and following

being arched.

Ptiichoptern, :\li'ig., has simple sub-setaceous antenna-, lil-jointed ; the third much longer than the others, and

the following uhlung.

In tlie follow iii;,^ tlie tcrminn! juintof tlie palpi is scarcely longer than the others, and presents no appear-

ance of ami lib ; and the \\i;i^s are often incumbent on each other. .Some of tliur^e have more than 10-jointL-d

antenn;e.

Rh>2)iii/a, j\[eig., has the male anteim;e ]iei'tniated.

Eriti/jterc, iMi.'ig., has, like tin; iireccdoig, many nerves, l)nt they are pilose.

Lasiopfera, Meig., has the wings villose, but only with two nervures.

Limnohia, Meig., has the wings glabrous, and the antenna- simple in both sexes.

Polymeray Weid., has 28-joinled antennae.

Trlchocera, &Ieig., has the basal joints of the antenn:e o\'al, and the terminal ones ^ery slender, long, and pu-

bescent. T. Memnli-f, the Winter Midge.

Macropeza, Meig., has the hind feet exceedingly long ; the basal parts of the antennre are baiiy.

D'txa, Meig., appears allied toTrichocera, but the basal joint of theantennie is very short, second nearly globular,

and the following more slender.

Megistocera, Weid., has only U)-jointed antenna;.

Ilexatomay I.atr., has 6-jointed antennae, and consists of the Anisomera and Ncmatoceruc of Meigcn, the first of

which has the third joint of the antenna; much longer than the second.

ChioneGy Dalm., differs from all the rest in wanting wings ; the abdomen of the females is terminated by a bivalve

o\ipo-.itor ; the eyes are rounded, and the ocelli obsolete. The only species [knowm to Latreille] is found in winter

on ttie snow. C, araneoides, Dalm.

The Tipnle aiome of De Geer forms amjthcr apterous subgenus, but the antenna.' lia\'(_' at least fifteen joints. It,

as well as the preceding, is very small.

Another divi>i'Hi, the Tijiiiles finifiirorcs, is distinguished hy possessing; two or three ocelli; the

antennas, much longer tiiaii llu- lu.'ad. slender, 15- or HJ-jointed ; the eyes entire, or notchcil ; the last

joint of the palpi mM articulated ; the wings horizontal, with much fe\ver nervures than iu tiie preceding;

the legs long and slender, witli the tips of the tibue spinose ; some have the luilpi curved, ami composed

of four joints.

li/n/ji/nii-, Lai v., has the eyes etdirely occupying the head ; the ocelli of equal size, and the muzzle advanced, and

not lunger than the head.

AnhiduluM, has the eyes occupying only the sides of the head, and the muzzle prolonged beneath the breast.

Gnorlnte, Meig., differs from the last only in having the palju apparently inserted near the tip of the proboscis.

In the following, the head is not produced into a muzzle.

Jiolftophita, has long antennae, and the eyes arranged in a transvei'sc line. Gucriu has published a complete

memoir on a species of this genus.

JJacrocero, Meig., has the male anteniue very long, and the ocelli arranged in a triangle.

In tlie rest, the antenna^ are never longer than the head and tliorax.

MycetiipliUa, Midg., has spined hind tibiae, and only two ocelli.

Lcia, Meig,, ditfers from Mycetophila in having three ocelli; the front one being very small.

Sciophila, Meig., has the joints of the antenna; more distinct; and a small cubital cell.

Anjongsfc the subgenera with simple tibia-, and three ocelli close together, some have IG-jointed antenute, and

the (.-yf;-; entire,

I'lahiiira, Mi'ig., approaches Sciophila, but the first cuhil;d cell is much larger ; the abdomen of the females is

broader beliiiid.

SjiiKijilia, Mei'j;., lias only a single cubitnl cell, closed by the liind margin of the wing ; the middle discoidal ci;Il

is furcate in the middle, forming a closed oval cell.

( )lhers have the eyes notched in the inside.

Mi/re/uO'ut, Mi-ig,, has lo-jointed antenna, and the wings have a large closed cell, exiending froni the base to the

mid/lle.

Mo/'jOrus, Lidr. (S, iar.i, Meig.), has simihir antenna\ and 1lie middle of the wing exhil.iits a cell, extending from

the base to the hind margin, and closed only by this maruin.

t'tnnpi/lomi/za, "Wied., has only 14-jointed antenna;, at lea:5t in the females ; the inner portion of the wings has

no nervures; and tiie e>es are entire.
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Ceroplalus, Bosc, hostile palpi apparently composed of a single joint, and tlie antenncc fasiform and compressed.

Our last general division of the Tipulaires, is the T.florales, consisting of species having the an-

tennae scarcely longer than the head in hoth sexes, thick, and 8- or 10-jointed, forming a perfohated

mass ; nearly cylindric in the majority, but fusiform in others, or terminated by a large joint -, the body

is short and thick ; the head is generally almost entirely occupied by the eyes in the males. Fronitlie

ncrvures of the wings and palpi, these Diptcra approach the Tipulaires fimgivores.

Cordyla, Meiff., differs from all the rest in havinfj r2-jolnted antennifi ; the eyes are round, entire, and apart, and

the ocelli wanting; ; the legs are long, and spiny at the tips of the tdjiu-. The others have 11-jointcd antennae, and

(he eyes of the males very large.

^imulium, Latr. (CtdcXy Linn.}, has no ocelli, and the eyes of the females are internally notched, and crescent-

shaped. The species are very small, frequenting damp places, and are very ti'Oublesoine, from their biting, or

rather pricking the flesh ; they also sometimes penetrate into the generative parts of cattle, and kill them. Like

some of the Culicidfe, they are also called Husquitoes.

In the others, there are three ocelli.

tScatopsi', Geoff'., approaches the last in having the eyes emarginate, but diflers from all in having the palpi veiy

small, and apparently composed of but a single joint. T, latrhiarum, De Geer, a small fly, comnionly found in

privies.

Peitthdria, Meig., has the eyes entire, and separate in the two sexes ; the legs are long, and not spinose.

D'dophus, Meig. (,1-Iirtcea, Fabr.), has the eyes contiguous in the males, often occupying almost the whole of the

head ; the tips of the tibiai have a coronet of spines.

BlbiOy GeotT. {liirtaa, Fabr.), has 9-jointed antennse, foi-miug a jierfoliated mass. The species are very sluggish,

flying but little. Some of them are very common in gardens ; the two se.xcs often differ greatly in appearance and

colours. Tip. Jiorttdo.na, Linn. Their larvffi live in dung, earth, and manure, and have small rows of spurs on the

segments of the body. The pupa; are not inclosed in cocoons.

Aspistes, Hoffm., has only S-jointed antenns ; the last joint forming an ovoid mass.

All the following Diptcra (a very small number excepted), have tlie antennfe composed [at first sight]

of onlv three joints, the first of which is sometimes so short, that it is scarcely to be reckoned as such ;

tlic last is in many transversely annulated, but without distinct separations. It is often accompanied

by a seta, generally lateral, or placed at the toi) of the joint in others
;
having at its base one or two

joints, and sometimes simple, sometimes hairy. If tias seta is terminal, it happens in many that its

length diminishes and its thickness increases, forming a kind of style. Altbongh this style is,

in effect, a continuation of the antennte, it would create confusion in the nomenclature by adding the

number of its joints to that of the ordinary joints of the antenna;. The palpi have never more than two

joints. Some of these (a small number excepted) cast their larva-skin on becoming pups, and have

the sucker composed of six or four pieces ; the proboscis, or at least its hps, is always exserted
; the

palpi, when present, are external, and inserted near the margins of the oral cavities, and the sucker arises

near this cavity. The larva, in those which retain the larva skin, ser\es as a coconn for the pu]ia,

without changing its primitive form. This subdivision comprises three families, \_Ta/iystO)na, Nota-

cantlia, and Atherkcra'].

THE SECOND FAMILY OF THE DIPTERA,—

The Tanystom.\,—
Is distinguished by having the last joint of the antenna; (not reckoning the style), not transversely

annulated, and the sucker consists of four pieces.

Their larva; resemble long worms, nearly cylindric, and without feet, wqtli a scaly head of constant

form, always furnished with hooks or retractile appendages, which serve them for gnawing or sucking

the substances on which they subsist. The majority hve in the earth, and change their skin on

assuming the pupa state. The pupa; are naked, and exhibit many of the external parts of the imago,

which escapes from its exu\ia; by a slit down the hack.

A first division comprises those Diptera which have the proboscis always entirely, or almost entirely,

exserted, with the sheath of a rather sohd, nearly horny consistence, being more or less porrected,

and either cyhndric, conic, or filiform, terminating without any marked dilatation
; the palpi

are small.

Some of these hve by rapine, and have the body oblong, with the thorax narrow in front; the wings

ineundicnt on the body; the proboscis short, or but slightly elongated, and formhig a kind of lieak
;

the antenna; are close togetlier, and the paipi exposed.
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AsTLUs, Linn.,—
lliis the pi-ol)OScis porrcctcd in front. They inuke a Ijuz.zing noise \Aiiilst flving, and seize Flie.=,

TipuLx, Ilumble-bces, ami even lieetles, \vhich (licy suck. Then- larvrc live in tlic eartli, ha\ii)^^ a

scaly liead armed with Iwt) moveable liouks, and Ijeint:: tluTC tlan:^iV)rrned intu I'lqKO, wliicli have

liouked teeth on the llmriix', and small nivvs iif s;[)ijics on the iibiioniinal segments.

A lirst -subdivision, Asilici, Latr., has the head transverse ; the e\cs lateral and wide apart, even in

tlie males; tlie proboscis at least as long as the head, and our eumplete cell, of an elongated trian-

gul.ir fiirm, near the inner inar^nn of the wing, and terminating at the hind niai'gin. The epistoine

is always bearded.

Some of these (with two pulvilli, nnd two unLTUes at the tips of tiie tarsi) have tlie anre!in;ij scarcely loi];X'"'r than

the licatl ; the style scarcely distinct, or very .sliort.

Laphria, Rleig"., has the style not at all, or scarcely visihlo, ami tin.' jiroboscis straif^ht. [Numerous handsome

exotic species.]

Ancilorhynchus, Latr., 1ms the style scareely e.\sert['d, and pointed, find the probosc-is like a compressed, curved

and hooked beak.

Da-fi/pogoir, has the style distinct and Cfuiicil. and (be proboscis stiai^-'Iit.

In the two next siibj;enera the antennae are evidently lonu^er than the hciul.

Ct'i'oiurpiis, AVied., has the antennas not arisin;^ on a peduncle.

Dfocfrja, I\Ieig'., has them inserted on a coninion peduncle.

In others, the style at the tip of the antenna' is prolonged like a seta,

..^ivVwi' proper, has the style simple. The siiecies are \'ery numerous. A. i-mhronifonnis |tbe lar2;est Brifish

species], is not unconnnun at the end of summer in sandy places. TIk; trnnsforrnatious of J. forcipnlns have

been observed.

Cyrfoma, JMeig-., dillers from all the rest in bavin;:: 2-jointed antennjc, tlir palpi restinL,'' on the ]iroboscis, (be

conic-elong'ate form of the last joint of the antenna*, and the smallness of ifje paljii,

III inn I'm.s^ I'li^'-i diltVrs from all the foregoing in having; the styh; of the antennae plumose.

('•nmij'iis, Latr. (L'/pfni/'is/cr, Meig.), has three ungues at the tips of the tarsi, the middle one replacing the t\\o

pulvilli.

The second snlidivisiDii, IIvBOTrxi, Latr., has tlie bead rounder, nearly oecnpied by the eyes in the

males, with the clypcus rarely bearded ; the iiroboscis is very short; tlie wings liavc fewer nerves ihan

the precediug insects, and their inner porrlou docs not exhibit the comjilete triangular cell, or it is

only rudimentah

(Ednlea, i\Ieig\, has the last Joint of the antenna- large, elongate-fusiform, and terminated by a very

small style.

//'//'&,v, Meig. {DamfAlis, F;ib.), (wiih thiek Iiiud-tbi-hs), and

0<\'/droi>iia, liufl"in. (uith llie hiiHUilii|,^lts of uidinary size), have the liist joint of the antenna' short, ovoid, or

conie, w ith a long seta.

Micri'jihui-a, _Meig., has tlie third Joint of the anteniue, as well as the style, long.

Lemliiprzn, nearly allied to (.)c>tironiia, but ^\ith the style terminal, ami not dorsal.

Lmtis, Linn. {Empides, h^tr.),—
Are closely allied to Asihis in the form of Ihe body and position of the wings, but with the proboscis

perpendicular, or diree'led backwards. Tiie head is roniideii, nearly globular, witli the eyes greatly

extenilcd. The species are of small size ; live by rapine ami on Ihe honey of flowers. The last joint

of the antennje is alwajs terminated by a slnnt biariictilatc style, or I)y a sola. The males of some

species have tlie basal joint of the fore-tarsi very dilated.

Some have 3-jointed antennae, of which the last is sometimes in the form of an elongate cone.

J5?/?y«j proper, has the proboscis much longer than the head, the bi-articulate style at the tip of the antennx'

being- always short ; the jialpi alwaj s ^ecur^ ed. Emjiis iicnnipcs, Fall., remarkable for the hind legs of the feniaics

being very hairy.

Ji'ii/'/i/iniiii/ia, Meig., difl'ers from Empis in wanting the small transverse nerve at the lips of the wings.

Ill ilie following, the proboscis is scarcely longer than the head,

Htl«r<i, Meig., has the antenna; terminated by a small 2-jointcd style. In

Jirachiisloma, Meig., they arc terminated by a long seta.

(Jloma, Meig., differs from the preceding in having the last joint uf the antenna' terminated by a seta, and

forming, with the preceding joint, a splierical iMiily.

The rest have only (wo distinct joints in the antenna?, the last joint being ovoid or subglobose, and

terminated by a seta, forming the second jnint of the style. The proboscis is generally short, witii

the palpi resting u[M}n it.
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lltmerodrom'ia, Hoffm., has the two fnro cox;e very loni^:.

S'icus, Latr. {Tacliydronua, Meig".), has llie lirst or second pair of thit^hs thickened.

Drapftis, Aleis;-, has the last joint of the antennae subj^lobose, and the proboscis scarcely exserted.

M. Macquart [as well as Mr. Haliday and Professor Zettcrstedt] have established several additional g"enera,

uhich it would occupy too much space to notice in detail.

The other Tanystoraa of our first division have the hoily generally short, l)road, with the head

exactly applied to the thorax ; the \ving3 extended, and the ahdomen triangular. They have, in a

\vord, the appearance of Domestic Fhes. The prolioscis is often very long.

Cyrtus, Latr. [Veaiculosa, Latr.],

—

Intermediate between Empis and Bombylius, with the wings dellexed at each side of the body ; the

alulets very large, and covering the balancers ; the head small and globular ; the thorax very gibbose ;

the abdomen vesiculose, and the proboscis directed backwards, or wanting.

Some have a proboscis directed backwards.

PanopSy Lam., with antennae longer than the head, cylindric, and 3-jointed, without a terminal seta-

t'lirtus proper, with antennce very small, 2-jointed, with a seta at the tip.

The others have not an extraordinary proboscis.

Astomclla, Duf., has the antennie 3-jointed, with the last joint formiiifi' a compressed, elongated knob, without

a seta.

Jlcnops, IDig. {Or/codes, Latr.), has antenna; inserted before the eyes, small, and 2'jointed, with a terminal seta.

Acrocera, Meig;., ditiersin having the antenna; inserted behind the eyes.

Bombylius, Linn. {BomhyJiers, Latr.),

—

ITas the wings extended horizontally on each side of the body, with the lialancers naked; the thorax

higher than the head, or gilibose, as in Cyrtus; the antennae close together, and the abdomen trian-

gnlar, or conical. The proboscis is porrected in front, and very long in many species. The antennae

are always 3-jointed, the last being elongated, compressed, fusiform, generally terminated by a very

short style, and never hy an elongated s'.'ta. The palpi are slender, fdiform ; the legs are long and

slender. These insects fly with wonderful rapidity, hovering over flowers without settling, and intro-

ducing their long proboscis in order to suck up the honey, and making a sharp buzzing noise. I suppose

that their larva?, like those of Anthrax, are parasites.

Some have the proboscis evidently lon;j;er than the head, very slender, and pointe<l at the tip.

Toxophoray Rleig., has the antenna; as long as the head and thorax, iilifui'm, pointed at the tij), and the body
elongated.

Xc.tiomiiza^ Wied., has shorter antenna', but the first joint is elongated, and longer than tlie other joints, and

fusifo]-m, as is also the third.

Apatonufza, Wied., has the first joint also very long, but cylindrical. In the subsequent subgenera tiie last

joint [of the antenna;] is the lon;<est, and sometimes the t'v^o basal joints of the antenu;e are short, and of nearly

equal length.

Lasins, Wied., has the head nearly occupied in one sex by the eyes, and the last joint of the antennce very long,

nearly linear, compressed, and without a terminal style; the abdomen is voluminous; the proboscis occa-

sionally extends beneath and beyond the extremity of the body, which seems to connect this genus with [Cyrtus

or] the tribe of Vesiadosie.

Usia, Latr., has the last joint of the antenna; ovoid, conic, oljtuse, or truncated at the tip, and terminated by a

style ; the palpi not apparent. [South of Europe, or Africa.]

Phihiria, Meig., resembles Usia in the antenna, but with distinct palpi ; sometimes the second joint is evidently

shorter than the first ; the last is long, generally almost cylindric, and pointed at the tip.

]iomh}/lius proper, has very distinct palpi, and the body is clothed with a thick woolly coating of hairs. B. majors

Linn., a very abundant species [in this country].

Gfro/i, Jleig., has the last joint of the antenna; longer, terminating like an awl, and the wings wanting- one of

the transverse nerves near the hind margin.

Thlijysowyza, Wied., is allied to the preceding, and Phthiria ; and I presume that

Amictiis, Wied., also approaches them. Both have the basal joint of the antennas longer than the second, and

cylindrical ; the wings of Amictus, however, diflTer from the preceding- subgenera.

The other species have the proboscis not longer than the head, and thickened at the tip, and the basal joint of

the antenna; is the largest.

Ploas, Latr. [Conoplwrus, Sleig.), has this joint much thicker than the rest.

Cyllenia, has this joint merely longer, but not thicker, and the abdomen is more elongated, and nearly conical.

Anthrax, Scop. {Anthracii, Latr.),

—

Similar to the Bombylii, wdth the body depressed, or but slightly elevated above ; not gibbose, with

the head as high and broad as the thorax. The antennae are always very short, and, except in
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Shigidcs, \\'\i\c apart, Irniiitiaterl Ly an a^vl-shappd joint ; tlie proboscis is orilinarilv very sliort, scarcely

advanced in front of the Iicad, often received into the oral cavity, and terminated by a small thickened

part tViriiied nf the hi)s. The palpi are generally hidden, filiform, and each is attached to one o^ the

setie i)f tlic rostrum. The abdomen is squarer than in Bombylius. These insects are generally very

hairy. Their lial)its ai'C very similar to those Diptera. They often alight on the ground, upon walls

cxjioed t(i llic snn, along which they are often observed flying, as well as upon leaves.

Slygides, Latr. (Lomatia, Enc. M^th., Stiigia, Meig.)- has tlic antennas wide apart at the base.

In all ilie others they are Avide apart at the base.

Some of these have the head sub^dobose, with the proboscis short, and the extremity of the wiiig^s not

retiouliited.

Anthrax pri per, with the ocelli contig;nous
;

[a very numerous ^enus, having; the winp^s generally spotted].

IJinnniK'Hvi, ^Vied., with the anterior ocellus at a distance from the other t\vo, and the proboscis retracted.

The iithcr^ h;i\e the head shorter, subhemispherical, the proboscis longer than the head, and the extremity of

the wiii^-v nrrm strongly reticulated.

Mulio, Latr., has the win{i:s reticulated in the usual maunei', and the proboscis but little longer than the head.

x^cinestrhio, Latr. [Cijthcrea, Fabr.), lias the extremity of the wings reticulated, as in the Neuroptera, and tVte

proboscis much longer than the head; the two basal joints of the anteunce very nearly equal, and the last very short

and conical ; the tarsi have three pidvilli.

Fal/cnia, Aleig., is tbrmrd of two species of Nemcstrina, which scarcely dilTer from Anthrax in the reticulation

of the wings.

Co/aa-, Wied., also appears to us to approach the terminal Anthracii in the anterjns? and ^vi^gs, be.t the oral

cavity is closed, as in CEstrus, and the ocelli ai'e wanting.

Our second general dJvisirnt of the Tanystoma has the proboscis mendjranous, with tlie basal part

generally very short, terminated by two lips, very distinct, and ascending. The larvaj of the terminal

Diptera of this division have the head of a variable form.

Some of these [Lcptides) have the wings extending, and exhibiting many complete cells; the

antennce do not terminate in a plale, and tlie palpi are hiiform or conical.

Tkereva, Latr. {Bibio, Fab.), has the palpi withdrawn into the oral cavity ; the antenna: are fusiform or elongate-

conic at the tips, with a small articulated terminal style. Type, Bihlo pleheia. Fab., which is found on plants.

The larva of T. h'lrta, De Geer, lives in the earth, and resembles a small Serpent ; its body is white, and pointed

at each end. it entirely stri])S off its skin on af^.suming the ptipa state.

In the others the palpi nre e\terior, and the last joint of tlie antennae is either globose or kidney-shaped, ovoid

or conic, and terminated in all by a U)ng seta. The tarsi liave three pulvilii. Sucli is

Leptis,—
WHiich is divided into numerous subgenera.

Atherix, Meig., has the basal joint of the antenna; larger that] the second ; thick, at least in one sex, and with

the third joint lenticular and transverse ; the palpi are porrected

Leptis, Fab., formerly Rtiaf/io, Fab., has the terminal joint of the antenna: subglobose, or ovoid, always termi-

nated in a point, and never transverse. In Leptis, jMacquart, the antenna? are shorter tlian tin; head, with the

three joints nearly equal in size, and the palpi porrected. Type, Musra scnh/paccn, Linn., a ver\' cinnnuju species.

Chrysopilus, Macq., differs from the last in having the palpi perpendicalarly elevated.

[Vermileo, Macq.], has the antennte as lono^ as the head, with the tir.st joint cylindric, the second short, the third

conical, and tlie palpi recurved. Type, Musca Verm/leo, Linn. [Vermileo De Geeri, Macq., a species common in

France, but not discovered in England]. The larva is cylindrical, with the front of the head attenuated, and four

fleshy lobes at the other end of the body. It gives to its body all kinds of curvatures, crawhug on the sand, in

which it forms a conical burrow, at the bottom of which it conceals itself, either entirely or only in part, suddenly

starting when an insect falls into the hole, and twisting itself round it, thrusting the hooks of its head into its

body and sucking its juices. It tlien tlu-ows the carcase away, as well as the sand, by cur\'ing its body into an

arch, and then suddenly letting it go. The pupa is concealed beneath a layer of sand. 1 ha\e Kei-t some of these

larvae, sent me by 3M. de Romaud, for neaily three yeais unchanged.

Ctiiior<:ra, Meig., from its wings, appear^ in brinng to the next di\ision.

The other Tanystoraa of our second division have the vrings incumbent on the body, and only exhibit

two complete or closed cells. The antenna: terminate in a palette, nearly always furnished with a seta.

The palpi, in the majority, are flattened, and rest on the proboscis.

These characters, a compressed body, triangular head, slightly advanced like a muzzle ; the abdumen

curved lieiicatli, and long slender legs armed witli spines, particularly di:^tinguish the genus

DoLici-iopus, Fal)., Lair.,—
Which now forms a small tribe, distributed by iVIacquait in a very natural maimer, which we have

adopted, except in rever.>iug it, whereby Ortboehile is brought to llie bead.
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The male orE;ans in some are accompanied by plate-like appendages.

Ort/ior/iile, Latr., bas the proboscis forming a small beak.

In the I'est the proboscis is shore, or scarcely prnminent.

DoUchopns proper, has the third joint of the anteiiiiEc nearly triaiig:ular, but little elongated, with a seta of

moderate length, without a thickened knot between the middle and extremity.

These insects are often of green or copper colours; the legs are long, and very delicate. Tbey station them-
selves on walls, the trunks of trees, leaves, &c. Some run with celerity on the surface of water. The male organs

of generation are always external, large, complicated, and folded beneath the abdomen. B. nngulnhts. Fab., the

larva of which lives in the earth : it is long, cylindric, with two points in form of two recurved hooks. The pQpa
has two curved horns in front of the thorax,

^'^p/nstroma, Meig., has the last joint of the antennas nearly in the form of the blade of a knife, with a very long

seta, knotted beyond the middle.

The male organs in the others are furnished with filiform appendages. In some the hind part of the antenna; is

either oval, triangular, or very long.

Rhaphium, Meig., has it very long, and nearly lanceolate.

Porphyrops, Meig., bas it hatchet-shaped or triangular, with a villose seta, the tirst joint of which is indistinct.

Medctenis, Fisch., has the seta simple and dorsal, with the basal joint distinct and elongated, and the last joint

of the [intennai oval,

Ilijdrophorus, Macq., differs from Medeterus in having the seta entirely terminal.

In the others, the third joint of the autennEe is nearly globose, and the seta always villose.

Chnjsotiis, has it terminal.

PsUopifs, has it inserted rather above.

D/ap/iuru^, has it inserted lower, and the head nearly spherical, and entirely occupied by the eyes, in the males,

thus appearing to conduct us to the next family, Plaii/pczincc. The wings, ocelli, and other characters derived

from the parts of the head, corroborate those which we have mentioned, but it is impossible for us to enter into

such details.

The PlatypeziiiEe of Meigen, from -wliich Macquart has judiciously removed the genus Cyrtoma, and

to which we have added that of Scenopmus, and his family Megacepkali, is composed of Diptera very

similar in the proboscis, antennce, and wings to Dolichopus, but the body is depressed, with the head

licmispherical, and almost entirely occupied by the eyes, at least in the males. The legs are short,

without spines, and with the posterior tarsi often flat and broad.

These Diptera are very small. Some of them have a seta in the last joint of the antennas. Thos^

in wliich it is terminal, and the eyes contiguous above in the males, form two subgenera.

Callomi/ia, Meig., has the basal joint alone of the posterior tarsi dilated, but as long as all the rest united.

Plaiijpezay Meig., has the four basal joints of the posterior tarsi flattened.

Pipnncnliis, Latr., {Cephalops, Fall.), bas the seta inserted on the back of the third joint, near its base; the

tarsi are not dilated, the eyes not united above in either sex, and the head nearly globose.

iScenopinus, Latr., has no seta to the terminal joint of the antenna;, which is narrowei" and longer than in the

preceding.

THE THIRD FAMILY OF THE DIPTERA,—

The Tatjanides,—

Has, for its characters, a prohoscis exserted, and generally terminated by two lips ; with the palpi

porrectcd, tlie last joint of the autennas annuLated, and a sucker of three pieces. It comprises the

genus
Tabanus, Linn.,—

And is composed of large flies, well known for tlie torments they inflict upon horses and cows, of

wliich they pierce the skin, in order to suck their blood. The body is generally but slightly hairy;

the head is as wide as the thorax, nearly hemispherical, and covered, except in a narrow space, particu-

larly in the males, by the eyes, which are generally golden-green, with purple stripes. The antennae

are nearly as long as the head, 3-joiuted ; the last joint being terminated in a point without seta or

style at the tip, often notched at the l)ase above, with transverse divisions, in number from three to

seven. The proboscis in the greater number is nearly membranous, perpendicular, of the length of

the head or rather shorter, nearly cylindrical, and terminated by two elongated lips ; the two palpi

mostly rest upon it, and are thick, villose, conical, comiu-esstd, and 2-jointed ; the sucker, inclosed in

the proboscis, is comiutscd of six pieces like lancets, and which from their number and respective situ-

ation represent the parts of the mouth of the Coleoptera. [It is only the females which possess this

number of lancets ; the mouth of t!ie males is much weaker, and has only four. This sex is harmless,

S S
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it being only tlic females wliieh Ijite.] The alulets generally cover the haltcres ; the ahilomen is de-

pressed and triangular ; the tarsi have three piilvilli.

These insects appear towards the end of spring, and are very common in woods and pastures, flying

with a buzzing noise. They even attack man, to suck liis blood ; and cattle in some parts are some-

times nearly covered with blood from the continued attacks of these insects. That of which Jiruce

has spoken in bis Travels, under the name of Tsaltsalyia, and of which even the lion is afraid, ii prob-

ably a species of this genus.

Pantjonia, hatr {Tam/ijlossa, 'M(^\'i.),]\;i'i t!ie prolioscis nmrli lone;er tlian the bead, slendpr, scaly, 2;iMierally

pointed at tip, and with very short pRipi : the last joint of the antenna: is (Uvided into eii^^ht riiiL^s. The species

are only found in hot chmates, and subsist on the honey of flowi-rs.

The rest have the proboscis shorter, or scarcely longer than the head ; Tnembranons
;
terminated hy two lartre

iips, arul witli the palpi at least equal to lialf the len^^th of the prolioscis ; the last joint of the anlenn.x' is divided

into five or four rinQ;s.

Tabanus proper, has the antennse scarcely lon,2;er than the head ; the last joint is rather crescent-shaped, and

divided into five rin^s, the first largest, witli a tooth above. T. hoviuus, De Gear, the Lar^e Gad-fly, the larva of

which lives in the g^ronnd : it is long and cyhndric, narrowed towards tlie head, which is armeit with two hooks ;

the pupa is naked, nearly cyhndric, with two tubercles in front ; the segments of the abdomen ciWated ; and six

points at its posterior extreniity.

Tabanus maroccnnifg, Fabr., according; to Desfontainos, attacks camels, which are sometimes co\pred ^\ith tliem.

The otiiers have the antenna' evidently loiiii^er than the head, and terminated by a juint of an eloui^'ate-cotjic form,

or nearly cylindric ; and g:enerally only with four annuli. The ocehi are wanting;; in many.

aSHvIus, Mei^., has thi-ee ocelH, and the first joint of the antennas is lon;2;er than the fohowim^, and cylindric.

Chrysops, possesses three ocelli, but the two basal joints of the antenna; are nearly of equal length. C. circudenSf

Fabr., a common species, which greatly torments horses.

Iljsmatopota, Meig-., wants oceUi, and the basal joint of the antennae is thick, and nearly oval in the males.

He.ratoma, Meig. (Heptcrfoma, previously), has the antennae larger than the preceding, and cyhndric, with the last

joint very long; ocelli wanting.

THE FOURTH FAMILY OF THE DIFTERA,—

The Notaoantha,—
Has, like the last, the third and last joint of the antenna; transversely annulated, or composed of five

distinct joints (Chiromijza) ; tlie sucker is formed of only four pieces ; the proboscis, of which the stem

is very short, is nearly withdrawn into the oral cavity : the membranous consistence of this organ, and

its retiexcd lips ; its clubbed pal^ii, also retlcxed ; the arrangement of the wings, which are mostly crossed

over each other ; tlie oval or orbicular form of the abdomen ; and the scutelium often armed with

points, distinguish the Notacantha from the Tabanides. But few of their larvte have been observed;

those hitherto observed, and which have been described by Swammerdam, Reaumur, and Rosel, are

aquatic (see below), and approach those of the Athericera by their soft head of a variable form, [?] and

by their habit of changing to pupae ])eneath their own skins ; but they preserve their former size and

form, which is not the case with the Athericera. The larva; of other Notacantha {Xi//uplia^y.-s), live in

the rotten and moist parts of trees.

We divide the Notacantha into three principal sections, [Mt/dasii, Decatomn, and SI ra.tiomydes'].

The first, Mydasii, have no teeth or spines on the scutelium ; the body is nldong, with the al)domen

long, triangular, and conical; the \Aings are extended; the antcnua\ wiiich constitute the chief

character, are com[)(jbed eitlier of five distinct joints, two of whicli form in snme a clul), and in others

the extremity of a cylindrical stem ; or of three joints, the last of wliich is largest, nearly c\Iindrica!,

gradually pointed, and divitlcd into three annuli; so that these organs are ahviy:? divided into five.

If we excei)t Mi/das, in which we have the rudiments of a style, neither the latter uor t)ie seta exists

in any of these Notacantha:
;
probably the two terminal joints represent them.

Some have the antenniB much longer than the head, 5-jointed, terminated in an elongate mass formed of the

last two joints, with a very short terminal seta ; the hind thighs are strong, and tootlied or spiny beneath. The

tarsi have only two pulvilli. The posterior cells are closed before reaching the apex of the wing. These Diptera

compose the genus
MVDAS,—

Which indivisible intti two subgenera.

C'cphalucera, Latr., has the proboscis long, and advanced.

Mydas proper, has it short, and terminated by two large nps.

Others have the aiitenn;e scarcely longer than the liead, and cylindric ; tlie tarsi have throe puUilli, and the

posterior cells extend to the himl margins of Ibe wn [-[^ .
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Chiromyza, Wied., has the antennas with five aistmct joints.

Pachi/stomu.t, Latr., has the antennae 3-jointed, the third joint divided into three annuli. The larva of P. sijr^

vhoides, Pz., lives beneath the bark of tlie pine ; its pupa resembles that of the Tabani.

The second section, Decatoma, Latr., has the antennas always composed of three joints, the last

being longer, without a style or seta, and divided into eight annuli, clavate in some, and nearly

cylindric, or elongate-conic in others. Tlie wings are generally incumbent on the body, and the tarsi

have tiiree pulvilli. They may ha united into a single genus

—

Xylophagus.
Hermetia, Latr., has the antennae much lonf^er tlian the head, with the tvio first joints very short, and the third

very long and compressed
; the scutellum is narrowed.

The antenna; in the others are never much lon(2;er than the head, and terminated by a nearly cylindric, or

elonf^'ate-conic joint. Some have the scutellum not spined.

Xylophagus proper, has the body long and narrow, with the antennae rather longer than the head, terminated
by a BubcyUndric Joint. X. ater, Latr.

Acantliumera, Wied., has the antennae at least as long as the head, and terminated by a joint in the form of an

elongate cone ; the first joint larger than the others; the abdomen broad and flattened; the face with a pointed

beak ; the two joints of the palpi of equal size.

Raphiorhynclnis, Wied., has the basal joint of the palpi very short, and the second much longer, and terminated

in a point. The species of tliis and the preceding- are of laif^^e size, and inhabit South America.

The others have the scutellum armed with spines.

Caiiomy'ia, Latr. (Sici/s, Fabr.), are closely allied to the two ])receding subfjenera ; the antennae scarcely longer

than the head
; the palpi very visible, cylindric, pointed at the tip, with two equal-sized joints. The scutellmii

has two spines. S. ferrugineus, Fab.

Beris, Latr., has the antenna; rather longer than the head, with the two basal joints of equal size, and the third

elongate-conic. The scutellum has four or six spines.

Cyphomyia, Wied., has the antennae still more elongate, and the basal joint longer than the second ; the third

linear and compressed. The scutellum has two spines.

[Pfilocera, Wied.], (not Ptilodactylua, as written by Latreille), has the antennee emitting three or four hnear,

villose filaments, the tips being nearly setaceous. The scutellum has four teeth.

Plafyna, Wied., has the antennae filiform ; the two basal joints elongate-cylindric; the scutellum with one spine,

[and the abdomen very greatly dilated].

The third section, Stratiomydes, Latr., has also the antennae 3-jointed, the last joint offering not

more than live or six annuli, the style, or seta, not included. The latter exists in nearly all ; and in

those which do not possess it the third joint is long, elongate-fusiform, and always divided into five

or six joints ; the wings are always incumuent upon each ofher. In some of the species, which have

the antennfe terminated Ity an oval or globular mass, and always aristate, the scutellum is not spined.

This section corresponds with the genus

Stratiomys, Geofi".

Some have the third joint of the antennie elongate, fusiform, or conical, without a terminal seta, and mostly

terminated by a 2-jointed style. The scutellum armed with two teeth, or spines, in the majority.

In the four following: subt^enera the proboscis is short, and the front of the head does not form a beak.

IStratiomys proper, has the antennae much longer than the head, the first and last joint greatly elongated ; the

last with at least five distinct joints, without a sudden style at the tip. The larvae have the body long, flat, cori-

aceous, and annulose ; the three terminal joints, long and slender, form a tail, terminated by a coronet of hairs
;

the head is scaly, small, oblong, and furnished with a number of small hooks, serving to disturb the water, in

which these larva reside. They respire by extending their

tails to the surface, a spiracle being situated between the

scales, at the extremity of the body. The skin, unchanged in

form, serves as a cocoon to the inclosed pupa, which, however,

only occupies one extremity of the larva skin. The perfect

insect escapes by a slit made through the second segment.

jS'. chaimeleon, Fab., a very common species.

Odonfomyiay Meig., have the antenna scarcely longer than

the head, with the first two joints short, nearly equal, the third

forming an elongate cone, slender, with at least five distinct

joints ; the last conic, suddenly compressed, and recurved.

Epliippium, Latr. {Clitellaria^ Meig.), has the antennae

scarcely longer than the head, with the two basal joints short,

the third forming a shorter cone, thicker, the fourth joint

tnmcate-conic, suddenly narrowed at tip, and terminated by a
rif. loo. ^ L]i»mj?i<.i-ii.

2-jointed style. »>'. ep/tippiiim, Fab. (E. thoracicum, Latr.).

Oxi/cera, Meig-, similar to Ephippium in the shortness of the antennae, which are also styliferous, but with
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tlie third joint shorter, nearly nvoid, and the fourth joint shorter, the style not terminal, but dorsal. 0. ITif

poleon, Fab.

Nemotvln.'i, Geoff., differs from the precediiif^ in havin;;: the proboscis lonj^;, siphon-shaped, ell^owtd at the

base, and lodged in a fi-ontal protuberance of the head, likf a beak.

In the others the third joint of the antennre forms, with the preceding, an ovoid or (^lobular mass, terminated

by a loiip seta. The sculellura is rarely spined.

Chnj^Qchlora, Latr. (Sargus, Fab.), has the third joint of the antenna; conic, and terminated iiy a seta.

Sargu-Sy Fab., has the same joint subovoid, or nearly globose, rounded, or obtuse at the tip, with the seta^dorsal-

The first joint is nearly cylindrical ; the scutellum rarely spined ; the body often elonj^ate, green, or coppery, and

brilliant. Musca cupraria, Linn., a very common species, the larva of ivhich resides in cow dung, and is of an

oval, oblong form, narrowed and pointed in front, with a scaly head furnished with two hooks. It becomes a pupa

beneath its own skin, and without materially altering its form.

Vappo, Latr. (Pac/n/gaatfr, Meig.), differs chiefly from Sargus in the antcnuK being sJiorter, ^vith the Ijasal joints

transverse.

Our seconil general division of those Diptera which have a sucker received in the ]irohoscis,

or sheath, and the antennae only 2- or 3-joiuted, comprises those which have the ])rohoscis

generally memhranous, bilahiate, long, elbowed, and hearing two palpi implanted a little

above the elbow, and most commonly received into the oral cavity, and has only two pieces

in the sucker, when it is always protruded. The last j(.unt of the antenna;-, aUva3's furnished

\\ith a style or seta, has no annular division. The palpi arc hidden in repose. This chvision

forms

THE FIFTH FAMILY OF THE DIPTERA,—

The Athericera,—
The proboscis of "which is generally terminated by tv^-o large hps ; the sucker "has never more than

four, and often only two pieces. The larv^ have the body very soft, contractile, annulated, narrower

ill front, with the head of a variable figure, and its external organs consisting of one or two hooks,

accompanied in some genera with fleshy lobes, and probably in all with a sort of tongae destined to

receive the nutritive fluids. The spiracles are four in number; two placed in the prothorax, and two

at the extremity of the body, on scaly plates ; each of the latter is formed, ia many, of three small

spiracles close together. These larvcc do not change ihcir skins ; that which tlicy fir^t possess hn-dens,

and bec-omes a kind of cocoon for the }inpa. It also shortens, and assumes an oval form ; the anterior

l»art, wliich was slenderest in the larva, thickens. AVe also discover in it traces of articulation, and

often vestiges of spiracles, although they no longer serve for resjiiration. [The maimer in which the

transformation to the pupa state is etfectcd, is described in the general observations on ihc order, and

need not be repeated.]

Few of the Athericera are carnivorous in the perfect state. Tlicy are found, for the most part, on

flowers, leaves, and sometimes on human excrement.

This family comprises the genera Conops, (Es/rus, and the major part of that of Musca, of

LinuKus,

We naturally commence with those species of the latter genus, which have the sucker formed of

four pieces and not of two, as in all the other Athericera. Thry lorm a tir^t trilie, SvupriiD.-E.

The proboscis is always long, membranous, elbowed near the haiNC, tci-minatcd by two largo lips, and

the sucker inclosed in an u[>[.icr canal ; tlie upper piece of the sucker is thick, and notclied at the tip,

the others are sleiuicr ; to each of the two labial ones, representing maxilkT, is attached a smaD,

slender palpus ; the head is hemispherical, and occupied for the most part by the eves, cspeciallv in

the males, its anterior extremity is mostly [iroduced like a iuu7,zle, or beak, receiving the proljoscis

\\heu it is folilcd in inactiun. Many species resemble Humblc-ljces, and others Wasps. Thii tribe

comprises Ijut a single genus,
SYRrucs,

—

A first general division of which is composed of those wilh the proboscis shorter than the head and thorax.

Some of these have the front of the bead produced into an eminence above the oral cavity; at tlie head of

these are placed such as have the seta of theantenn.T jiluniose ; the body short and liairy, resembling Humble-bees.
Volucella, Geufir., has the third joint of the antenuie oblong, jts outline furnung a cur\ iliuear and cluii"-ate

triangle.

Musca nnj,-itacea, Linn., a vi.'ry common species, the larva of which lives in the nests of Bombi, its body being
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R-rftdnally ^virlened behind, with small points on the sides, and terminated by six filaments. It is furnished beneath
with two spiracles and six fleshy lobes, each armed with three lonjj huuks.

Sericomijia, Meif;., has the third joint of the antenna semiorbicular.
Eristalis, Meig., restricted to the species which have the seta villose, and which diiTer from Volucella in the

win^s, which have the outer cell closed by the posterior edjje of the win^.
Others differ from the preceding by havin;;- the seta of the antenna: simple, or without distinct hairs ; the body

short, and tlie abdomen triani;ular.

The two following sub{,^enera have the last outer cell of the wings strongly sinuated on the outer edge, and the

body is generally hairy.

Mallota, Meig., has the last joint of the antenna transversely trapeziform.

Heloplnlus, Meig., has the same joint of a semi-oval form ; the body less hairy than in the preceding. The
Iarv<e of many have the body terminated by a long tail, which they can elongate and elevate perpendicularly until

it reaches tlie surface of the water or cloaca in which they reside, in order to respire by means of the aperture at

its extremity. Their interior presents two large and very brilliant tracheae, which, nearthe tail, are much folded,

and kept in constant agitation ; vessels filled with rain-water often contain many of these larva:. Type, Muscatehax,
Linn., a very common species, resembhng in size and colour the maleof the Hive Bee. Its larva is rat-tailed; and
it is said to be so tough, that the strongest pressure will not desti-oy it.

Others dilfer in having the outer cell of the wings closed by the posterior margin of the wing, its outer edge being

straight, or but feebly sinuated ; the frontal prominence is very shoi't, and the abdomen narrower than in the pre-

ceding,

Syrphus proper, {Scceva, Fabr.), has tlie abdomen narrowed from the base to the apex. Their larvfe feed only

upon all kinds of Aphides, which they often hold up in the aii', and suck them very quickly ; the body of these

larva? is of an eiongate-conic form, uneven, and even sometimes spinose. \Vlien ready to metamorphose, they fix

themselves to leaves or other substances by a glutinous secretion ; the body shortens, and its anterior end, which

was the slenderest, becomes the thickest, t^cccva Rihesii, Fabr., [a very common species].

Chrysogaster, Meig., has the forehead of the females channelled on each side ; and the nasal eminence is thicker.

Baccha, Meig., dilfers from the last in having the abdomen narrow at the base, and swollen at the tip. I think

the Syrp/tus cono/jsefis [genus Doras'}, ought to be added to this, although the palette of its antennae is less

orbicular.

We now pass to other subgenera, agreeing with the preceding in the form of the muzzle, but the antennas are at

least as long as the face.

Parai/us, Linn., has the antenna: not fixed on a common footstalk, and their length does not exceed that of

the head.

In the five following, they arise from a common elevated footstalk, and are larger than the head.

Sp/iccomyia, hiitv., has t\m seta lateral, and inserted on the second joint ; the third joint being very short. A
species from Carolina.

Paarus, has the seta inserted on the back of the third joint, near the top
;
this joint is nearly oval, of the same

length as the second joint ; the peduncle of the antennae is more elevated than in the analogous genera.

Chrysoioxum, Meig., has the seta inserted on the third joint, near the base ; this joint is the longest, forming a

narrow and elongate triangle ; the two others are nearly equally long.

Ceria, Fabr., has the seta terminal ; the body narrow and elongate, like that of a Wasp ; the second and third

joints of the antennae form a fusiform mass ; the abdomen is long and cylindric.

Callicera, Meig., has the seta terminal, and the body short, broad, and silky. The nasal prominence does not

exist in the following subgenera; the anteunal seta is nearly always simple, and the wings incumbent on each

other.

Ccraiophya, Wied. (with an unarmed scutellum), and

Ap/nites, Latr. {Microdot), Meig., with the scutellum armed with two teeth), agree with the last subgenera in the

length of the antennae, close together at the base. In the following, they are shelter than the head; and the hind

legs are often large, especially in one sex.

Merodou, Meig. (having the abdomen triangular and conical), and

Ascia, Meig. (with the abdomen narrowed at the base, and clavate), have the palette of the antennce oblong-tri-

angular. In the following it is short, or but slightly elongated, sub-orbicular, or sub-ovoid.

Spheghia, has the abdomen clavate, as in Ascia. In the others, it is triangular, conic, or subcylindrical.

Some of these have the wings not extending beyond the extremity of the abdomen
; and some have the hind

thighs thickened, and armed with numerous small spines.

Eumerus, Meig., to which we add his Xylota, which dilTers only in having the abdomen narrower, and almost

linear, M. pipiens, Linn.

MiU.na, Latr. (rrOjij/r//a, Meig.), has the two hind legs much longer than theothers, with the thighs much thicker,

and armed with a single tooth ; in many, the abdomen is conicaU

Pipiza, Meig. (and Psilofa, Meig.), have the hind legs little longer than the others ; the abdomen depressed and

semi-elliptic. These Diptera have much afi[inity with the Syrphi and Chrysogasteri.

Brochi/opa, Hoffm., dilTers from all the preceding in the wings extending far beyond the abdomen, [inconsequence

of the shortness of that part of the body]. They otherwise resemble Milesia, and appear to lead to Rhbigia.

Phiiiyia, Scop., forms the second general division of the Syrphies, having the proboscis longer than the head and

thorax, and nearly linear.
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Pe/^cof^ra, rioff., is unknown to me, but is at once distinp:uished from all ivitli tlie antcnnce shorter than the

head, by the short, thick seta of the antennse.

The sucker of all the other Athericiras is only composed of t^vo ^ttc, of "vvhich the upper represents

the labrum, and the lower the tongue.

These Athericera; form three small tribes, which correspond with the genera (Estrus and Conops

of Linnaeus, and with that o( Musca of Fabricius, as at first proposed by liim.

As Sfomoi'ys and Bucentes are connected with the last of these genera, we shall commence with the

tribe OilsTRiDES, LatreiUe, which is composed of the genus

QjlsTRUs, Linn.,—
Well characterised by possessing, in the place of a mouth, only three tubercles, or but slight rudiment.s

of a proboscis and paljii.

These insects have the appearance of large meat-Hies, very hairy, their hairs being generally coloured

in rings, hke lUnnble-bees. Their antennEe are very short, each inserted in an excavation below the

forehead, and terminated by a rounded palette, bearing on its back, near the base, a simple seta ; the

wings are generally apart ; the alulets large, and hiding the balancers ; the tarsi are terminated Ijy two

ungues, and two pulviUi.

These insects are found but rarely in the perfect state, the time of their appearance l;cing very

limited. As they deposit their eggs on the bodies of various herbivorous quadrupeds, it is in woods

and pastures frequented by these animals that they are to be sought afier. Each species of CEstrus is

ordinarily parasitic upon a single mammiferous animal, selecting, as the situation for its eggs, that part

of tlie body which is best fitted for the larvai, which either remain in that particular situation, or are

passed from thence to a more favourable place of developement. The Ox, Horse, Ass, Rein-deer, Stag,

Antelope, Camel, Sheep, and Hare, are the only quadrupeds hitherto known to be subject to the

presence of the larvae of ffistri. These animals appear to have a strange dread of the insect, when it

seeks to lay its eggs upon them.

The nature of the abode of these larvae is of three kinds, which may be distinguished as cutaneous,

cervical, or gastric, according as they reside either in tumours formed in the skin, or in some parts of

the head or stomach of the animal destined to support them. The eggs, whence the larva: of the first

kind are hatched, are placed by the parent fly beneath the skin [of oxen, &c.], wliich it [is stated by

some authors, including LatreiUe, but evidently erroneously,] to pierce with its ovipositor, composed of

four tubes, entering into one another, and armed at the tip with two hooks, and two other pieces ; this

instrument is formed of the terminal segments of the abdomen. These larvae, called farms by the

French peasantry [and worbles or imrnils by the English], have no need to change their situation,

finding themselves, as soon as b(M ii [or rather as soon as they have buried beneath the skin], in the

midst of a purulent humour, which serves them for nourishment. The eggs of the other species are

merely stuck upon various parts of the body, either close to natural and internal cavities, into which

the larvae easily penetrate, and there fix themselves, or wlicre the animal is in the lialiit of licking itself,

whereby the larva? are carried by the tongue into the mouth, and so pass to the jilace [in the stotnach]

destined to receive them. It is thus that (he Sheep Bot-fly places its eggs at the inner edge of the

nostrils of that qmadruiied, wliich becomes agitated, stanjps (he ground ^^ith its fore feet, and hurries

away with its head to the ground ; the larva insinuates itself into the maxiUarv and frontal sinuses,

and fixes itself to the internal (uembrane with which they are lined, by means of two strong hooks

with which its mouth is armed. It is thus, .also, that the Horse Bot-fly deposits its eggs, without

settling, by hovering in the air at intervals over the inner part of the legs, at the siilcs of the shoulders,

and sometimes on the withers. (Estnts hremorrhoidahs, the larva of which also lives in the stomach of

the Horse, places its eggs upon the lips ; the larva;, attaching themselves to the tongue, pass bv the

oesophagus into the stomach, where they subsist on the humour secreted by its inner membrane. Thev
are generally found round the pylorus, and rarely in the intestines. They often exist in great numbers,

hanging like a bunch of grapes ; Mr. Clark, nevertheless, considers that they are rather serviceable than

otherwise to the Horse.

These larvffi have, in general, a conical form, and are destitute of legs. Their body is composed of

eleven segments, exclusive of the head, furnished with small tubercles and spines, often arranged in

bands, and which facilitate their progression. The principal organs of respiration are situated in a
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scaly i^Me at the posterior extremity of the I)ody, -u'hieh is thickest. It appears that their number

and arrangement are difterent in tlie gastric larvpe : it also appears that the mouth of the cutaneous

larvai is only composed of fleshy lobes, whilst that of the internal larvae is armed with two strong,

bent hooks.

When the larvae have obtained their full size, they quit their former abode, fall to the earth, and

there hiile themselves, in order to undergo those transformations to pupa; beneath their own skin, like

the other Diptera of this division. 'Die gastric larvae pass through the intestines and escape by the

anus, probably with the excrement. It is generally in June and July that these changes take place.

M. Humboldt has observed, in South America, Indians with the abdomen covered with small

tumours, produced, as he believed, by the larvae of (Estri ; and later observations appear to confirm

this opinion. These larvjc probably belonged to the genus Cuterebra of Clark, the larvse of which

reside beneath tiie skin of several raammiferous animals. It also appears, from various testimony,

that larvse analogous to those (Estri have been extracted from the maxillary or frontal sinuses of

Man ; but these observations have not been pursued.

Some have a small and retractile proboscis.

Cuterebra, Clark, has the seta of the antenna? plumose, and the palpi not visible. Oestrus huccatus, Fab.

;

Ciaricull, Clark ; and Ephipp'n/rn, Latr. ; all from America.

Cephencmyia, Latr., has the seta sinjple, antl the patpi evident. (Estrus Trompe, Fab., the larva of which infests

the frontal sinus of the Uein-fleer.

The others have no proboscis, and the seta of the antennas is always simple.

(Edemagena, Latr., has two palpi. (Efitms Taraiidi, the Bot of the Rein-deer.

The following; have no palpi.

Jli/poderma, Latr., with a small oral aperture like a Y. CEitrus Boris, the lai'va of which resides in tumours on

the back of Oxen.

Cephalcmyia, Latr., has two small tubercles like points, which are the vesti;2;es of palpi ; the alulets cover the

balancers. CEsfrus Ovls, the Sheep Bot-fly, the larva of which lives in the frontal sinuses of the Sheep.

CE.strus proper (Gasfnis, Me\g., Ganterojyhilns, Leach), has two similar tubercles,

but the wings cross each other, and the alulets only partially cover the halteres.

CEstrus Equi, the Great Horse Bot, h^emorrhoidalis, vei(n-imis, &c. This differs

in the cells, extending to the hind edge of the wings, whereas in all the rest (which

Leach and Meigen retain under the name of (Estrua) the cells are closed before reach-

ing tlie hind margin.

The third tribe of the Athericera, that of the Conopsari^, is the only

one in which the proboscis is always exserted and siphon-shaped, either cylin-

^^^^,^^=3™^^g=,^ dric, conical, or setaceous. The reticulation of the wings is tlic same as in

-)|j ll^-- -'^^f^ our first division of Mascides. The majority of these insects are found on
<ii,.tfj. ""=^"

plants. They compose the genus

Fiy. 13fi.—Gasteropliilus equi CONOPS, LiuuiCUS.

Some have the body long and narrow ; the abdomen long, clavate, and bent under at the tip, with

the male organs exposed.

One portion of these has the proboscis only elbowed at the base.

Si/sfropns, Wied. (Cephenen, Latr.), has the antennae much longer than the head, the last joint alone forming

the club, without a style, and the abdomen long and slender. South American insects, like small species

oi' Sph ex.

Coiiops proper, has the antenna much longer than the head, and the last two joints form together a mass, with

a terminal style.

Coriops rujipcs. Fab., which undergoes its transformations in the interior of the body of living Bombi. escaping

between the segments. An apod larva, found in Bomhus lapidarius, being probably that of this species, has fur-

nished Messrs. Audouin and Lachat materials for some tine anatomical observations.

Zodion, Latr., has the antennae shorter than the head, terminating in an ovoid mass.

Mi/opa, Fab., has the proboscis elbowed at the base, and again near the middle, the apex being bent under, and

the antenn.T shorter than the head. [Several British species.]

The others (Stomoxi/da, Meig.), resemble domestic FUes in their general form, the arrangement of

their wings, the antennae terminated by a palette shorter than the head, and furnished with a seta,

and the abdomen short and conical, without external appendages.

lS(u)uox'/s proper, has the proboscis only elbowed at the base. T^-pe, Conops calcitrans, Linn, [a very common
insect, often observed on windows, and which is the specie.s] which pricks our legs so sharply, especially

before ram.
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Bucenies, Latr. (Stomojiys, Fab., 8'iphona, Meig'.), lias the proboscis elbowed twice, as in Mynpa.

Carntis, which Nitzsch refers to this family, is disting^uished by havini; only the rudiments of wing-s ; the direc-

tion of the proboscis, and the form of its antennae and body, seem to indicate that it comes near Stomuxys.

The fourth and last tribe, Muscides, is distinguished from the preceding by having a proboscis

always very apparent, nicmbranous, and bilabiate, generally bearing two palpi (except in Phora)., and

capable of being entirely withdrawn into tbe oral cavity, and a sucker of two pieces. The antennse

always terminated by a palette witb a lateral seta.

Tliese Atbericera embrace the ancient genus Masca of Fabricius, wbich the works of Fallen and

Meigen (without speaking of our own) have singularly modified. The difficulties, however, wbicli

oppose its investigation, are nevertheless far from removed; fnr although these authors li.'i\c estab-

lished a great number of genera, there are, nevertheless, some, ^nch as Tachina and .Inlhouii/ia, -which

can only be regarded as magazines. In the work of Meigen, which is confined to the European

Diptera, the first of tliese genera comprises 315 species, and the second 213. Dr. Kobineau Desvoidy,

anxious to complete these researches and serve science, has undertaken with mucli zeal the special

study of the Mmcides, which he terms Myodaires, and has presented a memoir upon the subject to the

Royal Academy of Sciences, [since pubhshed]. As Latreille, however, was only acquainted ^vith the

general distribution of this tribe through the report of M- de Blainville, presented to the Academy, he

was not able to make use of it : indeed, it would too far exceed the limits of this work to do so, and

probably alarm young naturalists by the multitude of genera which he has establisbed, and which

appeared to the reporter to be too shghtly characterized. ^Ye think that the work of Meigen, except

in respect to the revision of the two genera above mentioned, is quite sutiicient, in the actual state of

the science. [The vast extent of this tribe, wdiich probably equals that of all the other Diptera united

together, has, notwithstanding the remarks of Latreille, rendered tbe establishment of many additional

genera requisite. M. Macquart, in his Ilis/oirc Naturelle des Dipteres, and Messrs. Haliday and

Malkcr, in various detaclied memoirs, have added to tbe number of those proposed by Meigen, although

they have materially reduced the number proposed by Robineau Desvoidy, which amounted to 35-1,

divided into ten primary groups, two of which still remain unpublished, and which will of course

increase the number of his genera.]

This tribe comprises the genus

MUSCA.

Tbe first section comprises those species which have tbe antennai inserted near the forehead ; the

palpi placed upon the proboscis, and retractile \\ith it into the oral cavity, and transverse nerves to the

wings. This section comprises eight princi])al groups, or subtribes.

The first division (CREonitL^ij;) has very large alulcts, nearly covering the balancers. The wings are

generally apart, with the two terminal and external cells of the posterior limb closed by a transverse

nervure.

Some of these have the epistome not beak-bke, arid the sides of tbe bead not advanced into horns.

A portion of these have tbe seta of tlie antenna; naked.

Ecfiiiiomi/ia, Dumeril, has the second joint of the antenns lono;est ; the last is nearly trapezoidal, with the seta

biarticniate at its base. Musca grosso, Linn., the largest known species, nearly as large as a Humble-bee. It is

black, very bristly, with the head buff, eyes brown, and base of the wings reddish. It makes a loud buzzinp;,

settles upon flowers in woods, and often upon cow-diuip, on which its larva resides ; the body of which is yellowish,

shining;, conical, with a single hook, and two fleshy horns at its anterior extremity ; the other being- terminated

by a circular plate, upon wliich are two spiracles, each placed upon a lenticular lobe, elevated in the middle.

The sefcnient after the head is also furnished on each side with a spiracle. In the cocoon of the pupa, which is

also conical, the posterior extremity also presents two more distinct spiracles -, its contour fornied by a plate with

nine flaps. [It appears to me that Latreille has erred in referring Ri::aumur's figures to Ec/i/nomi/ia gros.sa. They
seem to me to be those of the transformations of Mcsembrina ineridiana. 1 presume that the larva of Echinonujia

t/rossa is a parasite.]

In the other Creophilfe the tliird joint of the antennae is never shorter than the second, ^fometimes tbe face is

nearly naked, and never clothed with long bristles.

Gonia, Meig., has the seta of the antennae elbowed, and the abdomen with distinct segments, and convex.

Mi/fogromiiKfy Meig., has the abdomen also convex, with distinct joints, and the seta of the antenna; straight.

Tri.ra, Meig., differs from Miltogramma in having the third joint of the antennae scarcely longer than the

second.

In the four following subgenera the abdomen is swollen, with the articulations indistinct, or flattened.
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(iiimnosoma, Meig;., has the abdomen vesicular, -wiUi indistinct articulations, and the autennai as long as

the liead.

Cistogaater, Latr., Las the abdomen similar, but the antennae much shorter.

Phasia, Meif!;., has the abdomen very flat and semicirciUar, and the tibiai but slig;htly bristly.

Tricltiopoda^ Latr., has the abdomen flat but oblong, and the bind tibia; with a row of lamelliform bristles.

Sometimes the face has two rows of long; bristles, Hke moustaches, two being- larger than tht^ rest.

The three following have the wings vibratile, and the abdomen narrow and elongate; the anCennEe are not

shorter than the face.

Lophosia, Meig., has the last joint of the antenna; forming a large triangular palette.

Ocyptera, Meig,, has the third joint of the antenna; seldom much larger than the preceding, and forming a linear

or oblong square. M. Dufour has observed the transformations of two species ; the larva of 0. caa^'uUc, residing

in the visceral cavity of Cassida bicolor, and that of 0. hicolor, in the same cavity of Pentatoma grisea: both these

larvoi feed on the fatty matter of the insects they infest ; their bodies are oblong, soft, whitish, perfectly glabrous

and contractile, and terminated by a sort of siphon one third of the length of the body, of a more solid consistence,

and unchangeable in its form, with two hooks at the tip : the posterior extremity of this siphon, occupying one

of the metathoracic spiracles [of the insect infested], and in contact with the air, enables the parasite to respire.

Neither antennae nor eyes have been observed. It is in the same situation that the larva changes to the pupa state.

This [or rather the old larva skin] is ovoid, without any trace of segments, with several tubercles at one end. It

quits its abode before assuming the perfect state, eitlier without destroying the insect, or the larva infested, or

after it has killed it.

Mdanophora, RIeig., has the antennae much shorter; the antennee not extending lo\ver than the middle of the

face ; the outer terminal cell is more advanced posteriorly than the inner one.

The abdomen of the other Creophilas is but little elongated, triangalar ; and the wings are not vibratile.

PhaniUy Weig., has the abdomen 4-jointed ; the tip being elongated, narrowed, and folded beneath ; the third

joint of the antenna is long and linear.

Xifsta, Meig., lias the abdomen 5- or 6-jointed, and the antennae short, with the last two joints nearly equal ; the

hind tibiae are rather curved, compressed, and ciliated.

Tachi/ta, Fabr., has the abdomen i-jointed, but not recurved at the tip ; the antennae as long, or nearly as long,

as the head ; the last joint longer than the preceding. Some of the species, forming a peculiar grou|f, live whilht

larv£E in the bodies of diflerent caterpillars, which they destroy.

We now pass to Creophila which have the seta of the antenme evidently villose or plumose; the third joint

always forms an elongated palette, and is longer than the preceding joint.

Dexia, Meig., has the habit of Ocyptera, with the abdomen narrow and elongated, especially in the males.

Musca proper {Mesemhrina, Meig.), has the abdomen triangular, the eyes contiguous, or very close together in

the males. Here are to be arranged the majority of the tlies of which the larvae feed upon meat, carcases, &c., and

others in manure. They have all the form of soft worms ; whitish in colour; destitute of feet ; thickened and truncate

at the posterior extremity, and pointed at the other end, where are one or two hooks, with which these larvK gnaw

their food, and of which they hasten the corruption. They undergo their changes in a very few days [in the

summer] ; the females have the extremity of the body nariowed, and elongated into a tube, to enable them to bury

their eggs. Musca vomitoria, Linn., the Common Meat Fly, with the forehead fulvous ; the thorax black, and ab-

domen blue, with black marks. It possesses a remarkably tine sense of smelling, and makes a loud buzzing noise,

when it enters our houses in order to deposit its eggs on meat. Deceived by the odour of Aram dracunculus

w^hcn in flower, it sometimes deposits its eggs in that flower ; when ready to assume the pupa state, it quits its food

and descends into the earth, or else undergoes its cliange in some dry and retired situation. M. dutncaUca, Linn.,

the small Common Domestic Fly, the larva of which lives in moist manure,

^arcophaga, Meig., ditfers from Musca, by the eyes being wide apart in both sexes
;
the eggs in some species

are hatched within the abdomen of the parent, as is the case with M. carnaria, Linn, [a very abundant species],

which is larger and longer than the Meat Fly : the female deposits her young larvse upon flesh, carcases, and

sometimes in the wounds of persons.

We terminate the Creophila? by some subgenera contrasting with the preceding in the form of the head, situation

of the wings, or of their external cells.

Ackias, Fabr., remarkable for the horn-like elongations of the sides of the head ; with the antennae inserted high

in the forehead.

Idia, Meig., has the front of the head produced into a beak.

The two following have the terminal cells of the wings extending to the posterior edge; the abdomen is

flattened.

Lispe, Latr., has the body oblong; the antennas nearly as long as the face; and the style plumose.

Argyrilis, Latr., has the body short ; the abdomen very flat, nearly semicircular ; the head short and broad ; the

antenxiL-e very short; with the seta elbowed.

In all the remaining Muscides, the alulets are small, or nearly olisolete ; the balancers exposed ; and

the principal nerves of tlie wings extending to the outer edge of the \\'iiigs, which closes the i:)03terior

cells.

A second general division of the Muscides, that of the Anthomyzides, is composed of species having
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the appearance of Common Flies; the wings not vibratile ; the antennas inserted near the forehead,

always shorter than the head, terminated by a long or linear joint, with the seta mostly plumose ; the

legs are of moderate size, and the abdomen composed of four joints.

Anthomyia, Meig., has the seta of the antenna plumose ; the abdomen in both sexes pointed at the tip, and the

pi-oboscis not terminated Uke a hook. Mnsca pluvialis, Linn.

Dnjmeia, Meij., has the prohoscis exhibiting- this character, find the eyes united Ijehind, in the males.

C'<c«o^ia, Meig., has the ahdomen of the males swoUen at the tip. Tlie larvae of C.//(/?^o/7fw live in boleti, and

often in the edible mushroom. De Geer observed, also, that these larvie will destroy each other.

Erip/iia, Mc-i^., has the antenna: shorter, with a simple style, and the eyes of the males united behind.

Our third division, Hydromvzides, has the head almost triangular, with the eyes very prominent ; a

swollen and vaulted muzzle ; a very thick proboscis ; and the sides of the face not bristly ; the antennae

are v(jry short, with the style plumose : the legs are strong. All the indigenous species are found in

aquatic situations.

Ropalomera, Wicd., has all the thighs swollen, and the face has a frontal tubercle.

Ochtheni, Latr., has the thighs of the fore-iej^s very robust, denticulated beneath ; the tibiae curved, and applied

a;;ainst the thij^hs, and terminated by a strong spine. In the fullowing ilyi-lromyzides, the thighs are not

swollen.

Epin/'fra, Fall., has the eyes very prominent ; the muzzle thick ; and the seta of the antennae thick at the base,

and simple.

Xotiphila, Fall., has the head rounder, without a frontal muzzle.

Tlic iMuscidi'S of the three following divisions have the body oblong; the wings incumbent, not vi-

bratlk' ; the head nearly spherical, and the face covered by a white membrane, with an impressed line

on eacli side. The antennce are sometimes inserted in fossuhc, but ofceucr porrected, and in many

as long or longer than the head.

The fourth division, Scatomyzides, are distinguished liy the head being never longer than broad,

nearly spherical ; the hind legs not greatly elongate ; the antenna?, with the third joint longer than the

preceding, and, except in Loxocera, always shorter than the head.

Slime liKvi; tlir hind le^s larg-e, with thick compressed thighs ; and the antennae very short ; with a simple seta.

Tliiireojilioni, Latr,, has the antenna lodged beneath a frontal prominence ; and the second and tuUowingjoints

of the tarsi nearly alike. T. cynojiMla, Panz., has the scutellum bispinose; it is ahuoat always found on the dead

carcases of dogs, and M. Percberon has assured me it is sometimes phosphorescent.

Sphterocero, Latr. {JSorborus, Meig.), has the antennae exposed, with the palette hemispherical ; the hind thighs

are compressed, with the two hasal joints of the tarsi e\ddently larger than the following. It is almost always

about manure that these Diptera are found, and it is probably there that their larvae reside.

Sometimes the hind legs do not materially differ from the others ; the antcniut are nearly as long as the face,

deflexed, and terminated by an elongated, narrow jialette.

JJiab/ia, JMeig., has the face bristly ; the abdomen 4-jointed, and the seta of the antenns simple.

Cy)7/(///(;-a, Fall., has the face bristly; the abdomen a-jointed, and the wings scarcely extending beyond the

abdomen.

iScafop/ifi;-/n, Lfitr., dilTers from the last in having the wings longer than the attdomen, which is ne\er clavate.

Mnsca sfercoiaria, Linn., a very conimon hnfi-coloured species, found in great numbers upon excrement, in wliich

the females deposit their eggs.

Loxocera, Latr., has the face not bristly ; the body long, narrow, and the antenna' much longer than the head.

Chijliza, Fall., has the antennae sliorter than the head, with the seta thick, like a style.

The others have the antennae always much shorter than the face, with the jialette either oblong, o\oid, or

nearly globose.

Some of these have the body narrow and elongate, and the abdomen pointed or styhite ; sometimes the face

is naked.

Li-s.sii, Meig., has the upper side of the head with an ele\'afi(.in, and the abdomen is almost linear.

Ps'ilojiniia, Latr. (to uhich Geom'/^a, Fall., may be addi;d), has the body less elongate, and the abdomen ter-

miniiled by an articulated style.

Ti-hiiinrit and Tani/peza, Rleig , are allied to the preceiling ; the legs in both seem longer, and the abdomen of

Tet;iiinrfi is obtuse at the tip, and that of Tanypeza pointed or stylate in the females.

Liiiirhoptern, Meig., has the face bristly at the sides, and the basal joint of the antenna; is verv slender ; the

^^ ii!gs have iiu transverse nerve, except close to the base.

The body in the other Scatomyzides is thicker and more oblong, and its form is more like that of the common
llniisc-ily.

il.-hnunjz.t, Fi.ll,, h:i:. the head bristly.

I)r;i",iiii^n, Fiill. (willi the fare concave berieatli the anteiin;e), and

t-Uiiiromijza, Fall, (wiih it straight), differ from the following in having the antcnnal seta plumose.

l:
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The terminal Scatomyzides have the seta simple; the antennas Q.ways short and straight ; they are small and
fflabrniis Flies, black, and more or less varied with bufT; the le;?s strong, and the eyes lar<;e. The upper side of
tlie head is flat, witli a brown, trianf^ular mask, in which the ocelli are placed. They are found in fluwera. Many
<it their larv* mine the interior of vetretables, and some are very injuriout, to agriculturists, destroying various
cereal plants previous to their fructification. The larva of Mmcci Frit sometimes destroy the barley crops in
Sweden, to the amount of 100,000 ti^olden ducats in a year, bein^,^ one-tenth of the produce. The larv£E of Oscinis
piimilionis and Ibieata, Fab., are equally obnoxious. They constitute our genus

Ofichiis, Latr., to which we add the genus Chlorops,

Meig., and Piophila, Fallen.

The fifth division (Dolichocera), "which em-

braces the genus Teianocera, Dura., is closely allied

to the preceding, but the length of the second

joint of the antennae, which equals or surpasses

that of the third, at once distinguishes it. These

organs are porrected, as long as, or longer than,

the head, and pointed at the tip. The upper
Fiff. 137,

surface of the head forms a triangle, obtuse at the tip.

Some have the antennje shorter than the head.

Otites, has the seta simple, and the lower part of the face is not produced.
Euf/njcera, Latr., has the seta plumose, and the lower part of the face produced into a truncated muzzle.
The others have the antenna? as long as, or longer than, the head.

Sepedon, Latr., has the antermt-e evidently longer than the head, and the seta simple.

Tcia/tocera, Dum., has the antennae as long as the head, and the seta sometimes plumose.

The sixth division, Leptopodites, is remarkable for the length and slenderness of the feet, the

hind cues bei)ig at least as long again as the body, which is also slender and filiform ; all the tarsi are

short. The head is spherical or elli])Soid, and terminated in a poiut. The antenna; are very small.

They are found on plants, and many frequent aquatic places.

Micropcsa, Weig., has the head ellipsoid, terminated in a point, and the seta of the antennae simple. Calohafa

filiformis, Fabr.

Calohata, Fabr., has the head spheroidal, and the seta often plumose.

Nerias, Fabr., has the habit of Micropeza, but ditfers iu the auteuna- being as long as the head.

The seventh division, Carpomyz^e, has the wings vibratile, spotted with black or yellow, an appear-

ance very like that of the Domestic Flies, but with the eyes apart, and the abdomen with four or five

external segments, mostly terminated in the females by a cyiindric or conic ovipositor; the antennje

always short, with the seta rarely ^'illose. The larvaj of many species live in fruits or seeds, in the

germ of which the parent fly had deposited its eggs.

Many species approach the preceding subgenera in the narrow and elongated form of the body, and long logs,

as well as in the globular or more elongated form of the head.

Diopsis, Linn., distinct from the very elongated horns into which the sides of the head are produced, and the

scutellum with two spines. These singular exotic insects have been monographed by Dalman, [and subsequently

by me, in the Traiuactians of the Limucan Society],

CephaUa, INIeig., has the palette of the antennae narrow and long, and the palpi spatulate.

Sepsis, Fall., has the palette much shorter, with a naked seta, and tlie palpi nearly liliform. [Small, active Flies,

with wings spotted with black.]

The other Carpomyza: have the appearance of Common Flies, with the head short and hemispherical, and the

legs of moderate length.

The three following subgenera have the upper surface of the head almost horizontal, so that the antenna' appear

inserted on a level with the fop.

Ortalis, Fall., has the abdotnen not terminated by an external ovipositor in the females. &I. Fallen refers the

Musca cerasi, Linn., to tliis subgenus, the larva of which generally feeds inside the fruit of the cherr)-, rpiittiug

the fruit and entering the earth when ready to undergo its transformations.

Tetanops, Meig., has an exserted ovipositor in tbe females, like a tail ; the head, seen from above, appears nearly

triangular.

Tephrites, Latr. {Tiypeta, Meig.), has the abdomen similarly terminated, but the head is rather transverse than

longitudinal, and rounded. Mti^ca Cardui, Linn., the larva of which lives in galls, on the common thistle, on

the substance of which it feeds.

Dacus, Fab., comprises those Tephrites which have the palette more elongate, including the species wliich

attacks the olive. The inhabitants of the Isle of France are scarcely able to obtain any sound lemons, in conse-

quence of tbe attacks of a species of this genus.
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Platjixtoma, Woip;., dilTcrs in liaving; the liea J movf compressod transversely, so tliat the upper surface is more

slanting-, and llie antenn;e appear inserted in the middle of the face.

This naturally conducts us to Timia, Wied., and Mun'dln^, beluiiging; to the next division.

The cii^htli division, Gymnomyzides, is composed of small Muficides, with a short Ijorly, curved,

nearly glabrous, of a sliining black colour, the head much compressed transversely, as in Platystoma,

without any inferior proraiuence ; the scutellum advanced ; the abdomen short, depressed, and some-

thnes terminated by a small point, and the legs nearly glabrous.

Cchiphus, Dalin. (having- the scutellum extended over the body), and

Laiij iiiiia^ Lati'. {\\ tth the scutellum of ordinary size and the seta plumose), have tlie antenna; long-er than the

head. The others h;ive them sliorter.

In some of these they aie very short and wide apart, and lodg-ed in impressed fossuh-e, the space between them

beim; elevated.

Mu-siUns, Latr., has the first cell of the posterior edLreof the ^vingfs almost closed ; ^Meigen divides them into two

sul)i::enera.— Tiinia, witli the abdomen 6-jointefl, and Ulidia, with it 5-jointed.

Iloinnhirn, Meig., with the aliilonien S-jointed, and

Actora, I\]ci-., with it 6-juinted, ]ia\'e the first cells of the posterior limb of the win^s entirely open aiid

longitudinal.

In othrrs the antennae are nearly contiguous, and the cells of the posterior edg;e of the wing; are always open.

Giimiioiniizii, Fall , has tlie antenna? inserted beneatli a sort of arch, and near the middle of the face.

Luncluca. .Meiir., lias them inserted higher, witliout any appearance of an arch.

The second section of the Muscides, and which forms our ninth and la^t sub-tril)c, tlie IIyc'OCERa,

consists of a single subgenus, distinct from all the preceding in many respects. The palpi are always

external ; the antenna; inserted near the oral cavity, very short, termiiiateil by a large globular joint,

with a VL-rv long seta ; tlie wings have only three oblique discoidal nerves, vvhence the name Trmeura

given to them hv Meigen ; tlie legs are very short and spiny, with the thighs large an(i comiiressed,

c^l)eeiallv in the hind legs. Tliey are extremely active, and form the genus Phora, Latr. ; Tri-

neura, ^leig.

Our second general section of the Dipterous insects differs from the preceding in the

mouth, antennae, and transforuiatiuns, and other less important clutracters ; whence Dr. Leach

was uiduccd to form them into a distinct order, 0/naIoptcra. Those winch tenmnate this

section have a certain relation with the hexapod wingless insects, composing our order of

Parasites, or the genus Fediealas of Liunojus.

This section forms

THE SIXTH FAMILY OF THE DIPTEIU,—

Ti-iE Pupii'ARA (or the Ni/iaphi/jara of Reaumur).

The head of these insects, seen from above, is divided into two principal portions, the posterior

being the principal, supporting the eyes and receiving the anterior part in an emargination in front.

This is also dividnl into two parts, the posterior being the largest, and supporting the antenna; at its

sl(h:s ; and the other constitutes the mouth organs. The inferior and oral cavity of the head is occu-

pied merely l)y nn'hiluane, out of the extremity of Avhich the sucker protrudes, arising from a small

bulb, or ad\'anccd peduncle, composed of two seta^ close together, and covered by two coriaceous,

narrow, elongate and villose plates, which act as sheaths. AVhether these valves represent, as 1 pre-

sume, the palpi of other Dipiera, or whether they are ]>ieces of a sheath properly so called, as regarded

by iM. Dufour, who lias di.scnverrd two small bodies, which he takes for palpi; it is not less certain

that tlic prouoscis of these insects differs materially from lliat of the preceding Diptera, and that the

I'roboseis has in this case more resemblance to that of the Flea^, from which it is, however, removed

by the absence of articulations. In Melophagus the base of the plates of the sucker is covered by two

small, coriaceous, triangular pieces, united, and forming a kind of lahrum ; they seem to represent, in a

small degree, the two pieces which cover the base of the rostrum of the Flea.

The body is short, broad, flat, and defended by a solid or leathcry-hke skin. The head is more

intimately uniteil to the thorax than in the preceding families. The antenna?, always situated at the

lateral and anterior extremity of the bead, appear either under the form of a tubercle bearing three

seta3, or that of small hairy jilatcs. The size of the eyes varies, being very small in some species. In
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general the pnpipara; are destitute of ocelli ; the thorax is furnished with four spiracles, two anterior

and two poslerior; the latter pair, overlooked hy Dnfour, are situated, as in other Diptera, near the

hasi^ of the balanciTs. The a1)dnineu of //. ovina is furnished witli ten spiracles, in the shape of

snifill, round, corneous tubercles, the four posterior beine; close to the anus. Tiie wings are always

apart, and accompanied by balancers ; their [fore-edge] is more or less margined with seta; ; the supe-

rior nerves, which are nearest it, are strong and well defined; but those which extend to the hinder

edge are weak, and not transversely united. In the terminal Diptera of this family these organs

are wanting, or simply rudimental; the balancers are also obsolete. The legs are terminated by two

robust claws, which have one or two teeth on the under side, which makes their appearance double

or triple. The covering of the abdomen is continuons, so that this part of the body can be distended,

and acquire a considerable volume, as becomes necessary in the body of the female Hippohoscoi, for

their larvae are hatched and are nourished therein until the period of their transformation into pup^.

They are then discliarged under the form of a soft, white t^^, nearly as large as the abdomen of the

female
; the skin hardens, and becomes a solid cocoon, brown at first, but suhserpiently black ; round,

and nff.L'u notched at one end, exhibiting a shiny plate or operculum, which becomes detached like a

cap at the period of the tinal transformation. This eocoon has neither rings nor transverse incisions

by which it is distinguished from those of other Diptera, especially the Athericera, which it most

resembles. It is in the fine w^orks of Reaumur, De Geer, Leon Dufour [and Lyonnet], illustrated as

they are by figures in detail, that we must look for a complete account of these transformations, and

of the changes which take place in the female at the period of her delivery. According to L. Dufour,

the ovaries in their configuration and position singularly resemble those of the human female. The

matrix, at first small, becomes enormously dilated, until it occupies the whole of the abdominal cavity.

These Diptera are known under the name of Spider-flies, and live almost exclusively upon some

quadrupeds and birds. They run very quickly, and fly sideways.

Some, or the Coriacea, Latr., have the head distinct, and articulated with tlie anterior extremity of

the thorax. Tlic\' form the genus
HippOBOSCA, Linnfeus.

Uippobosca proper, has wini^e. distinct eyes, and antennfe in the shape of tubercles, ^^'ith three set;r on their

upper side. H. equina, Linn., tlie I-Jorse- or Forest-fly, a species common in some places on Horses, \ihich it

infests, especially tixinp; itself in great numbers beneath the tail.

OniUhomiiia, Latr., has the antenuie in the shape of viUose plates, and the nerves of the wings extending to

the hind edii^e.

These insects form, in the monocTaph of Leach, four genera.

Feronia {Nirmomijla, Nitzscli.), di^itinct by the antennae-like tnbercles, and the claws of the tarsi double, and

not treble.

Oniffhomi/ia, with ocelli and tridentate claws, plate-like antenns, and wings of large size, and rounded.

Stenepteryx, simihir to Feronia, but with very long acute win^^s.

Oxjipterum, with acute wings, but with the antenna; in the furni of teeth, eyes small, ocelli wanting. They live

on various species of Birds. Uippobosca avicularia, Linn.

StrcOia, Wied., lias the wings incumbent on the body, with lon^ritudinat nervures united by some transverse

nervures. The eyes are very small, and situated at the posterior angles of the head. Found on a South American

species of Bat.

Melophagiis, Latr. (Melophila, Nitzsch.), destitute of wings, and with the eyes scarcely distinct. Uippobosca

ovina, [the common Sheep-tick].

A species of Melophagus, which lives on the Stag, exhibiting rudiments of \Tine;s, and with the thorax a little

lar<^er than the head, forms the subgenus Lipopfena, Nitzsch. Near Jlelophagus ought also to come the genus

Braiila, Nitzsch., of whicli the only known species lives on the Honey-bee, and is absolutely blind. Its thorax

is divided into two transverse parts, and the last joint of the tarsi is furnished with a row of small bristles.

Reaumur had lonp; ago tigured this, or a closely-allied animal.

The other Pupijiarx, Vldliiromy'KE, Latr., have the head very small, or almost obsolete, forming near

the anterior and dorsal extremity of the thorax a small body, which is elevated vertically. They

compose the genus
Nycteribia, Latr. (Pltthiridium, Hermann),

—

And have neither wings nor balancers, and more nearly resemble Spiders than Hippoboscss. They live on Bats.

LinutTus places the only species with which he was acquainted with the PedicuU. See the article Nt/cicribia^ in

the Enci/clopedie Mef/wdique, and in the Nouv. Dicl/onn. d'H/if. Naiurel/e, [and also my memoir in the Transac-

iions of the Zoological >Sociehj of London, in which I have described numerous species].
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FOURTH GREAT DIVISION OF THE ANIMAL KINGDOIM.

THE RADIATA (Radiated Animals, or Zoophytes).

[Neither of these names is literally ajiplicable, for all the animals in the division are

not radiated ; and the very name Zoopliyte, " plant-animal," is a contradiction. In

England, the term Zoophyte is much more restricted than in France, but it is equally

inapplicable, excepting, perhaps, to those species, about which there are still disputes

as to whether they are animals or vegetables.]

These animals have no mesial plane, but may be variously divided into sj'mmetrical

parts, radiating from one or more axes. Their organs of motion, when they have any,

are moveable spines attached to the skin, or flexible papilla", capable of intlatiou. They

have no true system of circulation, and their nervous system is always obscure, and

sometimes cannot be traced. Some have a mouth and vent, others onlv one opening,

and others, again, appear to be nourished through pores. Some are of distinct sexes ;

some bisexual, and some are produced by buds or division. [Some very minute ones,

as Volvo.T, consist of a globular tunic inclosing a vast number of smaller globes, each

of which is also a tunic inclosing another generation.] Many grow in clusters upon

stalks, or Polypidoms—dwellings of pc'vpi, which are sometimes leathery or horny, and

sometimes calcareous. [The individuals jiroduce the polypidoms, and are connected

with it; and when they are alive, it is probably always covered with an epidermis.]

According as their organization is more or less complicated, tiiey are divided into five

classes :

—

1. EcHiNODERMATA [Spiuy Skills], have, besides these, the intestine and organs of

respiration, reproduction, and partial circulation, floating in a large cavity. The Ho-

lolhirisi are united to them ; because, although they have no spines on the skin,

the internal structure is even more comjilicated.

2. E.VTozoA [Intestinal Worms], iiihaliit the viscera of other animals. They are

long and flattened ; have no visiljle organs of circulation or respiration ; and some have

a distinct alimentary canal, while others have not. [A species which infests the intes-

tines of tlie El'1 was, for a long time, regarded as the young of that animal.]

•3. AcALEi'iiA [Sea Nettles], are round and radiated, with only one opening to the

body, and no organs of respiration or circulation. They approach the Polypi, only

their organic tissues are more developed.

4. Polypi [ManyTen tacula, once considered as plants]. These are gelatinous animals,

with a mouth and digestive organs more or less complicated. i\Iany of them live in

clusters upon branched or expanded polypidoms, wdiich made them be considered as

animal plants. [Individually they are minute, and some of them microscopic ; but still

they fabricate vast reefs of hard rock, consisting of salts of lime cemented liy animal
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matter. The Thethyte and Sponges nave been joined to this cLass, thou^^-li thc-ir

animals have not yet been observed.

.5. Infusoria [Animaloute] , the most minute members of the Animal Kingdom, and

for the most part microscopic. Some have a very complicated organization, and some
appear to be mere particles of animated jelly. [They exist in countless myriads,

principally in stagnant water, and some are so tenacious of life, that, after having

been for some time dried to powder, they revive again when moistened.]

THE FIRST CLASS OF THE RADIATA.

TUE ECHINODERMATA.

These have a well-organised skin ; sometimes a sort of skeleton ; a digestive and a

ciscular system ; and a sort of radiating nerves. There are two orders : those with

feet, or vesicular appendages answering the same purpose, and those without.

THE FIRST ORDER OF THE ECHIXODERMATA,

PEDICELLATA.

These have the skin pierced with numerous small holes, through which protrude cylindrie

l;ritacula, terminating in suckers. These are extended or retracted by a humour distinct from

tiiat of the intestines, discernible in some of the sjiecies, and answer the purpose of feet, by

which they perform their locomotion, or adhere to the rocks. Vessels from these continue to

unite in a trunk for each row, which trunk terminates near the mouth. The order consists of

three very natural famdies.

THE FIRST FAMILY OF THE PEDICELLATA,—

The Asterias [Star-fish],

—

So called, because the body is generally in the form of a star with five rays. Some, however, as

A. discoidea, have the body a pentagon, with straight sides ; others, as A. memiranacea, have a re-

eutering angle in each side ; and others, again, as J. tesselata, have the sides concave.

The frame-work of the body is composed of horny pieces, variously arranged. In those wliich have

distinct rays, there is a longitudinal groove in the upper surface of each

ray, perforated on both sides, for allowing the action of the feet ; and

all the surface is covered with pores leading to small tubes which admit

water, probably for the purpose of respiration. On the central disc, but

toward one side of it, there is a stony plate, and below it a canal filled

with calcareous matter ; and it is probable that this is the apparatus by

which the hard matter of the body is elaborated. There is a sort of verte-

brated osseous column in each ray ; and some of the species have osseous

plates, and spines on the sides of the rays. Internally, they have one
Fif. 138—AKieiias. stomach, with two branched cceca extending to each ray ; each rav,

also, contains two ovaries, and it is understood that they propagate by self-impregnation. The rays

are easily reproduced, for the central disc and one ray will reproduce all the others. The mouth, which

is the only opening to the alimentary organs, is on the under side of the central disc. According to

Tiedemann, the principal nerve surrounds the mouth, and sends off a filament to each arm. Such are
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the general characters of the genus Astenas, the Star-fish, properly so called ; ami, in proportion as

they deviate from the Five-rayed Star, their cceca and ovaries are more numerous.

,(. ritliohs, is very common in the European seas. A. (/facialis, is much larger, often a foot in diameter; anJ

it h,T,s tufts of fleshy tubes round the bases of the spines on the body. A. aurantia, is still ]arg;er, and has the

e(li:es of the rays paved with osseous plates, bearing:; stront;; and moveable spines. Some, as A. paposa, have

more than fi\'e rays. Some have the rays solid, and without the f^roove, and they are called Ojw///;/rtf, because

their rays have some resemblance to the tails of Serpents. These move by flexures of the rays, which have spines

on the sides in some, and are covered with imbricated scales in others. In them the pores are between the bases

of the rays. The only feet which these have are in fine short grooves round the mouth. By some authors they

have beon made a separate g;enus. Some have the rays branched, and of them some have the division near the

end of the rays, and seldom repeated ; but in others it beo;ins at the base, and each division is branched again

and aji^ain, till the whole resembles a bunch of Serpents' tails ; each branching' is into so many lateral parts : there

are two points at the base of eacli i*ay. Those branched ones have been called Gorgonocvphala, or Medusa's

Heads.

AleciOy or Cnuiaii'hi, have five lar,e:e articulated rays proceeding from a stony plate on the upper part of the

disc ; their ravs air' ui'ti. n divided into two or three blanches, and both rays and disc are furnished with articu-

lated thirads. The canity of tlie body has a star-shaped mouth, and a tubular opening, both on the under side.

Encrinus [the Encrinites],

—

Resemble tlie last, but have the plate on the disc prolonged to a stem of many articulations. They an lamed

fi'om the lorrn of tlie stem, and the number of rays. Pentacrirms europceus, is the only species in tlie Eurooean

seas ; but there are others in the tropical oceans. In a fossil state they are exceedingly numerous, ana vaned m
their appearance. The fossil Entrochites are portions of the stems or branches of Encrinites.

THi^ SECOND FAMILY OF TFIE PEDICELLATA.

The Echinus [Sea Hedge -hogs, or Sea Eggs].

These have the body covered with a crust of calcareous matter, in segments nicely adapted to each

otlicr, and perforated by regular rov^s of holes for the membranous feet. The crust is also pierced by

a numher of smaller holes with four memliranous tubes, which seem to he the breathing apparatus;

and where nut perforated, the crust is armed with broad spines, articulated upon tubercles, and move-

ahlc. Tlie niuiith is furnished with five flat, calcareous tcelh, in a very complicated apparatus, aii:l

Ijaving strong ran cles ; and, as tliese wear away at their cutting edges, they extend by growth at ";as

opposite extremity. The intestine is long, and attached spirally to the interior of the crust. Th-e *ive

ovaries, which are edible, are arranged round the vent, in the separate openings. Their motions

are slow ; and thry feed upon the smaller shelled Mollusea and Crustacea, which they seize with th?ir

membranous feet. Great numbers of them, including many not now found alive, are met with in a

fossil state, especially in the chalk, where they are usually filled with flint earth, the same as the

s}ionges.

They are either regular or irregular,—the regular ones ha\ing the mouth in the middle of the under

side, and the vent o])i)Ositc ; and the others are irregular in proportion as they deviate from this

character.

Erhinusy properly so called.—Figure generally an oblate spheroid, with two bands of apertures, dividing tne

surface from the mouth to the vent into segments, resembling those formed by the meridians on a globe. Some
ha\'e the spines stout, with smaller ones at the base, and others have them slender. Among the latter, is E. cscu-

I'lifus, found in the European seas. It is about the size of an ordinary apple, closely set with short spines, gene-

rally of a violet colour. The ovaries are of the same colour ; and in the spring mouths they are edible, and have

a \ery agreeable flavour.

They vary in shape, and in the number and arrangement, and also the form of the spines. Some are drpresseil,

siiTiie compressed, some ha\'e the spines unequal, and one species, E. (itrafus, has the spines unequal and trun-

cated, resembhng small paving-stones.

None of t!ic irregular ones have the two apertures of the Ijody opposite to each other in the luiddle

of the under and upper sides. The spines upon tliem are straight and slender; and the chief distinc-

ti(uis air the number, arrangement, and extent of the holes for the feet.

L'liironeus, have the general form of the last, but the mouth and vent are both on the under side.

NucholUes, have the vent above, but near the margin.

Gnleritcs, have aflat base, and a conoidal body, with the mantle in the centre of the disc, and the vent near its

margin.

iScufr//n, liave the opiotiiiigs ns in the last, bnt the form of the body much depressed, ami disc-til<'\ Some have

no openings to the crust btit tlie pores, and in others again these seem to be obliterated^ or at all events do n-st
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pen'^trntc into the cavity. Rotiila has one of tlie niaricins toothed like a wlieel ; and some have lar^e pores, and

fcOnlo not.

Cnssldidus, are oval, with the vent above the marfjin on one side, and the lines of pores incomplete. Tiiey are

distinguished by the number and e,\tent of the lines of pores, which in some species form only a rosette on

the back.

Cbjpentitcr, have the vent near the marp;in, the body depressed, the base concave, and the o;:tline sometimes

anffuiar and sometimes round.

Fibuluria, small in size, mostly globular, with the openings on the under side, and a rosette of pores above.

SjmtanguSy have the openinp^s below, and the rosette on the back. Some have the outline round or oval, and

sometimes with a deep groove on one side, making the section heart-shaped.

Of the last, two specimens are found in the European seas; and the last, especially, has branched tentacula

surrouruling the mouth, in wdnch character it bears some resendjlance to Ilolothuria. The other irregular ones

are chiefly fossil, and abound in various marine strata, especially in the chalk formation.

THE THIRD F.\MILY OF THE PEDICELL,\TA.

The Holothuria (Sca-skig).

Tnese have the body oblong, with a leather-like covering, and an aperture at each end. The mouth

is without teeth, or has only bony plates instead ; but it is surrounded by curiously-branched tenta-

cula, which the animal can, at pleasure, retract entirely ; and it is also furnished with sacs for the

secretion of saliva. The reproductive organs are also situated near the mouth, composed of a number

of ramified culs-de-sac, all opening into one oviduct. The impregnating parts are understood to be

tsome very elastic chords near the other extremity of the animal ; thus each individual is bisexual.

The intestine is long, convoluted, and fixed to the covering of the body by a kind of mesentery,

j^long the intestine there is also a double system of complicated vessels, which appear to be the organs

of circulation. The opposite extremity is not less curious ; for, besides the vent, it contains the respi-

ratory organ, or gill, which is in the sliape of a hollow tree very much branclied, and the animal can

receive or expel water by means of this apparatus, which possibly thus assists it in its locomotion, as

well as supplies air from the inlialed water. In the breeding season the ovaries become very much

extended, and contain a reddish matter, which is understood to be the spawn, or eggs. These animals

are exceedingly sensitive, as is the case with the Leeches among Annelidce ; and when disturbed, they

sometimes contract so violently that the integuments are ruptured, and the intestines protrude. The

siiljdivisions are made according to the arrangement of the feet.

Thus in some, as in H. phaulapiis, which inhabits the European seas, and has the body almost scaly, all the feet

are on a soft disc in the middle of the body ;
and when they crawl, the extremities are turned up. When extended,

the tentacula of these are very large.

Some, as H. squamata, a small species of the European seas,—but there are much larger ones in hot climates,—

have all the under surface soft, with numerous feet ; and the upper surface convex, sometimes supported by bony

jilates, and the opening of the mouth m the form of a star.

In others, again, the body is cartilaginous, flattened horizontally, and sharp at the edges, with the mouth and

feet on the inferior surface. Of these, li, regalia, found in the Mediterranean, is more tbau a foot long, three or

(oar inches broad, and crenulated at the edges.

(_)thei-s still, have the body cylindrical, and capableof being inflated with water. All the under side is furnished

with feet and the remaining parts roughened in varioas ways. B. ti-emida, common in the European seas, the

Mediterranean especially, is an instance of this peculiarity of form. It is of a black colour ; more than a foot

Ion"- when inflated with water ; has the back bristled with soft conical points, am.! the mouth famished with twenty

blanched tentacula.

Yet in others, the feet are arranged in five rows, like the ridges on a melon, of which the European species,

II. penacta, is more than a foot long, and of a brown colour.

There are also some, as H. papulosa, which have the body equally furnished with feet round its whole surface.

[The HohthuTice of the European seas, even of the Mediterranean, are not very numerous, neither

arc tliey brilliant in colours ; but in more tropical seas, wliere coral reefs rise within a moderate distance

of tlic surface, as in the Red Sea, and the seas to the nortli and east of AustraUa, they are exceedingly

numerous, and many of them splendidly coloured ; so that, together with other Radiata of this and of

other onlers, they make the sea-bottom, when seen by the liglit of an almost vertical sun, as gay as a

tropical garden. The Holothuriae resemble cucumbers
;
and various Actinia:, when their tentacula are

e.x [landed, have as gay an appearance as the flowers of almost any plants. Many of this species are

esculent, and of a very gelatinous nature. When properly prepared, the Chinese are exceedingly fond
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of them as a principal ingredient in restorative soups. The Malays catch and dry them in great quau-

iilies for the Chinese markets, where they fetch a high price, and are called tre-pany,']

THE SECOND ORDEK OF THE ECHINODERMATA.

APOUA.

The number of known species in this order is but few. They resemble Holotluirirc, but want

the feet; and their leather-like skin is quite unarmed.

MOLPADIA,

—

Have the form of the liody and the internal structure similar to those of Ilolothuria, Imt they havn \io

feet or tentacula, anrl tlie bony parts of the mouth are less comphcated than in tlie Echuii.

M. holotliurloldesj of tlie Atlantic ocean, was the only species known to Cuvier.

MiNYAS,

—

Have the body without feet, but of a spheroidal form, and furrowed like a melon.

M. cyaiiea, is a beautiful species, of a dark blue colour, inliabiting- the warmer parts of the Atlantic
; the moutU

in this genus has neither tentacula nor bony plates.

Priapljliis,—
Have the body cylindrical, with deep annular rugre, and terminated anteriorly by an elliptical and longi-

tudinally wrinkled mass, in the centre of which is the mouth, with numerous teeth arranged in quia-

cunx, and having the points turned backwards. Tlie muscular system resembles that of Hulothuria.

P. vulgaris, the only known species, inhabits the northern seas, and is from two to three inches in leng^th.

LiTHODERMIS,

—

Have the body oval, compressed in the hinder part, and covered aliove with an extremely bard granu^

lated crust; the mouth has tentacula, Imt Cuvier discovered no second opening to the bo<ly.

Only one species, L. cuneits, from the Indian seas, about two inches long, and of a blackish colour, was known
to Cuvier.

SlPUUNCULUS,

—

Have the body long and cylindrical, and wrinkled both longitudinally and across ; the mouth is an

extensile and retractile proboscis ; the intestine straight for nearly

the whole length of the body, and then returning in a spiral upon

itself. In these, and indeed in most of the order, there are threads

^which appear to he nerves, and in tlii^ genus tbe breathing apparatus

Fig. i.rj.— siphunfuiufl. ^j.^ Qj-j ^-[^Q sides, and open near the vent.

Tliere are a s;ood many species, most of which live in the sand, though some small ones perforate submarine

rocks, anil lodge in the cavities. S. eduVis, which is eaten by the Cliinese in tlie Oriental islands, occurs also in

the salt lakes of Languedoc. They are used by the fishermen as bait. Some Indian species are nearly two feet

long. They used to be classed with worms, but their organization is quite different.

BONELLIA,

Have the body oval ; the proboscis very extensile, and forked at the extremity : their intestinal canal

is long and convoluted. AYhat appear to be the organs of respiration are situated near the vent ; and

the ovary is an oblong sac which opens near the base of the proboscis. They inhabit the sand at a

considerable depth, and can elevate their proboscis to the water, or even to the air, where the water is

very shallow.

B. v'fi-hUti, Ufa green colour, and is found in the Mediterranean.

Thalassi^ma,—
Have the body oval or oblong, and the proboscis in the form of laminae, resembling the bowl of a spoon,

but not forked. The intestinal canal resembles that of the preceding genus, but they have only one

abdominal thread.

They are distinguislied into Thalassema proper, which iiavc two lateral honks placed considerably in advance.
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anil no tliread-like appendages at tlie posterior extremiey, of nliicli T. Ncpluni is an example ; and Ee/iiunis, ivliicb

liave bristly hairs at tlie posterior extremity. They inhabit the sands, and are much sought after by tishernjen
as bait. fSteniaspis, has bristles as in the last, and a disc of a horny texture, and surrounded nith hairs on the
anterior part of the body. The habits of all these are yery much the same.

THE SECOND CLASS OF THE RADIATA.

THE ENTOZOA, or Intestinal Worms.

This class is remarkable for by far the greater number being inhabitants of tiie

internal parts of other animals, in which alone they can continue their species,—so

that it must be regarded as their natural habitat ; and they must have a use in the

economy of nature with wliich we are quite unacquainted. There is scarcely one

animal, especially of the vertebrated classes, which is not infested by several kinds ; and

those which inhabit one animal, are rarely found in one of another genus. They are

met with most abundantly in the alimentary canal, and the ducts which empty their

contents into it ; but they occur also in the cellular tissue, and in the parenchyma of

the most closely invested viscera, such as the liver and the brain. They are most fre-

quent in diseased states of the viscera, and they themselves occasion disease, or, at all

events, annoyance
; but they occur even in healthy states. The difficulty of con-

ceiving how they could get into places so obscure, and apparently so well protected,

and the fact of their never ha^'ing been found alive excejit in the interior of living

animals, caused it for a long time to be believed that they were products of spon-

taneous generation. It has been found, however, by actual observation, that most of

them either produce ova or living young ones, and that many of them have the sexes

in different individuals. Though some of them attain a very large size, we must sup-

pose that the germs are exceedingly minute, and capable of being transmitted through

capillary vessels, and apertures too small for being discerned by the naked eye ; and,

from the early age at which they are found in some animals, there is reason to con-

clude that the germs have been in these anterior to their birth, [though how trans-

mitted through the placental decidua is, and probably must remain, an unexplained

and unexplainable mystery. As is the case with all mysteries, the Intestinal Worms,

more especially those which inhabit the human viscera, have led to a great deal of

mystification and quackery, and nostrums innumerable are recommended to the public

;

nor are there wanting fabricated imitations of some of the more formidable species,

usually prepared from the intestines of other animals.]

The Entozoa are true parasites, and cannot assimilate matter for their own growth

and nourishment unless they receive it from the body of a living animal. They have

no vestige of breathing apparatus, which shows that they must receive their nourish-

ment aerated by tlie breathing of the animals upon which they are parasitic. This

supersedes all necessity of a circulating system ; and the traces of a nervous one are

so very obscure that many naturalists have doubted its existence. When we find

the character and the form of these animals in any species, we include it along with

tliose which it most resembles, though it should not be parasitical within the body of

any other animal. The injury which these Intestinal Worms occasion to the animals

T T 2
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upon -which they live, when their numbers become excessive, are well known ; and we

may mention, that the best remedy for those infesting the human intestines, appears

to be animal oil mixed witli spirits of tur})entine.

The class admits of division mto two orders, of which the organization is so dif-

ferent that they might, perhaps, be considered as two distinct classes ; or, at all events,

subclasses. These are,

—

Entozoa NEMATOiDiCA, or Cavitied Entozoa, which have the

intestine floatimi; in a distinct abdominal cavity, and commencing at a mouth and ter-

minating at a vent; and Entozoa Parexchymata, which have the viscera obscure,

generally in the form of vascular rumihcutioas, and sometimes not at all discernible.

THE FIRST ORDER OF THE ENTOZOA.

NEMATOIDKl.

The members of this order have an external skin, more or less provided with muscular

fibres, and striatc-d transvL^-sclv. They havu an intestinal canal running distnictly tlirougli

thu whole length, and attached to the skui or tunic of the body by many filaments, whicli

appear to transmit nourishment. There is no circulation ; but, in some species, there are

two cords cxtendmg from a ring roniid the mouth, which are understood to be nerves. Re-

productive organs are apparent in all, and in some they are

greatly developed; nor is the reproductive energy of the

animals under circumstances favourable to its develupcrnent

Fig. 140.—Pentaitoma tffiiioidc3. Icss activc than the organs would indicate. This order forms

only one family, but contams several genera.

FiLARiA (Tliread-worra),

—

Has the hodv long, slfinler, and thread-lilce, resembling that of the GorrJii among Aruielida?, but

with mere marks on the body instead of the rings. Tlio nioutli is a cireular opening at the anterior

exlremity. They are not fuund in the open cavities, Init are imbethled in the parenchyma of the

celbilar tissues, Ijctween the coats of the viscera, and in other situations: they often exist in numerous

bundles, contained in a commou cyst or tunic. They are nut confined to the larger animals, but are

found in insects and their larva', and even in various Mollusca.

The most common, or at all events the most dreaded by i\lan, is the Guinea Worm, F. Mcdinensu. This trou-

blesome animal is very common in hot climates, ^vhcre it insinuates itself under the skin, [generally of the leg:, and

is said to gnaw to the ]en,c;th of ten feet, or more. Accordino; to the accounts it will, if undisturbed, remain in the

body for a long time without causing much uneasiness ; but, if it is disturbed, it is said to cause the most excru-

ciating pain, especially if it finds its way to a very sensitive part of the body. When it shows itself externally, it is

extracted very slowly for fear of breakmg it, as, if that takes place, its position in the body retreats more inwardly,

and causes great agony and convulsions. It is about the size of the tube of a Pigeon's quill, and has the tail ter-

minated by a sharp trunk. The sexi;s are in separate animals, but the mode of propagation is a little obscure.

Trig HOCEPHALUS,

—

Have the body round, thread-like in the aiiterlur })art, and terminating in a round month; and the

posterior part of the body is considerably thicker.

T. dispar, is the most common species. It is from an inch to two inches in length, and thick for about the last

third. The thick part of the male is spirally convoluted, and the organ of generation is conspicuons. In [he

female it is more straight, and has a simple opening. It is one of the worms of most fiequent occurrence in the

human intestines ; and, in some diseases, it multiplies very rapidly.

TricAoA'^oma, have the anterior part of the body tapering gradually to the mouth; and Ori/unsy has the tall

slender and thread-like. One species of the latter, O. curvata, from an inch to three inches long, is found in the

co£cum of the Horse.

Cuciillanii-M, has the body cylindrical, but thinner in the antrrinr jmrtion. Tlie head is blunt, and enveloped in

a 'ort of hood. This gei]Li>. has hitherto befn found in the iiitustines >}{ Fi.shes only. < )ne species, C. hinislrin, is

common in the Perch, the Pike, and other Fishes. It is about an incli long, about the thickness of a tln-ead, and
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appears red from the blood with which the intestine is usually gorged. An analoi>;ous species, found on the Eel,

was long mistaken for the young of that animal.

Ofihio.stomii.-i, have the Ijody formed as in the preceding, but the mouth cleft across^ which gives the appearance
of two lips. 0. cy^tidicolOy is found in the air-bladder of some Fishes.

AscARis (the Ascarides),

—

Have the body round, and slender toward each extrennty. The mouth is furnished with three fleshy

tubercles, among whicli there is a short tube, which the animal can protrude as occasion rei|Lures.

The species are numerous, and inhabit the intestines of many animals. The females, which are far more
numerous than the males, have the intestinal canal straight, and an ovary divided into two branches, which is

several times longer than the body, and opens Ijy a single oviduct at about one-fourth of the length from the

anterior extremity. The males have also a single vessel, very long, and with the external organ, which is near
the tail, sometimes double. Two white filaments, one extending- along the back, and another along the belly,

have been considered as nerves ; and two thicker ones, extending along the right and left sides, have been con-

sidered as muscles, as a circulating system, and even as a breathing apparatus. Some species, as A. lumbricdides,

have the head without lateral membranes. This species is found, without any remarkable difference, in Man, in

the Ox, the Hog, and all the varieties of the Horse family ; it has sometimes occurred lifteen inches in length. It

is naturally of a white colour; and, from what has been said of its reproductive organs, its power of multiplication

is excessive. It occasions disease, and even death, especially in children, or in all cases where it ascends from
the intestines into the stomach. A. venniculari.s-, which has a small membrane on each side of the head, is very

common in children, and also in adults, when afflicted with certain diseases. It chiefly inhabits the rectum, at

the extremity of which it causes intolerable itching. Its length is not more than half an inch, and its body is

thickest in the anterior part. It is an exceedingly active little animal, and derives its name from the Greek verb,

" to leap, or move.'*

Strongylus,—
Have the body round, and the vent of the male inclosed in a sort of purse variously formed, whicli is

regarded as the sheath of the organ of generation, which can be protruded from it. The female is

witliout this apparatus, and thus more nearly resembles tlie Ascarides.

Some species have the mouth ciliated, or toothed, among which is .SI. equinus, which is about two inches long,

with a hard spherical head, small soft spines round the mouth, and three lobes in the caudal appendage. It is

very common in the intestines of the Horse ; and, so far as is known, in those of all the sohpede family of pa-

chydeiinatous animals. Sometimes it makes its way to the arteries, and there occasions aneurisms, and other

unpleasant diseases.

Other species have the mouth with tubercles, or papillre, and among these one of the most remarkable is

S. giga.-i, the largest worm which is known to inhabit the intestines of any animal. It grous to the length of two

or three feet, and is as thick as the little finger. It is usually found in the kidneys of vailous animals, as the

Wolf, the Dog, the Marten, and even Man ; where it is coiled up, and inflates the organ, causing great pain.

Sometimes small ones pass off with the urinary discharge. It is not, however, confined to the kidneys, but is

met with in other viscera. Its usual colour is a fine red; the mouth has six papilL-e ; the intestine is straight,

with cross furrows ; the ovary is simple, and three or four times the length of the body. It is understood to have

a posterior opening, and also one near the mouth. M. Otto has considered a slender white thread, which passes

along the abdomen, as being the nervous system.

t^inroptenis, have been separated from the Ascarides. They have the termination of the body spiral, with two

wing-like membranes, between which is the reproductive organ. One species is occasionally found in the human

bladder, and another in the stomach of the Mole,—to the villous coat of which it attaches itself by a smaU tubercle.

Phijsolopiera, has a small bladder between the wing-like membranes. Sclerottoma, has the mouth furnished

with six small scaly plates. It is found in the Horse and the Hog. Lior/ii/nc/ius, has the mouth in the form of a

small proboscis, with which it penetrates the cavity of the viscera.

Pt'iitasionia, have the body flattened, and sharp in the sides, and the transverse rug^ crcnulated. The skin is

tliin and weak ; the head broad and flat, with the mouth beneath, and a longitudinal slit on each side, from which

issue the hooks whereby the animal adheres. Tlie intestine is straight, and the reproductive organs long and

tortuous. A white filament surrounding the mouth, and two filaments which proceed from it, appear to be the

nervous system. One species, P. tit'/iw'idcs, occurs m the frontal sinuses of the Horse and Dog, and attains a

length of about six inches. Prionoderma, resemble the former, only the mouth is terminal, and has two

small hooks.

Cuvier includes the following genera of intestinal worms in this order, but gives it as his opinion that,

when they are l)etter known, they will require subdivision as a distinct family.

Lern.ea,—
Have the body resembling the former both in its external and its internal organisation ; hut it is pro-

longed into a sort of neck of a horny consistency, at the end of which is the mouth, variously armed

with plate-like aiipendagcs. It insinuates the mouth and tliese appendages into the gills of fishes,
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reraaais fi.vefl there, and lives upon tlielr lilood. They contain two cords, sometimes of equal len^4li

and at others long, and even doubled, which appear to be ovaries.

Lenuea, properly so called, have tbebody oblong- ; the neck long and slender, and the head surrounded by a sort

of horns. L. branckialis, is the best known ; it infests the common Cod, and other fishes of the fiame family.

Its neck and head, the latter furnished with three hooks, are dark brown. It fixes itself firmly in the g^ills, and

adheres with the body bent in the form of the letter S, L. acular'is, which is more slender, and has two lon^ and

two short horns, attaches itself to the eyes of Herrings and other fishes. L. multicornis has been found on the

gills of a Serranus in the eastern seas.

Pc/)e/ifrt, have the bead inflated ; the neck horny, with two short hooks on the nape ; the body lon^, furrowed

across, and ending in slender filaments resembling the plume of a feather. P. filosa, which is seven or eiy:ht

inches long, insinuates itself into the flesh of the Sword-fish, the Tunny, and other species, and causes them such

torment that they often dash themselves on the shore.

.S/j/i/yWoH, have hooks at the mouth; the head extended longitudinally like a hammer ; the neck slender ; and

the body flattened and heart-shaped.

Anchorilla, attaches itself to the gills of fish by means of a single hook on the under part, which is directed

backwards.

Brancliiclla^ has two protuberances supporting the hook, by which it attaches itself. [<jne species, B. Salmonia^

infests Salmon, while they are in the sea, but drops off after they come into the freshwater.]

ClavcKa, attach themselves by the mouth only; and Cuvier was of opinion that these two groups maybe united

with the Lrruannyzie, or Sucking Lerna?a, of De Blainville.

C7/.y//(/n(r(n/////u-, besides the hooks at the month, have the edges of th^ body variously notcljcd, or toothed:

some have a sort of two arms on each side ; some have many branched ones ; and others have a sli-nder neck, and

dtep notches in the sides of the body.

Nemertiis^ which may one day require to be made a separate order, are very soft-mouthed, slender, and long,

with the anterior extremity blunt, and the mouth large. The intestine extends the whole length of the body, and

is accompanied by the ovaries, which open near the mouth. One species, N. Barlasii, is mure than fonr ftet long;

it lurks in the sand, and sucks various ]\Iollusca out of their shells. It occurs on the coast of Cornwall.

Tuhularia and Cerchrotuia, of Renieri, and Ophioceplialus of Quoy and Gaymard, appear to be analogous; but

littte concerning them is known.

TILE SECOND ORDER OF THE ENTOZOA.

PARENCHYMATA.

This order includes all these Eutozoa A^lllell Lave the bodv filled with a ]i;irenebvma, or

pulpy matter, either in a cellular tissue, or simply in the cavity, m \vliieli tliere is no ahmentarv

apparatus to be discovered, except a few canals, which carry nourishment to all the parts, and

wliich, in the majority of cases, originate in external suckers. The ovaries are also imbedded

HI the jiarcnchyma; there is no abdominal cavity, no intestine, and no vent; and the signs of

a nervous sj'stem are few and doubtful. The order admits of division into four famdies.

THE FIRST FAMILY OF THE PARENCHYMATA.

Thk Acanthocephala.

These have a prominence, which appears to act as a sort of proboscis, and they attach tbemsehesto

the coats of the intestines by means of the recurved spines with which the proboscis is beset. They form

liut one genus,

EcniXORlIYXCHUS,

—

\Yliich have the body round, in some instances long, and in others shortened to a kind of sac. The

proboscis, by the hooks on which they attach themselves, is extensde, and contains a papilla, which

may he an organ of absorption ; but the animal ajipears to absorb moisture by its whole surface. The

only vestiges of internal viscera are two small eccca attached to the base of the proboscis, and a longi-

tudinal thread wdiich some regard as a nerve, and others not. Some species have an oviduct, but in

others the ova are diffused through the parenchyma. In the males, the organs are more distinct ; and

they must likely impregnate the ova after they are exebuled. They often perforate the coats of the in-

testines, and are found in their substance, or adhering to their external snrl'accs.
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E. p'tgas, is the larj^est known species ; it is found in tne Ho^ anrl the Wild Boar, nnd tlie females arc somefimes
fifteen Indies long-. E. hmruca is a smaller species, with only one row of spines on the proboscis. It has been

found in the liver of the Cat.

THE SECOND FAMILY OF THE rARENCHYMATA,—

The Tremadotea,—
H.ive the under part furnished with cnp-hke discs, or suckers, liy which they adhere. Those which are

parasitical in other animals, may all be included in one genus,

—

Fasciola,—
But it admits of subdivision, according to the form and arrangement of the suckers.

Festiicartay with only one sucker upon or under the anterior part, Uliey are found in various birds, reptiles,

and fishes.

Amphisloma, with a sucker at each end, in varioiis vertehrated animals.

Caryophijlhsus, have the head broad, wing;ed at the margin, with a two-based sucker underneath, and sometimes

anottier on the opposite end of the body. One species is known, and it infests fresh-water fishes, especially the

Bri-'am.

Dlitovin,\\^^ a sucker at the anterior extremity, and another on the under part, a little farther back. The species

of tliis genus, or rather subi^enus, are very numerous, and inhabit many animals ; some of tbem even the wrinkled

membrane surrounding- the eyes of birds ; but there appear to be others in salt water or fresh, which are not para-

sitical upon any animal.

iJistoma hepatica [the Fluke, so called from its shape, is but too well knovni as infestinf^ the liver of the Sheep,

and if not occasioning " the rot," at least greatly aggravating; its symptoms, and accelerating its progress.] It is

also found in other ruminants, in the Horse, the Hog, and even in Man. It is from three quarters of an inch to

an inch and a quarter in length, and its form is that of an oval leaf, pointed at the posterior extremity, and with

a narrow portion at the anterior. The first sucker is at the base of this narrow portion, and leads to two branched

tubes. Bfhin<1 the sucker, there is an erectile tentaculum, which appears to be the male organ ; and behind this

is tlio secouo fluCKcr. The mineral vessels are convoluted through the middle portions ; and the ovaries are also

dilTiised tlirough the body, and open near the male organs ^sin manyof the Mollusca, all the individuals appear

to be bisexual, and have a mutual coitus. [The eyes are p'pred on the most conspicuous part of the head, and

like the eyes of birds, they are provided with horny rings, by means of which they command a great range of

focal lengths. Some naturalists have considered the ramified tubes which proceed from the sucker as circulating

vessels; but this seems a mistake, as the convoluted vessels which the same naturalists have looked upon as in-

testines, are the seminal vesicles and ovaries. The power of multiphcation in these animals is immense ; and

tliij ducts of a single liver have been found to contain more than a thousand, while the germs are quite innumerable.

Though they accompany the rot in sheep, they do not appear to cause it, neither does their multiplication appear

in all cases to render it more mortal, for sheep have died of rot with not more than a dozen of Flukes in the liver,

while others have been alive with hundreds. Those sheep which are in the best condition, always have Flukes in

tliLin in the autumn ; but they are also the ones most subject to the rot. It is probable that these Flukes, or at

all I'veuts the germs of them, exist in the water, or on the plants of humid and marshy places ; at all events, even

the healthy sheep drop a few of them in the winter months ; and the deceased ones vast numbers ; and thus the

i-otten sheep taint both the flock and the pasture.] Echinotoma, have hooks on a projecting tubercle.

HOLOSTOMA,—
Have one half of the under surface of the body concave, and acting as a sucker. They are found m
some Mammalia and birds.

Ilexastoma, have the body flattened underneath, with six suckers on the under part. They are found in fishes,

in reptiles, and even in the human body, in very peculiar situations.

Cyclocotula,—
Have eight cups ranged in a circle on the lower part of the body backwards, and a small proboscis in

front. One small Sijecies, C. hdoni, has been found parasitical upon the common Sea-pike, Belone

vulgaris.

Tristoma, is another subgenus, which resembles the Flukes. The body is broad and flat, with a pedunculated

sucker on the under part, and two small ones anteriorly a little in advance of the mouth. There is a circular

ramified vessel, the function of which is not well known, embedded in the parenchyma of the body. T. cocdnea,

about an inch broad, and of a bright red colour; attaches itself to the gills of the Sword Fish, and other large

species.

Hectocofyhis, is one of the most singular genera in this family. The individuals are long worms, thick, but

compressed in the fore part, and having the whole of the under surface covered with suckers, arranged in pairs
;

and there is a sac at the posterior extremity, containing the folds of the oviduct. Some of the species are four oi

five inches long, and they arc chiefly parasitical upon the Cuttle-fishes.
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Jji.^-itfiu/astrr, sliould bpst occupy this place in tlie system. It Las the under-side formed into iirnjectiiifi; laniiriEe

h\ fuur rows uf little furrows. One small species, found on Mus^^els.

Planatha.

This genus, tliough not inlialntants of the inlcrior of other animals, hut of the waters, are yet so

simihir to the Flukes in appearance and organisation, tliat this was the hest station for tliem. Some

inhabit fresh water and others salt.

Their body is depressed, parenehymatous, and has no distinct abdominal cavity. The mouth,

which is in the middle of the lower part of the body, or a little nearer the tail, is, as in the Fluke,

dilated into a sort of proboscis, and leads to ramifieil vessels. They are bisexual, and in their manner

of reproduction have very much similarity to the Flukes, and they appear also to be simUar in the

structure uf their eyes. They are exceedingly voracious, and will even feed upon their own species.

They multiply rapidly in the ordinary way, and also by division of the body—even spontaneous divi-

sion, as is alleged. Mutilated parts are also very readily re])roduced, and a partial division of the

body will even jiroduce an animal with two lieails or two tails, according as the anterior or posterior

end is cleft. Several species inhabit tlie fresh waters ; but laiger ones are met with on the sea-shores.

[Their appendages vary; but it is not easy to say what is sjiecitic and what accidental.]

M. Duges separates from the true Planaria, Prosfoma, which have an opening at each end of the

body ; and iJeras/oma, in which there is one opening, nearer the anterior than in Planaria.

THE THIRD FAMILY OF THE PAREXCHYMATA,—

Tjinioidca (The Tape-worm Family).

This family includes all the Intestinal ^Vorms wliich have two or four suckers on the head. The

space lietween these is, in some cases, marked by a pore ; and in others, drawn out into a sort of pro-

boscis, naked, or armed with spines. In some instances, there are four little probosci armed in this

manner.

T.EN'IA,—

The Tape-worms, commonly so called, form the most numerous genus, and are, unfortunately, hut too

well known. They have the body long—often exceedingly so, fiat, and composed of a number of

joints, or articulations, more or less marked ; they are thinner anteriorly, and generally have a square

bead, with four small suckers. Some have thought that they have discovered canals ramifying from

the suckers, and winding along the joints of the body. Each joint has two pores, differently situated

in the different species, which appear to be the orifices of ovaries, situated in the thick parts of the

joints, somelimes siniple and sonietinie^ rauiitied. The Tajic-worms are amung the must cruel enemies

of those animals in \\hich they breed, as they completely ab--urb their nourishment and exhaust their

substance. Some have no projecting part among the four suckers. Among these is

Tania lata, or Ttrnia vulgaris, the Common Tape-worm, which has the joints broad and flat, with a double

port- in the middle of each flat side. They are often twenty feet long-, and specimens of more than a hundred feet

have been observed. The principal part of the len^rtli is about an inch broad ; but the portion toward the head

is considrraldy narro\\rr. They are exceedini;ly annnying, and so tenacious of their hold tliat the most violent

remedi*.'s aie t-nnictinies unable to exjiel them.

Other species have the prominence between the suckers, but with little radiating- points. Of these,

Ttctiia solium, the Solitary Worm, is one of the most annoying to the human species. The joints, with the

exception of those in the anterior part, are ]ong;er than in the Common Tape-worm, and they have the pores alter-

nately on the opposite sides. The most common length is four or live feet ; but much longer ones are some-

times met Willi. The detached joints are called cncurhithii. That only one can exist in one human body at

the same time is a vult;ar error. Of all Intestinal Worms, they are the most dangerous, and the most difficult

to expel.

Several genera, or subgenera, are distinguished from the true Taenia by the form of the head, and others by a

vesicle at the termination of the body. About five genera have the head dilTerent.

Tricuspidaria,—
Have the head formcil into tubes, and each side has, instead of a sucker, three very sliarp-pointed

spines.

Oidy one species, T. nodulusa, is known. It infests the Perch, the Pike, and various other tishes.

POTHRYOCEPIIALUS,
Have two longitudinal grooves on the head instead of suckers. They infest various fishes, and

some bbds.
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DiBATHRYORHYNCHUS,
Have two little probosci, or tentacula, on the head, bristled with small hooks.

Flaviceps,—
Have four tentacula, with curved spines, with which they penetrate the substance of animals. Some
have the body retractile into a membrane, and others not. One, which infests the Sliate family, is

several inches long, and has the head shaped like a flower.

Tetrarhynchus,—
Resembles the head and the first two joints of the preceding. One species of it infests the tongue of

the Turbot. Tentamlaria differ only in wanting the spines on the teutacula.

Those which have the head with four suckers, but the body terminating in a sort of bladder, and

the joints very obscure, are also with propriety separated from the true Tape-worms.

Cysticercus,—
Or Hydatids, have the bladder supporting one body and head. They are vcrj' numerous, and found in

the membranous and cellular substances of many animals. They are very common in Ruminants, and

many other Mammalia, as in the Hare, the Rabbit, the Hog, various species of the Quadrumana, and

even in Man.

One species, C. ceUulosa, occurs in vast numbers amongf the muscular fibres of the Hog:, and produces, or

accompanies, the disease in that animal which is known by the name of the Measles, and renders the tl<^sh both

unpalatable and unwholesome. It is small, breeds rapidly, and linds its way to all parts of the body, even to the

heart and the eyes. It is said, however, that they have never been found in the Wild Boar, which proves that

they, or the disease which favours their developement, are induced by the very artificial manner in whiclr tame
Hog:s are bred. Those found in the Quadrumana and in Man are very analo^jous. Acrvntoma, found in the

amnios of the Cow, is very nearly allied.

Ctefiunts, have several bodies and lieads attached to the same bladder, C cerebralis, is well known as infecting;

the brain of the Sheep, consumin<r the substance, and occasioning; the disease called the "staggers," in which the

animal totters round and round toward the aftected side, but without any aheviation of its suftering. Other

species infest the Ox and other ruminants, and they all produce the same sort of efl'ect ; hut, as scarcely anv
ruminant is so susceptible of change by artificial means as the Sheep, they are most severe upon it. In some
instances the bladder is as large as an egg, with thin walls, susceptible of contraction

; but the bodies and heads

are small, and can be almost entirely withdrawn into it.

ScoLEX, Linn.

Tlie body round, contracted to a point posteriorly, and have a variable head, with two or four suckers.

The inflated part is very contractile. Most of the species are small, and hve on fishes.

THE FOURTH F.-VMILY OF THE PARENCUYMATA,—

The Cestoidea,—
Comprises those which are destitute of external suckers. This consists of only a single genus,

—

LiGULA.

These are the simplest in their organization of all the Entozoa. The body is like a long, flat ribbon,

with one longitudinal stria, and numerous cross ones ; and the internal parenchyma appears to contain

nothing but the ova distributed through its substance. They are chiefly found in the abdomen of birds

and fresh-water fishes, whose bowels they envelope and contract in such a manner as to destroy them;

and at certain periods they perforate the abdomen, and leave it.

One species, L. obdominalis, infests the Bream ; and, in some parts of Italy, it is considered agreeable food.

[It will be perceived that the whole of the Entozoa are remarkable for the great developement of

their reproductive system ; and not a few of them for the great and rapid growth of the individual

;

and this is exactly what analogy would lead us to suppose. Living, not only in the bodies, but upon

the living, or already assimilated substance of other animals, the labours which they have to perform are

few and simple, compared with those of most of the animal creation. They have but little use either

for locomotion or sensation ; and they have probably less for circulation, respiration, or digestion,

excepting in the Planarii and any others which do not hve in the bodies of other aiumals. As their

habitations are obscure, their habits are equally so ; aud the purpose wliich they answer in the economy

of nature is quite a mystery.]
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THE TH[RD CLASS OF THE KADIATA

—

THE ACALEPHA,—

Includes all tliose Radiated Animals which swim in the waters of the ocean; and in

which we can still perceive vessels, though these vessels arc, in truth, little else than

intestinal tubes, ramified through the parenchyma of the body. They admit of a natural

division into two orders,—Simple and Hydrostatic.

THE FIRST ORDER OF THE ACALEPHA.

THE ACALEPHA ^IMPLICIA.

These float and swim in the water, by alternate contractions and dilatations of the Ijody,

although their substance is merely gelatinous, and without any apparent fibres. The ap])areut

vessels fonml in some of them are only hollows in the gelatinous substance originating from the

e.tomach, and offering no proof of a true circulation. There ai'e obvious points of resembUmce

among tiK-m all ; but still they admit of division into genera and subgenera.

Medusa,—
Have a ccnti al ili:.e, moro or less convex, on the upper surface, something like the bead of a mushroom,

am] termed the umbrella. The contractions and dilatations of this disc con-

tiihiite to the locumution of the animal
;
[but they are not powerful enough for

stemming ra})t(l currents of the water.] The margins of the uinbrella, and those

of the mouth, or of the suckers which supply the place of a mouth, in the miildle

of the under snrface of the disc, are furnished A\itli tentacula, very much v;u-ied

in form and size, and these variations are the basis of many subdivisions of the

genus. [They are very numerous ; and the small ones give the seas in which they

aViound the appearance of being crowded with flakes of half-mcked snow. Some

of theac :^ho\v tine priimatic colours ; and in not a few the gelatinous matter which Alls the integument

of the djbc is of so aeriil a nature as to irritate and blister the skin, even after it has been dried.]

Mi'dasa, properly so called, includes all those that have a true month on tlic mid(.-r side of the disc ; but this

mouth is sometimes a simple opening'', and at other times placed on a peduncle.

.-Jiquorea, includes those in which the mouth is simple, and not on a peduncle, or furnished with arms or ten-

tacula. When there are no tentacula round the disc, they form the Phorcynia of Lamarck. When the disc is

furnished with tentacula all rnnnd, they are the .'E'/norra strictly so railed, and one of the most numerous in the

warm seas. Some have the undi.T surface covered \vitli laminre, and others liave the margins of the umbrella

diversified by furrows.

Pclag'ia, comprehends those which have the mantle produced into a peduncle, or divided iutu arms or ten-

tacula.

in all these subgenera, there are no lateral cavities ; but in the majority of those with a simple mouth, there are,

in riie substance of the umbrella, four organ.s inclosed in furrowed membranes, which, at certain seasons of the

year, are tinged with a dark-coloured substance, understood to be the germs of the young. They are lodged in four

cavities, which ojten near the mouth, or the sides of the peduncle ; and as small animals are sometimes entangled

in them, some have regarded tliem as mouths, and others as organs of respiration. That they are not mouths is

evident, and the respiration appears to be performed by the margin of the umbrella. The tentacula, whether on

the margin of the umbrella, or round the mouth of the animal, vary not only in ditTereut species, but in the

ditlcrent agi.'S of (he same species.

CVAXEA,—
Includes all tlic species whieb have a central mouth, and four lateral ovaries.

C. ai'i-ifo, is oni' of the most common and wirlely distributed species. With age, it acquires four very long

arms : tliL: murgiu of tl)e umbrrlla :.- finely ciliated all round ; and within it are observed reddish vessels origin-
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atinf;: in the stomach, and proceeninp: by ramifications toward the circumference. Anoilier species, C. chnimora,

has the mart^Jn furnished with \ou^ teiitacula, and rows of brown or yellow spots, forming rays on the convex
surface. It is very common, and there are great varieties in the spots.

Cuvier distinguishes under the name of

Rhizostoma,—
Those Meduste which have no central opening or mouth, and which are thenee supposed to draw their

nourishment by suction by the ramifications of the peduncle, or by the tentacula. They have four

ovaries or more.

E/i/-ro.sfow(T, properly so called, have a central peduncle, more or less ramified according to the species. The
vessels which arise in the small protuberances of the peduncle, unite in a cavity at its base ; and from this, other

vessels are ramified to all parts of the umbrella, or disc. The most common species is the blue Rhizostoma, which
is orten left on sandy shores by the ebbing tide. The utnbreha is sometimes two feet in diameter. The peduncle

is composed of four pairs of arms, which are very much branched and toothed, and each is furnished with two

auricles or appendages at the base, which are also toothed. A line network of vessels, occupying the thickness of

the margin, extends all round the umbrella. According to the observations of MiVI. Audouin and Milne Edwards,

these MedusEe are social, or at least they are always met with in numerous shoals, swimming in the same direction,

and with the body obli(iuely inclined.

Tha Cephe<e of Peron difler from the other Rhizostoma only by having filaments intromixed with the denta-

tions, or pa|iilhT of the peduncle. The Com-iopeice have no peduncle ; and their arms, which are usually eight in

number, and sometimes branched, rise directly from the under surface.

ASTOMA,

—

Might be tlie general name for those which have no central mouth, no ramifications of the peduncle,

and no cavities for the ovaries.

Some, however, have the peduncle furnished on each side with filaments that may act as suckers. Others have

no filaments, but the extremity of the peduncle is hollowed out like a funnel, whicli seems to be the sucker, as

from it vessels ascend the peduncle, and others are ramified from its base all over the body. Others again, want
the funnel-shaped membrane, or it may have been mutilated before the specimens were obtained. There are still

others, which have no vestige of a peduncle; but merely little suckers distributed over the under surface, on the

lines of the vessels which are ramified below it
;
[and these suckers are, of coarse, so many little mouths]. Some

have no vestiges of suckers or any other external apparatus, but have both sides smooth ; and there are yet others

which have no trace even of internal vessels. The under surface of these is usually concave, and may act as a

stomach. These last are very simple animals, and differ from Hydra in scarcely anything but size.

Beroe.

This genus should be separated entirely from the Medusae. It has a globular body, provided witli

salient ribs, extending from the centre of the upper surface to that of the under, and bristled with

points or filaments, which appear to be connected with vessels in which there is some appearance of a

fluid circulating. The month is on the one extremity, and leads to a stomach, which occupies the axis

of the body. There are also on the sides tv^^o organs, wliich are probably analogous to what are con-

sidered the ovaries of the Medusae.

B. pileus, a species very coumion in the Channel, has the body spherical, with eight ribs, and two ciliated

tentacula, which become very long byprejection of their inferior extremities. MM. Audouin and Milne Edwards

have described its natural organization with considerable minuteness, and have traced various sets of vessels,

but without being able very clearly to explain their functions. This species is understood to constitute great part

of the food of the common Whale. Naturalists have referred to the same genus very simple species, which consist

of only a sac, furnished with cilia;, and open at both ends. Tlie Doliolunt of Otto have not even projecting ribs,

but resemble barrels without bottoms.

CalHanira of Peron, difler from Beroe only in having the ribs more salient, and united two and two, so as to

form two sets of a sort of wings. Janlra, resemble the last ; but they have upon each side three long ciliated

ribs, and two tilaments. Alcinac<£, have a cytindiical body, open at the one end, and two large wings at the other,

which when folded up completely cover the body. The cylindrical part is marked with four salient ribs, which

end in points, and have eight braces of ciVix. Ocyrac^x, have similar wings
; but they have no ribs, and only

four rows of cilia: on the cylindrical portion.

Cestum,—
Bears, perhaps, the nearest resemblance to Beroe tlian to any other genus. It is a very long gelatinous

ribbon, having one of the sides furnished with two ro"ws of ciUas, and there are fainter traces of the same

on the other side: the mouth is in the middle of tlie inferior edge, and the stomach is embodied in the

gelatinous substance of the ribbon; from the anal extremity there proceed vessels which ramify toward

both extremities of the ribbon ; and near the sides of the mouth there aie two vessels which are pro-
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bably ovaries. Notwitlistanding its very singular shape, this animal may be considered as resembling

a Callianira, in winch the wings are excessively developed.

Tliere is but one known species, C. Venei-is, " the Girdle of Venns," which, considered as a ribbon, is five feet

lonL;", and t\\o inches broad ; but as an animal, it is five feet broad, and two inches high. It inhabits the Medi-

terranean ; but its substance is so tender, that it is difficult to preserve an entire specimen.

Tlie two g"enera followiuK", thoufj^h long included anion^ the'MeduscC, ouglit rather to form a small separate family

of the order, on account of the interior cartila2;e which supports the g-elatinous substance of their body.

Porpitti, have a circular cartilage, and the surface marked with concentric stria', crossed by radiating ones.

The u|iper surface is simply invested with a thin membrane, which projects beyond it; but the under surface is

fnrnished with many tentacula, the external ones long, and beset with small cilia terminating in little globes

;

these sometimes contain air; and those toward the middle are the shortest, simplest, and most fleshy. In the

niiilille of these trntacula the mouth is situated, in the form of a small projectile proboscis. It leads to a sini[.le

sttHiiacli, surrounded by a coat of glandular substance. There is only one known species, which is uf a blai k

colour, and found in the jMediterranean and the warmer seas.

Vijlella, have the mouth and tentacula like the preceding, only the latter are not ciliated. The cartila:ri5 is oval,

and has a crest of some elevation passing obliquely across it, and it is transparent, without striae. There is but one

known si)ecies, which inhaljits the same seas as Poi-pita. It is fried and eaten.

THE SECOND ORDER OF THE ACALEPIU.

THE IIYDROSTATICA.

The members of this order are distuiu:uishe(l by one or more vessels filled "ivith air, by means

of \\lii(di thev keep themselves suspended in the water. Appendages, exceedingly membranous,

and varied in their forms, some of them ])robably suckers, and others ovaries, are atraclied to

the air ves^^els, and with these constitute the whole visible organization of the animal.

Physalia,—
Consists of a large ohlnng air vessel, \\\\\i an oblique and wrinkled salient crest on the ap})cr surface, and

funiishcil below, near one of the ends, with a nnmljcr of eylindrical appendages, which have their

extremities of diffcmnt forms, but tliey all communicate with the air vessel. The middle ones are

beset with groups of little filaments ; and the lateral ones end in two threads eacli, one of ^\hich is

usually very long. There is apparently a very small opening at one end uf tlie air vessel ; Init there

are no intestines visilde, though there is an inner vessel, with a thinner tunic, from 'a Inch cteua

proceed to the processes of the crest ; and no nervous, or circulating, or glandular system is visible.

Thfv float u[>on the surface of the seaA\hcii smooth, and the crest answers the purpose of a sail.

When living, it has two filaments nnich larger than tlie others, which are gemmed with a sort of pearly-

looking drops. AYlien touched it stings or burns the fingers, like those Medusae which are called " sea

nettles." They are found in all tlie warm :>eas, and have been, strangely enough, confounded with

Hulutliuria.

Pil VSSOPnORA,

—

Resemble Physaha in their general characters ; but the air vessel is much smaller, has no crest, and is

often aceom[ianied liy lateral cnies still t,maller. The tentacula, whudi are very numerous, aie suspended

in a bunch under the au" vessels.

'\'\\t ]*hiissop]tora, properly so called, have the secondary air vessels placed laterally under the principal one
;

and the tentacula are conical, cylindriciil, or termiruiting in thread-like appendages, the last being suscei>tible of

considerable elongation.

Uippopus, have only lateral vesicles, semicircular, or resemblins: the foot of a Horse. These are arrans"ed in

two ruu's like till' terrains on the spikes of certain grasses; and by their united contraction and dilatation, the

atiinial < an movi; witii cunsidtrable velocity. [As the Physalia have been compared to little sailing boats, so these

m;iy be looked upon as a sort of steamer in miniature.] CapulUte-, have vesicles attached in two regular rows,

oltin of a pretty long axis. Racemida, have the vessels small and globular, and united into an oval mass.

Rliizojihiiza, lia\'r a single air vevesel on the top of a stem, on the sides of which the tentacula are attached.

S/A'j'I/aiio/ni(i, have the secondary air vessels blended with the tentacula aiound tliu ^tem.

DlPHYliS,

Arc curious animals, dill'erent from tlie Hydrostatic Acalepha, and yet, perhaps, resembling them more

than any oilier animals in the system. Two of them are always found together, one within the cavity
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of tlie other; hi.it tliey can in every case he separated without injury to the life of either. They are

gelatinous and transparent, and move nearly in the same manner as the Medusee. The containing

animal produces from the bottom of its cavity a chaplet, which passes along a semi-canal in the con-

tained one, and which chaplet appears to consist of ovaries, tcntacula, and suckers, analogous to those

of the preceding genera.

[These singular animals are inhabitants of the tropical and southern seas ; and we are indebted for most of what
we know concerning them to MM. Quoy and Gaymard.] The following- are their distinctions as grounds of

classification :

—

Dip/n/es proper, in which the two individuals are similar and pyramidal, with a few points round the aperture,

which is in the base of the pyramid.

Calpesy in which the received is pyramidal, and the receiver small and square.

Ahiiles : the received oblonp;, or oval ; the receiver small and bell-shaped.

Cuho'Uh's: the received small, and bell-shaped ; the receiver larp:er, and square.

Navk-ida : the receiver bell-shaped, and the received large, but something in the shape of a wooi-Jen shoe.

There are other combinations besides these
;
[but we know too little of the habits of the animals to be able to

understand the purpose of their very irregular economy. We do not even know whether any one form is adapted
for being only a received or a receiver, or whether the same form of animal may not be sometimes the one and
sometimes the other ; neither do we know when, how, or for what purpose the one takes possession of the other

as a dwelling.]

THE FOURTH CLASS OF THE RADIATA,—

THE FOLYPI,—

The Polypi are so named, because the tentacula which surround their mouths have

a slight resemblance to the arms of the Cuttle-fish (Sepia), which was called Polypus

by the ancients. The form and number of these tentacula vary. The body is always

cylindrical, or conical, frequently without any viscera but its cavity, and frequently

with a visible stomach, and with intestinal tubes which are hollowed out of the sub-

stance of the body, as in the MedusM ; and along with these tubes ovaries are usually

found. The greater part of them are capable of producing new individuals by putting

out a sort of buds ; but they propagate also by eggs. [This twofold means of propa-

gation appears to answer a double purpose,—the buds being produced for the enlarge-

ment of an established colony, and the eggs committed to the waters for the purpose

of forming new ones.] The Polypi form three orders, which are again divided and

subdivided into families, tribes, and genera.

THE FIRST ORDER OF THE POLYPI,—

THE CARNOSI—(Fleshy Polypi).

This order includes all those fleshy animals that have the power of fixiiitr themselves by

their base ; but many of them can also crawl upon that base, or detach it, and swim, or, at

all events, allow themselves to be moved along by the current of the water ; but the motion

w hich they most usually perforin is that of expanding or retracting the tentacula, and opening

and shutting the single aperture of the body. This aperture, which is of course both mouth

and vent, opens immediately to the stomach, wliich is a simple cul-de-sac. It has, however,

a proper membrane of its own ; and between this and the external skin there is a rather com-

plicated, but obscurely known organization, consisting of vertical and fibrous leaflets, to which
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the ovaries are attached in the form of tiuii^led threads. The intervals between the leaflets

have communications with the tcntacula; and it should seem that water enters by these, per-

vades tlie space between the leaflets, and ultimately escapes by small openings in tlie circum-

fereuce of the mouth ; at least, some of the Actinia; eject water in this manner.

Actinia.

These have the body fleshy, often brilliantly coloured ; and the tentacida are arranged in several

rows round the mouth, somewhat like the petals of a doable flower, for which reason they have been

Vlh'' I/[''/' called " Sea-anemonies." They are very sensitive to hght, and expand or close

^..^^^ ![[('/'/{ ^{'/^-^ their tcntacula according to the fineness of the day. When the tentacula are

^^-- V- .-^--.-^r^ retracted, the aperluru from which they proceed closes like tlie month of a purse,

'^^.Z .'- '_,:-r and the ani:nal appears a simple fleshy tubercle, adhering to the rock. Their

/^" ""

''",T,,,;
_. -_i—y' reproductive powers are scarcely inferior to tliose of the Hydra. Amputated

'v-:v/,il7'rl'. lA ^' liarts are speedily re-i)rodiiced
; and tlie numbers niav Ijc niuhjplied hv simplv

/'J'm^wV^ 1 .-
I

^

. 1.1.
'' iJ'M di\iding; llie hod}' ; thuugli their u^ual moile of I'cprodnction is l)y bringing forth

FiE- 142.—A.uiii^.
^ii^ yiiung alivc. These young pass from the ovary into the stomach, make their

escape iiy tlie ninutli of ihe parent animal, and find localities for themselves. There are several dis-

tinctions among them, besides those of size and colour. All the Actinia; are voracious, and miscel-

laneous feeders. Small Fishes, Crustacea, and shelled Mollusca are, however, their usual food, and

they very speedily extract the contents, and eject the empty crusts and shells.

Adhtia proper, lix themselves by a broad and tlat base. There are very many species, especially in ilie ^varme^

seas, where some of them are of large size, and equal in briUiancy of colour to any tlovvers of tlie ji^arden. The
species most common in Europe are, among others, A. senilis, which is three inches wide, with a leathery and

rug'ged envelope of an orange colour, and two rows of tentacula of moderate leng'th, marked with a ring- of

rose-colour. It is found on the sands, into which it sinks if disturbed. A. equini.—Skin soft, finely striated, of a

bright purple, often spotted with green ; hody smaller than the last, but the tentacula longer and more numerous.

It abounds on the coasts of the Channel, and has a beautiful appearance, xi. piumoso.—Whxtt, more than four

indies wide, mouth in lobes beset with small tentacula, and with a row of larger ones \\ithin the lobes. A. ejj'a'ia.

—Light brown with wdjitish streaks, smooth, lengthened,and often thickest at the upper part. Inhabits the Medi-

terranean, and usually fixes itself to shells. Those wdiich have been enumerated are a mere specimen out of many
species, the distinctions of which are, however, often obscure.

Thalnssianlha and Discosoma of Ruppel, are Actiniie, the first with branched, and the second with very short

tentacula,

Zoanthus, have tlie same texture, mouth, and tentacula as Actinia, and ilifi'/r little in tlieir general ori.'-anization
;

but they occur in groujis adhering to a common base, wiucli is sometimes hruad and flat, and at other times a sort

of creeping stem.

LUCERNARIA,

Resemljle Actinia, but are of softer substance. They fix themselves by a slender peduncle to sea-weeds

and other I)odies. The ujiper part expands like a parasol, and is surrounded by numerous tentacula,

arranged in bundles; and between these are eight cojca proceeding from the stomach, and containing

a red granulated matter.

L. quadricorna, has the edge in four forked branches, with two bundles of tentacula in each. L. auricula^ has

the border octagonal, with a bundle of tentacula in each division.

THE SEGOXD OllDER OF THE POLYPI.

GELATIXOSI.

These have no firm envelope, and no ligneous, fleshy, or horny axis within the body. Thej'

are wholly gelatinous, more or less couieal, .and the simple cavity serves for a stomaeh.

IIvDKA,

These are the simplest of all animals in their organization, the "nhole of wliich consists of a sm.all,

gelatinous liorn, beset with filaments which serve as tentacula. Even the niicmseope finds notliiug in

their bodies but a transparent parenchyma, containing mere opaque granules ; still they can swim and

crawl, and even walk, by attaclung the ends of the hody alternately in a manner similar to Leeches and
geometrical Caterpillars. They disturb the water with their tentacula, and thus bring their prey within
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their reach. Light affects them Tcry powerfuny, and they are fond of it. By ihvision of the body

tliey may be multiplied to an indefinite extent ; but tlieir natural production is by buds, which shoot

out from various parts of the parent animal, and drop off when they are matured. They are found in

stagnant waters, usually under the floating leaves of aquatic plants ; and it is understood that they tend

to purify the waters. Some are green, others of a grey colour, and they vary also in size.

Corhie, have a fixed stem and oval body, open at the surairdt, and covered with little tentacula. Their texture

18 tirmer than that of Hydra ; some of them carry the ova on the under part of the body, in a manner smiilar to

that of some Crustacea and Arachnidte.

CfUtutcUa, have over the mouth a double range of numerous tentacula, forming; a sort of plume in the shape of

a half-moon, the reiyular motion of which brings food to the animal. These mouths are on short necks attached

to a gelatinous body, which moves somewhat similar to Hydra. They inhabit stagnant waters ; but to the naked
eye, they appear only as little spots of mould.

VorticcUa, have the stem lixed, often much branched and divided, with a bell or horn-shaped termination to

each branch, and two opposite groups of lilaments, which agitate the water. They abound in stagnant fresh

waters, and are arranged as bushes, shrubs, plumes, and other agreeable forms ; but they are too minute for being

seen by the naked eye.

Pedicellar/a, are found between the spines of Echini, and by some considered as organs of these animals, but the

probability is that they are Polypi, which seek shelter there. They consist of a slender stem, with a horn on the

tip, furnished with tentacula like minute threads or leaves.

THE THIRD ORDER OF THE POLYPI,

CORALLIFERI.

These include alt those numerous species, which were for a long time regarded as marine

plants, and in wliich numerous individuals are so united as to form compound animals, for the

most part fixed like plants by a branched stem, or by simple expansions of a solid substance,

at the base, or in the middle of the group. The individual airimals, which are more or less

analogous to Actinia and Hydra, are all connected in a common body, and have a general

nutrition, so that whatever one eats, tends to the nourishment of the common body, and of all

the individuals. Their instincts appear also to be common, .at least in those species which

have free motion in the water, for they swim by the joint action of the general body, and of

all the Polj'pi. Polypidom (the House of the Polypi), is the name usually given to the common
part of these compound animals ; but the name is not quite correct, inasmuch as the common
part is sometimes internal, and sometimes external. These polyjjidoms are formed in layers

by depositiorr, somewhat similar to the ivory of teeth ; and they are of various degrees of

hardness ; the hind parts being composed of salts of lime, but always united by means of

animal matter, in the same manner as the lime in bones, crusts, and shells. The dift'erences

of form and situation in the polypidoms, gives rise to many divisions and subdivisions.

THE FIRST FAMILY OF THE CORALLIFERI.

The Tubularia.

These inhabit tubes which have a common gelatinous stem pervading the axis, hke the pith of a tree
;

and the tubes open sometimes on the summit, and sometimes at the sides, for allowing a passage to the

Polypi. These Polypi are individually very simple, and resemble in their organization Hydra and Oris-

tatella.

They form three principal genera, but each admits of subdirision.

Tdbipora,—
Have the tubes simple, and of stony consistence, each containing a simple Palype, and arranged pai-allel

Uke the pipes of an organ.

T. musica, abundant in the Oriental Archipelago, has the tubes of a fine red, and the polypi green and like Hydra.

Some fossil polypidoms, such as Catcnipora, in which the tubes are disposed in meshes, and Facosites, where they

are crowded and hexagonal, resemble this genus.
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TUBULAUI \,

Have the tnlies of a horny snhstance, and simple, or hranched ; and tne polypi come out at tlie

extremities only. Many of them are found in stagnant fresh water, on the surfaces of plants.

Tul'idarin marina, have two ranges of tentacula, the exterior as rays, and the interior a tuft. T. hidivlsa,

foniid ill tlie European seas, have the tubes about two or three inches long:, resemhlinK' bits of stone. Tibiana,

have tIjL- tubes in zig:zag-, with a small openintr at each anifie. Conmlaria, have the tubes conical, anj tlie polypi

have eight toothed tentacula, Aitquhmria, have sinall cyliridrical tubes, adheriuff to a creepin.2r stem, witli an

opening- near the extremity for tlie polypus. Cumjniniilnriif, have the terminal habitations of the polypt bell-

sliaped. Some have the branches of the bell smaller, and otiiers have clirnbing; sterns.

Silrtularia,—
Have a horny stem, simple or l»ranched, with the cells for the polypi on the sides. The common
grlatinous stem forms the axis of the horny one. They propagate by buds, which are produced in

larger cells. The disposifions of the cells have caused various subdivisions.

A'jhio}-jJiciiia, liave the cells on one side of the branches. Amat'ta, have tbe cells partiFtUy imiteil, and in some
cases forming; a sort of spire. Antennularia, have the cells in borizontal whirls ; and ^^crtularia proper, have
tliem alternate or opposite, on both sides of the stem.

THE SECOND FAMILY OF THE CORALLIFERA,—

The Ccllularia,—
Have each polype adhering to a horny or calcareous cell with thin walls, and no api)arent connection

with each other, exccjit by a very thin epidermis, or by pores in the walls of the cells. The polypi in

general resemble Hydra.

Cellnlaria, have the cells arranged in the form of branched twigs, hut no communicating; axis, and the substance

of their stems is more calcareous. There are several subdivisions.

Cri-na, with cells in two ranks, generally alternate, and opening on the same side. Acamarckus, with a vesicle

at each 0|)ening. Loricnla, with tuo cells opyiosite, placed back to back. Eucro.tea, witli one oblique cell on each

articulation. Saleconnaria, with the joints of the stem hollow, and their surfaces studded with cells in quincunx.

Flusfrn.—This genus consists of many cells, united in clusters like a honeycomb, sometimes covering various

bodips. and sometimes forming leaves or stems. Some species have cells on one side the leaves only.

Cc'lcpora, have numerous small calcareous cells, crowded upon each other, and each pierced by a small open-

u\'^. Ttihul/pora, are masses of little tubes with wide openings.

There are bodies in the sea, which resemhle the Coralliferi, or Polypi having stems or polypidoms,

i 1 wliich no polypi have yet been discovered. Pallas, and other naturalists of name, have consiilered

ihcin as plants; but others regard them as polypidoms, in which case they belong to this order. Thev

form one great genus, with many subdivisions. This genus is

CoRALLiNA (tlie Corallines),

—

"Which have articulated stems, supported on a kind of roots, and branching again and again, but having

no ])orcs in their substance, or visible poly])i.

Coral/'ina proper, have the calcareous joints of uniform appearance, and there is no sign of epidermis or bark.

The bottom of the sea on certain coasts is covered with these like a thicket of bushes, having the joints oboval,

and the sprays arrayed like pinnate leaves. Tlie colour is white, or reddish, or greenish. It was once used in

medicine, though only on account of the salts of lime which it contains. Ampliircea, has the joints elongated.

Jani'i, liave tlieni slctidcr, and with less calcareous matter. Ci/mnpo/in, has the calcareous joints separated from

tacli otliir iiy piuMioris of hnrny matter, and pores more distinctly marked than most of the others. Penicillay

ha\"e the interior of the stem composed of a tissue of horny threads, with an external calcareous crest investing

the whole. The stem terminates in a bundle of articulated branches, resembling those of the other Corallines.

iliihimeilo, have the stems and branches composed of joints externally, like the others ; but internally they have

a lorneous tissue, from whicli the cutaneous matter is easily separable by acids. Flabellarlus, have no distinct

junits ; but consist of large leaf-like expansions, which have tlieir stems of the same consistency as those of

lliiiuiicda. <:<iliixiini, have the stems hollow, and branching into two. Lingora, resemble the last, but have no

articMlaiidii^ in the stems. Am/dioi/ieiia (Corsican RIoss), is articulated and branched, and consists of a hoiny

sidjstaiirc, with a gelatinous covering:. It is much used for expelling worms. Acctahulirm, is in form one of the

nio.-^r si[i;;-(dar (if tbe Corrdlines. It consists of a slender stem, supporting a round thin plate like a parasol, which

has a round smooth disc surrounding the central pores, the outer portion marlced with stride, and the mar<;in

crenulated. No polypi have been discovered in their pores ; but the rays of the striated disc are hollow, and con-

tarn greenish granules, which led Cavalini to concludi^ that it is a ve2;etahle. PoftjpJuisn, ha\'e a hollow stem,

With a bundle of small closed vesicles un the siininiit. This Inis also been considered a \r.:;e{able.
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I Ap tl'f Corallines are Ritnnteil on the very border, the indefinite bonier we may say, wliicli Pcp.Trates the nnimal

Kingdom
; and as many zoologists ami botanists are fuliy as zealons Cor an extension of territory, as for under-

standing- and t,'overninj; well that whicli unquestionably belongs to tliem, the Corallines are, like sponges, claimed,

and taken and retaken by both parties. The real cause of this, is the apparent impossibility of arriving at a trae

definition of what constitutes a plant or an animal, or what is the specific and unequivocal difference between the one

and the other. Baron Cuvier, who \ias one of the most cautious as well as the most profound of zoologists, rarely

speculates beyond the facts, and never enters into warfare on debateable ground. There is enough, however, eveit

in his short synopsis, to show that the Corallines are really animals, although their polypi have not been discovered,

and even although there should be none to discover. From the exceedingly varied structures of animals, and
more especially from the extremely simple organization of some of those of the present grand division, we can
easily see tliat no one orgnn of the higher animals is necessary for carrying on the functions of animal life, in

some manner or other. The Hydra is a remarkable instance of this ; for, simple as it is in its structure, it is far

more instinct with life than those which, according to our types, we are disposed to consider as the most perfect

animals ; and, from the functions which it can perform with its simple organization, we cannot help concluding

that there may be animals still more simple, and that a mere epidermis, or fibre, or any other nanieable part

however simple, may contain in it all the principles of life and reproduction. In addition to this, wliich we grant

is only hypothesis, tliough very probable hypothesis, we may remark, that it cannot have failed to strike the atten-

tive reader that all the substances elaborated by these Corallines are of an animal nature, not a vegetable one.

The hard parts of them are always composed of salts of lime, the cement of which is an animal gelatine, and the

soft parts are also animal. In the most plant-like of them there is no substance in the least resembling that of the

plants with which they agree most in form ; and as little is there any substance similar to theirs in the most

analogous of the true vegetables. This may be considered as coming as near to absolute proof of the animality of

these productions, as analogical reasoning can come. Indeed, what need we more? P'or, though we should dis-

cover Polypi upon the Corallines, all that we could conclude from that would be that they were comjjound animals,

with a sort of heads and moutlis ; whereas, according to our present knowledge of them, they are animals without

either: and, as we find animals of other genera equally deficient of those parts, we have no reason to conclude

tiiat the Corallines may not be also without them. The fact is, that the subtle arguments which are sometimes

raised to prove the animality of animals, always tend to the proof of quite another position, namely, that the

animal in question is not itself, but some other one, having ditferent organs, or parts, of some kind or other.

Foi" want of the fundamental definition to wliich we have alluded, it is impossible to argue upon what is animal

orwhat is vegetable, abstractedly from the description of that matter of which the subject in question is composed.

Therefore we ha\-e no foundation upon which to build, but the matter of which the subject under consideration

is composed ; anil though there are some difficulties even here, yet the line of distinction is, upon the whole, pretty

broad and definite, although, perhaps, it is not easily described in words. No man, however, who possesses ordi-

nary discernment, can confound the hard matter of a plant with that of an animal ; and tliough, externally, many
of the Corallines resemble bushes, or branches, the substance of them is no more like wood than it is like the

horns of a Deer. The argument now used is equally applicable to the Sponges ; and tliough it is not demonstra-

tive in the present state of our knowledge, and probably never will become so in any state of it, yet it comes as

near to demonstration as any thing that we can obtain upon mixed questions, in which life, either animal or

vegetable, is in\"o!ved.]

THE THIRD FAMILY OF THE CORALLIFERI,—

The Corticati.

This family incUules all the genera in -which the -uhole of the Polypi of any one Polypidoni are

ohviously connected hy a common sul)stance, of a thick, or fleshy, or gelatinous consistency, in cavities

of which the individual developements of the polype are contained ; and they, and the containing

membrane, or skin, are supported hy an internal axis, or core, varying in form and consistency, in the

different members of tlie family. The polypi of such as have been observed are a little more complex

in their organization than those of the preceding families of this order, and bear a good deal of resem-

blance to Actinia. Tliey have a distinct stomacli, from which eight intestinal tubes proceed ; and of

these two long ones penetrate the common mass, and two shorter ones appear to be ovaries. They

are divided into four tribes, Ccratophyta, Lilhophyta, Natantia, and Spovgia, chiefly on account of

the form and texture of the supporting substance.

Ceratophyta,—
Which compose the first trilie, have the interior axis fibrous, like wood, but resembling horn in its

substance and consistency ; there are two genera of them, both very numerous, and the last admits of

subdivision.

Andpathes, black coral. These have the axis branched, and fibrous, so as to have a ligneous appearance. The

bark, or integument wdiich contains it, is so soft, that it shrivels or comes otT after death ;
and then the axes have

the appearance of dry sticks.

Gonionia, have the hurny or fibrous part of the axis invested with a covering so thick, and so full of calcareous
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L^raniilis, that it dries entire on the axis, and retains its colours, whicli are often very briglit and beautiful ; but it

is soUiliIi- in acids. The Polypi of several species have been examined, and found to have eiy^ht toothea ttnta-

cula, and a stnmach and other viscera, like those of Corollium.

Amon<; them, M. Lamouroux disting-uishes Plexaures, which have flie covering; membrane thick, with the cells

not prominent, and it eftervesces but sIiL,"htly witli acids ; Ennu-en, whicli ha\'e the same back, but the cells of

thr polypi prominent ; Miirisen, which have the coverini^of moderate ttiickness, with projoctinfj mamniillEe co\'ered

^v^th roiii2:h and imbi-icated scales ; jm&Prlmnoa, in which the mamillK become ImbricatL-d by the one hanging-

partially over the other,

LiTI-JOrHVTA,

—

The second trdie, liavc a fixed internal axis of stony consistency. Tlie leading gem ra are, /.v/.v,

Modrepora, and MiUipora ; ))iit they admit of subdivision.

hlSy have the axis branched, and no cells or cavities on its surface
; and the interna! tunic of f^elatinons matter

is mixed with calcareous particles, as in Gorg^onia.

CoraU'uia [his noh'di.s of LinucTeus], is the Coral of commerce, so much admired for its fine red colour, and the

h;g;h polish i.*i which it is susceptible, and so often made into trinkets. There are very profitable fishing^s (or

divings) for it in different parts of the Mediterranean. The co;'(;ring- is uf a n.'ddish colour, and contains cal-

careous matter. The polypi have eight toothed arms, or tentacnhi. Mdihi, has the stony axis internipted by

nodes full of a substance of the consistency of cork. /.v/.s-, iiropcrly so called, has the liorny part knotty; and

the bark thick, soft, and easily removed after death. Moju-ia, has the bark much thinner, but also stronger.

Madrepora (the Madrepores),

—

Have their stony substance sometimes branched, and sometimes in rounded masses, or in leaves; Init

it is always furnished witli lainin;c, cuiieenf rated toward pointi in the form of slars, or teiminating in

lines more or less serpentine. During life the stony part is enveloped in a hornv bark, which is soft

and gelatinous, and roughened by rosettes of teutacula. which are the Polypi, or rather the Actinire, for

they have more than one row of tentacula. Tlic lamina? of the polypi have some slight rer>eml>laiice

to tho^e on the stony ease; and the covering an<J itolypi contract a litrlc upon being tmielird.

The varieties of their general form, and the figures which are produced by the combinations of their lamina?,

have been made the foundation of numerous subdivisions ; but sevei-al of these run into others, so that they are

not absolutely specific, and it will be impossible to fix them definitely until the relations between their forms
and the polypi are known.

When there is only a single star, circular or elongated, -with many lainiiin\ they are the /'^'Hr;/,M)f L;nnarck
;

and their pnlype resembles a single Actinea, with nnnu'rons tentaeula ; and tlie opcinng of the mouth correspuuds

exactly with the point toward which the lamina' i^on\'erge.

There are found among fossils stony pub pidnms consisting of a single siar. wlmh appears never to Jia\e

adhered to others. These are the TinhiiKihi and CjicloVtUnis of Lamarck, and the Turhii/o/op.fjs, Lamouroux.

When the Madrepore is branched, and Ihe stars are confined to the extremities <it eai h luanrh, i( is tlie Cnn;o-

j-lnillla of Lamonrnux. Tin- luanelies are sti-iated, and each star auswei's to a mnutli suirmmded by uiany

tentacula.

Oc(ifi)ia, ha\-e the small lateral bi-anches very short, which gives them the appearance of having stars along the

brancUfs, as well ;is nn Ihe extrt-ndties. Madrcporn, or Madrepores properly so called, have the whole surface

roughened by littli' stars. 7^M^'V/y;lr^/^7, have little stars with pores in the intervals ; k\m\ Serialojim-a^ ha\e their

stars in lines. A-sfn-a, lia\'e a broad and generally convex surface, hollowed by crowded stars, eaeh li;a ing a

polype with numei-ous Icntaenhi in a single row, in the centre nt wbicb is the mouth. E.rplanaria, are broad,

with the stars on one sidr. I'<<rit<:s, lias the sioiiy substance branched. Mmiidrinay have the surface formed into

little hills and valleys. In each valley there are mouths ; but the teutacula, instead of forming stars or rosettes

aninnd them, are ranged along the sides of the valley. In some, however, the mouths are merely festooned. If

the hills which separate the valleys are raised into crests furrowed on both sides, they are called Pai'o^i/fi ; and

mouths, usually without tentacula, are found in the valleys, the crests probably acting as substitutes for the latter.

There are also others, which have these hills conical or star-shaiied, and the princijial rlistinctJon of thent is

having the pnlypi nn thf innjieting parts nr in lln' hollnws. Aij'uii nui, air composed uf lamina', having valleys

only on the run.' side, and the sides of the valleys fiin-ou cd. It is inailiabli' that we should consider as near!/

allied to the Madrepores, certain polypidoms cnniposed of r'ylindcrs. the sections uf wlneh fbiin stars. These are

Sarcimda, and when they have a solid axis, they are perbafis nearly allied to Tubipora, in the llrst family of the

order.
iMlLLirORA,

—

M'liich coni]iose the third genus, have tlw stnuy portion miudi divcrsitied in shape, and tlic surface

scooped only into small holes or pores, and smiietimrs there are no apparent iicrforatiims. I>/.\/ic//o-

pora, have strongly marked pnrcs on t\Mi sid(\s of tiie brauidies. Mill'ipora piMpcr, are sidid and

variously hranelied. Sometimes thi- pores are not discernible, and they are X'dl/jiorr.w Exchora. have

flattened and leaf-like expansions. Relojmra, are EschorEe pierced like a net-uork. Adi-ona, are

Esehorac on articulated stems, entire, or pierced like a net-work.
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Natantes,—
TOiich form the third tribe of the coral family, have the axis stony, but net fixed. They consist of

two principal genera, but eacli admits of subdivision.

Pennatula.

Tliis genus liave a common body, perfectly free, and susceptible of locomotion by tlie contractions of

its fleshy part, and the joint action of all the polypi. The contractions and ddatatiojis are produced

by fibrous layers, which are embedded in the fleshy substance. The axis is a single stony column, and

the polypi generally have eight toothed tentacula. M'hatever may be their form, one extremity is

always without polypi, and resembles the barrel of a feather—hence the name. Most of them can

emit a bright pbospliorescent light ; and though their general habit be to swim freely in the water, some

species fix themselves in tlie sand, or get entangled in the folds of submarine bodies; but they never

form an adhesion.

Pt'iiudlula, properly so called, have the portion without polypi cylindrical and with a blunt point ; and the other

part furnished on hoth sides witli laminai of various length and breadtli, which are supported by tough bristles ;

but these bristles are not articulated upon the stony axis. The polypi are situated between these laniinEe. Several

species are found in the Atlantic and Mediterranean. V'trgularia, have the laminae much shorter. Scirpearia,

have the body slender, and the polypi detached and alternate. Pafoiwria, are also slender, but the polypi are

arranged in quincunx on one side only. ReitiUa, have the body short with filaments, and a kidney-shaped disc on

one side, beariny^ the polyi)i. VeretiUum, are cylindrical, but without any branches; and the axis is usually small

and the |)Olypi large. OmheUidaria, have a very long stem with a tuft of polypi at the end.

There are many small and porous stony bodies found in a fossd state, and in the sea, which, if they

were invested with a living integument and polypi, would rank very nearly with this tribe. They are

Ovolites, Lituidlteti, Orbiilites, and others.

Alcyonium,

"Which, with Spongia, forms the fourth tribe, has the polypi with eight arms, and the intestines in a

common mass with the ovaries. It is not, however, suppo'.ced by a stony axis ; but always fixed to

the body
;
and when it is drawn out into trunks and branches, these present nothing internally but

gelatinous matter. The covering is hard, and marked with furrows, into which the polypi retire.

A. dlijitiilum, the Sea Hand, divided into short and thick branches, and A. exos, with the branches smaller, and

of a fine red, ai-e the most common in the European seas. Linnaeus and his followers included with this genus

the Thetlnia, which have the interior roughened by long spiral lines of silicious matter, which unite in an equally

silicious nucleus. The crust, like that of the Sponges, presents two kinds of openings, one fur admitting water, and

another for ejecting it.

Spongia (Sponges),

—

Are well known as fibrous marine bodies, whose only sentient portion appears to be a sort of thin gela-

tine, which soon dries off. No polyjii have been observed in them ; and our knowledge of tlieir real

nature is very obscure. All the analogies, however, point them out as being anim.tl, aud not vegetable.

The forms which they assume are almost innumerable.

THE FIFTH CLASS OF THE RADIATA.

THE INFUSORIA.

It is usual to place at the close of the Animal Kingdom, these beings, which are so small

as to he in general inscrutable by the naked eye ; and which have been known only since

the microscope brought, as it were, a new world within the scope of our observation.

[Every increase of extent of magnifying power and clearness of view, which the suc-

cessive improvements of the microscope have enabled us to obtain, has been rewarded

by new discoveries in the numbers, the forms, and the organization of these minute

animals. Farther improvements in the structure of the instrument, and the mode of

using it, may enable the observers of a future age to obtain information relative to this

part of the .Animal Kingdom, of which we of the present age can form no adequate

u 11 2
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idea. But, even in the present limited state of our information, tliis de]iartment ci

nature is a very extensive one, and requires the studj' of a whole lifetime to obtain even

a moderate knowledge of all its branches.]

The greater part of the Infusoria have a gelatinous body, and a very simple organ-

ization
; but some naturalists have included among them other animals, which are far

more complex in their organization, and which agree with them only in the smallness

of their size, and the habitats in which they are usually found .—these will constitute

our first order ; but we must retain the doubts, which are not yet cleared up, respecting

their organization.

THE FIRST ORDER OF THE INFUSORIA.

R(JTIFERA.

These are, as we have stated, distinguished by a more complicated organization. Their body
is of an oval shape, and gelatinous , and we can observe that they have a mouth, a stomach,

an mtestine, and a vent near the foot. The Ijody usually termmates in a sort of tail, variously

formed ; and it has on the fore part a very singular organ, variously divided into tubes with

toothed edges, the teeth of ivhuli vibrate in various ways, and give the organ the appearance
of one or more toothed wlieels, revolving with greater or less rapidity. The apparently revolving

organ docs not ai)])car to convey food to the mouth ; and so it may be, ni some wav, con-

nected witli the funetujn of respiratujn.

FURCULARIA,
Or tlie Kotifcra properly so called, Lave tbe body uiiarnR-d, and the tail composed of articulated portions,

\\iiich enter into each other.

Trkhocerca, have the rotatory organs a little less developed. VagiiwJes, are said to resenUjle the former,
inclosed in a transparent membrane ; but that is doubtful.

Tubkolaria, form for themselves Uttle habitations of foreign substances, out of which the rotatory organs are
protruded, in a manner similar to the tentacula of polypi. SjancAioni/s, are distinguished by a sort of membranous
shield on the back.

THE SECOND ORDER OF THE INFUSORIA.

HOIIOGRN'F.A.

The body of tlicsc shows no viscera, or other complex organization, ami in many there is

not even a vestige of a mouth.

Tlie first tribe cotniirehcnils those which, with a gilatiiions body, more or less contractile in several

parts, has yet ciliae, or soiue other siin[jle external organs.

Urcolaria, have the shape of a horn, but with cilia;. Tric/ioda. have a flat body, ciliated at one extremity.
Lfurrip/wra, Iiave cilia' ad round the body. Keroiin, have tlic cilia; like little jinrns. IJiaiilojia, have them
prolonged in a sort of threads.

The second tribe have no external organ, except a tail.

Ca-carea, have an oval body, with a thread-tike termination. The seminal aninialcula\ wliicb have given
occasion to so many Hhimsical hypotheses, belong to this genus,

Vilirio, have the body round, like a very minute bit of thread. The " Eels in paste and in vinegar," as they are
called, belong to this genus.

Bnelielis, have the body oblong, more soft, and less defined than that of Vibrio. There are various other forms.
Proleus, are so constantly changing their .slia|ie, that no definition or description of it can be givini.
Mniins, ;uc, I'ven nniler the microscope, mere points, which move with great rapidity, though thev ha\ e no appa-

re.it ore-;i)is nf nicitinn.

Volvox, are globular bodies, revolving nn their axes, and conlainiug more minute globes, each of which also, in
all probabiUty, contains a numerous endjryo race.
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FIRST DIVISION, FOURTH CLASS.—PISCES

PROFESSORS AGASSIZ AND MULLER'S CLASSIFICATION OF FISHES.

Ihe classification of Fishes proposed by Cuvier has been found to require coDsiderable modification,

in consequence of the more complete knowledge since obtained regarding their internal structure ; and
also, because it is found inapplicable to the arrangement of the numerous extinct forms which Geo-
logical research has brought to light. The attentive study of these has suggested to Professor Agassiz

a method of arrangement founded upon their scaly covering^ which affords characters well adapted for

an easy subdivision of the class, and which enables us to assign a place with little difficulty to the

numerous fossils which the examination of even a single stratum often brings into view
;
the scales

being usually among the best-preserved parts of the entire animal, and being often in a state of perfect

preservation, w^hen every part of the internal skeletou has disappeared by decay. As this classifica-

tion is much in use at the present time, especially amongst those who are engaged in the study of

Fossil Fishes, we shall give a brief sketch of it ; although, as we shall show, it is far from being

perfect. The entire class is divided into the four following orders :

—

I. GANOtDEANs; from the Greek yai'os, splendour. The fishes of this Order have a complete bony armour,
usually covered by a coating of enamel, which gives them a peculiarly lustrous appearance. This armour
generally consists of scales of small size, and of angular shape, somewhat overlapping each other, and arranged
with great regularity, as in the Lcpidostens, or Bnny Pike. In other instances, it is composed of plates of large

size and irregular shape, with jagged edges that lock together, as in the Sturgeon. The former of these fish has
a hony internal skeleton, and the latter a ccrtilagbious one; and a similar difference appears to have existed among
the several extinct tribes of the Order.

II. I'LACoiDEANs; from the Greek TrXa'iy ahroadpUte. This Order contains the fishes whose skin is covered
irregularly with plates of hard bony matter, or of enamel; these are sometimes of large size, but are more fre-

quently reduced to small points, as where they form the shagreen on the skin of many Sharks, and the prickly

tubercles of the skin of most Bays. In this group, which comprehends the Sharks and Rays and their allies,

the skeleton is for the most part cartilaginous.

III. Ctenoideans; from the Greek Krets, {Gen. icrevoi), a com?). These fi'ihes have scales composed of horny
matter, or of bone destitute of enamel, each scale being composed of several layers arranged one beneath an-

other. They are distinguished from those of the next order, in which tbe stiucture of the scale is nearly the

same, by having the j)03((;r(or edge (that which is directed towards the tail of the fish, and which overlaps the

succeeding scale,) beset with pri.>jcctions like the teeth of a comb. The Perch may be taken as the tyjie of this

Order,

IT. Ctcloideans
;
fpom the Greek KUnXoi, a cii-cle. The scales of these fish have a rounded form, with

smooth and simple edges. The Car}?, Salmon, and Jlerriiig, are familiar examples of this Order,

It we compare tills classification of Agassiz with that of Cuvier, we shall find that tlie Cycloid fishes of the

former are for the most part the Mulacopterygii of the latter; and that the Ctenoid fishes of the former are,

spe:iking generally, the Acanthopterygii of the latter. Further, the Placoid fishes of Agassiz correspond with the

principal section of the Cartilaginous fishes of Cuvier; the Sturgeons and Chimceras being alone excepted. The

existing (ja)iolii fishes of Agassiz, however, were distributed by Cuvier aniongyt several difteient families; and

there can be no doubt that, in bringing them together, Agassiz has effected an important improvement in classi-

fication, since they present a geuerdl correspondence in internal structure, as well as in the nature of their

external covering.

The application of this method of arrangement to the various forms of extinct fishes which Geological

research has brought to light, has given some extremely curious results ; of which a sketch will now be given.

—

In the first place it may be stated as a general fact, that of the Cycloid and Ctenoid Orders, there are no remains

Tihatever in any formation anterior to the Chalk ; and that, consequently, the whole assemblage of existing fishes

included in those two orders, probably about fuur-fifths of those now living, had apparently no I'epresentative

whatever in the more ancient seas. Even in the chalk there seem to have been only two or three of the largest

of the existing families, such as Wie, Herring and Salvion tribeo, the Mackerel tribe, and the Perch tribe, which

attained any considerable importance. The others are either but slightly represented at that epoch, and have sub-

sequently increased very considerably, such as the Eels and the FUiironectidf^ ; or first came in during the Tertiary

period, such as the Carps and the Mallets ; or present themselves for the first time in our own own epoch, which is

the case (strange to say) with the large and important Cod tribe. Further, no family belonging to these Orders
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has aisappeared from the ocean subsequently to it^ nrst inriTiduction ; imr tr there any that seems to hare uiider-

\^onQ ;iny rtiminution ; so that the Ctenoid and Cyclnid Ordurs may be said t'.i be presenting their highest develop-

ment at the present time.

When we .survey the Geologieal distribution of tlie other two f.)rders, liowever, we see a most extraordinary

contrast. AUhou^;h they now form so small a part of the inhabitants of our seas, we loulc back to a time when
tbey were the sole Vei'tebrated tenants of the globe; and we see that in the period anterior to that of the

X'redumiiiance of the great extinct aquatic Reptiles, whorse remains abound in the Lias and Oolite formations,

fur-tain ti-ibes of each Order had attained a very high degree of importance. Of several families, moreover, i\'liicli

i.xistL'1 in the earlier periods of the history of the globe, some of them even having been the most numerous nirl

important tribes in the whole class as then existing, not a single representative now remains. Of these, the mftst

remarkable among the Ganoid fishes is the family of X^'pWoMa ; which was characterized by the possession nf

numerous rows of brush-like teeth, and by the covering of flat rhomboidal scaler arranged parallel with the body.

Remains of this family present themselves in nearly the oldest fossiliferous strata; it first began to abound, how-

ever, in the Carboniferous period; attained its fullest development in the period of the Triassic formation;

sli;j:litly diminishL'iJ daring Lhe Jurassie period
; u'nU'rwent a still greater diminution during the deposition of the

Chalk; and disapiiearc-d c'..mph/t.;ly in tliL- Tertiary u|MX-h. S^'arcely luss remarkable is the history of the family

of SavroitJ fi>h, so named from the nuuieruas points of reseniblance to Saurian reptiles, which occur in tlirir

internal structure. This family seums to have commenced somewhat later than the preceding, but to liavo

attained its fullest development at about the same part of the series. Its existence, however, ha"; been continuL'd

downwards to the present time ; though it is now representL-d by only two genera, both of them restricted to fresh

nnt.r,—viz. the pDl.vpterus, an inhabitant of the rivers of "Western Africa, and the Lepidosteus, a tenant of the

rivL'i-s and lakes uf N'ui'tli America,

Ii] the I'LvcoiD i.ifdcr, thr family of CcsCr'fC(0>(/5 coi-resj.onds very closely in its history with tlie Sauroid and

Lepiddid Ganoideans. This family bears a general resemblance to the Sharks in the form of the body aud in

internal structure ; but the teeth, instead of being sharp and lancet-shaped, are flat and pavement-like, adapti.'d

for crushing instead of for cutting. Remains of Cestraciont fish are among the earliest that present themsulvus

in the Palieozoic rucks ; the family increased in importance through the Carboniferous series, and attained its

greatest development in the Triassic ; after which it progressively diminished, and is now represented by only a

single species, the Cestraeion Philippi, or Port Jackson Shark.

The families of Ganoid and Placoid fishes, which are jiou' most numerous, may, for the most part, be traced

backwards to the remoter epochs. Thus the Sturgeons and the Bai/s have existtd, nearly in the same proportion

as at present, from the beginning of the Lias formation
;
th« C'him(croid fish date from the cummencenient of the

Secondary period; whilst the Squaloids, or true Sharks, make their first appearance in the seas of the Carboni-

ferous epoch, and have been gradually increasing in importance down to the present time. It is very instructive

to compare the present predominance of these sharp-toothed Sharks, with the former high development of the

Cestracionts or blunt-toothed Sharks ; and to note how closely the gradual increase of the one tribe corresponds

with the decrease of the other. When we view these facts in connection with the general condition of the class

at each epoch, we find the explanation of it perfectly easy; for the period of highest development of the Cestra-

ciont family was that at which nearly all other existing fish were of the Ganoid order; that is, were covered

with an armature of bony or enamelled scales or plates, quite impenetrable to any simple mtting instrument, and
requiring powerful cvuilnug teeth to make any impression upon them ; \\hilst, on the other hand, it is only since

the introduction of the Ctenoid and Cycloid fish, whose thin horny scales present no such impediment, that we

find the family of sharp-toothed Shaik-., tu wliiuli thi.y furnish appropriate food, rising into impurtanee.

Omitting from the Ganoid Order tlif SiJuroid iamily, which more properly belongs to the Cycloids, and omitting

from the I'lacoid Order tVie Cyelostome fish, which cannotbe appropriately ranged under any ..me of t!ie pj-ini;irY

divisi^ins of professor Agassiz, it may be stated as a general fact, that all the existing Ganoid and Plac<.ud fi-hes

are representatives of families, whose first appearance dates back at least as far back as the commeoeement uf

the Tertiary epoch, most of them being of much older date. The principal development of these Orders shows

itself in the Palaeozoic and Secondary periods, th;it is, during the formation of all rocks older than the Chalk

;

and the class being then entirely destiture of Ctenoid and Cycloid fislies, must have possessed, as a whole, a very

different aspect from that which it now presents.

Another general fact of nmch scientific interest is brought into view by the study of the fishes of the older

Geological formations. In all the Ctenoid and Cycloid fishes, theeamlalfin is equally expanded above and below.

and commences from the end of the vertebral column, -which does not pass into it. This form uf tail is called by

Professor Agassiz, the Iu>mocercal tail. Rut in the Sharks, Sturgeons, and Lepidosteus of the present time, we find

the caudal fin composed of two unequal branches, of which the upper one is supported upon a prolongation of

the vertebral column, whilst the lower and shorter is given oft" from its under side. This form of tail is called

the hcterocercal. All the earlier Placoid and Ganoid fish seem to have possessed this latter form of tiil;the

homocercal confirmation not manifesting itself until after the commencement of the Secondary ]a:-riiid. Rutli

varieties present themselves in the Sauroid and Lepidoid fish ; the heterocercal in the older, and the hmnoeereal

in the more recent. It is a curious fact that aii fishes have the heterocercal character of tail at an e.-irly periml

of their embryonic development ; so that this may be considered as the more tjrejterai form, wliieli gives ]ilaee, in

certain cases, to one more specially adaijtcd to the conditions of their existence.

Although the classification of Professor Agassiz has thus been of the greatest service to the Geologist, and was
a great advance u|jou that of Cuvier as regajds its adafifation to the reception of the extinct forms of the class

it lias the faults to which all classifications that are based on s'ukjI.c ch,araeters are liable ; dissimilar tribes beiii''-
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brought togetner. ana moes that are really allied being widely separated. The follomng classification, whicn 13

that of Prolessor Miiller, slightly modified by Professor Owen, being founded on the general organizatio^i of the
animals it includes, has more title to be considered a imtural one, and represents the nearest approach to a perfect

arrangement which the present state of knowledge admits.

Order I.-DERMOrTERI.

Internal skeleton unossified; integument and vertical Una muco-dermoid; vermiform, or abrachial and apodal

;

no pancreas, no air bladder.

Sub-order 1. Pn-VRTNGouitANcnii, (or Cirrhostomi.) Gills free, pharj-ngeal, inoperculate ; no heart.

FamUy.—Amphioxid<B. Examj)le.—Lancelet,

Sub-order 2. MABSiPOisnANCHti, (or Cyclostomi.) Gills fixed, bursiform, inoperculate, receiving the respiratory

streams by apertures usually nnmorous and lateral, distinct from the mouth ; a heart.

Famili/.—Mi/xuioidei. Example.—^lyxine or Hag, Family.—Petromyzonticke. Example.—Lamprey.

Ohder II.-MALACOPTERL

Internal skeleton ossified
; external skeleton inmost as cycloid, in a few as ganoid, scales ; fins supported by

rays, all, save the first sometimes in the dorsal and pectoral, soft or jointed; abdominal or apodal
;
gills free,

0]icrcuIate ; a swim-bladder and air duct.

Sub-order 1. Apodes.

FamUy.— SymhrancMd<x. Example.— Cuelr

Family.—Oymnotidm.

Sub-order 2. ARDOMiNiLES.

Family. — Heteropygu. Example.—Amblyopsis.

C'lvpcldm. Herring.

Salmx>nidce. Salmon.

Scopelidce. Saurus.

Ckaracini. Myletes.

Family.— Siluri'Jai Example

Family - ^fllr':cinl1'T:.

E.ram}'le-—Gymnuta?.

Example.— Eel.

FamVy. 'Oala.ridrc,

Esocidcc.

Mormyri-dw

CyprinodontidcE

CyprinidcB

Sbeat Fish.

Example.—Galaxias.

Pike.

Mormyrus.

Umber.

Carp.

ORPEfl III.—PHARYNGOGNATIII.

Internal skeleton bony; external '^kelutim in some as cycloid, in others as cteuoid, scales ; inferior pharyngeal

bones coalesced; swim-bladder wlthi.mt. dact.

Sub-order 1. MALicopTEKTfiii.

Fiim'dy. — Scomhci'-cs'Tcid'y;. E.zample.—Saury-pike.

Sub-or-der 2. AcANTHOPXERTf-n.

Family.— Chromida Example.—Chromis.

Family — Cteno-Lahridcc,

Family.— CydO'Lol>rid'.e. Examphi — Wrasse.

Example. —roiiiaccntrus.

Order IV.—ANACANTIIINI.

Internal skeleton ossified ; external skeleton in some as cycloid, in others as ctenoid, scales
; fins supported by

flexible or jointed rays ; ven trials beneath tlie pectorals, or none; swini-bladder without air duct.

Sub-urder 1. Apodes,

Family,— Opkldida: Example.—Ophidium,

Sub-order 2. Thoracici.

Family.— Oadid<B. i^Tamjjie.—Cod Family .—Pleuronectidnc. Example.—Vl^ice.

Order V - ACANTIIOrTERI.

Internal skeleton ossified ; external skeleton as ctenoid senles ; fins n-itb one or more of the first rays unjointed

or inflexible spines ; ventrals in most beneath, or in advance of the pectorals; swim bladder without duct.

Example. Family.

Perch. Squamipcanes.

Gurnard. Twnioidei.

Maigre. Tbeidyldo:.

An abas. Fistularidce.

Mullet. Gobiidcc.

Notacanth. Blenniidw

.

Mackerel. Lophiidcc.

Family.

Percido!.

Sclerogenid-m.

Scieeiiidai.

LahyrinthihrancMi

Mvgilidec.

Not^xcantliidCE

.

ScomberidcE.

Example.

Chffitodon.

Riband-fish.

Lancet-fish.

Pipe-mouth-fish.

Goby, Remora, and Lump-fish.

Elennj and Wolf-fish.

Angler.

Order VI.-FLEGTOCtNATIII.

Internal skeleton partially ossified; external skeleton as ganoid scales or spines; masillaries and pre-maxllla-

rics fixed together; swim-bladder mthout air ducts.

Family.—BalisUnm. £,Tam/.ie.— File-fish. Family.— Ostracioncs. -E.Ta77?_p^ —Trunk-fish.

Family.—Gymnodontes. Example.—Globe-fish
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OuDER VII.—LaPIIOliRANCrill.

Internal skck^ton partially ossifitd ;
exturnal skeleton ganoid

;
gills tufted

;
opercular aperture small

;
swim*

bladder without air duct.

Famibj.~mppocampid<T.. Examplc.Sea^hor^o. Family.^Syng.mthidce. Example. -Tivc-^sli.

Order VIIL—GANOIDEI.

Internal skeleton in some osseous, in some cartilaginous, in some partly osseous partly cartilaginous; external

skeleton ganoid ; fins usually with the first ray a strong spine ; a swim-bladder and air duct.

( Lepidosteus.
^

t INilypterus.

Pycnodontidce.

Lepidoidei.

Pycnudus.

Dapedius.

Fam'di/.—SlurionidcB.

Acanthodei.

Dipteridcc.

Cepkalaspidce

Example.—Sturgeon.

AeanthodeS.

Dii'terus

Cephalaspia

OiLDER IX.—rUOTOPTERI.

Internal skeleton partly osseous, partly cartilaginous; external skeleton as cycloid scales; pectorals and

ventrals as flexible filaments; gills filamentary, free; no pancreas ; sw ini-bkidder as a double lung, with air duct,

intestine with a spiral valve.

FaraUy.^Sirevoidri. £:,ra»i|'?.:.—Lcjiidosiren.

[A-'iJ.—Tliis Lurious animal, for the reception of wliich this order has been constituted, coniliines in a vry

remarkable degree the characters of the Fish and of the Reptile, and has been placed by many naturalists in the

latter class.]

Orceh X.-nOLOCEniALI.

Internal skeleton cartilaginous; external skeleton as placoid granules; most of the fins with a strong spine for

the first ray; ventrals abdominal; gills laminated, attached by their margins ; a single e.vternal gill aperture
;
no

iwim bladder ; intestine with spiral valve.

Family.— Cluma-roid'A. £xam/';^;,—Chimera, Family.—EdaphodoiU'idcc £:j:t(>»j.'lf.—Edaphcdon.

Obdee. XI.--PLAGIOSTOiII.

Internal skeleton
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SECOND DIVISION, FIRST CLASS.—MOLLUSCA.

The general account of the organization of the MoUusca, given by Cuvier (pp. 335, 336,) does not

require any important alteration or arldition, save in one particular,— tlie structure of the S/iell, which

has recently been made Ihe subject of careful microscopic investigation by Dr. Carpenter (Reports of

the British Association, 1844 and 1S47,) and Mr. Bowerbank, (Transactions of the Microscopical

Society, Vol. I.)

In order that the structure of Sljell and its relations to the tegumentary covering of other animals

should be properly understood, it will be desirable to give a brief account of what is now known of

the latter. The skin of Man, and of Vertebrata in general, is essentially composed of two parts,

which are entirely distinct from each other in structure and offices, namely, the coriut/i, dermis, cvfis-

vera, OT true-skin; and the epidermis, cuticle, or scarf-skin. The true-skin is made up of fibrous

tissue, interwoven with a texture made up of an assemblage of blood-vessels, nerves, and lymphatics,

which are very copiously supplied to this part. The cuticle, on the other hand, is entirely destitute of

vessels or nerves, and is thence said to be extra-vascular. But it is not on that account a mere

inorganic glue exuded from the surface of the skin, as some have supposed. For it is made up of an

assemblage of celts, resembling those of which the greater part of the fabric of plants is composed,

and of which other parts of the animal body contain a large amount. These cells are most distinctly

seen on the internal surface of the epidermis, that is to say, on the outer surface of the true skin;

it is here that the growth and renovation of the epidermis are effected ; new layers being continually

formed to replace those which are worn oif on the exterior. The cells of the outer surface of the

epidermis are dried up by the evaporation of their contents, and are flattened into scales, which adhere

to one another, so as to form a continuous membrane. This membrane in most animals is continually

undergoing renewal ; for as it is worn off from the exterior, it is replaced by the deeper layers, which

then come to the surface and assume the characters of those which preceded them ; whilst the layers

last formed on the surface of the true skin are pushed outwards by the production of others still newer.

"What has been called the rete mucosiim, which was supposed to be a distinct and peculiar layer, con-

taining the colouring matter of the skin, and intervening between the true skin and the epidermis, is

now known to be nothing else than the newest layer of the epidermis, through the whole thickness of

which the colouring matter is diffused. The nails, hair, horns, scales, and teeth, all belong to the

category of epidermic appendages ; being originally generated by the growth of epidermic cells on the

surface of the true skin, or within a little follicle or bag formed iiy a pit or depression of that surface.

These cells, however, subsequently undergo various transformations, especially in the horny textures,

by which their original character becomes obscured
;
but they may be well seen, in a nearly un-

changed state; in the central portion of most feathers, and of many hairs.

Now the Shell of Mollusca is an epidertiiic structure, which is. formed on the surface of their

mantle, or thick spongy muscular skin, just as the cuticle of higher animals is formed upon the cutis

vera. In its original state, it appears to consist of cells, similar to those of the ordinary epidermis :

but these cells have the peculiar power of tilling thems'tlves as they grow, wifh carbonate of lime,

which they draw in from the fluids of the mantle ; and by coming into contact with each other, and

adhering closely, they form the solid calcareous shell. In many shells, when the carbonate of lime

has been removed by the action of dilute acid, a tenacious cellular membrane is left; the cells being

held together by the interposition of horny matter, which gives considerable firmness to the texture.

This is the case for example, in Pinna and its allies. In most other cases, however, the horny matter

is exuded as a distinct layer on the surface of the calcareous shell ; forming what has been termed (but

incorrectly) the epidermis, the more appropriate term being the periostracum. This layer sometimes

presents the appearance of cellular structure, but this is probably rather the impression of the layer o

true shell beneath ; it is not at all improbable, however, that it is produced by the agency of cells in

the first instance, although no trace of structure is usually discernible in it.

In a large proportion of the Bivalve Shells of the class Acephala, a distinct layer of cellulai
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structure may be detected on fhe surface; and this is troquently so thick as to makeup a great part of"

the shell, as in Pinna, Avicula, and a large proportion of Cuvier's family Ostracece. The internal

layer is usually more compact, and presents less distinct traces of cellular structure. In the shells of

the Cuvierian families, Camacece^ Cardiacece, and Inclusa, the greater part of the thickness is formed

by the internal layer. In the Mutilacecc^ both layers are usually well seen, the inner layer, howevtr,

being usually the tliiekor. The successive additions to the shell are not made on the same plan in the

two layers. The L^uter layer is merely extended by the junction of an additional portion to its margin
;

but the inner htyer receives an addition to its whole internal surface, so that its thickness is increased,

fis well as its extent. 'J'his is well seen in the common Oi/.s/er, in wliicli the succe?.si\'e layers of the

shell remain unusually distinct. The white inner portion, o^ wliich the greater part of each valve is

composed, is made up of a number of laniinge, each of v\'hich extends beyond the one external to it;

and thus the outer lamiuie are at tlie same time the oldest and smallest. Each of the layers of this

substance is covered at its edge by an elastic yellowish-brown margin, which is so arranged that if

the successive layers were closely adherent to each other, this substanre would form a complete ex-

ternal covering to the shell. A section of the shell of an Unio^ in wiiieh the layers do thus adhere,

shows thac the mode of growth of the two layers of a compact shell is essentially the same.

In many Bivalve shells of the class BRACHroPODA, especially belonging to the genus Terehratida

and its allies, a very curious arrangement exists; the shell being perforated by a number of minute

apertures, extending from the internal to the external surface; and these canals being filled with

prolongations of the soft tissue of the animal itself.

A number of curious varieties of shell-structure havti been described by Dr. Carpenter (Inc. cit.)

;

who has also shown that, in many families and genera of bivalves, the structure of the shell affords

characters of great importance in classihcation ; and that it is possible in several instances to recog-

nize the family, or even the genus, to which a specimen belonged, by the microscopic examination of

but a very minute fragment of it.

In the Univalve shells formed by MoUusca of the class Gasteropoda, the arrangement is generally

different, especially in the porcellanous shells of many of the PectinihrancJiiata. These are of great

density, and contain very little animal matter. They have three layers instead of two, and these three

layers are similar to each other in structure, being composed of a series of rhomboidal plates, disposed

vertkallij to the surface of the shtll, and giving an appearance of crystaillne structure when the shell is

broken across. The ilirtction of these plates is the same in the inner and outer layers ; but it is

transverse in the middle ln;yer, by which arrangement a greatly increased strength is gained. Each

plate is made up of a set of long narrow cells filled with carbonate of lime, and adherent to each other

at their edges. The shells of Gasteropoda do nut, for the most part, undergo any thickening by suc-

cessive additions; tlic enlargement required by the growth of the animal being effected by the exten-

sion of the margin, with no further addition to the previous internal layer than is sufficient to give it

the requisite smoothness along the line of junction of tlie new and old portions.

In the General Classification of the Mnllusca, given by Cuvier, the chief alteration required by the

progress of knowledge is the entire removal of the Cirrhopoda to the sub-kingdom Articulata ; their

affinity to which, perceived by Cuvier, has been since placed beyond doubt by the discovery, that they

issue from the egg in a condition resembling that of certain low forms of Crustacea, having eyes and

active powers of locomotion, and only acquiring the form and condition of Cirrhopods after a series of

metanvirphoses, in whirh the eyes are lost, Ahe locomotive organs altered in character, and the shell

formed. This shell, in the Dalaiins and other sessile Cirrhopods, is composed of an outer and an

inner plate, separated by a diploe or cancellated texture, which is sometimes of considerable thickness.

Perliaps the best primary division of the true MoUusca is into the encephalous, or those provided

with a head, and the acephalous^ or headless
;
in which last the mouth is not placed on a prominent

pui'tion of the body, but is concealed by the projection of the mantle.

The first division includes the three classes of Cephalopoda, Pteropoda, and Gasteropoda,

from which last the Heteropoda are detached by some Zoologists, to be ranked as a distinct class.

The second division may also be arranged into three classes, namely— the Conciiifera, furming

the testaceous division of the Acephala of Cuvier; the Brachiopoda
; and the TuMC ata, fornung

tlic naked er shell-less ilivision of the Acephala of Cuvier. The hr::^t two of these classes both possess

bivalve shells; but the structure of the anima! is very diQ'ereut, the respiration being carried on in the
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former oy means of four branchial leaflets, whence they are distinguished as LameUihranchiala ;

whilst in the latter the function is performed by means of the mantle itself, whence they are called

Palhobranchiafa. In many respects, the Conchifera are intermediate between the othei- two classes;

beinp; connected with the Brachiopoda through the genera Placitna and Anomia, and with the Tanicata
through the order Inclusa. The Conchifera and Tunicata being thus raised to the rank of classes,

their primary subdivisions will be orders instead of families.

CEPHALOPODA.

The researches of Professor Owen upon the structure of the animal of Nautilus, and upon its rela-

tions to the other Cephalopoda, have led him to propose a new arrangement of this class, which is

now generally adopted. The entire class

is divided into two orders ; of which the

first, including nearly ail existing spe-

hr cies of Cephalopods, approaches most

nearly to vertebrated animals ; whilst the

second, which contains only one existing

genus, but to which a great number of

fossil forms are to be referred, is more

closely allied to the Gasteropodous Mol-

lusts. These orders are named according

to the difference in the number of their

gills, which is one of their best marked

characters; but they differ also in many

other particulars.

OitDEE I.^DiBEANCHiATA. In tliis ordcr,

only one genus, Argonauta, has been liithcrto

found, in which the body is protected by an

external shell ; this consists of but one cham-
ber, and does not adhere to the body of its

occupant, either hj a siphon or by musculiir

attachment. All the other genera of this

order are naked ; hut they are provided either

with an internal chambered and siphonifer-

FlG. 1.- OhGANS of ClRCUr.ATION AND RESPIRATION IN CUTTLR-FISlH;
/eiitricli: of heart, propelling the Ijluoil by the sysR-oiic e

bniiichcs b, 8cc, i the blood returns from the system by re, the venn cava, which (U-
videH into two bTi\nchcs, ab. to enter the gilJK ; on these vcaselH are seated, at the h.ise

oftlie gills, the musculiir and contractile dilatntions, cb, ivliiuh serve tlie purpose of oUS shell, as in Spil-ula and BelemnOSCpia, nr
accessory hearts, to prop(?l the blood tlirough the gills, ir, ir'. The blood returning
from the gills is conveyed back to the ceotrrilheart by the branchial veinf;, vb. the remains of a shell are foUnd in vari0U3

Stages of degradation, lodged in the substance of the dorsal jjart of the mantle. The armsof the Pibranchiata

are, properly spealcing, eight in number ; but in many genera, two longer tentacles are superadded. Both Mnds
of prehensile organs are provi-

ded with acetabula, or suctorial

disks for adhesion. The jaws are

horny, and their margins tren-

chant. The eyes are sessile, and

of a structure approaching those

of fishes in perfection. The or-

gan of hearing is distinctly deve-

loped. The (/iiis never exceed two

in number (Fig. 1, hr, hr^,) ; but

the branchial circulation is aided

by two muscular ventricles, situ-

ated one at the base of each gill

(cb.) ; hence there are three dis-

tinct hearts in this order. Tbere

is an organ, theink-bag, for secre-

ting and expelling a black fluid,

used as a means of concealment-

The parietes of the funnel are

entire.

This order is divided by Pro-

fessor Owen Into the following families, which arc arranged under two tribes, the Octopoda, or cigbt-armed,
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and the ItECAPODA, or ten-arraed Cuttle-flsli. The Oc(o_pod tribe consists of the two families Testacea sind. Nuda ;

to the former belongs the genus Argmmuta, with (perhaps) the fossil genus Bdlerophon ; to the latter the genus

Octopus, represented in the preceding figure (2) as creeping on

the shore with its mouth downwards. The Decapod tribe, which

includes the greater proportion of the existing Cephalopoda, is di-

TidHd into four families ;—the Teuthidoj or Calamaries, including the

genera Loligo, SepioteutkU, Onijchoteuthis, Scpiola, Cratichia, and Loli-

gopsis (Fig. 3) ; the Sepiad-x, or common Cuttle-fish, comprised under

the single genus Sepia ; the Sph-ulida:, consisting of the single genus

Spirala, which is a Decapodous Ccphalopod, \i'ith an internal spiral

chanibered shell, furnished with a siphun
;
and the BeUrmnitidcv, a

group known only by fossil remains, but determined from these to

have been Decapodous Ccphalopods, possessing conical chambered

shells of which a description has been given in the text. From cer-

tain markings on the surface of these shells, and from the fact that

distinct remains of an ink-bag have been frequently met with in the

last or largest chamber of the cone, it has been argued that, not-

withstanding the strong resemblance of the shell to that of many

genera allied to the true Nautilus and belonging to the Tetrahran-

chiaU- group, the animal must have been Dibranchiate, and must have

included the shell, together with its massive sheath, in the same

manner as the Cuttle-fish includes the "pounce-bone." The Nau-

tilus possesses wy ink-bag, its power of completely withdrawing the

body into its shell rendering such a means of protection unneces-

^^" sary ; and the ink-bag seems to be wanting in the several fossil

Fig 3 — i ii ~,p^is. genera, whose shells bear a strong resemblance to that of this genus.

If, then, the ink 1 ig le peculiar to the Dibranchiate order, and its presence indicates the general organi-

zation of that order, the Belemnite must have belonged to an animal more or less closely allied to the Sepvi.

The justice of this view has been made evident by the recent discovery of specie

mens of Belemnite, in which the soft parts of the animal are so well preserved

as to enable their form and general structure to be distinctly traced. From

these it has been ascertained that the arms were furnished with hooks, as in tlie

Oni/chotattMs ; and that the body had a pair of small lateral fins, situated at

about the middle of its length. From the weight of its dense internal shell, the

Belemnite may be supposed to have commonly maintained a vertical position
;

and, as its chambered portion was provided with a sipbuncle analogous to that

of Naat'das, the animal probably had the power of ascending and descending in

the water with f;icility. It would rise smftly and stealthily to fix its claws iu

tlie belly <jf a fish swimming at the surface above
;
and then, perhaps, as swiftly

dart down and drag its prey to the bottom and devour it. "We cannot doubt

that, like the hooked Calamaries of the present seas, the ancient Belemnites were

the most formidable and predaceous of their class. [See Profc'ssor Owen's Me-

moir on the Belfiranite iu the Philosophical Transactions for 1844.]

Order II.—TETEAEHANcni.iTA. The Ccphalopodes of this order are provided

with a large L-xtL-rnal univulve shell, symmetrical in form, straight, or convoluted

on a vertical phme. and divided by a si;ries of partitions into numerous cham-

bers, of which the last-formed is the largest, and alone contains the body of the

animal ; a dilatable and contractile tube or siphon is continued from the pos-

terior part of the animal through all the partitions and chambers of the shell
;

but the attachment of the shell to the body is eft'ected by means of two strong

lateral muscles, wliich are inserted into the walls of the last chamber. The arms
are very numerous, short, and hollow, each containing a lung, slender, retractile

tentacle ; they are destitute of suckers. The head is provided with a large flat-

ti-iiL-d ili^ik, which, besides acting as a defence to the orifice of the shell, serves

iilsii, ill all probability, as an organ for creeping along the ground, like the foot

in the Gasteropods. The jaivs of the Tetrabranchiuta are strengthened by a

dense, exterior, calcareous coating, and have thick dentated margins. The ci/cs

areijeduncutated, and of a simple structure like those of the Gastero]MHl;i. There

is no organ of lirayi.,),-j. The giUs are four in numl.ier, and \vitliitiii lo'aiirhial

Tlie eiiTulatiiig system is provided with but one \'eiitricle, \^ili(ll ig

,
><r propels arterial blood. There is no ink-bag. The inferior parietes

iiniel are ilivided longitudinally.

TETFiAnB^ANCiiiATE order, the only existing representative is tbe genus

,

;Fig. Ti,) whose general organization has been described in the previuus aceount of the gruup. The

lieiii
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fu?sil I sof this order are very numerous, raitl ar iod accoivlhiij; to tho stfucture of tlieir chambered
shells. Those -whiLOi, like the Navtllu?., have the

septa Bmooth ami simple, and the siphon either

penetrating the centre of the eharabers or running

along the inner margin, are grouped into the

family NanUlickv, the principal genera of which arc

Nautilus, C{ymenia, CampuUtes, Lituites, and Ortho-

ceratites. Those, on the other hand, which have
the septa sinuous and with lobated margins, and
in which the sipJiuncle runs along their outer

margin (in some instances, however, near their

centre) are grouped into the family Amrnonitidci:,

uf which the principal genera are Ammonites,

Baculites, Uamitcs, Scaphitcs, and Turrilites.

The folloiviug tabular arrangement will bring

this classitication at once under the eye.

I.

—

OKDER DlBBANCHlATA.

Tribe A.

—

Octopoda.

Fri5. !y—Pearly Mautilu:

Tribe B.

—

Becapoda.

Family 1. Tentlildcr, Calamaries

Loligo

Onyehoteuthis

Sepiola

Family 1. Navtilidm

Nautilus

Clymenia

Campulites

rh the shell Ink! open ; I, fciitncula; i

Family 1. Testa^ca

Argonauta

Bellerophon ?

Family 2. Niid-a.

Octopus

Family 1. Oranchia

Loligopsis

Family 2. SepiadcB, Cuttle-fishes

Sepia

Family 3. SpirulicliE

8pirula

Family 4. BelemniUdcB

Belemnites

II.—OeDEB. TETBABItANCIIIATA.

Family 1. Lituites

Orthoceratites

Family 2. Awmonitidce

Ammonites

Family 2. Baculites

Ilaniites

Scapbites

TurriUtes

It maybe well to add, with reference to the family of C'amo-ines (the Foraminifera of D'Orbigny) mth which
Cuvier's description of this class terminates, that it is now universally rejected from the Cephalopoda, though
its true place in the animal scale cannot be determined until more shall be known of the animals by %vliieh the
shells arc formed.

No very importnnt change has been made in the classification of the Pteropoda, Gasteropoda
COMCHIFERA, and Brachiopoda. The principle advanced by Cuvier and Lamarck, however that

the classification uf all MoUusca ought to be primarily based on the structure of the animals.—the

characters of the shell, however useful for recoL^nition, not being those on which a natural arrange-

ment ought to be founded,— is now generally admitted
;
and the attention of Naturalists has been of

late much directed to the increase of our acquaintance with the anatomy of the animals of the testa-

ceous TMollusca. Many changes in the classification of Cuvier have been proposedj the grouping of the

genera into orders being varied according to the principles of arrangement adopted by each systematist.

But no one classification has met with such general acceptance, as to be entitled to replace that of

Cuvier.

Much has been added, however, to our knowledge of the class Tunicata, chiefly through the re-

searches of Professor Milne Edwards. And it is now considered by many Naturalists (See the History

of British MoUusca, by Forbes and Hanley, p. 1,) that this class should comprehend, not merely the

animals included in the Cuvierian group of Acepkala nuda^ but also a large and important assemblage

of compound animals hitherto ranked as Zoophytes, viz.— the Bryozoa. Referring to the Appendix to

the Kadiata for an account of the organization of these animals, which differ in some important parti-

culars from the ordinary Tunicata, we shall at present confine ourselves to a review of the latter.

The ordinary Tunicata are divided by Professor Milne Edwards, who has made them an object of
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special study, a;n3 wno nas adilea greatly to our l?nowleclge oP their organization, an-^ especially of

their development, into three orders, viz.—the Salpid/E, the Ascidiad^, and the Pyr05omid.e.

r\r. I

I. The Salpid.e are. in suiiil- particulars uf their or-anizatiun, tla- lii^Miest of tht Tunicata. They differ from the

truw Ascidians, as WLdl in their habits as in their structure. They are not attached to solid bodies, but habitually

swim in the waters of the ocean, sometimes singly, sometimes in clusters ; their movement being due to the res-

piratui'y currLiit i»-rsriill>- tn h<.' drsuribed. In form they rLSt.'inble short but ratli-.r wide tubes, "with an opening

__P at each end ; the respiratory

ai'puratus, instead of being

J 1 \ the entire dilated

here consists of

li t 1 t branchial leaf-

1 the branchial ori-

IS f r -vided with a valve

whi 1 p rmits the free en-

t mec t water, but pre-

1 nts its return. The vis.

la ire collected into a

s n^le mass at the posterior

t\trcmity of the body ; and

tl ma'^b IS very conspicu-

u "ing to the brilliant

, orange, brown, or reddish
I orifice; f, lii-er, inclosing; otlicr

^

vj^cern; c, heart; ir, liraiichial snc ; m, muscular bands ; h, nervous gungliuii. hue of the liver, of ^vhich

a large part of it is composed, and to the transparency of the remainder of the body. As in the other Tuuicata,

a continual stream of water is drawn in through the branchial orifice by the vibration of the cilia with which

the respiratory and digestive surfaces are clothed ; and a current as constant is ejected from the anal orifice.

These two orifices being opposite to each other in the Salpce, and the animals being perfectly free, they acQ^uire

a progressive movement through the water, the branchial orifice being directed forwards. The Salpre are met

with in two states, solitary and aggregated. The latter are simply adherent to each other by little suckers, not

being organically united like the compound and social Ascidians. The adhesion, however, is so strong in some

.species, that it is easier to tear the bodies of the animals than to separate them from each other; in other

species, however, the adlaesion is less powerful, so that when a mass is placed in a vessel of water, the sides of

ivhich are smartly struck, the individuals fall asunder. The curious observations of Chamisso, mentioned in the

text (p. 382,) have been fully confirmed, especially by the researches of Krohn ; who has further shown that

there exists in these animals, as in the Ascidians, a double mode of propagation. He found that the solitary

Salpas produce chains of aggregate Salpm by a kind of internal gemmalion from a sort of strAon or creeping stem,

resembling that of the social Ascidians, (Fig. 7,) but contained within their bodies, instead of extending on the

outside. These aggregate Salpffi differ from the solitary individual from which they have sprung, in several

points of their conformation, so that they have been described as distinct species. But from the several indi-

\'iOuals of the chain of aggregate Salpte, eggs are produced, each of which developes itself into original form
of the solitary Salpx. According to Krohn, every species of Salpa thus exists under two dissimilar forms ; and
oil tJiis fact, and others of a similar nature, the doctrine of an " alternation of generations" has been built up
by StL-enstrup and his followers. According to this doctrine, in those tribes in which such a scries of phenomena
is i.rrs;;nted as that just described, we are to interpret them as follows.—Generation A (e.g. a solitary Sa\pa,)

produces generation n, a being of a different form (e. g. an aggregate Salpa) ; and the offspring of generation b
resemble generation a ; so that each individual is unlike its own immediate parents and oft'spring, but resembles
its grandparents and grandchildren. In this statement, however, the fact is too much lost sight of, that the two
modes of reproduction alternate, as well as the two forms produced. The solitary Salpai give origin to the
aggregate forms, not by the sexual process and the development of ova. but by gemmation ; so that the rdadon
of the two is in reality the same, as that of the several individuals of the social and aggregate Ascidians (pre-

sently to be described) to the original founder of the colony ; the only essential difference being, thut in the case

of the Salpae, the individuals thus budded off become completely detached from their stock, and exhibit a
difference of organization adapted to the difference of life which they are to lead. It is only when the sexual
process intervenes, and ova are developed from which new stocks originate, tliat a new generation can be
properly said to commence, unless we give to the term generation a much wider acceptation than it hag
hitherto possessed. We sliall have to return to this subject, when considering the curious relations which sub.sist

between certain Polyj'cs aud Mcduscc, in the Appendix to the Radiata.
II. In the AsciDiAD^, the body is either fixed immediately to some solid mass, or is attached by a pednnele

;

the two orifices of the mantle are usually near each other (Fig. 8) ; the greater part of the internal cavity is

occupied by the branchial sac, which may be regarded as a dilated pharynx ; and the viscera occupy a compara-
tively small space at the bottom of this sac. (See Fig. 7.) This order may be divided into the three famihes of
simple, social, and compound Ascidians.

1. The Simple A scuHa.vs are completely detached from another
clusters, the individuals composing these h'lve no or-'anic uiiiuii

for, alth

Theyge

nigh rrei|LiL' it witli in groups ur

liv tn-al form. They
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rific.;, .

have only one method of multiplication
;
namejy-oy means of c-gs. To this division be-long the genera Asci'dia,

Cynthia,, Phallusia, BoUcnia, witli some others.

•2. The Sochi Ascidiam adhere to solid bodies by a sort of root or creeping stem, which runs along their surface,
and which puts forth reproductioc buds that develope new individuals

; whence it results that these animals live in

clusters or colonies, of which the several individuals are organi-

enlly united. Each animal has its own heart, respiratory ap-

paratus, and system of nutrition ; but a common circulation

uf blood extends through the stem and branches, connecting
tliem all with each other. The relation between the separate

animals thus bears a strong resemblance to that which sub-

sists among the individual polypes of a Scftularia or other
compound iiolypidom, in whose stem and branches a circulation

of fluid takes place. To this family belong the genera davellhfX

and Porophora.

3. Ttie Compjound Ascldums arc united in a much more intimate

manner, a great number of individuals {usually of very minute
I. hr;inrliia] size) being grouped together in a single mass, and imbedded in

a gelatinous or almost cartilaginous tissue, which has sometimes

a very firm and even leathery integument, that serves as a mantle common to the entire cluster
; the covering of

the individual animals being a very delicate membrane. On the surface of the mass are a number of small

oritices, which have usually the form of six-rayed stars ; these are, some the oral or branchial, and others the

anal openings, of the individuals imprisoned in the mass. Sometimes, however, the anal orifices of all the indi-

viduals are united into a common cloaca. The propagation of these singular beings, which possess a high or-

ganization, although looking like masses of inert jelly, takes place like that of the preceding family, in two dis-

tinct modes—namely, by gemmation or budding, and by the sexual production of oria. The reproductive buds are

formed in the connecting tissue, and thus the number of individuals in a cluster is progressively increased. The

eggs, on the other hand, give birth to individuals of an entirely new generation ;
these in their young state have a

foi-m very different from that of the adults, and have an active power of locomotion, by which they are carried

to a distance from the parent stock, to establish a new colony at a distance. Having become attached to some

fixed body, they begin to undergo a series of metamorphoses, by v/hich the Ascidian form is gradually evolved
;

and from each single individual a cluster may ultimately be generated by the process of gemmation. In addition

to the genera Botryllus, Polyclinum, and Si/noicum, noticed by Cuvier, we have to mention Aplidbim and Sidnyum of

Savigny ; Lc-ptocUnum, Amarouoium, and Botrylloides of Milne Edwards ;
and Distoma of Gaertner. It is to the ex-

position of the structure and relations of this most interesting group, that the admirable memoir of Professor

Milne Edwards, in the Eighteenth Volume of the " Memoirs of the Institute of France," is especially devoted.

III. The Ptrosomid.e, as Cuvier has remarked (p. 3S3), are nearly allied to the Botrylli in the organization of

the individual animals, but the individuals are united into tubes, each of which may be said to consist of

a pile of the stai'-shaped clusters of the Botryllus; and the entire tube is as free as are the bands uf aggregate

Salpce, instead of being attached Like the clusters of the Compound Ascidians. Like the Salpae, the Pyrosoma

tube acquires a progressive motion through the water from its respiratory current
; for whilst the branchial or

oral orifices of the animals all lie on the outside of the tube, the anal orifices are all directed inwards, and open

into the central channel, which is common to all. This central channel being closed atone end, the water is

compelled to issue from the other ; and the continual stream in -^vhich it flows occasions a movcmeat of the mass

in the opposite direction.

TriE attention which has been given of late to this tribe of animals, has caused a great increase of our know-

ledge as to their structure and actions ; and as the group is one of remarkable interest both tu the Zoologist and

to the Naturalist, a few particulars will be added to what has been already stated as to their structure, actions,

and development. The attached species present us with a most remarkable contrast between the apparent

inertnesb, of their life, and the activity of the operations taking place within. If we keep some of the Compound
Ascidians (whii.\i -^-e may have found on a broad-le;ived fucus cast ashore after a storm,) in a vessel of sea-water,

" we find them lie thu-v-^ as apathetic as sponges, giving few signs of vitality beyond the slight pouting-out of tube-

like membranes around api,rtures wdiich become visible on their surfaces ; though a closer and microscnpic ex-

amination mil show us currents inactive motion in the water around these apertures, streams ejected, and
whirlpools rushing in ; indicating that however torpid the creature may externally appear, all the machinery of

life, the respiratory wheels, and circulatory pumps, are hard at work in its inmost recesses." All-these active

operations belong, however, to the vegt,tatii;e life, and do not indicate any consciousness or voluntary exertion on

the part of these beings. The currents of water are produced, as already mentioned, by the agency of tlie cilia

clothing the internal membranous surfaces ; and this action we have every reason to beheve to be quite inde-

pendent of the animal's will, and even beyond its control. It is a curious fact that Salpcc are sometimes found

making their way tlirough the water, after they have been deprived of their visceral mass by birds or fishes.

The entire nervous system is here reduced to a single ganglionic centre (Fig. 8, c), which is situated between the

tivo orifices, sends filaments to each of them, and also distributes its branches over the general surface of the

mantle. Noorgansof special sensation are perceptible, and the only indication (jf common sensibi ity shown
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bv thc^e animals, is tlio contrnctlon of the mnntle ^vhcn the- surface is tourlicd, or whi-n snntc, irriiatm^

particle is ar:.wn intu tin: branchial orifice; by this contraction a jet of water is spurted out, sometimes

tu a considerable distance. No bciiib'S possessed of a complex internal structure, a

distinct stomach and alimentary tube, a pulsating heart, and ramifying vascular

apparatus, with branchial appendages for aerating the blood, and highly-developed

secretory and reproductive organs, can be imagined to spend the period of their ex-

istence in a manner more completely vegetative than these

All the Tunicata above described appear to participate in a very remarkable peculi-

arity in the function of circulation. The heart is very simple in its structure, being

merely a contractile dilatation of the principal trunk, without any distinct division into

an auricle and vent i-v:le, or a receiving and impelling cavity. This trunk first suijplies

blood, as in other Mollusca, to the mass of viscera, from which the fluid proceeds on-

wards to the respiratory surface, to be distributed over this for aeration
;
another por-

tion, however, in some Ascidians, is sent direct to that surface. The whole fluid, after

being thus exposed to the oxygenating influence of tlie streams of water continually

passing over the branchial membrane, is collected by vessels which unite into a single

trunk that conveys it back to the heart. This may be said to be the direct course of the

f'\s^~'V n
' circulation, because it is that which takes place in the Mollusca generally. But it is

fi " not constant in any of the Tunicata. After the heart has constituted its pulsations

cn,.H.Lini, tliikhlJ). for a time, SO as to propel the blood wliich it has received from the gills through the

systemic trunk, its action becomes feebler, and the mu\cnieiit of the blood slower; a slight pause then

occurs ; and the pulsations then recommence, hut In the Opposite dirrrtioa. The end of tlie lieart which is

connected with the systemic trunk now begins to contract first, and propels the blood towards the other

extremity, into which opens the channel that previously brought it hack from the gills ;
through this channel

it now passes to the branchial surface ; and thence it returns to the heart through the vessels which distribute

it to the viscera. After continuing in this reversed direction for a time, the circulation again returns to its

original course. The period of alternation varies considerably even in the same individual
;
from thirty

seconds to two minutes iiitL-rvening between every change. The average time of the flow in each direction

is, huufvei-, the same. In tlie Social Ascidians, the circulating apparatus of all the individuals of a cluster

is connected by trunks passing along the stem and branches {Fig. 7). The trunk that carries back the

blood from the branchial surface does not at once proceed to the heart, but enters the footstalk, and joins the

main trunk contained within the stem; and it is a branch proceeding from this trunk, and passing along the

footstalk, that enters the heart. The alternatiou of the circulation takes place in these as in the solitary spe-

cies ; and it is curious that, if the flow of blood through the footstalk of any individual be prevented by a liga-

ture, the circulation then takes place after the manner of the solitary species,—the blood being returned at

once frum the branchial surface to the heart, or being propelled directly from the heart to that surface.

Tlie metamorphosis undergone by the simple and compound Ascidians is not one of the least curious parts of

their history. They do not begin life as fixed animals ; but as independent, free-moving, tadpole-like embryos.

Tlic larva, as it appears in the egg, is at first an oval disk ; a sort of tail is then furmed, by a prolongation of-a portion

of this disk, I'ound which, however, it is at first ^vrapped ; arm-like projections spring from the head, which may
then be likened to a hydroid zoophyte ; and in tliis condition it comes forth from the egg, and swims freely

through the water by means of its rapidly-vibrating taU. It then becomes attached by its arms to rocks or sea-

weeds ; the tail disappears ; that which was the head now becomes the base, sending out root-like projections by

which it is firmly held ; the visceral mass is gradually developed in the neighbourhood of this ; the two orifices

are formed at the opposite extremity ; and the fiual form of an Ascidian begins to be manifested. The production

of the cluster, in the compound species, by gemmation from the first individual, takes place subsequently to the

full development of the latter ; and the buds usually proceed from the root-like processes which it has sent forth.

One other remarkable fact concerning those curious animals deserves special mention. It has been lately dis-

covered that the gelatinous mass in which the individuals of the compound Ascidians are imbedded, consists "^-

most entirely of a substance cellulose, which has been usually regarded as peculiar to vegetables ; being pc-mposed

of oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon alone ; and being identical with the material of which the great'-i part of their

issues is composed. Even the tunics of the solitary Tunicata are found to contain a large proportion of the same

material. The px-esence of this substance probably depends upon its abundance in tJ^e food of these animals^

which appears to consist of particles of sea-weeds, and also of a number of vegetable bodies (formerly regarded

as animalcules) of extreme minuteness, which float in the waters of the ocean and are drawn in by the ciliary

current.

Although at first sight the peculiarities of these animals might seem to detach tbem from the other classes of

the Molluscous sub-kingdom, yet the separation is not so widu as might appear. If the mfuibranous, cartilagi_

nous, or leathery integuments of an Ascidian were to be converted into a hard shell, symmetrically divided into

two plates or valves, held together by a hinge on one side, and open at the other so as to expose the mantle,
wliilst the two orifices protruded at one extremity, it would present the closest similarity with many bi\alve
shell-fish. The similarity would be in many respects closer, were a Saljya to be thus transformed ; siuee its

branchial leaflets bear a near resemblance to the branchial lamellje of the Conchifera. On the other hand, the
gemmiparous production, which is so remarkable a feature of this class, connects it with Zuuphytes ; as dues
also the peciiliarity of its circulation.
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TIIIUD DIVISION, CLASSES—CRUSTACEA, ARACHNIDA,
AND INSECTA.

CRUSTACEA. (P. 407—448.)

The British Malacostracous Crustacea form the subjects of two valuable works ; one, by Dr. Leach, in quarto,

with beautiful coloured plates, representing each species of the natural size
; and the other now in course of pub-

lication by rrofessor Thomas Bell, forming part of Mr. Van Voorst's beautiful series of works upon Ijritish

Natural History.

An invaluable series of illustrations of the whole of the class Crustacea, has been published by Milne Edu-ards,

in the Crochard edition of the Regne Animal.

The Crustacea of D'Orbigny's Voyage have also been more recently described and beautifully figured by Milne

Edwards, and those of the voyage of the Samarang, by Mr. A. White (now in course of publication). Other new

species have also been described by Mr. White in detached papers in the Annals of Natural History.

The periodical casting of the shell by these animals after their arrival at their adult form, led to the long-received

opinion that they had not previously undergone any decided metamorphosis. The recent investigations of several

authors have, however, clearly proved that the young fry in many species are quite unhke their parents, and that in

fact they are the animals which had been previously considered as distinct Entomostracans, under the name of

Zoea. It is singular, however, that the fry of the common Cray-hsh (as observed by Kathke), and of the land Crabs,

do not materially differ from the adult state.

A new and rema: kable genus, named Calocaris by Professor Bell, belongs to the Decapod Macrom'a and subsection

Astacini (p. 420), but with elongated limbs, a very thin crust to the body, destitute of all colouring pigment, and of

corneie in the eyes. C. Macandreas, a species found in Loch Fyne and the Mull of Galloway, inhabits a depth

of no less than 1 80 fathoms, where of course distinct vision would he useless and unavailing, which accounts for the

rudimeutal character of the eyes, which are entirely white.

Dr. Erichson has recently published a memoir on the genus Astacas (p. 420), describing a number of additional

species of Cray-fish from various parts of the world.

Several other new and interesting Briti.'^h genera allied to Mysis (p. 422), have been described by II. Goodsir in

the New Edinburgh Pliilosophieal Journal.

Zeuxo, Templeton in Trans. Ent. 8oc. (Z. M'cstwooiJinia) ; and C'rossu'i"us and Liriope of Ratbke (Nova Acta, \vl.

XX.) are small but remarkable genera closely allied to Rhsea, p. 428.

Many additional species as well as several new genera of Amphipoda (p. 429), have also still more recently been

described by Rathke, in Nova Acta, Vol. XX., and in Kroyer's Tidsskrift ; and in a very interesting genus named

Chelura terebrans, which burrows into submerged wooden structures in the same manner as Limnoria, has also

been described by Philippi in the fourth Volume of Wiegmann's Archives.

H. Goodsir has also added some new and very distinct British species of Amphipods in the Edinburgh New Thilo-

sophical Journal, Vol. XXXIII.

H. Goodsir has described a third species of Bopynis (p. 431} in the Annals of Nat. Hist, Vol. XV., found beneath

the carapace of Hippolyte ensifems ; and Rathke has described and figured, with all its details, a new allied genus

named Phryxus, also found beneath the shells of chfferent Macrourous Crustacea (Nova Acta, Vol. XX } of wliich I

possess a British specimen.

A very elaborate paper upon the destructive Limnoria terebrans (p. 432), has been published by Dr. Coldsti'cam

in the seventeenth volume of the Edinburgh New Philos. Journal.

Two additional British species of Arcturus (p. 433), have also been described by II. Goodsir.

The development of the eggs and young of Asellus aquaticus (p. 433), has formed the subject of a very elabo-

rate memoir by Rathke, published in the second volume of the second series of the Annales des Sciences Natu-

relles.

11. Goodsir has described several new British species of the singular genus Curaa (p. 4.37), as well as two new

and allied genera, named Bodotria and Alauna, in the thirty-fourth vulumc of the Edinburgh New Philos.

Journah

Dr. Baird's Papers on different portions of the Entomostraca, published in the Annals of Natural History, must

be consulted, and also a paper by the same gentleman, in the first volume of the Zoologist, upon other species

which are luminous, and inhabit the ocean ; including the genera Oithona and Cyclopsina. Amongst the minute

luminous oceanic species, and probably, in the present order of Branchiopoda, must also be ranged the genus

Sapphirhm of Edwards, as well as several other minute species and genera recently described by Goodsir, pecu-

liar for possessing a double eye in a single dark spot, with the body depressed as in the Isopoda, and the posterior

thoracic legs double. They are very active in their habits, and ST^im about in company with other allied forms.

They constitute the genera ZaitP, Sterope, ^nd Carilhis. The Oniscus fulgens of Tilesius seems to behiuj; to tlie

X X
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s;ime li-iiK'. irtTO also ayipL'iir to hclon^ the gi^nerii IJcrsUitc, Ps.araatnc, Th>/ouc, nnd I'dtidinn, clL^scribed by I'hi-

l.ppi in Wiegrniann'S Archivos and in the Annals of Nat. Hist., Vol. VI.

The remarkable Evadne Nordmanni, has been added to the British funna Iiy H. Ooodsir, wliu has given some

additional details of it in the thirty-third volume of the Edinburgh New i'hilus. Jou; c-.:.

4i (ueUent memoir upon the development of the eg;,-s and larp© of Caligus pisciiius (p. 4i7), has D=tii. jit Li

-

lished by H. Coodsir in the thirty-third volume of the Edinburgh New Philos. Journol.

THE TRILOBITES. (P. 449— 450.)

The question as to the structure, or even of the existence of locomotive organs in the Triloliites, still remains

undecided ; although the recent researches of several celebrated comparative anatomists lead to the budief that

such organs did exist in the form of thin membranous plates, of which the nearest analogies occur in the genus

]:ranchipus. Dr. Burmeister has especially treated upon this analogy in his fine work upon the Trilobites. of

which a Translation has been published by the Ray Society, The relationship of tliese anomalous animals ivith

other Articulata has also been insisted upon at great length by D-r. Bucldand, in Ms Bridgewater Treatise. If in

these respects -we have not arrived at definite views, our knowledge of the species has greatly increased; whilst

many new genera have also been defined. The most recent and comprehensive works on these fossil animals, are

Dr. Burmeister's volume above referred to, Ilawle and Corda's Prodrom oiner monographic der Bohmischen Tri-

h.ibiten, Ito. Prague, 1847 ; and Beyrich's Memoir liber einige Bohmischen Trilobiten, Berlin, 184-).

A paper on the relations of these animals vrith other articulata, by Mr. W. S. Mac Leay, may also be re-

ferred to.

AKACHNIDA. (P. 450—471.)

Since the first edition of this Translation was published, tlie i\ urk of the Baron 'Walckenaer has been completed

in four volumes, forming a most invaluable summary of our knowledge of the Apterous insects (exclusive of the

Crustacea), the third volume containing the Phrynida;, Scorpionidai, Solpugidx, Phalangiidse, Acari, Pedieuli,

Pulicidte and Thysanura, having been contributed by il. Paul Grer\'ais. The Myriapoda, also described by Jl.

Gervais, occupy half of the fourth volume
;
the remainder of wiiich consists of additions to the whole work. As

the additions to oui-knowledgeof the Arachnida, consist for the most part of new genera characterized by diversities

of structure, without any addition to our knowledge of the economy of the species on which they have been
founded, we shall merely refer in this general manner to the sources where they have been described.

Many curious facts connected with the Natural History of different species of British Spiders. (Araneides

1^- i'A), have been recorded by Mr Blackwall, who communieated an interesting paper on the subject to the

liritish Association of Science, which has since been published in the Annals of Natiii-al History. In one of bis

papers, published in the eighteenth volume of the Transactions of the Linna^an Society, he proposes to di^-lde 'he

\\hole of the Araneides into three primary groups, from the number of eyes—named Octonoculina, eight-eyed
;

SiNocuLiNA, six-eyed ; and Binoculina, two-eyed. Another paper by he same author, in the nineteenth volume
of the same Transactions, contains descriptions of a great number of new British species.

An important memoir on the Physiology and Natural History of the Araneides, has been publish;.'d by Mvuge,

in the fourth volume of the Natural History Society of Dantzig.

Tlie "West Indian Mygale nidulans (p. 4G7), belongs to the genus Actinopus of Perty (Sphodros Walek.) Another

clo.-^ely allied species of trap-door spider was sent from Barbary by Mr. Drummond Hay, which I described in

detail in the third volume of the Transactions of the Entomological Society of London. Mr. S. S. Saunders also

described a new species of trap-iloor spider from Ionia, in the same volume, giving a detailed account of its habits

Mr. A. White, of the British Museum, has also described several new forms of exotic Spiders in the Annals of

Natural History ;
and Mr. Adams has collected some interesting observations on the economy of various exutic

species, which will be published in the zoological portion of the voyage of the Samarang.

The Scorpionidae (p. 4G(1), have recently formed the subject of a memoir published by M. Gervais. in the fourth
volume of the Archives du Museum d' Histoire Naturelle. Eighty species are now known, and which are divided
by this author into two groups and eight genera, Androctonus, Ccntrunjs, Atrcus, Telc-ouus, Buthus Chactas
Scorpius, and Ischnurus.

The genus Galeodes {p. 4G7), has been revised by Koch in Wieginann's Archives, and its spiecies, twuntv-nine
ill number, divided into various sub-genera. Captain Iluttnn and Colonel Ilearscy have noticed the carnivorous
liabits of a large Indian species, (Ann. Nat. Hist., 134:j ) The anatomy of the genus has been studied by Blan-
chard, (Comptes rendus, XXI.)

Koch (Arachniden X Band.), has described many new .ipecies ami several ikmv genera of Cheliferides, (p. 4C7)

and Mr. Tvlk has noticed a peculiarity in its anatomy, (Ann. Nat. Hist., XUL) A very remarkable species has
been found in the Mammoth Cave in Kentucky, and described by Ttdlkampf, {"Wiegm. Arch 18-44.)

The Pycnogonidffi {p. 4G8), have been investigated by Kroyer, (Naturhist. Tidsskr., Vol. Ill, and new series.
Vol. 1), and several new genera and species proposed by Goodsir, (Edinburgh New Philos. Mag.. XXXII, and
Ann. Nat Hist., XIY and XV). Also by Philippi (Wiegmann's Arch., 1843), and Quatrefages (Comptes rendus.
XTX, and Annales Sci. Nat. third series. Vol. IV), has investigated their internal anatomy, with the view of de-
termining their natural position.

The Phalangita (p. 400), have received many additional new species described by Koch (Arachniden), and
Gervais. A remarkable blind speeius from Guinea, is described by Gueriu, (Uev. Zoul., 183S.) Mr. Tulk has
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rulilislied a vuluable memoir on llic Anatooij oi tins gro^ji, iii tne twelfth volume of Annals of Natural History.

Tho extensive tribe of Mites, Acarides (p. 4611), has received great additions, cspcciallj by Koeh and Gervais,

the latter of whom has arranged tlie numerous genera of which it is now composed into seven groujis, having for

their types, the genera Bdella, Trombidion, Ilydrachna, Gamasus, Ixodes, Tyroglyphus anil Oribates. The

lidcllides have been revised by Van Ileyden and Koeh ; the water Mites, Hydrachn:e, Gamasi and Oribatides

by Koch (TJebersieht, Ac, Part III). And a valuable memoir on the Anatomy of the Acari, has been published

by Dujardin {Ann. Sc. Nat, tliird series. Vol, III,)

A singular discussion has been published in the Annals of the French Entomological Society, Vol. VIII, rela-

tive to a species of Oribates, regarded by M. Kohiueau Dcsvoidy as a Coleopterous insect, to which he gave the

name of Xenillus olypeator. Another species of Mite has also been the subject of much discussion, it having been

asserted by Mr. Weekes that it was developed by the means of galvanic action.

Several other species of great singularity have lately been described, which have also attraeteil inueh attention

from their infesting the bodies of man and the higher animals ; the Acarus follieulorum found within the pores

of the nose, discovered by M. Simon, has been generically named Simonea by Gervais ; Entozoon by Erasmus

"Wilson; and Demodcx by Professor Owen A second species has been described by Mr. Tulk, found upon a dog.

Another very singular animal described by Doyere, under the name of Tardigradus, found upon the ochre-

coloured slime covering the eggs of frogs, and capable of being brought to life again, after being completely dried

up, and which was long regarded as one of the Infusory Zoophytes, has more recently beett considered as a very

degraded type of the present tnbe.

INSECTA [N GENERAL. (P. 471—472.)

i5iNCE tlie publication of tlie former edition of this translation, a great number of Entomological

works have been published, in many of which the classification of the orders of insects laid down by

Latreille, has been departed from ;* the greater portion of these works, however, are treatises more

or less extended, upon the various natural families or higher groupe of insects, elaborated with great

care ; and which, in consequence of the vast additions to our collections received from distant coun-

tries, for the most part previously anvisitcd by the collector of insects, would render a complete re-

vision of the work before us necessary, modifications in the arrangement of almost every group, often

to a very great extent, having been proposed. It will be impossible of course, in a short supplement

like the present, to do more than direct the attention of the student to the chief of these works, no-

ticing where possible, and as concisely as can be, the more material alterations which have been

proposed.

Of these recently published works, several of the most valuable consist of treatises which have

appeared in the pages of periodical w^orks expressly devoted to Entomology, These are the Transac-

tions of the Entomological Societies of London and France; the Entomologische Zeitung of the

Stettin Entomological Society ; the Zeitschrift fur die Entomnlogie of Dr. Germar ; the Linneea Ento-

mologica ;
and the Entomologist, edited by Newman ; besides the more general periodicals, such as

the Annals of Natural History; the Annales des Sciences Naturelles ;
the Revue Zoologique; the

Zoologist; the Bulletin of the Natural History Society of Moscow; the Transactions of the Boston

Society of Natural History; and the Linnasan Society of London; as well as of various Continental

and American Societies and Academies.

Other works expressly devoted to the insects of various orders in general, or confined to separate

localities, are also especially to be mentioned, amongst these are the insects of the Voyage ot D'Or-

bigny. undertaken by order of the French Government, described by Brulle and Blanchard. T l,e

insects of the Canary Islands, by Webb and Berthelot ; the insects of Algeria, collected and de-

scribed by Lucas, and also published in the great French National Work on that country
;
the Ar-

cana Entomologica, and the Cabinet of Oriental Entomology, published by the author of the present

supplement; the insects of the Voyage of the Erebus and Terror, described by Mr. A. White ; and

the Indian insects collected by M. Delessert, described by Guerin Meneville.

The continuation of the great work of Panzer on the insects of Germany, by Koch and Herrich

Schaffer, contains representations of a vast number of new species, and many new forms, especially

among the more obscure tribes of insects. The insects of Van Diemen's Land and other parts of Aus-

tralia, have been described by Erichson in his Archives ; Dr. Germar in the Linnsa Entomologica
;
and

' Th.is is singularly the caie in a work on the natural arrangement of insects, by Swainson and Shuckard,

published in the Cabinet Cyclopaedia, to review which, would be a waste of labour. The same may be said witli

respect to tlie septenary system developed in Mr. Newman's Introduction to the History of Insects and System

of Nature.
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Mr. Hope in the proceedings of the Entomolngical Society. Those of Angola are described by Ericnson

in bis Archives; and those of Congo by White, in the Annals of Nat. Hist., Vol. XLI. The last-

named author, with Mr. Doubleday, has also described the insects of New Zealand in the supplement

to Dieffen'oach's Travels. Many new species from Cape Palmas, on the Gold Coast of Africa, are

described by Mr. Hope in the Annals of Nat. Hist. The Symbolse Physicte contains a great number

of species from Arabia and Egypt, beautifully figured and described by Dr. Klug. A great number

of new species from the Himalayan regions of India, are described by Kollar and Redtenbacher in

Hugel's Travels in Cachmere Ac, lately published. Many new forms which it will he impossible

for me to particularize in this supplement, are described and figured by Dr. Burmeister in his

Genera Insectorum, recently completed. The insects of Russia, Siberia, <fec., have been greatly

investigated, and descriptions of them published by Fischer, Gebler, Kolenati, Sec, in the Bulletin of

the Moscow and Petersburgh Societies.

The investigation of the transformations and natural history of various insects, more especially

such as are obnoxious to mankind by their devastations upon the products of the garden or orchard,

or upon other materials, has especially been attended to within the last few years. A very beautiful

work on the species injurious to forest and fruit trees, by Kiitzeburo:, has appeared in three volumes,

4to., with a great number of splendid plates. Another valuable work by Dr. T. W. Harris, has ap-

peared in Amfrica, entitled a Report upon the Insects of Massachusets injariuus to Vegetation,

in one volume, 8vo. ; wliilst in our own country, a number of papers by Mr. Curtis, have appeared in

the Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, on the insects which attack the turnip,

wheat, oats, barley, and other crops. The pages of the Gar((ener''s Chronicle have also contained a

series of articles upon Garden Insects, by Mr. Curtis and myself. Many papers on the Transforma-

tions of Insects, by Dufour, Ferris, &c., have appeared in the Annals of the French Entomological

Society. An annual series of reports on the Progress of Entomology, published by Dr. Erichson in

his Archives and the Annual Addresses of the Presidents of the Entomological Society of London,

contain a great fund of instruction, and must be referred to by every one wishing to keep au courant

with the rapid progress of entomological science.

Various important memoirs on the Anatomy of Insects have also recently appeared, chiefly by Leon

Dufour, especially his Anatomical and Physiological Researches upon the Hemiptera, Orthoptera,

Hymenoptera, and Diptera, in two volumes, 4to., and many other detached memoirs by the same
autbor, as well as several by Mr. Newport, in the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society.

A series of anatomical monographs has also been commenced by Stein, the lirst of which is devoted

to the female organs of generation in the Coleoptera; a memoir by the same author on the organs of

generation of the Myriapoda, appeared in Mailer's Archives, 1842. The uses of ttie Antennae have

also formed the subject of several memoirs by Duponchel (Revue Zoologique); Newport (Trans.

Ent. Soc); Goureau (Annales Ent. Soc. France); and especially by Erichson, in his excellent Dig-

sertatio de Fjtbrica et LTsu Antennarum in Insectis, Berlin, 1847, 4to., in which the opinions that

these organs are instruments of smelling, is maintained and supported by tbeir minute anatomy.

A paper upon the animals found in the underground Mammoth Cave in Kentucky, by Dr. Tell-

kampf, announces the singular fact, that most of the insects found in this locality are either entirely

blind, or have the eyes almost rudimental
; and the same fact has also been discovered by M.

Schiodte with respect to a number of insects found in the caves of Adulberg, in Styria, inhabited by

the Proteus.

Another curious circumstance affecting a considerable number of species of different orders, has lately

formed the subject of numerous articles by different German writers, namely, the connexion which

exists between these insects and ants, in the nests of which they are generally found. Such has also

been found to be the case with the singular beetles forming the family Paussida?.

Two papers by the Rev. F. W. Hope, upon insects which infe.^t the interior of the human body
and on the various species used as food by man, are worthy of notice in this place.

The discovery of great numbers of fossil species of insects in different parts of Europe, has also

led tu the publication of several works on this branch of the subject, especially Mr. Brodie's History

of tbe Fossil Insects, in the Secondary Rocks of England
;

a paper by Dr. Gerraar, in the Nova
Acta, and a work by 0. Heer on the Insects of CEningen

;
and by Unger and Charpentier on those

of Radoboj in Croatia. Mr. Hope has also published a paper on fossil insects in Trans. Ent. Soc. Lou-
don, Vol. IV
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THE ORDER MYRIAPODA. (P. 482—486.)

The classification as ^vell as the characters of this tribe of insects has advanced towards perfection with rapid
Bteps since the dajs of Latreillp

; although Naturalists are still as much at variance with respect to their real
relations. Thus, whilst U. Brandt adopts the views of Latreille, and even M. Gervais (Hist Nat. Ins, Apt., Ill,

p. 54), seems inclined to prefer regarding; them as vermiform insects rather than as forming a separate class,
equal in value to the Insecta, Arachnida and Crustacea, Mr. Newport, taking up the views of Strauss, (Cons.
gcner. sur I'anat. des an, art. p. 10) and some earlier authors, considers them as most nearly allied to the An-
nehda, placing the sub-kingdom Articulata at the head of the Invertehrata, commencing with the Ilexapod
insects, followed by the Spiders, Crustacea, Myriapoda, AnneHda, and the remainder of the Articulata, (Trans.
Linn. Soc., XIX, 271.)

The three authors above-mentioned, Brandt, Newport, and Gervais, have especially studied these insects.

Ne\vp<jrt has retained the binary division and names Chilognatha and Ohilopoda of Latreille, but Gervais has
adopted the views of the Baron Walckenaer, and employed the name of Diplopoda for that of Chilognatha.
The arrangement of Mr. Newport of the class given in the Linncean Transactions is as foUows:—
Order I.—Chilopoda Latr ; Syngnatha Leach.

Tribe 1. Schizotarsia
; Fam. 1. Cerraatiidffi, 1 genus.

Tribe 2. Holotarsia
; Fam. 2. Lithobiidie, 2 genera.

Fam. 3. ScolupendridoB, 8 genera.

Fam. 4. GeophilidiB, 5 genera.
Order 11.—[Diplopoda Walckenaer] ; Chilognatha Latreille, Nen-port.

Tribe 3. Pentazonia
; Fam. 5. Glomeridie, 3 genera.

Tribe 4. Monozonia
; Fam. 6. Polyxenidae, 1 genus.

Fam. 7. Polydesmidaa, 6 genera.

Tribe 5 Bizonia ; Fam. 8. Julidas, 8 genera.

Fara. 9. Polyzonidse, 2 genera.

Fam. 10. Siphonophoridaa, 1 genus.

The works of the authors above mentioned, must be referred to not only for descriptions of the 300 known spe-

cies of the order, but also for many valuable observations on their structure, anatomy, and development from the

egg state, as well as a memoir by M. Waga, on the Myriapoda of the environs of Warsaw ; various detached
memoirs by M. Lucas ; the article Myriapoda by R. Jones, in Dr. Todd's Cyclopaedia of Anatomy and Physiology.

Also a memoir on the genus Scutigera Lam. (Cermatia Illiger), published by R. Templeton, in the Transactions

of the Entomological Society of London, Vol. Ill ; and a memoir by Mikan, on the luli of South America,

published in the Isis for 1834.

In tlie Supplement to the 4th Volume of the Ilistoire Naturelle des Insectes Apteres, the Baron Walckenaer

has introduced a new mode of discriminating the difficult species of the genera Heteristoma and Scolopeudra, by

the number of joints in the Antennae, varying from twenty-five to eleven.

THE ORDER THYSANURA. (P. 4SG—488.)

The researches of the Abbe Bouidet on the Thysanurce of the North of France, and of M. Nicolet on those of

Neufchatel in Switzerland, must be consulted. The former have beeu published in the Memoirs of the Societies

of Lille, (1839), and of Douai, (1843), and the Revue Zoologique, 1845 ; and the latter in the Memoires de la Societe

Helvet. des Sci. Natur, 1842, and in the Annales of the French Entomological Society for 1847. These works,

(except the last), with various detached articles on the subject, have been employed by M. Gervais in his work on

these insects, introduced into the 3rd Volume of the Hist. Nat. des Apteres, in which the genus Podura is divided

into eight groups or sub-genera, several of which have received synonymical names by the different authors

above named. Several other genera are added in M. Nicolet's last memoir.

The Lepismence have received the addition of two singular genera, Nieoletea and Campodca, both having the

body destitute of scales, and very much resembling the larvas of StapbyUnidaa.

The relations of this order have also been the subject of consideration ; Burmeister ranging them next to the

Orthoptera, whilst Gervais regards tlie Lepismidae as Neuroptevous insects stopped in their development.

THE ORDER PARASITA. {P. 488.)

The fine Monograph of Mr. Denny upon the British species of Parasita, has materially increased oiir knowledge

of these insects ; a great number of species being for the first time described and beautifully figiu'ed in the

twenty-six plates with which the work is illustrated The species are here arranged according to Nitzsch's dis-

tribution, as published in Germar's Magazine, one sub-genus only being added for the reception of the spe-.ies

found on the common Swift, and named Nitzschia Burmeisteri. Burmeister's articles on this order in his Genera

Insectorum, must be consulted, as well as a valuable article on the structure of the muuth of the Pediculi, in the

Linnaia Entomologica by the same writer.

THE ORDER SUCTORIA. (P. 489.)

A summary of the species of Pulex has been given by Gervais, in the Ord Volume of the Histoire Naturcllo des
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mscLtes Aptcres, the last of which (Mycetopliila ni^^ra IlaliOuy), must, liowever, be expunged, being a Dipterous

insect, compared by Mr. Haliday with Pulex. Several detached species liave alsu been published by Denny,

Ivirby, Bouclie, Macquart, and Guerin.

THE ORDEIl COLEOPTERA. (P. 491).

Tliis order of insects has lately received a much greater share of attention and examination than any other, a

considerable number of detached memoirs or special works having been published either upon local species, or

upon particular famihes. Several memoirs have also appeared with reference to the general arrangement of the

order. Thus the disposition of the veins of the wings has been studied by Burmeister (in hig article on Paussus),

andby Heer (Entomol. Zeit., 1843), with a view to its affording a satisfactory plan of arrangement ;
whilst the

numerical development of the segments of the abdomen has also been studied by lleer [in the same work), and by

Schiodte (in Germar's Zeitschrift, Vol. T.) with the same view.

The investigation of the preparatory states of the Coleoptera has been continued by Dr. Erichson, who bus

published several articles on that branch of the subject in his Archives.

A general catalogue of the order has been publislied by Sturin, on the plan of Dejean's cat;dogues, but such a

work requires annual supplements, from the great number of species which are continually described.

The Coleoptera of Europe are illustrated by Knster in Die Kafer Europas,

The Coleoptera of our own country have been described by Stephens in the Manual of British Beetles, and

outline figures uf each genus, pubUshed in Spry and Shuckard's British Coleoptera. The beautiful work of Sturm
on the Culeoptera of Geianany (Deutchslands Fauna), is still continued at intervals. A valuable little work on

the genera of the Coleoptera of Gei-raany, has also been published by Redtenbacher. A more important work, how-

ever, on the Cob. optera of Germany, is now in course of publication by Dr. Erichson,''' who enjoys ample opportu-

nities for determining most of the continental species. Moreover, in this work, the author has added notes of

the characters, and tables of the allied exutic genera. The work of Schiodte on the Coleoptera of Denmark, illus-

trated with numerous anatomical jtlatcb and generic details, must also be consulted, as well as that by Heer on

the Coleoxjtera of .Switzerland. The Coleoptera of Russia, Siberia, &c., have been described by Paldermann,

Gebler, Motchoulsky, Mannerheiin, Fischer, ttc., in the Petersburgh and Moscow Transactions.

The extra European Coleoptera has also been recently much investigated. Those of India, by Kollar and Red-

tenbacher ; those of Sylhet, by Mr. Hope (Trans. Linn. See) ; those of Assam, by Hope and Parry ; those of

Canton and Chusan, collected by Dr, Cantor, by Mr. Hope, in the Proceedings of the Entomological Society
;

those collected at Ilong Kong by Mr. Buwring, by Mr. White, in the Annals of Natm-al History ; those of

"\YHsterii Africa, by Hope, Imhoff and Erichson; thuse of Port Essington and Port Philip, by Hope, (Proc.

Ent. Si.>c.), and NcT^^Tlan (Entomologist) ; those from Adelaide, by Dr. Geniiar ; those from Yan Dieraen's Land
by Erichson; those of the .\bjzambique, by Bertolini ; those collected by Captain King in his voyage to the
Straits of Magellan, by Mr. Curtis (Linn. Trans. Vol. XIX.) ; those of the Aleutian Islands, by Count Manner-
heim ;

and many fine species br.mght from the southern parts of South America, by Mr. Charles Darmn, have
been described by Waterbouse, in the Annals of Natural Histoi-y ; many of the Coleoptera of North America
have been described by Leconte, Haldemann, and others, in the Transactions of the Boston Natural History and
Philadelphia Societies. Mr. Hope's Coleopterist's Manual, in Three Volumes, 8vo., contains descriptions of

many new species, and various excellent remarks on the species described by Linnceus and Fabricius. I have
also just received the first part of Bohemann's work on ihe Coluoptera of" Caifraria.

The tribe Cicinbelet.-e [p. 4!)3), has been revised by Lacordairo in the memoirs of the Royal Society of Liege,
Vul. I, in which the author divides it inio five families—I. Manticoridce with fuui- genera. 2. Megacephahd^
with seven genera. 3. Cicindelidaa viith sixteen genera and sub-genera 4. Collyrida^ ^vith three genera. Ij. t'tf-

nostouiidffi with four genera. Many new species of this tribe have been described by Reiche, Ilupe, Parry, Kollar,
Chcvrolat, the Marquis de la Ferte

; and several new genera by Geroiar, Gucrln, and Chaudoir. amon-st \\ldch
the most rcinark.ildf :n;i Dromocborus and CalKdema from Central America. The work of Schmidt Gobel on the
Insects of India, and Chaudoir's memoir on these insects just pubhshed, also contain many new species.

The tribe Carabici {p. 494), has, notwithstanding the great work of Dejcan, received considerable additions, as
well as suggested modifications in its arrangements. Mr. Haliday has proposed that the variable insertion <-f the
secund sjJur of the fore tibias may be replaced to better purpose by the character which the structure of the
sternum ofi'ers, and which appears to afford a more- precise line of demarcation. If adopted, the tribe will fall
into three primary ;;roups. (Entomologist, p. 18G.)

I. A,np!rn,ii, Pi-ast<rnum dilated and truncated, forming a continuous li^vcl with the Mcsosternum, (viz., the
structure uf llalipluiiii}, Gen. OoiOphron.

II. Ahdomin.fl€S, Mesosternum in front with a short, longitudinal ridge received into the posterior cavity of
I'rosternum, hiniting the motion of the prothorax, and giving rigidity to the frame, (approaching the structure of
the Dyticldte in gL^neral), Genera, Cycbrus, Carabus, Calosuma, Lcistus, Nebria, Notiophilus.

- ffe have received intelligence, during the progress of this Supplement through the Press, of the decease „f
this most excellent author.

^'-'x-m oi
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HI. Pedestres. Meaothorax in front, contracted
; retiring from the presternum and permitting a freer motion

of the prothorax. approaching the structure of the Cicindelidse ; including the HarpalidiB, Scaritida:, and Braeh-
iiiidx i.f Mac Leay.

The Carabifi of Denmark have been carefully revisi^d by Sc-hiudte.

The Preniices Entomulugiques of Puu.ys (Mem. Sue. Liege, VuL II), contains a monograph of Pasimachus
and an aUied genus and a great number of n«w species belonging to this tribe. The same author has also more
recently published a very extensive monngraph on the genera allied to Clivina.

A nmiarkable genus allied to Procrustes from Xanthos, has been described by White {Ann. Nat. Hist. Vol. XV)
Various new African species allied to Anthia are described by Bertoloni, the American species allied to Scarites
subterraneus, by Le Comte, (Boston Journal); and many new Russian species by Kolenati (Meletemata En-
tomologica). A group of small extent, but very singular structure, and remarkable fur the strong resemblance
to aquatic beetles, has been proposed under the name of lleteromorphidEe to include the American genus
Drepanus, and the Australian Adelotopus and Silphnmorpha (Westwood in Linn. Trans. Vol. XVIII) The
CarabidEB of the Voyage of the Beagle, collected by Mr. C. Darwin, have been described by Waterhouse in various
papers in the Annals of Natural History. The Scaritidte of New Holland, several of which are of siueular
beauty, have been illustrated in my Arcana Entomologica, and the Australian Promecoderi, by Guerin (Revue
Zool.) ; the Carabici of India are carefully described by Schmidt Gobel in the first part of his work upon the
collection in the Museum of Prague ; the species allied to Hellun (p. 49.3), have been revised by Reiche and divided
into nine genera. (Annales of the French Ent. Soc.) Many additional exotic genera and species have also been
described by Bnhemann and by Chaudoir, in the Bulletin of the Moscow Society, 1S42 and 1843. Hope Newman
Lucas, Chevndat, Menetries, Gebler, Redtenbacher, Erichson, White, and others, have also described many new
detached species and genera. The species of California and Sitka have been monugraphed by Mannerlieioi, and those

of Columbia by Reiche. The British species have been revised by Schaum, in the EntomoL Zeitung. Amongst the

most remarkable of these new genera, is Anopthalmus of Sturm, founded on a bhnd species which inhabits the

Luegger Caves, in Krania. A second blind species was also found in the Mammoth Cave in Kentucky, by

Tellkampf.

The family Dvticid* (p. ri04), has recsived some additions of Danish species by Schiodte, in "Danmark's
Eleutherata." The species found near Erlangen have been monographed by Kosenhauer, and various detached

species have been described by other authors. The singular external marks of distinction in the sexes of some of

the species have been described by Count Mannerheim ; and Dr. Schmidt has investigated tlie causes of the sound

emitted by Pelobius Hermanni. Ih-. i^.ebaum has revised the British species, and also published notes on the

synonymy of many of the European ones in the Entoraol. Zeitung.

The Gthinid^, (p. 506). The German species have been revised by Suflrian (Entomol. Zeit ), and Von Eeisen-

wetter lias published some interesting observations on the habits of Orectochilus Villosus in the same work.

The Bbachelytua (p. 50(1), have received great additions since the first edition of this wurk. Erichson's

Genera and Species Sta])hylinorum has been completed in two 8vo. volumes. In this work, the Bracbelytra are

divided into eleven primary tribes, characterized chiefly by the conspicuous or hidden pusition of the hreatliing

pores of the prothorax, the insertion of the Antennre, the form of the anterior ami posterior coxi.e. and of the

posterior trochanters. These tribes are named from th. ir typical genera.— 1. Aleocharini; 2. Tat bypuriui
;

3. Staphylinini ; 4. PEederini ; 5. Pinophihni ; 6. Stenini
;

7. Oxytehni ; 8. Piestini; 0. Phlieoeharioi ; 10. Oma-

lini ; 11. Proteinini. The Linni:ean species of this tribe have been revised by me in an article published in the

Transactions of the Entomological SoeiUy. Mr. Holme has also published some interesting notes in the 3rd

Volume of the same \^ork ; and Mr. (lahday has pubhshed some valuable "Notes on the btaphyhnida;," in the

Entomologist. The numerous species of this tribe which reside in ant's nests, have formed the subject of many
papers in Germar's Zcitscbrift, and in the Entomol. Zeitung by different authors. Numerous species from Sitka

Ishuid, are described by Count Mannerheim ; others from Angola by Erichson ; and others from New Granada by

Guerin. The German species have been revised by Kiesenwetter, in the Entomol. Zeitung. An excellent article on

the curious genus Micralymma Wcstw., has also been published by Schiodte, (Linna;a Entomul.)

The BuPRESTiDES (p. 508), have b- en enriched with many new and beautiful exotic species by Spinola, Guerin.

Chevrolat, Buquet, Erichson, Lucas, and AVhite. Tlie transformations of various species have been described by

Pechioh, Lamotte Barace, Lucas, Leon Dufour, and BertoUni. A discussion on the structure of these larvae

between L. Dufour, Goureau and Blanchard, has been published in the Annals of the French EntomoL Society.

The splendid (but as regards its generical anatomical details, carelessly executed) work of Gory and Laporte,

has been brought to a conclusion, and a review of it been published by Spinola in the Revue Zoologique.

The Elaterides {p. 510), have undergone an extensive revision by Germar and Erichson, in the Zeitschrift fur

die Entomologie. The luminous species allied to E. Noetilucus, of which the number is now known to be consi-

derable, have l>ecn formed into a separate genus named I'yropliorus. Various detached exotic species have been

described by difterent authors. The splendid genus Campsosternus, and the remarkable gigantic species with fia-

bellate antenna, have been monographed by Mr. Hope in the Trans. EntomoL Soc, and Proceedings of the Zool.

Society ; and some very beautiful Indian species have been figured in my Cabinet of Oriental Entomology, The

Natural History of many species injurious to the Agriculturist, h:is been published by Mr. Curtis in the Journal

of the Royal Agricultural Society.

The sub-genera allied to Galba and Eucnemis (p. 510), have been revised by Guerin in the Annals of the French

Entomological Society, in which the species, all of which are highly interesting, are divided into seventeen

genera.

The CebkioxN'ites {p, 511], have been investigated with much care by M. Guerin, in the first three numbers of
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]iis Sppcies et TcoBographie des Animaux Articules, in wMcli careful figures, with dissections, are given of the

gL-nera Rhipicera, Sandalus, Sc.vrtes, Eucinetus, Ptyocerus, Selasia, Chamaarhipis, Basodonta, Elodes, Bradjtomaj

OL-toglossa and Cladotoma all of which are accompanied by excellent monographs.

The Lampyrides (p. Oil), have received an additional number of new species, and several new genera, includin;^

Anisotelus. Hope, and Podistra and Thelodria, Motchoulsky. The species allied to Ljcus {p. Oil), liave bui^ii

examined by Erichson in his Zool. Archives.

Thelight of the glowworm has formed the subject of articles by Peters in MUller's Archiv., by Matteuci (in a

letter to M. Dumas), and by DeickhoS" {Entomol. Zeit., 117.)

The genus Malachius, Pabricius, belonging to the tribe Melteides (p. 513), has been monographed by Dr.

Erichson, who has described a great number of new species; the whole being divided into sixteen dillcrent ge-

nera. (Entomographien, Part I.)

The Cler'n (p. 513), have received considerable addition?, and have been monographed both by Dr. Klug, and the

IMarquis Spinola, the latter of whom has figured every spi/cies known to him ; but Dr. King has been able, from

the rich stores of the Berlin Museum, to describe and figure a great number of species not contained in Spinola's

wnrk. Dr. Klug has adopted only twelve genera in the tribe regarding most of the groups of Lap^rte, Spinola,

Clievrolat, Newman, ifec., as sections. The genera adopted, and the number of species in each, respectively con-

tained in the BerUn Cabinet, are as follows :—CyUdrus, five species ; Tillus, twenty-eight species ;
Priocera, four

pjieeies ; Clerus, seventy species; Ptychopterus Klug (a new genus), one species from Caffraria ; Axina, one

species; Opilus, nineteen species; Erymanthis King (a new genus), one species from Caffraria ;
Trichodes,

twenty species; Curynetes, nineteen species; Cylistus King {a new genus), one species from Caft'raria ;
and

Enoplium, fifty species—Total, 219 species, of which, more than half are new. A supplement contains descrip-

tions of fifty-nine other species, described by previous authors, and not seen by Dr. King. The follomng is a

summary of the geographical range of the species—lilO are natives of the New World, and ninety-nine of the Ol'J.

Of the Asiatic species, only four are from India ; one frum Ceylon ; and six from Java. Of the African species

only two are from Central Africa, but eight are described in the supplementfrom Senegal; seventeen are from Ma-

dagascar ;
twenty-three from South Africa ;

and two from Arabia. Only eight species are contained in the Berlin

Museum, from New Holland, but fourteen others are given in the supplement described by other writers. The

English collections are much richer in the Asiatic and New Holland species. A number of the latter have been

described by Mr. Ne^TBan. M Ohevrolat has also described a number of additional new species from various

localities, in the Annals of the French Entomological Society, and Pievue Zoologique. The generic arrangement

of M. Spinola appears to me far from sati'.factory.

The Scydmsenida? (p. 515), have been studied by ^chaum, who has published memoirs upon the family in his

Analecta Entomologica, and in Germar's Zeitschrift, and in the Entumologische Zeitung ; and Chaudoir has

di.'scribed the Livonian species in the Bulletin of the Jkloscow Society.

The IlistL'roides of North America have been monographed by Leconte, accompanied by a series of outline

figures very carefully executed.

The Silphales (p. 516), have been investigated particularly in rc?;pei,'t to tliL-ir anatumical details by iMatzek, in

his Necrophororum particula prima, Breslaw, 1839, and by Schmidt in liis Inaiigural " Dissertatio Silpharum

monographirc particula prima," Warsaw, 1841. Some curious gen<.-ra apiiarently allied to this tribe, have beeu

described and figured, but not in a sufficiently precise manner, by Mutchoulsky, in the Bulletin of the Moscow
Society.

A blind insi'ct belonging to this family, found in the Mammoth cave in Kentucky, has been described under the

name of Adelops, by Tellkampf, in Wiegmann's Archives.

The Nitidulariie (p 517), have been revised by Erichson, in Vol. XV. of Sturm's Ocnnan Fauna, and in

Germar's Zeitschrift, Vols. IV and V, where the tribe is divided into six primary groups, and a number of new
genera added, founded chiefly upon exotic insects. The Engidites and Dermestini have been also revised by the
same author, in his work on the Coleoptera of Germany, now in course of publication.

The Byrrhii (p. 510), have beeu monographed by Stettliany in Germar's Zeitschrift, Vol. IV, ivhere several new
genera are proposed.

The Acanthopoda (p. 519), consisting of the single genus Heterocerus, has been monographed by Von Kiesen-
wetter in Germar's Zeitschrift. Vols, IV and V^ where twenty-five species are described. A monograph on the
genus Georyssus, is given by Motchoulsky in the Moscow Transactions, 1841.

The Palpicornes (p. 520;, have been very carefully investigated by M. Mulsant. of Lyons, who h;is published a
treatise upon them in his work on the French Coleoptera. In this work the Palpicornes are divided into two
jjrimary sections.

1. The HTDROPHiLrDES. having the basal joint of the tarsi of the hind legs shorter than the second joint.

Fam. I,—^Spercheens, consisting of the genus Sperchius. with one spceifS,

Fam. II.—Helophoriens, genus Helophorus, eight species ; Hydrochus, five species ; Ochthebius, eleven species
UydrKna, seven species.

Fam. Ill.-IIydrophihens, genus Limnehius, fuur species ; Berosus, four species ; ITyii-opliilus, one species;
Hydrous, two sj.ecies; Ilydrubius. three species; Laccobius, one species; Helophilus, one species ; Philhydrus,
two species ; Oyllidium, one species.

2. The GE0PH1LIDE3, with the first joint of the hind tarsi longer than the second.
Fam. IV. Spheridiens. Genus Cyclonotum, one species; Sphipridium, two species; Cercyon, fifteen species;

Pelosoma, one species
; Megasternum, one species

; Cryptopleurum, one species.
The family LAMELLICORNES (p. 521), has received very numerous and valuable ad^litions, several works
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having been recently published especially devoted to tnis great tribe of insects. Of these, the most important are

the volumes devoted to the Lamellicornes, inMulsant's Histoire Naturelle dcs Coleoptercs de France, and Dr. Bur-

meister's llandbuch dor Entomologie, Vols. Ill, IV", and V. Mulsant adopts the two groups of Scarabai'ides or

Petalocerides, and Lucanides or Priocerides, and divides the former into eight families, from the structure of the

perfect insect and larva, namely—the Copriens, Aphodicns, Trogidiena, Geotrupins, Oryctesiens, Calicnemiens,

Melonthens, and Cetoniens. These families are chiefly characterized by the position of the legs, the exposed or

concealed scutellum and terminal segment of the body ; the texture and position of the mandibles ; form of the

presternum and number of joints in the antennm. A more interesting plan of distribution of the Lamellicornes

derived from the habits of the insects, is also given by Mulsant as follows :

—

1. Coprophages, feeding upon excreraentitious or stercorarious matters.

a. Copromorges, deriving their subsistence from the more succulent portions of excremcntitious

matters. {Copriens, Aphodiens.)

6 Xerophages, feeding on dry animal or partially decomposed vegetable matter. (TrogidiensJ

0. Coprophages, devoui'ing excreraentitious matters. (Geotrupins.)

2. Saprophagcs, feeding upon decomposed vegetable matters, (Orycttsicns.)

3. PhjUophages, devouring leaves, divided into

a. Phytobies, feeding chiefly upon decomposed vegetables (Calicnemiens.)

h. Phyllophages, leaf-eaters. (Melolonthins.)

c. Anthohies, feeding upon the petals of flowers. (nopliLe.)

4. Melitopliiles, feeding on the honey of flowers, divided into

a. Dcndrohies, generally residing upon trees. -i

&. Melitophiles, generally feeding upon the honey of flowers, j
-^"^ "^ "^"^•

Dr. Burmeister's plan of arrangement differs from that of any of his predecessors, by the introduction of the

Lucanides into the midst of the other Lamellicornes, and by reversing the order of the groups. His plan of dis-

tribution, given in Vol. Ill of his Handbueh der Entomologie, is as follows :— *

1. Thalerophaga, divided into a Melitophila, h Antbobia, o Phyllophaga.

2. Saprophaga, divided into

A. d Xjlophila ; e Pectinicornia ; and/ Arenicolx.

B. g Stercoricolse, h Coprophaga.

Many excellent remarks upon and descriptions of new species of the Lamellicornia will be found in Mr.

Ilope's Coleopterist's Manual, and in the text of Guerin's Iconographie du Regne Animal.

The typical Coprophaga with the middle legs wider apart than the rest (p. 622), have been revised by Reiehe in

the Annals of the French Entomological Society, and various additions thereto made by myself in the Transac-

tions of the Zoological and Entomological Societies of London ; in which I have alao described various species

from New Holland. Others from the same country have also been described by Hope (Proc. Ent. Soc), and
by Erichson in Wiegmann's Archives.

The Phanaii have been divided by Klug into thirteen groups, in the Proceedings of the Berlin Academy in lS-11.

The same author has described various African Ateuchi in his splendid Syrabolx Physics.

The Coprophagi, with the legs inserted at equal distances apart, have been carefully investigated by Mulsant in

his work on the Coleoptera of France, by whom the family Aphodiidx is divided as follows :

—

lat Branch, Aphodiaires. Divided into three groups :

—

A. The Aphodiates composed of ten genera. 1. Colobopteras (A. erraticus) ; 2. Coprimorphus (A.

scrutator)
; 3. Eupleurus (A. subterraneus) ; 4. Otopbonis (A. hsemorrhordalis) ; 5. Teuchestes

(A. Fossor) ; 6. Aphodius (A. scybalarius, and thirty-four other species, including a great number
of named varieties) ; 7. Acrossus (A. njfipes Linn, and four other species) ; 8. Melinopterus (A. prod-

romus, contaminatus, and two other species) ; 9. Trichonotus (A. scropha)
; 10. lleptaulucus

(A. sus and two other species.)

B. The Ammteciates, comprising the genus 11, Ammiscius (A. elevatus).

C. The Pleurophorates composed of five genera, 12. Plagiogonus (A arenarius) 13. Oxyomus (A,

porcatus) ; 14. Platytomus (A. sabulosus, new species) ;
15. Pleurophorus {A. ca-sus) ; 16. Rhyssc-

mus (A. asper and one new species.)

2nd Branch, Psammodifiires containing the two genera Diastictus (A. sabuleti) and Psammodius (A. sulei-

collis and another species).

The genera Euparia, Ryparus, Cha?topisthes, and Corythoderus are singular exotic genera alhed to Aphodins,

described by myself in the Trans. Ent. Soc, Vol. IV., and by Dr. Klug in the Symbol:^ Fhysicte.

The Arenicoli (p. 523), with exserted mandibles and ten-jointed antenna?, have been revised by myself in the

Transactions of the Entomological Society, in which many new genera are described. A beautiful mongraph of

the Athyrei and Bolbocerata has been published by Dr. Klug in the BerUn Transactions, and a number of addi-

tional species by myself in a paper read before the Linniean Society. All the species are exotic, and of great

variety and singular foiTns. The Acanthoceri have also been monogi-apbed by Germar in his Zeitschrift.

Ma'chidius (p. 524), placed in the Trogidas by M'Leay, belongs to the Melolonthids and Cryptodus (p, 524),

which 'Mr. M'Leay gave in his paper on the Cetoniid;e of Southern Africa as the type of the Cremastocbeilide.?,

"' This distribution has been modified in his Fiftli Volume so as tu unite the Xylojihila with the Thaleropha<^a,

(under the new name Phaneropyga), leaving the four remaining families uf the Saprophaga together, under the

new name of Stegopyga.
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bc-lonps to Latrcillo's Xjbiphili. See mj pnpers on th^sc two t,anera in the fourth volume ot the Transactions of

the Entomul. Sue. of London.

The X.ylophili (p. 524), have been entirely revised by Dr. Eurmeister in his Handbuch der Entomologie, and a

great number of new genera and species described. His distribution of the Xylophili is as follows :—

Section 1. Head in both sexes unarmed or with a minute tubercle.

Fainihes 1. Cycloc -phalidce (corresponding with the genera Ilexodon and Cyeloeephala. placed by

Latreille at the head of the Rutelidas. with numerous additiniiiil allied genera); I'. Strategidnj

{composed of eleven genera, chiefly described by Kirby and lluiie.)

Section 2. Head of the males, horned or tubercled.

Families 3. rhileuridLe, 4. OryctidLe, 5. Dynastidui, 6. Agaocephalidfe, each being typified by the

genus of the same name, but now divided into numerous genera and with great additions . 7.

Amphibola, consisting of the three new anomalous genera, Pantodinus, B. Ciyptodontcs Di.j

(Leptognathus Westw.). and Xenodorus De Breme.

The Dynastidffi have been further illustrated mth figures m Dr. Burmeister's Genera Insectorum, whilst Latreille's

second division (Rutelida') has been re-\ised in his Handbuch and divided into seven families— Chasmodiida-,

Maeraspidida?, Parastasiidx (typified by Parastasia Westw. a singular Eastern genus) Rutelid;*?, Pehdnotidic,

ChrysophoridLe, and AreOiUdie. The genera allied to Chrysophora have also been investigated by Guerm {lievue.

Zool, 1S44), and some beautiful species figured by Sturm in bis new Catalogue of the Coleoptern.

The genera allied to Anoplognathus have also been monographed by Dr. Bm-meister, who has divided them into

two families—Anoplognath idle and Geniatid^ : the former consisting of four sub-families—Anoplognathi genuini,

riatycoeliidas, Brachysternida\ and Adorctidic ; and the latter into the LeucotliyreidEe and Geniatidte genuin^i?.

The Melrdontbides have been carefully studied by Mutsant, who has divided them into fifteen genera divided into

fuur branches, namely, the Melolont.haires, Sericaires, Anomalaires, and Ilopliaires.

Dr. Burmeister's great division, Phyllophaga, is of wider extent than that so named by Latreille, being fonned

of two primary groups characterized primarily by the structure of the claws of the tarsi and named Phyllophaga

Systellncliida and Ph Chxnochela. The first of these groups Is also di\'lded into two sections,

A. Farinos y, Iiaving the body generally covered with scales and composed of four famiUes, 1. neterochelid;e,

2. Gymnolomidaa. 3. Lepisiidie, and 4. Hopliadie.

B. Metallica;. also composed of four famihes, 5. Anisopliad;e (including Anomala, Euchlora, Mimela. A'c),

G. Rutelidte (divided as above mentioned into seven sub-families) ; 7. Anoplognathidte (divided as above

mentioneil), and 8. Geniatida;.

The second group i hrenochela has not yet been published ^\y Dr. Eurmeister, but it includes the Melolonthte anil

other genera forming the first half of Latreille's Melolonthidi'S.

A number of genera allied to Melolontha, collected by Mr. 0. Darwin. h;is been depcribed by Mr. Curtis in the

nineteenth volume of the Liun;i?-an Transactions, and others fn.im Xfw Holland by l.ir. Ern/hs'.'ii. A uimug. aph of

the genus Popillia is publised by Newman in the Trans^. Entoni. Soc.

Some splendid insects of doubtful affinity, having Scarabanis longimanus for the type, have been formed by Mr.

Hope into a family Eucheiridce. It has been consid'red by Mv. Hope as allied to the DynastidK, by Klug and

Erichson to the MelolonthidaB, and by Eurmeister to the Trii'bii. Figures of both sexes of two of the most remark-

:^ble species (Mac Leayii and Dupontianus) with details, are giv^.n in my Cabinet of Oriental Entomology.

The splendid section of the Melitophili has received m;iny fine additions, and the synonymy of the species des-

cribed by prei-ious authors, especially those contained in Gory and Percheron's monograph, h.is been thoroughly

sifted. The chief works to which (in addition to those noticed in our former edition) refercmce must be made, are

Dr. Burmeister's Handhueh der Entomolngic, to numeruus papers by Dr. Schaum i^ublished in the Annals of the

French Eiitomological Society, in <TL:rin;irV Zeit.schrift, and scjiarutely, and to my Arcana Entomologica, in -^vbicli

the G<tli;itliides have been especially illu.'^ti'ated, and many new forra.s described and figured. A number ut m-w

p])ecies of Melitophili have also been described by Hope and Seliaum in the Tr;ins:ictions of the Entomolog. Soc.

uf London. The Cremastocheilides have also been carefully illustrated iu Dr. Burmeister's Genera Insectonim,

and in conjunction with Dr. Schaum in Gcrraar's Zeitschrift.

The second tribe of the Lamellicorn beetles. Lucanides Latreille, has been monographed by Eurmeister in the

fiftli vokime of his Handbuch, in which it is di\dded into two families, Luc;mid;e and Passalidie ; the former di^'ided

into seven sub-families. Sinodendrid;e, ./Esalidre, Syndesidii:;, Chiasognathida:, Lucanidte genuini, LamprimidLC,

:\n<\ Figulidte ; and the latter consisting of tlie single genus Passalus. The Lucanides are separated by Bui'meistcr

intij twenty-six genera.

A catalogue of the Lucniide';, with disrriptinns of the new sprci<.'3 in the sjilendid eobrctinu <if Mr. Hope-, has

Vu'en pubhshed by that gentleman, in which a new pbm uf di^tributinn of the species composing Eui-nieister's

group Lucanidfe genuini has been proposed, and in which the whole of the species are retained under the old

generic name of Lucanus. Many species of this family have also been descrilied by Mr. Hope and myself in the

Liun;r;ni Transactions, and in the Transacl inn'; uf the Entomological Society of l,nnd(..n. Twu remarkable genera

frnm Nrw Zealand, Mitiii'li\ Hus and I k iidiuhlax have been described by Pa "ry ancl White. Two supplements to

the monograph on the I'assalida? has :ilso been pubhshed by M. Percberon

The investigations of the IIETEROMERf HJS MELASOMATA (p. 5:j0— '.;_'). has been contitiurd by M. Solier in

the Annals of the French Entomologiefil Society, and iii the Memoirs of the Royal Society of Turin. A number
of valuable papers btive also been published by Mr. VVaterhouse in the Annals of Natural flistory, and descrip-

tions of many species from South America, described by Jlr. Curtis in the Liiin;can Transactions.

T)ie Dlapsides have been reviewed liy Fischer von Waldlieim in tljc Eulletin of the Moscow Society.
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Tlic gigantic Tencbrionidrc of tropical Africa have oeen monographed by myself in the Transactions of the

Zoological Society, and in the Arcana Entoraologica, Vol. II., and the singular Australian Helasus, hy the Marquis
de Breme, in his series of monographs on the Ileteromera, and by Mr Hope in the fifth volume of the Transac-

tions of the Entomological Society. De Breme has also raonogi-aplied the genera Misolampus and its allies, and
Cossyphus. Many Russian, Persian, and Siberian species are described by A'arious Russian Entomologists, in

the Bulletin of the Moscow Society, and by Faldermann in his Fauna Transcaucasica. The Pedinites have been

revised by Waterhouse in Annals of Nat. Hist., Vol. XVI.

The Stenelytra (p. 533), have also received consideralile attention ; the rEdemerid;e of Europe ha\'ing l>een mo-
nographed by Schmidt in the Linntea Entomologica, whilst the transformations of Helops ater, Melandrya ser-

rata, Pyrochroa coccinea, Mordclla fasciata. CEdemera seladonia, Boletophagus agaricola, and Diaperis Boleti have

been observed by Dufour and Pcrris in the Annals of the French Entoinol. Soe., and those of Orchcsia micans by

Bi'aselliiiann.

The Ndtoxides {p. 537), of Europe have also been monographed by Schmidt in the Entnm'il. Zeitung, others h.ave

alsr) been described by the Marquis de la Ferte in tlie Annales of the Freoch Ent. Soe., Vol. XL, and by Lucas in

tbr Revue Zoologique.

Tiie Mylabrides (p. 539), of Barbary have been described by Chevrolat, in Silbermann's Revue Entomol,, Vol. V.,

and some beautiful Australian species of Helopidse represented in my Arcana Entomologica. The transformations

of the genus Meloe, have been investigated by Siebold in the Entomol. Zeitung ; by Newport in the Transactions of

tlm Liniiiean Society ; and by myself, in the Trans, ol"' tlie Entomol. Society ; and it is now ascertained that the

Triungulinus or Pediculus MelittiB is the realhirva in its youngest state. Its form, however, is very greatly altered

before arriving at full size.

Tlie great work of Scbonherr upon the Weevils, RHYNOIIOPIIORA {p. 539), has been continued, and at length

Concluded (with the life of its author), in sixteen thick half volumes, and two supplemental MtintissEe. Of tliis

work it will be impossible for us to give even the slightest abstract. Intact, from the circumst;ince that the latter

volumes consist of a revision of the early ones, with great additions inserted into their places ; and from ths entire

work being deficient in tabular synopses" of the numerous genera, the investigations of this great tribe of Beetles

is more intricate than ever. Gfreat assistance is, however, to be obtained from the work of Labram and Imhoff,

which contains coloured figures of one species of each genus, but as the work appears in numbers at wide inter-

vals, and with numerous additional genera, it will be long before the Iconography of this family can be before us,

Waterhouse has published various papers containing descriptions of exotic species, in the Annals of Natural His-

tory, the Proceedings of the Zoological Society, and the Transactions of the Entomological Society. Other exotic

species are described by Chevrolat and Guerin in the Revue Entomologique. Many remarkable forms from New
Ze.aland are described and figured by White in the Zoology of the Voyage of the Erebus and Terror. Many

Australian species by Erichson in Wiegmann's Archives, and by Germar in the Linn;£a Entomologica. Many
valuable remarks on the North American species are published by Harris, in his work on the injurious insects of

Massachusets ; whilst the Cmxulionid-'e of our own country have been revised by Mr. Walton in a valuable serits

of artiides in the Annals of Natural History. About 7500 species are now known.

The Silesian species have been re\T.sed by Schilling, and the Russian ones by Gotsch in the Bulletin of the

Moscow Society for 1847.

The Xylophagi (p. 542), have been studied to a great extent, and the greater portion of the genera (in fact tho

whole, with the exception of those forming the genus Scolytus in the text), have been removed from their position

in this work and placed nearer to the Silphida^ and other clavicorn tribes, notwithstanding the numerical variation

in the joints of their tarsi. Many of these groups have been revised by T>r. Erichson in his work on the Cule-

optcra of Gei-many, in which tables are added containing the characters of the exotic genera.

The natural history of Scolytus destructor, a species injurious to the elms, has been studied by Andouin,

Spence, and others. The Paussidaa have been remonographed in my Arcana Entoraologica, and the number of

the species nearly doubled, with the addition of variuus new genera. A remarkable memoir on this genus is

pui'Ushcd by Burmeister in Guerin's Mag. de Zoologie, in which the Paussida'. arc considered as most nearly allied

to the Carabida^ ; the species being now ascertained to crepitate like the Brachini, and to reside in ant's nests.

The Bostrichi have been investigated by Guerin, Bull. Soe Ent. de France, Vol. III. p. 10, by whom ten genera ai-e

admitted into the group.

Several very remarkable genera have been lately added to tbo group, especially Acropis Burmeister, having the

eyes placed on foot stalks, Langelandia Aube, destitute of eyes ; and Stemmoderus Spin^hL. having the thorax di-

lated into rounded tubercles cen^ealing the head

I Ither singular forms arc represented in my Cabinet of Oriental Entomology chiefly fruin India.

Some additions of great interest to the Longicornes (p. 544) have also been made. Here, approaching Spondylis

{p. 545) must most probably be arranged the South American genus nypocejibalus, one of the most singuLn- of

known Coleoptera. It will, however, be necessary to estabUsh a separate section for its reception, as is also re-

quired for that of Trictenotoma, an equally remarkable genus from the East, which I have also iUustrated in the

Cabinet of Oriental Entomology.

A valuable work upon the Longicornes of France has been pubhshed by M. Mulsant, -who divides these insects as

fuUows :^

Group 1. Procephalides (head slanting) divided into three families—Spondyliens, Prioniens, and Ceramiiycins.

Group 2. Clinocephalides (head vertical) divided into two families—Lamiens and Saperdins.

Group 'i. Derecephalides (head fixed upon a distinct neck) divided into two famihes—Rhagieus and Lepturins.

Many new and beautiful exotic species of Longieorn beetles are figured and described by Bianchard in tho V'uyage
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ot'D'Orlii.ii^ny, by White in tnat nf the Ercl*us and Terror, by myself in the Arcana Entomologica and Caldnet of

Oriental Entoroulu;,^y (the furini'i- work cuntaining^ a monograph of the New Zealand species and those of tropical

Western Africa, allied to Sternotomis).

An illustrated monograph of Trachyderes and allied genera has been published Ijy Dupont, in Guerin'h* Jlag, de

Zoologie, and a number of new exotic species has been described by Newman, "White, Buquet, Keiche, Guerin, itc,

and a memoir in the Australian Stenochorid33 by Mr. Hope, by whom also a number of splendid Indian species

has been published in the Transaction of Linarean Society. The Philippine Island species are described by New-

man in the Entomologist. In all these works the number of genera has been greatly increased.

The EUPODA and CYCLICA (p. 5i0^r,oi) under the geueral name of Pliytophaga, proposed by Dumeril, foi-m the

subJL'Ct of a work of great extent undertLiki'ii by M. Lacordaire, entitled a " Monographie des Coleopteres subpen-

tumeres de lafamille des Phytophages." of which two volumes have appeared. lathis very valuable work the

phytophagous insects are divided into two primary groups :—

1st. The Apostasicerides, or those which liave the antenn;e wide apart at the base, containing the following

tribes, each named after the tyjtical genus—1. Sagrides. 2. Donacidcs, 3, Criocerides, 4. Megaloiiides. -0.

Clythrides, 6. Cryptocephalides, 7. Eumolpides, 8. Chrysomehdes.

Slid. The Metopocerides, or those who have the antennas close together at the base, consisting of 9. Galerucidea

(including the greater part of the Ilalticides), 10. Hispides, 11. Cassidides.

The First Volume is occupied with descriptions of the species composing the first four tribes.

The Second Volume which is just published, is confined to the Clythrides, of which the author describes as

many as G97, (nearly three times as many as are given in Dejean's Catalogue des Coleopteres.) The Clythrides

are divided into five sub-families or tribes, namely :

—

1. ClythridEc, containing only one genus Clythra with 2^5 speci(.-s, but divided into forty sub-genera.

2. Babide:e, containing ninety-three species, divided into ten genera.

3. MegalostomideiE. containing sixty species, divided into five genera.

4. Lamprosomidecp, containii;g seventy-nine species, cli-^-ided into tjire^ genera, and containing, as a species of

Lamprosoma, the British Oomorphus Concolor, generally placed in the Byrrhidx-.

fi. ChlamydeiE, containing 200 species, divided into seven genera.

This volume contains some very interesting observations on the eases formed by the larvce of the different

species, and composed of particles of their own excrement.

The careful revision of such of these tribes, as have been already published by M. Lacordaire, merits the hi'-^hest

praise, the genera having been rigorously examined, and tho species minutely described. It may suffice, in order to

show the extent of the materials in the hands of the author, to state that he has described as many as 273
species of the genus Xicma in its present restricted state.

A great number of species of these tribes are described by Faldermann in his Fauna Transcancasiea. Some
beautiful new forms are also described and figured by Mr. Hope in his Coleopterist's Manual. A memoir on the
genera of exotic Cassidas has also been pnbhshed by Mr. Hope, in the Annals of Natural History, and many
species of Hispa and the allied genera by Guerin {Revue Zool.), and Newman, (Entomologist.) A series of
papers on the Australian species of Cryptocephalides has been published by Mr. Saunders in the Transactions of
the Entomological Society. The European species of Lema and Gassida have been carefully monographed by
Suffrian in the Entomol. Zeitung, and those of Cryptoeephalus by the same author, in the Linn;ea Entomologica.
The transformations of various species have also been studied, namely, those of Clythra and Cryptocephalu'; bv
Rosenhauer and Chevrolat

;
Colaspis atcr by Joly, (Ann. Sci. Nat., Vol. II.)

; Cassida, by Gravenhorst and
Scboltz, in Nova Acta ;

Hispa, by Dr. Harris ; and Haltica, by Le Keux.

The relations of the Clavipalpi (p. 554), have been much discussed, and their affinity with the En^idi^ amon'^
the Necrophagous Coleoptera, maintained by several authors. This is also the opinion adopted by M^ Lacordaire
in his very excellent " Monographie des Erotyliens."in which the Latreillian Erot_\lus, Triplax, and Tritoma are
comprised. Languria is to be referred to the Engidae, and Phalacrus and Agathidium form a family in the
neighbourhood of the Silphidx and Ilydrophilida?. These views, of course, materially interfere with the tarsal
system, but they may be regarded as the exceptions to it, and not as proofs of its inaccuracy.
M. Lacordaire in his monograph, described 570 species of Erotyliens. being more than six tunes the number

described by Duponchel in his monograph published only seventeen years previously. Of these 570 specit-s. ninu-
tenths are natives of the New "World. Only three species are described as natives of Asia ; only two of New
Holland

; and sixteen of Africa. The family is divided by Lacordaire into two tribes

1. The Engidiforraes, with the inner lobe of the maxilla unarmed, or with one tooth, composed of fourteen
genera, including Dacne, Triplax, Tritoma.

2. The Genuini, with the inner lobe of the maxilla armed with two teeth, including the genera iE-ithug
Erotylus. <tc.

^ "'

The species are for the most part elegantly coloured and marked with spots of diiferent colour.s and thev
generally reside in boleti, agarics and other fungi.

'

'

' ^

A careful revision of the German Anisotomida^ has been made by S^dimidt in Vol. Ill of Germar's ZeitschriftandbyErichsoninhis German Coleoptera. The minute genus Triehopteryx related to these insects has aNoattracted great attention. See Heer in Entomol. Zeitung, 1843. Allibert in Gnerin's Revue Zool., 1844
'

SchiodteinKroyers Naturh. Tiddskrift, 1845. Gillmeisterin Sturm's German Fauna. Vol. XVII. and also Erichson'Gern.an Coleoptera. The transformation., of Triehopteryx intermedia have been observed by Pcrri. ( VnnallSoc Ent. France), and app..r to prove that the genus is nearly allied to the Brachely traIhe Lrench sp.cie. ot tb. Fungicok. (p. 501). have also been excellently monographed by M. Mulsant, by whom
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three additional genera have been proposed, namely PoljmuR, JVlycetina, and Golgia. Trochoideus Westw. is a
very remarkable genus belonging to this tribe, having,- the anteniiije termiiiatGil by a large, solid mass, like those
of the genus Paussus, -tvith wtiich the tjpit-al species was at first arranged. Redtenbacher has also reviewed the
European species in Gcrmar's Zeitsc-hrift, Vol. V. A curious little genus which has been referred to this family,
has excited considerable attention on account of the singularity in the variation of the number of joints of the
antennm, it has received the names of Holoparamecus Curtis, ( Calyptobium Villa), Its proper relations appear,
however, to be toward the Necrophaga. See Guerin's Revue Zool., Westwood in Trans. Entomol. Soc, and Aube
in the French Annales,

Thefamily of the Ladybirds ( Aphidiphaga, p. 555) has been also revised, so far as the French species are con-
cerned, by M. Mulsant, in his work upon thii Coleoptera of France ; whilst M. Redtenbacher has also reviewed those
of Germany, adopting fur the Trimera the name of Coleoptera Pseudotrimera, proposed by me in the ' Introduction
to the Modern Classification of Insects/ and dividing the Securipalpes or Aidiidiphagi into two primarv groups :—

1. Those with simple or bifid mandibles, divided into ten genera.
2. Those with multidcntate mandibles, two genera.

Whilst M. Mulsant divides them into two primary groups, from tho hairy or naked upper surface of the body,
thus :

—

1. Gymnosomides, with naked bodies, divided into three tribes, Coccinelliens (subdivided into sub-tribes

and groups, and containing sixteen genera)
; Chilocoriens, with two genera ; Ilyperaspiens, with one

genus.

2. Triehowomides, with hairy budies, divided into three tribes ; Epilachnicns, with two genera ; Scymnicns,

with four genera; and Cocciduliens, with one genus.

A number of Russian species of Ladybirds have been described by Faldermann and Motchoulsky.

A careful re\'ision of the Pselaphi (which are now regarded by most writers, as most nearly allied to the Bra-
chelytra, has been made by Aube, in the French Annales for 18i4

; and Dr. Schaum has published a notice of tho

SynonjTnes of the British species, in the Zoologist for 1847. A remarkable Australian species with one-jointed

antennae, has been described by Ilupe, in tlie Trans, of the Entomol. Society of London.

THE ORDER ORTHOPTERA. (P. 556.)

In addition to the systematic woi-ks of Bui-meister and Scrville noticed in p. 557, we are indebted to M. De Uaan
for another general revision of the order in the great work pul dished by the Lutch Government, illustrating the pro-

ductions of the Dutch settlements in the Indian Archipelago. In this fine work the author has gone back to the Lin-

na^an system of names, and instead of families, sub-families, &c., has consequently adopted the following primary

di^dsions as genera :—Blatta, Manti.s, Phasma, Acrydium, Locusta, and Gryllus, regarding all the genera of which

each of these families (or genera) is composed, as sub-genera, and giving under each genus a list of the names
adopted for these minor divisions, by Burmeister and Serville. The species are very carefully described, and
many of them beautifully represented, some of the forms being very singular, and constituting new sub-genera.

The Earwigs are regarded as a separate order. Another fine work on tho Orthoptera of Russia has been pub-

lished by the Count Fischer de "Waldheim, in his Entomographie de la Russie, Tome IV, 1846, 4to., with thirty-

seven plates. In this work the same general division is retained, eacli group being regarded as a family, and a

considerable number of new genera and species described. Two papers by Charpentier, on the Synonymes of the

species, in Germar's Zeitschrift, Vols. IV and V, must be referred to. Charpentier has also published a beautiful

Work entitled ' Orthoptera descripta et depicta,' containing figures of a great number of new and remarkable

exotic species. Von Siebold has also published a treatise upon the Prussian species, forty in numbt-r, in Vol.

XXVII of the Preuss. Provin. Blatt. A number of remarkable exotic species belonging to the dift'erent families

are represented in my Arcana Entomologica, and Cabinet of Oriental Entomology, and descriptions of numerous

North American species are given by Harris, in his work on the Injurious Insects of Massachusets.

THE ORDER IIEMIPTERA—SECTION IIETEROPTERA. (P. 563.)

The introduction of this order of suctorial insects between the masticating Orthoptera and Neuroptera, is at

variance with the arrangements adopted by most recent Entomologists, who have considered the characters de-

rived from the perfect state of the insect, to be of greater weight than the nature of its metamorphosis; the

cunsideration of which led Latreille to place the Hemiptera in the situation which they hold in this work.

Several valuable works upon the classification of the Hemiptera havo been recently pubUshed, the most im-

portant of which must now be concisely noticed. In the "Essai sur les gernes d'insectes, appartenauts a I'ordre

dcs Hemipteres, Linn. ; on Rhyngotes Fab. et a la section dcs Heterupteres, Dufour," by the Marquis Spinola,

these insects are divided into five primary groups ;

—

1. Nepides. 2. Hydrocorizes, [NotonectidLc]. 3. Galgulites. 4. Amphibicoryzes, [Hydrometridre], and

5. Geocoryzes. or the species residing on the ground, or on plants, and corresponding with the Linna'an

genus Cimcx ; divided into ten families, namely, the Reduvites, Coreites, Phymatites, Aradites, Tingi-

dites, Cimicites, Astemmites, Anisoseelites, Lygadtes, and Pentatomites, each being named after its

chief genus, and containing a considerable nuiuber of new genera and species.

In the "Ilistoire Naturelle dcs Insectes Hemipteres," by Messrs. ServiRo and Amy ot, the tabulation of the

groups and the generic division is carried to a mnch greater extent than in any preceding work. Thus the He-

teropterous Hemiptera are divided into 355 genera, and the progression of the groups corresponds with that of

Latreille in the text, being the reverse of that adopted by the Marejuis Spinola. The first section, Geocorises,
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containing eight families—1. Longiscutes, [Scutelleridic and Pentatomidtrn. 2. Supericornes, [Coi-eid;i^].

3 Infei-icornes, [Lvgaiidce and Anthocoridie]. 4. Cecigenes, [ryrrhocoris]. 5. Biccllulfts, [Capsid;e]. 0. L)uc-

tirostres, [Tingida^ Ciraex], 7. Nudirostres, [Reduviida?. Hjdronietrida;, Saldu, Acanthia]. And 8. Rameurs,

[Gerridie]. Whilst the second section, Il.ydrocorises, contains three families, typified by the three genera. Gal-

gulus, Nepa, and Nutunecta. Each of thuse families is subdivided to a great extent, and a number of new spe-

cies de'=cribed.

The principle of subdiviBion lias been carried out to its utmost extent, in a more recent work upon the French

species of the order by M. Amyut, with a view to the establishment of n new system of nomenclature in wbich

every animal shall be kno:vn only by one name ; thus doing a\'\'ay with the generic nomenclature, established by

Liim;rus il, Aniyoff wMik Hrst aiipcarid in tlie French Aniiales, and has subsequently been published sepa-

rately. The "Wanzcnarti.Licn Inseoten nf II. ScliatVcr has been continued, and a great number of new species

represented in it. \<A. Yll contains a revisiun of the rentatoraidie. The publication of the descriptive catalogue

of the IIenH]itcra in the collectifjn of the Rev. F. W. Hope, has been continued, and many new genera added,

to the family C!oreidai. Schiodte has giv^i^n a revisiou of the Fabrician specie;-^ of Tetyra, in Kroyer's Banish

Joui ual of Natural History
;
and A, White has descilbed many new species of Scutelleridas in the Transactions

of Uie Entomological Society, and in Gray's Zoological iliscellany. Costa has published descriptionsof nu-

meious Italian and Sicilian species, whilst Kolenati has described a great number of Caucasian fepucies in his

ileletcinata Entomologica, and. Germar, many Cape of Good Hope species in SilbermunnVs Revue Ent<.ini'jl.,

Vol. V. An excellent monograph of the curious genus Oiitlialmicus, is contained in Fieber's Entomological

mi'nographs, as well as a complete illustrated monograph of the Tingid;c. A monograph of the Capsida? has also

been published by IMeyen, accompanied by numerous plates. Monographs of the genera Phyllomorjiha.

riiymata, and aliied genera, as well as descriptions of numerous singular ne^v genera, have been published by

myself, in the Arcana Entomologica, and Transactions of the Entomological Society.

Fiubci' has also monograjjhed the genera Sigara and Ploa in bis Entumologiscbe iluuographien.

THE SECTION nOMOPTERA. (P. 507.)

In the work of Messrs. Serville and Arcyot, above noticed, the Ilomoptera ai'c divided into tivo sections from the

place of insertion of the rostrum or promuscis, Sect. I. The Auehenorhynches, in which the rostrum arises from

the chin or middle of the under part of the head, divn.led iiitu three families—!. The Cbanteurs, (Cicada Linn
,

divided into tu'L-nty-i.>ne genera). 2. The iSubtericorues, (Fulgora Linn., and the numerous genera separated

therefrom), and 0, the Antericornes, (consisting uf Membracis, Centrotus, and Cercopls, with the numerous genera

separated therefrom)
;
and Sect. II. The Sterni.irhynches, in which the rostrum appears to arise from the breast)

divided into two families, corresponding with the Linnai-an ge'.iera Aphis and Coccus. Thrips audits genci'a

forms an appendix to tlie volume, being I'egarded as a distinct order under the name of Physopoda. Eacli of

theSK familiea is subdivided into a number of sub-sections, down to the genera, whieli are very numeruus.

Numerous new Sivedish species of Homoptera are described by Bohemann, in the Swedish Transaetiuns

for !s:.l.

The Cieadidaj have bei.'n enriched ^vith three fine genera, namely, Cy.-it05oma, with the body like a large swollen

bladder, and Tettigarea, both from New Holland, and Polyneura, with the fore wings thickly reticulated, fiuni

India, Many splendid additions have been made to the Fulgoridic, by ilr, Hope, in the Transactions of the Liii-

n;ean Society, and by myself, in the Arcana Entomol , and Cabinet of Oi'iental Entomology, and the family

Fulg<:irida; has been entirely revi^ed, and many new additiuual genera described by the Marquis Spinula. in the

Aimales of the French Entomol. Society. Mr. ^Vhite has also described several beautiful species in the Aimals

of Natural History. Mr. Rowring, who has had the most abundant opportunities of ub^erving the Chinese species

Fulgora Candelaria, has never found it emit the si ghtest trace of luminosity.

The singular genus Derbe of Fabricius has been monographed liy Poheman, in the Swedish Trans., and by

myself in the LinnaDan Transactions.

The very singular tribe of Membracides has lieen carefully studied by il. Leon Fairniaire in the Annals (if tlie

French Entomol. Society, and maiiy neA*' and curious species and genera described. I'r, Eui-meister has also

illustrated many of the genera, botli of Fulgi.M':d;e and Cercopida?, in his Genera Insectoi-um, and Mr. ^Vlnie hiis

described many large eastern species of the latter group.

The Aphidii have lately been revised by Kaltenbach and llartig. in Germar's Xeitschrift
; and in uur nun

country by Mr. Walker in the Annals of Natural History and the Zoologist. In Kaltenbach's "Monographie der

Ptlanzenlause," Aachen, 184:}, the one hundred and sLxty-one species known to the author are arranged under

twelve genera, divided into two chief sections—1st. the winged species, with the genera Aphis, Laehnus. Schi-

zniieura, Vacuna, Pemphigus, Tetraneura, Chermes, and Phylloxera ; 2nd. the A\'ingless subterranean species,

forming four genera, Rhizobius, Fords., Trama, and Paracletus. Many beautiful figures of these insects are

given in Ratzeburg's Forst Insecten. A monograph of the curious genus, Monophlebus, is given du the Arcana

Entomologica ;
Bouche has also described num.-rous species of Coccidai in the Entomol. Zeitung icr l6ii.

THE OUDEU NEUROPTERA (P. 574.)

The relations of the Neuroptera, as arranged in the " Animal Kingdurn," have recently been much discussed,

and several of the families of which it is here composed have been removed to the order Ortliuptera, especially

by SOUK- of the recent Gei-man Entomologists, \\hilst Brulle and Lap'jrte have cut it up into several sejiara Le
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orders. Wc must, however, here restrict ourselves to a notiee of tlie chief works ^^hieh have apjjeareJ on theso

ditt'ercnt famiJies.

The " Histoire Naturelle des InsectesNeuropteres,"by >r. Rambur, forming portion of Roret's " Suites a BulTon,"

appeared in 1842, and contains an entire monograph of the order, some portions of which, the Libellulida',

JMyrmeleonidte, &c. have been very carefully investigated by the author (the Linna^an genus Libellula alone

occupying nearly three Imndrcd pages). In this work the author has nearly followed the arrangements of Pictet

and Barmeister, retaining, howevL-i-, the -whole of the divisions as portions of the order Neui'optera. His seven

divisions are as follows :

—

1. The Corrodentia, containing the Terinetidie and EmbiidLC.

1'. The Psocidic, including Psocus and Coniopteryx.

?^. The Subulieornia, consisting of the Odonata [Libelluia] and Agnatha [E]>hemera].

4. The Planipennes, eont.diiing tliu Pan^^rpida^, NL-niopturidLc, Myrmeleonid;e, Xymphidje, ITemerobiidaB, and

MantispidiE.

5. The SembUdes, containing Uiii)hidi;i, Sumblis, &c.

6. The Perlides.

7. The Triehopteres [Pliryganea, Linn.]

Each of these divisions is subdivided into families and genera, and a great number of species described

especially in the groups separated from Libellula, Linn. An excellent paper on the anatomy of some of the

genera of this family is given by Loew in the third volume of the Linntea Entomologiea ; and the anatomy of

many species is also illustrated in Dufour's Recherches Anatomiques et Fhysiologiquc-s sur les Orthopteres, les

Ilymennpteres et les Nouropteres, 4to, ISll.

In addition to Rambur's work above noticed, the student must also consult the following works upon the

Lihellulida3 :

—

Hagen Synonyniia Libellularum Europxarum.

Cbarpentier Libellulinaj Em-opete, descriptce ac dGpict;e, tabuhs XLVIII.

Selys Longchamp Monographic des Libellulidees d'Europe, followed by numerous detached articles on the

family in the Bulletin of the Brussels Academy, the French Annals, t'^-e. Tlie same author has aliio

published a complete revision of the Synonyms of the British Species of Dragon Flies.

Boyer Fonscolomhe, Monograph of the Agrionides in Annules Soc. Eat. France, Vul. VII.

Evans's British Libellulin;e, or Dragon Flies, illusti-ated in a scries of lithographic drawings, 8vo, 1345,

twenty-one plates.

The Ephemeridie have formed the subject of a fine mouograiih by Professor Pictet, Geneva and Paris. 1843, Svj

\-\'ith forty-seven plates. In this work the author adopts seven genera, Ephemera, Palingenia, Baetis, Pota-

manthus, Cloe, Cienis, and Oligoneura, founded not only on the characters of the perfect insect, but on those of

the transformations of the species of which each is composed. Au excellent meniuir on the anatomy and trans-

furniLition of Pahngenia Virgo has been published by Cornehus.

The Perlides have been monographed by Newman, and by Pictet in his Histoire Naturelle generale et parti-

culiere des Insectes Neuropteres ; famille des Perlides, Geneva, 18-41, 8vo, fifty-three plates, in which work the

author admits only six genera, KoUaria, Eusthenia, Pteronarcys, Perla, Capnia, and Nemoura The whole of

these species are described and figured -with great care. A remarkable pecuharity has been observed by Newport

in a species of Pteronarcys, namely, the retention in the perfect state of the external branchia; of the larva in

aildition to the ordinary senes of spiracles of the Imago.

The Hemerobiidce, of Belgium, have been monographed by "Wesmael in tlie Bulletin of the Brussels Academy,

and the British species have been illustrated by Evans in the Trans, of the Entomol. Society of London, Vul V.

A remarkable insect wliich inhabits the fresh water sponge has formed the subject of communications by myself,

and liy Professor Gruhc and Mr. Ilahday, by whom it is regarded as the larva of Ilemerobius ftjscus.

A systematic distribution of the Asealaphides has been published by A. Lefebvre in Guerin's Magasin de

Zoologie ; a monograph on Neraoptera by myself in the proceedings of the Zoological Society ; Dr. King has also

given a monograph on Panorpa and Nemoptera in the Berhn Tr;ins;ictions
; the Panorpidce have also beea

re\ised by myself in the Transactions of the Entomol. Society of London. Dr. Erichson has pubhshed a mono-

e:raph of the singular genus Mautispa, in his Entumographien ;
and a niunogr;iph on Haphidiu has also been puh-

blished by Schneider.

In addition to the fine monograph of Pictet upon the Phryganea? [Order Trichoptera Kirhy; family, Pliei[ienncs,

Latreille) noticed in our former su]ipiementary notes, and the general works of Rambur, Burmeister, the fir.st

l.art of a work by Kolenati has recently appeared at Prague, entitled Genera et Species Trichopterorum, Pars

]irior, 4to, with three plates. This work promises to be ot great service in the investigation of this difficult family.

The first part comprises only the first family, Heteropalpoidea. containing the species having the maxillary palpi

of the two sexes dissimilar, divided hito three tribes— 1. Limnophiloidea, divided into thirteen genera ; 2. Phryga-

ncoidea, three genera ; 3. Sericostomoidea, twidve genera. The family Isopalpoidea, or those species having the

njaxillary palpi alike on both sexes will form the subject of a second part.

THE ORDER UYMEXOPTEUA. (P. 581.)

The Histoire Naturelle des Insectes ilymeneopteres, commenced by Cmiit Saint Fargeau (in wbich tlie

systeni proposed by him of arranging the families according to tlieir h;ibiL,s) has been completed in lour thiclc

volumes, 8vo. The first of these volumes contains the groups which live iii societies which are either perennial
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(ants nnd honey bees), or annunl (humble bees and wa^ps). The seconil volume contains the solitary nest-makinij

species (the majority of the gciiura of Apidas and Andrcnida;), and the parasitic bees as well as the solitary wasps.

The third volume (in which the author found it impossible to carry out his theory respecting the working or

parasitic habits of the species as exhibited by the structure of the fore legs of the female) contains the various

families of sand wasps, namely, the Crabronites, Bembecides, Sphegides, and Scoliides. including the Mutillidas.

The fourth volume is by M. Brullc, M. Saint Fargeau, owing to his great age (—he is since dead)—having
renounced the authorship of the Terebrant Ilymenoritera, and contains the families Chrysides, IchneumonJdes,

Braconides, Evaniides, ChalciiJites, Proctotrupides, Cynipides, Oryssides, Urocerides. and Teuthredinides. In this

volume the author has especially devoted his attention to the U'hneumonides and Braconidtjs, in \^hich families

a great number of new genera and species, for the most part exotic, are described.

The llymenoptera of Spain have been described by Erichson in "Waltl's Travels; those of Algeria in Wagner's

Travels, and many Australian species in Wiegraann's Archives; and a considerable number of Spanish,

Egyptian, and Cayenne species by the Marquis Spinola, in the French Annales. The Symbolte Physics; of Dr.

Klug contains a considerable number of beautiful Egyptian species. Many of the Tenthredinidx have been

beautifully illustr:ited in Ratzeburg's Forst Insecten. Dr. Ilartig's Blattwespen must also be studied. A remark-

able collection of Cocoons, of a Brazilian species, has been tiguri.-d by Mr. Curtis in the Transactions of the

Linnrean Society, and the economy of stveral interesting species described l>y mysell in tlic Oardener's Chronicle

for 1847 and 1848.

Memoirs un the Evaniidae by Mr. Shuckaid, in the Zoologist, and by myself in the Trans. Entomol. Society

must he referred to. The Belgian Ichneumonida^ have been investigated by Professor Wesmael in the Transactions

of the Berlin Academy. The Ichneamonidas have also formed the subjectof one of the volumes of Ratzeburg's fine

work on the Forst Insecten. An interesting paper on the Eeonomy of the IchneumonidiE, especially with reference

to the species of insects upon which each subsists, is given by Boye in Kroyer's Natural History Tidsskrift, Vol.

III. The genus Alysia has been revised by Mr. Haliday in his usual careful manner. The Cynipidai have been

studied by Hartig in Germar's Zeitsclirift, and Dahlbom in his "Onychia and GoUaspidia," and various new

genera proposed. The Chalcididre have been reviewed by Forster in his " Beitrage zur Monographie der

Pteromalinen," Part I., and by Mr. Walker in "Monographs on the Chalcididas," published in two volumes, and

in detached articles in the various Natural History periodicals. Many of the species are beautifully figured in

Itatzeburg's Furst lusecteo, and outline figures of tlie British genera are given in the Entomologist, drawn by

Mr. Haliday.

Many species of Chrysidids have been described by Guerin, in the Revue Zoologique, and by Dr. Klug, in the

Symbola^ Physicce. A synopsis of tliis family is given by the latter in the Proceedings of the Berlin Academy.

The Linna^an genus Sphex, has been reviseil by Dahlbom in his excellent work entitled " Hymenoptera Eu-

ropa^a prtecipue Borealia, &c., disposita atque descripta," in which the sand wasps are distributed into the ten

fdUowing families.— 1. Spbecidx- 2. Ampulicidas. 3. Pompilida?. 4. Larridaa. 5, Nyssonidaa. 6. Bembeeidre.

7. Pliilanthidai. 8. Mellinid;e. 9. Pemphredonids ; and 10. Crabronidte. A vast number of new species, and

many new genera are described in this work. Some new genera allied to Chlorion are illustrated by me, in the

Arcana Entomologiea.

The -MutiBida^ of New Holland are illustrated in my Arcana Entomologiea, as well as tlie Dorylidse, and a

great number of new species of Thynnidoa. Monographs on the latter family have also been pubUshed by Dr

ivlug and M. Guerin. Mr, Shuckard also published a monograph on the Dorylidie, in the Annals of Natural

History. Observations on the habits of various species have also been published ; by L. Dufour, on Cerceris bu-

presticida, Ann. Sciences Natur., XY ;
by Siebold, on Oxybelus uniglmuis ; and by L'asscriin, on ISuoUa, with a

supplement detailing the interesting economy of the large Italian species.

A iJaper by myself, on some new genera of Ants, has appeared in the Annals of Natural History, and Mr.

White has published some interesting observations on a Brazilian species of Wasp, which collects honey, in the

same work. Mr. Curtis has also described some Wasps in the Trans. Linn. Soc-

A valuable series of papers containing descriptions of the British species of Bees, has been published by Mr.

F. Smith, in the Zoologist, and one on the genus Hylreus, in the Ti-ansactions of the Entumolugieal Soeivty of

Londun. The Natural History of Osmia, Ceratina, Stelis, and other Bees, has been given by L. Dufour, in the

Annals of the French Entbmul. Society. A paper on the economy of the Brazilian Melipouites, has been pub-

lished Liy Spinuhi, in the Anuaies des. Sci. Nat.

THE ORDER LEPIDOPTERA. (P. 603.)

The classification of tliis order has received muuli attention since the publication of (.lur former edition.

A discussion uf considerable extent has been carried un between Messrs. Dupntichcl and Gueuce as to the relative

importance to be yiven to the characters of the insect in its preparatory states, or to those derived from the

imago. M. Boisduval has adopted both these views to a certain extent in his several works. The distribution of

the order into three primary divisions has been rejected by the last-named author, as well as the names Diurna,

Crepuscularia, and Nocturna. by which they were known. Inhis " HistoireNaturelle des Insectes Lcpidopteres,"

he has employed for the first of these three groups the name of Rhopalocera, first proposed by Dunieril for the

butterflies, and being unable to discover any real limits for the two other Latrellian groups, he has united them
together under the name of Iletcrocera. from the varied structure of the antenna, The same method is also

ailopt^d by Boistluval in his " Genera et Index Methodicus Europa:orum Lepidopterorum," 8vo, 1840. In the

former of these wurks lie divides the butterflies as follows ;—
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Sect. 1. Succinct!. Chrysalis attached by the tail and girt round the body, divided into six tribes—Papilio-

nides, Pierides, Eurnenides, Lyca.'nides, Eryciuides, and Peridromides.

Sect. 2. Suapcnsi. Chrysalis only suspended by the tail, divided into eight tribes—Danaides, Ileticonidcs,

Kymphalides, Brassolides, Morphides, Satyrides, Biblides, and Libjthides.

Sect. 3. Involuti. Chrysalis enclosed in a Cocoon, consisting of only one tribe, Hesperides.

The Heterocera are divided in the latter work into the following tribes—Sesiarite, Sphingides, Zygacnides,

Lithosides, Chelonides, Liparidcs, Bombycini, Satuinides, Endromidcs, Zeuzerides, Psychides, Cocliopodes,

Drepanulides, Notodontides, Noctua?, divided into Noctuo-Bombycini. Bombycoides, Amphipyrides, Noctuides,

Hadenides, Leucanides, Caradrinides, Orthosides, Xylinides, Calpides, Plusides, Heleothides, Acontides,

Catocalides, and Noctuo-phaltcnides. Geometrse {not divided into tribes). The Micro-Lepidoptera are not con-

tained in this work of Boisduval.

Other general works upon the order are

—

Freyer's Neue Beitrage zur Schraetterlingskunde, In numbers.

Fischer Edler yon Rossler&tumm's Abbildungen zur Berichtigung and Erganzung der Schmetterling-

skunde, in numbers.

Ratzeburg's Eorst Insecten, Vol. IT., and in the Nova Acta, Vol. XIX.

British Buttertlies and their Transformations, one vol. 4to, and British Moths and their Transformations,

two vols. 4to, by J. 0. "Westwood, with plates drawn by Ilumijhries.

II. Doubleday's List of British Lapidoptera, October, 1847.

Eversmann, in the Bulletin of the Moscow Society, and Fauna Lepidopterologica Volgo-Uralensis, a

valuable work which has almost entirely been destroyed by fire.

Herrich SchaffV-r'a Systematische Bearbeitung der Schmetterlinge von Europa.

Duponchel Catalogue Methodique des Lepidopteres d'Europe, Paris, 1845.

Guenee Europxorum Microlepidopterorum, Index Methodicus, Paris, 1845.

Selys Longehamps Enumeration des Insectes Lepidopteres de la Belgique.

A valuable memoir by M. Lefebvre, on the arrangement of the veins of the wings in this order, has been pub-

lished in the Annals of the French Entomological Society. A paper on the same subject has also been pabUshed

by Mr. E. Doubleday in the Transactions of the Linnrcan Society of London.

Many interesting exotic species have been described by "White in Gray's Travels in New South Wales, and by

Doubleday in Dieffenbach's Travels KoUarhas described many species in Hugel's Travels in Cashmere and the

Himalayas. Others from Egypt are figured by Klug in the Symbols Physics. A beautiful work on the Lepidnp-

tera of North America was commenced by Boisduval, but it extended only to the butterflies. A number of inte-

resting exotic species have also been figured in the volumes of Lepidoptera in Jardine's Naturalist's Library,

A magnificent work on tlie genera of butterflies has been commenced by E. Doubleday, of which twenty-two

numbers have appeared. It contains a complete list of the species of each genus, with figures of one or more types

in each. The species of Papilio inhabiting the Dutch Settlements in the East, have been described by De Ilaan

in the threat national work on the Eastern possessions of Holland.

A n-reat number of new species, chiefly belonging to the genus Papilio, have been figured in my Arcana Ento-

nt'dnii-ica and C;ibinct of Oriental Entomology. Mr. Edward Doubleday has also pubhshed descriptions of a great

number of new species of buttertiies in the Annals of Natural History. A remarkable and extremely beautiful

genus from India has been first described and figured by Mr. Hope under the name of Teinopalpus, which merits

notice, as its situation in the system is at the head of the order.

A memoir by Ilerrick Schaffer, on the distribution of the Satyrida?, is also deserving of notice.

Some singular North American Bombycidte have been described by E. Doubleday in the Entomologist. The

same author has described a number of beautiful species of Gymnautocera in the Annals of Nat. Hist. Many

fine species of Saturnia are figured in the Cabinet of Oriental Entomology.

The classification of the Noctuidx has been undertaken by Guenee in the Annals of the French Entomological

Society, and a list of the British species has been published by II. Doubleday in the Zoologist. The Micro

Lepidoptera have recently been carefully studied; and numerous papers by Zeller in the Linn^a Entoniolugicii^

Entomologisches Zeitung, and Isis, and by Mr. Stainton and others in the late numbers of the Zoologist are to be

noticed. The Pterophoridai have also been revised by Zeller in the Isis, 1841.

THE ORDER RHIPIPTERA. (P. CI4.)

The natural history of these very singular insects has been studied by Westwood (Trans. Ent. Soc), Ton Siebold

(Wiegmann's Arch.), and Newport (Trans. Linn. Soc), and the supposed larvre with the head protruded between

the rings of the abdomen of the bees and wasps, are now proved to be the females which produce living young

from their heads. A paper by Mr. Thwaites and one by Dr. Templeton on a Brazdian species, have been pub-

lished in the Transactions of the Entomological Society, and Mr. Newman has commenced a memoir on the order

with a view to the determination of its situation in the system, in which he has overlooked the real nature of

the transformations of tlie male insect, and has consequently erred in the situation assigned to the order.

THE ORDER DIPTERA. (P. 615.)

The completion of M. Macquart's work on Exotic Diptera, and the publication of a valuable work by Zetterstedt

in seven volumes, 8vo. on the Diptera of Scandinavia, are especially to be mentioned, as weH as the Insecta

y Y
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Lapponica of the latter nuLhor. The classification pi'opuSL-d in the "Diptera Scandinavix" (which is a modifi-

catiun of that in the Insecta Lapponica, is as follows :—

Class I. Bracbycera. AntenniE, two- (or three-) jointeil ; Taljii, two- (or three-) jointed.

Order 1, Poljchocta. Haustcllum, witli four or six lancets, &c.

Section 1. Antennc-e with the third joint annuUted, without any apical style. This section comprises

the families—1. Tabanii. 'I. Xylopbagii. And -3. Strationjyd;c.

Section 2. Antennaj with tlie third joint not annulated (generally without a dorsal seta). Families—

i. Asilici ; 6. Bombyliarii ; G. Anthracides ; 7. Leptides
;

8. Acrocerina? ; 9, Ilyhotidie ;
10. Tacby-

droniides ; H.Empidiai ; VI. Dohchopodes ;
13. Syrphici {this family liaving a dorsul seta to the

antL'nn;c).

Order 2. Dichoeta. Haustcllum with only two lancets.

Section I. Athcricera. Ilaustellum with a prohoscis, claws simple.

Subdivision 1. Wings with a di.'.tinct augalated cell, ramihes—14. Sccnopinii ; 15. riatypezlnas ;

16 Conopsarire; 17. Myoparire ; 18. Pipunculini.

Subdivision 2. Wings without a distinct angulatcd cell, families—19. Oestrides; and nineteen

other families separated from the genus Musca of this work (p. G32—63'?>).

Section 2. Ilaustellum, covered by two palpi, but without a terminal proboscis. Family^09. Coriaceas

[]lippoboscid;e.]

Class IT. Nemocera. Antenna^ with not fewer than six joints.

A. WingL'd. Families—40. Hirteides ; 41. Scatopsides ;
42. Simulides

;
4?.. Khyphii

;
44. Calicides ; 45.

Chironomii; 46. Cecidomyzides ; 47. Psychodides ; 48. Sciarinrc ; 4^. Tipulides ; 50. ilycetophilinffi.

B, "Wingless in both sexes. Family—^1. Chioneidcs.

The genera and specits are admirably -worked out in these works by Zetterstedt, which are a model for the

monographer.

Other general works on the Diptcra are the following :—Loew's Bemerkungen iiber die in der Posener Gegend,

Zweiflugler—Gattungen, and Dipterologische Beitrage, in 4to., and various papers in the Linna:'a Entomologica,

and Entomologische Zeitung, of the Stettin Society ; Zeller's Beitrag zur Kenntniss der Dipteren, and Dipterolo-

gische Beitrage. Staeger, on Danish Diptera, in Kroyer's Natural History Journal, and on the Diptera of Green,

land, in ditto. Gimmertha!, Ubersicht der Zweiflugler Lief, and Kurland's (Bulletin Moscow Soc), and on

Russian Diptera, also in Bulletin Moscow, ISi-'j. Rondani Men^orie per servire alia Ditterologia Italiana, (nine

separate memoirs in the Transactions of the Bologna Academy).

Various anatomical memoirs by Loew and Leon Dufour have also beea published.

Of detached monographs on the families or genera of this order, the following are the most important :

—

In the Nemocera (p. 617—621)
;

The genus Anopheles (p. 618), is monographed by Loew, in the first part of his Dipterologische Beitrage,

and three new genera established, allied to Cecidomyia. The genera Scatopse and Bibio are treated

in like manner by tlie same author, in the First Volume of the Linna?a Entomologica.

Two admirable papers by Dr. Asa Fitch, on the Wheat and Hessian flies belonging to the genus Cecidomna,

have been published in the Transactions of the New York State Agricultural Society, Vols. V and VI. The

eco:;omy of other species of Cecidomyia have been illustrated by Perris and L. Dufour, in the French Annales
;

and by Ratzeburg, in his Forst Insecten. Perris has also given the Transformations of Psychoda nervosa, in the

same Annales, An excellent monograph on the Asilidte is given by Loew, in Vol. Ill of the Linurea Entomo-

logica, in which a great number of new species and several new genera are proposed. Various new genera of

BombyliidaB are also described by the same author, in the above-mentioned works. An illustrated monograph of

the fine family Mydasidce, is given in my Arcana Entomologica, and the singular family Vesiculosa, or bladder-

flies, havebeen monographed by Erichson, in his Entomographien
; and many additional species descrihed by

myself, in the Transactions of the Entomological Society. The Dolichopodes, monographed by Mr Ilaliday, iu

the Zoological Journal, have been again revised by Staeger, in Kroyer's Journal.

The genera Oxycera, Thereva, and Conops, are also monographed by Loew, in his Dipterologische Beitrage, as

well as several genera of Muscidae. The Italian species of Merodon and Ghrysotoxum. have been described by
Rondani, and a monograph of the genus Ceria, published by Saunders, in the Trausactiuns of the Entomological

Society.

The parasitic (Estridse have formed the subjects of several valuable memoirs, namely— a paper on the anatomy
of Gastrus Equi, by Van der Kolk ; a memoir by Dr. Schwab, Die G!straciden Bremsen der Pfcrde, Rinder und
Schafe, Munich, 1840. A supplementary paper by Bracy Olark, in Vol, XIX uf the Linnasan Transactions, and a
paper by Goudot, on Cuterebra noxialia, in the Freneli Annales. A fine monograph has also been published in

the Annals of the Lyons Academy.

The great family Muscidx, has been specially investigated by Robincau Desvoidy and Macquart, in the French
Annals, between whom a discussion on the principles of classification of the family has taken place, the latter

author having reduced many of the species proposed by the former, to varieties of other established species.

Many detached genera have been monographed by Loew
;
and the splendid genus RutiUa, by Guerin, as well as the

interesting Oeratitcs, the type of which commits so much damage to the cargoes of oranges. The Ephvdrini
have also been revised by Stenhammer, in the Transactiona of the Stockholm Academy, and many Danish
groups have been monographed by Staeger, in Kroyer's Journal. The beautiful genus Trypeta, has been mono-
graphed by Walker, in the Entomological Journal, and by Loew, in the Linni^a Entomologica

; and a valuable
memoir on the anatomy of the Hippoboscidas, has been pubUshed by Leon Dufour, in the Annales des Sciences
Naturelles.
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FOURTH DIVISION.—THE RADIATA.

The proup of Radiata, as left hy Cuvier, is a very heterogeneous one ; for it includes, with the trulv-

radiateil animals, others which have no affinity with them. The designation ia only correctly appli-

cable to the EcHTNODERMATA, the AcALEPH.?:, and the Polypi ; all of which are characterized by a

more or less reg:ular disposition of similar parts round a common centre. In the last of these classes,

there is a tendency to the production of compound structures, resemblin;:^ those of plants, by a process

of gemination or budding; in these compound structures the radial symmetry would seem altogether

-ost, but it is always discoverable in the individual polypes, although not exhibited by the mass. It is

to this group, that the term Zoophyte is properly restricted ;
since it is in this alone that the plant-like

growth is exhibited. The Acalephce occasionally increase, like Polypes, by gemmation ; bat the ge"i-

mtE become detached, and do not form a composite structure. In the Echinodermata, multiplication

by gemmation has not yet been observed.

Even when thus restricted, however, the Radiated sub-kingdom will not include all the animals be-

longing to the Cuvierian classes of Echinodermata, Acalephffi;, and Polypi; for there is a large and

important section of the last of these divisions, which ought, as will be explained hereafter, to be

rather associated with the MoUusca, forming the connecting lint between Tunicata and Zoophytes.

The class of Entozoa for the most part consists of animals which should be regarded as degraded

f^rnis of Articulata ; their form, structure, mode of progression, tfec, being essentially worm-like.

Other genera, however, especially those ranked under the family Tremaiiotea^ would seem to be rather

MoHu-scan in their character ; the Planarice especially approximating very closely in their form,

structure, and habits, to certain degraded tribes of Niidibranchiate Gasteropoda. In fact, nothing

but the general simplicity of organization prevalent amongst the Entozoa, and their community of

habitatinn (to which, however, the P/y/zar/ts, whose habits resemble those of Leeches, constitute

an exception) could have caused the union into one group of forms so heterogeneous.

The class of Infusoria is now divided into two groups, which agree in nothing but the minuteness

of their size, and the similarity of their habitation. The first of these, the Rotifeha, ought to be

placed among the Articulata. The second, the Polygastrica, must be regarded as forming the

lowest class of the Animal Kingdom, if, indeed, it should be admitted into it at all. As they present

no approach to a radiated structure, they have no title to be ranked amongst the Radiata, and mast

form a group altogether distinct.

CLASS ECHINODERMATA.

The classification of this group proposed by Cuvier partook of the imperfections that necessarily

result from an insufficient acquaintance with the form and structure of the animals which it is desired

to nrraiipe. The great increase of our knowledge in this respect has led to a much truer appreciation

of the value of tjje different groups, and of the characters according to which they should be subdiviued.

It is remarkable, however, that notwithstanding the close gradation by which one group passes into

another, so that there can be no question as to their mutual affinity, it is extremely difficult, if not

impossible, to give any simple definition which shall include the entire class ; for even the characters

that are most typical of particular groups disappear entirely in others. Thus the prickles or spines

upon the surface, from which the class takes its name, are especially characteristic of the Echinus

and its allies ; they are less developed, but still recognizable, in the various Asteroid tribes; but they

disappear altogether in the Crinoidcce, which constitute the lowest order of the class, and in the

HoluthtiridcB and SipuncuiidfJE, which in many points of their organization are the highest. Again,

the skeleton, whose peculiar structure wi'l be presently described, is fully developed in the CrinoidoE^

in the Echinus, and in Slar-Jish ; but nothing more than a mere rudiment of it exists in the Holothu-

ridce^ and it disappears aitogether in the Sipunculidce. The most universal character, perhaps, is the
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presence of c/rr//?, or tubular tendril-like suckers, capable of being projected from the surface; of

these, a rudiment is to be traced in the existing representatives of the C'rinoidece ; they are more fully

developed in the Star-Jish ; attain their highest development in the Echinus; are less numerous and

efficient in the Holothuridxi; ; and disappear in the Sipunculid^r^ the softness and flexibility of whose

worm-like bodies render them unnecessary for locomotion.

The minute structure of the skeleton is essentially the same tliroughout the group ; whether it forms

a branching stem with a more or less massive body as in the Crinoideee^ a complete globulai shell

as in the Echinus^ or a regnlar series of detached plates as in the Star-Ji:ih ; or is only represented by

a few isolated patches of calcareous deposit as in the lioloihuria. It is chiefly composed of carbonate

of lime, the proportion of animal matter being very small ; and the material forme a very regular net-

work, with open spaces which communicate freely with each other. . The skeleton is thus rendered

very light, whilst at the same time it possesses very considerable firmness, each part supporting the rest

and deriving support from it. In certain situations, where increased strength is required, it is derived

from the interposition of solid ribs o, pillars ;
this is the case, for example, in the spines of the Echinus,

in which the solid ribs and the intervening net-work are arranged in patterns of great regularity and

beauty. [See Dr. Carpenter un the Structure of Shells, <fec., in Report of British Association for 1847.]

The classification that seems in most complete harmony with the characters of the group and with

its principal varieties of form, is that of Professor E. Forbes [British Echinodermata], which is

founded especially upon the organs of locomotion. He divides the entire class into six orders; to

which a seventh must now be added, in order to comprehend i^ome very remarkable extinct forms

recently discovered.

I. CniNoiDE^. The existing forms iccludcd in this order are few ; but it was extremely abundant in former

periods of the earth's histurj, and its remains form no inconsiderable portion of the solid crust of the globe. The
one of its representatives whose structure has been most completely investigated, is the Coniatuhi ; an animal

which, at first sight, does not depart very widely from the type of the Star-fish, «ith whicli it was associated by

Cuvier. But it differs from it in several ijnportant partieulars. The digestive cavity is confined to tho

central disk, and has two orifices, a mouth ami an anus. The arms arising from this disk are solid, being com-
posed of the calcareous frame-work already described ; but they are covered with a thick and soft integument,

in the substance of which the ovaries are dispersed, fonning many thousand distinct spots. The arms are five

in number ; but they speedily subdivide, each usually separating into four. To the central stem of each arm,

ointed lateral appendages of a similar structure are attached ; and these also are clothed "ith the fleshy integu-

ment, which extends on either side in a sort of fin-like expansion. By the simultaneous movement of the

arms, and the stroke of these numerous ^^iioiT, or fin-like appendages, against the water, the Comatrdn sMinis

through the ocean very much after the manner of a Medusa. Hence this order may be termed I'innigeada.

Sometimes, however, the Coinatula attaches itself to sea-weeds or other floating bodies
; and en]ploys its long

arms in bringing food to its mouth. It is not always, however, so completely free in its movements ; for it begins

life in the attached condition of a true Crinoid animal, having a long slender stalk which proceeds fi-ora the side

of the disk opposite to the mouth, and which terminates in an expanded suctorial disk whereby it is fixed on a

solid basis. This stem is made up of the same kind of structure as the remainder of the skeleton, and is en-

closed by the same irritable integuments, by the contraction of which the head may be made to turn in any
direction. "When arrived at tlieir full growth, the disk and arms quit the stum, and pass the remaining term of

their existence in a state of freedom. A trace of the original attachment, however, may still be detected on the

disk. Thfi pimiw are not developed on the arms, until near the close of the period of attachment
; and their

membranous expansions are probably peculiar to the free-moving species of this order. The Comatulii in its

attached state has been described as the r<:<d.o.<:,-hius Earop'Tvs. It is vury minute, and has only been discovered

hitherto in the Cove of Cork.

A much larger Pentacrimis (P. Caput Medusai) has been found, however, in the West Indian seas ; which
probably passes its whole life in the attached condition, and is thus a truer representative of the vast assemblage
of extinct Crinoids. The disk and arms are formed like those of the Comatula ; the latter are very numerous,
and are thickly set with jointed pinnaa. The stem is more than a foot long, and is composed of a large number
of pieces similar to those of the arms. From this stem there arise, at regular intervals, several verticils of se-

condary arms, which do not subdivide and are destitute of lateral appendages. The ovaries are not so dispersed
as in the Comatula

; but they are still cxtei-nal to the central disk, being seated on the arms near their base.
In some of the fossil species of PentacHnvs, which are especially abundant in the Lias foraiation, the subdivision
and ramification of the arms is carried to a much greater extent than in either of the existing forms. The num-
ber of pieces in the skeleton thus becomes very large. In the P. Briareus it has been calculated thatatlejpt
100,000 exist, exclusively of the joints of the lateral appendages, which are probably more than 50,000 additional.
The base of the stem of the recent P. Caput Meduscc has not yet been obtained, so that its mode of attachment to
solid bodies has not yet been clearly made out ;

but from the circumstances under which fossil remains are some-
times met with, there is reason to believe that the animals of this genus were not permanently adherent to solid
masses, but had the power of oceasJonaUy detaching themselves.
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The Pe-ntacrimis, however, must not he regardea aS the true i^pe of Die C'l-inriid order, hut r;itbor as a link of

li an^itiall which connects it with the higher furms of Echinodermata. For the- hulk of the group is made up of

the very numerous tribe of EvcriniUs, which seems to have been in many respects of lower

organization, connecting the free Echinoilermat;! with Zoophytes. The body and jointed

stem exhibit a rounded instead of a pentagonal form ; the latter is usually destitute of se-

condary arms ; and the principal branches do not ramify with the same minuteness as tho,se

of many Pentacrini. The stalk seems to have been attached by a f ort of spreading root, re-

sembling that of many Corals
;
and we must therefore believe this tribe of Crinoidete to have

been entirely fixed. It contains a numerous series of forms ; some of them ahriost re-

sembling stalked Echini, whilst others in like manner seem to connect the order with the

twn following.

II. Opiiiukid^e. These Star-fishes are so named frnm the long serpent- or worm-like arms,

wliieh are appended to their round, depressed, urcliin-like bodies. Although commonly as-

sociated w th the true Star-fish, they are very distinct in their structure. The viscera are

entirely confined to the central disk ; and the arms are solid, like those of the Crinoidete,

being covered with a muscular integument, by which the joints are caused to move freely upon

I

one another. On the other hand, they differ from the Crinoidea3 in having but a single aper-

ture to the digestive cavity ; and also in the position of the ovaries, which are here situated

xciOiin the disk, opening by separate orifices near the base of the arms. The arms are some-

times simple and undivided from their base to their free extremity, gradually tapering to a

point, as in the ordinary Ophiuru; ; whilst in Euryale they ramify minutely, dividing regu..

Fig ] — ["NeniNi's ^^^ly into branches, which again subdivide so as to form a most complex series of ajjpendages.

The arms in this order very commonly bear scales or spines on their surface ; and these

appear to be of great use to the animals, their roughness giving to the arms a point of rest, from which

they can push the body onward in any direction. Their movements are very active, in comparison with those

of Star-fishes ; and as they depend upon their spines for locomotion, they may be properly designated Spinj.

GUADA. Their ctrr7ti are not sufficiently developed to assist in locomotion ; although those near the mouth are

enlarged into tentacula, which seem to draw the food towards the orifice.

III. In the AsTERiADiE, or true Star-fishes, the real arms altogether disappear ; the mz/s being merely lobes of

the body. In some instances there is scarcely any central disk, the body being aloiost entirely divided into rays
;

whilst in other cases there is but a slight division of the margin of the disk. The general structure of the

Asterias, which is the type of the order, is described in the text (p. 639). The movement of these animals is

sluggish, and is accomplished by means of the cirrld, \vhich form rows along the under side of the rays, and

which serve as suckers for taking an attachment to any solid body. Hence the order may be designated Ciebhi-

GBADA. The development of the Star-fishes has been recently studied by Sars and others ; and it appears that

they are attached in their embryonic condition, by a sort of footstalk divided at its base into three lobes.

This pedicle contracts, however, as the disk is developed, and is at last entirely withdrawn into the body of the

animal. A trace of it still remains, however, in what has been termed the madreporiform tubercle.

IV. The order EcHiNiD^E corresponds with Cuvier's .S'ecDJid J i/mti/ V PedtrtWita [Tk^s^t p i 4(i) The type of the

order is the genus Echinus,

in wliich the shell is of globu-

lar form, having the oral

orifice at one pole, and the

a nus at the other. T he

mouth is furnished ^^"ith a

complex dental apparatus

(c. Fig. 2) ; and there is a

regular intestinal tube,

which makes two turns

ivithin the shell. The ova-

ries ojicn by distinct orifices

arountl the anus. The

movement of these animals

is partly accomplished by

their spines, which are fre-

quently very large and

strung ;
and partly by their

cirrJd, which are always ca-

pable of being extended

further than the spines, and

of taking an attachment to

fixed bodies beyond. In this

manner the globular shell

may be drawn onwards in
'

any direction
; the movement being effected by the contraction of the tubes, but the body being supporte^I upoH

the .spines. From this compound mode of progression, the Echiiddcc may be termed Cimtni-SpiNiGHiBA, 1b

T\c..1—Anatomy r^F Echixc? ! the teeth an

ovary;/,/, a

; h. (Psophagiv ».

sides; g,g,»h-t^
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ClypeasUr and Scutdlx we have an approach towards the AsiermdrE ; the shell bting more or less flattened, and

divided at its mart^in fco as to resemble tlic body of a Star-fish
;
whilst the anue leaves its central position on the

upper surface, and approaches the mouth, which still retains its central position below. In the &patm<giKS and

its allies, the radiated furm is considerably departed from ; the shell being oval instead of globular, and the

mouth and anus being neither of them central. In fact the radiated arrangement shows a tendency to give

place lo a bi-lateral symmetry ; and in this and some other particulars, the Spatangaces may be considered as

leading towards tlie next group.

V. The order lioLuTnuniAD.TL corresponds with Cuvier's Third Family of Pedkellito. (p. €41). They combine, in

a very curious manner, the radiated ar-

rangement of the surface and oral appen-

dages, which is characteristic of the Echino-

dermata, with the bi-lateral symmetry of

the internal organs, wliich is characteristic

of Articulated animals. Many of them,

moreover, exhibit indications of an obscure

transverse division of the soft body into

segments, as in the Annelida. The movement

of the body is partly effected by the cirrhi,

and in part by the eontraetion of the in-

teguments in the manner of a worm ;
so

tliat they may be designated Cinnni-VEiiMi-

GRADA. Thecirrhi are not always developed

equally on all sides of the body, being some-

limes confined to one side un which the

Fii-. 3-—HoLoTHUKiA. animal creeps ; so that in this position it

presents, as it were, a back and a belly. It is a very extraordinary fact in regard to these animals, that, \vlieu

they are irritated, the whole of the viscera are frequently discharged from the interior, the body remaining as

an empty sac ; and yet that, after a time, the whole of the complex digestive, circulating, and resjjiratory appa-

ratus is regenerated.

VI. In the ordtr SiPUNCULiD.E, which eorresponds with CuA-ier's Second Order .-Ij'OJa, the radiated arrange-

ment still more completely gives place to the annular. In their external appearance they are worms ; they have

no cirrhi ; and their progression is cntii'tly accomplished, like that of worms, by the contraction of their inte-

guments ; whence they may be designated Vebmigrada. In the general structure of their internal organs. ho\v-

ever they bear a much closer resemblance to the Ilolothuriadce than to Annulose animals, and must therefore

be properly regarded as belonging to the class Echinodermata, which it links ^\ith the Articulate series.

The recent discovery of an entirely new series of forms of Eehinodermata, wliieh abounded in the early ages of

the earth's history, but wliich seems to have become entirely extinct before the Pentacrinites were called into

existence, has rendered it necessary to institute a new order, the Ctstideje, the place of which seems to be inter-

mediate between the C'raioi^eo?, the i!.'6'Ai/ii(i'.r, the Astcfiad-x, a.nd the Ojyhiuridai ; for it combines within itself,

in a most remarkable manner, some of the distinctive characters of each of these groups. " The Cystide:E are

more or less spherical bodies covered with polygonal plates, varying in number according to the genus, closely

fitting together so as to invest the entire surface with a compact coat of mail, except at four points, viz. in-

feriorly, where the body unites \vith a stem ; centrally, or above the centre on one side, where there is an opening

closed by valves, supposed with good reason to be the orifice of the reproductive system ; and superiorly, wliere

the mouth is found, usually if not always with a small perforation, supposed to be a vent, alongside of it. These

parts, viz. the plates investing the body, the three orifices (for the fourth perfoi-ation. that of the base, i? con-

tinuous with the canal of the stem where the latter is well developed), and probably the stem, are common to all

Cystidea\ There are other parts, apparently of great consequence in the organization of the animal, which are

common only to certain members of the order. These are the brachial appendages (arms and tentacula) and

certain curious organs or appendages connected with the plates, to wliich the name of pectinated rliomhti may be

appropriiitely given." [Professor E. Forbes on the British Cysiidea-, in the Memoirs of the Geological Survey of

Great Britain, Vol. II.] Thus in the attachment of the body by a stem, the Cystldcai resemble the Crino'u.Uur ;

and some of the aberrant forms of these two orders come into very close approximation with each other. In the

complete enclosure of the body within a shell composed of polygonal plates, they correspond with the Ecldnidtc.

In the division of the body of certain genera into lobes, the approach the Jp(r;ria'i'.T; and the arms, T\here they

are present, are more nearly allied, as regards their structure and origiu, to those of the C>2.'hii'rid:v than to those

of the Criiioidciir.

The C^s(j(/ca.' and the CHvoi^efe seem to have been abundant in the earliest age of organic life on the earth,

namely, the PukfOzoic period ; whilst the remains of the more highly organized Star-Jisk and Echini are hut rarely

fumid in the rocks of that series. Dmiug the Secaudary period, ou the other hand, we find the latter

gradually becoming more numerous, and their forms more varied
; the lower funns of Crinoidex give place to the

higher, and tlirse in their turn all but disappear; whilst the Cystidere seem to have become altugetJu-r extinct

'ery early in that series. In the Tertiary period we hud a close aiiproximatioa to tiie existing distribution of

Eehinodermata.
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CLASS ACALEPH.E.

The classification of this group proposed by Cuvier was founded upon a very imperfect acquaintance

with the animals it includes
; and it is now altogether abandoned. Much remains to be known, how-

ever, with respect to the internal structure of many of the tribes with whose external forms we are

familiar
;
and it is probable tiiat no classification yet proposed will remain without considerable mo.ii-

ficafion IVom future discoveries. That which is at present most generally received is based on the

mode of locomotion peculiar to the different tribes
; according to which the class is divided into the

lour orders, Pulmograda, Ciliqgrada, Cturhigrada, and Physograda.

T. The order roLMooRADA, or ruscnpiroE.'F, including all the ordinary MeduscE, is characterized by the regular
dlf^roiilal or circular furm of the iiT)iTT);,ls e'imposing it. The body is of gelatinous texture, mthout any in-

ternal solid skeleton ; the stomach is placed under the centre of

the disk, and usually opens by a single central mouth ; round
the stomach are placed the ovaries, opening by separate aper-

tures
; the margin of the disk is usually furnished with cirrhi or

tendril-like appendages, but these are not extensible nor contrac-

tile ; >\hjlst from the centre of the disk there usually proceeds

another set of appendages, which sometimes take the form of

separate tentacula (as in the accompanying figure), but are fre-

quently united into a sort of proboscis which forms a prolonga-

tion of the mouth. The body moves through the water by a sort

of flapping movement of the disk, which is furnished with mus-
cular fibres. This order is again subdivided by Professor E.

Forbes (On the Biitish Naked-eyed Medusae) into two sub-orders,

the Steganopthahnata, or hooded-eyed, and the GymnopthoXmata,

or naked-eyed
; the former consisting of those which have the

ocelli or eye-like bodies of their margin protected by membranous
hoods or coverings more or less complicated, whilst the latter

have the occUi unprotected. This character may seem trivial

;

but it serves as the indication of a very important difference of

internal structure
;
for whilst the first of these divisions possesses

a much ramified and anastomosing system of vessels spreading

over the surface of the disk, the second has a very simple vas-

cular apparatus, the circulating canals proceeding to the margin
either altogether unbranched, or, if divided, not anastomosing
with one another. In the first of these families are included all

the larger Medusae, such as those belonging to the genera Aurelia,

f'^lagia, CJirysaora, Rhizosioma, Cassiopea, and Cyancca ; whilst the latter comprehends numerous smaller and
niure delicate forms, such as those belonging to the genera Oceania, ^Equorea, Geryonm, and 'Jlummayttias.

II. The form of the body in the Ciliograda is extremely various. Thus in the Cydippe (formerly called Beroe)

it is nearly globular
; whilst in the Cestum Vd^eris it is a long flat riband. The cha-

racter of the order, however, is derived from the fact that all the animals composing
it are propelled through the water, not by the movement of one part of their bodies

upon another, but by the vibration of the cilia with which certain parts of their

surface are covered. In Cydippe the cilia form eight bands, wliieh extend like

meridian-lines from pole to pole of the globular body. In Cestum Vern^ris, both edges

of the long riband-shaped body are fringed with these curious filaments. Notwith-

standing the wide difference in form between the two genera just named, they are

connected together by intermediate links. Thus in Callianira, the globular body is

extended laterally, so as to form wing-like appendages on either side ; in other genera

these appendages are still more extended, and the central globe is lost in them
;

until .at last the flat riband-like form of Cestum Veneris is attained. The position of

the alimentary canal, which has here two orifices, is the same throughout this series
;

fur whilst in Cydippe it runs from pole to pole of the globe {Fig- 5), in Cestum Veneris
'"^"^"^""^

it is equally short and straight, running across the body at the middle of its length. In no animal of this order

is there anything like an internal skeleton, the whole body being gelatinous. In Cydippe, however, the bands
upon wldch the cilia are seated are of firmer texture than the rest. Many of these animals are very active in

their movements, contrasting strongly with the sluggish Fulmograda,. The Cydippe pHeus, a species very abun-
dant on many parts of the British coast, is particularly energetic. It is provided with two long tendril-like

filaments, arising from the bottom of two cavities in the posterior part of the body
;
and each of them is furnishefl

\^itli hiti-ral branches. These filaniL-nts can be entirely retraeted within the two cavities of the body, so that

Fig.

Fig .5. Cvihfpf, -. a I
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tliey are not visible externally ; and arc put lorth at tne -n-ill oi tne animal, the main filaments being first ejected,

apparently by the eontractiou of the cavity, and the lateral tendrils then uncoiling.

III. The CtRiiHiGEADA form a small group, distinguished by the presence of a cartilagino-as internal skeleton,

and by the possession of very numerous contractile cirrhi or tcntacula surrounding the mouth by the movements
of which the animal is slowly propelled through the water. In Porpita, the body forms a circular disk, and the

cartilaginous skeleton is flat. In Velella the body is oval, and the cartilaginous disk has a Tertical plate rining

from it, which acts as a sail when these beautiful little animals are floating on the surface of the water. The
stomach in these animals is a simple flask-like cavity, placed under the centre of the disk, and having but one
orifice, which is furnished with a sort of proboscis.

IV. The order Phtsograda correspunds with the Hydrostatica of Cuvier. In this group we lose altogether the
radiated iOTVCi, but have a lateral symmetry; the two halves of the body, divided by a plane passing from one
end to the other, being similar to each other. The anatomy of the Fhysalia has been carefully investigated

of late, and has been proved to be in some respects different from the description given by Cuvier. There is a

L pruper digestive cavity, entirely distinct from the air-sac, and situated underneath
one of its extremities ; this has no single mouth, but receives its supplies of aliment

through a number of flask-shaped appendages which hang down beneath, each
having an orifice at its extremity, surrounded by a sort of sucker. These are en-

tirely distinct from the long contractile tentacula, which are employed for grasping

prey, at the same time paralyzing it by means of their peculiar stinging power

These tentacula can be drawn up to within half-an-inch of the air-bladder, and ma .

be then suddenly shot fortli to a length of eighteen or twenty feet. In this manner
they attack small fishes, even at a considerable distance, and then probably draw
them within reach of the suctorial appendages. It is not peculiar to this animal to

have the single mouth replaced by numerous minute orifices ; for the same is the

case with the Rhizostoina among the Pulmograda,

A most unexpected connection has been recently discovered between the Pulmo-

grade AcaUphi:, and the Hydraform Polypes; which shows that the two classes, how-
Fic. r>.--ppv3ALiA I a r, orifices evcr dissimilar in their aspect and structure, are very closely united to each other,

crest.
^ ^^^ ^^

' '
"^'" '^°''*'"^

and should even be included in the same group. It has been ascertained that many
species of the Pvlmograd^ Jcalepho!, both hoodcd-e-yed and wifceii-ei/etf—aud therefore, probably, the whole order-

begin life in a irM(^ polypoid state, and only acquire the Mcdasan character after a series of very remarkable meta-

morphoses. On the other hand it would appear that many of the animals known as IJydraform Polypes produce,

by gemmation, bodies which are in all respects true Medusae, and which are charged with the production of ova,

from which a new generation of Polypes shall arise. The latter part of this interesting series of phenomena

w-ill be described under the head of Polypifera ; of the development of the Me<ius'j?, as made knowu by the ubser-

vations of Sars, Siebold, Steenstrup, and Sir J. G. Dalyell. a brief account will now be given.

From the egg of the Afedusrc is first produced a minute disk, very much resembling an infusory animalcule,

and moving through the water by the action of the cilia with which its body is fringed (Fig. 7, a)
;
at one ex-

tremity of the body is a minute depression, by which it afterwards becomes attached. After about three days,

the embryo attaches itself to some fixed object

(as at h)
;
the form of the body begins to change

from the cylindrical to the club-shaped (c. d)
;

and the cilia of its surface disappear. The upper

end is now flattened ; the position of the mouth
is marked out by a depression in its centre,

which is surrounded by an elevated margin ; and
four indistinct tubercles, the rudiments of ten-

tacula, are seen around it. (This is shown at e,

\^hich represents an individual in the condition

of d, but seen from above.) The tubercles gra-

dually elongate into tentacula
; a true month is

seen in the centre, and tentacula spring up be-

tween the preceding
; and the body gradually

assumes the form of the Hydra. These changes
are represented in Figs. /, g, h, i, j, and k ; Fig.

g, being a view taken from above of the animal
the stage /; and Fig. k being a corresponding

view of the stage j. Now in this condition, the ,

Fio. 7.

—

Developme: T OF niKDl"iA ( (7. h, e, ^-r,

polypi. id growth.

nimal is in every essential particular, a true Polype and has
been repeatedly so described. It remains attached by its base to one spot, draws its food into its mouth bymeans of its arms, and these contract when the stomach is distended, and cannot then be irritated to movement
Not only does it live as a Polype, but it also reproduces itself as a polype

; for polype-buds are not unfrequentiv
seen to issue from its sides {Fig. 7, I) these become detached and form new individuals, just as in the Hydra Thus
from a smgle individual, a whole colony may be produced ; and these may all continue in the polypoid condition
for many months, or even years. But under some peculiar circumstances, whose nature has not yet been deter
mined, an entirely new aeries of changes at last takes place. The body assumes a more elongated cylindrical form'
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RUDS FROM
'e stnges

than it previously possessed
; and a constriction or indentation is seen around this cylinder, just below tne nng

tliut surrounds the mouth and gives origin to the tentacula (Fig. 8, a.) Similar constrictionb are soon repeated

around tlie lower parts of the cylinder, so as to give to the whole

somewhat the appearance of a rouleau nf coins {h). Still, how-
ever, a sort of fleshy bulb,—somewhat in the form of the original

polype, is left at the base. The number of the circles is indefi-

nite, and all are not formed at once ; new constrictions appear-

ing below, after the upper portions have been detached. As
many as twenty-seven disks have thus been progres^sively sepa-

rated in one animal. The constrictions then gradually deepen,

so as almost to divide the cylinder into a pile of distinct saucer-

like bodies ; the divisions being most complete above, and the

upper disks often presenting a considerable increase in their

.diameter. As the disks thus become more distinct from each

other, and of enlarged dimensions, their edges are no longer

plain but lobed {c) ; and the lobes soon present the clefts and
ocelli characteristic of the detached Medusas. Up to this period

the tentacula of the original polype surmounted the highest of

the disks ; and a general contraction and relaxation of the whole

cylinder, causing the intervals between the disks to be diminished

or increased, might be occasionally seen to take place. But before

the detachment of the topmost disk, the circle of tentacula by

which it was originally surrounded disappears,—in what precise

manner has not been ascertained
;
and meanwhile a new circle

of tentacula is developed upon the summit of the bulb that re-

mains below the pile of disks. At last, a sort of convulsive

movement takes place in the topmost and largest disk, which
becomes detached and swims freely away ; and the same series

of changes takes place from above doTrawards, until the

whole pile of disks is detached and converted into free-swim-

ming Medusae. (At d is shown the lower part of the compound
structure, the disks of which have nearly separated from each

other.) But tJie original polypoid hody still remains, and may return

to its polypoid life and gemmiparous production, becoming the progenitor of a new colony of hydrte, each one
of which may develope in its turn a pile of medusa-disks. This last fact, which we owe to the patient and long-

continued observations of Sir J. G. Dalyell, is of fundamental importance ; as p-oving that the curious process

now described is not, as maintained by some, a subdimsion of the polypoid body into medusa-disks ; but that it is

a gemmiparous production of Medusa-buds from the polypoid body, of the same kind as that of which examples
will hereafter be described under the head of ITydraform Polypes ; save that the buds are here developed between
the body and the tentacular circle, instead of being protruded, as in tlie latter case, from the sides of the body.

The disks thus detached, although Medusan in their character, are far from possessing the form or structure

they are ultimately to present. This is attained during the progress of their growth, by a dilferunce in the rate

of development of different parts, rather than by

an entire metamoi-phosis. The segments or lobes .^ -^, <

of the margin increase very little in size, vi'hUst the <jf['^
intervals between them gradually fill up; tubular

prolongations of the stomach extend themselves

over the disk, and its border becomes furnished

with longpendentprehensile tentacles. The mouth,

which even in the youngest detached animal allows

of being greatly extended and protruded, is quad-

rangular, and presents four extensible angles.

These angles grow more rapidly than the four-

sided oral tube or proboscis ; so that, in the more

advanced animals, the mouth appears as if it had

split during the growth into four lobes ; and the

minute serratures which appear on the edges of

these are the commencement of the lobes and

fringes wliich are observed on the tentacula of the

adult animal. The reproductive organs are at last evolved, the sexes being kept distinct ; and by their agency
ova are produced, from which the animalcular embryo is developed as before into a polypoid body.
The propagation of the Med.us<x is not only effected by ova, but also in some instances by gemmation another

indication of their close alliance to Zoophytes. This has been observed by Sars in Cytais octopur.ctuta [Li~-ia rf
Professor E. Forbes, op. cit.), and by Professor E. Forbes in two species of Sarsia. In the former case the
gemmae are produced from the external wall of the stomach

;
in Sarsia gemmifera, they grow from the lower'part

of the peduncle, or proboscis-like prolongation of the mouth
; and in Sarsia prolifera they spring from the bases

of the tentacula that hang from the margin of the disk.

n^.

NT OF RIedusa—Disk.
f, successicestage*
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CLASS POLYPI.

Of this class, now more commonly termed Polypifera, mufh more is now knov^^n than was tnrnvQ

to Cuvier ; anl his classification has altogether given place to one in which the primary characters ar*^

drawn from the structure of the animal, that derived from the compound mass qt polypidom being of

secondary importauce. The separation of the Carnusi or Actiniform polypes from the Gelatinosi or

Hydraforni polypes, was, as we shall see, quite correct; but, on the other hand, the separation of

the solitary genera from the compound forms of the same groups was altogether erroneous. Thus

among the Coralliferi of Cuvier, the greater part of the first family is composed of Hydraform

polypes ; the second is made up of one genus [CeUularia) which is not a Zoophyte at all, but a MoUus-

can, and of another (Corallina) which is now well ascertained to be of vegetable character ; whilst

the third is a heterogenous assemblage of MoUuscans, with Actiuil'orm and Alcyonian Polypes, and

Sponges.

The primary division of the Cuvierian Polypifera is now generally admitted to be into Eryozoa and

Anthozoa ; the former being truly MoUuscans^ and properly forming part of the class Tuntcata;

whilst the latter are true Radiated animals. To the latter alone, therefore, ought the name of Zoo-

phytes to be restricted. Au outline view of the structure and classification of each group will now

be given.

BRYOZOA.

If we imagine the minute tentacula which fringe the oral orifice of mvLUj Ascidians to he greatly

prolonged and clothed with cilia, whilst on the other hand, the respiratory chamber or dilated pharynx

is contracted, we shall have the likeness in its most important characters, of the animal of the Fh/itraj

Bujverbankia, or any other Bryozoon It is not surprising that, until the structure of these animals

had been investigated, the stony and horny fabrics which they form should have been regarded as poly

pidfims. x^nd even since the wide differences in conformation between the Bryozoa and the Anthozoa

have been made known, the former as well as the latter have been frequently ranked among the Poly

piitra. The discovery of the gemraiparous development of the true Tunicata, however, has removed

one of the great boundaries that seemed to divide them from the Bryozoa
;
whilst,

on the other hand, the existence of forms among the latter that present a very

ne^r approach to the former, and more especially the discovery that their nervous

system is not formed upon the radiated type, but consists of a single ganglion

placed between the two orifices, as in the Tunicata, have led to their entire

detachment from the class Polypifera, and their removal to the MoUuscan series.

The grounds of this separation, and the relations of the Bryozoa to the

Tunicata and Polypifera respectively, will be better understood when the

structure of the animals has been examined. To this, then-fore, we now

l-t'\J pruL'fL'd, taking as our type a very common British species, the Boireibankia

^ If 11 de/i^a, in which, from the isolation and transparency of the shell or sheath,

tlie internal arrangement can be very distinctly seen. The animal of the

Jjoicerbaiifyia, when the tentacula are fully expanded, is about half an inch in

length, and the cell does not nearly extend to the base of the tentacula
;
the

animal can be retracted, however, so as to he completely protectfd by the cell,

the edges of which are drawn in so as to close tlie aperture. The ctlls of the

Bowcrbankia are horny in their texture, and arise separately Irom a s(.irt ot

stolon or creeping stem, very much after the manner of the separate individuals

of the Poropfiora (see Appendix to MoUusca, Fig. 7): ii^ many other genera,

however, a solid calcareous labric is produced, in which the cells are imbedded
;

c^tunSiT^rf/onficx'.Ti'i- whilst in other instances, again, this fabric is soft in its texture, being sometimes
^'^'^^"'^'

gelatinous as in the compound Ascidians, in other instances spongy as in the

Alcyonian Pnlypes. 'i'he tentacala, of which there are ten in the Bowcrbankia^ but a greater

number in many other genera, are always furnished witli cilia
;
by this character these animals are
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at once distinguished from the minute Hydraform Polypes which most resemble them, the arms of the

lattei being never furnished with these appendages. The mouth leads to a wide funnel-shaped tube,

the pharynx, which soon contracts into a narrower canal or Eesophagus, that terminates at its lower

end in the digestive cavity. The first part of this is an organ which seems closely to resemble a

gizzard; it is a globular form, and has two dark spots upon its sides, from which radiating lines are

seen
;
and these seem to be composed of muscular fibres, whose office it is to effect the trituration

of the food, by means of teeth projecting from the inner wall of the cavity. Tlie gizzard opens at its

lower end into a larger bag, wdiich is the true digestive stomach. Its walls are thickly studded with

spots of a rich brown colour ; these appear to be caused by minute follicles or sacs opening from its

cavity and secreting bile, thus constituting the most rudimentary form of liver. From the upper part

of the stomach, and by the sifle of the entrance from the gizzard, arises the intestine, the entrance to

which is surrounded by vibratile cilia. This passes up as a straii^ht tube by the side of the oeso-

phagus, and terminates by a proper anal aperture outside the circle of tentacula. The whole of this

complex digestive apparatus floats freely within the general cavity formed by the membrane that lines

the cell ; the intervening ppace being occupied by a clear fluid, and hy the muscles which project the

animal from the cell, and which retracL it within that envelope. This space communicates with the

cavity of the stem, and also with the interior of the tentacula. There would appear to he no definite

circulating system, neither heart nor blood-vessels being discoverable. The propagation of these ani-

mals takes place in two ways—by gemmae or buds—and by ova or eggs. The buds are developed in

Bowerbankia, and in other genera whose cells arise separately from a stolon, from the stem itself; hut

in those in which the cells are in contact with each other, and there is no common stem, as in the

Fhtstra, the cells bud off from each other.

Now if wx scrutinize these characters, we shall see that the greater number of them are rather

Molluscan than Zoophytic. In the first place, all the true Polypes use their arms to grasp their food and

to convey it to the mouth, and the arms are destitute of cilia. On the other hand, in the Ascidians

and all other Acephalous Mollusea, the nutritive matter is drawn in by a ciliary current, which also

serves to aerate the fluids. Thus, although the arms of the Bryozoa very commonly present a circular

arrangement, they may be considered as representing, in their relation to the economy of the animal,

the ciliated branchial sac of the Ascidian. But they do not by any means constantly present this radial

symmetry. Thus in the Ptumatella^ a beautiful freshwater genus belonging to the order Hippocrepia,

the ciliated arms are set upon two lobes or projections, one on either side of the mouth. The structure

of the digestive apparatus is decidedly Molluscan. In no true Polype is there a separate intestine or

anal oriHce ; and the existence of a gizzard-like organ, and of the rudiment of a liver (exactly resembling

that found in the lowest Tunicata) are also characters of elevation. The most important of all the single

characters furnished by the anatomy of these animals is their nervous system ; which, as already pointed

out, is decidedly Molluscan. The absence of a heart and distinct circulating system is, it is true, a Zoo-

phytic character; but we have found that, even in the true Tunicata, the circulation possessed a want

of constancy which indicated a tendency towards degradation. The propagation by gemmation, al-

though formerly supposed to be a character exclusively Zoophytic, is now known to belong also to the

Tunicated Molluscii; from this, therefore, no argument can be drawn in favour of the Zoophytic

nature of these animals. And although many of their compound fabrics have a stony density, and

closely resemble the solid polypidoms of the Anthozoa, yet in others, especially among the freshwater

species, we find a very close resemblance to the gelatinous bed or leathery crust in which the compound

Asciilians are lodged. And if wo imagined calcarous matter to be deposited in this bed or crust, we

should have a strong fabric resembling that of many Bryozoa. In their power of projecting their

bodies from their cells, the Bryozoa mast be admitted to resemble Polypes rather than Tunicata; but

this is a character of no particular importance; and some approaches to it are seen among the com-

pound Ascidians.

The following is the arrangement of the Bryozoa given by Dr. Johnston (British Zoophytes, second

edition). It must be borne in mind that the terms polype and jwlypidom are not properly applicable to

these animals and their compound fabric.

Order I.—INFCXDIBULATA.

Natives of the sea. Polypes compound, the mouth surrounded with ciliated, filiform^ retractile tentacola,

which form an uninterrupted circle ;
ova ciliated.
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SoctioTi A. roiypiaoms calcareous ; the cells tubular ivitn a round terminal aperture uncorered by an operculum.

Family 1. Tulndiporid'T. Polypidoms multiform, massive or crustaceous.

Family 2. Crhiul'V. Polypidoms confervoid, jointed.

Section B. PolypiiJoms calcareous or membrano-calcareous, multiform, composed of oblong or oviform cells,

whuse subtcrminal aperture is closed by a membranous fold or operculum.

Family 3. Eucratiado'. Polypidoms branched in a confervoid manner ; cells oblong
; no ovarian capsules.

Family i. C'elleporida;. Polypidoms massive or crustaceous, composed of ovate ceils in juxta-position, the

aperture terminal, often furnished mth a globular capsule.

Family 5. Eschnridcp. Polypidoms multiform, composed of oblong sub-quadrangular cells, disposed in a

semi-alternating series ; the cells conjunct, horizontal to the plane of axis, with a subtcrminal or

lateral aperture, usually covered with an ovarian capsule.

Section C. Polypidoms spongt-like, fleshy, polymorphous ; the cells irregular in disposition, immersed, with a
contractil(i aperture

; no external ovarian capsules.

Family G. HalcijoneUea.

Section D. Polypidoms conferroid, horny, fistular ; the polype-cells free.

Family 7. Veslcidariad':e. Body of the Polype separate from the parietes of the cell, which is deciduous.
Family S. FcdicdUaa: Body of the Polype adnate *o the cell.

Ohdeb II.—niPPOCKEPIA.
LacustHne or natives of fresh water. Polypes compound, the mouth suiTounded -nith ciliated retractile tenta-

cuhi. interrupted or depressed on one side, so as to assume a crescentic or horse-shoe form ; ova unciliated.

Section A. Polype-mass floating.

Family 1. Cristatellidce.

Section B. Polype-mass rooted.

Family 2. Plmnatellld-i:. Polj'pe-mass massive or confervoid
; inarticulate.

Family 3. PahidiceUida;. Polype-mass confervoid, jointed.

It would seem that with the Bryozoa should be associated the very curious group of Forarabuf.jra, placed by
Cuvier among the Cephalopoda. The structure of the animals has not been yet made out, however, with sathcient
precision to enable their exact position in the zoological scale to be determined.
The Bryozoa are diffused through all latitudes, and they appear to have existed at a very early period of the

larth's history
;
many of the (so-called) corals of the palaeozoic series belonging to this division. Their massive

stony structures would seem to have been formerly more abundant in our own seas than they are at present

;

whole reefs having been produced by their growth, as they are in the tropical seas by the growth of the existing
corals of the Uim<Mif'ji-fa kind presently to be described.

ANTHOZOA.
The Anthozoa, or true Polpyi, are distinguished from the preceding; by the perfect radial symmetry

of their intfrnal structure, aa well as of their external conlormation. Their nervous system has not

been clearly made out
;
but there can be no doubt that, if it really exist in a distinct condition, it

forms a ring surrounding the mouth. The dip-estive cavity has no

intestine nor anal orifice; but in many compnuniJ Polvjiefera it is

prolonged into the interior of the mass, and joins a system of canals by

which the stomachs of the several Polypes are connected with each

other. The tentacula are never clothed with cilia. The class may
be divided mto the orders Hydroida, or Hydraform V(:Ay\ies\

Helianthoida, or Actiniform Polypes ; and Asteroida, or Alcyo-

iiian Polypes. By some, however, the two latter orders are regarded

as forming one group, equivalent to the Hydroida.

OaDEB I.-IIYDUOIDA.

Thi,', order is made up of simple and composite structures, of which the TTy.

dm is the type (see text, p G[>i). It is distinguished by the absence of any
cavity around the stomach

;
the wall of the digestive cavity and tlie ex-

tern;il integument of the body being merely the inner and outer layers of

the same membrane. The mouth is surrounded by slender tentacula, which
are beset with little points that seem to have a stinging power; and by

Fir.. 11.- Hydra ;T,mouih. the agency of the.'^e arms the food is grasped and conveyed into the stomach.

They are nearly all marine, and are found in all latitudes. In some of the solitary and nearly all the com-

posite species, the external integument possesses a horny consistence
; and thus are formed more or less perfect

polype-cells, ivithin which the body is lodged. The mode in which these structures are increased by gemmation
frequently gives them a very plant-like aspect. The Hydra produces buds, which at first [irojeet from the side
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oi Its boay as litti

besc, when they hi

bve indeptndently.

developed, the di;

knoos or protuberances,
„^ . .

. , ,
"**"' e-'aduaiiy acquire the form and structuie of the ontrinal ; andvea.i.ved at maturity and are able to maintain their own oxist.uce, become detached and

..eJZ r'' Tr'''"
'"'''' ^'^^"' '''"''''''' ''"^ '^^''^ ^^'^•^ -'-^-^^ ^«d tentaeula are fully

connected>vithtr.trf t^! T'fK^''''"''"''^'^
^^' ^''^^'^ several may exist at once upon one stocl.) arethat of the parent by an aperture in their footstalks; and fluids can pass readily from one to the

other. Now this is, in fact, the essential condition of such a com-
pound structure as the one represented in Pig. 12; for all the polypes
m such a structure have been in reality produced hy [,'emmation from
a single individual; and their digestive cavities are united by tubes
which proceed from the base of each, along the stalk, to communicate
with the cavity of the central Uein. There is this peculiarity, however,
in the compound polypes of this order—viz. that the vitality seems
rather to exist in the stem and branches than in the polypes seated
upon them

;
for the polypes not unfrequently die, are cast off,

and then renewed, like the leaves of a tree. A circulation of fluid
may be seen to take place witliiu the stem and branches of many of
the compound Hydroida. like that of the AscidiiM, it is reversed
at intervals; the flow being sometimes very rapid, then slackening
and stopping, and then recommencing in the opposite direction,
sometimes after an interval, sometimes immediately.
The study of the reproduction of the Hydroida has disclosed some

very curious facts. Besides propagating itself by buds, in the manner
just described, the IJydra, towards the approach of winter, forms
ovisacs in the membranous substance of its body near the foot •

whilst spermatic vesicles are formed in like manner near the oral
extremity. These discharge their contents—ova and spermatozoa—
at the same time; and from the fertilized ova it is probable that a
new generation of Hydras is developed. In the compound Hydroida,
however, we do not tind either eggs or gemmae produced from the
bodies of the individual polypes. For the extension of the parent
structure, new polype-cells and polypes are evolved from the stem
and branches

;
whilst for the production of an entirely neiv genera-

tiijn, we find a very distinct and most remarkable provision. In
m;iny of the solitary or slightly branching genera of the marine

Fn5. 12.—CA:vip,A,\ri.ARiA. Hydroida, belonging to the family Tubularida; the bodyof the polype
produces buds altogether unlike itself; these buds are, in fact, true Medusce, and have been described as such after

their detachment and their attainment of their complete form. It is by the Medusce which freely smra through
the water, and which thus go to form new colonies elsewhere, that the true ova are produced, which are developed
at first into polypes ; these polypes evolve Medusa-buds ; and from the mature Medusas, ova are again produced,
fr-om which a new generation arises, to go through the same curious series of phenomena. There is httle diffi-

culty in perceiving here a close analogy with the history of vegetable development. The seed and the egg are
essentially the same thing ; from it spring in the one case a stem and leaves, in the other a stem and pohpes

;

these may extend by gemmation to any degree, producing new leaves or new polypes ; but after a time a different

set of buds appears, the flower-buds and the Medusas, containing distinct sexual organs, by which seeds and ova
are again generated. The only difference that even seems essential, lies in the tJetac/imcnt of the iledusa-buds;

but this is only that they may possess locomotive powers which shall carry them to a distance, in order that the

ova may be widely scattered through the ocean.

In other Compound Hydroida, however, there is a distinct apparatus for the development of the Medusa-buds.

This consists of a large cell or capsule, which was formerly designated as an "ovarian vesicle," being supposed
to produce ova from which new polypes arise. But it is now known that in many cases, at least, the bodies

really generated in them are Medusa-buds, which become detached (sometimes in a very immature form), and
sirim forth to deposit their ova, from which a new generation of polypes \vill arise, in some distant sitot. This
is certainly the case with the Camp'i.iud<irid-M ; but whether the "gemmules" wliich issue from the ovarian

vesicles of the SeHularidcc are of the same nature, has not yet been ascertained.

Thus we have seen that the Hydraform Polypes are so closely connected with the Pulmograde Medusas, that

they cannot be justly separated from each ot.:er. For whilst the animals best known to us as Medusa? c-An he
shown to pass the early part of their lives in the Polypoid condition, the animals best known to us as Hydraform,

Polypes are sexually propagated by Medusan bodies springing from them by gemmation.

The following is L)r. Johnston's classification of this order :

—

Section A.—Ovisacs or bulbules naked, bud-like, pullulating from the bases of the tcntacula™

Family 1. Corynida:. Polypes naked, or with only .a rudimentary pulypidom.

Family 2. Tabularida!. Polypidom fistular ; the tentacula whorled.

Section B. Ovisacs in the form of horny capsules or vesicles scattered on the polypidoms, and deciduous.

Family 3. Sertularidcc. Cells of the polypes sessile.

Family 5. Campaimlarida:. Polype-cells on ringed stalks.

Section C. Polypes propagating by buds and ova, which devclope themselves on and in the body of the parent.

Family 5. IJydraidtc.
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OitDEii II.—HELIANTIIOIDA.

Thi'! order derives its designation from the resemblance borne by the polypes it includes to a sun-flower or
other composite blossom. The commoa Actinia may be taken as its type ; and all the animals which it includes
are constructed nearly upon the same model. The body is composed of a stomach possessing walls of its own,
and suspended by vertical partitions which pass in a radiating direction between the outer surface of the stomach
and thegeneral mtogument, so as to divide tlie intervening space into numerous chambers. The stomach is closed

at the bottom, as are also the surroundiog chambers; and tliis is equally

the case in the compound species as in the soUtary. The radiating parti-

tions have openings, by which the chambers communicate with each other

and there is also a free passage from them into the hollow tcntacula, which
aiT iirovided with orifices at the extremity, that can be opened or closed by
tlif animal. Water is sometimes taken in by these orifices, so as to distend

tin.' radiating chambers and the tcntacula
;
and is then ejected vvith consi-

d<.-rable force through the same apertures. There is reason to believe that

this is a respiratory process ; the whole interior of the chambers, ii]to which

the water is received, being covered with vibratile cilia. These chambers,

^ ,„ ^ however, are specially intended for the development of the ova. The ovaries
Fir.. 13.—SF.cTio>r of >5r v-Anemonk

;

> i- ^
_

->

'. .v.iity of stnmach, b surroundinE rhunihcrs. form plaited masses, attached aloQg the inner border of some of the vertical

leaflets which do not extend as far as the stotnach. The ova appear to be developed in the substance of the--e

masses, and to escape, by the rupture of the membranous envelope of the ovarium, into the interseptal spaces.

The embryo is sometimes discharged through the tentacular orifices, as a mere "gemmule;" but it is not

unfrequently retained within the body of the parent until it has undergone a further development, and ac-

q'lired a stomach, mouth, and tentacula of its own. Young Actinia: in this condition seem to be discharged,

not by the tentacular orifices, which are too minute to give them passage, but by the mouth
; although the

manner in which they pass from the ovarial chambers into the stomach is yet an unsolved mystery. Besides the

ovaria, these radiating chambers contain numerous long convoluted tubuh, ^vhicli are bL-lieved to be the male
organs. According to some, however, the sexes are distinct.

The Actiinui proper do not usually increase by gemmation ; but this mode of increase hns been observed by Sir

J. G. Dalyell in one species, from the expanded base of which small portions occasionally detach themselves,

which subsequently become perfect AcUn%a\ In numerous other species of the order we meet with some fonn of

gemmiparous production, which gives rise to compound structures, resembling those of the other polypes, but
usually much more massive. Thus in the Zoanthus, we find animals that agree with the Actiniae in their general

organization, springing from a common base, which is sometimes broad and flat, but more commonly a sort of

creeping stem. In the arborescent species -n-itli a stony axis, however, the multiplication of the individual po-

lypes of the compound mass seems to take place by the division of the bodies of those already existing, very much
after the manner of the Polygastric Infusoria {page 708). The polypes of these compound masses ai-e connected by
a '^'jrt of gelatinous flesh; but this would not seem to have the same degree of organization as that of the Akyonian

X'ulypi; and there is no communication established between the digestive cavities of the individual polypes, by
means of a sy!:^tem of anastomising canals, a-^ there is in the group next to be deseribud.

AU the Corals which are dtstinguishijd as himdUforra, are formed by Helianthoid pijlypes
;
deriving thuir cha-

racter from the depusit of stony matter, not merely in the bases of the animals, and in the substance of tiie

gelatinous flesh that connects them, ^ _
but also in the radiating partitions

around the stomach. If the stony mass

be the product of a single animal, as

in the Caryophyllia or Fungia, it is

marked on its upper surface bya single

Series uf these plates {Fig. 14), strongly

resembling the gills of the mushruum
;

hut if the coral have been the axis of

a comi'ound mass, the radiating la-

mella; will be Seen in every one of the

individual polype-cells (Fig, 15), which

are sometimes very numerous and mi-

nute, especially in the Madreporidce.

These cells are not by any means con-

stantly c !( Ill a ,
hilt stdl the laminated plates project inwards fi-om

their circumference towards a common centre. Sometimes anumber of

cells unite into a groove or furrow; as in t\\ii Meandrina or brain

stiMie coral. In all these eases, the stony structure is produced by

the consolidation of the lower and older portion of the animal, by means of a deposit of carbonate of lime,
whilst the softer or membranous portion undo.rgoes a corresponding extension above. The stony axis, audits
lamellated ceUs, are thus really parts of the animal structure, and grow instead of being huilt vp by the agency
of the coral polypes. The portion which has imdcrgone comsolidation, huwcver, although continuous witli the

Fig. 15-—Mas ASTR^EA VrRIDl?
I'ulypcs withdrami

uncori.TRd liy Hi.'^h.

into tliuir
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Boft tissues of the animal, no longer participates in its vitai operations, and may be almost said to bo dead ; in

fact the gelatinous flesli is frequently withdrawn from the lower part, so that it remains as an inert stony mass,
whilst the upper portion is actively growing. In some of the arborescent corals (MadreplujUidcc), the stony matter
appears to be entirely deposited in the substance of the polypes themselves; which are seated only at the ca;-

tremiti.es of the branches
; but in the more massive species ( Afadreporidcc ), it is deposited also in the connecting

gelatinous flesh, and the polype-cells are scattered over the entire surface.

The Order may be divided into the following families :—
Section A. Body coriaceous or fleshy.

Family 1. Aotiniadce. Polypes separate and single.

Family 2. Zoanthid-ce. Polypes gemmiparous, and associated by a common base.

Section B. Body secreting a calcareous polypidom.

Family 3. Madrcphi/Uidcc. Coral with terminal cells.

Family 4. Madreporldee. Coral cellular throughout, the cells connected by a calcareous network, their

own walls also being porous.

All those massive corals, to which the formation of coral reefs and islands is chiefly due, belong to the second
section of this order ; and most of them to the family MadreporidxE. Whilst the animals of the first section are

abundant in nearly all latitudes, those of the second are at present almost entirely restricted to tropical seas.

The large amount of coral limestone , however, found interposed amongst various other stratified rocks, from the

oldest even almost to the most recent, shows that they must have formerly had a much more extensive distribu-

tion. Only one small species (PocUlopora interstiiicta) belonging to the third family, and Wiree ( Turhinolia bo-

realls, T. mlUctia.na, and Caryopliyllia 5mi(Aii_) belonging to the fourth, have been until recently knuwn in British

sens. At the last meeting of the British Association, howL'ver, Mr. Slac Andrew announced the very inter-

esting discovery of a living Fungla dredged up off the coast of Zetland.

Obdeu III.—ASTEROIDA.

—alcyoman Pot.tpf..

Thi'i division receives its designation from the star-like appearance of the short thick tentacula, six or eight in

number, when expanded around the mouth. These tentacula are unpro-

vided with cilia ; but a number of little projections may he seen along their

margins, which probably increase their prehensile power. The mouth
leads to a stomach, which is suspended in the midst of the general cavity

of the body by partitions radiating from its walls ; the number of these

partitions, and consequently that of the chambers surrounding the

stomach, being the same with that of the tentacula. Instead of being

closed at its lower extremity, however, like that of the Actiniform polypes,

the stomach of the Alcyonians opens into the canals that ramify through

the fleshy mass in which they are imbedded ; the orifice being surrounded

by a circular mu?cle or sphincter, by the actions of which it may be ex-

panded or entirely closed. The chambers which surround the stomach

communicate above with the cavity of the tentacula, each of which has

a small orifice at its extremity ; whilst below they are continuous with

the ramifying canals just mentioned ; and the membranous septa which

support the stomach do not cease at its lower extremity, hut are prolonged downwards as plaits or folds of the

lining of these canals, until they gradually disappear. Here, too, the life of the individual polypes is subordinate

to that of the general mass ; and it is from the latter that all

the extensions of the fabric by gemmation take place. On

the other hand, the ova are developed in the substance of

the membranous folds, and make their way outwards

through the mouth.

In this order we find a remarkable diversity in the charac-

ter of the polypidom. together with a great general similarity

in the structure of the polypes themselves. It contains no

solitary species ; and the essential character, by which it is

most distinguished from the Ilelianthoida, is the intimate

connection of the individuals of the same ma^s. In the com-

mon Alcyoiiium, the polypidom has something of a spongy

texture ; being composed of a gelatinous flesh burrowed by

a network of canals, and strengthened by a multitude of

spicules of mineral matter, which form a sort of loose .skeleton

that extends throughout the mass, especially strengthening

its surface. In the Tublpora musica, or organ-pipe coral, the

external integument of each polype is completely consoli-

dated into a calcareous tube. On the other hand, in the Hed Coral, it is the centre which is thus hardened,

forming a very dense stony axis, on the smooth surface of which not a vestige of polj-pe-cells can he detected.

This axis is clothed in the living state with a gelatinous flesh that is channelled out, like that of the Alcy<yniu7ii^

Fio. 17.- YoniUjM ; A, portion enhrt'd, ^

the l'oly,.es.
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by the canals which connect the stomachs of tne polypes imDedded in

stem has a jointed character, being composed alternately of

calcareous and of horny matter. And in the Gorgonla (Sea-

F;in)and Antipathcs (l^lack Coral) it is altogether horny; the

investing substance, however, being furnished with a large

number of spicules, forming a friable crust, in .which the

orifices fur the polypes nuty be frequently discerned, when

diied upon the horny axis. In some few cases, instead uf

being attached by roots to hxed bodies, the Alcyonian poly-

pidoms are free, being carried about by the actiun of the

waves and currents of the ocean. This is the case with the

Pauiatuhi, orsea-jien, and with the Vart:tUlum, which is nearly

allied to it (Fig. 14).

The order may be subdivided into the following families :

—

Section A. Polype-mass fixed.

Family 1. Alcyonidce. Polype-mass coriaceous or some-

what carneuus, without any distinct axis, but

strengthened by variously-disposed calcareous

spicula
;
polype-cells subcutaneous, scattered over

the surface.

Family?. Corallidcc. Polype-mass arborescent; polypes

scattered over the whole surface, imbedded in a

thick eretaceo-gelatinous cclluiiferous crust; the

axis solid, horny, or calcareous.

Family 3. Tubiporido:, Polypary composed of calca-

reous tubes, arranged in successive stages; polypes

terminal.

Section IJ. Polype-mass free.

Family 4. J'mnatidida:. Polype-mass jtcnnated, carneous •

its fluDstance. In the Tsh ITippuns, tha

Fig. 18.—Red Coral.

the skin spiculiferous
;
the axis bony,

tinuous; polypes arrangL-d along a part only of the polypary, of which a portion is sometime

simple, con-

s cmbeddcd-

Fh). 19.— YCRETILLUM

T(i order to bring the enumei'ation oi f;imiliep and genera contained in the text into hamirmy with modern views,

the following tahli; of Cuvier's arrangement, showing the real situatiuti of each pi'incipal group, may be useful.

Oraer I.—Caenusi
;

Arthda- '^ ^y^^^^^ 11.—IlELiANxnoiDA ; Fam. 1 and 2. Jctiniad'M and Zoanthidcc.
Lnccr)iari.a. J

Order II.^-Gelatinosi ;
' I/i/dra. Order I.

—

IU'i»boida ; Fam, 1. I/i/drak(>.v.

Order m.^CoRALLIFEIil.

Order III.

—

Asteeoiea
;
Fam. 3. Tiihiporldce.

Order I.

—

Htdeoida ; Fam. 2. Tuhularidm.

Order I.

—

IItdroida ; Fam. 3. Sei-tutaridce.

BJiYOZ'tA of various families.

Belong tn the Vegetable kingdom.

Order III.-^Astekoida ; Fam. 2. CoralUdce.

Ordur III.—AsTEEOiDA ; Fam. 2. CoralUdcr.

Order II.—Helianthoida
; Fam. 3 and 4. Madrcphyllid'C and MadrepoHdm.

Cliiefly BRYOZOA of various families.

Order II.—AsTERoiDA ; Fam. 4. P'innatulid'iE.

Order II.

—

Asteroida ; Fam. 1. Alci/Onuia;.

PORIFEBA,

Tubipora.

Ttibidaria.

Scrtulorla.

CdUh I,-li.

CoraUhnx.

Ceratop]n/fa.

Litkophifta,—Ish, li'G.

Madrcpora.

MiUipora.

Pennatul/i.

A Icyordum.

Spovgia.

" Of the genera associated by Cuvier under this order. Cor i)m is the only one that is really allied to Hydra

;

CHstatiMa being a Bryozoun ; VortkdUi being an Infusory Animalcule
; and Pedkdkiria not being a separate

animal, but an appendage of certain Echinodermata.
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CLASS PORIFERA.

There can be no question that, if the Sponges and their allies be admitted into the Animal kingdom

they must form a distinct group, below the class of Polypes. Not only is the radiated disposition of

parts altogether wanting, but even that deSniteness of form is absent, whicli so peculiarly distinguishes

the higher groups of Animals from the members of the Yegetable kingdom. The internal structure

is no less deficient in Animal characters. There is no stomach or digestive cavity for the reception of

the food,—no nervous system or organs of sensation and locomotion,—and notlring beyond the very

simplest apparatus for reproduction. No movements of a decidedly animal nature can be observed in

them
;
the gradual change of form of the orifices of the canals, which is sometimes witnessed, having

at least an equal resemblance to the movements of many Plants : neither is there any decided indication

of the presence of sensibility. Perhaps the strongest argument in favour of their animal nature is to

be found in the resemblance of their structure to the general mass of Alcyonia, which may be likened

to a sponge with polype mouths ; and it is an interesting fact that, in the extension of these structures,

the spongy mass is the part first produced, the polypes not appearing upon it until a subsequent period.

The exterior of every Sponge is covered with minute orifices or pores (whence the name of the

class), thickly set together; and between these are seen the larger openings or vents, which, if traced

downwards into the substance, are found to be

the mouths of large canals or vessels that ra-

f^ mify through it. The pores open into a less

regular arrangement of tubes and minute cavi-

ties, of which the spongy mass is principally

composed; these freely communicate with one

another throughout the mass ; and the canals

arise from the midst of them, by small tubes

which unite into larger ones, these again meet-

ing to form the wide channels which terminate

in the vents. Through these canals, in the li-

ving Sponge, a constant stream of fluid issues

_ „ L « uNuE forth; the supply being kept up by absorption

tl r ugh the pores The cause of this movement is unUrjwn. Prom these vents also issue forth the

reproductive gemmulcs, which are minute ciliated gelatinous bodies, resembhng Animalcules. They

are first seen as minute opaque yellow points, irregularly distributed in the gelatinous substance of the

body, and usually at some distance from the surface. As their development proceeds, they project

from'the walls of the canals into their cavities; and at last become altogether detached, and are

carried forth by the current.

The substance of the Sponge is chiefly composed of tubular fibres of a homy character, which form

a network that possesses considerable elasticity ;
this network forms, as it were, a skeleton, which is

clothed with a gelatinous flesh. In the greater proportion of Sponges, it is strengthened by spicules, or

needle-shaped crystals of earthy matter; these, which are sometimes composed ol silex, in other cases

of carbonate of lime, are disposed at intervals throughout the mass
;
but are especially abundant in

the neighbourhood of the canals, and around the external orifices both of these and of the pores, each

of which is strengthened by a regular framework of spicules.

No classification of Sponges that has yet been proposed is likely to have a permanent value ; so

little being yet known of their real nature, and of the characters which should serve as the guide in

their systematic arrangement.

CLASS INFUSOPaA.

The improvements recently made in the Microscope, and the large amount of attention that has been

devoted of late to the natural history of this class, has vastly added to our knowledge of it. One result,

however, of this increase of knowledge, which is mainly due to the researches of Professor Ehrenberg,

has been to show that the two groups of which the Cuvierian class consists are really very distinct

from one another, resembling each other in nothing but their minuteness of size, and the softness and

z z
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transparency of their textures ; and that the order Eotifera ought to constitute a separate class, and

to have a place in the Articulated neries.

HOTIFERA.

The animals of this class have usually" an elongated form, and are perfectly symmetrica] on the two

sides. At the anterior extremity, we observe one or more rows of vibratile cilia; these are frequently

arranged (as in the common Wheel Animahzcle^ Fig. 21, 5), in a circular manner, and when they are

in motion, an appearance of revolving wheels is produced, from which the class derives its appellation.

In many species we find a prolongation of the body in front, extending beyond the ciliary apparatus
;

this, which sometimes bears one or more red spots that are supposed to be eyes, may be regarded as a

head (Fig. 21, a). The body is covered with a double enyelope, both layers of which are extremely

thin and flexible in many species, whilst in others the outer one seems to possess a horny consistence,

an<] may even contain siliceous matter. In thf Stepha/iiferos Elchornii^ this is so far detached from

the body, as almost to form a sort of polype-cell, like that of the Bowerbankia ; and the cilia, instead

of being disposed in circular rows, are mounted on arms like those of a polype ; so that the whole

animal bears a strong resemlilance to the Bryozoa, with which it forms the connecting link.

^ ^ The 1)uJy of the Rotifer vulgaris not being enclosed in any such

/^ dense envelope, is capable of considerable extension, and has much

/A";! a. of the Vermiform aspect; this is increased when a slight contraction

nAt-\\ draws the externa) membrane into transverse wrinkles, that seem

FY][|my------'/' to indicate the set'-ments of the trunk. The posterior extremity
-iiJiW

\^ prolonged into a tail, po=sessing three joints, which can be

drawn up within each other. Within the external integument

there are four longitudinal bands running from end to end ; these

are probably bundles of muscular fibre, by the contraction cf

which the body may be shortened. On the under surface of the

head is a projecting orifice, which is believed to act as a syphoQ

for the introduction of water into the general cavity for the pur-

pose of respiration
; the ciliary movement being destined to bring

food to the mouth, which is situated between the wheels. The

wide lesophagus terminates in a sort of gizzard (6?), provided with

regular teeth at its entrance. Tliese teeth are two in number on

each side, and are fixed upon hard jaws, moved by powerful mus-

cles, so as to work between each other. All the food which is

swallowed is submitted to their action, before it enters the first

stomach, and when the cilia are in operation, these jaws are al-

ways in regular movement. From the first stomach or gizzard

there passes off, in the Rotifer, a long straight intestine (y*y,)

wdiich terminated without any dilatation except near its close at

_^j
just at tbe commencement of the tail; this tube is surrounded

^th Che by a glaniiular apparatus, h, which may be regarded as a liver.

;

"/', Ti'i'-- In many nther Tlntifera, however, we find the gizzLird opening

Tdi'iMr^J into a larger cavity, which may be regarded as the true digestive

'i')]"'''' 'stomach. Near the termination of the intestine is the oviduct,

ny which are extruded the eggs, k, wliich are formed in the large ovarja. Besides the longitudinal

muscular bands, transverse lines may be nh.^erved to cross the body at intervals, which are

believed by Ehrenberg to be blood-vessels, passing off from a trunk that runs along the hack, like

the dorsal vessel of Insects. A distinct nervous system unquestionably exists in the Rotifera; though

it cannot be seen in the Rotifer vulgaris so clearly as in some others of the group.

The movements of these animals are very activt^ and varied. Sometimes they al tach themselves by

the tail, and set their ciliary apparatus in motion for the purpose of obtaiuing food ; in which condition

they bear a strong resemblance to Bryozoa. But they also swim freely about through the water, the

ciliary apparatus being folded up (as in Fig. 21, B), and they then resemble aquatic Worms. And
sometimes they crawl along a solid surface, after the manner of a Leech, Yet with all this complex

organization and these active powers, many Botifera may be completely ilried up, and preserved for au

Fio, 21.—WHErr. ANiMAi,rTT.r=i
fl-lir'-ls expamlwi ; H, ivitll lln; \i lnil,

5nLH-n irij a, the h.-iid «-iili ih, ,-,,

ii'lieds; r, iv!iter-si|>!iiiTt 1 d, mn-.i u-ir

'., Nalivnry glands, / /, intestinal cuniil

lermiimtiou ; A, glaiidulfir app^iratus f

i, young ones nearly cumplete; k, egg
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in.k-fimte period, without the loss of their vitality; being revived again by moisture, and returning to
their original activity.

The reproduction of the Kotifera is not accomplished by gemmation, nor by the subdivision of the
body, hut only by eggs. Of these, not many are produced at once

; they attain a large size in propor-
tion to tlie body of the parent (Fig. 21, k)

; and the development of the embryo often proceeds so far
before the e^^ is extruded, that its ciliary movements are visible. The egg-capsule frequently bursts
when the egg is passing forth, so that the young may be said to be born alive ; being capable of active
locomotion, and of obtaining its own food, as soon as it quits the body of the parent. Notwithstanding
that the number of eggs undergoing development at one time seldom exceeds three or four, the re-

productive powers in this tribe are very extraordinary, in consequence of the rapidity with which the
young arrive at maturity, and become the parents of a new generation. From the observations of

Professor Ehrenberg on the rate of propagation of the Hydatina scnta, one of the largest of the

Rotilera, he calculates that, from a single individual, more than a miUion might be generated in ten

days, and nearly seventeen millions in twenty days. This rapidity of multiplication, taken in connec-
tion with the power which these animals possess of being revivified after entire desiccation, is quite

sufiicieut to account for their sudden appearance in various situations in which they were not previously

known to exist, and for their extraordinary abundance whenever the conditions in regard to food,

temperature, <fec., are favourable.

The class is Kubdivided by Professor Ehrenberg in the first place, according to the arrangement of the ciliary

apparatus, into two sections, each of which contains two orders ; and every one uf these four orders is subdi-
vided into two families, according as the external skin is soft or naked, or forms a dense lorica or sheath.

Section A. Monotrocha. A single, continuous, ciliated i\heel.

Order I.—HoLOTnocEiA. Margins of the ^vhecls entire.

Family 1. Icthydina. Skin naked.

Famdy 2. (Ecistin-a. Skin loricated.

Order II.

—

Schtzotbocha. Margins of the wheels crcnatcd.

Family 3. Megalotrocluca. Skin naked.

Family 4. Floscidaria. Skin loricated.

Section B. Sokotrocha. A compound, or divided, ciliated wheel.

Order III.

—

Polythocha. Many-parted wheels.

Family 5. Hydatinrra. Skin naked.

Family 6. Euchlanidota. Skin loricated.

Order IV.

—

Zygotrocha. Two-parred ^vhcels.

Family 7. Phllodinixa. Skin naked.

Family 8. Brachioncca, Skin loricated.

HOMOGENEA.

This group is now more commonly known under the name Polyqastr[ca, conferred upon it by Pro-

fessor Ehrenbers", from the idea that the animals composing it are distinguished by the possession of

numerous digestive sacs or stomachs. In this view, however, many very competent observers are far

from coinciding; and the previous designation may, therefore, be properly retained, until the organi-

zalion of these beings shall have been more fully ascertained, and their true relations shall have

become more completely apparent. At present there is a strong tendency to transfer a large propor-

tion of them to the Vegetable kingdom ; it being now certainly known that an active movement, oc-

casioned by the vibration of cilia, is visible in many of the humbler Plants
; so that the power of thus

making its way through water, even with considerable activity, is by no means that certain and

distinctive attribute of an Animal, which it was at one time supposed to be. Moreover, it is certain

that many of them are allied to Plants in their chemical constitution, and also in their power of

growth and increase under the influence of light, at the exneuse of water and carbonic acid merely.

It has lately been ascertained, too, that the Desmidece and Diatomacem reproduce themselve-s by

conjugation, after the manner of the Zygnemata, which are undoubted plants
; so that, although these

are described and represented by Professor Ehrenberg as Infusory Animalcules, they are now trans-

ferred by most Naturalists to the Vegetable kingdom. It seems not improbable that a large proportion
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of the Rroup will ha.e to undergo a similar transference
; but it would oe premature to attempt the

separation at present.

The forms presented by these Animalcules are extremely various. In some «'e can scarcely detect
any definue shape; their bodies appear composed of a mass of gelatinous matter destitute of any
sohd support, which may project itself into almost any figure. In others there is still a considerable

variety in the forras assumed by the same
individual under different circumstances (Fig,

626, d)
; but still a prevailing shape can be re-

cognized. In others, again, thebody, although

r^>^ ytill unprotected by any firm envelope, appears

to undergo little change in figure, except wheu
affected by temporary pressure. But there are

many species which cannot be influeaced even

by this; their soft bodies being enclosed in a

delicale but firm integument, strengthened by

a deposit of siliceous matter. These are termed

Fig. 22.—Varioits FoRM.s or Ai^iMALrcLRs. loricaied Infusoria; and their envelopes are

often preserved after the death uC the Animalcules, accumulating by their multiplication into vast

masses. lo these luricated tribes, however, were included many forms now transferred to the Vege-
table kingdom.

Those seem most entitled to the designation Animalcules^ which have a distinct mouthy surrounded

by vibratile cilia. By the ageni-y ot cnese cilia, food is taken into the cavity of the body ; and refuse

matter is sometimes expelled through ^separate orifice. When these Animalcules have been allowed

CO remain for a short time in water, in which finely-divided particles of colouring matter are sus-

pended, the whole of the transparent body is seen to be studded with coloured globules of a tolerably

uniform size, each of them composed of an aggregation of particles.

From this class of facts it has been inferred by Professor Ehrenherg that a larg<^ number of globular

cavities exist in the substance of the body, into which the food is received; ano he considers that

these all sometimes communicate directly with the mouth ;
but that in general they are arranged

along an intestinal tube, into which they open by a short neck. Notwithstanding the high authority,

however, which Prof, E. has acquired from his patient and long-continued study of these Animalcules,

this doctrine has not received very general assent from those mosi competent to judge of its mprit.^,

being regarded as rather an hypothesis founded on observations, than a? itself entitled to rajik as

an observed fact.

It is to the action of the vibratile cilia, also, that tlie crreat variety of movements exhibited by these

beings is entirely due
; and tliis fact would seem to mdicate that these movements are not directed by

consciousness. No organs of sensation have been shown to exist in tliis class of Animalcules ; nor

has any indication of a nervous system been discovered.

Several modes of propagation are seen in this class of Animalcules. Not nnfrequently we observe

a reproduction by the development of gcmm<s or liuds, as in the Vorticella (Fig. -2, a) ; bat in other

species the multiplication is ertected h_\' thi:' separation <\\ the body into two parts, the ili\i-ion some-

times tnking place longitudinally, as at h-, sometimes transversely, as at c. This process takes place

with such rapidity under favourable circumstances, that it has been calculated that from a single Pa-

ramcecium (Fig. 22, e), no fewer than 268,000,000 might be produced in a month. In other tribes,

however, propagation takes place by ova or germs evolved within the body of the parent, the greater

part of whose bulk is often made up of them.

When the gemmfe remain adherent, instead of becoming detached, compound structures are pro-

duced, more or less resembling those of Zoophytes in miniature. The groups of Vorticella are

examples of this; but a still more remarkable instance is the Yoivox, formerly designated the globe-

animalcule.^ but now known to be composed of a congeries of Monads produced by gemmation from a

single individual, and invested by a common envelope.

The classification of this group proposed by Ehrenherg is principally founded on the various forms

under which he believes the alimentary canal to exist in them ; and until the existence of these ehaU

be generally admitted, the classification cannut be regarded as having any permanent value.
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Abramis
Abrajiciiia

Abrocorna
Acalepha
Acanthocepbala
Acaiitbocinus
Acaiithoiiis
Acaiitbopotla
Arantlli)|»teryg;ii

Acanthuius
Acarides
Acarus
Acasta
Accentor
Accipeiiser
Acci|)itres
Acelfplia
Acepliales
Acerrs
Acliafina
Aclieroiitia

Acheta
Acheiis
Achirus
Acoi.'tes

Acontia
Acrnchordus
Acrydiiua
Actinia
Actinocamax
Aculeata
Adepbai;:a
jEnitbalus
jEffotheles
AH:ama
Agatliisti^ues
Apreniosus
AB"^reg;ata

Ag;laura
Ailnrus
Alal)es

Alauda
AII)iones
AIca
Alcedo
Alciupe
AicNnnium
Alector
Alectnra
Alepocopbabis
Alli^atcir

Alosa
AInteros
jiniadina
jViiihassis

Anildotis
Aa^ia
Animocetes
Aninioilytes
Ammonites
Animoiilula
Anipeliy
Anipliil>ia .

Anipliinonie
Ampbioxus

313

397
121

G50
646
548
284
019
292
303

4G9
469
3S6

191

330
163
650
369
355
349
603
560
123

324
396
280
283
561

654
342
591

492
198
190
275
343

317
383

394
84

325
196

400
254
210
395
659
224
226
315
273
320
329
200
293
106

321

334
326
342
595
182

97
393
334
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Dclphinorhynchiis
Di-ltoides

Dendrocolaptes
])('iirli-tiiir'ssa

DiMiilniphis

Deiitalium

l>eiiticiHira

Bentirobtres
Deiire.s^a

Dermaptera
Dfrniestes .

Desmuilus
Disidenia
Diapcris
Ilibathryorhynch
Bicieuni
Dicerati'S

Dichelestiura
Dicrurus
Didelphis .

Didus
Diniti^'i-ada

])iu^ruiiima

Dinops
Diodoii
JUomedea
Diphyes
lUpbyllides
l>iploleparic'e

1 Jiplrijitera

J liplostoma
Diptera
DiptaTodon
Dipus
Itircaja

Discing
Discoboli
Diuriia
Dolabella
]>olicliocera

Dolichopus
Didydioiiyx
I)iinacia

Jlooax
Doi-as
HoiCLls
Doris
])orsihrancbiata
IVorche^ia .

Duryiiliurus
Draco
Drimopliilus
Dronias
]>ryinus
Itryopliis

Dryops
Dycoteles .

Dynastes
Dysopus
Dysporus .

Dytiscus

E.

Eclieneis
Ecpbimotes
Echidna
Ecliiiiodermata
Ecllinnps
Ecbinorhynchus
Echinosorex
l'^,cliiuus

Ecbis
Eclivmys
Eclacates
Edentata
Edolius
Edi-iopthalraa

Klanus
Elaps
Elatei-

Elenctuis
Eleotris
Elc|ilias

Eleutbcrata
Elops

102,

148,

146
613
-'06

266
283
3',)3

297
507
178

507
556
521

71
386
533
648
207
377
448
183
104
234
87

296
70

328
257
652
353
587
596
116

615
298
115

635
385
324
605

354
635
634
199
550
378
317
529
351

393
573
375
276
182

341

283
283
519
131
525
70

2C0
503

334
277
137

639
78

646
78

640
284
112
300
122

183
425
170
284

509
615
307
138
491

321

Emnrffiniila
I'^mberiza

Empia
Einys
Eiiallosti^ues

Kiicriiius

Enj^idites .

Ens;raulis
l-nterion

Entoiiiostef^ues

I^iitoinostraca
Entozoa
Eoliilia

]'4i(?ira

EpbeiTiera
Ei»bippiis .

EpibulLis
Epicardes
Epimnchus
Eques
Eqmtla
Equiis
Ei-ebus
Eretliizon
Erinnceiis
Erinoiiiys
F^riomys
Erolia
Erotylns
I'rpctoii

Erytbrinus
Eiyx
Esocidce
Esox
Estrilda
Etbeiia
Eudytes
Eulabes
Eumnrpbus
Eunice
Eapbonia
Eupbro^ine
Eupldcomus
I'-upoda

Euriuoryncbus
Europy^a .

Euryiaimus
Euryotis
Evaiiiales .

Exocc'tiis

Exocliiiata

r.

Falco .

Falcnnctllus
Fasciola
Felis .

Fei-oriia

Fiber .

Ficcdula
Fileitses

Filaria

Filil'orraia .

Fi)-ola

Fissilalira .

Fissirostres
Fissurella .

F sttdaria .

Fisttilaria .

Flabellines .

F'laviceps

Florales, (Tipule

F'lrticuia

FtX'iuis

Formica
Foiaiiiiniferes

Fossoi'es
F'ratercula .

Franc<dinus
Fre;^ilns

Frin-illa
FQl^-ora

Fulica .

F^tlii^ida

Fuii^Mci>la .

Fuii;<ivores,(Tipuli

369
198

632
270
343
640
518
321

397
343
434
643
352
461
576
298
310
431

209
296
301

133

611
118

77
78

120
245
554
282
321
2S2
314
314
300
373
252
187

554
394
184
396
337
549
345
239
194
115

585
315

416

166

180
64;

94
493
114

189
454
644
429
357
506
194
368
311

381
353
649
631

557
5S5
591

343
593
254
229
2! IS

198
568
249
264
554

'S)019

,
('I'ip u

FuTia;Ldtts

Furcalaria
Fusus

G.

Gadida:
Gadus
Ga!a,'opit]iecu8

Galatliadese
GalaxiQS
Galbiila
Galtodus .

dalius
Galcnica .

Gallicol;

Gallic(jli

Gallina;

Gallinsccta
Gallinula
Galhis
Gaiiimarina:
Gamiiiarus
Garrulus
Gasteropteron
Uastrocbtena
Gasteropodes
Gastrobanchus
Gastropelicus
Gastroplax
Gebia
Gelatinnsi
Genipyius .

Geiietta
Geocorisse
Geoiiiettidai

Geoniys
Geoi-ychus
Geosjiiza

Geotrupides
Gerbilliis .

Glaucopis
Glareola .

Glaucus
Globici'plialus
Gloiiierida;

Glossata
Glossnpbat^a
Gio.s^opo^is
Glossus
Glycciis
Giypbisodoii
Gobia
GobleSOX
Gobjodai
GoLios
Goliatbus
Goaipliosus
Gonnryncbiis
Gonocepbalus
Goiiyleptes
Gcrdius
Gor;;(niia

GracLilus
Grallic

Grallaria
Grallnia
Graiiilipalpi

Grapli\urus
Graucalus
Griis

Grvllotalpa
Gryllus
Gry[diaa
Guaiica
Giilo .

Gyinnarclius
Gyiiiiietnis

Gyniiiocepbalus
Gyninoderes
GyTuiiOdontes
Gymtiops
Gyiiinomyzides
Gyninotus .

Gyniiinra
Gypaetos

314
600
306

322
323
76

419
315
211

467
332
553
687
619
223
573
249
236

204
355

381
344
334
319
355
416
655
299
92

563
613
116
114

200
534
113
204
250
353
147

484
603
71

400
377
395
396
313
324
305

307
528
310
314
275
469
400
058
188

231

187
186
500
111
180
237
560
SCO
371

201

86
336
303
182
133

337
189
636
335

Gyp02;eratius
Gyriiius

H.

Flabia

Harnatopus
Hainatnrnis
H^etiiocharis
Hainopis
llitnjidon

Haladronia
Halcyon
IJaliacfns

HalicbaMus
Halicore
Halictopbagfus
Halieus
Halir.fis

Halilbca
Hahnaturus
Haltira
HMiuifcs
Hapale
Harpa!2n-ts

Harpaliens
Harpalus
Hari)yia
Meiainys
Helianus
Helicostegiies
Helictis
Helioniis
Helix
Helops
Heinerobius
Henioclius
Hernipodius
Heniiptera
Hemiiamphus
Hepialites
Hepialus
Heptratemns
Hcr[)ethotberes
Herpestes
Hesione
Hesostoma
Hesperia
Heterobranclius
Heterocenis
Heterodon
Hetero^yna
Heteromera
Heteropa
Heteropoda
Heteroptera
Hiaiis
Hiniantopus
Hippides
Hippnbosca
Hippocampus
H iiipoL;lossus

FIip|iulyte

HiPl yx
Hi|ipopotauius
Hippiopus
Hiriulo
Hirundo
Hispa
Hister
Honzin
Holetra
Holocantbus
Holosfoma
Holotlmria
Moiiio;reiiea

Hoinopoda
Honioptera
Ho()lides
Fioria

Hitrria

Hyana
Hyalea
Hybotini
Hydra
Hydracbna
Flydjiicbnellae

172
605

184
236
171
400
399
296
256
210
168

99
145
615
259
308
396
105
553
342
62
167
497
497

69, 169
115

296
343
89

252
348
63+
578
298
239
562
315
609
610
334
170
93

395
304
607
317
619
282

691
530
438
356
563
241
246
417
637
327
323
421
361

130
377
399
194
551
515
225
468
298
647
641

660
436
567
527
537
283
94

344
633
655
471

470
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"Ptprnpliorites

l'((?ni|in;les

I'triopus
PtiTutracliea
rtiloris

Ptiiiiores

Ptiniis

Putlinas
Pulex
Pulmonai'ia
Pulinonea .

Pupa
Pupipara
Piipi\i>ia

Plll.UIIIS .

P\crit>:;nriiiAes

I'yralis

Pyraiii^fa

Pyr^^ita

Pyr;,^o

PyiL,M:irna

Pyr'dcliroa .

Pyi'otfOina .

I'yrrhni'nrax

Pyrrbula

Q.

Quadrilatera
Quadrimani
Qiiadi'umana
Qucrula

R.

RarJiata

Kaia .

Kalliis

Ramphasto:
Rana
Rarirlla

Halilccps
Rrt-ti-i-adef

Rfrurvirosl
]vuiliura3

](eiuliis

Reillirndon
R.;-,inp.s

R.ptilia
Rlia:,Minn

Ithiiiella

oljatis

occrOK

iipi

li-uta

Rlii

Kill

Jilii

Rhi
j;i

Rlii

RliizosPiiiia

HI ibus .

Rli\ niaspis
Itliuii-luia

KliMirliaiiiis

HllMirril,i||.ll,

](liiii'"l'liuli

Rh^liruiH .

KllVll^^^Ullll.

l;iiM,^-ia .

Hln

Hiciiiiis

Ri|iipliurus

Rissoa
Rodentia
Ros-tc'llavia

Rnlill'in

JiiHiiiiiaiitia

Hi ula .

JlilMllila: .

JUIliia

Kyzajlia

S.

Saccomys .

Saccopliaryux
Bania
Sabella

CiU
3+3
68
356
2119

513
51 +

317

34'J

030
5S5
87

407

012
lK-1

i;)',i

34 +

3S0

5.;0

:i.H3

201

414
497
54

1S2

03S
333
210

300
322

54'.J

287

333
131

514
no
051

323
205

244
541
31)11

47"
4.s;)

530
3011

1117

307
0011

134

I'.ll

Saimiri
Salamaiiiler
Salaiix
Salarias
Salmo
Salmon Ida-

Sal pa
Sanatoria .

Salri:;railes

SaiiL^^uisti^^a

Sap.T.la .

Sarcorainjilius

Sarda
Sarffiis

Satuniia
J^atyris

Syiiria

Saurotliera
Saiirus
^axicnla
SL-alana
,Sc.'tio|is

Sc;il|irlli.)m

Scaii>ori-s .

Scapliidium
ScapbitfS .

Scaraltams
^^caral.es ,

Sc;iriti,les .

Scani.-.

Sniruinvzidrs
Sclnlbns
ScliJ/.>-)|ioila

S(.i;ijiii(l;u .

.Sciuropttrus
Sciiirus

ScleriMlL-rnii

So.)lelrpe .

Srdha
^i";uln|iax

Srol'ipciiiira

Sroluiis
Sli.iijmh.t

Sconilieresox
SrupeliLS .

Scops
Sropullpedes
Scopus
Scorpa'ua .

Scotoi.

417,

ilus

cllaria

Sc\lt:i'a

Scyllinni

Scyriiiios

Scyris
Scytlirops
SeciiriOo-a

Sciiiejata
Sclacliii

Sepia

Sephina .

Sfnola
Sei'pula

Serrasalmus
Serricornos
Serropalpides
Sertularia .

Seserinus .

Siiliiohthcs
Siu'alliill

Siliipiaria

Silliha

Siliinda;

SiPjrus

61

287
315

300
318
318
382
560
464
399
548
5'J-t

165

299
297
610
(07
272

214
319
1K9

359
81

386
211

517
342
522
351
49'.

311
634
316
422
296
295

278
110
109
328
395
649
594
243
4'i5

296
642
298
315
320
176

6UU
241

663
3i;8

352
331

332
300
215
582
383
331

339
303
279
301

300
391

319
508

535
656
301

609
397
342
396
303

363
308
516
316

316

Siniia
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Rain-fowl
Rat
Katel .

Rattle-snake
Raven
Rav .

Ra-zorbill

Razor-lish
Rpdstart
R<<.kvin<;

Rprdlinff
Reiinlcer
Respiration
Roacll
Roljin

Ruckling-
Roe .

Role
Kolle .

Holler
Rook
Rorqual
Rose-beetle
Rousselte
Ruff .

Sai^ouin
Saki .

Salamander
Salmon
Saiiderlins
Saiidj'iper

Siipajou
Saidme
Saufish
SC!ibbard-lisl

Scale-insect
ScimiLie
Scorpion
Scoter
Screamer
Scytal
Sea-bream
Sea-devil

Sea-bedgeliog:
Seal

Sea pike
Sea-sluff
Sea-wolf
Secretary
Secretiori

Senses, tire

Serpent
Sersine
Shad
Shark

in
215

110, U2
87

283
203
333
25-4

380
1!I0

185

l'J7

137

37
31!

189
322
138

281
2115

20-1

203

149

528
68

245

02
61

2S7
318
245
244
60

320
333
303
572
278
465
264
248
282
297
308
640

97, 99
294
641
307
172
22
25

280
182
320
332

Shearwater
SheathbiU .

Sheep
Shieldrake
Shoveller
Shrew
Shrew-mole
Shrike
Slirimp
Siik-worra
Skate
Skimmer
Skipjack
Skua
Skmik
Slee\e-flsh

Slo\v-\vorm
Sloth
Slujj

Smelt
Snail
Snipe
Snipe-fisli .

Snowfleck
Sokinak
Sole
Solitary-bee
Sora
Soiislik

Sparrow
Sparrow-hawk
Species
Spheniscan
Spider
Spider-catcher
Spong:e
Spoonbill
Spiat
Sprints-bok
Squirrel
Stag .

Sla;j:-beet]e

Star-tisll

Starling
Stellarine

Steen-bok
Stentor
Sterrinck .

Stilt

Stilt-birds

Stone-curlew
Stork
Storm-petrel
Sturgeon
Sucking-fish
Sultana
Sunbird
Sun-tlsh
Surikate

256
250
142
265
265
79
81

178

421
610
333

2.58

509
258
88

340
280
122

348
319

34S
243
312
198
73

324
599
24 9

111

199
170

19, 19n.
255
454
207
659
242
320
139

109
137

629
639
203
145

140
60

98
246
231
235
240
256
330
324
249
207

Surn .

Swallow
Swan
Swift

Sword-fish

Tagtian

Tamandua
Tamarin
Tanager
Tapeworm
Taxel
Te,il .

Teeth of Mammal
general remarks c

Telcdu
Temia
7'ench
Tenrec
Tern .

Terrapin
Thick-knee
Thread-worm
Tlo-ush
Tlninder-fish
Tiger
Tiger-cat
Tiger-moth
Tinamou
Tit
Toad
Tody
Tope
'1 ortoise
Toucan
Tonraco
Tree-creeper
Tnlobites
Troopial
Trout
Trunk-fish
Tunnv
Turliot
Turkey
Turnip-flea
Turnstone
Turtle
Tyrant

Unau
Urcliin
Ursal
Urson

175
194
261

194
299

109

87
126

62
1,84

G4K
86

206

204
313
78

258

235
644
184
317
95
95

Gil

230

197
287
210
332
270
217
220
216
4-19

202
318
329
299
323
226
553
245
271

131

123

77

Vampyre . . 71

Varieties . . 19

Vertel irate Animals 35

Yicngna . . I'^O

Viper . . 234

Viscacha . . 120

Vole ... 114

Volutes . . 363

Vultern . . 226
Vulture . . 1G4

ail

W.

AVaders
Wiii:tail

Walrus
Wapiti
VVart-liog

Wasp .

Vater-fle£
Water wagti
Waxbill
Waxwing
\\<a,el
Weaver
Weever
Weevil
Wliale
Wlielk
"Wliidah
"Wbirlwig
W'liite .J,nt

White Bait
Wliitihg
W"idg..on
W"i re-worm
Wolf .

^\olverine
AA'ombat
Woodcock
Wood-leopard
W^oodpecker
Worbles
Wrasse
W"ren .

Wrjneck .

Y.

Yak .

Yapach

Zebra .

Zerda
Zoophytes .

231
192
100
133
131

597
439
193
200
182

87
199
293
539
149
364
200
505
579
320
322
266
510
91
ss

106
244
610
212
630
309
192
213

143
102

134
91

5W

THE END.
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